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FHA INVESTIGATION

MONDAY, JUNE 28, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMIrrEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Wa8hington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10: 10 a. In. in room

301, Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Ives, Bush, Goldwater, Maybank,
Sparkman, Frear, and Lehman.

Also present: William Simon, general counsel, FHA Investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We will insert in the record Senate Resolution 229 under which we

are proceeding in this investigation.
(The resolution referred to follows:)

[S. Res. 229, 83d Cong., 2d seas.]

RESOLUTION

Resolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, and making
investigations as authorized by section 134 (a) of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946 and pursuant to its jurisdiction under rule XXV (1) (d) 4 of the
Standing Rules of the Senate, the Committee on Banking and Currency, or
any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized until January 31,
1955, to make such expenditures, and to employ upon a temporary basis such
Investigators, and such technical, clerical, and other assistants, as it deems
advisable.

SEc. 2. The expenses of the committee under this resolution, which shall not
exceed $150,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon
vouchers approved by the chairman of the committee.

The CHAmAN. Our first witness today will be Mr. McKenna,
who is the Depty Administrator of the HIFA and who was called
in 2 montps ago by Mr. Cole of the HiHFA to investigate
the so-called irregularities in FHA. My understanding is that Mr.
McKenna was called in at the suggestion of the President. You will
recall that the administration broke the news of the irregularities
some 2Y2 months ago and that the President of the United States
ordered all the ffles of FHA seized. Mr. McKenna, who is a lawyer
from California, I believe, was employed to make certain investiga-
tions for HHFA themselves. He was appointed Deputy Administra-
tor. He has been working on this matter for 21/2 months. He hs
quite a sizable staff. He has been working with the Internal Revenue
Service, the Attorney General, and other governmental departments.

We invited Mr. McKenna to come here today and to give us a report
on what lie has found, to give us the pattern that he has found on
section 608 and title I-section 608, of course, being rental property.
His investigation covers not only section 608 but also sections 213
and 207. We are all familiar with what title I is.
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We want Mr. McKenna to tell us exactly what he has accomplished
to date, the general pattern that he is uncovering. I suspect it will
take him all day today and possibly the biggest part of tomorrow.

Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman are we going to meet with the
House conferees at 2 o'clock this afternoon?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, 2 o'clock.
Mr. McKenna will be our witness today and part of tomorrow.

After Mr. McKenna finishes tomorrow morning, Mr. Powell will be
our witness. Mr. Powell, you know, was for twenty-odd years the
department head in charge of section 608. Mr. Powell will be here
tomorrow morning.

On Wednesday, we will take up our first, what we call "case,"
which is the Shirley-Duke Apartments in Fairfax County, Va. They
will be our first witnesses. There are some eight men involved in this
Shirley-Duke Apartment project and they will be here on Wednesday.

Possibly tomorrow or Wtednesday we will give you our witnesses
for Thursday and Friday of this week. At this time we are going to
ask Mr. Mckenna to tell us exactly what he has found, as briefly as
he can, what he has accomplished. Give us the general pattern of
the irregularities. After he is finished, our first witness, I again
repeat, will be Mr. Powell, followed on Wednesday by the Shirley-
Duke Corp., or project, of Fairfax County, Va., at which time we
will go into those projects-I think there are six of them-we will go
into them very, very thoroughly.

Will you be sworn, Mr. McKenna? Do you solemnly swear the
testimony you are about to give is the whole truth and nothing but
the truth, so help you God I

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM F. McKENNA, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY SIMON H. TREVAS, COUNSEL, HOUSING AND
HOME FINANCE AGENCY

Mr. McKENNA. I do.
The CHAMrMAN. Thank you.
Suppose you proceed, Mr. McKenna, in your own way and tell us

what you have accomplished up to this time and the general pattern
of what you are finding.

Mr. McKENNA. Mr. Chairman and Se1nators, as I believe we are
all aware, the investigation was started on April 12 of this year. The
evening the investigation was ordered, I called on the then highest
official in the Federal Housing Administration, to read to him the
President's order regarding the files of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration and the Administrator's order about the custody of them.

At that time, I had with me two members of our investigative staff,
Mr. Lester P. Condon and Mr. A. V. Akmmann, and there were present
also the Associate General Counsel of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration, who has since resigned, Mr. Howard Murphy.

Senator MAYBANK. You say the President ordered this investiga-
tion?

Mr. MCKENNA. The investigation, I believe, was ordered by
Administrator Cole.

Senator MAYBANK. I want to make sure for the record who ordered
the investigation.
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Mr. McKENNA. I believe Administrator Cole ordered the investiga-
tion.

Senator M.AYBANK. You said the President and now you ay
Administrator.

Mr. McKENN.A. I believe the order regarding.tie cilstody of FHA
files was signed by the President becaii e ()f the limited authority that
the Administrator has over the consi itiieiit agencies.

Senator MAYB.AN.K. What about the files of title I?
Mr. M(CKENNA. Thev were included in the cuisto(Iv order.
Senator LEHMAN. 'Mr. Cliairman, I ;,in not quite stire about Mr.

McKenna's relationship to the HHFA. Has he come into this thing
fresh or has he been connected with l(,i i, ij ?

The CLAIMAN. Mr. McKenna has had no connection with HHFA
up until two and a half months ago. He was employed by tihe top
officials over there, to make the investigation. They are investigating
themselves and he is the man they picked to head that investigation.
He has a staff of people that are nmakin that investigation at the
moment, but they are primarily working a, I understand it-he had
better tell his own story-with the Intlrnal Revenue Service and the
Attorney General's Office and other departments of Government. I
thought it was wall that he tell us of his experience up to this time-
exactly what they have accomplished and the general pattern that
they ar finding, of irregularities, if any.

Senator LmIMAN. Would it not be well if Mr. McKenna would also
place on the record a statement with regard to his previous experience
and with regard to his previous occupations?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Mr. McKenna, give your full name for the
record.

Mr. McKENNA. My name is William F. McKenna.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your home'?
Mr. McKENNA. My residence is in Los Angeles. Calif. I am a

native of Providence, R. I. At the time this investigation was
ordered, I was practicing law in Los Angeles. Before that, last year
I was counsel for the House Committee on Government Operations.
The previous year I practiced law in Los Angeles, Calif., and before
that I had been minority counsel for the House Committee on Ex-
penditures in the Executive Departments, in the 82d Congress.

Prior to that I had been litigation counsel for the Home Loan Bank
Board. Before that, for less than a year. I was in China with the
State Department, and for most of 4 years was overseas with the
United States Navy.

The CHAIRMAN. You were employed by whom?
Mr. 5McKENNA. I was employed by Mr. Cole, by the Housing and

Home Finance Administration. I might point out in that connec-
tion we have a staff of 95 persons in this investigation, no one of
whom is an F11A employee. We have been very careful from the
start, that this would not be a case of the agency investigating itself.
We have retained, in addition to that 95, 8 of the investigators of
FHA, but we are very careful they have no access to investigative
files and do none of our investigating in section 608.

Senator MAYBANK. Who employs these people?
Mr. McKENNA. By me and HHFA.
Senator MAYBANK. And Mr. Cole employed you?
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Mr. MCKENNA. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. So the agency is investigating itself.
Mr. McKENNA. HHFA has had practically no control over the

FIA and none of these people are Federal Housing Administration
people.

The CIIAIMAN. Suppose you proceed, then, and tell us what you
have done up to date, and I am sure the Senators will have a lot of
questions for you as you go along.

Mr. M cKENNA. We did call on the highest official of the FHA, tie,
Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Greene, that night, which was the niglt
of April 12, the first day of the investigation. With him, Mr. (ireene
had the Associate General Counsel of FHA Mr. Howard Murply.

I read the President's order and I read Mr. Cole's order to Mr.
Greene. Mr. Murphy then in the presence of two other investigators
and myself advised Mr. Greene. He told Mr. Greene that Mr. Greene
was in danger of having to pay for any telegrams he sent out iii re-
sponse to the President's order out of his own pocket, because Mr.
Murphy doubted whether the President of the United States had any
control over the Federal Housing Administration, except to appoint
the Commissioner with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Nevertheless, in spite of that advice from the Associate General
Counsel, Mr. Greene did send the telegrams and we did place the files
in protective custody.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have complete control over all FHA files
here in Washington as well as each and every field office?

Mr. McKENNA. We have the control which we believe is necessary
for the purpose of investigation. Of course, we have not stopped the
operations of FHA.

The CHAIRMAN. That control was a result of the Executive order
of the President of the United States?

Mr. McKENNA. It was, Senator. I believe, too, that the committee
is aware of the reasons behind the order for the investigation, but I
think it might be well if in a few words I restate them.

It is my understanding that early last year, the executive branch
of the Government was concerned because of the number of complaints
that were received about alleged abuses in the title I progam.

The CHAMMAN. Pull that a little closer to you and talk into the
micro phone, will you, please? And pull this other little one up there.
I don t know what it is, but talk right into the microphones.

Mr. McKENNA. Title I abuses, of course, bear little possibility of
ultimate loss to the Government. The amounts involved are very
small, but they are nevertheless a very serious matter to the man or
the family which is a victim of this type of abuse. The few hundred
or a thousand dollars which may be taken away from him by a slick
artist operating under color of FRA authority in this manner can
very well cause him to lose his home, can impose a debt burden on a
family of very small means which may take years to get the better of.
Because of that, I understand-and this is just the understanding that
has been given to me-last summer the Department of Justice asked
the Federal Bureau of Investigation to make a study of the title I sit-
uation throughout the United States.

I further understand that the results of that study were available
early this year. In addition-
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Svnlo(r Li . ,,,I \N. Ill'e N,'fjll 111,1(le ally inve' stigalioll o~f title I
Mr. MI(,KINN,\. W4, :r ic 11l( all investigation (,f title I alld I

will e xllain, Seilator, t lie scope o it shortly.
t th' .-lli' i tll'. Ille facts ()f lieu Section 60S l1rogr(iI Iiit,,.allc. ir-

creisillgly known t, o j'i,:,lis i llr(m i"i t114' execliltive branclh of tho
(;ove'lnill f, andI, oft ,'itr ' s.,fiialv'd with tidat were. rumor.s %vi,'It

k'p l v('Jwil nug I hll i--'lve'vs ali,,,t 'r, ,,ilel wvio were Involvel il thi
Udililisrti-It111 of 1l' h se.tiot l 0S lIrograni.

Sonie of those, went Jsf ) lit;e s uge of runnor, before the iiiveftiga-
tion began, it is lily Ili ,l(rsta l1ing.
li e'aiisv of that, t l. in vestiglit ioll was ordered. It was orde.redl by

the 11ousilig and lloin Fi ni, Ade Uiuinistrator. As you know, tlt.
I otis ig aid 1 !,, i. Finance Alniini.st rator lias 111u( i very rec-tly
only te loosest. torm of ctf rol over th ( ,istittient agencies, te
has had no reial antlhority over tihe 1,1IA. Once the investigationbegai,, we we.re fuiced( for j ru,.t i,.1 I i ,j r,,,is wit Ii t he necessity of (lefili-

ing I hi scojic of it. We had to know at least il somne way, some general
wa, what our own, objectives were.

Blecas(' of tliv reasons behind tlie order ordering tle investigation,
there were two lprinciipal facets of it, of coulr.e: Tit ie I and section 608.
The biggest clangeN witli respect t4, title I wis put into effect imme-
diately upon the date of the investigation. UJnt il April 12 of tIhis year,
the Federal Housing Administration did its own criminal investi-
gating. With respect to matters within th(b jiiri ,di,'ion of the FHA,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation was excluded.

The Federal I Iosing Administ ration on its own, as I think we can
show, exteuded that understanding to fields in which, I believe, it was
never intended that the Federal Housing Administration have any
criminal investigfati-e jirisl iction- at leat I can go into the specific
cases later and the, Senators can draw their own conclusions.

So we reached an arrangement with the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation whereby w( intensely searched all the file of the Federal Hous-
ing Administration for abuses of the title I program that had not been
previously investigated. We found, for example, that under this ar-
rangement during the previous 2 years the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation had sent over to the Federal Housing Administration 163 cases
of alleged abuses of the title I program. Of these 163 cases, we reached
a rather amazing conclusion that only 9 were ever investigated by the
Federal Housing Administration. About 50 of the 163 ever got to
the investigative section of the Federal Housing Administration, and
all but 19 of those that did get there were accompanied by indications
from superior authorities, which definitely discouraged the making of
any investigation by the Federal Housing Administration inves-
tigators.

Senator MAYBANK. Who were the superior authorities?
Mr. MCKENNA. Principally the legal staff, General Counsel and

the Associate General Counsel, Mr. Bovard and Mr. Murphy.
The CHAIRMAN. You say there were 163 cases turned over by the

FBI, or the Attorney General, to FHA ?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes; 163, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Now my question is: Did FHA fail to turn over to

the FBI or to the Attorney General any cases of collusion or ir-
regularities I
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Mr. M'KENNA. I believe that is the case, and I intend later to go into
,onie detail as to those cases, Senator.

Senator LEHMAN. You referred to 163 cases which were referred.
Over what period?

Mr. MCKENNA. In about 2 years 163 cases were referred by the FBI.
At the same time, the Federal Housing Adminitration got many,
many times more cases from other source. These we were able to pin
down. We couldn't find out how many corn l)l'aints c'aine from private
sources. That would be a task we couldn't undertake.

Senator LEImi.\N. That was over a period of the last 2 years?
Mr. MCKENN.. Yes, those cases ca.ine from the FBI or Department

of Justice only. The significant thi og is that of t le 163 cases referred
by the Departmenit of Justice, only 9 were inve.stigated, 10 inore were
held for investigation

The CHArMAN.'-. Only 9 of the 163 were investigated by the FHA
Administrator.

Mr. McKENNA. That is right, sir.
The CH.RA.AN. What reason did they give for not investigating all

of them
Mr. MfcKENNA. Again, we have gotten no reason<, of course, except

the reasons of inadequate investigative staff, but I think perhaps the
pattern will become clear as we go on case by case as to what was
done with allegations that were received by the Federal Housing
Administration.

Senator GOLDW.ATER. Mr. MKenna, what was the date the FBI sent
these 163 cases over to FHA?

Mr. McKENN.%. Periodically :is they arose over 2 years.
Senator GOLDWATER. Between what dates?
Mr. M(cKENN.. I can't give you the precise, lat es. I ca' . ive them

to you later if you wish. Thev were for a period of 2 years ending
about the time the investigation was ordered.

The CHAIRMAIN. That would be 2 years prior to April of this year?
Mr. McKENN.A. Yes. Those are the approximate dates.
Senator GOLDWATER. Would you supply that for the record, the

dates of the reports of the FBI to the FHA?
Mr. McKENNA. We can supply the committee. It may take a little

while, but we will supply it.
(The information referred to follows:)

In response to your inquiry of June 2,S, 1954, FHA records indicate that from
September 29, 1952, to April 12, 1954, the FBI made 163 referrals to the FHA
with respect to title I loans and these reports were submitted from time to time
on the following dates: September 2, 1952; November 21, 1952; April 10, 1953;
May 6, 1953; September 8, 1953; March 22, 1954: April 1. 1154.

The 9 cases investigated and referred to the Department of Justice by the FRA
from the 163 cases referred to it by the FBI, were sent to the Department of
Justice by the FHA on the following dates: November 6, 1952; June 18, 1953;
November 10, 1953; November 23, 1953; February 24, 1954; March 18, 1954.

Senator LEHMAN. They were all within the period of 2 years prior
to April 12, 1954?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes. The significance of those figures is not the
number of them. of course, because this was only one source of com-
plaints and probably a relatively minor source. The significance is
that though the complaints came from another agency of the Govern-
ment charged with cognizance of criminal matters, nevertheless the
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FHA practically did nothing with them except in the case of nine
of them. That is the significance of those figures as I see it.

Senator MAYBANK. What (lid the y do about the nine.?
Mr. McKENN.. Investigation were conducted on the nine.
Senator MAYBANK. Did they put them in jail?
Mr. McKENNA. There have been convictions of some of the nine;

yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. How ]inaIv./

Mr. McKENNA. I don't know. The last figures I obtained infor-
mally from the Department of Justice are that since the investigation
started there have been 5; indictments obtained across the country
for title I violations involving 113 persons.

Senator MAYBANK. Indictments , ltt they haven't been sentenced
yet; have they?

Mr. McKEN.N.. There have been a few convictions, but the full
impact of the intensive investigations we are conducting now will not
be felt for nany months. It takes many nonth to get an indictment.

Senator MAYI.ANK. I was curious because there were so many com-
plaints and they only convicted a very few people-a handful of
people. There might be some justification in what Mr. Hollyday
had to say here. Was it Mr. Hoilyday .

Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Hollyday.
Senator MAYBANK. I am1 not defendingg it at all. Don't misunder-

stand me.
Mr. McK.I.:N.NA. I u1tdel'-4tan(I w, ha'e IIa(le -i -v the investigation

began 83 referrals i \1igci: iii ina action to tle Dcpartlment of
Justice, involving title I, an(1 it is Ili\ opinion that is a small propor-
tion of the total that the FBI has got ip on its own. It probably is
rather dangerous right now for these slick artists to abuse title I be-
cause of the intensity of

Senator MAYBANK. There is no doubt of the publicity that has been
given by the administration downtown, their statements and those
of the chairman of this committee-at least as far as these people
who were so outra ;eously exploiting title I.

Mr. AhKENN.. '1hat is our intention.
Senator MAYBANK. It was a joint effort on your part, your part and

everybody's part.
Senator GoLDW.\AwER. Mr. McKeniia, when you supply the dates of

the referral of the FBI to the FHA, will you also supply the dates
that the nine cases had action given to tlein e (See p. 6.)

Mr. MiGENNA. We will, si.
Senator LEHMAN. Could you tell Its ill a general way what the most

numerous reasons were for complaints or indictments or convictions
in connection with title I?

M. McKi.ENN.%. Of course, in getting an indictment under title I,
the Department of Justice almost has to Ielv on a misrepresentation
some place along the procedure. The normal tactics, or one of the
standard tactics for these people who have been doing the defrauding
of homeowners around the countiyv, is to use the name and the facili-
ties of the Federal Housing A(lnlinistration to talk these people into
signing a contract for home repairis. Some of the money that is bor-
rowed by these people may go into home repairs. There will be other
guises, such as 'Yours is a model lome. You will not have to pay
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for this. It will be taken out of the money that we cet from your
neighbors, who will come in and look at your home ana thereby give
us contracts, too."

But the end result is the homeowner signs a negotiable instrument.
He may or may not get part of the repairs for which he has bargained.
The negotiable instrument, if the homeowner defaults, is ultimately
transferred or turned over to the FHA which insures the financial
institution. The United States Government, then, the United States
Attorney, has to bring suit on that negotiable instrument against the
victim of the fraud, and the victim of the fraud, of course, is rather
upset that the United States Government is suing him instead of the
fellow who defrauded him.

Senator LEHMAN. Were most of these cases based on misrepresen-
tation or nonperformance?

Mr. McKENNA. There really is no criminal statute violated simply
by nonperformance, no Federal criminal statute. There has to be
some sort of misrepresentation in there for the Government to sue.

The investigation of the title I program has been carried on, of
course, largely bv the FBI. They were doing the intensive work in
this field. We, however, have, I believe, 8 investigators, devoting full
time to going through the files of the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, and other complaints that have been received by us, in order to
build up files of the records of FHA, and other documents which we
obtained in order to refer cases to the Department of Justice. for
consideration for prosecution.

We have made 83 such referrals since we .tarted. We have tnder
consideration over 500 such cases.

So far as the section 608 program is 'omicerned, that is our major
undertaking and the one that I propose with the indllgence of the
Senators to discu,.4s, case by case, so that rather tlan rely on niv con-
clusions as to what the patterns are, you ,'an inake yom'r own conclu-
sions from the facts as we have discovered them in tie files )f FHA.
That does not mean we are neglecting the other programs of the
Federal Hou~inc Administration. We plan to go into then. We
are going into t~lem. We find preliminarily that section 21:3 -eems
to offer about the same or possibly even greater possibility of serious
frauds than section 608 has offered, and we are intensely investigating
the section 213 program at this time aF well as other programs of
the FHA.

I might remark that in connection with the section 213 program,
since the program is newer, since it is current, there probably is more
possibility of criminal prosecution than in the section 608 program.
Many of the actions which appear to us to be clear criminal violations
in the section 608 program are protected by the passage of time by
the statute of limitations. That probably will not be so true in the
section 213 program.

Senator MAYBANK. Let's get that straight. If the statute of limi-
tations will stop the conviction of a guilty man, I want to be a party to
hel Senator Williams to get his bill out.

?ou think the statute of limitations will make it difficult for you I
Mr. MCKEN NA. In by far the majority of cases we have come across

so far the statute of limitations protects persons who according to the
records were violating criminal statutes.
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Senator MAYBANK. Are you familiar with Senator Williams' bill?
Mr. McKENNA. I am, sir, vaguely. I believe, however, that that

does not attempt to lift the bar retroactively.
Senator MAYBANK. Has the administration recommended such

procedure?
Mr. McKENNA. That I don't know. There is a constitutional ques-

tion as to whether or not a statute of limitations can be lifted retro-
actively.

Senator MAYBANK. If it is unconstitutional or even questionable, I
wouldn't want to have anything to do with it, but I do think if the
statute of limitations could be adjusted by the Congress, through the
proper committees--Judiciary Committees-it would materially aid
in punishing the guilty. It ought to be considered and the adminis-
tration ought to recommend proper procedure for Congress. I mean,
because you know how it would affect you. We don't. You are look-in r at it...

Ur. MCKENNA. The Senator, of course, makes a very strong point

in that a 3-year statute of limitations applied to major frauds is quite
a protective device for the perpetrator of those frauds.

Senator MAYBANK. I think Senator Williams ,aid that on the floor.
I can't remember.

The CIAIRMAN. It ought to be longer. I think we are going to try
to get the Williams bill through. It doesilt apply on retroactive
cases. I don't think you can pass a law and alake it retroactive.

Mr. McKEN NA. There is a big question of tlat.
Senator FREAR. The only retroactive clause where fraud is involved

is under the Internal Revenue Service, is it not, where a person is
found guilty of fraud and you can go back any number of years under
that statute ?

Mr. MCKENNA. I am not an expert on that. I believe it is 6 years.
I don't know by any means. I haven't looked at that in years.

Senator LEHMAN. Mr. McKenna, you testified that there was the
opportunity of fraud in section 213---at least as great, or possibly
greater than in section 608.

The provisions of section 608 expired in 1950. as I recall it. The
provisions of section 213 are still in existence. To your knowledge,
have any steps been taken by the Administrator or by the agency to
make it impossible for people to avail themselves of the loopholes or
the fraud that is contained possibly in section 213?

Mr. MCKENNA. We have been given a free hand, Senator, in inves-
tigating section 213 cases, and we are doing it so intensely I believe
that we will stop that practice.

Senator LEHMAN. Have you actually put into effect any changes
that immediately put a stop to those practices ? I don't mean you. I
mean the agency.

Mr. MCKENNA. That I don't know about administrative orders. I
would say though the most effective stop is thorough investigation,
with the awareness on the part of the people involved that they will
be caught pretty quickly i they engage in these things and that is
what we are currently doing.

Senator LEHMAN. To your knowledge, no steps have as yet been.
taken to put a stop to the practices tinder action 213?

Mr. McKENN. . The investigation is directed toward that, which I
think is the biggest step that can be taken.
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Senator LEHMAN. I mean by Executive order, legislative order, or
administrative order.

Mr. McKENN.A. I know nothing about that.
Senator LHMAN. Then these abuses cln and probably are going

on today?
Mr. McKENNA. I would say because of the intensity of the investi-

gation, they probably could not be carried on right. now. That would
be my opinion.

Th(e CHAIRMAN. 'What we are doing is changing the law. We are
going to start. at. 12 o'clock this afternoon in conference with the House
to change the law. That is the way you get at that.

Mr. McKNN.A. 1 ossiblv, in illustrating the abuses that we believe
have been committed in the section 608 program, it would be better
from the viewpoint of the Senators if I went at it case by case, rather
than draw my own conclusions or my own summaries of what the
situation is, and if ti Senators agree that is the way, I would propose
to (10 it.

We have, I believe, distriiuted suminaric-. of the cases I plan to dis-
cuss to tile Se lators for the record so it will 1)b easy to follow me as
I go alolr,..

Senlato M1YI.\K. Who released these naiiies to the public 2 weeks
ago? Did you do that !

Mr. h'KENN.\. Thatwas my responsibility : yes,sir.
Sellatol' MN.YB.ANK. You are gOlig to release then all before this

tlillg is over?
Mr. M(;KEN NA. It is.-, our plan to release theim all.
Senator AYBA.NK. I dont think it is fair to a few people--I don't

know aiiy of them-to halve thlir names brouglht out all( other peo-
l)le's iuiies not )rol Zlit o ut.

Mr. McKi NN.A. I thitik that is true.
Senator A.YBANK. I think y'ol will agree we want to be fair to

everybody. The-,e are terrible cases, just glancing through them, but
I think since their names have been put in the paper, everybody's
naume wh]o is likewise in the windfall category or whatever you might
call it should be treated the same way and you intend to do that.

Mr. MctKEFN.\. I think that is unquestionably true, Senator. In
conpiling this list, the instructions I gave to the staff was to list
every pei-son and every corporation.

Seniator M.\YIANK. This is a small number. These people got a
lot of )ublicity. Of course, I guess the others will, too.

Mr. McKENNA. It is true, Senator.
Senator L-HM.\. Mr. McKenna, I want to establish one thing

which is not clear in my mind: The Senate has passed legislation
relating to section 213 making abuses mnch more difficult, if not im-
possible. One of the main factors was requiring certification as to
cost. But that statifte or that bill is not in effect yet. The bill, as
I recall it, is still in conference. What I don't understand is why, in
view of the fact that you testified that these abuses can exist and have
existed for a long time in the past, I wonder why no steps have been
taken by administrative or Executive order to tighten up so as to
make it quite impossible. regardless of the investigation? I wonder
whether you (an enlighten us on that.

Mr. McKFN-,-NA. It is my personal opinion, Senator, that no abuses
in the section 608 program could have been anywhere as widespread as

10
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they have been if an adequate inqtii rv into the f:icts h1ad been made,
before FHA committed itself.
TIP (HAIRM.AN. l-'tt't it 11 fact ti:t you I i'e dis'hargel "X" nUm-

ber of people who partici plted iI i these irregularities. You say
nothing has been lone to titAhteii it ' ! v' t hi liaven't there been inany
dismissals?

Mr. McKENNA. 'lIe I)elplltv (' missionerr of F-I.A retired, the
general counsel was lplavei oil ali ~i:i! leave, 1pendilg lils disilli.'al
under civil serviCe 1roelIlres.

The CHAIRM. N. T he ('0 J11i i ,r w:,-. disnllissed ?
Mr. MCKEN N.A. 'l'e key l)eolle resiollsilble for tile adniiist rat ion

of the aspect of the FHA potgrr:jI hI been disiisse(d or caused to
resi git.

llie( '.iTTiMAN. 'l'lese irregi lariti(.s I think we will find as we go
through here-I ain only speaking tw froim having sat in on some
tweuty-old execlitiVe sessiolis wit h t Iiese gent lenten that have been par-
ticilating II I ese tl-iig. -and 1 th i k .'oi will find they come about
through maladninistration. andi to a ,eil: ain degree, looseness of the
law, I might say, in all fi- iritess.

You have-at least the idtin istration lhw: (Iisclarged or d imissed
)jI i te a IlIimber of people t hat lnt rti,'il, te I in Ihe-e irregular cities in
the past : is that correct ?

Mr. MCKEx.N . Ylc;, SeatI0'. It is Itty ojI)i IIon that these abises
could not have hlapq ened under tile pr leIt law if the present law
had been lproperly a li inistered, Itit tl, Sei at,,r- ,ain draw that con-
clusion for themselves or (Ii:'lrd it ;Is I t-t' ilto the fact:. as we found

The ('IJAIRMAN. We li1v' 1h.ldled ,,one 21 .: now in executive
session and I would say it has been lte p ersoInall*N to the looseness of
the law and partially to poor adiniIit rat li . I ai, not going to say
yet whether there is an*' collusion, or (iirect violation of the law, be-
cause we are not through with our inluir*y. I am, not going to say
that, but we certainly are goilg to get intoit. That is the purl,,,ie of
the investigation.

Senator LEHMAN. Do yol know \\whether there have been anY
changes made ill the personnel thait a(li|inister section 21 .

Mr. McKFNN.\. Of course, the m:n ili charge of the section 213
program was dis nis.sei. lhat is Mr. (l(INc P'owell, sir.

The first case I should like to discii-': w'it the connittee is the ca-V
of the Shirley-Duke Apartenits in Fairfax County, Va. The rea-,,n
for selecting this case is that it offers a lis cssion of .eeral points
of the section 608 program.

In the Shirley-Duke Apartments. there were 6 inmas which
amounted to a total of thi iteen-miillion-eight-hundred-thousaud-and-
some-odd dollars. Behind this $13,so.(P00-some in loans was a capital
investment of the shareholders of the corporation of $(Y;,.)

This was at the rate of $5 a share. The investment was at the
rate of $5 a share. The mortgage proceeds were distributed to the
shareholders in the average of s1,737 for each $5 share. The laret
stockholders-

The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean for a $. investment they got back
$1,737.25 ?

50690-54-pt. 1- 2
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Mr. McKENNA. Substantially, that is what it means, Senator. The
largest stockholders were Mr. and Mrs. Hutman of Washington, D. C.,
who received over $600,000 in the distribution of the mortgage pro-
,ceeds. However, Shirley-Duke Apartments offers an aspect of the
mortgaging-out system, which I believe, has not previously been
discussed. That is one in which the lenders shared as well as the
stockholders.

The information obtained by the committee's investigators by field
investigation is that the project was planned by the lender; that the
stockholders or the sponsors were solicited by the lending institution:
that the idea was conceived by the lender.

Senator MAYBANK. What is the name of the lender?
Mr. MCKENNA. The name at that time was Investors Syndicate.
Senator MAYBANK. Who owns that corporation?
Mr. McKENNYA. I believe Alleghany Corp. owns it.
Senator MAYBANK. In other words, it is really Alleghany Corp.?
Mr. MKENNA. I believe that is true, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say Investors Diversified Services owns it?
Mr. McKENNA. Investors Diversified Services is the present name

of the original mortgagee. The original mortgagee was Investors
Syndicate. The stockholders, of course, own it.

The CHAIRMAN. Where is Investors Diversified Services located?
Mr. MCKENNA. In Minneapolis, Minn.
The CHAIRMAN. Who do you say owns it?
Mr. McKENNA. The stockholders owned it at that time.
The CHARMAN. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. McKENNA. We have a list of them. Mr. and Mrs. Hutman are

the largest-
The CHAMIMAN. You are Oiving the Shirley-Duke stockholders. I

'want to know those of Investors Diversified Services.
Mr. McKENNA. Alleghany Corp., I believe, owns it.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Alleghany Corp.?
Mr. McKzNNA. I believe that is Mr. Robert Young's corporation,

but I know nothing of Mr. Young's financial interest.
The CHAIMAN. Where is Investors Diversified Services located?
Mr. McKENNA. In Minneapolis, Minn.
The CHAIMAN. It is owned by the Alleghany Corp.?
Mr. McKENNA. I believe so, sir.
Senator MATBANK. Do you know if they handled any mortgaging-

out loans in Minnesota?
Mr. McKENNA. The former local counsel for Investors Services, Mr.

Budwesky, who is also a stockholder of this corporation, told our in-
vestigators that Investors Services made approximately $26 million
out of their section 608 operations around the United States. We
have made no field investigation to verify what Mr. Budwesky told
our investigators.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know that Investors Diversified Services
which is owned by Alleghany Corp., participated in 157 section 608'si

Mr. MCKENNA. I do not know that of my own knowledge. They
would have to have participated in a very large number in order to
have netted $26 million.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean Investors Diversified Services netted
$26 million?

1.2
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Mr. McKEN.N.. According to the investigators' report, the investi-
gator was so told by Mr. Budwesky, counsel for Investors at that time,
local counsel for Investors Services.

The (H.IRMAN. You mean Investors Diversified Services made $26
million?

Mr. McKENN.A. That is what the counsel, the former local counsel
for them, told our investigators, that they made.

The CHAIRMAN. Out of 157 projects?
Mr. McKENNA. The number of the projects I don't know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much money did Investors Diversified Serv-

ices make out of the Shirley-Duke Apartments?
Mr. MCKENNA. That figure we cannot give you exactly. It cer-

tainly was over $1 million. They represented on their application to
FHA they were going to charge a one and a half percent service fee.
Instead they charged a 6 percent service fee, which means that includ-
ing the 4 percent interest they netted 10 percent out of their interim
financing.

Senator MAYBAINK. Did they have a contract for one and a half per-
cent?

Mr. McKENNA. This project was constructed this way, Senator.
The sponsors, the people solicited by Investors Syndicate, and Invest-
ors Syndicate entered into a contract, an arrangement for interim
financing, which depended upon their getting an FHA commitment
for insurance. After that they got the FHA commitment for insur-
ance but the insurance was to be effective upon the completion of the
construction of the Kroiect. It was to be insurance of the final loan
and not the interim nnancing. Investors Syndicate then advanced the
interim financing to the sponsors whom they had selected, which in-
e lded some of their own personnel, and for that interim financing
they collected at least ten percent, and I believe it is substantially
more than that.

The CHAIRMAN . Let me ask you-how much did Shirley-Duke
Apartments mortgage out?

M r. McKENNA. The excess of the mortgage over cost was something
slightly over $2 million. I believe it was $2,136,358.

The CHAIRMAN. Was this $2 million mortgaging out over cost after
paying Investors Diversified over $1 million?

Mr. McKENNA. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It would really be $3 million?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What services did Investors Diversified render in

order to earn over $1 million?
Mr. McKENNA. They advanced the money for the construction of

the project. They first got the FHA commitment, then after having
gotten that commitment for the final loan they made the interim loan
to the project to construct it.

The CHAMMAN. You say there was only $6,000 capital placed in the
corporation that built these six apartment buildings?

Mr. MCKUNNA. According to the records, that is the case.
The CHA MAN. Six thousand dollars?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Why would Investors Diversified finance this with

just a $6,000 corporation?
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Mr. McKENNA. They had no risk, Senator, because the final com-
mitment was insured by FHA.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you telling us, then, that the men that invested
$6,000 took out over $2 million: that Investors Diversified Services,
who financed it-made the interim financing-took out over $1 mil-
lion; all out of the mortgages.

Mr. McKENNA. I think that is an understatement of how much they
took out, Senator. There are other aspects in which they obtained
substantial funds.

The CHAIRMAN. 1 see the manager for Investors Diversified, per-
sonally, and his wife, took out $89,000.

Mr. McKENNA%. That is correct.
That illustrates, besides showing how a lending institution could

S)articipate in this mortgaging out, that illustrates also how the
urden of this mortgaging out process was placed.
The CHAIRMAN. Let ]ne ask you this. This is interesting: How

many cases have you found similar to this, where someone such as
Investors Diversified went to a cou ple of fellows or three fellows said:
'"You put up $6,000 and we will loan you the money to do certain
things, buy the land, etc., if you will let us make a lot of money on
this' '? Is this a pattern. or is this an isolated case ?

Mr. McKENNA. We are not in position to prove other cases, Senator,
now.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the other 157 cases that the Investors
Diversified Services have )articipated in'? Did they (o the same
thing in those

Mr. MU'KENNA. If we believe the former representative of Investors
Services, with whom our investigators talked. yes, but we are in no
position to prove it. This, however, I believe you can pretty well
pin down.

The CHAIRMAN. Who paid for all this mortgaging out ? Where did
the money come from to give these fellows $2 million immediate profit,
and to give this Investors Diversified Services, this Minneapolis con-
cern. owned by Alleghany Corp.. over $1 million .?

Mr. A1cKENN.. Of course, Senator, that shows the harm that is
done by the whole mortgaging out process. The burden is p laced
upon the tenant. The person who should have benefited by the act
is paying for this. Every family in the Shirley-Duke Apartnments
pays a ininnium of $70 to $85 a year because of this mortgaging out
process, and will pay it for the 33-year life of the loan.

The CHATRMAN. Is it a fact that Investors Diversified Services, in
addition to getting 6 percent, which amounted to some $900,000, like-
wise got a 5- or a 10-year contract to operate the property after it
was completed at a 5 percent fee?

Mr. MCKEN NA. That is correct. The contract was terminated prac-
tically upon the completion of construction. and the project paid
additional money to Investors Services for the privilege of getting
out of the contract.

The ('IHAIRMAN. Has this been turned over to the Attorney General ?
Mr. McKENNA. It has been turned over to the Attorney General,

Senator, for such criminal investigation and civil proceedings as the
Department of Justice might institute, but I might point out that
the difficulty of the case is that these representations which I believe
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were false representations were made in 1949 and there is a 3-year
statute of limitations.

The ('HIAI.-N. Do you think they violated the law in this
instance:

Mr. MCKENNA. In my opinion, the representations of mortgagee
and mortgagor were both false.

The Cir.fA\MAN. Let me ask you this: Is this a pattern? What I
run trying to get at, is this a pattern where three people, I believe,
invest $6,000)0? They enter into a contract with a big concern like
Investors Diversified Services, which is a large concern, in which they
evideiitlv both agreed before they eitteireml into the contract, or knew
before they entered iiit() the contract, tlat they were botli going to
make a lot of money by mortgaging out i Is that a general pattern?!

Mr. MCKEN NA. That part of it, I thiilklC, is general I think these
peol)he who went into it knew in a(hvance l)retty much how mucl they
were gojlng t4) mortgage out.

The ( u.IR3LN. If there was only $(;,.)(o in this corporation, In-
vestors Diversified Services, and others inv\ol\ed, would know that if
they were going to make any money tley would have to make it out
of mortga(gin(g out?

Mr. 'McKENNA. I think that was generally known, sir: yes.
The CH,1AIRMAN. You say that is a pattern throughout the Nation?
M[r. MUKNN.. We cannot prove the relationship between mort-

gagee and mortgagor is a pattern, but the remainder of it I believe is
a pattern, in certain areas. I think we should keep in mind the mort-
gaging out is concentrated in certain localities, in certain major
metropolitan areas, and so far as we have been able to find other
communities are remarkably free of it.

You may draw the conclusion from tlat tlat the fault is more
in the administration than in the law. I thilk in connection with
this Shirley-Duke operation, I might point out at this time that the
situation in the Washington, D. C.. office may very well have con-
tributed to the frequency and the extent of Mort'aging out. in the
District of Columbia. The General Accounting Office, early in 1949,
complained to the Federal Hotusing Administration about the extent
to which substantial gifts were being made by builders to persons
in the Washington, I). C., insurino office.

The ChiRmANw. Is this a fact tat after these peo le-this Shirley-
Duke Apartments group-after the stockholders thiat put in $6,000
took out over $2 million in profits, and this Investors Diversified
took out over $1 million in fees, that they then came in and asked
for a rent increase and the local FHA office granted it?

Mr. McKENNA. That is true, sir, and we have not been able to find
any of the papers on which that rent increase was granted. Accord-
ing to the files of the Federal Housing Administration the proof that
was offered for the rental increase was returned to the persons asking
for the increase.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that a general pattern throughout the country?
Even though they mortgaged out and made considerable money, they
immediately came in and asked for a rent increase?

Mr. McKENNA. I believe it is, sir, and there is a rather technical
aspect of this which illustrates how the mortgaging out in effect helped
them get a rental increase. I will see if I can explain that.
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The mortgaging out that is reported in this case of $2,136,000 may
actually be diminished by about three or four hundred thousand, by
reason of the fact there were not included costs of construction that
could properly have been included in the costs of the construction.
It is our belief that certain costs of construction were not included
in the figures initially submitted, in the books of the mortgagor cor-
poration, but, rather, were carried over to the first period of active
operation of the section 608 corporation. By carrying part of the
costs of construction over to the first period of operation they showed
their expenses during that first period to be higher than they actually
were.

And on the basis of that they represented to FHA that the rents
should be increased because they were not getting back a 61/-percent
return on their investment.

Senator LEHMAN. As I have been listening to the testimony of these
various hearings that have been going on for some time, it seems clear
to mue that the only way in which these people could have mortgaged
out their projects was due to the discrepancy-the gap-between the
appraised value of the project, completed, and the actual cost? These
appraisals, of course, were made by officials of the FHA, and appar-
ently from testimony that is already submitted they were in many
instances in excess of the actual cost. That is why we are now putting
in a certification in the bill.

Have you been able to establish in any substantial number of cases
fraud or corruption on the part of those who were responsible for
makin' the appraisals?

Mr. VcKEN INA. I might say as a preface, Senator, that the major
cases which we are investigating, where we have strong indications of
overall collusion, have not reached the point where a definitive answer
can be given. That point is being intensely investigated. The fact
that the mortgaging out is concentrated in certain localities, the fre-
quency with -which Mr. Powell overruled the local offices on routine
questions, affecting, however, the amount of mortgaging out, all of
those factors together indicate the urgent necessity for investigating
that point, and we are doing it, but we haven't reached the point where
we can give an opinion one way or the other.

Senator LEiMAN . You are not proceeding criminally against these
people?

Mr. McKENNA. No. Of course we have made recommendations to
the Department of Justice. In rather minor cases, as you may have
read in the paper, two persons were suspended last week. In some of
these cases in which favors are taken by the FHA people, the favors
they receive may be relatively small. They may be television sets.,
wristwatches, things of that sort, which don't mean a bi realization
to them personally. and which may not be related to the builders'
particular project. In other words, a builder may not say "I am gving
you this television set," or "I am giving you this watch in order that
you will insure a larger loan," but the natural impact of it is that the
FHA employee certainly would be inclined to be a little more generous
to the man who gives the television set, who gives him the wristwatch,
who gives him the silver percolator s-et, things of that sort.

That is what I wanted to mention in connection with the Wash-
ington. D. C., operations. The GAO advised the FHA early in 1949
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that there was a general practice of making gifts, like television sets,
wristwatches, and other relatively expensive gifts. to the employees
of this local office. That, in effect, practically all of the office received
such gifts from builders. The matter was investigated by the Federal
Housing Administration's own investigative stalf. and an investiga-
tive report was returned which showed that that was true. It showed
8 Philco console television sets were given in December of 1948, which,.
of course, is in the middle of this mortgaging-out period; that 18
wristwatches were given to employees by builders. There is a report
of investigation which sets forth these things. at the time that all the
mortgaging out was going on. And at. the top of the copy of the
investigative report, which I have here. is the only reference we have
been able to find that the matter may have been referred to the Depart-
ment of Justice. It, is a notation on the top "To Department of
Justice, 4/15/52," which would indicate certainly it was referred to
the Department of Justice on April 15, 1952, or over 3 years after
the gifts were received and other offenses were committed, even
though the investigative report was completed in June of 1949.

In other words, the Federal Housing Administration sat on this
report for almost 3 years, and until the statute of limitations had run
before they sent it to the Department of Justice. That had to be a
decision, I think, on the top level of the FHA.

Senator LEHMAN. Let me ask you this question: Am I accurate in
saying that the main reason for the large mortgaging-out proceed:
that came about were due to the fact, in the law. as it then existed,
and existed up until the present. time with very few changes, there
was no relationship between the actual cost of the project and the
mortgage that was guaranteed by the Government. based on apprais-
als. That if it hadn't been for that great gap which we know existed,
and which we are trying to correct now in the new law, there could
not have been this large mass of mortgaging out of these projects, at
large profits? Is that a correct statement?

Mr. McKENNA. I think that is substantiall y correct, Senator.
I might point out that mortgagin(r out, was increased by several

factors. One of them might have been the poor construction. In
other words, initially, certain plans and specifications were called for.
The builder, for some reason or other, was able to use inferior niaterial-
and inferior construction. That probably could be because of poor
inspection by the Federal Housing Administration. The excessive
cost estimates which you mention are a major factor.

In addition, the builder might have built the project in a lesser
time than FHA required. That was aided sometimes by FHA.
FHA granted them extensions, or they allowed them to start con-
struction before the mortgage loan was closed.

In many oases the land value was written upby FHA. sometimes
for reasons that, we cannot find in the files. MIlanv times leasehold
arrangements were allowed, and I will go into some of them in detail
afterward, in which the builder was allowed to lease the land to the
corporation he had set up, taking back a very substantial annual rental
for the use of the land, instead of conveying the land to the
corporation.

We have some cases even after construction was completed and
there already was mortgaging out, in which FHA increase4 the
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amount of the mortgage loan so there was even more mortgaging
out. Of course, in those cases FHA already had the facts of con-
struction available if they wanted to make use of them, and, of course,
we cannot put aside the case that I have just mentioned, the Shirley-
Duke case, in which the applications do not appear to have stated
what the facts were with respect to their own arrangements between
the mortgagee and the mortgagor. On top of that you have what I
have just. recited, that the local FHA offices certainly appear to have
been hurt by the fact that the FHA personnel were allowed to accept
favors such as television sets.

Senator MAYBANK. Didn't they fire all those local people who did
that?

Mr. McK.:N.N-A. In the Washington, 1). C., case, the head of the of-
fice, and I believe the No. 2 man, were allowed to resign. The others
were told they had to return the presents.

Senator TL\YBANK. I understand most of them, wherever evidence
of a gift of a television set or watch was obtained, were forced to re-
simi. 'liey couldn't. indict them for it. That is all they could do.
Did that occur in all regional offices? I only recall GAO's report in
Washington that those people were all removed.

Mr. MCKE NNA. In the lWashington office there were 8 television sets
received and 2 of the recipients were allowed to resign. The others, I
believe, were told to return their television sets.

Senator MAYBAINK. You couldn't do any more than tell them to re-
sigi. You couldn't put a fellow in jail for taking a television set.

Mr. McKENNA. To answer the question, I would have to conduct an
investigation to tell whether there was a relationship between the
television set he received and the actions he took.

, Senator MAYBA. K. I gTrant you that. It appears to me we are deal-
ing here with a company that you say throughout America made $26
million, the Alleghany Co., and they made in this project $2 million
mortgaging out plus $1 million excess interest, plus all the others. I
don't think they could buy all that for television sets. That is my
judgment. Of course, you are absolutely right when you say you
have to investigate it.

I would like to know if there are any of these fellows who got these
presents in the area offices? You don't know of any outside of Wash-
ington ?

Mlr. McKEN... There were other cases.
Senator A.YBA.K. What happened to them?
Mr. McKENNA. In the Philadelphia office, for example, it seemed to

be the general practice that people received gifts. I believe a year
ago the House Government Operations Committee conducted an in-
vest igation of the Alaska office in which in connection with one project
only it seems every person on the FHA staff received gifts from the
builder. It seems to have been a rather general practice for builders
to make gifts to the FHA personnel, not just in the Washington, D. C.,
area.

When you ask me whether there is something beyond that, and an
active participation in the profits of these section 608 operations by
FHA personnel, that is something that only a very intensive investi-
gation can determine, and that investigation is underway.
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Senator MA YBANK. When you made the investigation did you call
it to the FHA's attention in Philadelphia?

Mr. MCKENNA. Certain persons have been fired there. I believe
that matter was known to FHA some years ago.

Senator MAYBANK. In other words, the people were fired?
Mr. McKENNA. The people that we know of were fired; yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Then they fired the ones in Washington, or

made them resign, whichever it was e
Mr. MCKENNA. In the Albuquerque case, of course, last week they

were fired.
Senator MAYBANK. I read that in the paper. I think it was on the

front page of the Star on Thursday or Friday; what was his name,
Frost?

Mr. MCKENNA. Yes, of the Albuquerque office.
Senator , AYBANK.What did he do, just for curiosity ?
Mr. McKENNA. That is, again, a case where the amount of money

that he received, or the benefits he received, probably are not substan-
tial in dollar amounts.

Senator MAYBANK. I understand he is subpenaed to be here
Thursday?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes.
Senator MAYBANK. Just forget that, if you will, because the chair-

man told me Mr. Frost was subpenaed to be here Thursday, so we do
not need to burden you with that.

Mr. MCKENNA. In that, the gift did relate to a specific project.
I believe I pointed out in the Shirley-Duke cae that the rents

which the tenants had to pay really were increased between $70 and
$85. because of this mortgaging out process, which places where
the burden falls, except in those cases where the project defaults.

The CHAIRMAN. These people mortgaged out over $2 million-this
Investors outfit in Minneapo is took over $1 million out of it, and
yet FHA gave them a rent increase?

Mr. MUKENNA. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Almost unbelievable.
Mr. McKENNA. We have not been able to find the papers on which

the rent increase was based. The records of FHA state that the
supporting documents were returned to the applicant for the rent
increase.

Senator MAYBANK. Why don't you subpena applicant's papers?
The CHAIRMAN. We will.
Senator LEHMAN. There is no question your figures are correct,

and I do not doubt them, that the mortgaging out on such a large
scale brought about additional charges on the tenants, but what is
the status of this project now? Is it in default?

Mr. McKENNA. I believe it is operating, sir. The tenants are able
to bear the additional burdens, so I believe it is not in default.

Senator LEHMAN. There has been no loss to the Government itself,
although there has been placed on the tenants an additional burden.
There is no loss as of this moment?

Mr. McKENNA. I believe that is true, sir. The loss to the Gov-
ernment does not happen, of course, until the tenants cannot carry
the burden.
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The CHAIRMAN.. On Wednesday we will have other figures of this
company and also figures of Investors whatever it is, of Minneapolis,
here as witnesses. TIhat will be on Wednesday, at which time we will
no into that whole business in detail. I might say we have already
Eeld meetings with them in executive session. We know their story.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Mc-
Kenna some questions.

Let me, first, just to be certain, ask when you use the term "mortgage
out" just what do you mean?

Mr. MCKENN,%. Generally, mortgaging out would mean only the
excess of the mortgage proceeds over the cost of the project.

Senator SPARKMAX. When a person applied to the FHA for insur-
ance of the project, did they have to give a complete breakdown of
the cost of the project?

Mr. McKENNA. They gave a breakdown, sir. I do not know that
you would call it a complete breakdown.

Senator SPARKMAN. As a matter of fact, under the law, the amount
that the FHA would approve it for was not based on cost, was it?

Mr. MCKENNA. It was based only on the estimate of cost.
The CHAIRM AN. Replacement value.
Mr. McKENNA. There were three tests laid down by the statute. One

was estimate of replacement value, and-I can read the other two if we
have it here.

Senator SPARKMAN. What were the other two? This is section 608s
you are talking about?

Mr. McKENNA. Section 608s.
Not to exceed 90 percent of the amount which the Commissioner estimates will

be the necessary current cost of the completed property or project, including the
land, physical improvements-

And so forth, so 90 percent of the cost-
Provided, That such mortgage shall not in any event exceed the amount which
the Commissioner estimates will be the cost of the completed physical improve-
ments in the property or project, exclusive of off-site public utilities and streets.

In other words, not more than 90 percent of the estimated cost and-
not more than 100 percent of the construction cost-

and aJso-
the principal obligation of the mortgage shall noL in any event exceed 90 percent
of the Commissioner's estimated cost of replacement of the property or project
on the basis of the price prevailing in December 31, 1947, whichever of them is
the least.

Senator SPARKMAN. In each instance it is based on an estimate
rather than on an actual cost calculation, isn't it?

Mr. McKENNA. With this exception, Senator: I believe in the 80th
Congress there was an enactment which provided that--
The Federal Housing Commissioner shall use every feasible means to assure that
such estimates will approximate as closely as possible the actual cost of the
efficient building operations-

with that exception, yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. The point I want to make--and I believe it is

well for us to keep this in mind-was that there was a weakness in the
law, wasn't there.



Mr. MOKENNA. A great deal of discretion was given to the Admin-
istrator, Senator, and that could be called a weakness in the law.

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, and as a matter of fact that weakness in
the law was pointed out repeatedly by reports from this committee,
wasn't it?

Mr. MCKENNA. It was, sir; yes, sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. And effort was made from time to time in this

committee to write amendments to correct that weakness. Are you
aware of that?

Mr. McKExNA. I think so, yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. I think they were actually offered on the floor

of the Senate and the House.
Senator MAYBANK. They were written into the law.
Senator SPARKMAN. It was knocked out in conference.
The CHAIRMAN. At that point do you have any information avail-

able that the head man of the section 608 projects knew of mortgaging
out, and testified before this committee that it was impossible

Mr.! McKENNA. The next case I want to mention is the Elisabeth,
Gregory, and Marine Terrace Apartments, and related Elmwood
Gardens in New York and New Jersey, and I think it bears directly
on that point.

The CHA mAN. Tell us about that because it is very interesting.
Mr. MCKENNA. The original capital investment in each of these cor-

porations was $4,000. In the first of these
Senator MAYBANK. Which one is that?
Mr. MCKENINA. Elisabeth, Gregory, and Marine Terrace Apart-

ments.
The total investment in all four corporations was $4,000. The first

one was sold and the subsequent stockholders took out $436,000. In
the other two various amounts were withdrawn amounting to about
$1,616,000, on the $3,000 investment there.

The administration of the project has been expensive. They have
made certain charges against replacement reserve.

The CHAIRMAN. The question I want to ask, did at any time any
FHA official know in this particular instance that they mortgaged
out?

Mr. McKENNA. There was correspondence in FHA's files, a letter
signed 2 days before he testified before this committee, by Clyde
Powell, which shows he had knowledge of this mortgaging out.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a letter?
Mr. MCKZNNA. I have a photostatic copy of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me have it, will you, please?
Mr. McKENNA. Mr. Powell testified before this committee on July

29, 1949, and these letters, which I will hand to the chairman, are, first,
a letter from the Comptroller of FHA to Mr. Powell, dated July 1,
1949, and less than a month before Mr. Powell testified, and a letter
by Mr. Powell, himself, to the president of Elisabeth Apartments,
dated 2 days before Mr. Powell testified before this committee, which
I believe show very clearly that Mr. Powell knew at the time he ap-
peared before this committee that there was very substantial mort-
gaging out in that case.

The CHAIRAN. In this particular case?
Mr. McKENNA. In this case.
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The CHAMrMAN. Will you read what Mr. Powell said to this com-
mittee 2 days after he wrote this letter?

First, let me put in the record this letter, if there is no objection. I
haven't seen this letter. Here is a letter dated July 1, 1948, from Les
ter H1. Thompson to Mr. Powell, in which he points out the fact that
project No. 012-40053. Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., Astoria, Long Is-
land, N. Y., and mortgaged out $1,370,936.66, and the other letter is a
reply from Mr. Powell, written to Mr. Samuel J. Roth, president of
Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., in which he acknowledges receipt of that
information. In substance, that is what the letters amount to.

I am going to place them in the record so everybody can read them.
Then, again, on August 10, 1949, a similar letter from Mr. Roth

about other dividends and Mr. Powell's reply of August 12, 1949.
There is no question from this correspondence but what Mr. Powell

at the time he testified before this committee knew that this particu-
lar project had mortgaged out to the extent of more than a million
dollars.

(The material referred to follows:)

OFFIC'E. MEMORAND UM-U T NITED STATES GOVERN MENT

JULY 1, 1949.
To: Clyde L. Powell, Assistant CommisSioner.
From: Lester H. Thompson.
Subject: Project No. 012-40053, Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., Astoria, Long

Island, N. Y.
Attached is the first annual financial report of the captioned project as at

April 30, 1949, together with a copy of the minutes of the board of directors
wherein dividends totaling $550,005 were declared on March 28, 1949.

According to the commitment issued in this case, land was to be furnished by
the sponsors and the construction, including other improvements, was to be pro-
vided for my mortgage proceeds of $4,466,000 plus the sponsors' contributions
of $116,500.

In accordance with administrative rules, and as provided in the commitment,
the mortgagor wa% required to deposit with the mortgagee working capital in
an amount equal to 1/2 percent of the mortgage, or $66,990, at closing. The
mortgagee acknowledged receipt of this deposit in its certification required at
closing on FHA form 2434-W.

From information available to us we have prepared the following statement
of funds provided and applied in connection with this project's operations
through April 30, 1949, the date of Its financial report:

Funds provided:
By mortgage proceeds ------------------------------ $4,466,000.00
By issuance of common stock ---------------------------- 1,000.00
By issuance of preferred stock --------------------------- 100. 00

Total -------------------------------------------- 4.467,100.00

Funds applied:
To fixed assets ------------------------------------- 3,764,986.59
To working capital (net) ------------------------------ 118,383,85
To payment of dividends ------------------------------- 550, 005. 00
To decrease In mortgage payable ------------------------- 11, 183. ( 5
To net loss before depreciation ---------------------------- 22, 540. 91

Total -------------------------------------------- 4,467,100.00
This statement of funds provided and applied was prepared without regard to

the corporation's action whereby assets were written up by $1,370,936.66, thus
creating an appraisal surplus in a like amount out of which the dividends total-
ing $550,005 were declared and paid. The following comments in connection
this this statement of funds provided and applied appear pertinent:
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1. Land would not appear to have been furnished by the sponsors since only
1,000 shares of common stock at $1 a share were issued and no donated or con-
tributed surplus appears in the balance sheet. The conclusion is that land was
paid for out of mortgage proceeds.

2. The $66,990 cash deposit with the mortgagee for working capital must have
been returned to the sponsors since it does not appear as funds provided and,
according to the balance sheet, does not remain on deposit.

3. Mortgage proceeds in this case exceed the cost of fixed assets, including
land shown on the books at $489.000 by $701,013.41.

4. Dividends which, according to the terms of the corporation's charter, can
only be paid out of net earnings were paid out of surplus created by appraisal.
The amount of $550,005 was paid whereas the maximum amount permitted by the
charter was $35,494.24, calculated as follows:

Depreciation --------------------------------------------- $96, 901.66
Deduct:

Net loss per profit and loss statement ------------ $47,681.81
Required amortization ------------------------- 11,183. 61
Required reserve fund deposits ------------------ 2, 542. 00

61,407. 42

35,494. 24

Your attention is also directed to the payment of $58,040.44 charged as leasing
commissions, $34,916.79 of which appears in the balance sheet as a deferred
expense.

LESTER H. THOMPSON,
Comptroller.

In reply refer to RH-10
JULY 27, 1949.

Re Project No. 012-40053, Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., Astoria, Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. SAMITEL J. ROTH,

President, Elisabeth Apartments, Inc.,
New York, N. 1'.

DEAR MR. ROTIi : In reviewing the certified public accountant's audit report
covering the above corporation for its fiscal year ended April 30, 1949, we note
that dividends in the amount of $550,005 were paid, whereas the net earnings,
after making provision for required amortization and deposits to the reserve for
replacements of the corporation, aggregated $35,494.24 only. In our opinion,
permissible dividends should have been limited to the latter amount.

We shall appreciate receiving your comments respecting this matter at your
very earliest convenience.

Very truly yours,
CLYDE L. POWELL,

Assistant Commissioner.

Refer to RH-10

ELISABETH APARTMENTS, INC.,

Ncw York City, August 10, 1949.Re Project No. 012--40053

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C.

(Attention Mr. Clyde L. Powell, Assistant Commissioner.)
GENTLMEN: We are in receipt of your communication dated July 27, 1949, in

which you request our comments in connection with your receipt of our certified
public accountant's audit report covering the above corporation for its fiscal year
ending April 30, 1949.

Under the laws of the State of New York declaration of dividends may be made
out of surplus, whether earned or created by proper appraisal. Such declara-
tions are not in contradiction with the charter and the articles of incorporation
of the above corporation.

We wish to call your attention to the fact that the corporation has no obliga-
tions other than the mortgage and that all FHA requirements for reserves for
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replacements, taxes, interest, amortization, etc., have been met and are current.
We are sure upon your reexamination of this matter that you will find the acts

of this corporation are proper and correct.
Very truly yours, SAMUEL J. RoTH, President.

In reply Refer to RH-10
AUoUST 12, 1949.

Re Project No. 012-40053, Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., Astoria, Long Island, N. Y.

Mr. SAMUEL J. ROTH,
President, Elisabeth Apartments, Inc.,

New York City, N. Y.

DEAR M. ROTH: This will acknowledge receipt of and thank you for your
letter of August 10, 1949, setting forth your comments respecting the dividends
paid by the above corporation which were questioned in our letter to you of July
27, 1949.

In view of the Information contained in your letter, this Administration shall
offer no further objection to the payment of said dividends.

Very truly yours,
CLYDE L. POWELL, Assistant Cormrissioner.

The CHAIPMAN. Let us read the testimony he gave before this
committee.

Senator LEHMAN. What date?
Mr. McKENNA. Two days after he wrote this letter, sir, July 29, 1949.
The Federal Housing Commissioner appeared before this commit-

tee with Mr. Powell, Assistant Commissioner. Mr. Powell was asked
by the committee whether lie thought it possible-
even for the most efficient builder to actually construct a project at 70 percent
of the estimated cost?

Mr. Powell said-
No, I do not think so.

Mr. Powell went on further to say:
I do not see how that Is possible, because we are right on top of construction costs.
Our figures are on the current market, not on the national market, what it costs
in this particular community. We might be off 2 or 3 percent. I do not think it
would be physically possible to be off anything like 30 percent.

Senator Long also asked Mr. Powell whether he knew-
of any other way where a man by prudence or by care or by any other manner
of handling his project might come below or might further reduce his costs in
building one of these projects?

The answer he received was as follows:
Mr. PowELL. I do not see how he could unless our local estimate of cost of pro-

duction of structures would be far in excess of what it would actually cost him to
build.

Senator Bricker asked:
There have been many instances like that, have there not, Mr. Powell?
Mr. Poww... Not to my knowledge, sir.
Senator BRIcKEz. You do not know of any?
Mr. PowEL. No, sir.
Senator BwicKn. Have you investigated to find out?
Mr. PowELL. We have not made any investigation of any particular project

that I know of.
Senator BRicxzR. Do you not think that that would be important?
Mr. POWELL. I do not know as we would have any right to do so.
Senator BRICKFR. It might be important to get your estimates revised.
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Mr. PowEiL. We do get those estimated every 30 days.
Senator BRciCKgE I happen to know of something, that is the reason I men-

tioned this.
Mr. Powmu.. Every 30 days we make a check.
Senator Bac:Ku. I brought this up 2 years ago, the very same thing, and

tried to write a protective section Into the law. I was not very successful at
it because it is a very difficult thing to do, to tell you the truth about it.

Of course, that was 2 days after Mr. Powell had written this letter.
With respect to that particular project, there was mortgaging out

of approximately $2,150,000; that is, in the four projects together, and
dividends to the original stockholders amounted to $1,300,000 on the
very small investment that thle made.

Senator LEHMAN. Mr. McKenna, isn't it a fact, however, that the
builders and lenders were enabled to mortgage out on such a large
scale with such great profits, only because of 1 of 2 factors: Either
because of excessive estimates made by the appraisers, or alterna-
tively by the cutting of construction costs by contractors? And both
of those things were permitted under the law, so far as I know, even
though this committee and the Senate tried to amend the law.

If we had had in effect what we now have in the bill, the mortgage
would be based on actual certified costs. These huge mortgaging out
profits would not have been possible, or will not be possible in the
fture ?

Mr. MCKENNA. I might say this, Senator, that there has to be some
explanation for the wide divergence between the estimates of cost of
construction and the actual costs of construction, concentrated in
certain communities. It wasn't nationwide. It has concentrated in
certain communities, and it was of such a tremendous amount, and
so consistently in excess of the actual cost of construction, that one
is hard put to find an answer to it.

It is true that in any one case-in one case out of a hundred-any
man is bound to make a big error, and it is true that in a certain num-
ber of cases he will make small errors, but the fact that in certain
localities they were consistently way off by high percentage points,
one case after another, does not seem explainable on the basis of any
deficiency in the statute.

Senator LEnMAN. That gets me back to the question which I asked
some time ago: I think these unreasonable and inaccurate estimates,
which varied with actual costs by 25, 30, 35 percent, would indicate
fraud or corruption. That is why I asked you before, whether any
steps had been taken thus far to bring those who might have been
corrupt to book on criminal charges. It seems to me that you must
take into acocunt that these estimates were beyond any reasonable
variation, percentagewise, and could only have been brought about,
either by lack of judgment on the part of the appraisers, or by corrup-
tion. I again want to express some surprise that no steps have been
taken, as yet, to bring these people to justice by placing charges
against them.

The CHArRMAN. Let me say, Senator. I happen to know that there
have been steps taken. All of these cases have been turned over to the
Attorney General. The Attorney General is working on them. The
FBI have dozens and dozens of men working all of these cases at the
moment, and steps have been taken, and are being taken, to prosecute
all violations. This committee. as you know, is workin r very closely
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with the FBI. We are working very closely with the Attorney Gen-
eral. The testimony here proves how Mr. Powell, and others in FHA
in those days, pulled the wool over the eyes of this committee. Here
is a case where the headman, Mr. Powell, who had been there for 20
years, testified it couldn't happen within 2 days after he wrote a letter,
after he knew that this particular concern had mortgaged out to the
extent of over $2 million and had paid dividends. One of the letters
wil show he approved a dividend to them of one million three hundred
thousand and some-odd dollars knowingly that they only put $6,000,
or something like that -$4,000-into the corporation.

Senator LEHMAx. Frankly, I do not know the extent to which this
commitee is cooperating with the FBI and the Attorney General. I
will have to take the chairman's word for that.

As a member of the committee, I do not know about it, but I asked
this question because Mr. McKenna has testified he has been carrying
on an investigation of section 608 projects. We are now discussing
the section 608 projects.

Mr. MCKENNA. I might add, the investigation has indicated that
certain FHA employees were spending money far beyond any possi-
bility of their collecting that money from legitimate salaries. They
have been living at a scale that at least prima facie is not reconcilable
with their normal legitimate sources of income.

An intense effort is being made to trace that money. We have nu-
merous leads, and we have allegations that FHA people were per-
sonally involved in some of these section 608 projects, but for me at
this time to say we have established it wouldn't be correct.

In order to find that kind of a fraud, normally you have to investi-
gate a long while, and work very hard. That is precisely what we
are doing.

Senator LEHMAN. Have you referred any substantial number of
these cases to the Attorney General or to the FBI?

Mr. McKENNA. This phase of the investigation is being primarily
conducted by the FBI.

The ChAIRMAN. I want to say we are leaning over backwards in
this committee, and so are all others connected with this investiga-
tion, to make certain we do not unduly prosecute anyone, or bring any
pressure upon anyone. We want to be absolutely fair and honest,
and we want to make certain of our facts. While we may move
slowly we are going to move slowly because we do not want to prose-
cute anyone who doesn't deserve it.

Senator LEHMAN. I am in full accord with that.
The CHAIRMAN. For that reason it may seem as though we are mov-

ing a little slowly, but in every instance we have these people in in
executive session and go over the whole matter with them and get
their testimony, and make certain that there is some basis for any
allegations against them.

Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. McKenna, you, during the course of your
testimony, have referred several times to the fact that these ditcrepan-
cies have occurred in certain localities, and haven't occurred in a gen-
eral pattern over the United States.

Would you mind telling generally what localities you have referred
to?
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Mr. McKENNA. We certainly can establish it in the New York City
area, for example; in New Jersey and the Philadelphia area; in Balti-
more and, in fact, the whole environs of the District of Columbia; in
Richmond. We can spot some in some of the Southern States, and
a good deal in certain areas of Texas.

Senator MAYBANK. What Southern States besides Texas?
Mr. McKENNA. We have evidence in South Carolina, but we haven't

established that yet. We have a good deal of evidence in Florida, but
we haven't carried the investigation to tei point that we can say that
is the fact yet, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. We have a little of it over the United States?
Mr. McKENNA. Normally it is concentrated in certain localities.
The CHAIRMAN. It is concentrated in certain localities, but we have

some of it all over the United States.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. McKenna, are you taking up every section

608 case and studying it?
Mr. McKENNA. That is not possible, Senator. There are about

7,000 cases, and it would be physically impossible to conduct audits of
7,000 corporations.

Senator SPARKMAN. Where you find a rather heavy concentration,
such as you indicate here in the District of Columbia, then do you
take up every case in that area?

Mr. MCIKNNA. We go further than that, and we are conducting
now, for example, and are about to conduct an intense personnel in-
vestigation of the New York office, for reasons that I will set forth
in the next two cases.

Senator SPARKMAN. How about the District of Columbia?
Mr. MCKENNA. 'We, of course, have to include the District of Co-

lumbia in the same sort of process.
Senator SPARKMAN. You will include every single project?
Mr. MCKENNA. We pretty well covered the District of Columbia.

We will go further to the end and find out why it happened in the
District of Columbia, if we can.

In order to illustrate that, I might take up two New York cases
together now.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Powell, before you do that
Mr. McKE-NNA. My name, sir, is McKenna.
Senator SPARKMAN-. Mr. McKenna, I am sorry. I had just been

reading these letters that I had better give to the reporter.
Mr. McKenna, of course I agree fully with what the chairman has

said, and I am sure that every member of this committee wants a full
disclosure, but I do want the record to show that this is not something
that has just shown up recently; that many of us knew about it, ant
were trying to do something about it years ago.

You read, for instance, the exchange of questioning there by Sen-
ator Bricker and Senator Long. I believe at that time Senator Long
was a member of this committee.

When we had a measure before us in 1950, I believe it was, we
brought the matter up. As a matter of fact, in that same year we
reported a bill out with an amendment in it doing away with'this. I
want to read for the record just 2 or 3 paragoTaphs here in which I
was examining Mr. Rodney Lockwood, one of the outstanding build-
ers of the countrN, from Detroit, who at that time was president of
the National Association of Home Builders.

50690-54-pt. 1-3
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I said to Mr. Lockwood:
You have been in favor of section 608, haven't you?
Mr. LocKWOOD. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. In fact, you have done a lot of building under It-I mean

your people, not you individually? We have had fine cooperation between the
national home builders and the Federal Government, and everybody who is build-
ing homes. We have had fine cooperation under section 608.

Yet, isn't it true that under section 608 many times the amount of money
that the Federal Government guaranteed or insured or stood for-I don't care
what term you apply-repreesuted more than 100 percent?

Mr. LOCKWOOD. I don't know of a single case of that being true. I think that
is one of the most widely circulated bits of misinformation I have heard talked
about in housing for a good many years. The impression seems to be that the
builder gets in the form of a loan under section 608 more than the total cost
of the project. Believe me in those that I have participated in that has not
been true. I have not actually seen or heard of any in which that was true.

Senator SPARKMAN. I am sure that I can say that there has been ample evi-
dence presented to this committee from time to time justifying our believing that
it is true. As a matter of fact, when we reported S. 2246 to the Senate, as you
recall, we proposed to cut the amount of the loan insured under section 608 very
largely for that reason, and I might also call your attention to the fact that the
Architectural Forum, in Its November issue, brought out that very point, of
excessive loans under section 608.

Mr. LOCKWOOD. May I ask, in ill these things, was there any real factual
basis or was it just someone's opinion?

Senator SPARKMAN. I don't have it before me, but we had numerous specific
cases called to our attention, and I believe I am safe in saying this: That some
members of our committee have told us that they had been told by the builders,
themselves. that they had gotten more than a hundred percent. If I correctly-
I don't say it is positively-but as I remember it, Senator Long said he knew
of a case where a builder friend of his had rotten 120 percent. In all fairness,
let me say that I am not condemning the builders.

Mr. LoCKWOOD. If I may be facetious, I would like to say that the statement
of 120 percent sounds like barroom talk. I can't believe that the FHA would
be that lax in its administration.

I may say when we reported this particular bill on which this ques-
tioning took place, we again wrote a provision in the Senate bill to
correct this proposition under section 608.

I mention that again in order that the record may show that many
of us. over several years, recognized the weakness in the law, and
tried to do something about it, but never did succeed.

The CHAIRMAN. The reason we didn't succeed was because those
that were close to the projects, those that were running them, operat-
ing them, those in a position to know, were giving us misinformation.

Senator FREAR. Those who participated from the other end, those
who got the windfalls.

The CHAIRALIN. That is what I mean.
Senator SPARKMAN. The vote was had repeatedly in the Senate and

the House, in this committee, and in conference committees, trying to
do something about it.

Senator MAYBAN-K. As chairman of the committee at that time, we
reported it to the Senate and the Senate kept it in. Then we strug-
gled for the longest time in conference, and finally we had to give in.
The House insisted.

I think you were on the conference at that time, and we finally had
to give in or have no housing law.

Senator SPARKMAN. I am saying this, I am not justifying the prac-
tice. We were condemning it then, but I think the record should stay
straight.
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Mr. MCIKCNA. I think FHA's own letters substantiate the Sen-
ator's position.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you will find letters from high officials tell-
ing people how to do it. We will have that a little later.

Mr. McKENNA. The Congress pase(l a provision which I mentioned
a while ago that the estimate should get as close to actual cost as
possible. Ihat was specific enactment of the Congress.

Senator SPARKMAN. That was an amendment of the act.
Mr. McKE N.. That is right. We looked through the FHA files

to find out what they did with that provision after it was enacted.
We wanted to see how they enforced it. We have been been able to
find only one single reference to that provision in all of the volumi-
nous files of the Federal Housing Administration. It is quoted, and
there is a one-sentence comment on it.

I will read that comment to the Senators:
Therefore, you are directed to take such steps as may be appropriate to make

certain that necessary current cost estimates do not reflect costs of inefficient
building operations.

And that is all they did with that provision.
I might, with the Senators' indulgence, take up two cases together

here, because in a sense they relate. The Vanderveer Estates, Farra-
gut Gardens, is one, and Patchogue Gardens is the other.

In the Farragut Gardens, Vanderveer Estates, on an investment of
$10,000, the stockholders received dividends of $3 156,000 shortly after
completion of the project. The original FIIA ioan in this case was
increased during that time, based on a revollputation of replacement
costs. Even though they ended up by mortgaging out over $3 million
during the process, FHA increased the loans.

FHA's files also show the mortgagor obtained deferment of pay-
ments on one of the projects during which distribution of payments
was made. In addition to this, the sponsors of the project, or the
stockholders, owned the land on which the project was built. The
lease is for a term of 99 years with an annual rental of $76,960, and it
was agreed if the project defaulted, and FHA needed to acquire un-
derlyino, real estate, FHA could do it by paying the persons whose
projectlad defaulted $1,924,000.

In connection with that same case, during the period of construc-
tion a mortgagee, a responsible financial institution in New York,
received reports that one of the FHA employees, who was doing the
inspecting on the project, was on the payroll of the project at $500
a week. Whether that report is true or false, we don't know even
as of now, so there cannot be any inferences drawn from that, but I
think that a strong conclusion can be drawn from the way in which
the Federal Housing Administration handled that complaint.

The mortgagee financial institution thought enough of the com-
plaint to conduct an investigation on its own, I believe at a cost of
something over a thousand dollars. The report was sent to the Fed-
eral Housing Administration here in Washington. The Federal
Housing Administration did not have one of their regular investi-
gators available to conduct the investigation, so they sent someone
rom one of their operating divisions down to New York to make the

investigation. He conducted an investigation, and I think the com-
mittee should see the r', rt of investigation because it concludes noth-
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ing. It is an inept, amateurish, and incomplete report of investigation.
That came back to the FHA. Because it neither proved nor disproved
the charges, the matter was dropped.

Even under the arrangements between the Department of Justice
and the Federal Housing Administration, the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration never had the authority to investigate a charge of bribery
against one of its own employees. It had no jurisdiction in the mat-
ter. Nevertheless, it undertook to conduct the investigation itself,
though one of its operating divisions, received a report which neither
proved nor disproved the charges, and never made a reference to
the Department of Justice, which is the only agency of the Govern-
ment that had any right even to investigate.

After that was done, after that report, which even as of now has
never been verified or disproved, which, of course, is now the subject
of an investigation by the FBI, after that was done the deficiencies
in construction in this project proved to be enormous. It was very
badly constructed.

The reserve for replacements had to be depleted to make up for the
deficiencies in construction, which went on at the time that these alle-
gations were received by the Federal Housing Administration.

The CHAtIRMA.N,. Let me ask you this question: In this particular
case they did not sell or include the land as a part of the project. They
took a 99-year lease at $76,960 a year. Is that the general pattern of
what happened in New York City?

Mr. ,LCKENNA. That is true of New York, and also some other
areas. I haven't vet been able to find out from any FHA man any
reason that seems sound why that was permitted.

The CHAIRMAN. It is the general pattern in New York, both on sec-
tion 608's and 213's?

Mr. McKENNA. It is, sir, and it is a very lucrative means of getting
another windfall, so far as the sponsor of the project is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. The law, of course, says that whoever has the land
lease in case of default on the mortgage owns the property. In other
words, you cannot repossess without purchasing his and or making
a deal?

Mr. .McKENNA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In this particular case FHA agreed, if they had

to repossess the property, to pay them $1,924,000?
Mr. McKENNA. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how much they paid for the land

originally?
Mr. \['KFNNA. In this case we don't. In other cases, we will.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know in this case?
Mr. McKENNA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. "'e will find out.
Mr. MCKENNA. Yes, sir.
Senator FREAR. Mr. Chairman, which are you tying together, and

3 or 3 and 4?
Ir. McKE.NN.\. Three and six, I believe, sir.
Senator FRE.R. You have passed over two, and I notice you didint

give any names of the stockholders.
The ChTrIMA.N. We covered two.
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Senator FREAR. I say we have, but I notice that in others, you men-
tioned names and in No. 2 you do not. Is there any particular reason
for that?

Mr. McKENNA. There is no reason, sir. We can give the names to
the committee, if they wish it. I don't happen to have them hcre at
the minute.

Senator FREAR. I think they shotild be supplied, sir.
Mr. McKE.NNA. As I am talking here we can get the names, sir.
Also in New York, at Patchogue-
The CHAIRMAIN. We have the stockholders' names on No. 2, if you

are interested.
Senator FREAR. No. It is only a matter of record.
The CHAMAN. I don't think it is important.
Why don't you proceed?
Mr. McK.N:A. In the Patchogue Gardens case, there was initial

investment of $1,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place the name of the

stockholders in the No. 2 sheet here in the record.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

The stockholders of Marine Terrace Apartments, Inc., Gregory Apartments,
Inc., and Elisabeth Apartments, Inc., are:

Capital stock originally issued:
Common, class A: Harry Ginsberg, ('liarles Sii('sl)erg. Elisabeth Gregory,

Frums Fliegers.
Common, class B: Samuel J. Roth, Joel W. Schenker, Elisabeth Gregory,

George Gregory, H. H. Rosen and J. Choren, trustees for: Andre Gregory,
Peter Gregory, Alexis Gregory.

Preferred: Federal Housinz Administration.

Mr. McKF.NN,-.,,A. In the Patchogue Gardens case, there was initial
investment of $1,000, and dividends of $155,000. In that ca-e. also,
the lending institution made or raised the question of how it. hap -
pened the project was a proved so rapidly in 2 or 3 days when usually
it took him months. Finger of suspicion was pointed. There are
no substantial grounds in the files of FItA to substantiate it in rela-
tion to this project, but the reason it becomes important is tlis: That
in 1949 a serious charge was made that a very high official of FHA inNew York was personally interested in the law firm, through which
FHA applications were processed. It was represented this law firm
was the second largest processor of FHA applications in New York,
and one of the high officials of FHA in New York was taking part of
these profits.

The CHARMAN. Wo was the high official ?
Mr. McKENNA. The matter hasn't been investigated, Senator. I

say it is currently the subject of investigation. I believe he admitted
this later, so possibly there is no great harm in giving his name.

The CHAIRM.SAN. I don't think we ought to try to use cases withotit
using names. I don't think we ought to say soie high official unless
we are willing to name him.

Mr. McKF.N..%. It was the State director, Mr. Grace.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the witness. I am not trying to tell vou

what to say or not say. I don't think we should permit evidence tlat
some high official did something without naming him.
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Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I agree with you. I have been
thinking a little bit about this. A little while ago Mr. McKenna told
about the TV sets, wrist watches and things given to employees in
the district office. 1 wonder if by that we are to understand that every
person in the district office was guilty of this, or if those who actually
received them ought to be named, so that we could know.

The C AIRMAN. Let me say this: that that. information he gave
with resl)ect to watches, et cetera, came from the GAO. They are the
ones that uncovered that a few years ago.

Senator SPARKMAN. Did they give names?
The ('IIRMAN. I can't answer tlat.
Mr. McKENNA. If the Senator wishes I will give you the report of

FtHA.
The CHAIIMAN. Without objection, that will be nmde a part of the

record.
(The information referred to follows:)

FEI)ERAL HOUSING ADMINI.STItAr1()N

SECTION OF INVESTIGATION

LEGA, DIVISION

Special agents: It. U. Dwyer, N. A. Hillo'k

Date of report Period of investigation Remarks

June 23, 1949 ---------------------------------------- May 27-Tune 21, 1949_..... Our file No. 4-125.

INVESTIGATION OF EMPLOYEES OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA INSURING OFFICE

Investigation disclosed that practically every employee of the District of
Columbia insuring office of the Federal Housing Administration received presents
from builders, subcontractors, mortgagees, or sponsors at Christmastime 1948;
that there was a decided increase in the number and value of the gifts compared
to Christmas 1947; that the majority of the employees received token gifts
which were, as a rule, in the case of men, in the form of bottles of liquor, fruit,
hams, cigars, turkeys, and ties, while to women there were nylons, scarves, candy,
and fruit. One realtor gave subscriptions to Reader's Digest to most of the
employees. Investigation also disclosed that, in December 1948, 8 Philco console
television sets were delivered and installed for employees of the District of
Columbia office by Colonial Investment Co., through Mr. N. J. Taub, president;
that the recipients thereof were in key positions in the District of Columbia
office; that 18 wristwatches were given to employees of the District of Columbia
office by Harls Construction Co.: that 3 recipients returned the watches immedi-
ately; that in December 1947 approximately 10 portable personal radios were
given to employees in key positions by Mr. Taube, president, Colonial Investment
Co., and 1 employee returned the radio immediately. Investigation failed to
disclose any evidence of misconduct on the part of inspectors.

This concludes investigation of the case.
Approved:

Chief. Section of Investigation, Legal Ddivsion.

DrrAILS

This investigation is predicated on a memorandum dated May 27, 1949, from
Mr. Howard M. Murphy, Assistant General Counsel, containing authority directed
by Mr. Franklin D. Richards, Commissioner. to proceed with investigation of
allegations made by Mr. William Newman, Associate Director of the Corporate
Audit Division of the General Accounting Office, in reference to the District of
Columbia office of the Federal Housing Administration.
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The allegations set forth that employees of the District of Columbia insuring
office received gratuities, gifts, etc., including such items as television sets and,
further, that certain field employees, probably inspectors and valuators-idenx-
tities unknown-are in the habit of meeting in a beer parlor, where they spend
the major portion of the day instead of proceeding on assignments.

We are informed that Mr. Newman would not disclose the name of the inform-
ant and at first stated that the information came from an Assistant l)ireetor
of the General Accounting Office who resided in the same apartment with an
FHA employee who received a television set-the inference being that the
information came from the FHA employee through the Assistant Director.
Later, however, a further statement was made by Mr. Newman which indicated
that the information came from a girl employee, probably an employee of the
district office.

We are also informed that on the afternoon of May 26, 1949, a meeting was
held in Mr. Richards' office at which there were present Mr. Richards, Air.
Lockwood, Mr. Greene, Mr. Newman, Mr. Bovard, Mr. Murphy, and Mr. James
Hewitt, district director, Federal Housing Administration. Mr. licbards out-
lined to Mr. Hewitt the nature of the information, and Mr. Hewitt readily
admitted that several days before Christmas PVIS a television set had been
delivered to his house as a gift from Colonial Investment Co. through Mr. N. J.
Taube, president of said Colonial Investment Co. Mr. Hewitt stated that there
was not any consideration for the gift and that ot 2 or 3 occasions he had made
efforts to return the set, but upon each occasion Mr. Taube had talked him out
of doing so. Mr. Hewitt further stated that he did not know of any other
television sets which may have been delivered to other F'HA employees, nor did
he know of any other gratuities of a substantial nature. Mr. Hewitt admitted
that at Christmastime he had seen bottles of liquor delivered to the office for a
number of employees.

Efforts were made by this office to contact Mr. Taube on Friday, May 27, at
which time we were informed that Mr. Taube was away for the weekend. We
attempted to contact Mr. raube on Tuesday, May 31, but he had not as yet
returned to the city. Contact was finally made on June 1 at the office of the
Colonial Investment ('o.

Mr. Taube stated that at Christmas 1948 he gave television sets to the fol-
lowing FHA employees of the district office: Mr. Jamem Hewitt, Mr. Elmore T.
Burdette, Mr. Thomas M. Burckes, Mr. Thomas W. Ly ins. Mr. Thomas W. Mc-
Queen, Mr. Robert 1P. Seaford, Mr. Edward L. Simpson, Mr. Thomas A. Cary.

Mr. Taube stated that the sets were purchased from the Video Engineering Co.
at a price of $232 each and that installation was made by the Video Engineering
Co. Mr. Taube stated that, to the best of his recollection, he contacted each
of the people mentioned above in order to determine the nature of the installa-
tion necessary for the proper operation of the sets; that some of the employees
lived in apartments while others lived in the country, and he needed the infor-
nation in order to properly inform the installer. Mr. Taube also stated that,
to the best of his recollection, he obtained the addresses by calling each of the
parties or having his secretary call and obtain the addresses.

Mr. Taube stated that in addition to the televisions, he also gave Sunbeam
coffee percolators to the following people: Mr. ,John C. Brennan and Mr. Edward
B. Wise; and carving sets to the following: Mr. Joseph C. Tracy, Mrs. Helen E.
Mahoney, and Mrs. Dorothy M. Kaiser. Mr. Taube stated that in 1947 he gave
personal portable radios to the following: Mr. .James A. Hewitt, Mr. Thomas M.
Burckes, Mr. Thomas W. Lyons, Mr. Thomas W. McQueen, Mr. Robert P. Sea-
ford, Mr. Edward L. Simpson, Mr. Thomas A. Cary, Mir. Clyde L. Webster, Mr.
Heath Berry.

Mr. Taube stated that the value of each radio was approximately $75. He
also stated that in 1945 or 1946 he gave several wristwatches to people in the
district office.

Mr. Taube explained the gift of televisions as follows: He stated that it
had been his custom to run a Christmas party which cost him $5,000 or $6,000
each year, to which he would invite practically all of the people with whom he
was associated during the year; that there was liquor at these parties and the
next day all anybody had to show for it was a big head; so he decided to give
something that could be used during the entire year and appreciated through-
out the entire year: that he got a good buy on the televisions which retail nor-
mally for about $400 installed, and thought it would be a nice gesture to give
televisions to the men in the Federal Housing Administration; that he talked
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to Mr. Hewitt prior to delivery of the sets and told Mr. Hewitt that he was going
to deliver a television set; that Mr. Hewitt said he didn't think lie could accept
it as it was too expensive; and that lie (Taube) said to Mr. Hewitt, "Well,
you're going to get it whether you want it or not."

Mr. Tauhe stated that it has been his custom during the years in which he
has been In business to give out Christmas presents to people with whom he is
aswoclated. le stated that he gives presents to the District Commissioner's
Ollice and any other Government agency with whom he does business, and that
the gifts were not given with any thought of benefit to himself.

Mr. Taube stated that he believed Mr. Hewitt returned the television set
on Friday, the 27th of May, when he (Taube) was away, but that he had not
seen the set.

The Video Engineers were Interviewed, and their records disclosed the follow-
ing deliveries to the people noted:

Philco console television
Date of deilverv

Mr. James A. Hewitt ------------------------------------ Nov. 30, 1948
Mr. Elmore T. Burdette ----------------------------------- Dec. 8, 1948
Mr. Thomas M. Burckes D-----------------------------------ec. 1, 1948
Mr. Thomas W. Lyons ------------------------------------ Dec. 9, 1948
Mr. Thomas W. McQueen ---------------------------------- Dec. 1, 1948
Mr. Robert P. Seaford ----------------------------------- Nov. 30, 1948
Mr. Edward L. Simpson ----------------------------------- Dec, 8, 1948
Mr. Thomas A. Cary -------------------------------------- Dec. 1, 1948

Video Engineers stated that the above television sets were purchased by Mr.
Tithe, of Colonial Finance Co.

Mr. Harold Straus, of Haris Construction Co. (builders, Viers Mill Village),
was interviewed on June 3, 1949. Mr. Straus admitted that shortly before Christ-
mas 1948 he presented numerous wristwatches to employees of the district office
as Christmas presents. Mr. Straus could not remember to whom the watches
had been given, but started that hw was going to New York over the weekend and
thought that he could locate the list of names which lie thought was in his New
York office.

Mr. Straus was interviewed again on Monday, June 6, 1949, and he failed to
produce the list. stating that he could not locate it. He agreed to go over the
list of employees of the district office and to name those to whom he may have
given wristwatches. The list as given is as follows:

Mr. James A. Hewitt, returned watch about May 16 or May 23, 1949.
Mr. E. T. Burdette.
Mr. J. C. Brennan.
Mr. T. M. Burekes.
Mr. Thoinas W. Lyons.
Mr. J. M. Cox. returned watch immediately after Christmas.
Mr. .1. It. Blaki.stone.
Mr. C. Sprigg Sands. returned watch Immediately after Christmas.
Mr. Thomas W. McQueen.
Mr. Harold P. Rose.
Mr. E. B. Wise.
Mrs. Travis.
Mrs. Mahoney.
Mrs. Clark.
Mr. Heath Berry, not sure.
Mr. Robert P. Seaford. not s:re.
Mr. L. E. Rust. not sure.
Mr. S. N. Fairchild, not sure.
Mr. E. L. Simpson. not sure.

(It will be shown later in the report that there were other watches given which
were not reported by Mrs. Straus, to wit: Lacy Smith and Henry G. Herath. It

will alo h shiwn that Mr. Fairchild received a watch.)
Mr. Louis Richman was interviewed in the office of the Widrich Court Apart-

ments, Fifth Street and Livingston Road, SE., Washington, D. C., on June 9 and
10. 1949. Mr. Richman stated that he was the builder of the Widrich Apart-

ments and others; that he dealt (in occasions with the District of Columbia In-
suring office. Mr. Itichman stated that it was his practice to give gifts to his
employees and friends at Christmastime; that he gave whiskey, magazine sub- hi
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scriptions, and gift certificates which lie purchased at Raleighll Haberdasher for
this purpose.

When asked whether le ver .nve vifts of any kind to FtlA employees, Mr.
tihman stated that lie gave two Iottles of whisky to an i"IA irislo'ct ir named

Mr. Reed ; that he cannot reclll tih lii nes of any other FIA eInplo.NA-es to whom
he has given gifts nor can ie state thait he has or has not given gifts to other
FHA employees. ( It will be shown that Mr. ()rville L. Ric stated that h4 re-
ceived a $5() gift ('crtihficte from Mr. |ichman, which he, Rice, tore up.)

Mr. William Magazine. hIdiIle" and spmnsor, Denrike Building, Washington,
I). (C., was interviewed on Juie 13. 19449. Mr. Magazine stated that somnetine
in May 1)49. Mr. Bigbee, of the FIIA ollice, gave him a ticket to the FH1A office
party and asked liln to atteml ; that lhe |f,(1 Mr. Higbee that he (lid not believe he
could go, hut that he would like to soend a little liquor around to the party ; that
Mr. Blvliee told him that It was not Ine.e5smarv, but that, if he wanted to (10 s, it
would be ill I righ! : that lie (O\ir:tzino,) tld Nlr. Higbee that lie would leave an
crder at ,i's Liquor Store, and to ie Ihe s., t tf his knowledge and lilief a .Mlr.
Wise picked It up and delivered it to, the FIIA party.

Mr. \lagazliue stated that this is the only fic'asion on which he has furnished
liquor for an I11. party. lHe also stated that before Christmas, 1947, ho tasked
.MIr. Hewitt whether It woili hibe aill right t,, Irint tle girls in the office a box of
candy and somne of the met hott I-,s ,if liluwr, ind that Mr. Hewitt said it would
he all right: that during tilie ('hristina s.,-sin ,,f 19J4S he (lid give girls in FHA
boxes of ('tnjdy arid sOLIu' of the nien bottles of liquor: that he (lid not give more
than three bottles of liuor to a;y one emrployee.

Mr. Jamies A. Hewitt and Air. Thonias N. Burckes were not interrogated by the
Section of Investigation.

Mr. Elmore T. Burdette, 1105 Trenton Place, SE., Apartment 2-B, Assistant
Director, Federal Housing Adiiiinistration, I Pi,-; rict of Columbia office, was in-
terviewed on June 7, 1949, by Mr. R. E. D9wyer and N. A. Hfillock. Mr. Binrdette
admitted that he received a personal portable radio from Colonial Investment Co.
at ('hristmas, 1147 ; that he r,'coived a television set from Colonial Investmint
Co. In 19)48; that lie received a wristwat(,h from Haris Construction Co. in 1948;
that he received a ham from the Metropolitan Mortgage Co. In 1948; and that he
received 15 or 20 bottles of liquor fromn various persons or comimanies whose
names he did not remember. Mr. Burdette admitted that he knew it was wrong
to take the gifts and stated he would be glad to return them If so requested.

Mr. Thomas W. Lyons, chief valuator, was interrviewed on Wednesday, June 1,
1949. Mr. Lyons admitted that lie received a personal portable radio in 1947,
a television in 1948, and a watch in 1948. He stated that he thought the
television came from Colonial Investment Co., and he did not know whom the
watch came from-that the watch was not any good, although he had it on.
Mr. Lyons also admitted receipt of bottles of whisky-the exact amount lie did
not state-but lie stated that they were from various sources.

Mr. Edward L. Simpson, qhief construction examiner, 102 East Woodbine,
Chevy Chase, Md., was interviewed on June 7, 1949. Mr. Simpson admitted he
received a television set in 194S from Colonial Investment Co., but he denied
that he received a watch In 194K or a radio in 1947. Mr. Simpson stated that
several times iteins have been delivered to his desk which lie has never received
and that possibly that ray be what happened to the radio and the watch.

Mr. Simpson admitted that he received approximately 414 bushels of grape-
fruit, a box of pears, a basket of fruit, and 1 dozen bottles of whisky at Christ-
mas in 1948, and one ticket to a Redskin football game and a hunting trip of
1 day's duration to the lodge of Mr. I)on Chamberlin. He explained the fruit by
stating that, when he was approached by various persons in reference to Christ-
mas gifts, he informed such persons that the rules of FHA forbade acceptance
of anything but perishables or whisky. Mr. Simpson, continuing, stated that in
September 1948, after Mr. Jacobs, inspector in Virginia, had been removed to
another project, Mr. Hewitt called all the inspectors into the office and told
them not to accept any gifts except perishable gifts or bottles of whisky.

Mr. Simpson also stated that in January 1949, he was "feeling around" to
see who received television sets and that Mr. McQueen and Mr. Lyons intimated
that they had received sets and. further, that they stated that, inasmuch as the
sets had come from a mortgagee it was ruled 0. K. to accept same. Mr. Simp-
son could not explain why lie accepted a television set when he had been in-
structed by Mr. Hewitt not to accept any large gifts and when he (Simpson)
had in turn instructed employees not to accept any large gifts.
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Mr. Thomas W. McQueen, chief mortgage credit examiner, 4808 North Second
Road, Arlington, was interviewed June 7, 1949. Mr. McQueen admitted that he
received a radio in 1947 from Colonial Investment Co., a television set in 1948
from Colonial Investment Co., a wristwatch in 1948 from Haris Construction
Co., a box of apples from Republic Engineering Co., a box of pears from Investors
Syndicate, a ham from De Lashmutt Bros., a turkey from McCollum, Inc., 1%
to 2 dozen bottles of liquor from various sources, and a ticket to a Redskin foot-
ball game from Mr. Taube. During 1948 he received 2 tickets to the opening
baseball game of the Washington Senators and In 1949 he received 1 ticket to
the opening game, said ballgame tickets coming from one Mr. Pomponio. Mr.
McQueen stated that he took these gifts in the same spirit he did when he worked
in a hank. He cited "service" to builders, etc., and cited night and Saturday
calls to his house in reference to cases in process. He stated that he did these
things to help out the builders whereas he could have told them, "Go to your
mortgagee."

Mr. Thomas A. Cary, construction examiner, Box 33-B, Route No. 3, Alex-
andria, Va., was interviewed June 7, 1949. Mr. Cary admitted that he received
a personal portable radio in 1947 from the Colonial Investment Co., and a tele-
vision.in 1948. He stated that a watch was handed to him by a young man, but
lie handed it back and refused to take it. Mr. Cary admitted that he knew he
should not have accepted the television set and the radio. He said that in 1947
he did not even know who Colonial Investment was and was given the radio
by an employee of the Federal Housing Administration after Christmas, but he
does not remember who the employee was. Mr. Cary stated that, after the
television set was delivered, he received a letter from Video Engineering stating
that said television was installed by courtesy of Mr. Nat Taube. Mr. Cary also
admitted receiving 4 or 5 dozen bottles of whisky. He stated that he does not
drink and gave at least half of it away. He also received two tickets to the
opening baseball game from Mr. Pomponio.

Mr. Robert P. Seaford, valuator and property manager, 2908 Cortland Place
NW., was interviewed on June 3, 1949. Mr. Seaford admitted that in 1948 he
received a television set. He also admitted that he received approximately 30
bottles of liquor from various sources, the largest gift being 6 bottles from Mr.
L. Richman. Mr. Seaford stated that prior to delivery of the set Mr. Taube
contacted him and stated that he (Taube) usually had a bi- Christmas party,
but this year he was going to give Christmas presents instead and was going
to send out a television set to him (Seaford). Mr. Seaford admitted that he
did not object. He denied that he received a wristwatch from Haris Construc-
tion Co.

Mr. Samuel N. Fairchild, 122,1 South Thomas Street, Arlington, was inter-
viewed June 3, 1949. Mr. Fairchild admitted that he received a wristwatch
from Haris Construction Co. at Christmas time, 1948; that he came in the office
and found the watch in the drawer of his desk, wrapped up in brown paper;
that there was no card or name on the package and he did not know at the
time of receipt Just who had sent it, but that later in the day during talks with
other employees who had received watches he assumed that it had come from
Haris Construction Co. Mr. Fairchild stated that, if he had known where the
watch came from, he would have given it back to the donor. He also admitted
receivlnz 2 or 3 bottles of liquor, 2 ties, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.
He admitted that he did not exert much effort to determine who sent the watch
to him.

Mr. Lacy H. Smith, 8015 East Avenue, Silver Spring, Md., Apartment T-4, was
interviewed on June 8, 1949. Mr. Smith admitted that he received a Dumont
wristwatch from Haris Construction Co. at Christmas, 1948: that he received
7 or 8 bottles of whisky; that he received a turkey from Laurel Nichols Realty
Co.; that he received a basket of pears from Investors Syndicate and a subscrip-
tion to the Reader's Die.t.

Mr. Henry G. Herath, construction supervisor, 212 East Hamilton Avenue,
Silver Spring, was interviewed on June 8, 1949. Mr. Herath stated that at
Christmas, 1948, he received a wristwatch from Haris Construction Co., 14 or
15 bottles of whisky from various sources, a box of fruit, a turkey from Mr.
Nichols, of Laurel, Md., and two neckties. Mr. Herath admitted that there were
meetings in reference to gratuities at which time Mr. Hewitt instructed the in-
spectors to be careful of accepting gifts and to confine acceptances to perishable
goods and bottles of whisky occasionally.

Mr. Orville L. Rice, construction examiner supervisor, 231 Ascot Place N"E.,
was interviewed on June 3, 1949. Mr. Rice stated that in 1947 a portable per-
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sonal radio was sent to his office from Colonial Investment Co. and that Imme-
diately thereafter he returned said radio to Mr. Levin, of the Colonial Invest-
ment Co. Mr. Rice stated that around Christmas, 1948, he received approxi-
mately 20 bottles of liquor, the largest donation being 8 bottles from Cassell &
Perimutter, which liquor was left at his house. In addition to the 20 bottles,
Mr. W. Glassman put 12 bottles of liquor in his car after he (Rice) had told Mr.
Glassman not to put the liquor in the car; that he (Rice) gave the liquor away
and therefore feels that he did not accept the liquor from Mr. Glassman. Mr.
Rice also stated that Mr. Louis Richman gave him a gift certificate for $50
around Christmas, 1948, which he (Rice) tore up and (lid not use. Mr. Rice
was questioned in reference to the reports that inspectors were spending some
time in the beer parlors, and he stated that he did not believe this to be true
insofar as his men are concerned; that he calls on some of the Jobs every day
and the inspectors do not know which job he is going to call on; that the
inspectors could not make up their reports without being on the job, and he
would find out in that manner.

Mr. Joseph C. Tracy, Assistant Chief, Mortgage Credit Section, 3820 Second
Street SE., was interviewed on June 8, 1949. Mr. Tracy admitted that in 1948
at Christmas he received a wristwatch from Harts Construction Co., a carving
set-the donor of which he claims he does not know-14 bottles of whisky from
various persons, 2 ties, a subscription to Reader's Digest, and some fruit from
Investors Syndicate. Mr. Tracy stated that he kept the watch because a
number of other people received watches and he did not see why he should
return the watch under those circumstances. Mr. Tracy also stated that he
never received any instructions in reference to the acceptance of gifts.

Mr. James M. Cox, assistant chief underwriter, 2227 20th Street NW., was
interviewed on June 8, 1949. Mr. Cox stated that around Christmas, 1948, a
watch was left in his desk; that from 1 of the girls in the office who received a
watch he learned that the donor was Haris Construction Co.; that shortly after
Christmas, Mr. Straus, of Harts Construction Co., came into the office, and he
put the watch in Mr. Straus' pocket. Thereafter he again found the watch in
his (lesk drawer and, when Mr. Straus came In again, he insisted that Mr. Straus
take the watch back. Mr. Cox stated that he also received 6 or 7 bottles of
whisky which were left on his desk and were from various donors.

Mr. Cox stated that Mr. Blackistone came to him and asked whether he
(Blackistone) should keep a watch which had been given him by Harts Con-
struction Co.; that he told Mr. Blackistone he could use his own judgment, but
that he (Cox) had returned his watch to Mr. Straus. Mr. Cox also stated that
he had mentioned the watches to Mr. Hewitt. who told him that the people
would have to use their own judgment in reference to acceptance thereof. He
also stated that Mr. Rose and Mrs. Mahoney came to him and requested his
advice in reference to keeping wristwatches which had been given them by Viers
Mill: that he spoke to Mr. Hewitt and that Mr. Hewitt stated he did not want to
spoil Mrs. Mahoney's holiday and she would have to use her own discretion in
reference to acceptance of the watch.

Mr. Harold P. Rose, mortgage credit examiner, 59-.3 North Washington Boule-
vard, Arlington, was interviewed June ., 1.949. Mr. Rose stated that around
Christmas, 1948. he received a wristwatch from Harts Construction Co.: that
the watch was a Bulova 17-jewel and had a price tag in the box of $65; that
he talked to Mr. McQueen and Mr. Wise about receivinz the watch; that he
doesn't recall what Mr. McQueen said; that Mr. Wise said he knew the watches
were coming In; that after Christmas he (Rose) spoke to Mr. Cox about accept-
ing the watch, and Mr. Cox stated he would talk to Mr. Hewitt again. Mr. Rose
stated that he also talked to Mr. Blakistone, who told him he had heard that
the watches were given out with the permilssion of the front office. In addition
to the watch, Mr. Rose stated he received about 7 bottles of liquor and a box of
fruit, a subscription to Reader's Diest, a zift certificate for $25, which certifi-
cate was received through the mail from Rose & Hamburg (Jefferson Village
Apartments).

Mr. Rose was questioned in reference to a chicken fry which was held on the
property of Mr. Daniel C. Bigbee at Temple Hill on Thursday, May 26, 1949. Mr.
Rose stated that the chicken fry was an annual picnic of the District of Columbia
Insuring office and that tickets were $1.50 apiece; that he believes a case of liquor
was donated by Mr. Magazine, which liquor was brought to the site of the picnic
by Mr. Wise.

Mr. Edward B. Wise, mortgage risk examiner, was interviewed on June 1, 1949.
Mr. Wise admitted that at Christmas, 1948, he received a wristwatch from Harts
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Construction Co. and a Sunbeam electric percolator from the Colonial Investment
Co.; and that lie also received several bottles of whisky. Mr. Wise stated that on
Thursday, May 26, he picked up a case of liquor at Eig's Liquor Store on Georgia
Avenue and took the liquor to the FHA picnic; and that the liquor was donated
by Mr. Magazine.

Mr. John R. Blakistone, assistant chief valuator, 2116 South Culpepper Street,
Arlington, was interviewed June S, 1949. Mr. Blakistone stated that around
Christmas of 1948 he received a wristwatch from Haris Construction Co, 7 bottles
of liquor from various sources, a year's subscription to Readers' Digest, 2 neckties
from an unknown source, and some fruit from Investors Syndicate. M. Blaki-
stone stated that, when the watch came in, he went to Mr. Lyons, his superior, and
asked Mr. Lyons for advice in reference to the wristwatch; that Mr. Lyons told
him he saw no harm in it-that he (Blakistone) was not the only one who re-
ceived a watch, and apparently it was given to him in appreciation for the help
le --ave Haris Construction ('o. during the year. Mr. Blakistone stated that he
also consulted Mr. Cox, assistant chief underwriter, and that Mr. Cox told him
to use his own judgment-that the front office knew about the watches, but that
he (Cox) was going to give his watch back. Mr. Blakistone stated that he did
xiot return the watch.

Mrs. Marie Travis, clerk-typist, was interviewed on June 6, 1949. (Mrs. Travis
is no longer in the employ of the Federal Housing Administration.) Mrs. Travis
admitted that around Christmas, 194s, she received a wristwatch from the Hars
Construction Co.: that she also received a small vial of perfume from Godden &
Small, anl a silk scarf which was sent through the mail from Grosberg; that
she also received 2 pounds of candy from unknown sources. Mrs. Travis stated
that Mr. Brennan, her superior, knew about the watche-s and knew that she had

receivedd one. as had a Mrs. Clark. also employed in the sict ion.*
Mrs. Travis was asked whether she was ever requested to give preferential

treatment to any particular case, and she stated that rnortg-agees called her in
reference to cases in process and, when she had located the cases, she would, in
turn, refer them to Mr. Brennan; that after Mr. Brennan looked over the cases
he would return them to her with the instructions, "Do this case next," or "Do
this case today." or "Do this case whenever you can."

Mrs. Helen Mahoney, 4624 Knox Road. College Park, Md., clerk-typist on receiv-
ing desk, was interviewed on June 6, 1949. NMrs. Mahoney stated that around
(hritnins, 1948, she received a wristwatch from Haris Construction Co., a set of
carving knives from Colonial Investment Co., a small vial of perfume from
Godden & Small, and a scarf which was sent through the mails from a Joe Smith
or Grossherger. Mrs. Mahoney stated that Mr. Cox came to her after Christmas
and stated lie had received a watch. but was returning it and that at the time she
did not realize that Mr. Cox was telling her to return her watch. Mrs. Mahoney
stated that all the girls knew she had the watch although she did not open the
package until she got home, and that there were several watches given out in the
office.

Mr. John C. Brennan, office manager. was interviewed on June 6, 1949. Mr.
Brennan stated that around Christmas. 194-, he received a Wittnauer Longine
watch from Haris Construction Co. ; that there was a price tag In the box of
$60 or $6.,: that he also received a Sunbeam electric percolator from Colonial
Investment Co. and about four bottles of liquor from various sources. Mr.
Brennan stated that the watches came in by Western Union messenger: that Mr.
Burckes and Mr. Hewitt were out, but he saw the messenger go into their offices
and thereafter he (Brennan) had occasion to go into Mr. Hewitt's office, in which
there is also the desk of Mr. Burdette, and on each desk he saw the same type of
package as the one delivered to him (Brennan) by the messenger boy.

Mr. Brennan stated that after Christmas he talked to Mr. Cox and Mr. Cox in-
formed him that he had received a watch, but returned it. Mr. Brennan stated
he had no excuse to make-that he knew it was wrong and he should not have
accepted the watch, but he did so as others were getting watches and he saw no
reason why he should be different from the rest.

Mr. James I. Birchett, construction examiner, 3426 16th Street NW., apartment
602, was interviewed on June 8, 1949. Mr. Blrchett stated that at Christmas,
194s. he received one bottle of whisky and he does not know who the donor was.
He stated that he had been at home quite a while with a broken ankle and there-
fore had not been on the job prior to (hristmas. (The leave records disclosed
that Mr. Birchett was on sick leave from November 30 to December 13, 1W48,
which used all of his accrued sick leave, and from December 14 through 4 hours
of December 24, he was on annual leave.)
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Mr. William F. Raymond, construction examiner, 712 Varnum Street NW.,
was interviewed June 8, 1949. Mr. Raymond stated that he received 5 or 6
bottles of whisky from various donors at Christmas, 1948. He stated that he
did not know of any occasion where inspectors met or spent any tie in beer
parlors.

Mr. Daniel C. Bigbee, construction examiner, 2200 32d Place SE., was inter-
viewed on -Juie 8, 1949. Mr. 13igbee stated that he received a subscription to
Reader's Digest around ('liristutas, 1947, and on Christmas, 1114's, he received 2
ties frc o n unknown donor and 5 bottles f liquor from various s, urct5. Mr.
Bigbee suited that he was in charge of arrangements for the chicken fry which
was held on his property in Temple lHills oi Thursday, May 26, 1949: that lit,
(Bigbee) invited Mr. Magazine to attend the party and Mr. Magazine stated
that he eould not go, but that lie would like to (mlate a case of whisky; that he
(Bigbow) asked Mr. Wise to pick the whisky up, which was done and said
whisk delivered to the picnic grounds.

Mr. Lawrerlce W. Rust, asignnient valuator, 4000 Cathedral Avenue NW.,
apartment 118 was interviewed o)n June S. 1949. 'Mr. Rust stated that in 1947
at Christmas he received 1 1iottle of liquor anl that at Christmas, 194's, he
received 3 or 4 bottles of liquor froiii unknown donors.

Mr. ('harles II. BIohlaud. c,15tstruction exaijiiier, 43t S Kaywood Drive. Mount
Rainier. apartment 5, ~as interviewed on .1ine 1(0. 1949. Mr. Bohland stated
that in 1.947 he received _ rolls of colored 33 mmin. filin, 3 bottles of liquor, and
from Cohmial Investment Co. an Emerson personal portable radio; that in 1948
he received 2 or 3 bottles (of whisky. (It is to he noted that Mr. Bohland's name
is aiot om Mr. Taube's list for radios in 1947. Information disclosed during
investigation indicates that somehow the distributimi (of the radios was cou-
fused at the party which was hell by Mr. Taube just prior to ('hristnia. 1947.)
Mr. ilohland expressed the thowUht that it was always his opinion that he
was given the radio by niistake.

Mr. William P. Robinson, construction examiner, 2.,10 Second Street NW,,
apartment 2(H;. was iWterviewed on June 10, 1949. Mr. IRobin.omn stated that lie
dhd not receive any ])resmits from anyone .omneted with FIIA transacti,,iis in
1947 or 114S.

Mr. -Valter W. Birchett, construction examiner, 4.124; Sedgwick Street N\V.,
w-as interviewed Jane 1), 194419. Mr. Birchett stated that around ('hristmas,
114 , lie received 3 bottles of whisky and I hotlle ()f wine from unknown dintrs.

Mr. Edward E. Knott, c.lms,,truction examiner, George Washington Inn. New
Jersey Avenue at C -Street SE., was interviewed -June 10, 19). Mr. Knott
stated that he has been with Federal Housing Administration for only (6 weeks.

Mr. Frank J. Wilfong, construction exaniuier, 173 4 North Troy Street. C('oonial
Village, Arlington, alirtmnent 1726, was interviewed June 10, 1949. Mr. Wil-
fong stated that in 194, lie received 2 or 3 bottle, of liquor from unkn,,wn1
sources, 1 turkey from Jefferson Village, and an electric ohick from Mr.
Bert-tein.

Mr. Norman L. Dean, valuator, 1500 Farragut Street NW.. was interviewed
June 10, 1949. Mr. Dean stated that in 194s he received 2 bottles 4,f whisky
from Mr. l'omponio, 1 bottle from an unknown source, 2 ties from an unknown
source, a subscription to Reader's )igest from Berens & Co., and a carton of
pears froin Investors Syndicate.

Mr. Clarence H. Fleiing, construction co-st examiner, P. 0. Box 52;. Alex-
andria, wvas interviewed on June 10, 1949. Mr. Fleming stated that in 1947
about Cliristinastinie het received a bottle of whisky from an unknown donor ;
that about (hristmas, 194S, he received 5 bottles of whisky frmn an unknown.
source, 3 ties front an unknown source, and a subscription to Reader's Digest
from Berens & Co.

Mr. George Van Wagner, construction examiner, 1735 33d Place SE., apart-
fleat 104, was interviewed Julie 10, 1949. Mr. Van Wagner stated that he
received approximately 4 bottles of whisky around Christmas, 1948, from un-
known sources.

Mr. Rufus A. Wilson, construction examiner, 10005 Brookmore Drive, Silver
Spring, was interviewed June 9, 1949. Mr. Wilson stated that he received 6
bottles of liquor from Mr. Anthony Izzo, 3 bottles of liquor from Mr. Magazine,
1 bottle from Republic Engineering Corp., to which there was attached a $20 bill
which he returned to Mr. E. Rosenfeld 2 or 3 days later, and 3 bottles of liquor
from unknown sources, a set of kitchen knives from SUgo Construction Co., 2
ties from unknown sources, a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens, a
basket of fruit from Jefferson I ver Co., and he attend a lmrty given by Mr.
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Magazine at Benny Bortnick's early in the fall of 1948. In 1947, Mr. Wilson
stated he received a $10 hat certificate from the Goodacres Job, a key carrier
and wallet from Sligo Construction Co., and 4 or 5 bottles of liquor from
unknown donors.

Mr. Ole Larson, construction examiner, 1110 North Pitt Street, Alexandria, was
interviewed June 9, 1949. Mr. Larson stated that in 1948 around Christmas he
received 2 quarts of whisky from unknown donors, 1 ham from Virginia Gardens,
1 electric alarm clock from Fort Myer Heights, 1 turkey (small) from Leland
Construction Co., 3 ties from an unknown source, and a subscription to Reader's
Digest from Berens.

Mr. Robert C. Higgins, construction examiner, 1200 South Thomas, Arlington,
was interviewed on June 9, 1949. Mr. Higgins stated that about Christmas, 1948,
he received 2 bottles of whisky from unknown sources, 2 ties from an unknown
source, and a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. Ernest T. Reilly, construction examiner, was interviewed on June 9, 1949.
Mr. Reilly stated that he received 3 bottles of whisky from an Italian subcon-
tractor whose name he does not remember, 3 bottles of whisky from Wortheimer,
and about 20 bottles from unknown sources; that he received 2 ties through the
mail fromn an unknown source, and a subscription to Reader's Digest irom Berens
& Co.

Mr. Alexander Linn, construction examiner, 1725 North Twelfth Street, Arling-
ton, was interviewed June 9, 1949. Mr. Linn stated that in 1948 around Christ-
mas he received 3 or 4 bottles of whisky from unknown sources, 2 ties from an
unknown source, 1 gift certificate for $25 from Jefferson Village-said certificate
being drawn on Woodward & Lothrop; that he spoke to Mr. Simpson about the
gift certificate, and that Mr. Simpson told him to use his own judgment; and that
he also received a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. John T. Whittaker, construction examiner, 608 Prince George Street, Laurel,
Md., was interviewed June 9, 1949. Mr. Whittaker stated that at Christmas,
1948, he received 6 or 8 bottles of whisky from unknown sources; 2 ties irom an
unknown source, a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co., a $25
gift certificate from Mr. Itichaman drawn on Raleigh Haberdashers. Mr. Whit-
taker stated that he did not consult Mr. Simpson about the gift certificate inas-
much as he knew several other certificates had been given out in the office.

Mr. George J. Schladt, valuator, 5501 Potomac Avenue NWV., was interviewed
June 10, 1949. Mr. 'chladt stated that around Christmas, 1948, he received 2
bottles of liquor, 2 ties, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. Edward M. Horn, valuator, 3051 Idaho Avenue NW., apartment 200, was
interviewed June 10, 1949. Mr. Horn stated that at Christmas, 1947, he received
a carton of cigarettes from an unknown source; that around Christmas, 1948,
he received 5 bottles of whisky from various sources, 2 ties from an unknown
source, and 1 ham from the Metropolitan Mortgage Co.

Mr. Max L. Waeber, assistant chief architect, 7234 15th Place NW., was inter-
viewed on June 10, 1949. Mr. Waeber stated that in 1948 around Christmas
he received four bottles of whisky and a subscription to Reader's Digest. Mr.
Waeber was asked whether he ever drew plans for builders or others for which
he received compensation. He stated that he had drawn the plans for a house
on East-West Highway and received $250 therefor from a Mr. Sandberg or
Sarberg, but that he was given permission by the national office, as the Job was
not an FHA transaction. He also stated that he drew plans for a house for
Mr. Simpson, Mr. Burdette, Mr. Hewitt (barn and antique shop), and alterations
for a house and garage for Mr. Blakistone; that he also drew plans for a house
for the former office manager of the district office before Mr. Brennan. Mr.
Waeber stated that all the houses were erected except Mr. Burdette's. He stated
that he also drew plans for close friends for which he received no compensation.

Mr. Robert L IHart, construction aide, 3647 11th Street NW., was interviewed
on June 10, 1949. Mr. Hart stated that around Christmas, 1948, he received
two ties, a bottle of wine, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. Henry Dollar, construction examiner, 401 37th Place SE., apartment 202,
was interviewed on June 10, 1949. Mr. Dollar stated that around Christmas,
1948, he received 6 bottles of liquor from unknown sources, 2 neckties irom an
unknown source, and a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. Walter E. Wakeman, who was at home ill during this investigation, called
the office of the Section of Investigation and made the following statement ott
June 10, 1949: That around Christmas, 1947, he received approximately 5 bottles
of whisky from unknown sources; that around Christmas, 1948, he received a
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subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co., 3 bottles of Uquor froni
unknown sources, 2 ties from an unknown source, a gift certificate for a shirt
from a Mr. Kinsky; and that during the year 1948 he received a ticket to the
opening ball game, he believes, from a Mr. Pomponlo.

Mr. Charles Henry Gaskins, construction examiner, 312 Highview Avenue,
Silver Spring, was interviewed on June 13, 1949. Mr. Gaskins stated that he
received one necktie from a Mr. Smith around Christmas, 1948.

Mr. Walter H. Wolverton, construction examiner estimator, title II, 1715 19th
Street NW, Apartment 5, was interviewed on June 13, 1949. Mr. Wolverton
stated that in 1947 he received a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens &
Co.; that in 1948 he received a subscription to Reader's Digest, 2 ties from an
unknown source, and 3 bottles of whisky.

Mr. Albert E. West, estimator, 1309 Emerson Street NW, was interviewed on
June 13, 1949. Mr. West stated that around Christmas, 1948, he received 2 ties,
a subscription to Reader's Digest, and 4 bottles of whisky which were given
to him by the boys in the FHA office.

Miss Florence Dalton, administrative analyst, 1855 Irving Street NW, was
interviewed on June 13. Miss Dalton stated that around Christmas, 1948, she
received a subscription to Reader's Digest, a bottle of wine, and 3 bottles of
whisky from the man in the FHA office.

Miss Bernice Large, clerk-typist, 4102 Gallatin Street, Hyattsville, Md., was
interviewed June 14, 1949. Miss Large stated that around Christmas, 1948, she
received one box of candy from an unknown donor and a scarf through the mail.

Mr. Clyde Webster, architectural examiner, 2811 Eighth Street, South Arling-
ton, Apartment 392-A was interviewed on June 14, 1.949. Mr. Webster stated
that around Christmas, 1947, he received a personal portable radio from Colonial
Investment Co.: that in 1948 he was visiting his people at home and, when he
returned to the office after the holidays, he found one bottle of liquor in his desk
drawer.

Mr. Kevin Thomas Ryan, construction examiner, RFD No. 1, Bowie, Md., was
interviewed on June 14, 1949. Mr. Ryan stated that in 11947 at Christmas he re-
ceived 3 bottles of whisky and a subscription to Reader's Digest; that at Christ-
mas, 1948, he received 7 bottles of whisky, 3 of which were from Mr. Magazine,
3 ties from an unknown source, a box of pears from Investors Syndicate, and a
subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. C. Sprigg Sands, construction cost examiner, Box 93, Gambrills, Md., was
interviewed on June 9, 1949. Mr. Sands stated that around Christmas 1948, he
received a wristwatch from Haris Construction Co.: that he returned this wrist-
watch by registered mail a week or 10 days after Christmas and holds the
registered receipt therefor; that in 1948 he also received 2. ties from an unknown
source, 3 bottles of liquor, and a subscription to Reader's Digest. (It will be
noted that Mr. Sands testified before the Senate committee hearing on Viers Mill
Village.)

Mrs. Anne H. Hushing, clerk-typist, 400 East Custis Avenue, Alexandria, was
interviewed on June 14, 1949. Mrs. Hushing stated that around Christmas, 194S,
she received 2 boxes of candy from an unknown source, 1 vial of perfume from
Godden & Small, a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.; 1 silk scarf
which was left in her desk, and 3 pairs of nylons which were left in her desk.

Mr. John W. Foreman, construction examiner, Greenway, Va., was interviewed
on June 14, 1949. Mr. Foreman stated that around Christmas, 1948, he received
2 bottles of whisky from the boys in the office, a subscription to Reader's Digest
from Berens & Co., and 2 ties from an unknown source.

Mrs. Jean D. Baker, secretary-stenographer, 3509 Ames Street, NE, Apartment
203 was interviewed on June 14, 1949. Mrs. Baker stated that at Christmas, 1948,
she received 2 or 3 pounds of candy, a scarf, a small vial of perfume, and a sub-
scription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. Francis A. Simmons, construction examiner, 3715 T Street NW, was inter-
viewed on June 14, 1949. Mr. Simmons stated that around Christmas, 1948, he
received one bottle of wine which was left in his car and a bottle of whisky which
was left in his car and a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co. Mr.
Simmons stated that he attended a party in the spring of 1948 which was given by
Mr. Magazine at Benny Bortnick's Restaurant; that a number of FHA inspe -
tors who worked on Mr. Magazine's project were present; that Mr. Simpson was
also present, but that he does not remember any others.

Mrs. Shirley Windsor, 3511 Longfellow Street, Hyattsville, Md., was interview
on June 14, 1949. Mrs. Windsor stated that she has been employed by FHA
only since March 31, 1949.
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Miss Mary Marathon, clerk-typist, 1501 Neal Street NE, was interviewed on
June 14, 1949. Miss Marathon stated that around Christmas, 1948, she received
a silk scarf, 3 pounds of candy, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. George H. Lommel, construction examiner, 2818 South Eighth Street, Arl-
ington, Va., was interviewed on June 14, 1949. Mr. Lommel stated that around
Christmas, 1948, he received 7 bottles of liquor, some fruit, 2 ties, and a sub-
scription to Reader's Digest.

Miss Louise Surface, clerk-typist, 1010 Randolph Street NW., apartment 2. was
interviewed June 14, 1949. Miss Surface stated that at Christmas, 1948, she
received 2 pounds of candy, a silk scarf, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Miss Lucy L. Tuinman, 1S55 Irving Street NW., was interviewed June 14,
1949. Miss Tuinman stated that at Christmas, 1)48, she received 2 pounds of
candy, a silk scarf, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Miss Aileen Lee, Beltsville, Md., was interviewed June 14, 1949. Miss Lee
stated that at ('hristmas, 194S, she received a pair of nylons from tile men in
the office, a vial of perfume, 3 boxes of candy, and a subscription to Reader's
Digest.

Mrs. Pat M. Sehladt, clerk, 55)1 Potoimac Avenue N\W., was interviewed June
14, 1949. Mrs. Schladt stated that at Christmas, 1948, she received 2 handker-
chiefs from Haris Construction Co., 1 scarf from an unknown source, a sub-
scription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co., 2 or 3 pounds of candy, and 2
pairs (if nylons from a Mr. Kinsky.

Miss Jean M. De Meritt, assistant closing clerk, 4000 21st Street NE.. was inter-
viewed June 14, 1949. Miss De Meritt stated that at Christmas. 194S, she re-
ceived a silk scarf through the mails.

Mr. Frank E. Stefl, construction examiner, 5403 Queens Chapel Road, Hyatts-
ville, Md., was interviewed June 14, 1949. Mr. Steti stated that at Christmas,
1!4s, he received about 1 dozen bottles of liquor, among which were 2 bottles
of liquo)r and 1 bottle of wine from Mr. Magazine and 3 bottles of liquor from
Mr. Tony Izzo, 1 turkey from Morris Hurwitz, 3 ties from an unknown source,
and a box of fruit from Mr. H. P. Dyson, and a subscription to Reader's Digest
from Berens & Co.

Mrs. Naomi Williams, secretary-stenographer, 751 12th Street SE., was inter-
viewed on June 14. Mrs. Williams stated that in 1947 sle received a carton of
cigarettes through the mail from Investors Syndicate and a subscription to
Reader's Digest from Berens & Co. : that in 1948 she received a subscription to
Reader's Digest from Berens & Co., 4 or 5 boxes of candy from unknown sources,
a vial (of perfume, a scarf, 2 handkerchiefs, and a small bottle of toilet water.

Mr. Perley W. Choston, construction examiner, Annapolis Hotel, Apartment
1114, was interviewed June 14, 1949. Mr. ('logston stated that at Christmas,
1948, he received 3 bottles of liquor from M & P Co., 3 ties through the mail, and
a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. Ralph Cooper, construction examiner, 2134 G Street NV., was interviewed
June 14, 1949. Mr. Cooper stated that he has been employed by FHA only since
May 2. 1949.

Mr. Harrison C. Jacobs, construction examiner, 714 North Kenmore Avenue,
Arlington, was interviewed on June 15. 1949. He stated! that in 1947 at Christ-
mas he received a half case of whisky from Olney & Landreth: that in 194S he
received 4 decanters of Kentucky Tavern whisky from a Mr. Hurwitz, 1 bottle
of whisky from Goodwin Gardens., 2 neckties from an unknown source, and a
subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & Co.

Mr. James M. Long, valuator, 1351 Park Road NW., Apartment 1, was inter-
viewed Juno 15, 1949. Mr. Long stated that at Christmas, 1948, lie received 2
ties from an unknown source and a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens
& Co.

Mr. Ralph R. Rapp, construction examiner. 1421 Massachusetts Avenue NW..
Apartment 401, was interviewed June 15, 1949. Mr. Rapp stated that around
Christmas, 1948, lie received 3 bottles of whisky from various sources, 2 ties, and
a subscription to Reader's Digest from Berens & ('o.

Mr. Jeremiah Tempone, construction examiner, 1305 Hemlock Street NW., was
interviewed June 15. 1949. Mr. Tempone stated that around Christmas, 1947,
he received 1 or 2 bottles of liquor and a subscription to Reader's Digest from
Berens & Co.; that in 1948 he received 1 or 2 bottles of liquor, 2 ties, and a sub-
scription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. David W. Townsend, construction examiner. 5512 Carolina Place NW.,
was interviewed June 15, 1949. Mr. Townsend stated that around Christmas,
1948, he received 9 bottles of liquor from 5 different jobs, I box of cigars, 2 ties,
and a subscription to Reader's Digest.
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Miss Camille Fyalkowski, clerk-stenographer, was interviewed on June 2, 1948.
Miss Fyalkowski stated that at Christmas, 1948, she received a box of pears from
Investors Syndicate, 2 pairs of nylons from Haris Construction Co., a pair of
nylons from the men in the office, a vial of perfume from Godden & Small, and
a silk scarf from Smith-Grossberger.

Miss Betsy Sprague, 2707 Eighth Street, South Arlington Apartment 333-A
was interviewed June ;. 1949. Mis. Spra.uie stated that around ('hristmas, 1948,
she received a box of pears from Investors Syndicate. to pairs of nylons front
Haris Construction, 1 pair of nylons froin the rilen in the office, a vial of perfume
from Godden & ,Small, and a silk scarf front ,Snith-Grossberger.

Mirs. Mary Rita Horner, clerk-stenographer. 11 East Rosemont Avenue, Alexan-
dria, was interviewed on June (. 1949. M1rs. Horner stated that at Christmas,
1948, she received one handkerchief from Haris ('onistruction ('., a si ia:ll vial
of perfume from Godden & Sniall, a silk sarf front Smith-Grossberger. 5 pounds
of candy, a bottle of toilet water from Banks & Iee, and a box of pears from
Investors Syndicate.

Mrs. I)orothy Al. Kaiser, clerk, was interviewed May 27, 1949. Mrs. Kaiser
stated that around Christmnas, 148, she received a set of carving, knives from
Colonial Investment (Co. : that she received a subscription to Reader's Digest,
a vial of perfume, and a few boxes of candy, and a silk scarf through the
mails.

Mr. John C. Johnson. valuator, was interviewed June 2. 1949. Mr. Johnson
stated that at ('hristmas, 194S. he received a few bottlhs of liquor, a tie, and a
subscription to Reader's Dige.st.

Mr. J. R. Pasquale, construction examiner, was interviewed on June 13, 1949.
Mr. Pasquale slated that at ('hri.tmas.time. 191 i he received a couple of bottles
of liquor from unknown donors.

Miss Antoinette Zyv,,lo-ki, clerk-typist, was interviewed on June 8. 1949. and
stated that she received a silk scarf, a couple (if boxes of candy, and a subscrip-
tion to Reader's Digest.

Mrs. 'hirley .J. Wilson. clerk-typist, stated that she received a couple of pounds
of candy, a silk sc irf. and a stulscriltion to Readler's I)igest.

Mr. Lawrence G. Schumacher, mortgage service representtaive. 2504 Allison
Street, Mount Rainier, Md., was interviewed June 20, 1949. Mr. Schumacher
stated that at Christmas. 1947, he receiveI 4; bottle, of whisky. 3 bottles of wine.
1 ham, :i bi)x of fruit mailed to him from Florida by Mr. Ma--razine. 5 or 6 ties from
different sources, and a sub scription to Reader's I )igest . that at Christmas, 14S.
he received a wristwatch from Haris (',ontruction ('Co., which he returned tn
Mr. Straus a couple of days later: that he also received S bottles of whisky,
which included 3 bottles of liquor and 2 bottles of wine from Mr. L. Minscoff
a ham from Mr. L. Anderson. 8 nec.kties froin various sources, a box (if fruit
from Florida front Mr. Magazine. a carton of cihz.krettes front Investors Syndi-
cate. and a subscription to Reader's i)itest. 'Mr. Schumacher stated that he
returned the wrist watch to Mr. Straus because he thought it was "a little to"
much to accept."

Mrs. Elizabethe Nurney Weeks, clerk-typist. 1437 K Street SE, Apartment 3,
was interviewed (it June 20, 1919. 'Mrs. Weeks slated that around Christmas.
1948, she received two boxes of candy, a silk scarf from Smith-Grossberger, a)d
a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Mrs. Cleo B. Stewart, file clerk neighborhoodd information), 3974 Blaine Street
NE. was interviewed June 20, 1949. 'Mrs. Stewart stated that around Christmas.
1948, she received a silk scarf from Smith-Grossberger, 3 boxes of candy from un-
known sources, 1 vial of perfume. and a subscription to Reader's I igest.

Mrs. Josephine Cuzzo Vagnoni, clerk-typist, 2015 Jackson Street NE,. was inter-
viewed June 20, 1949. Mrs. Vagnoni stated that around Christmas, 1948, she
received 1 silk scarf from Smith-Grossberfer, 2 boxes of candy from unknown
sources, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.

Mr. Telesphore Senesac, construction examiner, 4,04 Bradley Street, Chevy
Chase. Md.. was interviewed June 20, 1949. Mr. Senesac stated that around
Christmas, 1948, he received 2 bottles of liquor from the bricklayer subcontractor
at Kent Villaze, 2 ties front unknown sources, and a subscription to Reader's
Digest.

Mr. Heath Berry, senior valuator, 721P Central Avenue. Capitol Heights. Md.,
was interviewed June 21, 1949. Mr. Berry stated that around Christmas. 1947,
he received a personal portable radio from the Colonial Investment ('o., and about
14 or 15 bottles of liquor from various sources: that at Christmas. 1948. he re-
ceived a $15 gift certificate on Woodward & Lothrop from Hamburg & Rose,
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builders, 8 or 9 bottles of whisky from various sources, and a subscription to
Reader's Digest. Mr. Berry stated that he still has the gift certificate. He also
stated that he did not receive a watch from Haris Construction Co.

The CIIARMAN. Getting back to this No. 6, Patchogue Gardens,
there are a few questions I want to ask about that. They invested
only $1,000 in the project?Mr. McKEN-\A. $1,000 was their investment. They may have had
to advance other sums in order to get it rolling.

The CHAIRMAN. They immediately took out $155,000 when the proj-
ect was completed?

Mr. McKENNA. That is right. They withdrew $155,000. I don't
have the precise amount.

The CHAIRMAN. The project is now back in the hands of FHAV
They had to repossess it.

Mr. MCKENNA. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long after they had paid themselves $155,000,

did FHA repossess this particular project?
Mr. McKENNA. I believe it was paid to them 3 months after the

original default-3 months after the default, but before the acquisition
date-it was conveyed to them September 18, 1952. The payment of
the dividend was July 1, 1951.

The CHAIRMAN. They paid themselves $155,000 within 3 months
after the project was completed?

Mr. M CKEN NA. After the project defaulted, sir. It was already in
default when they paid this money to themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. The project was already in default?
Mr. McKENNA. When they paid the money to themselves.
The CHAIRMAN. When they paid the $155,000 to themselves?
Mr. McKENNA. According to FHA records, that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. FHA did nothing about it?
Mr. McKENNA. FHA took title to the property but did nothing

about it.
The CIAIRMAN. Didn't FHA own preferred stock in this project?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes, and there is another case here which illustrates

that rather dramatically. FHA as preferred stockholder had the
right when a project went into default to move in, take over the cor-
poration, to collect its assets, and even to avoid the necessity of defi-
ciency judgments proceedings afterward, to get whatever money the
corporation had or had a right to then as preferred stockholder and
they didn't do it here.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's make sure I understand this. These people
only put a thousand dollars in to start with.

Mr. MCKENNA. That was their investment.
The CIHAIRMAN. After the project was in default and FHA had re-

possessed it, they declared $155,000 dividend?
Mr. M'(KENNA. Before they repossessed, but after it was in default.
The CIIAIRMAN. Before they repossessed but after it was-while

they were in the process of repossessing it they declared $155,000 div-
idend.

Mr. McKENNA. Whether they had begun the repossession process
then I don't know, but certainly after the project was in default, yes,
3 months after default.

The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't FHA put these concerns in bankruptcy?
I thought we had laws that you couldn't take money out of a cor-
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poration within-out in Indiana I forget what it is; I think it is
4 months if you go bankrupt.

Mr. McKENNA. We are now in the process of determining how
much of this money FHA can collect back anyway, Senator, but cer-
tainly under those circumstances-

The CHAMMAN. I don't know about New York, but in Indiana if
you take money out of a corporat ion 4 months prior to going bankrupt,
you must return the money.

Mr. McKENNA. It is my personal opinion that even if it weren't
in default FHA could make then pay it back in as a legal matter.

The CHAIRMAN. What do the records show FHA did in this par-
ticular instance?

Mr. MCKEwNA. They let the $155,000 go out and didn't do anything
about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Did they take any action whatsoever against them?
Mr. McKENNA. We have no record whatsoever in FHA's records.
In that connection I might point out that there were rather vague

charges against Mr. Grace, indirectly related to this particular project
back in 1949. There was a report of investigation there-I don't have
it here, but I think it would be well to turn it over to the committee
later. The report again was inconclusive. That was back in 1949.
That report again was sent to the Department of Justice approxi-
mately 3 years later and again after the statute of limitations had run
on the charges there set forth. In other words, after they got the
report of investigation, making serious charges against the highest
official in the New York office, FHA s:-t on it for 3 years and then,
after the statute of limitations had run, sent it over to the Department
of Justice. In this, however, apparently if Mr. Grace had those in-
terests that are alleged against him, he didn't get rid of them because
there was another investigation in 197w). Agrain the charge was made
that it was his law firm, a firm in which he had interest, that was
processing these applications. Again there was an investigation.

The CHIAIRM.AN. You are throwiiig this name "Grace" around.
What is the full name .

Mr. MCKENNA. He was formerly State director in New York.
The (HAIMA.X. You mneani he was former State FHA director?
Mr. MCKENNA. Yes, until about a year ago, I believe.
The CHAHMAN. And he is a lawyer?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. Has a law firm?
Mr. MCKENNA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the name of the law firm .
Mr. McKENNA. Grace & Grace.
The CHAMMAN. It is two brothers, is it?
Mr. .McKEwA. I believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. One of them is a practicing lawyer and the other

one was the State FHA director.
Mr. MCKENNA. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he still State FHA director?
Mr. McKE:NNA. No, he resigned last year after a second investiga-

tion, I believe last year or 1952, I am not certain of that date, after
a second investigation, and in the course of which he pretty much
conceded the basic facts were true. He then was allowed to resign
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and this time, so far as I know, no referral was made to the Depart-
ment of Justice until, of course, this investigation began when we
called the matter to the attention of the FBI.

The CHAIMAN. Do you know Mr. Grace's first name?
Mr. McKEFN %. Thomas. We have no way of knowing whether

Mr. Grace is completely innocent or guilty. We can only say this:
FHA had no right to sit on those charges since they were charges
involving criminal charges and allegations affecting its own employ-
ees. Nevertheless, we have another case in which they sat on it for
3 years until the statute of limitations had run.

The Senator asked a moment ago about failure of FHA to protect
its interest. We have a case which shows how oblivious FHA was to
its own interest, even though it had in its hands power to collect back
money due to it. That is the Lewis Garden case, Henrico County,
Va., which I believe is close to Richmond. The FHA insurance fund,
according to its own estimates, is going to lose somewhere between
$700,000 and $2 million, and they seem to think it will be $2 million
on Lewis Gardens, which FHA has acquired on the default of the
mortgagors. The cost of acquisition on foreclosure and repairs since
then by FHA amount to almost $4 million. FHA itself has valued
the project at about $2 million.

The mortgages in this case exceeded cost by over $400,000. The
sponsor of the project was Franklin A. Trice, of Richmond. He
purchased the land on which the project was built for a net price of

13,98 7. That is the share of the land, the part of the land which was
used in the project. I don't have in hand the total cost of all the land
that he bought from the Government, but on the income-tax returns,
which he showed to the investigators, he valued that share, which he
used there. at $13.987. Even though he purchased this land from the
Government for $13.900, FHA valued it at $190,000, and Trice ex-
changed it for $526,000 worth of corporate stock. The land was
Trice's only investment in the project.

After the project was completed, and when it had half a million
dollars in surplus derived from this windfall, FHA nevertheless de-
ferred the corporation's mortgage payments and waived payments to
the reserve for replacement on the plea that the income of the corpora-
tion was not adequate to make the payments.

The C.\Ii.\.. You mean when they had some $500,000 cash on
hand?

Mr. M'KENN-A. They had that much in assets on their balance
sheets.

The CHAIRMAN. Cash on hand?
Mr. McKEN ... That is right.
Senator FREAR. It doesn't say "cash on hand."
Mr. Mc-KE,'.-,-. .Except to the extent he loaned it to other corpo-

rations that he also controlled.

Senator FREAR. Cash could have been made available there.
Mr. McKENNA. That is correct, sir. In 1952 and 1953 the project

defaulted. The five sections were bid in at foreclosure saleby the
mortgagees at an acquisition cost which was within about $40,000 of
the total amounts of the mortgages. In other words, by bidding it
in that high, FHA precluded itself from large deficiency judgments
even though the corporation had the money and since then FHA,
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has had to pay over $200,000 to rehabilitate the property. That is in
FHA's own records, and while we have conducted a field investiga-
tion of this case to verify the facts, nevertheless niost of our original
information comes from FHA's own records, and FHA's own records
show that on August 31, 1952, the mortgagor corporations had $524,-
000 in loans outstanding. FHA as the preferred stockholder under
the charter of the corporation had the right to move in and to recover
this money, but it didn't do so.

Senator FREAR. Were those loans to stockholders or officials of the
corporation?

Mr. McKENN.. The l)iocedire is set forth in the meniorandilin
here, Senator, I believe in the next to the last paragraph. It is rather
complicated, but it did go to Mr. Trice's owit interest and it eventually
-ends up with Mr. Trice.

The CHIRMAN. I might say at this point we find a general pattern
where they mortgage out andt get several hundred thousand dollars
cash on hand. Instead of paying it out in dividends they just loan
it to themselves, solnetiies at no interest whatsoever. They use the
money then in other projects, of course, niaking money on it. It is
pyrainided.

Senator FREAR. What liability do they give to the corporation when
they take it out in that manner ? Is it recoverable in your opinion?

Mr. McK.NNA. It is, of course, recoverable.
The CHAIRMAN. They loan it to another corporation. They are

very careful they don't loan it to themselves.
Mr. McKENN A. It is recoverable but at option of the stockholdeis.

In conection with that, as the Senator kiiovs. onie of the reasons for
that device is it is just a loan to the taxpayer so he doesn't have to lay
any taxes on it, but it is not collectible until he decides it is collectible,
whiich might never be. In effect, he has also avoided income-tax laws
by that device.

Senator FREAR. May I ask a question? That has nothing to do
with this, but does H1. R. 8300 cover this? Have yo)u studied this
new law?

Mr. MCKE.-N.t. I an the wrong one to answer that. I have been
so immersed in getting these facts I don't know what Congress is
doing.

Senator FREAR. It may be one that would be well worth looking
over.

Mr. McKENNA. I think ;o, sir.
For a reason we haven't been able to lind the answer to, FHA

killed its own possibility of recouping this money without real diffi-
culty by asking the mortgagor corporations to buy back the $500 of
preferred stock FHA had in the corporation.

In other words, FHA asked the mortgagor corporation to place
FHA in the position where it couldn't protect its rights after the de-
fault had occurred.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to look into that, too.
Senator Fm.FR. May I as a question right along this line, however,

Senator? There is a project that I think has recently been granted
an insured mortgage, and I don't know what number it is under, in
Camden, Del. Speaking of increased land value, the land on which
this project was built was sold in the. neighborhood of $300,000, and
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the insured mortgage covers it for $54,000. That is just one here
in the last month or two. I don't know whether you have gotten
up that far or not. It isn't a section 608, but something that fol-
lowed section 608, rental housing in a defense area.

Mr. McKE.NNA. We haven't come across it, but we will check it,
in Camden Del.

Senator FREAl. That is right. I am in favor of the project. I am
in favor of an insured loan, but I can't approve of them giving that
amount of money, $54,000 cost. The second paragraph in this Hen-
rico County case is practically identical.

Mr. McKE NA. on page 2 of the memo on this case, which is a
little complicated but nevertheless I think understandable if read,
it shows how Mr. Trice ended up with the money that was mortgaged
out in the case.

In addition to the mortgaging out in this case, we have the problem
of how the project happened to fall in default. One of the reasons
was its poor location, but there were two other contributing reasons:
At the time the project was constructed, a contract was entered into
with a corporation set up for that purpose, which was to provide the
project with bottled gas, and it was provided that the project would
be heated by bottled gas, a very expensive process, and one which was
going to cost the tenants between 70 and 80 percent more to heat their
apartments than would have occurred otherwise, the profits, of course,
going to this specially established corporation. Also another cor-
poration was set up to make some money on supplying water to the
projects. The water was to come from the project's own land, but it
was to go through this other corporation, which would sell it to the
project. The project couldn't stand those burdens, couldn't stand
the poor location, couldn't stand the mortgaging out, so the projects
defaulted; FHA has a loss of about $2 million on them, but the
sponsor walks off with more than half a million dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. Which he loaned to himself.
Mr. McKENNA. Another New York case, the Rego Park Apart-

ments in New York, is a case where the investment was $2,000 and
almost immediately upon completion of the development the stock-
holders who invested that $2,000 withdrew $1,700,000 in dividends.
Now here is another case of this lease-land arrangement. FHA ap-
proved this setup whereby the principals. the persons who sponsored
the project, leased the land on w ich the project was built, for 99 years,
at an annual rental of $31,120, and they gave FHA the right, in the
event they failed in that. project, to buy that land from them for
$779,000. According to the tax stamps on the previous conveyance
they had purchased it for $400,000.

In addition to the profits they got from the lease, 3 months after
the date of the mortgage loans insured by FHA, the sponsors mort-
gaged this fee that they had retained, getting $701,100 on the fee title,
giving as an additional collateral the assignment of the 99-year lease,
and I am informed that they bore no personal liability on these notes;
that the mortgagee agreed to look only to the mortgage for the reim-
bursement.

Because of the passage of time I might skip to the number eight on
the list, which is Oakland Gardens, in Bayside, Long Island, Alley
Park Housing Corp., and the 77th Road Realty Corp.
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There have been $428,500 which the mortgagors have realized from
the mortgaging out of this project. The FHA-insured loans amount
to over $6 million, construction cost on one of the projects was $3,-
672,000 as against a loan of $4 million, giving an excess of loan pro-
ceeds of $322,000 over costs on that project alone and the total invest-
ment in both projects was only $6,000.

This is the part of this project that I think gives an insight into the
philosophy of the FHA people.

After completion of the projects, the principals withdrew a large
part of the amounts mortgaged out as advances to affiliates. Ninety
percent of the stock of the Mortgagor corporation was owned by the
Queens Valley Corp. The Queens Valley Corp. is entirely owned by
residents of England. The British subjects discovered that the distri-
bution of their windfalls as dividends would subject themselves to
English taxes. In other words, the British Government would take
away most of the money they made so they wrote to FHA, pointed this
out in so many words, perfectly frankly, concealing nothing and re-
quested FHA to approve a plan whereby the withdrawal of the money
would be treated as a redemption of part of their stock. The money
had already been distributed. Nevertheless, FHA approved the de-
vice, and $3,380 in stock was redeemed for $336,000. This was done
at a time when the mortgagors' financial statements showed heavy
operating losses, and there was a deficit in the surplus account.

Following the distribution of the windfall, the mortgagor principal
sold out; partly because the project has to pay interest on the with-
drawn money that was distributed to the original principal the new
owners are having trouble meeting loan payments and FHA has had
to grant modifications in payments.

In this project, too, they made money from the leasehold arrange-
ment. The Queens Valley Corp., which these British people own,
was the principal which leased Royal land to the two corporations
under 99-year leases. Annual rental was $25,000. They gave FHA
the privilege in event they defaulted of buying thisq land for $6;23,000.
According to the revenue stamps they bought it for $384,000.

Senator FREAR. Did you say the annual rental was-
Mr. McKENNA. $,5,000, sir.
Senator FRF-%R. 'What would you think, Mr. Chairman, if I may

ask a question
The CHAIRMAN. If you will yield one moment. I can see now we

are not going to possibly be able to get through all of these cases.
Without objection, we will place the summaries of the 27 cases that
Mr. McKenna has in the record. If there is no objection what I hold
in my hand will be made a part of the record.

(The information referred to follows:)

SUMMARIES OF FEDERAL HOUSING SECTION 608 CASE INVESTIGATIONS PRESENTED

TO TIlE SENATE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMIrrEE BY WIL.IIAM F. MCKENNA,

DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR, HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AoENCY

The following summaries of FHA section 608 cases were prepared by investi-
gators principally from material contained in FHA files, including financial state-
ments of the mortgagor corporations involved. The findings are not complete
or final because in many instances field investigations have not been made.

SHIRLEY-DUKE APARTMENTS, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

There are six separate insured FHA loans involved in this case amounting
in all to loans In the amount of $13,846,000. The initial capital in each of the
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corporations applying for each of the 6 loans was $1,000, consisting of the distribu-
tion of 1,200 shares of stock to 22 stockholders at $5 a share. The records
indicate that the distribution of mortgage proceeds averaged $1,737.25 per
share.

According to FHA records, the largest stockholders were Mr. and Mrs. Her-
man W. Hutman of Washington, D. C., who received $607,650.02 from the dis-
tribution of mortgage proceeds; MIr. and Mrs. Bryan Gordon, Jr., of Bluemont,
Va., who received $552,483, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl J. Preston and son John 1D.
Preston of Silver Spring, Md., who received $400,656.34 out of the mortgage
proceeds.

The case is an example of the division of the excess of FHA insured mortgage
proceeds between the sponsors of the Shirley-Duke Apartments and the lending
institution.

Although the schedules attached to the application for mortgage insurance
set forth a financing expense at 1'/ percent, actually 61' percent of the total
mortgage amount or $924,990 went to the mortgagee-Investors Diversified
Services-in addition to interest and all other charges. Even after this pay-
ment of $924,990 to the financial institution, the FHA insured mortgages exceeded
the cost of construction by $2,084,823.74 which was distributed to the stock-
holders.

The local manager of Investors Diversified Services, E. M. Bros, and Mrs.
Bros, received $89,699.19 from the mortgage proceeds as stockholders. Mr. Bros
resigned from IDS in April of this year when he was asked to furnish informa-
tion to his company on outside activities.

Notwithstanding the foregoing circumstances, when the mortgagor corpora-
tions applied for rental increases on the Shirley-Duke Apartments, the applica-
tion was granted, thereby placing the burden on the tenants for paying for sums
mortgaged out.

The burden imposed by the division of the excess of FHA loan proceeds over
costs falls on every family living in that project, each of whom will have to pay at
least an additional $70 to $85 every year in rents over the 33-year life of the
mortgage.

EIJSABETH GREGORY AND MARINE TERRACE APARTMENTS, ASTORIA, N. Y., AND
ELMWOOD GARDENS, INC., EAST PATERSON, N. J.

The total loans in these developments amounted to $14,666,000. The four
projects were sponsored by substantially the same group and the original capital
investment in each mortgagor corporation was $1,000. Successor stockholders of
Elmwood Gardens, Inc., received $436,200 in dividends. The original stockhold-
ers of the other three mortgage corporations, owning the Astoria Apartments,
received dividends totaling $1,300,000 within a few months after completion of
the projects, and later additional dividends of $316,881, amounting in all to
$1,616,881 on an initial investment of $3,000. Records indicate that the princi-
pals in these corporations made numerous large loans to themselves or their
nominees and affiliates.

Financial reports from the mortgagors show transactions of doubtful pro-
priety-large loans to principals and affiliates, withdrawal by a stockholder of
tenants' security deposits, pledging of personal property of the mortgagor cor-
porations as collateral to notes payable of their parent company-of which the
only one questioned by FHA was the stockholder's withdrawal of tenants' secu-
rity deposits.

Our investigation also disclosed that substantial amounts have been author-
ized to be withdrawn from reserve for replacements to be used to pay for main-
tenance expenses.

FARRAGUT GARDENS, INC. (VANDERVEER ESTATES), BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The stockholders of Farragut Gardens, Inc., which built the housing develop-
ment known as Vanderveer Estates, are Martin H. Bendek, Morris Kavy, Henry
Hirsch, and Alexander P. Hirsch.

On an investment of $10,000 the stockholders received dividends of $3,158,000
shortly after completion of construction of this apartment development.

The original FHA insured loan of $19,446,700 was increased to $21,719,300
based upon recomputation of replacement costs.

FHA files also show that the mortgagors obtained a deferment of payments
on one of the mortgages for a period during which a huge distribution of divi-
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dends was made. The mortgagors filed required financial reports long after
they were due, in some instances more than 12 months late.

The land upon which this project is built is owned by the Newstrand Realty
Corp., whose stockholders are the same as those in Farragut Gardens. The
lease is for a term of 99 years with an annual rental of $76,960. If there is a
default in the mortgage and FHA wants to acquire title to the land, it must pay
a predetermined price of $1,924,000 for it.

LEWIS GARDENS (LEWIS ROADS), HENRICO COUNTY, VA.

The FHA insurance fund stands to lose approximately $2 million on Lewis
Gardens, a 608 project near Richmond, Va., which the FHA had to acquire in
early 1953 when the mortgagors defaulted on loan payments. Costs of acquisi-
tion on foreclosure and repairs since then by FHA amount to almost $4 million
whereas FHA has revalued the project after foreclosure at only $2 million.

Mortgages insured by FHA exceeded costs by at least $433,850. The sponsor
of the project, Franklin A. Trice, of Richmond, Va., purchased the land on
which the project was built, for a net price of $13,987 from the United States
Government. Nevertheless, FHA valuators appraised it at $190,000. Trice ex-
changed it for corporate stock at a price of $526,000. This land, which he pur-
chased from the Government at a net cost of $13,987, was Trice's only investment
in the project.

After completion of the proect and at a time when the corporation had half
a million dollars in surplus derived from the windfall, FHA deferred the cor-
poration's mortgage payments and waived payments to the reserve for replace-
ments in 1950 on the plea that income at that time was not sufficient to make the
payments.

In 1952 and 1953, the projects defaulted. The five sections were bid in at fore-
closure sale by the mortgagees and FHA at a total acquisition cost of $3,733,-
153.79. An additional $200,000 has been expended by FHA since acquisition.

FHA's own records show that on August 31, 1952, the mortgagor corporations
had $524,625 in loans outstanding. FHA at no time ever exercised the power
that it had, as preferred stockholder, to take over the corporations and collect
this money. Instead, FHA or the insured mortgagees caused the properties to be
bid to within approximately $40,000 of the amount of the mortgage indebtedness.
The principal, Mr. Trice, in a statement made to investigators on June 22, 1954,
stated that he knew that deficiency judgments could he obtained by FHA for
the differences between the amounts due under the mortgages and the bid prices,
that he made inquiry to secure information of the highest amount FHA or the
insured mortgagees would iiake, and that lie did get such information. By
making increasingly higher bids. Mr. Trice succeeded in causing the five sections
to be bid in by the mortgagees and FHA for amounts close to the principal bal-
ances.

For some reason, FHA requested the mortgagors to redeem FHA's preferred
stock for $500, which was promptly done. Because of this, FIIA has been de-
prived of the power to protect its own interest.

The field investigator reports that the "windfall" to Lewis Roads Corp., was
funneled out by means of loans of approximately $600,000 made to Lee Circle
Corp., a company formed by Trice to construct a medical office building in Rich-
mond; that Mr. Trice personally borrowed from Lee Circle Corp. $399.,250 on his
personal notes; that subsequently, Trice personally assumed the indebtedness of
Lee Circle Corp. to Lewis Roads Corp. in exchange for wiping out his obligation
to Lee Circle Corp; that Trice, by resolution of the board of directors of Lewis
Roads Corp. dated October 29, 1952, was declared dividends of $565.,000.

One of the reasons, in addition to inconvenient location, which contributed to
the default of the projects was the use of bottled propane gas for heating and
cooking purposes which had to be paid for by tenants. This type of gas, to be
provided by a company established for this purpose, was approved by FIHA de-
spite original estimates by FHA underwriters that it would cost 70 to 80 percent
more than other fuels. Excessive operation costs was another factor, duie partly
to the cost of water. Water from artesian wells located on the property is
supplied to the project at high cost by ILewis Gardens Service Corp., a company
originally owned by stockholders of the mortgagor corporation.

REGO PARK APARTMENTS. INW., ELMHURST. N. Y.

The sponsors of Rego Park Apartments, Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y., invested $2,000
and, almost immediately upon completion of the apartment development, with-
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drew $1,700,000 in dividends. In addition to this, with FHA approval, the prin-
cipals leased the land on which the project was built for 99 years at an annual
rent of $31,120, giving FHA an option to purchase for $779,000 in the event the
projects defaulted. The sponsors had purchased this land for $400,000. In
addition to the profits arising from the lease between the sponsor and the mort-
gagor corporation, It appears that approximately 3 months after the date of the
mortgage loans insured by the FHA, the sponsors, who had retained the fee title,
obtained additional mortgage loans of $701,100 on their interest in the fee titles
and gave, by way of additional collateral, an assignment of the 99-year leases.

The officers of the Rego Park Apartments, Inc., are: Norman Tishman, presi-
dent and director; R. B. Tishman, vice president and director; David Tishman,
treasurer; Reuben Tally, secretary-director.

The Tishman Realty & Construction Co. is the holder of all of the stock of
Rego Park Apartments, Inc.

PATCHOGIM GARDENS, INC., PATCHOGUE, N. Y.

The FHA files disclose that sponsors of this project invested $1,000. One hun-
dred and fifty-five thousand dollars was paid out as dividends to stockholders 3
months after original default on July 1, 1951. At the time they withdrew this
money, the project was operating at a loss. The project was completed August
23, 1950.

Within 2 years of completion, the project, in default, was conveyed on Sep-
tember 18, 1952, to FHA upon the condition that sponsors were released of all
liability. FHA estimates its prospective loss on this project at between $74,000
and $174,000.

FHA received a complaint from a responsible financial institution complaining
of the manner in which local officials of FHA processed the application in this
case--2 to 4 days after submission of formal application-whereas ordinarily
the time is 2 to 4 months. There is no record that FHA, upon receiving this
written information, conducted an investigation of the matter. Further, even
though the dividends were paid when the project was operating at a loss and
were paid in violation of the project's charter, FHA didn't object to the distribu-
tion of this money.

According to FHA records, the officers and stockholders of the mortgagor cor-
poration in this case were Jerry Kanner, president; Mack Kanner, treasurer;
and Lester Kanner, secretary; all of Merrick, N. Y.

BEACH HAVEN APARTMENTS, INC., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

In this project the loans exceeded the costs by approximately $3,500,000.
Partly because permission to commence construction in advance of loan closing
waq granted without requiring that the first principal payment be advanced, over
$1,700,000 in rents were collected before the first payment had to be made on
the mortgage. At the present time, according to FHA records, $729,000 of the
amounts mortgaged out have been loaned to affiliated corporations. Approxi-
mately $3 million is left undistributed in banks.

In addition to these amounts by which the mortgages exceeded costs, FHA
permitted the principals to lease the land on which the project was built, at an
annual ground rental of $60,600 for 99 years. FHA was granted permission in
the event the projects defaulted to purchase this rent for $1,515,000. The rec-
ords on file in the register's office in Kings County Indicate that the principals
purchased this property January 12, 1.945, for the sum of $34,500, as indicated
by the amount of United States documentary stamps affixed to the deed.

According to FHA records, the principals of this project are Fred C. Trump,
85-14 Midland Parkway, Jamaica, N. Y., and William Tomasello (no address
shown).

OAKLAND GARDENS, BAYSIDE, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. (ALLEY PARK HOUSING CORI.,
77TH ROAD REALTY CORP.)

Two 608 projects in the Oakland Gardens development have resulted In wind-
falls totaling about $428,500 for the mortgagors, Alley Park Housing Corp. and
the 77th Road Realty Corp., both of Bayside, N. Y., and both having the same
principals.

FHA-insured loans for the two projects amounted to $6,196,500. The construc-
tion costs on one of the projects was $3,672,681.54, whereas the loan on such
project was $4,005,600, or an excess of loan proceeds of $332,918 over costs on
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that project alone. The total cash investment of the principals in the two
projects was $6,000.

After completion of the projects the principals withdraw a substantial portion
of the windfall as "advances to affiliates." Ninety percent of the stock of the
mortgagor corporations was owned by the Queens Valley Corp., and all of the
stock in the Queens Valley Corp. was owned by residents of England. These
British subjects discovered that distribution of the windfalls in the form of
dividends would subject them to heavy English taxes. They pointed this out to
FHA, and requested FHA to approve a plan whereby the withdrawal of the money
would be treated as a redemption of part of their stock. Even though the money
had already been distributed, the FHA approved this device, and $3,380 in stock
was redeemed for $336,000. In addition, the transaction was approved at a time
when the mortgagor's financial statement showed heavy operating losses and a
deficit in its surplus account.

Following the distribution of the windfall, the mortgagor principals sold out.
Partly because the project has to pay interest on the withdrawn money that was
distributed to the original principals, the new owners are having difficulty in
meeting loan payments, and it has become necessary for FHA to grant modifica-
tions in payments.

"Leasehold windfalls" provide an extra source of profit to the original princi-
pals. The Queens Valley Corp. which was their principal owner of the 2 proj-
ects. leased the raw land to the 2 mortgagor corporations under J99-year leases.
Annual rental for the land is $25.000. If the FHA should foreclose (in the proj-
ects and if it should desire to acquire the land, it will have to pay nearly $623,000
for it. Revenue stamps indicate the land was purchased for $384,000 on October
24, 1946.

LINWOOD PARK, INC., TEANECK, N. J.

The three stockholders of this project. Ralph J. Solow, president, Sidney Sar-
ner, vice president, and George I. Marcus, invested $13,000 in capital stock. Ac-
cording to FHA records, certain of these shares were redeemed soon after
completion of the project for $1,318.425. In addition, long-term loans of $1,270,000
were made to affiliate companies out of amounts by which mortgage proceeds
exceeded the cost of construction. Partly because construction was permitted to
be commenced before the formal closing of loans, approximately $1 million in
rentals was collected before the first payment had to) be made on th,, mortgages.
Over and above this, the mortgagors received commissions for placing the FHA-
Insured mortgages.

Nevertheless, Assistant Commissioner Clyde L. Powell authorized these proj-
ects to charge any tenant who wanted to use television antemia service, $40.

GI.EN OAKS VILLAGE, INC., BELLEROSE, N. Y.

The principals of this apartment development are Georze M. Gross, Alfred
'Gross and Lawrence Morton, Glen Oaks, N. Y. Loans to construct this develop-
ment were in excess of $24 million, which were made to multiple corporations and
thus evaded the $5 million limitation of the National Housing Act.

Stockholders of the multiple corporations received dividends of approximately
$4,600,000 out of the excess of mortgage loan proceeds over actual construction
costs. This was on a capital investment of $82,500. In addition, this develop-
ment was built upon land leased by the sponsors to the section 608 mortgagors
These leases run from 50 to 99 years and provide for annual rental payments by
the 608 mortgagors to the sponsors of $108.794. The FHA has an option to
purchase the land in case of default for $2,715.550.

In one of the projects in this development, after construction was completed,
FHA allowed an Increase in the mortgage amount even though the mort age
amount already greatly exceeded the cost of construction, and 3 months later,
an $800,000 dividend was declared to the sponsors out of this increased excess.

Thereafter, FHA granted an increase in rent to the sponsors presumably based
in part on the high costs resulting from the windfalls to the promoters, and still
later FHA authorized a depletion of the replacement reserve and the waiver of
payments to that reserve.

BILI.Y MITCHEIL VILLAGE, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

According to FRA records, the stockholders of the mortgagor corporation are
David 'Muss. president. Norman K. Winston, vice president, and Louis N. Kaplan,
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treasurer, all of New York City. N. Y., and Henry W. Penn, secretary, San An-
tonio: and Southwest Homes Texas 02o.. builder of the project. FHA files dis-
clause that in 1949, FHA required that the mortgagor corporation include certain
charter provisions to prevent distrilutions out of funds other than earnings.
The tinaneial reports of the mortgagor corporation, filed in 1950, show that
shortly after completivn of the project, the hook value of the project was $3,588,-
175.60, after appreciation of at least $845,845 for the purpose of creating an ap-
praisal surplus account. Dividends of approximately $500,000 were paid out
,f loan proceeds. Capital investment was $56,000.

No further action by FHA appears to have been taken with respect to the pay-
nient of such dividends other than an inquiry by FHA in 1951 with respect to
the appraisal. Neither does it appear that FHA, thereafter, took any action for
Improvement of the language In future charter provisions to overcome obvious
inadequacy of language being used.

KEW GARDENS APARTMENTS. IIR[ARWOOD, QUEENS COUNTY, N. Y.

This development consists of 12 different projects and the total amount of the
Insured mortgages on all these projects amounted to $9,400,087.

According to the records made available to the FHA, the amount of the mort-
gage loan exceeded the actual cost by $'94,200. Reports to FHA show a capital
investment of $1,000 In each of the 12 corporations in the form of 10 shares of
ooinnion stock to Harry L. Osias and Leah Osias, his wife, of $100 par value per
share, In each of the corporations.

The land in each project Is leased for a 99-year term by Harry L. Oslas and Leah
Osias. his wife, to the mortgagor corporation. The annual rentals for the proj-
i cts involved come to $21,080. and the option price for which FHA can purchase
this property in the event of foreclosure Is set forth as $527,000. No distribution
by way of dividends or repurclise of outstanding stock of the mortgage pro-
ceeds in excess of the actual building cost is reported.

This ease is significant because of the 9-year leasehold arrangement and the
retention by the mortgagor corporation of the excess mortgage funds.

KI-W GARDENs HILlS APARTMENTS. KEW GARDENS HILLS, N. Y.

These projects c.mprise four corporations, of which Harry L. Osias, Brooklyn,
is president, and IA'ali Osias is secretary-treasurer. On a capital investment
of $4,000. dividends of $190.00) were paid out of the excess of mortgage proceeds
c.ver construction costs. Loans to the four corporations exceeded actual con-
structiom costs 1) over $582,000. FIIA was informed of this in corporate finan-
.ial reports. but no action was taken by FHA to adjust the amount of the loans

Iiccordingly. The lIIA reduced estimated replacement cost of the projects by
$10S.. 0 in July 1949 to reduce cash escrow requirements of sponsors but did not
reduce the amount of loan.

The or-anization of four corporations with loans amounting to over $14 mil-
lion was approved by the FItA. with the result that the $5 million statutory
limitation was circumvented. Construction was by companion companies or by
principals of the borrowing corporations. In three of the projects, FHA per-
initted construction on land leased by the sponsors to the corporations. This
land was I.ased for 99 years at an annual rent of $34,360. FHA and the spon-
sors entered into an agreement that in the event the sponsors' project failed,
FHA would ie able to) pay theni $ 850.00 to buy this land.

BON H.VEF APARTMENTS, INC.. RICThMOND, VA. (1 1IIEE PROJECTS)

In this case the total loans to the mort-znaor corporation amounted to $3,916,000
on the three projects. The pro ict was completed September 17, 1948. The
valie tf the real estate was written up $1,350,000 on the books.

According to FIJA records, the original incorporators of the three mortgagor
corporations were Harry I. Schuite. Jr., Larry C. Melton, and Frank B. Austin,
Jr.. all tf Ilichitwid, Va., who resigned as officers and directors (Dec. 11,
1947) andi were succeeded by B. F. Bonner. president. Corolla A. Bonner, treas-
urer, and E. 1). ('ortright. secretary: and the capital Investment in each corpora-
tior was $1,000. Heptrted subsequent transfers of stock were without FIIA ap-
pros al, contrary to provisions of corporate charters. construction n of the proj-
ects was by companies owned by the principals of the mortgaging corporation.
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At the same time that these dividends were being paid, the three corporations
comprising the projects were engaging In short-term borrowing, ulon which
interest was being paid. In addition, loan commitments were extended by the
IHA for several months.

FIIA records disclose that on an original capital investment of $3,000, dividends
paid to shareholders amounted to approximately $1,250,000. These dividends
were paid out of the excess of mortgage proceeds over construction costs in these
projects. As early as 1950, the borrowers' financial reports to the FIIA clearly
Indicated that the project loans ('Xceeded construction costs and that book value
was being written up to cover the differeiice. No objection to this, however, was
raised by the FHA.

IUNIINGTON APARTMENTS, IN'., 14t;7 it1'NTINGTON AVENI'V, AI.\A.NDILIA, VA.

In this case the amount of the mortgage liin was $570,000. Tie original officers
and directors were George A. Ford, president, William S. Banks. vice president,
respectively of Washington, D. C., and Bithesda, Md., and llvard E. Everliart,
of Alexandria, Va., secretary.

The project was completed January 31, I50. According to borrower's finan-
cial report of May 31, 1950, the assets were written up $163,417.20, which amount
was added to surplus, out of which dividends were paid .lay 31, 1950) in the
amount of $80,100: and additional dividends were palid May 31, 1952) In the
amount of $15,000, all on capital investment of $300. The financial report to
FH.A indicated that the loan exceeded costs.

Though construction was completed in January 19)50, the first loan payment
was not required by F,1I until January 19)51. Prior to the date of this first
loan payment, the amount of rents collec.ted e\' eded $E;OAH}.

Though rents were estimated prior to construction to be $17.79 monthly per
room, the FHA approved initial rents at .$1.1 per room and subsequently
approved an increase to 19.66.

KNIGHTSBRIDGE APARTMI-NTS, INC., GREAI NECK, N. Y.

FHA records show that the three stockholdqers of this projet't, Gilbert Tilles,
president, William SamI ur, treasurer, and Herman Tilles, secretary, invested
a total of $10,000 in capital stock. Eight months after the project was completed
they received a dividend of $214,14S.55, no)twith st:mdinig the fact that the first
fiscal year showed an operation ,.- s even before depreciation. The facts of
this dividend declared from "surpluh" became knowii to FIA on May 29, 1951,
but no action was taken by FHA other than to ask for a $5 dividend on the
preferred stock c'ustomarily held by FIA in 60-S i4jects. In 11954 the comiim)n
stockholders received an additional dividend )f $1;.200.

ED. DONNF,:B GARDENS, IN('., .1.% KSON IIEIGH'IS, N. Y.

The sponsors of this project were 'harles I)onner. of Jackson lheiLrhts. Charles
J. Muss. of Flushing, N. Y., Samuel IDonner, of Great Neck, N.Y. Acctrdin to
the FtlA records, the initial capital investment was $1.000 and a mortgage loan
of $2,576.400 was obtained. The FHA rec)rds sho)w that :I report of the mort-
gagor corporation, dated December 2s;, 19)50. indicated that the sole stockholder
of the nmrtgagor corporation was the Charlesaiui (C'nstruction (,'4rp.

A review of the statements furnih,,,d to the FIIA by the infrt..agor corlpra-
tion, including statements dated May 31, 19 53, fails to reveal that any distrilhn-
tions, as such, were made y the nmirtg:utzor up to May 31, 1! 75'. tlowe'%.r. the
financial statements show that as of April 31, 1953. the sole stockholder of the
mortgagor corporation, (Charlsani Construction C'orli.. va the recipient o)f
loans made from time to time by the mortgagor corporation and that as of April
31, 1953, the ('harlsan construction n COrp. owed to the mortgragor 'orl)ratioi the
sum of $671,022.47. Article 2 (d) of the articles of inctrlmration of the n',rt-
gagor corporation states in substance that the lnort-;agor corporation is pro-
hibited from entering any outside business venture so honz as the property is
enounibered and insured by the VIlA. It is clear too that the principal, in the
mortgagor corporation and the Charlesam Construction Corp. are the same.

PARKCIFSTER APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT. NEW ORIEANS. LA.

In this case, FHA insured loans totaling .A10.1 45,600 exceeded c'St, by approxi-
mately $4 million, according to the analysis of FHA's own tiles, and, substantially
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all of this money has been distributed. Last year, 8 of the 11 mortgage loans
involved were assigned to FHA which issued debentures for these loans in the
amount of $7,.345,350, an amount substantially exceeding the actual cost of all
11 projects. The original sponsors were Paul Kapelow, Lewis Leader, and Emil
Bluestein.

Before FHA acquired these mortgages, substantial operating losses were
incurred. As far back as March 1952, the district director advised Assistant
Commissioner Powell that it was "only a question of time until we will acquire
these properties."

At this date, FHA is in the process of taking over the management of all
11 projects.

Although the structures were two-story frame, with no basement or garages,
and equipped only with inexpensive floor furnaces and wall heaters, FHA valu-
ators accepted basic cost estimates of approximately $10 per square foot.

PARKLANDS MANOR, INC., WASHINGTON, D. C.

The officers of Parklands Manor, Inc., which received an FHA mortgage loan
of $3,563,000, are, according to FHA records, Morris Cafritz, president and
treasurer, Edward Cafritz and Charles H. Pnrcell, vice presidents, and Martin
Atlas. secretary, all of Washington, D. C. The mortgagee in this loan was the
Cafritz Mortgage Corp. FHA records indicate that Morris and Edward Cafritz
are trustees for Calvin CafritU, Carter Cafritz, and Conrad Cafritz, the holders
of all of the common stock.

In this case, Parklands Manor, Inc., the mortgagor, has loaned $630,000 to
affiliates (the Parklands Shopping Center, Inc., $150,000 and Parklands Terrace,
Inc., $4NS.000). Article 3 (d) of the articles of incorporation of this company,
in substance, provides that It shall engage in no other business than the con-
struction and operation of a rental housing project.

The FHA records also indicate that rents of about $380,000 were collected
prior to the date of first principal payment on the mortgage; and that the annual
gross rental reported by the mortgagor for the year ending June 30, 1953,
amounted to $524,4(X), and was $66,336 more than the rentals shown in FHA
project analysis form. Article 12 (a) (1) of the articles of incorporation of
the mortgagor states, in substance, that rental rates shall be approved by the
FHA.

JEFFREY GARDEN APARTMENTS, BAYSIDE, N. Y.

The original stockholders and officers were Haskell Hess, president, Sidney
Kessler, vice president, Benjamin M. Hess, treasurer, all of Jamaica, N. Y., and
Rubin Garfinkel, secretary, and Martin Nutkis, stockholder. The mortgage
loans amounted to $2,27,14700. On a capital investment of $2,200 dividends in
the amount of $367,201 were paid to the stockholder and advances to stock-
holders by the corporations were made in the total amount of $13,056.94. The
financial statements of the mortgagor corporations show an appreciation in
assets of $654,829.

In this case, a swimming pool was built, for which there is no mention in the
application, the project analysis, or the commitment. There is nothing in the
statute or regulations suggesting that section 608 was intended to insure loans
to finance construction of swimming pools. This item was reported to the FHA
by the filing of a financial statement dated October 30, 1950, and no questions
were raised with respect thereto by FHA.

RODGERS FORGE AND HAMPTON APARTMENTS, BALTIMORE, MD.

According to FHA records, the officers and stockholders of the Rodgers Forge
Apartments are James Keelty, Jr., president, James Dorment, vice president,
Joseph Keelty. treasurer-secretary, and Louise H. Keelty and Marguerite Dor-
ment (stockholders). James Dorment and Marguerite Dorment and Elizabeth
Gaegler are stockholders and officers in the Hampton Apartments. In this case
the mortgage loans amounted to $5,321,700 and exceeded the costs of the project
by $1,052,700. A comparison by FRA of the costs shown in financial reports
to FHA in 1950 (first year after construction started) with the estimated per-
centage of completion shown in contractors' requisitions would clearly indicate
that loans would substantially exceed cost of construction.

The capital investment on each project was $2,000. Loans to officers and the
construction company (owned by same group) were made in the amount of
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$200,000 on the first project and on the third project (Hampton Apartments)
in the amount of $190,000. The second project has invested $450,000 in cer-
tificates of deposit. Rents collected before amortization of loans began totaled
$280,0O0.

CLIFTON PARK MANOR, NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DEL.

The sponsors of this development and the stockholders of each of the mort-
gagor corporations are substantially the same group of persons in each project.
The total amount of the insured mortgage loans on the 3 projects was $5,980,000.
The total capital investment in the mortgagor corporations amounted to $7,325
on which dividends of $549,375 were paid on October 31, 1951, which payment
was within about 45 days after completion of the project. Fixed assets were
written up $1,580,708 during the year 1952.

The sponsors in the first project in this development were Charles Benzel,
1078 I)u Pont Building, Wilmington, Del., George T. Weymouth, Greenville,
Del., Charles R. Martin, Box 733, Wilmington, Del.

In the second and third projects the sponsors are the same, except Mrs.
George T. Weymouth, who is substituted for Charles Benzel.

According to FHA records, the stockholders when the mortgaged loans were
made were as follows: Thomas E. Hrittingham, Jr., Nicholas Z. du Pont, Laird
& Co., Lammot du P. Copeland, C. Porter Schutt, Don A. Loftus, Thomas B.
O'Toole, Charles R. Martin, Pierre S. du Pont III, Charles F. Benzel, George
T. Weymouth, Don A. Loftus, trustee.

WOODBRIAR MANOR, INC. (GLFNWOOD ESTATES), ELMHURST, N. Y.

The stockholders of Woodbriar Manor. Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y., and the sponsors
of the project are Martin Fisher, Larry Fisher, and Emily Fisher, all of Kew
Gardens, N. Y. The mortgage loan in this case amounted to $4,867,300. On a
capital investment of $1,000 in the mortgagor corporation, the stockholders
received dividends of $1 million shortly after completion, in May 1951, of the
pIroject.

The project is located on land owned by Martin Fisher and leased to the
mortgagor corporation under a 99-year lease at an annual rental of $17,200. If
FHA wants to acquire the land, in the event of default of the loan, FHA must
pay $430,000 for it.

FHA files also indicate that a rent increase was granted by FHA in July 1953
without requiring mortgagor to file documentary evidence in support of the
request for increase.

The project in this case was constructed by the J. B. Realty Corp., of which,
according to FHA records, Martin Fisher is president.

KEW TERRACE APARTMENTS, FLUSHING, N. Y.

The original stockholders and officers were Morris Brecher, president, Alfreti
Wohl, secretary-treasurer, and Charles K. Itchkow, vice president. The paid-in
capital investment for this development was $6,000. The mortgage loans
amounted to $3,005,800 and exceeded costs of construction by $542,428. The book
values of the two projects in this development were written up a total of $946,-
$555.88, and thereafter dividends of $555,000 were paid to the original stock-
holders. The borrower's financial reports dated January 31, 1950, submitted
to FHA would have, if reviewed, disclosed that the loans exceeded cost of
construction and that book values had been written up to assist in the distribu-
tion of the windfalls.

The original owners In 1953 disposed of their stock In the mortgagor corpora-
tions. The consideration paid for the stock is not known.

HILL DEVELOPMENT CO., BAYSIDE, N. T.

The original officers and stockholders of the mortgagor corporation were
Benjamin Nelsloss, president, Harry Neisloss, secretary-treasurer, and Benja-
min Braunstein, vice president, all of Jamaica, N. Y. The records show that
the paid-iu capital Investment in the mortgagor corporation amounted to $30.
On August 25, 1950, dividends were paid out in the amount of $145,000, and
during 1952 a further dividend in the amount of $22,410 was paid. The
mortgage loan Insured by the FHA amounted to $1,926,800. From the financial
statements of the mortgagor, it appears that after completion of construction
assets were written up by $300,000.
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CATHEDRAL GARDENS, INC., HEMPSTEAD, N. Y.

The stockholders in this mortgagor corporation are: Mack Kanner, Jerry
Kanner, and Lester Kanner, all of Merrick, Long Island, N. Y. The total paid-in
capital is $1,000. In this case. the mortgage of $1,924,500 apparently exceeds
costs by approximately $4S2,046. The financial reports of mortgagor corpora-
tion indicate that the book value of the land and improvements was written
up by $723,397, with a corresponding credit to capital surplus.

It is significant to note that in this case the financial report of the mortgagor
corporation of September 30, 1950. discloses that on August 26, 1950, cash divi-
dends of $425.00) were paid to st ockholders, but that during the latter part
of the period the dividend distribution was repaid in cash to the mortgagor as of
August 2;, 1950 ). The financial reports did not indicate any reason for this
repayment. As of September 30, 1953, there was a surplus account of $750,000
available for distribution, and as of the same date there was cash on hand
(cash and Government securities) of $595,055. It appears that substantially
all of this cash represents proceeds of the loan in excess of costs.

BRADI)OCK GARDENS APARTMENTS, INC., QUEENS VILLAGE, N. Y.

FHA records show that on a capital investment of $750, distribution of approxi-
mately $52,810 was made to stockholders in 1950 and 1951 alone. The stock
of the corporation was sold in August 1950 for $86,781.46. It cannot be deter-
mined from FHA files who received the proceeds of the sale of this stock. Total
distributions made were $289,210.

Present corporate officers are B. Retter, president; M. Retter, vice president;
and C. Rosen, treasurer, all of New York City.

Though the project was completed in January 1950, and though the rental
income commenced in October 1949, the first payment on the mortgage was not
due until November 1950. The corporation, therefore, collected about $110,000
in rents before it wvas required by FHA to make any principal payments on
the mortgage loan.

Senator FREAR. Under section 203, there is no mortgaging-out
clause in the cooperatives, but in the new act that is proposed and is
now in conference; there is an anti-mortgaging-out clause. Do you
think it might be well to hold up settlement on those until this 1954
act has been passed.

Mr. McKENNA. What do you mean bv "settlement," Senator?
Senator FREAR. 'Well, if settlement is made now, they are not sub-

ject to the anti-mortgaging-out clause, but if it is held up until the
law Passes, then thev would be subject to it.

Mr. McKE.-N.. that is so.
Senator FREAR. Do you not think in the light of what has gone on

here now that FHA should be advised to withhold final settlement
on that until the disposition of the present bill?

Mr. McKEN-N-A. That would seem to be good administrative dis-
cretion on the part of FHA, sir.

Senator FREAR. Thank you.
The CAII1,.N. I think in the proposed law any renewals are sub-

ject to certification.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
The ('IR.xt,\x. You may proceed.
Mr. MAcKENNA. Another case in Brooklyn, N. Y., Beach Haven

Apartments.
The CIIAIRM.\N. What page is that?
Mr. McKENN.. That is No. 7, sir.
In this project, the excess of loans over cost was $3,500,000. The

rents collected before the first payment on the mortgage had been
paid was $1,700,000. This was partly due to the fact that FHA per-
mitted construction to begin before they closed the mortgage.
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At the present time according to FHA records, $729,000 of the
amounts mortgaged out had been loaned to affiliated corporations,
though I understand from other sources that may have been repaid.
Approximately $3 million is left undistributed in banks, but now in
addition to the amounts by which the mortgage proceeds exceeded
costs, FHA allowed the principals to lease the land on which the
project was built to the corporations at an annual rent of $60,600 for
99 years. FHA was allowed the privilege of buying this land in case
the project defaulted for a price of $1,515,000, and against that price
of $1,515,000 at which F1A is allowed to buy this property, the
stamps show that the principal bought it for $34,500, on January 12,
1945.

The CHI-.kM.\N. They are going to get $60,600 a year rent for 99
years, on something they paid $34,500 for, on January 12, 1945.

Mr. MCKENNA. And if they fail in the meantime, if their projects
fail, then they get another $1,515,000 for that land.

The CHAIRMAN. If FHA has to repossess the land, they will get
$1,515,000 and they mortgaged out to begin with, $31/2 million. It
makes you nauseated when you read these figures.

Mr. McKENNA. In the Glen Oaks case in New York, with which
everybody is familiar because of the publicity given to the tax aspects
of it, there were dividends paid of $4,600,000, but there are certain
aspects, I believe, which even as of now have not been fully publi-
cized. The leases on these lands, and again it is a case where the
principal leased the land to the corporations instead of being required
to transfer it, the leases required annual payments of $108,794 for
a period from 50 to 99 years. In the event the projects default FHA
then has to pay the people who cause them to default $2,715,550.

Now, the sequence of events in one of these projects, I think is
of some importance in understanding how FH, proceeded. One of
these projects, according to FHA's records, is listed as No. 012-40006,
and in this project according to FHA's records, it shows that on J uly
29, 1948, the project was completed. This is one of the Gross-Morton
projects.

According to FHA records it was completed on July 29, 1948. On
that date, the New York Department of Housing and Buildings gave
a certificate of occupancy. Nevertheless, on September 9, 1948, an
FHA project analysis recommended that the amount of the insured
mortgage be increased and on September 28, 1948, the amount of the
insured mortgages was increased.

On December 15, 1948, the sponsors withdrew $800,000 from that
project out of the excess of mort(rare proceeds over cost.

In other words, after construction was completed, after a certificate
of occupancy was issued, FHA raised the amount of the mortgage.
There was already mortgaging out, which was clear according to
FHA's records. FHA increased the amount of mortgaging out and
the sponsors took the money out of the project.

In New Jersey, in the Linwood Park case, in Teaneck, N. J., after
completion of the project, shortly afterwards, some of the stock of
these corporations was redeemed for $1,318,000. In addition, long-
term loans of $1,270,000 were made to affiliated companies. These
moneys came out of the excess of the mortgage over cost of operation;
also, about $1 million in rentals was collected before the first payment
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on the making of the mortgages. Over and above this, of course, the
mortgagors got some money from the lending institutions, because
they gave these lending institutions the mortgage, and the mortgages
being FHA-insured at that time, they were selling at a premium.
Nevertheless, with this background, the Assistant Commissioner in
charge of rental housing, Mr. Powell, authorized the projects to
charge the tenants $40 for hooking up to the television antennas.

In San Antonio, Tex., the Billy Mitchell Village, Inc., the FHA rec-
ords show that the stockholders of the mortgagor corporation are
Davis Muss, of New York City, president; Norman K. Winston of
New York City, vice president; and Louis N. Kaplan of New York
City, treasurer. The secretary is Mr. Henry W. Penn, of San
Antonio.

In almost all of these cases, of course, or a high percentage of them
certainly, there is a community of interest between the owning corpo-
ration and the building corporation. The money which is reflected
as mortgaging-out does not include the profits which the building
corporation made. The builder's profits are over and above the
amounts that are shown to be mortgaged out.

The financial reports of the mortgagor corporation filed in 1950
show that shortly after completion of the project, the book value of the
project was written up $845,845 and $500,000 was paid out of loan
proceeds. This is opposed to a capital investment of $56,000.

The CHATRMAN. I think we are going to have to recess now, until
this afternoon.

Unless there is objection, I think we will recess now, until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning, at which time we will finish with Mr. McKenna,
and after Mr. McKenna's testimony tomorrow morning, we will hear
Mr. Powell. That will constitute our two witnesses tomorrow. Then
I again want to say, on Wednesday we will listen to the Shirley-Duke
case in Arlington, Va.

If there is no objection, we will now recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Whereupon, at 12: 12 p. m., the hearing was recessed until 10 a. m..
Tuesday, June 29, 1954.)
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TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMIsrrEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,
Washington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10: 05 a. in., in room 301,
Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Bricker, Bennett, Bush, Maybank, and
Lehman.

Alsopresent: William Simon, general counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning will be a continuation of Mr. McKenna's testimony.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM F. McKENNA, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY SIMON H. TREVAS, COUNSEL, HOUSING AND
HOME FINANCE AGENCY-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKenna, you may proceed in your own way.
Mr. MCKENNA. Mr. Chairman, yesterday we discussed various fac-

tors which added to the amounts that were mortgaged out to these
windfalls, so-called. There was one factor which we did not discuss
very .thoroughly, and one which I would like to report on this
morning.

There is a written report which we have prepared regarding this
particular phase which contributed so much to the mortgaging out,
and that is the underpayment of workingmen on these projects-

The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. MCKENNA. The underpayment of workingmen on these projects

on which so much money was mortgaged out.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question before you get into that.
Are you finished with section 608 projects?
Mr. McKENNA. With the specific projects. We filed a statement,

Mr. Chairman. Unless the committee has questions to ask, I was
going forward from that point.

The CHAIRMAN. I have 1 or 2 questions I want to ask about that
before you get into this other.

We have found, as you know, a lot of so-called mortgaging out.
I think everybody understands what we mean by mortgaging out.

Have you found any evidence of where the officials of FHA or
former officials-those employed by FHA in the past-have encour-
aged or done anything about it?

Mr. MCKENNA. Yes; particularly when we were including former
officials. As to persons who were officials at that time, I believe we
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can, if the committee wishes, give a list of the occasions on which
we feel mortgaging out was encouraged by then officials of FHA,
and there was, also, Senator, a common practice, which I believe is
still prevalent, of former officials of FHA leaving the employ of
FHA, setting themselves up as consultants to builders around the
country in order to handle their relationships with the Federal Hous-
ing Administration, and we have in that case found instances where
these former officials of FHA, having left the employ of FHA, ad-
vised builders on how to finance their entire project and realize
money from it.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any concrete examples of it? Have you
any documentary proof?

Mr. MCKENNA. Well, in a recent field investigation of the Franklin
Manor project, at Sarasota, Fla., the investigators, in the files, took
with the permission of the present owners of the files, certain ex-
changes o letters which show in their text how a former official of
the National Housing Administration, the former head of the Na-
tional Housing Administration, advised and told the builders of the
project how they could finance it entirely out of Government money.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a letter to that effect?
Mr. MCKENNA. I should say Federal Housing money.
The CHAIRMAN. May I see it?
Mr. McKENNA. We do have the exchanges of letters.
There is a whole file on this which I will give to the committee.

I have in particular here four letters-
The CHAIRMAN. My question is, do you have any documentary

proof where former high officials or present high officials at any time
encouraged or showed any project owner how he could mortgage out
and build one of these projects without putting any of his own money
in?

Mr. MCKENNA. This exchange of letters shows the latter part of
that, and shows how a former high official advised the builder how
he could put his money into the contracting corporation so that it
did not show as mortgaging out.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see it.
Mr. McKENNA. These are copies. We have the originals on file,

if the Senator wishes them.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place in the record cor-

respondence between Wilson Wyatt, who was the Housing Expediter
back in the forties, addressed to his counsin, Earl Franklin, at Sara-
sota, Fla., showing how it is possible to mortgage out and build proj-
ects without putting any money in, and without objection we will
place all this in the record.

(The information referred to follows:)
EXHIBIT D-1

JULY 22, 1949.
Re FHA project No. 067-42017 Franklin Manor, Inc.
Mr. WILSON W. WYATT,

Louisville, Ky.
DEAR MR. WYATT: Enclosed herewith, is a bid-proposal, in the amount of

$473,800, from the R. . Clarson, Inc., Tampa, Fin., relative to the construction
of the apartments (92), office and utility (3) building, subject project.

This general contractor is well established in this area, approved by all Federal
construction agencies and is acceptable to the FHA for this project. This con
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tractor is now under contract with the F. W. Woolworth Co., Atlanta, Ga. (four
to five millions) relative to the construction of buildings in the several southern
States.

My contract with their bonding agency, indicates that this one agency has
authority to issue bonds for Clarson in the amount of one million, without refer-
ence to the home office. Further, I am advised that Clarson can meet all the
contract and FHA requirements noted for this project. The bonding company
agent being: Mr. Don E. McGuire, 537 10th Street, West Bradenton, Fla.

The only difference between the referenced FHA approved plans and specifi-
cations and the working plans and specifications being the construction details,
etc. There should be no cost differential, as this plans and specifications are
duplicates of other completed (FHA) construction.

Based on this proposal, and using the FHA (commitment) estimate, the fol-
lowing project costs are evident to the sponsors:

1. Improvements to land ------------------------------------- $63, 040
2. Structures ----------------------------------------- 473, 800
3. Fee (%, architect's) ---------------------------------------- 16, 766
4. Refrigerators, ranges, water and space heaters ----------------- 40, 000
5. Carrying and financing ------------------------------------- 40,848
6. Legal and organization -------------------------------------- 2,250
7. Land costs ----------------------------------------------- 37, 000

Estimated total ---------------------------------------- 673, 704

Mortgage proceeds ------------------------------------------ 745,000
Estimated costs --------------------------- ----------- 673, 704

Difference --------------------- ---------------- 1, 296

My personal estimate of these project costs, with construction being handled
without general contractor facilities, using the purchasing powers of Franklin
Bros., and with competitive (bonded) subcontractors, is as follows:

1. Improvements to land -------------------------------------- $43,000
2. Structures ----------------------------------------------- 422,425
8. Fee (% architect's) ----------------------------------------- 16,766
4. Refrigerators, ranges, water and space heaters ------------------- 40, 000
5. Carrying and financing ------------------------------------- 40,848
6. Legal and organization --------------------------------------- 2,250
7. Land cost ------------------------------------------------ 37,000

Estimated cost -------------------- ------------ 6,289

Mortgage proceeds ---------------------------------------- 745,000
Estimated cost --------------------------------------------- 602,289

Difference ---------------------------------------- 142, 711
The above (personal) estimate is capable of being maintained, through the use

of on-hand proposals of items indicated under "Improvements to land," saving
the general contractor's overheads and profit levels and the use of established
(Franklin Bros.) purchasing powers and credits.

This information is being furnished as evidence of the financial soundness of
this project in relationship to the FHA estimate, mortgage value and the spon-
sor's possibilities.

Very truly yours,
FRANKLIN MANOR, INC.
W. H. TYLER.
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ExmBrr D-2

WYArr, GRAmroN & GuArroN LAW OFicZSr,
LouiUlle, Ky., August 6, 1954.

Mr. W. H. TVUaZ,
Oare of John V. Deegan Realty Co.,

Sarasota, Fla.
DrA BxLL: As I understand it, the following checks have been issued on the

dates and in the amounts indicated, on the Liberty Bank account of Franklin
Manor, Inc.:

Num- Date TO- Amount
ber

1 July 25 FHA. inspection fee ---------------------------------------------------- $3,726.00
2 July 26 W. A. Wynne, stamps on note ------------------------------------- 747.80
3 ... do..-. C. Hagerman, intangible tax -------------------------------------------- 1,490.00
4 Aug. 1 City of Sarasota. Lucas, examination fee ------------------------------- 10.00
5 .. do -.... City of Sarasota, Luca, general contractor's license ---------------------- 50.00
6 - do -- City of Sarasota, building permit ---------------------------------------- 1,004.00
7 Aux. 3 Abstract of Sarasota. title policy ---------------------------------------- 2,050.00
8 -- do..-- Bisbee-Baldwin- j of I percent, on account, financing fee -------------- 3,725.00
9 .-. do..-- Bisbee-Baldwin, escrow deposit for working capital to be held until the

end of the Job, $11,175; plus amount necessary over and above mortgage
proceeds to complete construction contracts, $44 .....------------------ 11,219.00

10 ----- Bisbee-Baldwin, FH A mortgage insurance premium .------------------- 3,725.00

Balance ----------------------------------------------------------- 2, 254. 20

In addition to the above there has been charged to the account the sum of
$98.70 for interest on the $37,000 loan for the 15-day period from July 14 to
July 29. I have requested Vernon, however, to deposit this sum in the account
in order that the account will be reimbursed. The $37,000 loan was renewed
for 30 days on July 29, at the end of -vhich time interest in the amount of
$191.20 will be due. The $30,000 note from the corporation to Earl Franklin
and Vernon Franklin and endorsed by them to the Liberty was delivered yes-
terday by me to the Liberty as collaterial on their $30,000 loan of July 25. Since
that was a 15-day loan, it will be due with interest of $80 on Tuesday, August 9.

Yesterday I gave to Vernon a blank note to be signed by him and his wife and
by Earl and his wife and returned to me by Monday, the 8th, or at the latest
on Tuesday, the 9th, in order that I may then deliver it to the Liberty (I will
fill it in for $30,000 and for such period of renewal as I shall be able to agree
upon with the Liberty) on Tuesday, the 9th, together with a check from Vernon
for $80 in payment of the interest then due. If we are sure that the construc-
tion fund loan will be completed, and a check for the first draw received and
deposited within a period as short as 15 days from August 9, a 15-day renewal
will be sufficient. If, however, it looks as though a little longer will be required
for a first draw to be received, it may be best that I renew it for 30 days. I feel
sure the Liberty will let me arrange it either way just as long as I am certain
that it will be repaid out of the first draw.

Yesterday I spent 2 hours with Mr. Dobbins at the Liberty and gave him a
thumbnail sketch of our "11 days of crisis" In Florida. I found his attitude
entirely satisfactory.

If you are able to improve the amount of the first draw to bring it in line with
anything like the figure that you had previously given me, I shall appreciate
immediate notice of this as it will be very important good news. As I under-
stand it, however, the FHA has indicated that the first draw will consist only of
the following:
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Reimbursement of:
FHA mortgage insurance premium -------------------------- $3, 725
FHA examination fees -------------------------------------- 2,235
FHA inspection fee ---------------------------------------- 8, 725
Financing expense (11/ percent) (of this amount, $3,725 has been

paid to Bisbee-Baldwin, and, on receipt of the first draw, $7,450
must be paid to Bisbee-Baldwin. However, since the sum of $3,725
will be paid by Bisbee-Baldwin to FNMA, there will still be due,
out of the final draw, the remaining ', of 1 percent or $3,725
to Bisbee-Baldwin) ------------------------------------- 11, 175

Title and recording expenses -------------------------------- 5,954
Architect's fee, 60 percent --------------------------------- 20, 120

Total --------------------------------------------- 46,934

I understand the architect's account will be as follows:

(0 percent reimbursement on first draw------------------------- $20, 120
Total amount due (2 percent) ------------------------ $16, 766
Heretofore paid on account ------------------------------ 1, 000

Balance due out of first draw ---------------------------------- 15,766

Balance remaining out of first draw for use by Franklin Manor-- 4,354

I, therefore, figure that out of the first draw you will have available for pay-
ment to the Liberty the sum of $23,718. This figure, together with the balance
in the bank of $2,254.20, will give a total of $25,972.20 available to pay to the
Liberty out of the first draw, leaving a balance of $4,027.80, plus $80 of Interest
to be produced from sources other than the first draw In order to pay the Liberty
Its $30,000 note and interest.

Please doublecheck these calculations and, if accurate, simply mark "0. K."
with your initials opposite this paragraph.

I am sending this letter to you in duplicate and shall appreciate it If you
will return the carbon to me with a notation as to any inaccuracy in the fore-
going, or any comment you may have.

Cordially,
WILSON W. WYATT.

P. S.: Mr. Vernon Franklin: I am enclosing your Liberty-Franklin Manor,
Inc., bankbook.

EXHIBIT D-3

WYATr, GRAFTON & GRAFTON LAW OFFICES,
Louisville, Ky., November 16, 1949.Mr. C. B. COMMPON,

Kentucky Home Life Building, Louisville, Ky.
DEAR MR. CorPToN : I am enclosing the following:
1. Excerpt from contractor's requisition No. 3 for work performed up to the

31st day of October 1949.
The first four columns are taken directly from the requisition filed with the

FHA. The last two columns, under the general caption "Estimate of Probable
Gain or Loss," were supplied by Mr. Earl Franklin in the course of a full discus-
sion of the situation with him in Florida this past weekend. You will notice that
the estimated net would show a gain of $112,800. From this, however, would be
subtracted the fees which will be paid to me for services as attorney and housing
consultant in connection with this project from the beginning.

I do not have the exact figure of the amount allowed by the FHA and paid by
the Manufacturers Trust on this requisition. It was approximately $8,000 less
than the sum requested. This is unimportant since the amount will undoubtedly
be Included in a subsequent draw.

2. Itemization of fees and allowances (included within the mortgage of
$745,000), over and above the amount of the construction contract and the con-
tractor's 5 percent cash fee. Opposite each of these items there is also indicated
the amount of estimated gain or loss, based similarly on a full discussion with Mr.
Earl Franklin in Florida. The net gain of approximately $16,000 will be almosl
exactly an offset for the development funds which were put Into the corporatior
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3. Agreement of September 8, 1949, between Franklin Manor, Inc., and W. H.
Tyler; also release of liability for debt, executed by Tyler, pursuant to the fore-
going- contract, on September 14.

4. A file marked "Closing papers." You will probably want to look through
this generally, and there are a few documents you will probably want to examine
with care. It will not be necessary, I am sure, however, to read all of them
through as you will find they are quite voluminous.

Mr. Banks was released by Earl Franklin a couple of days before I got to
Sarasota, but he has been replaced by a Mr. Barton who has been at work on the
project from the beginning and seems to be competent. I asked Mr. Barton to
prepare and send me a detailed breakdown of all money received by Franklin
Manor. Inc., and I understand from talking with Earl on the telephone yesterday,
that this is in the mail now. As soon as it arrives, I will send it over to you.

I alpo asked Mr. Barton to send me the checkbook stubs for all checks issued
until October 31, as I thought this information might be of assists tice to you in
making an analysis.

The following is a hurried summary of some of the points which we discussed
wh, n 'on, Mr. Kottke, and Mr. Vernon Franklin were in my office last week:

The land on which the project is located was purchased by Earl and Vernon
Franklin personally, at a cost of $37,000. This money was borrowed by them
from the Liberty on their personal note (signed by their wives also) and secured
by the pledge of all of the corporate stock of Franklin Manor, Inc., and of Franklin
B-os Hardware & Appliances. Five thousand dollars and interest, was paid
on this note last week by check sent from Franklin Manor, Inc. Since the land
constitutes the principal basis for the Franklin Manor stock issued to the
Franklins, this note should be paid by funds which are clearly personal funds of
the Franklins.

It is almost essential that most of the apartments be furnished. This will run
approximately $65,000 in cost. Last week, Franklin Manor, Inc., gave its check
to a furniture supplier for approximately $12,000 in payment (in advance) for
furnishings for 16 apartments. These furnishings are to be delivered December 1.
I am inclined to think that it will be best for the furniture to be owned by the
Franklins individually and leased to Franklin Manor, but I should like to have
your thought and advice on this. If the furnishings are to be bought by the
Frankl;ns individually, they can be paid for-at least in large part-by the net
proceeds which will probably be coming to the Franklins from the construction
contract. This contract is between Franklin Manor, Inc., on the one hand, and
Earl Franklin and W. H. Tyler on the other. As we discussed last week, Earl
Franklin and Vernon Franklin are, in fact, full partners in the construction
contract as in this entire venture.

Vprnon has been doing the necessary financing arrangements up here, has been
running the hardware store and, thereby producing additional funds as needed
for payroll, etc., in Florida; has arranged essential financing by increasing the
Franklin's loan at Portland by some $16,000; has conferred with Earl by
telephone and letter on innumerable occasions: and has actually been at the
project in Florida on several occasions for inspection, consultation, and advice.
Furthermore, Vernon and his wife, along with Earl and his wife, signed the
Indemn'fication agreement without which the construction contract could not
have been authorized.

It would seem to be well to set forth this partnership In the construction
contract, with recitals showing all of the factual background and partner par-
ticipation. If the profits from the construction contract could be divided as
between 2 fiscal years, the benefit of the community-property phase of the 1948
Revenue Act would, in effect, give us 8 separate tax brackets. Earl has not
yet received any advance rentals and it will probably be December before he
does. For this reason it may be just as well to take October 31 as a fiscal
year on Franklin Manor, Inc.

'Earl Franklin (and Vernon Franklin), as the contractor on the project, has
not been is;uinr," any checks. All of them have been issued out of the one
bank account which contained all of the transactions on the project: that of
Franklin Manor, Inc. It seems to me that it would be well for a ratification
and confirmation to be executed by Earl Franklin to Franklin Manor, Inc., with
reference to all checks heretofore issued by Franklin Manor, Inc., which were
not realty checks, for the construction of the project. Franklin Manor's account
from that date forward, It would seem to me, shotild cover only the financial
transactions of Franklin Manor property; and a separate bank account of Earl
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Franklin as contractor should reflect all subsequent financial transactions related
to the construction contract.

Since you are out of the city today, and since I am leaving for the East this
afternoon and will be there until Saturday, I am dictating these facts rather
hurriedly before catching my train in order that you and Mr. Kottke will have
them before you, along with the various other records which I am sending you
from my file, and the records which will be coming forward for you from
Sarasota.

Monday morning I suggest that we arrange by telephone for a time that is
mutually convenient during next week when we can sit down for whatever
time is necessary in order to chart the tax course of the Franklins.

Your counsel and advice will be essential, and I can assure you is not only
very much welcomed and desired by me, but the same is true of both Earl and
Vernon.

Both of them have real respect and admiration for you, and I know they would
not want to proceed on any final tax decision without the benefit and guidance
of your views.

I regret that I will not have an opportunity for the letter to be transcribed
and checked by me before it is sent over to you, but on my return I shall
check it.

With very best personal regards,

EXHIBIT D-4
MAY 24, 1950.

MR. DON REDMOND,

Care of Federal Housing Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. REDMOND: I learn through Charlie Powell of the Landscaping Di-
vision, that you have a different zone now. I hope this is a better job.

I don't want you to forget that you promised me you would ring your wife
and family down here for a vacation. I have been looking forward to it. We have
a new boat dock and a good boat to go fishing in.

We will give you an apartment right on the bay, and do everything possible to
show you a good time.

I want you to know that Wilson Wyatt, my brother, and I appreciate everything
that you did for us, even sacrifi-ing your last vacation for us.

I certainly hope you can come down here. Let me know when you are
coming, and I will try to have Mr. Wyatt here, and maybe you can arrange with
Mr. Tinney or anyone else you like to come also. We have plenty of room, and
I will show you the best time you have ever had.

Hoping to hear from you soon,
EARL FRANKLIN.

EXHIBIT D-5
Mr. WILSON W. WYATT,

Marion E. Taylor Building,
Louisvillc, Ky.

DEAR WILSON: I received your letter, and I am sending you a copy of Mr. Mun-
nerlyn's letter of May 25. Wilson, I can't figure it out. Every time we hear
from them, they want more money.

I believe we have enough money to run this project until December the way I
have cut expenses down. The only extra expense I will have th;s month at all
will be the wiring of the pier and shuffleboard court. I am getting expenses down
lower every month-telephone and everything else. Next month will be still
lower. But as you say, the money I borrowed, which I owe you, is goin'- to he
hard to pay this year. However, I may fool you all. It's going to be a whole lot
letter this year than last year, because we are ready to take everybody in. We
have every unfurnished apartment rented, and we are getting a few more over-
night and weekend guests. When school is out the middle of this month, we
ought to pick up enough to pay on the project without going into) anybody's
pocket. I am told that September and October are pretty bad months, but we
have the season right afterward. We aren't wasting a nickel. We have our
hooks and bank balance perfect, and every nickel we take in we have a receiit
for, and every nickel we spend we have a record of. So our books are ready
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for anybody to audit. till, it seems as though every time we get a few dollars,
between Bisbee-Baldwin and Manufacturers Trust, we have to give them up.

I got Don Barton a job through Mr. Able, with the Paul Smith Construction
Co., starting Monday. Don and I are personal friends, but we couldn't stand the
$70 a week salary. Our monthly statement is also enclosed, and I think you will
see a better picture. Next month it will be better still.

Bill Tyler signed an affidavit to George Betts that he had the power of at-
torney and authority to give him the contract to build this project. Betts
claimed that for this reason he went to Sarasota to take the examination for a
contractor's license, and that the bid he made us was the reason for our getting
the project--otherwise we wouldn't have gotten it. I explained to Betts and
his lawyer that Mr. Stanley, Bill Tyler, and I sat in the George Washington
Hotel and made out all the papers concerned with the bid, and that everything
that Bill Tyler told Betts was a lie, without my knowledge or authority, and
that I could prove it. Betts wanted a settlement. I told him I wouldn't give
him a dime, and to sue and be damned. I then contacted Bill Tyler and told
him that if he didn't sign a release from both the painters and George Betts, I
would personally see that he went to the penitentiary for the checks he has
written. They want him in Louisville on 2 or 3 indictments. He sold his part
of the land to Russel Fye for $1,000, I hear. He has been paying off checks,
but the people he owes are crowding him. I understand he still has over $1,000
in checks out. He has been begging me to keep the Louisville police off him.
He went to Doug Arnest's office and signed an affidavit stating that the only
reason he signed the original affidavit to George Betts was because he was in
trouble, George Betts made his bond to keep him out of jail; he was desperate
and would have signed anything to keep from going to jail. Doug Arnest pre-
pared the affidavit, Taylor signed it, and also one against the painters. All
of these releases were truthful, as I didn't even know George Betts at the time
the bid was made, the painters didn't fulfill their contract, and anything that
George Betts and the painters claimed was a lie. I could have proven it by
bringing Dick Stanley and Ball from the FHA in, which would have defeated
Betts' case anyway. Doug Arnest laughs and says he thinks that's all over with.

I am doing my best to work on these taxes and cut them down. I am getting
a copy of the taxes that Florasota Garden pays, as I know we shouldn't pay
any more per dollar than they do. They have special rates, and I want to get
the same or better. Mr. Picket and I are good friends at present. He is my
political adviser. Mr. Tate and I start next Tuesday to register everyone here
we can to vote, and Mr. Picket says that in return he will help me out-which
he already has.

I was talking to Vernon last Sunday night, and he says that both the hardware
store and Franklin Manor should make more money next year. He was new,
and Bob Brady was new; they lost some business that they should have had, but
I believe they will make more money next year. We have been trying to sell
the hardware store, but can't. There is too much money involved in It. I
believe by next March or April we ought to be able to pay everybody off. If not,
pretty close to it. Then we won't have any more worries. If these people come
down in October, November, and December, as I hear they do, although I don't
know, I will assure you that the check you are holding will be good, and the
rest of it will have to come after the first of the year.

There i a man who will be over to see me today or tomorrow who wants
to build 125 houses on the South Trail in Sarasota, and sell them. So far
he has had no luck, although he has tried everybody. We have a clothing dealer
on the project who wanted to know whether he could talk to me, and find out
whether I could do anything to help him. I told him I didn't know of anything
I could do, but I would talk to him. If he wants to retain you, and if you would
like to take the case, he could fly to Louisville, or you could fly down here. He
has bought the land, cleared it, and Is ready to build and can't get to first base.

Wilson, I don't want to take up too much of your time. I wish you could
come down for a few days and see this place. We have the prettiest grass and
flowers around here.

I had one of the sales managers from the General Plywood stay at my house
last night. His wife and family are coming down to stay 2 or 3 weeks with him.
He wants some pictures which we have had made, as he is going to put them
in several building magazines all over the country, which will be a good ad. We
have our street lights in now.

We are paying interest to Sarasota State Bank monthly. Also, because of
the new law we will be sending in State and Federal taxes monthly.
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George has Just become a member of the Rotary Club. I belong to the Ex-
change Club; and four of us belong to the chamber of commerce. I have taken
my Shrine, and am now meeting all the big shots. One of them, from the Rotary
Club, last week rented two apartments by the year. I am selling a piece of
property for John Deegan to a friend of mine from Loulsville-a bar, for $35,000.

Best regards,

Senator MABANK. Mr. Chairman, the only thing I would ask in
justice, and I know you would agree, is that if Mr. Wilson Wyatt
wants to file any statement in connection with it we will put that in
the record.

The CHAnRMAN. Of course.
Senator MAYBANK. I will ask permission to do that.
(The following was later received for the record:)

UNIItn STATES SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,
July 26, 1954.

Mr. WILSON WYATT,
Louisville 2, Ky.

DEAR MR. WYATT: This is in further reply to your letter of July 6, 1954, with
respect to the Franklin Manor FHA insured project in Sarasota, Fla.

Subsequent to your letter we have heard in executive session under oath the
superintendent on the construction job as well as your client, Earl Franklin (who
was accompanied by one of your partners).

Our investigation to date does not lead to the conclusion that everything was
properly done in this project; nor does it lead to the conclusion that the audit
statements furnished to you by the accountants and enclosed with your letter
to me can be accepted at face value.

Our investigation does, however, disclose that you had no interest whatsoever
in the project other than acting as attorney for the Franklin brothers, and that
you received nothing out of the project other than the fees which they paid to
you, and that the Franklin brothers were not relatives of yours as reported by
a witness in open session.

Under these circumstances it is my understanding that you do not desire to
have your letter of July 6, 1954, enclosed in the public record of our hearings.

Sincerely,
HoMER E. CAPEHART.

WYATT, GRAFTON & GRAFTON,
Louisville, Ky., July 28, 1954.

Senator HoMEa CAPEHART,
Washington 25, D. r.

DEAR SFNATOR CAPE H ART: I am glad to have your letter of July 26, 1954, follow-
Ing your telephone call to me on last Friday, July 23.

It is, of course, gratifying that your investigation has now satisfied you of the
propriety of my actions in relation to the Franklin Manor project.

Under these circumstances I no longer insist on the inclusion of my letter of
July 6, 1954, in the public records of your hearings.

Sincerely yours,
WrLsoN W. WYATT.

The CHAIRMAN. What we are trying to do here is find out the facts,
and anybody who wants to testify may do so. Any time anybody's
name is mentioned in any of the hearings, and he wants to personally
appear and defend or protect himself, or give his side of the story,
we will be delighted to hear him, or they may file statements-Mr.
Wyatt or anyone else who wishes to come may do so. What we are
trying to find out is the purpose of the correspondence and, frankly,
what our staff is trying to find out is whether or not high officials in
FHA in the past, or high officials at the present time, are encouraging
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builders to mortgage out, whether they were a part and parcel of this
business, whether they wrote letters or made speeches in which they
encouraged and showed these people how they could mortgage out.
Frankly, we have had much testimony in our executive hearings up to
this time on the part of builders that high officials did encourage them
to go into section 608 projects. They did encourage them to do it.
They did tell them and show them how they could go in and build
these projects without putting any-or very little-money into it.

Senator MAYBANK. At the same time, Mr. Chairman, these big
builders and associations in America testified here there would be no
windfalls, as was stated yesterday. I am stating not only what is
happening in this committee, but what happened on the Senate floor
in which they promised all these things. I think the builders are as
guilty as anybody else, in my book.

The CHAIRMAN. The able Senator is correct. We have evidence
here in public hearings that high official., of the FHA in the past,
builders, mortgage bankers, and others, have assured this committee
it was impossible for this sort of thing to happen.

We likewise have documentary proof that these high officials in the
past were encouraging builders to get into this sort of thing, and
showing them how they could do it without putting any, or very little,
of their own money in it.

The letters we placed in the record this morning are documentary
proof that that did happen-at least in one instance-and those are
the things we are trying to find out. We are trying to find out whether
this whole business has been brought about through maladministra-
tion, whether it is the weakness of the law, or whether it is a combina-
tion of both.

I again want to say that any time any man's name is mentioned in
these hearings, adversely, and he wishes to be heard in person or
wishes to file a statement, we will be delighted to have him appear,
and delighted to have him file a statement. We want that definitely
understood on the part of everybody.

I find Mr. Powell is present this morning.
I think we will excuse you for the moment. I want to put Mr.

Powell on the stand this morning.
Senator MAYBANK. I notice in a statement filed here that the Savan-

nah Terrace Apartments in North Augista hired experienced car-
penters as apprentices.

I would like to ask you where you got that information. It appears
on page 3. Because the A. F. of L. is a pretty strong union in Aiken
County. and all that atomic building was done down there. I have
nevr had any personal complaints about it being done.

Who made such a statement on that?
Mr. McKENNA. We have a full file on that, and I will make it avail-

able to you.
Senator MAYBANK. Was it A. F. of L.?
Mr. McKENNA. I believe there was an investigation. I will sub-

mit the full file.
Senator M.%YBANK. What did the A. F. of L. do? They have a

pretty good union down there, in Savannah. Charleston, and Augusta.
Mr. McKENNA. In msnv of these cases the original complaint did

come from the union. Whether it did in this particular case I will
be able to answer after we have a recess.
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Senator LEhMAN. Mr. Chairman?
The CIAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEiMAN. I did not attend these executive or private hear-

ings to which you referred, so I am not familiar with what transpired.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this to the Senator, because I want the

record to be perfectly clear:
In executive session, with all Senators present, I told them that in

all our executive sessions, or private sessions, that we were making a
transcript of every word that was uttered by everybody present, and
that those were available to ever\" Senator.

If the Senator wishes, we will have delivered to his office a copy
of the transcript of every executive session we have had, which covers
every word that was spoken. We will be delighted if he wishes de-
livered to his office a copy of everything that was said in each executive
session.

Senator LEIMi.%w. I would like to have that, but I do not want to
have the chairman interpret my remarks as any criticism of the man-
ner in which these private sessions were held.'

The (HAIMAN.,. M. 1 ) poilit is, naturally, 15 Senators cannot attend
these private sessions. They don't have the time.

Senator Lrh.A,. I realize that. We wouldn't have the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman, of course, doesn't have the time

to do it, but we are making available to each of the 15 Senators a
transcript of every word that was said by myself or other Senators,
and by all witnesses in each of these executive hearings. That is
available to each of the 15 Senators any time they care to see it.

Senator LFHM.N. I was sillply trying to address myself, however,
to a question.

The ChAIR AN. Go ahead. plase.
Senator LEHMAN. The statement has been made here today that the

records indicate that some officials-ome high officials in F7HA-in
correspondence, or otherwise. showed some of the contractors or build-
ers the manner in which they could utilize the provisions of section
608 without putting up any substantial amount of their own capital.

Now, (lid these letters, however go further and indicate or en-
courage these people to believe that they could avail themselves of
great or of substantial windfalls? In other words, it is one thing to
proceed under section 608, without utilizing any substantial amount
(if personal capital. particularly at a time w ien we were very anxious
to develop as much private building as possible, and it is quite a differ-
e.nt thing if these people were encouraged to believe that the amount of
tle mortgage votf1( be orreatly in excess of the cost of the project, and
thus allow their not only to n gorgae out, but to declare large di-
vidends? e

The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator yield?
Senator LEH M.N. I will be glad to.

* The CAIRMANi. As he, of course, knows, there has been much pub-
liity about so-called windfall profits on the part of many builders.
They have taken the position that the Government and the officials
of FHA encouraged tiem to get into the business because housing
in apartments was so badly needed. We have had much testimony
to that effect.

I think it behooves this committee, then, to find out if the former
FHA officials, or present officials, encouraged them to do it and
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showed them how they could do it. If they did, I would say that
they ought not to be criticized-maybe not at all-at least, not so
severely if the Government itself showed them how to do it.

That is the purpose of our introducing into these hearings docu-
mentary proof that that sort of thing happened, because I think we
owe it to the builders. Many of them have told me that they were
encouraged to do it. I think we owe it to them to find out whether
or not that was true.

Senator LEHMAN. I agree with you.
There is a vast difference, in my opinion, between an official of

the FHA showing a builder how he could avail himself of the pro-
visions of section 608 without utilizing any substantial amount of
his own personal capital, or, on the other hand, on the other side,
a high ofcial of the FHA encouraging these builders to believe that
if they went into it they not only would not have to utilize a sub-
stantial part of their personal capital, but could also obtain a windfall
which would permit them, as has been done, to declare large dividends
to themselves.

I was trying to distinguish between those two things, and particu-
larly as reference has been made.

The CHAIRMAN. We want to find out whether it is the fault of the
law, whether it is the fault of the Administration, or whether officials
of the Government in the past did encourage them to do these things.
I again want to say that any time any man's name is mentioned in
these hearings we want him to feel perfectly free to come and testify
on his own behalf, or file a statement.

Mr. McKENNA. Senator, if I may, I have submitted a statement to
the Senators here, and I would appreciate it if it could be made a part
of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to call you back in just a few minutes.
Senator MAYRANK. What statement is that?
Mr. MCKENNA. The statement on the labor situation which the

Senator just referred to. (See p. 101.)
Senator MAYBANK. Let me finish this point so it will be clear on

the record.
Does Wilson Wyatt's letter show he suggested there would be a

windfall? I didn't read it.
Mr. McKxNNA. I don't want to generalize.
Senator MAYBANK. Did it or didn't it? You were supposed to be

investigating the FHA, your own organization, and you don't know?
Did or did not Wilson Wyatt suggest to his cousin he could get a

windfall?
Mr. McKENNA. Wilson Wyatt suggested to his cousin they could

finance the project and make a contracting rofit without putting
any capital in, and he suggested how he coulXshow that the could ]
state that the land was paid for, when, in fact, it was financed, epend-
ing upon the mortgage loan, to pay for the cost of the land.

Senator MAYBANK. Was not thathe law?
Mr. McKENNA. My opinion the way it was done there was not ac-

cording to the law, but it is a conclusion, and I would rather the Sen-
-tors drew their own conclusions.

Senator MAYBANK. I understand that, but you cannot draw-I ap-
preciate what you are doing, but we cannot sit up here and draw con-
clusions without complete facts.
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Mr. McKENNA. In my opinion, Wilson Wyatt's letter showed a way
to evade the law, but I would rather not have made that statement.

Senator MAYBANK. That is all right. You say Wilson Wyatt's let-
ter showed how to evade the law?

Mr. McKENNA. That is my opinion.
Senator MAYBANK. Under oath?
Mr. MCKENNA. That is my opinion.
Senator LEHMAN. Did he ma e any mention of windfalls?
Mr. McKENNA. He did not.
Senator LEHMAN. Did he make any mention that it was his belief

and expectation that the contractor could make more than a reasonable
profit in undertaking the project?

Mr. McKENNA. I have no recollection of these words.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKenna you are temporarily excused. Mr.

Powell will you please come forward?
Mr. t0WELL. Good morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning.
Mr. Powell, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF CLYDE L POWELL, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL B.
M31AER, COUNSEL

Mr. POWELL. I do sir.
the CHAIRMAN. Will your counsel please give his name to the re-

porter ?
Mr. MAHER. My name is Daniel B. Maher. I am a member of the

bar of the District of Columbia. My appearance has heretofore been
entered on behalf of the witless in this case.

May I respectfully request that the record show that the witness is
here, pursuant to a subpena?

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. MA~iim. May I also state to the chairman that under the con-

ditions now prevailing, I don't think the witness should be compelled
to testify. There are lights flashing in his face, within 3 or 4 feet.
There is a microphone in front of the witness, which may be ampli-
fied to infinity, and which in effect deprives the witness of his right to
consult with counsel.

The CIIAIRMAN. Well, wc.uld the witness like to have the micro-
phones and the lights removed?

Mr. MAHER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Will the reporters please get their pictures?
You have no objection to the mike here?
Mr. MAHER. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You are talking about the radio and the television?
Mr. MA ER. And I object to these flashlights.
The CHAIRMAN. I see, jutst the flashlights.
Mr. MAI.ER. And also television in the event that they turn it on.
The CIAIRMAN. You object to your client testifying over the tele-

vision or over the radio?
Mr. MAHER. I do.
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The CHAIRMAN. As long as the lights are off I have been informed
that there will be no recording of television or radio.

Mr. MAI-ER. Very well. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. If that is the wish of you and Mr. Powell, we

certainly will adhere to them.
Mr. Powell, will you please give the reporter your name and present

address and present occupation?
Mr. POWELL. My name if Clyde L. Powell. My address is the

Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
At the present time I am not engaged in any business activities.
The ('II.RMAN. How long were you connected with the Federal

Housing Administration, and what were the positions that you oc-
cupied with FR 0

Mr. POWELL. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully refuse to answer. My
refusal is based upon my constitutional protection against being com-
pelled to be a witness against myself.

The ('.IR..N. Will you explain to us the workings and procedure
for FHA commitments under section 608 of the National Housing
Act

Mr. POWELL. The answer is the same as heretofore given.
The C11AIRMA. How did FHA determine the amount of the com-

mitments it would make for mortgages under section 608?
Mr. PoWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you also connected with the section 213

program
Mr. PoWEuL. My answer is as heretofore given.
The CITAIRMAN. Well, I would like to .- v this for the benefit of

the committee:
Here is a gentleman who for 20 years held a high position in our

Government, was paid by the American taxpayers, was the head of
what was known as the rental housing projects, in which the Federal
Government insured some $61/2 billion to $7 billion worth of mortgages.

He was not a common employee. le was the head of the depart-
ment, and we only wish to ask him questions oncerning the operations
of his department. It is not our intention to ask him any questions
as to what he did after hours, meaning what he did with his evenings
or his Sundays, or his nights.

We need his help in this investigation for the simple reason that
he was the head of the department. He, and he only, can answer
certain questions that this committee ought to have.

I have asked him 5 or 6 questions that have to do with his responsi-
bilities when he was the head of this agency, and he refuses to answer.

I am going to continue to ask questions along those lines.
Are you acquainted with Dr. Daniel Gevison, a Washington dentist,

an(l, if so, how well are you acquainted with him?
Mr. PowELL. The answer remains the same, sir.
The CHAIRMAAN. Did you personally direct the Texas office of FHA

to grant a commitment for a project sponsored by Dr. Gevison, which
the Texas office had turned down?

Mr. POVELL. My answer remains the same. sir.
The CH1AIRA.N. Are you acquainted with Norman K. Winston

and David Muss, and, if so, how well acquainted with them are you?
Mr. POWELL. My answer is as heretofore given.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you personally direct the Texas office to
grant a commitment to them for a section 608 project in Texas?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you acquainted with Bertram F. Bonner and,

if so, how well?
Mr. POWELL. My answer is the same, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you personally direct the Wilmington, Del.,

office to grant a commitment to Mr. Bonner which it had turned
down?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you acquainted with Don A. Loftus and,

if so, how well are you acquainted with him?
Mr. POWELL. My answer is the same.
The CHAIRIVIAN. Have you had any source of income over the last

5 years other than your salary with the Federal Housing Administra-
tion ?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the ,ame.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, there are many. many other questions that

I would like to ask this gentleman.
I am addressing this to the committee members. As we get down

to the investigation I want to -ay this: That there is some informa-
tion that only this gentleman can supply. In our executive hearings
already we have developed testimony, and, I might say this; I don't
know what this gentleman has in mind, but it would not be harmful to
him at all, but would be very, very helpful to the Government, and
very helpful to this committee.

Some of it is very important. Witnesses maintain that Mr. Powell
gave them instructions, or gave them permission to do certain things,
and, frankly, I don't think he did. I do not know, but I do not
believe he did, but unless he is willing to testify some of them are
going to create some very, very bad situations for the Government.

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, may I make a brief statement?
The CHAIRMAN. You may; yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Will you talk a little louder ?
Mr. MAHER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me finish my statement first, will you, please,

and then you can make all the statements you want.
Mr. MAHER. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRIN[AN. Mr. Powell, I hand you the Federal Housing Ad-

ministration employment application which you signed on September
28, 1934, and ask if that is the application you signed, if that is your
photograph, and if that is your signature?

Mr. POWELL. The answer remains the same, Senator.
The CHAIRM AN. In other words, you refuse to say whether it is or

is not.
Will you hand me that, somebody?
Mr. Powell. question 19 of that application reads as follows:
"Have you ever been indicted for or found guilty by any court of

any crime, either misdemeanor or felony ?"
The answer appearing in this application is "No," to that question,

and I ask you whether you there answered "No" to the question of
whether you have been found guilty of any crime?

Mr. AHER. The same answer.

5O9-54-pt. 1-6
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Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same, Senator.
The CHAIRMAIN. Your answer remains the same.
Question 19: "Have you ever been indicted for or found guilty by

any court of any crime, either misdemeanor or felony?" and your
answer to this was "No"?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the sane as heretofore given.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a letter from the Department of Justice,

dated June 25. 1954, which I shall read:
Senator HOMER E. CAPEHART,

Chairman, Banking and Currency Committee,
United State8 Senate, Washington, D. C.

D &R SENATOR CAPEHART: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
June 15, 1954, to the Attorney General, concerning Clyde L. Powell, former
Assistant Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration.

You request advice as to whether the Civil Service Commission ever requested
a Federal Bureau of Investigation check on Clyde L. Powell. and if so, the date
or dates of such request, or requests, and the manner or extent to which they
were complied with.

As is indicated in the enclosed summary, we have been advised that the Civil
Service Commission had submitted two fingerprint cards for Clyde Lilbon Powell
with the same vital statistics as to birth, residence, and employment as appear
In the Federal Housing Administration personnel records of Clyde Lilbon Powell,
former Assistant Commissioner. These fingerprint cards were dated August 14,
1941, and January 10, 1948. The Federal Bureau of Investigation furnished the
Civil Service Commission with copies of an arrest record for Clyde Lilbon
Powell, on October 22, 1941, and again on March 31, 1948. We have not been
advised concerning the further disposition of those arrest records by the
Commission.

Mr Powell, the identification records reveal that you were arrested
on August 19, 1922, by the Dallas (Tex.) Police Department, charged
with passing a worthless check. Is that true I

Mr. PowELL. My answer remains as heretofore given, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The records show,Mr. PowelI, that you were ar-

rested on January 12, 1920, for suspicion of passing bogus checks,
and were discharged; a notation on the records of the Xkansas Police
Department indicates "now wanted Texarkana, Tex., and Dallas,
Tex.-bad checks."

Is that true?
Mr. PowziL. The answer remains the same, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The record also shows that you were arrested on

January 12, 1920, by the Little Rock, Ark., Police Department on
charges of suspicion. No disposition of this arrest is shown.

Is that true?
Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. The record further shows you were arrested in

Philadelphia, Pa., on October 30, 1917, on a charge of larceny; entered
a plea of guilty on November 8, 1917, were given a suspended sentence,
and discharged.

Is that true ?
Mr. POWELL. The answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. The record further shows that you enlisted in the

United States Army, Enlisted Reserve Corps, on June 4, 1917. Is
that true?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. The service record also reveals that you were unable

to report for duty when called on January 15, 1918, because you were
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being neld by civil authorities in the county jail at Chicago, Ill., for
having passed a worthless check.

Is that correct?
Mr. PowEu,. My answer remains the same, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The record further shows that you entered active

service on April 15,1918. The record indicates that Powell was absent
without leave from December 14 to December 18, and received a sum-
mary court-martial sentence of confinement at hard labor for 2 months
and forfeiture of two-thirds pay.

Is that correct?
Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIMAN. The records of the Jackson County sheriffs office,

Kansas City, Mo., for the year 1917 reflected one Clyde Powell, 21,
5 feet 6, chestnut hair, blue eyes, white, male, of Salem, Mo., was
arrested on September 18, 1917, on a charge of embezzlement and
was released on bond. The record book of Justice of Peace Charles
A. Clark, Kaw Township, Jackson County, Mo Docket No. 3975,
reflected that Clyde Powl and Clara George, on September 18, 1917,
%ere charged with embezzlement. The Kansas City Times on Sep-
tember 19, 1917, on page 10, reports as follows:

HOTEL AccusEs EMPLOYFE-EMBEZZLEMENT OF MUEHLEBACH MONEY CHARGE
AGAINST COUPLE

Clyde L. Powell, assistant auditor of Hotel Muehlebach, was arraigned on a
charge of embezzlement before Judge Charles H. Clark yesterday afternoon and
placed in the county Jail in default of $1,000 bond. He and Miss Clara George,
cashier of the Plantation Grill, were charged with having embezzled $450 of the
hotel's money. Powell pleaded not guilty. His hearing was set for September
28. Miss George was ill and unable to appear yesterday. Powell is 25 and Miss
-George is 38 years old.

Is that correct?
Mr. PowEU. My answer remains the same, sir.
The CrAim AN. Without objection, I would like to place in the

record the letter from the Attorney General's office of June 25, 1954,
together with the complete record of Mr. Powell, showing the FBI
report on his arrest over a period of years, and also to place in the
record that when he was employed on September 28, 1934, in his
application he answered the question "No," whether or not he had
ever been arrested.

Without objection, we will place these in the record.
(The material referred to follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,Washtgton, June 25, 1954.

Senator HOMER E. CAPcHART,

Chairman, Banki"g and Currency Committee,
United -Statea'Senatc, Washington, D. C.

DEARl SENATOR CAPEHART: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
June 15, 1954, to the Attorney General, concerning Clyde L. Powell, former
Assistant Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration.

You request advice as to whether the Civil Service Commission ever requested
a Federal Bureau of Investigation check on Clyde L. Powell, and if so, the date
or dates of such request, or requests, and the manner or extent to which they
were complied with.

As is indicated in the enclosed summary, we have been advised that the Civil
Service Commission had submitted two fingerprint cards for Clyde Lilbon Powell,
with the same vital statistics as to birth, residence, and employment as appear
in the Federal Housing Administration personnel records of Clyde Lilbon Powell,
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former Assistant Commissioner. These fingerprint cards were dated August 14,
1941. and January 10, 1948. The Federal Bureau of Invest'gation furnished the

-ivil S rvice omissionin with copies of an arrest record for Clyde Lilbon Powell
on October 22, 1941. and again on March 31, 191s. We have not been advised
concerning the further dispositions of those arrest records by the Commission.

Sincerely,
WARMRN OLNEY I1, .18si8tant Attorncy Geieral.

C.YDE L. POWELL, FORMER ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL HOuSIN0
ADMINISTRATION

The following is a summary of some backg.-round concerning Clyde L. Powell,
former Assistant Commissioner, Rental Housing Division, Federal Housing Ad-
niin>stration. Mr. Powell resides at the Sheraton-Park Hotel in Washington,
D. C.. ind maintains a legal residence at 476 North Kingshighway, St. Louis, Mo.

Tl'e re words of the Federal Housing Administration indicate Clyde 1,. Powell
was born March 2, 1896, at 8.alem, Mo. ; served in W'orld War I. havinz- enlisted
in September 1917, and being discharged in May 1919. He claimed 17 months'
serve, e in t rznce and cla med attendance at the University of Missouri, engineer-
ing department, from 1914 to 1917, without graduation.

Recent inquiry indicates there is no record of Clyde L. Powell attending MIs-
s(uri University, Colum! ia, .Mo., or the Missouri school of Mines, Rolla, Mo.,
during the period 1914-17.

The records of the St. Louis, Mo., police department reflect that a Clyde L.
Powell, was C. Clyde lowell, and Robert Iane, age 19 years, a bellboy, was
arrested on March 29, 1916, for larceny from a dwelling. It is reported that
this individual had two lawn tickets in his possv,ion at the time of arrest.
The records refitet he admitted these pawn tickets were for a ring and a pair
of gold cuff links stolen from two different hotel guests. On May 2, 1916, the
above-described Clyde L. Powell was sentenced to 1 year in the workhouse, and
was paroled on the same date. The records of the circuit clerk for the criminal
(-;,us. s court, St. Louis, Mo., reflect that a Clyde L. Powell, on May 2, 1916, upon
enterin r a plea of guilty, was sentenced to 1 year in the workhouse for larceny
of a rin.g valued at $25 from I. C. MeNiece, of the Washington Hotel, St. Louis,
Mo. It appears that this Clyde L. Powell was paroled on the same date, and
ordered to report by letter to the judge. The circuit clerk's records show an
aipplicati(,n for pardon dated May 2, 1916 (same (d.y as sentencing, and signed
the sanie date. This application indicates the applicant, Clyde L. Powell, was
born March 2, 1-,,97; was employed at the Washington Hotel; and gave his home
address as Salem, Mo.

Your attention is invited to the identity of name and home--Salem, Mo.--
with that given by Assistant Commissioner, Clyde L. Powell, in his Federal
H using Administration eniployement record. There is exactly a 1-year dif-
ference in the dates of birth and age, at the time of arrest.

l'i-e identification record for one Clyde Lilbon Powell, Federal Bureau of
Investigation No. 5180, reflected he entered the United States Army on June 4,
1917, at Kansas City, Mo., and was assigned Army Serial No. 805870. The iden-
tification record reflects, further, that the same person was arrested by the
Philadelphia, Pa., police department, on October 30, 1917, on a charge of larceny;
entered a plea of guilty on November 8, 1917; was given a suspended sentence;
ajid was discharged. The identification record shows this same Clyde Lilbon
Powell was again arrested on January 12, 1920, by the Little Rock, Ark., police
department, on a charge of suspicion. No disposition of this arrest is shown.

A search of the police records of the Little Rock, Ark., police department in-
d'cated one Clyde Powell of Salem, Mo., was arrested on January 12, 1920, for
suspicion of passing bogus checks and wax discharged. A notation on the
records of the Arkansas police department indicates now wanted Texarkana,
Tex., and Dallas, Tex., bad checks." The identification record reveals this
same person was again arrested, this time on August 19, 1922, by the Dallas,
Tex., police department, charged with passing a worthless check. It appears
he made restitution and was released.

The military service record of Clyde L. Powell, Army Serial No. 805870,
shows he enlisted in the United States Army, Enlisted Reserve Corps, on June 4,
1917. It is noted that the serial number and enlistment date, in this military
service record, are identical with the number and date set forth in the above-
mentioned identification record. The service record reveal.s Powell was unable
to report for duty when called on January 15, 1918, because he was being held
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by civil authorities in the County Jail, at Chicago, Ill., for having passed a
worthless check, at the Siegel C4ooper Co. The Chicago police department
records reflect that Clyde L. Powell was arrested in Chicago, Ill., on October
17, 1917, for passing a check for $85 at Siegel Cooper & Co., Chicago, Ill., drawn
on the South West Bank of Kansas City, Mo., payable to Clyde L. Powell, signed
George W. Powell, which check was returned. His age was given as 23, re-
siding at Kansas City, Mo. The service record reflects, further, that Clyde L.
Powell entered on active duty on April 15, 1918. The record indicates that
Powell was absent without leave from December 14, to December 18, 118, and
received a summary court-martial sentence of confinement at hard labor for
2 months, and forfeiture of two-thirds pay. The unexpired portion of well'ss
sentence to confinement was remitted on January 28, 1919. Tie record also
reveals Clyde L. Powell received company punishment, March 2S, EM1S, for
missing reveille, and formation. Clyde L. Powell was honorably discharged on
May 8, 1919, as a private, first class, by reason of expiration of his terni of
service.

The booking desk register for the old Jackson County Jail, Kansas City, Mo.,
under registry No. 4692 reveals that one Clyde L. Powell. age 22; height 5 feet
6 inches; hair light; eyes blue; race white; born Salem, Mo., was committed to
jail by Justice of the Peace Clark on February s, 1918. The charge was shown
as surrendered by bondsman. The records further reveal that the prisoner was
released on March 12, 1918, on bond.

The records of the Jackson County sheriff's office, Kansas City, Mo., for the
year 1917 reflected one Clyde Powell; 21; 5 feet ( inches; chestnut hair; blue
eyes; white; male, of Salem, Mo., was arrested on Septeiiibr 18, 1917, on charge
of embezzlement and was released on bond. The r,'ord book of Justice of Peace
Charles A. Clark, Kaw Township, Jackson County, .o.. (locket No. 3975, reflected
Clyde Powell and Clara George, on September Is, 1917, were charged with em-
bezzlement. The Kansas City Times on September 11.. 1917, on page 10 reports
as follows:

"HOTEL ACCUSES EMPLOYFEES-EM BEZZLEMENT OF M ILHLEBACH MONEY CHARGE

AGAINST COUPLE

"Clyde L. Powell, assistant auditor of Hotel Muehlebach, was arraigned on a
charge of embezzlement before Judge Charles H. Clark yesterday afternoon and
placed in the county Jail in default of $1,000 bond. He and Miss ('lara ;eorge,
cashier of the Plantation Grill, were charged with having embezzled $450 of the
hotel's money. Powell pleaded not guilty. His hearing was set for September
28. Miss George was ill and unable to appear yesterday. Powell is 25 and Miss
George is 38 years old."

The records of the St. Louis, Mo., police department reflect, further, that a
Clyde Powell, age 34-,35, a broker by profession, residing at 4406 McPherson, St.
Louis, Mo., was arrested on March 17, and April 14, 1931, for failure to have a
State automobile license. It has been ascertained that Clyde L. Powell, Assistant
Commissioner, Federal Housing Administration, was a real-estate broker in St.
Louis, Mo., in 1931, and at that time resided at liampien Hall Apartments,
4402-4406 McPherson, St. Louis,. Mo.

According to the date of birth given in his Federal Housing Administration
employment record, Clyde L. Powell, would have been :35 years old on March 2,
1931.

The criminal records of the MetropolitaN Police Department. Washington,
D. C., reveal that one Clyde Powell, age 45, white, mocupation, clerk; marital
status, single; address, Wardman Park Hotel; had been arrested at 2: 35 a. m.,
on July 16, 1943, and had been charged with being disorderly. The disposition
reflected that Powell elected to forfeit $5.

The identification record referred to above. also reveals that the Civil Service
Commission had submitted two fingerprint cards for the same Clyde lilbon
Powell. One dated August 14. 1941, gives Powell's position as Assistant Adniin-
istrator, Federal Housing .Administration, Washington. D. ('., and contains the
statement-"I have never been arrested" in response to the inquiry concerning
an arrest record. The second fingerprint card submitted by the Civil Service
Commission, dated January 10, 1948, shows Powell's position as Assistant Com-
missioner, Rental Housing )ivision, Federal Housing Administration, Washing-
ton, D. C. On this latter card, in answer to the question-"Have you ever been
arrested for any reason whatsoever"?-there is a crossmark in the space ne~t
to the word "No." The arrest record of Clyde Lilbon Powell, as recorded in the
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identification record referred to above, was furnished the Civil Service Commis-
sion on October 22, 1941, and, on March 31, 1948, by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

The fingerprint cards referred to above, describe Clyde Lilbon Powell with the
identical full name, date of birth, employment, and residences in 1941, and 1948,
as appear in the employment records of the Federal Housing Administration
for Clyde L. Powell, Assistant Commissioner, Federal Housing Administration.
The fingerprint cards are part of the identification record described above.
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The CHAMuAN. Mr. Powell, do we understand that under no cir-
cumstances will you give this committee any help or any testimony?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same, Senator.
The CHAmMAN. Regardless of how many times we might call you

before this committee
Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you do this: Will you give us information

pertaining to those things that have to do with your specific work?
Mr. POWEL. My answer is the same as heretofore given.
The CHAIRMAN. You will not cooperate with us in any way what-

soever?
Mr. POWELL. The answer remains the same, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman, do you see anything to do other

than dismiss this witness?
Mr. MAHER. May I make a brief statement for the record, Mr.

Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Maybank, do you see anything to do other

than dismiss this witness?
Senator MAYBANK. No.
Mr. MA HER. May I make this brief statement for the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may.
Mir. MAHER. This witness, for the past 4 months, has been subjected

to innuendoes and accusations in the public press. He has sought in-
effectually before the Federal Housing Administration to learn the
nature of the charges against him. He has been unsuccessful. All of
the innuendoes, all of tie accusations, have been made under the cloak
of privilege. If and when anyone is willing to divest themselves of
their privilege and make the accusations outside of the privilege, I
am certain that they will have an opportunity to prove them in a
court, which is capable of giving a final judgment.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I state to you most respectfully that what the
chairman has read into this record this morning of alleged charges
against Mr. Powell, whatever materiality or relevancy they may have
to section 608 or the FHA Act, I don't know, but I do know this, Mr.
Chairman: That what has been read into this record this morning is
the most eloquent reason that I have ever known for a person clothing
himself in the Constitution of the United States.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this: Your client has a chance right

now to clear himself of these charges that you are talking about.
Mr. MAHER. Mr. Powell will clear himself before the proper tri-

bunal. I say that congressional investigating committees have no
right to try the guilt or innocence of any man.

The CIAIRMAN. You mean to say that the man can work for the
Federal Government for 20 years, and in a high position, and if a com-
mittee of the United States Senate wishes to ask him some simple
questions about the operation of that department that he has a right
to refuse to testify?

Mr. MAHER. I say this toyou, Mr. Chairman: That when a man
becomes a trusted employee of the United States he is clothed with the
Constitution just like every other citizen.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Simon.
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Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Maher, I would like to ask one question, indicating
the extent to which your statement applied, and I waive any congres-
sional immunity I may have in asking the question:

In my presence Dr. Gevinson testified under oath
Mr. MAHzR. Are you under oath?
Mr. SixoN. I will be glad to be sworn.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. SiMON. I do.
In my presence Dr. Gevinson testified, just within the last 10 days,

under oath, that Mr. Powell had interceded in Texas to get an appli-
cation for a section 608 mortgage commitment approved. I do not
know whether Dr. Gevinson was telling us the truth, but I would be
very happy if you would permit your client to testify here under
oath as to whether what Dr. Gevison told us under oath is true.

Mr. MAIHER. I didn't get the name, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Dr. Daniel Gevinson.
Mr. MALF.R. No, sir; your name.
Mr. SimoN. William Simon.
The CHAnRMAN. Mr. Simon is the general counsel for this investi-

gating committee.
Mr. MAHER. Mr. Simon, if the testimony was given under oath, pur-

suant to the work of this investigative committee, then it is clothed
with a privilege, as you know.

Mr. SimoN. I waive any privilege I have. Dr. Gevinson committed
perjuryif what he said isn't true.

Mr. 7MAHER. Has Dr. Gevinson waived his privilege?
Mr. SIMON. He has no privilege as to perjury.
Mr. MAHER. He has a privilege as a witness before a committee.
Mr. SixoN. He has no privilege as to perjury. If what he said is

false, we can ask the Attorney General to indict him for perjury.
Mr. MAHER. I am not here to prosecute Dr. Gevinson or anyone else.

That is essentially your function, sir.
Mr. SrMON. We would like to know whether what Dr. Gevinson told

us is true.
Mr. MAHER. I would suggest you attempt to prove it from Dr. Gev-

inson before the proper tribunal.
Mr. SimoN. You had said earlier that if a specific charge was made

that your client would disprove it, and I repeat to you a specific alle-
gation or specific answer that Dr. Gevinson made to us, and I would
like to know, and I say to you, frankly, 1 don't know whether it is
true, but I would like to know.

Mr. MAHER. Neither do I. However, what I did say was this:
That if those people who are making the accusations against Mr.
Powell would only divest themselves of their privilege, and make
the accusation outside of the privilege, so that Mr. Powell could have
the truth or falsity of it tested before an American jury, we would
be glad to do so.

Mr. SIMON. Let me say in fairness Dr. Gevinson made no accusation.
I asked him the specific questions which compelled him in answerin
to say what he did. He did testify under oath that Mr. Powell had
directed the Texas people to give this section 608 commitment.
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Mr. MAHER. Well, then, to ascertain the truth or falsity of the
statement I would suggest that you have Dr. Gevinson waive his priv-
ilege and make a public statement to that effect, and we very well will
give him an opportunity to prove it before an American jury.

Mr. SIMON. But Mr. Powell will not help us find out whether Dr.
Gevinson told us the truth?

Mr. MAHER. I don't think that Mr. Powell is under any requirement
to hell) this conimitte do anything in the light of the accusations which
have been made against him. I you have some charges-

The CHAIRMAN. NOW, wait a minute. Mr. Powell appeared before
this committee, and no man was treated any nicer than he was treated.

We asked him some very, very simple questions. We were very
anxious to get simple, honest answers. We brought Mr. Powell in
here this morning, and we asked him some very, very simple questions,
and wanted to get some simple answers out of him. He refused to
testify. He hid behind the fifth amendment.

Mr. MAHER. I don't consider-
The CHAIRMAN. Now, don't take the position that Mr. Powell hasn't

been treated fairly before this committee, because he has.
Mr. MAHER. Mr. Senator, may I say this: That on the occasion I

originally appeared before this committee, and again today, may I
state this in simple candor to each member of the committee, that I
have appeared before many congressional committees, and never have
I been treated with greater courtesy than I have before the Banking
and Currency Committee. Nonetheless, sir, I have a duty to this
client, which I intend to fulfill. I am unwilling for Mr. Powell to
barter away any right which he has as an American citizen, and hiding
behind the fifth amendment, Mr. Capehart, is not hiding. It is taking
a right which is given to each of us when we are born.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell testified before this committee on many
occasions, when he was chairman or when he was head of the depart-
ment.

Mr. MAHER. That may very well be, Mr. Senator, but it was not
after public accusations were made in the newspaper of misconduct,
fraud, and everything else in the criminal book.

The CHAMMANX. You are dismissed, Mr. Powell, unless there ae
some further questions.

Do any Senators have any questions ?
Mr. MAHER. May I again thank the committee for the courtesy

granted me this morning.
The Ci\IRMAN. You are welcome.
Mr. McKenna, would you please return to the stand.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM F. McKENNA, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY SIMON H. TREVAS, COUNSEL, HOUSING AND
HOME FINANCE AGENCY-Resumed

The ChAIRMAN. Mr. McKenna, do the records of FHA, the FHA
files, show the receipt of the FBI report that we just placed into the
record concerning Mr. Powell, which the civil service or which the
FBI maintain they delivered to them in 1948?

Mr. McKENN.. The investigators report they have been able to
find no trace of receipt of that letter. Investigators also checked with
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the Civil Service Commission. The report of the Civil Service Com-
mission states it has no record of receipt, but it normally transmits
such records directly to the agency concerned, so while they might
not have a notice of the receipt, it should be in the agency concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is you are unable to find the report
that I just placed in the record, which the FBI maintain they de-
livered to the FHA officials in 1941 and 1948? Your answer is you
cannot find it?

Mr. McKENINA. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What could have happened to it?
Mr. McKENNA. That, of course, is something that is bothering us

considerably. It would appear it would need the assistance of some-
body other than Mr. Powell, himself, to have concealed such a record,
or to have taken it out of the records of FHA. We have contacted
people around the FHA office, but have been able to find no trace of it.

It is possible if there is such a person who assisted Mr. Powell he is
still wit the organization.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if someone lifted it, in your opin-
ion they are still with FHA?

Mr. McKENNA. They could be. We have eliminated, of course,
most of the top officials, but we have no way of knowing who might
have assisted Mr. Powell in that.

The CHAIRMAN. Then you may proceed.
Senator MAYBANK. Let me get this straight. As I understand you

put in here a letter from the Attorney General you believe somebody
may have lifted out of the FHA. I wonder whether it was in the
IPHA or not?

Mr. McKENNA. We cannot prove it reached the FHA.
Senator MAYBANK. Being on the Appropriations Committee, very

frankly, I know the difficulty which Civil Service had to make these
checks and I think you do, too, since you were with the House, because
of lack of funds. The former Congressman from Georgia, Ramspeck
came so often to the committee to tell us the troubles he was up against
on these investigations because of lack of funds. I think you recall
that when you were with the House.

Mr. McKNNA. That is, of course, true, Senator.
Senator MAYBANK. I don't know. I was curious to know.
Mr. MCKENNA. I might point out, Senator, that in this case the

record was transmitted by the FBI.
Senator MAYBANK. I saw the record.
Mr. McKENNA. It was sent, they say, to the Civil Service Commis-

sion. The Civil Service Commission tells us it is quite probable that
they would make no record of the receipt of such a document, but
that they say they would immediately transmit it to the agency con-
cerned.

Senator MAYBANK. In other words, then, you believe it was trans-
mitted to the agency; FHAI

Mr. MU(KEN N.. It is only a belief, though, Senator.
Senator MAYBANX. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, Mr. Powell, in his application, in 1934,

said, of course, that he had never been arrested. In 1941, and again in
1948, the FBI, through the Civil Service, delivered to the FHA of-
fices, or I presume to the FHA Director-I don't know whom, at least
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they say they delivered to him-the record of Mr. Powell's arrests
that we just now placed into this record.

My question is: Were you able to find that record in the FH1A files,
and your answer was that you were unable to find it.

Mr. MCrNNA. We have been unable to find any trace of it.
h'le CHAIRMAN. Which means just one of two things: Either the

FBI did not deliver them as they say they (lid, or if they did deliver
them to FIIA somebody lifted them out of the files; is that what could
have happened or is that what did happen ?

Mr. MP(,K.E.NNA. Yes, except for the possibility the Civil Service
Commission might not have forwarded it.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the FBI gave them to the Civil
Service Commission.

Mr. McKENNA. YeS.
The CHAIRMAN. The Civil Service Commission should have given

them to FHA.
Mr. McKENN.. They advised our investigators that they would do

that automatically.
The CHAIRMAN. They advised your investigators they automatic-

ally do that?
Mr. MWKEwN. That is right.
The CA.IRM-31N. You have not been able to find what has been placed

in the record in the FHA files?
Mr. McKENNA. We have not been able to find it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Had the records been placed in the FHA files, had

the FHA Commission, whoever was immediately over Mr. Powell in
authority, seen that record, he would have been obligated, would he
not. to have dicharged Mr. Powell?

Mr. McKENNA. Well, of course, there would have been a misrepre-
sentation in the basic employment documents. The statute of limita-
tions might have run.

Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, for my information, might I
ask this question: Who in your judgment should that record have
been sent to in the department, Mr. Powell's superior or the personnel
director, or how would those things happen?

Mr. MCKENNA. We assume it would have gone to the personnel
director at that time.

Senator MABmK. That is what I would have guessed.
Mr. MCKENNA. I talked to Mr. Hicks, who was personnel director

the second time it was to have come over, and Mr. Hicks said he never
heard of it until our investigators first asked him about it.

The CHArRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. Do you know whether the CSC has made any

search in its own files to ascertain whether that report still remained!
in their possession?

Mr. McKEN NA. I have only the oral report of our investigators
which is they contacted the Civil Service Conmmission and the Civil
Service Commission reported it was unable to find any trace of the
documents.

Senator LEHMAN. On what date was Mr. Powell separated from
the service?

Mr. McKENNA. On April 13 of this year.
Senator LEHMAN. 1954. Had you been suspicious of him prior to

that time?
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Mr. McKENNA. The suspicions about Mr. Powell were one of the
factors leading to the present investigation, to my understanding.

Senator LEHMAN. But he was not discharged by the Administrator
or separated from the service until April of this year?

Mr. MCKENNA. That is correct. He was ordered discharged by the
Housing and Home Finance Administrator.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. McKenna.
Mr. McKENNA. When I was last here, Senator Maybank asked me

about a case in South Carolina. I have the abbreviated record of the
case here.

Senator MAYBANK. What case was that?
Mr. McKENNA. That was Savannah Terrace Apartments.
Senator MAYBANK. I just asked about the labor. I didn't question

the case.
Mr. McKENNA. I have the details here if the Seniator wishes.
Senator MAYBANK. May I see it? The coiniiinittee can proceed.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. McKENNA. May I continue?
The CHAMMAN. Proceed, yes, sir;
Mr. McKENNA. We discussed various factors yesterday which might

contribute to the amount of the mortgaging out. One of the factors
which we didn't discuss was the failure of contractors to comply with
the prevailing wage standards that are required by statute in section
608 operations; in fact in other multifamily rental housing operations.

I have submitted a statement in writing here to the members in order
to save time so I will run through it very briefly. The statute is ex-
plicit. It is a directive in this case, leaving no discretion to the
Federal Housing Commissioner. He has to require a certificate from
the builders that prevailing wage standards have been complied with.

In my opinon, under this section the Commissioner njav not insure
in advance, if he knows or if he has reason to know that the certifica-
tion is false. However, the position taken by Mr. Powell and b the
Federal Housing Commission was different. In the letters which are
cited and quoted in the statement here, it is clear that the Federal
Housing Commission took the position that even though the certifica-
tion was false, that because the certification had been filed, they never-
theless could ignore the circumstances.

The Department of Labor didn't agree to that, conducted its own
investigation, sort of compelled, according to the Department of Labor,
compelled the FHA to conduct an investigation of its own.

We have gone through the Federal Housing Administration files
in this regard. We have made a particular study of II States. There
are two reasons for the selection of the 11 States. We wanted to cover
the country geographically and in one area, of course, there was a
concentration of this alleged offense.

It is clear from these files that the amount of the mortgaging out,
these cases where there was such terrific mortgaging out, that mort-
gaging out increased because labor was not paid as the statute said it

Ta to be paid and the answer of the Federal Housing Administration
is set forth in this statement, but in summary it is an answer that it is
none of our business.

Senator MAYBANK. Who said it is none of your business?
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Mr. McKENN.N. That is my summary of the details that are set forth
in here of FHA's-

Senator MIAYBANK. Who signed that, if I may ask?
Mr. McKENNA. Mr. Clyde Powell signed the first one; Mr. B. C.

Bovard signed the second one that is listed here.
Certain of the practices which contributed to the failure to comply

with the prevailing wage standards are set forth in the memorandum
and there is no point in my reading them. The profits, of course, were
increased by the amount by which labor was underpaid.

We find that there were no references, except with one possible
exception of these cases under the established procedure to the Gen-
eral Accounting Office for failure to comply with the Government
prevailing wage statutes.

We found also that in cases where labor was underpaid, construc-
tion very often was poor. There seemed to be some relationship be-
tween the two, and we found cases, these section 608 cases, where
there was a lot of mortgaging out, where labor had been underpaid,
and we further found cases where, after it was proved that the pre-
vailing wage standards were not complied with, where the contractor
was required to make good the amount that had been discovered; there
were also amounts that were not discovered, but when the contractor
was required to make good amounts that were discovered, FHA
raised the commitment so he could pay that out of the original mort-
gage commitment. Those cases are specified to-

Senator MAYBANK. Are you going to file that for the record?
Mr. McKEnNA. Yes. They refer to the specific files of FHA. We

can give you all the facts you wish.
Senator MAYBANK. I just asked. I had to leave early yesterday to

attend an Appropriations Committee meeting.
Mr.'McKENNA. I had one letter from which I wanted to read a part

of a paragraph, from Mr. Powell, and I will submit the letter to the
committee. The quote which I think is good to read is this. It is a
letter to Mr. Schackleford, who is president of the South Carolina
State Council for Carpenters. It is dated November 16, 1949. Mr.
Powell writes:

I am afraid that you do not quite understand the functions of this Adminis-
tration in connection with the determination of prevailing wages. The law re-
quires that this Administration should not insure mortgage or advance on a
mortgage unless it receives a certification from the general contractor han-
dling the job that he has paid not less than prevailing wages as determined by
the Secretary of Labor for that job, subsequent to the filing of the application
for mortgage insurance and prior to the beginning of construction.

The CHAnMMAN. May I ask you a question there? How many of
these projects have you checked to see whether they did or did not
follow that regulation?

Mr. MCKENNA. We made a specific study of 62 projects to 11 States.
The next sentence of that letter is the one I did want to read.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. McKF.N.A. The next sentence, and it is the only one I do want

to read, this Mr. Powell again:
When we receive such a certification, there is nothing for this Administra-

tion to do except to approve the advance of mortgage money for insurance.
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That is the end of the quote and I think it portrays the philosophy
of FHA that they didn't have to bother with whether or not it was a
false certification to the Government. They were protected if they
had the certification.

The CHAMMAN. In other words, Mr. Powell took the position that
even though it was a false certification, that he could not do anything
about it?

Mr. McKENNA. I think that is clearly represented in these letters
here, yes.

Senator BRICKER. Mr. Chairman. In those cases wherein the De-
partment of Labor had forced them to an investigation to determine
whether or not there had been compliance with the wage rates, they
then raised the amount of the mortgage so that they would pay out on
the higher level?

Mr.McKENNA. In certain of the cases, that is true, Senator Bricker,
yes.

The CHAIRAN. How manv cases have you checked to date to see
whether they did comply witl the labor regulation?

Mr. McKENNA. We have checked (;2 cases in 11 States.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the result of your check?
Mr. McKENN.A. The result is set forth here and it shows that FHA

didn't particularly care whether or not contractors complied or not,
except to the extent that they were forced by the Department of Labor.

The CITAIRMAN. How many contractors did you find that did pay
below the specified rate?

Mr. McKENN.k. We checked those 62 cases. Of course, we have had
leads on them. I believe in those 62 cases they had all paid below the
rate.

The CIAIRMAN. All 62 of them had paid less than the rate?
Mr. McKENNA. That is what I believe. They were selected because

we had leads on them.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they were not 62 taken at random?
Mr. MCKENNA. No, we have not checked at random.
The CHAIRMAN. They were 62 you had reason to believe had not

paid the rate.
Mr. McKENNA. That is right. They are set forth in this memo-

randum.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that in this memorandum?
Mr. MCK'NNA. It is, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't name the contractors, do you?
Mr. McKENNA. We give the identification by file numbers and we

can give the committee the full identification if the committee wishes.
The CHAMAN. I think we ought to have the names of the 62 con-

tractors, don't you?
Senator BRiCKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection we will ask that you furnish us

the names and addresses of the 62 contractors. Do you have them at
the moment?

Mr. McKzNA. We don't have it in that form. We will get it to
the committee very quickly.

The CHAMNu. We wil lp lace it in the record at this point.

(The information referred to follows:)
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Section 608 Projects-Prevailing wage violations

Project Name and location Name of contractor
No.

062-42118
062-42124
062-42142
062-42131
062-42141
Or2-42154
0fl2-421 33
062-42122
062-4213R
062-42146
062-42151
062-42148

ALABAMA

Jackson Heights Apartments, Montgomery .........
Oak Street Apartments, Blrmlnphkm ...............
Gault Avenue Apartments. Fort Payne ............
Athens Apartments, Inc.. Athens ..................
Randolph Apartments. Eufaula .....................
Florence Court Apartments. Talledega ---------------
Oneonta Apartments, Oneonta -----------------------
Sheridan Apartments, Decatur -----------------------
Wheeler Apartments. Selma ........................
Summerfield Heights, Selma -------------------------
Clubvlew Apartments, Monroeville ................
Avilla Apartments, Montgomery ---------------------

CALIFOR.A

Riverside Town House, R!verslde ------------------

DELAWARE

Monroe Park Apartments Corp., Wilmington --------
Monroe Park Homes, Inc.. 2I, Now Castle County ._
3d Monroe Park Homes, Inc., New Castle County...

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Carver Hall Apartments, section No. 1, Washington_.
Carver Hall Apartments, section No. 2, Washington._
Carver Hall Apartments, section No. 3. Washlngton_-
Carver Hall Apartments, section No. 4. Washington_.
Davis & Aiken Apartments. Washineton ...........
Hamilton Courts Apartments. Wahington -----------
Roland Park Apartments, Washington .............

OKORGIA

Ormewood Apartments, Inc., Atlanta ----------------
Lincoln Street Apartments. Augusta -----------------
Lyons Apartments. Athens -------------------------
Maxwell Apartments Corp., Augusta ----------------
Wellswood Apartments, section No. 1, Atlanta -------
Buena Vista Apartments, Columbus ................
Custer Road Terrace, Fort Benning ...........
Wellswood Apartments, section No. 2, Atlanta .....
Wellswood Apartments, section No. 3, Atlanta -------

MARYLAND

Kentwood Apartments, Corp., Prince Georges
County.

Wayne Apartments, Inc., section A, Silver Sprin..--.
Wayne Apartments, Inc., section B, Silver Spring----
Wavn Apartments, Inc., section C, Silver Spring....-
Blair Portal Apartments, Silver Spring .............
Addison Chapel Apartments, Nos. I and 2, Prince

Georges County.
Long Branch Apartments, Inc Silver Spring -----
Hillcrest Heights Apartments, hillcrest Heights ------

Rockville Terrace, Rockville ------------------------

NORTH CAROLINA

Plaza Terrace Apartments, Charlotte ...............

IlBragg Investment Co., Fort Bragg ------------------

Columbia Terrace Winston-Salem -------------------
Edgewood Knoll Apartments, Asheville ............
Beverly Anartments, Inc., Asheville ------------------
Selwyn Village, Inc., Charlotte ......................
Weyland Homes, Charlotte .........................
Coleman Apartments, Inc., Asheville ................
West Terrace Apartments, Inc., Asheville ------------
Newland Road Apartments, Charlotte .............
Whitaker Park Apartments, Raleigh ----------------
Forest Grove Homes, Greensboro --------------------
Westwood Apartments, Charlotte ...................

92

Mac D. Saxon,
Fred Brock.
Jack Way.
D. D. Colvin.
Henderson, Black & Green, Troy, Ala.
Mac D. Saxon.
D. D. Colvin.
Homer B. Hutchinson, Jr.
Charles S. Frazer.
C. W. Williams, Marion, Ala.
Baldwin Builders, Inc.
Jack S. Riley.

J. M. Mauser.

Monroe Park Construction Corp.
Do.
Do.

Feinstein Construction Co.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Davis & Alken.
Do.

Banks & Lee, Inc.

McDonough Construction Co.
Claussen-Lawrence Construction Co.
William A. Mathis Co., Inc.
Daniel Construction Inc.
The Jordan Co.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Morrison Construction Co., Ino.

Donley Construction Co.
Do.
Do.

C. A. Snow Co.
)Banks & Lee, Inc.
Hunt Construction Co., Inc.
Anthony A. Carozza & George W.

DeFranoeaux.
Berlin Construction Co., Inc.

Whetton Bros., also known as South-

eastern Construction Co.

Loving-Weaver.

W. B. Delk.
Robinson Bros. Contractors, Inc.
Beverly-Robinson Construction Co.
Selwyn Construction Co.

Coleman Construction Co., Ino.
Do.

C. D. Spangler Construction Co.
Central Construction Co.

C. D. Spangler Construction Co.

032-40004
O132-40004
032-40005

000-42231
000-42232
000-42233
000-42234
000-42266
0-42218
000-42244

061-42116
061-4o083
061-42085
061-42064
061-420&3
061-42080
061-,0001
061-42076
061-42077

000-42195

000-42208
00r-42209
000-42210
000-42154
000-42215
000-42216
000-40170
000-42153

000-42225

053-42018

053-80001
053-80002
053-80008
053-80009
153-42043
053-4229
053-42041
053-42022
053-42044
053-42025
053-42037
053-42M280&"42027
053-4220
03-42O6
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Section 608 Projects-Prevailing wage violations-Continued

Project Name and location Name of contractor
No.

053-42033
00-41062
053-42011
053-42009
03-42010

05-42067
054-42074
054-4281
054-42n52
054-42051
054-4268
054-42n3g
054-42090
054-42043
054-42O42
054-42063
054-42026
054-42r24
054-42n13
054-42002
054-42028
054-42010
054-42033
054-42023

032-42011)
032-42012
032-4013

035-42038
035-42040
035-42055

052-8005

051-42069
OO-80002

115-42030
115-80006

034-42D65

034-800D1

118-42015
117-90008
117-00005
117-00000
117-l0001
117-M0002
117-00003

NORTH CAROLINA--Continued

Country Club Development, Chapel Hil ...........
Brookhill Village, Charlotte ..----------------------
Double Oaks Apartments. Charlotte ...............
Oakcrest Apartments, Charlotte .....................
Mornlngside Apartments, Inc., Charlotte ...........

SOUTH CAROLINA

Crayton Manor, Anderson .........................
Cherokee Heights, Gaffney -------------------------
Irene Apartments, Inc., Gaffney .....---------------
Sumter Apartments, Inc., Sumter .................
Orangeburg Apartments, Inc., Orangeburg ........
Governor Yeamen's Apartments, North Charleston..
Carlton Arm s, Charleston ...........................
Glenhaven Apartments, Greenwood -----------
Savannah Terrace A apartments, North Augusta ----
W&Rhington Homes, North Augusta ----------------
Crystal Homes, Inc., Spartanburg------
Crestvlew, Greenville ..............................
Highland Homes, Inc., Spartanburg ----------------
Schuyler Apartments, Spartanbur ...-..............
Howard-Aden Apartments, Spartanburg ...........
Btrnie Apartments, Sumter -------------------------
Sergeant Jasper, Inc., Charleston ...................
Roosevelt Village, Columbia ----------------------
Washington-Carver Village, Inc., Columbia ........

DELAWARE

Clifton Park Manor, secs. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, New Castle
County.

NEV JERSEY

Pleasantville Apartments Pleasantville --------------
Barrington Apartments, Barrington .................
Riverview Manor, Inc., Riverside ...................

MARYLAND

Arundeland, Inc., Annapolis ........................

VIRGINIA

Nelson Apartments, Inc., Lexington ...............
Lewis Heights, Inc., Fort Belvoir ..................

TETAS

Victoria Apartments, Victoria ---------------------
Bergstrom Air Force Base, Austin ..................

PENNSYLVANIA

Mooreland Apartments, Carlisle --------------------

Stanwiz Apartments, Carlisle .......................

OKLAHOMA

Utica Square Apartments, Tulsa ...................
Mt. Scott Apartments, Inc., Lawton ................
Vogue Apartments, Inc., Groups No. 1, Lawton ....
Vogue Apartments, Inc., Groups No. 5, Lawton ....
Blue Ribbon Apartments, Groups No. 2, Lawton.....
Blue Ribbon Apartments, Groups No. 3, Lawton...
Blue Ribbon Apartments, Groups No. 4, Lawton -.

The ChAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. Mr. McKenna, on the sixth page of this report,

you write:
Until recently, the administration of the FElA had not basically changed its

evasive attitude as to enforcement of section 212, nor Its lack of cooperation with

Triangle Construction Co.
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Do.
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Lee J. Baker.
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The Severn River Construction Co.

William D. Maxey, Inc.
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0. L. Christian.
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Carlisle Development Co.

Reisinger Bros.

Mr. Leemon W. Nix.
Charles H. Stanford, Inc.
Acme Construction Co.
Atlas Contracting Co.
Alliance Construction Co. Inc., and

Acme Construction Co.. Inc.
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the Department of Labor under Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950, and the
Department of Labor Regulations, part 5, issued pursuant thereto, and effective
July 1, 1951. The recent change of attitude was not accomplished until Housing
and Home Finance Administrator Cole took immediate action to correct the
situation after it had been brought to his attention by Mr. Rothman, Solicitor
of the Department of Labor. Under regulations, part 5, agencies and the De-
partment of Labor are authorized to submit the names of violators to the
Comptroller General for placing on an ineligible list for a period of 3 years.
However, up to the time this investigation started, the FHA had not made one
single such recommendation, even though the names of several contractors were
submitted by FHA to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution.

May I ask when your investigation started?
Mr. MCKENNA. On April 12, sir.
Senator LEHMAN. April 12, so there was no change until April 12,

until some time after April 12, because there must have been time
given to you to cause the investigation to be made, and to submit some
report. Up to that time apparently there was no change made in the
policy of the FHA ?

Mr. MCKEN.A. I believe there were some representations earlier
than that by the Administrator to FHA. How successful they were,
I don't know. Of course, at this moment we are making a very in-
tensive investigation of that particular subject.

Senator LEHMAN. That doesn't answer my question. You state
here definitely that up to the time this investigation started, which
is April 12, 1954:

The FHA had not made one single such recommendation, even though the
names of several contractors were submitted by I,'HA to the Department of
Justice for criminal prosecution.

May I ask why there wasn't a change made in the policy?
Mr. MUKENNA. I suppose, sir, that it has taken that long for the

facts to become known to the Administrator's office.
Senator LEHMAN. Would it take a year?
Mr. MCKENINA. FHA wasn't very free in telling about its own

misdeeds, as the Senator well knows. It has been pretty hard to get
the basic facts.

Mr. LEHMAN. No; but there was an Administrator.
Mr. MCINNA. And the Administrator was not consulted by FHA.

In effect, he had no power over FHA until the last week, no real power.
Senator LEIMAN. But some of these cases were apparently, accord-

ing to your statement, submitted by FHA to the Department of
Justice for criminal prosecution. What seems strange to me, that
this policy, which has been proven to be or claimed to be contrary
to law, was not changed for so long a period of time.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKenna, who was in charge of this policy
up until April?

Mr. Mck ENNA. The Federal Housing Commissioner, Mr. Hollyday,
this year. Before then, Mr. Powell was really the man in charge.
Mr. Powell had been in charge so far as rental housing is concerned
for many years.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, Mr. Powell was the man who
should have made these changes?

Mr. McKENNA. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was Mr. Powell's immediate superior?
Mr. McKEnNA. The Federal Housing Commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his name?
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Mr. McKENNA. U until April 12 it was Mr. Hollyday; before
then, I believe it was Mr. Greene.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it a fact that when Mr. Cole, the Administrator,
was told about these things, that he immediately dismissed Mr. Holly-
day?

Mr. McKENNA. Of course, the President dismissed Mr. Hollyday,
or asked Mr. Hollyday's resignation according to my understanding,
but it is true

The CIAIRMAN. Is it not a fact that when Mr. Cole, the Admin-
istrator, and the President learned of these irregularities, what Mr.
Powell had been doing or failed to do, and what Mr. Hollyday had
failed to do, that the President and Mr. Cole asked for Mr. Holly-
day's resignation?

Mr. McKENNA. That is correct, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Then there was something done about it the minute

it was called to the attention of the President of the United StatesV
Mr. McKENNA. I can't see how there could be any more effective

action than was taken when these facts were called to the attention
of the administration.

The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Powell, the man directly responsible for
this, had been with the FHA for how many years?

Mr. MCKENNA. Close to 20 years, if not 20 years, sir.
The CHArRMAN. And he was the department head over all such

matters?
Mr. McKENNA. So far as rental housing is concerned: that is cor-

rect, sir.
The CHArRMAN. Therefore, I again ask this question: That as soon

as the Administrator, Mr. Cole, and the President of the United
States were aware of these situations, they did immediately take
action ?

Mr. McKENNA. I might point, Senator-
The CHAIRMANN. Did they take action?
Mr. MCKENN.k. They did, sir; immediately.
The CIhAMMAN. By discharging Mr. Powell?
Mr. McKENNA. And by-
The CIhAIRMAN. And by discharging Mr. Hollyday?
Mr. McKENNA. And b" discharging everybody else who appeared

to have any connection with this sort of operation.
The CHAIRMAN. The answer to the question of the Senator from

New York is they did take action when they learned of these ir-
regularities?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes, sir. The fact is, I think, Mr. Chairman, the
only way this can be corrected is by imposing honest administration
upon the Federal Housing Administration, by appointing people who
are conscientious and efficient and honest, and that is precisely what
they are trying to do now in a very energetic way. The complaint,
of course, has been made that the administration is too energetic about
it, but I think the facts show they demand it.

Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. I merely wish to repeat that it does seem strange

to me that so long a time elapsed before there were any steps taken to
change a system, the details of which must have been known, it seems
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to me, to Mr. Cole, who I believe, if I am not misstating this through
ignorance, I believe was a member of the House Banking and Cur-
rency Committee in 1950, at a time when amendments to this bill, this
law, were proposed, but, of course, were not enacted. So he must have
been familiar with this situation, it would appear to me.

The CMHAIMAN. I presume it is pretty hard to catch situations like
this. Here you have Mr. Powell, who was the head man, who in 1934
when he was employed signed what evidently was a false statement,
and yet remained there for 20 years and was promoted from time to
time, until in 1940, I believe it was, he became the head man of this

great rental property program, the program of the Government where
6Y2 to $7 billion was involved. So I would say it looks to me like

it is rather hard to catch some of these fellows who have been in there
for many years.

Mr. MCKENNA. I think this should be expressed. I wasn't in the
Government at that time, but it is my understanding that Mr. Cole did
make representations to Mr. Hollyday that this situation be corrected,
that this precise situation be corrected, but it is also clear that until the
last week or so Mr. Cole had no power to effectuate his suggestions.
He had no real authority over the Federal Housing Administration,
until about the last week, when his authority over the constituent
agencies of HHFA was changed. So all he could do was make repre-
sentations to Mr. Hollyday which he did, and when Mr. Hollyday
didn't carry that out then Mr. Hollyday was removed and all these
other figures were removed, too.

Senator LEHmAN. You say he made representations and those were
not followed. He had power to remove Mr. Hollyday if it was neces-
sary and proper.

Mr. McKENlNA. He did not have that power; only the President had
that power.

Senator LEH AN. He certainly would have had the authority to go
to the President and tell the President of these irregularities.

Mr. McKN NA. That is what was done and that was why this in-
vestigation was ordered, and that is why such a strenuous effort is
being made now to clean out the Federal Housing Administration.

Senator BRICKER. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRIMAN. Senator Bricker.
Senator BRICKER. I am speaking from memory now, from various

investigations we have held on this line throughout the years. I re-
member full well as far back as 1947, when this committee was dili-
gently attempting to get the facts in regard to the operation of this
particular department and this particular section pf the law, 608, and,
as I remember, there was a now apparent very studied effort to prevent
this committee from ascertaining what the facts were and the truth
and how the department was being operated. I definitely remember
the testimony of Mr. Powell to that extent, where he clearly-and I
think now apparently from the record--deliberately misled this com-
mittee in its attempt to ascertain what the truth was. I think the
record will clearly show that.

The CHAIRMAN. The Senator wasn't here when we placed into the
record letters that he wrote to a New York concern in which he knew
of mortgaging out to the tune of $2,500,000, and dividends for $1,300,-
000, then came up here within either 2 days or 2 weeks after he had
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written that letter, which is in the record, and testified to a question by
yourself and many other Senators of this committee that such a thing
could never happen, and he never heard of such a thing.

Senator BmKIER. I remember the testimony very well, and if his
testimony had been truthful, this situation could not have existed.

Mr. McKENNA. That is unquestionably true.
Senator BR1CKER. It was a deliberate attempt to mislead this com-

wittee away from its investigation.
Mr. MCKENNA. I might point out, Senator, that the attitude of

FHA was no different toward the HHFA than it was toward this
committee and to the Congress.

Senator BiuciKEiR. That was the fault of the law.
The CnIAIRMAN. I think in all fairness we ought to get the record

straight. Mr. Cole is the head of HHFA and has only minor authority
overiFHA. It is coordinating authority.

Mr. McKENNA. Until last week.
The CHAIRMAN. He had coordinating authority and no direct au-

thority. FHA has been an independent agency, with a Commissioner
who was appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. Mr.
Cole had no authority to do the things that the Administrator should
hive done.

Mr. McKEKNA. I think it would be well to repeat here what I said
at the opening yesterday, Senator, when I delivered to the then highest
official of FH&A, on April 12-the evening of April 12-the President's
order about the files of FHA. He was advised by the Associate Gen-
eral Counsel, Mr. Murphy then-

The CHAIRMAN. Who was advised?
Mr. MCKENNA. Mr. Greene, who was Deputy Commissioner, and

the highest official of FHA at the time, and he was there in my pres-
ence advised by Mr. Murphy that the President of the United States
probably had no authority over the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, except to appoint the Commissioner by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and that was given as serious advice in
my presence and the advice further was that if the Deputy Commis-
sioner went ahead and sent these telegrams according to the direction
that accompanied the President's direction, the direction of Mr, Cole,
that he might have to pay for the telegrams himself because of that
supposed limit on the authority of the President. I think that was
the attitude of FHA and that is the reason-

Senator MAYBANK. Was that the attitude of Mr. Greene?
Mr. McKENNA. Mr. Greene went ahead and sent the telegrams.

That was not his attitude.
Senator MAYBANK. In other words, he cooperated?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes sir.
Senator MAYBNK. I thoroughly agree with what Senator Bricker

said of testimony before this committee. We have sat here together
over a period of years. It was not only the HHFA, as you said
yesterday, tried not to give us information, but also the other people
treated us more or less the same way. In justice to the committee
I was always suspicious and I noted Senator Bricker was also and
so far as this committee is concerned, and I think you said yesterday,
to keep the record clear, we passed an amendment. We passed it in
the Senate, to put a stop to this, but we could never get it through
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the conference, anti early in the morning as I recall and you recall,
with all the row on public housing and other things, we were forced
to abandon what he had done in the belief that Senator Bricker
had and other members of this committee, that there was something
wrong. I certainly thought something was wrong. I know Senator
Long did. I know Senator Douglas did. I think Senator Douglas
was sponsor of the amendment.

Senator BRICKER. I remember in 1947, and I know it was difficult
to write out and Mr. McMurray worked on it for a long time, but
it was submitted to conference.

Senator MAYBANK. I supported this amendment. I supported Sen-
ator Douglas. We held out for the longest time on it. 1 want the
record to be clear that as far as this committee is concerned, they
didn't have too much confidence in what was told to us by individuals
as well as by the builders and contractors, and so forth. I know I
didn't.

Senator BPRiuoK. And it was that fact that led up to the final repeal
of section 608.

Senator MAYBANK. That is right. As a matter of fact, Senator,
you will recall that we repealed section 608-I don't say we were forced,
but nevertheless this committee repealed section 608 before the law was
repealed by the Congress, because if I recall correctly-and I am only
thinking from memory--somebody introduced an amendment, Sen-
ator Long I believe, that was a floor amendment after this committee
had repealed it-I am not sure-but anyhow we were so suspicions we
did repeal it.

Senator BRICKER. 1950.
Senator MAYBANK. But we repealed it, but they did it by law. We

left it out and it was extended on the Senate floor.
Senator LFmIxAN. Mr. Chairman, I was not on the committee at that

time. Of course, both Senator Maybank and Senator Bricker have
said they were suspicious of the operations of section 608 as far back
as 1947, I believe, but certainly in 1950

Senator BRICKER. The first effort was made in 1947, Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. Yes; but certainly in 1950. Now, it is fair to

assume that Mr. Cole, who was a Congressman and member of the
Banking and Currency Committee of the House, holding similar
functions to this committee, would also have been suspicious. He cer-
tainly must have had knowledge of what were the things that troubled
members of the Senate committee. There is no reason to suppose they
didn't trouble the members of the House committee equally. If he had
knowledge of that, it would seem to me it would be rather strange
that he did not take action as the Administrator on matters of which
he had knowledge.

Mr. McKENNA. I think the record will show and we can offer to the
committee a statement of what the sequence was, if the committee will
accept it.

Senator MAYBANK. If the Senator doesn't mind my sort of getting
this into the record, Mr. McMurray tells me that the way we stopped
section 608 was we cut off the $600 million in this committee and re-
fused to appropriate it, and later on, the Senate insisted upon the
appropriation. What happened?

Mr. McMuRRAY. There was an amendment increasing it to $400
million on the floor.
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Senator MAYBANK. So they increased it to $400 million?
Mr. McMuRRAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this: Senator Lehman seems to think

that Mr. Cole should take some responsibility for failure to take action
sooner. That is possibly true, but remember this: That when he did
take action he was severely criticized by the mortgage bankers; he was
severely criticized by the builders; he was severely criticized by many,
many organizations for firing Mr. Hollyday and Mr. Powell. They
took the position then, and they still take the position, I understand,
that there is nothing to this.

Mr. Clark, I believe, who is the head of the Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciation-I think I am correct in this-was out in my town of Indian-
apolis a couple of weeks ago and made a speech in which he was very
critical of this committee, and very certain of the fact that there was
nothing to this whole business.

So I want to say this: That the record ought to show that there has
been great pressure brought to bear on this whole matter.

Mr. MCKENNA. The record ought to show, Senator-
The CHAMMAN. As far as I am personally concerned, we are going

to expose the whole business and let the chips fall where they may,
and whoever is involved are going to be involved, and whoever is re-
sponsible we feel ought to be exposed. We are going to proceed on
that basis.

You will remember that when they asked Mr. Powell for his resigna-
tion they accepted it, and you will remember Mr. Hollyday made the
statement that he had been a great public servant. He hadbeen with
the Government for 20 years. He regretted having to go. He had
done much to help the builders and building industry in America-
you remember that press release that he got out.

So I do not think Mr. Cole deserves to be criticized in this instance
because he had a lot to contend with, and he still has a lot to contend
with. I might say this committee still has a lot to contend with at the
moment, and lots of pressure being put upon it, and lots of propa-
ganda.

I cannot believe there is nothing to this whole business, and every-
thing is in fine shape. I do not believe it is.

Senator LEHMAN. I would like to say something to the distinguished
chairman. I would like the chips to fall where they may, but I want
to make sure they do fall where they may.

The CHARMMAN. Let me say the Senator is just a hundred percent
right, and it is going to be very unpleasant-it is unpleasant to be
chairman of a committee that must investigate this sort of thing, and
it is very unpleasant, of course, to have to expose prominent people,
but we are going to have to do it. We have no other choice. It is our
responsibility, and there is going to be many of them exposed in the
next 60 days, which is going to be very unpleasant to me because I
like good things rather tlanbad things.

Mr. MCIENNA. The fact remains, Senator, that the people who
did all of this were appointed in the thirties and in the forties. The
fact remains, also, they have been removed in the last 2 months, and
they were removed by Mr. Cole over the strongest possible objection
from the industry, and he is still severely criticized by the industry
because of the energy of his actions.
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The CHAIRMAN. I think the record shows that.
Senator BRICKFu. He did that as soon as he had the authority under

the law and the facts to justify it.
Mr. McKENNA. In fact, he did it before he had the authority, Sena-

tor. He took it in his hands and did it. He didn't get the authority
until last week, but he did it 2 months ago.

Senator BRICKER. He did it anyhow.
Mr. McKENNA. That is correct.
As to the comment about what has been done since April 12: I re-

quested the FHA to give me a statement of what they have done since
April 14. That is a little out of my field. They gave me this state-
ment, and I would like to submit it to the committee for the record, if
the committee please.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be made a part of the
record.

(The material referred to follows:)

AcTioNs TAKEN SiNCz APRIL 14, 1954, To STRENGTHEN THE OPERATIONS Or FHA

1. A few days after taking office Commissioner Mason set up several committees
to study the FHA programs in order to find ways to safeguard the public under
the title I program as well as under all other programs. A review committee
of housing technicians from the staff of the FHA was established. Another
committee created was an Industry Housing Committee comprised of nationally
recognized leaders of the home building and lending industry. Then there was
a Consumer's Interest Housing Committee, comprised of officers of national
organizations which are interested in housing from the consumer's point of view.

Through these committees, studies have been made of FHA organization, repair
and modernization loan Insurance, and the mortgage insurance programs for
multifamily, sales and cooperative housing. Based on the work of these com-
mittees recommendations for changes in law and procedures designed to elim-
inate abuses were made to the Senate Banking and Currency Committee. The
Senate saw fit to incorporate most of the legislative recommendations in the
pending housing bill. Some of the procedural recommendations have already
been put Into effect. The remainder will be put into effect along with the
legislative changes as soon as the law has been passed.

2. A basic reorganization of FHA, which grew out of the studies of the com-
mittees mentioned above, has just been announced. This reorganization is
designed to streamline FHA's liaison with and control over its 75 field offices. In
addition to establishing a more direct line to field offices, the new organization
plan establishes a new Examination and Audit Division to provide independent
and comprehensive examination of insuring office operations. It is contem-
plated that each field office will receive a minimum of one complete examination
each year which will survey its operations and procedures. The new organiza-
tion also creates an Assistant Commissioner for Programs to assist the Commis-
sioner In formulating and appraising FHA programs in the light of objectives set
by the Congress.

3. In order to increase the integrity of the multifamily housing program, a
new administrative practice was put into effect on May 18, 1954. Under this
ruling, sponsors' requests for permission to pay dividends from the proceeds of
FHA-insured loans and to effect changes in capital structure must receive prior
approval by the FHA and must be accompanied by up-to-date financial statements.

4. On June 8, 1954, administrative steps were taken to avoid possible abuse of
the PHA section 203 small rental housing program. This program in the past
has been exploited to develop large rental projects by promoters seeking to avoid
the more restrictive requirements of the multifamily mortgage insurance pro-
gram. In the future applications for all groups of 12 or more homes that are to
be offered for rent must be approved in Washington before they receive the benefit
of FHA financing.

5. Several steps have been taken to tighten up the title I program. More will be
taken as soon as the pending legislation is passed. On June 4, 1954, Commissioner
Mason ruled that barbecue pits, swimming pools, and other luxury items were
no longer eligible for FHA home modernization and repair financing. In all
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26 items were declared ineligible for title I loans. At the same time Commis-
sioner Mason instructed title I approved lending institutions to review more
carefully the accuracy of applications for credit under title I particularly with
regard to the eligibility of the items to be financed.

6. Most important of all, perhaps, Commissioner Mason is taking every step
possible to implant in FHA's more than 5,000 employees a new concept of respon-
sibility to the public. While FHA will continue to cooperate with lenders and
builders, the new emphasis is upon service to the consumer.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the statement that you have
prepared with respect to the labor situation that I hold in my hand
wilIbe made a part of the record.

(The material referred to follows:)

REPORT OF FEDERAL HousiNG ADMINISTRATION ACTION ON PREVAnINO WAGE VIOLA-
TIONS TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY, UNITED STATES SENATE,
BY WILLIAM F. MCKENNA, O,;FICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, HOUSING AND HOME
FINANCE AGENCY

Section 212 of the National Housing Act, applies to the construction of all
multirental units, and reads as follows:

SECTIONN 212. LABOR STANDARDS.-
"(a) The Commissioner shall not insure under section 207 or section

210 of this title, or under section 608 of title VI, pursuant to any application
for Insurance filed subsequent to the effective date of this section, or under
section 213 of this title, or under title VII pursuant to any application filed
subsequent to 60 days after the date of enactment of the Housing Act of
1950, or under title VIII, or under section 908 of title IX, a mortgage or in-
vestment which covers property on which there is or is to be located a dwell-
ing or dwellings, or a housing project, the construction of which was or is to
be commenced subsequent to such date, unless the principal contractor files
a certificate or certificates (at such times, in course of construction or other-
wise, as the Commissioner may prescribe) certifying that the laborers and
mechanics employed in the construction of the dwelling or dwellings or the
housing project involved have been paid not less than the wages prevailing
in the locality in which the work was performed for the corresponding
classes of laborers and mechanics employed on construction of a similar
character, as determined by the Secretary of Labor prior to the beginning
of construction and after the date of the filing of the application for
insurance.

"(b) The Commissioner is authorized to make such rules and regulations
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section."

This section is a mandatory directive to the Commissioner.
In my opinion, the Commissioner cannot, under this section, insure any ad-

vances if he knows or has reason to believe that certificates submitted by prin-
cipal contractors are false. However, the position taken by the FHA Administra-
tion, up to at least 1951, was to the effect that as long as a sworn certificate
was submitted to it, the FHA would not look behind such certificate. Two
letters writen by FHA officials set forth this position. The first letter is one
written by Clyde L. Powell, Assistant Administrator, to the Department of Labor,
dated December 22, 1949. This letter reads in part as follows:

"Since the above-numbered case involves the insurance of advances of mort-
gage money during construction, the general contractor undoubtedly has been
certifying to our local office with each request for an advance that the workmen
employed have been paid not less than the prevailing wages as determined by
the Secretary of Labor as pertaining to this job. Consequently there does not
seem to be any question presented as to possible noncompliance with the pro-
visions of section 212 of the National Housing Act. Nevertheless, we are ex-
tremely interested in any evidence which Mr. Durkin may have which would
support a charge that the contractor or anyone associated with him had violated
the penal provisions of our Act." (See project No. 138-42009, Riverside Town
House, Riverside. Calif.)

The second letter was written by B. C. Bovard, General Counsel, FHA, to Mr.
Jeter S. Ray, Associate Solicitor, United States Department of Labor, dated
September 1.X, 1950, which reads in part as follows:

"The construction of this project was completed prior to the receipt of the
complaints with respect to wage payments, and all the mortgage proceeds had
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been disbursed. This administration has made no effort looking toward ad-
justments by the contractor in the payment of wage rates to conform to the
predetermined rates established by the Secretary of Labor." (See project No.
053-42010, Morningside Apartments, Charlotte, N. C.)

In late 1949 and 1950, the Department of Labor carried on a series of con.
ferences with FHA officials, seeking to have the FHA perform the duties with
which it was charged under section 212. The Department of Labor reports that
it met considerable resistance because the FHA administrative officials continued
to adhere to the position outlined above.

The Department of Labor at that time was vested with authority merely to
determine prevailing wages and not to enforce them. However, the Department
of Labor in 1949 and 1950 embarked upon a series of investigations of FHA
projects In order to prove conclusively to the FHA that such violations were
rampant and that workers are being mulct out of hundreds of thousands of
dollars in wages due them.

As a result of these investigations and submission of the results to FHA by the
Department of Labor, the Department of Labor advises that the FHA was forced
to follow up with an investigation of Its own.
HHFA investigators have, as of this time, analyzed project files in about 11

States (California, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, Delaware, Washington,
D. 0., metropolitan area, South Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia,
and Oklahoma). In these States alone, it was found that on 62 projects, em-
ployers were found to have underpaid workers in the amount of $678,476.98.

Section 212 was originally enacted in 1939. Quite clearly, between the time
of its enactment and 1950, with no enforcement whatsoever by FHA, workers
lost millions of dollars. The record shows that what happened in 1950-1,
did not mean a complete change of FHA policy in this regard. In fact, the
only investigations made by FHA were ones where complaints were received
and even then no effort was made to check other going projects. Admittedly,
this is a large task to perform but practically no great effort was made to check
these abuses.

There are certain types of practices engaged in by the contractors with regard
to wage violations. The most common practice was to classify skilled workmen
as apprentices and pay them at wage rates lower than those determined for the
craft. On one project it was found that 4 carpenters were being paid the required
rate of $1.65 per hour and that 80 other carpenters whose experience averaged
8 to 10 years were classified on the payroll as apprentices and were being paid
anywhere from $0.75 to $1.37 per hour (Savannah Terrace Apartments, North
Augusta, S. C., project No. 054-42043). On another project by the same con-
tractor-mortgagor, it was found that 83 experienced carpenters were listed on the
payroll as apprentices and instead of being paid $1.65 per hour, they received
anywhere from $0.75 to $1.37% per hour (project No. 054-42090). Then this
same contractor had another project, but on that one he designated 152 exper-
ienced carpenters as laborers, and paid them from $0.75 to $1.25 per hour. The
carpenter's rate was $1.37% per hour and the laborer's rate $0.75 per hour
(project No. 054-42042).

This Is illustrative of the types of misclassifications engaged in and it was done
with regard to all trades such as plumbers, sheetmetal workers, etc.

Contractors also submitted false payrolls (project No. 054-42081).
Instances were found where the mortgagor-contractor, having violated the

wage provisions, was later given an increase in his commitment to cover such
payments.

Illustrative of this is the case in which the mortgagors were also the contrac-
tors on three projects. They were found to have committed wage violations in
the amount of $7,757 on 1 project, and their commitment was increased $12,000
(project No. 054A2042). On another the wage violations found were were
$25,947 (project No. 054-42043) and the commitment $29,100. In the other case
the wage violations were $8,267 and the commitment increased $8,200 (project
No. 054-42090).

Incidentally, the 2 individuals who were the mortgagors-contractors on the
3 projects Just described had been former employees of the FHA. One was a
construction-cost examiner: the other was a construction examiner.

It has not been possible to date to ascertain, even in the above cases, how much
the workers actually received because the disbursement for the most part was
left in the hands of local officials and the records at the national office are incom-
plete. There is evidence, however, that compromises of unpaid wages due em-
ployees were approved by FL officials without employees being consulted. For
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instance, in 1 case $9,374.25 was found due employees. After a conference In
Washington between FHA officials and the attorney for the sponsor-contractor,
who was the contractor's son, and who also was one of the officers of the mort-
gagor corporation, a compromise was authorized as payments to be made to
eight employees. The investigator found these 8 employees were due $3,818.98.
The compromise authorized payment of $1,252 (Roosevelt Village, Columbia,
S. C. (project No. 054-42033).

Although contractors were found to be in serious violations on one project,
the FHA continued to approve commitments for additional projects. The FHA
took the position that it was without authority to do anything about It. This
position is reflected by a letter from Clyde Powell, Assistant Administrator, to
J. P. McRae, State director for North Carolina. The letter, dated May 16, 1950,
said, In part:

"Despite the fact that the insurance of advances of mortgage proceeds has been
discontinued on the subject project due to noncompliance with the prevailing
wage provisions of the act, and although the the mortgagor of the subject project
is the sponsor of another (08 project in Durham, N. C., upon which there is an
active outstanding commitment, there is nothing that this administration
can do to prevent the initial endorsement of the credit instrument in connection
with the Durham project unless the mortgagee voluntarily withdraws the
commitment."

The greatest abuses were found where the mortgagor was also the contractor,
and in many instances he was merely a broker and subcontracted out the whole
project. Our review shows that, although the mortgagor-contractor knew of the
prevailing wage provisions in a great number of cases, he did not so inform his
subcontractors, with the result that violations were committed unknowingly on
the part of the subcontractors. Of course, the obvious purlse of the principal
contractor was to obtain the lowest pI.sible bids which would mean greater profit
to him, since the contractor had entered into a construction contract with himself
as mortgagor for the full amount of the FHA estimate of the replacement cost
of the structures and improvements to the land. Thu., any profits. including
savings by underpayment of wages arising as a result of the difference between
the actual cost and the contract price, accrued to the mortgagor-contractor. As
an example, on a project in New Jersey, where the Slio. ,or-nnirt~:ior was also
the contractor, we have found that the mortgaging out amounted to $897,952.
The wage violations which were discovered not too long after the project started
amount to $17,2(;2 (Clifton Park Manor, New Castle County, Del., project No.
032-42011). It is reasonable to assume that the wage violations discovered in
any one project are but a small fraction of those which occurred.

Even though the FHA did make some investigations of projects after com-
plaints were received, there were a number of cases that they refused to inves-
tigate because all the loan proceeds had been disbursed. This was in the face
of the fact that the way lo criminal prosecution under title 18, United States
Code, section 1010, was still open to them. In fact, during the above period, as
far as we have been able to ascertain, only two) cases were referred to the
Department of Justice for criminal prosecution. One case was referred upon
the Insistence of the Department of Labor. In that case the contractor was
found guilty and fined $500, but the leniency of the fine was the result of the
contractor making restitution in the sum of $36,000 to workers.

Our investigation discloses that, although contractors were found to have com-
witted serious violations of section 212, no effort was made to bar such contrac-
tors from receiving additional loan commitments or performing construction work
where loan proceeds were used. Under subsection (b) of section 212, the Com-
missioner had about as wide a grant of authority as Congress could bestow on
an administrative official. (See item b, p. 1.) The interpretation put on this
subsection by the FHA officials was that it authorized the Commissioner to make
rules and regulations as to the manner the Department of Labor was to make
wage determinations.

Under this subsection, miless could have been promulgated and made part of
the loan and construction agreements whereby parties violating section 212
would be placed upon an ineligible list. Such action would bar these violators
from further loan proceeds or construction contracts where loan proceeds were
used.

It is also true that on cases where mortgaging out was found, it was also
accompanied by underpayment of wages (Clifton Park Manor--032-40003 ; Edge-
wood Knoll Apartments, Asheville, N. C.--053-42029).
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We also found that in many cases where the workers were underpaid, the
building structure itself was inferior. With respect to one such instance, an
inspection report on one of the projects, which inspection was made about 1 year
after completion, recites: Drainage-water backs up and seeps through walls
and buildings; exterior masonry-Bondex peeling off, showing signs of leaks
through walls; exterior painting-peeling off; ventilators-leaks around gas roof
vents: refrigerators-many going bad; plumbing and fixtures--not standard
equipment, hard to find parts; plaster-peeling off (Project No. 054-42067).

Until recently, the administration of the FHA had not basically changed its
evasive attitude as to enforcement of section 212, nor its lack of cooperation with
the Department of Labor under Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950, and the
Department of Labor regulations, part 5, issued pursuant thereto, and effective
July 1. 1951. The recent change of attitude was not accomplished until Housing
and Home Finance Administrator Cole took immediate action to correct the
situation after it had been brought to his attention by Mr. Rothman, Solicitor
of the Department of Labor. Under regulations, part 5, agencies and the De-
partment of Labor are authorized to submit the names of violators to the Comp-
troller General for placing on an ineligible list for a period of 3 years. How-
ever, up to the time this investigation started, the FHA had not made one single
such recommendation, even though the names of several contractors were sub-
mitted by FHA to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution.

This phase will be completely investigated and recommendations will be sub-
mitted for the establishment of an adequately trained staff to do this work so
that there is not a repetition of what happened In the past.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. McKenna.
Mr. McKENNA. As the committee knows, section 608 of the National

Housing Act was used for rental housing more than section 207. Sec-
tion 207 imposes certain requirements and restrictions. It insists, as
we have just reviewed, on certain limitations on the mortgage amounts.
After the apartments were built there were rent controls. During
the building prevailing wages had to be paid. After it was built
families with children could not be excluded. Those are limitations the
committee has written into section 207, the present operative multi-
housing provision.

One of the things which the investigators have found, which I
am not ready to criticize in total, but was surprising to us, is the fact
that section 203 of the National Housing Act is used for large-scale
multiple-family rental-housing developments. We have found that
there are 420 projects across the country which were insured as rental
projects, the commitments for insurance for which were issued with
the knowledge that they were to be used for rental projects.

There are 24,265 such dwelling units. There is one out here close
to Washington, Warwick Village the name of it, in which mortgages
amounting to over $6 million were placed in this one project. They
borrowed $1 million more than they could have gotten under section
207, insured under section 203, individual mortgages being placed on
each section of the project.

Senator BRICKER. Yet it was built as a multiple unitI
Mr. McKE:NA. Yes. This was done under section 203, so the limi-

tations which Congress imposed on section 207 do not apply.
Senator BICKER. Was that with full knowledge of the officials of

the FHA?
Mr. McKENNlA. It was. I have the details of one of those cases,

and the statistics which we can furnish to the committee.
Of course, it means by using section 203 instead of section 207 the

requirement of Congress that families with children not be discrim-
inated against is evaded. The requirement that prevailing wages be
honored has been evaded, and the controls of rent have been avoided.
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All these things have been done with the knowing use of section 203
instead of section 207.

However, on June 8 of this year, after the investi ation started, the
Federal Housing Commissioner, the new Federal Housing Commis-
sioner, acted to stop this practice, to put it under control.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you say you had something you wanted to place
in the record?

Mr. McKENNA. I think it would be wise if I put the whole file into
the record, Mr. Chairman.

The CRAMMAN. Let me see it. Yes. I think without objection
that this ought to go in the files. I think it will be helpful to the
committee.

Mr. McKENNA. Before I close I would like to touch briefly on the
section 213 operations of the Federal Housing Administration. That,
of course, is the most intensive aspect of the investigation at this time.

It would be premature to make conclusive statements regarding it.
It is true, however, that it appears at this moment as though some
of the limitations which the committee placed on section 213 opera-
tions for the protection of the veterans and the others, designed to be
benefited by that statute, are not given full force and effect.

Most of these projects now are what they term "builder-sponsored
projects." The builder originates the project. He submits the papers
to the Federal Housing Administration. The Federal Housing
Administration, in turn, tells him how much money he can borrow
on the particular project. He specifies where the project will be
located, where he may at that time have only an option or may actually
own the land.

Senator MAYBANK. I notice you have a name in this file you are
puttin in the record. Is it Warwick Corp.?

Mr. McKENNA. Warwick Village.
Senator MAYBANK. The chairman asked me if it is all right, and

I have no objection to that, but I think that we ought, when we cite
one, to cite more than that, rather than just pick one out.

How far have you gotten on this investigation? You say there are
one-hundred-and-thirty-or-some-odd?

Mr. McKENNA. There are more than that, over 420.
Senator MAYBANK. There are over 420, and we only cite 1 name.

It has already been mentioned. We cannot do anything about it,
but I think when we have 420 to pick 1 fellow out and get his name
in the paper, and the other 419 are left out, I might say, Mr. Chair-
man, I think we ought not do that in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. Where is the name?
Mr. MCKENNA. The name isn't important, Senator.
Senator MAYBANK. It is to them.
Mr. McKE.NNA. I assume that is true.
Senator MAYBANK. I am only trying to be fair.
Mr. McKENNA. We don't intend to say there is anything wrong,

as far as the builders of this are concerned.
Senator MAYBANK. I didn't say that. I said you had 420 and

picked out 1.
Mr. McKP.NNA. We have no indication of any wrongdoings being

done by these builders.
Senator MAymBA , I didn't say that.
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The CHAMMAN. It would help if you submitted the names of the
420.

Mr. McKENNA. I think it would, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, then, you furnish us with the

names and addresses of the 420 projects, and they will be printed in
the record at this point.

(The information referred to follows:)

RENTAL PROJECTS OF 12 OR MORE UNITS 'IICI[ WERE INSUREI) UNDER SECTION 20:3
OF THE NATIONAL HOUSING ACT UP To MAY 15, 1954 -

NoT.-This tabulation is a compilation of reports from FHA field offices.
To the extent information was available the reports cover all such cases since
the beginning of FHA operations. All rental projects with 12 or more units
insured under section 203 are reported because s(ction 207 was designed for
rental projects containing 12 or more units. As opposed to section 203, under
section 207 FHA controls rents, charges, corporate structure, methods of opera-
tion, and requires payment of prevailing wage rates to construction workers.

Location of project

D o v er, D el ................................ . . .
Deer Park Heights, Prince Georges County, Md ..
Alexandria, Va., Beverly Park..--------------
Washington, D. C., South Capital Terrace.......
L aurel, M d .. ........... ...... .........
Prince Georges County, Md., New Hampshire Ave.
R ock ville, M d ---------... -------------............
A lexandria, Va ---------------------------

Bethesda, Md ...................................
Washington, D. C., Wheeler Rd. SE ---------------

Bladensburg, Md.. Quincy Manor ------------------
Alexandria. Va.. Warwick Village -------------------
Salisbury, Md., Richmond Ave .----...............
Aberdeen, MId.. Old Port Road ---------------------
Glen Burnie, Md., Glen Road ...............
Dundalk, Baltimore County, Md .................
Ridgeleigh, Baltimore County, Md ...............
H lngm an, M ass ------------------------------------
Worcester, Mass ...................................
Buzzards Bay, Mass ...............................
Deerfield, Cumberland County, N. J ---------------
Buffalo, N. Y., Shashone Court ---------------------
Niagara Falls, N. Y., 23d St .......................
Cheektowaga, N. Y., Monfort Dr -------------------
Cheektowaga, N. Y.. Union Rd --------------------
Kenmore, N. Y., Colvin Ave ......................
A m herst, N . Y -----------------------------------
Lackawanna, N. Y ................................
Tonawanda, N. Y .................................
Philadelphia, Pa ------------------------------------
Norristown, Pa ------------------------------------
Secane, Pa ..........................................
Philadelphia. Pa ..................................
Morrisvllle. Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa., Millermont -----------------------
Mount Lebanon. Pa., Oak Ridge Manor ..........
Williamsburg, Pa., Princeton Park -----------------
Jeannette. Ila., Croushore plan ---------------------
Port Vue Born, Pa., Westwood Hills ..............
Greentree Bore, Pa., Greenbrler No. 2 --------------
Ozark, Ala ---------------------------------------
Decatur, Ala .......................................

Montgomery, Ala ..................................
Orlando Fla
Miami,Fla.... .............................
Florida City, Fla., Carver Village ------------------
Dania, Fla -----------------------------------------
Auguta, Ga., Thomas Woods subdivision ---------
Albany, 0.., Rolling Grove subdiviion ...........
Auguta, Ga., Lumpkin Park Subdivision .........
Augusta, Ga., Fleming Heights Subdivision .......

Do ............................................
Atlanta, Ga. Fairview Terrace Subdivision --......

Mortgitgor Com-I mitted Insured

Collins Housing Corp ...........
.- lien & Rocks, Inc ..............
Regina Corp. Jope, Inc. -..-----
Bellevue Gardens III, Inc ........
Laurel Development Co., Inc-.-
Sardin Properties -----------------
Rockerest Homes, Inc ...........
Albert Ahramson. Samuel Selsky,

Bernard and William Libby,
Henrv S. Reich.

(Irove properties, Inc .........
Zuse, Honekrman, Hurwitz &

Tracy.
M onroe Gardens, Inc ----------
Warwick Village I, I, III, and IV.
Sunset Heights, Inc ---------------
Sherwood Homes, Inc -------------
The O.( l. Corp ------------------
The Grey Haven Co . -.-..-.
Kendall A. and Elizabeth Young.
Hlingman Park, Inc .............
St. Nicholas Trust.-
K. V. Wolsey Co., Inc ..........
Seabrook Village, Inc ...........
Wyoming Homes, Inc ...........
W alter S. John n ----------------
Mayfield Building Corp .........
Stradent Building Corp ..........
R. C. Dewey. Inc -----------------
Herman Allespach............
New K Apartments, Inc .........
Nelson Keem and Dennis Thomas.
Andorra Homes, Inc ------------
Marshall Homes, Inc ............
Ridley Homes, Inc ..............
Dever & Co., Ino------------
The Presque Isle Realty Co .....
The Stedwood Corp -------------
Dixon Construction Co ..........
Wiloo Corp ......................
Pleasant Park Homes ...........
Sullivan Homes, Inc ............

-----do ....................-....
Douglas and Katbryne P. Brown.
Chestnut Court Apartments of

Decatur, Inc.
Carr & Rothschild, Inc ..........
Valencia, Inc ---------------------
Children's Variety Hospital .....
Evergreen Homes, Inc ...........
Maurice Seidling ---...-.....-...
Thomas Woods, Inc..........
Pineview Development Co
Knox Georgia Homes, Inc ........

-----do ...........................
Knox Construction Co ...........
Fatrview Terrace, Inc. (L. R. and

W. H. Aiken).

60
124

53

46
30
63
59
99

115

... 2235 --------

43!OE;

41
12

141

84)
28
56
78
32
21'

100
40

172
46
12

, 13

12
2S
20
14
30

, 2o

24

20
14
20
16

200

40
4334

216
160

12

20
20
12

42

12

100
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Location of project Mortgagor Insured

Waynesboro, Ga., McBean Road Subdivision ----
Atlanta Ga., Fairview Terrace Subdivision .......
Avondao Estates, Oa., Covington Road Subdivi-

sion.
Louisville, Ky., Algonquin Place Section ...........
Louisville, Ky., Iwanna Subdivision ---------------
Louisville, Ky .....................................

S)o ........-..............................

Lexington, Ky., North Broadway ................
Lexington, K y --------------------------------------

Louisville, Ky---------------------------
Brandenburl, Ky............ ......

Louisville, Ky ............................
Lexington, Ky ---------------------------------
Charlotte N. C -----------------------------------
Klnston,iN. C ............................Monroe, N. C-----------------------------------

Orifton, N. C-...................................
Charlotte, N. C .....................................
G reensboro, N . C -------------------------------
Charlotte, N . C -------------------------------------

Fayetteville, N. C .................................
D urham , N . C ....................................

[)o .. . . .. . . ...----------------------------------
(;astonia, N . C ------------------------------------
Raeford, N . C --------------------------------------

1)o ...........................................
A cm e, N . C . . .................................
Charlotte, N . C - ..................................
(;astonia, N. C ...................................
Charlotte, N . C -----------------------------------

D o ..... ........................................
Catawba Terrace, Rock Hill, S. C .---------------
Pendleton Homes Subdivision Pendleton, S. C ----
Windsor, near Charleston, .. & ---------------------
Brookgreen Meadow, Mount Pleasant, S. C .......
Highland Ave., Sumter, S. C .......................
Crasland Park, Aiken, S. C ........................
Fairview Drive, Fountain Inn, S. C .--------------
Bayview Subdivision, Georgetown, S. C ------------
Dorchester Terrace, Charleston, S. C --------------- -
Brookgreen Meadows, Mount Pleasant, S. C ------- -
Isle of Palms, near Charleston, S. C -------------- -
Williston Homes, Williston, S. C -------------------
W allace, S . C ---------------------------------------
Yeamans Park, North Charleston, S. C ...........
Governor Aiken Park Alken, S. C -----------------
Green Acres Subdivision, North Augusta, S. C - -
Cuttino-Graham Property, Sumter, S. C ..........
Do .ood St Sumter, S. C -------------------------
Smith Golf Ulub Tract, near Alken, S. C -----------

Admiral Apartments subdivision, Naval Base, S. C__
Highway No. 23, Johnston, S. 0 --------------------
LAwton Park Apartments, Florence, S. C ----------

Tract of McCormick Spinning Mills, McCormick,
S.C.

Excelsior Development Clemson, S. C -------------
Highland Park, near Ciarleston, S. C ---------------
&Ita Vista, near Columbia, S. C --------------------

Do -----------------------------------
Brown Blatt subdivision, near Blockvifle, S. C - - - -
Virginia Acres, Aiken, S. C -------------------------
Barnwell Heights, Barnwell, S. C ...................
Peachtree Gardens, Barwell, S. C -------------------
Hagood Heights Subdivision, Barnwell, S. C .....

Boland Park, North Charleston, 8. C .............
Virginia Acres Alken, S. C ------------------
BarnweU Heghts, Barnwel, S. C -----------........
Dorchester Terrace No. 6, near Charleston, S. 0 ....
Mempbis, Tenm ...................................

D o . ...- -----------------------------------

D o . eo . . .-- - ----------- -------------- --------------

D o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

50690--54-pt. 1-8

Knox Georgia Homes, Inc ---------
Mrs. L. R. Aiken ...............
Robert H. Farrar ...............

J. A. and Georgia M. Doll .......
elu.r Homes, Inc .------

L. Leroy and Leah '1. Hlghbaugh.
L. Leroy, Jr. and Dorothy L.

H ihbaugh.
Louisville Home Realty Co.(Je". A. lDolhJ.

corp, C. Martin...
'I . J. and Eliz. M. Morrion ------
W%'ill, Verna, and Charles Parrott

and Evaneline anti D. Forr,'t.
i'4,t-r (',otruction & Supply (o..
V.ull.v *Vi,.w A pt. Co., Inc. ... -
Br;an',.rl,jurg .do, velopment

( i rr'.
Algonquin Village Homes, Inc- ...
(ts'orge M artin . ..............
John Crsland Co - - -......

)u l,, Real Estate Co -. -
Harry J. Griffin, Jr. and S. E.

(;rifton Hon, Inc -- ..-.......
Marsh Realty ('o., Inc -...........
Scotland Construct ion Co., Inc.
(iryston,, ii,,rnw, Inc ...........
lloni l.mi l, Inc - .- .- ..............
Mooi,, Johnson constructionon CoNorthwood ll, Co'(,rl, ........--

(1. I. {'odto .
lavford li-tt,.rment, 1,1,. _-........
J. Ii. Wr, ht------------------
Itievel Paper ('orp . .............
Realty Syllicat, In( - -..........
Suiwrior Iroj,,rtio.s. Inc .......
J:wk,,n, ulI Hou;i,,g ('o.. Inc
John ('ro~land (o ---------- - --
Rock lill hlon,., ilnc ------------
1euilcton Homes, Inc ...........
Oakley Realty ('o -----------
Brookgr.,in Realty Co --.....
City Holding Co ..................
('r~,land Park. Inc. ...............
Blake P. Garrett ................
J. C. Long .......................---- dr o -----------------------------
..... d o ----------------------........

---- do ...........................
Winchester, C. Smith ...........
Paul A. W allace .. ....... ......
Stevenson Zimmerman & Co - ..
Governor Aiken Park, Inc .......
Greenacres Homes, Inc ..........
G. and %'. Development Co.
Hendley-Morris & Co., Inc.
Hendley-Morris & Co., and R. B.

Teal.
Holcombe & Pinckney, Inc .....
Johnston Housing Corp ----------
Charles Alfred and Isobel Smith

Lawton.
McCormick Housing Corp .......

36

28
15
12

88
114
21
39

407

12
30
12

40

16

66
100

-------- 41
-------- 174

-------- 24
-------- 62

--------31
-------- 30

68

--------13
--------36

1..........

34-------
24 - - - -

if........018

-------- 52

-------- 425

16
-20

-------- 100
14
33

120
71
58
20
13
52
50
78
32
13
20

38
-------- 17
- - 16

-------- 13

Clemson Housing Co., Inc -------- --------
Highland Park Corp -------------- --------
Alta Vista Building Co ...........
Economy Builders, Inc -.........
Brown Fertilizer Co., Inc ---------.........
Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle. and Wolfe -.....
Barnwell Supply Co -------------- I --------
Barnwell Peanut Co ---------------------
Sol M. Blatt, Jr., and F. E . .-------

Cannon.
Clyde F. Boland ------------------ --------
T . L. Bonner --------------------- --------

..... do .......- ............................
J. C. Long ----------------------- it
East Cove, Inc ..------------------.....--
Waynoka Corp .................. ........
S. H. & Walker Hall, Inc ------- i ........
Okeon & Shankman ------------------
C. E. McCrory Construcion Co -- --- -. -
W1l1iam P. Brennan --------------------

50
34

100
30
24

70
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Location of project Mortgagor Com- Insuredmitted I

Chattanooga, Tenn ---------------------------------

Princess Anne County, Va --------------------------
Des Plaines, Ill .--------------------------------
Indianapolis, Ind .................................

Do .............-.............................
oarlm, Ind ....................................

Columbus, Ind-----------------------
Jeffersonville. Ind .................................
Indianapolis, Ind-.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Bettendorf, Iowa, 23d St. Building Corp ------------
D avenport, Iowa -----------------------------------
B ettendorf, Iow a -----------------------------------
Oak Park, Mich ...................................D etroit, M ich - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DetOt M.....c ................................
Do ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Do---------------------------------------

Plym outh, M ich -----------------------------------
Detroit, Mich .....................................

A nn Arbor, M ich ........................
Redford Township, Mich ..........................
B erkley, M ich --------------------------------------
Detroit Mich .............................
Royal 6 ak, Mich ..........................
Detroit, M ich ---------- - ----------------------

Detroit, and Royal Oak, Mich ----------------------
Detroit Ni.
Grand hapids. Mich........................
Youngstown, Ohio --------------------------------

D o .-- - ------------------------------------------.

Do.__.................................. ..-
Do -.......................................--

Do---------------------------------------
Do---------------------------------------

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio .............................

Fulton Parkway Rd., Cleveland Ohio --------------
Lorain. Ohio -.-.--------------..................

Columbus. Ohio, Racine Ave ----------------------
Franklin County, Derrer Street, Ohio ---------.-- -

Do ---------------------------------------------
Columbus, Ohio, Harris Ave ......................
Columbus, Ohio, Beechhank Rd...
Whitehall, Ohio, Midcliff dr .......................
Whitehall, Ohio, Hamilton Rd --------------------

Columbus, Ohio, Hamilton Rd-
Columbus, Ohio, Beechwood Rd..............
Waverly Pike County, Ohio -----------------------
Whitehall, Franklin County, Ohio ....
Waverly, Pike County, Ohio ......................

Do ................................... - .....
Whitehall Estates, Franklin County, Ohio
W averly, Pike County, Ohio -----------------------
Grandview Heights, Franklin County, Ohio --------
Whitehall Franklin County, Ohio ------------------

Do ------- ------------------------------------
Columbus, Ohio -----------------------------------
Huron, S. Dak -------------------------------------
Pierre, S. Dak -------------------------------------
Milwaukee, Wis -----------------------------------
Camden, Ark --------------------------------------

Do---------------------------------------
Crossett, Ark ......................................
West Memphis, Ark -------------------------------

Do -- ----------------------------------------
Do .....-------------------------------
Do ---------------------------------------------

Wichita, Kans--------------------------------
Do ---------------------------------------
Do......------------------------------------------
Do ------------------------------- -----------
Do ---------------- ------------------Do. -------.--------------------------------------

Do----------------------------------
Do-----------------------------------------
Do --------------------------------------------

Topeka, Kam---------------------------- -----
Do -------------------------------
Do ------------------------------------

Great Bend, Kans ..------------------------------
Garden City, Kano -------------------------------

Vaughn Construction Co ----------
C . E . Scott ------------------------
Lakeland Homes. Inc.
Des Planes Villa Inc ........
Citizen Housing Corp ...........
Village Homes, Inc. ............
Otto G. Fifield Subdivision, Inc.. -
Saul and Alvina Cohen -----------
Columbus Village, Inc.
Jeffersonville Realty Corp.----
Home Place Realty Co. .........
Charles Dohrn ------------------
Davenport Garden Homes .......
Louis F. Cepican -----------------
Field Building Co ....
Grace Home Builders ...........
Case Building Co -----------------
Harry Slatkin Builders, Inc .....
Garling Construction Co .........
Loyal Building Co ...........
The Manor Terraces, Inc ........
Comfortbilt Homes .............
.....- do . .-- -.---------------------
Dunning Homes Co ---------------
Oakshire Management Co......
Gateway Construction Co .......

.....- d o -------- -- ----- --------- ...
Anchester Homes, Inc
Rose Garden Building Corp ....
James Duplexes, Inc ---------------
Stiles Co -
Colonial Apartments, Inc ........
Country Apartments, Inc -----
Towne Apartments, Inc--------
Gypsy Lane Apartments. Inc -----
Northview Apartments. Inc..-----
Heslop Broadway Apartments,

Inc.
Parkway Gardens Co ...........
Greb-Kirby. Corp------------
Racine Builders Corp
Joyful Homes, Inc..
Derrer Apartments, Inc.
Brookshire Park, Inc ............
Beech Woods, Inc ...............
Flowers, Inc ---------------------
Columbus Southern Develop

ment Co.
Woodcliff Inc -----------------
English Village, Inc --------------
Morningside Estates. Inc ........
Exeter Estates, Inc ----------------
Canal Estates. Inc............
Bristol Homes, Inc ..............
Whitehall Estates Inc ...........
Waverly Manor, Inc ............

uay and Bluff Heights -----------
eechwood Homes Inc -----------

Amhurst Estates Inc ------------
English Village, Inc .............
Raymond and Wanda Hillestead..
Perre Development Co ..........
Corzine & Co --------------------
Camden Properties, Inc ..........
Camden Rentals, Inc ............
Trapp & Clippard, Inc ------------
Associated Realty ................

----- do ------------------------
----- do --------------------------
----- do ...-- ----------------------
Baltzley Building, Inc ----------
Casido, Inc ......................
Builders, Inc ---------------------
L. E. Gardner, Inc ...............
Good Rentals, Inc --.--------
Graham Construction Co., Inc...
Francis Harvey, Ino ............
Jen Rentals Inc
Ridgewood development Inc.
Likins-Foster To Ska Corp -------
Blosser Building Co ------------
Highland Crest Homes, Inc ....
Allied Builders ...................
D. R. and L. P. Harper ----------

33

------------------------------------

4

16
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47
28
14
22
24
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28
18
80
22
19

150
16
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13
24
14
12
41
16
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48
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36
36
36
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12
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28

104
22
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Phillipsburg, Karts-..................
Kansas City, Kaas ....................... ....
Saln .K arts n -------------------------------------
W ichita, Karts ............................. .....
Baton Rouge La . - iw.... ... ... .... ... ... ...
Gretna, La., Rose Park Subdivision --......

Alexandria, La ------------------------------------
Do---------------------------------------

Shreveport, La ------------------------------------
Do ------------------------------------
Do --------------------------------------------
Do. - ------------------------------

Do ..-... . ...........---------------------

Kansas City, Mo ----------------------------------
Do --- - .------------ ---------- --

Lebanon, Mo .------------------------------------

Kansas City Mo
G randview, M o.
Kansas City, Mo ----------------------------------
Ft. Louis, Mo., Chippewa St ---------------------
St. Johns, Mo., Engler Park Ct ---------------------
St. Louis, M o., Foxcraft Dr ------------------------
Alamagordo N Mex-----------------------.
Artesia, N. ex
FIl Paso, Tex ..---------------...............
Albuquerque, N. M ex .............................
El Paso, T ex . ....................................
Roswell, N. Mex .................................
El Paso, Tex ....................................
Albuquerque, N. M ex ..--.........................

Do --------------------------------------

Carlsbad, N . M ex .................................
Oklahoma City, Okla.......................
Dallas, Tex., Southern Terrace Addition No. 3- -
Dallas, Tex., Arlington Park Estates ------------
Dallas, Tex., W ynnewood Park No. 3 ............
Irving, Tex., Oakwood Addition .............
Grand Prairie, Tex ................................

Do -----------------------------
Killeen, Tex., Fairway Park .................
Arlington, Te ---------------------------
Fort Worth, Tex ---------------------------------

.Arlington, Tex -------------------------------------
Fort Worth, Tex ---------------------------

Do-...-.-.-.--------------..................

Lake Jackson, TeL -------------------------------
Freeport, Tea ......................................
Snyder, Tex., Parkway Addition .................
Odessa, Tex., Brentwood Addition ---------------
Monahans, T ex Monahans' No. 4 ...............
Midland, '+ex., Lynnslde project .................
Big Spring, Tex., Wiley Terrace ..................
Odessa, Tex., Brentwood Addition -----------------
Midland, Tex., Parklea Addition ................
Midland Tex. Westwood Village ...............
Odessa, +ex., Bellaire Addition ...................

Do ---------------------------------------
Odessa, Tex., Crestwood Addition .................
Midland, Tea., Weyman Addition ...............
Midland Tea Yucca Tan Addition ..............
Odessa +ex., Aurnett Heights .....................
Amarlilo, Tex., Westview Addition ...............
Amarillo, Tex., West Lawn No. 6 .................
Amarillo, Tex., Sunrise Addition ................
Amarillo, Tea., West Haven Park ................
Amarillo, Tex., South Lawn No. 6 ................
Amarillo, Tex., University Heights ...............
\ marillo, Tea., Hamlet Addition ...................

Amarillo, Tea. North Hills Addition .............
San Antonio, fPx., Wilshire Village ---------------
Victoria, Tea College Heights, Addition ----------
San Antonio, 'rex., Fenfield Ave ...................
T ucson, A riz -------------------------------------

Do ...---.................. ...............
Do... ........... ..---..-.................... _
Do ...........................................
Do ----------------------------------

Phoenix, Ari Westward Homes
Sacramento Falf. Coverdale Village...........
Stockton, alif., Hlawthorne Park ----------------

Mortgagor

Guy A. Innes ....................
W inn-Rau Corp ------------------
King Michaesen ................
Ridgewood Development, Inc-.-
Daniel V. Rittiner .--.........
Rose Park Realty Co., Inc .......
Homewood Development Co., Inc.
Carl Soebek .--------------------
Shamrock Apartments, Inc ......
Airline Apartments, Inc ---------
Gilbert Park, Inc -- ..-------
Gilbert Land Co., Inc ----------
Forest Glen Apartments, Inc ...
Vineyard Residences Inc ...-
William's Dulexes, inc........
Laclede Construction and Devel-

opment Corp.
A. L. Huber, Jr ................
Clarence and (reorgia Stone .....
Traditional Homes, Inc ----------
C. F. and Alberta Dalton .......
Independent Management Corp. -
R. N1. anl Helen S. Bcrkley ....
Alirnagordo Housin!" Corp ......
Artesita Al:,:rihel it , Inc ........
Biltmore ho , tie I -..........
Coronado ltuiliirs. Inc........
El Enm-nto . part nents, Inc .....
.Mountain 'iew Corp ..........
Pais:wio Ap:trtnij,.vtt., Inc. .. 
l'oloul~tr IHomes, Inc...........
Ed If., racess M., and Mary E.

Snow.
Springs Corp -------
W. J. and Frances Edwards ....
South l)allas Honiivs, Inc .......
H. L. HodL.
Vernon & J ,ies Smith-Co ......
McGraw Development Co ......
Fishhurn Building Corp ........
Vaught M:Lnor Corp..........
W:%ymar-Killeen Corp ..........
Arlington East Corp.._
Frank C. and Anne Iiss -------
R. AN. Driskell RentA, Inc ......
F. 1.. Eddins & Associates, Inc...-
Jarvis Heights, Inc --------------
North Riverside Apartments, Inc
Glendale Apartments, Inc ......
Freeport Development Co .......
Waymar Snyder Apartment, Inc-
Brentwood Homes ..............
Fern Street Homes, Inc ..........
Leggett Brothers, Inc ............
Big Spring Investment Co .......
Deanna Apartments Inc .........
Brown Bilt Homes inc .........-
Eastwood Village, Inc ...........
J. L. Rhodes & Associates Inc-.--
White Brothers Rentals, Inc ......
Whitebase Rentals, Inc ..--....
Shamrock Ai artments, Inc .......
Midland Northwest Corp ........
Fred T . Jeter .. ...................
Reynolds & Ashford Inc.......
West Lawn Homes, nc........
Sunrise Apartments Inc .........
Hi-Plains Housing 0 ....... . . . ..
Carney E. Wyrick.............
Hill Top Development Co .......
Amarillo Housing Co ............
North Hills Corp ...............
Wilshire Housing Corp ..........
G. L. Christian ..................
Bremer and Wilhelm ............
American Rentals, Inc ..........
National Rentals Inc ..........
Federal Rentals, Inc ..--... .

Joan Rentals, Inc ..............
Harold Rentals, Inc ............
Carole Rentals, Inc ............
Louis and Celia Himelstein ......
Jansen Realty ...................
Dante J. Nomellini .............

Corn- Insured
mitted I
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Near Sacramento, Calif., Park Hills ----------------
Sacramento, Calif., Fruitrilge Oaks No. I .........
West Sacramento, Calif., Westfield Village No. 1 --
Near Sacramento, Calif., Penland Park ...........
Sacramento, Calif., Colonial Village ...............
Near Sacramento, Calif., North Haven ------------
Marysville, Calif., Triplett Park ...................
Near Sacramento, Calif., Fulton Manor ...........
North Sacramento, CalIf -------------------------
Near Sacramento, Calif ----------------------------
Davis, Calif .....................................
Near Sacramento. Calif -----------------------------
Sacram ento, C alif ...................................
C oronado, C alif .....................................
San D iego, C alif -----------------------------------

D o - --- - - .- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

National City, Calif ...............................
Chula Vista, ('alif ----------------------------------
E l C en tro , C :ilif . .................................
San Jose, Calif., Spring and Emery Sts..........
Oakland, Calif., 4th. 11th, 14th and Stuart Sts -....

Berkeley, Calif., Univ ersitv Ave. and Stcramento.-
Oakland. Calif., 54th St. and Grove St........
Fresno, Calif San Paldlo St--------------------
Fresno, Calif., Poklar and San Pablo----'._--.--
Arcata, Calif., .Are-tta Court Terrace ---------------
San Jose, C:dif., Balida, Wilkhire and Beverly----
San FranvLsco, Calif.. 25th, Aura and Cabrillo -

Fresno, Calif, Dakot-,% Ave ...-..

Eden Township. C.tllf., Hayward Heights -
Fresno, Calif., la m ,ton W ay ..... - -. ...
Fresno, Calif., College View ----------------------

Fresno, Calif., Limsin, Way ------------------
Berkeley, (':dif., S:in Pablo Ave. ................
Freqno. Calif., McKrizie and Nevada Ave .-.....

Frt-zno, Calif., Mariposa St ----- ----------- I
Redwood City, (alitf., S'tambitigh Addition ------- I
San Mateo, Calif., Tevis Court -...............
Mlilo Park, Calif., Waverly and Laurel Sts --------
Antioch, Calif., Sunset D r__, -- -------------------
San Jose, Calif.. Bascom Gardens ..............
Pittsburg, Calif., Madeline Ave. and West Blvd.-
Daly City, Calif., Hillside Blvd. and Moltke St_ ...
Fresno, Calif., Blacktone Ave. Ter. No. 3 .........
Merced, Calif., Lesher Tract-.----------------
Ceres, Calif., Sequoia Tract . ...................
Livermore, Caif. Livermore St .-----------------
Redwood City, dalif., Redwood Ter. No. 2 ---------
Richmond, Calif., San Pablo Ave ................
Campbell, Calif., Carnbrain Park No. 2 ...........
Palo Alto, Calif., Bartley Subdivision No. 3 .......
Sunnyvale, Calif., Cherry Chase Tract ............
Daly City, Calif., 2d and Price Sts -----------------
Plttsburg, Calif., Beverly Addition No. 2 ..........
Sunnyvale, Calif Cherry Chase Ter .............
Near Campbell, Calif., Cambrian Park ------------
Hayward, Calif., BayView Tract ------------------
San Lorenzo, Calif., Tract 1199 -------------------
Concord, Calif., West Broadmoor Ave --------------
Daly City, Calif., 8,/L of Price St .................
Richmond, Calif., McDonald Ave .................
Livermore Calif. Mountain View Tract -----------
Belmont, 6alif., EImer St -------------------------
Fairfield Calif., Fairfield Ter. Unit No. 5-------
Hayward, Calif., Tracts 1172 and 1173 ............
Concord, Calif., Broadmoor Ave ....................
Concord, Calif., Carlton Manor ------------------

Oakland, Calif., Hillside St .----------------------
South San Francisco, Calif., Grand Ave ------------
Fresno, Calif., Nevada Ave --.-----------------
Denver, Colo --------------------------------------
Colorado Springs, Colo ----------------------------

D o -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Denver, Colo --------------------------------------
Colorado Springs, Colo ............................
D enver Colo ----------
Idaho Falls, Idaho-------------------------

Do ---------------------------------------
Pocatello, Idaho -------------------------------
Boise, Idaho, 19th, 20th, and Brumback -----------
Reno, Nev., Sterling Villge --------------------

Do---------------------------------------
Las Vegas, Nev., El Centro Addition -------------

MortagorCorn-
Mortgagor mitted Insured

Randolph and Audrey Parks ------
Lawrence Inc...............
James and Velnia Jansen.......
Parklane Properties, Inc .........
MeKellar & Kelly ...............
Ellis and Artz Carlson -----------
Kelly-Farrar, Inc .................
James and Velma Jansen .........
Newsom & Netherby Builders - -.
Pierce & Gaber ..................
James and Velma Jensen ........
G. and T. Aussem ...............
Jacinto Development, Inc ........
Eylow B. and Euthelma Young._
Severin Construction Co .........
Earl W. and Florence E. Grey -..
Associated Construction Co .....
L. C. and Mary M. Kuebler ....
Southwest, Ltd .................
Perry .....................
Jackson Rentals, Inc.-..-."
t'ni\ers.ity Rentals Inc ..........
1BR54 Rentals, Inc ..............
Bare Homes and Marie Doren ....
Harold and Hudson G;raves.
Arc"tta Development Co --.......
Ilonore & Lumella ...........
Henry Doelger Builder, Inc .....
Loren II. McF:trland ............
Oaks, Inc ....................
Beco, Inc ........................
Melro, Inc ..................
Loren II. McFarland ...........
W. W. and Margaret Fearnside.-
Burnett & Bergfeld . . .......
Win. B. anti Marlon S. ParL -....
R. J. Varsi ,I D. E. Nelson ...
Alum Rock Development Co-...
Claud T. Lindsay Co ...........
M idvale Properties, Inc .........
McKeon and Siegfried -----------
North Park Htmes--------------
T. J. and (iladys (allan .........
Rogers, Varsi, Nelson ............
Midvale Properties, Inc ..........
Richard and Lois Vair ...........
Spivock and Spivock..--------....
Hillside Manor Corp. - - .

John J. and Thelma Kokalis ....
E. B. Standish -.............
Tony D'Amigo & Sons ..........
Kar Construction Co ............
Ricco and Marie Lagomarsino. - - -
North Park Homes .............
Kar Construction Co ............
E. B. Standish and Paul Schaeffer-
Carl C. and Marjorie Lassen .....
C. H. McEntyre ----------------
Concord Estates Co .............
Lagomarsino .....................
Idamor Court, Inc ..............
Becker and Becker ..............
Fred K. Dupuy -----------------
C. M. Allen and R. J. O'Connor.-
H. and L. Homes Inc -----------
Concord Estates -o-..-.......
Barbuch Estates and Hyatt De-

velopment Co.
Bastrom and Laverro ...........
Hillside Manor Corp ............
Donald S. and Louise Kendall - -.
Sidney Grazi and S. M. Bobrick...
Advanced Homes Building Co ---
L. B. Nelson .-------------------
L. V. Martin ...................
Mark S. Waggener ...............
Burns Construction Co ---------
Robert F. Johnson & Asociates _
Linden Park, Inc ...............
Hykes-McAbee Construction Co..
Brassey, W. C., B. A., and V. K..
Sterling Builders, Inc ...........
C. W. and Virginia Baker ........
El Centre, Inc ..................
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Las Vegas, Nov., Meadows Addition ---------------
Las Vegas, Nev., Paradise Village ------------------
Los Vegas, Nev., South 5th St. Tract .............
Ia Vegas, Nev., Charleston Square Tract .........
Las Vegas, Nev., Southridge Tract ...............
Las Vegas, Nev., Crestwood Homes ----------------
Henderson, Nev., Manganese Park ...............
Las Vegas, Nev., Noblitt Addition ---------------

Las Vegas, Nev., Francisco Park .................
Las Vegas, Nev., 14th St. Addition ...........
Las Vegas, Nev., Paradise Grove .................
Las Vegas, Nov., Jubilee Tract ...................
Roseburg, Oreg ....................................
Portland, Oreg ....................................
Albany, Oreg ......................................
Portland Oreg ............................
Seattle, 'ah., Empire Way .................
Seattle, W ash., Holman Rd ------------------------

Do ------------..................................
Tacoma, Wash Pane Bell Addition...........---
LongviewV W;A4-------------------------
Seattle, Wash., Capital Hill ......................
Scattle, Wash., 154th St ............................
Seattle, Wash., North End ........................
Seattle, Wash., Pleasant Valley ....................
Seattle, Wash ......................................
Kennewick, Wash .................................
Kennewick Wash .................................
Pa eo--,W a h ........................................
Spokane, Wash ....................................
Anchorage, Alaska, 3d Addition ..................
Anchorage, Alaska, KFQD Rd ....................
Fairbanks, Alaska, Slater Subdivision ............
Fairbanks, Alaska --------------...............
Anchorage, Alaska, City View .... ................
Anchorage, Alaska, Simonson Subdivision --------
Anchorage, Alaska, Turnagain .....................
Anchorage, Alaska, Homestead Acres .............
Anchorage, Alaska, Turnagain .....................
Anchorage, Alaska, City View ---------------------
Anchorage, Alaska, Simonson Subdivision .........
Anchorage Alaska, Saxton Subdivision ...........
Kodiak, Alaska ...................................
Anchorage, Alaska, Nunaka Valley -----------------
Anchorage, Alaska .................................
Douglas, A laska ------------------------------------
Honolulu, Oahu, T. H., Salt Lake Region .........
Honolulu, Oahu, T. H., Walalae-Kabola Section ....
Honolulu, Oahu, T. H., Salt Lake Region ---------

Mortgagor com-mitted

W. S. and Marjorie L. Robinson ..........
R. J. and Eva M. Kaltenborn ............
Nate and Jerome D. Mack ...............
M astercraft Homes, Inc ...................
Howard & Hassett --------------------
Hammes Enterprises, Inc ................
Herbert and Hazel Kronish .......
Stewart Oyden Apartments and ..... 27

Morris Kishner.
Pardee-Phillips ------------------ 320
Harry N. Herzog ----------------- 18
Philip Yousem -------------------- 4
Ben L. lingham ------------------ 93
Roseburg Homes Inc .....................
Holgate Village, ic ..:..... -.........
- - - -- d o -.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . . . . . . . .

Sinalo C orp ----------------------- --------
0. H. Cavneisq ------------------- --------
McAbee & Shafer, Inc ............ ......
Parkside, Inc .............................
Northwest Properties, Inc .................
Cypress Courts, Inc .......................
Dorothy Irvirnj, Inc -------------.--------
Jack C. Mullikin, Inc ------------------
A rchie Iverson .................... ........
Modern Home Investment Co ..--- -----

Kebb & Narodick ......................
L. E. Biddwin, Inc ................ ........
Frank Dunham Co ..........
Modern Home Builders, Inc ..............
Bowe, Nevers & Massar ................
Pfeil & H ickel, Inc .......................
Martin Manor, Inc .....................
Island Homes, Inc .........
Arctic Park Apartments, Inc ..............
Consolidated Western ------------
Walter 3. and Ermalee Hickel ............
Park Homes, Inc ......... ........
C . W . H ufeison ................... .... ...
Turnagain Homes, Inc ------------ 142
Consolidated W estern .....................
Duplexes, Inc ....................
Knik Homes, Inc-_ - - --------
Aleutian Homes, Inc .------------- 344
Anchor Park, Inc ---------------- 400
Homestead Acres, Inc------------- 27
Harborview Apartments, Inc ----- 40
Aliarnanu Homes, Ltd ------------ 167
Charges J. Pietsch, Jr ..................
Queens Heights, Ltd -------------- 250

Total number of projects --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 425

Number of units:
Committed ----------------------------------------------------------------- 5,486
Insured --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 19,760

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25, 246

Mr. McKENNA. Such as we have available. It may be short of 420.
Senator MAYBANK. As I see it, it might not be illegal, but you say

they got around the law for children?
Mr. McKENNA. The important consideration, I think, Senator, is

that FHA-
Senator MAYBANK. I put that in myself because these apartments

kept so many children out of Washington, and I had so many coin-
plaints I put that part in myself.

You say they got around and shifted from section 207, did I
understand?

Mr. McKENNA. Section 203.
Senator MAYBANK. So as to keep children out?
Mr. McKENNA. I don't know whether that is the reason this particu-

lar project did it.
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Senator MAYBANK. That is the general thought?
Mr. MCKENNA. That is the net result of it.
Senator MAYBANK. That is outrageous if that happened because

that is one thing we had to strive for around here, particularly in the
days before the Korean war. People were here with families? and
they couldn't get in, Army officers, Navy officers, and so forth. It
was pretty rough around, as you know, if you owned a house at that
time. I think that is terrible.

Mr. MCKENNA. What we tried to do was make a study of one case,
the nearest and largest, and that is the only reason that is singled out.

Senator MAYBANK. I he you put the other 419 in.
The CHAIRMAN. We wi1. We want to be absolutely fair with

everybody.
I again want to repeat that if any man's name is mentioned, or firm

or organization, before this committee, we want them to feel perfectly
free to come and testify, and file statements, whichever they care to do.

How long will it take you to finish?
Mr. McKENNA. I will try to close in 2 minutes.
The CHAMMAN. They are about to send for us for a quorum.
Mr. McKENNA. I will give some of the basic documents I have here.

I will give it to the committee counsel and he can take it up with the
committee to decide whether you want it in the record.

Some questions were asked by Senator Goldwater yesterday about
time elements. I want to present the answer to that, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. It has been made a part of the record. (See p. 6.)
Mr. McKENNA. I want to thank the committee for your courtesy.

That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Your testimony has been

very helpful.
We are about ready to recess now until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

at which time our witnesses will be Herman W. Hutman, president
of the Shirley-Duke projects of Fairfax County, Va., and Earl J.
Preston. Mr. Hutman is president of sections 4 and 5 of Shirley-
Duke, and Mr. Preston is president of sections 2 and 3, and Mr. Byron
Gordon, Jr., is president of sections 1 and 6 of the Shirley-Duke, and
Mr. E. M. Bros, and Mr. Carl Budwesky, and Mr. Jay Charles Lewis,
and Mr. Don A. Loftus, and Mr. Earl Crabb. He is former presi-
dent of Investors Diversified Services of Minneapolis.

On Thursday we will have Mr. Burton C. Bovard, who for many,
many years was the General Counsel of FHA, and possibly other wit-
nesses, and have hearings on Friday.

If there isn't any objection, we will recess now until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 11: 35 a.i m., the committee recessed.)
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMMrrEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY.
Wa8hington., D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10: 05 a. m in room
301, Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Bricker, Bennett, Payne, Maybank,
and Robertson.

Also present: William Simon, general counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Hutman present?
Mr. HUTMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Preston present?
Mr. PRESTON. Present.
The CIIAHIMAN. Is Mr. Gordon, Jr., present?
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Bros present?
Mr. BROS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Budwesky present?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lewis?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes he is here.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Loftus present?
Mr. EGAN. No, he isn't, Mr. Chairman. He is sick, under doctor's

care in Wilmington.
The CHAIRMAN. And who are you?
Mr. EGAN. I am his attorney. Ivy name is Egan.
The CHAIARMAN. What is your address?

Mr. EGAN. 250 Park Avenue, New York City.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your firm name?
Mr. EGAN. Egan & Weitzner.
The CHAIRMAN. And the address is what?
Mr. EGAN. 250 Park Avenue, New York.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Loftus is ill, you say?
Mr. EGAN. Yes, he is, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. When will he be available to testify?
Mr. EGAN. We hope he will be here tomorrow, but when I talked to

him last night at 11 o'clock the doctor seemed to think he would be
laid up for 2 or 3 days.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you get us a certificate from the doctor?
Mr. EGAN. I certainly will, Mr. Chairman. (See p. 309.)
The CHAIRMAN. You get us a certificate from the doctor, then, and

file that he was unable to appear today, and we will hear Mr. Loftus
tomorrow.
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Mr. EGAN. Tomorrow?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. EGAN. All right. Fine. Thank you. Tomorrow or as soon

as he is physically capable of coming here.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, we can't make him testify if he is

ill, but we certainly want proof from the doctor that he is ill.
Mr. EGAN. All riorht. Fine. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. fiecause he is one of our chief witnesses. When

will you have the certificate from the doctor?
Mr. EGAN. I will put a call in now and try to get it down here as

soon as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is Mr. Loftus today?
Mr. EGAN. Wilmington, Del.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he in the hospital?
Mr. EGAN. I don't think so. He is confined to his hotel.
The CHAIRMAN. Confined to his hotel.
Well, you get a certificate from his doctor, then, showing why he

wasn't present today in answer to the subpena, and tell him we expect
him tomorrow.

Mr. EGAN. All right, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Earl Crabb.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Crabb is here.
The CHAIRMAN. Is present?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Who are these gentlemen? And this gentleman

here? Let us see if we cannot all get comfortable.
You are Mr. Hutman?
Mr. HUTMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us see if we cannot be a little more comfortable,

kind of spread out and come around a little bit. Someone sit in that
chair and maybe you will be a little more comfortable. Push the
chair back.

I am going to swear you gentlemen all at the same time, if there is
no objection, for the reason that when we start our questioning here
today we may want to switch from one to the other. In that way I
think we will better be able to bring out the facts and the truth. If
there is no objection, then, will Mr. H utman, Mr. Preston, Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Bros, Mr. Budwesky, Mr. Lewis, and Mr. Crabb please stand ?

Hold up your right hands, please.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to ive

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
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TESTIMONY OF HERMAN W. HUTMAN, PRESIDENT, SHIRLEY-DUKE,
SECTIONS IV AND V; EARL 3. PRESTON, PRESIDENT, SHIRLEY-
DUKE, SECTIONS II AND III; BRYAN GORDON, JR., PRESIDENT,
SHIRLEY-DUKE, SECTIONS I AND VI; F. M. BROS; CARL BUD-
WESKY; JAY CHARLIE LEWIS; AND EARL E. CRABB, CHAIRMAN,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, AND T. S. KENEALY, ACCOUNTANT,
INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY A.
HARDING PAUL, GLEN RICHARD, AND JOHN W. McCARTIN,
COUNSEL

Mr. HUTMAN. I do.
Mr. PRESTON. I do.
Mr. GORDON. I do.
Mr. BROS. I do.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I do.
Mr. LEWIs. I do.
Mr. CRUBB. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
Now, if you will be seated, and, as I said a moment ago, we are

interested in just one thing, and that is the facts. We are not inter-
ested in any witch hunts, or anything of the sort. We are just inter-
ested in the facts. We have the responsibility of studying and inves-
tigating the operations of the FHA, and all of its aspects, and we
want the facts. As you gentlemen know, you have all been before us
in executive session-I guess except Mr. Crabb.

Mr. Crabb, you have not, have you?
Mr. SIMON. No, sir; but his people have.
The CHAIRMAN. But your people have, a number of the executives

of your company and employees have been before us. All we want
are the facts and nothing but the facts. We want to get the true
picture of what happened. 'We don't intentionally want to hurt any-
one. I am going to ask Mr. Simon, our general counsel, to start the
questioning this morning, and then we will

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. Will 7ou give your name?
Mr. PAUL. My name is A. Harding Paul. I am counsel for Mr.

Preston and Mr. Bros and of sections 2 and 3 of the Shirley-Duke
corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. In view of the fact that this is my first experience either

as a spectator, witness, counsel, or in any other way before a con-
gressional investigating committee, and in view of the fact that on
Monday, before this committee, Mr. McKenma made many reckless,
willful, and false statements concerning my clients, I would like to
know from the chairman what the duties and obligations and rights
of the witnesses and counsel are in one of these investigations.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you have many rights, and when we are
throu h questioning you entlemen today, when we get the informa-
tion tat we want, we wi be very happy to have you make any state-
ments that you care to make in respect to anything that Mr. McKenna
stated, or any other witness has stated here.

Mr. PAUL. Will we have an opportunity to ask the witnesses
questions?
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The CHAIRMAN. You will not have an opportunity to ask the wit-
ness questions. But you will have an opportunity to make a state-
ment, and you have an opportunity, if you care to, to give me questions
you would like to have asked. We will make every effort to ascertain
the truth and the facts of these things.

Mr. PAUL. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Will the witnesses have an opportunity to make statements other

than "yes" or "no" answersI
The CHAIRMAN. They will.
Mr. PAUL. There have been very serious charges, as you know. As

a matter of fact, the chairman asked Mr. McKenna whether this
matter had been referred to the Attorney General, and Mr. McKenna
said that it had, for prosecution of criminal and justification of any
civil actions.

The CAMRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. My associate has suggested that in view of these unspeci-

fied charges that have been made that it would probably be a sensible
thing for the witnesses to simply stand on their constitutional immu-
ity. I have counseled these businessmen that it would be sensible

for them to give the full facts to the committee, and they are here
to do it, but they would like to give the full facts and not just those
slanted along the lines Mr. McKenna stated.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we proceed, then ? We have a number
of _questions we want to ask, and the purpose is to get the truth.

You gentlemen are all sitting there together. You are all involved
in the Shirley-Duke project, and between the eight of you, and our-
selves, let us try to get the facts, and we certainly will give you every
opportunity to develop the facts-

Senator MAYBANK. And make a statement, Mr. Chairman, if you
want.

The CHATRMAN. When we are finished with our questioning, oral
or written, and if your charges are warranted, we may well call Mr.
McKenna, or any other witness that has appeared, whose statements
you take exception to, back before this committee.

Mr. PAUL. Thank you, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Simon will proceed.
Mr. SI.MON. Mr. Budwesky, you are a stockholder in each of the six

Shirley-Duke corporations; is that right?
Mr. BUD wSKY. I am.
Mr. SUMON. I believe you are the only person who is a stockholder

in all six corporations; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you are also the attorney who handled this trans-

action from its inception?
Mr. BUDwESKY. I should say that from the time that the planning

of this project arrived at the point where counsel was necessary or
desirable, that I have been in the picture.

Mr. SrMoN. When was that, Mr. Budwesky?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I should say about the last part of February, 1949.
Mr. SioN. Are you acquainted with a contract entered into-
Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, would you mind me asking the

gentleman a question?
The CzIrRMAN. Yes.
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Senator MAYBANK. I do not think these gentlemen have given their
names and addresses for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought the did.
Give your name and address, en.
Mr. BUDWESKY. My name is Carl Budwesky. My address is Mon-

roe Park, Wilmington, Del.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hutman what is your address?
Mr. SIMON. You were formerly a resident of Alexandria, Va.?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. You were city manager of Alexandria at one time?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I was city attorney and city manager of Alexandria

from 1929 to 1947.
The CHAnIMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you acquainted with a contract entered into in

January 1949, for the sale of the land which the Shirley-Duke project
is built on?

Mr. BuDwEsiKY. I drew that contract.
The CHAIRMAN. In January of 1949?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Was it - if that date is January, then my previous

statement should have been the latter part of January rather than
the latter part of February.

Mr. SIMoN. In that contract who was the purchaser and who was
the seller of the land?

Mr. BUDWESKY. The contracts are dated the latter part of February,
sir. The seller is Allen Hills Corp., and the purchaser. Jay Charlie
Lewis.

Mr. SIMoN. The contract provides, does it not. Mr. Budwesky, for
$5 000 to be paid on the signing of the agreement?

ir. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SrMoN. Was that $5,000 paid?
Mr. BUDwESKY. The $5,000 was placed in escrow with the Davis-

Ruffner Title Corp. of Alexandria, Va.
Mr. SIMON. And whose money was it that was placed in that

escrowI
Mr. BUDWESKY. Investors Diversified Services, Inc., of Minne-

apolis, Minn.
Senator ROBERTSON. May I ask right there who owns Investors Di-

versified Services, Inc., or whatever you said?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I think the majority stock of the Investors at the

present time is controlled by the Alleghany Corp., and I understand
that comparatively recently a large block of it was bought from Alle-
ghany by Mr. Murchison of Texas.

Senator ROBERTSON. And who did control or now controls Alle-
ghany?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, of my own knowledge, I don't know but
lIr. Young is reputed to be the controlling factor of Alleghany Corp.
I merely state that as what is accepted as common knowledge, and
not of my individual personal knowledge, sir.

Senator ROBERTSON. Well, was Alleghany directly or through con-
trol of some other corporation involved in more projects than the
Shirley-Duke project?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I know that Investors Diversified Services was in-
terested in financing more projects than the Shirley-Duke project.
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Senator ROBERTSON. Is your knowledge of this matter limited to
Shirley-Duke or do you know of other instances in which it is alleged
that they mortgaged out at big profits?

Mr. BUDWE7SKY. I only know that at the time the Shirley-Duke niait-
ter was in process of being put together. that Investors was also nego-
tiating with other parties in the city of Cleveland for the construction
of a similar project, but I should say about half the size of Shirley-
Duke.

Senator ROBERTSON. Do you know whether or not Alleghany in
various projects of this kind mortgaged out at a profit of either $27
million or $30 million-which was it, Mr. Counsel?

Mr. SIMoN. He said $26 million.
Senator ROBERTSON. $26 million?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you speak into the microphone? The people

of the press cannot hear.
Senator ROBERrSON. Do you know whether or not Alleghany Corp.

directly, or through subsidiaries like the Investors Diversified Corp.,
built a number of these apartment houses and mortgaged out at a
profit of around $26 million?

Mr. BUDWEsKY. I do not know that, sir. I can only state to you
that by reason of association with people, and who are connected with
Investors Diversified Services, and hearing conversations between
them, but not by reason of having direct contact with various projects,
that Investors Diversified Services financed various projects-I don't
think so many of them were section 608's. I think perhaps they were,
maybe, various housing projects, financed under the GI program, or
straight FHA individual house loans, and the money they made, I
think, was made by reason of articipation contracts between the
builders, whereby Investors would put up all the necessary front, or
start money, to get the deal going, and finance it until such time -i
mortgage draws would be available, put up the money to buy the land,
and see that there was a free flow of money so the builder wouldn't
have any headaches in that regard, and would be able to take advantage
of all discounts, and at the end of the program, in addition to the in-
terest on the money, they participated to a certain percentage in a per-
centage of the profit out of the sale of the house.

Senator ROBERTSON. I have no personal knowledge of the net profit
above cost on any of these projects, but I want to ask you this question:
If an investment company, taking advantage of Government loans,
makes a net profit of $26 million over and above the actual cost, has
anybody been cheated, and, if so, whom?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, I don't think anybody has been cheated, sir.
I think the problem here is merely a question of who got the money.

Senator ROBERTSON. And who didn't get the building?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No. If I may be permitted to answer the question,

sir, in many of these section 608 projects that you are speaking of.
some of them were promoted primarily by an architect and a builder,
and they would perhaps approach someone who had some investment
money to get the front money, and make a proposition to him where
they would build the project for the amount of the loan, and then he
could own the project when it was through.

The architect would take a full 5-percent commission, which, say.
in the Shirley-Duke project, would have amounted to, say, $650,000.
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I should say-and I think it is perfectly true-that in instances where
that did happen in these section 608's, everybody thinks that is per-
fectly all right to have paid the architect $650,000.

The CHAIRAN. Mr. Budwesky, let me ask you this question: Did
you tell an investigator of the FHA that Investors made $26 million?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Did I tell investigators?
The CHAIRMAN. Investigators for the FHA, for Mr. McKenna-

onle of Mr. McKenna's investigators for FHA, that Investors made
$26 million.

Mr. BUDwESKY. I don't know that I talked to the FHA investigator.
However, I wouldn't particularly deny that I may have made such a
statement, because I have repeatedly heard various people connected
with Investors say that they were very fortunate in having picked up
in excess of $20 million out of various housing projects over the last
5 or 6 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Senator Robertson, Mr. Crabb, the prei-
dent-former president-of Investors will be a witness a little later.
And we can ask him how much money they nade, if any, and get the
testimony from them.

Senator ROBERTSON. Mr. Chairman. I propose to leave the examina-
tion for the counsel who has studied the record, and maybe knows
more about these witnesses than I do, but I just wanted to ask the
preliminary question, based upon newspaper reports that Mr. Robert
Yomg controlled Alleghany, and Alleuhianv controlled Investors
Diversified, and Investors Diversified picked up a windfall of over
,26 million, and if they did I wanted to know wlo wa s cheated, and
how they did it, and wh

The CnlAMAN. Well, Investors are going to testify a little later
in the day, and we will ask them, and giv. them an opportunity, to
explain whether it is true or whether it isn t.

Mr. McC.RTIN. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Have you been sworn?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I am counsel, sir, and I am not going to testify.
I merely want to ask you a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCARTIN. You indicated earlier that the chairnan might ask

questions of witnesses, if he were requested to do so?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCm ,irrN. I would like for you, Mr. Chairman, to ask Mr.

Budwesky if his testimony is that the Alleghanv Corp. had the con-
trolling stock ownership of Investors Diversified'Services in February
of 1949 ?

The CHAIRMAN. Well-
Mr. SLOEN. I believe your people testified they acquired it in the

spring of 1949.
Mr. McCARTiN. That is right
The CTTAIIIXAN. The records in executive session show that Alle-

ghany Corp. acquired the control in the spring of 1949, and the con-
tract with the Shirley-Duke people that we are considering at the
oetwas entered into on June 15.
You may proceed.
Mr. IBUDWESKY. I would like to qualify what I have previously said

o1 this extent: Naturally, I do not know of my own knowledge what
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Investors Diversified Services made out of their various housing deal.
1 merely stated what the common conversation was between officials of
that company, and my statements refer to Investors Diversified Serv-
ices, and not Alleghany Corp., because I don't know a thing in the
world about Alleghany Corp.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will get on now with the questions.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, do you have before you a copy of the

contract of sale, dated February 25, 1949, between Allen Hills Corp.
and Jay Charlie Lewis?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes; there were two contracts. They are both
dated on the same date. There is some reason that I don't just recall-
they are substantially the same. I think some of the dates as to when
the deal was a deal, or when it would not be a deal, were changed.

Yes, I have copies of them right here.
Mr. SIMON. And the contract covers the purchase of the land on

which the Shirley-Duke apartments are built; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The contract covers a tract of land upon a part of

which was used for the construction of the Shirley-Duke project.
Mr. SIMON. The contract covered 118 acres, and roughly 96 acres

were used for this project; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The contract provided for a sales price of $178,000; is

that correct?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was all of the $178,000 paid by Investors Diversified

Services?
Mr. BUDWESKY. It was.
Mr. SIMON. I have before me photostats of 3 checks, 1 dated March

8, 1949, in the amount of $5,000, and 2 dated June 24, 1949, in the
amounts of $83,000 and $90,000. Each of the checks is an Investors
Diversified check made out to the Davis-Ruffner Title Corp.

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether those checks were used to pay for

the purchase of this land?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I can only say that I assume they were because the

Allen Hills Corp. had a contract to sell it for $178,000, and I don't
think they would have signed a deed to convey it unless they got the
$178,000.

Mr. SIMON. The $178,000 came from Investors Diversified; is thatrigPht I
fr. BUDWESKY. That is right yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Did Jay Charlie Lewis assign this contract of sale to
Investors Diversified?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I think at the time of, or very shortly after the
original contract of sale that was entered into, that Investors took an
assignment of the contract from Jay Charlie Lewis in order to pro-
tect itself on the $5,000 that it had already put up.

Mr. SIMON. After that they were beneficial holder of the contract
to purchase this land ;is that right ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right; either for themselves or for the deal
that was being worked up between them and the prospective builders
of the project.
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Mr. SIMoN. I have before me that deed dated March 8, 1949, from
the Allen Hills Corp. to Jay Charlie Lewis, conveying this land, and
having revenue stamps indicating a purchase price of $178,000.

It also indicates that when it was recorded the recorder had instruc-
tions to deliver it to you after recordation. Are you familiar with the
deed?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I should say I am familiar with the deed; yes.
Mr. SiMoN. I take it, Mr. Lewis had no personal interest in this

property; did he?
Mr. BUDWESKY. He did not.
Mr. SimoN. And when he received this deed he received it in trust

for Investors Diversified: is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That deed was in June; wasn't it?
Mr. SIMON. Dated March 8-March 5, excuse me-1949, and it was

acknowledged before a notary on the same date, and was recorded
with the recorder on June 30, 1949.

Mr. BUDWESKY. I mean the deed might have been dated and exe-
cuted, but delivery did not take place until June.

Mr. SiMoN. But at any rate, Mr. Lewis received the land on behalf
of Investors; is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, he did. I think you will find in the sales con-
tract that one of the conditions of the contract is that the seller will
inunediately execute a deed for the land, and deposit it in escrow with
the Davis-Ruffner Title Corp. for future delivery in accordance with
the sales contract, because Investors didn't want to have any problem
of getting a deed from the purchaser in the event the deal went
through.

Mr. SIMoN. Is it also true, Mr. Budwesky, that paragraph 4 of this
contract provided, and I quote:

That purchaser shall make or cause to be made by a corporation or corpora-
tious in connection with a financial sponsor, an application or applications to the
Federal Housing Administration for mortgage-loan insurance under section 608
of the presently effective Housing Act, or any extension thereof on approximately
1,800 apartment units.

I am no longer quoting. It provided further that in event FHA
did not give such commitment, the deal was off?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SiMON. So the sole purpose of acquiring the land was for an

FHA project; is that rights
Mr. BuDwESKY. Exactly right.
Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask-I have forgotten

whether or not this was in the income-tax returns that you and I saw.
Did they want capital-gains tax on this?
Mr. SimoN. Yes.
Senator MAYBANK. They asked for capital-gains tax of 25 percent

on all this?
The CHAPMAN. Yes.
Mr. SmoN. Mr. Budwesky, when were the §hirley-Duke companies

incorporated?
Mr. BUDWESKY. May I see if somebody has the record ?
Mr. SIMoN. Certainly.
Was it in April or May of 1949?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, let me see. I should say it was in June. The
date of the certificate of incorporation was acknowledged on the 2d
of June 1949.

Mr. SIMoN. What was the capital stock of Shirley-Duke No. 1?
Mr. BuTDWsSKY. There was 100 shares- -
The CHAIRMAN. Will you talk into the microphone?
Maybe you had better put something under the microphone.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't the capital $1,000, Mr. Budwesky?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The actual stock issue, regardless of what was au-

thorized by the charter, the actual issued stock was $100 worth of
preferred to the Commissioner, and 200 shares of common stock of no
par value but which were sold at $5 a share.

Mr. SIMON. That would be $1,000 in common stock?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And is the only stock ever issued by this corporation

the $1,000 of common stock and the $100 of preferred stock to the
FHA?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Was any other capital ever put into this corporation

other than the original $1,000?
Mr. BUDWESxY. Nothing other than what they borrowed.
Mr. SIMoN. They borrowed from Investors?
Mr. BUmWSKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. But apart from what they borrowed from Investors

the only capital that went into the corporation is $1,000?
Mr. BIUDWESKEY. That is correct.
Mr. Si.itO-N. Is the same thing true with each of the other six cor-

porations?
Mr. BUDWESKEY. Yes; it is.
Mr. SiM(jN. Did Mri. Hutman, Mr. Gordon, and Mr. Preston go on

the payroll of these corporations immediately upon its incorporation?
Mr. BUDwESKY. I think as soon as they started construction; yes.
Mr. SiMoN. And at what salaries?
Mr. BUDWESKEY. Twenty thousand dollars per year.
Senator MAYBANX. Each?
Mr. BUDWFSKzY. Each.
Mr. SIMON. And all that was in the corporation in the way of

capital was $6,000; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKEY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, on June 15, 1949-
Mr. BuDwEsKEY. But, pardon me, That is the capital that was pro-

vided for the corporations by the payment of subscriptions for com-
mon stock.

Mr. SiMON. Yes; for my purposes
Mr. BUDWFKEY. But there was money available that they had

borrowed under their construction loan mortgages.
Mr. SiMoN. I do not mean when I use the word "capital" to include

the borrowings from Investors, which were repaid out of the FHA
money.

Mr. BuDwESumY. In my judgment it is still capital.
Mr. SIMON. On June 15, 1949, did each of the Shirley-Duke corpor-

ations enter into a contract with Investors Diversified Servicesl
Mr. BuDwEmsKzY. On the 15th of June 19491
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Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Bui)WESKEY. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have a copy of the contract before you?
Mr. BUDWESKEY. Yes; I do.
Senator ROBERTSON. Mr. Chairman. before you go into the contract,

I would like to get a little clearer picturee of what tie other question
was.

Each corporation puts up $1,000 and there were six of them n?
Mr. SIMON. That is correct, Senator.
Senator ROBERTSO.N. That was a group. One man was president at

$20,000. Was he president of all six?
Mr. SImON. No. One man was president of two corporations. Each

of them was president of two corporations.
Senator ROBERTSON. Each got $40.J)()0
Mr. SIMON. No; each got $20,000, a total of $60,000 for the three

of them, and $6,000 of capital.
Mr. PAUL. Ten thousand from each corporation.
Senator ROBERTSON. I did not know how miuch salary they took.
Mr. SIMON. The salary totaled $60,000.
The CHAIRMAN. For the three of them per year.
Mr. SIMroN. Did this contract with Inves-trs I)r ,vide, and I am

reading now from the bottom of the first page, thly contract, was the
contract under which Investors financed the project : i s that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. This contract in connection with the (leedI of trust
and notes executed by the corporations for the principal amount of
the loans, constituted the documents under which the advances were
made.

Mr. SIMON. It provided at the bottom of page 1, did it not, and I
am quoting:

Prior to the beginning of the development work and con-truction, or tile fur-
nishing of materials for the project, there shall be obtained from the F.deral
Housing Commissioner his commitment to insure upon completion under s ctioln
608 of the National Housing Act, a first mortgage permanent loan in an amount
not less than the amount of the mortgage loan hereinafter stated to be made
upon the project by the commitment mortgagee upon the completion of the
project. The commitment to insure shall be issued to lender as mortgagee.

Is that correct?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. At the top of the second page, did the contract fur-

ther provide that in addition-on the second line on the second page.
There is an insert between the first and second pages.

Mr. BUDWE:SKY. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. SIMON (reading) :
In addition, there shall be procured prior to any obligation of the lender to

proceed further with the making of any loan or disbursement of any funds a
commitment from the Federal National Mortgage Association, acceptable to
lender, to purchase from lender the permanent loan as insured by the Federal
Housing Commissioner.

Is that correct?
Mr. BuDwEsKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So that the contract provided that before Investors

was to put up a dime they had to get not only a commitment from
FttA for a permanent loan in at least the amount of their commit-
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ment here, but also a commitment from FNMA to take over the
loan if they couldn't otherwise sell it?

Mr. BUDWESKY. They wanted the commitment, and they wanted
the take-out.

The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. Do you mean to say that they
had a commitment from FHA to insure the loan, and also had a com-
mitment with Fannie May to buy it?

Mr. S moN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this question: Didn't Shirley-

Duke Corporation likewise have a commitment from RFC whereby
RFC would loan them $14,412,000?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I never heard of that, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. RFC in those days were buying the FNMA, as

I recall.
Mr. BUDWE.SKYf I don't know anything about that. The Shirley-

Duke corporations had nothing to do with the application of the
mortgagee here to oet a take-out from Fannie May.

The CHAIRMAN. Who handled that, the Investors?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The mortgagee, Investors, would make that ap-

plication to Fannie May. The provision in the contract provides
that they are under no obligation to make any advances.

The CfAIRM.AN. In other words, the contract that you entered into,
Shirley-Duke, with Investors, not only required that you secure from
FIIA a commitment to insure the mortgage on completion--

Mr. BUDWESKY. No. You have stated that incorrectly.
The CHAIRMAN. You state it correctly, will you?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The contract provided that they were under no

obligations to advance any money under the loani agreement and the
deed of trust until they obtained a commitment from FHA.

The CHAIRMAN. Until they. Investors, obtained it themselves?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The FHA issues its commitment to the mortgagee,

not to the owner.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. In other words, Investors, in the contract

they made with you, wrote into the contract that they were under no
obligation to advance any money

Mr. BuDWE,,KY. Until'they had the commitment out of FHA, and
a takeout. from Fannie May.

The CHAIRMAN. And also a commitment from Fannie May that
Fannie May would buy the mortgage?

Mfr. BI'DWESKY. After completion of the project. That is a condi-
tion they had in there.

The CUHAIRMAN. And you have no knowledge or recollection, as the
attorney for Shirley-Duke, that, a deal was ever made with RFC?

Mr.r UI)WESKY. I have no knowledge that Investors ever actually
got the takeout from Fannie May. We had nothing to do with that.

assumed that they did, because there came a time when they were
reads' to begin to make advances and tell us to go ahead with con-
stru('t ion.

The (I A IRIMAN. Well. the records I think will show that somebodY
had a. commitment from RFC f,,r $14.41_,000.

Mr. BUt)WESKy. If they did, it inn-,t, have bee the mortgagee.
The CHt. CAI ,AN. Do anY of you gentlemen who are witnesses here

know anything about a ,,ommitnent from RFC ?
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Mr. RicHARD. No.
The CHAI RAN. Should it be that since RFC handled Fannie May

commitments they were one and the same I- -... --

So you were taking no chances whatsoever on this contract?
Mr. BUDWESKY. You mean Investors Diversified Services were tak-

ing no chances.
The CHAEIMAN. Investors Diversified Services were taking no

chances?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The contract speaks for itself, sir. I was repre-

senting the Shirley-Duke corporations and we were going to be the
builders and eventual owners of the project, we hoped, but these
lrovisions--

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. What are the facts? Didn't Investors buy the land

and pay for it?
Mr. BuDwEsxy. Investors put up the money. They advanced the

money to the six corporations with which to buy the land. It was
advanced under the loan agreement and the deed of trust.

The CHAIRMAN. Did Investors ever take title to the land?
Mr. BuDwmsKY. Oh, no. They didn't take title. They took an

assignment of the original purchase contract.
The CAIRMAN. They took it as collateral against their loan?
Mr. BuDwEsKY. As against their original $5,000 advance.
Mr. SIMON. There was no contract prior to June 15, 1949, was

there?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Between whom?
Mr. SIMON. Between any of the sponsors or any of the Shirley-

Duke corporations and Investors?
Mr. BUDWESKY. There was no contract between-there never was

any between the individuals. The only contract that eventually re-
suited after many weeks of negotiations, was this contract of June
15, of which there are 6, 1 with each corporation.

Mr. SIMON. And between February and June, Jay Charlie Lewis
had a contract to buy the land, which he had assigned to Investors;
is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, will you ask a question of the witness

iii that connection?
Will you ask the witness whether or not between February and June

there were not agreements with Investors Diversified Services'?
Mr. SIMON. We are going to get to that in just a moment.
T ie CHAIRMAN. We will get to that in a moment.
.1Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt again a minute?

I don't like to do this, but in view of the fact that we have here now
all of the members of the press, and in view of the fact that Mr. Bud-
wesky's testimony has just been that he was the attorney for Shirley-
l)uke, and not for Investors Diversified Services, and in view of tfie
fact that his testimony has been that everything that he has said with
resl)ect to Investors, other than the Shirlev-1uke project, has been
hearsay on his part-

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
.M1r. MICC.\RTIN. That he is only repeating what other people told

h11t1, and in view of the fact thatthe record at this time, Mr. Clair-
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man, because of things that were developed in the executive committee
hearings indicates that Alleghany Corp. had no stock interest in this
company at the time of the negotiations of this contract, that is, that
these contracts were negotiated in the very early part of 1)

The ('II.\IRr.N. Now you are making a statement. WVe will get
to you a little later.

Mr. Mc(CARrN. If you will bear with me, I would like to get this
into the pre.-, so that'the fellows who are here to write these storit's
will get the facts as they are.

The (HAERMN. Will you be sworn in?
Mr. MCCARrIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I do.
The CHlAMAN. What date did Alleghany Corp. purchase control

of Investors?
Mr. [CCARTIN. I think the date, Mr. Chairman, was April 17,

1949.
The CHAIRMAN. April 17, 1949?
Mr. MCCARTIN. April 27.
The CIIAIRMAN. WVhat is your name for the record, please?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Mv name is John W. MtcCartin.
The CHAMMAN. What date did Alleghany Corp. purchase control

of Investors?
Mr. McCAR'IN. On April 27, 1949.
The CHAIRMAN. What date was the contract with Shirley-Duke

dated ?
Mr. McC.\RTI. June 15, 1949.
The CIMA-. June 15, 1949?
Mr. NM(-Cx IN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.. What is your position?
Mr. MCCARTIN. My position, Mr. Chairman, is this: That Mr.

Budwesky's testimony, has been that the negotiations of this deal were
started in late-late in the year 1948 and early in the spring of 1919.
There has been testimony about a contract that was signed in Feb-
ruary. and my point merely is this:

That at the time that the negotiations were entered into, and :it
the time that the first contract that has been the matter of inquiry
here was signed, and at the time of the first advance of moneV
Alleghany Corp. had no interest in Investors Diversified Servie-.
and that is all.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Budwesky, is everything that happened prior to

June 1-5. 1949, preliminary to the contract of that date?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes. There were many, many things that had t,

be done.
Mr. SiMoN. But the rights of each of the parties is set forth in tllhi-

agreement?
Mr. BuDwESKY. Well, as far as the Shirley-Duke Corp. and the

stockholders of Shirley-Duke corporations are concerned, their in-
terest and rights began as of the 15th day of June, when this contract
was signed.

Mr. SIo?. Mr. Budwesky, did this contract, provide for 6 percent
interest?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. On the money as advanced for construction?
Mr. SIMON. Yes,
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And FHA's interest ceiling was 4 percent, wasn't it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did the contract provide in paragraph 2 (b), and I

quote:
Complete surface drawings, plans, and specifications for the project, both

for on-site and off-site work, approved hy the lender arid the Federal Housing
Commissioner for an insurance of the section 0;.s mortgage loan shall be fur-
iished by the borrower prior to the commencement of the project development.

Mr. BUDWESKY. You are reading from
Mr. SIMON. Paragraph 2 (b) at the bottom of page 2.
Mlr. BUDWESKY. Yes.
M1r. SIrN. The sentence I was reading was the first sentence in

1paragraph 2 (b), which said that plans had to be accepted.
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right. We were required under the terms

of this contract, which speaks for itself, to g(et our complete organi-
zation all set up-everything that. FHA could possibly require in
connection with an actual closing of the transaction, where they would
insure an obligation, or the loan instrument, before the June 15 con-
tract became effective for the advancement of money.

Mr. Si oN. Right. And under section 3, on page 3, you were re-
quired to file all the applications with FHA necessary to get the
.olllnitment; is that right ?

Mr. BUDW&SKY. We had to have everything approved by FHA.
Mr. PAUL. Who do you mean by "you"?
Mr. SimON. The Shirley-Duke companies.
Mr. PAUL. They didn't have to file the applications. As I under-

stand, the applications were filed by the mortgagee.
Mr. SiMoN. I will be glad if Mr. Budwesky would answer because it

says here, if I read it correctly-
borrower agrees to complete and qualify the project for FHA insured mortgage.

Mr. BUDWESKY. The borrower, in conjunction with the approved
mortgagee.Mr. SIMo. In paragaph 4, does it provide on the top of page 4:
No work or labor shall be performed upon the project, or any material placed on
the land therefor, prior to the issuance of the FHA commitment for the issuance
of section 608 mortgage, on the completed project.

Mr. BuDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. On page 5, in paragraph 5, the first sentence provides:

Nothing herein contained or in the note and nortgam.'e contained shall be deemed
to obligate the lender to loan or advance for costs of construction and other
charges herein contemplated which In the aggregate shall exceed an amount in
excess of the mortgage loan above stated.

Mr. BuDFWsKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. That means that in no event could they be required to

advance Shirley-Duke more than FHA was going to commit itself
for: is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, the loan agreement specifies that they will
lend us an amount not in excess of what FHA would agree to issue;
that is right.
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Mr. SI1%0N. Now, on page 7, paragraph marked "1" starts out.
Attached hereto, marked "IHxhlblt A," Is a payment breakdown for each unit of
construction.

And exhibit A lists each item going into the building, including
paiting Iplastering, lanul, iind mo forth ; is that right?
Mr. B)1m1,ti-. Well, tlhat is a breakdown of Ihe maximum aim tlt

that they would advantlcel,, as ( IttriOU went along, btt I thint it
did take into consideration the norinal Imoldlnck that a mortgagee ord a.
nearly has in a(lvacing niomiy toa it'ortgagor under a construct i,,w
10i11.

Mr. SIMON. Was th at to make certain that, the building was corn-
ph'ted with an expenditur, of less than tie FHA couamitnient?

Mr. BuDWE,:SKI. Well, yvo sev, this was an FHA commitment if)
insure after completion. There vas a wery substantial amount (if
money involved. Th mortgagee was Putting up its own money Of) a
straight conventional ty)e inortgage during construction. Tlvey
wanted to be absoltely certain that the project could be complete,,
because it had to be 'oimphilbte~i I fore FItA would insure,.

Mri1. SIM('N. Wasn't exhibit. A it (I(h'd to make sure it was cow,
pleted for less than the Fl-IA commitment ?

MNr. BVDWESKY. No, not necessarily. They were not going to per-
iit-they were not going to permit the owvrs to draw up to tle
last dollar, because normally in the construction, a mortgagee does not
advance ever nickel as you go along, and the owner always has son,
provision in his contracts wifli the suppliers or subcontractors, where.
Ey the final pa yment-he has a holdback from them, and it was figure d
tfhat they would advance that ainount (luring construction, and thit
whatever this didn't take care of would be taken care of when the
final drawing was made.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Budwesky, it. is a fact that the FHA commitment
was on a basis of $6,600 a unit.?

Mfr. BUDWESKY. That could be a fact. I am not in a position to
state that. I don't know.

Mr. SIMON. And doesn't exhibit A provide for expenditures not
to exceed about $5,500 a unit?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't know. The exhibit is attached to the
agreement.

Mr. SimoN. The exhibit shows $59,000 for buildings; is that co-
rect ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. The exhibit shows $59,905 for a flat-roof building.
and $60,499 for a pitch-roof building

Mr. SImoN. And that was on the basis of 11 units to a building; is
that right?

Mr. B VDWESKY. I think they averaged that, 11 apartment units,
and then, of course, they had storage rooms-

Senator ROBERTSON. I want to interrupt counsel just to keep this
picture before us.

What was the maximum amount that FHA was supposed to insure
of the actual cost?

Mr. SIoM. Ninety percent of the replacement value of the
property.

Senator RoBErTsoN. Ninety percent of the replacement value, and
you are bringing out now a contract?
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Mr. SiMom. That is right.
Senator RmI, rToN. Which not only was a hundreA percent, but

which finally wound tip tpy, on all of these, projects, Weing W; million
above t lt comt of it'

Mr. Sy ow. Not this project.
Senriator RM)1FjIIr, rM1q. rnean o1 all .ix corporations(
Mr. SiMom. No. 'T164 project, sft4,r, is a little. over , million.
Senattyr JHonmwrm,. let ux limit it, then, to the Shirley-IJhke.

About $3 million above th. actual cost ,
Mr. SIMon. That is corret., sir.
Senator Rom rIx. On which the chairman gaid they took no risk.

Of ,oijrse, thf-y did take a risk, whether that be treated as capital gains
or 'traight income.

%Ir. SIMox. It w,,i treat.Id ax capitall ,:iiis, sir.
Nfr. PAU;L,. Mr. airmana. Mfr. Simon just rjade a statement that

in thee corporations it wax .8 r,,illion. Is heii under oatlj.
Mr. SIMox. If you will jiJt bear with mne. we. will put in the rer-

ord. if you wat it, ,your own peopl,.' sworyi te.stimony to that effect.
Mir. PAUL,. WIIl, if you will put. that, in. tlen I wil I be quiet.
'(,.nator B 'ICKFR. Is your name ini th. r.,ord
Mr. PAUL. Ye", sir.
Senator BRICKER. Who1m do0 you repri-,f-tit?
Mr. P1AU'i . I repre-.-rit Mr. Prilet, ,i, SA.nator, andi Mr. Bros, and

Shirle y-I)iike (orp. 2 ,nld .

'llie (CI .%N . Have v,i, ,een 'worn in vt ?
Mr. PATwL. I would like to be.
Th e (II.%nR NN. Well, we will .cw,.ar yo, in later.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Biudwe-ky, will you trn to page 10 of th. con-

tri,,t, paragraph 11 (b).
This provides, and I qu,,ote:
I:,1rrower agre"s tip pay J4niler ar arrn,rt herein mometirittq refeMrrd to as

ler,d,.r',t compensatory charge for thi.4 loan in the amount of (;14 percent of the
oridlnal principal am,,int ,,f the loan whieh %hall to. payable forthwith upon the
,t-,rdntlon of the mortgage.

I- that correct
Mr. Bi-DWF.qKT. That is right.
Mr. SIMO.. 1)Do. that mean that in advance, so to speak, Investors

w t. to get a compensatory chi'arg, of ;i/ percent of the total amount
of the mortgage?

Mr. BUDWrFSKY. After the land was acqired by thp ;ix corpa-
ti,.-, ani in accordance with the terms of the- loan a.rr-.,t, tie
,lfed of truth noteQ were executed. and the deed of trust.s Wrp eze-
Li.,1. and admitted to record. and the title in-,rance poliy delivered
to the mortgagee, we were entitled to make certain draws r- ha-,Za

Q1 with which to tet the project under way. and included :r t-e
• r-t draw made by each corporation wa- this 614-per-eret z-:re.
mpon receipt of the money. cheeks for the 612 perLen were tie im-
mediately made to Investors Diversified Services, Inc.

Mr. SmoN.. Do I understand correctly, then. that these 6 -orr-
"ons, with a total capital of $6,000, were obligated ir mmediately 'pon
:he start of this project to pay a fee of 61', perteet of the me_-_ m
o Investors, and that Investors loaned them the money wit' .-

to pay the Investors* fee: is that right ?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And that 61/2 percent turned out to be $899,900, did it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. If that is what you multiplied it out; that is it.
Mr. SIMoN. And Investors loaned the $900,000 to Shirley-

Duke, which had $6,000 of capital, so that Shirley-Duke could pay
Investors a $900,000 fee; is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is how we had to get the money to pay it.
The CHAIRMAN. But you mean they loaned you the money so that

you could pay them back their own fee? Is that what happened?
Mr. BUDWESKY. We executed a deed of trust, and a deed of trust

note, upon the land that we owned, and tied in as a part of the loan
was this loan agreement, in which we agreed that out of the first draw
that we made we would pay them this 61/2 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean Investors wouldn't wait until the proj-
ect was completed and FHA or someone bought the mortgage so that
you could pay out of the proceeds of the mortgage? They made you
pay out of money you borrowed from them?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is exactly right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that an unustal thing?
Mr. BumwsKY. That was a stipulation of the mortgagee in this

instance. We wouldn't. have had a deal if we didn't agree to it.
The CHAIRM AN. In other words, you are a $6,000 corporation. That

is all you had?
.Ir. BUDWSKY. That is right.
The CHA\MAN. You enter into this contract of June 15, 1949; you

agree to pay 61// percent, which amounted to what, $900,000? You
agreed to pay it in advance?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. And investors agreed to loan you the money to do

it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. And they did it.
The CHAMMAN. And they did loan you the money?
Air. BUDwESKY. And we paid them.
The CHARMAN. And you did pay them?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Then, Mr. Budwesky, I take it you had to pay them

interest on the money they loaned to pay their fee; is that right?
Mr. BuDWESKY. From the date we made the draw.
Mr. SrxoN. And interest was computed monthly; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SimON. So that for the entire period of the loan you had to each

month pay interest on the prior month's interest; is that right?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And referring now to the rider which was attached

to the paragraph we are now talking about, and I think you will find
it on the next page, it says:

Section 11, paragraph (b)-

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. It starts out with-
Part of said charge in an amount equal to 5 percent-

and then I am skipping, it is talking about the things Investors did for
you-and it says-
and Included preliminary estimates.
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Do you find that?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN (reading):
Preliminary estimates, calculations and engineering work, arranging for

borrower to procure plans and specifications for the project at a minimum cost
and at substantial savings to borrowers: negotiating for and aiding borrower
in negotiating subcontracts and bids for materials and equipment, in conjunction
with other projects of other owners.

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, what is referred to by "other projects of other

owners"?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I would like to answer you without being re-

qmiired to stick just exactly to the question. I would include your
question in the answer.

I did not have a part in a lot of the various phases that went into
this transaction-the question of plans. the question of cost analysis,
enoittring surveys. etc., were not in imy line and I didn't have a part
of that.

Originally, as I have told you in my previous statement, it was
Contemplated that this would be a participation deal.

Mr. Si-uoN. Explain what you mean by a "participation deal," Mr.
Budwesky.

Mr. BUDWESKY. Participation deal, as I understand it. as contem-
lated here was one in which the mortgagee. Investors Diversified

Services, would furnish all the necessary funds that would be required
to meet the conditions of FHA, to provide capital that you might have
to have in going through with the transaction: that Mr. Hutman, Mr.
Gordon, and Mr. Preston, all of whom were builders and all of whom
had their building organizations, and were ready to hake on the job
and proceed with it, would do the building and that each of them-
I don't. know whether it was strictly a 50-50) percent equity owner-
ship in the corporations, or whether Investors was going to have 51
percent and the boys were going to have 49. I don't recall that, but
I know that up until almost the last week or 10 (lays of our negotia-
tions, of negotiations between Investors and the boys, it was contem-
plated that it would be a participation deal in which Investors would
advance the money, and own 50 percent of the project, and these boys
wOIld go ahead and build the project and do the work, and they would
own 50 percent. Now. it may be 49-51. or 50-50.

The CHAIRMAN. Whv was that changed ?
Mr. BurW-Ksmv. Weil. I can only s.urmise why it was done, sir.

I imagine that would probably be best answered by some representative
of Investors.

The CHAIRMAN. If all you can do is surmise, then you need not
anuiwer the question.

Mr. SI N. Did anybody in Investors ever tell you why it was
changed or give you a reason for it ?

Mr. BuDWESKY. Well, I don't think it was anybody in Investors.
The Ch1ARMA.N. But the idea was changed and this contract of

June 15 was entered into?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct, sir.
Now, then, getting back to this paragraph 11 (b) that you specifi-

cally asked me about, the proposal was finally made that instead of
having-there was never any formal contract even drafted. It was
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11141,Nl. an 1understanding Oltaf when wgot veiy ylcing lse workot ouit
to the ati.f:lsction of the iortgae ta ihat a ,,ontracL would Ile drawi
whereby the stock owiersil would be its col(tlilIJaIptAl.

1l1hei net r t le iild of the tiegot jut iollu, I ivso 'r, or il l" rI il'r'51,l ii i

tive of Inw1vtos, ('ame, tl) Wtilli tllis otler dir i pt ilu lt lleN woi hl
Ilot take 111N' of the stoc( owii'si I ill t t'(oij)0l't iIlls; 1111 lit
Itilihr. or ! 1rop.s,,i owners wi bilil~ol, ('0111dl Inve it fill, i l II bi'1

lielu (if tilt' 111111 flilngs tllllt l \v, lfo. hnal dlle h) lrinllth r1j.,0ii'

o tihlt itml to ewf ,itg teao t lo to I , jlind, 11t1 tln%,y (t'IIla( lgl ii,,

llint wa-, the w4olit ionl tial. was 1)l, to II. 1,ild fh:lf was tile lrol',,i.
ion that1 ww; fi.IIINu lit a 14t'd to.

M[r. Si Mo(N. Mi'r. )I I(wvesky, dotes thle di Hise "Oliei' l)rotjctt o f ot 1l4.1
OWi -N il any Way entonlnss l)O1 .. i4oft '0

Mr. lulmlwu Asu,. I doll't think to (lit t,\tlilt (f illy act'il fiiai .'il
intv'rv',"t on flit, part of ])on ljoft l'. Doll ]oflus was ut (lII' 6i uut

very tIdeliiiiteiv ,onnected with live.tlors l)i vt'tr.ied seivie',s. II, is
rel;pultet A ourI t iie tol) 1 ,ii teeu, iajont Vh s Iikdloltlr, ill lt Ifill
tim, iln 19419 or tle latter parl of I19, I link it bad filr.,yNi
had invested, hiIself, his major holding" to it fellow l)y llvt 11i,.,1
of ,a(mble, who I think ill turti is t',Ii 01, wio Sold to AllgIni .

'Mr. Si .Mr. Bildaw tky, I have here 4 cheeks (lifted A uugiist 1,
1949, of Investors Diversifiedl Services in the, total amount of $1,iOtit,
8 of which are payable to (ieveland Parkway (ardens (orp., find
a fourth to Broadway Gardens, and they arte all envidorsed b I lhit
payees, 3 of them to Mr. Loftus and the fourth to his nephew, .1: i
Charlie Lewis, and I ask you if there is any connieCtion between
these checks and the reference to other projects and other lper-sIl'
ill this contract.

'Mr. Btniw:sK. I don't know, sir. I lhad nothing to do with tht,
Cleveland project. I have no knowledge of the (heck.cs. I know I hit
Mr. Loftus was interested in hel ing his friends in Investors-

'Checks, etc., referred to, %\ill be found in the files of the coin-
iittee. )
The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute. Before I forget it, all the exhibits

that we have here will be made a part of the record. That is, fill
the checks, the contract, and so forth.

(The material referred to follows:)
JULY 28, 1961.

Re projects Nos. 000-42168/42173, Shirley Duke Apartments, sections 1-6.
Mr. TnoMiAs C. BARRINOGE,

District Director, Federal Housing Administration,
16*5 1 Street N. W., Washington 2 5, D. 0.

DEaR M. BAmmiNGFa: Reference is made to your letter of July 12, 1951, recoiu-
mending an increase in rentals for the six Shirley Duke projects based upon the
recognition of increased operating costs.

We have reviewed your analyses of this matter and have no objection to your
approval of rents averaging $19.43 per room per month, subject to the condition
that the increased rentals be made effective upon the expiration of the existing
leaves.

The enclosures with your letter are returned herewith.
Very truly yours, CLYtDE L. POWELL, Assistant C'ornUsioflir.
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JNVVZXTOas DIMMMEIViI Sguvzcr, live,,

Mlinnea polis Z, Minnt., April 23, 1951.
Icd. Mbirls'y I')ke Apsirtrieritm, secilon IV. TIA case No. 000-42171. Our loan

No. 9"-98801.
I 1,l4-2AL 111fflplM( AlMI RMA'rroly,

Districi Insuring Office, Washingt~' 25, 1). 01.
I~?1 IMPN Altaelied jilumiis hid sin iiityslix of the operating e',Mts of tbis

Il '.J''t for n p1'rl'u (if it inioat his. You will raots that the actual ('(mt5 lirt met ot)-
Mt.tIE tho eoAi'tivrmits'd ('omtp. J4'llowii'~g thin ,schefdile you will find c'omf-

iie'i'tM9 ol EJI of thle vii ot I ts'iriis, i i fol lu.tvira thirit you will find a breakdown
jim it; thse IniaDlil t IN- proJef sh'piiIll ha vs* xhown ,iveordling to the 1,1lA cost
w-r'i'"iJ''s oi nd tie- Itoiiri, thi t he jir~ie vt In ne-tiun ly showing.

Thuis tia In pot-it Ito yirj tt flit. rejtiemt oif t hf owner of Shirley Duke Apart-
fill 11 iN, NowflIol IV, wt i t hi 116 1461 ht ths l iii ji ( i e a "~ of operating the apartmnents
vii rroitm t an I oereniiit Irs flit- rent. You %%ill nijti th it thle different-(. in f lit- net
liwiis, 6' -er tilr"' itne-itit jm-r yo-1l hs*twei fElit FI1' 1IA entinate aind the actual Inc''ne
1'. #A:"0145. Th ini Nire, divided lt, 1, 2, would idnihew I that each apartment should
i,' iiiitqviaijlroxuiitely $Xh)5 per* nmonthI.

TI'is' owlaer lo si 'fl''Jy votim''iiip of t he Nmiet thitt too large a raise may cause-
-ulii, % M1ii'uiIe's 116. feetls Ibmit Ipio- L'iloly tho figure inissvfe noted in soo-wlit high
iid iuigenit tlinit ii Iiit, .' pesrc'rit rnw I wle al 1,wed. lii 'view of the rising costs~

ipf hoid hi;loIor s id Ir Niem, t hi mvi,,r fi''i I flit 5 percent would he the minitnum
,J14 i1l...

We i'enjoevitilly request f lint you clollieui ro the flgwarem ii wibtlmitted with your
ifeii q'x is rie'jii'i on W04~ airt 111111 opsena iIon%, Is'iarin n in i d the- comments
'A IniCh III-""1111111 hin i sCreI Nehe'i le~j. if puoi, f(n. a the cuimt figairem am submit-
11c11 Nr in' iiiissiiily lIn III)$eeW'Al Isp'ir livwii re, we would appreciate It if you would

thuii t Iho. nomi.'''sry rid14 es.'ne t ''1nl-l
TIhe' oije'r of thin ps;r'.jueut will he viore t han i'lling to cooperate with you In

is ny way. If you find thti thlers* In s',oie joIi('E that usin opain(iltg ('(it could lto-
1'iii by a chtrake of ior'i'loeur#, I am stan' that hec would be very plenned too have
tlet- benefit of po',ur ad vi'.

The figuires am Puhmnited we're funismh um by3 the- nianagetnent office at Shirley
Djuki', anid t ho' ma-eiantatit for -shiivy Duke Apartinentsm, section IV. 'We believe
tliura to he accurate, but vi4 a mervicer, cannot takt" the responsibility for thetu.

Thlis suhmIseeion on section IV #,f Shirley JIuke Apartments, Is to be used as a
pilot jipplienmtion. Sections 1, 11, Ill, N', tind VI follow the sme( Pattern (if
tu,sts and will be sulimnltteid for your consideration when a decision has been
111"Ile upon thin came.

Very truly youre,
E. NM. Buts, Manager.
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Operating income and expense schedule on Shirley-Duke Apartment8, section IV

[Sec. IV, 350 units, 1,347 rooms]

In co m e ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Renting expense ... ...................................................Adnmintstrtlon_.
T elephone and telegraph ----------------------------------------------------
L egal and aud it -------------------------------------------------------------
Heating ....................................................................
Electricity .................................................
Water ..............................................................
Sewer charge ................................................................
Payroll (except repairs and decorating) .....................................
Janitor su pplies .........................................
Exterminating --..............................................................
Trash and garbage ...........................................................
Miscellaneous (gas, oil for trucks) ...........................................
Repairs (labor and materials) ...............................................
Decorating ..................................................................
Grounds (material)--........................................................
Furniture, material and expense ..-----------------------------------------
Insurance ...................................................................
Taxe; .......................................................................
F HA insurance ..............................................................
Reserve for replacement .....................................................

Total .................................................................

FHA

$220. 56

10. 26
.50

1.00
10.00
2.00
2.00

7.05
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.00
5.28
1.00
1.00
4.00

20.00
A.88

10.26

90.23

Actual (9
months)

Wo 54

2.7'

.2:

3.32
3.1%
4. S2
7.71

3.37
.63

3.99
5.29
.36

2.31
20. (4

10.26

102-43

NoTz.-The item for FHA insurance in the original commitment was figured In with the principal and
Interest payment. Thus the commitment will not reflect the total as shown on this page and the existence
of that F HA charge.

SHIRLEY-DUKE APARTMENTS, SECTION IV, FHA CASE No. 000-42171

COMMENTS
Renting expense

This item of $2.77 represents the extra help that was hired during the renting
of the apartments, plus the advertising that was done during the first rental
period. This is a nonrecurring item, except that the owner expects to spend
approximately 75 cents a room a year for general advertising to keep the waiting
list up and also to keep the name of the apartments in front of the public.

Administration expense
The administration expense is running less than the FHA estimate. Over

the entire Shirley-Duke project, the administration expense is running approxi.
mately $8.40 a room a year at the present time. This is a little more than the 9
months' picture shown here, but is not too much out of line.

Heating
Heating is running considerably more than was originally estimated. I was

told by a heating man that the following schedule would just about fit the heating
pattern per month in this area:

Percent of total annual heating co8t

January ----------------------- 20
February ---------------------- 19
March ------------------------ 10
April -------------------------- 6
May ------------------------
June -----------------------

July------------------------
August----------------------
September-------------------
October---------------------
November-------------------
December-------------------

The items for heat in the summer represent the cost of heating water.
I determined that the average cost of fuel over the entire 6 sections of Shirley-

Duke for the month of January was $3.10 per room. Thus if January repre-
sented 20 percent of the entire fuel cost, then the fuel per year would cost $15.50.
To try to support the figures that I arrived at, I asked the management of
Shirley-Duke to obtain a letter from Griffith Consumers, who are furnishing the
oil, as to what they thought the cost of operation would be. They advised that
they felt there would be a total of 1,600,000 gallons (38,000 barrels of oil used a
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year). Using the present price of $3.55 per barrel, the total cost of heating
came to approximately $135,000. There are a total of 7,902 rooms in the entire
6 sections. Dividing this figure into the total cost would indicate that Griffith
Consumers figured the heating costs would be $17.09 per room per year. I feel
that the figure of $15.50 is probably more accurate, although it might be a shade
low.

Electrioity
In spite of the fact that the 9-month expense of electricity is running at the

rate of $3.32 a year, the present rate is running approximately $4.80 a year. The
overall figure of $3.32 must take into consideration the fact that for the first
several months of operation the apartments were only partially rented, and
hence the electric bills were much less than they normally would be. On the
other hazl, the $4.80 figure is high due to two things. First (this cannot be
helped) isthe fact that the Shirley-Duke Apartments have to pay for their own
street lighting and this was not figured in the original estimate. The second
item (and something should be deducted for this) is the fact that the electric
bills include the running of the washing machines and the dryers for which out-
side compensation is received. It would be my estimate that a fair charge, in-
cluding street lighting, would be approximately $3.75 per room per year.

Water
I believe that the overage here is simply a case of underestimating on the

original setup.

Sewer charges
This item was not forseen at the time the deal was set up and nothing was

allowed.

Payroll
You will note that the payroll figure on the schedule runs at the rate of $7.71

per room per year. In this connection, however, I would like to point out that
in the month of December 1950 the payroll ran at the rate of $10.92 per room per
year, and in the months of January and February 1951, the figure was $9.24 per
room per year. The payroll has been given considerable attention and it is be-
lieved by all parties connected with Shirley-Duke that the $9.24 figure cannot be
re(huced. On the contrary, with the coming of summer and yard work it is en-
tirely posible that the payroll will have to be increased.

Tra8h and garbage
The present contract (which is one of the best in the area for this work) runs

$3.37 per room per year. It is my understanding that the contract will expire
sometime this summer and that a raise of 10 percent may be expected.

Repairs
The figure of $3.98 per room per year at the present time seems to be a little

high. One reason for this is that the management has stocked an inventory of
the various items that will be needed in making repairs to the apartments.
On theother hand, the labor portion of the repair item is much higher than was
ori-inally expected. I expect over a long period that this item will probably nit
fall much less than $3.75 per room per year, and probably will remain near the
$4 figure.
Jb'corating

No money has as yet been spent for decorating. However, there is no dlbt
thatt all of the $5.28 per room per year will be needed to do the decorating as
time goes on. In spite of an effort to keep the apartments rented on the basis
of 60 percent civilian and 40 percent military, those figures have just about
been reversed. This course means that the apartments are experiencing a much
greater turnover (almost 10 percent) than they normally would. Turnover indi-
'ates decorating, and that is why I say that $5.28 will certainly not be too much
to figure on.

7'a.res
The assessed valuation has not as yet been set on Shirley-Duke Apartments.

However, advance Information has been obtained from the people making the as-
WsSsments and it appears that the buildings will Ix assessed at a price which
will mean that the taxes will run approximately $20.04 per room per year. This
fiz"ure is certainly not too high. In caeq Alexandria succeeds In takiu the
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apartments into their boundaries, It Is estimated that the taxes will even lip
higher.

SI1ILEY-l)u KE APARTMENTS, SECTION IV

PHA original eetimatc of income and e.rpetse (per room per year)

Income ---------------------------------------------------- $220..1,6
Less: 7 percent vacancy ---------------------------------------- 15. 11

205. 12
Less: Operating expense (including FHA Insurance) ----------------- 90. 23

114. m9
Less: Principal and interest ------------- --------------- 97. r

Net income per room per year ----------------------------- 17. 30

3.7417 rooms per unit average = 3.7417 X $17.30 = $64.73' income per unit per
year.

I This varle. slightly from the figure on the eommitmemt, but I have gone over it two or
three times and believe It to be correct.

Actual ezperiece of income and expemae (per room per year)

Income ---------------------------------------------------- $220.56
Less: 7 percent vacancy---------------------------------------- 15.44

205.12
Less: Operating expense (including FHA insurance) ---------------- 102.43

102. W
Less: Principal and interest----------------------------------- 97. -59

Actual net income per room per year -------------------------- 5.10

3.7417 rooms per unit average = 3.7417 X $5.10 = $19.08 income per unit per year.
$64.73 less $19.08 = $45.65 divided by 12 = $3.85. Then to meet original FJIA
setup rent should be raised $3.85 per month per unit.

CONTRACT OF SALE

This agreement made this 25th day-of February 1949, by and between ALLIN
HILLS CORPORATION, a corporation organized under the laws of Virginia,
herein called Seller, and Jay Charley Lewis, an individual, of Alexandria, Vir
ginia, herein called purchaser:

W ITNSSMTH

That the seller hereby agrees to sell, and the purchaser hereby agrees to pur.
chase, at the price and on the terms and conditions hereinafter mentioned, all
that tract of land in Fairfax County, Virginia, situated on the Little River Turn-
pike and adjoining the property of D. G. Watkins, R. D. Catts and others and
known as Volusia, bounded as follows:

LEGAL DEsciwION DExLzr AS Pi- DoN A. Loirrus

That the price, terms, and conditions of sale are as follows, to-wit:
1. The sales price of said lands is $178.000.00.
2. The terms of payment are as follows:
(a) The sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) shall be paid at the time

of the signing of this agreement. This sum shall be placed in escrow with Davis-
Ruffner Title Corporation in Alexandria, Virginia, to be held pending finil
settlement and subject to all the terms of this contract.

(b) The balance of the purchase cost shall be paid in full at the time of closing
under this agreement.

3. That seller shall forthwith deliver to said Davis-Ruffner Title Corporation
a good and sufficient deed of general warranty covering said lands, which deed
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lmjlli be held in escrow by said title company pending final settlement and sub-

jec.t to all of the terms of thin contract.
,. That purchaser shall make, or cause to be made, by a corporation or

e.#rprrnt nlonm, it eoniictlon with the financial sponsor, an ivpplicition or appll-
Cftitfnm to the Federal looming Administration hereafterr called FHA), for
1Ho;tglIKe-ioan lll ri, linder 'ill, sE 46 of the presently effective housing act,
isr lily extelon tiiEerIof, oill lplroxiintIl.(U) apartment units proposed to bepl,'C.P.t .l MislldI l1110M 11nd "flil i lligeiifly prsec.ute said aIpli,.vat Ions nd (it) all

Int is reasonably imsitlui to obtain till apprloval Ih ier.'vof; pJroviled, hi,wever,
jpil'cllftlher shall, llevvirIllelss, liil te forty days from the (llte hereof in hiulh
to, elect not to fie said application or applications with FHA and iln the event
1l-irchaser shall so elect not to file said appl lljatioji or applications. he shall, upon
(lemiand, be entitled to a ri-turn of the said amount of $5,000.00 deposited under
this contract.
5. That purchaser shall be entitled to a c.ancelaItion of this e.ontra(.t should he,

,,r Ihe person or corporations making said application or applications, fail to
obtain from the FIIA a mortgage loan coininitinent, ir offer of such a commit-
iiieat satisfactory In all respects to purchaser, Including a satisfactory schedule
of rents. In the event of such cancellation or failure to obtain such commitment,
,' Offer of commitment , purchaser shall be entitled to at return of tile said amount
if $5,000.00 deposited with the sild Title (Conpny mider this contract and the
sid Davis-Ruffner Title Corporation are hereby ainthrizeI and directed to pay
,iver said amount of money to purchaser upon a showing of the contingency
(lscribed In this paragraph.

t;. That title shall be good of record, in fee simille. subject only to covenants,
(ea,(-nients, and building restrictions of record, and also, "sibject to a certain
contract of purchase now in effect between seller and one Bryan Gordon, Jr.,
affecting part of the lands herein mentioned, provided hIiwever, that. if and when
final settlement Is made under this contract and the full purchase price shall
have been pahl, that all monies paid on said contacist let woen Allen Hills 'or-
poration and said Bryan Gordon, Jr., and said contract shal! liv anssi.niied to the
purchaser herein. Seller represents that said lands are now z,,nEcd to permit the
instructions n of apartments.

7. That the costs of conveyancing, title search. Federal and St'nte taxes and
i(venue stamps, recording, and settlement charges, sliall l, paid by I)ur'haser
sand taxes shall be apportioned to date of transfer.

S. That, in the event of default by purchaser in the making of an application
or applications for mortgage loan insurance, as provided above, or in making
settlement under this contract, the full amount of the deposit shall be forfeited
tr, seller and the said Davis-Ruffner Title Corporation shall. under those -ondi-
tions, lbe authorized and directed to pay over said a aiount of $5.00.00 to seller.

9. Settlement under this contract shall lIe at the office of Davis-Ruffner Title
'orporation in Alexandria, Virginia, and shall be within ten (10) days after FHA

shall have indicated its willingness to issue a mortgage loan insurance commit-
nient or committments satisfactory to purchaser in all respects as hereinabove
provided, but in no event later than April 30, 1949, unless on that date the said
application or applications are still in the course of active processing by FHA,
in which event a reasonable extension of time shall be granted for completion
i(f processing said application or applications; and provided further that settle-
fient in any event shall be dependent upon completion of title and the fixing of
a settlement date by the title company.

10. That this agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors, adminis-
trators, and assigns of the respective parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said Allen Hills Corporation has caused these presents
to, be signed in its name by Calvin 0. Black, its Vice-President, attested by
Riley A. Gwynn, its Secretary, and its corporate seal to be impressed herein,
pursuant to a resolution duly adopted by Itq Board of Directors and ratified by
the owners of two-thirds or more of its capital stock, and the purchaser has
hereunto set his hand and seal, all on the day and year first above written.

ALLEN HILLS CORPORATION,

By: CALVIN 0. BLACK,
Vice President.

Attest:
I SEAL] RIrEY A. GWYNN,

Lcrctary.
J.vY CHARLEY LEWIS. [SEAL]
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District of Columbia, to wit:
I hereby certify that on this 8th day of March 1949 before me, a Notary

Public, in and for the District of Columbia, that Calvin 0. Black, Vice President,
and Riley A. Gwynn, Secretary, parties to a certain agreement bearing date on
the 25th day of February 1949, and hereto annexed, personally appeared before
me, in said District, and acknowledged the same to be the act and deed of Allen
Hills Corporation.

Given under my hand and seal this 8th day of March 1949.
HELEN B. WELCH,

Notary Public.
My commission expires on the 1st day of January 1953.

VMINIA,

City of Alexandria, to wit:
I, Carl Budwesky, a Notary Public in and for the State and City aforesaid, do

hereby certify that on this 7th day of March 1949, Jay ('harley Lewis, party to
a certain agreement bearing date on the 25th day of February 1949, and hereto
annexed, personally appeared before me, in said District, the said Jay C.harley
Lewis being personally well known to me as the person who executed the said
agreement and acknowledged the same to be his act and deed.

Given under my hand and seal this 7th day of March 1949.
CARL BUDWESKY,

Notary Public.
My commission expires on the 15th day of October 1951.

MARCH 8, 1949.

Re Title 608 project
Allen Hills Corp.,

Fairfax County, Va.

Mr. JAMES A. HEwrrT,
Director, Federal Housing Administration,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. HENNITT: The Investors Syndicate, as proposed mortgagee in the

application submitted herewith for FHA commitment to insure upon coni-
pletion under section 608 of the National Housing Act, is interested in making
a temporary construction loan for the building of the project and, upon the conm-
pletion of the project in conformity with the FHA commitment to insure upon
(ompletion, if issued, is interested in the making of a permanent 608 mortgage
loan.

In the event the Federal Housing Commission issues his commitment to insure
the 608 mortgage loan to be placed upon the property upon completion, the
Investors Syndicate represents to the Commissioner that in the event the (;(ks
mortgage is presented to the Commis.ioner for insurance Investors Syndicate
will, prior to presentation for insurance:

(a) Determine that the instrument securing the 60S mortgage loan is a good
and valid first lien on the property therein described and the premises are free
and clear of all liens other than that of the mortgage to be insured, except those
waived by the Commissioner.

(b) Verify and cause to be paid, and certify to the Commissioner that to the
best of its knowledge and belief there are not outstanding any unpaid obligations
contracted in connection with the purchase of the property, the construction
of the project or the mortgage transaction, except obligations for the payment
of which funds are held by the mortgagor or mortgagee and obligations which
will be fully paid out of the mortgage funds, or are secured by collateral other
than the mortgaged property, and further except second preferred stock of mort-
gagor, if issued, for additional loan funds if any required for the above purpose
and advanced by Investors Syndicate which are not satisfied by the 60, mortgage
loan.

Very truly yours,
INVESTORS SYNDICATE,

By E. M. BROS, Manager.

P. S.-It Is contemplated that this project will be broken down into six separate
and distinct mortgages, approximately equal in amount, which will cover approxi-
muately 2,100 units.-E. M. B.
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APPLICATION FOR MORTGAGE INSURANCE
Undelf Section 6080of the Notond Housing Act

Dee arh -011.49CT be SubmlledIs D1upliale)I

MORTGAGEE'S APPLICATION *' .J

L 
'e e -

To Too F11119W111L H00111110 COUuImmotifim:
ParruariIto thes Provosmna o Seon CimE the Xational Ifnint Act* and Admint.tratme R-iler8c.1 i-Jl.lt... ap.;i.'ailc tha. rl't. spitt

sessio ke here mads for the insuraae of the niorigage -j, m'i~ ~ie al..tag.. tAwll. 1. Il. tft.-r ra .... *..4 V. spi*t I. al i

the proposed security. tl uoiditrsigod Proposed MIortosgs c.,rauadersiti r -1, 1 1., e .1raisli' 11-1 . lilrerv-f i n talling tier it,1.4 t'.r, Awl

11ermawhi leAw in the principal amoiet of a.2,5d7,2110.0 ..... which utll Iiwar ttorrelet at _4e ', lier alanti., pa alOl a. I-, Iul ... I- a.

mooethly ad only on disursements. uoW ..... if...........months altcr dlc uf mortate, slid thereafter l.asallile so to Pernianrstt l-a..

by 2it ......... eual monthly instalments of 6 .1 1 .7. 9 1 oenifn prinelpal aild interest Ili nr(-iatsIiIaarl
Dues % it s. 21: in, creniuws 2 'c)

This application I)% the underutgnied Prujaolled Welr!qg~ It soi-ttqil % .. ,,r r cusnnutnnt. i an Ii lal atI t and pas iiwt. 4 it k1 arlf- - as

lis forth under YFinarecinh Fierwnae" at the rate of --- 'in the au-nt of J

Heresith LP check for Os$ 090 w hich is to payment of the fee reqi~ured 1).% Section If of Aduauntrattse Rulos, no.i effertlse I l- field

at the time tmt submitting application,

ToIy of VHIA comiutment are a' amiable. (a) Commitment foe In. (ttiils
isrifliew. u hirh FIIA in.aire ads aima of m..rtora proceeds diering the newMy,

eo~sc f e .raatso. ed b) Ce..mtatent to Insure t7pon Comapletion,. under
whirb FHA anstirs. filal rn-wrtaiac proceeds at the time of completion of tike . . ...

project. Check flir..tis IN- Ill i-.'isulaent deuired. 1.' 1 ros 'twl vLni,.er

(a) Q Commitnirl for t.-traosee. I 7 u.dn ....
(b) U] Comannsnicist to Insure t.pou Completion.'Ii-l Ij%

MORTGAGOR'S APPLICATION
n.
To T~e TrEDCAL Raarau'n Cnaauilarn'itsa

The underviltnrd he' lier iselC e for the insurance ofa first mortgage In the pen ocpal amou nt of S?, ' 1?. 'anrder I I -, %t. isi" 1, V-ril P n

6001 of the N national I,-1iing Art& and ari..- to pa, the e iamnnt ion (ea p.reotrbed by the A dm i ap t rat i %e Riales f. t- a-t, i . The ,.cte'ita

fislacmahes. mistil. draumngo. and other cihibita; lite under "Llpianatery Noties" below, properly identified and made a part hem(o. describe the
property y a bach w1 se"cure the proposed mortgage.

1. Name of proposed morttagor . $H1 11!K1..AARCT$.Ifl.......... ...1...

(A) Names anid addees of sponsors .. I .Q J.rA.7 l.QU &r. t.:LA on, ..

. ....................... .............. . ..
rVY

'IV n 2 . : A . .. .......... . ......... -.......... ......

2. Names andl addremem of- CI

(a) Architect. A. . uir-A nBL ,V' a

thi Aitone CLr2l Stdvassy. Alayandria.l V ri4* 2 5 &K~

EXPLANATORY NOTE-N
(For rehabdaitation projects. we epla J

Ill il&

SCi~oN I Be inning at a point in the approximate Center Of a branch in the

esterly bound ary of the Anosn H i1l18 tract, said point bearing

S 360 14' 408 W - 208.21'feert, S 450 50' 50 oe.8 et n

S 1.20 341 506 1. 40L!~6 to a point in the northerly line Of Little
River Pike& thence from the Point of bsginninj and with the approximate

enteor0 anch NS50046 100E Z25.07 foot, N4 0 31' 2 0 IW

140. a~tq N 260 ill 105 E 79.2Z' feet to a maple tree, N 180 141

t 10051 .11 feet to a fence Post# N 600 29, 11 $7,22 feet to a feWe

pofft d N 280 04' Joe E 250.0 feet to a point; thence deparliting
T id westerly boundary through the Allen Hillsl tract S 770 21' 006 E

00fo,86.0 feet along the &rc of a curve concave easterly, having

a of 716.0 feets 550 22' 200 3 72.99 feet, 1-63.12 feet along

the arc of a curve concave westerly having a rqdium of 911.17 feet,

77.0 feet along the arc of & curve concave easterly, having a radius

of sso.2e feet, and N 700 58' 260 1, 862.ei feet to tr.e point of beginniJI9

and contatiniMg 14.96 acres, more or leass.

I Ih ona~ 4wirs plaimin sn all4u.',. s.-.u, .a~ il~h ~t ~

VIP Cletsi~am hal l si pike r I I rsaiDWomos Sad gertuag5 lawiS. letaaw..if

ad d4 restwi...S. .sm. sl,.l r winl M

NoL-Data shown In atabas ene to rebabllawitlon projects. cii shall imut aipely to fir e fa-lrriction pr-ji ts
is a&" -

50690-54-pt. 1-10
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IT SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
SCHEDULE A

Soures of Equily
WOTI Ame~q~ Uito "timl d -C0 go bie ian[ I odonon de Adgmed ab -gi me 1 0 ln

3ta , edt kmeusWpd mA4MmmI~ t'.dm "NM~"W VIN bdMa&0 019 Romo10awolbaal am&Uadewln. -A'~doax I M0

A= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ei .5=W ad,.= Am" orin at4NI no

NAMS * Ann ias oos ad e TOTAL
Bn-anGordon,_Jr. _______ Nature__ ______

...... . . . ...... ......... I

~~~.. ...... . ........... ........... ........... * J8 AR ... jQQ ..... hE 4~ ... . 6 .............

TOTAL (smudunt which must equal "Total equity" Sol, forth under "Resource." on p 3) .. . ........ .766.00L
SCHEDULE 3

Infcortatim Coerninlg Lasd-O, Properly, If ReAhliffstion

Total Wme t ~ du Unpaduatmin CQ
Pmw.nt Owner seem' =o do u, vl~oand unpaid ta rl

SCHEDULE C
Equipmed nd SevcsInlddI Rest

Equipment Furnished Tenants 8rvics Included in Rant
Rang" (gas or electri)._. .Q ................. Water (hot and od) ......
Refirigeratore (gast or elctric) ..... *beat---.--.....Tom
Kitchen exhaust faa.......l......... -... .Janitor service -...
Attic went . ........ IGrounds maintenance..
Laundry fadte.73~~Other (specify)-._..,---....
Veneiane .hn........... ................
Other (spealiy) .... .... ................. -... ........

SCHEDULE D
Estimate of Annual Opersag Expesea

Adrmunt ratire elpen..:

mArening u......

Oprating expese
Fkeraan poser (if any)
Fierator maintenance..
Fuel (heating andi do-

meort ir hot water). 12060
Janitr's supplies. - ~ -. 8Of.00
Lighitine and misrln-

nor-upos er ....... .312.0 -0
Wate . .6&=,2.0

Garbage and ash to-
znoval.42,31 ....... ... 91D
PayR ifor ........ em-

(wemisi

Pi7een. - - - -
Maintenance expense:

Decoratting ..... ....

Repairs ..... 3,525.0
Exterminating....-. _...S2at
Insurance ... .. .... .... 3,295=
Grounds oopensr (ma-

toorials ocir)..

Furniture and furnish-

Other opsesrin expense-..

Replaosment, reserve ....

Total operating as-

Panse per room
per annum-60.37
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,. HJ.REl-DUKE, A?AffX'02TS, INC0EUOADPOSED BIT-U?

Ptject name........- . ... Number of family ui... 3 a Numberof room _132.-
lorsiot Dak Stet ,-sx~~~l Vt .. Average monthly rent: Per f&Amiy unit, $66.3;PPojaZ
Type of buildings. G.ardn..ts...n. 2 1/2 stories - firm reaistant9'±k I z&l~p

RESOURCES ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING STATEMUNT
.And ............. .. s 84,13.00 !.cour: b.4Xee~im

("tmell .WU9 off WII"ed W.Wj ..... 13% iliu rent (~miw.dak i S 3U.1A .2O per annuSI
Otlier equity.at least ...... 22AMLCK) Garage rent (&m in maeb in ........................ e0 annum.
Total equity....... 8.313,4=02 Store rent cwm mblg)....... ................. per annum.
Mlortgage-loan procaw..... 2,587,20(0 Other income arve so.is 3) ... ................. Per annum.

TOTAL K~avh(CL~ig~nd..ft~emeg.U . I.... .....................

Cub orkng apial ...... . s.............TOTAL STIMATED ORO". JXCOME P92

Cubt -WORKIn CAPIT*anl e lsibtA M........ NU .................................. 3 J" L"

:-Pp Loss I~ vacanc ies assumed:
PW- '"111 fe. 4011017"s"ing th~eeq R, Ww"o .mo "=&. 7 %on dwellings).-... S.22,026.0

sofimli fo 9,.a ~lox I.S'afs hrkm ha" i f (. .% on garage.) .~.

he ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 I~m.P Ih ~mdms.A ~ hu~~~ *(e% on other income)-.
m rlA(h 'n TOTAL VACANCY DXDUCTIOW*.... . ....... _ 8 2402L00

LaROSit 3%r COME ElPCrAxc M....... .......... L 29~2 12P
ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS 1I.0M

LAND IMPROVEMENT: (wbuvi~ITOTAL OPERATING EXPKNSZ: O(~leD)

New utilities................ $ .#419 Ntimber of rooms 17...
Landscape work . 1.........9A69 60.37.. per annum. ...... a

_.._..._._............ RZAL-FSTATE TAirr:
TOTAL FOR LAND th[PMOV21MENTS ......... .1299Y Estimated based Value:

Co~ik~UCTION 8 ................ 65 .... ...
1),Aelins .. ................. eaa 51,000 ............ 356 B 0
(larugav .......... ........ SOCIAL SEcuurIT AND 071331
Stores -................... ......... SPECIAL TAXES ................ ....... Qa.
Seaeap i s ..... TOTAL_.. .... ...........
Tax~es Ii.m~ s... .__1&WQ 00 CASHI AVAILABLE F03 DES? SEaVICE............ 

Bld'r, S. .... 0 .5. % ... f9.30
Much't, S.-.. 0 .5..%

TOTAL.............. ....... 1. 058,1 2./.85.806
TOTAL FOR ALL INPEoYEMENTS, ....-

CARRYING CHARGES AND FINANCING:
lnteret-1. mot@ -A.%

ns I&.&57200.0 .... s 1Q3,hMaQO
Taz. mr~aaaaem~mga ..J.... -500.00

Insurance........... .. 5*0000
FHA mtg. ins, premium

VILA examinatmon fe. (0.3%) ... 7*62.800
Inspertina fee., (0.5%) . .. #936-M
Financing expense~i. ...J8 OLPO
Title and recording expense. ........SDDAP

TOTAL FOR CARRYING CHARGES AND VI-
NAMNG ...................... ........... V AJ

TOTAL FOR ALL IMPROVEMENTS, CARAT-
INO CHARGES, AND PINANCIEO ...........

LSOAL AND OROAN5IIAION EEFsNs:
Legal expense......---- _.630
Organization expense..... --- .. l..300.0

TOT;AL LUCAL AND OROANIEATtON El PENSZ.

TOTAL ESTIMATED1 RNQUiagNEWFS, E9X-
CLUSIVE 0OF ND......

LAw,:
0IMJp6 .eq.fIL@__1......peraeq f..

ToTAl. STMATED UEOUISKEMEITS ..... .......
C&ah working capitaL . . S..........S------_-

g2t.57.T

i ... A,3.

s2Ajf5SL

E.a..... . .......d...........c.... q

TOTAL &ALVAOIL.. S .
Zeai..a d e f demlion wkic& i. uad

So is isdalued iun Mimaiu Rquiremll

AxevUAZ FixgD CUARMSh:
Interest (1.1 year)..A ...% 0103Ih8.100
Amortization @ _1V2....%

during first year ........ .3a 6.
Mortgage insurance _(0,5%) ..Z#936
0thar fixed charges.... .. .......

TOTAL ANNUAL FIXED CRA0OE.&........._jj&3 0

CAS! AVAILABLE FOR INCOME TAXES, CORIO-

RATE TAXES, DIVIDSNDSI, AND SURPLUS . 5..Z~

UST OF EXHIBITS
.~.q' # 4Ptents ---- ---

_I** Xstter .of In lve sto rs 'Oynd 'ea tej/W
_14LeL1 descriptip ------

.. eTavLl13&- vae scale .. --- .........

.... Zan~ng letter .............

.... plt ialsovq
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Composition of unts
.23'owLOACOW.Sa

FA.tm&ts uslt
nt par month

Total1o1th7
rent wsa

waft typ
Total annual
renit for ao

unit type
I. ______ .1. ____________________________ 1- a

LR-DS Comb ..............
LR-K-DA ......................
LR-DS Comb.-BR .........
LR-K-B3R.-..... ....
LR-K-DA-BR ............ I
LR-K-DR-BR .......... ...
LR-K-2BR11.... ...........
LR-K-DA-2BR . .........j
LR-K-DR-2BR1............
LR-C-DR-3BR .. .. ......

.4.40....

.. .. i..... .

9 9. . ...... ....
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .......... .... ........ ...........

... Q... . 0. 7234O

I ,~.0O
M .W 9 ....... . 5 6 ........

..- .. . ...... .. ...............- 1* .- .-....... -

- ...... ...... .... .- ........... ... . .................... .........

39........TOTAL ESTIMATED RENTALS FOR ALL. DWELLING UNITS. ............ 262.O
.Garage stalls..............** ---- *I, ---*--- - - - *--"-------- ..............

TOTAL ESTIMATED INCow9Z (at 100%* occupancy) .. . ...........-. -.... ...........

Total number of family units ... 4 average rental of $ 66-0 per unit per month.
Total number of dwelling rooms 4XD.... average rental of 8.21. .1. .. per room per month.

Neu..U l batmre dinm7 bsmrn. masa tho Bo o a on. aden. mim ooi a m oud 0w Poa of b mat Saa"

Dmol -neho unYW% waa of bmbit eqmasiNa samM mod 4&M mume. a.. ab60 has be I g,*ai s mew

ALLOWABLE ROOM COUNT
For I=mm d mbellp tio Amabbati bu asA14flhhmi l-t abstisat -(..

9" d VWh mini EMN b 4ed (1) ADl 7m0a Man a
osua iht&W atiwbeb asqbS In, F164mbl usouahma and a, mh

1. s mbAuAa isgss trutaueW ais
£ftam4dm a min e maa U be haind ms am on hater man

y~a mqmM s~lb~e II byeh either ral ar .erhaaisJ oasa (6) Duam
S-0 "Rop~b" 0 be us"*a &A satfe an sob~wdul U.7 are "msilaew

-. m~~~N haph ritb-aawd (Ii daabgaim. sehaD aqeu
* kibm by a partIM&bad dimi. ad ha-9 empawtme from l t am i Aas
sall Wa amimanadft. aspibm w-tM lbe er ,m~ sam aD 
Imubed so hata miau bry Os ddaussri m 5 masIab (Us hb

due N tabta peebas am bblag sma l ima i( LUus0V aim

oxn urn ~ d teismdit oatwsdrmss mob mp sud eaM

us . m. I.nmE ~ ~ ~ ~ o~ asbo=habb Uaibso4monO leve or) ays el 9s orm spele r.asbdud~l ~ s

LWX ivn Room. B DRD-n RouIss ~om.n

LU- living Ruo. DR-Dining Spooe.

-Oss chaow

L - Dl :- ... i 0 yLbb asU a I b, . hes rR-iamb.. LI bR=ne HIS I ~as.la .m

s .Dm mb ...................... .......... .............
9 ....... eIs UL.......sw m - .aa.....

DR.......~lnI t . . ...... I
DA.........eb5 7 . ... .

a me m"

.R. .. . .. . . .( L W U o R ) )... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . w e0 Im

33 alml eeL................(b U I S ........ ... . ........... . Is I
Both wasm Our sob. huubl madE shet m e MU .--.... - 0

*Nara.-TUs usab as I mm ONLY Wine other bau in twom a wee p, 10

ADDITION to We was sibma.

DA -Dining Aleove. BRmBedroom.
K o Kitchen, Comb. -Combined.

Noareveaue Pedudang Dwelling Space

Type of employee Number of room Coinpo1ition Of unit Locaion of unit in project

...................... ............................ . ...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........

It is hereby reprr'ented by the undersigned that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, the tor-going statemants,
schedules, and exhibits; ame in no way false or incorrect and that they are truly deecriptive of the project or property. whiab is
intended on the security for the proposed mortgage, and that the proposed construction does not violate existing zoning
ordinances and requirements or existing deed restrictions.

The undersge proposes to furnish asu rance of completion of the project construction in the form of . ..-...........

TIova.-(I. and (0) bee. if be emptiie OWNp WAr. rokswidwa. U imamus.
7Ue samdesipad cotties: (1) Tha IA. avbjed property was acquired on.......................................... .(or 4wa san

apommmfor its purcAse daed ........................ . ... .-....... is int aeffe) whereby litle "u (or ill be) acyirdjrrn
.......- . ...... ... ...... ............ .~ hos nad reled to, employed by, or corn eded seaA any of the sponsor.

Noam- 7%e Jfdllwsoe paraaaph ist daun* rmmlid if ,repert was 'euiaiU "miaai d As I pow primr W data of lAb applaemw..
(5) That like enire eaneidwration was8. .. . whicA intluds expenditurus go clear aLU lia and encuntbroncs. &I

daya uJowe:

. at... a.......... Dat ---- ----- -- ------ --------------

A tt~sD ate . .......... .( ....... ........... ... .

On behalfof.................. ........-......
a & .. ina w-iaineBN~ed Oa. Lmz. FPwutuaw,. PepWad Minrg'.
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SCHIDULIC 3
Esante of Reutals

Number of pwunt
emb uaft of 1110441

im units,

...... . ........ ...... . ......

...... . . ... ......... ......
........ ........ .....
_ 197 ...... .....
...............................
..............................
.............................
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THIS LOAN AGREEMENT made and executed In triplicate this 15th day of June
1949, by and between SHIRLEY-DuKE APARTMENTS, SECTION V. INc-ORPORATED,

a corporation of the State of Virginia, having its principal place of business at
Alexandria, the borrower (hereinafter referred to as "Borrower"), and INVESTORS
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES, INc., a Minnesota corporation, the lender (hereinafter
referred to as "Lender"), to aid Borrower in the construction of a rental housing
project and the development required therefor (hereinafter referred to as
-Project"), to be constructed upon the following described land, to-wit:

A certain parcel of land situate in Fairfax ('ounty, Virginia, being part of the
Allen tract and more particularly described as follows:

From a corner of Lot 2, Strawberry Itill in the easterly boundary of the Allen
tract S. 12 deg. 59' 30" W. 871.30' to its intersection %vith the centerline of a
proposed 60' street; thence departing from said easterly boundary and with said
centerline N. 67 deg. 56' 20" W. 853.19' to its intersection with tlw centerline of
another proposed 60' street; thence continuing with said centerline N. 79 deg.
00' 00" W. 70.00' to a point; thence departinr from said centerline N. 11 deg.
00' 00" E. 30.00' to the point of beginning in the northerly line of said 60' street;
thence departing from said northerly line N. 11 de. 00' 00" E. 60.00' to a point;
thence N. 41 deg. 15' 00" W. 258.00' to a point; thence N. 01 deg. 45' 00" W.
414.00' to a point; thence N. 20 deg. 15' 00" E. 288.78' to a point in the southerly
line of a proposed 60' street; thence with said southerly line N. 79 deg. 30' 00" E.
124.45' to Its intersection with the centerline of an .0' parking street; thence
departing from said southerly line and with said centerline S. 14 deg. 00' 00" E.
420.00' to a point: thence 237.80' alonz the arc of a curvi, concave easterly with a
radius of 717.10' the long chord of which bears S. 23 deg. 30' 00" E. 236.71' to
a point; thence S. 33 deg. 00' 00" E. 41.S3' to) its intersection with the north-
westerly line of a proposed 60' street: thence departing from said centerline and
with said northwesterly line 343.95' along the arc of a curve concave southeasterly
with a radius of 605.98' the lon - chord of which bears S. :,S de, . 00' 4-" W.
339.47' to a point; thence S. 21 deg. 44' 50" W. 45.15 to its intersection with the
northerly line of another 60' street: thence departing from said northwesterly
line and with said northerly line N. 79 de-r. 00' 00" W. 45.15' to the point of
be'ginning containing 5.702 acres, more or less: and also

A certain parcel of land situate in Fairfax County, Virginia, being part of the
Allen tract and more particularly described as follows:

From a corner of Lot 2. Strawberry Hill, in the easterly boundary of the Allen
tract S. 12 deg. 59' 30" W. 30.13' to the point of beginning in the southerly line
of a proposed 60' street; thence with said easterly boundary 1. 12 deg. 59' 30"
W. 810.79' to its intersection with the northerly line of a pl)rop)sed 60' street;
thence departing from said easterly boundary line and with said northerly line
N. 67 deg. 56' 20" W. S18.56' to its intersection with the southeai:sterly line of
another proposed 60' street: thence depIartinr from said northerly line and with
said southeasterly line N. 21 deg. 44' 50" E. 40.16' to a point: thence 439.98'
along the arc of a curve concave southeasterly with a radius of 545.9S' the long
chord of which bears N. 44 deg. 47' 25" E. 427.41' to a point; thence N. 67 deg.
50' 00" E. 372.63' to a point: thence 25.1' along the arc (of a curve concave
utterlyly with a radius of 372.98' the long chord of which bears N. 88 deg. 15'

(o" E. 260.22' to a point: thence S. 71 (leg. 20' 00" E. 20.66' to the point of
beginning containing 10.4(99 acres, more or less.

Together with a perlwtual right of way and/or easement over private drive-
\"ays, also referred to as proposed streets, subject to co(-equal rights of others
entitled thereto, said Private Driveways as a whole being more particularly
describedd according to survey as follows:

A certain parcel of land situate in Fairfax County. Viriginia, b. ing a part of the
\llen Hills tract and more particularly described as follows:

From a point at the southwest corner of the Allen Hills tract in the northerly
line of Little River Turnpike, N. 82 deg. 00' 57" E. 2211.90' to a point; thence S.
N) deg. 46' 20" E. 50.45' to a point: thence N. -K deg. 22' 20" E. 682.21' to a
point In the westerly line of a proposed 70' right of way, the point of beginning;
thence departing from said northerly line and with said westerly line N. 06 deg.
37' 30" W. 30.00' to a point: thence 365.42' along the arc of a curve concave
easterly with a radius of 883.02' the long chord of which bears N. 05 deg. 13' 45"
E. 362.78' to a point; thence N. 17 deg. 05' 00" E. 132.00' to a point: thence
89.18' along the arc of a curve concave westerly with a radius of 1593.36' the
long chord of which bears N. 15 deg. 28' 47" E. 89.16' to a point In the southerly
line of a proposed 60' right of way; then departing from said westery line and
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with said southerly line N. 77 deg. 40' 00" W. 702.88' to a .point in the westerly
boundary of said Allen Hills tract; thence departing from said southerly line
and with said westerly boundary N. 04 deg. 31' 20" W. 62.70' to a point in the
northerly line of said proposed 60' right of way; thence departing from said
westerly boundary and with said northerly line S. 77 deg. 40' 00" E. 721.30' to
a point in the westerly line of a proposed 70' right of way; thence departing from
said northerly line and with said westerly line 159.13' along the arc of a curve
concave westerly with a radius of 1593.36' the long chord of which bears N. 08
deg. 51' 40" E. 159.07' to a point; thence N. 06 deg. 00' 00" E. 203.00' to a point;
thence 223.82' along the arc of a curve concave easterly with a radius of 1295.42'
the long chord of which bears N. 10 deg. 56' 58" E. 223.56' to a point in the south-
erly line of a proposed 60' private driveway; thence departing from said westerly
line and with said southerly line N. 79 deg. 00' 00" W. 650.88' to a point in the
westerly boundary of said tract; thence departing from said southerly line and
with said westerly line N. 28 deg. 04' 10" E. 62.76' to a point in the northerly
line of said proposed 60' private driveway; thence departing from said westerly
line and with said northerly line S. 79 deg. 00' 00" E. 639.05' to a point in the
westerly line of a proposed 70' private driveway; thence departing from said
northerly line and with said westerly line 213.24' along the arc of a curve co"l-
cave easterly with a radius of 1295.42' the long chord of which bears N. 23 dtg
17' 03" E. 213.02' to a point: thence N. 28 deg. 00' 00" E. 201.00' to a poinl.
thence 756.47' along the arc of a curve concave westerly with a radius of 767.14'
the long chord of which bears N. 00 deg. 14' 57" W. 726.19' to a point; thenes,
N. 28 deg. 29' 55" W. 17.62' to a point in the northerly boundary of said tract;
thence departing from said westerly line and with said northerly line N. 86 deg.
38' 30" E. 77.12' to a point in the easterly line of a proposed 70' private driveway;
thence departing from said northerly line and with said easterly line 294.26'
along the arc of a curve concave westerly with a radius of 837.14' the long
chord of which bears S. 17 deg. 23' 36" E. 292.77' to a point in the northerly
line of a proposed 60' private driveway; thence departing from said easterly line
and with said northerly line N. 79 deg. 30' 00" E. 395.73' to a point; thence
197.86' along the arc of a curve concave northerly with a radius of 291.53' the
long chord of which bears N. 60 deg. 03' 25" E. 194.08' to a point; thence N. 41)
deg. 36' 50" E. 370.30' to a point in the north easterly boundary of the tract;
thence departing from said northerly line and with said north easterly bound-
ary S. 49 deg. 23' 10" E. 60.00' to a point in the southerly line of a proposed 60'
private driveway; thence departing from said north easterly boundary and with
said southerly line S. 40 deg. 36' 50" W. 370.30' to a point; thence 238.-5.'
along the arc of a curve concave northerly with a radius of 351.53' the long
chord of which bears S. 60 deg. 03' 25" W. 234.03' to a point; S. 79 deg. 30' 00"
W. 401.24' to a point in the easterly line of a proposed 70' private driveway'
thence departing from said southerly line and with said easterly line 455.S1
along the arc of a curve concave westerly with a radius 837.14' the long chord
of which bears S. 12 deg. 24' 08" W. 450.20' to a point; thence S. 28 deg. 00' 00"
W. 201.00' to a point; thence 192.41' along the arc of a curve concave easterly
with a radius of 1225.42' the long chord of Which bears S. 23 deg. 30' 07" W.
192.22' to a point in the northerly line of a proposed 60' private driveway;
thence departing from said easterly line and with said northerly line S. 79 deg.
00' 00" E. 600.58' to a point in the northwesterly line of a proposed 60' private
driveway; thence departing from said northerly line and with said northwesterly
line N. 21 deg. 44' 50" E. 45.15' to a point; thence 487.42' along the arc of a
curve concave southeasterly with a radius of 605.98' the long chord of which
bears N. 44 deg. 47' 25" E. 474.39' to a point; thence N. 67 deg. 50' 00" E.
372.63' to a point; thence 308.57' along the arc of a curve concave southerly
with a radius of 432.98' the long chord of which bears N. 88 deg. 15' 00" E.
302.08' to a point; thence S. 71 deg. 20' 00" E. 27.50' to a point in the easterly
boundary of said tract; thence departing from said northwesterly line and with
said easterly boundary S. 36 deg. 47' 30" W. 31.57' to a point, corner of Lot 2.
Strawberry Hill; thence with the line of said Lot 2 S. 12 deg. 59' 30" W. 30.13'
to a point in the southeasterly line of a proposed 60' private driveway; thence
departing from said easterly boundary and the line of said Lot 2 and with said
southeasterly line N. 71 deg. 20' 00" W. 20.66' to a point; thence 265.81' along
the arc of a curve concave southeasterly with a radius of 372.98' the long chord
of which bears S. 88 deg. 15' 00" W. 260.22' to a point; thence S. 67 deg. 50' 00"
W. 372.63' to a point; thence 439.08' along the arc of a curve concave south-
easterly with a radius of 545.98' the long chord of which bears S. 44 deg, 47' 25"
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W. 427.41' to a point; thence S. 21 deg. 44' 50" W. 40.16' to a point in the north-
erly line of a proposed 60' private driveway; thence departing front said south-
easterly line and with said northerly line S. 67 deg. 56' 20" E. 818.56' to a point
in the easterly boundary of said tract and thep line of said Lot 2, Strawberry
Hill; thence departing from said northerly line and with said easterly boundary
and said line of Lot 2 S. 12 deg. 50' 30" W. 60.76' to a point in the southerly
boundary of said proposed 60' private driveway; thence departing front said
easterly boundary and said line of Lot 2 and with said southerly line N. 67 deg.
56' 20" W. 857.82' to a point; thence N. 79 deg. 00' 00" W. 626.6,5' to a point in
the easterly line of a proposed 70' private driveway: thence departing from said
southerly line and with said easterly line 217.70' along the arc of a curve concave
easterly with a radius 1225.42' the long chord of which bears S. 11 deg. 05' 22"
W. 217.39' to a point; thence S. 06 duhgr. 00' 00" W. 203.00' to a point; thence
321.76' along the arc of a curve concave westerly with a radius of 163.36' the
long chord of which bears S. 11 deg. 32' 30" W. 321.26' to a point; thence S. 17
deg. 05' 00" W. 132.00' to a point; thence 336.41' along the arc of a curve con-
cave easterly with a radius of 813.02' the long chord of which bears S. 05 deg.
13' 45" W. 334.02' to a point; thence S. 06 deg. 37' 30" E. 30.00' to a point in the
northly line of said Little River Turnpike; thtene departing from said easterly
line and with said northerly line S. 83 deg. 22' 20" W. 70.00' to the point of begin-
ning, containing 10.793 acres more or less.

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Lender is willing under the terms and conditions hereinafter set
forth to furnish financing to Borrower in connection with its development of the
above premises;

NoW THEREFORE, thIs agreement between Borrower and Lender is executed as
a part of the loan transaction and preliminary to the e\ccution of the note and
security instruments, all of which instruinonts shall be construed together, and
the terms and provisions of said agreement herein shall be considered to be
covenants and agreements as though contained in the security instruments in full
and incorporated therein.

BORROWER AGREES TO TAKE AND LENDER AGREES TO MAKE A
MORTGAGE LOAN UPON AND SUBJECT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS,
AND PROVISIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT cONrAINED.

Prior to the beginning of the development work and construction or the furnish-
ing of materials for the Project, there shall be obtained from the Federal Housing
Commissioner his commitment to insure upon completion under Section 608 of
the National Housing Act, a first mortgage permanent loan in an amount not less
than the mortgage loan amount hereafter stated, to lie made upon the Project by
the commitment mortgagee upon the completion of said Project. The commit-
ment to insure shall be issued to Lender as Mortgagee or as Lender may elect t,) a
mortgagee approved by Lender, and the holder of the commitment is hereinafter
referred to as "Commitment Mortgagee." The commitment to insure may be
transferred by the holder upon approval of the Commnission and Lender first ob-
tained. In addition there shall be procured prior to any obligation of Lender to
proceed further with the making of any loan or disbursement of any funds a
commitment from the Federal National Mortgage Association acceptable to Lender
to purchase from Lender the permanent loan as insured by the Federal Housing
Commissioner. Upon the issuance of both such commitments in amount and upon
terms acceptable to Lender this loan shall be consummated in accordance with and
subject to the following provisions:

1. AMOUNT OF LOAN. The principal amount of the loan shall be SEVENTY-Two
THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED AND No/100 DOLLARS ($72,600.00) per building unit (as
hereinafter defined) multiplied by the number of such units to be constructed upon
the land above described, or the amount of the commitment for FHA mortgage in-
surance whichever is the smaller amount, and shall bear interest at the rate of six
The loan shall be evidenced by a Note and secured by a Deed of Trust (hereinafter
per centum (6, ) per annum. Interest shall be payable once each calendar
month and shall be calculated upon each advance from the date of such advance.
The loan shall be evidence by a Note and secured by a Deed of Trust (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as a mortgage) containing provisions approved by Lender
and shall be' e~feeuted by Borrower. The note shall be In the mortgage loan
amount and shall be due and payable on or before two months prior to the date of
the expiration of the committment for FHA mortgage insurance. The mortgage
shall be a first lien upon the premises above described and all improvements placed
thereon subject only to the rights of the public in the streets and alleys dedicated,
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if any, and to current general real-estate taxes not yet dne and payable and such
other exception as are acceptable to Lender. Borrower shall execute and deliver
unto Lender a Chattel Mortgage or other security instrument as the Lender may
require for its protection as to*any chattels on account of which the loan funds
are disbursed. The term "building unit" as used in this section is defined to be a
building containing eleven complete residential apartments and containing it
laundry and storage room : since sonie of the buildings to be constructed contain
more and somoe less that eleven complete residential apartments in each such
ease the amount specified per building unit shall be increased or decreased as the
case may be by 1/11th for each residential apartment more or less than eleven.

2. (a) MORTGAGE INRUlJAN('E--('ORPORATE AUITHORIUIY; (b) SuRVEys, DRAWING'S
AND SPECIFICATIONS; (C) PLEDGE OF STOCK.

(a) Prior to the advance of any portion of the loan, Borrower shall furnish to
Lender a mortgagee's title insurance lplicy (or preliminary binder therefor if
approved by Lender) issued through aind by such title insurance company (mind
conil allies) as Lender shall select, approve and require, for the amount of the loai
which is 'at any time advanced, in form anti substance and division of liability
between inspiring title companies satisfactory to Lender. The insurance shall be
extended to cover each and every advance of the loan at the time of payment
thereof if required by Lender and shall Insure the mortgage as a first lien on the
property described therein for the amount of advances. Borrower shall furnish
as and when required by Lender title insurance or evidence to the satisfaction of
Lender establishing the cmitilutd existence of the mortgage :is a first lien for the
amonnts disbursed and that the title record does not disclose the existence of any
condition contrary to the conditions on which this loan is made or contrary to the
retluirements of the Federal Housing ('onmissiomer for insurance, pursuant to the
commitnlient issued, of the tON mortgage loan to be made upon the completion o)f
the Project. Borrower shall furnish suci corporate evidence and authority for
the making of the loan and the execution of all agreements in connection there-
with, as the Lender may require and approve.

(b) Complete surveys, drawings, plans, and specifications for the Project, both
for on-site and off-site work, approved by Lender and the Federal Housing Com-
missioner for the insurance of the 608 mortgage loan, shall be furnished by
Borrow wer prior to the commencement of the Project development. Said draw-
ings and specifications shall not be deemed to le complete unless they shall
include provisions for improvement of a convenient way of access by foot and
vehicle to all proposed buildings on th, mortgaged premises and all necessary
paving of piivate ways, and for eurbs. ,.dewalks, gutters, landscaping, easements
and utility connections, and all essential equipment as required by the Federal
Housing Commissioner necessary for the operation of a rental housing project as
a completed project. Borrower shall furnish duplicate sets of surveys, drawings,
plans. and specifications, and mortgage title evidence as may be required, for
deposit with the Commissioner and the 608 mortgagee. There shall also be
furnished evidence to the satisfaction of Lender that the contemplated project
development and construction, as evidenced by the approved drawings, plans, and
specifications, comply with all restrictions, building regulations and requirements,
zoning ordinances, and platting requirements applicable thereto; that such pro.ivct
development has been duly approved and accepted by the proper governmental
agencies and authorities having supervision arid that the various construction
permits as may be required have or can be obtained.

(c) As additional security for the payment of the Indebtedness and compliance
with the terms Rnd conditions of the mortgage and this agreement and )is a
condition precedent to the making of loan advances by Lender, Borrower shall
procure from all of the shareholders and such shareholders shall deliver to
Lender all of the issued stock of Borrower corporation duly endorsed to Lender
as Pledgee, together with a Pledge Agreement as approved by Lender. In the
event of default on the mortgage or loan agreement and at the option of Lender,
Lender or its designated attorney shall be empowered to sell any or all of the
shares of the stock and apply the proceeds thereof, all as provided in the pledge
agreement. Borrower agrees not to issue any certificate of stock after the said
delivery of the then outstanding certificates of stock unto Lender, during the
continuance of any liability under any agreement in connection with the loan.
Borrower will enact proper resolutions and amendments to its corporate Bylaws
or Charter and such other further and additional assurances, covenants and
agreements as may be required by Lender to effectuate the terms and conditions
of the pledge of said stock. The provisions of this paragraph as to the pledge
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of stock, and the pledge of stock, shall continue in full foe and effect until the
608 mortgage loan is consummated.

(d) As a material consideration for the execution of this agreement by Lender
the pledge and pledge agreement described in paragraph "(c)" above shall also
sec4,ure to Lender the payment of the indebtedness described in and compliance
with the terms and conditions of five additional mortgages and loan agreements
each of which is of even date herewith, and has been or will be executed by on(- of
the five additional Borrowers hereinafter named and relates to property c'on-
tinguous or adjacent to the land hereinabove described. The other Borrowers
mentioned above are as follows, namely:

Shirley-Duke Apartments, Lectlon I, Incorporated
Shirley-Duke Apartments, Section I, Incorporated
Shirley-I)uke Apartments, Section III, Incorporated
Shirley-Duke Apartments, Section IV, Incorporated
Shirley-Duke Apartments, Sect ion VI, Incorporateid

3. 608 INSURED LOAN ON COMPLETION.
(a) Borrower agrees to complete and qualify the Project for the FHA ;O'S

insured mortgage loan to be placed thereon by the approved Commitment Mort-
gagev, or its assigns, and to comply with all requirements of the Commitment
Mortgagee and the commissioner r for the obtaining and confirmation of s;a id
hwin and insurance thereof under Sction (; 8 of the National Housing Act i~ir-
suant to the commitment of the ('ominissi( ner f,,r such insurance, and the Fd-
eral Housing Administration Itules and Regulations appertaining thlereto. The
printed and special conditions of the commitment to insure uponI compltifoll,
FIIA form 21 53-\V, issued by the (CommIissioner for the insurance of the W0s
mortgage, are by this reference made a part of this agreement and agreed to by
Borrower.

(b) Borrower shall execute and deliver its note and nl(wtgage. 60. form, in the
amount of the 608 mortgage loan commitment acceptable to LeI der and Said
mortgage shall be filed for record, all as and when required by IAIlider. Bor-
rower shall execute and deliver such other instruments and furnish mortgage
title insurance for the 608 mortgage loan as L nder require. anI in conformity
with the Rules and Regulations of the FHA. Upon the conditions of this l,,an
agreement having been complied with Lender agrees to make the (0s insured
mortgage loan to Borrower; provided, that such mortgage loan may be 'on-
suminated by the Commitment Mortgagee assignee. It is under-toml that the
608 loan shall be consummated promptly upon the completion of the Project "and
the proceeds thereof applied to the payment of the mortgage loan of Lender
herein provided for.

4. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION--TIME OF COMPLETION.

(a) No work or labor shall be performed upon the Project or any material
placed on the land therefor prior to the issuance of the FHfA commitment for the
insurance of the 608 mortgage loan on the completed Project or prior to tile
recording of the mortgage for the loan herein provided for and the consent
of Lender to the commencement of work and furnishing o f materials. Borrower
aml Contractor shall furnish evidence to Lender's satisfaction that the provi-
sions of this paragraph have not been violated prior to Lender's consent.

(b) Upon compliance with the conditions preliminary to the advancement of
loan funds and commencement of work, Borrower agrees to forthwith commence
and to continuously and vigorously expedite to completion within the period
required under the FHA commitment for obtaining insurance of the 608 loan,
the development and construction of the rental housing project in accordance
with drawings and specifications designated Section 5. Shirley-Duke Apartments
Rental Housing Project 000-42172 Drawings numbered
dated the ---- day of ----------- 19-..... including the "general conditions of
the contract and supplemental general conditions." and identified by the following
parties or their duly authorized agents. Federal Housing ('ommis-40ioer (60S
mortgage insurer), owner (Borrower). mortgage herein i Lender), Architect
Albert D. Lueders. A master set of said drawings and specifications is to be
deposited with and held by the Federal Ilousiig Administration and when so
filed shall govern on all the matters that may arise with respect thereto. Pro-
vided that the time for completion will be extended if required on account of
delay for cause beyond the control of Borrower to a maximum period for com-
pletion not to exceed two years from date of this agreement, subject, however,
to the consent of the Commisioner under tie commitment to insure and the
Commitment Mortgagee. It shall be optional with Lender to grant further exten-
sion upon such conditions as It may fix. In addition to the improvements
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described in the said plans and specifications there shall be installed and com-
pleted such incineration facilities as Lender may require and the Federal Hous-
ing Commissioner may approve.

(c) All requests for changes in the drawings and specifications must be tit
writing, signed by the Lender and the Borrower, and by the Commitment Mort-
gagee and Contractor if required by Lender, and shall be conditioned upon
the approval of the ('ommissloner, which approval may be subject to such con,-
ditions and qualifications as the Commissioner in his discretion may prescribe,
it being understood that the Commissioner at all times has the right to require
compliance with the original drawings and slecif(ications. All fixtures and
chattels used in any construction and installed for use therein shall constitute
and become a part of the realty and be paid for in full, and not purchased under
lease, chattel mortgage, or conditional sales contract. Borrower agrees to fur-
nish Lender upon request therefor the names of contractors, subcontractors, and
materialmen at any time having any contract or performing any work or fur-
nishing any material in connection with the development and construction and
shall also furnish Lender upon request copies of construction and development
contracts between Borrower and Contractor and between Contractor and its
subcontractors.

(d) Borrower agrees: That the Project shall be constructed strictly in ac-
cordance with all applicable ordinances and statutes and in accordance with the
requirements of all regulatory authorities having jurisdiction and in conformity
with the requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters or similar bodies; that
the Proje.t shall be constructed entirely on the mortgaged land and will not en-
croach upon or overhang any easement or right-of-way nor upon the land of
others, and that the buildings when erected shall be wholly within the building
restriction line however established and will not violate applicable use or other
restrictions contained in prior conveyances, zoning ordinances or regulations;
that it will furnish from time to time satisfactory evidence with respect thereto,
together with a survey identified by a registered surveyor or engineer if required
by the Lender or the Commissioner showing the Project to be entirely on said
land and free from violation of the foregoing requirements; that it will save
Lender harmless from any mechatnics or materialmen's liens against the Project
and promptly will procure the discharge of any such lien or liens which may be
filed for any reason: that it will complete the Project as herein contemplated and
in acc.ordance with the provisions of this agreement.

5. DISBTRSEMENT OF LOAN FUNDS BY LENDER.
(a) Nothing herein contained, or in the note and mortgage contained, shall be

deemed to obligate the lender to loan or advance for costss of construction and
other charges herein contemplated which in the aggregate will exceed an amount
ill eX'es of the mortgage loan amount above stated. Lender reserves the right,
irrespective of the provisions of the note and mortgage, to withhold an advance
or discontinue the making of advances at any time during the failure of Borrower
to comply with this agreement, and the mortgage shall be and remain valid and
binding as security for the aggregate amount advanced at any time with interest
thereon. whether the full amount of the loan is advanced or not.

(b) Borrower shall cause to be set up and maintained construction costs and
accounting records for the development to the extent and in a manner acceptable
to the Accounting Department of Lender. The following records shall be main-
taine when and if required by Lender:

Pmrehase OrderR: Purchase Orders shall be used for the procurement of all
materials, services and sub-contracts. They shall be numbered consecutively
aRnd shall carry the exact description of the material purchased, the vendor's
name and address, and the allotment symbol corresponding to that item of the
cost breakdown for which the material is purchased. Each Purchase Order shall
be signed by a duly authorized representative of the Contractor and counter-
signed by Borrower.

Rereiving and Inspection Reports: All materials delivered to and received on the
job, shall be evidenced by a Receiving and Inspection Report signed by a receiving
clerk as approved by Borrower. All delivery slips from the vendor must show the
Purchase Order number, and the Receiving and Inspection Report will also show
the Purchase Order number. The Receiving and Inspection Report shall be
delivered to the representative of the Lender who shall satisfy himself that such
materials as shown on the Receiving and Inspection Report have been actually
received and retained on the job.

Invoices: All vendors shall render invoices in triplicate for all materials
shipped, services rendered, and contracts and subcontracts completed as ordered
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on Purchase Orders. The invoices shall carry the vendor's name and address, a
clear description of the material corresponding to the order covering the mate-
rial, and shall also carry the Purchase Order number. All such invoices shall
be checked against the corresponding Receiving and Inspection Report and so
identified.

(c) Lender may. at its option, require as a condition precedent to the making
Of a construction or improvement disbursement any or all of the following: (1)
satisfactory survey showing the location of construction with relation to prop-
erty and building lines; (2) partial or full compliance with building plans and
specifications as they apply to the stage of completed construction at the time
of disbursement; (3) partial or full compliance with all requirements and con-
ditions made at any time by the Federal Housing Commissioner for the insur-
ing of the 608 mortgage loan on completion; (4) Compliance Report by the Fed-
eral Housing Commissioner without exception as to stage of construction; (5)
s satisfactory showing by affidavits, lien waivers, receipts or other evidence as
required of the payment of all bills for labor performed and materials furnished
f(or the Project to the commencement of the period for which the application for
disbursement of loan funds is made and inclusive of the period covered by the
la.t advance; (6) evidence of completion cost establishing to the satisfaction of
LD-nder that the undisbursed or available loan moneys for construction purposes
-ire sufficient to complete the construction as approved, free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. Borrower may deposit with Lender or advance such addi-
tional moneys, which, together with such undisbursed loan moneys, will com-
plete the construction, in which event this condition for advance will be deemed
satisfied. In the event Lender shall determine at any time or from time to time
that the undisbursed loan proceeds are insufficient to fully complete and pay for
.all improvements constructed and to be constructed and to permit the payment
of any other disbursements required or authorized by this agreement, Lender
may make written demand upon Borrower to deposit with Lender such amount
as Lender may estimate to be required for such purposes and within ten (10)
days after such demand Borrower shall deposit with Lender the amount of any
Sueh estimate. All moneys so deposited shall be disbursed by the Lender in the
anme manner and for the same purpose as provided for the disbursement of the

loan proceeds. Any failure of Borrower to make such deposits strictly within
the time provided shall be a breach or default under the ternis of this agreement
and of the security Instruments.

(d) In. addition to construction adranccq to be made on request as hereafter
provided, Lender will advance to Borrower from the loan fmids subject to this
: ' reement, zeing in good standing at the time of the advance the following
amounts and charges:

(1) Subject to mortga-e loan funds beinz available and in an amount suf-
ficient therefor, the fillovin, item.: (a) FHA fees: (h) li,=:il, title and record-
ii.g expenses: (c) interest during construction on the mortgage indebtedness ; (d'
t:xes upon the real estate durinir construction: (e) hazard insurance during
.i)iistruction : (f) Lender's compensatory charge: ( -) iispee tion fees: (Ih) archi-
tlt and engineer's fees: (i) FHA mortgage insirance premium: (j) other mis-
i,,llaneous and incidental cots. and charge. required ti) be paid in connection

1% ith the loan, herein provided as may he approved by Lender.
(2) Upon all conditions precedent to the making of a loan advance having, been

c(mnplied with, an amount then to be approved 1by Lender, to be applied by Lender
ti, the payment (a) of Lender's compensatory ehar-e;: (b) to the repayment to
Lender of cost and expenses heretofore incurred and advanced in connection
with and preliminary to the undertakin'z of the Project :1nd making the loan, and
to the payment of such remaining costs and expenses unpaid or incurred as are
approved for payment by Lender:

(.:) When the Project has been completed. the 1S mortgage loan is read yfor
(hosing and the Project and (08 mortgages have been approved for insurance
under the FHA commitment, the undisbursed balance of the mortgage loan funds
provided for in Section "1" shall be paid over to Borrower or as it may authorize.
Provided, however, that the Project shall not he consumed complete for purposes
of final payment unless and until. (a) the work requiring inspection by municipal
or other governmental authorities having jurisdiction has been inspected and
approvedd by such authorities and by the applicable Board of Fire Underwriters,
if any, and all requisite certificates of occupancy tnd other approvals have been
duly issued: and provided further, that the Lender may withhold approval
(f final payment until after the expiration of any period which laborers, sub-
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contractors and materialmen may have for filing notice of mechanics' liens, and
until after satisfactory completion o fall off-site utilities and streets as required
by Lender and Federal Housing Commissioner; (b) all obligations contracted in
connection with the mortgage transaction, the purchase of the mortgaged prop.
erty or the construction of the improvements have been paid except non-payment
approved by Lender and FHA; (c) reserve for replacements as required by FHA
has been provided for; (d) guarantee and bond or indemnity agreements re-
quired under paragraph "13" of the commitment and as designated and approved
by Lender has been furnished; (e) certificates as required under paragraph "12"
of this agreement duly furnished. Said project shall not be deemed to be com-
plete until Borrowers shall have constructed and surfaced or there shall have
been constructed and surfaced and dedicated to public use a public street or high-
way having and furnishing access to and agrees from said premises and coii-
necting the present existing public street or highway in Fairfax County known
as Seminary Road at some point northerly of the most northerly point of said
premises.

(e) Disbursements for construction costs:
(1) Loan advances for construction costs shall be made to Borrower (or o,

its order, direct to any contractor) at such periodic intervals as Lender shall
approve, it being contemplated that unpaid obligations of Borrower and Coll-
tractor for labor performed and materials furnished in the development of tiw
Project will not be permitted to accumulate but will be fully and promptly satis-
fied at customary and regular intervals. Borrower shall present to Lender at its
Mortgage Loan Office in the City of Washington, D. C., or as Lender shall direct.
a "Request for Loan Funds" setting forth, in form approved by Lender, a detailed
statement of all obligations incurred by Borrower, including contractor receiving
payment, upon the Project during the period subsequent to the period covered by
the Request for Loan Funds last made, and also including therein a full state-
ment as to any unpaid obligations incurred during any preceding period. Such
statements shall be prepared so as to show labor performed, and materials
furnished, and shall be broken down in a manner readily comparable with the
payment breakdown for the construction and stage of completion. All material,
shall be itemized and invoices for material included in such request shall be
listed showing. the Purchase Order number, the vendor and the amount to be paid
therefor. The request shall be signed by a representative of Borrower and
contractor receiving payment and shall be verified or certified and accompanied
by invoices and such certificates, affidavits, and waivers of lien ,As Lender may
require. Request for payment shall be filed at least three (3) days before the
date upon which an advance is desired. Borrower shall furnish the title com-
pany with such lien waivers, receipts, or other evidences as it may require for the
inclusion of the advance under its mortgagee's title insurance policy. (It i.
understood that lien waivers shall not he required for loan funds disbursed on
the current request, but prior to the making of loan disbursements pursuant to
any subsequent request waivers must be furnished, if requested, for all items on
account of which a disbursement was made on the previous loan request).

(2) Attached hereto marked Exhibit "A" is a payment breakdown for ea(.h
unit of construction with estimated cost amounts assigned to the several con-
struction items for which advances and construction moneys are to be expended:
said payment breakdown shall constitute a guide in the determination and the
allocation and disbursement of loan funds available for construction costs. Ad-
vances on account of material and equipment which are not required for immedi-
ate installation in the construction shall be limited to an amount and to material
and equipment as Lender may approve, and all such material and equipment
shall be stored and maintained as Lender may require. The stage of any devel-
opment and construction, and the materials on hand, for which advances are
requested, shall at all times equal or exceed the advance available therefor ,ii
the basis of the payment breakdown, as determined by Lender's construction
engineer or such other examiner as approved by Lender. The work and con-
struction Included for payment in any request shall have been acceptably coill-
pleted, to be evidenced by such certificate and inspection as Lender may require
from time to time.

(3) Lender may at its option make disbursements prior to, or without requir-
ing, compliance with all the conditions of this agreement, and a disbursement

so made shall not constitute approval of noncompliance as to any condition
or requirement, or a waiver of the right to require compliance, or exercise anly
right or privilege by reason of such noncompliance unless such noncompliance
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is specifically waived by Lender in writing. Lender shall use its best efforts
to pass upon the request for payment and inake payment on the date payment
is desiredd, but failure so to do shall not subject Lender to any liability or
prejudice. Borrower shall be entitled to payment only in the amount approved
iy Lender with respect to each request for loai funds. Loan funds delivered
to or disbursed for Borrower shall be deemed advanced by Lender as of the
date of check or draft therefor. Upon default of Borrower in any of Its obli-
-iitiwns. or by any contractor in the performance of such obligations, advances
from the loan may be paid directly by Lender to any subcontractor, mnaterialman
or laborer for the account of Borrower, but Lender shall not be obligated so
io do.

6. CONTRACTORS-SUPERIN lEN DENTS-INSPECTORS. It is understood that Bor-
tower will enter into various contracts for materials and the construction of
the development or contract with general contractors as it may elect. All such
contracts shall be made with responsible suppliers and contractors and on terms
that will meet the requirements of this agreement. Borrower shall furnish
Lender with full information regarding any contract to be made prior to the
consummation thereof, and it shall be optional with Lender to disapprove the
contractor or. without obligation to do so. the contract as not being in conformity
herewith, in which event Borrower shall not consummate said contract unless
the objection of Lender is eliminated in a manner satisfactory to Lender.

The general superintendent employed by Borrower shall at all times be accept-
able to Lender. Lender shall be represented on the Project by its own con-
struction superintendent, inspector, engineer. and other representatives as re-
quired and designated by Lender who will inspect construction, materials pur-
(hased and furnished to the Project and generally will assist Lender in deter-
imining whether the conditions for the disbursement of loan funds have been
complied with. The salary and cost for the maintenance of such representatives
(if Lender shall constitute a cost of the development and shall be paid by Borrower
through the application of loan funds therefor. Said salary and cost to be
borne by Borrower is hereby settled and agreed to be $100.00 per building unit
ias building unit is defined and adjusted as provided in Section one hereof).

7. INSPECTION-RECORDS. Lender and Federal Housing Commissioner by their
representatives shall have the option at any time to inspect the pro-ress of con-
struction and for this purpose shall have the right of entry and free access to the
property at all times with the right to inspect all work done, labor performed or
being performed and materials furnished to and for the Project. Borrower and
its contractors shall keep accurate and complete book accounts and records per-
taining to the Project in a manner acceptable to Lender's Accounting Depart-
ment. Lender shall have the privilege to inspect and examine from time to time
as it may request all books and records of Borrower aInd of contractors relating
to the construction and development, and Borrower and contractors shall at
Lender's request furnish such information as Lender may demand.

s. HAZARD INSURAN(CE. Borrower shall furnish to Lender hazard insurance on
the buildings, construction and construction material, chattels and equipment
supplied for inclusion in the construction and placed upon the premises during
construction, against loss by such hazards, casualties and contingencies ( includ-
irig theft and vandalism) and for such amounts, as required from time to time
by Lender. All such insurance shall be written without contribution in com-
ipnies and in form, with loss-payable provisions, as approved by Lender. The
policies therefor, together with receipted premium statements, shall be deposited
with Lender and the policies of Insurance shall cover the entire period of con-
struction. Borrower agrees to provide or cause to be provided workmen's com-
pensation insurance and public liability and other insurance required by ap-
plicable action by the general conditions contained in the specifications.
And Borrower shall furnish Workmen's compensationn , Public Liability, Prop-
c rty )amage and Contingent Liability policies in such forms and in such
amounts and with such loss-payable provisions as Lender may require from time
to time. Such policies and renewals and all other policies issued and hereafter
to, he issued pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement shall be written in
companies approved by Lender and it shall be optional with Lender to select
the company or companies and the agency or agencies in and through which
the insurance shall be written including any renewals and to refuse acceptance
of any policy offered, and to surrender and to cause to le cancelled any policy
which may be received or accepted, and to place the insurance or cause the policy
to be written, all at the cost, charge and expenses of the Borrower; but in no
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event shaU the Lender be responsible for failure to pay for any insurance written
or for any loss or damage growing out of a defect in any policy or growing out
of any failure of any insurance company to pay for any loss or damage insured
against.

9. OP'roN OF LENDER TO TAKE OVER. In the event of abandonment, or cessation
of work for more than fifteen days in the aggregate, or failure of Borrower or
Contractor, unless promptly corrected, to carry on to completion the development
and construction of the Project strictly in accordance with the approved drawings
and specifications, or if Borrower or Contractor fails to comply with the terms
hereof or if it appears to Lender that the work of improvement remaining to be
completed is of such nature or extent that it cannot or will not be completedI
within the required time, or that completion within such time cannot or will
not be made without excessive overtime or extraordinary costs not provided
for in the cost and payment breakdown above Lender may at #ny time there-
after, at its option, without prejudice or limitation of any other right and
with or without any declaration of default, enter into possession of the premises
and perform any and all work and labor necessary to complete the improvements
substantially according to the drawings and specifications and employ watch.
men to protect the premises from injury; all sums expended therefor by Lender
shall be deemed paid to Borrower and secured by the mortgage and other security
instruments. For the purposes aforesaid, Borrower hereby constitutes and
appoints Lender its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substi-
tution in the permises, to complete the Project in the name of the Borrower, and,
hereby empowers said attorney or attorneys as follows: To use any funds of
Borrower, including any balance which may be held in escrow and any funds
which may remain unadvanced on the mortgage loan for the purpose of com-
pleting the Project in accordance with the plans and specifications; to make
such additions and changes and corrections in the drawings and specifications
which shall be necessary or appear desirable to Lender, to complete the Project
in substantially the manner contemplated by the drawings and specifications
and this agreement, to employ such contractors, sub-contractors and agents,
architects and inspectors as shall be required for said purposes, to pay, contest
or compromise all existing bills and claims which may be liens against the
Project, or as may be necessary or desirable for the completion of the develop-
ment and construction, or for the clearance of title; to execute all applications
and certificates in the name of Borrower which may be required by any of the
contract documents and to do any and every act which Borrower might do in
its own behalf. It is further understood and agreed that this power of attorney
shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked.
The above mentioned attorney shall also have power to prosecute and defend
all actions or proceedings in connection with the construction of the Project or
mortgaged premises and to take such action and require such performance
under any surety bond or to execute in the name of Borrower any further surety
bonds as may be reasonably required in connection with the construction work.

(a) It shall be optional with Lender to do any or all of the foregoing in it,
own name and to advance its own funds for completion of the Project in exce-
of the undisbursed maximum loan amount. Any indebtedness incurred therefor
and in connection therewith whether in the name of Borrower or in the name
of Lender, Borrower hereby expressly covenants and agrees to repay to Lender
on demand, with interest from the date of advancement at the same rate as
borne by the principal indebtedness. All such moneys so paid or advanced by
Lender in excess of the amount advanced on the loan shall be added to tne
mortgage indebtedness and payment thereof shall be secured by the security
given for said principal Indebtedness. Nothing done by Lender pursuant to the
power and authority vested in it by this paragraph shall be deemed to relieve
Borrower from the performance of any covenants or agreements or to excuse or
relieve it from any breach of any such covenants or agreements.

10. IN TUlE EVENT OF ANY DEFAULT OR FAILIRETO COMPLY WITH THE PROVISION.'
OF Tillis .,IGEtMW;NT or In the event Borrower shall be adjudicated a bankrupt
or a petition in bankruptcy or for reorganization, compromise or for relief under
any of the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act of the United States, or petition (if
insolvency be filed, by or against Borrower or if Borrower shall make a gener:nl
assignment for the benefit of it., creditors, any such default or acts shall i,,
deemed to contitute a default under the terms of the security instrument, 1nd
the entire loan shall thereupon become due and payable at the election of
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Lender with full power to exercise any and all rights and powers granted it as
in any other default under the terms of its security instrument.

(a) In the event of any default under the provisions of this agreement or the
mortgage Lender may, and without prejudice to any other right: (1) apply any
balance of the undisbursed loan proceeds to the reduction of the loan, or (2)
at Lender's sole option pay for and on account of the Borrower all or any part
of such balance to any person or persons who shall have furnished labor or
material or both in the construction of said improvements and who have not
been paid therefor In full, and any such payment shall be deemed a payment
by Lender to Borrower. If any balance of undisbursed proceeds shall remain
Lender may apply such balance upon the loan as provided in "(1)" above. All
rights and options afforded Len(er under the provisions of this agreement in the
event of default shall be deemed cumulative and not in limitation of any other
right.

11. COSTS AND EXPENSES-INITIAL SERVICE CHARGE:
(a) The costs of closing loan including, but not limited to, escrow fees, if

any, title examination and title policy expense, legal expense and fees, surveys,
insurance premiums, recording charges, FHA charges and all other costs. charg-es
and expenses incident to the performance of all of the terms and conditions of
this agreement on the part of Borrower to be performed and the expenses
preliminary or incident to the construction of the Project, the execution of this
agreement and the making of this loan, or the 60S loan, including, but not
limited to, Borrower's incorporation expense, legal services in connection there-
with, and other general exepenses of Lender shall be paid by Borrower. Lender
shall have the right and option to pay any such sums from the loan funds and to
advance any part thereof before the conditions of this agreement precedent to
a loan advance have been complied with. Any such ilaylnent by Lender shall
be deemed a disbursement of the loan to the extent thereof and any payment
made prior to the conditions for loan advances having been complied with may
be retained by Lender from the first or subsequent loan advances.

"The other general expenses of Lender" to date which are not included in
Lender's compensatory charge referred to in Section 11 (b) are hereby settled
and agreed to to be none.

(b) Borrower agrees to pay to Lender an amount herein sometimes referred
to as "Lender's compensatory charge" for this loan in the amount of six and
one-half per centum (61%) of the original principal amount of the loan which
shall be payable forthwith upon the recordation of the mortgage. Said charge
shall be in addition to the other charges to be paid by Borrower and shall be
additional consideration for the loan and to compensate Iender for its standby
during the period of preparation and negotiation by Borrower. Lender's extraor-
dinary costs of project analysis and other direct and indirect costs of Lender
not otherwise provided for.

A part of said charge in an amount equal to 5% of the principal of the loan
shall liquidate, and payment thereof shall discharge, Borrower's present obliga-
tion to pay to Lender for services rendered by Lender and its representatives
to Borrower to the date of this Agreement. Said services, rendered at the
instance and request and for the benefit of Borrower. wer, services performed
in addition to and distinct from any service or obligation of a mortgagee or
prospective mortgagee to a mortgagor or prospective mortgagor, and included
preliminary estimates, calculations and engineerin,. work: arranging for Bor-
rower to procure plans and specifications for the project at a minimum of cost
and at substantial saving to Borrower; negotiating for and aiding Borrower in
negotiating subcontracts and bids for materials and equipment in conjunction
with other projects of other owners at csts and price's advantageous to Borrower
and in such manner as to minimize Borrower's architectural services, super-
vi-ion, builders fees and other direct and indirect costs of construction.

Lender shall have no obligation to furnish Borrower any further or additional
services of the nature (lescriled in this paragraph.

Balance of said Lender's compensatory clarge.o in the amount of 1 :, ' of the
principal amount of the loan will constitute Lender's initial service charge for
the closing of the transaction.

12. VAGE CER'TIFICAT.S. The Borrower (1) understands that the wages to be
paid laborers and miechanics employed in the ctnstruction of the Project are
required by the provisions of Section 212 (a) of the National Housing Act, as
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11l111el11led, 11 111 not h,1es than tile wvIlge I)l't'lli ng In til Inellilty Ini which tili
wti rk %-t, l srr'rme for e''irrI,,,om'nitl1in h i'l41114 Of 1horers nll ItIei'hlil |iem 4-ii-
III()% oil .l 1 t lt lI of :I sAllll lt r Pillt M Ct P, l114 (i]V 1erliniwull by Ib it4 M rI ret IF.V
'If 1.1ahor with 'eM1p 'ilt to Ihis Iro.,11vt.

11ml 'l \ r ir'e1es 1 IM it ,-it lit11n11 jll p fl'v ivi,, ll III tilt. IIIIV 'iii'i to It of lily mll iy
heretinittr to imiuhllt t) I.,nder. it rrljulr,,d Iy Llcihr. ( I ) with ,it'll nipplintiftil
for divb nnt'o prior III tl, lnil nlililnitimi, ii -'iflil'ittle or venllfe'ntem Ili ronlil
apjrt'i d byll tihe lt" lireil lousiig ( 'iinitiiiiosleiaie,.i v''rtifrying I lint Ili illl irN ,r
'114l ilt'c lit 1tlesl cini jloyel ill tw i n 'list -ii rltis li or i, I's',l'i't hn ,t- i't' iiii it
a riftl not less thib ti he rate of NN ':izs' ilr '.Ollt g Ill t i olti lll t Ill whif-h il-,
work was per'norniodi for i vnitts'Rts or IIiiorv'iS ittid Iechnn vi is
entiploed In eonstrtltlon of n sinilir chttnrcter, Im (leterniltiild by tie , S ereftry
of Labor wit h ri-spect to this I'roivet, and (2) vitlI tihi finni tipplication for
advance. it certificate or vortil icillt ,t in foria st ifnactorty ti the Federnl 1isiusiig
Cotmminxioiner, ertifing thit tle I'roe't lilts bell Col05rtieuel I In Iit's llritils
with tilt, pro islions of this agretltellt lind that itlil litlorer' lid tnehlillic" Vill
Iployed In thl coistruition of thie completed Pro.vcst have been paid not lIss thiti
the wages prevailing li thle eitlity in whivlh the work was pmformted for tli
corresponding ch, tses of lvInbsrorm mid nivehlatnh, oniployed tit ctn itriucti ,i (f
a similar character, :s determined I y It(% h secret ary of Labor with respect I
this Project. Borrower Ingrto,4 to ntke inll entuse to be mad, such other certlli.
cate or eertificales in ai'cord:ince with tilh foregoing If required at ti time of
tile Insuring of tliet, 15 tnortgago loeai. ('srtlcates to be furnilshd pIirtinat to
this s action shall be given b).N Borrower and by contractors as Lender smll
require.

1:3. A a unlteri:ul consideration for this agreement Borrower shAil nppoInt
Lender as niznt for BorrowNer to numiage tie entire premises and to ntteiid to
the rental and collection of rental therefrom for tilt, account of Borrower foor
the period of six years, beginning upon a (late of first occiUpancy of any building
ulmn the Project. Such appointment slhall be lit Ili, form of a written lnaflhnil
ment a:ireement containing provisions to be appr(,ved 1.y nLetder and r('lvlihrI,
1or compensation to lAnder equal to four per rvitttunn (.11o ) of the gross rentenis
Said agreement nay provide that tilt net proceeds of rentals shall be ivallable
to Lender to apply upon :ny obligation of the Borrower to Lender until sanl
time as the permnanent mortgage loan shall have been executed and insured h'y
the Federal housing Commissioner.

14. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this agreement Lender reser' ,
the right to withhold the advance of any sum or stims In excess of $63,000.00 per
building unit (determined and adjusted In accordance with the provisions of See-
tlon "1'" of this agreement) until such time as FIIA mortgage insurance shall bv.
come effective as to the permanent mortgage. Until such time as such mortgage
insurance shall become effective Borrower shall not be or become entitled to re-
ceive and without the express written consent of Lender will not receive or iwe
any of the loan proceeds for the purpose of directly or indirectly paying any divi-
dends, retiring or purchasing any of its shares or the shares of any other corpora-
tion, making any loans, paying any compensation to itself or any of Its officers, di-
rectors or shareholders, or the oflicers, directors, or shareholders of any cor-
poration naied in Section "2 (d)" of this azrnenient except that Borrower uiiay
pay to lernan W. Hutman for services rendered and to be rendered In the im-
provement of said premises, such amount as it may determine to be proper not
exceeding an agr:regate of $13,336.00, and not exceeding $K35.00 in any .wie
month.

15. In the event that the commitment of Federal Housing Commissioner to
insure the permanent loan under the provisions of Section 608 of the Nationial
Hom!in Act -hall not Ie received by Lender on or before June 30, 1949 in :i11
amount equal to or exceeding $70.;00.00 per building unit (determined :isl1
adjusted in accordance with the provisions of Section "1" of this agreement)
Lender. at its option. nmay terminate this agreement and Lender's obligation
hereunder by notice to Borrower. Thereupon Borrower shall repay to Lender
forthwith all sums advanced by Lender with interest thereon at six per centiun
per annum from the date of advance. together with the costs and expenses in-
curre,1 by Lender ixl emne'tim with thk agrei-ment.

The rights and inter,t of the lsi r,,,%-er under this loan agreement are not
;,ul,.i-,.t too assignment without cimsent;t opf Iendir. This agreement is sub ject
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Bly ILJIIMAN W. IITJTMANq, J'residel,

Attet E. .1. ['fit *d'.N, st-crclary.
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Atteuit ,Asistant Hecretary.
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SulAul V.OF M I NNus, 1%
(1vunly of I'nei'n, aMl:
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My collinjiioIEf e'IJirem4 oil filie-- - - - -day of- -- -- -- -- -- - - - 19_i~

N'(IUO-54-pt. 1-11
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Shirley-Duke Apartments, see. V-Schedule A

Item

Land ......................................................................
Abstract and title policy -----------------.--------------------------------
Recording land and m ortgage -----------------------------------------------
L an d taxes ------------------------------------------------------------------
Clear site --------------------------------------------------------------------
G rading (cut and fill) ------------------------------------------------------
Building excavation .......................................................
C urb and gu tter -------------------------------------------------------------
R oads and parkin g ----------------------------------------------------------
P u blic sidew alks ------------------------------------------------------------
P rivate sidew alks ------------------------------------------------------------
Sanitary sewer .............................................................
S to rm sew er -----------------------------------------------------------------
C oncrete qlabq ---------------------------------------------------------------
Concrete footings ...........................................................
Brickwork .................................................................
G rav el an d dra in tile -. . ..................................................
Structural steel and erection .................................................
Reinforcing steel and lintels ...............................................
Steel sash, glaze, screen and erect ...........................................
Millwork ....................................................................
L u m b e r --- - - --- ---. ----- -------- --- -------- -- ----------- ------ ----. ....
C lothes and linen closets ..................................................
Rough carpentry labor.........................................
Fir is' carpentry labor ......................................................
Rough hardware ------. .. . . . ..---------------------------------------------
F in ish h a rd w a n ... .......................................................
Roofing and sheetinet:d .....................................................
P la s te r ............ ........................................................
P a in t ... ....... ... ........................................................
Plumbing and heatvi ------------------------------------------------------
Electrical wire and fixtures ------------------------------------------------
Tile -------------------------------------------------------------------------
S tee l sta irs erected ..........................................................
Steel doors and bucks ......................................................
W aterproofing -------------------------------------------------------------
Floor covering ...............................................................
In su latio n -------------------------------------------------------------------
C aulkin g -------------------------------------------------------------------
S h ad es -- -------------------------------------------------------------------
Weatherstrip ................................................................
Landscaping ................................................................
R anges - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
R e frige ra to rs . .. ... ... ... ... ... ..... ........ .. ... .. ... .. ... ... ..... ... .. ... ..
Medicine cabinets and bath fixtures ........................................
Kitchen cabinets ............................................................
Set kitchen cabinets ---------------------------------------------------------
Washing machines ..........................................................
C lo th es d ry e r .... ................................ .. .... .......... .... ......
Small tools and equipment .................................................
Cleaning ..................................................................
H a u lin g ---------------------------------------------------------------------
H an d lin g - - --------------------------------------------------------------

B luep rin tin g ---------------------------------------------------------------
T em porary roads -----------------------------------------------------------
T em po ra ry bu ild ings ..... -. --------------------------... .................
Superintendent, engineer, watchman, accountant, etc -----------------------
E n tran ces -------------------------------------------------------------------Engineering ......................................................
F H A fe4 --- ----- --------- --- ----- --- -- --------- --- ------ -------- ------- -- ----
L e g l f44 ' -. .. . . . .. ... .. ... ... ... .. ...... ... ... ...... ......... ....... . ...
Power temporary ---------------------------..... ..--------------
Temporary heat -.---------------------------------- .. -------

Architect ....................................................................
P hone -----.-- ..
Office eqtilpment an scelLanvo'r'n supplies.......................-----
Insurance ------....... - ------....................
Perm its -------.. ..- ---------------------------------------------------
T em porary w ater -----------------------------------------------------------
Entertal iing ----------------------------------------------------------------
Interest on loan .............................................................
Contingencies ...............................................................
Incinerator ................................................................

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------

Flat roof
building

$890
153
107

8
90

509
371
267
891
173
157
420
291

1,850
354

7. 95'0
3S0

2, 730
561

1,400
1,Ole

548
1,500

460
945

65
320

6, 300
1,610
9,801
1,500
1, 232

460
8&
127

1,100
205

93
320

I1
55#
440

1,618
107

1,188
270
15
185
40

175
N5
90

15
130
75

464
31

140
580

44
35
75
25

330
25
50

3511

45
11

2,080
500
195

58,906

Pitch roof
building

$S90
153
1117

S

4'3
157
420

3,01
1, s;'t

:t o

8, 11.5

2,41

.7051

l, 4i)

6,

1,232

t460

1. I1)1

12' 4
I.140

1, i00

"N)5
232

16

440

127

1,1IE,

.14)

,30

45

i.l

1751

1.

AI

J30
2,5

45
II

250,0~
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Mr. BUDWE5KY. If he had aniy financial interest in the Cleveland
projects, it is news to me. I never knew it before.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, turning now to paragraph 14-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask onie mlore question.
You were the attorney, were you not, for this corporation?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Which (orl)oration ?
The CHAIRMAN. Shirley-Duke.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you (raw this contract?
Mr. BM)WESKY. I participated in the drafting of it on behalf of

my clients and-
The CHAIRMAN. If you participated in the drafting of it, you

haven't the slightest idea of what is mneant here by "other projects of
other owners",? You haven't the slightest idea what that means.?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Oh, certainly. If you want to get into that-
The CHAIRMAN. Just tell us fralikly wlho tile other or what the other

projects were and who the other owners were.
Mr. BUDW&SKY. Well, the only exL)lalation I can make about that is

that there were other-there was another project in Cleveland con-
teinplated at the same time in which the proposed builders and In-
vestors were getting bids for various classes of work; and I think
what was meant that by Shirley-Duke and the Cleveland project
joining their-

The CHAMMAN. In other words, your best understanding is that the
words "other projects of other owners means the Cleveland projects
that Investors and Mr. Loftus were interested iii: is that right'?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I can conceive of it referring to nothing else. I
don't know of anything else.

The CHAIRMAN. We want just the facts.
Mr. BL'DWESKY. So far as I know, that is all that could possibly be

referred to.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, as the attorney for Shirley-Duke

who drew this contract that is your best judgment?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, let me s ay this to you: The Investors Diversi-

fied Services were represented by Mr. Daniel E. Farr, who was their
lawyer.

The CH.IRMAN. Daniel what ?
Mr. BUDWFSKiY. Daniel E. Farr. He is now presently engaged in

the practice of law in Los Angeles.
The CHAIRMAN.. I see.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I say I participated in this contract. I did to the

extent, of trying to hold down the burdens that the mortgagee was
placing Upon t.ie Slirley-Duke corporations as much as I could;
ilsofar as to naming the conditions and terms and what these boys
would have to live up to, tiey were dictated by the mortgagee.

Mr. SIMON. Mr'. Budwesky, turning to paragraph 14 of the con-

tract, does it provide for the salary of Mr. Gordon of not to exceed
$835 a month ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. It did.
Mr. SIMON. I take it there were two such contracts as to Mr. Gordon
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So that would be $1,670 a month as to Mr. GordonI
Mr. BurDWFSKY. That is right.
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Mr. SIMoN. There were two such contracts as to Mr. Hutman?
Mr. BUDWESK'. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And there were two such contracts as to Mr. Preston?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That, is right.
Mr. Siuuox. When was construction of this building started? I

don't mean the exact date, but as near as you can give it.
Mr. BUiDAV:SKY. I should say some time in July of 1949.
Mr. STMON. And when was it completed?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, that is one of the things that made Shirley-

Duke what it was. It was a very efficiently run job, and we were
renting apartments 9 or 10 months after we started construction.

Mr. SrioN. It was finally completed in August of 1950; is th:it
right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I should say not later than that.
Mr. SIMON. Now, b" the end of 1950. by I)ecember 31, 1950, what

dividend had been paid on this $6,000 of sto(; k?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, you may call them dividends and per-

haps-
Mr. SIMON. Well, what distribution was made to the people who

owned the $6,000 of stock?
Mr. BUDWESKY. After the project was terminated, and the final

draws were paid over to the corporations on the mortgage loans that
they had executed-

Mr. SI-M.%N. By that you mean after Investors had been reimbursed
out of the mortgag1ze for everything they advanced?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I am not in a position to tell you when Investors
was reimbursed. The only manner in which Investors could be reim-
bursed would be by the payllent of the amounts due by the mortgagor
or in the event they sold their mortgage. Now, what really happened,
I think to get the thing straight in your mind, is that they had aconventional mortgage on there originally, and when the project was
entirely completed, and FHA had completed its inspection and was
ready to insure the mortgages in conformance with its original com-
mitm;-ents, new FHA mortgages were drawn and the original conven-
tional mortgage va-t canceled, and then Investors paid over to these
corporations te balance of the money that ]iad not been advanced to
the corporations out of the amount of the loan up to that time.

It was at that time it developed that by reason of saving a very
substantial amount in interest during construction, because the
projects normally ran anywhere from 1S8 months to 2 years to build,
and interest here was running almost $2,000 a day, we saved a lot
of money there. We paid the architect some $63,000 instead of
$650,000 which would have been certainly a most foolish thing to do
to pay a man $650,000 to design one building.

Mr. SIMON. We intend to get into the application, but at the
moment I was trying to get the distribution prior to December ;'),
1950, and I have been furnished by the companies material which
shows that prior to December 31, 1950, there was distribution made
to these owners of the $6,000 of stock, $1,964,197.20. Is that correct?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I should say that would be correct, sir.
Mr. SIMOn. And I have information also furnished me by the com-

panies that in 1951, and following December 31, 1950, they received I)N
way of distribution from the corporations an additional $260,626..54.
is that correct?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. I have no reason to question it.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SIMON. If my mathematics is correct, that means that the total

distribution to the stockholders who invested $6,000 in this corporation
has been .2,224,82.54; is that correct?

Mr. BuDWESKY. Yes, sir. Now then may I
Mr. SIMON. May I finish?
Mr. BUDWESKY. All right, go ahead.
Mr. SIMoN. In addition to tIlat in tle cost of construction, as shown

by the books of tlese corl)oratiows, there is included as a cost of con-
structioni $899,9.90, iiade to IJnvestors as a compensatory fee; is that
correct "

Mr. JBJnW.sKY. I believe that is correct, sir.
M1r. SimoN. And, in aldition, there is inluded in the cost, 6 percent

on the inoievy which froii time to tine was outstanding and owing to
investors : is thlat right .

MIr. BUDWFSKY. I think that is correct, sir.
MrIt. SIo X,. In ad(lition, (do vN- know that Investors received a

premium oil these mortgages (,f S1738,75 r.
Mr. BuDwEsKY. I have un(lerstood that they sold their mortgages

after they were iistured by FHA to a New York mortgagee at a
prenuliu. I don't know what it was.

Mr. SIMON. We have been advised by Investors that the premium
was S173,075.

In addition, (1o you know that In\estors was given a 6-year manage-
ment contract on tiis building, which after 4 months was canceled
an(l they provided for the remainder of the 6 years they would get
11', pel'cent of the rents .

Mr. BUDWE.sKy. I know that one of the c('nditi()ns they imposed, in
(,, junctioiI with this transaction, ti owners would give them a
inanageinent contract for a period of 6 years, and I also know that
after that. the boy-: felt that tlhey probably could do a better job them-
selves, and they bought out the contract.

The ('I[ATR!.XN. You say thev insisted 11)011 this, Investors?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Sure. They. set up all the ternms of this agreement.

We wouldn't have riv, tlen a rental contract if we didn't have
to.

Mr. SI.MtN. And after 4 months they -,topped doing the manage-
nent and were to get 1,, percent for the remainder of the 6 years
without doing any additional work, is that correct ?

MNfr. BUDWESKY. I think that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the 11$ percent for if they were going

to (to no work?
Mr. BUDWFSKY. Well, they had a contract that had quite a number

of years to run yet at a much higher rate, and they felt that they had
a contract out of which they could operate the project at a profit, and
they weren't willing to give up the contract without some considera-
tion moving to them.

Mr. SioM. Do you know whether to this date they have received
S121,(19 on that so-called management contract?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I assume they did. I don't know the figures, sir.
Mr. SIMON. If I may ;av for'"Mr. Paul's benefit that I have added

these figures and Investors got $1,194,684, not including 6 percent
interest, and if that is added to the dividends that were made to
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stockholders, the total is $3,419,407, which is the figure I referred
to when I said to Senator Robertson it was more than $3 million.

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I apologize to Mr. Simon for interrupt-
incr him and to you, but I understood him to say that there was $3
million paid out of the mortgage money, and I have been advised
that that is not true; that a lot of these payments were paid out of
the operations.

The Ci.\ fI.,MN. Do you mean part of it has been as a result of a
profit that you have made since you have been renting the apartments

Mr. P.%UL. Part of the operation.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I would like an opportunity to explain that. I

wanted to a moment ago.
The Ch.kIRMAN. We are going to gret into that a little later because

you asked for a rent increase and received one, so why did you ask
for a rent increase if you were making a profit ?

Mr. P-AUL. It wasn't a profit, sir. It was capital.
Mr. SIitON. Can we defer that until later? That is all part of the

record.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I would like to amplify one portion of the testi-

mony that has been developed here, largely by your making state-
ments and getting me to say "yes" or "no," and that is that after the
projects were completed, and we found the substantial sums of money
available in each corporation, there was a considerable problem as
to just how the corporations would handle, or what they were going
to do about this money.

The CI.IRM.N. It never occurred to them to reduce it or pay off
the mortgage, did it ?

Mr. BUDwNESKY. I think I can explain that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't the proper thing to have been to have

reduced the mortgage by that amount?
Mr. BUDWESKY. After I finish my statement, then you will see what

you would have done under like circumstances.
The CH:IRM.A.%N. I am sorry.
Mr. BU1DW.ESKY. The mortgage had been executed and was in the

hands of not Investors--it had been sold to somebody else. The
terms of the mortgage were fixed. It was payable at a fixed amount
per month. You couldn't prepay that mortgage without paying :1
penalty. You were not permitted to pay more than a certain amount
on the principal in any one year.

The CH.A.RMA-. NWait a minute. I want to get into that, because
we are developing a new pattern here that is very, very interesting.

Mr. BUDWESKY. I think it is time we (ot to that part of it.
The CJ1AIRM.Xx. I want to ask a few questions about that becai;e

we want to be absolutely fair and we are going to get all of the facts.
You say the mortgage precluded you from making payments in

advance?
Mr. BUDWESKY. In excess of a certain amount per year.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you ever ask for permission to pay greater pay-

ments on the principal?
Mr. BUD-WESKY. Ve have undertaken to
The CHAIRMAN. Who owns this mortgage now?
Mr. BuDwEKY. This mortgage, the last I knew, was owned by In-

stitutional Securities of New York.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was responsible for writing this mortgage
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originally saying that you could not anticipate your payments and
make them?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is in the FHA regulations, sir. Tley permit
the mortgagee to set up his prepayment penalty clause and they ap-
prove it, and the mortgagor has got to accept it.

Now, let me say something further to you, sir
The CHAIRMAN. You mean FHA, the management of FHA have

insisted and permitted these mortgages to be written on the basis that
the borrower could not anticipate and pay the mortgage off before
they came due?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Not unless you pay a penalty.
The CHAIRMAN. For example, how large was the penalty in your

case ?
Mr. BuDwESKY. Well, I think the penalty in this case is 1 percent to

FHA and 3 or 4 percent to the mortgagee, which is a lot of money.
Mr. SIMON. Incidentally, on that I take it that all of these divi-

dends we spoke of were treated by the .stockholders as long-term
clal ains?

l"r. Sl-1UDWESKY. They were treated by the stockholders as long-term
capital gains after I got an advance ruling from the Internal Revenue
Service that they could be and would be distributed on a long-term
capital gain basis.

Mr. SiMoN. May we put the opinion in the record?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, this document from the United

States Treasury Department to the Shirley Duke Apartments will be
made a part of the record.

(The information referred to follows:)
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
Washii.9ton, D. C., Novcmber 30, 1950.

SHIRLEY-DUKE APARTMENTS, SECTION III, INC.,
Alexandria. Va.

(Attention Mr. Carl Budwesky, secretary.)
('ENTr.EME N Reference is made to your letter dated October 1,, 1950, request-

ing a ruling as to the status, for Federal income tax purposes, of a proposed dis-
tril)ution to your stockholders.

It Is stated that the corporation was organized under the laws of the State
of Virginia for the construction and operation of an apartment development.
It began construction in June 1949, which was financed by a mortgage loan of
$1,840,000. There are issued and outstanding 100 shares of first preferred stock
of a par value of $1 per share and 200 shares of common stock of no par value
issued on a basis of $5 per share.

The project was constructed by the corporation through its employees, who
suIpervised the operations and let contracts for the various types of work to
numerous contractors. Four of the stockholders were employed in this connec-
tion, and the compensation paid to them is set forth in your letter.

The construction has been completed, all costs have been paid. and there is
remaining $100,000 of the proceeds of the mortgage loan which the board of di-
rectors has transferred to capital account. It is proposed to distribute thi s1um
to the shareholders in proportion to their holdings of stock. All such share-
holders have held their respective shares for more than 6 months.

Based upon the representations in your letter it is held that upon distribution
the amount distributed shall be applied against and reduce the basis of the stock
held by the receiving shareholder and shall be taxable to the recipient if, and to
the extent that, the amount distributed exceeds such basis. The gain, if any,
will constitute long-term capital gain in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 117 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Very truly yours,
E. D. MCLARNEY, Deputy Commissioner.
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Mr. SIMON. Referring to the application for mortgage insurance
under section 608 of the Housing Act, and I have before me the appli-
cation on section 1--do you have a copy ?

M[r. BUDWESKY. Of the application?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I have never seen and the corporations have never

had a copy of the applications.
Mr. SiMo.,. The document I have before me purports to bear the

signature of B. Gordon, Jr., as sponsor of Shirley-Duke Apartments,
Inc.. Section 1.

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether Mr. Gordon did sign it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. May I see it?
Mr. SI.MON. Yes.
Mr. BUDWESK Y. I haven't had a chance to look at this for a long

time.
This is dated in March 1949, and naturally when it refers to Shirley-

Duke Apartments, Inc., Section 1, that refers merely to a contemplated
corporation that FHA required you to have before you could get an
insured loan.

Mr. SIMoN. May I ask Mr. Gordon if that is his signature?
Mr. GoRDoN. It appears to be a copy of it.
Mr. BUDWESKY. It is a photostatic copy of the original of his signa-

ture; yes.
Mr. Sixtox. You still say the corporations never saw the applica-

tions before they were filed?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I mean we don't have copies of them available. I

don't mean to say that M1r. Gordon didn't see the application, no.
Bit we don't have them in our files.

Mr. SIMON. Who prepared these applications?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Now I don't know. They were prepared in the

offices of Investors Syndicate in the Tower Building at 14th and K.
Now, I say that is a part of it that I don't know anything about. I
didn't have anything to do with it and somebody else will have a much
better answer.

Mr.,SI1)N. Do you know who furnished Investors Syndicate with
the information to put in these applications?

Mr. BUD wE.SKY. Well, I imagine that information was finally as-
sembled by consultation, negotiation by various people there on behalf
of Investors Syndicate; there was Mr. Loftus participated, Mr. Ridge-
way was in here from Minneapolis, Iir. Don-Ryan was in here from
Minneapolis, Mr. Daniel E. Farr was in here from Los Angeles---jn--t
who was responsible for each thing in the applications, I am not in
position to say because I didn't write them, I didn't have anything to
do with theem. It is not part of the legal work.

Mr. SIMON. What you are saying is this enitre group participated in
assembling the information that went into the application?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't know. I will have to ask them.
Mr. SiMoN. May I ask Mr. Bros: Was this document physically

typed in the office of Investors Syndicate?
Mr. BROS. My memory says it was: yes.
Mr. SIotON. Did you supervise the typing of it?
Mr. BRos. My secretary and the other girls there typed it; yes, sir.
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Mr. SimOx. Who gave them the information to put in the appli-
cation.

Mr. BROS. Well, I believe there were applications written in long-
land that they copied.

Mr. SIMON. By whom were they written in longhand?
Mr. BROS. I would have to see those longhand applications.
M 1r. SImroN. Where are they'.
Mr. BROS. I don't know, except possibly the files of investors.
11r. SIMoN. Mr. Crabb, could youi make the longhand applications

available to us?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Yes, Mr. Simon. We have them here if you would

like to see them at this time.
Mr. SIM )N,. I would be grateful for the application on section 1.
Mr. Budweskv, going back to the application, you will note it is

dated March 8, 1949, or is it March 1()? What is the date of that
application ?

Mr. Bunwi.:sii. The one I have here is-
Mr. SIMON. In the upper left-hand corner.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Section 1, March 10.
Mr. SIMoN. And there is an FHA filing stamp indicating it was

filed March 11, 1949; is that right?
Mr. BiNwESKY. "Received '3.880, March 11. 1949."
Mr. SI.Mo-X. On March 11, 1949. who is the owner of the real estate

on which the Shirley-Duke projects were built?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Allen Hflls Corp.
Mr. SIMoN. And who had a contract to buy the real estate?
.1Mr. BUDWFSKY. There was a contract negotiated with Jav Charlie

Lewis, which he had assigned to Investors Diversified Services.
Mr. SIMON. I call your attention to page 2 of the document, sched-

ule A.
Mr. BT)WESKY. Before we go over on page 2. Senator Capehart

indicated certain interest in some observation I made about penalties
awhile ago when we were discussing and he asked me why we didn't
pay it on the loan. May I complete that thought.

I wasn't permitted to do it before and I would like to, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you answer this other question first and then

I want you to answer that. Answer this question first.
Mr. SimoN. Referring to sources of equity, and underneath that it

says "Bryan Gordon, Jr., land," and then the figure is $S4,725; is that
correct, ?

Mr. BuDWESKy. Let me see, "Bryan Gordon, Jr.," the one I have
shows on top "$22,000." And then below that, "notes receivable," or
something, "$84,715."

Mr. SiMoN. Isn't the $22,000 under a column headed "Cash"?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right. I am sorry. I was only looking

over in the total column. I didn't see this over here because the stamp
is over it.

Mr. SIMoN. Under where it says "land," doesn't it say "$84,1425"?
Mr. Bu wFsKy. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What do you understand was meant by "Sources of

equity, Bryan Gordon, Jr., land, $S84,000" ?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, I will tell you: This original application was

filed with FHA to obtain, at that time it. was contemplated that we
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would have the normal FHA commitment to insure advances made on
the loan during construction.

Mr. SIMON. What I am trying to find out-
Mr. BuDW sKY. I know wiat you are trying to find out, but I want

to get the thing straight in your head because you have a different idea
about it than the actual facts are, and I would like to be permitted to
tell them.

The CHAIRMAN. You go ahead and tell them.
Mr. BUDWESKY. We, as I say, filed this application, and the idea of

everybody was that we would have the normal FHA commitment to
insure the advances on the loan and to insure the mortgage instrument,
note or bond, after the completion of the project.

In that type of situation, the FHA required certain equity be shown
because they were going to only insure for 90 percent-not of the cost
of the project--cost never entered into the picture-90 percent of
FHA's estimate as to the replacement cost of that property, if you
had to do it over again after it. was once built.

So they required, before they would issue their commitment under
those circumstances, that certain equity be shown. If there were any
offset. improvements that were not on the property, covered by the
mortgage, you had to put up cash for it. You had to put up your
inspection fee, and you had to provide that 10 percent differential in
one way or another.

Now, if you were not going to pay the full amount to the architect,
you could list how much you were going to pay him in cash and you
could take credit as against that 10 percent for what you were not
going to pay him in cash of that 5 percent fee.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you could take credit for some-
thing you didn't actually pay out?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right, and you could do the same thing on
the builder's fee.

Now, if we had not changed from the normal FHA commitment to
insure the advances during construction to a commitment for insuranceafter completion, then these equity requirements set up in this applica-
tion would have to have been met before the commitment would have
been issued, but, when the application was changed from one for in-
surance during construction, to one for insurance after completion,.
the equity features of FHA requirements went out the window; they
were not required, and they are not stipulated as a requirement in the
condition of FLA in their commitment in these cases.

Mr. SrMoN. I say to you again, Mr. Budwesky, what is the mean-
ing of "Bryan Gordon, Jr., Land, $84,725", in this application?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I should say that what is meant by that is that in
the applications a certain valuation was put upon the land that wuts
going to be a part of this project.

Mr. SIMON. And in this particular one the value was $84,725, is
that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't that what it says?
Mr. BUDWFSKY. Yes, that is what it says.
Mr. SimoN. Doesn't it also say that Bryan Gordon, Jr., owns that

land that is valued at $84,725 ?
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M1r. BUDWESKY. I don't think it says that. It merely says that
Bryan Gordon would own that land, or he would have to show that
he owned it before the commitment to insure was issued.

Mr. SIMoN. Where does it say that he would get it before the com-
mitment was issued?
Mr. BUvDWESKY. I mean he would have to show it. You would have

to show that. You would have to deposit cash, or you would have to
establish definitely all of the things that are shown before the commit-
ment was issued, if you were going to have a loan where the advances
were insured during construction.

All we had to do was to neet what we represented here before the
coninitment would be issued. It doesn't nece sarily mean that, it had
to be in being on the day you filed your application. That might be
a very foolish things to do in iiiany instances.

Mr. SIMt()N. In these 6 applications, Mr. Budwesky, is it a fact that
the total valuation put on the land was $505,499 ?

Mr. BviwEsliY. It could. I don't know. I have made no compu-
tation.

The CHAIRMAN. What did the land cw.t originally?
Mr. BuDWEsxY. The land was bought at acreage.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay for it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The land-I think it has been testified to---ost

S178,000, but that hasn't anything to do with it. Land has a value
for its use. This land was going to be used for apartment houses, not
for cornfields.

Mr. SIMON. But not only did you not pay ,-17S,)0 for it, but you
hadn't e\vii completed the transaction at the time of these applications,
isii't that true?

Mr. Bvi)wESKy. No. I don't think it is contem lated-that repre-
,eiitation wasn't made to the FHA at the time tie application was
ziade that we owned the land.

Mr. SI-MON. But you signed the application in February to purchase
the land and finally paid for the pure chase price in June .

Mr. BuIWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SrMo-. And yet, in March FHA was told that, land which you

were going to buy for $178,()0O had a value of $505,499; is that right ?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is exactly right, and there isnt' anything

wrong about. that either.
.1r. SIMON. What I still want to know is the basis on which Bryan

Gordon says he was going to put up land of .$S4,()()() value and cash of
$22,000.

Mr. BUDAWESKY. Well, if we had gone through with the original
plan, that would have to be-

The CHAIRMAN. Let's have our time here. You didn't go through
with it.

Mr. BUDWESKY. So I don't understand wihy we bother with it at all.
The CHAI AN. You filed an application with FHA in which they

made a commitment to insure a mortgage; isn't that correct?
M'. BUDWFASKY. They didn't make it on that representation.
Mr. SIMON. On what rel)resentations did they make it ?
Mr. BUDWESKY. They made it on the basis of the application, but

the question of equity, etc., was not a part of the consideration when
thev issued the commitment. If it had been, those things would have
been part of the conditions.
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The CHAIRMAN. What good was that document? If they didn't
issue it on that document, what good was the document? Why did
you file it?

Mr. BUDWESKY. We had to file it in order to get them to consider the
application.

The CHAIRMAN. When you filed it, why didn't you file it truthfully?
Mr. BUDWESKY. We did.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to tell me that Gordon owned $94,000

of that land?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No; but I mean to tell you that Gordon, what is rep-

resented there, would have had to have been shown to be true before
the commitment was issued.

Mr. SI.MN. You never filed an aniended application, did you?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't know what was filed, but something must

have been filed to switch from a normal insurance during construction
commitment to a commitment after completion.

The ('H.IRr.tx. We want to be absolutely fair here. I hold in my
hand an applicationi that Shirley-Duke made to FHA.

Mrl'. BUDWESKY. Yes sir.
The CH.RN. Rather Investors Syndicate, I giess: both of them

made it-thev made it as the mortgagee's application, and you show
here that Bryan Gordon. Jr.. owned 5,94,952 worth of land. Did lie
own .€94,952 worth of land?

M1r. PAUL. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAINI: AN. Mr. Gordon is here for himself. I want to ask Mr.

Gordon: Mr. (ordon. did you own $94,953 worth of land when that
application was filed?

Mr. (GoimoN. I had a verbal agreement that I would have that land;
in other words, a verbal contract.

The CHAIRMAN. ' V]io wa. the verbal contract with l
Mr. GORDON. The verbal contract was with the group that was oper-

ating here.
The ChAIRIAN. The group? What were the names of the group?
Mr. GORDON. Investors Diversified Services.
The CHAIRMA.N. Who did you understand at that time that this ap-

plication-who did you understand owned the land at that time?
Mr. GORDON. At that time it was under contract ownership in the

name of Jay Charlie Lewis.
The CHAIRMAN. Under contract in the name of Lewis, and who held

the option to it?
Mr. GORDON. And the contract was assigned to Investors Diversified

Services; Investors Diversified Services were to be a half interest
owner in this project.

The CHAIRMAN. But you filed an application that you owned it.
Mr. GORDON. And I had an agreement that I would own it.
The CHAIMAN. A verbal agreement ?
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you so state that in your application to FHAI
Mr. GORDON. There is no place to state that that I know of.
The CrH.RMA-,-. No place to state it?
Mr. GoRDoN. That is right.
Mr. Sjmbow. Mr. Gordon, you say at the time this application was

filed, Investors was to have a 50-percent interest in this project?
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Mr. GORDON. I believe that is correct.
Mr. Si.MoN. Is that stated anywhere in the application?
Mr. GORDON. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. It says here that you were going to put up $22,000

in cash. Did you contemplate putting up $22,000 in cash?
Mr. GORDON. I probably put up that much, and much more.
Mr. SIMoN. You did?
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Of your own money?
Mr. GORDON. Of my own money.
Mr. SIMON. When and where?
Mr. GORDON. If you want a lesson in building one of these things,

we can sit down and go into it, but it took many months to put that
together and it took a lot of people to put it together, and it took a lot
of money to pay those people to put it together.

Mr. SiMo.N. But you did contemllate on March 10, 1949, that you
were going to put $22,000 in cash into this project?

fr. (jORDON. I contemplated )utting more tian that.
Mr. SIMON. On March 10, 1949?

Mr. GORDoN. If the project went through, I would have to put a
great deal more than that in.

The CHAIMAN. Are you talking about investment capital or loan?
Mr. GORDON. He asked me if I would have to put the money in. I

would have to spend the money.
The CHAIRMAN. You would spend it and get it back later. It would

be returned to you later?
Mr. GORDON. Provided the thing went through. If it didn't go

through it was lost.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gordon, is the testimony we have had this morn-

ing wrong that Investors was to put up all the money
Mr. GORDON. Investors had agreed to put up all of the money on

certain parts of the transaction, but there wvere other things that had
to be done that required time and money. Between February 25 and
the time this project started, we worked almo(st continuously on that.

Mr. SIMON. After March 10, wlen this application was filed, what
sums did you contemplate spending tlat Investors would not finance ?

Mr. GoRDo.N4. Whatever my costs happened to be.
Mr. SiMoN. What costs?
Mr. GORDON. Cost of doing the work necessary to get this project in

shae to go ahead.
\r. SiMON. Wasn't Investors to finance that !
Mr. GORDON. They were to advance l)rtious of it, but they never

agreed to pay us for any of our expenses or any of our work unless
the)roject carried on to completion.

Mr. S ImON. Following March 10, 1949, did you j)ut up a dine on
this project, other than thle $1,000 of stock in each of these companies I

Mlr. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And was that money reimbursed to you by Investors ?
Mr. GORDON. No.
Mr. SIMON. What was that money .
Mr. Goru)oN. It was all of the expenses which I had in connection

with this.
Mr. SIMON. What were those expenses?
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Mr. GORDON. I can't give you exact expenses from memory.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any records that show what they are?
Mr. GORDON. I probably have some records to show the cost of a lot

of this work that was done in connection with this application, be-
cause the majority of that work was done by men in the employment
of Mr. Preston, Mr. Hutman, and myself. We had to pay those men.

Mr. SIMON. Can you furnish us wth the records of expenditures
that you made following March 10, 1949, that Investors didn't
finance?

Mr. GORDON. It would be very difficult for me to pick them out a
exact expenditures, but I could show you my books for what they are
worth. They show every expenditure which I had and we could prob-
ably establish that a great deal of that was done purely and simply
for this project.

The GHAIRMAN. Were you ever reimbursed for it?
Mr. GORDON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You never were reimbursed for it?
Mr. GORDON. To my knowledge, I was not.
The CHAIRMA.. You just did it olit of the goodness of your heart
Mr. GORDON. No. I did it because I wanted to see this project go

ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. Why weren't you reimbursed?
Mr. GORDON. That was just part of my job in getting this thing

together.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you-you answered that question-you say

you did not own the land that you so designated you did own in this
application?

Mr. GORDON. I said I owned the land under a verbal contract.
Mr. SIMON. You owned it or you thought you had a verbal contract

to buy it?
Mr. GORDON. I said I owned it under a verbal contract.
Mr. SimON. Did you own it under a verbal contract?
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Had you paid for it?
Mr. GORDON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you agree to pay for it?
Mr. GORDON. 1 agreed to pay a proper percentage of the original

cost.
The ICAIRAIAN. Of $173 000?
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
The C(I.IRM\AN. Why did you put it in at $94,000?
Mr. GORDON. Because that is what we valued the land at. I never

bought a piece of ground yet that I didn't think I bought it for less
tlan it was worth.

Mr. SIMON. A- a matter of fact, the six corporations paid the total
purchase price of this land; isn't that right?

MIr. GORDON. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And they only got roughly 96 of the 118 acres; is that

right?
Mr. GORDON. I wouldn't say that is correct. That is all probably in

their name now.
Mr. SIMoN.. And some 5 or 6 acres went to a school district, but 12

acres was sold; is that right?
Mr. GORDON. Twelve acres was sold?
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Mr. SIMON. Yes. Aren't 12 acres of this tract now used for a
shopping center?

Mr. GORDON. Approximately 11 acres, I believe.
Mr. SIMoN. Who owns that 11 acres now?
Mr. GORDON. I own a 50 percent interest in it.
MI. SIMON. Who owns the other 50 percent?
Mr. GORDON. Mr. ('alvin 0. Black.
Mr. SIMON. From whom did you ac'quire that 11 acres?
Mr. GORDON. That was acquired fronm-the deed came from Jay

Charlies Lewis.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you pay for that land?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you speak up a little, please?
Mr. GORDON. The deed was acquired from Jay Charlie Lewis.
Mr. SIMON. W1ho did you pay for tihe land?
Mr. GORDON. Who did we pay for it?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. (ORDON. There was no l)ayient inade.
The CHAIRMAN. You inean it was given to you free?
Mr. (ORDON. It was given to us for services rendered and services

to be rendered.
Mr. SIMoN. Who were those services to?
Mr. GORDON. The Shirley Duke Akpartment project.
Mr. SIUMON. Investors advances the total purchase price of this land;

is that right '?
Mr. GORDON. For the apartment project. that is riglt.
Mr. SIMON. And the total purchase price was c(hargeId against the

six (orporat ions: is that right?
Mr. GORDON. That is correct, I believe.
M'. SIMON. And Investors was reimbursed for the total purchase

price out of the loan which was paid by the FHA-insured loan; is
that right?

Mr. GORDON. They were repaid their entire ,onstruction loan: yes.
Mr. SIMON. That included the $178,000 that went for the land-

isn't that right ?
.MIr. GoRN. That is right.
Mr. SIMOw. And you and Mr. Black ended up owning the 11 acres

on which there is a shopping center: is that. right .
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
Mr. Simo-.. Is that shopping center held by a corporation ?
Mr. GORDON. No.
.IAi. SIMO.-. You and he individually own it?
Mr. GORDON. I believe that is correct. I think it is in the name of

a trustee. I believe, and leased for 99 years.
Mr. SimON. The trustee leased it to whom?
Mr. GORnON. Gordon-Iutman Corp.
Mr. SIMON. To the Gordon-Hutman Corp.
I Ir. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And who are the stockholders of the Gordon-Hutman

Corp.?
Mr. GORDON. Just a minute; that land is in Black's and Gordon's

names.
Mr. SIMON. The land is in the name of Black and Gordon?
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And it is leased by them to the Gordon-Hutman Corp.?
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Mr. GORDON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What is the rental?
Mr. GORDON. I don't remember exactly. It is a sliding scale.
Mr. SIMON. What is the sliding scale?
Mr. GORDON. I don't remember. I can get you exact figures, though.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hutman, do you know the rental?
Mr. HUTMAN. No; I wouldn't trust my memory on that. We have

records of it.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of the Gordon-Hutman Corp.?
Mr. GORDON. Mr. Hutman, myself, and our wives.
Ir. SinioN.. Is Mr. Preston part of that?
Mr. GORDON. No.
Mr. SES1ox. Just you and Mr. Hutman and your wives; is that

right .
Mr. GORDON. And Investors Syndicate.
Mr. SIMON. How much stock do they own in this shopping center

company?
Ml'. (IOR ,x. A third, approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Sorry ?
Mr. GORD(,N. One-third, approximately.
Mr. SIfON()-. And you and your wife owns a third?
Mir. GORDON. That is right.
MI-. StmON. And Mr. Hutman and his wife own a third?
Mir. GoRDoN. To the best of my memory.
Mr. SI3MON. What was the capital of that corporation?
Mir. GORDON. I don't. remember, but we put quite a bit of money in

it. I don't know how much it is capitalized.
Mr. SIMON. Did Investors put any money into it?
Mr. GORDON. They made a mortgage on it.
Mr. SI IM(N. Tlhey made a mortgage on it, and did they put up any

moiiey for their one-third of the stock ?
Mr. GoRiDN. I believe they paid their one-third of the stock.
M. SIMON. I, thi-s one of the corporations with $1,000 capital?
Mr. GO RD(ON. I told you I don't remember how much it is capitalized.
Mr. S;M1oN. Who organized that corporation?
Mr. Goi)u. MIr. Budweskv.
The CIIAMA..N. I)o you renenber, Mr. Budwesky, what the capi-

talization i !
Mr. BUIA ESKY. I think it is about S2,000 of common stock.
''lle ('tn\niM..xx. Two thousain( of common?
,Ir. BUDIWIsKY. Yes, they own the laud.
The CHALRMA.N. Did the'FHA insure the mortgage?
Air. BuDWE-SKY. No. FHl-A had nothing to do with it. It is not

financed 1)y FH.I. As a matter of
Mfr. SIMON. It couldn't be, being commercial property.
Mr. (h m ,,x. It could be.
.Mri-. BUDWisKc-: . There are some commercial properties financed by

FHA in connection with housing projects.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Htitmnan and ,r. Gordon put into that com-

pany that they took out of the Shirley-Duke companies?
Mr. BUDWESKY. lWell, tley pit their money in. I suppose you

might say some of it came out of there. I know they had a couple
of hundred thousand dollars invested in buildings down there before
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they undertook to get any mortgage on this. Then when they under-
took to get a mortgage they had to give up a tlird interest of the
equity.

%. SIMoN. Wlhat is the name of the shopping center !
Mr. BUDWESKY. Shirley Duke slo !)l)ing center.
Mr. SIMON. ,.;2,O(I(0 wortl of capital and lInvestors paid-
MIr. BUDWI:SKY. I think if it is of any interest to you, there is a
5, ,000 mortgage they put up.
Mr. SIMOx.. Mr. Hutman and Mir. Preston loaned the compal)ny

money ?
Il. BUDWESKY. Mi'. Preston is not involved.
Mr. SIMo.N. Mr. Gordon and Mr. Hutnian loaned the company some

M.I. BUDWESKY. Yes. They had luiildiings in there. There was a
substantial part of the property developed before they g(ot a mot-
gage on it.

MAfr. St.%troN. Do you know w'hat the rent is
M1r. BUDWESKY. Ground rent !
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. BuDwi-s iY. My recollection is it is $20,000 a year.
Mr. Sit.)N. Is it a sliding scale ?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I think after-it is provided in later years the

rental will be increased. I think the rent was put low in the initial
years, because they realize that the owners would have to amortize
he mortgage and I think after they figured maybe a 15-year period

the mortgage would be paid off and the rent on the land increases.
I don't know exact details, but I know the rental of the land there
does increase.

Mr. SiM(oN. Is it your recollection that Mr. Black and Mr. Gordon
got this land free, and tley are now getting $20,000 a year rent, which
1nI'elases

ir. GORDON. He did not get it free and I di(hnat say we got it free.
Mr. SIMO'. You didn't. pay anything for it ?
Mr. GORDON. Yes, we did.
Mr. SIM . How nmch did you pay ?
MAr. (oi)oN. We didn't play any' money, but we paid services.
The (IA.I R-3.\ ,. What kind of services
Mi. GORDON. Zoning work on it.
'1'lle (HAI\MAN. Will vyo speak a little louder, please?
AMh'. (,ORDO.N. (letting it prol)erly zoned, getting it set up for a shop-

ping center, because you needed stores there for the apartments.
.Mr. Sir,.,-. Did wou do that work after you knew you were going

to be the owner of the land?

Mr. ( ORDON. That is right. Some of it before and some after.
Mi'. SIM.oN. But you knew you were going to end up owning the

lani, when you did tlis work?

MI'. GORDON. When we did some of it.
M11'. SIN ON. Mi. Gordon, I show vou a handwritten application for

an FII. commitment, and ask you if you know whose handwriting
that is .
Mr. G(oRDoN. No. I can't say that I do know whose handwriting

it is.

5069-54-pt. 1-12
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Mr. Si.Io,-. Mr. Budwesky, do you know whose handwriting
that is e

(No response.)
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bros, do you know whose handwriting that al)l)li.

cation is written by?
Mr. BROs. I will have to see it first.
The CHAIRM.N. Show it to Mr. Bros.
Mr. BUDWEISKY. I don't think all of it is in the same handwriting.
The (IiA '. Can you identify any of that handwriting?
Mr. Bumvwi:siv. I think I can identify some of it. One per-son

didn't write everything that is on it.
While he is trying to do that, Mr. Simon-
TFhe ('II.AI.R.\N. It oughn't to take but a minute. Ile ought to be

able to look at it at a glance and tell whether it is his or not.
Mr. BROS. Iy handwriting is up here.
Mr. SIMON. Whose handwriting is on pages 2 and 3, which is what

we are particularly interested in? I might ask you first, Mr. Bros,
? ou testified a moment ago that the typewritten applications that we
lave here were typed by your girls from a handwritten application.
Is that the handwritten application from which the application on
section 1 was typed '

Mr. BRos. Mr. Simon, that has been 5 years. I can't say whether it
was. If the%" were compared, that is probably what it was. There "tle
different handwritings and I would say that this handwriting here, to
the best of my knowledge, would be Don Loftus.

Mr. SIMON. By "this handwriting" you are referring to the part
that is under equity capital that said Mr. Gordon was putting u1)
$84,000 of land?

Mr. BROS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMON. And who-
Mr. BRos. I don't recognize these figures here.
,Mr. SION. That ison page
Mr. Bitos. I have some ofit where I made erasures and correct,,i .

I went over these with an adding machine for mathematical errors and
there are many places-

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bros, under "Resources," in the upper left-land
corner of page 3 it says "the total equity" in this corporation was ,,rmi11
to be t 'w)-liiiiidred-a nd-ninety-three-thousand-some-odd dollars.

Mr. BROS. Page 3-
Mr. SiMoN. Page 3, the upper left-hand corner; what is the ano)unt

of total equity shown there under "Resources ?"
Mr. BROS. $313,402.
Mr. SIMON. Wliose handwriting is that in?
Mr. BROS. The figures are awfully hard to tell what handwriting.
Mr. SIMON. Actually there was only $1,000 of equity in this (or-

poration, wasn't there?
Mr. BROS. The testimony has been that there was $1,000 stock: yes,

sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the only asset,; the corporation ever had were th0

stock and the mortgage loan proceeds: isn't that right?
Mr. BRos. As far as I know, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. The application you have in your hand shows the re-

sources to consist of a full mortgage loan proceed, plus $313,000 of
equity; is that right?

-- I
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Mr. PAUL. Isn't that under the title "Proposed Setup"?
Mr. BRos. I was just going to ask-up here this is torn out. What

(loes it say at the top?
Mr. PAUL. It says "Proposed Setup." It doesn't say they had it.
Mr. SIMON.. They were going to have it, that is right, but it, says

they are going to have the full proceeds of the mortgage plus $31:3,000;
is thiat right ?

Mr. BRos. I would have to study it more. I can't tell you that
offhand. I haven't seen one of these applications for many years.

Mr. SEIMON. Do you know whose handwriting that is in or who sup-
J)lied those figures?

Mr. BRos. The figures were mlade itl l the portion of the applica-
tion which Investors didllt sign for, the nortgagor's application, by
the builders, Mr. Loftus-I was in tle Illeetirs. I have no technical
knowledge to produce figures like tlat. I wrote some of the figures
(lown. I think my secretary wrote .onie of the figures down that were
given to us.

Mr. SImON. At the time this document was prepared, was it con-
teniplated that Investors would own 5) percent of the equity?

Mr. BROS. As I remember, that was the contemplation.
Mr. SIMON. Was an amended application ever filed?
Mr. BROS. I would have to see the Investors files.
Mr. SIMON. So far as you know, was an amended application ever

filed to advise FHA that this equity was not going to be put in?
Mr. BROS. I am not going to rely on my memory any more. The

last time I was talking to you gentlemen I did my best and I find I
nade some errors. I want documents or something else. I am trying

to give you the best that I possibly can.
Mr. SIMON. All we know, of course, is that there are no amended

applications in the FHA files, but I was hoping you could tell us
whether there had been any amended applications filed or prepared.

Mr. BRos. You would have to get that from Investors. I don't
remember these things.

Mr. SI'MON. Referring to the first page, Mr. Bros, under the mort-
gago()rs application-this is the mortgagor's part, it says "Corres-
pondence should be addressed care of Investors Syndicate, 311 Tower
Building."

Mr. BROS. That is right. That is my handwriting.
Mr. SIMON. Why was the mortgagor to be addressed in care of In-

vestors Syndicate?
Mr. Bnos. Because I think all of the work was being done up there,

the meetings were up there, and there were three different addresses
and it was easier to get any correspondence there, and in addition to
that, the mortgagee always had to treat with the FHA. The builder
couldn't treat A'irectly with the FHA.

Mr. SLMoN. If you will turn to the last page, and it says in the
l)rinted part of the application:

The undersigned proposes to furnish assurance of completion of the project
'onst ruet ion-
the last page about three lines from the bottom-the printed part says:

The undersigned proposes to furnish assurance of completion of the project
'M'i truction In the form of-
dIo Von find that ?
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Mr. BROS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then there is a blank space, and in the blank space i'

typewritten-
See letter from Investors Syndicate dated March 8, 1949.

Mr. BROS. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. Do you recall what that letter was?
Mr. BROS. NO, sir. That came up the other day and I gave the

answer to the be t of my ability. I would have to see those letters.
Mr. SI.MtoN. )id Investors write a letter indicating that it would

guarantee the completion of the building, or furnish assurance of
completion of the project?

Mr. Bxios. I testified last week that solely on memory, Investors hid
written such letter and I think in that letter they said something about
taking second preferred stock or something like that. I do not have
the letter.

I ir. Si. .Is that the letter to which you refer?
Mr. BROS. It would appear that it is; yes, sir.
Mr. Si MoN. Is there anythingin thereabout second preferred stock J
Mfr. Bitos. I hiavei't, finished reading it yet.
Mr. SI1M.ON. Wlile you are reading that, I would like to ask Mr.

Gordon; Mr. Gordon, who is Mr. Sonnenblick?
Mr. GORDON. I don't know the gentleman.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know how his name happens to be on this appli-

cation that you signed?
Mr. GORDON. I can only surmise.
The CHAIRMAN . 'What is your surmise?
Mr. GoReoN. I presume they felt we needed additional sources of

ca pital on that application, that his name
Tihe( 1 I.RIAI..N. 'Who needed it? Who surmised that they needed

extra sources of capital?
Mr. GOIDON. I say I surmised that the application would need ad-

ditional sources of capital to comply with the FHA 10-percent re-
quirement, when this application was submitted as an application
for insurance (liring construction, and they felt that this man-

Mr. SIM\ON. Who is "they" ?
MIr. GoRDox. "They" is Mr. Loftus, Investors Syndicate, whoever

were in the proceedings and making up these applicants. Therefore.
the'v selected this man as a possible additional souce of capital, if it
was needed.

The CH.IRm.\N. You don't know the man, never heard of him?
Mr. GoR N. Never saw him in my life.
Mr. SImoN. Air. Gordon, on an application that you signed it s:iy,

that Mr. Sonmenblick is going to put up $181,783. Where did you z(,t
that information.

Mr. (omoN. Where did I get the information?
M1r. SiMON. Yes.
Mr. GOItDON. I didn't put the information down on there.
Mr. SMoN-. You signed the application.
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You signed the contract.
Mr. GORDON. That is right.
Mr. SiMON. Did you know that was in there when you signed it ?
Mr. ('GomN. Yes.
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Mr. SIMoN. And you had never met the man?
Mr. GORDON. No.
Mr. SIMON. You had no notion of whether he had $181,000 or not?
Mr. GORDON. I didn't have the slightest idea.
Mr. Si.o.,. Did you know that such a man existed?
Mr. GORDON. No; not for certain.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know today whether such a man does exist?
Mr. GORDON. I have never spoken to him.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is a plhony?
Mr. GORDON. I don't imagine he i- a phony because I understand

he was very much upset when his name appeared in the paper.
The CHAIRMAN. His name was used without his knowledge?
Mr. GORDON. I don't know whether le had knowledge of that-
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the gentleman that was upset?
Mr. GORDON. This Mr. Sonnenblick.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he? You said you didn't know him.
Mr. GORDON. I never spoke to him.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he?
Mr. GORDON. I don't know.
The CH.mIR.M.AN. How do you know lhe was upset?
Mr. GORDON. Mir. Bros told me he was upset.
Mr. BROS. I heard it. I heard he was called.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is this gentleman ?
Mr. BRos. I never heard of NIr. Sonnenblick either.
The CHAIH -AN. Does any one of you eight or nine gentlemen-does

anybody here-
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Crabb apparently.
The CHAIRMIAN. Who is he, Mr. (rabb?
Mr. CRABB. Mr. Sonnenblick is a wealthy real-esthte broker in New

York City.
The CHAIRMAN. Is a wealthy real-estate broker in New York City?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he know his name was in this application when it

was filed?
Mr. CRABB. I cannot sayv. I was not l)resent at the drafting of that.

But Mr. Sonnenblick is a'thoroughly responsible man, probably worth
2 or 3 million dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. He could be worth $700 million, but if he didn't
know his name was being used-Mr. Crabb, was this a phony?

Mr. CRABn. I don't think so. I think he knew it was being used.
He may be upset, but miy guess is he knew hi, name was being used.

The CHAMMAN. Did he ever intend to put the money in?
Mr. CRAiB. If necessary, he was able to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. What is that?
Mr. CRAnB. If necessary, he was certainly able to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. For putting up $181,000, what was he to get in

return ?
Mr. CRABB. So far as I know, I don't know of any compensation.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean just do it out of the goodness of his

heart?
Mr. CrtaB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I am flabbergasted. Maybe it is because

it is 12 o'clock. You gentlemen have got me.
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Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether Mr. Sonmenblick authorized tile
use of his name in this application, Mr. Bros?

Mr. BRos. I was going-
Mr. CRABB. I want to make it perfectly clear that I had notliii,

personally to do --

The CHAIRMAN. I understand this, and in all fairness to everybody-
even the man that signed the application, Mr. Gordon, says he didn't
know his name was in there and he didn't know anything about him
either. Yet he signed the application.

Now, gentlemen, the record ought to show we are talking about ai,
application that you gentlemen made to FHA, asking FHA to agree
to Insure on completion-

Mr. GoRDO.. No: beg your pardon, insure on advance.
The CHAMMAN. Insure what?
Mfr. CoTRDo. Insure upon completion.
Mr. PAUL. The application doesn't so state.
The CIIAIMAX. I dont care whether it is on completion or how

do you want to say it?
Mr. GoRDox. On advances.
The CHAIRMAN. On advances-I don't care which way it is. The

record ought to speak for itself. The fact remains that the te~ti-
mony is developing here that it is not a true statement. You gentle-
men have used the name of a man and say he is going to put up
$181,000 and none of you say who he is.

Mr. Bt DWESKY. I didn't say I didn't know who he is.
The CHAIRMAN. Well then you tell us what you know about it.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Mr. Loftus conferred with Mr. Sonnenblick durling

the negotiations, and the preparation of these applications, and it wa
Mr. Loftus who used Mr. Sonnenblick's name and I have every rea -,,
to assume that he used it fully and completely with Mr. Sonnenllick%
permission. Now, I might say

The CHAIRM.A\-. Let me ask you this: Did Mr. Loftus own any ,Of
the common stock in any one of these six corporations?

Mr. BUDWE:SKY. He did not, sir. He was a consultant.
The CHATRMAN. What interest did Mr. Loftus have?
Mr. BUDWESKY. He was a consultant on Investors Diversified Serv-

ices. He was a very close friend of the officials who were running In-
vestors Diversified Services, and particularly-I

The ChAMMAN. Investors Diversified Services have testified in ex-
ecutive session that he did not work for them and they had never paid
him anything.

Mr. BUDWESKY. You see, the present ownership of Investors Diver- K
sifted Services is different than it was at the time this thing wa.
started, and the People involved in Investors Diversified Services to-
day are entirely different than the people who were running Investor 3
Diversified Services at that time, but it is still the same company.

Now. if I may be permitted to do so-and I think it was stated that
we could make ample statements to clarify our position here. .nd
there are two things that I want to fyot in thP re-'u'd from owr po;it
of view: You stated a moment ago, Seniator, that it never occurred to
us to make, or to apply the money that was not used in the buildings
and construction of these projects in payment of the loan, and as has
been intimated in quite a number of releases, that thereby the rentals _

of the project could be reduced.
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Well, that is not true. Under the terms of the mortgage insured
by FHA, any payment other than a regular monthly payment that is
male on any one of these mortgages is applied against the last pay-
met due, so if this money had been used to reduce the amount of the

mortgage, it would have paid principal payments due 33, 32, 31, or
3( years hence.

Ihe CHIMAxn N. We are glad to get that information, because we
are going to get FHA back up here.

Now, Mr. Peowell, of course, was tfle lead man, and he won't testify
and tell us anything.

Mr. BUDWESKY. I would like to complete my statement, if I may.
The monthly, regular monthly l)aylneits that we, as owners, would

have to make on that niortgage, would iiot be reduced one cent by rea-
SolI of having made those l)aynleilts that wotuldni't come due 30 or 32
yea', from now.

Well, about the only one who would be benefited out of that, prob-
ably would be the mortgagee, who would have a mortgage or less money
invested on the same property. It wouldn't get the tenant anything.
You couldn't reduce his rent.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you could.
Mr. GoRDoN. You couldn't.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Not. unless you modified the tennis of the mortgages.
The C-AI.RAx. Well, those are things we want to get. We want

all tie facts and if FIIA is wrong we want to kniow it. I am not say-
ing they were.

Mr. SIMo-.. I want to follow that ul). if I may.
I think you have given an unfair connotation. I have the balance

slieets of this company here which show tlat in nleiatelv upon comi-
pletion of the building, they appreciated ol tlir books the value of
the property by roughly $3 million, is that right ?

r. BUDWEsKY. 'You s:i"' you have the books. All riglt.
Mr. SioIMO. I would be glad to show them to you.
For Shirley Duke No. 1, which I happen to hold in my hand, I have

a letter dated January 1(, 195., from E) oln W. Bis-elle k Co.-this re-
lats only to "No. 1-anld it says that a of Decenll)el 81. 1950, tile Coil-

pany haa a credit. for unexpended portion of t11 nrtgage of $49)4,2.,).
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes.
Mr. SIMtN. And that on tile saine (lay it made a distribution to

hollers of common stock of the same almolunt, all(l the balance sheet
shows that the building was appreciated on the books of the corpora-
tio n in the amount of $492,446.

I would be glad to show this to you.
Mr. BUDWESKY. What has that got to do withI the monthly pay-

meits on the mortgage, or the amount of rent you charge a tenant?
Mr. SIM ox. I will get to that in just another question.
Is this what happened? They did appreciate the value of tile prop-

ertv on their books?
Mr. BUDWESKY. The corporations had an appraisal of their physical

aes made, and that appraisal was made by the appraisal board of
the Arlington, Alexandria, and Fairfax real'estate board; yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. But within a year of completion of the building they
wrote up the value of the buildings by roughly $500,000 for each cor-
Poration: is that right?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. They put it on the books at what it was al)l)raip(1
at bv the real estate board of Alexandria, Fairfax, and Arlington.

M1fr. SI.M*ioNs,. And the effect of that was to write up 6 buildill-s at
roughly $500,)( 0 .(?

Mr. )BtUDWESKY. Whatever it may be. You have the figures.
Mr. S ImoN. And during the same year you appreciated the value of

these buildings by roughly $500,000 for each of the 6 units; you took
depreciation of $24,000 for this particular building; is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. The depreciation was only taken on the basis of
actual cost and not on the appreciated value.

Mr. SriMO. But the point I am trying to make is in the same year
you appreciated it and you depreciated it, both at the same time; is
that right ?

Mr. BuDWESKY. You mean we took depreciation in computing our
income tax?

Mr. SimoN. Yes.
Mr. BUDWEsKY. Everybody does that.
'Mr. Siro-x. And you appreciate by $500,000
M r. BU DWESKY. We took our depreciation on cost figures, and not

on any appraisal figures.
Mr. S13IoN. I understand, but in the same year for one purpose you

appreciated the values by roughly $3,000,000, and in the same year,
for tax purposes, you depreciated the value by the normal tax allow-
able depreciation?

Mr. BUD-WEsKY. You mean we charged depreciation against our
operating expense, which is a normal function, sir, but still hasn't
anything to do with the monthly payment we have to make on the
mortgage.

Mr. SIMoN. But you depreciate during the same year that you took
appreciation; is that correct?

Mr. Bt-vrsKY. Well, you make it appear as though there is some-
thing bad about it, but I tell you very frankly there isn't.

Mr. Si ioN. I was making no connotation except to get the facts.
Mr. BvDWESKY. Well, I have no objection to your doing that. It is

a perfectly normal procedure.
Mr. SiiroN.. In 1951-and now I am getting to your rent directly-

did 'Mr. Bros, under date of April 23, 1951, on the stationary of Inves-
tors Diversified Services, file an application for rent increase?

Mr. BUDwiEsKY. I have no knowledge of that, sir, because I was not
actively-I was not in a position to actively look after Shirley Duke's
interest at that time. I was in Wilmington, Del.

Mr. SIMboN. I have in my hand a letter dated April 23, 1951, signed
or purporting to have the signature of Mr. Bros, on Investors Diversi-
fied Services, addressed to the Federal Housing Administration, : sk-
ing for a rent increase. Attached to it is a breakdown of the reasons
why they should have a rent increase, and one of the items whicli they
used in computing the rent figures is a matter of principal and inter-
est on the mortgage--I am sorry, not principal and interest on the
mortgage, principal and interest of $97.59 a year.

Do you know whether in this application they took credit for a 6"-
percent return on a $15,000,000 building, added to their actual vo-4tq
this $3,000,000 of writeup, and then asked FHA to give them rents
including the 61/2-percent return on the appreciation of $3,000,000?
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Mr. BUDWESKY. I positively cannot believe that any such thing as
that occurred, because FHA, who would have to pass on this applica-
tion for a rent increase, had filed with it actual reports as to the cost
of this property-not the appraisal or anything else; we had to file
with them statements as to the actual cost.

They knew we built it, what we built it for: they knew we had this
money left; they knew we were g(oinlg to distribute it; they knew that
Internal Revenue had approved the distribution on a capital-gains
basis.

Mr. Swmox. That is right; they knew all that and they still gave you
a rent increase, based on the appreciated value, didn't they?

Mr. BUDWESKY. They must have decided that the circumstances
justified it, otherwise they wouldn't have done it. I don't know. That
was FHA's doings. The application was filed.

,Now, they are certainly independent agents. I had nothing to (,
with that application. But I niust assume that certain things are tri-i
in connection with it.

The CHAIRMAN. Why was the Investors Diversified Services mak-
ing this application rather than the owners of the project, the Shirley
Duke people?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Did Investors Diversified Services sign the appli-
cation?

Mr. SiM.o,. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Did you do this, MIr. Bros .
Mr. BRos. Yes, sir.
May I answer that'?
The C1AIR.MIA. Yes. Why did y-ou do it rather than the owners:
Mr. BRos. Investors-I mean the mortgagee always has to treat

with the FHA and the information was given to us. and passed on th-
FHA through the mortgagee.

Mr. SIMoN,. Mr. Bros. isn't it a fact
Mr. BRos. I haven't seen that letter.
The (II.AIR-MAN. We will show it to you.

ir. SIMN. Mlavbe we could skip that and give you time to study it,
and come back with it, Mr. Bros. I would like to finish with this
Sonnenblick.

You indicated-
Alr. Bnos. Noth ing except that was answered.
Mr. BUDWESKI:Y. I believe the difficulty was absolved, because Mr.

Sonnenblick and Mr. Loftus talked at)out it., and ir. Soilienlliek re-
memlbered the incident. That is what I was told.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you know Mr. Sonnenlick?
Mr. BROS. No, sir.
Tie CH1AIM A-. Did youi know Mr. Sonnenblick?
Mr. BuDwESiiy. Personally, no.
The CHAIRMA\. Did you know Mr. Sonnenblick?
AMfr. HUTMAw. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, Mr. Gordon?
Mr. GORDON. I have a'readv said it.
The CHAIRM.A.-. Did you, Mr. Preston?
,M[r. PRESTON. No.
The Cu.urr.TAN. Did you, Mr. Paul?
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Mr. PAUL. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, Mr. Yeatman?
Mr. YEATMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, Mr. Crabb?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew him?
Mr. CRABB. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who he is?
Mr. CRABB. He is a mortgage and real-estate broker in New Vork

City.
The CHAIRM.AN. A niortgage and real-estate broker in N~w Y,,]-k

City; and what is his address.
Mr. CRABB. We have done a great deal of business with him iII ac-

quiring New York mortgages.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his address in New York ?
M 1'. CRABB. I do not know. offhand.
The CHAIRMA.N. You don't know?
Mll'. CRAB\. We can get it for you.
The CHAIRMAN. Does he have a firm ? A firm naite, or is lie iuder

hi' own name.
Mr. ('R.i ]e las a firm name.
The CHAIRMA'. )o you remember the firm name?
Mi'. Ctiim. I believe it is Sonnenblick, ( roldian & (o., or sonietdiiii-

like that.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have aiiy idea of why this man's inaine wa

used ?
Mr. CRAmI. My assumption would be that in view of the :tibLtliitial

amount of business that we had done with him, and his close frien(slip)
with Nfr. Loftus, that he did it. he lent his name to this largely :ui a
accommodation, and a gesture of good will.

The CHAIRMAN. Just as an accommodation?
Ml'. CRABB. 'es, sir.
Mr. M '.RTiN. Air. Simon, may I see a copy of the letter when M.

Bros has finished?
Mr. SIMON. He has the one I have.
The CHAIRMAN. You may have it.
Mr. Sinto-xs. Mr. lros, going back to these applications, I think tlir'e

is one more question:
Who put in tile architect's fee in that application?
Mr. BROs. Ajtain, it is figures. I don'tknow.
Mr. S MON. What is the amount of the architect's fee shown tlere?
Mr. BiOS. $125,005. This is estimated requirements.
Mr. SiM.,%ON. That is which of the six buildings?
MIr. BROS. Those are my figures.
Mr. SIMON. Those are your figures?
Mr. BRos. I think that is my writing.
Let m e qualify tlat. That is nv writing. I (lon't say it Is 1l13

figures. I was not technically qualified to write those figures.
Mr. SIMON. That would make architect's fees for the 6 buildings of

roughly $750.000.
Mr. Beos. I haven't calculated that. These sections were on differ-

ent sites. They were not all equal number of units.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what the actual architect's fee w's oil t11e

six projects?
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Mr. BROS. I would have to consult the books.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, I believe you said it was $63,000 for

the entire 6 projects?
Mr. BUDWESKY. He was paid $30 a unit. I think there are 624 units.
Mr. SIMON-. That would make some $6,)00?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. The figure put in the application was at least 10 times

what he was paid?
Mr. B os. If those figures are correct, that would be right.
Mr. SiMoN.. We have gone through here and found a number of

things in the application that weren't true. The architect's fee, the
cash that Mr. Gordon was goino to puit in

.M[r. IRos. P'ardoi me
Mr. SIMON. The participation of Mr. Sonnenblick, a number of

things in there are different at least than what happened.
Did FHA ever get informed that those things weren't going to

take place, and was FHA ever advised of what was to take place?
Mr. BROS. In the first place, let me say these are estimated require-

ments, that was worked up at the very beginning when this deal was
in the embryo stage, because you have to put in applications before you
can get the money.

A r. SIMON. You have to present your plans and specications with
the application, don't you ?

Mr. BROS. I think if my memory serves me, and this is purely
memory, plans, very sketchy plans, if any, were available at that time.

Mr. SIMON. But you had retained the architect or these people
had retained the architect before they filed the applications, hadn't
they ?

Mr. BROS. Mr. Lueders, I believe he drew up the original sketches;
yes.

Mr. SIMON. Therefore, they knew they weren't goillg to pay him
$120,000 for each building?

Mr. BROS. I don't say that. I don't know what they were going
to pay him. I don't think there was any determination on that at
this point.

Mr. SIMON. Was FHA ever told that Luedes wasn't going to get the
fees, Sonnenblick wouldn't. be in the deal, and all those other things?

Mr. BRos. That I couldn't tell you, unless there is evidence in In-
vestors' files. I cannot rely on my memory.

Mr. SIMON. Did you have any discussions with Mr. Barringer with
respect to that rental application V

Mr. BROS. Who ?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Barringer.
Mr. BROS. Barringer ?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes; with respect to the rental application you hold

in your hand.
Mr. BRos. If I had any discussions it was merely that I was going

to hring it over. I don't remember that particular, but I may have.
Mr. SIMON. I have in my hand a letter from Mr. Barringer, who

was director of the district office of FHA, to Clyde L. Powell, dated
July 12,1951, which starts out by saying:

The sponsors of the captioned projects have requested a rent increase. For
Warded herewith are sponsors' exhibits to support their claim of increased op-
eratitig (-osts. This office has examined their exhibits. innspected the project,
Vid has prepared the attached operating figures which it feels to be reasonable.
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Does this letter refer to the application you have in your hand?
Mr. BROS. Well, I suppose it does. I don't know of any other ap-

plications that were made for a recent increase.
Mr. SimoN. The first item shown here, on which the rent was corn-

puted, which Mr. Barringer discussed with Mr. Powell, is land and
structure) plus working capital, $15,575,302, at 6% percent.

Mr. BROS. Is that the the figures that were furnished by the corpo-
rationI

Mr. SimoN. I was about to ask you.
Mr. BROS. How would I know what Mr. Barringer did, sir?
Mr. SIMON. I was about to ask you if you knew where Mr. Bar-

ringer-
Mr. BROS. It seems that this discussion could be based on fact. I

think there are copies of applications around here that someone has,
rental applications.

Mr. PAUL. We were asked to produce those.
The CHAIRM AN. Will you talk a little louder?
Mr. BRos. All of the data is available in a rental application. There

is no use of me trying to rely on my memory.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggest that we recess
Mr. SimoN. Before we recess, could you give us those applications?
Mr. RICHARD. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIM oN. Also, do you have the canceled checks representing these

dividend payments that were called for in the subpenas?
Mr. RICHARD. At this time I would like to have the record show I

am Glen Richard, and I am representing Mr. Gordon and Mr. Hutman,
and also the Shirley-Duke Corp., sections 1 and 6, and sections 4 and 5.

Now, for those particular corporations, we do have the canceled
checks for all distribution to the stockholders of those respective cor-
porations.

Mr. SIMoN. May we have those, Mr. Richard?
Mr. RICiIARD. We have the originals; if they can be withdrawn, if

you want photost ats of them, of course, that can be arranged.
The CH.\-tR N. Let us have the originals and we will return them

to you.
Mr. SIMO.. Do you have the canceled checks for the other two cor-

porat ions?
Mr. PAUL. I have, and also the applications for the rent increase, but

the applications for rent increase were made with respect to all 6, and
I think if you have 1 copy you have got the whole works.

I believe that is correct.
r. RICHARD. I believe that is the application on behalf of all six

corporations.
Mr. Ptui. I would like to have the record show that pursuant to

the subpena, the canceled checks with respect to the distributions to
stockholders from sections 2 and 3 of Shirley-Duke corporations are
delivered to you.

Mr. SIMON. I am happy to have the record show that Mr. Paul bas
handed me two envelopes which I asiime contain the documents he
referred to.

The CHATMA N . Unless there is something else here, we will now
recess until 2 o'clock and meet in this same room.

(Wlereupon, at 12: 25 a recess was taken until 2 p. m.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMIAN. The committee will please come to order.
The witness will resume the stand. Mr. Simon, will you proceed?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, I am now referring to Shirley-Duke

Corps. 4 and 5.
In1 those two corporations we have been told that Alfred Bornstein,

William Bornstein, and Adolph Klein own stock; is that correct?
Mr. BUDWESKY. They did at one time, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the sheets of paper which were supplied to us this

morning in response to the subpena list William Bornstein as owning
13 shares, Alfred Bornstein, 812, and Adolph Klein, 81/ shares. Is
that the amount they did own ?

Mr. BuDWESKY. They owned 30 -hares altogether, so 81/2-13;
correct.

Mr. SIMON. I hold in my hand, Mr. Budwesky, 4 checks of Shirley-
Duke Apartments, Section 4, Inc., and 4 checks of Shirley-Duke
Apartments, Section 5, Inc., which total $110,000, each of which is
made out to the order of Carl Budwesky, common trustee and in the
upper left-hand corner of 2, 1 for each corporation, is the name of
"Klein," in the upper left-hand corner of 2, 1 for each corporation, is
the name of "William Bornstein." The same for Alfred Bornstein,
and then 1 check apparently bears the name of all 3 of them.

All of these checks are endorsed on the reverse-excuse me. I
withdraw that.

Two of the checks, one for each corporation, are endorsed on the
reverse side "Deposit to the credit of Carl Btidwesky, trustee," and the
other 6 bear a rubber stamp which reads "Credit to the credit of the
above-named payee, First National Bank of Virginia."

Did you receive these checks?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were they deposited in your account?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a separate bank account that you maintain as

trustee.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were any other funds every deposited in that bank

account other than the proceeds of these 8 checks?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What funds went into that account?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, I had certain other fiduciary funds. I can

explain that situation to you very easily, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I would be happy to have you do so.
Mr. BUDWESKY. The checks represent the distribution to the payees,

or to not the payee, because I am named as the payee, but the checks
represent the amount of money that was due to William Bornstein,
his oni Alfred Bornstein, and their partner, or associate in business,
Adolph Klein, for the distribution due them on their 15 percent of the

stock in sections 4 and 5 of Shirley-Duke.
The money was paid over to me, instead of being paid directly to

the three gentlemen who were actually entitled to receive it, because

iii another transaction, wherein Mr. toftus and the plumbing and
heating firm of William Bornstein & Sons were involved, Mr. Loftus
felt that he was entitled to, or wanted some sort of leverage of pro-
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tection because he felt that he had overpaid them as a subcontractor
on another job, and I think he must have discussed it with Mr. Hutinaii
in some manner of trying to hold some leverage over them to protect
him on this other transaction, so the money was paid to me, the situa-
tion was worked out between Mr. Loftus and Mr. Bornstein, and when
I was authorized and told that everything was clear, I paid the money
out to Mr. Bornstein and the son and Mr. Klein.

Mr. SIMON. Do you have canceled checks to Klein and Bornstein?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Oh, yes. I had to go through that very carefully

with the Internal Revenue when they checked my individual returns
and saw this amount of money credited to my account. But I do have
all the canceled checks showing that this amount of money was in (hue
time paid over to Mr. William Bornstein, Mr. Alfred Bornstein, and
Mr. Adolph Klein.

Mr. SIMON. Would you make those checks available to us?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I would be glad to do so.
Mr. SI.MON. Mr. Loftus was neither a stockholder nor, so far as we

can gather, in any way directly connected with this project. Why
would lie have that amount of leverage over the corporation?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, I think Shirley-Duke was a deal, because Mr.
Loftus a proved it for Shirley-Duke or for Investors Diversitied
Services, he being their consultant. His 0. K. made the deal possible,
so I suppose the boys who were connected with Shirley-Duke realized
that the whole thing came into being more or less because in the final
analysis Mr. Loftus gave his consent, and if he asked them to do this,
that, or the other thing for them I imagine they were inclined to
do so.

Mr. SImoN. Did he ever get compensated in any way, that you know
of. for putting the deal together?

Mr. BUDWESKY. No, he did not. I am confident that Mr. Loftwu
never received anything out of Shirley-Duke transactions, either from
the Shirley-Duke'corporations, or from Investors Diversified Services.
I think maybe he got some expense money, if he attended a consult-
ants' meeting, which they used to have probably every 90 days in New
York, but outside of that I am confident that Mr. toftus never re-
ceived anything. He did this because he was a very close friend of
the. Investors' officials heading up the mortgage loan department, and
that is the reason, the only reason that I know of.

M r. SiMo,. Mr. Preston, I have before me a list of stockholders of
Shirley-Duke 2 and 3.

Mr. PRESTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Owning 30 shares in each company is E. M. Bros, Sil-

ver Spring, Md.: who is Mr. Bros?
Mr. PRESTON. The gentleman sitting right here.
Mr. SiM N. And he at the time this corporation was incorporated

was the Washington manager of Investors Diversified Services?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. He purchased 30 shares in each corporation. How

much did he pay for it ?
Mr. PRESTON. The regular share amount. What was it?
Mr. SIMON. It would be $150 for each corporation, and $300.
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And he received dividends of $110,000; is that right?
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Mr. PRESTON. That is right. That paper is correct, what it says
there.

Mr. SIMON. What reason was there for cutting Mr. Bros into this
project?

Mr. PRESTON. The only reason for that was Mr. Bros and I had
been friends-

The CHAIRMAN. Will you talk a little louder, please?
Mr. PRESTON. The only reason for that was Mr. Bros and I had been

friends for a long time in association and a business way.
The CHAIRMAN. You and Mr. Bros had been friends for a long

time?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
MIr. SIMoN. Has he ever been an employee of yours?
Mr. PRESTON. Not up to that time, no. He isn't now. He is part

of the corporation, but not an employee of mine.
The CHAIRMAN. The question was. Was he ever an employee of

yours?
Mr. PRESTON. No.
[r. PAUL. He is now.

MJr. BUDWESKY. Excuse me for interrupting-
Mr'. SIMON. At an executive session of this committee, did you tell

us, Mr. Preston, Mr. Bros was an employee of your concern ?
Mr. PRESTON. Yes, but I think that was an error on my part.
I covered the whole thing, but I made an error in saying Mr. Bros

and another person-
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, in executive session you made an

error in stating that Mr. Bros was an employee of yours?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. How many employees do you have?
Af1'. PRESTON. At that time I probably had 150.
The CHAIRMAN. And you made a mistake saying that Mr. Bros was

an employee?
Mr. PRESTON. I didn't quite understand the statement at the time.

You were talking to someone else, and I made the error.
The CHAIRMA.,. You permitted Mr. Bros to buy $150 worth of

stock, or was it $300?
.11. SIMON. $300.
The CHAIR.MAN. $300 worth of stock, for which he has since re-

ceived dividends of $110,000 just because you liked him ?
Ml'. PRESTON. That is correct, exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would like me.
Mir. PRESTON. If I had known you as well as Mr. Bros, I would

have.
Mi'. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, this error was corrected, I may say, in

tho telephone conversation I had with Mr. Simon.
Mifr. ,IMON. But only after we had issued a subpena for Mr. Bros.
Mf[r. PAUL. I don't recollect.
Mr. YEATMAN. I think the chairman should see that testimony.

Mr. Preston wasn't testifying when it happened. It is a misunder-
standing.

The &HArIMAN. I don't think it is too serious.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Mr. E. G. Wallentsik of Yonkers, N. Y., Mr.

Preston?
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Mr. PRESTON. He is a job accountant who first worked under mie-.
he worked in the Venezuelan Embassy-

The CAIRMAN. Maybe you had better sit up here.
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Wallentsik worked for me on the Venezuelan1

Embassy and on the Greyhound Bus Terminal, as an accountant.
Mr. SiMoN. Was he an employee of yours in 1949?
Mr. PRESTON. When the project was built, you mean?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. PRESTON. Yes, he was my job accountant.
Mr. SIMoN. Who is H. E. Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio
Mr. PRESTON. He was my superintendent on the job.
Mr. SIMON. He was an employee in 1949?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right. He ran the construction business.
Mr. SIMON. Who is M. I. McHugh?
Mr. PRESTON. Just another friend of mine.
Mr. SIMON. A friend of yours?
Mr. PRESTON. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. Is he an employee?
Mr. PRESTON. No, he is not.
Mr. S moN. Then Nlhen vou said the other day all these people were

employees, that was also a misstatement?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
Mfr. SI to-. 'What is Mr. eIIughs business?
Mr. PRESTON. lie is a (overnment employee.
Mr. SIMON-x. 1Where in the Government does he work?
Mr. PRESTON. I would rather not, discuss that.
The (LAI MA.'\. You would rather not?
Mr. PRESTON. Not divulge that.
The ('iCum.\N. You must do that, Mr. Preston. Otherwise you

will be in contempt of this committee.
Mr. PRESTON. He works for
The ('ii.ki\.kx. What is wrong( with it?
Mr. Pnnrs'roN. 'Well
The CII.xIu. [.x,. Where did le work ?
Mr. PRE s'wN. Just a minute.
Mfr. SIuox. 1What was the answer?
The ('uwnR.xN. lIe said, ",Just a minute."
M\r. PRESTON. I can't, think of the name at the present moment. Iam not tr in to evade the question.
The CIIAIRAN. I understand. You go ahead.
The point is, he is a Government employee?
Mrr. RESTON. rhat is right.
The c.1iRM.x. You cannot think of the department he works in?
Mr. PEsTON. Not at the moment. I can't even think of the initials

of it. It is a highly secret organization.
The CHAIRMAN. CIA?
Mr. PRESTON. That is right.
The C1hAIRNMAN. lie is in CIA?
Mf r. PRESTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was he of any help to you in this project?
Mr. PRESTON. No, other than just being a friend of mine. I didn't

think of any reason why you couldn't sell some of your friends some
stock if you wished to.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, referring to Shirley-Duke Apartments
3 and 4, you received dividend checks which are endorsed -Carl Bud-
wesky, oil account,." What is the significance of that.

Mr. BvDWESKY. Yell, there is no significance to it. It is just one of
my bank accounts. I have an account that I call an attorney account
in which I would deposit funds that perhaps were due for, some o
which might belong to me, and some of which would have to be paid
out to different people. I have a rent account in which I would deposit
rents that I might receive from properties that, I own.

The oil account is an account that I opened up when in my advent
into the Wilmington, Del., area, I bought some participations in some
wildcat oil deals, with oil associates. and it just happened that. I de-
posited that particular check, if that is what is on there, in the account
that I designated "oil account."

Mr. SIMON. Did anybody other than yourself ever get any of the
proceeds of that check ?

Mr. BJTDWESKY. Why, of course not. You mean anything going into
myl account, oil account?

Mr. Si~ox. Yes.
Mr. BITDWESKY. No, that is my money.
Mr'. SlM, . And it was disbursed only to you'?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right, absolutely.
Mr. SImoN. Mr. Gordon, who is Hiibert Spaulding. of Vienna. Va.?
Mr. GORDON. He is my superintendent, been working for me since

1937.
Mr. SIMON. And who is Harold J. Fredrick-:. of Falls Church I
Mr. GORDON. He is more or less office managarer, who has been work-

ina for me for a considerable length of time. I don't remember jllst
when he came to work.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Budwesky, I have been asked a question tht I
think is perfectly clear, but I want to make siure the record i-. clear on it.

The amortization of the mortgage loan on these projects is paid out
of the income of the property corning from the rents: is that correct

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMN.~A.And I take it. that assuminrg no default in the 31-year

period of the loan, the present. stockholders, in addition to the distri-
butions they have already received, will end up owning free and clear
real estate that they now value at $15 million * is that right ?

MI. BUDWESKY.'That is absolutely correct : yes. sir. I inean it. isn't
sOMthing peculiar to Shirley-l)uke.

Mr. SI.ON. No.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I mean it is true with the ownership of any

property. If yon pay off the mnortgages and obligations against it, andV01 ,o~ ow . an t t

yOlt (lont owe any more on it. then you own it.
Mr. SIMON. And the mortgage in the absence of default, would be

paid off out of income from the property and the value of the property
would accrue to the people interested in it. without payment of any
taxes on the property; is that right?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is perfectly true, sir, and I think that is what
makes America.

Mr. SioN. In the 80th Congress, the Congress passed a law which
is dated December 27, 1947, two sentences of which read as follows:

Title VI of the National Housing Act-
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and section 608, 1 might add, is a part of title VI-
as amended, shall be employed to assist in maintaining a high volume of new
residential construction, without supporting unnecessary or artificial costs. In
estimating necessary current costs for the purposes of said title, the Federal
Housing Commissioner shall therefore use every feasible means to assure that
such estimates will approximate as closely as possible the actual costs of elD.
cient building operations.

That is the end of the quote.
Is there any explanation of how the Commissioner was so far off il

estimating the actual costs, and I assume your people were efficient
builders, how he was so far off in estimating actual cost of this prol)s,,l-
tion?

Mr. BUDWESKY. The Commissioner undoubtedly operated in setting
up the replacement. cost of the Shirley Duke project by the same yird-
stick that his agency employed in approving the replacement valua-
tion of any other project. Surely, there was nothing special ,vt up
insofar as Shirley-Duke is concerned.

Now, if I may be permitted to answer you fully and completely in
this, and if it is a factual statement that you are seeking with refer-
ence to the operation of FHA, I think perhaps I may be able to
clarify some things that presently seem to be awfully confused in many
people's minds.

There are many different manners in which some of these opera-
tions were set up. If the sponsor of a project, or the sponsors of a
project, were a combination of an architect and a builder, and they
wanted to get in on a section 608 project, and certainly FHA (didl
everything it could to induce people to come on in and get in on this
program, and provide housing, which was then badly needed, they
realized that certain pushoff or start off or front money was necessary
to get the thing underway, in spite of the fact that you seem to make
so much of the point there is only $1,000 or $6,000 in common sto(.k.
That doesn't mean anything. That is what the final equity investment
is, if everything works out all right, but if anything goes wrong, my
friend, there is an entirely different picture.

An architect and a builder needing, say, perhaps $200,000 of front
money, in order to get the thing up to the point where they could
even apply to FHA-you had to pay a lot of money to even file your
application-would go to somebody that they considered investment
capital and make a proposition to them. The architect would figure he
would be very happy if he got his 5 percent architect's fee out of the
deal. The builder would be happy to take the 4 or 5 percent, which-
ever FHA set up as a part of the deal.

Mr. SImON.. Did Lueders ever get a 5 percent architect's fee?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No, he didn't. I told you what he got; $30 a unit.
Mr. SImON. Which is about a half of 1 percent, isn't it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Whatever it is it speaks for itself. I told you he

got $30 a unit, which is about $63,000.
Mr. SIMON. And that is all he ever got?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Exactly right, sir, and I will say this to you: If

there has been an instance in which FHA has ever issued a connuit-
ment, in which its replacement value did not include a 5 percent a r.hi-
tect's fee, I have never heard of it.

You are in a position to tell me if they ever did. I doubt it i'ery
much, because they set it up.
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As a matter of fact, in the commitments issued by FHA itself,
where advances under an FHA insured mortgage are to be insured
as they are made during the course of construction, when you try to
Fure out how the sponsor is going to meet his equity requirement,
F'A provides that the architect is going to get blank dollars in cash,
and the sponsor gets credit, as against his equity requirement for
whatever portion of the 5 percent architect's fee is in their estimate
that is not going to be paid to him in cash.

Mr. SIMoN. That is only if he misstates the fact as to what is the
architect's fee, isn't it?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Who misstates the fact?
Mr. SImoN. The applicant. In your application here you listed
Mr. BUDWESKY. I am1 not talking about the'application. I am talk-

ing about FHA's replacement schedule which they set up. I don't
care what you put in your application fee for an architect's fee. I
don't believe FHA would ever have wound up other than setting up
5 percent for an architect's fee, and I don't think they ever did.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think FHA gave you or permitted you to
put 5, percent architect's fee on-5 percent on $12 million would be
what, $600,000?

Mr. BUDWMKY. Six hundred thousand dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. Dou you think FHA intended to allow you $600,000

on this mortgage, knowing that you were only going to spend $63,000
for architect's fees?

Mr. BUDWESKY. They did it hundreds and hundreds of times, sir.
Their own commitment forms recognized the fact that the architect
isn't going to get the cash.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that FILA, in your instance, knew
that-they said to you "You can spend, if you want to, 5 percent ?
That is what they said to you ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is ri'vht.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you Mhink they knew you only spent one-half

of 1 percent?
Mr. BUJDWESKY. I don't think they paid a particle of attention to

wh.t was spent for it.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No, I know they didn't.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever tell them the architect's fee was only going

to be a half of 1 percent ?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Well
The CHAIRMAN. You put in your application it would be 5.
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is because that is the way FHA wanted the

applications filed.
Mr. SImON. Did they ever tell you that?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't believe you would have gotten a commit-

ment out of FHA if you didn't put in 5 percent for the architect fee.
Mr. SIMON. That is the very point.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I think the architects wrote the law.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this on that point, in this application

it asked for estimated requirements for this project, and you have the
estimated requirements for architects, builders' fees, and a lot of fees,
and it comes down to financing expense, and it says here one and a
half percent.
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Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Actually, the financing expense was six and a half per-

cent.
Mr. BUDWESKY. The loan agreement is in here, my friend. Now, we

have told you before that at the time that application was filed it was
contemplated the Investors Diversified Services were going to get
a one and a half percent finance fee, and they were going to own 50
percent of the project.

Mr. SIMON. You changed
Mr. BUDWESKY. Then they changed their terms.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever tell that to FHA?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I didn't.
Mr. SImoN. Did anybody?
Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't fhink they did, no.
Mr. SIMON. The application that I held in my hand
Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't think it would have made any difference.
Mr. SiMrox. Whether it made any difference or not, as you know,

Mr. Budwesky, there is a statute that makes it a crime to falsify certi-
fying to an agency of the Federal Government. Maybe it wouldn't
have made any difference if they had been told the truth, but the fact
is that these al)plications didn't say what was going to happen.

Mr. BUDWESKY. I will say this to you, sir: That there was nothing
falsely certified to FHA in connection with the Shirley-Duke project,
an(d if you want me to establish that for you I can do it in 2 minutes.

If FHA didn't. insure this loan until after it was complete-before
it was completed we had to furnish FHA with a copy of our charter,
a copy of our bylaws, and a certified copy of the minutes of every
meeting of tle board of directors and stockholders of this corl)ora-
tion. All of those records completely show that the capital iNvetst-
ment here by the stockholders of these l)rojects was $1,000 for 20t0
shares of stock in each corporation, and every other dollar that was
used in the building of these projects was borrowed money.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Budwesky, if your original application had shown
the facts we have talked about here today, do you think it is coic'eiv-
able FHA would ha ve issued the commitment ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. What facts are you talki ng about?
Mr. Sm iox. That the financing expenses would be 61/2 percent. that

the architect's fee would be a half of 1 percent, that the equity cal)ital
would be S,1,000-if all that had been in the application is it coneilV-
able FLIA would have i.-sued the commitment ?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, since it was a commitment to insure after
completion, FIN was not interested in what the equity capital Nva;,
because if they had been interested in what tlhe equity capital wa. then
their commitment would have specified what the equity capital should
be, and how it should be provided, which is absolutely what they (1o
require if they are going to insure the advances, but when they insure
after completion they have no requirement as to equity capital, So I
assume from that that they have no interest in what the equity capital
should be, and I definitely think that. the material that is in those appli-
cations, since I have since been apprised, I understood originally that
there were two applications filed" whether one was put in and then
because they changed their mind they allowed them to take one out
and put in another, I don't know the mechanics, but I will say this:
That in the application for insurance after completion, I am confident
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that FHA regulations do not require any information or any facts
with regard to what equity capital is going to be.

Mr. SI oN. Do you know where we can find a copy of the applica-
tion that you refer to, the so-called second application ?

Mr. BULDWESKY. I don't know. I don't know. All I do know is that
in an application, or what I am trying to say to you is that I am con-
fident that in an application to FI IA for a commitment to insure after
completion, they have no requirelnielt from the sponsor for equity
capital.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you have a copy of such an application for Shirley-
Duke?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I have never had a copy of an application for
Shirley-Duke.

Mr. SimoN. Do you know anybody who does have a copy of such
an application?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, I do.
Mr. SIMoN. Who?
Mr. BUDWESKY. If they are in existence, then FHA should have

them.
Mr. SIMoN. I can only tell you that the only applications we find

in the FHA files are these dated March 10, 1949.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I can tell you this: I do have copies of all of the

commitments issued by FHA in connection with each of these six
corporations, and not a one of those commitments has any require-
ment as to equity capital.

Mr. SIMON. Oh, but the commitments refer to land at the value
of $500,000, which had been purclased a few (lays earlier for .1 80,000.

Mr. BUDWESKY. Commitments?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Where do you see any capital-where do you see

any equity capital requirements in this commitment ?
Mr. SIMON. I have the commitment for No. '2 in my hand. Each

of them lists the value of the real estate that went in here doesnt it ?
Doesn't your commitment show the value of real estate'?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I have a commitment here consisting of four pages,
which is the commitment, and if you can show me anything in there
that requires any equity cal)ital on the part of the sponsors of this
corporation I will be very much surprised.

Mr. SiMoN. I am sorry, I am referring to the project analysis of
FHA.

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is a document prepared by FIIA.
Mr. SIMoNw. Yes, and it is the basis on which the commitment is

issued.
Mr. BUDWESKY. It is their termination of the replacement cost of

this project, not ours.
Mr. SIMON. But follows your application, doesn't it?
Mr. BUDWrsKY. I don't know whether it did or not.
Mr. SIMON. I will be glad to show it to you.
The CITAIMAN. Isn't the commitment guaranteeing the mortgage

based upon your application that you filed with it?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No.
The CHAIRM.. If it isn't, what is it based upon?
Mr. BUDw sKy. The commitment is issued to Investors Diversified

Services, Inc., the FIIA never dealt. directly with an owner. They
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dealt with the mortgagee. The commitment is issued to Investors
Diversified Services not to Shirley-Duke 1, 2,3,4, 5,6.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right, and I do not know whom it is issued
to, and don't care. All I know is that you filed an application signedd
by Mr. Preston, and signed by Investors Syndicate, as the mortgagee's
application, and the mortgagors' application was signed by Mr.
Preston.

Mr. BUiDWESKY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that application was the basis upon which

FHA made up this analysis that Mr. Simon was talking about, and
the basis upon which they gave you a commitment to purchase or
to guarantee the mortgage, when the project was completed.

Mr. BuTDWESKY. That is very undoubtedly true.
The Cw.\iiiM \,x. And the records show, according to the testimony

here this morning, that the application that you filed, that I hold in my
hand, wa: possibly not a true application. The facts were not true.

Mr. 13rDWESKY. I can't agree with you on that, Senator, because I
would like to have

The ('li.\i.. It was definitely testified here this morning that
the entleian did not own the land.

Mr. B rIUwEKY. He didn't have to own it at the time he filed the
application. It says "sources of equity." That means that if we had
gotten a commitment that required us to have equity capital investment
at the time, before the insured commitment, or the commitment to in-
sure would be issued, we would be able to show that we had complied
with the conditions of our application, but there is no equity required.

The CHAIRMAN. It says as to resources you put in other equity of at
least S221,000. Where was that equity?

Mr. B11'u)NsKY. I will say this, sir: I seem to have a great deal of
difficult N, -etting the idea over.

If this had been a commitment whereby FHA was going to insure
advNances during the course of construction, before that commitment
would have been issued all of this equity capital would have to have
been provided and the mortgagee would necessarily have had to certify
to FItA that it had the equity capital funds in hand before the commit-
ment would be issued.

The CHu[RMA.x. Well, then, this application, as far as you are con-
cerned, meant nothing?

Mr. B3TTDWFSKY. The application, insofar as it contains any informa-
tion with regard to equity capital being an application to insure, after
completion, contain a lot of superfluous material, because there was no
equity capital requirement in an application for insurance after com-
pletion. The persons who filled out the application blanks, perhaps
did not understand when they filled it out that no equity capital was
required. They undertook to'specify how it would be provided, if, :s

and when it. would be required, and they suddenly found out that it
wasn't necessary, so, consequently, that information in there is
superfluous.

Mr. SiMON. Was Jay Charlie Lewis to be a sponsor of this project,
Mr. Budwesky?

Mr. BuimESKY. I haven't the slightest idea. I have never seen one
of these applications.
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Mr. SImoN. Mr. Lewis, the application for FIIA insurance on Shir-
ley-Duke No. 2 lists you as a sponsor, and it says that you are going
to put up equity of $198,500. Did you know thatY

Mr. LEwIS. It would be what you term a source of equity if called
upon to be able to help Mr. Preston, assist him, and of that there would
be, of course, no interest in the project.

Mr. SIMON. Did you know it listed you?
Mr. LEwis. Yes. I recall soinetliiig at the time. If necessary, I

could be called upon to secure that source of equity.
.M1r. SIMON. Did you have $198,00O?
M. LEWIS. 1 hadaccess to get sources of that.
Mri. SIMON. Access to what sources .
Mr. LEWIS. I could have any number of people who could assist me.
Mr. SIMON. I take it Mr. Preston cmuld get any number of people

to assist him, but why did this application tell FHA -
Mr. LEwvs. Because 1 had some property, and I had some cash, and

what I didn't have, as stated, I could sAcure.
Mr. SIMON. At the time tills application was filed and listed you as

a source of equity of , Ii , at was your net worth ?
Mr. Lj.wis. Let me see, I had practically that amount in cash
Mr. S mON. You liad that amount in casl .
Mr. LEwis. Just about.
Mr. SIMON. Your own money?
Mr. LEwis. That is right, and I liad sone property in my name.
Mr. SIMON. W\ as the cash on deposit in a bank ?
Mr. LEwIs. I believe so.
M'. SIMON. What bank?
Mr. LEwis. I believe so. Cleveland Trust ('o. I had mortgaged out

two buildings.
Mr. SIMON. Where in Cleveland?
Mr. LEwIs. In the dieveland Trust. Co.
M[r. SI3,oN. What do you mean by mortgagled out ?
Mr. LwIs. You can pay your bill and secure a new loan.
Mr. SIMMON. You had some FHA buildings out there?
Mr. Lfwis. No, they were not FiH A buildings, it is possible after

you )av it down to secure a new loan, wlich is your own money. You
still lia ve the obligation to pay.

Mr. SIMON. You had approximately $198,000 ?
M[. LEWIS. No. I didn t. have thlat inuch in cash. I had some real

estate.
.1r. SIMoN. I thought you said a moment ago you had approxi-

mately that much in cash .

Mr. LE:wis. No. I think your cash was 90, wasn't it'? Wasn't your
casl 90 ?

Mr. S MON. It doesn't break it down here.
Mr. L.wis. I don't know just exactly.
Mr. SimoN. Then, immediately below your flame here, where it says

"real estate and other assets, $198.500," it says "See letter of Investors
Syndicate as dated March 9, 1949."

Do you know what that letter said ?
Mr. LFwIS. No, I don't.
Mr. SiMON. I will be glad to show you the application, if that will

refresh your memory.
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Mr. LE ws. I don't know what that letter is. Is the letter available?
Mr. SImoN. I don't know, sir. I have never seen it.
Mr. LEWIS. Is there a letter available'?
Mr. SIMoN. I have a letter of March 9, 1949, from Investors Syndi-

cate, which Mr. Bros had this morning, but it doesn't refer to you in
any way.

Mr. LEwIs. This is a letter that states that they are going to take
the commitment upon completion.

Mr. SIMON. All that. letter says, is that they will determine tlat the
mortgage is a first lien on the property, and that upon completion all
the construction costs will have been paid, but, it doesn't refer to vomr
putting u ) slgS,,)00.

Mfr. LEwIs. It just sa vs this here is sources of equity.
Mr. S.M.N. Yes, but. I am wondering what, the letter of InveztorB

had to do with it. It talks about putting up that equity, and then
savs, "See letter of Investors."

Mr. LEwis. I am at. a loss to know what that letter is. If nobody
has it-isn't there anything in any files or anything available as to
that letter, or does it refer to this?

Mr. SI.M-4,o,. Mr. Bros, do you know whether there is any other
letter of Investors ?

Mr. BROS. No, I don't think so, Mr. Simon. I have seen some of
these applications where it was written over to March 8. It probably
refers to the March 8 letter.

Mr. Si.Mox. What connection would this March 8 letter have with
Mr. Lewis putting up money?

Mr. BRos. I don't think it would have any connection. The appli-
cations were made the same, it says Mr. Preston, and gives certain
things under his name: Mr. Lewis, and certain things under his name,
ond then Investors.

Mr. S iMox. Why would it say "See Investors' letter of March 9"!
Mr. BRos. Where else in this form would you put it? That is the

last line left.
M.Nr. SI.MoN. It also appears on the fourth page.
Mr. BROS. Maybe it is the same letter. I can't remember. There i9

the cha nge.
Mr. SIMOy. Why would they refer to the same letter under com-

pletion of the project, and this letter does refer to the completion of
the project, and also refer to it under sources of equity capital.

Mr. Pk,.. It does.
Mr. BROS. I am afraid it says something there about that.
Mr. PA -L. Preferred stock.
Mr. BROS. It says Investors Syndicate will-do you want me to

read this into the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BROS (reading):
A. Determined the instrument securing the section 608 mortgage loan is a

first and valid first lien on the property therein described, and the premise,; are
free and clear of all liens, other than than of the mortgage to be insured, except
those waived by the Commissioner;

B. Verify and cause to be paid-cause to be paid-and certify to the Commi-
sioner that to the best of its knowledge and belief there are not outstanding any
unpaid obligation-any unpaid obligations contracted in connection with the
purchase of the property, the construction of the project, or the mortgage trans-
action, except obligations for the payment of which funds are held by the
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mortgagor, or mortgagee, and obligations which will be fully paid out of the
mortgage fund, or are secured by collateral other than the mortgage property,
and, further, except second preferred stock of mortgagor if issued for additional
loan funds, if any required for the above purchase and advanced by Investors
synodicate which are not satisfied by the section 608 mortgage loan.

I would take that to mean, in lly memory, and again I point out
it is my memory, that that letter was drawn up by one of Investors'
aIttorneys. I don't remember which one it was. There were several
of then. Mr. Burke, I believe, was in on it, and Mr. Dan Farr. who
I (lJoi't think was a vali(l employee of Investors, but I think lie was a
court, el for Investors, and I do not remember the other chap's name.

Mr. SiItox. Do you know whether this is the only letter of Inves-
torst hat is referred to in tlese applications ?

Mr. Mlios. I can't say it is the only letter. I believe it to be the only
letter.

Mr. P.UL. That is a source of equity.
Mr. BRos. I would say it is a source of e(uiitv. It says that the pay-

ments are to he paid, that there will be no0 unpaid obligations, and
they will see they are paid, it sees to ite.

fr. S I I1N. Mr. 1Bros, since we referred to it this morning rve you
hadl a chance to refresh your recollection about the application for
rent increase ?

Mr. l3ROs. I had the papers put in and that was the end of it. I
gave N"o)ui back those.

Mr. MCARTIN. I handed it back to von, Mr. Siflvn.
Mr. SIMON. This is the application which you prepared and sub-

mitte(1
Mr. BRos. I wrote the letter. )ut I think I sav right in the letter,

"I'liis data is sent to you at the request of the owner of the apartments,
with the idea that the actual cost of operating the apartments war-
rants an increase in the rent,,."
As far as I remember, the data was l)re)ared by" Mr. Harold Fred-

ricks, who was the manager of the Shirley-Duke Apartments.
Mr. SiMoN. I show you a letter dated ,Julv 12, 1951, from the Di-

rector of the WVashington office of FHA, to Clyde Powell, transmit-
ting your application for an increase in rent costs.

Mir. BRos. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si-(oN. I ask you if you have any knowledge of the facts, sir?
Mr. lI31os. No, sir, ult I sI l)l)ose it was the general method of work-

il g it out. B arr i s te g

Mr. SIMoN. In that letter Mr. Barringer computes the reconimended
new rent schedule including a 61 ,,-percent return on land and build-
ing valued at Afteen-million-some-odd dollars. Do you know
where-
Mr. BROs. Land and structure, plus working capital. I don't know

what the working capital represents.
M'. SiMoN. The amount is $15 nillion-
Mr. BRos. $575,302. Somebody will have to tell me what working

capital is.
Mr. SiMON. Do you know where Mr. Barringer got that figure?
Mr. BRos. Before hnch I pointed out to you that these applica-

tions, the whole form, I believe, was handed to'you. Those would have
to be studied.
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Mr. SiMoN. Here is the file that you gave me, which incidentally
contains a carbon copy of the paper you have in your hand and the
rent schedule returned to you is the rent schedule Mr. Barringr
recommended.

Is there any doubt in your mind but what that $15 million figure
was given to Mr. Barringer by the owners of the property?

Mr. BRos. If you want to give me time enough to go through this
thoroughly, I could probably answer that question. I am not going
to answer it offhand.

Mr. SIMoN.. I would be very glad to.
The CHAIZMAN. W at was the original mortgage on all six projects?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Thirteen-million-eight-hundred-thousand some.

odd dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. How does it get up now to $15 million?
Mr. BUTDWESKY. I never knew it did. I don't know why it should.
Mr. GOiDON. That is the valuation.
The CHAIWMAN. That is the application for a rent increase, listiiig

it at $15 million pluq.
Mr. P.\xL. I think the chairman is mistaken.
Mr. BUDWESKY. FHA knew what actual cost was.
Mr. SIMoN. As a matter of fact, you people furnished us just yester-

day with a balance sheet that showed you appreciated the value of
these properties by between somewhere around two and a half to I hree
million dollars.

Mr. BtrDWvESKY. I don't know anything about that, sir. I didn't give
it to you. I don't know-you know what I mean. If you want :a cost
statement, the same as we use in dealing with the Bureau of Internal
Revenue for tax purposes, that is one thing.

Mr. SIMoN.. Isn't the $151/2 million figure on which FHA based the
new rents your appreciated value of the properties?

Mr. Bu)Wr.SKY. I just can't conceive of that, because I couldn't con-
ceive of FHA doing that. in the face of their own records showing
exactly what the project cost; and what the mortgage is. They base
their rents on mortgage.

The CHA.IRM.,AN. There is a lot of things we don't seem to be able to
conceive of around here that has to do with the testimony this morning.
but the fact remains it is 15 million something in this letter from
Barringer.

Mr. BuEDWESKY. Well then I think-
The CHAIRMAN. What we are trying to find out is, when you a-ked

for a rent increase, did you state to FHA, and give a reason for tile
increase, that the properties were worth 15 million plus, and ask 61/
percent on 15 million plus? Did you or didn't you?

Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't have the application, but I can't imagine
that they did any such thing.

The CHAMMAN. Who made the application for the rent increase!
Mr. BUDWESKY. I don't know.
Mr. Bos. Iput the application in with data that was furnished

me by the rental office.
The CHAMMAN. Who furnished you the data?
Mr. BRos. Harold Fredericks, manager of the Shirley-Duke

Apartments.
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The CHAMAN. Mr. Fredericks gave. you the figures, you turned

them in to FHA and asked for a rent increase, and in doing so you
used the figure of $15 million?

Mr. BRos. Did I use the figure of $15 million?
The CHAIRMAN. It is in there.
Mr. BRos. It is in the letter-
Mr. BUDWESKY. May I clarify the situation a little bit? I don't

think valuations is what FHA would use in fixing the rents. They
would use the amount of the mortgage.

The CHAIRMAN. You tried to get a rent increase and did get a rent
increase and you used-the reason for the rent increase was that the
valuation of the properties were over $15 million.

Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, just before the noon recess, we filed
with you the application material which had been furnished by Mr.
Fredericks, the rental manager of Shirley-Duke.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bros has that.
Mr. BROS. Yes.
Mr. RICHARD. I assume you have carefully gone through this dur-

ing the noon recess. I would like to ask this question: Is there any
figure of 15 million in this application? I frankly do not know. That
might simplify this.

Mr. SIMON. In the material you left with Mr. Barringer, or at least
that he had, which he submitted to Mr. Powell, he computed the rent
increase on the basis of the value of the property, structures, land,
working capital of $151/2 million.

We also find in FHA's records balance sheets of this company. made
by John W. Bisselle, and there is a note on the top "To be attached
to annual report forwarded to C. L. P. on 9-24-51," and that and even
your subsequent balance sheets showed that you wrote up the value of
this property to approximately $151 million.

Mr. K ICHARD. Of course, I am asking you, Mr. Simon, is the ma-
terial which Shirley-Duke submitted in their application, through
Investors Diversified, for rent increase, is there any figure of $15 mil-
lion plus in the material which we submitted?

Mr. SIMON. There is not. It appears only twice, once in your own
balance sheets. If you will add up the appreciated value of your
property as you show it on your balance sheets, it adds up to S151/2
inillion; and Mr. Barringer used that figure in his letter to. Mr. Powell.
I do not know where Mr. Barringer got it. That is what we are trying
to find out.

Mr. GoRDON. Mr. Simon, what is 90 percent of that figure you are
speaking of, the $15 million figure ?

Mr. SIMoN. What is what?
Mr. GORDON. What is the 90 percent of that $17 million figure.?
Mr. SIMON. I have figured it out, but it would be roughly $14 million.
Mr. GORDON. $14 million or $13 million? That is the valuation

which FHA originally put on the project, and it, lent 90 percent. of
that, so it wasn't anything we had anything to do with. That was
FH\'s valuation of the project.

Mr. SIMON. The rent, then, was based on a $151/o million valuation?
Ir. GORDON. From the very beginning. The rent was based on the

val'lation of the project.
Mr. BuDwEKY. Fixed by FHA.
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Mr. GoIWoN. Fixed by FHA as Mr. Budwesky says.
The C('IIMAN. Where are there aniy records to that effect ?
Mr. (o'RDa. Look at youi cominitnient.
Mr. BUDWESKY. IIIN yur (1omnlitlnent, you will see a re)lacel ,It

.ost, wont you If you will add III) tie replacement cost. on eacl olle
of the six commitments, I think yon will find that FHA estilnate(1 tll ,
replacement cost

The CIx.\.x. At $151/2 million?
Mr. BUi)WESKY. Something like that, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And it, turned out that the cost, to luild was al)mi)t .11

million, i that right ?
r. UIjTDWESKY. Whatever it was. I thought I said before, a little

,'er 12.
Mr. SITO3N. And, of course, the .412 million included the $1 iilli,,lf

I)aid to Investors?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
Mr. SIN 10 N. Now, during the period of construction, you had in-

terest on your construction loan.
Mr. Bv)wrsiY. That is right.

i'r. SiMoN. And taxes?
Mr. BuDWESKy. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. For your own bookkeeping purposes, did you charm

that as a cost of construction or as an operating expense ?
A'. BvDWESKY. Well, we had the right of election under the In-

ternal Revenue Code, to either capitalize it and take depreciation on
it, over a period of years, or charge it off to operation.

Mr. SI.ON. And you
Mr. BUDWESKY. So we elected to charge it off to operation and that

is the reason a lot of people think we built the property for a lot lem
money than we (lid because it (loesl't include interest during conist rue-
tion. taxes or insurance.

Mr. Si.rox. When you filed your application for a rent increase, did
you charge the interest and taxes (luring construction as a cost of con-
struction or as an operating expense?

Mr. BTDWESKY. I haven't the slightest idea. I don't know what
they did in that application.

Mr. SIMON. In the application that Mr. Bros filed, he lists a corn-
parikon of the income estimated by FHA, and then actual experience
of income and expense,. is that right, Mr. Bros?

Mr. BROS. Information
Mr. BuDwvsKy. Could I answer you on that since you seem to make

a point of it? I don't see where that would make a particle of differ-
ence. Under internal revenue law we have an election. Now we can
get an immediate benefit by charcina off these things to operation, or
we can get a long-term benefit by capitalizing it, and getting or de-
preciation of 21,/ or 3 percent over a lona period of years. so it wouldn't
make any difference in the application. That was merely the question
taxwise. It hasn't anything to do with it in any other way.

Mr. Su,.--. Don't you think they oua'ht to at least have been consist-
ent and charged it on e way or another throughout?

Mr. GoRDoN. It was.
Mr. BPD)wEFsKY. Well, after all, the cost is there. The cost. of thte

building includes interest during construction, taxes, normal capital
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invest inents. The fact that internal revenue gives you an election tax-
wise, doesn't alter the fact that it is a proper cost.

The C'IAIRM.N. Did you get a rent increase?
Mr. Bt7DWESKY. I believe they did. I don't know. I was not in

Alexandria at the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody know?
Mr. BRos. Here is the letter.
The ( IAIR'M[AN. How much was the renit increase?
Mr. SIMON. Here it is.
Mr. Bros, in the application which von filed on information given

you by Mr. Fredericks, do you have a I part on the last page headed
"Actual experience of income and expense"?

Mr. BROS. I (10.
Mri. Si.toNs,. The first item under that is listed as "income, which

I take. it is your actual income. The next item is "less 7 percentvacancy.
Mr. B3 ros, at the time this application was filed in 1951, was 7 per-

cent the actual vacancy
Mi'. BRos. Agai, ,Iam relying on these figures of Mr. Fredericks,

but I think that is the way the FITA wanted the figures.
Mr. SIMON. The top half of the sheet is the FHA original estimate.

In the FHA original estimate, which is the way they set it. up, they
allowed you 7 percent for vacancy, which I understand is their normal
procedure.

Mr. BRos. ,rhat is correct.
Mr. Sui),-. In the l)ottoin half yon are purporting to state what

had been your. actual exl)erience. Nly III(lerstajiudiIhg is
Mr. BROS. The vacancy was not that much.
Mr. SrMo,,-. It was a small fraction of 1 percent, wasn't it ?
Mr. BRos. As I remember it, that is right.
Mr. SIMON. So this is in error when it says your actual experience

was a 7 percent vacancy, isn't it ?
Mr. BROS. It must be: yes, sir.
The ChAIRMJAN. What was the rent, increase that was granted?
Mr. BUDWESKY. Does anybody know?
Mr. SIMON. I believe it wN-as 'from .,9.27 per apartment per month

to.-72.75 per apartment per month, is that right?
Mr. RICHA.xRD. Mir. Chairman, there is in that application a letter

from Mr. Barringer, dated July 25, 1951, setting the new rents, and
for a two-bedroom apartment, evep under the increase the maximum
was $76 a month for a two-bedroom apartment.

Te ('I.nM.\x. But you di(d get a Irent increase of about $3
a moth?

Mr. BIDVESKY. $3 a month, that. is right.
Mr. BROS. May I ('oliient ?
The ('II.IR .\ . Yes.
Mr. BROS. You stated that in my letter to FHA, I put that $15 mil-

lion. That is an error and I wouldn't want that on the record.
Tl ('H.\llM.AN. You did not Mut it in ?
Mir. BROS. No, sir: I can't find'it here.
Mr. SiMON. It is not in your letter.
The CHAIRMAN. It is in Barringer's letter.
Mr. BROS. I can't control Mr. Barringer's letter, sir.
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Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, will you ask Mr. Bros or some one of
these gentlemen that know this question: Was there any further
allowance of 6 percent allowed on account of the rent increase over
the amount which was allowed with respect to the original valuation
of the property, as made by FHA?

Mr. SIMoN. I take it what you are saying is that the original valua-
tion was $15,500,000.

Mr. PAUL. I don't know what it was, but I understand your rent
increase, sir, is not predicated at all upon any change of that original
allowance of 61/ percent, but only upon increased costs.

Mr. SIMON. The original estimate of the value of the property was
$151/2 million, and FHA allowed them a 614 percent return on a
$151/2 million investment?

Mr. PAUL. That is a gross return on it.
Mr. SIMON. When they went in for a rent increase, in spite of the

fact that the building had turned out to cost them only $11 million or
$12 million FHA gave them the ront increase, and retained the $151:
million valuation in spite of the fact that the investment turned out
to be some $3 2 million less?

Mr. PAUL. They protected their own loan by keeping the valuation
what it was.

Mr. SIMon. Mr. Gordon, during the noon hour were you able to
refresh your recollection on how much rent you received from that
shopping center?

Mr. GORDON. How much rent I have received?
Mr. SIMfON.. Yes, sir.
Mr. GoRDoN. I have never received any.
Mr. SIMoN. I thought you testified this morning that you and Mr.

Black were the owners of the land on which the shopping center waS
erected 

?

Mr. GoRDoN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And that you received rent under that lease ?
Mr. GORDON. No. I didn't say I received rents. I waived all the

rent, because that shopping center is put in there as a convenience to
the apartments and I have never received any rent on it.

Mr. SImoN. You have waived the rent or just deferred the
payments?

Mr. GORDON. Waived it as far as I know. I haven't got any-
Mr. SIMON. You don't ever intend to collect any rent?
Mr. GoRDoN. Yes, if it gets to the point it can pay rent, I will take

some.
Mr. SImON. When it gets to that point, are you going to get rent

only from then on, or are they going to pay you rent from the inceptin
of the project?

Mr. GOrDON. That will have to be decided then.
Mr. SIMoN. What is your agreement with the company?
Mr. GORDON. I just told them they didn't have to pay me and it is

no obligation.
Mr. SIMON. You are a third owner of the stock of the company, of

course?
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. SImON. So far, has the company not made .-ny profits?
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Mr. GORDON. I don't believe the company has made any profits.
At least, I haven't received any share of it and I still have got a lot
of my own money in it.

Mr. SIMON. Would you know whether they made any profits or not?
Mr. GoRDoN. Has it shown any profits?
Mr. HUTMAN. No, I don't believe so.
Mr. GORDON. I don't believe so.
Mr. HurMAN. Whatever profit might have been shown is plowed

back into additional construction. In other words, we didn t take
anything out of it moneywise.

Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by "additional construction," Mr.
Hutman?

Mr. HUTMAN. In other words, if we had a chance to build addi-
tional stores, we built additional stores.

Mr. SIMON. So you are plowing the profit back into further equity?
Mr. H rTMAN. That is right, rather than taking any actual cash.
Mr. GORDON. If there is any profit.
Mr. HUTMAN. I am not too sure there is any profit.
Mr. GoRuoN. I don't think there will be.
The CHAIRMAN. You gentlemen mean to tell me you own a corpo-

ration over there and don't know whether there is a profit or not?
Mr. HUTMAN. Senator, let me tell you something-
The CHAIRMA.N. Remember you are umder oath and this is not a

funny matter, which some of you gentlemen out there seem to think
it is. It might be well to wipe the smiles off of your faces because
to us and to a lot of people this is not a funny matter. It is a business
matter and it is not be made light of, which you seem to be doing.
Just remember now that you are under oath and remember that your
testimony this morning so far has been in many respects somewhat
different than the facts as to the applications. Let's not be funny
about this matter now, as you have been trying to be, because it is
no smiling matter.

Mr. HuTMAN. Can I say something now?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. It seems strange to me that you can't re-

member whether or not this corporation made a profit or whether
it didn't.

Mr. HUTMAN. Can I say something?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you may.
Mr. HUrTMAN. Our primary interest is having these apartments

that are earning an income for us. that we can pass on to our children
and from then on

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HUTMAN. We wanted to make that a successful project. For

that reason, we put up the shopping center. 'We don't care if we
don't make a dime out of the shopping center. That is not our con-
cern. When I say we don't know whether we made a profit or not,
I haven't seen a statement on the project in over a year, and that is
why I say I don't know whether we made any profit. We are not
concerned about that. Our prime interest is in the apartments.

Senator BENN-m-r. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Penator Bennett.
Senator BENNmTT. Did I understand you to say you were plowing

the profits back into the project? Did I understand somebody to
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say you were plowing the profits back into the project and building
new buildings?

Mr. HUTIMAN. The shopping center is not a completed thing. There
is vacant spaces there, where we are trying to put additional stores,
and additional services up, and any moneys that are left over out of
earnings from the shopping center itself now-that is entirely sep-
arate from the apartment.

Senator BENNETr. That is what I want to get at. Can you sep-
arate in your mind profits oil one side and moneys left over out of
earnings on the other, and assume that those are two different kinds
of funds?

Mr. HurM\AN. Senator, I haven't seen a statement on this for over
a year and I really don't know.

Senator BENNE. I would like to get at the question I really want
to ask: How much additional money have you invested in that shop-
ping center since your original investment?

Mr. HiTM.\N. I think combined we have investments of over $100.-
000 in that.

Senator BF-N NEIW. In addition to the original moi)ey that yolI put
in.?

Mr. HuT..-. In addition to the first mortgage that Investors
Syndicate has on it.

Senator BENNE rT. Was that additional capital you supplied from
other sources out of your own pocket, or has that been profit out of
the operation of the shopping center ?

M r. Hu-rMAN. No. that was money that we supplied out of our owii
pocket for which we have gotten notes, which we received no interest
on, and have had no coml)ensation at all from.

Senator BEN.iNETT. 'ell now, Mr.-I don't know these names
Mr. SIMoN,. Hutnian.
Senator BENN-ETT. Mr. Preston, was it
Mr. BUDWESKY. Mr. (ordon.
Senator BENN-ETT. Mr. Gordon who said lie had had no rent for

tlie land, a was it lie who said that you had put the profits of this
)roposition back into additional building, building additionall prop-

ert in the s1opp)ing center? Have there been any additional prop-
erties built out of profits from the operation of the center?

Mr. (oi)()oN. I would be glad to get you a financial statement on
that. Senator. alnl1 show you the whole thing, but as far as my recol-
lections are concerned, the operation will show a loss, especially when
we take depreciation on the buildings that have been put ui). I know
there is no profit.

Senator BE.NN-Ir. You have not built any additional buildingp--
(-xcel)t out of cash that you found from another source and put into
tim )ro)osition ?

,Mfr. HuLTMT N. Out of our own pockets; yes, sir.
Mr. GORDON. We have also used whatever funds were available in

it: whether it be depreciation money, whether it be cash from our
own pockets-

Senator BENNr. If this is a corporation they must have made
some income-tax returns.

Mr. Simo N. Yes.
The CHRARMAN. They are available to us.
Mr. GORDoN. All of that is available to you any time you want it.
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Tho CHAUIMAN. We have that.
M r. SiMoN. Mr. Crabb-
Mr. hILL. He stepped out of the room for just a minute.
Mr. MCCARrI'N. If you will excuse me, I will get him. He stepped

out for just a minute.
Mr. BUDWFSKY. May I, while you are awaiting Mr. Crabb, make

I or 2 observations in completion of my statement?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I would like to state for the information of the coni-

mittee that in the funds that wev, available iii the Shirley-Duke Cor-
porations, at tie time the projects were completed and tile mortgage
ii, trumnents were illured by FIIA, there liad been received and col-
lected by these corporations in exc.s-- of S.0,0,, receipt front rent-s
of apartments that had been completed while we were still constr mt-
iig others, so the entire amount. of money that is involved is not meces-
sarily money that was not expended in Construction. We had income
from these rents that had been accumulated.

Tle CIiAIRM.N. That was due to the fact that FLIA did not require
ainy 1pylments for 18 months .

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
The (1IAIR-.\ N. Which was a. very, very foolish thing for FIJA

to do.
Mr. BIU:DWESmIY. Well, at this stage of the gamte, perhaps that may

be true, but FHA was offering all sorts of indhcements to l)eole in
those days to get in here and provide housing wh1icl tley wanted built.
Whether it was good or not, at any rate that is what the fact was.

The CIIRMAN. it would seem to ne it would have been very simple
to have said it began when the project was completed, whether it be 11,
12, 18, 22, or 24 months. Why they had that policy of 18 months we
don't know, but that, is not your problem.

Mr. BIUDWESKY. I ulnderstanl. That isiut the way it was set up.
The (IIAIRMAN. You are right.
Mr. BuiDWESKv. Now. consi(leral)le coi ment has been made of tie

fact that there is not only in this corporation, but in many of them that
have l)een mentioled, that tie investment was. say, as it is here. $6,)().
That happens to be the final-when it is all completed and if every-
thig worked out all right and you di(id't have any strikes and FHA
insured your loan, and you didn't get into a prol)lein where you might
not have had your project insured because of some regulation of FHA
not having been complied with-there were nany angles of risk here
over which the owner

Tit (HAIRURAN. On the other ]lan(l, I want to ('all your attention to
the fact that as far as you stockholders were concerned. FHA did agree
to _,marantee the loan when it was coml)leted, and Investors agreed in
a contract that they would furnish you all the money. So I (lon't see
where you were taking any chanice'at all. You had the commitment
from FHA before you started. You had a commitment from "Fannie
May'" that the would extend $14 million plus, and you had a contract
witi Investors that they would furnish all the money. Now, what
chances were the commonl-stock holders taking?

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, suppose they hadn't-suppose FHA didn't
come forward with any conunitment at all?
The CHAIRMAN. It would have been the loss of Investors, not you,

loss.
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Mr. BUDWESKY. That isn't entirely true.
The CHAIRMAN. The commitment was given before you stated so

there was no possible chance for FHA not to make good on it.
Mr. BUDWESKY. There had to be topographic surveys made of the

land; somebody had to put up the money.
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't Investors putting up all that money?
Mr. BUDWESKY. No. These men, Mr. Gordon here, it was his man,

Mr. Grefe, who was the engineer, got out there and worked and a lot
of people worked on it. Let's not take Shirley-Duke. Let's take any of
these section 608 projects. There is a lot of money involved that has
to be put up before you get a commitment out of FHA. You don't
hire an architect to draft your plans and survey your land and come
in with your plot plan and pay your filing fee of three-tenths of 1
percent of the amount of the loan, and you risk all that money. How-
ever, that isn't too important here, but let me say this with reference
to the Shirley-I)uke project, and particularly in view of the ob.ieiwa-
tion, how did FILA go so far wrong in the amount of the loan tlhey
gave ?

I believe FIA in this particular instance, the Shirley-Duke project,
I mean, ha., as low a per-init loan as there is in the entire metropolitan
Washington area. These buildings are fireproof construction. They
are steel and concrete, anti they involve a little extra cost in the be(giui-
ning, because they d1o save a 1()t of insurance cost in the operation.

I don't know of any FIA-insured project in the entire metropolitan
area that has as low a rent schedule as we have at Shirley-Duke.

The CHAIRMAN. Low rentals?
Mr. BUDWESKY. As low rentals as we have in Shirley-Duke.
I stated to you before that we surveyed what could be accomplished,

in applying the savings on the mortgage, and we found-well, who iII
the world would be benefited? It would have to be applied on pay-
ments that would be due 33, 32, 31 years from now. Well, what par-
ticular incentive is there in doing tlat? And in addition to that, we
wind up--we decide that what night be (lone about it. We go to the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, we get an advance ruling before we dPi -
tribute a dollar because this money wasn't distributed until December.
It was available in September so we were very, very careful to find mut
what we were going to do. If we had applied it on the loan, the Gov-
ernment of the United States wouldn't have gotten a nickel. As it w:I,,

hey got 23 percent of the amount of money that was distributed, whi.h
is between $500,000 and $600,000, so I don't know what else we might
have done.

The CHAIRM.AN. The Government is still guaranteeing the mortgage
ind if something happens the Government will have to repossess the
mortgage, because all there is back of it is $6,000.

Mr. BUDWESKY. Well, they get a half percent a month on all the
loans they have, you know.

I will say this, and perhaps it might be well for the committee to
consider in connection with these FHA projects: One of the bi~ggze,t
stumbling blocks we have here are the penalty clauses in trying to
repay. It costs us between 4 and 5 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. I said we are going to look into that.
Mr. BUDWESKY. We would probably be very happy togo out here

and get a conventional loan, and get everybody out of thisif they feel
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that they are in such precarious position, but it could cost us 5 percent
penalty to do it.

The CHAIMAN. We are going to look into that. I am glad you
brought it up this morning because it is one thing we overlooked up
to this time. I didn't know they were permitting penalty clauses to
be written into the mortgages.

I might say at this point, that we will meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning. We are not going to recess for another hour or two, but
tomorrow we will convene at 10 o'clock and our witnesses will be
Mr. Andrew Frost, of Albuquerque, N. Mex Mr. Bertram Bovard,
of Lorton, Va., and Mr. Loftus. I am sure he will be feeling well
enough to be with us tomorrow, and on Friday, our witness will be
Charles H. Glueck, of Gary, Ind.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will let Mr. ('rabb sit there, please.
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes, I will. I will be very glad to give him this

seat.
Mr. SIrMON. Mr. Crabb, would you give the reporter your full name,

address, and occupation?

STATEMENTS OF EARL E. CRABB, CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE, AND T. S. KENEALY, AUDITOR, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
W. McCARTIN, GENERAL COUNSEL, INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED
SERVICES

Mr. CRABB. Earl E. Crabb. My address is 3432 Hunts Point Road,
Bellvue, Wash., a suburb of Seattle, and ini present occupation is
chairman of the executive committee of Investors Diversified Services.

Mr. SIMON. In 1949, were you president of Investors Diversified
Services?

Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You have been here all morning, I believe, when Mr.

Budwesky was testifying about the Shirley-Duke project?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What personal participation did you have in the nego-

tiations with the sponsors of these projects prior to the June 15, 1949,
contract?

Mr. CRABB. It was brought to me by some of the officers of the mort-
gage department, and by Mr. Loftus. My contact with it was of rather
general character, and on the basis of the overall picture and desir-
ability to us as an investment.

Mr. SIMON. Was the original undertaking that Investors would own
a 50 percent interest in the equity?

Mr. CRABB. It was 49 percent of the nonvoting interest, was the basis
on which we first considered making the commitment for the loan.
That was on the basis of insured advances.

Mr. SIMON. And Investors would have 49 percent of the equity?
Mr. CRAnn. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And these sponsors would have 51 percent of the equity?
Mr. CRABB. They would have all of the voting stock which repre-

sented 51 percent of the equity.
Mr. SIMON. Is it a customary practice for Investors to take an equity

participation in mortgages, or projects such as this?
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Mr. CRABB. Yes, under the same circumstances.
Mr. SImoN. Can you tell us how many projects financed by the

Federal Housing Administration Investors has had an equity par-
ticipation in?

Mr. CRABB. I can't tell you that offhand. We have had equity par-
ticipators both in FHA-insured loans and in conventional or non-
insured loans. We made, I believe, 148 mortgages under section 608,
in which they were handled in the same manner as this one, or on the
basis of particip-,tion. How many of each, I don't know.

Mr. SIMON. In each of your section 608 mortgage participatiols,
you either had an equity participation or a fee which in this contract
is called a compensatory fee, for furnishing the money, is that correct .

The CII.umm..,. I want to make sure of this: How many projects
did you have i under sect ion 608 ?

Mr. CR.mm. 148.
The CHAIRMAN. You said a moment ago they were all handled on

the same basis :w; the Shirley-Duke. Did you intend to say that
Mr. CRABB. No, not exactly. A good many of them, but I don't

know how nay were handled on the basis of a participation. Of
that 14M, (6 of them were the Shirley-Duke, and 3 were Cleveland.

Mr. SIMON. The Cleveland ones were the same type of deal as Shir-
lev-I)uke, were they not?

Mr. CI.APB. That is right.
Mr. SIUNN. That is you got a 61/2 percent compensatory fee in ad-

dition to interest ?
Mr. CRABB. That is right.
Mr. SIMox. I low many of the other 139 did you have an equity par-

ticipation in'?
Mr. CRABR. I don't know. I would have to check the record.
Mr. SIMoN,. Of the 139 that you had an equity participation in, did

any of them mortgage out?
11'. ( 1RBB. Mortgage out as to cost ?

Mr. SIMoN. That is, was the cost of construction less than the
anlont of the mortgage?

Mr. CRAB. I think so. I think they also-
M[r. SIMON. What is that?
Mr. C.nn. If I understood your definition of "mortgage out," I

think all of them.
Mr. S!.toNs. All of them mortgaged out?
Mr. CRAB. Virtually all of them mortgaged out. Again, I would

have to check the record.
Mr. SIM.\oN. In those cases where they did mortgage out, was the

excess of funds (list ributed to the stockholders?
Mr. (.mm. I don't know.
Mr. SI.MN. Sorry?
I1'. CRABB. I don't know whether it was or not.
Mr. MC('ARTIN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt?
The CHAIRMAN. Do we have your name?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Yes, you do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your name for the record.
Mr. MCCARTIN. John W. McCartin.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your position?
Mr. MCCARTIN. General counsel, Investors Diversified Services.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are representing Mr. Crabb as all attorney?
Mr. MCC.iRnN. As his counsel.
Tle CHAIRMAN. You may ask a question or advise your client.
Mr. MCCARTIN. I would like this to be on the record, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. This is all on the record.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. Crabb, we have introduced into evidence at ex-

ecutive sessions of this committee statistical information 'which iidi-
cates the number of deals that we have financed under Sec.tiol ;)S
of the Housing Act, and the things that are the subject of inquiry here.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCARTIN. In that statistical data is included the amount of

fees which were received by Investors Diversified Services. and allv
other interest which we illight have had iii the projects after the niort-
gages were insured by the FHA.

It. is my memory of those exhibits that with the exception of the
management contracts which Investors had in connection with tile
Shirley-Duke and Cleveland projects, Inve tors Diversified Servi-es
had no interest in the project after they were completed and the FHA
mortgages insured.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you yield just one moment !
This gentleman is correct. He gave iis the-e recmr ds, and if there

is no objection we will now place, them in the record. Supposedly they
cover the 149 section (;60 projects. Now I wait to ask some more ques-
tionMA.

Mr. SIMON. Some section 213 projects.
The CHAIRMAN. And some section 213 projects.
Is this all the section 213. 608, 207 or any other rental projects that

FHA is inv()lved in that you have handled ?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. (Chairman, I would like to say tills: We think.

and to the best of our knowledge. it is complete.
The ('IAIRMAN. Will you go back and recheck vur record and if

yon find it isn't, will you then refile with us?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. And will you also file with us the other projects

that you have entered into, like the FH. sale of houses, and individual
houses?

.M1r. MCCARTI.N. I interpret your question to mean, Ir. Chairman,
that, we will furnish information relative to the section 213 projects.

The CHAIRMAN. Section 203.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Section 203's. Yes; we will do that.
(The information referred to follows.)



Investors Diversified Servies, Inc., and Investors Syndicate of America, Inc., FIlA 608 loans made during period Jan. 1, 1947, through June
25, 195.;'

CONSTRUCTION LOANS INSURED ADVANCES

Ourloan
No.

16-664

16-67029

16-48818

16-75233

16-75234

16-77337

16-4103

16-3355

16-5325

16-58781

16-58782

16-58783

16-60247

Amount Fees re-
of loan ceived

$95, 9) $q;') 5(

50,600 506 0(

602.400 Norm

)ate ofnote, in-
Name of mortgagors sutil by

F Ii A

Montana Apartment Corp., Feb. 191S
2137 to 2151 Montana Ave.,
Sat ta Monica, Calif.

Jos|,h B. Kovach and Her- 2 vi. 1948
m na, 5416 Carlton Way,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Essex Village Apartments, Mar. 1948
Inc., Hialeah, Fla.

Lincoln Gardens Annex, Inc., Apr. 1949
Northwest 24th Ct., 46 and
4Rth St Dade County, Fla.

LincIn Gardens Apartment Apr. 1949
Corp., Northwest 24th Ct.,
46th and 48th St., Dade
County, Fla.

Clair,.mar Corp., 1150 Sil- July 1949
ver.vh) Ave., La Jolla, Calif.

Envoy Construction Corp., Jan. 1948
15232 Dickens St., Sherman
Oaks Los kngeles, Calif.

Vallev vista Apartment Corp., Nov. 1947
Valley Vista, Sherman Oaks,
Calif.

Piedmont Ct. Apartments, June 1948
Irc . Piedmont Road, At-
la,,t&, Ga.

Budl)ng Woods Apartments, Apr. 1947
East, Inc., 2713-25 West
Do rwyn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Budllig Woods Apartments Apr. 1947
West, Inc., 2727-39 West
Berwyn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Phillips Building Corp., 6327- June 1947
6&Q'.i North Winthrop Bldg.
Corp., Chicago, Ill.

Richard F. Dulley & Beatrice Sept. 1947
R. 25 :F, F"thiil Blkv.,
UOA I %IA, Calif.

Pnvmium
paid Sold to- Date of

sale
Principal

balune at
time of sale

.1 I I

Gro-at West Asiir:mnee Co__

.... do ---- ------------------

Federal National Mortgage
Association.

-----d o -----------------------

----- do..-...--.............

Dry Dock Savings Bank ..---

Great West Assurance Co.__

----- d o -----------------------

Federal National Mortgage
Association.

Modern Woodmen of
America.

----- do........ ....-....

Bronx County Trust Co ____

------------ I ----- do .......... -.......

Dec. 1948

Dec. 1948

July 1940

Oct. 1949

Oct. 1949

Dec. 1950

Feb. 1949

Dec. 1948

Aug. 1949

Dec. 1949

Dec. 1949

Oct. 1940

Aug. 1949

$95,659.86

0, 409. 61

602, 400. 00

251,800.00

235,600.00

1,670,400.00

99,867.69

107,656. 28

831,600.00

184, 141.76

184,141.76

80,992.70

142, 596.07

Premium
received
on sale of
mortgage

261,800

235,600

1,670,400

100,500

108,200

831,600

189,000

189,000

82, 800

145,000

Servic-
ing fee
basis

Percent
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Man-
age-
ment
fees

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

$1,434.90

I56. 14

45,936. 00

1,498.02

1,614.84

404.96

71.298

3,927.00

3,534.00

8,352. 00

2,010.00

2, 164. 00

None

1,417.50

1,417.50

1,242.00

None

0

0

0 ------------

------------

------------

------------

- - - - - - - - - - - -



16--605911 Carl A. -'wsl & .lih,,rt 0.,
1505 \'orfli Terry '-., Port-

1-61026 l ih 1' io' Apartnliefrts, Inc
57th Ave., Red Rd., Mi-
ami, Fla.

16-61459 Winfree E. Nelson, lotq 7 and
8, block 18, l'rinceton Ave.
and Calvert, College Park,
Md.

16-61473 Richard F. Dailey, Foothill
Blvd., Oakland, Calif.

16-62456 University Gardens, Inc., 111
East Broadway, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

16-63601 Embassy-Young Construction
Co., .3W3-339 South Mar-
garet Ave., Los Airgeh.,
C'Slif.

16-63927 Park Lawn Ap3rtnenLt, 964
Lin l,.n Ave., Wiinnetka, Ill.

1fr-3944 I1. W. (;ra"sle, Polie an Lau-
rel, San Buenaventiire,
Calif.

16-64101 Scoville Manorq, Inc., 0l01-
ioll Southwest Iejune lId.,
Miami, Fla.

16-04102 Seoville Manors, Inc., 997Southwest Lejune I (o,1.,
M mini, Fit.

16-64474 E. M. Ward & Sons, Ine., 4140
_,outheast 37th ANe, Port-

land, Oreg.
16-64512 Sunny ;rove Investment Co.,

4203 Southwest 14th St.,
Miami, Fla.

164648 Rock 8p rings Manor, Inc.,
2769 Rock Springs It d.,
Atlanta, Ga.

16-84649 Rock Springs Gardens, Inc.,
425 Sandler Dr., Atlanta,
Ga.

16-64650 Spring Lake Apartments Inc
Goode Construction 6orp.
project 2 Rock Spring Road
Larkin Drive, Atlanta, Ga.

16-64651 Spring Lake Apartments, Inc.,
Goode Construction Corp.,
Rock Spring Road, Atlanta,
Oa.

See footnotes at end of table, p. 217.

. tify 1 r,17

• ino , 11947

Aug.

Sept.

Aug.

Feb.

1947

1947

1947

19-18

July 1917

Feb. 1944

Fi lot. 1947

--- d ..-..

. .do ------

_* .o..

-. .(do.. . .

67, 100

476, Omni1

86,000

170,000

401,700

76, 200

99,000

I , 400

61, 200

61,200

I 1, I. )

514, 04)o

445, 000

222, 400

Nonue

None

None

t14. 00

None

None

701,600 1.......

7, 140.00 Modern Woodinen of A iner-
lea,.

645.00 Bronx County Trust Co....

d o -----------------------

9,634.00 - -- do -----------------------

Modern Woodrmen of Amer-
lea.

1,980.00 Bronx County Trust Co-...

-Modem Woodmen of Amer-
ic-a.

----------- N . A. Life & C osmalty ------

(1l2. 00 Modern Wool mien of A mer-
lea.

.-- Bronx (ointy Trust ('o ...

S'* 00 Modern WVoolmcImen of A mer-
ica.

7,710.00 Green" ich Sainvs Bank
S erviced by Institutional
Sec. Corp.

8, s1# 00 Bronx County Trust Co ---

4, 4.8.00 ---. do .....................

14,080.00 Greenwich Savings Bank
serviced by Institutional
See. Corp.

----- do..-..

Oct. 1949

Aug. 1949

----- do-.

----- do.

)ec. 1949

68, 400 'l3

469, 344.77

84,574.17

167,181.54

477, 442. 76

74,837. 21

96, 969. 72

f63, 163. SS

60}, I ,,'1,37

60, 1',5 37

1019,Xh94. V,5

97.015. 50

507, 489. 97

441,634.68

220,718.06

67,471.21

332. 05

2, 346.72

422.87

835.91

2,387. 21

374.19

484. 85

315. 82

3W. 93

5-9. 47

435. 08

2,208.17

1,103.59

6,974.71

None

None

None

None

None

None34
34

Y4

(Y)

3 6

None

Oct.

Dec.

Sept.

Oct.

Atg.

Oct.

Dec.

Aug.

Aug.

1949

1949

1919

19t19

I')-19

1949

1949

19-9

1949

None
None

None

* None

None

None

None

None

None

Oct. 1949



Investors Diversified Serviccs, Inc., and Investors Syndicalf of .1in rica, Inc., Fl!.I ;08 Imns made darin ; riod Jan. 1, 19;7, through June

CONS'IRCTION .().ANS INSUREI) Al)VANC ES C,,loinu,.,

Ourloan Name of mortgagors
No.

16-64863 L. & S. C(ontruction Co.,
3726-3721 N,,rthest Mallary,
Portland, Oreg.

16-64901 Emary Woods, Inc., 113 Trin-
ity Place, )ecatur, Ga.

16-65326 Templeton Manor Apart-
ments. See. I, Inc., Edmons-
ton Rd.. Prince Georges
County, MI.

16-6243 Sylvan Heiglhtiu Apartments,
Inc., Cleveland Ave. and
Sylvan Rd., East Point. 0a

16-6255 Howard L. Buchanan; 7555
Herschel St.. la Jolla, Calif.

16-66380 Grand Homes, Inc., 1357-1361
MacArthur Blvd., Oakland,
Calif.

16-47056 Louis Construction Co., Inc.,
lot 5. blxck 7, B31, )ouglas
see., Coral (tables, Fla.

16-67057 Louis Construction Co., Inc.,
7821 I)eekins Ave., Coral
Gables, Fla.

16-8033 Colfax Co., Irc., Granville,
Portland, Oreg.

16-68M3 Southwest Manors Corp., 130-
190 Southwest 12th St.,
Miami, Fla.

16-60290 Garfield Co., Inc., GArfield,
Mallary, Failing, and Beach
Sts. Portland, Oreg.

16--69416 Hardee RoA,1 Corp. lniver-qity Park. lim F .
16-1','417 Fr.fnkln St r,.,t C,)r;,.. I ,t

i i-2u . I. , - y l)rk.-NI i~Aa,. FIA,.

I)ate of

F I.A

SeZvpt

J unc

Oct.

1947

1947

1947

Jan. 194.

Oct. 1947

Dec. 1947

Nov. 147

-...do _

Dec. 1947

Mar. 194K

Feb. 194'%

--- d o .......--

o.do--.

AtT1Olunt
of lotn

.Zl61. F )

1, 197, 000

)X5, 5 X)

94, 6W0

69, Ol)

165, r4)

245, 20 )

167. 6W)

194, 40

194 . toxI

Fe.r' re- l'nnnmillin
((i % t(I paid

None

'.,ih-

'one -...........

Nono ----------

$213,940.00

------------ 855.00

$173. 0 .....)...

------------ 690.(X)

-------- 6 . 00 -

N one ------------

None

2,91v ()

2. 916 00)

Sold to - I )ath' of
sah,

Aug. 1949

Dec. 1949

June 1949

Nov.

Dec.

Aug.

Oct.

1949

1949

1949

1919

Bronx county Trust Co....-

(1reenwi'h favinL- Bank
services! by Institutinal
S-e. Corp.

Modern Woodinen of
A merica.

Greenwich Sivinvs Bivik
servic-d by Institutional
Sec. Cori).

.Modern Woodmen of
A inriea.

Br,,nx County Trust Co....

Modern Woodmen of
A inerica.

.. o o-------------------

Bronx County Trust Co --

.Modem Woodm,.n of Annr-
)ca.

Bt,.n\ County Trust Co..---

Molerit \%oodnien of Amer-

- .o -- do- - .-

l'rinii,,ilb'arane,. ;*t

tiflh' of salh'

S159. 327. (08

1, 9o0. I.00

1,187. 71,4 30

1, 1S9, 468. 71

KI, 2 )3 55

93, 399. C4

67, 945. 79 1

67, 945. 79

16 1, 399. 97

244, 585. 96

166, 1 V 73

192, 1 K3. 6O

1 ,).1 ,3 60

I'r.nirii Srv ic-
rec ive,lor, sal o f ing feebasis
mortgage

Percent
$796. t4

23,750.00)

11,894.69 d

416.47

467.00

339. 73

339.73

817. 0)

1,222.93

830.56

90. 92

960. 92!

Man-
agle-

ment
fees

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Non3

None

Sept. 19491

Oct. 1949

Aug. 1A94

Oct. 1949

------------

------
, - - - - - - - - - - - -.



1-70)311 Tom plet on ', "nr A )rf - I')

ien s, ,Sec. If, I ,. , FI ,,f-
Ston R,)d wi I fir-.% rimJ

L'kro, 'rin(O , (" o aN.
.N Id.

16-71018 TeMpton .Manor Apart- Apr. 194S
ments, See. III, Inc.. Ed-
monston Rd., Prince Ceorges
County, Nid.

16-73851 Rock Springs Apartments. Mar. 1949
Inc., Rock Springs Rd..
Atlanta. Ga.

16-74151 Goldsboro Apartments, Inc., May 1949
Euclid Ave. NE.. Atlanta,
Ga.

16-74447 Norman D. Chaqnoff, 6225 Apr. 1949
Anti ich St., Oakl in 1, Calif.

16-74547 Evergrtn (Gat, lens Inc Ever- FO). 191w
green (Jarlens No. 4,
I )troit, Mich.

16-7454 ).xt,.r Ptr ,-k. Corp., Ewald .. do.Citr,'le Tt.r...No. 3. Detroit, I'

N ich.
16-74937 Dexter Petrozkey Corp.,. do _--i

Ewall Circle 'fir , No. 2,
I )etroit, M ih.

16-7493S D, tt-r P',tro ky Cor) , - do ------
E:w:sl Cir i, il'r., N,,. 4.
)etrolt. N i(.h.

16-74964 Louis Jensen, 131 .Ma rion Apr. 19 149
Way, S,r. nmirito ("'lIf.

1-59M3 B. & L. Howisuig ('orlp, 120h May 1917
)ougla RI.. Cor~i Ohlol(.d.

Fla.
1-o.64513 Saiiiford Invetment Co., 4203 ,ept. 1917

Southwest 15th St., Miam,
Flh.

16--7493 De(xter lPetro ;key Corp., 14'111 M:tr. 191.9

flolmur A ve . litroit, NIich.
1I6 -7494S4 l)i.\t,r Pv.trwzky Corp., -Io .

Ew:did Circle Ter., No. 6.
I ),'troit, N!Mich.

16-75070 C h.ryl I )r-, v .\lpartririt-;, MN:i\ I',)l'
I i, Cl,'.wl:iid Awv., arid
.-1,rinvtled Rd., k\thi t,, .

16 -753-, 4 North l)i'-tmtlr A I:irtwijit,, June I'1')I ne., \orth I)eit ur U4,! :in,
\Vcht4.r I)r., lI)(.:t ur, (Oa.

ei footnotes ;o? iwl (of table, p. 217.

I3, 0).. 00o}

932,000

504,000

3. , 000

68,00

355, 3W

129, f,"M

12,. 1  I

156, 500

I150,( N)

I I i. taN I

AS, COW)

22N, 4)

275, W)O

.17ts, (O

Nufl ......---------------- Green'. I - .'ivIn.- llitsk Sl ot 191" )
ser\i-,.l by Inslittional
Sv'c. Corp.

None

7, 560. 00

5, 340 00

1,029.00

.5, 329. 5)

1,944 00

1.911.

2, 347. 50

2, 2.7) 0(0

?0~r, WK

3, 402, (A)

4, 137. (0)

5, 67o INI

---------- -- . do -------------------- --do -------

........... Institutional Sec. Corp----- Jan. 1950

------------do ------------------ - May 1950

........ .... -- do -------------------- do .....

------ do ----------------- Mar. 1950

-- --- ....... do .------------------ Jan. 1950

_-do ------ _------------- do -----

---------- ----- d(o ------------------- -- (to-

........... .do -------------- --- I N :\ 19,la I ,

$1.43'". () NMoern Woodme.1n of A nwr- ( )ct 1949

- (10... . t . .. .. .. . .. ,1,,

Ihstitutlonl , e(' Corp .... - Jan. 1950

d-- - - -(o -- -- --
----------- -. d o .... ..... .. F 4+ I o . .

--------- d (o ............ F i' 195

-_.. (If)---------------------. -I

1. (32, 4K. 10

932,000.00

504,000.00

356, 000. 00

68,341.89

355,300.00

129, 60. 00

129, c. 00

I.%, ,5tx. MI)

749, 4.15..5'

226, 800. 00

275,800.00

37N, (X 1)W

320, 0(X). WNI

V0. A24 (IM

9, 320.00

6,300.00

4, 450.00

1,025. 13

5, 329. 50

1,944.0o

1, 944.00

2. 347. ro

2, 241. fYi

712 N,1

435. (O'

3, 41 2. oM

4,137. N0

4,725.00

4. IK) a)

I

'II

14

Is,

14

14

4

4

4

4

None

None

None

None

None

None

None(

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

N one320,. 1 W 9) 4,.9W0. WX



Investors Diversificd Service8, Inc., ard Investors Syndicate of .meric,, Inc., FIlA 608 lons made during period Jan. 1, 1947, through June
25, 195; I tCoitiluled

CONSTRUCTION LOANS INSURED ADVANCES-C,,tlnued

Our loan
No. Name of mortgagors

16-75840 Dexter Petroskey Corp., lDex-
ter and (;rand, Detroit,
.Mich.

16-76280 Evergreen Gardens, Inc., Ever.
green Gar ens, No. 5, De-
troit, Nlic',

16-76506 Evergreen (i.oi hiqr, Inc., No. 7,
134410 Sove Mile Rd., Dl-
troit, \Mich.

16-76507 EvcrgreenC r %rns,Irie.,No.9,
Seven Nil, an. E ergreen
Rd., Detroit. Mfich.

16-76508 Everzreen Gi.rdens No. 11,
northwest ,rner -Jvergrern
and 7 .N. Rd., Detroit,
Mich.

16-76619 Evergreen Gardens, Inc., Sev-
en .Mile R. and Evergreen
Rd., Detroit, Mfich.

16-7706 Patrician Luad Co., Ew-ill
Ter, No. 4, Detroit Nich.

16-78212 Harvey G. Brackett, h.1 Cur-
ino and A.ragon Birds., San
Mateo, Calif.

16-78997 Brooks Manor, Inc., E ast Line
of Brooks Ae. from McKin-
ley Ave. to Esther Ave.,
Fresno, Cdif.

2-82110 Forest Boulevard Apartments,
Inc., Columbia Dr. and
Forest Blv,l., Decatur, Ga.

28-84817 Bayard Aiart mntts, Inc.,
South Biayard St., East
Point, 0Ga.

28-85003 Battle Coiirt-4 Apartments.
Itic , i olt h ,it wctioii near
forclind V.Lith, .at..intL,

Date of
note in-

sure,! by
Amount
of loan

A I .

Apr. 191'9 $81,000

-do - _. - -

May 1919

do ------

June 1919

Sept. 1919

Oct. 1949

'.\I ky 19"-A

Sept. 1951

Dtc. 19.%5

313, sWO

339, 20)0

323, 30W

181, 00)0

498, 500

110,800

92,500

260,900

169,000

1.023,000

223,900

Fees re- Premium
ceive'l paid

$1,215.00

5,157. W----------

4, 19. W

2, 715.00

7,477. 50

1, t62. 00

1,387. 50

5, 80 ) U) ------------

2, 535. )- -

15,345.00 -.---------

SollI to-

Institutional Sec. Corp

. .i . . . .

.do.

-------- -- --d o -

-.-. do.--

- - .... d o .......... ............

o-_ -do -.----------------

3,358.50 -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I-- - - -

I
Premium
received
on sale of
mortgage

$1,215.00

5,157.00

5, woi. 00

4,849.5 )

Servic-
ing fee
basis

Percent

Man-
ave-

ment
fees

None

None

1)at. of
sal'

Jan. 195A)

?,l ar. 1vio

--- do -------

--- do ....

.- do -....

-- do ....

May 1950

Aug. 1950

Jai. 1951

Principalbalance at
time of sale

$81, ("1. 00

313, 00. 00

339, 200. 00

323,300.00

181, (). 00

49S, 500. 00

110. %O 0

92,500.00

269,900. 00

2,715.00

7,477. 50

1,662. 00

1,387.50

4,018.50

None

None

None

None

None0

None

None

None

None

None



26-75849

26-81368

26-82114

2-74546

26-75108

26-7585

26-79323

20-84562

16-65553

16-80M6

18-86143

T otal --------------------

See footnotes at end of table, p. 217.

Berkshlre T1ilIlIn C',,rp .
4305-15-25 MNji ri etor k
Blvd. and ., pa -4t , ,'4t
Louis Park, Xlinn.

Jameshire Inc., Northwest
corner Yamlson and Devon-
shire, St. Louis, Mo.

5522 Delmar Corp., Roy A.
Chaffee, president, 6107
Westminster PI., St. Louis,
Mo.

Ketell Arms Corp., Ketel
Arms Apartments, 2175
Northwest Davis St., Port-
land, Oreg.

Ketell Manor Corp., 2174
Northwest Davis St., Port-
land, Oreg.

Ma-,nuson Apartments, Inc.,
Renton, Wash.

Portland Tower Corp., South-
west 21st Ave. and Salmon
St., Portland. Oreg.

Corvallis Plaia Corp., between
15th and lfith on Jackson St.,
Corvallis, Oreg.

Dickens Arprtment Corp.,
15122-15139ki Dickens St.,
Sherman Oaks. Calif.

Valley Homes Inc., adjacent
to Fort MicPherson, At-
lanta, Ga.

Points Avartments, Inc., 1374
East Rock Springs Rd. NE.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Fort Homes, Int., Stinton
Rd. and Fort McPherson,
Atlanta, Ga.

Arnold Court Apartrnnt.,
Inc., Arnold St., Napcville,
Ga.

Apr.

Apr.

July

June 1949

.-- do .....

July 1949

Feb. 1950

July 1950

Jan. 1948

May 1950

July 1961

sfpt. 1195#,

1049

1940

1950

822.50 .--------121, 500

97,200

389, 900

289, 700

291, 600

239, 000

1, 970,800

374, 300

155,700

1,210,000

440,261

K85 (of) CN!

1,458.00

5,848.50

4,345.60

4, 374. 00

3,585-00

29,562.00

5, 614.50

1,557.00

18,150.00

6, 225.00

Great West Assurance Co -.

Bank for Savings ..........

----- do ......................

Fe'I,r- National Mortgage
Association.

Feb. 1951 257, .AX) 3,667. 50 ----------- Dry Dock Savings Bank....

............. 30, 635, 201 191, 837. 50 , 639............................

Dec. 1948

Feb. 1952

Nov. 1951

Mar. 1952

Sept. 1951

154.919. 14

1, 203, 918. 08

43S. 027. 98

.865, 000. 00

257,178.11

I 
............ 

I ------------- 1213,078.38 .--------I.---

I I ------------. I --------------I ------------

16-I 85180

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------- None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

2, 323. 79

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None



Investors Divrsificd Services, Inc., and Invustors Syndicate of Alme'rica, Inc., FIIA 608 loans made during period Jan. 1, 1947, through June
25 1.54C L -OA 'ontinted

CONSTRUCTION LOAN ADVANCES NOT INSURED

)ate of
Name of mirtgavors note in- A

stire, by o
FHA

Schaefer Enterprise., Inc., July 1947
16421 Oijif Blvd., Reding-
toll Beich, Fla.

Carin.t Airtmnents In.., ... do-.
164.36 Gilf Blvd., eledington
Beach, Fla.

Columbia Heights Develop- Mar. 1948
mnvt Co., Columbia Dr.
and Forest Blvd., Decatur.
Ga.

Del Arno Gardens, Inc., Long Sept. 1947
B .-h, Calif.

Iio .. . . .I do}.. .do--------------------- - do ---- I

"Number III Wycliffe Cu.,-69I() Oct. 1947
W .'smn Rd., St. Louis, Mo.

I A ......... . -- -------- ,Sept. 1947
Number IX' cyelit Co., 6,( .. do -------

Watsin Rd., St. Lbuis, Mo.
i--- . do_ ------------------------ -.- do -
Tr.,,,cal Apartments, Inc., Oct. 1947

16410 Gulf Blvd., Redington
Beach, Ila.

M ,rtinique Corp., 16400 Gulf Nov. 1947
H I:,., Rediiigton Beach,

Clayton Realty & Construe- )ee. 1047
ti,,n C ,rp., 7625-7635 Del-
m ,r. University, .

Win. F. Beckett & Bernice '., Mar. !IJ41
Fairmont Ave. and 29th St
Oakland, Calif.

Inwovid Apartment Corp., No. Apr. 1949
3, I):0las, Tex.

inwod Apartnent Corp.,No. June 1949
4, I)alla4, "l'ex,

$

mount
f loan

Fecs ro.-
cei ved

l1remium
paid(

So1'I to-Our lo:ir
No,

16-61308

16-61309

18-43082

16-6504

1M-63505

16-63506
16-63821

16-4'3%22

1--63824
16-64358

16-648M2

16-67045

16-70446

16-71454

16-71465

None

.97 00

-------

Bronx County Trust Co- - _.

------------ -do --------- . ... .

,5,340.00 Modern Woodmnen of
A merlka.

6, 044.() . . (10.......

D)ate of Principal
le o balance atsal. time of sale

Jan. 1950 $107, 094. 49

.- do -------- 17, 112.51

Aug. 1949 24, 000.00

IO9, 800 ------------ $2, 200.00 Modern Wood men of Amer-
ica.

I10 . x) ; ............. 2,200.00 ----- d o ......................

264, 000 $2, 610. 00 ----------- Bronx County Trust Co...

IM. 600 SNone ---------- Modern Woodmen of Amer-
lea.

162. 6)0 None ---------------- do ....... .........
120 . 900 N on e .--.......... . ... d o ----------------- .....
10s, (I 1, 9,}. 00----------- Bronx County 'Frust Co -..

72, oo None ------------ __ do .....................
72, 000 None ----------- I Modern Woodmen of Amer-

ica.
72, 000 None I .... do .....

10).S00 ------------ 1,098.00 -.. do -----------------------

109,800 ------------- 549.00 _--do -----------------------

162, 938. 75

158,835.97
118, 003.55
107, 184.46

71,547.25
70,333.25

70,428.19
107, 403. 47

107,548.23

92,412.29

59.194.99

529,961.49

001, 760. .5

Premium Servie- Man-
reevived Ing fee age-

oil sale of basis ment
mortgage fees

Percent None

None

None

None

None
None
None

None
None

None
None

None

None

None

None

None

Dec. 1949

do -------_--,do -------
Aug. 1949

.do....
July 1950

--- do -------
Jan. 1950

-- .do .......

Sept. 1949

Aug. 1949

Oct. 1049

_do . .

93.600

59, 8W)

M34,000

6i04, 0



I
I,,1t7 .' . .I.. ,Ik I$. I r,Ji ,r-

M o.
16-58274 Ien F. M.&mrr, C (i'nr;s If.

Miarrorn, .M:irv .\ijrr:A\
Anartment, %M. \. C'.
Wardlow Rd., Long Belach,
Calif.

16-58786 Beaenwood BuilldirCo, Inc.,
Bleachwood Dr., Los An-
geles, Calif.

16-59355 Envoy Construction ('orp.,
152'Dickens t., Van Nuys,
Calif.

16-59741 John L. McElrov & John 1).
toward, s,,th,.ast corner
Limp Ave., Chandler Blvd,
Los Angeles, Calif.

16-59461 Masterhuilt Corp., 117-1:6
zw-qet Blvd., Los Azgele',
Calif.

16- 0186 B. F. Marron & V. H. Marron,
3402 and 3404 Caviota A% e.,
Lone, Beach, Callf.

16-C021 G .. V. Hinsaker & Associates, .
1045 East Carson, Long
Beach, Calif.

16-,0C3 Monarch Construction Co.,
Burbank and Whitsett
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

16-604 Green Ivy Manor, Buirank .
Illvd. and \Vhitsett, l,os An-
geles, Calif

16-,0335 Green Ivy Manor, Burbank
and Whitsett, Los Angeriles,
Calif.

16-60336 Green Ivy Manor, lot 67 :l'I
,.M, tract 13AS, Los Angles,
califf .

I1Cof-i0337 (ren Ivy Manor. Burbank
Blvd. and Whltsett, Los
Angeles, ( alif.

16-60338 Trager Corp., lot 75-76, tract
13668, Los Angeles, Calif.

16-M0339 Tra.er Corp , Burbank an I"
\\ hitsett, Low AnRiele, Calif.

16-60340 Trager Corp., Burbank Blvd.
an( Whitsett, Los Angeles, I
Calif.

See footnotes at .n,! of table, p. 217.

'I.,

ix

I 1ol7

1917

.Mar. I'94

July 1947

-. do -------

Nov. 1947

Aug. 1947

.. do .......

Dec. 1947

.- do.

--(Io- --
_..do_-

_._do_. ..

--.do-.

As 4,H)

I II. 9,0)

75,400

99, 000

44, 800

134. 200

46,400

49, 300

68,400

58,400

59, ,00

59, 900

5S, 400

59,900

59,900

I. 7 1)0 ) --------

574.50 -

200.00

224.00

None

5,,I 00

584. 00

59 00

599 00

9,9j 00

584.00

599.00

599.00

754.00

- o--- ----------------- Jilly

Great West Ass-iranec Co- Dec

-----do ------------------------- do

-----do ------------------------. do

---- -...d o ----------------------- I Nov

IO1 . 1 4.6,1 10 

194 113.442 07

1948

.do ---------------------- Jan. 1949

696.00 ...... do -------------------- Nov. 1948

724.50 .___do -------------------- (10.

................ do -------------------- Aug. 1949

............ .do -------------------- do-.

----.----- -- d o ------------------ d o

------------ ----- do ------------------ -- do-

------ -- do------------------- --- do-

------------ _. ___do ---------------------- Sept. 1949

-do -------------------- do.

.do -------------------- do.

75, 210. 12

97, 998. 36

44, 346. 75

133,014.05

46, 490. 06

47, 934. 75

57. 474.49

57,431.74

%, 906. 96

58.W06.96

58,906.96

67, 281.6

68, 762.84

58, 752. 84

0l 1

1, 701 6i3

1,125.32

1,460.98

664. 34

1,995. 20

690.74

719. 00

718. 42

717. 39

736. 33

736. 33

736.33

716. 02

734.41

734.41

*,

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None



Investors Diversified Services, Inc., and Investors Syndicate of America, Inc., FHA 608 loans made during period Jan.
C5U 19 4 -Continued

CONSTRUCTION LOAN ADVANCES NOT INSURE D-Continued

1, 1947, through June ,

Name of mortgagors

J. Willoughby Howe, 515-523
San Vicinto Blvd., San Ma-
rina Calif

S. V. Hunsaker, 1122 East Car-
son Ave., Long Beach, Calif.

Royal Corp., 1421-1431 South
Fairfax Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Line Bilt Structures, Inc.,
14812-1422 Dickens St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Ellert Voge and Wilma P. Voge
3355 Alma St., Lynwood,
Calif.

Albert Clark Ray, 3742-3746
Jasmine Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Richard 8. Heald and Wilma
A., 1117 East Carson St.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Orville E. Heitkotter and Anna
Louise 1125 East Carson,
Long Beach, Calif.

Stilson, Inc., lots 9-10-11, B-2,
tract 14, Palims, Calif.

Bunny Investment Co.,
Church St., Downey, Calif.

8. V. Hursacker, 1049 East
Carson St., Long Beach,
Calif.

M. A. Ekstand, 1061 East Car-
son, Long Beech, Calif.

Castle Park Corp., 721-723 Old
Ranch Rd., Arcadia, Calif.

J. & H. Billiet, A. & M. Gagne,
751-755 North Hoover St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Our loan
No.

Amount
of loan

Fees re-
ceived

Premium
paid SolN to- Date of

sale
Principal
balance at

time of sale

i- j i i __________________

Date of
note in-
sured by

FHA

Jan. 1943

Nov. 1947

July 1947

--- do .--

Oct. 1947

July 1947

Oct. 1947

Dec. 1947

Sept. 1947

Jan. 1948

Aug. 1947

Oct. 1947

Jan. 1948

Oct. 1947

$1,467.00

1,083.00

808. 00

759.00

------------

Great West Assurance Co...

.... .do 
....... --.............

-.- do --.....................

....-do ----------------------

.... .do -----------------------

.----do ...................

----- do ......................

..... d o .--------------------

- - do ......-...........

Apr. 1948

Nov. 1948

Dec. 1948

Nov. 1948

-.. do -------

-.. do .....

-- ..do .....

Dec. 1948

-.. do -------

$114, 300

97, 800

52,500

77,300

72,200

77,000

80, 0

to, cOo

132,000

200,000

48,300

47,800

79, 400

80. 300

16-61085

16"1803

16-61817

16-1781

16-62728

16-61780

16-03080

16-63081

16-63171

16-63942

16-60098

16-84914

16-64915

164632

$1,714.50

25. 00

1, 159. t0

770.00

1,3:0.00

724. t0

794. 00

Nov. 1948

..-do -.....

Mar. 1949

Jan. 1948

$114, 013. 78

97, 432.02

51,968. 87

76,616.84

71,28. 34

76,220.04

80,409.61

50,473.29

130,833.38

198,741.63

47, 934. 75

47,6:0.15

78.098.24

79,896.50

Premium
received

on sale of
mortgage

2,000 00 1.... do -------------------. I Mar. 1949

478. 00

803. 00

Servic-
Ing fee
basis

Pereent
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

$1, 710. 21

1.459. 63

779.53

1,147. 77

1,078.93

1, 141.83

756. 14

757. 10

1,962.50

2,977.31

719.00

713.40

1,180.47

1,198.45

Man-
age-

ment
fees

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

_--do ......---..........

....-do ....... -...........

__ do .....................

..... do .....................



16-65323

16-.654
16-66471

Trnnnri fBr,)wno andl Bette
}'urre,[ l4rn,"r,. (;reishmw
Dr. aridI s I .1'4., L(,s An-
geles, califf .

Truman Browne, Crenshaw
Dr. and (;renshaw Blvd..
Inglewood. Calif.

Truman Browne. Crenshaw
Blvd., Inglewood, Calif.

8. V. Hunsaker, Charlamagne
and Carson, Long Beach,
Calf.

Total -------------------

142, 200I",Feb 1,119.19

--. do -..

Jan. 1948

190, OO

96, 700

5, 599, :00

N one I-----------I. . .do ---------------------

None

1.173 00 ..... do .....................

967.00

19, 980. 00 28, 845. E0

----- do. -..-.....-........

_--do .....................

Aug 1949 140, 305. 59

.---do ...... 115,811.59

.. do. .. __

Nov. 1948

188, 378 90

76, 200.94

NONCONSTRUCTION LOANS

16-61086 Mrs Ola Bales, 1310 West Wall Mar 1948 $57,00 ------------ $576. 00 Modern Woodmen of Dee.
;t , Mi llan I, 'r,%. Amer.a

2-"1826 (ulhrwo I Apartments, Inc , June 1918 6.6. ( .)O------------ 13,320.00 FI1A debenture received... July]Hortr, Ca
16-67157 Fo',rth Avi-niie Aliartm.*nts, Dee 191i 129.000 ------------ 1,931.00 Bronx County Trust Co.. Aug.

If'?-714 In , A rrm . t or.. o27 %J---------2900 o
16-71452 Inool A,,:trtrnent (orp., (to (10 -- 125.000 ------------ 1.250.00 Mo,lern WVoolmen of Oct

No. 1, )alla,, 'Ie . Am frica.
16-7145 Inwoo I AI artn,.-t Coorp., [ ,o ------ 297, W) ........... 2.970 M ... ---------------------.. to

No. 2, Dallas, Tex.
16-83407 Emory Park. Inc., T)eKalb I May 1951 483,000 ---------- 0 Bank for Sainus. ..-.... Oct

County, Atlanta, Oa.

Total -- ---------------------- 1,757,6 x-------------20.0-50. -----------------------------

I Does not Inclide Shirley-T)uke, Ch, velanI Parkway, or Broadview (Iurdn3 projects %% which are etuiled in separate schedule.
I Servic,. fee, $1 per year.

1949 $56. 113.49

1950 0

1949 127, 859. SO'

19,49 123.,574. S 3

...... 293. t13 S,'

1951 4 79, 9W) 58

$280. 57

0

639 30

617 87

1, 46A 07

None li

0 P.

None

None A

None i

None 0

117,300 ............

1,754.94

1, 447. CO

2,354 72

1,448.70

53,GO4.85

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None



218 FHA INVESTIGATION

Investors I)ircrsified Services, Inc., and Investors Syndicate of America. hie.,
FHA 213 loans made during period Jan. 1, 1957, through June 25, 1954

CONSTRUCTION LOANS INSURED ADVANCES

Date of note
insured by

FHA

Nov. 25, 1952

Our
loan Name of mortgagor
No.

16-93192 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 5, Los Angeles,
Calif., 36 units.

16-95640 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 7, Los Angeles,
Calif., 22r units.

16-95641 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 8, Los Angeles,
Calif., 168 units.

16-95642 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 9, Los Angeles,
Calif., 156 units.

16-94054 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 10, Los Angeles,
Calif., 37 units.

16-94449 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 11, Los Angeles,
Calif., 37 ,:,its.

16-04948 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 12, Los Angeles,
Calif., 3S units.

16-94949 Carson 'ark Mutual Homes, No. 13, Los Angeles,
Calif., 1.ri ulnits.

16-94950 Carson Park Mutual Homes, No. 14, Los Angeles,
Culif., 14u units.

16-89854 Lakewood 'irk Mutual Homes, No. 1. Los Angeles,
Calif., 32 units.

16-S9855 Lakewood [lark Mutual Homes, No. 2, Los Angeles,
Calif., 32 unit,

16-91325 Lakewood Park Mutual Homes, No. 3, Los Angeles,
Calif., 36 iinits.

16-91468 Lakewood I',irk Mutual Homes, No. 4, Lo- Angeles,
Calif.. 37 innits.

16-91,339 Lakewood Park Mutual Homes No. 5, Los Angeles,Calif. :Wi; unit.

16-91515 Lakewood Park Mutual Homes No. 7, Los Angeles,
calif., 36 units.

16-91945 Lakewood Park Mutual Homes No. s, Los Angeles,
C:lif., 37 units.

16-9194^ Lakewood Park Mutual Homes No. 9, Los Angeles,
Calif., 35 unit,.

r6-96412 1st Charleston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 unit .

16-96413 2,1 Charleston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 units.

16-96414 3d Charleston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 units.

16-96415 4th Charleston Park Mutual Hlome. Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 units.

16-96416 5th Ch-arle.4on Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas. Nev.,
IP units

16-96417 C-th Ch,irl.ston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 units.

16 W44 I', 7th Ch-trle0oi Park Mutual Homes. Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 tinits.

16-9419 Nth Charleston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas, Nev.,
19 united

16-96420 'Ith Charleton Park Mutual Homes, La; Vegas, Nev.,
19 units.

19- t,421 10lth Ch.irlton Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas,
Nev.. 19 tin it,.

16- 9o422 ith Chiirlo,ton Park Mutual Homes, Les Vegas,
Nv'.. 19 units.

16-96423 12th Ch:irl,,-tom 'ark Mutual llomus, Les Vvg:1_s,
Nev., 19 unit,.

16-91424 13th Ch-irlston Park Mutual Homes, Las Veg:s,
Nev . 19 units.

1F '11,42.1 14th ('h:trl,.t',, Park .Muitual Homes, Las Vegam,
N'rv., 19 11nitc.

16 964,426, 15th Charleston Park Mutual Homes, Las Vegas,
Nev., 19 units.

4, 1953

1,1953

20, 1953

2, 19,53

2, 1953

9, 1953

28, 1953

13, 1953

1, 1951

18, 1951

14, 1951

24, 1951

21, 1951

27, 1951

21, 19.52

7,1952

4, 1954

-do --------

---do - - - -
-do --------

----- d o --------

Feb. 2,1954

----- do ......

----- do ......

--do -------

Feb. 2, 1954

Mar. 29, 19-4

Mar. 29, 1954

Mar. 29, 1954

lm:.r 29. 194

Mar. 29,1954

Total.

The CIIAIRM.\N. Let me ask you this: How many section 203 houses
or projects have you handled?

Mr. MCCARTIN. That I cannot handle.
The CI.IRMAN. Is it as many as 50,000?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I have no idea.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Feb.

Mar.

July

July

Aug.

Oct.

Oct.

i Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Jan.

Amount ',
of loan (ived

$1,7R4,050 $44, 601. 25

2,491,750 37, 37. 00

1,849,600 27,744 00

1,716, 850 25, 7.2 00

2,936,100 73,24s 50

2,485,450 62, 1*; 25

1.322,100 33. o,2 q)

1,751,500 43. 77750

1,859, R00 4A.00 O0

4, 697, 100 117, 4, ai

4,718. 400 1 117. ".700

1,065,400 26,,t5.0)

1,895,400 47. 325. (1)

1, 474, 550 3, 11 50

1,345,850 33. , ,1; 2S

1,779,050 44, 421;.,

2, 300, S00 57, 5.1 ,o

231,SOO) 3. 477 W

231,900 3,477.00

229, 900 3,450.141

233,700 ;€,S,.(. 00

233,700 3.9417 00

229,900 3, 44, 'oI

229.900 3. I , ,J)

233, 700 3, W5. 50

227,S I) 3.417 NI

227, 550 3, 413. _"

231, .')0 3.477 00

233, 700 :. r46 'd

231,800 :1, 477 00

229,900 3,4 cO

2-29, 910 3, 11, 50

40, 940. 600 927.7 I '2---------------------------------- --------------



FHA INVESTIGATION

The CHAIRMAN. Would you think it would be 50,000?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I have no idea.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you? You are chairman of the executive

committee.
Mr. CRABB. I wouldn't-
The CHAIRMAN. Individual houses, where you nave bought the

mortgages or handled the mortgages on individual houses that have
been guaranteed by FHA.

Mr. AMCCARTIN. Do we have that in this tabulation?
Mr. HILL. No.
M'. MC.'(ARrIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask another favor, if

yoti will bear with me: When you use the term "mortgaging out" to Mr.
Crabb, that means was the project completed, and the mortgage in-
sured, and I don't think that it has to him the meaning that it has to
ou, that there was an excess of money delivered to the owners or the
uilders of the project over and above the amount of the mortgage,

and I would like to have you, in questioning him, use the terminology
with which he might be more familiar.

The CHArRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Crabb this question: Mr.
McKenna testified that Mr. Budwesky told him or told one of his in-
vestigators that you had made something like $26 million profit. Is
that true or false?

Mr. CRABB. That is not true.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not true?
Mr. CRABB. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how much money you have made?
Mr. CRABB. We have an analysis of that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is on the section 608's, but I am thinking in

terms of section 608's, 213's, individual houses, and the whole business.
Mr. CRABB. Well, over the 12- or 13-year period, or more than that-

17 years.
The CHAIr.MAN. It might well have been more than $26 million.
Mr. CRABB. It could have been.
The CHAIRMAN. On the section 608 projects about which Mr.

McKenna testified, would you say it was less than $2 million?
Mr. CRABB. It was less than $2 million altogether.
The CHAIRMAN. So evidently Mr. McKenna and Mr. Budwesky

were thinking in terms of your entire FHA operation profit which you
say runs over $26 million rather than the section 608 projects; is that
correct?

Mr. CRABB. Yes. I understood him to correct that this morning.
I think he made himself clear on that.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb, the information which your counsel gave
us the other day indicates that your company made more than $2 mil-
lion on Shirley-Duke and Cleveland Parkway alone.

Mr. CABB. The record that we have-I would like to answer a pre-
vious question.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be gross profit?
Mr.I MCCARTIN. That would be gross profit.
Mr. CRAB. I would like to answer a question you asked, Mr. Chair-

Unan, as to the number of mortgages we have made. Over the period
of the 17----

Mr. MCCARVN. This is 5 years.

I 5 O90-4.pt. 1-15
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FHA INVESTIGATION

Mr. CRABB. The 5-year period we have made 56,709 individual
mortgages-

The CHAIMAN. That have been insured by FHAI
Mr. CRABB. Yes. Some by VA, some section 608, some section 203;

total amount of money loaned was $620,750,000 plus. Of those 149-
aggregating $59,797,061-were section 608 loans, and the realized
gross fees-not net-gross fees, was $1,689,131, not $26 million.

The CHAIRMAN. On what?
Mr. CRABB. On section 608's.
The CHAIRMAN. On section 608's?
Mr. CRAiB. Yes; 148 section 608's.
The CHAIRMAN. That is your records?
Mr. CRABB. That is our records.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb, does that include management fees that you

received under these projects?
Mr. CRABB. No, sir.
i r. SIMON. Does it include premiums on mortgages that you might

liave sold?
Mr. CRABB. No, sir. We have had some discounts as well as

premiums.
Mr. SIMoN. Does it include the net of the premiums and discounts?
Mr. CRABB. No, sir.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. Simon, may I be of some help to you there?

1 think that the amount of fees that we are talking about here are fees
which might in some way have been attributed finally to the FHA.
That is, things that the FHA might possibly have had an insurance
liability on. If you will permit me, I would like to check that with
one of the men who are here that prepared the sketch. Is that right?

Mr. SimoN. I gather there are five ways in which your company
could have made money on FHA loans. One, you could have received
a compensatory fee as in the Shirley-Duke and Cleveland Parkway
projects.

Mr. CRABB. Yes; that is distinguished from a financing fee. We
will not regard that as a financing fee.

Mr. SImoN. If you add a financing fee, then I would have six. Sec-
ondly, you could have a financing fee.

Nfr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Thirdly, you could have management fees for theo-

retically managing the property, as you heard here your company
gets for 51/2 years, 11/2 percent of the gross income without actually
managing the property.

Fourth, you could have an equity interest in the project in which
you might later get a distribution as a stockholder, or te project
might be sold and as a stockholder you would get your share of the
equity in the sale.

Fifth, youwould get interest on your money, in this case at 6 per-
cent: and finally, a premium on the mortgage, and which, as you
pointed out, also might be a discount in some cases, but the company
could have made one or more or even all of those fees on any one
mortgage, isn't that right ?

Mr. CRABB. Yes: I think that is generally correct. I would like
the opportunity, if the question isn't going to come up later, to com-
ment a little on this interest factor during the construction period.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
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Mr. CRABB. That is the 6-percent interest.
The statement has been made that this construction loan is a risk-

less investment as far as we are concerned, in view of the commitment
for insurance at the end of the term. That is incorrect. Any con-
struction loan involves many risks. We learned the mortgage busi-
ness the hard way during the period 1928 to 1934.

There have been many instances in the building field when a con-
tractor got into trouble-not in this case and not with these particular
contractors--but it has been known to happen and we try to protect
ourselves against that.

If any one of these particular builders had thrown up his hands
and run into trouble, and we had to step in, we would havehad a head-
ache.

The risk money during a period of construction is generally recog-
nized as being entitled to a better return than normal mortgage money.

Now, another thing, too, the interest on a construction loan is on
the average amount we have. It isn't on the full amount, and the 11/2
or 2 percent interest that we were receiving in excess of the going rate
at that time didn't amount to too much, in dollars, because it was cal-
culated, as has been stated, month by month, and on the final advance,
we irot that for only 1 month.

It averaged out far less than the amount-
The CHAIRMI.N. May I ask you this question: This company that

you entered into the contract with only had $6(,000. Did you have the
individuals, stockholders, or officers or directors endorse the notes or
guarantee payments to you?

Mr. CRABB. I believe not.
The CHAIRMAN. You just depended upon the S,"69000?
Mr. CRABB. Well we depended on botF .
The CIAIRMAN. If you are that easy to do business with, I am going

to come around and see you.
1fr. CILABB. If you show the same general attributes as those men

had and qualities.?
The CHAIRMAN. The attributes that permit you to make a lot of

money.
Mr. CRABB. I wouldn't exactly say that. We were anxious to make

a sound loan. You must reinember we always had the land as security.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Crabb, isn't the schedule "A'-"-are you familiar

with schedule "A" attached to the contract ?
Mr. CIBB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you participate in negotiations leading to that con-

tract ?
M r. CRABB. Only in a general way. We had competent and able

officers in charge of our mortgage department and all that was dis-
cused with me was the general desirability of the loan, and then I
deleyated the detail and relied on those people to do the detail work.

Mr. SimoN. Did you know that schedule "A" provided for the cost
of construction on a unit basis, and that it provided that costs should
be not more than 80 percent; that is, it turns out to be 80 percent of
the amount of the FHA commitment?

Mr. CRABB. No, sir. I didn't see that form at all.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, would you ask the witness this questionI

In the testimony given by Mr. McKenna at page 34, you said:
Let me ask you this: Is this a pattern? What I am trying to get at, is this

R Pattern where 3 people, I believe, invest $6,000? They enter into a contract
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with a big concern like Investors Diversified Service, which is a large concern
in which they evidently both agreed before they entered into the contract or
knew beforehand that they entered into the contract that they were both going
to make a lot of money by mortgaging out. Is that a general pattern?

Mr. McKenna said:
That part of it, I think, is general. I think these people who went into it

knew in advance pretty much how much they were going to mortgage out.

I wish you would ask Mr. Crabb whether he had any agreement
with these people that they were going to mortgage out when they
entered into this contract.

Mr. SImoN. That is exactly what I was about to ask him, Mr. Paul.
The CHAiRxA-N.-. We will ask that question.
Mr. SrmoN . I show you this contract. If you will look at the para-

graph that refers to exhibit A in the middle of the page, Mr. Crabb.
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. I believe you will find that it provides that the con-

struction costs per unit are to be in accordance with schedule A. And
if you will look at schedule A you will find that the costs are broken
down for painting, plastering, and each individual item, and they
total $60,000 per unit.

Then if you will look up in front, one of the conditions of your
contract is that you shall not be in any way obligated until after
FHA has issued a commitment for an amount which turns out to be
$72,000.

Therefore, I take it, unless I don't read it rightly, that unless there
was a breach of contract, the building had to be built for 80 percent
of the amount of the loan, is that right?

Mr. Crabb, have you looked at the paragraph marked "2" on
page 7?

Mr. McCARTIN. Mr. Simon, will you excuse us just a minute? We
are having a little conference.

Mr. SIMON. Yes, indeed.
Mr. MCCArIN. Mr. Simon, we are ready to go ahead now.
Mr. SIMon. Have you examined paragraph No. 2 on page 7, Mr.

Crabb?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. ST-MoN. Does it provide, as I have indicated, that exhibit A,

attached, provides for a payment breakdown for each unit of con-
struction with estimated costs assigned to the project?

Mr. CRABB. That is as I would interpret, yes.
Mr. SIMoN . Does it provide that at the stage of any development,

of construction, materials on hand for which advances are requested,
shall at all times be equal to or exceed the advances payable under
the breakdown?

Mr. CRABR. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And the payment breakdown which is exhibit A calls

for constructing the unit at a cost of $59,905, is that correct? I hap-
pen to have the contract for section 4, Mr. Crabb. You will find a
very few dollars, but they are all roughly $60,000.

Mr. CR.RB. Mr. Simon, as I understand this particular exhibit,
that is merely a statement of the advances of which as is customary in
making construction loans, 20 percent is held back or whatever is neces-
sary to complete the property, is held back so that if anything does
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happen we would have that much at least from reserve for completing
the property.

Mr. SimoN. FHA theoretically held back 10 percent because they
could only give a 60 percent loan and you then held back an additional
20percen t, is that right?

X. CRABB. I think that is about ri Wht. At least we held back
enough-I think it would be helpful in tfiis *same point to look at page
6, paragraph at the top of the page :

In the event the lender shall determine at any time or from time to time that
the undisbursed loan proceeds are insufficient to fully complete pay for all im-
provements constructed and to be constructed, and to permit the payment of any
other disbursements required, or authorized by this agreement, lender may make
written demand upon the borrower to deposit with the lender such amount as
lender may estimate to be required for such purposes-

et cetera.
Mr. SiM-.oN. And the borrower in this case was the Shirley Duke

Cogp.
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Which only had $1,000 of capital, is that right?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I think you neant to say the borrower, didn't you?
Mr. SIMON. The borrower is Shirley Duke, which had $1,000 ofca ital.

Mr. CRABB. For each unit.
The CHAIRMAN. They couldn't make good very much with just

$1,000 could they?
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Crabb if

he is saying that schedule A, which adds up to approximately $6,000,
is in fact only 80 percent of the agreed-to purchase price of each unit?

Mr. SIMON. The mortgage agreement.
Senator BENNEi-r. I mean cost of each unit. Do you mean to sav

to us that you deliberately held back $12,000 per unit and, if so, how
do we find it? Where do we find it?

Mr. SIMON. That is what I am trying to find out.
Senator BENNrT. That is why I would like to ask. For instance,

here on schedule A is a figure storm sewer. $1,.500. Did you estimate
it would cost $1.200 to build the storm sewer and you were holding
$20(o back out of the storm sewer, or is there something in this list that
you knew would have to be added to the value of the building equal to
20 percent of its cost which is not listed in schedule A?

Mr. CRABB. You have me at a little disadvantage on this particular
matter, because I have not had an opportunity to study it nor to dis-
clu', it with mv associates, but my understanding is that this $59,900
was an estimate by the engineers of the hundred percent of the cost
of the property.

Senator BENNETT. That is the point I want to get at. Is there any
place in your contract which says you will deliberately hold back 20
percent of the cost?

Mr. CRABB. No, sir, except this one.
Senator BENNETT. You have read us some language which indi-

cates that if the cost begins to run above your commitment you have
the right to call on the owners but is there any place here which indi-
cates in advance that you are going to hold back any percent or 20
percent of the cost of the building?

Mr. MCCARTIN. Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Senator, the only knowledge I think that any of

us have as to that at this moment is the statement that was made by
Mr. Simon. He said the commitment was for so much, and this break-
down only adds up to 80 percent.

Now, as we have tried to explain to the chairman, and to Mr. Si mon,
in previous sessions, the men who handled the details of this just
aren't available to us, and we don't know, but we are conjecturing that
maybe that was a good business practice, to provide under our con-
tract that while we might be committed to ultimately advance $2 mil-
lion, that we would not be required to do it until the project was
completed, and that we could hold back part of our commitment until
the thing was completed.

Senator BENNETT. Is there any place in the contract that says that?
Mr. MCCARTI.N. I think the breakdown itself says that.
Senator BENNETr. We are supposed to infer then because the break-

down. which seems to me to he the schedule representing the full ex-
pected cost of the construction of the building, is only 80 percent of
the expected cost.

MAr. MC.wriRTI. You and Mr. Simon have a different interpretation
of it. Mr. Simon says the figures add up to 80 percent of the
commitment.

Mr. SUIMoN. Let me ask the witness a couple of questions. I think
it will clear it up. Do I understand your testimony, Mr. Crabb, to
be that your engineers figured 100 percent of the cost of one of these
units would be $60,000? Is that right?

Mr. CRABB. The out-of-pocket cost. That does not allow for even
indirect costs.

Mr. STI-Mo,. What do you mean by indirect costs?
Mr. CRABB. Overhead, know-how, putting the thing together, taxes

during construction.
Senator BENE.FTT. Such out-of-pocket costs as entertainment, in-

terest on loan, contingencies, they are all in this $60,000?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Interest on loans would be. No. He said that is

one of the things that is not included, Senator. This is brick and
mortar.

The CHAWMAN. But it is included in the schedule.
Senator BrN=NEr. It is included in the schedule.
Mr. MCCARTIN. I beg your pardon.
The CHAIRMAN. The Senator will read it to you. It is all included

in the cost.
Mr. MCCARTIN. Then I don't know.
Senator BENNETT. I will start on the bottom of the first page.
Mr. MCCARTIN. I don't think you need to do that. We have a copy

and we can see it.
Senator BEN,-E-r. "Engineering, $140: FITA fee, $580; legal

fee, $44."
The CHAIRMAN. This is for each unit.
Senator BENNg-r. These don't go into the building. This is not

something that you hammer into the building itself-temporary power
is undoubtedly part of the building cost. temporary heat, signs, archi-
tect, phone, office equipment, miscellaneous supplies. insurance, per-
mits. temporary water, then we come to entertaining, interest on loans,
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contingencies. "Unfortunately they didn't show the boys a very good
time. Entertaining was only $11.

Mr. SIMON. There were 200 units.
Senator BENNETr. But there were 200 units, so that i.! $2,200 for

entertaining, contingencies, $500 a unit, 200 units.
The CHAIRMAN. In this particular project.
Senator BENNETT. One hundred thousand dollars for contingencies

in this. I realize I am injecting myself into this without having heard
the whole thing this morning. I can't find any reference which would
indicate that th is list, which seems to be complete, is in fact only 80
percent of what you expected to have to put up and I can't find any-
thing in the agreement which says specifically these figures are only 80
percent, or "we are withholding 20 percent, and that this list is there-
fore 20 percent short of the actual cost."

So I think we are justified in a.Suming that it was expected that
those buildings would be built for $60,000 a unit and that when we find,
on an earlier page, the principal amount of the loan shall be $72.600
per building unit, we are justified in assuming that you knew there
would be, or you expected there would be a $12,000 mortgaging out
windfall in each of those 200 units.

Mr. PAUL. Senator, would you ask that question of the builders,
too ' The three builders who were here? I think they can explain the
building practice on that.
Senator BE:NNETr. Is that all right with you?
Mr. MCCARTIN. I think the question was explained this morning by

one of the builders and that is the reason we are not attempting to go
any further with it because they knew the practice and they testified in
that regard before, and we, to the best of our knowledge, were follow-
ing their suggestion on it and only offering it as a suggestion.Senator BENNvrr. Since I wasn't here this morning, may I ask
again which was your best estimate of the cost of those units? The
$72,000 for which you agreed to provide mortgage for each unit or the
$60,000 which is represented by the specific schedule?

Mr. CRABB. I am unable to answer that, Senator, myself.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the actual figure when it was finished?

What was the actual cost per unit when it was all finished and all the
bills were paid?

Mr. CRABB. As far as I know, we do not have a record of that.
.Ir. SIMON. $60,000 a unit by 200 units would be $12 million.
Mr. MCCATIN. It came awfully close to the figures on the schedule

and we certainly will admit that.
Mr. SIMON. It was a little under $12 million, the cost of the building.
The CHAIRMAN. So the facts are the actual cost when you got all

through was approximately-
Mr. SIMON $60,000.
The CHAIRMAN. So what you had in this schedule was pretty

accurate.
Mr. McCARTIN. I think that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the FHA agreed to loan you $72,000, so you

had $12,000 leeway, and you may argue that there is nothing wrong
with it. I am not taking' a position.

Mr. CR"A. I would Tike to point out this: That these estimates were
made even before construction started. Whatever estimates we relied
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upon were based on a lot of contingencies and possibilities that we
could not anticipate-strikes, bottlenecks, everything of that kind.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb, under this contract, these $6,000 corpora-
tions were required to pay your fee in advance, were they not?

Mr. CRARB. Not exactly in advance. Those fees were paid in install-
ments. The last fee-the last installment on the fee was paid on
January 17, 1950, which was not too long before the property was
completed.

Mr. SmoN. Doesn't the contract provide that it shall be paid in
advance?

Mr. CRABB. The contract may provide that but that was not done.
Mr. SIMON. I refer you to paragraph 11 (b) on page 10, which

reads-
Borrower agrees to pay the lender an amount herein sometimes referred to as

lender's compensatory charge for this loan in the amount of 6/. percent of the
original principal amount of the loan, which shall be payable forthwith upon
recordation of the mortgage.

In any event the fees which they made to you under that provision
of the contract were paid to you with money that you had loaned to
them to pay the fee; is that right?

Mr. CRABB. Yes, although just answering yes on that might be a
little misleading.

The fee, a large part of the fee, had been determined prior to our
making a commitment. We had spent a lot of money on payroll, et
cetera. We contributed, we think we contributed considerable know-
how to putting it together, and, necessarily, we put all the charges
against that particular account immediately when-

Mr. SIMON. Do you have the contract before you?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si-%oN. Could you turn to the addenum to paragraph 11 (b).

It is on the page following page 11. Do you find that, Mr. Crabbl
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMroN. It refers to the services that you had rendered at the

instance and request of the borrower for which you were to be paid
this fee. Among the things near the end of that paragraph it refers
to services "in conjunction with other projects of other owners." We
asked the people this morning what that meant, and nobody seemed to
know. Do you know what that refers to? Specifically I mean what
projects and what owners?

The CH.%IRMAN.. You go ahead and answer the question.
Mr. CRABB. 'Mr. Simnon. I think, although I can't be sure, that that

referred to the other projects in this same overall project. In other
words, there were six different projects in this Shirley-Duke tral s-
action, and I rather think that the other project in which some of
these people iiiight be interested referred to nmav be Shirley-Duke
No. 1. This was written for only one unit.

Mr. SiMon. Are you certain it didn't refer to some project' that
Mr. Loftus in Cleveland had?

Mr. CRABB. I am not certain but I don't think so.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. (rabb, it seems to be agreed here that Mr. L()ftis

brought these people together and did a lot of work and seemed to
have a great deal of influence in that matter. Did he get paid in any
way?
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,11. CRABB. No, not to the best of my knowledge, but I understood
at the time that he was contributin his abilities in putting together
a transaction of this kind, just out o is friendship with the company,
and his friendship, close friendship, with some of the officers of the
company. He was a wealthy man. He was not too interested in mak-
ing any more money, and I always felt he got a kick out of doing
something like this, whether he was paid or not. He was a genius in
putting together a transaction of this kind.

Mr. SIMoN.. Mr. Crabb, in the FHA regulation interest is limited
to 4 percent and on this loan, while the interest was paid on the teni-
porary loan, the contract makes it clear that you were to be pmid out
of the permanent loan and your interest was 6 percent. The FHA
regulations provide for a fee of 21,, percent, and you charged a fee
of 61 , percent.

In addition you had a management contract on which you received
$121.000 so far and it has a year and a half to go, and you received
$175,000 premium, which is roughly $1,250,000 in addition to 6 per-
cent interest on all the money that was front time to time outstanding.

Does that impress you as a usual deal or is that an unusually liars
deal'?

Mr. CRABB. I don't feel it is unusually harsh. The FHA regulations
as I understand it applied to the FHA insured loan, not to the risk
loan that was made to construct the property.

Mr. SImoN. But you knew the only source from which you could
ever get paid was the FHA insured loan'?

Isn't that right?
M i. CRABB. Well, I suppose that is true, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Your contract provide(d you were not obligated to ad-

vance any funds until FHA had issued a commitment?
Mr. CRABB. Yes. If the project was completed successfully, and

there were a lot of "ifs" between the time we began and our final com-
mitment became effective.

Mr. SIMoN. The only "if" was the difference between the FHA loan
and the construction cost and you took care of that by providing a
20percent commission.

Mr. CRABB. We tried to protect ourselves.
The CHAIR AN. Didn't you likewise get a commitment from Fannie

May?
Mr. CRABB. Such commitments from Fannie May were taken many

times as a measure of safety in order to make sure we had an outlet for
the mortgage.

The CIAIRMAN. Let me ask this question: I asked the question this
morning if you gentlemen, meaning the group of you, had a Fannie
May commitment and you said you did. I ask-ed you this morning if
you had a Reconstruction Finance Corporation commitment and you
said none of you knew anything about it.

Do you now want to c ange your testimony or do you still say you
knew nothing about it? Because I hold in my hand the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation and Subsidiaries Report of June 30, 1950,
and I find on page 71, Shirley-Duke Apartments, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, the combined authorized loans is $14,412,600. You gentlemen
are all owners of this project, and you, investors, are you saying you
know absolutely nothing about that?
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Mr. MCCARTN. Mr. Chairman, could we ask a question for informa-
tionI

The CHAInxAN. Yes.
Mr. McCARnTN. Wasn't Fannie May a subsidiary of RFC?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but this is a construction loan. You under.

stand it was a commitment and the record does not show whether any
of it was ever used or not at a later date.

Mr. HiLL. What is the title of that schedule, Senator ?
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. HmL. The title of the schedule.
The CHAIRMAN. Schedule of loans and securities, $100,000 and over,

dated June 30, 1950.
Mr. MCCARTIN. What is the heading on the page from which you

are reading?
The CHAIRMAN. The heading is Reconstruction Finance Corpora-

tion Subsidiary, list of borrowers having unpaid loan balances and
undisbursed authorization balances amounting to $100,000 or over.

Mr. M CCARTIN. Wouldn't that be the Fannie May commitments
then? Because it does say subsidiaries.

TheCHAIRMAN. What did you say?
Mr. MCCAMrIN. I wonder if that wouldn't be the Fannie May com-

mitments, because it does say subsidiaries of RFC unrevoked or un-
disbursed authorizations.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fink who is the staff director of the House
Committee on Banking and currency and if anybody ought to know,
he does, he is the gentleman who brought this to my attention today,
says it is not true. We will have to get RFC up here I guess to find
out who made this application. You gentlemen all claim you didn't.
Now, did they just dream this up?

Mr. HILL. Could we see that a moment, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. S1.tON. 'Ahile Mr. Hill is looking at that, Mr. Crabb, could I

ask you the total of all the commitments by Fannie May to IDS.
Mr. C1 ABB. On FHA, I do not have that information.
Mr. SIMoN. On all these FHA loans, did you always get a Fannie

May commitment I
Mr. CRABB. At that particular time we got commitments in the ma-

jority of cases. I would like to go ahead with the other comment
cause it has a bearing on that very question.

Mr. Siix.-. May I ask you how many times did you use the Fannie
May commitment I

Mr. CRABB. I would have to check the record on that too.
Mr. SImoN. Was it relatively few times in comparison with the

number of commitments you made?
Mr. CRABB. No, I think it was a rather substantial number of tinws,

but mayI explain ?
Mr. MCCAMrTN. Mr. Chairman, may I please inject myself again?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCARTIN. Yes, sir, we gave you a schedule of our section 608

loans, and I think that the conclusion from the statistical data that
we gave you yesterday was that out of the 148, or 149, section 608 loans
that we had 4 of them or 5 of them were sold to Fannie May. I think
that is the record. Mr. Crabb was not aware of that, but I think that
in fairness to him we should tell him.
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Mr. thLL. You asked me a question. I can account for it, Senator,
only from the title which lists holdings or commitments really of
FHA.

The CHARMAN. Will somebody get RFC on the phone?
Mr. HILL. RFC and subsidiaries.
Mr. CRABB. May I answer that question regarding the commitments

from Fannie May?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CRABB. At that particular time, we were organized to create and

originate mortgages
The CHAIRMAN. Talk a little louder, please.
Mr. CRABB. At that particular time we were organized to create

and originate mortgages substantially in excess of what was required
for our own portfolios. Necessarily, we were going to do our part in
the construction business, and in the correction of the housing short-
age. We had to have an outlet for this excess over what we could han-
dle ourselves. We tried wherever we could to get an advance commit-
ment so that we would know that we would not be caught short on ou-r
commitments. At one time I think we had commitments outstanding
of something like $150 million. And it was a safety measure. It
wasn't-these were desirable loans, good loans, as was proved by the
fact that they were sold to institutional investors. They liked them,
they took them, and we didn't have to call on Fannie May for financing
and purchasing the completed loans in a very large number of cases.

Mr. SIMON. M r. Crabb, just to complete the record, I mentioned
this morning, but I think I should as you-is it correct any fees
which your company received for compensatory services in the Shirley
Duke matter were $899,900?

Mr. CRABB. That is correct.
Mr. SIMOn. And is it true that the premium you received on the sale

of the mortgages was $173,075 ?
Mr. CRABB. I think that is approximately correct. That premium

was due to a great extent to a change in interest rates and interest
level.

Mr. SIMoN. I am reading from a paper that Mr. McCartin gave
us the other day.

Mr. CRARB. To the best of my recollection that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Is it true you have through May 21 of this year received

$121,619.78 on the management contract ?
Mr. CRAnR. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. In addition yon received 6-percent interest on your

money that was from time to time outstanding?
Mr. CRABB. That is correct, although I think in fairness, that ought

to be reduced to a dollar amount, not just 6 percent.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what the amount is, Mr. Crabb?
Mr. CRABi. No, I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. How would you expect us to reduce it to a dollar

amount?
Mr. MCCART[N. It. is only payable month to month.
Mr. CRAnn. It is only payable month to month.
The CIAIRMAN. We will be glad to reduce it to a dollar amount if

you will tell us what it is.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb, we don't want to use the whole list of data

but I would like to ask you a question on four checks that I have here,
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which have been furnished to us by your office dated August 1, 1949,
payable to Cleveland Parkway and Broadview Gardens and endorsed
over by them to Don Loftus. Three of them deposited in the per-
sonal account of Mr. Loftus and one in the account of Mr. Lewis. Do
you know anything about that transaction?

Mr. CRABB. I believe that that was for the purchase of land owned
by Mr. Loftus in Cleveland in connection with the building project.

The CHAIRMAN. We will have to recess for about 10 minutes until
I go for a quorum call and I will be right back.

(Whereupon, there was a short recess.)
Senator BEN NErt (presiding). Shall we resume the hearings,

please? I think Mr. Simon has one more question.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Crabb, I gather from what you said earlier that

you couldn't tell us at this time what the equity participation, or man-
agement fee, might have been in the section 608 projects on the list
Mr. McCartin gave us the other day, excluding the Cleveland and
Shirley Duke projects. Is that right?

Mr. CRABB. ves, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Could you furnish us within the next 2 or 3 weeks a

sworn statement, sworn to by whoever in your company would best
have the facts, of the FHA-insured projects in which your company
participated, under sections 608, 213, 203, or 207, and also giving the
compensatory fee, the financing fee, management fee, equity partici-
pation and distribution, if any, interest and premium'

Could you get that to us?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Yes.
Mr. CRA B. For how long a period ?
Mr. Sit.Nox. From January 1, 1946 to the present time.
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir. We will be glad to do that.
(A summary of the information requested will appear in a later

volume.)
Mr. PAUL. Mlr. Chairman, before Mr. Crabb is released this morn-

ingy I spoke
Mr. SIMoxN. Would you let us have him before you release him?
Mr. P.WL. Thank you.
Mr. Si.f(rx. Mr. McCartin, you have some summaries of fees and

compensation which investors received in the Cleveland Gardens
project?

Mr. McC.xwrIn. That is correct.
Mr. SImON. 'Would you be good enough or willing to put them in

the record and can Mfr. Crabb certify their authenticity?
Mr. MCCARTIN. If you don't mind, Mr. Simon, Mr. Kenealy who

had a period before this committee heretofore as a witness has that
detail and is here to testify if you would just as soon take his state-
ment.

.r. Kenealy is sitting right here.
Senator BENNrr. Mr. Kenealy, will you be sworn? Do yon

solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr. KENEALY. I do.
Mr. SIMoN. Would you give us the fees and other remuneration

Investors received on the Cleveland Park project?
Mr. KE N-.Y. I believe I gave you the schedules yesterday.
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Mr. SI oN. I would like to have them read into the record, so they
are part of the record.

Mr. KENEALY. On the Cleveland deals there was compensatory fees
of s,.97,650, a service fee of $119,385, an inspection fee of $11,081.

Mr. SIMO. What is the total, please?
Mr. KEN.,LY. There was premiums on the sales of the mortgages of

$,s 19. The total of those compensatory fees and service fees is
$517,335.

M'. SIMON. Is there a management fee included?
Mr. KI.:NEALY. Yes. I an coining to tlat, sir. The management fees

through 1954 to date were $52,9 71.72.
Snator BENNEI'r. Thaik you, Mr. Kenealy.
We understand that you have a statement which Mr. McCartin will

re:nld for Mr. Crabb.
Wo will be glad to have that. now.
,Ml'. MC_('ARTIN. Thank you. Mr. Cliairman. you all who are sitting

here can appreciate the fact that Mr. (rabb is a gentleman somewhat
a(dv:jced in years, and lie was not advi-ed of this proceeding until
Monday of tills week, and has had to fli out here from Seattle and has
been b1isy and had very little rest since lie got here, and that is the rea-
son for asking permission for me to read this statement; and we will
file a copy with the reporter if it is ini ac'or(lance with your practice.

Tllis is entitled "'Statement of Earl E. ('rabb, chairman of the ex-
ecutive committee of Investors Diversified Services. Inc., before the
Senate 1aikilg and Currency Committee on Jiu i: e0, 1974."

The ('ITAIRMAN.. Could I have a copy of it? I see you are giving
everybody else copies.

Alr. MCCARTIN. Senator Capehart and members of this committee
[reading]:

Investors Diversified Services, Inc., has taken an active part in developing
the resources, facilities, and services of this country, with particular emphasis
on providing housing for the people of this country. Our company, for a con-
siderable number of years, has been one of the principal sources of mortgage
financing in the United States.

A substantial number of its mortgage transactions have been under the Gov-
ernment-insured mortgaging programs.

All transactions in this field have been conducted by the company in the same
manner that any well-managed company would conduct its business. The ac-
tions that were taken by Investors Diversified Services, Inc., were based upon
the advice of counsel either employed by the company or retained outside the
company; and, whenever possible, opinions as to procedures and technical in-
terpretations of regulations were obtained from authorized officers within the
various insuring agencies.

We have appeared voluntarily before this committee to assist in your Inves-
tigation. We have expended a great deal of time and effort in developing from
our files information which you have requested and we certainly intend to con-
tinue to cooperate.

Certain erroneous information has been presented to this committee concern-
ing the operations of Investors Diversified Services, Inc. I wish to correct such
misinformation and clarify certain areas of misunderstanding.

Investors Diversified Services, Inc., was incorporated in 1894 and maintains
Its principal office at Minneapolis, Minn.

Negotiations for the Shirley-Duke project were finalized in February 1949.
During the negotiation and subsequent construction, I was president and the
principal executive officer of the company.

Testimony was presented to this committee that Investors Diversified Services,
Inc., made a profit of $26 million in connection with FHA 608 financing.
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This testimony attributed such statement to Mr. Budwesky who was not a
representative of Investors Diversified Services, Inc., although the testimony
tended to indicate that he might have been.

The statement upon which this testimony was based was false. The facts
are that during the years 1949 through 1953 Investors Diversified Services, Inc.,
financed 56,709 individual mortgage loans totaling S620,750,617. Of the total
mortgage loans handled during this period, approximately 93 percent were
guaranteed by the Veterans' Administration or insured by FHA as is shown by
the following summary:

Type Number of Total amountloans of oais

F11A - -- -54 $-----------------------------.16,86&4,.
VA ---- - •---------------------------------------------- --------- - 36,072 2613.0,3,:,'o,
Conventional ------------------------------------------------ 3,713 1t. l476

Total ------------------------------------------------------------ 56,709 620, 750, 017

Included in these transactions were 148 section 608 loans representing an
investment of $59,797,061, and in connection with these mortgages our company
realized gross fees of $1,689,131 and not $26 million as erroneously reported to
this committee.

I would like to emphasize that these so-called fees were gross and not net
income. They make no allowance for the substantial costs involved in the
development of such earnings. The amount of these fees shows that Investors
Diversified Services, Inc., did not unduly profit at the expense of the person
for whom these housing programs were developed.

Testimony before this committee also implied that our company received an
unconscionable profit in connection with the financing of the Shirley Duke
Apartments. As this committee has already been advised by authorized repre-
sentatives of Investors Diversified Services, Inc., the fees which the company
received in this transaction aggregated $919,298.

This money was earned by the company for taking the entire risk amounting
to approximately $14 million of construction and completion of a large housing
project which at the time of Its planning was necessary to alleviate the critical
shortage of rental housing in the Washington, D. C., area.

Our company risked this money to further a program which was not only
approved by the Government but in which the Government was vitally interested.

When 16 units out of 2,100 were completed and ready for occupancy, there
was a long waiting list of applicants indicating that the rental rates were at-
tractive and well in line with competitive rates in this area.

In fact, I believe these apartments represented about the best value in metro-
politan Washington.

This mortgage was, and Is, a sound and desirable investment in which the
Government, as insurer, is in excellent position.

An intimation of overreaching or unfair dealing on the part of Investors
Diversified Services, Inc., with any branch of the Government having within its
Jurisdiction matters relating to the insuring of mortgage loans is unfounded In
fact. The company has relceved out of its participation in such program only
that remuneration to which any institutional lender would have been entitled
in connection with similar transactions.

Investors Diversified Services, Inc., had no reason to be other than completely
candid with you, and you may count on our complete cooperation in developing
the facts in which you are interested. It is our hope that the developing of
these facts will proceed in a manner which will prevent misunderstandings
of the activities and attitudes of Investors Diversified Services, Inc.

I might add that while our company is interested in developing and earning
legitimate returns on its investments and on Its operations, primarily our in-
terest Is in protecting the interests of the 500,000 certificate holders and other
investors in the securities offered by our company.
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Investors Diversifled Services, Inc., PHA 608 loans made during period Jan. 1
1947, through June 2,5, 1954

Name of mortgagor Amount of Fe rive
loan

8ehaefer Enterprises, Inc., 16420 Gulf Blvd., Redington Beach, Fla ---------- $109,800 None
Carmalt Apartments, Inc., 16436 (ulf BlI., Redinytoi Beach, Fla --------- 109, 800 None
Columbia Heights Development Co., Columbia )r. and Forest Blvd., De-

catur.a-----------------------------------------------...... . 264,000 $2,640.00
Del Amo Gardens, Inc., Long Beach, Calif --------------------------------- 16, 80 None

Do -------------------------------------------------------------------- 162600 None
Do ---.------------.... .. 120.800 N one

No. III Wycliffe Co., 6900 Watson Rd., St. Louis, . - -------- 108,00 1, 980. 00
No 111 ycllffe Co., 6900 Watson Rd., St. Louis., .\ . .--------------------- 72,000 N,,ne
No. IV Wycliffe Co., 6900 Watson Rd., St. Loui., \.o .....-....------------ 72000 None

Do ..---------------.--------------------------................ .72,000 N one
Tropical Apartments, Inc., 16410 Gull Blvd. Redington Beach, Fia --------- 109,800 None
Martinique Corp., 16490 Gulf Blvd., Redington Beach, FJl -............ 109, 800 None
Clayton Realty & Construction Corp., 7,;2, 3!, Delmar. Iniverslty City. Mo. 93, 600 'one
William F. Beckett and Bernice P., Fairmont A ve. and 29th St.. Oakland, 59, 800 897.00
C dif.

Inwood Apartment Corp., No. 3, Dallas, Tex --------- -------------------- 534. 000 None
Inwood Apartment Corp., No. 4. Dallas, 'e ...... ........ 60800 None
Clemipton Investment Co., lots 1, 2, and 3, block 14, I'niversity Park, St. 64.800 1,710.00

Louis County, Mo.
Ben F. Marron and Cora H. Marron, Mar . Murra. Ai;.irtment, M. W. C.
\ardlow Rd Long Beach, Calif ............... .. . 114, 900 574. 50

Beachwood Building Co., Inc., Beachwood I)r., Los Aro. los. Calif 75, 400 None
Envoy Construction Corp., 152 Dickens St., Vkn Nu s, ('dif. 99,000 200.00
John L. McElroy and John D. Howard, Southv.:it vurn,r Limp Ave.,900

Chandler Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif - - ..-. -.-- -------------- 44 800 224. 00
Masterbuilt Corp., 117-5t Sunset Blvd., Los .ng h's, Calif -.............. 134,200 None
B. F. Marron and V. H. Marron, 3402 and 3404 Caviota Ave., Long Beach,

Calif -----------------------.- - - ------------ 46, 400 None
S. V. Hunsaker & Amociates, 1045 East ('Irson, IAmflg [ich, ('alif ......... 48,300 None
Monarch Construction Co., Burbank and Whitsett Blvd., L)S Angeles,

Calif . . ..---------------------------------------------------- .58.400 584.00
Gri',n Ivy Manor, Burbank Blivd and Whltsett, L.o, An eles, Clf ------ 58, 400 584,00
Oreen Ivy Manor, Burbank and Whitsett, Los Angeles, (alif --. ....... 59,900 599.00
Green Ivy \ianor, lot 67 and 68, tract 1366is, Los A\ o,.'Ie, C'dif . 5, 900 599.00
Green Ivy Manor, Burbank Blvd. and Whits.tt, Los A ngles, Calif ........ 59,900 599.00
Trag.r Corp., lhts 75 and 76, tract 13668. Los A\glhs, ('ali -- ---------------- , 400 .4. 00
Trager Corp., Burbank and Whitsett, Los Antgles. C'lif. 59, 900 599. 00
Trager Corp., Burbank Blvd. and Whitsett, Los Angeles, ('alif------------- 59,900 599.00
J. Willoughby Howe, 515-523 San Vicinto Blvd., San Marina, Calif --------- 114. 300 1,714.50
S. V. Hunsaker, 1122 East Cars n Av,., LoIg Beach, ('lif .------------------ 97. 800 None
Royal Corp., 1421-31 South Fairfax Ave., Los Angeles, C:dif .......... . 50 0 525.00
Line Bilt Structures, Inc., 14912-22 I)ickens St., Los Aii,,h-, Calif ....... 77,300 1,159.50
Eilert Voge and Wilma P. Voge, 3355 Alma St., Lynwood,. 'ali... 72,200 None
Albert Clark Ray, 3742-46 Jasmine Ave., Los Angeles. Calif 77,000 770 00
Richard S. Head and Wilma A., 1117 East ('ir*n St., Long Beach, Calif 50,600 None
Orville E. Heitkotter and Anna Louise, 1125 East ('arson, Long Beach, Calif.- 50,600 None
Stilson, Inc., lots 9, 10, 11, B-2, tract 14, Palms, Calif ------ ---......- - 132,000 1,320.00
Runny Investment Co., Church St., Downey, (lif ....---------- - 200,000 None
S V. lhnsacker, 1049 E. Carson St., Lone Beach, Cdif -------------------- 48,300 721 50
M A. Ekstand, 1061 East Carson, Long Beach, Calif 47,800 None
C:otle Park Corp., 721-723 Old Ranch Rd.. Aracdia. ('alif 79,400 794.00
J :inI H. Billiet, A. and M. Gagne, 751 -r,5 North Hoover St., Los Angeles,
C' 0 i! ................. ...... . . . ....... ... . ..- -8 0 .3 0 0 N o n e

Truman Browne and Bette Forrest Browmi, (renshaw )r. and 83d St , IA S
Angeles Calif --- ----- ----------------..... . 200 None

Truman Browne, Grenshaw Dr. and (;renshim ' Blvd . Ingle '% , Calit 117, 300 None
Truman Browne, Orenshaw Blvd Inglewomt, (alif . ... . 190. 800 None
S. V. Hunssaker, Charlemagne and ('Carson, Long Be, ih, Calif ----------- 96. 700 None
Mrs Ol1t Bales, 1310 West Wall St., Midlnt, Tex -------------------------- 57,600 None
(lenwood Aparltenl, Inc., Rome, (;:i .------------------------------ 666,000 None
Fourth Avenue Apartments, Inc., Al!,any. :1 .-------------------------- 129.000 None
In,ood Apartment Corp., No. 1, l)ll is,"Te, ---------- - -.. 1000 None
In.,,. Apartment Corp., No 2, I)allLs, "l'e .-------------------- . 297.000 None
Emory Park, Inc., DeKalb County, Alia)t!. (;4--...... ... .. ... ... 1. 000 None
Montan Apartment Corp., 2137 to 2151 \loritana A , Snt k Nionia, Calif. 95, 9CO 479.50
Joseph B. Kovach and llarmina, 5416 Carlton \vi, Los Aniles, Calif .... 50, 600 5(6. 00
Elsex ViUlage Apartments, Inc., Hialeah, FIt.. .... 602, 400 None
Lincoln Gardens Annex, Inc., NW. 24th Court, 46th and 48th St., )ade

County, FI. ................-- ---------------- -261,80) 3,927.0
Line :in Gardens Apartment Corp., NW., 24th ('Curt, 46th and 48th St.,T ,hl County. Fla ------------- 11,.........2 5. 600 3. 534.00
ClIirrnar Corp., 1150 Silverado Ave., a Joll, talif Cou-ty, F- -670400 8, 352.00
Envoy Construction Corp., 15232 Dickens St . Sherman Oaks, Los Angeles,

("--il. . -' -- 100, 500 2,010.00
Valley Vista Apartment Corp Valley Vista, Sherman Oak. Calif-. - - 1'04. Z0ln 2, 164. 00
Piedmont Court Apartments, inc., Piedmont Rd.. Atlanta, (a ..... . 31. 600 None
Budlong Woods, Apartments East, Inc., 271.3-25 West Berwyn A% e., Chicngo.
Ill -----------------------------------------------.. .... IMi.) 00 1.417. 50
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lttvestors Diversifted Services, Inc., FHA 608 loans made during period Janl. 1,
1947, through June 25, 1954-Continued

Name of mortgagor Amount of Fees receivedloan

Budlnj"g' Woms, Apartments West, Inc., 2727-39 West Berwyn Ave.,
C hic-go, Ill ------------------------- $.89,000 $1,417..t

Phillip,; Building Corp., 6327-329 North Winthrop Building Corp. Chicago,
Ill ------------------------------------------------------------------- 82. ROO 1, 212 00

Richard F. Dailey and Beatrice R., 2555 Foothill Blvd., Oakland Calif .... 145.000 Non"
Carl A. U )-4i and Albert 0., 1505 North Terry St., Portland, Oreg --------- 67.800 N,,,
Bigh Plii ie Ap:%rtmenk, Inc., 57th Ave., Red Rd., M Land, F - - - - -.... 476,000 Ni,,e
Wih fi'e F. Nelson. lots 7and 8, block 1., Princeton Ave. and Calvert, College

Park. I d ---------------------------- ---------------------------- 86. 000 Nnn
B hird F. It);lley, Foothill Blvd.. Oakland, Calif --------------------- 170,000 None
Univi- ity Gardens. Inc.. III East Broadw:ty. Sailt Lake City. Uth 4KI,7on N,,li.
Ehll-,v-Yolill Construction Co., 333-39 South .Marz.ret Ave., Ios

AI ',h-. C.LlIf - - - - - 76, 200 None
Park Lawn Apartments, 964 Linden Ave., Winnetka, Ill -------------------- 99,000 None
H. W. Grassle, Polie and Laurel, San Buenaventure, Calif ------------------ 64,400 644.00
Scoville Manors, Inc., 1001-11 SW. Lejeune Rd., Miami, Fla ----------------- 61, 200 N(l,
Scoville .Manors, Inc., 997 SW. Lejeune Rd., Miami, Fla -------------------- 61,200 Noni,
E. M. Ward & Sons, Inc., 4140 SE. 37th Ave., Portland, Oreg ------------ 11,600 Nonk'
Bunny Grove Investment Co., 4203 SW. 14th St., Miami, Fla --------------- 88, WO Noll,
Rock S )ritis Manor, Inc., 2769 Rock Springs Rd., Atlanta, Oa ------------- 514,000 Noln.
Rock Springs Gardens, Inc., 425 Sandier Dr., Atlanta, Oa__ 445,000 None
Spring Lake Apartments, Inc., Goode Construction Corp. project 2, Rock

Spring Rd. and Larkin Dr., Atlanta, Ga --------------------------------- 222,400 None
Sj1i in,, i ske Alartments, Inc., Goode Construction Corp, Rock Spring Rd.,

A t la-, (-: . .. .. . . . . .704, 600 Nol,,
L . . itnstruction Co., 3720-21 N E. Mallary, Portland, Oreg -------------- 161,800 Noje
Eiicry Woods, Inc., 113 Trinit I'l., D)e tur, Ga ------ 1,900, 000 None
Tenililetu,, .Iaor \partnients, section I. Inc., Edmonston Rd., Prince

( ti--rg-s ('-I-t . M ,- .. .... .- - 1,190, 700 N ,,i,,
Sylvan heights Apartments, Inc., Cleveland Ave. and Sylvan Rd., East

l'oint, ( - - -... .. .- 1,197, 000 None
Howard L. Buchanan, 77,V, Herscl'l St.,I.:I Jolla, Calif------------ -- --- S:. 5K) \,,n ,
Grndl Iloole, Inc., 1357-131.1 McArthur Blvd., Oakland, Calif...-- .- - - 94. 600 47:1 00
Louis Coitstit ction Co. Inc., lol 5, block 7, B31, Dougkis section, Coral

( l1atd,'. Fla - -------. _ -69. 000 Non,
ouis ('4o,-,.ct ion Co. Inc., 7S21 Doekins Ave., Coral abels, Fla ----------- 69000 None

Colfax Co Inc., (ranvill, Portlindl. Oreg ---------------------------------- 165, 10 None
Southm,.-t Manors Corp.. 130-190 S\\. 12th St., Miami, Fla ----------------- 245,200 Non#%
Garfield ('o.. Inc., Garfield Mallary Failing and Beach St., Portland, Oreg._ 167,600 Nonl,
Hardee No t Corp., U7niversity Park, Miami, Fla .------------------------ 194,400 '2, 916 00
Franklin Street Corp., Lost 13-29 Inc., University Park, Miami, Fla --------- 194,400 2,911. W I
TentpletA, I II mor Apartnent s, Sect ion It, Inc., Edmonston Rd. and Brown-

itm! Lake, l'inee (leorges ('ounty. .i.--.-------------------------------- 1,035,000 None
'I enllehits)n \Ianor Apartment, Section III, Inc., Edmonston Rd., Prince

(;v'o)r''t" County, Md ----------------------------------------------------- 932,000 None
Rock -rings A.)artments, Inc., Rock Springs Rd., Atlanta, a ..------------- 504,000 7. .,O O0
Goldshoro .partmen, fite-.. l'uelid Ave. NE., Atlanta, (a ---------------- 356,000 5,3;4) 00
N,)rinan 1). Chasnoff, ;225 Antioch St., Oakland, Call ---------------------- 68,600 1, o'-")1 00
1"\ ('r,:r,'e (i :rh-vn. In(., Evergreen ( . rilens No. 4. Detroit. \Iich ------ 355. 300 5. 3. O.
Dexter l'evrssk,.y ('orp., lw ,lu Circle Ter. No. 3, Dctroit, , ileh -...... ... - 129. W;) 1. t1. t'
l)e\ir l',,rss.ks'y ('orps , Ewlul ('ircle Ter. No. 2, )etroit, Mich ------------ 129,600 1.!)44. 00
Deter l,.orzkv 'orl.. Fw'ld Circle Ter. No. 4, Detroit, Mich ---------- 15r), 500 2. 317 .90
LoIni.I - 1 tli,-'*l, 131 I NI rim I \\':sy, S tcralnento, ( lif I N. . 1,5). 000 2.2 , 14)

B. & l. llon-iin l ( ', )r., 120s )ougl s ld., ('or I (tables, li ----------------- 143, 900 N o,.
S infor,l In\.v it etnt 'o,., 423 SW . 15th St., M i imi, FI I ----- -. 600 -- ,, S')
D)e,\ter l's.trskey ('orp.. 14,111 Holinir Ave., Detroit. 'Mich 226, %0)0 3, 4- ) 

tV)

D)c\hvr ['virswkey ('orp.. l.w lid 'ircle' Ter. No. 6;, Detroit, '% ich_ --- - 275, 800 4,137A. )
Ci,,re I rive Apartnents, Inc., I'evcl id Ave. and Springd'le Rd.,

All 'Gt r, (--- ..- ------ - 378,000 5,()7'(
North l)e.tur Apartmentz, Inc., North Dlecatur Rld. and W\ebster Dr.,

),.(. l r (;a .----. .....-----------.....-- - 320,000 4, NMI 10)
Dext,.r l',o.l)k,.y Corti., Dexter an,l Orand. Detroit, Mich - ------------- - . 000 1,215. 11)
E erer , (;Icr.iin,, Inc., Everri-ren (;:trlew', No. 5, Detroit, .TIlch --------- 343. MIM) 5. 1, 7 (0)
E\vrLr'-s.; (1:trl,'n', In,'., No. 7. 13440 Stvet '\ lHe Rd., Detroit, Nlich 339, 200 t" ()
Evergreen (iardtns, Inc., No. 9, Seven Nile auI(l Evergreen Rd., l)etrolt,

Mich .. .- ----- - ------ - 323,300 4. S I"
Evergreen (card,.ns No. 11, northwest corner Evergreen and Sivein Mtie Rd.,

Detroit, M ich -- -. 181,000 2. 715 00
Everm'ri (;ardens, In'., Se"ven MiIl Rd. and Evergreen Rd., Detroit,'Mich 498, 600 7.477 rAI
Patrician Land 'o.. Ewald "',.r. No. 4, Detroit, Mlch tel.- I10, SI) 1, '2 00
Harvey t,. Brawkelt, El Carnino and Aragon Blvits., S.an Mateo, Callf _ - 9"2, 500 1, :1s Y )
Brooks Manor, In' . east line of Brooks Ave. from McKinley Ave. to Esther

A ve., Iresn,,, Calif .--- 269, 900 5, .Sll )
Forest Ho1ilevarl Apartn,,nt, Inc., ('olumbia D r. and Forest Blvd.,

I )tet ur, (.. - ----------- 169, 000 2,5.)
Bayard %l)artment , Inc., South Bayard St., East Point, Ga .. 1,023,000 15,3, '111
Batile ( ',,irts Aparttncits, [no., southwest section near \oreland Faith, I

A lanla, (a -.- .. . . .. ... .....------------ - --------. . 223.900 3, 35- 5
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Investors Diver8ified Service8, Inc., PHA 608 loan maude during period Jan. 1,
1947, through June 25, 19541-Continued

Name of mortgagor Amount o Fees receivedloan

Berkshire Building Corp., 4305-15-25 Minnetonka Blvd. and Joppa St.,
sr. Louis P ark, M inn .. .... .... .... ...- ----- ----- -- - -- --- $121,500

Jameshire, Inc., northwest corner Jamison and Devon,bir,, St. Louis, Mo_.. 97, MK
5522 I)elmar Corp., Roy A. Chaffte, president, (;Wl7 W\\rriinster Pl., St.

L o u is , M o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 3 8 9 . 9 0 0
Ketell Arms Corp., Ketcll Arms Apartments, 2175 N W I ). i,- St., Portland,

Ore ------------------- - - 289,700
K.ttll Manor Corp., 2174 NWV Davis St., l'ortlanil, 0rL --- -------------- 291,60
Maenuson Apartments, Inc., Reuton, \\:'h 2--, 000
I'ortand Tower Corp SW. 21st A ve. and Salmon St , 1,rtl Ind, 0reg--- ---- 1,970.800
Corvallis Plaza Corp between 15th and 16th on J:wkMn -t, ('orvallis, Oreg.. 374,300
Dickens Apartment *6orp., 15122 -391 -. Dickens St .. S I irri iaii 0;tks, Calif- 155,704)
Vallity Homes, ie., adjacent to Fort McPherson, Atlanta, (:I ------ 1, 210.,000
Points Apartments, Inc., 1374 East Rock Spi ing, Rd., N E., Atlanta, Ga.-- - - 440,261
Fort Homes, Inc., Stanton Rd. and Fort M,.! c ron, AI inta, (;a ------- , 5. 000
Arnold .ourt Apartments, Inw., Arnold St., Napeville, (;a -- ----------- 2.500
Shirley Duke Apartments, Inc. (svctloiw- I -VI), Al\vmdri , \:I - -- 13. ,s46, 000
Cleveland Parkway Gardens Corp. (includes 3 projects), ( -'l .Ioi, Ohio 7,959.000

Total --------------- ------------------------ - 15, 797. 061

$1, ?%22. 50
1, 4eh,. K)

5,S,4%,.,50

4,345. 50
4,374.00
3. 585. 00

29. r2- 00
5,i 14. 1
1 557. 00

1 K, 1.50. 0

i. 25 .00

:3 667.." )
99. 29.%)
5 ,4. 416. 00

1, Gs.i,. U:1. 0

Mr. SIM1oN. Mr. McCartin, I would like to ask two questions to make
sure the record is clear:

At the top of page 4, the $991,298 on Shirley-Duke does not include
the management fee or the premium ol the mortgage ; is that right

Mr. MCCARTnN. Mr. Simon, I think that is correct. I think that fig-
ure includes only fees which might be said to have been refunded OUL
of the Fl [A-insured mortgage.

Mr. SIMON. And the management fees and the premium were all
additional $300,000 roughly?

Mr. MCCARTIN. Whatever the figure is, and that is ili the record.
Mr. SIMON. On page 3, in the middle of the page, the gross fee of

$1,689,000 does not include either your equity participation in any of
these projects, or management fees or premiums received, and you are
going to get that informant ion to us e

Mr. MCCARTIN. I might say this, Mr. Simon: I think you will find
from the statistical data that has already been submitted to us, that
there were only nine section 6i8 loans in which we had either a man-
agement agreement or a participation. I think that actually we had
no participations. There were nine

Mr. SIMON. I understood from Mr. Crabb that in virtually all the
others you did have participation.

Mr. MCCARTIN. I think Mr. ('rabb's membory is not correct on that.
Mr. SIMON. We will have to wait until you get that information?
Mr. MCCARTIN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You did participate in this commercial establish-

ment over in Arlington ?
Mr. MCCARTIN. We did, Senator Capehart, but I would like to call

tIlis to your attention: That is not a Government-insured project.
The CHAIRMAN. The land on which it was placed was involved.
Mr. MCCARTIN. The details of that I am not familiar with. I have

heard testimony here that the land came out of Shirley-Duke, and I
assume that the answers that were given under oath are correct, and
we do have a part icipation there.

A[r. PAUL. Mr. Chairnian
5 0690-54-pt. 1--10
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The CHAIRMAN'. Do you wish to make a statement?
Mr. PAUL. I know you have been very patient with us, and that your

attitude has been very fair, and the whole committee has been fair,
and one of the things this morning you said was that we would be able
to ask questions, by submitting the questions to you and you would
permit them to be answered.

The (HAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PAUL I submitted a question to Mr. Crabb, Mr. Simon said I

am going to ask that question." He proceeded, then, to discuss the
schedule on the back of a contract.

The CiAiRm4N. Where is the question? We will ask it now.
Mr. PAUL. The question was: Mr. Crabb, to your knowledge, and to

the knowledge of anybody that you know with Investors Diversified
Services, was there any agreement with the builders of the Shirley-
Duke pro ject in advance whereby you and the builders or your con-
cern and the builders would build this project with the knowledge that
you were going to mortgage out, as the saying is, and make a distribu-
tion on that basis?

M[r. CRABB. To the best of my knowledge there was no such agree-
ment, nor was there any assurance of any kind that that would be pos-
sible. We were working on estimates, and I think that that is evi-
denced by our commitment to contribute any difference in the form of
second preferred stock in case the cost ran in excess.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this question : The contract required
that the fee be paid immediately. The fee was $900,000-odd. You did
pay the fee, of course, shortly thereafter. You paid it in 4 or 5 dif-
ferent checks.

Let me ask you this question: You loaned the company the money
to pay the fee-your fee. Where did you expect the money to even-
tually come from since there was only $6,000 in the corporation"

Mr. CRAim. Those fees were a legitimate part of the cost of the proj-
ect, and we charged them against our commitment at the beginning of
the loan. It was one of the advances. If a bank had to handle the
construction loan, they would have done the same thing.

The CH.IRMAN. Your fee of 6 percent was legitimate-six and a
half?

Mr. McCrrIN. Senator Capehart, may we have just a minute?
Mr. PAUL. Will you ask that question of the other builders, too?

I would like to find out for the record whether there was any agree-
ment as to this price that has been charged.

Mr. SIMON. I take it you mean by your question any agreement
other than the extent to which such agreement can be inferred from
exhibit A?

Mr. PAUTL. I take it as that, and I think the builders will explain
that exhibit.

The CHAIRMAN. My question is: How did you expect to be paid tii
fee unless you got the money from the proceeds of the mortgage to
eventually be guaranteed by th e Government?

Mr. CRABB. Air. Capehart, I would like to amend my previous an-
swer to this extent: We felt that there was a profit there, a builders'

profit, and in our participation, to the extent of advancing practically
all of the money to build the project, we felt that there woild betsuffi-
cient to cover a builders' profit, which is, again, a legitimate part and
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factor in establishing the fair value of a completed and going
propertyThe &AIRMAN. Let me ask you this, and I ask you this as a matter

of legislation: Do you think that the Federal Government ought to
guarantee mortgages for more than 90 percent of the actual cost?

Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir. I think actual cost is not-it is an important
factor, but it is not final. In some instances the actual cost would be
in excess of fair value. The appraising of profits, the conversion of
brick and mortar and land into an income-earning property, is an al-
together different matter, and

The CHAMrMAN. Let me put it the other way around: Do you think
a man ought to be permitted to make a profit, and put into his pocket
on a mortgage guaranteed by the Government, and still continue to
own the property?

M r. C.BB. I think there is a good deal to be said for it.
The CHAIRMAN. You do?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you really mean that?
Mr. CRABB. Profits are made under our economy by enterprise and

by ingenuity, and if a man can build a better property
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that, but he continues to own the

property. I don't care how much money they make if they build it
and sell it to a third party, or if they build it without a Government
guaranty, but here you gentlemen are building with Government
guaranties, meaning that if the one that is obligated to pay doesn't
p:y, the Federal Government will, which means the taxpayers. Or
it will be paid out of the reserve fund.

Under those circumstances, do you feel that a man ought to be per-
mitted to make a profit, and at the same time continue to own the
project?

I can well understand that if you build a house for $10,000, and you
can sell it for $15,000, you have made a $5,000 profit, but I cannot
understand how you can build a house for $10,000 and get a mortgage
from the Government for $15.000, and take a $5,O00 profit, and at the
s-me time continue to own the house.

That is exactly what you people have been doing, and that is what it
looks like hundreds and hundreds of people have done under section
608's, 213's, and under 207's.

Mr. CRABB. A house, Senator, is a different proposition than rental
property.

The CHAIRMAW. I am trying to find out because we are in conference
right now on this matter. That is one of the things I would like to
know.

Do you feel we ought to permit a man to get a $12 million mortgage
on a $10 million project, and immediately pocket $2 million?

Mr. CRABB. I don't want to commit myself on any specific example.
Let me say it this way: I do feel that the Government-guaranty

program, insurance program, ought to be based on an analysis of the
fair value of a property. That may be more, it may be less than cost.
It might be that abuses could arise.' It might be that the promoter and
builder would have the skill, the know-how, and the ingenuity to pro-
dule greater value.
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The CHAIRMAN. Suppose he does have. I agree with you, and I
think it wonderful that he has the know-how and ingenuity. I agree
with that. I think he ought to use the know-how and ingenuity, of
course, to reduce his mortgage.

It seems to me that you investors and you people in this business
are taking the position that you ought to build something, a project.
and immediately have a proft on it, put it into your pocket, still own
the property, and still have the Federal Government guaranteeing
the mortgage; not only what you still owe on it, but what you put ii,
your pocket.

Are you advocating that?
Mr. CbABB. I don't think so.
The QHAIRM.AN. Good, if you want to.
In the next week we are going to have to settle this problem in the

conference on the new housing bill.
Mr. CRABB. Stated that way, I would agree with you, but, on the

other hand-
The CHAIRM.AN. Would you have any objection-you are chairman

of the executive committee of this company, and you have been its
president in the past, and, according to the statement here you have

een vitally interested in housing an5 have done a fine job. You have
handled nearly $620 million worth of projects here-what do you
think of the idea, when a builder is finished, he certifies his costs and
he gets 90 percent of it, of his costs.

Mr. CRABB. If he is an unskilled builder, you might run into some
trolible oil that.

The CITAIRMAN. What ?
Mr. C XBB. If he is an unskilled and incompetent builder, you might

run into some trouble on that.
I feel, Senator, that the sound basis is to establish fair value of the

completed property on the basis of the factors that we understood the
FHA used.

The CIT .\RMAN. What do you build these projects for? Do you
expect to make your money on mortgaging out, or do you expect to
make your money on the rentals?

Mr. (RABB. Generally, we expect to make our money out of the in-
terest return, while we have got the money in it, and out of our ability
to sell the mortgage for profits.

The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about a man that builds. Take this
Shirley-Duke. They built 2,200 units. The mortgage, I think, va
$13,800,000, and it cost something less than that. Now, didn't they
build that for the purpose of making money off of the rentals?

Mr. CRnB. Well, ot both the rentals and the enhancement in value
or apreciation in value.

The CHAIRMAN. There is only enhancement in values when you sell
something to the other fellow. How can you have any enhancement
in values if you continue to own it?

Mr. CRABB. In business you have enhancement in values on inven-
tories constantly, enhancement and depreciation in values.

The CHAIRMAN. YoU have it for book purposes. That is all. You
don't convert it into profit and pay a profit on it until you have dis-
posed of your inventories, do you?

Mr. CRABB. Well, probably the realization of the profit is a different
proposition.
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The CHAIRMAN. I don't know; Senator-
Mr. CRABB. I think we are getting into rather-
The CHAIRMAN. No; we are ha ving to wrestle with it, you see. We

have been wrestling with it every day. How to avoid what looks like
a lot of problems here. We are trying to stop thern in the future, and
you builders tell us that if we do-if we don t let you continue as you
have been, then you won't build. We have had a lot of them tell us
that.

In other words, it looks to me that what you want on this rental
property, sections 213's, 207"s. and (S's. is to make a profit on the
project. You want to rent it and make money out of renting it, and
you want to continue to own it. Is that the only way we can get rental
properties?

Mr. CRABB. The Slhirlev-Duke property, we were quite fortunate in
a number of respects for the amount of profit realized there is not in-
dicative of the profits that builders ordinarily realize.

The CHAIRMAN . Let me start all over again. I wish I had a black-
board.

What we are wrestling with here-and that is why we are havin
this investigation-we believe that what you ought to do is to take al
your costs. You ought to add them up. You get. all through with a
project, and it costs $10 million, let us say. and we think that the
Government ought to insure it for $9 million. You say it won't work.

Mr. CRABB. I am not sure that it won't work. I do ihink this: That
in establishing costs you have to allow as part of the legitimate cost a
reasonable contractor's profit.

The CHAIRMAN. We want to allow everything. There are two kinds
of contracts: One is where you are the project owner, and you hire me
and give me a contract to build it for $8 million--everything com-
plete-every conceivable cost. Your cost is $8 million.

Now, there are cases, on the other hand, and in all fairness I want to
say that is true of this one, in which the project owner is also the
builder, and he is entitled to a builder's profit. When he gets all
through, however, the total cost ought never to be more. or ought never
to be less than 90 percent of the mortgage.

Now, can't we get housing on that basis?
Mr. CRABB. I am no authority on that, but that would mean someone

would have to put up 10 percent of his cost, and on large projects
The CHAIRMANK. Let me ask you this: We have some experts around

here. At least you fellows are pretty good. Let me ask you this:
Is one of the weaknesses of the projects in the past, the law or regula-

tions-, that the rents have been based upon the amount of the mortgage
plus the actual cost rather than the rents being based upon a fair value
for the rents?

Mr. CRABB. Basic rental rates on either costs or the investment-I
am speaking personally-is a fallacy. Rents are always eventually
going to find the level of competition, and they are susceptible to the
law of supply and demand.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't you primarily build these buildings in order
to make money on the rents?

Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So that at the end of 30 years your rents are suffi-

cient to cover all of your expenses, amortize your mortgage, and pay
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the interest; so at the end of 30 years, or whatever it is, you own the
building. Isn't that primarily what you go into it for?

Mr. CRABB. That is primarily the interest of practically all builders
of rental properties.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, why can't it be handled on the basis, then,
that that is the thing that you build for, and that the Government
guarantees 90 percent of your actual costs. When you know what your
actual costs are you certify to them, and the Government either ad-
justs the mortgage up or down, depending upon what 90 percent, is of
actual costs. I don't know; I am asking you gentlemen, because we
will be up against it next week.

Mr. PAUL. We have a builder. Maybe he would like to suggest what
the trouble of that approach would be.

The CHAIRMAN. GO ahead and answer.
Mr. GomoN. The problem with setting it up-
The CHAIRMAN. Talk into the microphone there.
Mr. 61oRDoN. The problem with setting that up on the basis of cost

only would run into difficulty, because that would eliminate any reason
for the builder to try to be efficient and save money. If he is going to
opt 90 percent of his cost, right off the bat you are going to run into
builders who are not going to try to build a good product, and not try
to build a good product as cheap as they can, but they are just going
to build it.

Senator BENNETr. Mr. Chairman, may I make an observation?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BENNTrr. It seems to me--and I have been in a business

that has served the building industry for 30 years-it seems to me it is
a little difficult, to say that that is an evil, and then turn around and say
it is a blessing, it is a good thing; that you get an efficient builder who
will build a building at the lowest possible price, and put the differ-
ence between that and the Federal Government guaranty in his pocket.

I think that, is also an evil, and this argument has been made niaiy
many times, that when you suggest that there should be some relation
between the Federal Government's guaranty of the mortgage and the
actual cost. that you are penalizing the efficient builder.

I cannot accept that as being binding against a situation here,
where evidently the people knew before they started to build dlht
building that they were goina to build it for $12,000 a unit lesz tlan
the figure which was supposed to be 90 percent of its value.

Mr. PAuL. That I challenge, Senator.
The CHAIRTMAN. Will the Senator yield?
For example, if I build a factory, I would build that factory for one

purpose. and one purpose only, and that is to make money mnanifac-
turing things in it. Wh9en you build an apartment house you b)ulild it
for one purpose, and one purpose only, and that is to rent it t) other
people, to make money from your rents.

Are you telling me that w'hen I build a factory for myself out here.
that I ought to make a lot of money on it. just when I first build the
factory, out of the mortgage? I am going to hold the mortgaige. I
have got, to pay it back.

M r. MCCARnN. Senator
The CHAIRMAN. And you gentlemen won't do it either, if the Fed-

eral Government made you put up instead of $6,000 in these little cor-
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porations-if they made you endorse the mortgages. If you had to
personally endorse the mortgages, you wouldn't do it, either. You
would only do it because the Federal Government endorses it and you
get completely out.

Afr. MoCARTIN. That is right.
I wonder, Senator, if what you are asking is whether the Govern-

ment was wise in trying to stimulate speculative rental housing build-
ing? That is something I think you get down to. That is your ulti-
mate question.

Mr. SIMON. Except, Mr. McCartin, in 1947 Congress changed the
law and said that in estimating the necessary current cost, the housing
Connissioner should use every feasible means to assure that such esti-
mates will approximate as closely as possible the actual cost of efficient
building.

Mr. MCCARTIN. I know that., Mr. Simon. I wouldn't expect a
regulation to say that the Commissioner shall throw discretion to the
wind. I wouldn't except to find that in a Government regulation,
but-

Mr. SIMON. What you are saying is he didn't.
Mr. MCCARnN. I am speculating in economics with you, yes, and

I think that is what we are talking about. I have read a number
of things it seems to me it was testimony either before this committee,
or a similar committee, where the practices that were indulged in in
this particular area were justified by saying that this was done to
accomplish a purpose that the Government was fostering, and I think
that the difference between what the question that you are asking
is that these projects were not being developed by persons who were
investing a life savings in a project from which they expected to re-
ceive rents the rest of their lives, and that it was really a capital
investment, but it was done on a speculative basis.

The CHAIRMAN. You think they were doing it out of the goodness
of their hearts I

Mr. MCCARTIN. No. I don't think that, Senator. I think they
were doing it for a purpose, to make money.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they were doing it as you said
in your statement, they were doing it to get housing.

Mr. MCCAMRIN. That is why we did it. That is why we advanced
the money. We are not builders.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, my father used to recite a little
old rhyme:

What do you think,
I should shave you for nothing and give you a drink?

These people have been shaved for nothing, and they have had
their drink, too, without risking a penny of their own money. They
have title to a wonderful piece of property, and then in addition to
that they have had the privilege of putting X hundred thousand
dollars into their pockets.

I think they have been shaved and had their drink.
Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, can I make just a very short state-

ment?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. RICHARD. In listening to this testimony here
The CHAIRMAN. You are an attorney for-
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Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Hutman, Mr. Gordon, and the four corporation&
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If you can add anything to it we are glad

to have it.
Mr. RICHARD. It seems a little strange to me, and I would like to

ask you, Mr. Chairman, and members of your committee to answer
this to help me out in my thinking.

The CHAraMAN. Ordinarily, we ask the questions, but this time we
will reverse it.

Mr. RICHARD. We have a situation here, as far as the Shirley-Duke
projects are concerned, that the project analysis by FHA in their
commitments gave their estimate of the replacement value of these
projects.

Jumping over Investors Diversified for a minute, their loan was
subsequently sold to Institutional Securities. Now, they are in the
investment business, and unless they felt that the full value and the
security for that loan was there, they wouldn't have been interested.

Mr. SiioN.. Don't you think they paid attention to the security of
the United States Government?

Mr. RICHARD. At least, we have written to them and have recently
received the refusal, trying to make arrangements to pay them off and
making some arrangement about this prepayment privilege.

Mr. SiMo-.. Of course, and the reason, as you know, is they have
got a United States Government bond paying them 4 percent interest,
and all you can get from the Secretary of the Treasury is a 3-percent
bond.

Mr. RICHARD. I am sure we would be glad to pay them off if we
could do something about that prepayment privilege. If you are in
conference, gentlemen, on this housing bill, I think that is olle area
in which you really could consider.

The CHAIRmAN. Is this prepayment arrangement true in all the
mortgages under sections 2003.207, 213, and all of them ?

Mr. RICHARD. I think on the section 608's, the ones I am more fa-
miliar with, I think it is very general that there is a prepayment privi-
lege. I am not sure about the other classifications.

The CHAIRMAN. You gentlemen from Investors buy bonds under
sections 203 and 213. Do you write anything into them denying the
right to pay them off except through virtue of a penalty?

Mr. CRABB. You said we buy bonds?
The CHAIRMAN. No, mortgages. Do you insist in these FHA niort-

gages that they cannot pay them off without paying a penalty?
Mr. CRABB. We insist on the mortgage containing such prepayment

penalties as are permissible. That doesn't mean we will ever collect
them in case of prepayment. Many times we pay the prepayment.

The CHAIRMAN. But you do write them into the contract?
Mr. CRABB. Yes, sir; and there is a reason for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. CRABB. On a mortgage, particularly a large mortgage, the

lender, in the case of a prepayment, can very easily have a large un-
invested cash amount for a while until he can get that reinvested.
He may have a change in interest rates that would prevent him rein-
vesting the money at a 4-percent rate. He might have to take 31.1
percent. He has got the burden.
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Mr. Sr'oN. To make it more important, nobody would ever pay you
a premium for a mortgage if there was no penalty for prepayment,
would they?

Mr. CRABB. I think that is a factor.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it is a factor we are going to look into a

lot, I will tell you that, as far as FHA is concerned.
I don't know why the Federal Government should guarantee these

mortgages, and then you gentlemen write into these mortgages that
the poor devil out here that holds one of them and wants to pay it off
has to pay you a big penalty for the privilege of doing it.

Mr. CRABB. Not a big penalty.
Mr. PAUL. You not only have to pay that, but you have to pay

the-
The CnAnil. FHA?
Mr. PAUL. FHA. FHA is insuring these mortgages, and not the

Federal Government. The builder pays the fee, and the Federal Gov-
ernment sets up the Federal Housing Insurance Agency, and the
builder pays the fees, and is out of that insurance, and it is not the
credit of the United States that insures these. It is the Federal
Housing Administration.

The CHAIRMAN. The most the fellow who buys this mortgage is en-
titled to, is the man who pays it off ought to be just charged for the
expense he is put to in putting it on his books, if the Federal Govern-
ment is to guarantee it.

I would say that wouldn't necessarily be true if it was a private
transaction.

Mr. PAUL. Would it be possible for the builders to answer Senator
Bennett ?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. There are 3 builders here, and they would each like to

say if they had an agreement what, this $60,000 relates to.
I would like to ask Mr. Gordon a question.
Senator BENNETT. I will ask it, of Mr. Gordon.
Did you know of the existence of these sche(lules in the contract be-

tween shirley Duke and Investors?
Mr. GoRiON. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. What are they in there for?
Mr. GoRDON. They are a formal schedule that you will find in almost

any construction loan agreement. whether it be for 3,000 individual
houses, or whether is be for a large project like this. The normal prac-
tice is for the lending institution to either make up a schedule like
that, or percentage schedule, whereby they advance, usually only 70
percent of that amount, until you have completed your building.

Senator BENN.ETT. Then what you are saying to me is that on this
schedule A that I am looking at, which adds up to something like
$;0.000, normally they would only have advanced 70 or 80 percent of
the $60,000 ?

Mr. GORDON. No, 70 or 80 percent of the total amount of the final
loan.

Senator BEN'NETiTr. You are saying to me that there is, then, no fun-
damental relationship between this list, which purports to be an actual
list of the materials and services that would go in the building; you
say that they wouldn't take that into consideration on their advances?
They would take the amount of their final loan into consideration?
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Mr. GORDN. No. I didn't say that. I said that they would take the
amount of the final loan into consideration, and take usually 70, some-
times 75, in this case I believe it is 80 percent-

Senator BENNEsr. We cannot find 80 percent anywhere.
Mr. GoRDoN. No. I think that is just what Mr. Simon said.
Senator BEN.NETT. That is right.
Mr. GORDON. But they take that percentage of the total loan, and

they agreed to advance that amount during the construction, and
after the construction has been completed, then they will advance the
balance of the loan, and that is the usual practice.

Senator BENNErr. What purpose is this schedule, which adds up
fortuitously to 80 percent of the final value of the loan? Of what
validity is there to the schedule?

Mr. GORDON. All right. Suppose we had turned in requests for
advances for one of the items on there, which exceeded that amount.
Then they would want to know "Why are you spending more money
for this brickwork or this carpenter work ?" or whatever it is, and
they immediately get into that picture to see why there was a greater
expense on that than some other items.

In other words, it is merely a schedule to go by.
Senator BENNETT. Yet it actually turned out to be the cost of the

property, and that is just luck ?
Mr. GORDON. No. I don't think you would find that to be anywhere

near an accurate breakdown of the cost of a building out there.
Senator BE:NNET. I will ask Mr. Simon, it has been my under-

standing that these units cost approximately $60,000.
Mr.G ORDON. The total comes close to some of the figures we have

been discussing here, but the breakdown itself
Mr. SIMoN. You mean you might have spent a little more for lum-

ber and a little less for bricks?
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. But the total comes out very accurately, doesn't it?
Mr. GORDON. If I may say so, from recollection, I believe that our

estimated cost of the units out there was between $5,500 and $5,600 per
unit, per apartment. Now-

Senator BENNETr. That is right. Your 11 apartments, and you
take that times-take $5,500 times 11, and you approximate $59,906.

Mr. GORDON. That was our estimate of only the direct construc-
tion cost.

Mr. SIMON. It included entertaining.
Mr. GoRDoN. It didn't include any of that.
Senator BENNEmT. Unfortunately, you put that into your schedules.
Mr. GORDON. I am not talking about that schedule at all. I am

telling you now about our original estimates.
Senator BENNETT. Do you have any documents that would indicate

those were your ori. nal estimates ?
Mr. GoroN. I don't know whether we could produce the work-

sheets on that or not, but it is possible, and if we have them we would
be glad to give them to you.

(The worksheets referred to were not received for the record.)
Senator BENNETr. Who made this schedule A? Did you?
Mr. GORDON. No.
Senator BENNmr. I would like to ask somebody else.
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Mr. GORDON. This is again relying on supposition, but I believe
Investors Syndicate's engineer made that up.

Senator BENNE=r. Di they consult with you before they made it?
Mr. GORDON. In all possibility-in all probability, I should say-

the items on that schedule that pertain to the construction of the
buildings, themselves-not entertainment, or anything in the way
of overhead, but pertaining to the actual direct cost of construction,
were probably based on our estimated cost.

Senator BE:NNET. Didn't you probably give them your schedules,
and didn't they use them as a basis for their schedules?

Mr. GORDON. We worked directly with them.
Senator BENNEr. So, then, when you say that this wasn't your

schedule, it was their schedule, you are saying they may have put these
figures down, but they got them from you ?

Mr. GORDON. They got information from us in all probability that
helped them to make it, certainly. That is only as far as the con-
struction of the building themselves.

Senator BENNE-r. Then on that basis the actual construction of the
buildings was calculated at less than ',-,,.()()() per unit ?

Mr. (oRDoN. No. You are twisting that around.
Senator BENNETT. I am not twisting it. You have just said to me

that they got their figures from you, and you are not responsible for
the inclusion of entertainment, and other things, in the list.

Now, the list, including entertainment, including contingencies, and
interest on the loan, etc.. only adds up to $60,000.

Mr. GoRDON,. But you forget that I said that list was only a per-
centage of what we estimated our cost. Ac(tually. at the time we went
into this transaction there was considerable concern on the part of my
associates and myself as to whether or not we could do it. and whether
or not we wouldn't waste all of the money we put in it, and all of the
time we put in it., and Investors Syndicate, because of that agreement,
end up having the whole thing.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gordon, are you contradicting or disagreeing with
Mr. Crabb, when he said that represented 100 percent of the estimated
cost?

Mr. GORDON. Absolutely.
Mr. PAUL. I don't believe Mr. Crabb said that.
Mr. SIMon. I believe he did, twice.
Mr. GomON. If he said that I image he made a mistake in saying

that, and I don't believe Mr. Crabb ever saw that before, and knows
nothing about how it was made up.

I am saying that was not an estimate of the entire cost, but was an
estimate of a percentage of the cost.

Mr. SrMoN. Are you saying the written document does not reflect
your agreement ?

Mr. GORDON. I didn't say anything of that sort.
Mr. SimoN. Was your agreement with Investors as set forth in this

piece of paper?
Mr. GORDON. Absolutely.
Mr. SIMON. There is nothing in there about 80 percent?
Mr. GORDON. I didn't say there was anything in there. You are the

one that brought up the 80 percent. I said that was a percentage of it.
Senator BENNEiT. Let me ask you a question: This schedule is a
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part of this written document, so you could not have been ignorant
of it.

Mr. GoRDON. That is right.
Senator BENNETr. So you signed this contract with the knowledge

that Investors was assuming that the buildings were going to h)e built
at roughly $60,000 per unit.

Mr. GORDON. No.
Senator BENNETT. Well, you made a contract with them to sup-

pl r72.

ir. GORDON. I didn't make that agreement. There is no intention
of that agreement anywhere in there, and I will reiterate that that was
not the estimated cost of the buildings at that time. That was the
amount that they were going to advance prior to the completion of
the buildings, and we had to hold back from our suppliers and our
subcontracts a certain portion of all of the money that they had coming_
to them in order that we could continue and build within the amounts
that they agreed to advance.

Senator TiENNErr. There is nothing in the contract that says that is
the amount they agreed to advance, or that they are going to hold
back any percentage?

Mr. GoRDON. It says that is all they are going to advance, the amount
shown on that schedule, and I just got finished telling you that they
do 1 of 2 things: They either set it up as a percentage, and so state-
10 percent, 15 percent, etc., and then they have as the final balance,
upon completion, 30 percent, 25 percent, which will be paid after com-
pletion, and in this case they didn't use that because that was a little
bit too vague. In this case they broke it down to actual apartments.

The CHAR-MAN. I have got to go here in a minute, but I want to ask
some questions here before we go.

I hold in my hand a check in the amount of $83,000, paid by Inves-
tors to Davis-Ruffner Title Co.: another check in the amount of $90,000
by Investors Diversified Services, paid to this Davis-Ruffner Title

Go : another one of $5,000 paid to the Davis-Ruffner Title Co., and
Mr. Crabb, my question is: Do you know why you gave them those
checks?

Mr. CRABB. I would have to check the record on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Then I will hand up the record. Here are the

checks.
Mr. PAUL. In the meantime, while he is looking that up, could we

have it stipulated that Mr. Preston and Mr. Hutman will testify the
same a,, Mr. Gordon about there being no agreement, and that this
was-

The CHAIRMAN. You have already tesetified for them. You said
they are going to testify to that effect. They can do it in a minute. I
will be very happy to have you do it. I don't know what it mealw.
but we will be very happy to have you do it.

Mr. CRABB. Those 3 checks add up to $178,000.
The C1AIRMA,%N-. Yes.
Mr. CRAUB. That was the payment to the title company which

handled the closing of the deal.
The CH.IRMfAN . That was their payment to the title company for

what?
Mr. CRABB. For buying the land.
The CHAIRMAN. For the land?
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Mr. CRABB. Yes. The title company delivered the money-
The CHmIxA1A. The title company was handling this in trust for

whom?
Mr. CRABB. Well, jointly for both parties to the transaction-the

purchaser and the seller.
The CHAIRMAN. But to whom did the title company credit this? To

whom did they pay it?
Mr. RICHARD. I think the record shows that; Allen Hills Corp.

They were the sellers of tlie land.
M fr. SIMON. Who got the noney? That is what the Senator wants

to know. Who got this $17so ()U
Mr. RICHARD. Allen Hills Corp., the seller of the land. Mr. Simon,

I think there was turned in to you at your request a settlement sheet.
Mr. SIMoN. No. sir.
Mr. RICHARD. Prom Davis-Ruffner?
Mr. SIMo.N. No, sir. We have been unable to get that.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know to whom Davis-Ruffner Title Corp.

paid this money, Mr. Crabb?
Mr. RICHARD. If you will give me just a minute, I think I have a

copy of that settlement sheet here in my file, Mr. Simon.
Mr. HILL. We don't know that.
The CHAIRMAN. Do any of you gentlemen know who received the

money'?
Mr. GoRDoN. We prepared a copy of the settlement sheet which I

thought was turned in.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Suppose you did. To whom did you pay

the money?
Mr. GORDON. The settlement sheet, I believe, will show it went to

Allen Hills.
The CHAIRMAN. Your memories are awfully good on some things

and awful poor on others. It seems to me that when $187,000 was in-
volved, my memory would be pretty good.

Mr. CRABB. Senator, the voucher from our files indicates that the
first payment of $5,000 was to the credit of Allen Hills Corp., as a de-
l)o-it on the purchase of the land. 'We would have to check with the
title company as to the disbursement of the rest of the purchase price
of the land, but I think it is quite obvious that it went to the then
owners of that raw land of 98 acres.

The CHAMMAN. Who did get the final payment to the land?
Mr. CRABB. The Allen Hills Corp.
M r. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, that is a settlement sheet, copy, which

was obtained from Davis-Ruffner Title Co., and shows the purchase
price, $17S.0)0, and at the bottom shows the distribution of the $1I78,-
000, to whom paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Calvin 0. Black got $6,000, George J. Josephs,
$5o.000, Calvin 0. Black $7,686.55, and Reilly again, $6,678.50.

Then this Calvin 0. Black is the vice president of the Davis-Ruffner
Title Corp.; is that correct ?

Mr. RICHARD. No; that isn't correct. He was a stockholder in Allen
Hills Corp., who was the vendor of the land, and I believe vice presi-
dent of Allen Hills Corp.

The CHAIRMAN. Then the Allen Hills Corp. received this money.
Is that what you gentlemen testified?
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Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, I will certify that that is a copy of a
settlement sheet prepared by Davis-Ruffner Title Corp., of which I
have a copy, and I think it would speak for itself who received the
money.

The CHAIRM NN. We have already subpenaed Mr. Alan David, or
whatever his name is. We will subpena the checks and records, jri-
marily because today I understand they refused to tell us without a
subpoena.

We will return to you the dividend checks. They are very valuable
checks.

Mr. RICHARD. Thank you.
The CHIAIRMAN,. And we will return this penciled copy to you.
Mr. RICHARD. I believe that was Investors Diversified.
The CHAIRMAN. And we will return your rent application to yoil.
Mr. RICHARD. Fine. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Do we have anything else to return to these

gentlemen?
Now, as to this gentleman, was there any understanding between

you, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Preston, or Mr. Hutman and the Investors Di-
versified Services-anv understanding there in respect to this iuort-
gaging out, that you were going to get more money than the cost. or
90 percent, of the cost of the project?

Mr. GORDON. No, sir.
Mr. HITMAN. No, sir.
Mr. PRESTON. No.
The CI AIRMANz. There was none.
.\r. SIMoN. May I ask two questions, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did each of you sign a contract with Investors, which

contained a paragraph reading as follows:
Attached hereto, marked "Exhibit 'A'," is a payment breakdown for each unit

of construction with estimated costs, amounts, assigned to the several construc-
tion items, for which advances and construction moneys are to be expended:
suh payment breakdown shall constitute a guide in the determination and the
allocation and disbursement of loan funds available for construction costs. Ad-
vances on account of material and equipment which are not required for ininie-
diate installation in the construction shall be limited to amount and to material
and to equipment as lender may approve and all such material and equipment
shall bhe stored and mdntained as lender may require. The stage of any develop-
ment and construction and materials on hand for which advances are requested
shall at all times equal or exceed the advance payable therefor on the basis of the
payment breakdown as determined by lender's construction engineer or such
other examiner as approved by lender. The work in construction included for
payment in any request shall have been acceptably completed to be evidenced by
such certificate and Inspection as lender may acquire-

and the exhibit A is $58,906 to $60,000 in each contract.
I t hat correct, Mr. Gordon?
Mr. GORDON. What was your question?
Mr. SIMON. Whether you signed a contract containing that. P10

vision and that exhibit A?
Mr. GORDON. It sounds to be equal or similar. We have a copy of it

over here.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Preston, did you sign a contract with that

provision?
Mr. PRESTON. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hutman, did you sign a contract with that pro-
vision in?

Mr. HTrrxAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have any subsequent agreement amending,

changing, or altering that provision, Mr. Gordon.
Mr. GoRDoN. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Preston?
Mr. PRESTON. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hutman?
Mr. H ETMAN. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that provision reflect your agreement with In-

vestors? Mr. Gordon?
Mr. GORDON. As far as I know, it is.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Preston?
Mr. PRESTON. I believe so. It was the understanding it was 80

percent.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hutman?
Mr. HrMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, I think it is only fair that the one

portion of this loan contract which was read by Mr. Simon-I think
it should be pointed out that the provision that Mr. Simon read should
be read also in connection with paragraph 5 (c), which gave the right
to the lenders to call upon the borrower for additional funds, if
necessary.

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, may I make this statement-
The CHAIRMAN. Call on them to the extent of what-$6,000?
Mr. RICHARD. No, sir, Mr. Chairman. There is no limitation on

that-any amount necessary in order that-
The CHAIRMAN. I mean the corporation only had $6,000.
Mr. SIMoN. $1,000.
The CHAIRMAN. $1,000.
Mr. RICHARD. They had the builder's work and time in there which

they could call upon.
May' I make this observation
Mr. SIMON. How would you pay the builder's time to Investors?
The C1IAIRMAN. How would you pay other than $1,000?
Mr. PAUL. I would say they would put the money in. The builders

stood ready to put the money in.
Mr. SIMo.. Did they ever agree to do that?
Mr. PAUL. No; but they certainly would have done it.
Mr. SIMoN. How can you say today, in 1954, that they would have

put it up in 1949?
Mr. PAUL. I don't know. Let me make this observation. Investors

Divetrsified Services is an institution which has constructed section
608 projects to the extent of $600 million.

The CHAIRMAN. It is $59 million.
Mr. PAUL. There was some $600 million of mortgages.
The CHAMMAN. Of all sorts.
Mr. PAUL. In connection with this contract, if there had been any

agreement, I submit that Investors Diversified Services would not have
been agreeable to taking one-third of the divvy. It doesn't make good
sense.

The CIRAMMAN. Of what?
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Mr. PAUL. Investors Diversified Services would not have been will-
ing to say "we are going to mortgage out to this $12,000 a unit and we
will just put up all the money and we will take one-third of the divvy."
They just don't work that way.

Mr. SIMoN. You think they would have been more greedy than that?
Mr. PAUL. I am sure of that, had there been any such agreement.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you want to say something, this gentleman

here ?
Mr. HILL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions or statements that

anybody wants to make?
Mr. MCCARTIN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask if yOU are

going to need us any more this week?
The C-AIRM.'N. No. But I wish you would remain under subpena.

We may want you later, but we will not need you any more this week.
Mr. MCCARTIN. No fear of that?
The CHAIRMAN. We hope Mr. Loftus will be with us tomorrow.
Mr. Pxtau. You requested some exhibits in connection with subpenas.

Did you want these ? I don't know what they are, but I think it repre-
sents the division of the mortgage funds, a breakdown by an accountant.

Mr. SIMON. I think we will not need that.
The CHAMMAN. Unless someone wishes to make a statement or say

something-
Mr. RICHARD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask-
The CHAIRMAN. I hope you all feel you had a fair opportunity to

be heard today.
Mr. RICHARD. We certainly have and thank you.
I would like to ask on behalf of Mr. Gordon and Mr. Hutman

whether they will be required-
The CHAIRMAN. No more this week, but stay under subpena. We

may want you later.
Mr. RICHARD. We will be notified in ample time?
The CHAIRMAN. After hearing Mr. Loftus, we may want to hear you.
Mr. PAUL. Is that true of Mr. Preston and Mr. Bros?
The CHAMMAN. That is true of all of you.
Mr. GORDON. Mr. Chairman, I am operating down in Oklahoma. I

just got down and came right back.
The CHAIRMAN. You go on down. We will give you enough time

to fly back.
Mr. GORDON. That is all you gave me this time.
The CHAMMAN. The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
(Whereupon, at 5:35 p. m., the hearing was recessed until 10 a. rn.,

Thursday, July 1, 1954.)
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THURSDAY, JULY 1, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
Co i[ITTE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY

Wa8hington, A?. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. in., in room 301,

Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Payne, Maybank, Sparkman, and
Lhman.

Also present: Mr. William Simon, general counsel, FHA investi-
gation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be Mr. Andrew Frost, of Albuquerquc, New

Mex. Is Mr. Frost present?
Mr. Frost, will you be sworn, please? 11old up your right hand.

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give is the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. FROST. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Be seated. Our general coun-

sel Mr. Simon, will start the questioning this morning.
Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, I wish the witness could give

his name and address for the record, and tell where he originally came
from.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to bring that out. Will you please
give your full name and address?

TESTIMONY OF ANDREW FROST, ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

Mr. FROST. Andrew Frost, 7920 Cutler Avenue, Albuquerque, N.
Hex.

The CHAIRMAN. And what is your business?
Mr. FROST. I am, or was, the assistant director of FHA in Al-

buquerque, N. Mex.
The CHMARMAN. Was that the State office? You are assistant

director?
Mr. FROST. No, sir. We in FHA have eliminated the name or the

State portion.
The CITAIRM1fAN. But you were for many, many years the State di-

rector, were you not?
Mr. FROST. No, sir.
The CHIRxN. Assistant State director?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When were you employed by FHA?.
Mr. FROST. September 17,1934.
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The CHAIRMAN. September 17, 1934?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were discharged on what date, or resigned

or whatever it was ? Were you discharged or did you resign? Were
you suspended?

Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were suspended on what date?
Mr. FROST. Last Thursday.
The CHAIRMAN. Thursday of last week?
Mr. FROST. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But you were with FHA for some 20 years?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And was all your work in New Mexico?
Mr. FROST. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where else did you work for FHA?
Mr. FROST. Washington, D. C.
The CHAIRMAN. Washington, D. C.-How long were you in Wash.

ingtqn, D. C.?
'Mr. FROST. I was-from September 17, 1934, until just a month or

so before I entered the Army.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be possibly in 1941?
Mr. FROST. No, it was in 1943.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you worked for FHA here in

Washington from 1934 until you went into the Army, about 19431
Mr. FROST. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What department did you work in here?
Mr. FROST. I first started working in the messenger pool, then went

to work with the Comptroller's division, and I was with the Coinp-
troller's division all the time, up until I left to go-

The CHAIR.AN. In the service?
Mr. FROST. No, sir, until I left to go with the Office of Civilian

Defense. It was an immediate transfer.
The C1AIR iA.,. Then you were in the Army?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAmRM.N. How many years were you in the Army?
Mr. FROST. Two years-my discharge papers show 2 years, 5 months,

and 30 days.
The CHAIRMIAN. You came out of the Army about 1945?
Mr. FROST. Some time in October, as I recall.
The Ch.AIRMAN. Did you go back then with FHA?
Mr. FROST. No, sir.
The CHAIR-AN. When did you go with them?
Mr. FROST. When I was discharged from the Army, I was dis-

charged from the hospital at the same time. I had been wounded in
Germany, about my legs, and the doctors advised that I go out and do
sonm manual labor in order to revive the strength of my legs, which
I did. I went to California and I worked in a frozen-food plant, where
I was trucking vegetables, preparatory to their being processed.

The CAI R M3AN. Thien where did you go from there?
Mr. Fi-(,s'r. Tlien [ returned to the FHA in 1946.
The CHAIR-MAN. In 1946 you returned to FIIA, here in Washington

or in XNw Mexico?
Mr. FRos'i. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Here in Washington?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then how long did you remain in Washington at

that time?
Mr. FROST. I do not recall exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. One year, would you say, or 2 years?
Mr. FROST. No, sir. It was a matter of a month or so.
The CHAIRMAN. A month or so, and then where did you go?
Mr. FROST. I went to South Carolina.
The CHARMAN. How long were you there in South Carolina?
Mr. FROST. Eighteen months.
The CIAIRMAN. What did you do in South Carolina?
Mr. FROST. I was the administrative assistant in the office.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean you were assistant to the State Admin-

istrator?
Mr. FROST. The terminology-
Senator MAYBANK. What?
Mr. FROST. I say the personnel terminology was "administrativeassistant."
Senator MAYBANYK. You were in South Carolina 18 months?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMANX. What office and what town?
Mr. FROST. Columbia, S. C.
The CHAIRMAN. What were your duties there?
Mr. FROST. Administrative assistant.
The CHAIRM-.AN. I mean what were your duties as administrative

assistant.? Handling everything that had to do with FHA?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All phases of it?
Senator MA.-BANK. Who were you assistant to?
Mr. FROST. Judge Bailey.
The CHAIRMA.,. Judge'Bailey was your immediate superior?
Mr. FROST. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he the State FHA Director?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were there 18 months?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIiMAN. Then where did you go?
Mr. FROST. To San Francisco.
Senator MAYBIANK. I think Judge Bailey was appointed in 1934.

Ami I wrong?
Mr. FROST. I understand he was one of the original State directors.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you go from South Carolina?
Mr. FROST. To San Francisco.
The CHAIRMAN. How long were you there?
M[r. FROST. Approximately 18 months.
Tl, CHAIRMAN. What did you do there?
MI'. FROST. I was what they referred to as an administrative

Sle' visor.
Tijo Ch,\uIM., For FHA?
UP [. FROST. YVS, Sir.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Where did you go froii San Francisco?
Mr. FROST. To Albuquerque, N. Mex.
The CHAIRMAN. That was when?
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Mr. FROST. I entered on duty in Albuquerque January 22, 1950.
The CHAIRMAN. You began January 22, 1950, and remained until

last Thursday?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. What were your duties in Albuquerque?
Mr. FROST. I was Assistant State Director.
The CHAIRMAN. Prior to the reorganization, what were your duties.,?
Mf. FROST. I don't understand the uestion, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. W hat did you do? Did you handle title I and sec-

tion 608'sI
Mr. FROST. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you do?
Mr. FROST. I was the assistant to the administrative head of the

office, and had the duties attendant thereto.
Senator MAYBANK. Let me ask a question or two about South Caro-

lina. I don't know who the Director is there now.
Mr. FROST. I don't either.
Senator M A BANK. You were in South Carolina 18 months?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator MNYBANK. And I know Judge Bailey. I don't know who iS

there now. lie was appointed in 1934 or 1935. He was appointe(l,
long before I came here, but anyhow what did you do for Juidge
Bailey? Did you look after section 608's?

Mr. FROST. That was part of my functions.
Senator MAYBANK. Did you approve any of them?
Mr. FROST. As of the record, Iw as authorized to as an authorize(I

agent. I don't recall whether or not I actually went through the for-
mality of signing any of the commitments.

Senator MAYBANK. You had a right to?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. And you don't know whether you approved aiiy

or not?
Mr. FROST. I do not recall, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. What did you app rove in Columbia?
Mr. FROST. The authorized agent-Ilwas authorized to commit the

Federal Housing A administration on contractual obligations.
Senator MkYBANK. How many did you authorize?
Mr. FROST. Sir-
Senator MAYBANK. Do you remember any of the projects that you

authorized? I never knew you were in South Carolina. I don't know
who is there now.

Mr. FROST. Sir, I do not know. Speaking of section 608's, I would
doubt, although I do not know for sure, whether I actually signed any
commitments.

Senator MAYBANK. You don't think you signed any?
Mr. FROST. No, sir. I don't-
Senator MAYBANK. What about any other sections--203 and 2117

and some of these others, that are worse than 608's, as you well know.
You agree on that? There are some bad messes in sections 203 and 20 7.

M[r. FROST. Sir, I have not been back there and I don't know an.V-
thing about the section 203's in South Carolina.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Frost. from January 23. 1953, to January 27, 19.3.

were you on a deep-sea fishing trip to Matzatlan, Mexico, with Ilarry
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Frank, of the Atlas Lime Co., and George Walters, sales manager of
E. J. Mankin, Inc.?

Mr. FROST. Gentlemen, I am without counsel. I have not contacted
counsel. As I understand my constitutional rights, I do not wish to
jeopardize anything-

The ('iIAIRMAIN. In other words, you do not wish to answer the ques-
tion on the basis that it might incriminate you?

Mr. FROST. That is correct, sir.
Tie CAIRMAN. You have a perfect right to do so. Proceed to ask

the rest of the questions.
Let me say this now: You may answer any question that we ask you

or )u may refuse to answer any question on the ground that it may
incriiminate you.

Senator MAYBANK. There wouldn't be any questions about South
Carlina you would refuse to answer, would there?

Mr. FROST. Sir, at this point, as I say, I am without counsel.
Senator MAYBANK. I know that. I appreciate you have certain

rights. You said you didn't know anything about section 608's in
South Carolina?

Mr. FROST. Yes, sir, I think that is correct, and I have-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say all the questions we wish to ask you

haxe to do with New Mexico. Will you proceed. Mr. Counsel?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Frost, being a lawyer, I should say to you that the

law is that if you answer one question. you then lose your immunity
as to anything related to that question. I wouldn't. want to put you
in a position where you answer the question without knowledge of t1w
fact that you thereby lose your immunity for things related to that
question.

Mr. FROST. Sir, inasmuch as you are counsel, I would appreciate
then if you would indicate to me any questions that mig It be re-
lated to-

Mr. SIMoN. I can't act as your counsel, Mr. Frost, but I don't want
you to be misled into believing you can pick and choose, answer one
qiest ion and not the other. If you go into a subject you are required to
answer them all. I am not in the position of being your counsel.

Senator MAYBANK. Who is the fellow we had here the other da%"
who had a lawyer and who seems to have been the worst violator of ail
the laws?

Senator SPARKMAN. Powell.
Senator MAYBANK. In justice to this man, since he hasn't got a

lawyer, I don't know what it is all about-I mean I know what it is all
about but I don't know what his answers would be one way or another
to incriminate him, but I think he ought to be given, as the chairman
suggested, protection, because of all the people I have seen here the
wo-)rst has been Powell. He wouldn't say anything.

Tho CHAIRMAN. I just said to this gentleman that if he does not care
to answer any questions, he will not be forced to do so and all you need
to say is that "I refuse to answer on the ground that it might incrimi-
Ilate ie."

- MNr. FROST. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You can say that to any question that. we ask you,Iatid when you do so that will end it as far as we are concerned.
Will you proceed?
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Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend our counsel

Mr. Simon, for explaining the law to this witness. I think it was a
fair thing to do a proper thing to do. I wish it was done in all cases.

Mr. SIMoN. hank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN, Proceed, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Frost, did you file travel vouchers with the United

States Government, and claim reimbursement for travel and per (hem
for traveling from Albuquerque, N. Mex., to El Paso, Tex., and re-
turning, for a fishing trip to Mexico in January 1953?

Mr. FROST. I decline to answer that question based upon my con-
stitutional rights.

Mr. SIMon. Did the contractors whom I have previously mentioned
pay the expenses of the fishing trip from El Paso, Tex., to Matzatlan,
Mexico.

Mr. FROST. I decline to answer the question based upon my con-
stitutional rights.

Mr. SI.MoN. From October 16 to October 18, 1953, did you take a
fishing trip to Chihuahua, Mexico, with contractors'doing business
with the Federal Housing Administration?

Mr. FROST. Sir, I refuse to answer that question based upon my con-
stitutional rights.

Mr. SI.MON. Again, did you claim Government reimbursement for
travel to and from El Paso, and did the contractors pay all of the ex-
penses from El Paso, Tex., to Chihuahua, Mexico?

Mr. FROST. I refuse to answer that question, sir, based upon my con-
stitutional rights.

Mr. SIMon. In 1950, did you receive two truckloads of concrete
blocks from the Superlite Co., a contractor doing business with the
Federal Housina Administration, for use in your own home without
the payment of anvthing therefor except a few dollars paid to the
truckdriver who delived the blocks?

Mr. FR(),T. Sir. I refuse to answer that based upon my consti-
tutional rights.

Mr. StOx. With respect to the ground breaking for the Hollonan
housing project in New Mexico, on or about March 31, 1953, did you
ask the contractor who was putting up the project, or su.est to the
contractor putting up the project, that a party be given for yi the
niit of the grround breaking with airls furnished bv the contractor?

Ir. FRosT. I refuse to answer that question based upon my consti-
tutional rights.

Mr. S MO.N-. In fact. on that night, and either the night before or

the night preceding, was there a party at, the Motel Alamoaordo, -t
Alamogordo, N. Mex., at which there were three Irls who were paid
a total of between $400 and $500, and the cost of which was charged
to the construction job?

Mr. FROST. I refuse to answer that question, sir, based upon my con-

stitutional rights..

Mr. STMO.. In December 1952 were you present at a poker npe a
which was attended by yourself, Gary Griqham, James Carnes, Ed-
ward Snow, Sam Brown, Dick SCalf. 0. D. Pro)T)s. and Sellars. :11 of
whom were either contractors doing business with FHA or emplo.CVeC

of FITAI
Mr. FROST. I refuse to answer that question, sir, based upon my con-

stitutional rights.
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Mr. SIMON. At such a poker game did you suggest to Gary Gris-
hani, superintendent of construction for E. J. Mankin, Inc., then en-
gaged in the construction of the Lovington Homes project, and
herry project, being financed by the Federal Housing Administra-

tion, that Mr. (Grishain gamble with you by inatchling coins, and in such
a gaibling contest did you win -S80 from Gary Grisham?

3fr. FROST., I decline to answer that question based upon my con-
stitutional lights.

Senator MAYBANK. Was the gambling on the lip and up?
Mr. FROST. I decline to answer that question based upon my con-

stitutional rights.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is all. Thank yoti, Mr. Frost. You do

not need to remain under subpena any longer, and if we want you
later, we will subpena you.

Ifr. FROST. Sir, I am driving and I will be en route for some time.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. We won't need you for a couple

of weeks at least. I wish you would keep in touch with us.
Mr. Fir(ST. Yes, Si r.
'ie CIAIRAN.X,. We may find you will be helpful to us because you

did testify in executive session.
Mir. S,"IM,,N. No: he didn't.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not?
.%nator MAYBANK. No; lie didn't testify.
,Ir. FROST. Sir, should I notify you?
The Ct.\mM.\x. Keep us advised as to your address; yes. Thank

you very, very much.
Now Mr. Burton Bovard, Lorton, Va. Will you come forward

please? M\r. ]Bovard, will you please be sworn? Do you solemnly
,we:ir that the testimony you are about to give is the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF BURTON C. BOVARD, LORTON, VA., ACCOMPANIED
BY CLAYTON M. BURWELL, COUNSEL

Mr. BOVARD. I do.
The CH.RNr.N. Will you have a seat? Will you give your name

a1(I l)1'<ent address to the rel)orterlease?
Ir. BOVARD. Burton C. Bovard. Lorton, Va.

The (NIIAIRMAN. Let me ask you a few questions.
You were formerly with the FHA ?
Mfr. BovARD. I amstill with the FHA.
The CII.R.L\x. You are still with the FIA. When were you

enlipIo'(I by FIA?
Mfr.'BoVARD. In, I think it was. August 1935.
The CHAIRMAN. You were eml)loyed in August 1935. and you take

the position that you are still with them? However, they have sus-
lended you, haven't they?

Mr. BOVARD. No: I have not been suspended. I have been put on
ainnial leave.

The CIAIRMAN. I see, but you are no longer working?
MrI. BOVARD. No; that is right, and have not been-
The CRAIRMAN. You no longer have any duties or responsibilities?
M r. BOVARD. That is right.
The ('R.AIRMAN. You did go to work for FHA in 1935?
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Mr. BOVARm. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You worked continuously for then ul) until tile

time that you got into this trouble or whatever you care to call it ?
Mr. BOVARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You were with them continuously?
Mr. BOVARD. That is right.
The ('IIAIRMAN. You were the General Counsel for how nmiaN years
Mr. BOVARD. Well, since 1945. 1'

The CHAIRMAN. 'I ou were General Counsel of FIIA from 19-1 0Ii
until a couple of months ago?

Mr. BOVARD. That is right. And, of course, I still am teclnic.ally,
at any rate, General Counsel.

The (,AIRa w.Ix. Iou still maintain you are the General (OIIIM' l
Mr. BOVARD. I don't maintain anything. I have not as 3-e, heei

separated.Th CHAIRMAN. Didn't they ask for your resignationI

Mr. BOVARD. They (lid, but I refused.
T10 Ci AIMIAx. 0)n wh1at grounlllds did vyu refuse to resign?
Mr. BOVARD. Because of the veterans' rights. You see, veovrmi,

preference
The (IAIRMAN. Do you think you have a right to be General (oun.

sel regardless?
Mr. BOVARD. Well, the Veterans' Preference Act requires an agency

to prefer written charges before they take an adverse action against

The CH.%IRMAx. They could transfer you to some other position
as long as they paid you the same wage, could they not?

Mr.BOVARD. Yes, indeed.
Senator MAYBANK. No charges have been preferred against. you?
Mr. BOVARD. Yes. Charges have been preferred against me. 1

have answered the charges. The matter is now pending before the
agency, and, of course, that is one of the reasons why I wrote to Sell-
ator Capehart and felt that this-

Senator MAYBANK. I understood that.
The CHAIRMAN. rhis gentlemen is your attorney?
Mr. BOVARD. le is my attorney.
Senator MAYBANK. You said you hadn't resigned because of your

veteran,' r'i 4hts.

Mr. BOVARD. That is right.
Senator MAYBANK. Charges have been preferred and you answere(l

the charges?
M r. BOV.ARD. That is right.
Senator LEIEMAN. Are you still receiving pay?
Mr. BOVARD. Oh, yes, indeed; on annual leave, of course.
Tihe ('11 AN. 'I'hi gentleman -will Vou give VO1lr nan'l e .

Mr. BURWELL. My name is Clayton L. urwell. 'I am a ineminber
of the Supreme

The CHAIRMAN. You are an attorney for Mr. Bovard?
Mr. BURWELL. I am an attorney for Mr. Bovard.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to make a statement
Mr. BURWELL. I wish to request permission
Senator MAYBANK. Would you give your background just for th

record?
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Mr. BURWELL. Yes, sir. My name is Clayton M. Burwell. I am
g member of the firm of Murphy, Duiker, Smith & Birwell, of the
Southern Building, a member of the bar of the District of Columbia,
and the State of North Carolina.

Senator MAYBANK. Where do you come from in North Carolina?
Mfr. BURWELL. Charlotte. I wish to read very quickly a short

letter into the record at this time, Mr. Clhairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed to do so.
Mr. BURWELL. It is dated June 28, 1954, Washington, D. C., to

Hion. Homer E. Capehart, chairman, Senate Banking and Currency
Committee, United States Senate, Senate Office Builing, Washing-
ton, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. SENATOR:
I have received a subpena requiring me to appear before your committee on

July 1, 1954.
In this connection I invite the committee's attention to the pendency of a

determination of the truth or falsity of certain charges preferred against me
I,v ,Mr. Norman P. AMason, Acting, Comiiuiissionrir of th w Federal [ousing Adnmin-
istration. I enclose a copy of said charges and my reply thereto.

A, a veteran of overseas eminbat service in World War I, I am entitled to the
protection of section 14 of the Veterans' Preferen( e Act of 1944, as amended, and
of the regulations of the Civil Service Commission thereto. This Involves a de-
termination of the truth or falsity of the charges initially by Commissioner of
the FHA, a right of appeal from his decision to tihe Civil Service Commission
and a right of appeal from the ('ivil Service ('ul=inission to the courts. A few
week,; ago the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia granted an
injunction in the Peake case against the discharge of a Federal employee, pend-
ing a determination of the charges by the Civil Servi.e ('ommission.

You will note that the charges preferred against ine are so broad and ill de-
fined as to virtually bring under revivwi my Gv,rnment service as General Coun-
,vI for the FHA for 14 years under 5 different ('omnissioners, including Mr.
(uy Idllyday. Charge VII indicts ine for testimony given before this committee
voluntarily because In the opinion of the Commissioner of the FIIA my testi-
inany (lid not satisfactorily answer all of the conimittee's questions. It would
be well nigh impossible for your committee to avoid inquiring into the subject
matter of these pending charges, If I am compelled to testify at this time.

The effect of requiring me to testify before your committee as to matters con-
tained in the charges is to provide the Commissioner in an adv'r., action against
me with a bill of discovery without providing me with a similar right and to that
extent deprives me of a fair hearing. I therefore respectfully request that my
testimony not be taken until the charges against ine are determinedd according
ti the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, as amended, and according to the Civil
,uvmvice Commission's regulations issued pursuant thereto.
,Su far as the indispensability of my testimony at this time Is concerned, I re-

Spetfuilly point out (a) that I testified already before your committee on April
28, 1954, (b) that my reply to the Commissioner's charges, a copy of which is en-
closed, contains considerable testimony with respect to the charges, and (a)
that there are a number of other witnesses, such as the former Commissioners
and Deputy Commissioners, who had an equal or greater opportunity of klnowing
the facts involved who are not at present parties to an adverse action pending
before the Commissioner, the Civil Service Commission, and the courts.

Senmtor MAYJANK. Would you mind stating for the record who they
are?

Mfr. BURWELL. Who the Commissioners are, sir?
Senator MAYBANK. And the Deputy Commissioners. Is it agreeable

to get that in the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ur. BURWELL. I will ask Mr. Bovard.
Senator MAYBANK. I don't want to do anything that would jeop-

ardize his veterans preference, but I would like the record to show it.
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Mr. BURWELL. It would not, sir. Mr. Bovard Can state the nanles
of the Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners.

Mr. BOVARD. Mr. Abner Ferguson was Commissioner when I be-
came counsel in 1940. He was followed by Mr. Foley, as I recall, who
was later transferred to the position of Administrator of HIIFA, and
at the time Mr. Foley went as Administrator of HHFA, Mr. Franklin
D. Richards became Commissioner of FHA, and at the time Mr. Rich-
ards resigned, Mr. Greene became Commissioner, and then following
Mr. Greene was Mr. Hollyday, Deputy Commissioner under Mr. Rich-
ards was Mr. Greene, and Deputy Commissioner under Mr. Hollylay
was also Mr. Walter Greene.

Senator .TAYBANK. Thank you.
Mr. BURWELL. I have one more paragraph.
The CHAMMAN. You may proceed.
Senator MAYBANK. I jtivt wanted to get the record straight. 'Tlhit

is, as I understand, his reply to whoever is going to look into hi. case,
about the Deputies and Administrators being more responsible or
having a part to do with anything they charge you with, is that cor-
rect, or don't you want to answer?

Mr. BURWELL. That is correct, sir. We make that position in our
reply

rTe last paragraph, Mr. Chairman:
In my letter of May 1, 1954, to the Commissioner of the FHA, as an interniedi-

ate reply to his charge.- and notice of proposed adverse action, I requested ac.,
to the files and documents which presumably form the evidentiary basis for his
charges.. I did this because some of the charges extended to alleged derelictiiin
on my part over a period of 14 years involving countless transactions in the highly
complicated position of General Counsel. Obviously, it is impossible for me to
recall with particularity these files and documents especially when the clmr-e,
themselves are lacking In specificity. I am sure that you will appreciate the
difficulty of my being any more specific in my answers to your committee than I
have been in my enclosed reply without an opportunity of refreshing my recollec-
tion concerning these matters from the files and documents of the FHA. If the
committee feels, that notwithstanding the pendency of the action against me, I
should nevertheless be required to testify before the committee, I respectfully
request that you permit me access to the files and documents on which you
propose to examine me, in order that my answers may be accurate, specific. -Ind
helpful to the committee.

I also request permission that my counsel, Clayton L. Burwell, in the action
before the ('ommissioner and the Civil Service Commission be permitted to al)peIr
and sit with me in the event your committee insists upon my testimony.

Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, I think he should have the files
if he is willing to testify. I don't see why Mr. Mason doesn't giN'e
him the files. Think he is absolutely right.

Mir. BOVARD. It is necessary, as I see it.
Senator MAYBANK. How can you testify if you don't have the files?

How can they put you on leave without even showing you the files .
The CHAIRMAN. tto1W can o11 ,ay Vyou need tile files when vo doln'i

know what the quest ion. are going to he ? How can he say he needs tlhe
files when lie (loesl't know what the (luest ions are going to be i

Senator MAYBANK. I should imagine, Mr. Clhiirmali, any questioll-
we will ask him, as a former attorney for the organization, he would
certainly be concerned with the files of the FHA. Otherwise, if we
are going to ask hin if he went out fishing

The 'T IIAIRMAN. Let me say the ruling of the Chair, unless the (.om-
mittee wishes to go into executive session and take a vote on it, is that
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this gentleman should testify. Whenever we ask any questions where
it is obvious that he ought to have the files to refresh his memory, that
we will show him the files, and if he wants more time than can be
given here, we will let him take the files and study them and come
back at a later date and test if v.

Senator MAYBANK. That is quite all right.
The CHAIRMAN. Otherwise, this action that he has against the Ad-

ministration for suspending him, of course, may go on for months
and months and months, long after this hearing is over.

Here is a situation where this gentleman was employed by the Fed-
eral Government in 1935, and that was nearly 20 years ago. He has
been the General Counsel of the FHA since 1940. I would say since
1940 that FHA has handled through guaranteeing billions and billions
and billions of dollars worth of mortgages of all kinds-individual
houses, section 608's, 213's, and 207's. It has been a big organization-
()Ie of our big governmental organizations, and for 15 years this
geitleman was the General Counsel.

Now, a general counsel of an agency as big and far-reaching as
FHA, ought to know a lot of things from memory. He ought to be
very helpful to this committee in solving many of the problems that
have been presented to this committee.

But I want to say this: We want to be perfectly fair with you and
we want to show you any and all files, any and all documentary mate-
rial that you may need in order to give the proper answers. It is not
our intention to do anything other than to try to get the facts. It
is not a very pleasant duty that we have in this committee to sit
here this summer and fall, when we might be resting a little bit,
looking into this situation.

The General Counsel will proceed with the questions.
Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to make very certain that

this committee does not do anything which would prejudice tle wit-
ness' case before such board as may pass on the validity of his sus-
pension, if I may call it that, or his rights under the Veterans' Act.

I think if we examine him at all today, it should be made very clear
that if he refuses to answer, or states that he is unable to answer be-
cause of any reason that may appear valid to him, that that does not,
or will not militate against his rights nor will it prejudice this com-
mittee, or the members of the committee, in the consideration of the
case. I am not sure we should examine him.

The CHAnMAN. I think the Senator is correct, but I also wish to
call his attention to the fact that this gentleman is a lawyer, that for
15 years he was the General Counsel of this big organization; that
he is amply able to take care of himself. He is not only a lawyer,
but he likewise has a lawyer sitting alongside him, and I can't con-
ceive of him wanting to withhold any information from this com-
mittee. I am sure he doesn't.

Mr. BOVARD. I can assure you I do not want to withhold any
information.

The CHAIRMAN.-. I am certain that everybody will be pleased with
the treatment, that this witness will receive at the hands of this
committee.

Senator LEIIMAN. Certainly if he has no objection to testifying
under the reservations that have been made by his counsel and by him
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I have no objection to it, but I think we must be very careful not to
prejudice his case.

The CHAIRMAN. He has the right if he wants to to refuse to answer
any question and he has the right, on documentary matters, to ask u,
to show him the documentary proof that he might refresh his memory.
He has that right and we certainly will see that tie gets it.

Mr. BurWELL. Mr. Chairman, if I may ask your permission to put
the letter which I read together with the enclosures in the record-

The CHAIRMAN. Witilout objection, the letter that has just been read,
together with the enclosures, which is an office memorandum of charges
against Mr. Bovard, and his answer will be made a part of the record
at this point.

(The information referred to follows:)
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 9, 1954.

Mr. NORMAN P. MASON,
Acting Commissioner, Federal Hou8ing Admini8tration,

Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SIR: This is a reply to your letter of May 28, 1954, received by me on

June 1, 1954, and also a reply to your Notice of Proposed Adverse Action, dated
May 7, 1954.

In my letter of May 18, 1954, I requested that you specify in greater detail
your original ciiarges in order that I might prepare a defense or that, in the
alternative, you withdraw the charges. With the exception of charge IX you

(lid not change any of the original charges nor did you withdraw any of the
charges. The change in charge IX did not make it more specific. In the same
letter I requested that you permit me access to the files and documents of the
PHA involved in your proposed action, and which are obviously necessary for
my defense. With the exception of the documents set forth in your letter of
lMay 28, 1954, you refused me permission to consult these files, extending back
over a period of 19 years, and insist upon my filing a defense or else waiving
my rights without being able to refresh my recollection from the thousands of
records involved. I can see no reason for your refusal to permit me access to
the evidence, particularly where the charges themselves are so vague, other than
the fact that you have already prejudged my case and are reluctant to permit
me to put in a strong defense.

Together with your refusal to make specific charges, as contemplated by
section 14 of the Veterans Preference Act of 1944, as amended, and the regula-
tions, requirements, and procedure of the Civil Service Commission issued pur-

suant to said act, and your refusal to permit me access to the documents on which

my defense would rest, you have not permitted a reasonable time for me and

,Uy counsel to prepare an answer to sweeping and unspecified charges, extending

ever a period of 19 years of service in a highly complicated position involving

thousands of transactions. Again, this arbitrary refusal of adequate time for

the preparation of my defense indicates on your part a prejudgment of the Case,

a disinclination to receive matters in defense, and constitutes a violation of the

Veterans Preference Act, Civil Service Commission regulations, requirements.

and procedure, above specified, a denial of due process of law, and a denial of

the ordinary standards of impartiality and fair play.
The charges represent conclusions of law in some instances and conclusions

of fact or opinion in others. Virtually all of the charges are predicated upon

the false premise of an inefficient and wrongful administration of the FHA over

the entire period of its existence without reference to the vast benefits to the

t)ublic from the skillful pioneering in a new field of governmental activity. The

law does not contemplate the false indictments of a large and responsible agemnY

over a period of 19 years and an Indictment of a significant segment of the

lending and building Industry through the pretext of an employee discharge pro-

cedure under the Civil Service Act, the Veterans Preference Act, and regulations

issued pursuant thereto.
I cannot believe that a man of your position would sign charges as destructive

of a man's honorable career, his standing and his associates, without being con-

vinced on a responsible basis that they and each of them are true. Nor can I

I)elieve that a man would sign these charges without the manliness to personallY
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sponsor them. Some of the charges are libelous but for such protection as the
law may give you by virtue of the office which you hold. I reserve for further
consideration my rights in this connection.

You say In your letter of May 28, 1954, that the second paragraph of the
original notice of proposed adverse action "* * * is descriptive of the general
nature of the charges against you. These charges are specified in the following
paragraphs, in specifications Nos. I through IX. It is on the basis of these
specifications of events and dates that your removal from the service is proposed,
and it is on the basis to your answers to these specifications that my decision
will be based."

While I deny that the second paragraph in question is descriptive of anything
except the lack of specificity and responsibility with which the charges were
drawn, in the light of your statement that they are not charges I will not attempt
to answer them.

With respect to the charges I through LX, they do not charge me with a single
act of commission. This alone speaks well of a Government career servant after
a record of 19 years. Unable to find any acts of commission, you have taken
refuge in your opinion of derelictions. Needless to say, these alleged derelictions,
all of which are omissions, constitute an opinion on your part given long after
the transactions involved. This opinion, if true, constitutes an even greater
indictment of several commissioners who preceded you, together with a large
number of highly placed and responsible officials of the FHA and the housing
industry over a period of years.

Your opinion of my professional competence cannot be based upon personal
observation, inasmuch as you never had any dealings whatsoever with me,
except to place me upon involuntary annual leave and later present me with
charges. It cannot be based upon personal experience as a lawyer since the
records fail to disclose that you are a lawyer at all. Your opinion cannot be
based upon any reprimands or instructions to me which I failed to carry out,
since you never gave me any. It cannot be based upon any personal and expert
knowledge of the FHA since you had not worked for the FHA during the times
in question and have not yet worked for it more than a negligible period of time.
Your opinion cannot be based upon any tangible objective criteria since you have
not set out any way by which my performance of duty can be measured.

Notwithstanding the motivation with which these charges were brought, the
vague and unspecific character of the charges, the refusal to permit access to
evidence, the refusal to permit adequate time for the preparation of a defense,
and the opinion character of all of the charges, I am compelled to answer them
to the best of my ability, based upon personal recollection almost entirely, going
back as far as 19 years. The charges are so sweeping, and it is so obvious that
you have prejudged the case, that I expect that, no matter what the answer,
you will say that it does not meet part of the charge. In other words, you will
not disclose the charge until the answer is made in order that you may say
the answer does not meet the charge.

With respect to the charges I through IX, and subject to the restrictions you
placed upon my defense over my protest, I answer with the following:

CHARGE I

An examination of the entire agency files, consisting of the Washington admin-
istrative office files and the insuring office files at San Francisco and Los Ange-
les will show a considerable volume of administrative inquiries and reports
concerning loans in which the Enterprise Construction Cos. were Involved and
will establish that the loan transactions of these companies were examined
carefully over a long period of time and efforts were made to obtain facts
Concerning alleged Improper or fraudulent action. The files of the local insuring
Offices will show that such loans were watched carefully by the local director
and members of his staff assigned to duties concerning title I loans. The files
of the Legal Division will also show that the facts and data developed by the
Administrative Offices in Washington and in the field were likewise examined
to determine if administrative or legal action, or both, were warranted.

It is my recollection that the files and testimony of the employees, both in
the LPgal and Administrative Divisions will show the difficulties encountered
to establish evidence to support specific actions. The records of the Legal Divi-
sion and the Washington Administrative divisionn (Mr. Frentz, Mr. James
Hobbz, Mr. Edward Walsh, and Mr. McCallum. all members of the administra-
tive office in charge of title I loans) will disclose that when I received the memo
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of April 29, 1953, from Mr. Cole to Mr. Hollyday, referred to in your charge, a
memorandum was sent from my office to Mr. Frentz, the administrative official
with responsibility, requesting a current report from the directors of the insur-
ing offices in California. This memorandum was dated some time in the early
part of May 1953 and suggested, as I recall, that further reports should be
obtained so that the position of the Administration could be reexamined fromii
the standpoint of possible investigation and prosecution. The records will fur-
ther establish that at a sulseluent date, either later in 'May of 19513 or .J1un
of 1953, one or more conferences took place between Washington adninl&trltiv'e
officials of the FHA and representatives of the Legal Division as a result of
which the decision was made to send investigators to California as soon as the
schedule of other assignments would permit. The records will disclose a menjo.
randum in June or July of 1953 from Mr. Hillock, Chief of the Section of Invest{.
gation, setting forth the final decision, and identification of the scope of the
proposed investigation and the assignment of the personnel to conduct the
investigation. As I recall, Mr. Hillock accompanied the two Investigators to
California for the purpose of coordinating the investigation and to discuss pro-
cedures and methods with the United States attorney. Mr. Hillock was also to
make inquiry into certain rumors concerning a Mr. Pendergast, the title I repre-
sentative in the San Francisco FHA office.

I believe the record also will disclose that Mr. Hillock, while in ('alifomrni:l.
discussed with the United States Attorney at San Francisco a proposal to sul'iit
information on at least some of the cases directly to the United States .\ttorlwrii
for presentation to the grand jury prior to the preparation of a formal report,
in order to obtain indictments within the period of the statute. This propos:tl
was (liseussed because of the time necessary to prepare tlho formal report. have
It reviewed in Washington, and the referral to the Department of Justice ill
Washington, and ultimate referral by the Department of Justice to the Unitedl
States attorney with jurisdiction. The record will further disclose that sil,.,
the United States attorney did not feel he could deviate from prescribed pro,-
cedure in this regard, representatives of my office called on the Department if
Justice to request approval of such proposal. Further, the Department advis,,
the FHA that the Department officials with responsibility declined to apprm,,
the proposal. No specific reasons were given. While you have been (otlliiik-
sionerinly a few weeks and the extent you may have been able to examine ti'
records of the Administration has been necessarily limited, I an confident th't
you have become aware of the complexities of the various operations of th,
Administration. You must have become aware of the fact that the (lpr:itiom,
of the Administration are controlled by budgetary limitations and it is not Awlvy,,
possible to have available all the personn(1 you or your staff officials nay helif',
needed or required to perform a particular function or assignnent. "l'r'nip
action" to persons familar with the problem of investigation Is a relative wm:itT,r
and necessarily dependent on the facts an(d complexities of particular ':se,. T'.
California casvs, as I understood, covered a considerable area and many traniv:,
tIons, and time was consumed not only in gathering the evidence hut also in pr"'-
paring a formal report containing all the exhibits In such form as to prewmit t"
the Department of Justice. As I recall, the Enterprise Construction (',,s. ,a,,..
my staff forwarded the report to the Department of Justice within :1 "'Att"r
hours from the time it was sent to my office. The fact that the iivcsti..'a:tiIn
started the latter part of July 1953 and the report finished in Nwovember f',ll,"'
in, would not of itself ostallish that such period of time was unnecessarily l).'
or that the work could have been completed sooner. I was advised by my stiff
that every effort, consistent with the number of persons available to work onl
the cases and the volumes of material to go into the reports, was beln) n"mh
to complete the reports to transmittal to the Department of Jusie'. I believe the
record will disclose this was done. You undoubtedly have found that tile oprn-
tions of the FHA are rather extensive and that you as well as your 1)i'isi',
heads must rely on staff members to perform a great volume of the detail of y,,ir
functions. Your judgment to rely on decisions and actions taken by siborili-
nates must necessarily be Influenced by your experience with those onpliyes
I had years of favorable experience with my staff to back up my belief thI:mt the
work was being handled competently and adequately. TTnder all tile ,irnUiI-
stances which were in existence at the time the particular cases came to thie
attention of the FHA, namely, the personnel available, the quality of the ,vle,?I'
developed through the field offices, and limitations on expenditures, I deny thilt
T "failed to initiate prompt action adoquately to Investigate" the complaints In-
volving the Enterprise Construction Co
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CHARGE II

It is my recollection that the reference to the report concerning Torn Arafe had
a direct relation to other reports sent to the department of Justice concerning the
investigations in California. It is to be note(] that you only make reference in
this chargee to a letter daltel October 21, 1953, from the FHA to tile [)epartilr4nt of
Justice and do not identify tie (ite of tile Departnient's letter front which tihe
quotations were made, nor state if the J)epartinent's letter was ans~vve-e#. Tie
impression is left that 11y otice took no action and otherwise ha(l no explanation
to offer in response, and consequently the suggestions constituted pr v,-n facts.
The fact that the Department of Justice raised certain questions concerning the
report does not itself establish that the report was inadequate arid unsatisf:av-
tory, or that evidence of a more substantial nature could have been produced.
An examination of tile records wouIl have revealed these conclusions and impli-
cations to be incorrect. I submit it is unfair and unjust to present only one part
of the file when you knew or should have known there were additional facts con-
cerning the case in the official records under your control, showing that no claim
was filed by the lender against the FHA and no loss was sustained by the Gov-
ernment. The manner in which this charge is stated, particularly in view of
the existence of further information in your 1)is-ses.wi,, (hele rinstrates again ti
unfairness of your refusal to give me access to the records.

CHARGE III

In connection with title I operations in.the Puerto Riv.) FI[A office, your charge
fails to specify what Irregularities yiu have in mind :inri over what period of
time such Irregularities occurred. I am confident tile file- (of the administra-
tion under your control will disclose reports vere iihntnitt,,d to Mr. Frentz,
Assistant Commissioner in charge of title I operations, by the Director in Puerto
Rico, Mr. Carpenter, as well as correspondence lbetw'er .Nlr. Frentz and repre-
sentatives of the lending institutions, particularly J. Andrev I:n inter, vice presi-
dent of the National City Bank and other officials of the l'uerto Ri,.4 branch
of that bank. It is my recollection that conferences were hel1 ill Wnshington
with representatives of the Natliial ('ity Bank and Mr. l.'rent . a nd in sonme
Of these conferences Mr. Carpenter, the Director in IPuerto Ri'.,, ard a nendler
of his office staff were also present. It was following tle (,conforetn(e that Mr.
Freutz, Assistant Comnissioner in charge of title I ,lperati-,ns. nnd Mr. Nel.-on
Hillock were sent to Puerto Rico to investigate the situation :and to) determine
what actions were needed. It was apparent that the situation was coilplex
and presented many problems, both from ani administrative appr,)ach and froin
possible further investigative activities. The genr:vnl scope of the l)ssifile Tils-
use of loan proceeds was discussed with the then United States attorney. Fromn
an investigative standpoint it was recognized there were present many practi-
cal prosecution problems by reason of the number of borrowers who wouhl
probably be involved in any prosecution even though they may not have been
aware of any possible wrongdoing. It is (lear that this general subject wna;
not handled haphazardly by the FHA officials but was given very careful and
serious consideration. It is nly understanding that Mr. Frentz, while in Puerto
Rico, obtained agreements from the lending institutions. including the National
City Bank, under which those institutions would immediately inaiiurate posi-
tive actions to strengthen and control the handling 41f loans in Puerto RiCo()
with the objective of minimizin-4, if not eliminating, the type of transactions
under discussion. Subsequently, after Mr. Frentz and Mr. Hillock returned to
Washington, I know that the general situation concerning title I loans in
Puerto Rico was discussed with Mr. Greene, Deputy Commissioner at that time.
and with Mr. Starr the regional administrative official. Mr. Frentz reported
the actions which had already been taken administratively as well as the fur-
ther proposed action which he would require the lending Institutions to take.
The general prosecution problems were also discussed as well as the tine and
personnel requirements to conduct an exhaustive investigation. I was not in-
structed to make any further investigation. In view of the lack of instructions,
the insufficiency of personnel, the inordinate amount of time and the practic:ll
obstacle. to prosecution, together with tile ',itive measures adopted to elimi-
nate such irregularities in the future, no further investigation was 1nrade at
this time. A full and complete examination o)f the record will not therefore
support the charge or place on me the responsibility for the manner in which
this situation was handled nor will the record J.ustify any conclusion that the
PHIA action was not taken in good faith in the light of all the circumstances.
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With respect to the charge concerning an alleged illegal use of the Pri,,eeds
of a title I loan by Mr. Harley A. Miller, former United States attorney inPuerto Rico, I do not believe the records of the FHA will disclose that "it was
reported" to me that such a loan had been obtained by Mr. Miller. I was told
of the rumor to that effect entirely as a rumor and not as a fact. I believe thesame rumor also reached the Department of Justice and that informal dieus.
sions took place between the Legal Division and representatives of the Depart.
ment of Justice concerning the rumor, and that the rumor was discussed with
Mr. Miller at or about the time he submitted his resignation. The Department
of Justice may be able to supply further information on this matter and it is
assumed Mr. Miller can be reached for his comments.

It is to be again emphasized that I was not the Commissioner, and thit thiegeneral effect of this charge is a conclusion on your part at this date, l, to theaction which you might have taken if you had been the Commissioner at the time
the matter was up for consideration.

CHARGE IV

As I recall without access to the documents, a report of February 20, 1953, from
the Department of Justice involved one loan of the Phil Davidson Construction
Co. I referred this memo over my signature to Mr. Frentz, the administrative
official in charge of title I operations, for action. Mr. Frentz was not part ofthe Legal Division. The records in your possession will disclose corres-poiidence
between his office and the local insuring office and an investigation of the fai.tby the local insuring office. Followif1g this investigation, Mr. Frentz and the
local insuring office advised the lender to apply certain precautionary measures
against the Phil Davidson Construction Co., the substantial effect of which w\as to
preclude the Phil Davidson Construction Co. from securing further loan, tinder
the FIIA title I pri,,ram. The Phil Davidson Construction Co., the dealer illquestion, repurciased the loan involved, thereby relieving the Government of ily
liability. a-tual or IPotential. I believe further that the records of the adinin'.-
traliv office will disclose that the particular salesman in the Phil Davidsmi Con-
struction Co. involved in this loan was fired. It was generally recognized y tlhe
Commnissioners that in a case involving one loan, no loss, actual or potential, it)the (-overnlnent, where effective administrative corrective measures were en-forced, no constructive purpose was served in insisting on prosecution in thelight of the inadequate investigative force and funds available to the FII. atthat time. This was the situation in respect to the case of the Phil I)aviikm
Construction Co. The fact that a report was received from the Department ofJustice did not establish a violation and did not establish that criminal prosecu-
tion was the only proper or desirable action.

In this charge you failed to state all of the material facts and refused nie access
to the records in an effort to prevent me from stating the material facts. It i,apparent that this distortion of the records indicates a desire on your part to
create an erroneous implication with the public.

CHARGE V

The files of the Department of Justice disclose that the letter of complaint from
Congressman Schafer referred to in your charge was submitted to the Attorney
General and not to the FHA, with the request for investigation by the FBI. Theletter was sent to the FHA by the Department of Justice not for the purpose (ifmaking the final decision as to investigation but to develop such facts as the FIJA
could from its records or from inquiry and to report them back to the I Vc)tirt-ment of Justice. In many instances the Department of Justice has referred to the
FHA through me as General Counsel information or allegations involving con-
struction complaints for the purpose of enabling the FHA to collect such filrt
as are disclosed by its records or by inquiry. In these cases the decision tio tak,
further action or to request the FLIA to take further action was retained by the
Department of Justice.

Congressman Schafer's letter contains specific complaints concerning claimed
construction deficiencies in the construction of a home purchased by a Mr. Confer
together with certain allegations of rumors of an improper tieup between the
director of the insuring office and the building companies controlled by the direc-
tor's brother. In view of the fact that the director's brother was the builder of
the home purchased by Mr. Confer, my staff discussed the matter with the admin-
istrative officer in Washington in charge and It was agreed to send an underwrit-
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jag supervisor from Washington to make an investigation in order to avoid any
possible criticism. This was a special procedure because of the rumored tieup
between the director and his brother. Mr. Carl Whitney, underwriting super-
visor attached to Washington headquarters, was sent to Grand Rapids and did
investigate the construction complaints and through his efforts an adjustment
of the construction complaint was effected between the builder and Mr. Confer.
Mr. Whitney made a special trip to Battle Creek, Mich., to interview the two in-
formants referred to in Congressman Schafer's letter. He did interview one (f
the informants who was unable to give any substantial evidence concerning the
rumor. His name, as I recall it, was Mr. Welch. He attempted to interview the
other informant but was unable to do so because of his absence from Battle
Creek.

In respect to the wider rumors of irregularity between the director and his
brother as a builder, the record will disclose that all applications for mortgage
insurance covering property constructed by the director's brother was especially
reviewed in Washington before the commitments for insurance were issued. The
letter of August 17, 1951, referred to in your charge recites most of the facts out-
lined above. However, you have distorted the letter by paraphrasing only an
unrepresentative portion of it. A fair hearing of this problem requires that I
have access to the documents involved.

With access to these documents it can be demonstrated from the files that
the decision to conduct a formal investigation was not expected to be made by
the FHA and was not made by the FHA. The letter in question said in effect
to the Attorney General that if you desired to investigate further, I would ap-
preciate your keping me advised. The FBI did investigate and as a result
indictments and convictions were secured. The Departments of Justice records
t.ogiher with the records of the l'edheral cmirt in Gnind Rapids. Mich., ail
interview with the then United States attorney, Joe Deeb, will disclose that
my staff cooperated fully in the investigations and prosecutions involved. In
fact, the chief investigator of the FHA and the AsSistant Commissioner in
charge of underwriting in Washington were sent specially to Grand Rapids to
assist the Department of Justice and the grand jury in the examination of this
matter.

CHARGE VI

The informal agreement represented by the copies of the exchange of cwr-
respondence between the FHA and the Department of Justice was not known
to me and I doubt if this nterial was in tihe tie- in my office. It is to be
noted that the last correspondence with the Department of Justice on this
subject was in 1937 and was directed to the Collection Section of the title I
administrative division, which is not a part of the Legal di%-ision. As you
know, I did not become General Counsel until December of 1940. It is pre-
sumed that such an arrangement was predicated on the presence in the National
Housing Act itself of a separate penal provision. This separate provision was
identified as section 512 and was repealed at the time of the 1948 revision of
the United States Criminal Code. The wording of section 512 in substance
appears in section 1010 of title 18, United States Code. As I recall, the FHA
was not consulted or informed of the proposal to repeal section 512, and it is
assumed that the decisions in this regard were made with the knowledge of the
bepartmnent of Justice. It would have seemed logical anid reasonahle for a new
understanding to have come into being upon the repeal of section 512 but there
was no such reexamination to my knowledge. I believe an examination of the
files of the Administration will disclose many instances in which the Depart-
ment of Justice and the FBI did, in fact, make investigations of violations under
S( Vtion 1010 and did, in fact, make invest i,:ikations f allegatimi: against 'HA
employees and with respect to other FHA business without reference to the dis-
cussed agreements or understandings of 1935-37, and in some instances inves-
tigations were initiated without any prior notice to, or advice to the FIIA.
Whether or not the alleged agreement contained in the 1935--37 correspondence
Was formally abandoned or not, I do not know. As a practical matter it was
not followed in any sort of rigid way by either the FHA or the Department of
Jflstice and in no sense could be called an omprating aurevmnent after 1948. You
have produced from the files a relic of antiquity that would be known to few
lP&'Ole in either the Department of Justice or the FH,\. If the agreement alleg-
edly set forth in this correspondence was ever at any time followed, it was
abandoned by the mutual practice of the Department of Justice and tht FItA
8nd had no practical effect at such abandonment.

50 6 90-54--pt. 1- 18
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Your statement in charge VI that investigations by the staff of the FIIA
resulted froin this old informal agreement is untrue. It was the result of the
policy of the Cominissiomers and not of the informal agreement that the FHA
did maintain a small investigative staff and did perform some investigative \%-ork
primarily for the purpose of policing to the best of their ability with an imlal(e-
quate staff the contracting parties in%' dved in FIIA transactions. Thik p'l i,.
prevailed during the entire period that I was (General Counsel. Consequently. the
statement in your charge that "it needed only a recommendation by yOm to the
('ommissioner to amend tie early agreement and turn back tile investigatiiuml if
these (comp)laints to, the FBI" is completely incorrect. The investigate. %wc-.re
within the framework of (he Comiissioner's policies and were not c,,ntrlled by
nor dependent upon informal correspondence between the Collection Divis ion an(l
representatives of the Department of Justice between 1935.-37. In addition, your
conclusion based upon a few weeks in office as to what recommendation to which
unnamed Commissioner would have changed this well-established policy bord,.rs
on the absurd. In this connection the least you could do is to specify by (lates
the period to which you refer, and to specify by name the Commissioner to which
you refer and ask that particular Commissioner whether such a recommneni-
tion would have changed his policy at that time in the light of his knowledge of
the circumstances at that time. As evidence of tile policy of the several ('omumis-
sioners since I became General Counsel in 1940, the records of the FIIA vill
show that I was requested to submit budget estimates to maintain an investic:a-
tion staff and that agency requests for funds were made to the Burau of the
Budget and to the committees of Congress, all of which evidence clearly negative,
any purpose or intent on the part of the Commissioners to change or modify
their policy.

It was my understanding that neither the policy of the Administration or any
informal correspondence with the Department of Justice had the effect of
excluding the FBI from jurisdiction to investigate violations of criminal statutes
arising out of FIIA transactions. The investigative staff of the FHA was pri-
marily for the purpose of disclosing facts on which administrative procedure,
for the protection of Government's insurance liability could be developed and
perf acted and thereby reduce the possibility of criminall violations. It was also
the poilic.y and practice to cooperate as fully as possible with the FBI and the
Department of Justice in the discharge of their responsibilities.

Your presumption as to what recommendation an unnamed Commissioner
would have accepted at an unspecified time and acted upon is no less purely specu-
lative than your presumption as to what unnamed officials of the Department of
Justice at an unnamed time would have accepted and acted upon as the other
party to the informal agreement which you alleged was operative.

The fact that you apparently disagree with the policies maintained by the six
previous Commissioners under whom I served as General Counsel would hardly
seem the proper basis for a charge against me on this account.

CHARGE V11

Charge VII finds fault with my testimony before the Senate Banking and Cur-
rency Committee on April 2S, 1954, during which period I was on invlnutmiry
annual leave shortly after I had beeen advised by you that I was to be discharged.
The first shortcoming in my evidence before the committee, according to y,,u.
was that I (lid not know how many attorneys were in the Legal Division. 1
believe that a fair reading of all my testimony will show that I did answer thi
question with substantial accuracy. You cite my statement that I never he:nrtl
of nor saw a list of 500 or 600 items approved as eligible for insurance tinder
title I in an effort to make me appear ridiculous. The true facts are that the li,t
wvas compiled after I was placed oi involuntary annual leave and accordingly I
had never seen it nor heard of it. This list was compiled from separate rifling,
made over the years and each ruling was based on particular facts and subject
to particular conditions, and such rulings did not constitute "approval" of any
items for insurance by the Iegmm I)ivision. All of the information in regard to,
this subject is contained in tii files in your possession to which I have been
denied access.

It is not clear just what particular ('barge is made against me in your reference
that I .advised the Semnate Banking and Currency Committee that a television
aerial would be eligible for a title I hiam. The question is strictly a matter of the
interpretation of the statute and my opinion was ',mnfined to an expression that a
loan to install a television aerial as part f a system in an apartment building
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as a 1)ermanent improvement to the structure would be eligible. I did not Intend

and the record will not support any view expressed by me as to the eligibility of
a title I loan to purchase a separate detachable antenna to be attached to a
chiniey or roof of a dwelling in such inanner as not to be a permaieit improve-
ment to the structure. It seen fair to ask if you hold a contrary view. It is
interesting to note in this connection that y4Eu include in charge VII as a derelic-
tinol (if duty the expression by me of anl hmiest legal opinion impromptu before i
Senate committee without however stating in the charge that this oildnion was
erroneOuS.

You go on to cite as a dereliction that I required suggestions and prompting
fromn a member of the committee in order to explain why it was the FIA re-
(luired that the mortgagor in a multifamily housing project be a corporation,
after first giving the reason that this was because "this corporation should own
their individual projects and not be engaged in another business." This discus-
sion in question involved a highly complex area of the statute and practices of
the FHA. The members of the conunittee asking the questions did not make it
clear and specific what their questions were. It was necessary through sugges-
tions and prompting to clarify the question before I could give an honest and
effective answer. You further say that unspecified portions of my testimony
evidenced a lack of knowledge of the congressional intent concerning the 608
i~r,'grai. I submit that even the Supreinie Om'rt is at times uncertain what the
4-,itgressional intent is underlying certain statutes. The congressional intent
of the action 60S pro-rain is certainly a subject of delbatv as most congressional
.tatutes. Perhaps, as a nonlawyer with a few weeks' association with the act
in question, you feel qualified to speak dogmatically of the congressional in-
tent underlying the section 608 program. If so, you fail to state in your charge

our understanding of lhi,- clear c'.ingressional ineiit and wherein my testimony
departed from your clear understanding of the congressional intent. It seems
aplirpriate coiiiment that even the membership of the committee before which
I w-:, testifying was not the same that reported out the bill in question.

CHARGE VIII

'T'his charge seems to me to be particularly unfair and unreasonable and again
represents an attempt to express the action you now state you would have ex-
pected of the General ('Counsel if you had been the commissioner r and consid-
ered the facts and evidence presented to the then (Onnmnissioner. The fact re-
nlaii.s, however, that I was not the ('onmissioner and of course, you can only
.,iriii, what I told him ior what I failed ti tell himu. 'he tlien Comnnissioter
was infrnied of the material facts needed to reach a decision, and undoubt-
edly he reached the de.i.4oni he (lid in good faith and in the exercise of his best
jiIdgnient under all the facts before him. The fact tMat you, in your capacity
is the present Commissloner, apparently disagree with the decision of the Com-
missioner at that time does not establish that he was wrong, or that I could
have caused the ('omtiissioner to have taken ,ime other action, even assuming
I di-.greed with the decision as made. I consider it my function to give the Com-
flhiiiuer the highest quality of advice and counsel of which I am capable, but
the, final decision and responsibility is properly the function of the Commisqioner,
as head of the agency. I deny that I failed in any particular in the performance
(if 111v duties to the ('Commissioner in this matter.

CHARGE IX

In iny letter of May 1,. 1954, I requested that charge IX, as contained in the
notice of proposed charges be withdrawn for the specific reason that said charge
falk to comilply with the requirements of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference
Act of 1944, as amended, and with the regulations, requirements, and procedure
'If the Civil Service ('ommission pursuant to said act. I further requested that
if you should deny such request that I be given access to all the records, files,
(oelmclents. or data considered in the prelaration of this charge and that I be fur-
hi'hmil with further specific information. You denied this request and presum-
ably after serious consideration and with a design to he more specific and other-
wise comply with the requirement,; of the Veteran-' Preference Act and the reg-
ulalihin.s of the (ivil Service omissionin puirsuawt to said alt. to which your at-
tention was called, you elected to submit an amended charge IX. A comparison
between the original charge and the amended charge will clearly show that
illstead of making the charges more specific or detailed or more reasonable from
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the standpoint of better informing me of the nature of the charges I am expected
to meet, your amended charge is even less specific and Is even more general and
broad in its scope. It attempts to hold me responsible for the complete operations
of the FHA since some date in 1948. Why you decided to relieve me t roi re-
sponsibility for the operations of the FHA for the years 1940 to 1948 is not
stated and I can only assume that your examination of the records of the FHA
for the period from 1940 to 1948 must have disclosed that my work was satis-
factory or that perhaps some of the Commissioners in office during that liee'iod
may have exercised more fully, in your opinion, the authority and responsibility
placed upon them by the statute.

A lack of specificity is apparent from the reading of the charge, and I suimint
that no employee could reasonably be expected to properly defend himself against
such generalities. Any attempt to do so would expose me to some incident, be it
ever so trivial or inconsequential an error, which had not been specifically an-
swered, explained, or denied. The generality of this sweeping charge indicate.
that you will not disclose the charge until the answer is made in order that you
may say the answer does not meet the charge.

My only contacts with you personally were to receive from you a notice placing
me on annual leave and subsequently to receive from you the notice of charges
as outlined in your letter of May 7, 1954, at which time you had prejudged my
case as evidenced by your remark at that time that I was being discharged.
Surely you do not represent that from your experience or knowledge I failed
"to execute with reasonable diligence the duties of General Counsel of the FI1A."
I served for many years under the supervision of many Commissioners. The
records will disclose that Mr. Ferguson, a former Commissioner, appointed me
General Counsel in 1940 after I had previously served as his Assistant Gvlneral
Counsel during the period when Mr. Ferguson was General Counsel. Mr. lVi'ley,
a former Commissioner, retained me as his General Counsel when he bec.m.e
Commissioner in 1945. Mr. Richards became Commissioner in 1947 and retained
me as General Counsel after having had many prior opportunities to observe
the quality of my performance during the period be was Zone Commissi4ner
and Assistant Commissioner. Mr. Greene became Commissioner in 1952 and
kept me as General Counsel after having had close association with we and
my woik in his capacity as Assistant Commissioner and Deputy Commissionier
for several years. I was retained as General Counsel under Mr. Hollyday. At
no time did any one of these officials ever indicate or imply that my services
were not wholly and completely satisfactory and in accordance with their it,'
quirements. I specifically invite your attention to my efficiency ratings over .1
period of 19 years with the FHA as further and official evidence of a sati.sf:i.tory
performance of my duties. In this connection I also invite your attention t,1
my annual-leave records. I respectfully submit that my performance record
with the FHA should in all fairness and justice be judged by the opinions ()f the
Commissioners and officials under whom I actually performed services as Gen-
eral Counsel over a period of 14 years, and by the quality of the day-to-day
performance and the record of the Legal Division in the handling of the nunner-
ous and complicated functions covering all programs of the FHA during that
period, rather than by an official who apparently has no personal knowledge or
experience upon which to form an opinion.

As to part (a), have you reviewed a majority of the rulings, decisions, and
actions taken by me, or have you reviewed the overall operations of the FIIA
since some date in 1948 and up to April 15, 1954, and can you honestly anti
fairly state, as a responsible official of the Government of the United Stales.
that from your considered and careful review and analysis of the operation"
of the FHA for that period, that firstly, there was a "breakdown of administra-
tive and criminal law enforcement" in connection with the operation of the title T
program. If so, how many cases have you examined In relation to the entire
program, wherein and in what specific cases did I fail in my responsibilities.
Surely you must have specific details and data upon which to base sulch :1
serious charge, not only against the operations of the FHA for that peritd and
the particular officials who served in the office of Commissioner, but against ne
in my capacity as General Counsel in the performance of my duties and respoflI-
bilitie. under the leadership of such officials

I will state affirmatively that subject only to budgetary limitations whi.h
controlled the personnel and money available for investigative work. including,
travel, that the Legal Division carried on an active and aggressive program
to investigate alleged fraud and irregularities in the title I program, as well
as initiating the development of ways and means to strengthen the regulations
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and collaborating with the administrative officials in discussions with lenders
and others, and in the improvement of policies and procedures designed to
eliminate unscrupulous and dishonest persons from the title I program. Your
records will disclose the many investigations completed and referred to the
Department of Justice and upon which successful criminal prosecutions were
sustained. The references to the title I program contained in items (1) through
(6) are too vague and indefinite to permit me any opportunity to properly defend
myself. For example, in item (5), I am charged with a failure "to limit by
proper legal decision and interpretation the scope of the title I, property-improve-
ment-loan program, so that its administration would be in conformity with the
intent of Congress." I must presume therefore that you as Commissioner since
April 13 or 14, 1954, have found that the title I program has been administered
at least since some date in 1948, not in conformity with the intent of Congress
which may have been in office during those years. What proof is there to support
,uch a conclusion and would an expression even of the present Congress be de-
terminative of the congressional intent in years past. It is my belief that the
title I program was at all times administered in conformity with the under-
standing entertained by myself and the Commissioners in office, of the intent of
Congress. If there was any deviation from the intent of Congress, it was the
result of an honest and reasonable difference of opinion as to what was or may
have been the intent of Congress.

Under part (b), did you determine there were "abuses" under the Section 608
program, and upon what records, cases and incidents did you conclude such
abuses were "at the expense of FHA, of tenants of 608 housing, and of the public,"
and what legal rights and obligations did you conclude existed which were vio-
lated. What is the amount of expenses to the FHA, to tenants, and to the public
disclosed by your review of the cases to which you make reference. Upon what
iaits and legal reasoning did you conclude that there was a "consequent frustra-
tion of the intent and purpose of Congress in enacting section 608 of the National
Hiu sin Act." Upon what reasoning do you conclude that the so-called niort-
gaging-out could have been avoided "by the exercise of reasonable administra-
tive diligence on the part of the FHA," but "which was not avoided." Are you
saying that if you had been Commissioner at that time when those alleged abuses
took place that you would have done these things, and consequently the then Com-
missioners proceeded contrary to the intent of Congress and failed to take ad-
ministrative action of a character which you would have taken if you had been
('iimissioner at the date in question. Surely you do not Intend to imply that I
was the Commissioner, since you must know that I occupied the position of Gen-
erd Counsel exercising only the authority and functions delegated to me by the
Commissioner, who alone held the authority to speak for the Administration.

Your further charge that I knew or should have known "of collusion between
mortgagors ald mortgagees which resulted not only in defraudim- the Vnited
StaIt s Government" but also caused high rents in section 608 projects. Surely,
:is a responsible official of Government, you would not 'harge mortgagors and
inortg'g(es with cooperating to defraud the United States Government without
hiivinz proof positive in the nature of investigation of the facts, an indictment
.1t1,1 a finding by a court of the guilt of the parties. You must, therefore, have
information of which I ami not apprised and will be able to give citations of spe-
eific cases in the records of the courts, State or Federal. Collusion between mort-
;agr. in(1 mortgagees contemplated in law an affirmative action between the
Parties and where such cooperation defrauds the United States Government, a
serious offense against the United States has resulted, and it must be assumed
that your statement of the fact has been established.

lince you have not identified specific nortgagors and mortgagees, it must be
't.sumned that every mortgagor of a mortgage insured under section 608 as well
as uvery mortgagee which made such a loan is guilty of such collusion or at least

Under suspicion. I would further assume that you have or intend to withhold
Payment of the benefits of any insurance contract where you have information
Of tHI nature you state you have, where there was collusion between the mort-
gagors and mortgagees, since no mortgage could properly receive the benefits of
an insurance contract to whlch the mortgagee was a defrauding party. Was
sueh a statement made on the basis of proven facts or In the political atmosphere
of the Internal controversy within the Housing agencies which many persons
helleve was the real reason for the dismissal of Mr. Hollyday as Commissioner.
rnless there are proven facts to present, shouldn't you as the Acting Commis-
sioner and the person responsible for all acts taken In your name, be concerned
that all mortgagors and mortgagees of loans insured under section 608 would
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feel justified in demanding an identification of the specific mortgagors and Wort-
gagees you have found to have been guilty of collusion to defraud the United
States Government. In the absence of such identification, would any mortgagee
of any loan Insured under section 608 have any assurance of obtaining the hene-
fits of the insurance contract to which such mortgagee had assumed it would be
entitled as a matter of contract under the applicable laws.

You further charge me with the knowledge of the "disregard of statuto-ry re-
quirenients by the FHA in its practice of increasing commitments under section
608," without any identification of the instances, cases, and the particulars. Y,1
can appreciate that no one person can in the FHA or any other Govirnment agency
know what actions were taken in each and every official action of the agency
over a period of years, and particularly an agency exercising functions such :Is
th FHA insurance operations. You have probably found from your short asoi.
ciation with the FHA that a great deal of authority is exercised in the field offie.
operating under general and specific instructions from Washington headqu~irtvr,
and that considerable latitude for discretion and judgment must he plac',dI in thl,
hands of the persons actually taking the official action. If you have found thit
I issued a specific ruling or approved any instructions which were in disrn.,ari
of statutory requirements in "its practice of increasing comnmitnenits under st'-
tion 608," 1 believe it only reasonable that I be given the specific facts, since ()nly
then could I have an opportunity to defend my action. I submit that the so-':ilied
specific items numbered "(1) to (6)" do not present specific reasons or dht:ils
to support such a charge, but to the contrary are themselves predicate(] on the
general and unsupported conclusions contained in paragraph (b).

This charge represents on its face a series of conclusions of fact and legal
interpretation of the National Housing Act. No cases are cited; no proof Is
given to support such conclusions and I submit they do not afford me any
reasonable opportunity to defend myself. I know of no action taken by the
FIlA which was contrary to statutory requirements governing the legal author-
ity of the FHA, under section 608, and certainly none are presented in the con.
clusions contained in this charge to which I can be expected to answer.

Part (c) likewise begins with a conclusion for which no proof is presented.
and your records will not support any failure on my part as General Counsel r,
initiate investigations and otherwise take affirmative actions to enforce the
requirements of section 212 of the National Housing Act within the budgetary
limitations under which the agency was operating. Your records will dk0lo
the many cases investigated, the thousands of dollars paid in wage adjustnenti
through efforts by the FIIA, and the development of policies, procedure, and
requirements designed to enforce the payments of labor standards applicable to
P'HA projects. The records will show that the Legal Division under my super-
v ion took an active and effective part in tho,. e developments. It seems ironical
that this charge is made in eoniunction with the title I casis, when it i. a
matter of record that the first real difficulty in making title T investigation ;
resulted from an agreement made in 1950 or 1951 between Mr. Tobin. thell
Secretary of Labor, and Mr. Richards, then FHA Commissioner, and Mr. Foley.
then IIIIFA Administrator, that all the then staff of investigators of the FHA
would be assigned to labor cases until a number of alleged violations were
investigated and more adequate enforcement procedures put Into effect. It is
my understanding that prior to that date the FHA proceeded on the premi e
that su(-h violations were matters within the Jurisdiction of the Labor Depart-
went. The man-hours spent by Legal Division personnel alone on this subjeT
and the results achieved are entirely inconsistent with any attitude of disinter-
est by the FHA or by me. The records will also disclose the efforts made t,,
obtain additional funds to meet the expense of those activities hut without SUhN
stantial results, even though conferences were held with representatives of the
Bureau of the Budget and the Labor Department for the specific purpose. It i,
my recollection that the Labor Department wanted to make Investigations with
its own staff but was unable to obtain sufficient funds for that purpose. The
budget problems and requirements of the Legal Division on account of thik work
were 1,resented to the proper officials and are matters of record in the fWe" If
the FIA, as well as in the budget presentations to the Bureau of the Budget.
The files under ymur control will also disclose copies of the written reprB4

submitted by the FTA to the Secretary of Labor twice each month over a C~f-
silerable period of time. These reports were requested by the Secretary '

Labor so his office would have current information of the investigations cOO'
ducted by the FHA and the amount of wage adjustments effected.
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So far as the public hearing before the agency is concerned, your reply of May
28, 1954, refusing to make specific charges and refusing a reasonable time for
preparing a defense indicate a prejudgment of my defense and a lack of good
faith on your part. Without your subjecting yourself to cross-examination
with respect to the basis of your opinions of my professional co mpetence, as con-
tained in the charges, your motivation and other matters, the hearing would be
a farce. I cannot forget your statement when you handed nie the notice of
proposed adverse action in your office on May 7, 1954, to the effect that I Nvas
gGiing to be separated. This statement made prior to any opportunity by me to
read or rebut the charges indicated to me a prejudgment of this case and the
purpose of the public hearing under the conditions you propose is for the sole
pulmrlse of attempting to strengthen the wrongful actions you have taken. I
accordingly decline the public hearing under the conditions imposed by you.

If this action against me prevails, the Civil Service Act and the Veterans' Pref-
erence Act of 1944, as amended, are i mere sham.

This action on your part and the unreasonable and unfair manner in which
it is attempted is hardly a fitting reward for 19 years of conscientious public
service as a Government career employee during which I received good effi-
ciency ratings and during which my services met with the approval of my supe-
riors. Certainly, it does not inspire or encourage qualified mien to seek employ-
ment in Government service on a career basis.

Very truly yours,
BURTO ; C. BOVARD, Gcneral Counscl.

Attorney for Burton C. Bovard: Clayton L. Burwell, 920 Southern Building,
Washington 5, D. C.

OFFICE MEMORANDU N- NIrED STATES GOVERN MENT

MAY 7, 1954.
To: Mr. Burton C. Bovard, General Counsel, GS-15, Washington office.
From: Norman P. Mason, Acting Commissioner.
Subject: Notice of proposed adverse action.

This is a formal notice of a proposed adverse action in accordance with the
provisions of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, as amended.
You are charged with certain offenses auzainst the interests of the Federal service
listed below. If your reply to these charges is nit satisfactory, it is proposed
to remove you from the service, effective niot less than 30 days from the date
of receipt of this notice.

It is charged that you failed: (a) to take prompt or adequate action, or to
recommend and initiate action, concerning complaints made to the Federal Hous-
ing Administration in respect to title I operations and other operations and
activities of the FHA, which were forwarded to you in your official capacity:

b) to recommend to the Federal Housnu-. ('rirmissioner the transference of
investigations of these complaints indicating criminal offenses affecting or in-
Volving FHA operations to the Federal Bureau of Investigation: and (c) to ad-
vise the Commissioner upon receipt of information of a derogatory and sus-
picious nature concerning a key official of the FHA of the desirability of re-
ferring the matter to the Department of Justice for thorough investigation.
You are also charged with havin- failed, over a period of many years, ade-
quately to inform yourself concerning or to obtain an understanding of the
operations of the Legal Division of the Federal Housing Administration, and
of the duties of General Counsel, FIIA: and further that you failed to exercise
the degree of professional competence and application to duties requisite to the
proper performance of your functions. Your dereliction has substantially con-
tribrited to inadequacies and failule, of the Federal Housing Administration,
bringing discredit on the entire orz:inization. and making it possible to rely
further on the exercise of your admintirative and professional judgments and
recommendations.

Srec if callyv-

(I) In the case involving the Fntert rise Construction Co.. the records show
that. notwitbstanding the receipt of complaints beginning May S. 1951. concern-
ing the misleading and high-pres-zured tactics of these companies, including use
of the model home technique to induce persons t,) sign home-improvement con-
tracts, you fal'edl to Initiate prompt action adequately to investigate these
o('o0fplaints; and that this failure piers;sted even after the receipt of a memoran-
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duln to the FHA Commissioner from the Administrator of the Housing and
Home Finance Agency, dated April 20, 1953, to which was attached a report of
an investigation of irregularities in title I operations by an official Investiga.

tive agency. The records show that it was not until some time in July 153
that you directed your staff to undertake an investigation and that even then,

the referral to the Attorney General on November 23, 1953, for criminal prose(.
cution, on the basis of this investigation, against approximately ten persons was
made only 7 days, in some instances, before the (late of the statute of limilits.

tions wouh bar prosecutions.
(II) The report concerning Tom Arafe, vlich you submitted to the 1)epairt.

ment of Justice on October 21, 1953, recommending criminal prosecutim. was

inadequate and unsatisfactory. The inadequacies and unsatisfactory 'nature of

the said report are illustrated by six separate suggestions made to you 11y the

Department of Justice as to the proper completion of the investigation in order

to institute criminal prosecution. These suggestions were made by the Depart.
lmient o)f Justice in the following language:

In our opinion the following matters should be developed:
(1 In support of a po ssible prosecution of Arafe for a substantive violatin,

there should be a substantiation of the alleged representations which Ihe riiade.
(2) Arafe was not interviewed. Since he plays so prominent a role in the

l)ralper transaction, and possibly others, he slmuhl he fully questioned. lresiiin.

ably lie was present at the conferences between S',ott )raper and th Eniti.r-

pris,- representatives when the previous )raper obligations were dis,'cIssmd.

(3) As 'um are undoubtedly fiware, Enterprise ('onstruction 'o. is a .ut:in-

tiai firm, which reportedly in 1951 did a business o)f $10 million in honme-imi-4,'r -

mnent construction. We are advised th:!t inany complaints of sharp o)r irrevunar

practice'; by the company have been made with your agency and with local law

t'nfircement agencies, in ('alifornia and elsewhere. Accordingly. your investi-
gators may deem it helpful to (ommunicate with thet State district attorrie' s f

Los Angeles and l.l-meda ('ounties, Calif., bnth of whom have received nunternus

complaints with referen( to Enterprise. The office of the State (',,'iir.I(tlrs

License Board, Departtent of l'ri,fe-sional and Vocational Standard, l,,'s

Angeles, Calif., may he of assistance also.
(4) It is suggested that other present and former representatives of Enterpri'

ns well as present and former salesmen should be contacted. It cann,,t ie pre-

sumed that only one person knew of the transaction. Extensive interviews with

present and former employees and salesmen of Enterprise may not f nly stren .Ihen

the e.videnee in this m.ittcr but .oul possibly develop other complaints inaide to
youlr agency.

i5) Mr. Al Riskin, it is reported, dis.laims intimate knowledge and res),mi-

bility as to this loan and refers to a Mr. J. W. Jesperson who, at the timel 4f tie

i ou, was comptroller of the Oakland office of Enterprise Construction (',o. Mr.

Jesperson was not interviewed. The report merely states he was not avnil:hle

for interview. If Mr. I)raper's allegations are true, it would appear that the 4otheir

person who would know most about the payment by Enterprise of Dralr'- pre-

vious obliations would be Jespersotn. In the interest of a thorough lnvesth.r:tflion,

prompt and vigorous efforts should be made to locate Mr. .Jesperson for interview.

(6; In connection with this transaction involving the I)raper loan, 'e w,uld

sug -,t expeditious interviews with persons responsible for the loan at the ll:iy

and night branch of the Bank of America. It is noted that a Mr. Wilsoli. who

approved the loan for the bank, was not Interviewed because lie is on N-:cati"1"

Ills temporary absence should not preclude the taking of his potentially tal :ihIP

testimony.
"You will appreciate our concernn with the paucity of the presently develIl,'

investigation. In spite of the imminency of the bar to prosecution in the lDralwr

transaction, we feel that this transaction is not an isolated one and that a full

investigation will reveal other or similar transactions fully within the pro ewUti'h"

period and implicating Enterprise and/or its officers as well as salesmen. If 1ddl-

tioral investigation is conducted we will he pleased to reconsider the latter."

(III) In connection with the title I operations in the Pluerto Rico FIIA office,

you failed to require a full investigation by your stuff, notwithstanding receipt '

numerous preliminary reports, including reports of November 14, 20, 21, "7. -'.

and 30, 1951, of widespread violation of regulations and the existence, during that

period of the highest loss ratio in the Puerto Rico office of any State or TerritirY.

In your letter of November 23, 1951, to your investigator in Puerto Rico you ad-

mitted "that a most serious view Is taken of the entire situation." In addltiop-,
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you failed to order an investigation when it was reported to you that Harley A.
Miller, then United States district attorney for Puerto Rico, had illegally used
the proceeds of a title I loan to purchase an automobile.

(IV) In the case involving the Phil Davidson Construction 'o. you took no(
action to Initiate an investigation by your staff, notwithstanding the receipt of a
report from the Department of Justice, dated February 20, 1953, indicating po5-
sible forgery by the dealer of a completion certificate.

(V) In a case in which you had information as a result of a copy of a letter
sent to Congressman Shafer of Michigan from a constituent of his, nained Robert
FE. Confer, dated June 23, 1951, concerning favoritism and other irregularities oti
the part of the officials of the Grand Rapids, Mich., FHA office, in relation to
their dealings with certain manufacturers of dwelling units, a thorough inlvesti-
gatiom should have been ordered by you. You failed, however, to order or cause
to Ie conducted a thorough investigation, and notwithstanding such failure, you
wrote a letter to the Attorney General on August 17, 1951, in which you stated that
on the basis of an examination niade, it was your considered opinion that a fur-
ther investigation looking toward IKssihle violation of criminal statutess was not
warranted and that there was no eviden,.e indicating that the State director w.s
wrongfully interested in his brother's building operations. This letter was relied
upon by the Commissioner as the basis for his refusl to comply with the re'ue.-t
of the Acting Administrator of the Housing Home Finance Agency, on January
23, 1952, for a thorough investigation to be conducted of the Grand Rapids office.
The Commissioner also referred to the letter from the General Counsel to the
Attorney General as an indication of the thoroughness with which the complaint
had previously been handled.

It was not, however, until sometime after the chief underwriter and chief
architect of the Grand Rapids Office were indicted In December 1952 on 20
counts of irregularities, that a full and thorough investigation of the activities
of the Michigan office and of its director was ordered by you, and it became
clearly evident after such investigation, that the director as wvell as other
officials were involved with his brother and with the director's reported girl
friend in certain corporations obtaining FHA insured mortgages and in other
Irregular practices.

(VI) While not having sufficient personnel to investigate the increasing num-
ber of complaints with respect to operations under title I, you failed to take
any steps to refer the compaints and investigations to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Since such investigations by your staff resulted from an in-
formal agreement with the Department of Justice under the terms of which
your Department would investigate complaints, it needed only a recoimendation
by you to the Commissioner to amend the earlier agreement and turn back
the investigation of these complaints to the FBI.

(VII) In your sworn testimony before the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee on April 28, 1954, you testified that you (lid not know how many at-
torneys were in your Legal Department and that you never heard or saw a
list of 500 or 600 items approved as eligible for insurance under title I. Fur-
ther, In advising the committee that in your opinion a television serial would
be eligible for a loan under title I, you said that "It would seem to be a perma-
nent improvement to the existing structure". In your testimony on the sec-
tion 602 program, you required suggestions and prompting from a member of
the committee In order to explain why it was the FHA required that the mort-
gagor in a multifamily housing project be a corporation, after first giving the
reason that this was because "this corporation should own their individual
projects and not be engaged in another business." Elsewhere in your testimony,
you evidenced a lack of knowledge and understanding of the full implications
of the section 608 program and of the congressional intent concerning this pro-
gram, despite the fact that in 1949 you allegedly participated in the drafting
,)f this le"-slation and testified vith respect t it i),fore (.oimnhlit tecs of Congress.
Your testimony resulted in the following colloquy between you and the chairman:

"CHAIRMAN. What other duties did you have? Are there any duties over
there that you had where you're positive as to what did go on? I am serious
about it. It is kind of funny. I don't want to get too critical about this. Here
You are the General Counsel. You have been there since 1934, and you can't
even answer the simple questions. I know you're not avoiding them.

"Mr. 1oVARD. You mean as to thp number of attorneys?
"CHAIRMAN. Yes, and as to whether you handled these lists or not.
"Mr. BOVARD. I have never seen the lists. I can give you a positive answer

to that.
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"CHAIRMAN. You, as General Counsel, didn't have a system where certain
legal matters had to be cleared by you before they could act? You know, I an
beginning to realize why this FHA Agency is in the trouble it is in. It looks
to me like it was such a loosely operated and administered organization."

(VIII) There was presented to you a report dated March 14, 1952, from your
Investigative Section regarding personal activities of the Assistant Commis-
sioner, Rental Housing lDivision, which contained information that such Assistauat
Commissioner had in a single night's ganbling lost an amount of money in ex.e(.P
of half of his yearly salary: and that following receipt of such report a con.
ferenee was held March 17, 11.52, in the Office of the Commissioner of the FIIA
with the Assistant Commissioner, at which you were present. Although your
investigators failed and neglected to obtain written statements from the persons
furnishing such information or to otherwise take steps to perpetuate such testi-
mony. you nevertheless permitted the employee charged with such conduct to be
fully apprised of all of the information thus obtained. Tpon this employee's,
unsworn and unverified denial of losses in that amount and upon his admission
that his losses did not exceed $700 or $800, the matter was permitted to be dropped
without any recommendations or suggestions by you to the contrary. In the
light of the serious implications of these charges, particularly the fact that they
came from persons who did or tried to do business with the FHA and in whwse
presence the gambling took place, you nevertheless failed to advise the Com.
ijis.;ioner of the desirability of referring reports of that nature to the Depart-
rnent f Justice for an intensive and thorough investigation. Your failure to do
..,: evidenced a lack of that degree of awareness which a person in your official
i,,sitifon should have exercised to avert a situation which potentially was serious

enough that, if true, could cause severe criticism and embarrassment to the
Agency and to the Federal service generally. From a technical aspect alone, the
failure to have substantiated by sworn testimony, the information furnished
when the opportunity to obtain the same existed, indicated a lack of comprehen-
sion on your part as head of the Investigative Section of the requisites of an
adequate investigation and also a lack of perception on your part as to what
steps should have been taken to protect the interests of the Agency.

IX) From tile timeyou be' : IeFITA (' general C'onsel in 1940 until the present
Commissioner placed you on annual leave on April 15, 1954, the FHA gradually
developed a policy and procedure of callous disinterest toward the victims of
abuse and misuse of the namne and facilities of the FHA and toward actual
frauds. A large degree of the responsibility for this policy and practice is yours.
hoth because of the failure to use the influence and prestige of your position n.
General Counsel and as a member of the Executive Board, to oppose that policy
•ind the practices which arose under it, and because of your participation in
that policy and practices.

You will remain on annual leave, pending final action in connection with the
charges s or until restored to duty hy competent authority, it having been ad.
ministratively determined that it is inadvisable from an official standpoint to
retain you in an active duty status, pending disposition of these charges.

You have a right to answer these charges within 14 days from the receipt of
this letter to show cause, pel'sonnlly and in writing, why you should not be
removed from the service. You have the right to submit affidavits in support if
such reply. If additional time is needed, it may be granted upon written alilili-
cation to me, showing the necessity for such additional time. Failure by you
to answer by the time allowed or any extension thereof granted, will result in
the charges being considered sustained. You may also, in reply to these charme-
(but not in substitution of a reply to these charges) request in writing a public
hearing to be held at the Office of the Commissioner not later than the 21st (laY
following receipt of this notice, or if any extension of time is requested and
granted, not later than 7 days following such extended date, providing you agree
in your written request to testify under oath and to be subject to cross-examina-
tion.

NOR.%.fAX P. MASON,
Acting commis ion er.

MAY 28, 1954.

AM ENDED NOTICE OF PROPOSED ADVERSE AcrioN

Specification IX in the notice of proposed adverse action addressed to you On
May 7, 1954, is amended to read as follows :

(IX) During the more recent years of your term as General Counsel and par-
ticularly from 1948 until April 15, 1954, when you were placed on annual leave,
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and while you were responsible for the direction and supervision of criminal and
administrative investigations into matters within the jurisdiction of FHA, and
for other functions and duties of the FHA General Counsel, including recom-
mendations to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecutions, and while you
were a member of the Executive Board, you knew or should have known by the
exercise of the degree of competence and application to duties reasonably to be
expected of the General Counsel of FIA, of the-

(a) widespread abuses of the title I property improvement loan program
iIvOlV iii the defrauding an \ivi.illci ization of small hot Ice' i\'rs by till-
scrupulous persons misusing that program, and of the breakdown of admin-
istrative and criminal law enforcement in connection with the operation of
that program;

(b) the abuses under the section 608 program at the expense of FHA, of
tenants of 608 housing, and of the public, and the consequent frustration of
the intent and purpose of Congress in enacting section 608 of the National
Housing Act, and particularly the widespread mortgaging-out involving huge
sums of money, which by the exercise of reasonable administrative diligence
on the part of the FHA could have been avoided, but which was not avoided,
of collusion between mortgagors and mortgagees which resulted not only in
defrauding the United States Government, but also caused high rents in sec-
tion 608 projects, and of the disregard of statutory requirements by the FHA
in its practice of increasing commitments under section 608 ;

(c) an attitude of disinterest by FIIA toward the functions imposed on it
by section 212 of the National Housing Act relating to the protection of labor
and by reason of the inadequate enforcement ()r initiation of prosecutions by
FHA for noncompliance with the labor standards provided for by section 212.

It k -p,,'iflcally charged in connt.tioct \'twth the forvz,,in i that you neglected
and failed-

(1) to take necessary and proper remedial measures which it was your
duty to take;

(2) to recommend legislative and administrative measures to bring about
a correction and to promote the public interest in connection with the fore-
going;

(3) to propose recommendations to prevent windfalls to builders operating
under section 608;

(4) to refer promptly to the Department of Justice cases which required
civil and criminal prosecutions;

(5) to limit by proper legal decision and interpretation the scope of the
title I, property improvement loan program, so that its administration would
be in conformity with the intent of Congress;

(6) to execute with reasonable diligence the duties of General Counsel
of the FHA.

In view of the foregoing amendment, I hereby withdraw that part of the
first paragraph of the notice of proposed adverse action dated May 7, 1954,
which states that it is proposed to remove you from the service effective not
less than 30 days from the date of receipt of that notice. You are hereby noti-
fied, in accordance with the provisions of the Veterans Preference Act of 1944,
as amended, that if your reply to the charges preferred against you in the notice
of proposed adverse action dated May 7, 19.54, as amended by the foregoing
paragraphs, is unsatisfactory, it is proposed to remove you from the service,
effective not less than 30 days from the receipt of this emendatory notice.

You are also hereby granted an extension of time within which to answer
the charges against you. You are accordingly given an additional 10 days
from the date of receipt of this letter to show cause, personally and In writing,
why you should not be removed from the service on the basis of the charges
contained in the notice of proposed adverse action dated May 7, 1954, and this
amendment thereto. You have the right to submit affidavits in support of such
reply.

Except to the extent that it is modified hereby the notice of proposed adverse
action dated May 7, 1954, remains in full force and effect.

Nomr %N P. MsoN,
Acting Commissioner.

The CHAIRMAN. Yoi miy proceed, Mr. Counsel, with your ques-
tionine.

Mr. SIMoN. Did your duties as General Counsel of FHA include
Supervision of the investigative branch of FITA ?
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Mr. Bovmw. Yes, it did.
Mr. SIMON. And the investigators worked for you?
Mr. BovAmu. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You were the recipient of such charges as came to the

attention of FHA?
Mr. BOVARD. Yes. Of course, I delegated the supervision of the-

the immediate supervision of the investigative division-to others on
my staff.

Mr. SIMoN. In prior years, and particularly in 1949 and 1950, did
there come to your attention charges of malfeasance or dishonesty
involving Clyde Powell? I say charges, not proof.

Mr. BOVARD. No. There did not at all as I recall.
Mr. SIMON. Were memoranda ever received by you during that

period alleging that substantial sums of money haA been spent by hin,
in excess of-far in excess of-his income?

Mr. BOVARD. NO. I recall no such charges or statements to me.
Mr. SiM3o.. Did a man named Hillock work for you as an

investigator?
Mr. BOVARD. He was head of the investigating section.
S enator MAYBANK. How many investigators did you have?
Mr. BOVARD. I think about 9, Mr. Hillock and probably 9 otherS.

That was as of 1954 as I recall.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever ask Mr. Hillock to investigate chai-_..,

that had come to you respecting Mr. PowellV
Mr. BOVAw. No, I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bovard, I would like to remind you that you

are under oath.
Mr. BovARD. Yes, I am quite aware of that.
The CHAIRMAN. I say that purely as a friendly esture.
Mr. BOVARD. Now in the first place, of course f recall the informa-

tion. I didn't see it in any written form at all, that Mr. Powell had
gambled something and had lost a sum of money-I had forgottell
what it was, five thousand, three thousand, or something of that sort-
and I know that our investigating section did look into that-did go
down and investigate. They interviewed, I think, the gambling lhoue
down there to see whether he did. As I recall there was no charge.

Senator MAYBANK. Let me get the record straight here. When I
was chairman of this committee, the clerk of this committee called that
to the FHA's attention, did they not?

Mr. BOVARD. I think so. I don't know who-
Senator MAYBANK. Absolutely. I just want this record to show it

and, Mr. Chairman, if you don't mind-Mr. McMurray, is that
correct?

Mr. McMURRAY. That is correct.
Senator MAYBANK. I sent you to Virginia Beach.
Mr. MCMtTRRAY. That is right.
Senator MAYBANK. And told you about it.
Mr. McMuR 1 -r. That is right.
Senator MAYB.ANK. And asked them to stop it.
Mr. McMURRA'. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The witness testified at no tiwe had any of tlee

matters come to his attention concerning Mr. Powell. Now lie is S.0
ing that they did, and that is why I reminded him as a friendly gesture
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that he was under oath and as I said before, he can refuse to answer a
questionn or if he doesn't know, he can say "No."

Mr. Bov.tRD. It is in), intention to give the committee every bit of
information that they desire-

The CHAIRMA.N. Counsel asked yon if in any of your investigations
it had ever come to your attention that Mr. Powell was under suspicion.
I-e (li(I not say guilty, but had any charges been made, and your answer
was "No.

Mr. BOVARD. Charges, yes. I had assumed he referred to
charges-

The CHAIRMAN. Counsel made it very plain he was talking about
charges.

Mr. BOVARD. But not suspicion.
The CHAIRMAN. You remember the general counsel, Mr. Simon, said

"I am talking about charges now, not proof."
Mr. BOARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. lie was honest and said "I am referring to charges

:111(1 not proof."
Mr. BOVARD. I think I corrected that.
Mr. BtRWELL. Mr. Chairman, do I have the privilege? I don'twant to coach the witness, but do I have the privilege?.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You have the privilege of doing anything

that. will help us get the facts.
Mr. BiUItWELL. I apl)reciate it, sir, and I am sure lie wants to be per-

fectlv candid about this. If I may suggest the cauSe of the misunder-
,tanding, counsel was very fair about it, but charges to him have the
tedI iQ.l connotation of civil service charges, within the FHA.

T11e (IARI.N. Now wait a minute. Here is a gentleman who is a
lawyer, good enough to be general counsel of a tremendous organiza-
tion, for 15 years, and you are trying to make us believe that he is a
little innocent fellow that doesn't know the difference between
charge - bl

Mr. BUt-RWELL. No, sir, I am not trying to make you believe any-
thing, Mr. Chairman. I merely suggest that if he is given an oppor-
tunity that he will not try to mislead tlis committee.

The CHAIRMAN. You will notice I was kind to him, and reminded
him tlat he was under oath. 'We happen to know a lot about this mat-
ter, and so does he.

Mr. BURWELL. He is willing to talk about anything with respect to
Mr-.Powell. le is not tryingto mislead the committee, sir.

Thle (CIIAnIfMxN. I appreciate that, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Who is the investigator you sent up here to see

Mr. Mc.Murray yu
Mr. BOVARD. I think it must have been Mr. Hillock.
Senator M[AYBANK. Is that his name?
Mr. 1cMrRRpy. I don't recall that name. I believe it was an inves-

ti~ator from the HHFA compliance staff. I turned over all the infor-
ination that had been transmitted to me. I think the FHA made a
thorongh,11 investigation.

Senator M.AYRANK. You got the information from Virginia Beach?
Mr. McMuRnAy. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. When I sent you down there.
Mr. MCMURRAY. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Because I heard about it.
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Mr. McMumtuY. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. I asked the investigator to go further into it.
The CHIAN. You say it was turned over to HHFA. Suppose

you be sworn.
Mr. McMuRP.RAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you be sworn. Do you solemnly swear

to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so hell)
you God?

Mr. McMiuRRAY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You say you turned it over to HHFA. Who was

the Director of HHFA at that time?
Mr. McMuRPY. Mr. Foley.
The (1 IIAIRMAN. Mr. Foley was the Director?
Mr. McMuRRAY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMIAN. Thank you very much. Will you proceed?
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Bovard, matters about which we have been talking

happened more than once, did they not?

Mr. BOVAiw. Not to my recollection, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. We have been talking about a matter in Virgiia.

Wasn't there another such gambling matter in Chicago?
Mr. BOVARD. Not to my nowledge. There may have been.
Mr. SImoN. Do you recall sending Mr. Hillcock out to Chica,o to

check on a gambling matter involving $10,000?
Mr. BOVARD. I do not recall it, no. And I probably wotildnr',

because my Associate General Counsel was the man who was in charge
of the investigation. Mr. Hillcock and his investigators were under
the supervision of the Associate General Counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean Mr. Murphy ?
Mr. BOVAR. That is Mr. Murphy, and he might recall it clearly.

whereas I wouldn't.
Mr. SImtoN. The point I was leading toward, Mr. Bovard, did vou

ever turn over to the FBI the information which you had with respect
to alleged gambling by Mr. Powell?

Mr. BOVARD. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it the function and the duty of the FBI to iiv-

tigate charges of irregularity against Government officials?
Mr. BOVARD. I would imagine so.
Mr. SiioN. And if your agency had charges against one of its top

officials, wouldn't the customary and proper thing be to refer them to
the FBI for investigation, rather than to make the investigation
within your agency?

Mr. BOVARD. If it was a charge relating to an irregularity, the
FLIA should investigate for purposes of adinistrative actionand
it is only if the charge indicated violation of a criminal law, as I
iI(lerstand it, that it. should be turned over to-

Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't you consider the fact that a man on a ,-cla-
tively modest salary washable to lose large sums at gambling \,oulld
indicate a possible violation that the FBI should inquire into -

Mr. Bov.xiw. I don't tlink that gambling would be a crime.
Mr. SiroN. I wasn't referring to the crime of gambling, but the ,-

.ble ('ime that might be inferred from the fact that a man of nwotest
salary was able to lose thousands of dollars in gambling.

Mr. BovARD. Well, I wouldn't think that would be a crime ,ither.
rI,'. Simon.
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Mr. SIMoN. You don't think that warranted checking by the FBI?
Mr. BOVARD. I wouldn't think so.
Mr. SIMON. In my next question, Mr. Bovard, I do not intend to

mention the man's name and I would be grateful if you didn't, because
we have no positive evidence of his guilt,but did you receive charges-
and I don't mean charges in the civil service sense, but allegations-
that an FHA inspector in New York about 3 or 4 years ago was on the
payroll of a contractor at $500 a week?

Mr. BOVARD. Yes. I would be very happy to tell you about that
incident because I do have some personal recollection with respect to it.

Mr. SIMON. Did you ever-
Mr. BOVARD. Could I continue and tell you the facts of that case?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you can; but wait for a couple of questions.
Mr. SImON. Except I would be grateful if you didn't mention the

man's name because we are not satisfied that the charges are well
founded. The point I wanted to make is whether you ever turned that
charge over to the FBI for investigation?

Mr. BOVARD. No, we did not because we were investigating it for
purposes of administrative action, and I think the answer to that ques-
tion will come out, if you will permit me to explain.

Mr. SIMox. I just want to ask one more question: Isn't that the
kind of charge of dishonesty of a Federal employee that the FBI is
supposed to invesetigate.

Mr. BovuRD. Well, it depends on the nature of the charge.
Mr. SIMON. Well-
Mr. BOVARD. Let me explain and you will find we didn't have a

charge.
The CIHAIRMAN. The charge was he was on the payroll of a builder

of projects, at the rate of $.,4500 a week. Now you proceed to tell us
what you know.

Senator AVh.. Wlat was the fellow's name?
Mr. SiMoN. I would be glad to tell you, Senator-
Senator MAYBANK. I beg your pardon. Strike the question.
Mr. BOVARD. Can I explain what I know about that incident now?
The CHAIRIMAN. Yes. You proceed, because we want to know why.

you didn't turn it over to the FBI.
Mr. BOVARD. Yes. I think I can explain that to you.
The information came to us direct from Mr. Foley, who had heard

it, who was Alministrator of HHFA, and had heard of it-leard of
the indication-that is, he called, I think, otir Commissioner, Mr.
Richarls. to say that someone had told iiiii that a man in New York-
you have no objection to my naming him, I presume?

Mr. SiMoN. The president of the bank?
Mr. BOVARD. Yes, Mr. Thuron Lee, I think is president of the

Dime Savings Bank.
Mi'. SiMOwN. Dry Dock Savings Bank.
Mr. BOVARD. Dry Dock Savilgs Bank in New York, had some in-

formation which he thought we ought to have with respect to one of
our inspectors on the job he thought might involve something. I don't
know whether he said at that time that he thought there was some-
body being paid off, or something or not.

1i. SiMoN.. Didn't he send you some private detectives investigat-
ing reports?
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Mr. BOVARD. I was going to mention that a little later. Mr. Rich.
ards. who was then Commissioner, called me in and asked me to make
all appointment, and to call Mr. Thurmon Lee in New York, to see
what he had, because we didn't know. We didn't know whether there
were charges against anyone or note. I did, and told Mr. Lee that I
would send one of the members of my staff-we didn't have an in-
vestigator available at that time--send immediately, one of the meim-
bers of my own staff in whom I had great confidence, to New York,
and hoped that Mr. Lee would give him such information as he had.

Now up to that time you see there was no charge.
I sent a member of my staff with a letter of introduction to Mr. Lee,

and Mr. Lee gave him all the documents which he had relating to
the matter. He had employed a private firm of detectives, I think it
was a Mr. Shindler and he had been working on the case and following
the Inspector and possibly others around for several months, as I
believe.

Senator MAYBANK. May I interrupt, Mr. Chairman? The appro-
priations committee has a very important meeting to pass a joint reso-
lution. They want to take care of those people whose bills have not
been passed. So will you excuse me?

The CHAM MAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BOVARD. The representatives of the Legal Division got this ma-

terial, brought it back to the office and by the way, listened to tape
recordings which Mr. Lee had had there for several hours, and then
came back. We immediately photostated the material, all of the ma-
terial that Mr. Lee had and sent the originals back to Mr. Lee, and
then, since we did not have any investigator to make an immediate in-
vestigation, we borrowed a man from the Administrative Section,
who was formerly in our Investigating Section, and was a very quali-
fied, trained investigator-sent him up there, and he made a thorough
investigation.

Now all those-and we found nothing, no charge was ever made to
my recollection.

It was merely a suspicion that someone had been paid-
The CHAIRMAN. That what?
Mr. BOVARD. That someone must have been paid off, because the

work was so shoddy.
Now that was the sum total of the results as I recall them.
Now under those circumstances, we don't feel that we should turn

over to the FBI all rumors, or charges of suspicion unless there is
some substantial evidence in support of them.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Bovard, do you think that when the president of
a large and respectable bank makes such charges, of such a serious na-
ture. amounting to $25,000 a year in bribery if the charges were true
that the agency should itself investigate it and not turn it over to the
FBI? .,

Mr. BOvAIRD. Well, bear in mind, you keep using the word "charges.
I don't think, from my recollection, that Mr. Thurmon Lee made anY
charges against the investigator.

Mr. SIMon. Maybe the word "charges" is the wrong word. He told
you that his investigating-his private detective-had led him to th,"t
conclusion?

Mr. BOVARD. No. I don't think-well, at any rate I haven't got the
records here. The records are in the office of the FHA.
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The CHAIRMAN. What were the conclusions?
Mr. BovARD. I think they will show that we got right onto that

job, and that there was no reason to suspect, or to take any administra-
tive action, or criminal investigations.

Mr. SIMON. Is that the same reason that you didn't advise the FBI
of the accusations against Mr. Powell?

Mr. BOVARD. I would think it might be. I don't recall the Mr.
Powell incident so clearly. I merely heard of the ruinors of gambling.
I heard no rumors that Mr. Powell was spending more than he had.
It didn't seem to be a proper matter to turn over to the FBI.

The CHAIRMAN. May I ask this question: Did the matter that Mr.
McMurray just testified to under oath, that he turned over to either
the investigator-your investigator--or to the FHA Administrator
or to the ?1HFA Administrator, Mr. Foley; did that ever come to
your attention ?

Mr. BOVARD. What was that matter that you referred to?
Mr. McMuRrtAY. That was the matter-
Mr. BOVARD. Is that the matter we were just discussing about the

New York case?
Mr. MCMURRAT. No, sir. That related to the allegations about

gambling in the Virginia Beach area, as I recall it, in early 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. The Dune Club, wasn't it?
Mr. McMuRRAY. That is correct.
The CHAIMAN. At the direction of the chairman of the committee

at that time, Senator Maybank, Mr. McMurray, a member of this staff,
collected certain information and turned it over to the Agency.

Mr. MCMURRAY. Senator, I believe it was an investigator for the
HHFA, Compliance Division. They had a Compliance Division, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Now my question is, Did you ever see that
complaint?

Mr. BOVARD. No. I don't recall that I ever saw it but I heard about
it verbally.

The CHArRMAN. And as the General Counsel, when you heard about
it verbally of course, you being responsible as the top legal man, you
immediately got busy on it and had all the facts brought to you?

Mr. BOVARD. My Associate General Counsel was busy on it even be-
fore that, and had instructed Mr. Hillock to make an immediate in-
vestigation and a thorough investigation, which he did for purposes of
administrative action.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you not turn-
Mr. BOVARD. And then we disclosed all that information to the Com-

missioner, who was the head of the Agency, and who certainly was the
man to decide whether or not the facts warranted administrative
action.

The CHArMAN. Who was the head of the agency at that time whom
you turned it over to?

Mr. BovARD. Yes, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the man?
Mr. BOVARD. Mr. Richards.
The CHAIRMAN. You turned it all over to Mr. Richards I
Mr. BOVARD. When you say we turned it all over, we disclosed all

the facts to him.
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The CHAIRMAN. You disclosed all the facts and your position is
that the decision as to whether it should have gone to the FBI was up
to Mr. Richards and not yourself ?

Mr. BOVARD. No question was raised as to whether or not it should
go to the FBI.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bovard, you said a minute ago you made a thor-
ough investigation. My recollection is that 2 witnesses told vuur
people that they were present when Mr. Powell lost $7,500 in 1 night.
Did your investigation disprove that?

Mr. BOVARD. I can t recall that.
Mr. BUIRWELL. Mr. Chairman, if I may interrupt just for a secoiul,

I think this is the type of thing that is reflected in the files. Now if
he could be permitted to look at it, I think he could be more ,pecilic.

The CHAIRMAN. We will turn over to him the files on this 1)(wvlil
matter, and le may refresh his memory and then we will call him I ack
for furtlr testinirny on this particular subject. So then we will pr,-
ceed on another s. ibject.

Mr. S1%ON. Mr. Bovard, are you familiar with the printed form
apli cation for a section 608 loan?

Mr. BOVARD. lWell, in general terms.
Mr. SIMoN. I am handing you one. I do not mean that the typing

on it should be (if any consequence but mvrel for the printed formn.
The (ri.mRm.%N. f-et me ask a question here. You were Geeral

Counsel for 15 years for FHA?
Mr. BvARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. As the General Counsel, did you not approve all

such printed forms as this?
Mr. BOVARD. 'Well, I think either I did, or the Division, to see that

there was no legal-of course, these application forms were worked up
not I)v me.

The ('IIAIR.M.N. You were the General Counsel?
Mr. Bo',xo. That is all I was; yes. I was not the Commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that the highest legal department in the

FHA?
Mr. BOv.\RD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now my question is, here is a form that was printed

and used-it is form No. 2013-W, revised 6-47. I presume that naiis
the year 1947. Were you General Counsel for FHA in 1947?

Mr. BovARD. I was.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you approve this form?
Mir. BOVARD. We approved it as far as legal factors were involved.

I think it was drawn up chiefly by the Administrative and Under-
writing Sections, to see whether or not it contained-

The CI . nmN. As General Counsel didn't they bring all those
things to you for final approval or did you have the responsibility for
them?

Mr. 13oVArD. Merely for leg'al-
The (ITAIIMAN. That is wIirnt we are talking about.
Mr. BOVAIRD. Legal effect-that is right.
Mr. Sirmn. Mr. Bovard, in your opinion, is it a crime, a violation

of section 1010, for a man to make a false certification to the United
States Government of a material fact in an application filed witil the
Government?

Mr. BovARD. I would think so.
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The CHAIRMAN. You would think so ?
Mr. BOVARD. Yes. I would think so. Whether it is that particular

section that you have in mind-I think that is the general section
of representations.

Mr. SIMON. False representations.
Mr. BOVARD. It is not the one that applies to Fl-A in particular.
Mr. Si.-voN. Without regard to tl( sect ion-
Mr. BOVARD. That is 1010.
Mr. SIMON. Without regard to tle section is it a crime to make a

false re )resentation to the United States Government ?
,I1. BOVARD. Of course.
Mr. SIMioN. On the forim you have before you on page 3 there is a1

provision for the estimated requirements of the construction job on
hieh the FHA loan is sought. It is on the left-hanid column there,

about the middle-estimated ruqti(iiieiits-:aid one of the items
there is "Architect's fees." You will notice that in the applicationl
you have before you, tie architect's fees are filled in at 5 percent.

We have had testimony from a very great number of builders that
they always put in an architect's fee of 5 pIercelit. even though in fact
the fee was only a half of 1 percent. The application you have before
you is the Shirley-Duke application. Yestewda N tlae owners of the
project admitted that the actual fee was only a lalf of 1 percent.

If, in advance of filing the application the sponsor knew that his
architect's fee was only to be a half of 1 percent, and in spite of that
knowledge he put in his application an estimated 5 percent for archi-
tect's fees, in your opinion woull that be a criminal offense?

Mr. BOVARD. No. I don't think it would be a misrepresentation at
all.

Mr. SIMON. You don't?
Mr. BOVARD. No, because we are talking about the form now. Now

it doesn't certify or indicate that they iave paid on architect's fee
f o much. It is estimated requirements. Bear in mind you will see

the heading at the top, it is "Estimated Requirements." Now they
timate that they will make an allowance for architect's fees of 5

percent. That is typical.
Mr. SIMON. Can a man honestly and truthfully say that he esti-

mates his architect's fee at 5 percent when lie already has a contract
with the architect at a half of 1 percent?

Mr. BovARD. I think for the purposes of this application here, this
not a statement that he is going to pay, or that he thinks he is going

topay 5 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did he put the 5 percent in then?
Mr. BOvARD. I didn't put the 5 percent in.
The CHAIRMAN. I didn't say you did. I said why did he put the

5pereent in.
.Hr. BoVARD. Five percent is printed.
Mr.SiMoN. No, sir, it is typewritten.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did he put it in if le didn't expect to spend it.
Mr. BOVARD. Undoubtedly because the insuring ofices and under-

writing division, and it was the policy of the FHA in calculating the
estimated cost, to estimate architects' fees at 5 percent, regardless of
Whether they were less or more than 5 percent.

Ir. SIMON. Even though the contractor had a firm commitment with
the architect at a half of 1 percent?
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Mr. BOVARD. I think that is true, but I think you can find that out
much better from the divisions that process applications.

The CtAIRMAN. You were General Counsel, Mr. Bovard.
Mr. BOVARD. That is just why I am saying it.
The CHAIRMAN. You had an opportunity to advise all these fellows.
Mr. BURWEiL. Mr. Chairman, will you et him finish that explana.

tion? I don't think he did.
Mr. SimoN. All riht.
The CHAIRMAN. O ahead.
Mr. BURWELL. Make your point.
Mr. BovAPw. Well, I think that this has to do-the question has to

do with whether or not it is a misrepresentation, is directly concerned
with the requirements of underwriting, and the policy requirements
a. to what they should put in there-whether they should put in there
what they are going to pay or whether these are items entering into
a calculation, and that it was the custom and practice known that
architects' fees were figured at 5 percent, regardless of whether 5 per-
cent was actually paid.

That is why I think there is probably no crime involved.
Mr. Si1roN. And isn't it a fact, Mr. Bovard, that in August or prior

to Auguomt 1951, the Attorney General contemplated criminal proceed-
ings against people for what he thought was a false allegation in their
application with respect to architects' fees, and on August 14, 1951,
you wrote the Attorney General, giving him your opinion that even
though the architects' fee was known to be less than 5 percent, that
representation was not unlawful?

Mr. BOVARD. That, of course, is the opinion that I have just been ex-
plaining to you, the reasons for it.

Mr. SimoN. I show you that letter. You gave that opinion to the
Attorney General in 1951 when he contemplated criminal proceedings
for such a false representation, isn't that true?

Mr. BOVARD. Undoubtedly it is so.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, may that letter be made part of the

record?
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that letter will be made part of

the record.
(The letter referred to follows:)

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL,
Washington 25, D. C., August I , 1951.

Re Shelby Claiborne Towers & Shelby General Claiborne Towers, New Orleans'

La: Your reference-JMM: JAM: mlm, 46-32-3.

The honorable the ATTORNEY GENERAL,

Department of Justice, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SIR: This is in reference to your letter of July 13, 1951, enclosing a COPY

of a letter addressed to your office from Mr. John N. McKay, United States nt.

torney, New Orleans, Ln., dated July 6, 1951, in reference to the above subject.

Shortly after the receipt of your letter an administrative officer attached to

the Washington staff was In New Orleans and discussed the matter personalY

with Mr. McKny, and at the same time, went over the subject matter of the

complaints with the local Insuring office and requested the local ilsiarilig office

to submit a detailed report In regard to the particular complaint items. The

local Insuring office has now submitted its report and based upon the daie tub-

mitted it is our opinion that there is no substantial evidence to support a Com-

plaint of fraud ngainst the United States nor do we feel that a more coiiplete

investigation Is indicated.
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The local insuring office made a personal inspection of a dwelling now under
construction and owned by one of the officers of the owning mortgagor-corpo-
ration and reports that the materials, bricks, water heaters, and kitchen equip-
went were entirely dissimiliar to the materials being used on Claiborne To%%ers
and Governor Claiborne Apartments, and that the subcontractors constructing
this residence were not the saine as those for the insured uiortgagc projects.
The particular residence is owned by Mr. Ilaul Kapelow and is the only residence
within the knowledge of the insuring office which is being built by an official
of either Claiborne Towers, Governor Claiborne. or Shelby Construction Co.
A most complete examination was made and no evidence was discl(ised indi-
cating a diversion of materials from the captioned projects to the private resi-
dence of Mr. Kapelow.

In regard to the rumors that these projects are to be converted from apart-
ment buildings into a hotel, attention Is directed to the fact that this Adinin-
Isratlon is In complete control of any such change in construction or in the use
vf the buildings, as well as the rent schedules. Any action taken by this Ad-
ministration will, of course, be consistent with the statutory authority of the
Federal Housing Commissioner.

The situation with respect to the architect and the fees to be paid is a matter
more properly for investigation and prosecution, if any, under the laws of the
State of Louisiana insofar as the requirements of the Louisiana laws are con-
cerned. Our files indicate that as far as this Administration can determine the
requirements of this Administration have been met, or at least we find no evi-
dence of violations of our requirements nor any evidence indicating any fraud
against the United States in connection therewith. As you know, the determina-
tions made by this Administration with respect to the maximum insurable mort-
gage must necessarily he based upon estiiates. The commitment for insurance
which is issued to the lending institution covers the insurance of a mortgage in
a specified amount subject to completion of construction in accordance with the
FHA requirements and there are no reexaminations of the actual costs which
would in any way affect the amount specified in the commitment. The fact that
an architect may not have been actually paid the amount of fees included in our
estimates would not of itself indicate the existence of fraud or the possibility
of fraud any more than the fact that the actual costs of physical improvements
may be less than the estimates of costs made prior to the issuance of the com-
mitment and upon which the mortgage amount specified in the commitment was
determined.

This Administration is, of course, vitally concerned with any possibility of
fraud or improper action concerning any matters within the responsibility of
this Administration, but as heretofore outlined, our examination of the com-
plaints discussed by Mr. McKay does not indicate any substantial evidence Indi-
cating existence of any fraud against the United States nor any irregularities or
improper actions in connection with the insurance of these projects. Neverthe-
less, we very much appreciate your action in calling this matter to our attention
and giving us an opportunity to examine the complaints and satisfy ourselves
with respect thereto.

Very truly yours,
B. C. BOVARD, General Coun8el.

Mr. SIMON. Now, Mr. Bovard, in 1947 the Congress amended the
Housing Act by adopting an amendment, which is in part as follows-
this is the act of December 27, 1947, and it reads:

Title 6 of the National Housing Act as amended shall be employed to assist in
Maintaining a high volume of new residential construction, without supporting

lufnecessary or artificial costs. In estimating necessary current costs for the
Purposes of said title, the Federal Housing Commissioner shall therefore use
every feasible means to assure that such estimates will approximate as closely
as possible the actual costs of efficient building operations.

Now I ask you, sir how the congressional purpose expressed in that
act could be complied with by allowing a man a 5-percent builder's fee
wheti he and FlIA and the architect all knew the fee was only one-half
Of Ip ercent.

Mr. BOVARD. I don't think that that language of that act meant
that we were to limit each builder to the actual amounts, or rather fix
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our mortgage amount with respect to what a particular builder may
have had to pay, but aside from that, I can't tell you on those pro.
cedures.

The CHAIRMAw. Did you ever advise the Administrator, Mr.
Richards, or any of the others that you were General Counsel for that
in your opinion, after the Congress passed this law, that they were vio-
lating the law by permitting such things as that to go on?

Mr. IB0VARD. I don't think that they were violating the law.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not?
Mr. BoVAw. No. It would be a matter of policy.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bovard, I can only come to one conclusion. I

can well understand why we are in the mess we are in when FHA had
a man as General Counsel that performed and answers the questions
as you are answering.

Mr. BOVARD. WelT, Senator, I would like to explain to you
The CHAIRMAN. I want to be fair and I want to be equitable, but I

can't for the life of me understand how you, after you know the law-
the law was read to you-that you can say that when you knew that
they were paying only one-half of 1 percent, it was perfectly legitimate
to pay 5.

Mr. BOVARD. Senator, the National Housing Act is a rather compli-
cated act, and as you say, it is a big insurance company.

The CHAIRMAN. And you were the General Counsel of it and it was
a tremendous job and a big job, and a far-reaching organization that
handled billions and billions and billions of dollars.

Mr. BOVARD. Let me read to you, Senator, the different programs
that are in the National Housing Act, so you can see the complexity
of the thing.

The CHARM AN. Yes.
Mr. BOVARD. We have a program of rel)air and improvement loans

under section 0 of title I; a single-family mortgage insurance program,
under section 8 of title I; a 1- to 4-family mortgage insurance program
under section 203; a multifamily program under section 207: a coop,
erative housing program under section 213: a 1- to 4-family housing
program under sections 603, that was, up until 1948, and of course, we
still have some work on that in connection with reissues; a multifamily
housing program under section 608; a prefabricated insurance of loans
to manfifacture prefabricated houses under section 608; a progr:am
for the insurance of mortgages under sections 603 and 608, pursuant to
section 610, to assist in tyle sale of Government-owned housing: and
we have the insurance of blanket mortgages under section 61, on
groups of single-family dwellings, not less than 25 homes for sale.

Then under title ViI, an investment yield insurance program; un-
der title VIII, a military housing insurance, multifamily housing
program; and under title IX, a defense housing insurance program,
which is divided into the 1- and 2-family under section 903 and a
multifamily under section 908.

Now, to handle all that-
The CuAIRMAN. I want to ask what is your point?
Mr. BOVARD. We had a Legal Division of Associate General Coun-

sel Assistant General Counsel; Rental Housing Section, composed of
a dhief Attorney, and a staff of 4; a Home Mo'rtgage Insurance Sec-
tion, who have a Chief Attorney and a staff of 3; Assistant General
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Counsel also had supervisory duties over 3 staff attorneys assigned
to legal matters in regard to title I; and we had 1 section 213 attor-
ney, and a Section of Investigation, consisting of a staff of a-a chief
and staff of 9 investigators.

My point is that it was absolutely necessary for me to operate
through a staff. No one man could have knowledge of all these points
that you have been bringing me. I had to rely on my staff, and

The CHAMMAN. You are not admitting that the job was too big
for you, are you?

Mr. BOVARD. It would have been much too big for me to handle
without a staff.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. BOVARD. I have to handle it through a staff.
The CHAIRMAN. I couldn't be chairman of this committee without

having a staff.
Hr. BOVARD. You do not have personal information and knowledge

of each of these matters that you are referring to?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Beall wants to ask a question.
Senator BEALL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to know just what the

witness, as General Counsel, did from day to day. What did you
do specifically? What time did you go to work in the morning?

Mr. BOVARD. 8: 45.

Senator BEALL. What did you do in the morning when you went
in there?

Mr. BOVARD. I usually have a lot of letters to answer, and
Senator BEALL. Were they on legal matters?
Mr. BOVARD. Oh, yes, matters with legal aspects-mortgagees writ-

ing.in for interpretations of various sections of the act, problems
arising, and I would have questions from my staff, and from the
administrative

Senator BEALL. When the staff came in what did you talk about
when you had staff meetings? Did you talk about the law, amend-
ments to the law, things of that kind?

Mr. BOVARD. Yes, and particularly the application of laws to a par-
ticular set of facts, and circumstances.

Senator BEALL. If anything would come up at variance and needed
discussion, a lawyer would come in and you would discuss it with
him?

Mr. BovARD. We would discuss the facts and find out if it did vio-
late any law, or was contrary to the clear intent of the Congress-all
kinds of legal problems.

The CHAIR.MAN. Will you yield just a moment? Is Mr. Loftus
present? Is Mr. Loftus' attorney here?

Mr. MURPHEY. There is a lady here representing Mr. Loftus who
has a statement concerning him.

The CHi.AIRMAN. She has the doctor's certificate?
Mr. MuRPHEY. Yes, sir.
The CHATRMAN. We will get, to it just a litle later.
Were you finished, Senator Beall?
Senator BEALL. No. I will relinquish
The CHAIRMAN. No. Go ahead.
Senator BEALL. I was trying to find out as General Counsel, what

You did. I was wondering, the law is there. The General Counsel
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should advise the Commissioner just how they were doing, and how to
proceed, shouldn't he?

Mr. BOVARD. Well
Senator BEALL. When you drew up a contract, the lawyer drew up

the contract and brought it in to you as to its legality and legal form?
Mr. BOVARD. No.

Senator BEALL. They would not?
Mr. BOVARD. Not to me personally. They might have to my staff,

members of my staff.
Senator BEALL. Wouldn't your staff talk about these things with

you as their chief ?
Mr. BOVARD. If they were in doubt as to any point they certainly

would. If they weren't, they wouldn't.
Senator BEA LL. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNE. Now, Mr. Bovard, counsel has just read the provi-

sions of the law that went into effect, I think, in 1951.
The CHAIRMAX. 1947.
Senator PAYNE. In 1947 and you were Chief Counsel at that time?
Mr. BOVARD. That is right.
Senator PYNE. When that law was passed by the Congress, Mr.

Bovard, did it then become your duty as Chief Counsel of the agency
to interpret the provisions of that law?

Mr. BOARD. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. And after interpreting the provisions of that law

did you then give to all of the staff members and all of those inter-
ested parties in the agency your opinion as to what that law meant?

Mr. %5OVARD. If they asked for it, yes.
Senator PAYNE. Now just a minute, Mr. Bovard. Isn't it custom-

ary for the head of the division, a person who is General Counsel, and
required to appraise the effect of a law passed by the Congress, to be
carried out by an agency, for that Chief Counsel to interpret that law
and to pass down in written form to his staff members that which he
feels should be carried out in keeping with the law itself ?

Mr. BOVARD. If it should have any effect on their operations. Bear
in mind, however, that the act says that:
In estimating the necessary current costs for the purpose of said title, Federal
Housing Commissioner shall therefore use every feasible means to assure that
such estimates will approximate as closely as possible the actual cost of effi-
cient building operations.

Our cost estimates were always so designed.
Mr. SIMON. Not as far as architects' fees though.
Mr. BURWELL. Would you let him finish on that point, please?
The CHAIRMAN. You may finish.
Mr. BOVARD. In addition to that the Commissioner-of course we

advised the Commissioner of this law, and of what we thought its
effect was-and the Commissioner in his letter to all directors an[ chief
underwriters, dated December 19, 1947, which is shown on page 196 of
the former hearings, states:

Title 6 of the National Housing Act, as amended, shall be-

That was the quotation. It quotes this act, and then states:
Therefore, you are directed to take such steps as may be appropriate to make
certain that necessary current cost estimates do not reflect costs of inefficient
building operations.
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Now that is-
The CHAIRMAN. Did you write that for the Administrator?
Mr. BOVARD. I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you approve it?
Mr. BOVARD. I don't recall, sir. Some members of my staff did. I

didn't see this personally.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Congress passed the law-the amend-

ment-in 1947, do you have any recollection of ever advising the Com-
missioner as to what he should or should not do in respect to it?

Mr. BOVARD. I have no recollection other than that I know that
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but that doesn't do what the law directed you

to do. What you have just read doesn't do what the law directed you
to do.

Mr. BOVARD. It was intended to assure that every feasible means
would be taken.

The CHAIRMAN. Then I again get back to this question: Would you
consider "feasible" means then in an application, where you and
everyone concerned knew that the architect s fee was going to be one-
half of 1 percent for them to charge 5 ?

Mr. BOVARD. Well, that is out of my field.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Bovard, without regard to whether your staff made

an erroneous interpretation of the law, sitting here today as a lawyer
with vast experience in this fild, would you say it was contrary to
the 1947 amendment for the Federal Housing Commissioner to allow
a 5 percent architect's fee, when every efficient builder, and even some
inefficient ones, were able to hire architects for a half of 1 percent?

Mr. BovAlRD. That would depend on the use which would be made
of the information, or in what way this architect's fee would figure in
the overall cost. I don't know. 1 would have to consult with the ad-
ministrative section.

The CHAIRM-AN. I will ask you the question then: Do you know that
the rents were based in many, many instances, in cases that we have
examined, on the basis of a 5 percent architect's fee when they paid
one half of 1 percent, and I give you one specifically, the one we had
yesterday, of the Shirley-Duke.

Under those circumstances do you think that was a violation of the
law, a violation of the intent of Congress in the 1947 amendment ?

Mr. BOVAPD. I couldn't answer that without the records in the par-
ticular case.

The CHAIRMAN. I just gave them. Let me repeat it again. If the
builder, the contractor and FHA, if everybody knew that the archi-
tects' fees were one-half of 1 percent, were they then justified and was
it legal to charge 5 percent? You can understand that language, can't
you?

Mr. BOVARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Those are the facts.
Mr. BOVARD. If the Commissioner determined that all feasible

means had been used, as to whether all feasible means had been
used-

The CHAIRMAN. What could be more feasible than the facts?
Mr. BOVARD. I don't know, sir. It would depend on the procedure,

and problems of the processing department.
Mr. BURWELL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask your indulgence just a

minute? I haven't objected in any way to an argument-not an argu-
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ment- but a discussion about what a highly complex act, the legal
interpretation is. I am sure that that is why we have the courts.
Some of it is awfully comp l icated, whether or not his interpretation
is erroneous or not, I won't attempt in any way to argue, but if you
are going further or desire to go further into the question of what he
advised the Administrator on occasion, could I beg of you that we
get the files since they will slhow a number of memoranda and he wants
to be completely accurate, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. BuRWELL. I (10 believe he is being earnest.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope when he gets through reading the files and

analyzing them he will understand them.
Mr. BURWELL. I do believe we are in an area that that is exactly why

we have the courts.
The CHIIAN. Unfortunately he has already written the Attorney

General and others to the effect that it is not illegal. Therefore, in
some cases before we are through we are going to show where they,
FHA, and lie as the G;eneral Counsel, have estopped and did estop the
Attorney (eneral of the United States from prosecuting people be-
cause of his actions.

Mr. BURWELL. Yes, sir. May I suggest that if he wrote the Xttor-
Tie* General, the Attorney General, as the Nation's outstanding lawyer,
could have of course overruled his legal interpretation, and that I don't
believe the Attorney General would be estopped by his legal opinion.

The (IrAIMAN. He certainly would be estopped if the man who is
prosecuting had this man's opinion as the General Counsel for FHA,
and said it was legal at the time and approved it. You certainly
couldn't convict anybody in court.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bovard, we have had a number of cases in which
FHA's commitment for insurance was predicated upon a firm contract
between the sponsor and the builder. It apparently was a phony
contract or a fraudulent contract which they never intended to fulfill,
and shortly after the FHA commitment was out of the way, they
would write a new contract under which the building would be built,
and never advise the FHA of the terms of the new contract.

Have you advised the Attorney General that in your opinion there
was no impropriety in such conduct and if I may refresh your recol-
lection I would like to hand you some letters which you wrote tlhe At-
torney General dated April 30, 1953, and .June 25, 1953.

Mr. BURWELL. Could we ask if that is all the correspondence on
this matter with the Attorney General or is this a selected letter'?

Mr. SIMoN. So far as I know it is all of it and I have also landed
the witness the letter from the Attorney General to him which came
between his two letters.

Mr. BOVARD. Of course it would take some time to read this .oire-
spondence. I don't have a recollection of it particularly but as I
understand the situation in general there, it is that our mort&haz're
amount was not at all fixed on the contract. The contract between
the builder and the mortgagor corporation had nothing to do with
the fixing of the FHA amount. We did that on our own estimated of
what the costs to the typical builder would be.

Mr. SIMON. Then in your commitment you required them to furnish
you with a copy of the contract, didn't youI
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Mr. BOVARD. I think it is quite possible they did, for such informa-
tion as might be available. It wouldn't have any effect on the amount
of our mortgage amount.

Mr. SIMON. Why would you ask them to furnish you with a con-
tract, and why would the contractor furnish you with, shall we say, a
phony contract, if it didn't make any difference?

Mr. BOVARD. I don't know as to that, sir, at all. There are a lot of
reasons. Certainly you would n't want us to fix our mortgage amount
on the contractor's estimates of costs.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not so sure you wouldn't have done better,
after looking at all the records I have been looking at.

Mr. SIMON. My only inquiry here was

The CHAIRMAN. Have him sign an affidavit that is a true statement
and be subject to prosecution had he given you a false statement.

Mr. BOVARD. Well of course
The (HAIRMAN. It is like you file an income-tax return.
Mr. BOVARD. If our estimate of costs are more than the contractor's

estimate of costs, there is, of course the problem of whether or not
the mortgagor will have sufficient funds to finish the job without
liens. For instance, one of our requirements, as I recall, was that we
must insist that the mortgagor put up the difference between the esti-
mate of cost and the mortgage amount in cash, and spend that cash
first.

Now, if we estimated costs lower, or fixed a mortgage amount on a
lower amount than we thought it would cost, we might very well wind
up without enough money to finish the job.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean the contractor wouldn't have enough
money?

Mr. BovARD. The contractor wouldn't have enough money to finishthe job.Tie CHAIR31MAN. It would have been an unpardonable sin for him

toput a little of his own money in it, wouldn't it
Mr. BOVARD. Well, by our sticking to our own estimate of costs, he

would have to put in that additional equity up to that amount of our
cost.

The CHAIRMAN. Now you are telling us what happened if your
estimate, and the amount of the mortgage that you agreed to guarantee,
was less than it actually cost. What did yoi do where it ran consider-
ably more--the costs ran considerably less, that is, than your mortgage
commitment? What did you do in tlat instance?

Mr. BOVARD. There was nothing for us to do there.
Mr. SIMoN. Following that up if I may, you had a form, "Articles

of Incorporation," and a form, "Bylaws," which you required all these
section 608 projects to use?

Mr. BOVARm. That is right.
Mr. SIMO.-. Did you (it her prepare those or approve them?
Mr. Bov.R). Un(Ioul)tedly tly were--tlha1t is, we 'slsisted in the

preparation of them.
Mr. Si MoN. ;knd before a ! tf ion 6(0s commitment. 'ould he obtained

the sponsor had to incorporate uidler your nodel form, and his bylaws
had to conform to your model form?

Mr. Bov.%RD. That is right.
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Mr. SIMio. And in each case the Federal Housing Commisioiier
became the owners of $100 of preferred stock in the sponsor corl),ra.
tion, is that right?

Mfr. BOVAim. That is riglt.
Mr. SION. Isn't it true, Mr. Bovard, that the articles of incor)ura.

tion furthermore contained a provision that no dividend should be
paid on any capital stock to the corporation except with the coiienit
of the holder ofthe majority of the shares ol each class of stock until
the mortgage issued, or insured by the (overnment, had been l)aid?
Wasn't that in the articles of incorporation?

Mr. BONA D. It may have been. I don't recall.
The Cmic.11iI.\N. Let's show itto him.
Mr. BUIRWELL. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that that in stibstaiice

is in the act itself. If we have time we will pick out the section aud
read it. That is statutory rather than his policy.

Mr. Si M(ix. What I was leading to-how all these corporations could
distri bute these windfall dividends, without the consent of the Federal
Housing Commissioner when the articles of incorporation, and as Mr.
Burwell :iys, the law required the Housing Commissioner's consvit
to the payment of those dividends.

Mr. BOVARD. It would be violating the charter if they did it, I would
think.

Mr. Si.MiN. Isn't it also true that you have the power to require I lhes-
corporations to file annual audits with FIIA under the bylams'.

Mr. BOVARD. That is true.
Mr. SIMoN.. Most of them did so?
Mr. BOVARD. I think that is true.
.1r. SIMON. The audits which were certified by public accountants

always showed the distributions of windfall dividends.
Mf r. BOVARD. Very likely.
ir. SIMON. And as I understand it, the Housing Commissioner had

never consented to any of them.
Mr. BOVARD. But the examination of those annual reports to which

you refer did not come to the attention of the Legal Division what-
soever. It was entirely another department. I know nothing about
those.

The CHAIjRMAN. Did you ever consent to a dividend, windfall divi-
dend, being paid?

Mr. BOVARD. Senator, it would not be the Legal Division or the Geii-
eral Counsel that would consent to that. It would be the Administ'a-
tive Section.

The CIAIRMAN. Did the Commissioner, Mr. Powell, or Mr. Green,
or whoever was your boss, ever ask you for an opinion as to whether
they could permit them to do it or should permit them?

Mr. BOVARm. Not that I recall.
Tito .xa. w. You have no recollection of it at all?
Mr. Bov,%RD. No.
Mr. SimoN. Did you know windfall dividends were being (is-

tributed?
Mr. BoVATID. I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. You (lid not?
Mr. BOVARD. I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. They must have kept everything from you. Dii

they keep everything from you, Mr. Bovard ?
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Mr. BOVARD. They proLably didn't know it themselves.
Mr. S:MoN. If they had read these audit reports they couldn't help

but know it.
Mr. BOVARD. Yes, but they didn't read the audit reports.
Mr. SIMoN. You mean Mr. Powell
Mr. BOvARD. Of course I am making a flat statement here and since

the Senator has-
The Cii.\I L AN. I want to go over this again. You know of course

that under the agreement that you had with these gentlemen, that they
could not declare a divided without permission from both classes of
stock, and you held, the Govern ient held, all of the preferred stock.
That is true; isn't it?

INr. BOVAID. Yes, the Government held all of the preferred stclk.
The CHAIIMAN. We have testimony that so-called windfall profits

or dividends have been declared. Are you saying you knew nothing of
any of those?

Mr. BOVARD. I can say that I knew nothing of them, yes, hut-
The ('HAirzMAN. Did you ever hear of any rumors or any gossip

about them ?
Mr. BOVARD. I think on some occasions, unquestionably I had heard

of violations of the charter.
Th,, CHAIRMAN. Had it b'en called to your attention- -had it been

called to your attention by Mr. PIowell or the Conmmiss-ioner, whoever
your superior was, that so and so company had, without consulting
with FHA, in any way. a concern that you had this contract with,
where you were holding $100 worth of the preferred "tock, or all of the
preferred stock, that, they had declared a dividend, what would your
advice have been to the Commissioner?

Mr. Box.ARr. It would have been to write a letter to that mortgagee-
mortgagor-find out why he did it. I know we had some instances
%%hich indicated that the corporation at the time of the insurance, had
outstanding obligations because their annual reports, in particular
instances showed that they had some outstanding notes, possibly to
time stockholders, and we suggested that they immediately write and
ask why that happened, and require them to correct time situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Well since it was a part of the law and part of your
regulations and part of the contract that you entered into with them
that they could not declare dividends without permission of both
tY1)es of stock, and you held-the Government held all of the pre-
ferred-why did you permit any of them to declare dividends?

Mr. BOVARD. , ell now, you mean why did Mr. Powell permit them e
The CHAIRMAN. Well, or you as General Counsel.
Mr. BOVAnD. Well it would not come within my supervision at all.
The CHAIRMANX. Had Mr. Powell asked your permission or asked

you to give him an opinion as to whether or not he should permit these
people to declare dividends, would you have advised against it?

Mr. BOVARD. Why of course. We would have advised against any
violation of the charter. You recall I haven't yet found this partic-
ular article in the section 608 charter that requires the consent of the
Ph'ferred stockholder to the issuance of dividends. I know, however,
that dividends-I think there is a requirement in there that dividends
can only be paid out of earnings and

The C HARMAN. That is the law.
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Mr. BOvAnD. A windfall would not seem to be earnings so ti ere
would seem to be a violation there. You cannot justify that at all.

1r. SIMON. Mr. Bovard, doesn't the law also provide that no mort-
gage nay be in the amount of more than $5 million?

Mr. BOVARD. That is true.
Mr. SIMON. And wasn 't that a discretion of congressional iten-

tion not to grant the benefits of section 608 to projects which required
a mortgage of more than $5-ni million ?

Mr. Bov.%nD. It was certainly congressional intent that no particu-
lar real-estate entity should be insured by a mortgage in ()e ,f
$5 million. It, in my opinion, had no reference to the stocklholders,
whether the stockholders of one corporation here were the same or
different t from anot her corporation.

Mr. SMoN. ('ertainly.
Mr. B,ARD. And of course, our requirement was that, regardless

of the relationship between these different projects, each one nmust he
a separate real-estate entity ?

Mr. S: MON. And isn't it also true that the act provided for what we
miglt call middle-income apartments and not so-called luxury apart-
meid s, or hotels?

Mr. BOVARD. Well, it certainly didn't apply to hotels. As to luxury,
I don't know. That is a relative term.

Mr. SIMON,. How can the Commissioner justify, or did he seek your
legal advice in the device of granting mortgages on a building of
su stantially more than $5 million, by dividing mortgages into 2
parts and putting 1 mortgage on the right-hans half of the build-
ing and another mortgage on the left-hand half of the building, and
theoretically separating them by a line drawn on the plans? I
specifically refer, if it will help you, to Claiborne Towers Building
in New Orleans, which is one boiling, with a $9-million mortgage and
I refer to the Woodner Hotel here in Washington, which is a hotel
with a $10 million mortgage.

Were you consulted on that ?
Mr. BOVAIRD. I was, after the commitments had been issued, or the

mortgagees insured. And we advised that they couldn't do it and of
course, corrective measures then-the problem was what corrective
measures to take.

Mr. SIMON. Was it your opinion that the mortgages on (laih one
Towers in New Orleans and the Woodner Hotel here were unlawful!

Mr. BOVA D. When you say unlawful they were certainly validly-I
mean the insurance contract was a valid insurance contract.

Mr. SIBMON. Would it be valid insurance contract if it was issued
contrary to the statute?

Mr. BOVAJID. Yes, it would certainly be. It would be, in view of
the incontestibility clause-that is, insofar as the mortgagee is rO-
cerned and assuming of course that the mortgagee had made no false
representations.

Mr. SimON. Of course the mortgagee had to know it was one I,,ild-
ing an(l the mortgage was-

Mr. BOVARD. When you say one building, there is nothing in tli, law
that requires it to be separate, or require a space between buihlimgs.
You can have a wall, a separate wall, and have the other building right
up against it, and have one mortgage covering one and one mortgage
covering another, as you know-
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Mr. SIMON. With the same halls running through each floor?
Mr. BOVARD. That is a question of deciding as to whether or not it

was a separate real estate entity. I ,.an assure you tihat the le,,,al
(Jivi-iofl did everythillg in its power to protect this $5 million
limitation.

Mr. SIMON. Did voti ever write a memorandum to the Commissioner
saying that you disapproved of the mortgage on the Woodiier and
Claiborne Towers?

Mr. BOVAD. I have no doubt t liat I wrote him memoranda on par-
ticular cases. We had many conferet i.,s. I recall one extei sivv (- of-
ferejice that wNe had in connect ion vit li Arlinugton Towers proposition.

The CHAIRMAN. Arlington 'lowveur0

Mr. Bov.%RD. Yes. I don't know whether that has-
The CHAIRMAN. We haven't gotten into that one yet. We will get

ito that one.
Mr. BOVARD. And then of course ,n that, I am confident that the

1lhing is separate but they may be righit smack up against each other,
but nevertheless, this New Orleans one didn't come to our attention
until, as I recall, after it was all o ,r.

The CHAIRMAN. In other worls, after it came to your attention it
was too late to do anything about it?

Mr. BOVARD. That is right.
The ('HAInRMAN. Is that true of the Wod)(lnvr Hotel ?
Mr. BOVARD. No. The Woodner cauut, to us at a time when the build-

ing was under construction as I recall, and we found that the bathroom
of one project extended ovr into, ac'r,,ss the property lines of the other
mortgage, and w' require(l extensive alterations to make the thing
absolutely separate legal entit ie's.

The C IAIIMAN. How did you make tent separate? Are you certain
thev were made separate?

Mr. BOVARD. I am certain they were nmade-well, I haven't in-
spected it.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there a wall between the two Woodner buildings,
so that one person can't go from o(,v into the other?

Mr. BovAnD. I think so, Senator, but I
The ('IIAIRMAN. You think so?
Mr. BOVARD. I could not decide that.
Mr. BURWFLL. Could we see the file on that, Senator?
The CIAIRMAN. You had better correct your testimony on that.
Mr. BURWELL. May I ask at this time tiat we ), permitted to see

the files? I do think there is some difficulty in his remembering all
:h ese specific documents, and whether he st'laratedl or lidl 't separate
a bathroom in New Orleans, and he wants to h), perfect tly honest and
if he can see the files he will be as specific as he can with those on the
table.

Mr. SIMON. Isn't it also trie hotels wvere not to be built under
s'etion 608, Mr. Bovard ?

Mr. BOVARD. It was an administrative plicy which we tried to
cl1 force.

Mr. SuMoN. And doesn't the Woodner )pe-rate as a hotel ?
Mr. BOVARD. Of course the liiw ()esn t specify or name hotels or

a11thing of that sort.
r. SIMON. Bit it talks ab)out rental ho(u.iuug lcjects

Mr. B(,VARD. IYeS.
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Mr. SIMON. And certainly a hotel isn't a rental housing project?
Mr. BOVARD. Not a strictly commercial hotel, but-
Mr. SIMON. Do you know any reason why the Commissioner has

permitted the Woodner to operate as a hotel?
Mr. BOVARD. I didn't even know that it was operating as a hotel.

I think that that is a question that is disputed as to what is a hotel,
but I am confident that the Commissioners will probably be able to
tell you better on those points.

The CHAIRMAN. Unfortunately Mr. Powell who handled all this
refuses to testify so we have to try to get the information from the
other people.

AIr. BOVARD. lie was Assistant Conmissioner.
Mr. BUiiWELL. Sir, he was an assistant and I don't think either

Commisioner lhas either appeared in this particular phase of the j)ro-
ceeding or has refused to testify.

The ChAIRMAN. We will have them.
M r. B VA i. There are many memoranda in the file.
Mr. SI,,-. In other words, it would in your opinion, be unlawful

to permit the Woodner to operate as a hotel ?
Mr. BoV.RD. When you say unlawful, I don't know that it is as a

matter of law. I think it is as a matter of policy. It would be colitrarv
to the F-IHA policy to permit any hotel, any apartment house to operate
as a hotel.
Mr. SiMoN. Wouldn't it also be contrary to statute?
Mr. BOVARD. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't the statute limited to rental housing?
Mr. BOVAIW. Well, what, do you mean by a hotel?
Mr. SIM(N. I mean a place where you can walk in with your suit-

case and get a room for 1 or 2 days and leave.
Mr. BOVARD. Well-
Mr. SIMON. Transient places.
Mr. BOVARD. Of course the rights of the mortgagor corporation are

determined by the provisions of the charter, are they not?
Mr. SIMon. But the charter cannot exceed the statutory autirority

granted by Congress. Isn't that true, Mr. Bovard?
Mr. BOVARD. Well, the statutory controls on Congress don't hav

any reference to this matter at all. There is nothing in the statute that
would prevent a mortgagor corporation from running an apartment
house as a hotel, if he so chose.

Mr. SiufoN. Isn't there something in the statute that prevents the
Commissioner from issuing a mortgage insurance commitment for a
hotel ?

Mr. BOVARD. We have never issued a mortgage insurance commit-
ment for a hotel as far as I know.

Mr. SiMoN. You don't know that the Woodner is a hotel?
Mr. BOVARD. It wasn't a hotel when we issued the commitment cer-

tainly. There is nothing in our commitment that indicates that it is
a hotel.

Mr. STMo,-. It was a vacant lot when you issued your commitmfelit.
wasn't it?

Mr. BOVARD. Yes, so certainly, there was no violation of the statute,
so far as I can see.

Mr. Si31ioN. Certainly they had to build the building first but w:Is't
your commitment limited to insuring the mortgage to a rental hom'siI12
project?
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Mr. BOVARD. Yes it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then if it was, can they operate it as a hotel

today ?
Mr. BOVArD. They might-not without violating FHA policy and

possibly violating the charter, but their rights would be governed by
tie charter.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bovard, are you familiar with some conferences
that took place in March 1952 with respect to what action should be
taken against an approved iwrtvagee, at Minneapolis, Minn., who
had filed an application for an FHA mortgage insurance, listing cer-
tain named sponsors of a section 608 project, whereas in fact t]w real
sponsor was an FHA employee, who had paid transportation to MIiami
lleah of another FHA employee and his wife and entertained them
al Miami Beach.
Do you recall the meetings in March 1.52, with respect to that

mortgagee?
Mfr. iiOVARD. I don't recall it by the information that you have

given. I know of course we had sone cases where some FHA em-
1 o ,ces were interested in section 608 projects, and as soon as we
discovered it we took appropriate administrative action with respect
to it.

Mr. SIMON. What I was leading to, and we should get the file if you
w:,tt a recollection of it, is that you advised there was no action under
FHA rules and regulations which could be taken against that em-
ployee. Do you recall that meeting and that advice?

Mfr. BOVARD. I do not. I would have to see the files on that.
Ir. SIMoN. We will get it.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Senator Payne?
Senator Sparkman?
Senator PAYNE. The only thing, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

t to get cleared up in my mind if Mr. Bovard would be willing to
te me; Mr. Bovard when you were shown that form earlier, tlat
the chairman has in iront of him there, what was that form supposed
to reflect?

Mr. SIMoN. The Senator is referring to the application form.
Senator PAYNE. The application.

Mr. BOVARD. I am not familiar at all with any of the provisions
of it.

The CHAMMAN. Read what it says at the top.
fr. BOVARD. I know what its purpose is.

The CHAIRMAN. What does it say at the top?
Mr. BOVARD (reading):

To the Federal Housing Commissioner: Pursuant to the provisions of section
60Oof the National Housing Act and the administrative rules and regulations-

The CHAIRMAN. Read the lead line, the top.
Ur. BOVARD (reading) :

Application for mortgage insurance under section 608 of the National Housing
Act.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all I want you to read. It is an applica-
tion for insurance, isn't it? It is an application for insurance?

Senator PAYNE. That is an application for mortgage insurance?
11r. Bov.)RD. That is right.

5 0 6 9 0-54-pt. 1-20
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Senator P,\YNE. Let me ask you this, Mr. Bovard. Did you ever
know or understand the fact that architects' fees were actually being
computed at about one-half of 1 percent? Now in view of the fact
that many of these cases must have come to your attention during the
course of your activities as chief counsel-

Mr. BOVARD. No, they didn't.
Senator PAYNE. In the work that you did as Chief Counsel, you

must have had a tremendous number of contacts with individuals with-
in the agency in which you would discuss the provisions of the forms
a nd what they contained, and what the practices were, et cetera. Isn't
that true?

Mr. BOVARD. Well, we may have had some. They were handled
mostly by members of my staff. If it was an important legal deter-
mination involved, they would probably discuss it with me possibly.

Senator P.YNE. When a member of your staff made a legal deter-
mination, didn't he celar that legal determination with you as chieff
Counsel?

Mr. Bov.vTD. If it were a new proposition, they usually did. I am
confidant of that.

Senator P,kYNE. You would have known that the architects' fees
were only one-half of 1 percent?

Mr. Bov.%RD. The amount of the architects' fees and the amount of
the cost determinations and estimates wouldn't come to us at all. They
would be handled as policy matters, or underwriting matters.

Mr. SI31ON. The architects' fee of Claiborne Towers came to your
attention before you wrote the Attorney General, didn't they?

Mr. BOVARD. I don't know. It is possible.
Mr. SIMON. You have before you your letter of April 1951, to At-

torney General on architects' fees at Claiborne Towers?
Mr. BOVARD. Undoubtedly the architects' fees
Mr. S vON. Certainly with respect to that particular project you

knew the architects' fees were approximately 10 percent of the amount
in the application?

Mr. BOVARD. Let me read the letter and see.
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you read the letter out loud.
Mr. Bov.uRD. Sure. This is a letter to the Honorable Attorney Gen-

eral, Re Shelby Claiborne Towers and Shelby General Claiborne
Towers, New Orleans, La.:

This is in reference to your letter of July 13, 1951, enclosing a copy of a letter
addressed to your office from Mr. John N. McKay, United States attorney, New
Orleans. La.. dated July 6, 1951, in reference to the above subject.

Shortly after the receipt of your letter an administrative officer attached to
the W.-shington staff was in New Orleans and discussed the matter personally
with Mr. McKay, and at the same time went over the subject matter of the corn-
paints with the local insuring office and requested the local insuring office to
submit a detailed report in regard to the particular complaint items. The local
insuring office has now submitted its report and based upon the data submitted
It is our opinion that there is no substantial evidence to support a complaint of
fraud against the United States nor do we feel that a more complete investigation
is indicated.

The local insuring office made a personal inspection of a dwelling now under
construction and owned by one of the officers of the owning mortgagor-corpora"
tion and reports that the materials, bricks, water heaters and kitchen equipment
were entirely dissimilar to the materials, being used on Claiborne Towers and
Governor Claiborne Apartments, and that the subcontractors constructing this
residence were not the same as those for the insured mortgage projects. The
particular residence is owned by Mr. Paul Kapelow and is the only resident
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within the knowledge of the insuring office which Is being built by an official
of either Claiborne Towers, Governor Claiborne. or Shelby Construction Co.
A most complete examination was made and no evidence was disclosed indicat-
ing a diversion of materials from the captioned projects to the private residence
of Mr. Kapelow.

In regard to the rumors that these projects are to be converted from apartment
buildings, as well as rent schedules. Any action taken by this Admini.stration
is in complete control of any such change in construction or in the use of the
buildings, as well as rent schedules. Any action taken by this Adnilistrati,,n
will, of course, be consistent with the statutory authority of the Federal Housing
Commissioner.

The situation with respect to the architect and the fees to be paid is a matter
more properly for investigation and prosecution, if any, under the laws of the
State of Louisiana insofar as the requirements of the Louisiana laws are con-
cerned. Our files indicate that as far as this Administration can determine the
requirements of this Administration have been met, or at least we find no evi-
dence of violations of our requirements nor any evidence indicating any fraud
against the United States in connection therewith. As you know, the determina-
tions made by this Administration with respect to the maximum insurable nort-
gage must necessarily be based upon etimates. The commitment for insurance
which is issued to the lending institution covers the insurance of a mort-
gage in a specified amount subject to completion of construction in accordance
with the FHA requirements and there are no reexaminations of the actual costs
which would in any way affect the amount specified in the commitment. The
fact that an architect may not have been actually paid the amount of fees in-
cluded in our estimates would not of itself indicate the existence of fraud or the
possibility of fraud any more than the fact that the actual costs of physical im-
provements may be less than the estimates of costs made prior to the issuance
of the commitment and upon which the mortgage amount specified in the com-
mitment was determined.

This Administration is, of course, vitally concerned with any possibility of
fraud or Improper action concerning any matters within the responsibility of this
Administration, but as heretofore outlined our examination of the complaints
discussed by Mr. McKay does not indicate any substantial evidence indicating
existence of any fraud against the United States nor any irregularities or im-
proper actions in connection with the issuance of these projects. Nevertheless,
we very much appreciate your action in calling this matter to our attention and
giving us an opportunity to examine the complaints and satisfy ourselves with
respect thereto.

Senator PAYNE. What was the date of that letter, Mr. Bovard?
Mr. BOVARD. August 14, 1951.
The CHAIRMAN. The letter was addressed to Attorney General

McGrath.
In talking about the fees there, architects fees, you, of course, knew

when you wrote that letter that the actual fee paid was one-half of 1
percent? And that the amount that was used in arriving at the mort-
gage in the setting of the rents was 5 percent, did you not'?

Mr. BOVARD. I had no personal recollection. I have no personal
recollection of the matter.

Mr. SIMON. You don't have any doubt but that is the fact, though,
do vou?

.Mr. BUWE~LL. I believe. Mr. Chairman, before you continue on this
particular one you would give him the file.

The CH.RMAN. Let, me ask you this question: If the facts are as I
state(l, and if you had known the facts as I am going to state them,
would you then have written the kind of a letter that you did? The
facts are that they aettially made one-half of 1 percent, and yet fliey
put 5 percent. in their application. The mortgage was based upon 5
perc nt and the rents have been based upon 5 percent. Had you known
thos facts when yout wrote that letter, would you have come to the
same coliclusion that you did
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Mr. BOVARD. It is possible, but I would have to look at the complete
file and see just what the relationship between the 5 percent allowance
and how the underwriting department figured their estimate of cost&

Senator PAYNE. Mr. Bovard, that law that I referred to previously
was enacted in 1917, is that right?

Mr. BOVARD. An amendment, which was the injunction on the Ad-
ministrator to use every feasible means to see that our estimates-

Senator PAYNE. There was a reason for that, wasn't there?
Mr. BOVARD. Well, I assume so. No question about it.
Senator PAYNE. That was 1947, and that letter was 1951. 1 il not

a lawyer, but I happen to have been in fiancial activity as an account-
ant, and also have a little background on this matter. An estimate is
the total compilation of all of the figures that go up to make a total.
is that right ?

Mr. lAOVARD. I think so.
Senator IA-'NE. This amendment that was put in refers to "such

estimates," plural. Would you not interpret as a lawyer that in con-
struing the effect of this amendment, that when the word "estimates."
plural, is used, it means each and every component part that goes iI
to make up one estimate? In other words, architect fees, separate.
masonry fees, land, improvement, and all of the other factors ?

Mr'. BoVARD. Yes. I would agree with you entirely.
S.-nator PAYNE. All right, sir. If that interpretation is correct, and

it refers in the plural to estimates, then can there be any question in
your mind as to the fact that if a person in making an application
to secure mortgage insurance from the United States Government
placed a figure of 5 percent in that application, knowing full well that
it was actually going to be a half of 1 percent, that that wasn't a
fraudulent statement on its face?

Mr. BOVAJID. I don't think, Senator, that the law would have any
reference to the act of the mortgagor. I mean if it was a fraudulent
representation, it wouldn't be because of that statute. That statute
is a direction to the Commissioner.

Senator PAYNE. That is right, and to protect the United States
Government and all of the taxpayers who contribute to it.

Mr. BovARD. It is a direction to the Commissioners to see that their
estimates of costs approximate the actual cost, to the greatest, and to
see that they use every feasible means that they do.

Senator PAYNE. They couldn't have called on a feasible means if
the cost that was known and was pretty generally known in the trade
was one-half of 1 percent, and they continually put down 5 percent-
somebody and I don't know who it is-somebody was pretty negli.ent
in protecting the interests of the United States Government and (all
of the taxpayers at that time. I am just going to say this, Mr. Bovard'
As far as I have been able to determine here this morning, the Con-
gress can put into effect, or could have put into effect many laws,
ut certainly the interpretations that were given to those laws el-

acted by the Congress, from what I have heard here this morning,
were never carried out in the interests of the Government :ind the
people who make up this Government, but were very liberally con.
strued-far beyond what my feeble mind is able to discern-in the
favor of those who were constructing and making profits out of tlhti
projects.
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Mr. BURWELL. Mr. Chairman, may I in the interest of my client
in these charges ask that that-that the Senator reconsider that as an
indictment aimed at my client, and I can't get in the position of argu-
ing with a Senator as counsel, but I do suggest that if there were
frauds, that there should be indictments in our courts. If Mr. Bovard
has committed any crime, he should be indicted, but that I am sure the
Seiiator doesn't mean to indict, him here, where he has no rights-

Senator PAYNE. I do not.
Mr. BURWELL. In an action before the Civil Service Commission

and our courts. I am sure he doesn't mean to be unfair, but I sub-
mit it is unfair to indict him before he l"as had a hearing in any court

Senator PAYNE. Let me say that I do not want to be unfair in any
way on the thing and if anything that I have said there in any way,
Shape or form would in any reflect on your client, I certainly want
it stricken, andI apologize if I have said anything.

Mr. BRvWELL. I appreciate your courtesy.
The CHAIRMAN. Let the record speak for itself, because I feel about

the same as the Senator from Maine. I want the record to show that,
too. I am making no apology for it and I am not withdrawing it, be-
cause this is the second time we have had this gentleman beFore us,
and both times we have had the same sort of answers, and he was 20
years with this organization, and 15'years the general counsel.

Mr. BURWELL. Sir-
The CHAIRMAN. I am thoroughly discouraged, and-
Mr. BURWELL. My client has tried to be honest. He has not pleaded

the fifth amendment which he could. He has not seen the files. We
have been picking out isolated correspondence and picking his memory
3or 4 years ago, on complicated transactions with no specific questions.

Now, he is a perfectly honest man that wants to answer these q,'es-
tions as honestly aspossible, and I again want to protest a prejudg-
ment of this case before the Civil Service Commission and our courts
here.

Mr. BovARD. May I add one
Mr. BURIWELL. I respectfully request that the chairman's remarks

not go into the record and to the civil service and the courts, before
he has even had a hearing at all-get all that material.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, as far as the chairman is concerned, the
record can speak for itself and anybod that wants to can read the
testimony of what this entleman said this morning and what I said
and what others said and come to their own conclusion. If they come
to any other conclusion than I have, I am happy.

Mr. BOVARD. The only point that I was going to mention, Senator,
was in connection with the question with respect to the architect's
fees, etc. It may be that the FHA did not use every feasible means
to make their cost estimates correspond as closely as possible. I don't
know. That was not in my department. If they did, that was a dere-
liction on the part of the FHA.

Senator PAYNE. You will forgive me, Mr. Bovard
Mr. BOVARD. It was not a question of interpretation.
Senator PAYNE. Please take this as I give it. From what I have

listened to this morning, nothing was under your department.
Mr. BOVARD. Well, I don't know, there has been a lot of questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Every time you didn't know something you blame

it on a subordinate.
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Mr. BOVARD. Well bear in mind now, the National Housing Act
doesn't require the commissioner to have a general counsel. WVhat
duties are given to him are delegated by the Commissioner, and 1 am
not the head of the agency, never have been.

Senator PAYNE. Was he a lawyer?
Mr. BOVARD. Some of them were. Mr. Ferguson was a lawyer, Mr.

Richards.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions? If not, we will

finish with Mr. Bovard.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think the practice was wholly

bad-and this is not the first time I have said it before this committee-L
but in all fairness to the record, I believe the staff ought to go back
and examine the minutes of this committee, and you will find that
as early as 1949, 1950, 1951, protest was being made before this com-
mittee that this very practice was being carried out. Senator Long
offered an amendment and the committee refused to accept the
amendment.

The testimony at that time was that the architect's fees were being
regularly put in at 5 percent and my recollection is Senator Long
offered an amendment limiting it to 2 percent, and the committee itself
declined to accept that amendment.

I don't say that in trying to cover up the practice. I think it was
bad. I was for the Long amendment, but we certainly ought to re-
member that there may ave been some dereliction on the part of
Congress and on the part of this committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't see how the amendment of 1947 could
have been any more clear. It says exactly, I think, what it meant,
and I agree a hundred percent with the able Senator here that this
committee

Senator SPARKMAN. I don't quarrel with it-
The CHAIRMAN. This committee from time to time has asked these

gentlemen for testimony on this whole subject, any they have never
seen fit to give us testimony. Why I am a little disturbed with the
witness this morning is because he has been up here before and testi-
fied and at no time did he ever call these matters to the attention of
anyone. And another reason I am a little bit discouraged is because
we are getting the same thing from this gentleman that the Atorney
Generals have been getting right straight through from FHA offi-
cials, and that is that nothing could be done to prosecute anybody
for violating the law; that everybody was within their rights. I am
getting a little bit discouraged.

Senator SPARKMAN. I share with you in it and I certainly don't
want anything I have said to be interpreted otherwise, but I just don't
believe we ought to take a "holier than thou" attitude when the matter
was called to our attention and one of our own Members offered an
amendment to correct it, not once but several times, and the commit-
tee declined to accept the correction.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Well, we have had an abundance of testimony from Mr. Powell and

all of them-including this witness, I think, if I am wrong about it
we will withdraw the statement-that this mortgaging out couldn't
happen. We had testimony from industry it couldn't hap pen. We
had testimony from the head of the Mortgage Bankers Association
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it couldn't happen. And there was testimony that was put into the
record a few minutes ago from Mr. Powell, that it just couldn't hap-
pen, when either 2 days or 2 weeks before that he had written a letter
about a project in New York City had written him saying they were

going to mortgage out and declare $1,300,000 in dividends. Yet 2
ays later he comes up here and testifies that he never heard of any

Eucii thing.
I don't mind telling you that somebody is lying, the big word, see,

about all this matter, and the purpose of this hearing is to find out
who.
Senator SPARKMAN. I brought out in cross-examination right here

it was being done.
The CHAIR31AN. I have no criticism of any Senator that is on the

committee at the moment or has been on it in the past because I think
every Senator has talked about it from time to time and asked ques-
tions of witnesses when the bills would come up for passage. There
is no question about it, and they have kept it from us and frankly
we don t like it.

Mr. BURWELL. Mr. Chairman-
Mr. NEEL. Mr. Chairman, may I make a statement, please, sir?
The CHTAIRMAN. What isyour name?
Mr. NEEL. My name is Samuel Neel, and I am general counsel of

the Mortgage Bankers Association of America.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn ? Do you solemnly swear to tell

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. NEEL. I do.

TESTIMONY OF SAMUEL NEEL, GENERAL COUNSEL, MORTGAGE
BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. NEEL. If I heard you correctly, you said the head of the Mort-
gage Bankers Association said mortgaging-out could never happen.
Tomy knowledge, le never made -icli a statement. In fact, the mort-
gage bankers testified before your committee on many occasions
against the extension of section 66)8.

The CHAIRMAN. We have it in the record, what Mr. Clarke said
when he was a member. Was he once the head of the Mortgage
Bankers Association 1

Mr. NEEL. He is now president of Mortgzage Bankers Association,
and I say neither l e nor any represent:ative of the association ever
testified before your committee that mortgaging-out could not occur.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Lockwood a member .
Mr. INEEL. [r. Lockwood was a president of the Home Builders

Ass)C nation.
The CHAIRMAN. You will find also that. Mortgage Bankers Associ-

ation when this investigation started had some v-ery unkind things to
say about it, too.

Mr. NEEL. The Mortgage Bankers Association had some very un-
kind things to say about the manner in which Mr. Ilollyday was dis-
missed. It made no public statement, about, the manner of conducting
this investigation.

Mr. BURWELL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one last question, sir? I
I don't have any interest, in this entire hearing except as a modest tax-
payer, and except as counsel for Mr. Bovarf; I don't, believe that in
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your impromptu remarks about the general situation, where you said
someone was lying, that you meant to imply that Mr. Bovard is.

The CHAIRMAN. I meant to say that somebody in the past has b~een
lying to this committee; that they knew nothing about mortgaging.
out, and saying it couldn't happen. We have even had witnesses say
that it sounded to them when we called it to their attention like bar-
room talk.

Mr. BURWELL. I am right, sir, in thinking that you are not implying
Mr. Bovard is lying now or at other times?

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't say Mr. Bovard or anybody had, but I
think the record speaks for itself that over the years these people were
not telling the truth.

Mr. BAURWELL. I wanted to make it clear you weren't implying that
Mr. Bovard was lying.

The CHxiR \[.N. Are there any other questions of Mr. Bovard? If
not, we will dismiss you, Mr. Bovard, but you remain under subpena
because we may want to call you back.

Now, where is Mr. Loftus? Miss Johnson is here for Mr. Loftits.
Mr. BUICWELL. May I ask, Senator, that we be permitted to see any

records on which Mr. Bovard will be examined in the future?
The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. BULRWELL. We haven't had that privilege thus far and I think

we can get along faster if he is.
The CHAIRMAN. You may see any record you think you ought to see.
Mr. BURWELL. May I deal with Mr. Simon and ask him that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. There is no objection whatsoever. We want

the facts but we certainly get discouraged when we have to beat our
brains out here trying to get the facts -from people that ought to be
willing to give them to us and ought to come in here and testify, that
have been working for the Government for years and years and years,
in high positions. They come in here and invoke the fifth amendment.

Mr. BURWELL. We did not take the fifth amendment as we could
have and if we get the files we are willing to come here as often as you
want to see us.

The CIAIRMAN. But you are saying you are fighting the discharg.,
etc., or the suspension, as though a man-I presume you take the posi-
tion that a man should work for the Government forever.

Mr. BURWELL. I do not, sir. I take the position that if a man is
charged it should be proven and our courts take that position and that
is where the matter is going.

The CHAIRMAN. This gentleman here.
This is a note from Dr. John W. Barnhart, of Wilmington, Del.,

dated June 30:
To Whom It May Concern:

This is to certify that Mr. Don A. Loftus is under medical care and will be

unable to appear at a Senate committee meeting until at least July 5, 1954.

It is signed "Dr. John W. Barnhart." And what is your nane and
address, please?

Mr. BLISS. My name is Bliss, Herbert J. The address is 250 Park
Avenue, New York 17.

The CHAIRMAN. 250 Park Avenue, New York City?
Mr. BLISS. That is the office address.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you an employee of Mr. LoftusI
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Mr. BLISS. No. I am associated with his attorney, Edward J. Egan.
The CHAIRMAN. Edward J. Egan.
Will you remain here? Is Mr. Murphey here representing Mr.

Loftus who was supposed to bring us certain records today? Will you
come up, Mr. Murphey, and give the records, please ? What is your
name, pleaseI

Mr. MURPHEY. Murphey.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your first name?
Mr. MuPermY. Gerald Murphey.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your address?
Mr. MURPHEY. Columbus, Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the

testimony you are about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. MURmHEY. I do.

TESTIMONY OF GERALD MURPHEY, BEVERLY MANOR,
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Murphey, do you have the stockbook and minute
book of the Beverly Manor Corps. in Columbus?

Mr. MURPHEY. I do not have the minute books or the stockbooks.
Mr. SIMON. Who has them, Mr. Murphey'.
Mr. MURPHEY. So far as I know, they are in the custody of an at-

torney in New York City.
Mr. SIMON. What is his name?
Mr. MURPHEY. Reynold Drews.
Mr. SIMON. Is that your firm?
Mr. BLISS. No, it is not.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know for what reason Mr. Drews has themV
Mr. MURPHEY. It is my understanding he has recently, within the

last 6 months, become secretary of the Beverly Manor Corp.
Mr. SIMON. What is Mr. Loftus' position with Beverly ManorCorp 9
Mr. MURPHEY. President.

The CHAIRMAN. And is there any reason why you did not bring
the books as you were subpenaed to do so?

Mr. MURPHEY. I think I brought and have with me what I was
requested to bring.

Mr. SIMON. Did you try to get the minute book and stockbook ?
Mr. MURPHEY. No, sir, I didn't.
Mr. SIMON. You made no effort to get it?
Mr. MfURPHEY. No.
Mr. StMON. Are you able to produce them for us?
Mr. MURPHEY. I would think so. I do not have access to them.
The CHAIRMAN. The subpena required that you bring them.
Mr. MURPIIEY. I talked to a Mr. Walter on your staff and he said to

bring corporate records, canceled checks, and what I knew about the
sale of the land.

The CHAIRMAN. You didn't get the subpena. Mr. Loftus was sub-
penaed to bring it.

Mr. MURPHEY. I came voluntarily.
Mr. SIMON. How about the Cleveland Parkway corporations. You

are manager of that, too, aren't you?
Mr. MURPHEY. No, sir. I have no connection with Cleveland.
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Mr. SIMoN. No connection?
Mr. MURPHY. No.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who has the stock or minute book on

the Cleveland corporations?
Mr. MtRPlEY. I do not.
The CIIhMA.x. We Will direct a subpena to this lawyer in New

York-what did you say his name was, the man that has the records
in New York?

Mr. MuiuIiEY. Reynold Drews.
The CIIAT1NAN.-. What is his address?
Mr.M hTRPIIEY. Chrysler Building.
Mr. SiMoN.-N. D-r-e-w-s?
MAr. MtTRPHEY. Yes.
Mr. Sim )N. What is his first name?
Mr. .MUtRPIEY. Reynold.
Mr. Si.rox. You have no connection with Mr. Loftus' Cleveland

properties?
Mr. MURPIHEY. None whatever.
Mr. Simix. You don't know who would have those stockbooks?
Mr. MURPIHEY. I do not.
Mr. SIMo,. Do you have any connection with Mr. Loftus' Cleve-

land property?
Mr. BLISS. NO, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Your firm doesn't represent him generally, I take it!
Mr. BLISS. No, sir, we do not.
Mr. Si.%toN. You jut represent him in this matter?
Mr. BLISS. A few others, personal matters.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether Mr. Loftus could at the next

hearing bring us the stockbook, the minute book on the four Cleveland
corporations?

Mr. BLISS. I do not know, but I will try to find out.
Mr. SIMoN. Could you find out for us' who has them if he doesn't

have them?
Mr. BLiss. I can try, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Mir. Murphey, do you have the audits of the Columbus

corporations with you?
Mr. MURPHEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you give us those, please, and do you have the

contracts with respect to the sale of the land from Mr. Loftus to the
corporations?

Mr. MURPHEY. Not with respect to the sale by Mr. Loftus to the
cori)orat ions, but I do have the contract from the sale of the former
owner, Ralston Steel Car Co.

Mr. Si-.;. Didn't we particularly tell you we wanted the contracts
of the sale from Mr. Loftus to the corporations? I know I personally
told you that yesterday.

Mr. MURPIIEY. I say I have the information. I don't have the con-
tract.

Mr. SIMON. Where are the contracts, Mr. Murphey?
Mr. MURPHEY. I am not aware of that.
Mr. SIMON. Do 7ou know who has them?
Mr. MURPHEY. rhey may be in the files in the Columbus office.
Mr. SIMON. In the Columbus office?
Mr. MURPHEY. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Aren't you in charge of that office?
Mr. MURPHEY. Yes, sir. I have with me sufficient information that

I do know-
Mr. SIMoN. Where did you get that information?
Mr. MURPHEY. From the books. I know what the corporations paid

for the land.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the canceled checks and contracts in your

office?
Mr. MURPHEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are they?
Mr. MtTRPHEY. This was all done prior to the incorporation of the

Beverly Manor companies.
Mr. SIMON. Who would have the canceled checks and the contracts?
Mr. MURPHEY. Those were among individuals before the corpora-

tion was formed.
Mr. SIMON. I take it at some stage--the corporation now owns the

land ?
Mr. MURPHEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then the corporation had to receive the land after it was

incorporated, didn't it?
Mr. MtURPHEY. Right, sir.

Mr. SIMON. And we would like the canceled checks and the con-
tracts dealing with the land from the time that Mr. Loftus disposed of
it until it got into the corporation.

Mr. MURPHEY. I think I have that with me.
Mr. SIMON. You have the contracts and canceled checks? You

have the canceled checks?
Mr. MURPHEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. We would like those, too, and to ha'e the contracts

made available to us.
The CHAIRMAN. You see Mr. Simon and whatever you fail to have

you can supply.
We will set a date for Mr. Loftus' appearance cri July 13, at 10

clock.
Mr. MURPHIEY. I think I can explain this to Mr. Simon so he will

know I do have what you want.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Without objection, we will place in the record at

this point the written message of Dr. John W. Barnhart with respect
to Mr. Loftus.

(The information referred to follows:)

Da. JOHN W. BARNHART

BY APPOINTMENT

1303 N. Franklin St., Wilmington, Del.Phone 2-2547 Reg. No. 8092

JUNE 30, 1954.
To Whom It May Concern:

This is to certify that Mr. Don A. Loftus is under medical care and will be
unable to appear at a Senate committee meeting until at least July 5, 1924.

J. W. BARNHAHT, M. D.

The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions? Anybody from the audience
have anything to say here? It seems to be a good morning for the
audience. We had a testimonial here. Are there any other ques-
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Cons that anybody has this morning? We have to have a smile Onlce
in a wh ile around here.

If not, we will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, at which
time our witness will be Charles H. Glueck, from Gary, Ind.

(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p. in., the committee recessed until 10 a. m
Friday, July 2,1954.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 2, 1954

UNITED STATE SENATE,

CoM-rrF= ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
Washington, b. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 301, Sen-
ate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman) presid-
ing.

Present: Senators Capehart, Bennett, and Payne.
Also present: Mr. Wiflliam Simon, general counsel, FHA investi-

gation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. Mr.

Glueck, will you give your name, please, to the reporter-your full
name and address?

Mr. GLuECK. Charles H. Glueck, 675 Lincoln Street, Gary, Ind.
The CHAIRMAN. And your attorney, will you please give your

name?
Mr. DRAPm. Alfred P. Draper, 504 Broadway, Gary, Ind.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glueck, will you please be sworn ? Do you sol-

emnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help you God ?

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES H. GLUECK, GARY, IN]D., MID-CITY
INVESTMENT CO., ACCOMPANIED BY ALFRED P. DRAPER,
COUNSEL

Mr. GLUECK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Simon, we will start with you this morning.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Glueck, what is your occupation?
Mr. GLUECK. Mortgage banker.
Mr. SIMON. Are you the president of Mid-City Investment Co. ofGary, Ind. IWr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. How long have you been the president of Mid-City In-
vestment Co.?

Mr. GLUECK. Since 1944.
Mir. SIMON. Was there a period of 2 or 3 months when at the re-

quest of FHA you were suspended from being president of Mid-City?
M r. GLUECK. I was not suspended. I resigned as president for a

period of 3 months.
Mir. SIMON. Was that at the request of FHA?
M r. GLUxECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When was that.?
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Mr. GLUECK. 1952, from April-the approximate date-April 11 to
the end of June.

Mr. SIMON. Are you acquainted with the Tri-City Village housing
project in Gary?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you at one time own the land on which that project

was built?
Mr. GIUECK. I was part owner.
Mr. SiMoNx. When was the land acquired and by whom?
Mr. GLUECK. It was acquired by my father and myself in 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know the approximate date in 1949?
Mr. GIA-ECK. I think approximately the late part of the year or

latter part of the year, 1949.
Mr. SM (oN. Can you fix it any more definitely than that?
Mr. GLVECK. Somewhere-I would say in November or December.
Mr. SIMON. Of 1949?
Mr. Gi.u:.ciK. I believe so, yes.
Mr. SImoN. How much land
Mr. ( TUFCK. Wait a minute. I would like to refresh myself on that.

I am not sure exactly of that date.
Mr. SiMON. Maybe I can help you if I tell you that the FHA appli-

cation was received by FHA on June 29, 1949. Does that help you fix
the date e

MIr. GFEJCK. Yes. Then it would be 1948 rather than 1949.
Mr. S MON. December?
Mfr '.IXECK. Roughly then.
Mr. SIMON. How much land was involved in that purchase?
Mr. (iLUE'K. The ground under which Tri -City was used?
Mr. S'M(N. Well, in the purchase-you bought more land than just

the Tri-City project?
Mr. G[X1'ECK. Approximately 45 or 47 acres.
Mr. SIMON. Whom did you purchase it from?
Mr. GLUECK. Louis and Charles Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Do they reside in Chicago?
Mr. GLUECK. No, in Gary.
Mr. SIM ON. How much did you pay for it?
Mr. GLECK. Approximately $30,000, or $50,000, something like

that.
[ie CHIRMAN.. I didn't get that. Approximately what?
Mr. GLUECK. Approximately $50,000.
Mr. SIMON.. Do you know with any more certainty the purchase

price?
Mr. GLUECK. Not exactly, no. I mean I could look it up, but exactly

I don't know. I would say somewhere in the neighborhood of $50,000.
Mr. SIMON. You were asked the same question a week ago in execu-

tive session, Mr. Glueck. Have you had any opportunity or occasion
to verify the price since then?

Mr. GLUECK. I have the file that I could look it up exactly.
Mr. SiMoN. But you haven't done it since the meeting last week?
MI'. (GLUECK. NO.
Mr. SxIoN. $50,000 is your best recollection?
Mr. (GLUECK. Approximately, yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much of that acreage went into the Tr-City Vil-

lage, Inc., company?
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Mr. GLUECK. Approximately 37 acres, 38 acres.
Mr. SIMON. Did any of that acreage go into the Major Apartments

project ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. I low much of it went into that project?
Mr. GLUECK. The balance of it.
MAfr. SIMioN. So of the 45 to 47 acres that you paid, as near as you

can reneniler $50,000 for, all of it went into either the Tri-City Village
or tie Major Apartments )Iojects; is that right?

MI'. GLU ECK. That is correct.

,11. SIMON. In the spring of 1949, did you make a deal with Alfred
Polland with respect to that land.?
Ur. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the deal:
Mr. GLUECK. I made a deal to sell it to him.
Mr. SImo.. To sell him what?
Mr. GLurECK. The stock of the corporation, after the corporation-

the corporation was to be formed and after the corporation was to
be formed, the land was to be put into the corporation and I was to
sell him the stock of the corporation.

Mr. SiMo.,. Was the 37 acres to be put into a corporation to be
called or it was called Tri-City Village, Inc.?

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the balance put into a corporation that was called

Major Apartments, Inc.?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And did the deal also contemplate that you would file

applications for FHA mortgages for buildings to be built on the tract
of land, by these two corporations?

Mr. GjUECK. You mean individually or as an officer of our com-
pany, to file application?

fr. SIMON. Well, regardless of whether you filed it individually
or as an officer of your corporation, did your deal presuppose that
before Mr. Polland was to have purchased the stock of these corpora-
tions, you were to obtain an FHA application?

fr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. When did you make that deal with Mr. Polland?
Ifr. GL UECK. Prior to the filing of the application.
Mr. SIMoN. And how much in advance of that?
Mr. GLUECK. I imagine a month or two.
Mr. SiMON. What was the capital stock of Tri-City Village, Inc. I
Ur. GLUECK. At what time?
Mr. SiM.ON. At the time you incorporated it.
Mr. GLu-ECK. I don't remember the number of shares, but it was

a certain number of shares of no par common, plus the 100 shares
Of preferred stock issued to FHA.

Mr. SIMON. Was the cash amount $1,000 for the common stock?
MIr. GLUECK. You mean the initial filing of the corporation?
Mr. SimoN. Yes; the initial incorporation.
Mr. GLUECK. Yes. It was filed with the minimum requirement.
Mfr. SIMoN. And what was the cash capital of Major Apartments,

be.I
IfMr. GLUF.CK. Originally it would have been the same. They were

Originally filed with a minimum capital.
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Mr. SIMoN. How much was Mr. Polland to pay you for the stock
in t these two corporations?

Mr. GLUECK. Well, the deal was made with my father and myself
to pay us, on Tri-City Village, to pay us approximately $350,000 and
on Major Apartments, approximately $100,000, or $100,000 something,
I don't know.

Mr. SimoN. Do I understand correctly that you bought this land
in December of 1948 for $50,000?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that in April or May of 1949, you agreed to sell to

Mr. Polland for $450,000 the stock in two corporations, which owned
nothing but this same land and $1,000 of capital, and your under-
taking to get an FHA commitment for a section 608 mortgage on
each of the pieces of land I

Mr. GLUECK. That is not quite correct. The Major Apartment deal
was done afterward. The Tri-City was made originally; then the
Major Corp. was sold at a later date. Tri-City was already under
construction when I sold the Major.

Mr. SIMoN. With that exception, is my statement accurate?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMO.N. Then you did get $450,000 for the land which cost you

$50,000, plus FHA commitments for mortgages for buildings to be
built on the land, is that right?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't quite get that-the land cost me $50,000 plus
FHA commitment. I don't understand that.

Mr. SiiMoN. The land cost you $50,000.
Mr. GLUECK. That is right.

ir. SIMON. And you received $450,000 for that land and FH.A com-
mitments for mortgages on properties to be built on the land?

Mr. GLUECtK. No, sir. I didn't sell any commitments. I received
the money for that stock, for that land-the stock that the land
represented.

Mr. SiMON. At the time you received the money, did the corpora-
tions own anything other than the land and an FHA commitment
for a mortgage on property to be built on the land?

Mr. GLU.CK. Yes, sir. At the time I received the money, the prop-
erties were well underway of construction.

Mr. SiMoN,. At the time you made the contractI
Mr. G LUECK. No. That is all they owned at that time.
Mr. SIMON. And that is all that you ever put into the corporations,

is that right?
Mr. (LUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. At the time you made this transaction, who was-
Mr. (LUECK. May I add, that when you say that it all I put, into

the corporation, that is all financially in cash that I put into the
corporation?

Mr. SIMON. You put some work in getting the applications?
Mr. GLUE'K. An d planning and layout and everything else.
Mr. SIMON. Now, at the time you obtained these FHA commit-

ments, who was the Indinna State director?
Mr. GLUETcK. R. Earl Peters.
Mr. SIMfON. How well acquainted with him were you?
Mr. GLUECK. Very well acquainted.
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Mr. SIMON. Will you tell the committee the relations you had with
r. Peters with respect to the Florida Apartments project? •
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir. If I may be allowed to read a letter here

that I wrote to FHA completely explaining the entire relationship, I
think it will give you-

Mr. SIMON. We would be glad to have you do it, but first I would
like to know whether you and he were jointly interested in the Florida
Apartments project?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You owned how much of the stock in Florida Apart-

mentsI
Mr. GLUECK. I own approximately half.
Mr. SIMON. And how much did you put up for that half?
Mr. GLUECK. $7,500 plus some fees that amounted to approximately

a total of approximately $11,000.
Mr. SIMON. And how much was put up for the other half of the

stock?
Mr. GLUECK. I assume the same amount.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who put up the other $7,500?
Mr. (,LUECK. As a matter of fact, Idon't know. I assume it was

1Mr. Peters.
Mr. SIMON. You say you assume it was Mr. Peters, but I believe

vou told us last week that it was put up by his son-in-law, Mr.
SIr. Fleming, is that right?

Mr. GLEUCK. No, sir, I told you I assume he had put up the $200
for the option.

Mr. SIMON. And there was an option to buy the land for $15,000?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And Mr. Peters put up $7,500 and you put up $7,500?
Mr. GLUECK. Somebody put it up. I assume it was Mr. Peters.
Mr. SIMON. And when the building was constructed, completed,

did you turn over your stock to Mr. Peters in reimbursement for what
yon had put up?

Mr. (GLUECK. I sold my stock to Mr. Peters' nominee, his brother-
in-law, Mr. Mentzer. I assigned that stock to Mr. Mentzer.

Mr. SIMON. And how much did you receive for it ?
Mr. GLU7ECiK. Exactly what I had paid.
Mr. SIMON. No profit?
Mr. GLU CK. No profit.
Mr. SImoN. The building was completed, of course?
Mr. GLUECK. It wasn't quite completed-it was completed when I

was paid, but it was not quite completed when
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you turn this over for $7,500 with no

Profit, whereas in Gary you just told us a moment ago that you wanted
R50,000. Was it because it was Mr. Peters the State director?

Mr. GLUECK. I would partly say that. i[e asked me if I would
sell him that half and I said I would.

The CHAIRMAN. You sold it to him without any profit at all ?
Mr. GLUCECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But on similar deals in Gary you made $400,000?
Mr. GLuxcE . It wouldn't be quite similar. .[t is a much smaller

deal.
The CRAIUN. I mean similar in principle.

0690-.54--pt. 1-21
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Mr. GLUECK. That is correct
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman, so I can get it fixed in xfy mind,

what was the date upon which the development in Gary took place,
approximatelyI

MIr. GLUECK. 1949 or 1950, sir.
Senator PAYNE. And what was the date when the so-called

Florida-
Air. GLUECK. 1947.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Glueck, did you ever have an apartment on the to,)

floor of a building on 13th in Indianapolis, an apartment that might
have been called a penthouse apartment, but at any rate on the to)
floor of the building?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SiMiON. Did Mr. Peters occupy an adjoining apartment on the

top floor of that building?
fr. GLUECK. 'Yes, sir.

Mr. SImON. Did you purchase the furniture for Mr. Peters' apart-
ment ?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have anything to do with purchasing the fur-

niture for Mr. Peters' apartment?
Mr. GLu-ECK. Yes, sir. My wife went down and helped pick out fur-

niture for both apartments at the same time.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact that on March 22, 1951, a contract wias

entered into between the L. S. Ayres Co. of Indianapolis, and Mid-
City Apartments, signed by you for furniture and decorations for
both of these apartments?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't think so, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Sir?
Mr. GLUECK. If I signed it-if I signed that contract, why it wa,

merely as a matter of convenience, but I know I did not pay for Mr.
Peters' furniture.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you sign the contract?
Mr. SIMON. The question is, Did you sign the contract.
Mr. GL WCK. I don't know. I don't remember signing a contract.

If they gave, me a proposal for the furniture or something, I might
have signed it. I do know that we were billed for that furniture, for
all of it, and our office contacted Ayres, wrote them and asked them to
rebill it correctly, which they did, and we paid the bill for the furni-
ture in my office and I am sure Mr. Peters paid the bill for his fur-
niture.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know when you wrote L. S. Ayres Co. and
asked them to bill Mr. Peters for his half of the furnitureI

Mr. GLUJECK. No, I don't. It was done by a secretary-treastirer in
our office.

Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't the letter signed by you?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't believe so. If it was, I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN;. Do you know whether the date of that letter was June

15 1952?
Vr. GLUECK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoNf. Isn't it a fact-well, you testified earlier that you were

suspended or that FHA asked your corporation for you to resign as its
president for the period from April to June 1952, when FHA found
out about the Florida Apartments deal, isn't that right?
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Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact that this letter to L. S. Ayres & Co. asking

them to charge half, or roughly half of that furniture bill to Peters
was not written until well after FHA had asked that you be suspended
for the Florida Apartments deal?

Mr. GLUECK. Well, that was coincidental with our getting the apart-
ments.

Mr. SION. Wasn't the original contract 15 months earlier, Mr.
Glueck?

Mr. GLUECK. That is right, but we didn't get the furniture imme-
diately.

Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't there an interval of 15 months between the time
you signed the contract for the furniture and the time you first told the
store to bill part of it to Mr. Peters?

Mr. GLUECK. That is the first time we wrote the store. We had told
the store numerous times. Our office had called them and asked them
to correct the bill and they had not done it, so we wrote them and asked
them to correct it.

Mr. SIMoN. In any event, the first time you asked them about it
was after FHA had in effect suspended you for the Florida Apart-
ments?

Mr. GLUECK. It might be coincidental, the dates.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNETT. When did you move into that apartment, Mr.

Glueck?
Mr. GLUECK. I used the apartment. I didn't live there. We have an

Indianapolis office and we had completed purchasing quite a few assets
down there, and I was spending a great deal of time in Indianapolis,
and I took the apartment, when the building was completed. I think
it was in 1951, June of 1951.

Senator BENNET. Were you actually occupying the apartment in
June of 1952 when you were suspended by FH4

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETt. How long had you been occupying it? Let me

ask you another question first: Were you occupying it in April when
you were suspended?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNET. I had the impression from something you said a

minute or two ago that payment for this furniture was delayed be-
cause it was not delivered.

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Senator BENNETT. It must have been delivered in time for you to

live in the apartment.
Mr. GLUECK. It was delayed until the bill was cleared up, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. When was it delivered Mr. Glueck?
Mr. GLUECK. I guess in June or [uly. The first part-the end of

June or first part ol July of 1951.
Senator BENNMT. When was the furniture actually delivered to the

two apartments ? If I understand-
Mr. GLUECK. Shortly after the apartments were available.
Senator BE NEr. t was ordered-the furniture was ordered in

March 1951, and shortly thereafter-let's say by June or July at least
of 1951-it was probably delivered to the apartment and you were
Occupying the apartmentI
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Mr. GLuECK. That is right.
Senator BENNErr. I am interested in the fact that the Mid-City

Investment Co., which is a regularly operated and organized and
proper business organization, takes 15 months in which to pay a furni-
ture bill. I would expect that the bills would be checked monthly when
they were received, and unless there was considerable correspondence,
would have been paid promptly. Can you tell us why you delayed 15
months before, first, you wrote the letter to L. S. Ayres & Co., and
then followed this letter with a check ?

Mr. GLuECK. As soon as they corrected the bill we paid them.
Senator BENNETT. Let's go at it from the other point of view. Do

you think L. S. Ayres & Co. waited 15 months before they answered
your inquiry, to correct a bill which would have brought them an
income of-brought them a collection of $6,300? Is that normal
procedure?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't think there is anything abnormal about it, sir.
Senator BENNETT. I would just like to ask a question for the record.

Did the Mid-City Investment Co. pay the bill in total when it was
presented and later correct it by dividing it between the two of you?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Senator BENNrrr. Then
Mr. GLUECK. We paid L. S. Ayres & Co. only the exact amount of

the bill that was proper for my apartment.
Senator BENNErr. And persuaded them-well, I won't put it that

way-and they did not either answer your question about your claim
that the bill was misbilled or make any attempt to straighten it out for
15 months?

Mr. GLUECK. Well, it wouldn't be quite 15 months, sir.
Senator BE.NNE. Well, from March 22 to June 15. It is 7 days

short of 15 months.
Mr. GLUMCK. We didn't get the furniture in March. We got it the

first of July or the end of June. The apartments were not ready until
June of that year.

Mr. SIMON. Then you lived in the apartment for 11 months before
you wrote the letter asking them to bill half of it to Peters. Isn't
that true ?

Mr. GLuwK. Approximately, I suppose.
Senator PAYNE. Was the payment for this furniture made out of

the check book of the corporation?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Are all of the checks of the corporation available

for this committee?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrMo N. Mr. Glueck, as I understand it, your original arrang-

ment with Mr. Polland was that you give him an option to buy the

stock inTri-City Village, Inc., is that right?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And he was not to exercise the option to buy that stock

unless and until you obtained the FHA commitment, is that correct

Mr. GLuMcK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. On June 29, 1949 an application for an FHA-insured

mortgage was filed, is that right
Mr. umGm. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Who prepared the application..
Mr. GLuECK. Different parts of it would be prepared by different

people. I don't know exactly who prepared it.
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Mr. SIMON. It says on the mortgagor's part of the application that
the sponsors are Alfred Polland and James Robbin.

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. At that time their only interest in the project was an

(pt ion to buy the stoqk if you got the FHA commitment?
Mr. GLUECK. If they got the commitment, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. But at that time they had no interest in the project,

except an option to buy it if the commitment were forthcoming, is
that right?

Mr. GLUECK. That is right. It shows-the application, I believe,
will show that it is a proposed corporation and they would be the
sponsors.

Mr. SIMON. The application says among its resources that the land
is valued at $300,000. That is 37 acres of the 45 or 47 acres that you
paid $50,000 for, is that right?

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And on a pro rata basis, then, this land would have

cost you a couple of months earlier something like $40,000, is that
right?
Ur. GLUECK. Approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Who determined the valuation in the application of

$300,000 ?
Mr. GLu-EcE. I would say I would have determined it or Mr. Pol-

land could have determined it. I don't know. It is an estimated
value of the land.

Mr. SIMON. Now in connection with these applications
Mr. GLUECK. May I add something there, sir, please?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. GLUECK. The FHA project analysis on that thing you will

find, you will find what they put the value of the land at.
Mr. SIMtON. What did they put on it?
Mir. GLUECK. $65,000.
Mr. SIMON. How do you know that?
Mr. GLUECK. Because we have the project analysis.
Mr. SIMON. So that you got $350,000 for land which you paid

roughly $40,000 for, and that FHA said was worth $65,000, and you
got $350,000 for it, is that right?

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, at any time was the value of the land written up

by FHA from $65,000 to $125,000?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know. It might have been, on a revised proj-

ect analysis. I don't know. As a matter of fact, I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean?
Mr. GAUECK. I mean I don't have a copy of that that I could tell

3ou whether they did write it up or not.
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know, was it ever changed from $65,000?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Well, I have here a photostatic copy of the FHA ap-

plication, which in typewriting shows this $65,000 that you referred
to and also shows $237,000 as utilities and landscape work and then
apparently in pen and ink the $65,000 was written up to $125,000, and
Utilities and landscape work was reduced, so that the total valuation
remained unchanged, but the land value was written up. Do you
know anything about that I

Mr. GLuzCcK. Offhand, I don't.
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Mr. SIMoN. You don't know anything about it?
Mr. GLUECK. What do you mean "anything"? I know about it.

I know what you are telling me right now, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is this complete news to you or have you heard some-

thing about that before?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know how or where or when the FHA might

have revised their project analysis, and the project analysis that we
have in our files is the project analysis showing those valuations.
Now sometimes they would revise their project analysis. I don't
know.

Mr. SIMON. Is the statement I just made to you of an increase virtu-
ally doubling the land value news to you or had you heard that before?

Mr. GLUECK. When you say "virtually doubling it"-
Mr. SIMON. From $65,000-
Mr. GLu-EcK. I have some vague-some recollection that we mi-ht

have revised it. However, I don't think, it did not revise the amount
of mortgage in any way.

Mr. SIMoN. That is correct. Who was the valuator on this project,
the FHA valuator?

Mr. GLUmCK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You said you got a copy of the project analysis, didn't

you?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And that was signed by an FHA
Mr. GLUECK. It wasn't signed by the chief valuator.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who signed it? Was is signed by James

Swan?
Mr. GLuECK. Among others, I imagine.
Mr. SiMoN. Is James Swan a friend of yours?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. As a matter of fact, you had him as a guest for a trip

to Florida, didn't you?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. He stayed at your home in Florida?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid his transportation from Florida back

to Gary ?
Mr. GrTmYcK. And from Gary-from Chicago to Florida. I re-

freshed. I asked my wife about that and she told me she had the
tickets.

Mr. SiMoN. Now-
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you paid his expenses from Chi-

cao to Florida and back?
Mr. (hLUECK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And he was your guest in Florida?
Mr. GLUECK. He was a guest in my home.
Mr. SIMON. Now these applications, for some reason I am not sure,

seemed to require a lawyer, is that right?
Mr. GLu7cK. To form the corporation, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And who was the lawyer who represented the Tri-City

Village before FHA on this application I
Mr. GLU-ECK. I think Mr. Fleming was.
Mr. SIMoN. W. Robert Fleming, of Fort Wayne?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The project was in Gary, wasn't it?
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Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
Mr. S moN. W. Robert Fleming of Fort Wayne-what was his rela-

tion to Mr. Peters?
Mr. GLUECK. Son-in-law and law partner-not law partner, but his

son-in-law.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you ever been to Mr. Fleming's office in Fort

Wayne?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't it say "Law offices of Peters and Fleming" on

the door? Didn't it then?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Didn't it list Mr. Fleming and Mr. Peters as the lawyers

there ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. They were law partners, weren't they I
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know what their arrangements are.
Mr. SIMON. At least the sign on the door said "Peters and Fleming,

law offices" ?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SiMON. And W. Robert Fleming was your lawyer in the filing

of this application is that right?
Mr. GLUECK. Not in the filing of the application, no, sir. In the

forming of the corporation.
Mr. SIMON. I will be glad to show you the application and see if

that refreshes your recollection as to whether he was the lawyer on the
application.

Mr. GLUECK. You mean his name appeared on the application as an
attorney that is correct, sir.

Mr. S iMON. Wasn't he the lawyerI
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, but he didn't prepare the application.
Mr. SIMoN. But he was the lawyer who represented you in filing the

application?
MVr. GLUECK. Yes-no, not in filing the application. In forming the

corporation. You don't have to have a lawyer represent you to file an
application with FHA, sir.

Mr. SIMON. There is a printed space in the application for archi-
tect's name, and an attorney's name. Now the

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, but that follows "of the proposed mortgagor."
The name of the proposed mortgagor is Tri-City Builders, Inc., and
they ask you what the name and address of the architect for that
corporation is.

Mr. SIMON. And W. Robert Fleming was the attorney for the cor-
poration?

Mr. GJLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. When did Mr. Swan make this trip to Florida as your

guest?
Mr. GLUECK. In December of 1949.
Mr. SIMON. And do you know or have any idea when this valuation

change from $65 000 to $125,000 might have taken place ?
Mfr. GLUECK. Ko; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. I take it you know that FHA ultimately issued a mort-

gae commitment to Tri-City Village for $3,155,500?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right, sir. -That was issued in June, I believe,

of 1948.
Mr. SIMON. June 30,1949, is the date on the copy I have.
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Mr. GLUECK. 1949, 1 beg your pardon.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. GLUECK. Major Corp.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what the contract price was between Tri.

City and Major Corp. for the construction of the building?
Mr. GLUECK. No; I don't offhand.
Mr. SIMON. I have here a photostat of a contract between Tri-City

Village and Major Corp. for a complete price of $2,840,995. Do you
know whether that was the price?

Mr. GLUECK. If that is the contract they signed that must have been
the price.

Mr. SIMoN. I show you the contract and ask you if that refreshes
your recollection?

Mr. GLUECK. I am sure this is the contract that was executed.
Mr. SIMON. And the contract called for a construction price of some

$300,000 less than the mortgage commitment; is that right?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any significance in the fact that-
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know that is $300,000 less or not.
Mr. SIMON. Well, $3,155,500 was the commitment, and $2,840,000

was-
Mr. GLUECK. That would be approximately right.
Mr. SIMON. $315,000 if my mathematics is right.
Is there any connection between the fact that the difference between

the commitment and the contract was $315,000 and your writeup on
the land was approximately that amount?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That just turned out to be coincidence I
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir; because the contract calls for merely the work.

Now Mr. Polland, as the owner of the Tri-City and he was also the
Major Corp., built it. The balance of the costs of Tri-City were for
interest during construction, all the other charges that you will find
set out in your project analysis.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you get paid for the land ?
Mr. GLUECK. I got completed payment in-sometime in 1950, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You got paid after the Tri-City received the full

proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. GLTECK. No, sir. I was paid prior.
The CHAIRMAN. You were paid out of a construction loan?
Mr. GLUFCK. No, sir. I was paid direct by Major Corp.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did they get the money?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know where they got the money.
The CHAMMAN. You were paid by Major, not Tr-City?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Are you a stockholder in Major?
Mr. GLUECK. NO, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is Mr. Polland's company?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will have to have a check showing the exact

time that lie was paid and the amount of the check. We didn't ask
him to bring those with him.

We will ask you to bring those down later.
Mr. SImoN. Now, Mr. Glueck, you also filed an application, which

we will insert in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)
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SCH EDULE A

Sae@e of Equity

P=O Ie be~ 41101 '00E. Oft" - 1t ANN o - I A 8111eicu ~p-00 sgicd b aT

Nm-u nas wD (snug" of TOTAL
wins -~l Aumount Nature

. ...................... -

TOTAL (amount which must equal "Total equity" mat forth under "Resources" on p. 3). .. ..... S
5CHEDULE 8

Information Comeeraing Laud-Or Propertig, If Rehabilitaion

aretT t. o- lntomlt due Unpaid taxs vauaio Curret
orltP"nt Owne gagn mOWsa and unpaid and anown tax rialion meats jdale.-

. .T m ........... _ - ......... . ....-.. .-

-. ......... 
M .. . .... 1 . . ...... 

...... 
- .. . ........- . . . . . .. ......... ... ..... .......... ..... . .. ... --

SCHEDULE C
_______________________ 1q1PE11111 and SOFvICe. Included in Rent

Equipmnent Furnished Tenants
Ranges (gas or electric) ............... ..
Refrigerators (gas or electric) ........... ....... ...
Kitchen exhaust (aa ................ 1 ...........
Attic vent fan... . ... ................. e....... "*Laundry facilities.. ..... 1011 .............
Venetian blinds..Pll .......

Administrative expense:
Advertising ............ S

Operating expense:
Fievator power (it any) -

Elevator maintenance...............
Fuel (heating and do-

mestic hot water) .........
Janator's supplies..... .......
Lighting and miacella-

nroun power ..... ....
Water O

Services Included in Rent
Water (hot and cold) ................ ...... . ..... ... -

Spam heat ........................... so....
Janitor service . ............ o...
Grounds maintenance ..... ......... 9
Other (specify).............................. m......

SCHEDULE D
Ustlmate of Annual Opeating Expense

Garbage and ash re-
moval-_ 

_Pay roiitor.~.. ,m-
(W

plye.AU .. . .m..
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Other operating expense.
Total .. ....... .Replacement, reserve.....A M
Total operating cx- UA .

pense ............. ; a
Total opcmatiig ex-

pen"e per room
per annum__-A.
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CARSTINO CHAnrgS AND FINANCING:

1neaAOEv.@ I ..%
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Insurance,.......... ....
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CLUSITIS OF LAND ... ... ............ Q-820f .
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Cash working capital ......... 1 S

SAIwu~ &arweiaw~ "roidudkuii coate of
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T. n.. . .L.... . ...
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to 14 indo"a is Beifte aRoblfawak
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING STATEMENT
INCOME9: (am 8"t %. %.I"her..eA7 n-tAi

Dwelling rint st.eee aew a,.~ k4. por annium.
Garnge rcja ta amm4.hE............. .. e Ihli
Store rent in .teci u. ... i .... per annum.
Other ilicomo um. sensagaa) .. . ....... per annum.

TOTAL, ESTIMATED GROSS I.NCOUZPgR

ANNUM ......... ..........- ........ $...

Lees vacancies assumed:
.. on dwellings)_.... ..ZUS31..

.% on garages) .................
(..% onl other income).. _200sG....

TOTAL VACANCY DEDUCTION ............. -
GOWi INCOME, EXPECTANCY...............

TOTAL OPERAIa Eir~es eltemb

Nuswbe er annum . ... 3S

REAL-ESTAT& TAXEs:
aEstse value:

PEI( 51,000............
SOCIAL SECUITY AMP OTHER

SPECIAL TAXES ............... ..... JA1

TOTAL .................................. Z~L~
CASH AVAILA BLE FOE DEBTSEVC.. . sma .

ANNUAL FIXED CHARE:
Interest (19t year) .%

Amotization . 1.

during first ar.........

Mortgage insurance _.(0.6%) .J.E.
Other fixed charges...

(Spnew emmmtwia alm.) ttn
TOTAL ANNUAL FIXED CHAROES..---.-.-.S-a-----

CASH AVAILABLE FOR INCOME TAXILA, C05,0- 2 2
RATE TAXES, DIVIDENDIS, AN" SURPLUS_.....

LIST OF EXHIBITS

. .... ..... .. .......
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AUtAWe UNiA
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3 ........ . ...........
.. ......................
.......................

..........................

.........................

.......... 1150M .......

..........................

..........................

.........................
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Garage tall ...................................... ...................Stores.... ............................I........................

Total monityroutt (Or ea
unit type

.......

........ 3......
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.... .... . . ... . .

........
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Mr. GLUECK. May I add something here? I keep saying "I". You
understand it was not-

The CHAIRMAN. It was a corporation?
Mr. GLUECK. No. It wasn't a corporation. It was my father and

myself.
The CHAIRMAN. A partnership?
Mr. GLUECK. My father received the payments. I didn't receive

the ayments. I don't know exact dates.
The CHAIRMAN. When you entered into a contract with the Tri-

City people, Mr. Polland-and what is the other man's name
Mr. SIMON. Robbin.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you enter into it with the corporation or them

individually?
Mr. GLUECK. With the Major Corp.
The CHAIRMAN. You entered into it with the Major Corp.?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right. Mr. Polland guaranteed the payment.
The CIAIRMAN. He guaranteed it personally?
Mr. GLUECK. Personally.
The CHAIRMAN'. Did he guarantee-did they give you a note?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you sign a written contract with them?
Mr. GLUECK. I didn't sign any contract. It was done with my

father.
The CHAIRMAN. You and your father together-did you sign a

contract with them?
Mr. GLUECK. I didn't sign the contract, no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there a contract signed?
Mr. GLUECK. I imagine there was a contract with them of some kind.

There was notes payable that he had. I don't have them, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was a part of the consideration
Mr. GLUECK. I receivedhalf the money.
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't a part of the consideration for the sale of

this land, which land you bought for some approximately $40,000,
sold to them for $350,000-wasn't a part of the consideration that you
would get them an FHA commitment?

Mr. G LUECK. That is correct sir-not part of the consideration of
the sale; I mean of the amount, but there was no consideration of what
amount of commitment I would get them. They didn't want the land
if they couldn't build a building on it.

Mr. SIMON. They didn't want to build a building unless they had
a section 608 commitment?

Mr. GLurECK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldthey have paid you $350,000 for land that

You bought for $40,000 if they hadn't been able to secure a commit-
ment?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't believe so; not at that time. They might over
a period of time. I believe the subdivided value of that ground would
be pretty close to that figure.

Mr. SIMoN. But your option agreement with them was clearly-
Mr. GLUECK. It was a verbal option. There was no written option

agreement.
Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't your understanding with them that they

wouldn't exercise the option unless there was a commitment and there
Was to be no deal if there wasn't a commitment?
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Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore you really were trading in commitments?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You weren't?
Mr. GixUEciK. No, sir. Anybody could get a commitment on that.
Mr. SIMON. Why didn't Mr. 1olland try to get the commitment

himself and save $300,000?
Mr. (hLUECK. Because he didn't own the land.
Mr. SIMON. Couldn't he have bought comparable land for $40,000?
Mr. GIjUECK. I don't believe so, sir. I am certain he couldn't, or he

certainly would have. He has since bought a lot of other lan(I. lie
has bought land from me. Other people have bought land.

The CIIAIRMAN. You handled the mortgage on this transaction?
Mr. GLUECK. We originated the mortgage.
The CHAIRMAN. As well as selling the land, you likewise handled

the mortgage?
Mr. GLUECK. We handled it for-
The (IIAIRMA.N. Did you make any construction loans as they went

alongI
Mr. GTLWJCK. We didn't, sir. We represented the mortgagee.
Mr. Si-moN. Mr. Glueck, did you also file an application with FITA

for a mortgage on that part of this tract which went to Major Alart-
ments?

Mr. GLIECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SM,1PN. And the same facts were prevalent there?
Mr. GiuE'ci. That is correct.
Mr. Si MoN. You got approximately $100,000 for the corporation

which held the land and the commitment on that part of it?
Mr. GLUECK. Not and the commitment. For the stock of the cor-

poration. I don't know why you keep adding I get paid for a com-
mitment. I am not being paid for a commitment. I was paid for the
stock of the corporation. The corporation had a commitment.

Mr. SIMON. And the corporation had the commitment?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
Mr. SIMrON. And it had the land which cost you a total of $50,000

in both corporations?
Mr. GLmUCK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And it had $1,000 worth of capital in each corporation?
Mr. G LUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And it had nothing else; is that right?
Mr. GLtTCK. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you acquainted with the Ironwood Apartments

proiect I
Mr. GLURCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did yon ever own the land on which it was constructed?
Mr. GLUECK. My father and I owned it, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How many acres were involved in the entire tract?
Mr. GIIUECK. The entire tract of ground that we ownedI
Mr. SemoN. Yes.
Mr. GLUIRCK. I think approximately thirty-some, thirty-odd acres.
Mr. STmoN. Who did you buy that from? I
Mr. GLVECK. We bought it'through an estate in Chicago. I (on't

know. It was quite some time back.
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Mr. SIMON. What did you pay for that?
Mr. GLUECK. I think we paid somewhere from $4 to $5 an acre at

that time. It was, I don't know-it was back in 1946. I don't know.
Mi.. SIMON. That would be twelve to fifteen thousand dollars for

the tract?
Mr. GLUECK. Roughly.
Mr. SIIoN. How many different projects were built on that 30-acre

tract ?
Mr. GLUECK. Well, there were 3 section 608 projects, 1 filling sta-

tion and a tract was sold to Sinclair Oil Co. that has not been built on.
Mi'. SIMON. How many of the 30 acres went into the 3 section 608

projects?
Mr. (iLUECK. All but approximately, a little less than, or a little

over t hree.
Mr. SIMON. Roughly-
Mr. {LUECK. Approximately' 27 or 28.
Mr. SIMAN. I\ h-at were the t iree projects ?
Mr. GLUECK. Ironwood Apartments, Steel City Village Apart-

ments, or Steel City Village, I nv., ad I)uSahle Apartments.
Mr. SIMON. What did you receive, or you and your father, for the

land in Ironwood Apartments? What did you get for the land that
went into Ironwood Apartments?

Mr. GLUECK. I think $9,000.
Mr. SIMoN. $9,000?
Mr. GLUECK. Approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Plus any stock in the company?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did you get for the land that went into Steel

City Village?
Mr. GLUECK. I think approximately $50,000.
Mr. SIMON. Any stock in the company?
Mr. GLUECK. (No response.)
Mr. SIMON. $50,000; is that right?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes. I now own half of the stock of the company.
Mr. SIMON. What did you pay for that half of the stock?
Mr. GLUE:CK. One dollar. I mean I put my land in and sold half

of my stock to Polland for $50,000, approximately. I say "I"-my
father and I.

Mr. SIMON. Is it accurate to say that for your land you received
$50,000 and half the stock in Steel City Village i

Mr. GLUECK. Approximately; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. To what extent is it incorrect?
Mr. GLUECK. I mean you said $50,000. I don't know that it is

exactly $50,000.
Mr. SIMON. With that exception, though, that is the fact?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And what did you receive for your land in DuSable

Apartments?
Mr. GLUECK. I think it was approximately $55,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Any stock ?
Mr. GLUECK. No sir
Mr. SIMON. So that for 27 of the 30 acres that you paid $12,000 to

$15,000 for, you received approximately $114,000 and half of the stock
il Steel City Village; is that rightI
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Mr. GLUECK. For approximately that number of acres; yes, that is
correct.

Mr. SIMON. All of the other facts I stated are correct, too, aren't
they?

Mr. GLUECK. I believe so; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell me approximately how many section 608

mortgages in Indiana you or your company have been connected with,
either in financing or sponsoring, since 1946?

Mr. GLUECK. Gave you a list of them. I believe-I can count them.
I don't remember exactly. Approximately 34 or 35.

Mr. SimoN. Can you give me roughly the dollar amount?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't have it totaled, but I would say somewhere in

the neighborhood of $20 million to $25 million.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you handle the mortgage on the Meadowbrook

Corp. in Indianapolis?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir; we originated it.
The CHAIRMAN. That was for $5 million?
Mr. GLUECK. The original mortgage was slightly smaller. It was

increased to $5 million.
The CHAIRMAN. And it was later increased-what was the total cost

of the Meadowbrook Corp. originally?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know, sir.
The CHAIR31AN. Was it eventually divided into two mortgages?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Just the one mortgage?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHATRIMAN. $5 million?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you handle something like $26 million worth

of mortgages? Did you carry any mortgages yourself?
Mr. 0GLUECK. None of those, no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you just brokers?
Mr. GLUECK. We are approved mortgagees, but we don't have the

assets to carry those kind of mortgages.
The CHAIRMAN. You are just what might be termed brokers. Yon

make
Mr. GLuEcK. No, we are correspondents for several insurance com-

panies.
The CHAMMAN. For example, all the mortgages you handle you

sold to other concerns
Mr. GLUECK. All the section 608's.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you handled any section 213's or 207's?
Mr. GLUEMCK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any section 203's?
Mr. GLUECK. A lot of section 203's.
The CHAIRMAN. That is individual houses ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yesvsir.
The CHAIMAN. You have handled a lot of those?
Mr. GLUECK Yes sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. 6 lueck were you connected with the Lynn Apart-

ment project in Indianapolis?
Mr. GLUECK. The what apartments?
Mr. SIMON. Lynn Apartments project in Indianapolis.
Mr. GLUECK. There is a Lynn Court Apartments.
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Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Mr. GLUECK. We were the mortgagee.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know whether they mortgaged out in that

project?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether just about as the building was

completed, an application was filed with FHA to increase the amount
of the mortgage?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know whether it was or not. It was probably
done through our Indianapolis office.

Mr. SImoN. You don't know whether your office, Mid-City Invest-
ments, applied for an increase in the amount of the mortgage just
as the building was about to be completed ?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know whether they did or not. I would know-
if you tell me they did, they did. I assume.

Mr. SrMoN. Then you wouldn't know whether you also applied, that
is, your company applied for an increase in the rents base upon the
61/2percent return on the increased amount of the mortgage?

Mr. GLUECK. Our company applied?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir. Our company wouldn't apply for an increase

in rents. We didn't.
Mr. SIMON. Are you sure of that?
Mr. GLUECK. Lynn Court Apartments might have applied for an

increase of rents but my company did not apply for an increase. It
might have been filed through us. I mean all correspondence and re-
quests to FHA had to come through the mortgagee.

Mr. SIMoN. I assume that somebody might have asked you to do
it, btit didn't your company file it?

Mr. GLUECK. On behalf of Lynn Court do you mean?
Mr. SIMON. I don't know on whose behalf. I would assume on behalf

of Lynn Courts.
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Did your company ask FIIA to increase the rents on

Lynn Court Apartments, based upon an increase in the mortgage
granted, at the completion of construction?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glueck, you knew Mr. Earl Peters very well?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. You did a lot of business with him?
Mr. GLUECK. No business-FHA you mean?
The CHAMMAN. You did business in Fort Wayne on Florida Apart-

ments, did you not?
Mr. GLu CK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were half owner at one time?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you sold him your stock, or rather his nominee,

your $7,500 worth of stock, at the same price you paid for it?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CrArMAN. Just why did you sell that I Was that a good

Project I
Mr. GLUECK. I think it is a good project.
The CHAmmAN. Why did you sell your stock for $7,500? In every

other instance here you got a big profit, but in this instance, when
50890--54-pt. 1-22
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the State FHA director was involved, you sold the stock for exactly
what you paid for it.

Mr. GLtJECK. In the instances you mentioned we got a big profit.
I have some stock in some that Iwould sell for $7,500.

The CHAMMAN. Isn't it a fact that it was never intended that you
should own that $7,500 worth of stock?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.. Why did you sell it for $7,500?
Mr. GClU.cK. Because I wanted to sell it for $7,500.
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. GLUECK. Because he asked to buy it and I said all right, he

could have it, that is all.
The CHAMMAN. Did you know at the time it was illegal for an FHA

State director to own sock or to participate in FHA projects?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You did not?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I hold in my hand a report dated March 17, 1952.

What period was it that you were suspended?
Mr. GLUECK. From April 1 to April-you mean the company was

suspended?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GLUECK. From April 1 to April 15.
The CHAIRMAN. From April 1, 1952
Mr. GLUECK. A matter of 10 days to 2 weeks.
The CH.ArRMAN. I hold in my hand a report from B. T. Fitzpatrick,

Deputy Administrator-
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, before you go into that, this is

interesting to me: The company was suspended from April 1 to 15,
and you resigned as president during that time. Was the suspension
lifted because of your resignation as president?

Mr. GLUECK. That is one of the reasons.
S-nator BEwF.TT. Was there tny other reason?
Mr. GLUECK. I think it was lifted because we answered the complaint

that had been made, to the satisfaction of FHA.
Senator BENrTr. But it wasn't lifted solely because you answered

the complaint. It was lifted in part, at least, because you resigned as
president?

Mr. GLuECK. That was one of the requirements of the removal of
the suspension.

May I add we were not suspended as an FHA mortgagee. We were
merely suspended from taking further applications until such time,
but all of our other operations were to function as an approved mort-
gagee.

The CHAIRMAN. I hold in my hand-
Mr. GLuECK. And it said until the conclusion of the investigation

that they were making.
The CHArRMAN. I have a report dated March 17, 1952, made by B.

T. Fitzpatrick Deputy Administrator and General Counsel of the
HHFA, not FIA, to laymond M. Foley, the Administrator; subject,
Investigation of FHA, Indianapolis Office. And I shall read por-
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tions of this because here is an instance where the FHA and Mr. Foley
did take some action, or make an effort take some action to clean up
some of the irregularities that were occurring at that time. As has
been testified by this gentleman already, he or his firm were suspended
for a period of time. [Reading:]

I have received the attached copy of the report of the investigation of the FHA,
Irniannapolis otftice, which copy I received late in the afternoon of March 14. The
general report of the investigation confirms those details previously reported to
you in various discussions by Commissioner Richards concerning the transaction
by which the late Earl Peters, former lI'IA director of the Inidianapolis office.
insured a mortgage loan for the financing of a section 608 rental project, Florida
Apartments, in Fort Wayne, as to which Mr. Peters was in fact the real sponsor
and owner, although his sponsorship and ownership was concealed and did not
appear on the record.

As you know, this transaction was the basis for Mr. Peters' dismissal by the
FHA earlier this year.

Mr. SIMON. Is the report the Senator read, which is dated March
17, 1952, does that refer to Mr. Peters as the late Mr. Peters?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. 1hen did he die?
Mr. GLUECK. In January 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. Then in June 1952, when you asked Ayres & Co. to

change the billing on the furniture, Mr. Peters was already dead,
wasn't he?

Mr. GLUECK. I beg your pardon. He died in January 1953.
Mr. SIMoN. How could they refer to him in March 1952 as the late

.Mr. Peters?
The CHAMrMAN. They may be referring to the fact they dismissed

him.
Mr. STMON. This memorandum is dated March 17, 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. I know.
When did Mr. Peters die?
Mr. GLUECK. I know he died after he was dismissed.
Senator BENNE.r. Was Mr. Peters still alive when your company

was suspended?
Mr. GLUECK. No.
Mr. SIMONT. He died before your company was suspended I
Mr. GLUECK. He died in January of 1952.
Mr. SIMON. Of 1952?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And you didn't ask Ayres & Co. to change the billing

until June of 1952 ?
Mr. GL7ECK. To correct the billing, but he had paid his share of it

He had paid Ayres. That is when they corrected it.
Senator BENNErr. Wait a minute.
Mr. GLUECK. May I add something further? I didn't handle the

Lill at all. It was handled by the office. I don't know what or how the
correspondence with Ayres was. I know this: That we didn't pay for
anything but the furniture in my apartment. That is all.

Mr. SIMoN. Let's get this straight. You wrote Avres & Co. on June
15, 1952, telling them that Peters should have been'billed for his part
Of the furniture: is that right?

Mr. GLUmCx. May I see the letter? I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. I don't have your letter.
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Mr. GLUECK. I don't have it, either. I don't know when I wrote
them. I mean my firm wrote them.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether it was before or after Mr. Peters
died?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know. I think-I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. We have been advised by the president of L. S. Avres

& Co. that they received a letter from you, dated June 15, 1952, telling
them that roughly half of this furniture should have been charge([
to Mr. Peters, and they also advised us that on June 22. 1952. which
is the 7 days after your letter and 4 months after Mr. Peters' death,
they received $2,629.22 from Mr. Peters.

Mr. GLUECK. Maybe Mrs. Peters paid it.
Mr. SioroN. Very well, but what I am trying to find out is whether

it, isn't true that the Peters part of the furniture wasn't paid by
anybody named Peters until after his death.

Mr. GLUECK. None of the furniture was paid for.
Mr. SIMoN. At any rate, you didn't ask to change the billina until

after he died, and Mrs. Peters paid for the furniture after that; F
that right ?

Mr. GLUECK. We had asked them numerous times over the tele-
phone, and different things. That is why we didn't pay the bill,
cause they didn't correct the billing. We finally wrote them a letter
and my understanding is we finally wrote them a letter and they cor-
rected the bill and we paid them.

Mr. STMOn. Is it true that you did not write them a letter until
June 15. 1952?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know, but that we might have written them
sooner. I do know that way back before then, shortly afterward, Mr.
Boldon, who is our tax consultant, and who is a friend of the comp-
troller of Ayres, I asked him and he said he would stop in and correct
it. That was in the beginning, and they never did.

Mr. SIMoN. The furniture was delivered in July of 1951; ii that
right?

7ir. GLUMCK. June or July of 1951.
Mr. SiMow. Of 1951, and at any time prior to Mr. Peters' death,

did you or anybody else ever tell Ayres in writing that part of it should
have been charged to Mr. Peters ?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
Senator BENNmr. Mr. Chairman I
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BEN Ewr. There is one other interesting thing on this memo.

It is completely, or comparatively unimportant, but with your letter
c~f June 15, 1952, which Mr. Glueck did not sign-it was signed by
Carroll H. Ensilen.

The check for $3,718.61 was enclosed. In other words, that couldn't
have been a letter asking them finally to correct the billing.

Mr. GLUECK. We finally sent them the amount we thought was cor-
rect on the billing for the furniture that we had bought.

The CHAIRMAN. We are getting all the correspondence. We will
have Mr. Ayres' testimony and we will be able to clear this whole
matter up.

Mr. GLUECK. We did not pay for Mr. Peters' furniture, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever intend to pay for it ?
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Mr. GLUEcK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But you did order it for him?
Mr. GLUECK. We were good friends. My wife and Mrs. Peters

were good friends, they went down, they picked out the furniture and
it was sent out to the apartment. I didn't even

The CHAIRMAN. You were just good friends?
Mr. GLu-ECK. We were good friends for many, many years.
The CHAIRMAN. The fact he was State FHA director had nothing

to do with it at all ?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir. I was a very close friend of Mr. Peters when

he was State Democratic chairman.
Senator BENNETt. Did you ever send a letter to Mr. Peters telling

him his share of the furniture was $2,700 and would he please pay it V
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know that I did. I know I told him.
The CHAIRMAN. When was Mr. Peters State Democratic chairman I
Mr. GLUECK. In 1930--I first knew him personally in 1933, 1932.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember how long he was Democratic

State chairman?
Mr. GLUMCK. He had before then and I believe he was until-
The CHAIRmAN. I will continue with this letter.
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman, if I may?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Payne.
Senator PAYNE. If we do not have it, will it be possible for the com-

mittee to secure the bank statements and canceled checks-for the
years 1951 and 1952, of the corporation that I understand finally paid
the furniture bill ?

(The information referred to will be found in the files of the
committee.)

Senator BENNETT. That reminds me of another thing; Mr. Chair-
man, while you are after that, I would he interested to know whether
the corporation paid Mr. Glueck's share or whether it was charged
to him.

Mr. GLUEcK. The apartment was rented in the name of the cor-
poration.

Senator BENNETT. So the corporation bought the furniture?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I will continue with this memorandum of March

17, 1952, from Mr. Fitzpatrick to Mr. Foley.
The most important aspect which should be called to your attention as this

time is the action proposed to be taken in connection with Mr. Charles H. Glueek,
president of Mid-City Investment Corp., of Gary, Ind., the original mortgagee on
the Florida Apartments. I believe it is the most important because while others
tilrticularly the architects, Allen & Kelly) nay be involved in irregularities
connected with this case, It is doubtful that the transaction could have been
carried out without Mr. Glueck's active participation.

The original application was submitted by City Investments, Inc., over the
ioi'ture of Charles H. Glueck. It listed the sponsors as Charles H. Glueek,

J. L. Allen. and J. R. Kelly (the latter being architects). It listed the attorney
as Robert Fleming, a brother-in-law of Mr. Peters. Shortly after the mortgage
vas endorsed for Insurance and apparently before construction of the project
'a commenced, the mortgage was assigned by Mid-City Investments, Inc., to
Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association of America.

You will also recall that on the basis of the preliminary Information it ap-
Wired that at all times of the option for the land was first taken in the name
of Miss Jane Remel, secretary to Robert Fleming.

Mr. Peters had at least approximately a 50-percent interest in the transaction.
Mr. Peters' statements were to the effect that the option price was $15,000, of

bhieh he put up $7,500 and Mr. Glueck a like amount.
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Is that true, Mr. Glueck?
Mr. GLUECK. I know I put up $7,500; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (reading) :

That he subsequently bought out Mr. Glueck's Interest for $7,500.

Is that correct ?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct, we bought the stock. I was also re-

imbursed other expenses.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):

Plus a portion of the required working capital furnished by Mr. Glueck.

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAiM.k--, (reading):

The investigation report contains information, particularly Mr. Fleming's state-
ments, which indicate that Mr. Peters' $7,500 was in the stock held by Mr.
Glueck.

Is that correct?
Mr. GLuECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):

In any event, Glueck admitted to Mr. Bremer, of FHA, that Mid-City Invest.
meant Corp. had fronted for the Peters family on the Florida Apartments.

Is that a correct statement?
Mr. GLUECK. I have my letter to the FHA explaining that com-

pletely, and if I can read it when you finish, sir, I think it will tell you
the entire complete story.

The CH1AIR-.A.N. Would you answer yes or no, whether or not you
did front for Mr. Peters?

Mr. GLUECK. Whether I fronted for Mr. Peters?
The CHAMMAN. Yes.
Mr. GLJECK. No, I did not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The fact that you bought the stock for $7.500 and

later sold it back to him or sold it to him for $7,500 was not, in your
opinion, fronting?

Mr. GLUTCK. No, sir. I had no intentions of selling it to him when
I bought it.

The CuIAMM.xN. You had no intention of selling it?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHA M.[AN. You testified a minute ago it was a good project.
Mr. GL7ECK. A pretty good project.
The CHAIwRMAN. Wby did you sell it for exactly what you paid

for it?
Mr. GLUECK. It is just a matter of-
The CHAIRM1AN. What was the consideration for doing it.
Mr. GLU-ECK. My money. I was paid back.
The CHAIRMAN. You needed your $7.500?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes. I could have used it at that time.
Senator PAYNE. And the date, Mr. Chairman-Mr. Glueck, wht

was the date you purchased that stock, approximately? I
Mr. GLumCK. 1947.
Senator PAYN.r. About when did you sell it?
Mr. GLUr.CK. 1948.
Senator PAE-. And about when did you start this other project '

The CITAIMAN. The Gary project.
Mr. GLumCK. 1949.
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Senator PAYNE. 1949.
The CHAIRMAN. This Florida Apartment in which you sold your

half interest for $7,500 was a $3,500,000 project, was it not?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIMAN. What was it?
Mr. GLUECK. Three hundred thousand dollars-some-odd.
The CHAIRMAN. $300,000?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The Florida Apartment is a $300,000 project? The

Florida Apartment is the $350,000 project?
UMr. GLUEGK. $372,000.
The CHAIRMAN. How many apartments were there in it?
Mr. GLuECK. I think forty-some-odd.
The CHAIR[.N. Were there any other units that were handled on

a similar basis that were partially owned by Mr. Peters?
Mr. GLUECK. None that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. This was a $372,600 project. I will continue

reading:
In any event, Mr. Glueck admitted to Mr. Bremer of the FHA that Mid-City

Investments had fronted for the Peters family on the Florida Apartments. On
the basis of the report of the full investigation, there is some evidence which
would indicate a strong possibility that Peters really had practically the full
interest. Further, it appears that before completion of the project, all of the
stock held by Glueck, as well as that held by Allen and Kelly was assigned to
A. Mentzler, a brother-in-law of Peters and by Mentzler in blank to Peters, and
in the case of Glueck, it is apparent his assignment was to Leo Levi, connected
with Glueck, by Levi to Mentzler and then by Mentzler in blank to Peters.

Why didn't you sign it directly to Peters?
Mr. GLuECK. May I read this? It will explain it completely.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you read just that portion of it?
Mr. GLUMCK. This is a letter to the board of directors.
The CHAiRMAN. Can you read just the portion of it that explains

this?
Mr. GLUrECK. This is a letter to the board of directors of our com-

pany that had asked me to make a complete report to them on it.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the date of that?
Mr. GLUECK. March 27, 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me finish this letter. Then I will let you read

that with comments as I am reading this. Is that fair enough?
Mr. DRAPER. That is fine.
The CHAIRMAN. (reading):

As you know, FHA proposes to send to Mr. Glueck a letter calling attention
to the fact that disciplinary action is being taken with respect to Mr. Swan, of
the FHA Indianapolis Office, because he permitted Glueck to pay for the trans-
Portation by rail and plane of Mr. and Mrs. Swan from Indianapolis to Miami
(where they spent a week as guests of Mr. Glueck) and return.

You testified a minute ago that was true?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right. It wasn't a week. It was 4 days.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, whatever it was.
The letter merely indicates the FEA polcy-

by the way, do you know where Mr. Swan is at the moment ? He isn't
employed by you today, is he?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHARMxAN. Is he employed by a Mr. Litman of Indianapolis I
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Mr. GLUECK. That is what I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. (reading) :
The letter merely indicates the FHA policy-

the reason I ask that is I think we want him as a witness-
The letter merely indicates the FHA policy was also as to giving of gratuities

to employees of FHA and asked Mr. Glueck to advise in the light of such in.
formation how he proposes to conduct himself in the future relationships with
FHA. You will recall that in our discussion of this matter on Friday after.
noon Mr. Bovard-

and Mr. Bovard was the General Counsel of FHA, and was a witness
here yesterday, and I want to read this particularly-
you will recall that In our discussion of this matter on Friday afternoon, Mr.
Bovard expressed the opinion that no action to withdraw approval of Glueck
as an approved mortgagee could he taken because there was nothing in the rules
or regulations bearing on this subject.

I think I will read that again, in view of Mr. Bovard's testimony
yesterday:

You will recall that in our discussion of this matter on Friday afternoon, Mr.
Bovard expressed the opinion that no action to withdraw approval of Glueck
as an approved mortgagee could he taken because there was nothing in the rules
and regulations bearing on this matter.

In other words, the matter of paying an FHA employee's expenses
to Florida and back, and the matter of being involved, at lenst-I
am saying involved-with the State FHA director on a proect in
which it looked as though he was the beneficiary. Now I continue:

As a result, we then discussed the necessity for changing the rules to cover
this type of case In the future. As I Indicated Friday afternoon, I could see
no point in sending a letter asking whether Mr. Glueck proposes in his future
relations with FHA to observe appropriate ethical standards if FHA is not in
a position to Invoke receiver sanctions if he does not. It was my understanding
at the conclusion of the discussion Friday that you would not believe it proper
to do less than advise Glueck that while because of certain technicalities in
FHA's present rules, we could not take disciplinary action against him in this
case; we were amending the rules to cover such cases, and that if In the future
he followed any such course of nation ns hp had in the case of Mr. Swan, FHA
would suspend or withdraw his status as an approved mortgagee.

After reviewing the report of the investigation, I am convinced that such a
course of action would not be adequate, especially since It relates to the less
serious violation of ethics, and Ignores the greater transgressions--that (lteck
at no time had any real sponsorship in Florida apartments, and was fully aware
of the fact that Peters was the real owner and sponsor, and that he deliberately
and actively aided Peters In the concealment of that essential fact.

Do vnu think that is a true statement, Mr. Glueck?
Mr. GLUECK. I do not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not?
Mr. GLuECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you at any tim-
Mr. GLUECK. I know for a fact it is not a true statement.
The CHARMAN. Did you know at any time that Mr. Peters was a

part owner of the Florida apartments?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir. When I read this thing it will certainly

explain the entire picture.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew he was an owner?
Mr. GLVECK. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. And you thought that was perfectly all right for

him to be the beneficiary of a section 608 project and also be the State
FHA director?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You thought that was perfectly all right?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you think it was perfectly all right for you to
take Mr. Swan and his wife to Florida and back and pay their ex-
penses?

Mr. GLtrECK. As I state here I was a little younger then and didn't
realize. I had known Jim Swan for many years and we were good
friends and his family, I knew them. I didn't thing it was wrong.
I know now that it is wrong.

The CHAIRMAN. If you thought there was nothing wrong about
Mr. Peters being the beneficiary of this Florida Apartment, why did
you go this devious route of assigning and assigning and assigning to
2 or 3 or 4 people?

Mr. GLT-ECK. I can explain all that.
The CHAIRMAN. I will continue reading.
Moreover, I believe we should have some further information as to Mr. Bovard's

position that no action may be taken to withdraw approval of Glueck's company,
Mid-City Investments, Inc., as a mortgagee, because, on examining this matter,
I find that subsection 4 of section 1 of the FHA rules for rental housing under
section 608 provides as follows:

"Approval of a mortgagee may be withdrawn by notice from the Commissioner
upon violation of the agreement mentioned in subsection 2 of this section, [which
subsection relates to annual inspection and protection and preservation of tihe
mortgaged property] and such approval may also be withdrawn at any time for
othcr cause supfcient to the Commi.'sioncr, but no withdrawal will In any way
affect the insurance of mortgages theretofore accepted for insurance." [Em-
pha.is supplied.]

From the report of the investigation, I think it is a fair and reasonable con-
clusion that Mr. Glueck knew from the beginning the purpose of the transac-
tion-that Peters was undertaking, as the real and responsible sponsor and
owner, to construct a rental project financed with FHA insurance contrary to
FHA policies on employee interest cases and contrary to specific instructions
from FHA's Washington office. He aided Peters in the concealment of his real
ownership of the project which, if disclosed, would have rendered ineligible for
FHA insurance the mortgage loan his company, Mid-City Investments, Inc.,
agreed to make.

Under such circumstances, I believe the Commissioner ought to withdraw
approval of Mid-City Investments, Inc., as an approved mortgagee. In view of
subsection 4 of section 1 of the FHA administrative rules, it seems to me that
the Commissioner can do so.

In addition, I believe the report of the investigation discloses evidence of the
possible violation of the laws of the United States. Accordingly, I believe the
Commissioner should forward a copy of the report to the Attorney General
calling attention to the possible violation, and strongly urging that, in the event
the Attorney General determines that such a violation has occurred, that the
appropriate United States attorney le instructed to undertake, at the earliest
Possible date, the necessary action looking toward the maximum penalties under
the law.

Thm' basis for possible violation of the laws of the United States are as follows:
1. The application for mortgage insurance submitted by Mid-City Invest-

raents, Inc., over the signature of Charles H. Glueck, president, showed the spon-
sors as Charles II. Glueck, along with the architects; Allen and Kelly, whereas
Glueck knew that the real sponsor and owner was Peters and that if Peters'
interest was disclosed, insurance would not be granted by the FHA.

Do you believe that to be a true statement?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. It is certainly true it isn't Allen & Kelly, isn't it?
Mr. GLUECK. I told you-
The CHAIRMAN. You have got that in your letter?
Mr. GLUECK. I have got it all in there, sir. My board was very

thorough.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't think or you are sure you went into this

project
Mr. GLUECK. Absolutely, sir.
The CHAIRBMANX. But you do admit that Peters was a half owner?
Mr. GLUECK. He became a half owner, yes, sir. This all explains

it completely.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he a half owner from the very beginning?
Mr. GLUECK. I find out now he was. I didn't know at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. You find out now he was but you didn't know at

the time?
Mr. GLUECK. I mean I knew later he was. In the beginning I didn't.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Glueck, you were here in this room on June 25, 1954,

in executive session?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. At that time, when we were talking about this

Florida deal, did you make this statement, and I am quoting from
page 897 of the transcript:

My understanding of that thing was very clear when I went into it. My
understanding was that it was brought about by Allen & Kelly and Mr. Peters.
They talked to me about it, and my understanding of It was that Mr. Peters
wanted an apartment building, or wanted an interest in an apartment building
at Fort Wayne and that he had contacted Washington, his superiors, to see
whether it would be satisfactory. In the interim, awaiting their answer, Mr.
Kelly and Allen and myself were to build the thing.

Did you say that?
Mr. tLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Then isn't what you said there
Mr. GLUECK. Will you read the rest of it?
Mr. SImoN. Yes.
If Mir. Peters got an 0. K. to go ahead he was to purchase a third of it at

whatever the cost figures were. We did it.

Isn't the understanding in the beginning that he wanted it and you
were just going to hold it for him until he theoretically cleared up?

Mr. GLUECK. Ile would have one-third of it if it was 0. K. We
were going in. If he couldn't have it we would own it. That was my
understanding.

Mr. SImoN. Did you ever find out that he could have it?
Mr. GLUECK. Again, I was told that by Mr. Peters.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Peters told you that he had an 0. K. to go ahead

on it?
Mr. GLU-ECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. S emoN. It was all right, was that what you said?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Then you went on to say:
Prior to the time it was finally completed, he said he wanted it for his family

and I sold my stock to him at cost for $7,500 and got paid for it.

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, I again get back to why you would

sell stock for $7,500, the amount you paid for it in a good proposition,
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to Mr. Peters, unless it was because he was the State FHA Director.
You certainly haven't shown that generous attitude toward the gentle-
man in Gary.

Mr. GLUECK. The size of the deals are a little different, Mr. Cape-
hart.

Senator BENNE'r. That was the same stock that finally got in blank
in the hands of Mr. Peters through 3 or 4 nominees along the road and
yet in your statement you said:
** * he said he wanted the stock for his family and I sold the stock to him at
cost and got paid for it.

It will be interesting to know why it had to go through those 3 or 4
hands if you made a deal directly with Peters.

Mr. GLUECK. May I read this.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection what I read here, and other

information, will be placed in the record at this point.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

[CONFIDENTIAL]

OFFICE MEMORANDUM, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MAHc 17, 1952.
To: Raymond M. Foley, Administrator.
From: B. T. Fitzpatrick, Deputy Administrator and General Counsel.
Subject: Investigation of FHA Indianapolis Office.

I have reviewed the attached copy of the report of the investigation of the
FHA Indianapolis office, which copy I received later in the afternoon of March 14.

In general, the report of the Investigation confirms those details previously
reported to you In various discussions by Commissioner Richards concerning
the transaction by which the late Mr. Earl Peters, former FHA Dirertor of the
Ihdianapolis office, insured a mortgage loan for the financing of a section 608
rental project (Florida Apartments) in Fort Wayne as to which Mr. Peters was
In fact the real sponsor and owner, although his sponsorship and ownership was
concealed and did not appear on record. As you know, this transaction was the
basis for Mr. Peters' dismissal by the FHA earlier this year.

The most Important aspect which should be called to your attention at this
time is the action proposed to be taken in connection with Mr. Charles Hl.
Glueck, president of Mid-City Investments, Inc., of Gary, Ind., the ortganal
mortgagee on the Florida Apartments. I believe it Is the most Important be-
cause, while others (particularly the architects, Allen and Kelly) may be
involved in Irregularities connected with this case, it is doubtful that the trans-
action could have been carried out without Mr. Glueck's active participation.

The original application was submitted by Mid-City Investments, Inc., over
the signature of Charles H. Glueck. It listed the sponsors as Charles H. Glueck,
J. L. Allen, and J. R. Kelly (the latter being architects). It listed the attorney
as Robert Fleming (a brother-in-law of Mr. Peters). Shortly after the mort-
gage was endorsed for Insurance and apparently before construction of the
project was commenced, the mortgage was assigned by Mid-City Investments,
Inc. to Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America.

You will also recall that on the basis of the preliminary information it appeared
that at all times after the option for the land was first taken in the name of
M Jane Rimmel (secretary to Robert Fleming) Mr. Peters had at least,

approximately, a 50-percent interest in the transaction. Mr. Peters' statments
were to the effect that the option price was $15,000, of which he put up $7,500
and Mr. Glueck a like amount: that he subsequently bought out Mr. Glueck's
InterPst for $7,500, plus the portion of the required working capital furnished
by Mr. Glueck. The investigation report contains information, particularly Mr.
Pleming's statements, which indicate that Mr. Peters' $7,500 was in the stock
held by Glueck. In any event, Glueck admitted to Mr. Bremer of the FHA that
Mid-City Investments, Inc. "had fronted for the Peters family on the Florida
partments." On the basis of the report of the full investigation, there is some

evidence which would indicate a strong possibility that Peters really had prac-
Ucally the full Interest.
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Further, It appears that, before completion of the project, all of the stock held
by Glueck, as well as that held by Allen and Kelly, was assigned to Mentzer
(a brother-in-law of Peters), and by Mentzer in blank to Peters. In the ('Le of
Glueck, it is significant that his assignment was to Leo Levin (connected with
Glueck), by Levin to Mentzer, and Mentzer in blank to Peters.

As you know, FHA proposes to send to Mr. Glueck a letter calling attention
to the fact that disciplinary action is being taken with respect to Mr. Swan of tile
FHA Indianapolis Office because he permitted Glueck to pay for the transport.
tion, by rail and plane, of Mr. and Mrs. Swan from Indianapolis to Miami (where
they spent a week as guests of Glueck) and return. The letter merely indicates
that the FHA policy is also opposed to the giving of gratuities to employees of
FHA and asks Mr. Glueck to advise, in the light of such information, how he
proposes to conduct himself in future relationships with the FHA. Y0u will
recall that, in our discussion of this matter on Friday afternoon, Mr. Bovari
expressed the opinion that no action to withdraw approval of Glueck as an
approved mortgagee could be taken because there was nothing in the rules or
regulations bearing on this matter. As a result, we then discussed the necessity
for changing the rules to cover this type of case in the future. As I In(licate!
Friday afternoon, I could see no point in sending a letter asking whether r.
Glueck proposes in his future relations with FHA to observe appropriate ethical
standards if FHA is not In a position to Invoke severe disciplinary sanctions if
he does not. It was my understanding at the conclusion of the discussion
Friday that you would not believe it proper to do less than advise Glueck that,
while because of certain technicalities in FHA's present rules, we could not take
disciplinary action against him in this case, we were amending the rules to cover
such cases, and that if in the future he followed any such course of action as he
had In the case of Mr. Swan, FHA would suspend or withdraw his status as an
approved mortgagee.

After reviewing the report of the Investigation, I am convinced thatsuch a
course of action would not be adequate, especially since it relates to the less
serious violation of ethics, and ignores the greater transgression-that C-lueck
at no time had any real sponsorship in Florida Apartments and was fully aware
of the fact that Peters was the real owner and sponsor, and that he deliberately
and actively aided Peters in the concealment of that essential fact.

Moreover, I believe we should have some further Information as to Mr. Bovard's
position that no action may be taken to withdraw approval of Glueck's com-
pany, Mid-City Investments, Inc., as a mortgagee, because, on examining this
matter, I find that subsection 4 of section 1 of the FHA Rules for Rental Housin,.
under section 608 provides as follows:

"Approval of a mortgagee may be withdrawn by notice from the Commissioner
upon violation of the agreement mentioned In subsection 2 of this section [which
subsection relates to annual inspection and protection and preservation of the
mortgagd property] and .nteh approrcl may al.qo be Ivithdrawn at any time
for other cause sufficient to the Commissioner, but no withdrawal will in atny way
affect the insurance of mortgages theretofore accepted for insurance." [Emphasis
supplied.]

From the report of the Investigation, I think It is a fair and reasonable con-
clusion that Mr. Glueck knew from the beginning the purpose of the transl.tion-
that Peters was undertaking, as the real and responsible sponsor and owner, to
construct a rental project financed with FHA insurance contrary to FHA
policies on employee-interest cases and contrary to specific instruction, from
FHA's Washington office. He aided Peters in the concealment of his real owner-
ship of the project which, If disclosed, would have rendered ineligible for FHA-
insurance the mortgage loan his company, Mid-City Investments, Inc., agreed
to make.

Under such circumstances, I believe the Commissioner ought to withdraw
approval of Mid-City Investments, Inc., as an approved mortgagee. In view of
subsection 4 of section 1 of the FHA administrative rules, It seems to me that
the Commisisoner can do so.

In addition, I believe the report of the investigation discloses evidence of the
possible violation of the laws of the United States. Accordingly, I believe the
Commissioner should forward a copy of the report to the Attorney General
calling attention to the possible violation, and strongly urging that, In the event
the Attorney General determines that such a violation has occurred, that the
appropriate United States attorney be Instructed to undertake, at the earliest
possible date, the necessary action looking toward the maximum penalties under
the law.
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The basis for possible violation of the laws of the United States are as follows:
1. The application for mortgage insurance submitted by Mid-City Investments,

Inc., over the signature of Charles H. Glueck, president, showed the sponsors as
Charles H. Glueck, along with the architects, Allen and Kelly, whereas Glueck
knew that the real sponsor and owner was Peters and that if Peters' interest was
disclosed, insurance would not be granted by the FHA.

2. Title 18, United States Code, section 1010, which provides, in part, as
follows:

--Whoever, for the purpose of obtaining any loan * * from any corporation
with the intent that such loan * * * shall be offered to or accepted by the
Federal Housing Administration for insurance, * * * or for the purpose of in-
fluencing in any way the action of such Administration, makes, passes, utters, or
publishes any statement, knowing the same to be false * shall be fined not
more than $5,000 or imprisoned for two years, or both."

From the report of the investigation, it is noted that the letterheads of the
attorney, Robert Fleming, brother-in-law of Peters, read "Law offices of Peters
& Fleming, R. Earl Peters. W. Ribert Fleiniig"; also, on the door of his law
offices, there appears the following: "Law offices of R. Earl Peters, W. Robert
Fleming, Arthur W. Miller."

The report shows that Mr. Fleming stated that Peters had no interest in the
firm. On the other hand, the Fort Wayne News Sentinel quotes Mr. Peters, in
explaining the fact that title to the property was originally taken in the name of
Jane Rimmel, who was employed by the firm, as stating, "Through my Fort
Wayne law firm, an option was procured," etc. [Italie supplied.]

In view of the current matters relating to the law firm of Grace & Grace in New
York, I suggest that it would be appropriate for the Commissioner to issue
specific instructions that FHA employees shall not have any interests of such a
nature and shall not permit their names to be shown on letterheads or office
directories or doors as members of such firms.
There is some evidence in the report that. sometime prior to October of 1951,

Mr. Bremer may have had information indicating that Peters was the real owner
of Florida Apartments. Peters is reported to have said that when, in the course
of a telephone conversation, Mr. Bremer apparently indicated that ownership by
Peters would not be in accord with FHA policy, Peters said he would carry the
stock in the names of his relatives. The report indicates that Peters further
i-;ted that Mr. Bremer then told him "the tranisactioni would get by but it wasn't
Perfect " The report also indicates that about Octobtr of 1951. whn Glueck told
Mr. Bremer that he had "fronted for the Peters family on the Florida Apart-
ments," Mr. Bremer thought he had reported the matter to Mr. Redman. The
report does not show whether Mr. Bremer was interrogated for the purpose of
Aewrtaining whether Mr. Bremer did, in fact, become aware of Peters' real
Interest in the project, and, if so, precisely when he did, or whether he ever did
have a conversation with Peters in which he indicated that, if the stock was held
by Peters' relatives, the transaction would "get by." Also, the report does not
show whether Mr. Redman was interrogated for the purpose of ascertaining
whether, in fact, Mr. Bremer did at any time report to him, information or
su.qpicion concerning irregularity in connection with the Florida Apartments
Project, and, if so, what action, if any, was then taken by Mr. Redman.

Finally, I think you will wish to give consideration to the question as to
whether the proposed suspension of Mr. Swan for 2 weeks without pay represents
in appropriate and adequate disciplinary action by the FHA for Mr. Swan's
isolationn of the gratuity policy. In this connection, it is to be noted that Mr.
Swan's paycheck for a 2-week period probably does not exceed the cost of rail
and plane fare for two persons from Indianapolis to Miami and return, which
represents the gratuity received by Mr. Swan. This proposed disciplinary action
'lay be contrasted with the action recently taken by you in dismissing an em-
Ployee of the Office of the Administrator for giving unauthorized information to
a prospective contractor.

B. T. FrrZPATRICK,
Deputy Administrator and General CounseL
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(CONFIDENTIAL]
MARCH 18, 1952.

Office memorandum, United States Government.
To: Raymond M. Foley, Administrator.
From: B. T. Fitzpatrick, Deputy Administrator and General Counsel.
Subject: Investigation of FHA Indianapolis Office.

This will supplement my memorandum addressed to you under date of March
17, 1952, on the above-captioned subject.

This afternoon I went over the matter In considerable detail with Commis.
sioner Richards, Deputy Commissioner Walter Greene, and General Counsel
Bovard.

At the conclusion of our discussions, the following decisions were reached:
1. The FHA will notify Mr. Glueck, president of Mid-City Investment.q. Inc.,

that the approval of that institution as an FHA mortgagee has been withdrawn
by the Commissioner until such time as the Commissioner is satisfied thnt the
FHA may rely fully upon the statements and representations of the mortgnzep.

2. The FHA Commissioner will notify the architects, Allen & Kelly, that the
FHA will not accept any plans or specifications on which their name appearr
until the Commissioner is satisfied that they will in the future conduct thrpil.
selves In their relations with the FHA and its employees in accordance with
satisfactory ethical standards, and that they will not in the future offer gifts
or gratuities to any FHA employees.

3. The FHA Commissioner will notify the builder, W. A. Sheets & Sons, that
FHA will not accept any future cases on which W. A. Sheets & Sons are the
contractors until the Commissioner is satisfied that they will in the future
conduct themselves in their relations with the FHA and its employees in accord.
ance with satisfactory ethical standards, and that they will not in the future
offer gifts or gratuities to any FHA employees.

4. The suspension of Mr. Swan of the FTA Indianapolis office for 2 weeks
without pny will sQand.

5. The Commissioner will issue general instructions to all FHA employees
that they mst not allow their names to he used on letterheads, husiness dirc-
tories, or office doors of firms or organizations which may do business with the
FHA.

6. The Commissioner will tomorrow morning issue a press release indicating
that the investigation of the Indianapolis office by the FHA has been completed,
that in addition to the dismissal of the former director which action was taken
earlier this year, disciplinary actions are being taken in connection with one other
employee of the PIHA office, and with several firms or organizations Involved In
the transaction through which Mr. Peters obtained insurance upon the Florida
Apartments project, which he was the owner.

7. The report of the investigation will be forwarded by the Commis.sioner to
the Attornev General with an indication that in the case of Charles H. Gilueek
and Mid-City Investments, Inc., there is ground for belief that a violation of tle
laws of the United States has occurred-specfically, the false statement pro-
visions of title 18, United States Code, section 1010.

B. T. FrrZPATRR1C-,

DeputV Administrator and General Counsel

TEACHERS INSURANCE & ANNUTTY ASSOCIATION OF AitlRTCA,
New York 18, N. Y., March 28,1952.

Mr. FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS,
Con mit8ioner, Federal Housing Administration,

Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR Mu. RICHARDS: I understand that Mid-City Investments, Inc., has been

informed by the Federal Housing Administration that no further applications
will bh procepssed after April 1 until such time as the Commissioner feels
that it will comply with the spirit of the rules and regulations of the FHA.
This action was taken because of certain questions concerning the Florida Apart-
ments property in Fort Wayne, Ind.

Mid-City Investments have acted as our correspondent in the State of Indiana
since 1947 and all dealings that we have had with this organization have been
highly satisfactory. Mid-City is, at the present time, servicing $9,285,849 for US.
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We have never found any attempt to conceal pertinent facts on the part of any
of the employees of Mid-City and, in fact, we place full confidence in their honesty
and integrity.

In the particular case of Florida Apartments, Mr. Peters, State director, stated
to me in the presence of Mr. Glueck, president of Mid-City, ihat he hoped to get
clearance from the FHA in which case he would take over the ownership of
Florida Apartments. About 1/ years ago, he stated to me, again in the presence
of Mr. Glueck, that he had received clearance. Under the circumstances, I saw
no reason to question his statement and likewise think it quite natural that Mr.
Glueck had no reason to question his statement. In other words, I believe that
Mr. Glueck handled the matter without intending to hide any pertinent facts from
the FHA and accepted Mr. Peters' statements at face value.

I believe the publicity which has recently appeared in the Gary, Indianapolis,
Chicago, and other midwestern papers has done great damage to Mid-City Invest-
ments without proper Justification. I urge upon you the lifting of the ban as I
am sure that Mid-City Investments will, in the future, not only comply with the
rules and regulations of the FHA but also with the spirit underlying those rules.

Very truly yours,
RxcHA.h M. HuRD.



Mid-City Inveslment Co., section 608 projects

Name of project

Indianapolis:
Frontenac Apartments ......................
Meadow brook Corp --------------------------
Barrlngton Heights ..........................
Granville Apartments, Inc .................
Canterbury Courts --------------------------
Mincar Homes, Inc -------------------------
West Arlington Homes ----------------------
Shoreland Towers --------------------------
Lynn Court Apartments --------------
Compton Court Corp .......................
James Court Apartments ...................
19th & Alabama Corp .......................
Penn Plaza, Inc .............................
Ransom Street Apartment -----------------
Z. & H. Homes, Inc ........................

Tr-City Village, Inc., Gary --------------------

Du Sable Apartments, Inc., Inc., Gary ........
River View Terrace Apartments, Fort Wayne.-

Housing Unlimited Corp., Hammond........
Ironwood Village, Inc., Gary ....................
Major Apartments, Inc., Gary ..................
Buena Vista Corp., Hammond ..................

D o -------------------------------------------
Florida Apartments, Inc., Fort Wayne.
Forsyth Apartments, Hammond ................
Gary Lake Shore Homes, Inc., Gary -------------
H. & 8. Corp., South Bend ..............
Ironwood Apartments, Inc., Gary ..............
Kelwood Apartments, Inc., Gary ................
Lawndale Apartments, Inc., Hammond ........
Rochester Apartments, Inc., Rochester .........
Steel City Village, Inc., Gary ---------------------
Summer Garden Apartments, Inc Hammond....
Waverly Park Apartments, Inc., dary .........

FHA loan
number

Original
amount Original mortgagee Present mortgagee

I I I ______________________________________

073-42072
073-4001

073-42057
073-42056
073-42081
073-42079
073-42078
073-4208O
073-42100
073-40033
073-00041
073-42053
073-90011
073-90005
073-42009
073-42049

073-42109
073-42048

073-42041
173-42014
073-42106
073-40007

073-40024
073-40010
073-42105
073-42006
073-42033
073-40022
073-42003
073-42103
073-42005
073-42036
073-42015
073-40048

$818, 100
5,000,000
1, 7X 200

413, 100
631,800
154.200
471,700

1, 839, 700
788,000
192,000
103. 500
86,000
94, 100

295,600
S1,000

3,135,500

350,800
864,300

120,600
913, 500

1,029,00
120,000

185,000
372, 600
128,700
366,300
129,600
631,300
216.000
210,600
112,000

1,163.200
243. 000
234,000

Chase National Bank ----------------------------
John Hancock Life Insurance Co .................
Manufacturers Trust Co -------------------------

.....do --------------------------------------------
..... do --------------------------------------------
.....do ---------------------------------------------

----- do -------------------------------
--- -(10 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

New York Savings Bank --------------------------
Teachers Insurance & Annuity --------------------
Fidelity Trust ------- . . . ..--------------------
Teachers Insurance & Annuity ...................
F idelity T rust C o ...- .............................
Teachers Insurance & Annuity -------------------

-----do. ................................
Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association, New

York City.
The Chase National Bank, New York City .------
Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association, New

York City.
Franklin Life Insuaance Co., Springfield, Ill.
New York Savings Bak, New York City .......
The Chase National Bank-, New York City -------
Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association of

America, New York City.
-----do --------------------------------------------
-----do --------------------------------------------
----- do ............................................
-----do ....- ---.................................---
---do --------------------------------------------
-----do --------------------------------------------
-----do ---------- - ....------------------------------
-----do --------------------------------------------
-----do -------------------------------- --... .------
----- do ............................................
----- do .......--....-......................--.....
-----do --------------------------------------------

East Brooklyn Savinqs Bank.
John Hancock Life Insurance Co.
Manufacturers Trust Co.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

New York Savings Bank.
Teachers Insurance & Annuity.

Do.
Do.
Do.
1)o.
)o.

Central Savings Bank, New York City.

The Chas? National Bank, New York City.
East Brooklyn Savings Bank, New York City.

Do.
Do.

New York Savings Bank, New York City.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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GAity, IND., March 27, 1952.

Re Mid-City Investments, Inc., Charles H. Glueck, president, Gary, Ind.
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. C.
(Attention: Mr. Herbert C. Redman, Assistant Commissioner.)

GENTLEME-N: This will acknowled're your letter of March 20), 1952, addressed
to Mr. Charles H. Glueck as president of the above corporation, advising that
the certain actions mentioned and described in that letter are such as to cause
the administration to entertain serious doubt as to the reliance and confidence
the commissioner can place in the representations and statements of Mid-City
Investments, Inc., and that by reason thereof, no further applications for mort-
gage insurance submitted on behalf of Mid-City Investments, Inc., on or after
April 1, can or will be accepted for processing until such time as the commissioner
is fully satisfied that in any future relationship between such company and the
Federal Housing Administration there will be full compliance with the policies,
pr,.edures and requirements of the a(lministratiml, etc.

Promptly upon receipt of this communication this corporation caused an
investigation of the matters to be made and in connection therewith has obtained
a statement from Mr. Charles 1H. Glueck, president of the corporation, a copy
of which is enclosed herewith and is self-explanatory.

Herein, also find, pursuant to your request, a list of the officers, directors,
and stockholders of the corporation together with the number of shares of such
stock held by each. We would appreciate it very much, if, when such list has
served its purpose, you will return it to us.

It is now, has been, and will continue to be, the honest desire of this corpo-
ration at all times to cooperate with and observe all of the rules and regulations
of the administration, as well as its policies, having to do with the insuring
of mortgage loans.

The directors of this corporation had no knowledge of the details of the Florida
apartments transaction, nor of any transaction wherein Mr. Peterz was involved,
nor does any officer of the corporation have the authority to act on its behalf
except in a proper and lawful manner and in compliance with all of the laws
of this State and of the united States.

It does not condone any act, or acts, of any of its officers which violate the
regulations and policies of the Federal Housing Administration, or any other
Government agency, nor ii'.s it cOjt'l(,j jvl ' act or act., die in violation of
good taste and the proprieties.

It deeply regrets that the error in connection with Mr. Swan was made by its
president and appropriate steps have been taken to assure this corporation
and the administration that nothing of the sort again occur.

To a degree the acts complained of were committed by reason of a lack of
knowledge as to some of the policies of the administration and in particular the
specific requirements as to the insuring of loans made to employees, officers and
agents of the Federal Housing Administration. It is now fully advised in that

respect and in the future, if the present relationship is permitted to continue,
all such procedures will be scrupulously observed and adhered to.

In view of the volume of the business that has originated through this corpo-
ration, amounting we believe to something in excess of 4,000 applications, it
seems to us that to withdraw recognition from the corporation as approved mort-

gagee by reason of the errors adverted to, which were committed by the president
of the corporation at a time when he was 33 years of age and without broad
and extensive business experience, is and would be too drastic a step to be taken

particularly as it could only result in the ruin of the future business of the
Corporation.

As the corporation previously advised you orally, all of the duties pertaining
to Federal Housing Administration business handled by this corporation have
been imposed upon Mr. Savill, executive vice president of the corporation, for
the past 12 months, and he will continue to supervise that work, thus relieving
Mr. 'harles H. Glueck of any duties in that regard and freeing him to handle
Other matters of the corporation.

This corporation stands ready to make any changes in personnel or corporate
officers that might be helpful in restrinz the confidence of the Administration
in the corporate officers and reestablishing Its reliability and responsibility in
all representations made to and all dealings had with the Federal Housing
Administration.

50690-454--pt. 1- 28
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Should any other or further information, which we may be in a position to
furnish, be required by the Administration in giving consideration to this situ.
ation, you have but to call upon us.

Yours very truly, ML-CTY INVESTMENTS, INC.,

By
COunRel.

P. S. Will you be good enough to return to us, carbon copy of letter dated
December 10, 1947, from Charles H. Glueck to W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., and
letter dated October 6, 1947, from Wayne A. Sheets, president, to Mr. Charles H.
Glueck.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything else to go in the record?
Senator BENNETT. Before Mr. Glueck reads his statement I would

like to ask a couple of questions. He has indicated earlier that this
statement is his answer to his board of directors. Who were his board
of directors ? May I ask the question first, did you and your father
own the Mid-City Investment Co.?

Mr. GLUECK. Controlling interest, yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. HoW biga controlling interest?
Mr. GLUECK. At that time approximately 60 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Who owned the other 40 V
Mr. GLUECK. Scattered among quite a number of stockholders.
The CHAIRMAN. What are their names?
Mr. GLUECK. We sent a list to FHA. There must have been 250

or so.
The CHAIRMAN. 250 stockholders?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the largest of the 250 stockholders?
Mr. GLUECK. I was--of the 250?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ,LUECK. I think Judge Harvey Curtis.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have the names of the stockholders with

you?
Mr. GLuECK. I might have.
Senator BENNETT. I would like to ask one other question while he is

looking for them. You then controlled the company and you then
controlled the board of directors, so in effect, you were making a re-
port to yourself in this letter?

Mr. GLUECK. Well, this report was forwarded to FHA by the board
of directors. In other words I may have written my letter to the
board in answer.

Senator BENNETT. You answered the letter. I see. The FLA
moved against Mid-City Investment Co. rather than against you per-
sonally since it was Mid-City who had the privilege of handling
these loans?

Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Senator BENNETrr. So you made a statement to the board.
The CHAIJM.%N. Did you say you forwarded what you are about

to read to FHA?
Mr. ,LUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember about what date?
Mr. GLUECK. March 27, 1954.
The CIrAIRMAN. Mr. Kenney, will you see if you can secure thlt

from FHA?
Mr. KENNEY. Secure what, sir?

348
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The CHAIRMAN. The document he is about to read, that he claims
he forwarded to FHA.

Mr. GLU-Ecx. A copy of it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. At what time?
Mr. GLu Cx. March 27,1952.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you see if you can get that from FRA; have

it sent right over ?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes. The date is what on that?
Mr. GLUECK. March 27,1952.
The CHAIRMAN. Now let's have the list of the stockholders. With-

out objection, we will place in the record the list of stockholders.
(The document referred to follows:)

Mid-City Investments, Inc., stockholders
Nu

Allan, Jam es S -------------------------------------------------
Anderson, Charles H .......
Anderson G ude ................Aschoff, Ytaymond M -------------------------------------------

Bain, Leslie R__-
Barnes, Charles
Barnes' Lawrence Russell_
Bartz, Mary_
Bennett, N. C___
Bennett Wesley M --------------------------------------------
Boden, William T-
Boyer, E dw ard H ----------------------------------------------
B r a y t o n , J o h n M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carter, Alva-
Carter, Claude Lee
Cassidy, Fred J
C assid y , Ja m es E -.. . .J ... . .. .... .. .. .. ..
Chambers, Clark_
C h e n o t , C h a r le s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cohen, Saul and Schleicher, Paul E -------------------------------
Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust (C,, of Chicago and John

C. McDonnell as executors of the last will and testament of Margaret
L. Grace, deceased__

Copenhaver, Phillip-
Coundiff. Homer B
Crabb, K enneth C ----------------------------------------------
Curtiti, *errv J. and Ella l,
Curtis, H'rv'v J
D -.riw.ll, Florenz T, -.-------------------------...................
D:-% i,, Robert M
D:, i-., Luke .-----------------------------------------------D~r: p,,'. . P . . . . . . . . .
DN O i , l , r r _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-- ---

Eiiright, MN,'rgnLr-t \'lhite and Edward NI., :. joint tkiiairit, with the
right of survivorship :t d wit as tirant.s in c,,o -- -------

Pssi,.i.ter, Frank------------------
.lL. V . -. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------.. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .
laT]~ rvev W ----------------------------------------------

]:Vl t li,, e ,k , (',t, rg .. -- -------------------------------------------Ewald. l?',)..rt V

riW rl, '" . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------

Gambl, ('. • _----------
Cift, l :tij, E riilte -.1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(Q iff ,,rd . I,. NN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . .
Clilh,.rt /., .\ lI I ,rt. -_
CI G asop, lP:, Jam Ies -- ------------------------------------------
Gleck, leulah S ..............................................
(41ueck, Charl( H -

mber of shares
2
1

4
2
1

29% 0

10
10

2%

1
5% o

202/!0

10~

51

t.~o

-71

10~

1021

51o
00Y

899%0
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Mid-City Invemtment8, Inc., stockholder---Continued

Nu
G rabiel, A nna --------.. ----------------------------............
G rassm an , V ictor L ---------------------------------------------
Greenwald, M. L., Sam, and Ben
Gregory, Frank .. .... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ..----------
Greslo, Kinga__
Gronniger, John L .....................
Grotz, Ben
H ackett, Fred H .......................................
Haggenjos, Arthur J. and Madeline C__
Haines, Frank ....
Hayes, Edward W_
Hays, Jacob H__
Hecker, Augu.t------------------------
H eidke, John 'M .......................................
Hinkley, Charles B_
Holscher, Henry H
Horacek, Jean A-
Hoxsey, John D-_
Hummel, George F
Hunter, Dorothy Sugden .............................
Jackson, Dr. Charles R__
.Jewell, Ada Iverson___
Johnson, Arthur G_
Kading C. W___
Kahn, Marjorie F
Kaveney, Owen
Killigrew, Alvina M
Knochel, George-_-
Kremer, George W_
Kroeger, F. H__
Kyle, Joseph B___
La, renz, Otto J ---------------------------------
Lazerwitz, Jack-
Lazerwitz, James .-
Leevack, Robert-
Leonard, Daniel-
T.()pold, Howard F
1w%,vr, William H--------------------------------------------
Levi, Richard A--
Levi. Robert Kahn
Mc..ichael, Frank J------------------------------------------
MP.rkey, John M
Martn1, Herbert T-
Marten, Paul A_
M artis, Josep h S --- --------------------------------------------
Mashek, \'ojta F---------------------------------------------

Ia. vr, S-znuel_---------------------------------------------
M eyer, R aym ond T ---------------------------------------------
Michaelv, George P-
Melin, Carl A--------------------------------------------------
Miller, Har)ld W--------------------------------------------
Mills, Clifford C -----------------------------------------------
.M ohr, Rudolph C. and Dittrich, W illibold -------------------------
Morelock, Phil D ---------------------------------------------
Morris, Mrs. Eleanor C ----------------------------------------
Mowery, Kenneth C -------------------------------------------
Mundorff, William D ------------------------------------------
Nagle, Lorraine Curtin ------------------------------------------
Nichting, Joseph J ---------------------------------------------
Nikolich, Miroslav-------------------------------------------
Noe, Morris-------------------------------------------------
O'Conner, Mrs. James ----------------------------------------
Oleska, Mary -------------------------------------------------
Olman, George----------------------------------------------
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Mid-City Investments, Inc., stockholders-Contin ted
Number of shares

Pachter, Sidney L ---------------------------------------------- 1397/2
Page, . C---------------------------------------------------- 1
pavol, Frank G ------------------------------------------------- o
Peters, Clara M- ------------------------------------------------- 5 1j1)

Peters, Robert H ------------------------------------------------ 1015
Petrovich, John ------------------------------------------------ 11l
Pfeiffer, Frank J ----------------------------------------------- 2
Pfisterer, George E ---------------------------------------- 10
Pokern, Otto ---------------------------------------------
Punshon, Samuel ---------------------------------------------- 511
Reaven, Joanne Simon ------------------------------------------ c,
Richards, Delmar H -------------------------------------------- ,10
Rohinson, Frances J_ --------------------------------------- 1
Rodgers, Blanche Dougan ---------------------------------------
Rosenbauin brothers -------------------------------------------- - n
S;aNkle-, Ralph ------------------------------------------------- 16
Saka!,of\, Marvin H -------------------------------------------- 257
Schear, Rudolph ----------------------------------------------- 10
Scherer, Catherine --------------------------------------------
Schickluna, Alice May ------------------------------------------- 3
Schiele, Roy W ------------------------------------------------ 15
Schmitt, Charles P --------------------------------------------- 1
Schmitz, Joseph A ----------------------------------------------- 303o
Schrage, Walter E ----------------------------------------------- 20o
Schreiber. Elmer------------------------------------------
Schultz, Dorothy E. Tharp ------------------------------------ 110
Sells, Harriet C ------------------------------------------------- 5
Sievers, Ida ---------------------------------------------------- 16Xo
Sievert, C. A --------------------------------------------------- 15Yio
Simon, Lewis -------------------------------------------------- 150
Smith, Albert H --------------------------------------------- 5
Smith, C. Ernest ------------------------------------------------ 25/o
Smith, John A ------------------------------------------------ 5
Smith, Joseph F ----------------------------------------- 6
Squire, Charles P ------------------------------------------------ 16Y1o
Steele, Archie --------------------------------------------
Stein, Etta Glenn ---------------------------------------------- 1
Stenz, Edward J ----------------------------------------------- 2
Stern, Arthur L ------------------------------------------------ 1o
Suchovskv Anna Predaina ---------------------------------- o
Swanton,'lee A. and Coralie ------------------------------------- 8Yo
The First National Bank of Chicago, as trustee under the will of

Angela D. Stearns ------------------------------------------- 95/ o
Torrance, Moore J ------------------------------------------- 1o
Torri, Quentin J ------------------------------------------------- Yo
Torri, Anthony James -------------------------------------------- 2
Van Duzer, Nora J ---------------------------------------------- 5
M. L. Vehon & Co ------------------------------------------- s
Wagner, Sam and Anna --------------------------------------- 8
Weiler, Sylvester ------------------------------------------------ 10
Wilson, Frank M ---------------------------------------------- 5
Williams, Charles A -------------------------------------------- 3
Williams, William A. and/or Nellie B ----------------------------- 20
Wimmer, Robert N ------------------------------------------- 12o
Witrous Elmer J ----------------------------------------------- 4
Woods, eonard B ----- - ---- 9
Wvngarden, Martin D ------------------------------------------ 5
Zeiler, George ------------------------------------------------- 259/o
Young, Alexander ----------------------------------------------- 5

Total --------------.----------------------------------- 5,6942%o

No preferred stock.
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The CHAIRMAN. This shows that you owned 2,899 shares, and Beulah
Glueck owned 1,003. Who is she?

Mr. GLUECK. My mother.
The CHAIRMAN. What did your father own?
Mr. GLUECK. Don't think he had any. That is my stepmother.

She is my legal mother now. She adopted me.
Senator BE NNE'Ir. Mr. Glueck, how many directors were there?
Mr. GLUECK. Five.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give those names for the record?
Mr. GLUECK. Louis Glueck, Charles Glueck, Harvey Curtis, Nick

Bikos, and Leo Levin.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice that Marvin Sakanoff is possibly the larg-

est stockholder next to your father.
Mr. GLUECK. What name ?
The CHArRMAN. Sakanoff. Who is he?
Mr. GLUECK. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice he owns 257 shares. Marvin A. Sakanoff.
Mr: GLUECK. The stock at one time had been sold, years before, on

the Chicago Curb and there were stockholders all over.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Sidney L. Pachter, do you know him?
Mr. GLU-ECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIrmAN. Where does he live?
Mr. GLUECK. Gary.
The CHAMMAN. What is his business?
Mr. GLUECK. Real estate business.
The CHAIRMAN. He is in the real estate business.
Who is Dorothy Schultz, who I notice is a large stockholder?
Mr. GLUECK. Dorothy E. Tharp SchultzI I don't know.
The CHARMAN. You don't know her?
Mr. GLUECK. I didn't sell any stock to anybody.
The CHAMMAN. But you are the president of the company, aren't

you?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't kniow your largest stockholders?
Mr. GLu CK. Not necessarily.
The CHAIMMAN. You never heard of Dorothy-
Mr. GLuECK. I have heard of her, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where does she live?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Does she live in Gary ?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you fuirnish us with the name and addresses

of these stockholders?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN.ou -don't have that with you today?
Mr. DRAPER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you furnish that? Who is Lewis Simon? I

notice he owns a lot of stock.
Mr. GLUECK. He is a jeweler in Gary.
The CHAIRMAN. Where?
Mr. GLVrECK. In Gary.
Senator BENNETr. Wasn't there a Mr. Simon involved in one of the

earlier cases? Was he an owner of the land, of the 50-odd acres, on
which you built?
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Mr. GLUECx. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNEwt. Was it the same manI
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to furnish us with the names and

addresses of the stockholders and directors?
Mr. GLUEcK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give us the directors, please?
Mr. DRAPER. Louis H. Glueck, chairman, Charles 1t. Glueck, Harvey

J. Curtis, Nick Bikos
The CUAIRMAN. What is his business?
Mr. GLu K. He was a big theater operator in real estate.
The N. In Gary?
Mr. GLUEcK. Yes.
Mr. DRAPER. Leo Levin.
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't that the one I asked you about a minute ago ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What you are about to read is a letter you wrote to

your directors and sent a copy to FHA?
Mr. GLUMCK. Yes sir.
The CHArRMAN. Bid you send a letter of transmittal?
Mr. GLUECK. Mr. Draper did.
The CHAIRMAN. We will get a copy of that. I should be in the

FtA files.
Mr. DRAPER. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read this

covering letter as a preface to the reading of this.
The CHAIRMAN. I ou may. Y ou may read the covering letter and as

well as the statement that you made to your directors at that time.
Afr. DRAPER. This letter is dated March 27, 1952, addressed to the

FHA, Washington 25, D. C., attention: Mr. Herbert C. Redman,
Assistant Commissioner.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the date?.
Mr. DRAPER. March 17, 1952.
Re Mid-City Investments, Inc.-Charles H. Glueck, president, Gary,

Ind.
The CHAIRMAN. You may sit down if you care to and talk into the

microphone. You will be more comfortable.
Mr. DRAPER. (Reading):
Gentlemen: This will acknowledge your letter of March 20, 1952, addressed

to Mr. Charles H. Glueck as president of the above corporation, advising that
the certain actions mentioned and described in that letter are such as to cause
the administration to entertain serious doubt as to the reliance and confidence
the Commissioner can place in the representations and statements of Mid-City
Investments, Inc., and that by reason thereof, no further applications for mort-
gage insurance submitted on behalf of Mid-City Investments, Inc., on or after
April 1, can or will be accepted for processing until such time as the Commis-
sioner is fully satisfied that in any future relationship between such company and
the Federal Housing Administration there will be full compliance with the poli-
des, procedures and requirements of the administration, etc.

Promptly upon receipt of this communication this corporation caused an inves-
tigation of the matters to be made and in connection therewith has obtained a
statement from Mr. Charles H. Glueck, president of the corporation, a copy of
Which is enclosed herewith and is self-explanatory.

The CHArRMAN. Did you talk about somebody making an investi-
gation for the corporation ?

Mr. DRAPzR. The board of directors of Mid-City Investments.
The CHAxmm i, Made an investigation, themselves ?
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Mr. DRAPER. Called upon Mr. Glueck to learn the details.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Charles Glueck?
Mr. DRAPER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. To tell them the details of this Florida apartment

and all of this business?
Mr. DRAPER. That is correct.
Herein, also find, pursuant to your request, a list of the officers, directors, and

stockholders of the corporation together with the number of shares of such stock
held by each. We would appreciate it very much, if, when such list has served
its purpose, you will return it to us.

It is nvw, has been, and will continue to be, the honest desire of this (,irpora-
tion at all times to cooperate with and observe all of the rules and regulations
of the Administration, as well as its policies, having to do with the insuriii of
mortgage loans.

The directors of this corporation had no knowledge of the details of the
Fluridla . iartments transaction, nor of any transaction wherein Mr. Peters
was involved, nor does any officer of the corporation have the authority to act
on its behalf except in a proper and lawful manner and in compliance with
all of the laws of this State and of the United States.

It does not condone any act, or acts, of any of its officers which violate the
regulations and policies of the Federal Housing Administration, or any other
Government agency, nor does it condone any act or acts done in violation of good
taste and the proprieties.

It deeply regrets that the error in connection with Mr. Swan was made by
its president and appropriate steps have been taken to assure this corporation
and the Administration that nothing of that sort again ocur.

To a degree the acts complained of were committed by reason of a lack of
knowledge as to some of the policies of the Administration and in particular
the specific requirements as to the insuring of loans made to employees, officers,
and agents of the Federal Housing Administration. It is now fully advised in
that resnect and, in the future, if the present relationship is permitted to con-
tinue, all such procedures will be scrupulously observed and adhered to.

The CHAiIrAN. Read that paragraph again, will you, Mr. Draper!
Mr. DAPER. (reading) :
To a degree the acts complained of were committed by reason of a lack of

knowled,-,e as to some of the policies * * S

The CHATRXAN. I see.
Mr. DRAPER. If I may be permitted to say so, at the hearing before

the Administrator, in connection with this matter, we stated that we
were not acquainted with any such policy and the answer to that was,
"Well you know it now." Whereupon we said

The CHAIRMAN. You mean FHA made that remark to you?
Mr. DRAPER. That is correct, to me.
In view of the volume of the business that has originated through this corpo-

ration, amounting we believe to something in excess of 4,000 applications--

That must be an error-
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think Mr. Glueck knew it was wrong to

enter into such an agreement with Mr. Peters and to take these people
to Florida?

Mr. DRAPER. Mr. Chairman, if it were being done after consulting
with me, I would advise against it.

The CHAIRMAN. You would have advised against it had you kilown
it ?

M1'. I)RAPER. That is right. I did not know it.
* * * it seems to us that to withdraw recognition from the corporation as 8p-

proved mortgagee by reason of the errors adverted to, which were committed
by the president of the corporation at a time when he was 33 years of age and
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without broad and extensive business experience, is and would be to) drastic a
step ro he taken, particularly as it (',,1ld only result in the ruin ()f the future buii-
neSS if the corporation.
.s the corporation previously advised you orally, all of the duties pertaining

to Federal Housing Administration busi ness handled by this c,',ir.iti mi * * *

The CHAIRMAN. I can't help but remark that as a 3:3-vear-o,1d iusi-
nessinan he looks pretty good to me when he bought sonetiinff for
$40.(00 and sold it for $20O')o000. He doesn't look to me like a novice.

Mri. DRAPER. This was 19,54.
The Cr.tRM.x. I see. In fatct Mr. Glueck is a pretty good luinih--

man. I happen to know him.
Mr'. GLUECK. Keep in mind I was with my father in thee day- and

he was pretty astute.
Te (Aiumi% .AN. We have to cet a little funi into thi: once in :i while.
Mr. DRAPER. As a matter of fact. Mr. Chairman, in executive ses-

sion, there was testimony by Mr. (iluek with regard to real-estate
transactions and l)rofits realized which liave no connection whatever
with IHA, which are just as fabulous :is the figures which have been
mentioned here this morning-.

Senator Bi:x-,rr. May I just make a comment ? I am interested in
this ,laim of innocence because of lack of experience. Wasn't Mr.
Glueck's father still alive at that time ?

Mfr. GLUeCK. Ye-.
Senator BE.-NNETT. Did Mr. Glueck's father know dnvthing at all

about the Florida Apartments? Couldn't Mr. ( lueck's father have
pointed out to him some of the (Ian-(ers involved in taking Mr. Swan
to Florida, fronting for Mr. Peters?

Mr. DRAPpER. I could have assumed he could if he had wished to: yes.
Senator BE'N-ETr. Did Mr. Glueck's father know about the trip

to Florida. or the Florida Apartment- experience?
M'. DRAPER. You will have to answer that. Mr. Glueck. I don't

know.
Mr. GLUECK. I think he did.
The CHAIRMAN. You sav vou do think he did ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
The CH.URm.N. I see. You may proceed.
Mr. DRAPER (reading) :

Aks the corporation previously advised you orally, all of the duties pertaining
ti) Uvd(,ral Ilousin, Administration biusine.s * * *

Senator BENNETT. I hate to interrupt you. Is this a statement of
Mr. Glueck to the directors of the corporation ?

Mr. DRAPER. No. This is our covering letter to the Federal Housing.
Senator BENNEtt. You are still reading the covering letter?
Mr. DRAPER. Yes, it is very short, just another paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. DaER (reading) : * * * All of the duties pertaining to Federal Housing

Administration business handled by this corporation have been imposed upon
Mr. Savill, executive vice president of the corporation, for the past 12 months,
and he will continue to supervise that work, thus relieving Mr. Charles LI.
Glueck of any duties in that regard and freeing him to handle other matters of
the corporation.

This corporation stands ready to make any changes in personnel or corporate
Offers that might be helpful in restoring the confidence of the adminisitration in
the corporate officers and reestablishing its reliability and responsibility in
all representations made to and all dealings had with the Federal Housing
Administration.
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Should any other or further information, which we may be in a positions to
furnish, be required by the Administration in giving consideration to this situ-
ation, you have but to call upon us.

That is the covering letter to the data forwarded to the Administra-
tion which Mr. Glueck has here.

Te CH4AIRMAN. Do you wish to read the statement!
Mr. DRAP . Yes, please.
Mr. GLUECK. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. ire you going to read it or is Mr. Glueck?
Mr. DRAPER. Mr. Glueck. It is his letter.
Mr. GLUECK. It is addressed to the board of directors, Mid-City--
The CuAnRMAN. Without objection what Mr. Draper just read will

be made a part of the record.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

GARY, IND., March 27, 1%2.
BOARD OF DIRElCToRS, MID-CITY INVESTMENTS, INC.,

Gary, Ind.
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with your recent request for a full report and

explanation in connection with the statements made by the Federal Housing
Administration in their letter dated March 20, 1952, addressed to me as presi-
dent of Mid-City Investments, Inc., the following facts are submitted.

Early in 1947, Mr. R. Earl Peters approached me in connection with the financ-
ing and building of an apartment project to be insured under section 608 and
to be located in Fort Wayne, Ind. At that time, he indicated that he would
very much like to have some interest in this project and advised that Mr. J.
Lloyd Allen and Mr. John R. Kelley were agreeable to having an interest, and
requested that I also participate in the transaction for the remaining owner-
ship. He said, however, that it would be necessary for him to get approval
from his superiors before he could participate in any degree In the ownership.
Consequently, when the application was filed on March 29, 1947, the writer had
a one-half interest in the project and understood that Allen & Kelley had a like
interest with the understanding that we would transfer to Mr. Peters such shares
of the ownership as might be agreed upon when the foregoing approval had been
obtained. Consequently, In answer to the second paragraph of the Federal
Housing Administration letter dated March 20, 1952, at the time the application
was filed, the only actual sponsors involved were J. Lloyd Allen, John R. Kelley,
and myself. It was originally intended that Allen & Kelley would build the
project and provide the architectural services, but they found through lack of
capital they were unable to effect the construction of the project. A contract
was then entered into with W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., for the building of the
apartment. Because there was not enough cash to fully pay the contractor's fee.
82 shares of the stock were issued to W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., and at that time
an agreement was entered Into whereby I would repurchase the stock from W. A.
Sheets & Sons, Inc., for the sum of $8,967 by means of a letter dated October
6, 1947, 2 copies of which are enclosed. The time for payment of the stock WI1s
extended in accordance with another letter from me to W. A. Sheets & Sons,
Inc., dated December 10, 1947, two copies of which are enclosed. I do not have
in my possession the original of these letters with the acceptance of the agree-
ment shown thereon. With the issuance of the 32 shares of stock to W. A. Sheets
& Sons, Tnc., It meant that on October 1, 1947, J. Lloyd Allen and John R. Kelly
held 124 shares, W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., held 32 shares, and I held 144 share,

In the early part of February 1948, Mr. Peters advised me that he had approval
from Washington to own this project and that he had arranged to acquire Allen
& Kelley's 124 shares of stock. On or about that time, I surrendered my certfi-
c-ate for 144 shares, and new stock certificates were Issued to E. E. Mentzer. Mr.
Peters' nominee, for 11 shares and to Leo Levin, my nominee, for 133 shares.
This left me in control of 133 shares of stock which was 2 shares less than one-
half of the remaining stock after accounting for the 32 shares issued to W. A.
Sheets & Sons, Inc. The reason for the extra two shares to Mr. Peters was to
give him the controlling Interest because of the fact that he was closer to the
project than I. The reason my stock was Issued to Leo LevIn was because of an
action taken to stop the building of the project. Inasmuch as I had considerable
real-estate holdings, I did not want them attached In any manner, and upon advice
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of counsel, I made the stock transfer to Leo Levin. Before the project was com-
pleted, Mr. Peters asked we whether or not I would sell him my interest in the
project inasmuch as he had obtained the approval previously mentioned in this
letter from his superiors, and inasmuch as he had acquired Allen & Kelley's
stock. I therefore agreed to sell him my stock at cost which approximated
$11,000. A few months after the completion of the project or on about November
30, 1949, I resigned as president of the Florida Apartments Corp., and on Decem-
ber 1, 1949, my stock was surrendered by Leo Levin to Mr. Peters' nominee. I
have received the full payment therefor. The reason I did not resign immediately
upon completion of the project around September 1949 was to avoid the necessity
of preparing and processing and presenting resolutions, etc., supporting a change
in corporate officers and because I had not at that time surrendered my stock.

It was never my intention to deliberately conceal Mr. Peters' connection with
this project from the Federal Housing Administration, and the expression

'fronting for the Peters family" referred to in my conversation fith Mr. George
Bremer, Zone Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration, in October
of 1951, referred to "fronting" so far as the local people of Fort Wayne were con-
cerned. In connection with my repurchase agreement with W. A. Sheets & Sons,
Inc., it was not necessary for me to buy this stock from Sheets inasmuch as Mr.
Peters had all the other shares of stock and it was my understanding that he
would purchase the 32 shares from W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., at the figure
agreed upon.

The allegation by the Federal Housing Administration as to my financing of
a trip to Florida for Mr. and Mrs. James F. Swan is correct. Mr. and Mrs.
Swan were personal friends of both my wife and me, having visited each others'
homes on numerous occasions over a period of years. In December of 1949 I
told Mr. Swan that I was going to Florida for a few weeks and hoped to clear
up a sinus condition from which I suffer. I also suggested to him that he come
down for a visit with the thought that it would also be a benefit to his sinus
condition. Mr. Swan told me he could not afford the trip and I advised him
that I would take care of the expenses. I asked Mr. Peters if it would be appro-
priate for me to enterain Mr. Swan and his wife in my home as guests and he
stated he saw no objection to it. Thereupon, Mr. Swan and his wife came down
to Florida with Mrs. Glueck and I met them there and they were my guests
for 4 or 5 days. I would like to state that I did not deny paying Mr. Swan's
transportation expenses when questioned by the Federal Housing Administra-
tion's investigator, but merely stated in answer to his specific question that I
did not go to Florida with Mr. Swan. I realize, now, that even though Mr. and
Mrs. Swan were personal friends of ours, it was an unwise thing to finance their
Florida trip, and you have my assurance that actions of this sort have not and
will not be repeated. I regret that I did not deem these matters to be of such
importance as to require my reporting them to the corporation.

In conclusion, let me state that in any of the situations discussed at length in
this letter, it was never my thought or intention to place either Mr. Peters or
Mr. Swan under obligation to me for the considerations shown them, nor have
I ever knowingly attempted to conceal from or mislead the Administration in any
matter or matters pertaining to the business of the Administration.

Yours very truly,
CHARLES H. GLUECK,

President.
Mr. GLtECK (reading):

1300 BROADWAY,
Gar/, Ind.

SN'ThEMVEN: In compliance with your recent request for a full report and
explanation in connection with the statements made by the Federal Housing-

The CHAIRMAN. What is the date of that?
Mr. GLUECK. March 27.
The CHAIRMAN. 1952?
Mf r. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
* * * in their letter dated March 20, 1952, addressed to me as president of

Mid-City Investments, Inc., the following facts are submitted.
Early in 1947, Mr. R. Earl Peters approached me in connection with the

financing and building of an apartment project to be insured under section 608
And to be located in Fort Wayne, Ind. At that time, * 0 0
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The CHAIRMAN. He approached you?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He was the State FHA Director and apprah(l

you
Mr. GLTECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRiMt.\N. And you live in Gary and this is Fort Vayne
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA N. What would he be approaching you for?
Mr. GLUECK. W were financing projects all over the State.
The CHAIRMAN. You were financing all over the State?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The C1AI1R-%A. Let me ask you this: Was it coninon lraclice for

FIIA. officials to promote sect ion tiS projects .
Mr. (rLUECK. You mean to urge that they be built?
The ('.AIRMAN. Yes, urge people to get into them.
Mr. (LIECK. Yes, sir.
Tle (, It- IR.XN. Visit with people and sell them on the ile: of

getti- 'r into then ?
Mfr. (;ltFeli. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They did do that to you and did in this instam'e?
Mr. GLUECK. I will continue right on with it.
The CHAmR.I.N. I meant you to answer the question.
Mr. GLUIECK. Yes, sir.
The CIHxIRMAx. Did Tou ever have an FIIA official show yon how

you could mortgage outs
Mr. GLUECK. o, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What (lid they do? What argument did they use

in selling yoll on the idea of going into sect ion 608 projects then !
Mr. GLUECK. Well, they sold m(--I mean a lot of people were sold

on the idea that the Government needed, iirgently needed that typ, of
housing, and that they could be built with little or very little equity.

Mr. ClIAIRMAN. You mean little or no equity?
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know the wording or anything like tlh:t. bult

that it took very little capital to create them, and that they felt they
would be good investments on top of it.

Senator B-.;NETT. Is this the only case in which Mr. Peters ever
approached you with respect to a section 608?

Mr. GLUECK. In what manner do you mean, sir?
Senator BENNEff. You have just read to us that Mr. Peters

approached you, and is this the only case in which he had ever
approached you? Was it common pra,.ti(e for him to approach you
and suggest section 608's?

Mr. GL-rcK. We were in action 608. We were making section 608
mortgages at that time, sir.

Senator BENNETr. Could you answer my question?
Mr. GLUECK. He talked to me at different times, urging us to try

lo get financing for section 608's so they could have more of them in
the State.

Senator BE NNET. Did he bring other prospective section 608 build-
ers and ask you to help them get financing?

Mr. GLu JK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this. I find on these sheets of !ee-

tion 608 projects which you furnished us that you handled, you have
the Meadowbrook Corp., IndianapolisI
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Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. That was $5 million. Did Mr. Peters suggest that

you handle that one ?
Mr. GLUTECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did any other-
Mr. GLUECK. Let me put it this way: Originally an application

had been submitted. Several other people had tried and couldn'tplace the loan, and we (rot int,) it then and were able to arrange the

permanent-
The CHAXIRMAN. Do you own any portion of Meadowbrook?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you own any stock in it?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever own any stock?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All you did was handle the mortgage?
Mr. GLUECK. We processed and sold the mortgage to the John

Hancock Life.
The CHAIRMAN. How much mioney did you miake for doing that?

It was a $5-million project.
Mr. GLUECK. 1 would say somewhere around-I don't reniiember

exactly, sir, but I think it. was about 5, of 1 percent commission.
The (Ii.IRMAN. For lia idling the mortgage as a broker?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right, plus
Th'. CHAIRMAN. You didn'tt "(t aiy f(s :
Mr. GIxEC:K. Ye,,. ,-ii. lPhli -ervi(e. We get ('ie,. to S142.000 a

year for servicing it.
The CIIAMMAN. How lmg do you gel that?
Mr. GLUECK. For the life of the mortgage. That i, with John

Hancock Life Insurance Co.
The CHAIRMAN. You will get .$12,000 a year for 30 years
Mr. GLUECK. No. It. declines on the balance.
The CHAIRMAN. That is part of the fee?
Mr. GLUECK. It is a quarter of 1 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Who are the owners of that corporation Who

did you deal with?
Mr. GLUECK. Well, originally it ,-tarte(I out with Allen and Kelley

and George Sadler.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the architects, Allen and Kelley ?
Mr. (iLVECK. Yes and George Sadler.
The CHArMANT. They are the same architects that are involved

in the Florida apartments in Fort Wayne!
Ur. (Gmt'E-K. Yes.
The Cl-HAIRMAN. Where are their lhahullarters €
Mr. (LXECK. Indianapolis.
The ('IAIRMAN. They live in Indianap(olis
'. (i.lt' K. That is right.

The (HAIRM.AN. Yet they were in Fort Wayne on this Florida
project ?

Mr. GLU'ECK. They do work all over the country.
The CHAIRMAxN. They were the original owners. Then who got

into it?
Mr. GLU ECK. Tom Mahaffle.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Tom Mahaffie?
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Mr. GLUECK. Indianapolis businessman.
The CHAIRMAN. What business is he in'
Mr. G(LUECK. Ill several, I gues, in the automobile business, fiiiaiice

business, small-loan business, and insurance business, I believe.
The CIIAI\tMN. Who else was in it ?
Mr. GLUECK. Allan ,oewis.
The ChAIRMAN. What is his business'?
Mr. GLUECK. He is an auto dealer.
The CIAIRM-A.N. Who else was in it?
Mr. GLUECK. There is another auto dealer. I can't. remember his

name, sir.
The CH.U\R.1Ax. Who else?
Mr. GIXECK. That is all that I know.
The Cu4An:.NrN. That is all that you know of.
Mr. GLhUECK. That is all that you know of?
Mr. (GLUECK. That is right.
The CH'AIRIMAN. That is all that yu ever had any contact with?
Mfr. GLUECK. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The former Attorney General was never in it, for

the State of Indiana?
Mr. GLUECK. I beg your pardon. He was with them on the thilg,

in a very minority interest. Now whether he has any interest-I don't
think he has any interest now.

The CHIAIRMAN. What was his name?
Mr. GLITECK. Emmit McMannamon.
The CHAIRMAN. He was Attorney General for the State of In(lial:i
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know whether he was at that time or not, sir.
The Cn \m. N. He was at a later date?
Mr. GLt-ECK. At a later date he was.
Senator BE-NNETr. Did Allen & Kelley develop or build their bi,-i-

ness by a process of starting section 608's or starting interest ii se.tioi,
608's and finding people who would go in with them?

Mr. GLUECK. I don't know, sir.
Senator BENNETT. How many section 608's on this list were l)ro-

jected as far as you know by Allen & KelleyI
Mr. GLUMECK. As architects?
Senator BENNETT. Well, as originators or original sponsors.
The CHAIRMAN. Architects, originals sponsors, either one.
Mr. GLUECK. I don't know, sir.
The CHAMMAN. How many would you think?
Mr. GLUECK. I would take a guess at maybe, as architects, half a

dozen. As sponsors, I don't know of anyone except Meadowbrook
and Florida Apartments. I don't know of any.

Senator BENNETT. Excuse me. I think he should be on reading this.
The CHArRmAN. Go ahead.
Mr. GLMECK. (reading):
Early in 1947 Mr. Peters approached me in connection with the financing and

building of an apartment project to be insured under section 608 and to be
located in Fort Wayne, Ind. At that time, he indicated that he would very
much like to have some Interest in this project and advised that Mr. J. Lloyd
Allen and Mr. John R. Kelley were agreeable to having an interest, and requested
that I also participate in the transaction for the remaining ownership. He said.
however, that it would be necessary for him to get approval from his superiors
before he could participate in any degree In the ownership. Consequently, when
the application was filed on March 29, 1947, the writer had a one-half interest in
the project and understood that Allen & Kelley had a lke interest with the
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understanding that we would transfer to Mr. Peters such shares of the owner-
ship as might be agreed upon when the foregoing approval had been obtained.

The CHAIRMAN. Approval from whom?
Mr. GLUECK. From his superiors.
The CHArRmAN. You mean from FHA here in Washington
Mr. GLUMCK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Peters ever tell you that he did secure such

aproval?
Mr. GLtJECK. You will hear that. He did several times.
Consequently, in answer to the second paragraph of the Federal Housing

Administration, letter dated March 20, 1952, at the time the application was
filed, the only actual sponsors involved were J. Lloyd Allen, John R. Kelley, and
myself. It was originally intended that Allen & Kelley would build the project
and provide the architectural services, but they found through lack of capital
they were unable to effect the construction of the project. A contract was then
entered into with W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., for the building of the apart-
ment. Because there was not enough cash to fully pay the contractor's fee, 32
shares of the stock were issued to W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., and at that time
an agreement was entered into whereby I would repurchase the stock from W. A.
Sheets & Sons, Inc., for the sum of $8,967 by means of a letter dated October 6,
1947, 2 copies of which are enclosed.

Senator BENNET. Was it your stock that was sold to Sheets or
Allen & Kelley's stock?

Mr. GLUECK. No, it was part of the corporate stock that was
taken.

Senator BENNETT. You took half and Allen & Kelley took halfI
Mr. GLUECK. You will see the ownership as I go on.
Senator BENNETT. You took half originally, Allen & Kelley took

half. Did you increase the incorporation, provide more stock to turn
over to Sheets?

Mr. GLUECK. No. We didn't issue it originally that way, sir.
I will read you the way the stock was actually issued, sir.
The time for payment of the stock was extended in accordance with another

letter from me to W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc. dated December 10, 1947, two copies
of which are enclosed. I do not have in my possession the original of these
letters with the acceptance of the agreement shown thereon. With the issuance
of the 32 shares of stock in W. A. Sheets & Sons, Inc., it means that on October
1, 1947, J. Lloyd Allen and John R. Kelley held 124 shares, W. A. Sheets & Sons,
Inc., held 32 shares, and I held 144 shares.

In the early part of February 1948-

The CHAIRMAN. You say "I"; did you hold those personally, not
Mid-West?

Mr. GLUECK. Personally.
The CHAnMAr. You held them personally. The corporation didn't

hold them?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
In the early part of February 1948, Mr. Peters advised me that he had ap-

proval from Washington to own this project and that he had arranged to acquire
Allen & Kelley's 124 shares of stock. On or about that time, I surrendered my
certificate for 144 shares, and new stock certificates were issued to E. E. Mentzer,
Mr. Peters' nominee, for 11 shares and to Leo Levin, my nominee, for 133 shares.
This left me In control of 133 shares of stock which was two shares less than
Oe-half of the remaining stock after accounting for the 32 shares issued to W. A.
Sheets & Sons, Inc.

Senator BENNETt. Why did you nominate Mr. Levin?
Mr. GLUECK. I will continue and explain that.
The reason for the extra two shares to Mr. Peters was to give him the con-

trolling interest, because of the fact that he was closer to the project than I.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Peters was closer ?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes. He lived in Fort Wayne.
The CHArRMAN. He was the FHA director, too.
Mr. GLUECK (reading):
The reason my stock was issued to Leo Levin was because of an action taken

to stop the building of the project. Inasmuch as I had considerable real E ltte
holdings, I did not want them attached in any manner, and upon ;Idvi(c. qt
counsel, I imade the stock transfer to Leo Levin.

Senator BE.,NN ETT. WhlV was the building attached
Mr. GLUECK. It wasn't attached. There was a neighbor who filed an

injunctive proceeding to stop an apartment building.
The C1.IRM.AN. Why did you say you assigned the stock to Levin!
Senator B:NNLrr. So he wouldn t appear in the proceedings.
Mr. GLU:CK. In the proceedings, because of real estate titlc, ct

cetera that were in my name.
Before the project was completed. Mr. Peters asked me whether or not I .iuld

sell him my interest in the project inasiucli as lie had obtained the approval
prev'iouly mentioned in this letter from hi- superiors, and inasmuch as li had
acquired Allen & Kelley's stock. I therefore agreed to sell him my stock at
cost which approximated $11,000. A few months after the completion of the
project * * *

The ('1AImI,1x'. Didl he give you a cleck for the $11.00) ?
Mr. GLU'ECK. I don't remember.
The CHAIRIMAN. Did he pay you in casli
Mr. G(LUrECK. No. I was paid-actually the money came from my

mother and she was paid back by check, somewhere. She was paid
by check. I know that.

The CHAIRMIAN.. You say the money came from your mother?
Mr. GLUECK. She gave me the money and I had to pay it back to her.
The C1,nAIRM.AN. I was wondering about Mr. Peters. Your mother

gave you the $11,000 for Peters?
Mr. GLVECK. She advanced the money for me.
The (0IIAIRM.3A. For Peters?
Mr. GLUECK. For me, originally.
The CHAIRMAN. Now my question was, how did Peters pay you

$11,000, by check or in cash?
Mr. (IUECK. I don't remember. He didn't pay me in cash. I don't

know.
The CIr~unM.,N. Did he give you a check?
Mr. GLUECK. I think so. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMA.N. Remember, ou are under oath.
Mr. GLUECK. I know that. That is why I say, sir, I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you furnish us with-of course you wouldn't

have the canceled check.
WNhere did you deposit it ?
Mr. GL tECK. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you normally deposit? Where would

you have normally deposited it? Are you sure he paid you the $11.000?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BEN NE'rr. Did you turn around and pay your mother?
Mr. (hLuEC'K. Yes, sir. I don't know whether it was turned right

over to her or what but I know she was paid off.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are a pretty big company and you handle a
lot of money. Mid-West Investments handled $27 million in mort-

C- GLuxCK. This is not a company matter. This was a personal
matter.

The CHAIrMAN. Your mother loaned you the money originally to
put into this Florida Apartments where'Peters was involved?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then when Peters paid you back you paid your

mother back?
Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. But you can't remember. You are certain Peters

paid you?
Mr. GLtuEK. Absolutely.
The CHAIMrMAN. Where would you have deposited the money?
Mr. GLU-ECK. I might be able to find the record of the transaction,

sir. I would be glad to look it up and report back here by letter, the
information. It is a long time ago and I don't know.

The CHAIRMAN. Where (lid you normally bank during that period?
Mr. GLUECK. Gary National, Gark- Trust, and Fidelity Trust Co.
The CHAIRMAN. In Indianapolis?
Mr. GLUECK. No, two Gary banks and Fidelity in Indianapolis.
Mr. SiMox. You did vor banking in Ilidelity Trust?
Mri. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There should be a deposit in 1 of those 3 banks for

,"I11.000-some from Peters to you, from Peters' credit :
Mr. GUrrrCK. I don't know.
The'l CHAIRM.AN. If it isn't in those three banks, where would have

delpsited it?
Mr. GLU CK. I told you,. Senator, I will be glad to look up the entire

transaction.
Sena,tor BiEX.-NErr. M r. Glueck, I think this is serious because if you

can't identify the repayment, then the inference might be taken that
Mri. Peters never repaid vou. and that in effect you made him a gift of
that.

Mr. GLUECK. That is not true, sir.
Senator BENN.qETT. Then I think roii have a serious obligatioia.
Mr. GLUECK. This hal)pened 7 Mcarg.
The CHAIRM.N. YoUi have a serious obligation. I think, to prove to

this (olmittee that the document proves that he did pay you.
Mr. G]LUECK. Very well. If I may, with the committee's consent,

I will look it up and write the committee under oath and send you the
exact statement of the transaction. I am perfectly willing to do that.

The CHA1RMAN. We could very easily, of couse, secure the infor-
llmation from the three banks.

Mr. (GiLUEtK. Senator, I am not trying to hide a thing.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 know you are not. You see, this isn't a pleasant

task, I assure you.
Mr. GL UECK. No, sir; it. isn't.
The CHAIRMAN. We didn't start it.
Mr. GixECK. It isn't a pleasant task for me to have to talk about

people who aren't here and who can't answer for themselves.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course.

50690-54-pt. 1-24
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Senator BENNEmr. Is you mother still alive
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But we have the responsibility to investigate this

matter. We are investigating the FHA and its activities, and, of
course, that means the employees and the people dealing with them.
We have had much testimony to the effect that there have been a lot
of irregularities.

Mr. GILUECK. I understand, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We are not trying to persecute you or anyone else.

We are simply trying to get the facts.
It was against the rules and regulations and illegal for an FHA

Director or employee to participate in a section 608 project or any otherproject.
Mr. GLUECK. There were never any written rules and regulations

that we knew about. They never came to us. We were never told that
until 1952 and there was no way for us to know. I have every reason
to take a man's word for it. When the State director says to me he
has permission-

The CHAIMAN. I am not blaming you. Some of the testimony we
are trying to get from you has to do with the other people. We are
trying to find out the truth or the falsehood that there have been a
lot of dealings on the part of FHA officials in these projects in which
they have made money, against the rules and regulations of the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. GLUECK. Could I continue?
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, after your participation at Fort Wayne,

with Mr. Peters, which you are now explaining, and after paying Mr.
Swan's expenses down to Florida-

Mr. GLUECK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The following year you picked up about $400,000

profit on your land deal in Gary. We are interested in the events that
took place.

Mr. GLUECK. The bulk of those commitments had been received way
before Mr. Swan.

Mr. SIMON. But the year after your Fort Wayne deal on Florida
apartments?

Mr. GLuEcK. Yes. That was one of the early section 608's in In-
diana.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
A few months after the completion of the project on or about November 30,

1949, I resigned as president of the Florida Apartments Corp., and on December
1, 1949, my stock was surrendered by Leo Levin to Mr. Peters' nominee. I have
received the full payment therefor. The reason I did not resign immediateLy
upon completion of the project around September 1949 was to avoid the necessity
of preparing and processing and presenting resolutions, etc., supporting a change
in corporate officers and because I had not at that time surrendered my stock.

It was never my intention to deliberately conceal Mr. Peters' connection with
this project from the Federal Housing Administration, and the expression "front-
ing for the Peters family" referred to in my conversation with Mr. George
Bremer, Zone Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration in October
of 1951, referred to "fronting" so far as the local people of Fort Wayne were
concerned. In connection with my repurchase agreement with W. A. Sheets &
Sons, Inc., it was not necessary for me to buy this stock from Sheets inasmuch
as Mr. Peters had all the other shares of stock and it was my understanding
that he would purchase the 32 shares of stock from W. A. Sheets & Sons, Ine., at
the figure agreed upon.
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The allegation by the Federal Housing Administration as to my financing of
a trip to Florida for Mr. and Mrs. James F. Swan is correct. Mr. and Mrs. Swan
were personal friends of both my wife and me, having visited each others'
homes on numerous occasions over a period of years. In December of 1949 1
told 1M1r. Swan that I was going to Florida for a few weeks and hoped to clear
up a sinus condition from which I suffer. I also suggested to him that he come
downl for a visit with the thought that It would also be a benefit to his sinus
condition. Mr. Swan told me he could not afford the trip and I advised him that
I would take care of the expenses. I asked Mr. Peters if it would be appropri-
ate for me to entertain Mr. Swan and his wife In my house as guests and he
stated he saw no objection to it.

The CHIRMAN. Did you tell him you were going to pay their ex-
penses?

Mr. GLUECK. No, sir, I didn't.
Thereupon, Mr. Swan and his wife came down to Florida with Mrs. Glueck

and I met them there and they were my guests for 4 or 5 days. I would like
to state that I did not deny paying Mr. Swan's transportation expenses when
questioned by the Federal Housing Administration's investigator, but merely
stated in answer to his specific questions that I did not go to Florida with Mr.
Swan. I realize, now, that even though Mr. and Mrs. Swan were personal friends
of ours, it was an unwise thing to finance their Florida trip, and you have my
assurance that actions of this sort have not and will not be repeated. I regret
that I did not deem these matters to be of such importance as to require my
reporting them to the corporation.

In conclusion, let me state that in any of the situations discussed a length in
this letter, it was never my thought or intention to place either Mr. Peters or Mr.
Swan under obligation to me for the considerations shown them, nor have I ever
knowingly attempted to conceal from or mislead the administration in any matter
o: matters pertaining to the business of the administration.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES H. GLUECK,

President.

Now, I would like, if I may, to read just this brief letter from Mr.
Richard M. Hurd, who is vice president

The CHAMMAN. Mr. Richard M. Hurd.
Mr. GLUECK. Hurd.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he?
Mr. GLuECK. He was vice president of Teachers Insurance & Annu-

ity Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are they located?
Mr. GLUECK. New York City, and they are the ones that made the

mortgage
The CHAnIAN. On Florida Apartments?
Mr. GLuECK. On Florida Apartments.
The CHAIMAN. They are the ones that finally purchased the mort-

gaeL?
Mr. GLUECK. Th took it by assignment from me originally.
The CHAIRMAN. You want to read a letter-
M fr. GLUFCK. A copy of a letter to Mr. Franklin D. Richards, Hous-

ing Commissioner, Washington, D. C., dated March 28.
The CHAIRMAN. You may read the letter.
Mr. GLUECK (reading):
DEAR Mi. RICHARDS: I understand that Mid-City Investments, Inc., has been

informed by the Federal Housing Administration that no further applications
Will be processed after April 1 until such time as the Commissioner feels that it
will comply with the spirit of the rules and regulations of the FHA. This action
"as taken because of certain questions concerning the Florida Apartments prop-
ery in Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Mid-('ity Investments have acted as our correspondent in the Stite of
Indiana since 1947 and all dealings that we have had with this organization have
been highly satisfactory. Mid-('ity is. at the present time, servicing $9 5..,
for us. We have never found any attempt to conceal pertinent facts on the part of
any of the employees of Mid-City and, in fact, we place full confidence in their
honesty and integrity.

In the particular case of Florida Apartments, Mr. Peters, State director,
stated to me-

The CHAIm.ANI.. Who was that?
Mr. GLUECK. Mr. Peters, State director. [Continues reading:]

stated to me in the presence of Mr. Glueck, president of Mid-City, that he hoped
to get clearance from the FIIA in which case he would take over the owner.
ship of Florida Apartments. About 111, years ago, he stated to me, a.-il in
the presence of Mr. Glueck, that he had received clearance. Under the cir-
cumstances, I saw no reason to question his statement and likewise think it quite
natural that Mr. Glueck had no reason to question his statement. In other words,
I believe that Mr. Glueek handled the matter without intending to hide any
pertinent facts from the FHA and accepted Mr. Peters' statements at face value.

I believe the publicity which has recently appeared in the (.ary, Iniiiaapolis,
Chicago, and other midwestern papers has done great damage to Mid-City
Investments without proper Justification. I urge upon you the lifting of the
ban as I am sure that Mid-City Investments will, in the future, not only comply
with the rules and regulations of the FHA but also with the spirit underlying
those rules.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD M. HURD.

Tie CiI-IRMAN. Yi are st ill handling FHA mortgages?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CY.IIM.\N. You we're sutisllde: 1111d rviist atd 
Mr. GLUECK. "I es, sir.
The CIIAIRT,.N. And today you are still handling mortgage eV
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BwNNE'1r. In the letter that you wrote to your (dir.tors

'Which ,u just read to us, you said very flatly", not only that ',i took

the Swans to Florida. but you discussed the propriety of that with
Mr. Peters before you made the arrangement.

Mfr. GLt'ECK. The propriety of staying in my home. I (lidnt sy
anything to Mr. Peters about paying their expenses.

Senator BENNE'7'. A week ago you couldn't remember whether \Ou
paid their expenses down or whether your wife paid their ex -e1(,-.

whether they got on the trains and rode in your wife's accomni,)d:61is,

or how they got down there. Can you remember now?
Mr. GLECX. Yes, sir.
Senator BEN NETT. Did you buy the tickets?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
Senator BENNETr. Did your wife buy the tickets?
Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Did she buy them with your money?
Mr. GJLUECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNE'rr. It was necessary a week ago for Mr. Simon to

say to you, "Does your wife have an income independent from y orsm

And you said, "A- small one. I mean she could write a check

and has an account wherever she wants it."

Mr. 51?do. When your wife goes to Florida with the wife of a Government

employee and the Government employee, wouldn't you know whether she bought

the tickets?
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And you said: "I wouldn't know."Now, weren't v"oii kind of pledging a little a week ago .
Mr. l)RAPER. Senator, may I ask what page of the transcript e
seviator BENNE-'r. 1Pages .)41, .9, and 906.
Mr. (LUlK. Senator, I wasn't hedging as to whether exenses had

beeii laid. I didn't know the details of ]how they were bought, because
I di(l't go down with thenii. I inet t hem there. 1 came dowl from
New Yo, .

Senator BIENNI'iTr. Let ine read another part of your amiswer. I
am on the bottom of page 9)5:

Mr. SIMON. Did you pay the expenise, of the trip?
Mr. Giui.:(cj. I think my wife and his wife and he came on the train together.

They hadl a drawing room and wbIi:it I don't know-and I don't know whether
she ought the tickets or he paid for his. Iie got on the train in Indianapolis.
Mr. GatL.CK. I said he got on the train in Indianapolis and I found

out sin'e le got on at (hiicago. I di(ln't mean to-
Senator BENNE'. I was I)resvit when this was going on. You

made, or you left the ilmpression vvi" clearly that a week ago you
didn't know whether your wife, with your money, had paid the train
fare for Mr. and Mrs. Swan to Florida, and y'et ili thw letter you wrote
to Your board of directors you said very flatly that you had paid their
e1I 11''A"s.

fr. (LTI:.I'K. I have since, refresled my recollection. I didn't
know wlat I was going to )e asked lhere and since that time I looked
uI) some of these things, these things happened (; ()r 7 years ago and I
didn't remember them, the details ot tlhem all.
S senator BENNE-r. The thing that I)uzzles the Senator from Utah

iv tinat you were corning up here to discuss this problem with the com-
mittee. A week ago you couldn't remember. Didn't you review this

tmeinment you had made to your board of director., on this subject
before -ou (came ui) here?
M'. (NLUEc K. No, sir.
Senator BENNErr. . (lueck, did you write that statement you

Inflde to the board of directors ?
Mr. GLUME'K. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETr. Did you have hell)?
Mr. GIA-:CK. Yes, sir.
Senator BEN" NE-'. Who helped you ?
M. (Git:EH'K. Mr. Savill in my office. Some of the men in the office

helpei me phrase it and get it together.
Senator ENNExr. Did you have legal counsel? Since Mr. Draper

wIrote the covering letter, which rather surprised me, (lid Mr. Draper
hell) .vo write that statement?

Mr. (iLVFCK. I don't know whether he did or didn't.
Senator BENNErTr. Did you help him, Mr. Draper?
Mr. DRAP.R. I don't have any recollection as to whether I did or

hot. I may have checked the letter over with regard to its grammar
and punctuation, and something of that sort.

Senator BE:NNETT. Why did they come to you?
Mr. DRAER. Beg pardon?
Senator BENrr. Why did they come to you to write the covering

letter?
Mr. DRAPIR. I represented Mid-City, Senator, for 20 years, but not

4i connection with any FHA finance matters, or anything of the sort.
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The CHAIRMAN. Who does represent you on FHA matters? Who
is your attorney on FHA matters?

Mr. GLumcK. We don't have any FHA matters, other than-
Mr. DRAPmt I know nothing about this FHA situation.
Senator BEwNrr. Both these letters were written the same day?
Mr. GLUECK. That is correct.
Senator BENNm. I would expect that an officer of the Mid-City

Corp. would address the FHA, and instead of that, the corporation s
attorney addresses the FHA and encloses a letter written to the board
of directors on the same day. So how much time did the board of
directors have to consider your letter before Mr. Draper wrote to
FHA? As a mitter of fact, they didn't consider it.

Mr. DRA& Senator let me say that I had talked with-whether
it is Administrator or Assistant Administrator, or who-some mem-
ber of the Administration, on several occasions, with regard to this
situation. To the corporation it was very serious, and I had talked by
telephone, and I think I had talked personally-I wouldn't swear to
that.

Therefore, in communicating with the Administration, the corpo-
ration turned these matters over to me and I forwarded them to the
Administration. I think Mr. Redman, whom I had met, on occasion
being in Washington, I think in this matter.

I don't see any particular significance.
Senator BmENNrr. There is none. I am just curious. This is a letter

addressed to the board of directors but a copy of it was sent to FHA
on the day which it was written. Certainly the chances are the board
of directors didn't see it. Did they see the letter?

Mr. GLuCK. Yes, sir. They were in solid meeting there for a full
daienator BENN=n'T. Did they reply to the letter? Was there any

reply from the board of directors to you to that report I
Mr. GLUECK. They passed a resolution, certain resolutions, and I

tendered my resignation after that, which they accepted.
Senator BENNrr. Did you tender your resignation on that date?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glueck I have got two more questions and

then we will be through. One: in the memorandum I read to you with
respect to the charges or investigation by Mr. Fitzpatrick, he advised
Mr. Bovard to turn the whole matter over to the Attorney General.
Do you know whether or not any action was taken by the Attorney
General?

Did they ever contact you ?
Mr. GLUECK. I have no knowledge of anything on it. sir. I don't

even know Mr. Bovard.
The CHAIRMAN. They filed no suits against you?
Mr. GLUECK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. As far as you know, nobody ever came nosing

around from the Attorney General, asking you any questions?
Mr. GLUECK. Not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. Now one more question and then we will be finished:

Under date of June 24, 1949, filed June 29, 1949 the Tri-City VillaS,
Inc., as the mort a or and our company Mid Cit Investment, as
the mortgagee, t ae app ition with in order tomente a
mortgage insured loan on tle Tri-City Apartment.
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That was the day Mr. Polland signed the application for the mort-
gagor and you, for Mid-City Investments, signed it for the mortgagee.
Tender "Sources of equity," Tr-City Village put down $300,000 for
land.

Bear in mind that was on June 24, 1949. Did they own the land on
that day1

Mr. ILUECK. No, sir.
The CHAnMAN. They did not own the land on that date?
Mr. GLuEcK. No, sir.
The CHAnAN. What were the circumstances of the land on that

date?
Mr. GLuIECK. I still owned the land, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But nevertheless
Mr. GLUE K. Mayi add this?
The CHAm AN. Yes.
Mr. GLUECK. All applications were based on a proposed mortgagor.

As a matter of fact, nothwithstanding any question to the contrary,
When FHA issued a commitment, the commitment was then to a pro-
posed corporation, and in that commitment they stated the amount
of replacement reserve that that would be necessary to put in the
articles of incorporation, so of necessity you could not form the cor-
poration completely until the commitment had been issued.

The CHAIRMAN. This was signed by Alfred Polland on behalf of
Tri-City Village, Inc?

Mr. GLuEcx. That is right.
The CHiRMAN. You have handled a lot of section 608 projects. Are

you familiar with this form, an application for mortgage insurance to
the FHA?

Mr. GLUECK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the only application you file with FHA

when you want to get a project insured.
Mr. GLUECK. Under section 608, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all you would file. In other words FHA

depended upon all the facts and figures that were placed in this appli-
cation in making a decision as to whether they would or would not
make a commitment?

Mr. GLUIECK. I don't believe so, sir. I think they depended on their
own cost valuations.

The CHAIMAN. What was the purpose of filing this?
Mr. GLUECK. That was requested by them. They would have to

have some form. That is merely the builder's estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. Where it says "Source of Equity"-you have had a

lot of experience and have already testified to this material, and that
is why I am asking you--did this mean anything where it said "Equity,
land, $300,000" ? id that mean anything?

AlMr. GLUEcK. It was merely the builder's estimate, the owner's esti-
mate of the value of his ground that he was putting in there.

The CHArRMAN. It meant he owned it, did it not?
Mr. GLUMCK. No. He would have to own it before he started to build

the project. I could take actually
Mr. CHARMAN. There is nothing here that says he doesn't own it.

It says he does own it.
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Mr. GLUECK. It says Tri-Citv Village, Inc., would own that bef',-v
the FHA would insure their commitment.

The CHAIRMAN,-. There is nothing there that says they will. Here
it says they do own it, period.

Mr. (IrUECK. This is a proposed corporation will own it.
The (iIII~I.\,. Who did own it at the time?
Mr. (i.UEcK. I did, sir.
The CI.AInMA.,. You owned it'?
Mr. (iU'i,'K. IV father and I owned it.
The C1RAI M 'N.\ Ald yet Mr. 1Pollaind of the Tri-(Ci y Villa,. l,.,

signed thi, d(i1( 1tment that he owned it.
MNr. (GI.u'. K. I don't think lie igned a ,t atenetit that lie m ,low it,

sir.
Tie ('ii.\ iii.A\ . W ell, tien, I give up. I don't know what ,vlw iii,:ti

whe you ptt down -land, wherer it ays "Equity.- I don'tknow.
I [r. (U' I 'K. These are all underestimated requirements. Every-

thing in here is underestimated, and it says right at the head of it,
"Proposed setup."

The CHAIRM.N. Proposed what?
Mr. Gmh ECK. Settp of the whole project, right on the top of th

page. where you see that, on page 3 of the application. It .,a.v: "Po-
posed setup."

The H.\nM. This is page 2, my dear sir. that I am talking ablout.
This is on page 2.

Mr. (GLmEK. "Tri-City Village, Alfred Polland." Tri-City Villag.
would own the land.

The CHAIRMAN. But they didn't own the land and they stated iii: fl
alnlication to FII. that thev did own it.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. airmana. we had better get somebody from
FH. down here.

The CuI1r.I \,,. We are ,.oing to. The man that ought to tell 't;

abhott it is Mr. Powell, but he hides behind the fifth amendment. He
was the head man for 20 ears, running this business. He is the man
that ought to tell us, because he is the top man, but he is a fifth-
amendment fellow.

I want to say this: This is not the only one we have had like this.
We are trying to find out if this meant anything. Do youi think this
meant an yhing? You are an experienced man-you testified. Did it
mean anything?

Mr. GrLv'xK. In what way, sir?
The CH.IMn. Does it mean what it says, "Application for imi't-

gaefe insurance"?
Mr. GT-Ji.c Let me put it this way: The FHA didn't ne,,. ce:irilv

need the information on that application to process. They did their
own processing. They took the plans and specifications--

The C.AIRMAN. What did they have them filled out for?
Mr. GrrEw . I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is a nice way to do business.
Mr. DRAPER. Mr. Chairman, may I correct your impression that Mr.

Glueck is an old hand at testifying.
The C(rT MA N. I don't mean testifying. I meant an old hand on

section 608's.
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Mr. DRAPER. lie has testified twice-today and last Friday.
The. CHAIRMAN. I didn't mean an old hand at testifying. I meant

he was an old hand on section 6)S's.
Mr. (GLUECK. They told me life would begin at 40, but I didn't think

it would begin with this.
The CHAIRMAN. He is a personal friend of Mr. Peters. Ile was

doing very well. Ile lived in this apartment. How close were they
togetlerV

Ir. GLUECK. Next door.
The CHAIRMAN. Ile has financed 26 or 27 million dollars worth of

section 608 projects.
Mr. GLUECK. Felix M(cWhorter lived next door, sir, too, so he was

vey close. I mean a lot of people lived there.
The CHAIR'IAN. But you didn'tt loan Felix McWhorter $7,500.
Mr. GLUECK. I didn't loan Mr. Peters $7,.0 0r), either.
The CHAIRMN. You didn't enter into any deals with Mr. Mc-

Whorter, either: he wasn't the Fl IA St.ate directorr.
Any other questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Gilueck. We appreciate your testimony.

We will relieve you, at least for the tiiiie, from your .-ubpena.
Is there anybody that has any questions this morning?
Does anybody want to testify?
Now we are going to recess until 10 o'clock Monday, July 12, at

which time we will start these hearings again, and we will have hear-
ings each day that week. We will be able to give you the names of
our witnesses on Monday and Tuesday, July 12 and 13, about the
middle of next week.

We have got to catch up now with our testimony and our details,
so unless there is objection, we will now recess this hearing until 10
o'clock on July 12.

(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p. i., Friday, July 2, 1954, the committee
recessed to Monday, July 12,1954, at 10 a. m.)
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MONDAY, JULY 12, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Wa8hington, D. (.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10: 10 a. m., in room 301,
Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Ives, Bush, Payne, Goldwater, and
Lehman.

Also present: William J. Simon, general counsel F. H. A. investi-
gation.

Tie CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. Our
first witness will be Mr. Gustave M. Berne, Rockway Crest Apart-
ments, Far Rockway, N. Y.

Mr. Berne will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be,

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God V
Mr. BERNE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he?
M.fr. BERNE. He has the figures.

TESTIMONY OF GUSTAVE M. BERNE, ROCKWAY CREST
APARTMENTS, FAR ROCKWAY, N. Y.

Mr. SiMoN. Will you give the reporter your full name and address,
please ?

Mr. BERNE. rustave M. Berne, Beechlane, Great Neck, N. Y.
Mr. SIMON. Your occupation, please.
Mr. BERN7. I am a builder.
Mr. SIMON. I gather you were a lawyer who found there was more

money in the building business and gave up practicing law?
Mr. BERNZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to ask you some questions with respect to

the Rockway Crest project in New York. Are you the sponsor of
that projects

Ir. BERNZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the land on which the project is built 9

Mr. B=Nz. I do.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you purchase the land?
Mr. BERNE. I signed a contract for that land in September 1949,

and took title--I think it was January 1950.
Mr. SIMON. What did you pay for the land?
Mr. B]ERN. The total cost ofthe land was--including title charges

and legal fees-about $280,000. or thereabouts, and the land included
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a piece that was used for a shopping center, which we value at about
$50,000, so that the cost ascribed for the land that was leased to the
Rockway Crest Corp. is about $237,000.

Mr. SIMON. You did not sell that land or turn it in to the spon-
soring corporation but merely leased it to them for 99 years, is that
right?

Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And that land lease is now ahead of the Government-

insured mortgage on the property?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. It is a prior lien to the Government mortgage?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SI.roN. In connection with the FHA application, did the FHA

put a valuation on that land?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, they did.
Mr. SIMoN. At what amount did FHA value the land?
Mr. BERNE. They valued it in three parcels if I may speak for the

whole project. They valued it at $1,636,000.
The CH.IMAN. That is the land you paid approximately $237.000

for?
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And HA appraised it and put a value on it of

$1,636,000?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
The CHA.RMAN. Did you have a 99-year lease on the land?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. How much is the rent each year?
Mr. BERNE. Four percent of $1,636,000. I think it is $65,440--do

you want me to figure it out?
The CHAIRMAN. That is close enough.
In other words, approximately $65,000 for 99 years?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
The CHAIRM '. On land that you paid approximately $237,000 for?
.%r. BERNE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And FIHA allowed you in your application to ap-

plication to appraise it at $1,636,000?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is the first lien on the building that now

sits on the land?
Mr. BERNE. It comes ahead of the FlA-insured mortgage.
The CHAIRMAN. What did FHA do about that?
Mr. BERNE. About what, sir?
The CAIRMAN.\- I mean, didn't they object to having you own the

land and have it come against the collateral ?
Mr. BERNE. No, sir, that was the standard procedure in New York

State.
The CHAMIMAw. Did you agree that in case FHA has to repossess

the building to sell them the land?
Mr. BERNE. Under the FHA form of lease, they have the right, if

they foreclose the mortgage, to buy the land at $1,636,000.
The CHArRMAN. In other words, they have to pay $1,636,000 to you,

now, for the privilege of repossessing your building, if the time ever

comes when they have to repossess it?
Mr. BERN . That is correct.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Berne, were you able to put a mortgage on that land
apart from the FHA mortgage on the building?

Mr. BERNE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of that mortgage?
Mr. BERNE. $1,600,000.
Mr. SIMON. Are you personally responsible for the repayment of

that mortgage?
Mr. BERNE. I am not.
Mr. SIMON. Is the reason you were able to get a $1,300,000 mortgage

on land that you only paid $237,000 for because it was ahead of the
FHA mortgage, and tlie Government would have to pay $1,636,000 for
it if they ever wanted to take it over .

M1Ir. B ERNE. Unquestionably.
Ir. SIMON. And your mortgage is at 4 percent interest, is that

rigit?
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So although you still own the land you already have

taken out $1,063,000 more than you paid for the land itself ?
Mr. BERNE. Not exactly, but over $1 million.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the corporation that owns the building and has

the lease for 99 years on the land, there are three of those corporations,
are there not ?

M1r. BERNE. That is correct.
M r. Si roN. What is the capital stock in each of them ?
Mr. BERNE. $1,000.
Mr. SI-atoN. I take it that in connection with construction, you

might have advanced money by way of loans to those corporations
but those loans have been repaid to you, have they ?

.1r. BERNE. They were advanced by others, guaranteed by myself,
but they have been repaid.

Mr. SIMON. So the only capital or investment of any kind that you
have in the three corporations is the total of $3,)00). is that, right?.

Mr. BERNE. Not at the present time. I know what you are trying
to get at. As of the date I completed the project, that is correct. 8ub-
sequently there were h)-ses, but go ahead.

Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage on those
three buildings?

Mr..BERNE. $14,486,100.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to you of constructing the buildings?
Mr. BERNE. You will understand there are some judgments by ac-

countants in this next figure-items they capitalize and items they
charge off as expense, but with that done to the best of the account-
ant's ability, the construction cost-you want it exactly, don't you?

Mr. SIMON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BERNE. The construction cost as figured by the accountants is

$13,475,485.04.
Mr. SIMo.. That is approximately $1,370,000 less than the mort-

Mr. BERNE. No, sir. You are including again the mortgage pre-
mium assignment.

Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage premium?
Mr. BERN'. The mortgage premium was $360,321.61.
Mr. SIMON. That was part of the proceeds of the mortgage?
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Mr. BRNE. It was part of the proceeds of the project. I don't think
it was part of the proceeds of the mortgage. I won't argue with you
about terms. I wouldn't call it a part of the mortgage. It was part
of what I got out of the operation, yes, sir.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Berne, why did the purchaser of the mortgage pay
you a premium for it?

Mr. BERNE. Well, at that time, the Government-guaranteed FHA
mortgages were being sold by one banker to the next, at 104. That
meant that the mortgage was worth four points over par, so that the
banks were paying lders a premium to get mortgages on property
they thought was desirable.

The CIArRMAN. The mortgages were guaranteed by the Federal
Government and were the same as a Government bond from that stand-
point?

Mr. BERNE. Well, they weren't quite, Senator, but at that time they
were worth approximately four points over par.

The CHAnwmAN. Anyone who bought them could not lose any money
as long as the Federal Government remains solvent and stays in
existence, is that correct?

Mr. SiMoN. And that accounts for the four points premium, doesn't
it, Mr. Berne?

Mr. BERNE. The initial offer was four points. Are you interested
in details? You will notice there is $336,000 less than four points, four
points would have been $580,000.

Mr. SIMON. But the premium resulted from the fact that these were
Government-guaranteed obligations?

Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the amount of the mortgage, plus the premium

you got because it was a Government obligation, was $1,370,000 less
than the cost of the building; is that right ?

Mr. BERNE. $1,370,000 more than the cost of the buildings.
Mr. SiM N. That is right.
Excuse me. And that $1,370,000 by which the mortgage and pre-

mium exceeded the cost of the building is in addition to the more thm
$1 million that you got out of the land?

Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And I take it, of course, that the mortgage amortization

payments on the mortgage are-you hope at least to be paid out of the
income from the property and if nothing happens in the next 30 yearn-
you or your family will own the $15 million project. i.; that i !g t?

Mr. BERNE. That was my hope. It hasn't eventuated to date. A,
I explained to you, the first couple of years of operation were dis:1--
trous and all that surplus has gone back into carrying the property ,*
at the present time, in addition to using up the whole surplus. I hav,
advanced moneys above that, but that is not the usual experience.
Mine was a very sad experience in operation.

Mr. SiMoN.. I take it you have the option at any time just t v wlk
away from the property and let it default if you want to? No PeF-
manent responsibility.

Mr. BERNE. There is no permanent responsibility, no, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. So as of the start of this project, you had $1 million ot

of the land and you either had or could have taken out $1.300,000) on

the mortgage, and the only one who was then bearing an% frthieiC'
risk was the United States Government; k, that right e
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Mr. BERN&. I wouldn't want to answer that middle question about
whether I either had or could have taken out--it was in the corpora-
tion.

Mr. SIMoN. But the risk beyond the extent to which you are willing
to try to carry the building is the risk of the Government, is that cor-
rect?

Mr. BEJNz. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Now, who represented you in your application to FHA

for a mortgage commitment?
Mr. BERNE. Lowell, Smith & Evers, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a law firm?
Mr. BERNE. That is a mortgage brokerage firm.
Mr. SIMON. Did George Grace represent you as a lawyer in filing

your application with FHA?
Mr. BERNE. George Grace represented me as a lawyer. I don't

know whether he was the lawyer for me or for the brokerage firm.
I think at that time he was acting for the mortgage company. He was
their attorney.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether or not he is one of the owners of
that mortgage company?

Mr. BERNM. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. He has testified that you paid him a fee of $12,500.
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And also permitted him to buy some stock which you

then bought back from him at $37,500 more than you paid for it, is
that right?

Ar. BERNE. I want to be precise. When you say "he" if you in-
clude my corporations, that is correct. I didn't buy back the stock. I
explained to you what the setup was. One of the corporations bought
back his stock and it showed a profit to him of $37,500, besides which
the firm of Grace & Grace got a fee of approximately $12,500. In
trying to check my records-I don't want to drag out the record. I
want to be precise-in trying to check my records, I have found it is
$12,400. I don't know why that is. My recollection was that I agreed
to pavy him $12,500.

Mr. SIMoN. At any rate, Mr. George Grace received from you or
your corporation, a total of either $50,000 or $49,900, on this proect?

Mr. BlERNE. I am not trying to fence. I want to be precise. Grace
& Grace received $12,400. George C. Grace, for the sale of the stock,
received $37,500 more than he paid for it.

Mr. SIMOrN. When was this application filed?
Mr. BERNE. I think it was filed in May 1949.
Mr. SIMoSN. When was the project completed?
Mr. BERNE. The final completion would be about July 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. Who was the FHA State director in New York, in May

1949?
Mr. BERN. Thomas Grace.
Mr. SImoN. He is the brother of George Grace?
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SroN. Was he a partner in the law firm of Grace & Grace?
11r. BERNE. I wouldn't know that. It was my impression he wasn't.
Mr. SroN. Did you ever go up to their offices?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. Was his name on the door?
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Mr. BFRNE. I think it was.
Mr. SI[oN. It was on the door?
Mr. BERNE. I have checked since and I think it was, yes.
Mr. SixoN. Do you know whether he received any part of this

$50,000?
Mr. BERNE. I only know I was told he received no part of it. Sev-

eral times we discussed the situation and I wasn't so much interested
in Tom Grace, I never considered him to be a partner of the firm, as
I wanted to make sure that George Grace for himself had a right to
buy this stock and that it shouldn't go to Grace & Grace. In the
course of those conversations I was told that Tom Grace had no inter-
est in the finl-that is what George told me-second that he had a
right to buy the stock forms in spite of the fact that he was a partner
in the firm of Grace & Grace. We checked on that.

Mr. SimoN. Last week in an executive session of this committee,
Mr. Thomas Grace testified that in 1949 while he was State director,
he received $19,000 from the law firm of Grace & Grace, and in 1950
he again received $19,000 from the law firm.

Did you know that?
Mr. BERNE. No, sir. I am surprised.
Mr. SIMo.Ni. But you did know that George Grace was the brother

of Tom Grace?
Mr. BERNE. Certainly. I knew the brothers. And I knew Pat

who just died. They were friends of mine.
Mr. SimroN. Mr. Berne, you were a lawyer with very extensive

experience in building matters, weren't you?
Mr. BERNE. I had experience, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Why did you need to hire George Grace to represent

you in this FHA application ?
Mr. BERNE. I didn't need him to represent me. The story is this:

In March 1949 George Grace came to me-first of all, let me say that
in the middle of 1947 or thereabouts, I started to do business with
Lowell, Smith & Evers.

Mr. Sniro.,. Did you know then that George Grace was one of the
stockholders or partners?

Mr. BE RN F. I don't know it now except what you tell me. If you
say so, it is so.

Mr. SIMON. I only know that he testified under oath.
Mr. BERNE. Then it is so.
George and I became pretty friendly. He never represented me

and I had no need for a lawyer with George's experience. He was
representing the bank at all times.

In March 1949 he came to me and told me there was a piece of prop-
erty down in Rockway that he wanted to buy. He had the same yen
that some other lawyers had to go into the building business and
wanted to know whether I would go in with him. It was about the
time that I had just gotten through or was about to finish up with
another job and told him I would be interested in going ahead with
the job. I went down to Rockway, I liked the property, and. the deal
we made then was that depending on how we developed the property,
I would give him some interest in the property.

Our initial intent was to build some one-family houses on a portiOn
of the property and at the very start we negotiated with Herman
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Stichman, the director of the New York State Housing Authority, to
do a job guaranteed by New York State Housing Authority.

At about this time we heard that the section 608 program was going
to go out and to protect ourselves in case we didn't work out a deal
that we found satisfactory with the others, we filed a section 608 ap-
cation, but at that time the agreenieit was not to hire George Urace
but that George Grace who showed me the property would participate
in the venture. The exact extent of his participation was indefinite
because we didn't know how much money it would take.

He told me he would get $1O,(MWHo to $25.00) as his share of theCApi tal.

.SIoN. Mr. Berne, at the time you received this FHA appli-
cation, did you contemplate or at least hope that you would be able
to build this building for less than the amount of the mortgage?

Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was it a common understanding among the builders in

New York that you could build these buildings for less than the
amount of money that FHA would guarantee?

Mr. BERNE. It was a common understanding that any capable build-
er who knew his business, unless he hit very bad conditions, would be
likely to end up with a margin out of the mortgage, yes, sir.

The CIIAIRMAN. You say the FHA people knew that?
Mr. BERNE. That is an easier question to answer when you are

across the table. I had no way of knowing what was in their minds.
Thle (OIArRns.N. Do you think they encouraged it,!
Mr. BERNE!. I think they knew it but I cannot speak for what was

in their minds, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. It was common gossip in New York City that the

proceeds of the mortgage could be and should be and would be greater
than the total cost of the project?

MI. BElFiNi. I think an hones.t an-wer is -Yes.-
Mr. SIMoNv. Was it also understood that you had to hire the right

lawyer to file the application?
Mr. BERmE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know any reason why George (race should

have represented about 25 section-608 builders'.
Mr. BERNE. I am not answering your question directly. I don't

know of any reason why he should have. I don't think that George
Grace got any more from the FHA office than any one of the mortgage
brokers doing business around that office. I think if you will compare
the e, slts-well, I don't want to be argumentative. I just want to
answer your questions.

Mr. $ImoN. Mr. Berne, a statute Congress passed provided that
these mortgages should be 90 percent of the estimated cost, and in
1947, Congress amended the law to provide that the estimated cost
should be as close as possible to the actual cost. Do you know of any
reason why, in view of that statute by Congress, it should be common
for people to be able to build these buildings for substantially less than
the amount of the mortgage?

Mr. BRF,. Yes. They were included in the FHA cost allowances,
and an allowance of 5 percent for architects which you never paid-

Mr. Simox. What did you actually pay the architect?
Mr. BERNm. About 1 percent.

5 0 690-4-pt. 1-25
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Mr. SIMoN. As a matter of fact, there are a lot of buildings thi.
size, where the architect gets a half of 1 percent I

Mr. B mz. I don't know.
Mr. Siro, You paid yours 1 percent?
Mr. BmiN I paid 1 percent.
Mr. SIMON. At the time you filed your FHA application, did you

have a commitment from an architect to do this job for 1 percent?
Mr. BERNE. Certainly at the time I filed my amended application I

had that commitment, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you put in your application that your estimated

architect's cost would be 5 percent?
Mr. BERNE. No, sir. I did not regard that as an estimate at all.

I regarded that as an allowance--to my understanding and I think it
was a common understanding, Mr. Simon, that they gave you an allow-
ance of 5 percent for architect, and 5 percent for builders' fee.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, that was 10 percent which took up
the difference between 90 and 100; is that the idea?

Mr. BERIE. Not exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. We can find nothing in the law which gave them

the right to simply allow 5 percent, knowing that the man wa only
going to spend one-half of 1 percent. Do you consider that good busi-
ness ?

Mr. BERNE. You want my opinion?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BERNE. I think it was good business. I think it was because

I think it was the policy of the Government at that time to encourage
the construction. I would rather not express an opinion on that, Sen-
ator. I would prefer to answer as to the facts.

The CHAiRmAN. Were you your own builder in this instance?
Mr. BimNE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you take the full 5 percent builders' fee?
Mr. BERNE. In the FMA application, it was 5 and 5; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you actually pay yourself for building it?
Mr. BERNz. Nothing.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you got 5 percent free? You got 5 percent

free as far as the mortgage was concerned.
Mr. BERNE. This was an allowance for 5 percent for the building

and 5 percent for the architect.
The CHAR AN. Then, you did it yourself ?
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You were doing you own work on your own project

which you still own?
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words you still own this building?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, I do, and I think it is very valuable. I hope some-

day it will be free and clear and worth $15 million or $16 million.
The CHAIRMAN. Which you will be getting for a $3,000 investment?
Mr. BERNE. That is not strictly so. The answer I gave was $3,000 in

stock. The investment as you know was well over $1 million.
The CHAIRMAN. But you got the investment back. It was repaid to

you. It was paid back to you?
Mr. BERNE. Oh, yes. The present investment, however, may be---
The CHAIRMAN. It is $3,000.
Mr. BERNE. I have put in more money since then.
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The CHAMMAN. You have increased the capitalization?
Mr. BERNE. I haven't increased the capitalization. I have made

loans.
The CHARMAN. Loans are not capital.
Mr. BERNE. Then it is $3,000; is that correct?
Mr. SIMON. I would like to show you an application for an FHA

loan and ask you if you signed the original appliction.
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir; that is my signature.
Mr. SIMON. On page 3 in the left-hand column there is a pLe

called bEstimated requirements."
Do you find that?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Under "Fees," there is a place for achitects' fees.
Mr. BERNE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Did you fill in 5 percent there?
Mr. BERNE. I signed the application in which 5 percent had been

filled in, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't that say that you were estimating your require-

ments for architests' fees at 5 percent?
Mr. BERNE. I don't think so, Mr. Simon, no more than the fact

that it said, "Builders" fee, 5 percent."
I can only say what we thought was the situation, all of us, includ-

ing, I think, the FHA. We regarded that as being in the nature of
an allowance and every single application that I know of, no matter
what the builder expected to do, no matter what the architect got,
had that 5 and 5 figure.

The CHAIMAN. In other words, you considered that a sort of bonus
that FHA was giving you to get you to build so you would build these
projects?

Mr. BERNE. We regarded that as an allowance; yes, sir.
The CHIRAN. In other words, if you spent 1 percent on archi-

tects' fees and nothing on builders' fees then you would have 9 percent
of a $10 million project, which would be $900,000.

Mr. BERNE. I think it was the intent to have an allowance of 5
percent for the builder and 5 percent for the architect and since they
were giving you 90 percent of the total it worked out so that if you were
fairly good-

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything in the law that gave FHA
the right to allow you 5 percent architects' fees, knowing that you
were only going to spend 1?

Mr. BIERNE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Berne
Senator Busu. Could we ask whether the FHA indicated to you

in any way whether it was proper for you to put in the 5 percent?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir. The FHA at that time said the allowances

were .5 and 5, just as now, under the section 207 program, they said
the allowances were 3 and 5--I think it has been reduced now.

Senator Busn. In effect, they encouraged you, they invited you to
put in those figures; is that right?

Mr. BERNE. I think that is right. Nobody put in any less and no
one was permitted to put in any more. They said they would allow
Youa5 and a 5.

Mr. SIMON. Was anything ever put in writing to that effect, Mr.
Berne?
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Mr. BERNE. Not that I have ever seen; so, sir.
Mr. SiMox. You know of nothing you have sen in writing that

says you can have a 5 percent architects' fee even though you pay the
architect 1 percent?

Mr. BERWNE. I do not.
Mr. SIMoN. The application that you signed said that these were

your estimated requirements. Now, if that 5 percent wasn't your re-
quirement for architects' fee, why didn't you amend the application to
state the true fact?

Mr. BERN.' Mr. Simon, that wa; the allowance given us by the FHA
and that is the figure that went into every application. Five and five.

Mr. SIMOn . So far as the printed portion of the application is con-
cerned. the answer that you gave was incorrect, wasn't it?

Mr. BERNE. I don't think so.
Senator BUSH. I don't think that is necessarily incorrect. It savy

what his requirements were. He said those were his requirements, and
in accordance with the encouragement which the FHA gave him to put
those figures in, his willingness to go ahead with the project was
dependent upon that requirement-it doesn't say he was going to
spend it, he s:aid it was a requirement to go ahead with the deal. Is

that not right?
Mr. SirMoN. Well, he said he knew at the time he signed this that he

was going to pay the architect 1 percent.
Senator Busii. Well, technically I think he is still correct. He has

signed this in accordance with the encouragement of the FI-A man-
agement, as being a requirement for going ahead with the deal. It
doesn't sav he was going to spend it all, as I understand it, now.

The CITATM'AN. Does the Senator think it. is right to make an
application for a mortgage on the basis that you are going to spend
.5 percent, spend 1, and then get an additional 4 percent on-what was
the total amount of this mortgage. $14,600,000, and have the Federal
Government guarantee a mortgage for $600,000 more than the man
actually spent?

Senator BusHr. I didn't say it was right or wrong. All I said wa;
that he was invited to state what his requirement was. It didn't sav
that he intended to spend it all. or that if he didn't spend it all it
would be refunded.

Now, it seems to me, the point I am trying to make is, the way that
application is worded invited him to put in the full allowance.

The Crr,%rMAN. There is nothing in printing. He filled it in.

Have you ever seen one of these ?
Senator BUsH. No.
The CHAMMAN. Well, take a good look at it. There is nothing in

there about 5 percent. They fill that in themselves in longhand or

on the typewriter.
Senator PAYNE. May I ask Mr. Berne a question, Mr. Chairman .IS 91 it sav , (tes ti-

Senator BusH. It doesn't say, "estimated expenses, it, ss -
mated requirements."

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that but the point is they fill in the

5 percent; "5" isn't a part of the printed document.
Mr. BxRNE. I understand that, Senator; yes.
Mr. SIMoN. I take it what we are concerned about is whether esti-

mated requirements means requirements for getting the applicatiol

approved or requirements for building the building.
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Senator BUSH. I think it is subject to that interpretat ion.
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Berne, were you familiar with law pertaining

to section 608'sI
Mr. BERNE. Not with the law. I never read the law.
Senator PAYNE. You never read the law so you weren't familiar

with it?
Mr. BERNE. I have never read the law.
Senator PAYNE. You have never read the amendment put into the

law in 1947.
Mr. BERNE. I should't even say I have never read the law. I have

read parts of the law. When they were being discussed, I was close
0,ough to the industry that I would read the pertinent parts of the
law, as I ani reading them now, but I was no longer practicing law.
I doubt whether very many lawyers practicing law were really familiar
with the law and the legal implications and details . They knew what
it provided, a 90-percent mortgage on a fee or a leasehold. They knew
the provisions but I doubt whether very many people were really
familiar with the law.

Senator PAYNE. You do not recall reading the amendment put into
the law in 1947 ?

r11r. BIERNE. That amendment I did not read.
Senator BusH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make my position as

clear as I can on this. My criticism is of that document which says
"requirement" rather than "expenses" and that the using of the word
"requirement" invited the contractors to do just what they did, en-
couraged by and approved by the FHA management.

The CHAIRMAN. 'e have listened to many, many builders now in
executive session and we haven't founi one yet wiho paid the 5 percent.
More generally it is about one-half of 1 percent.

Senator BIsii. But they all regard it as a requirement.
The CIIAIRMAN. Now, what we have to find out is, was the 5 percent

a requirement for getting the contract, or was it a requirement for
building the buildings?

Senator BUSH. Ilow did you interpret that?
M!'. IiERNE. I thought, it was in tle nature of an allowance, sir. If I

made any other answer I wouldn't be telling the truth.
The ('IIAIRMAN. Let me say this for Mr. Berne. He was in executive

sesion before us and we haven't had anybody who is more frank and
cooperative. I want to record to show that.

Mr. BERNE. Without being argumentative, because I have been
warned to keep my big mouth shut, but you know in the law that is
now being discussed, you've got the same 10 percent allowance, where
the man is his own contractor, and everybody I ever met-and I say
this--it is no more sincere or truthful than the other statements I have
made but just as true, everybody in the building industry I know re-
cards that as an allowance. I don't know of a single man who feels
ne is misrepresenting anything to put down 5 and 5.

Now, you go to section 2()7. They say you can't have 5 and 5. You
11"t (lowii 2 and 5 or 3 and -.

With the FlIA doing that. that ii ia well be, but I don't think-
The ChAIRMAN. You see, the thing I don't understand is, it says

estimated requirements." You filled this in. You filled in estimated
1 uirements, knowing when you filled it in that you were going to

pay 1 percent.
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Mr. BERNE. Well, it was filled in on every form and the mortgage
broker who brought you the form-incidentally, this form was usually
filled in by the mortgage broker and brought to you but that is no
excuse for me. I signed it. I am not trying to say I didn't know what
it said. If you raised the question they gave you the same answer:"This is the allowance permitted by the FHA in every single applica-
tion." Whether it is right or wrong is not for me to say, but I can
say that was no intent to deceive anybody and we certainly weren't
deceiving the FHA when we put in 5 and 5.

The CHAIRMAN. FHA approved this from this document?
Mr. BEll NE. That?
The CHAIRMAN. They knew you put in 5 percent builder's fee and

5 percent architect's fee, because there it is. It looks to me as though
FHA participated in a grand scandal to the extent of millions and
millions of dollars by allowing 5 percent architect's fees, knowing that
the people were only spending one-half of 1 percent, or 1.

Talk about a Teapot Dome or an RFC and mink coats, they are
Sunday-school contributions of one penny compared to this sort of
thing.

Senator BusH. I wanted to ask a question along that line if I might.
Do you think, Mr. Berne that the FHA knew that contractors

were spending considerably less than 5 percent for architect's fees?
Mr. BERm. Yes, sir; I think they did.
Senator Busn. They did?
Mr. BERN.E. I am trying to avoid, Senator, debate about this thing,

because it would do nothing but bring the building down on my head,
but I think, as I said to you in your office, Senator-and I don't know
as much about it as you do-I think that was the intent of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. To do what?
Mr. BERItNE. To encourage construction.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think there is any question but what, when

Congress passed the law, that they wanted to encourage construction.
Otherwise they wouldn't have passed the law. But I don't think it was
ever the intention of the Congress and the Senators and the Congress-
men, when they passed this law, that the Federal Government would
guarantee any mortgages for costs that never occurred.

Mr. BERNE. Do you want me to answer that, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BERNE. I think, Senator that section 608 may have been car-

ried by its useful period, but when section 608 was first brought into
the law, it was during the war years. The only section 608 1 had any
connection with prior to Wave Crest was in Baltimore during the war
years, and I think there, sir, it was recognized-we were later fooled;
these properties became very valuable-but I think at that time it was
contemplated these buildings we were building up in war areas would
have no value beyond the war years, and I think it was the attitude
that, "If we allow these people 5 and 5, so the mortgage actually covers
their cost, it will be less than public houses and clear construction."

That was my impression.
The CHAMMAN. Let me say this: We are discovering in our execu-

tive sessions that they are mortgaging out of defense housing on sec-
tion 207's and cooperative housing-the pattern doesn't seem to l)e any
different on those than on section 608.
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Mr. BERNE. I never did a section 213. If you questioned me if I
did I said positivelynot.

The CHAIRMAN. The same thing is happening in your instance here.
In other words, the proceeds of the mortgage are greater than the

total cost of the project-under section 213's, un er 207's, under defense
housing. We are finding that out in our executive sessions.

Mr. BERNE. I am surprised about the section 207's. I didn't think
the section 207's-you asked me that question in your office.

The CHAIRMAN. It looks like the ingenuity of these gentlemen is
beyond imagination. It is really a great lesson in ingenuity to sit in
on these executive sessions.

Senator LEHMAN. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator LEHMAN. What is the normal architect's fee?
Mr. BERNE. If you had 1 building here, Senator, the normal archi-

tect's fee would run to 5 percent and maybe over. That is the gimmick
here. You see out of these buildings, there were actually 38 buildings
out of 2 planned, so if you employed this architect to do just 1 build-
ing, he couldn't afford to do it for 5 percent because of the repetition.
He did better here with the 1 percent than he would have done on 7
or 8 percent, if it were just 1 building without repetition. That is the
reason why you find in the big section 608's that the architect's fee&-
I am surprised here that they ran as little as one-half percent, but
1 percent was a liberal payment. I am a liberal payer in the profes-
sion, and I felt that 1 percent was adequate.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to place in the record at this point a wire
from George Grace.

It says:
De&an SENATOR: Sudden death of my brother, Patrick, makes the appearance

f my brother, Tom, and myself Impossible for Monday. I would appreciate
adjournment until some future date.

Mr. Grace called me this morning, and we arranged for him to ap-
pear a week from tomorrow. I wanted it known that it is not his fault
that he is not here today.

Senator LEHMAN. If you did not have FHA's guaranty, what would
the ordinary fee of this building have been?

Mr. BERNE. It would depend on the size of the project and whether
lie gave you a guaranteed price. If he just gave out the contract
a fee basis where he wasn't guaranteeing anything, on a job as large as
this you could have gotten it for 4 or 5 percent, maybe less.

I imagine today in the highly competitive market he might do it for
three, if there was not a firm contract.

You must remember, Senator, we were taking the risk.
As I understand it, 1 out of 6 or 1 out of 7 of these jobs ended in a

profit and others broke even and others brought less substantial money
In. But I certainly-and I am not trying to conceal this fact--cer-
tainly when I went into this project I had every hope that the amount
of the mortgage plus the premium would exceed the cost of the project.

Senator LEHMAN. But ordinarily if you had to employ a builder-
Mr. BERNE. On a firm price.
Senator LHnMAN. Well, on a firm price or on a cost-plus basis.
Mr. BERNE. Well, on a firm price, if you want the guaranty, I

don't think you could have gotten-well, I want to be careful about
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that-no, I don't think you would have gotten the builder to take a
firm contract at this particular time at the mortgage price, consider-

the risk he would take. .
enator LEHMAN. You were an experienced builder, and you want-

ed to build this building yourself. Undoubtedly that was the pro-
cedure in many of these projects. Have you any idea what percent-
age of the projects were built through the employment of outside
builders to do the actual construction work ?

Mr. BERN7E. I don't know of a single job that was built by giving out
a firm contract to a general contractor.

The CHAIRMAN. You say you do not know of any?
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have had them in executive session.
Mr. BERNE. In New York, Senator?
The CHArRMAN. I don't remember that.
Mr. BERNE. I don't know of any.
The CHATRMAN. You see, Mr. Berne is primarily a lawyer who went

into the building business.
Senator LEHMAN. Do I understand that the greater number of these

contracts were taken by lawyers or others who did not qualify as con-
struction men or builders in the general accepted sense?

Mr. BERNE. I was a builder, Senator. I regard myself as a very
capable builder. There were jobs where people who weren't builders
who heard about the big profits we made came in and financed jobs
with some builder, but in all the jobs I know, at least one of the im-
portant persons was an active, and in most cases, a competent builder.

I don't think an outsider coming in without a partnership with the
builder would find it easy going in section 608's in our territory.

The CHAIRMAN. Unless there are further questions, thank you very
much.

Our next witness will be Mr. Sidney Sarner.
Senator LEHMAN. May I ask one question.
The CHAMAN., Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN'. You testified you bought this property, I believe,

in 1948 or 1949.
Mr. BERNE. The contract was signed in 1949 and paid in 1950.
Senator LEHMAN. What reason can you give for the great increase

in the value of the land between the date of its acquisition by you and
the date in which it was valued at $1,636,000-$100,000-

Mr. BERNE. There were several factors involved. One factor-I
think I bought it very cheap. I think the property was then assessed
at $636,000, and I think the property was worth $700,000 or $800000
in its raw state.

In addition to which there was the question of title, because of the
California land cases, which detracted considerably from the value,
and I straightened that out with the city. The boulevard went through
and I think we did a pretty good job. Without going into detail,
I think you could show that the property was worth-now I don't want
to become argumentative again, but I think it would show that it
was probably worth what the FHA appraised it at.

Senator LEHMAN. Even assuming, now, that you bought it very
cheap. Let's say the property was worth $600,000. There would still
be a gap of $1 million in the appraised value of the land by the FH-A
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between the time you acquired it and the time it was appraised or
valued for mortgage purposes by the FHA.

Now was there any great development out in that area which would
jusit ify increase of that sort .

Mr. BERNE. NO, sir, but I think the property had jut been under-
valuted.

The CHAIrMNe.A,'A. Mr. Bernie, I have one question: Were you sur-
primed when FIIA gave you a commitment in which they said they
would pay you some $1.600.000 for this land if and when they ever
hadI to repossess the buildillg

Mr. BERNE. No, sir.
The CHIIAIRMAN. You were not.
Mr. BERNE. We could figure it on this basis. We compared it to

what they were allowing in siiiiilar areas.
The CiW.itrxx. 'Why didn't theY make you put this land in the

corporation as part of the p-o put up $3,000 in cash. Why
didn't they make y'ou put the hand in the corporation until such time
as the FHA was paid off ?

Mr. BERNE. I don't know, sir. At that time, in New York City they
were making mortgages on leaseholds.

The (1AIRIAL . You owned the land, you were the builder, you
were going to own the project, yolu do owni the project, and yet they
Permitted you to appraise this land, or they appraised it for
N1,600)),000, they agreed that youi could have a 99-year lease at $65,000
a ye:ar, approximately and if they-FHA---ever had-if they ever
had to repossess the building, they would have to pay $1,600,000 for
the privilege of repossessing what really amounts to their own prop-
erty.
Mr. BERNE. That is correct, except I don't go along with that state-

meit that it amounts to their own property. but that is right.
The CHAIR.MA N. 'ell, they guaranteed the mortgage to begin with.
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA N. And yet you were able to talk them into giving you

a contract providing if they ever had to repossess that property, they
would pay you $1,600,000?

M r. BERNE. I didn't talk them into it.
The CIIAIRMA.N. You didn't?
M r. BERNE. No, sir.
The ChAIRMA N.N. They entered into a contract to do it.
Mr. BERNE. That is right.
The CI.\mwnr.xN. They did it of their own free will ?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR3.fMA-. They voluntarily did it?
Mr. BERNE. Yes, sir. I don't know of a single conversation with

the appraisers that it was going to be $1,636,000 and there was no con-
ference afterward.

The CILIA .XA. Has that any connection with the fact that the
FfA State director's brother wa-s your lawyer.
Mr. BERNE. I do not think so.
The CAIR3fr.\. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Sidney Sarner of the Linwood Park

Apartments, Teaneck, N. J.
Mr. Sarner-
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Mr. MARCUS. My name is George I. Marcus. I appear as counsel
for Mr. Sidney Sarner. Before Mr. Sarner is sworn, I would like to
make a statement for the record.

The CHAMxAN. When we finish, we will permit you to make the
statement.

Mr. MARcus. Then Mr. Sarner will not testify.
The CHAMMAN. That is perfectly all right.
Will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear that the testimony ou

are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing ut
the truth so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY SARNER, LINWOOD PARK, TEANECK, N. I..
ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE I. MARCUS, COUNSEL

Mr. SARNm. I do.
The CHAn mAN. Will you be seated.
This statement. you have, is it a prepared statement?
Mr. MARCUS. No; I am prepared to make it without having it pre-

pared.
The CHAIRMAN. How long will it take you?
Mr. MARCUS. About 5 minutes. It may be less than 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. If you are permitted to make this statement, will

Mr. Sarner then testify
Mr. MARCUS. It wiilbe up to him to determine whether he will con-

tinue.
The CHAIMMAN. Will he testify after you have made the state-

ment?
Mr. MARCUS. I don't know yet.
The CHAIMAN. May we ask him a few simple questions?
Mr. MARCUS. You can ask him his name and address.
The CHAIMAN. That is all?
Mr. MARCUS. That is all. Because I want to say this to you, sir.

We appeared before the executive session. We were trying to be very
fair, make statements to Mr. Simon, which were taken down; Senator
Bennett was present. I assumed when I got my record that that testi-
mony, until it was made public, was going to be confidential. My
record so indicated. It was marked "Cofidential."

The following day that testimony was turned over to Mr. McKenna,
and Mr. McKenna and you, sir made statements to the press which
ap peared either locally, and throughout the Nation, whereby my
client, by innuendo, insinuations, and conclusions, not based upon fact,
made it appear as though he was one of the outstanding builders who
had received a windfall, unnecessarily, in cahoots with the FHA or
something of that sort.

We have not been charged with any crime. We know of nothing.
Our records are open and free, and if there is any insinuation, I don't
want Mr. Sarner to be subjected to conclusions which you yourself
make.

As I was sitting here, whereby, by inference and innuendos you aP-
pear on the record that a fellow who forms a corporation with a mere
capital of $3,000 can build a big project. Now you yourself know that
that can't be done. You know that you have to put up capital.

The CHARMAN. Wait a minute. It was done. Period.
Mr. MARcus. It wasn't done, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Let's get it under oath.
M[r. MARCUS. You won't get it under oath.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn in to prove that it wasn't done.
Mr. MARCUS. I don't have to be sworn in.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be seated.
Mr. MARCUS. I will be seated, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say for the record that we have the testi-

mony of the man himself, the owner, Mr. Berne, who testified that the
only capital that was ever put into that corporation was $3,000.

It hasn't been 30 minutes ago that he testified to that fact.
Now this gentleman comes in here-were you sitting there listening

to the testimony?
Mr. MARcus. I was listening, but you didn't give him a chance to

prove the fact that he had put up FHA fees and other loans and other
moneys. A builder just doesn't go in on a $3,000 capitalization and
build a project.

The CHAIRMAN. We brought that out. We said that he loaned him-
self a lot of money that was repaid. And the fact remains that the
total capital, the sum total of all the capital that was ever put into
that corporation was $3,000.

Mr. MARCUS. And he could have lost every cent of investment that
he put in.
Senator LEHMAN. May I ask this question: What is the accusation

made by counsel, whose name I do not know, that after this witness,
Mr. $arner, was examined at executive session, any statement was
given to the press or any of the facts disclosed at the executive session
made public or allowed to be made public.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't know of any.
Mr. MARCUS. It was done so by Mr. McKenna and Mr. McKenna

had a copy of the record. And this was only local newspapers.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection we will place into the record at

this point the newspaper stories from the Bergen Evening Record of
Tuesday, June 29, 1954, of the Hudson Bergen Dispatch of Tuesday,
July 6, 1954, and the East Bergen Bulletin of Thursday, July 8, 1954.

Mr. MARCUS. It appeared in the Newark News, the Telegram and
other newspapers.

(The newspaper stories referred to follow:)

[Bergen Evening Record, Tuesday, June 29, 1954]

LINWOOD PARK AT FORT LEE CITED IN SIFT-Bu=ERs GoT $1,318,425 IN WxND-
FALL, SENATE PROBERS ANNOUNCE--POWELL Is CALLED

WASHINGTON, June 29 (INS).-The Linwood Park Apartments of Fort Lee,
N. J., were used yesterday as an example of how builders collected million-dollar
windfalIs under the Federal Housing Administration's section 608 rental housing
program.

ThE Fort Lee project, which has offices in Teaneck, N. J., was one of 27 put
into the record of the Senate Banking Committee at an investigating session
by Deputy Housing and Home Finance Administrator William F. McKenna.

McKenna said operators of Linwood Park raked in $1,318,425 in windfall
Profits on a $13,000 investment in the project. In addition, he testified that
$1.270,000 in loans were made by the firm to affiliate companies and FHA allowed
Linwood to collect about $1 million in rentals before starting payments on the
loan.
He said: "Nevertheless, former Assistant (FHA) Commissioner Clyde L.

Powell authorized these projects to charge any tenant who wanted to use tele-
vision antenna service, $40."
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GIVEN ANOTHER CHANCE

Meanwhile, Senate investigators gave the ex-(G vernment ,official a new ,'haiie
today to abandon his refusal to tell what he knows about tite ""Iltimilloi) dollr
Federal Housing Administration scandals.

Senate Banking Committee Chairman longer E. (Caipehart (Repulican I)f
Indiana) summoned Powell as a witness at the full-scale hearings. ('livlhjrt
expressed hope that the tired chief o)f the FlIA's rental housing unit will hi.!p
to determine why there was no crackdown on builders who parlayed .lhe-srih:
Investments into million dollar profits.

In his first appearance on April 19. Powell claimed the fifth amendment and
refused to answer committee questions, on grounds of po ssible self-incrini iatiu.
('apehart said lie thought the witness was niaking a ni.stake.

CALE.ID KEY FI ,VRi

Subsequently Senator llarry F. 1.-yrd I l)enilcrat. of Virg inia). 'olled lo'w1\ell
the key official in scandals and declared that it was Mr. Powell whose 1,,.t, in
galiblin-, first attracted the attention of the FBI.

(':tlihart said : "lowell oight not to hide behind the fifth amendment" in hiq
second appearance, but the lawmaker said lie had no indication whether the
veteran FtIA offlicial was ready to talk to the committee.

The Indiana Republican said : "Ile might not want to discuss hi- action,; ifter
working hours but lie should be in a position to answer questions about his w,, rk."

lPowell's name figures in yesterday's testimony concerning the construwti,,n
of the Linwood Park project, one of the cases placed in the record by McKenna
to show how builders cllected multimillion dollar windfalls as inflated FHA-
insured l,)ans far in excess of construction costs.

KNEW OF WINI)FALLS

McKenna stressed that FIIA officials knew l)uilders were making exce'iV0
windfall profits on apartment projects yet took no action to stop them. Records
supplied the committee indicated frequent violations of FHA rules and regu-
lations.

.Moreover, McKenna said it is now too late to begin prosecution of the cases
because the time allowed by law has run out. He said that there is evidence
that officials discouraged action on some violations of the home repair program.

To back his assertions, 'McKenna told how FHA helped a group of Brittslwrs in
New York to escape heavy English taxes by means of a $336,000 windfall on a
$3.380 investment in the Oakland Gardens project, Bayside, Long Island, N. Y.

Another case disclosed that a group of New York builders raked in $167,410
on a mere $30 investment in the $1,926,800 Hill Development Co.. pr,.iect, alk,
located in Bayside.

[Hudson Bergen Dispatch. Tuesday, July 6. 1954]

AsKs REFUND To LINWOOD TENANTS, ON "VINDFAI.L" OF M..%NAGEMENT-
BISCHOFF AsK. F1HA To ADVISE Ox RECOVERY

Jules Bischoff, 1053 Anderson Avenue, Palisade, president of Fort Lee regular
Democratic organization, yesterday pointed out that he is directing a telegramn to
William F. McKenna, Deputy Administrator of Housing and Home IFinaulne
Administration, Washington, D. C., concerning McKenna's recent statement be-
fore Senate's Banking Committee relative to alleged violations of FHA rules alld
regulations.

Bischoff alleged that McKenna'. statement indicates that Sarner Malmint
Co., developers and operators of Linwood Park Apartments, Fort Lee, has ",x
tracted rental fees, in excess of regulations, which base rentals on acthal c0n-
struction costs." Bischoff, in his telegram, seeks to determine from McKenna
what action, if any, is being taken to obtain refunds on overcharges for all past
and present tenants of the project.

Bischoff, who was a resident of the project for 4 years, also asks advice .1, to
what action tenants can take "either individually or in concert to recover ,er
charges pocketed by the developer and management company."

The message goes on:
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MILLION IN RENTALS

-The excessive windfall profits enjoyed by the Sarner Management Co. are
moneys out of the pocket of each and every past and present tenant, whose rental
fee was to have been based on actual construction costs by FHA regulations.

Recent public press statements at the hearing now in progress by Senate Banking
Committee reveal that Sarner Management Co. raked in at least $1,:1,425 in
windfall profits and collected over $1 million in rentals before making a payment
on the Government FHA loan.

Is a tenant of l.inwood Park for 4 ye:rs I do not intend to forgo any action

that may be necessary to return to the ikackets of the tenants the moneAYs right-
fully theirs. Already many of the present and past residents of Linwood Park
have shown their desire to take a c(,mmon action to force Sarner Management
Co. to make restitution of that percentage of the FHA construction loan which
was pocketed by him as a windfall profit. Competent legal counsel is now under
consideration and preparing to advise procedures which may be necessary to
recover tie overcharges on rentals.

"I wish to clearly state now that Sidney Sarner, head of the management com-
pany, will in all probability charge me with politi(.S :ind (l(elying. all. I have
fought for fair treatment of the 1,200 families of Linwood before, and on this
latest revelation I will fight again. I have been fighting for correction of the
grossly inadequate (,xistin iz rent control laws and under these laws I and iny polit-
ical party have been subjected to political persecution. No sympathy can be
shown to a management whose unfair treatment o)f tenants; his unruly and dis-
respectful attitude to the governing body of Fort Lee and the State tenement
hlising regulations and a record of abject contempt of the basic American right
of freedom from political persecution.

"I (1o not claim that we of the Democratic Party were the only ones who suff-
fered at the hands of the Sarner Management Co., f or many families whose only
sin was to have children or who requested some adequate service, are victims of
being forced out of their apartments."

[East Berg.n Bulletin,. Thursday, July S, 19 54]

TENANTS MAY SiiiVK TO RECOVER RI NT l'HOM I,IN'OD PARK

The Sarner Management ('o.. ownerss and o)perato)rs (of the huge Linwood Park
development in Fort Lee, face court action in an effort by tenants, both present
axed past, to recover what are alleged tti be overcharges in rentals by the man-
agement.

Jules Bischoff, president of the Ffort Lee Denim''ratic organization, who4 was
a resident of Linwood Park foir 4 years, this w\eek made public :a letter he has
written to) William F. McKenna, deputyy administrator of the Housing and Home
Finance Administration, at Washington, I). C., in which he indicates that a
cin['erted action on the part of f,,rmer and l)iesefnt tenants may seek to force
restitution of excess rentals.

The move is an outgrowth of the recent revelation by McKenna that the owners
of Linwood Park were among the builders of multifamily apartment houses
throughout the Nation who received millions )f dollars in "windfall" profits
fruoni (;'.vernnent loans on these properties .

M('Kenna's recent statement indicated that Sarner management received excess
r1,.rtgage amount to $1,318,425 and were authorized to collect more than $1
Ilillion rentals before being required to make a payment on their FIIA mortgages.

Bischoff, In his letter to McKenna, declares that tenants of Linwood Park,
like tenants in other developments throughout the country, are getting together
Io try to recover what they claim to be excess rentals, base(] upon inflated mort-
gage payments. There has been a widespread movement throughout the United
states , on the part of tenants of apartment houses involved in revaluations, to
establish the fact that they overpaid their rents hiecauie these were based upo
excessive or inflated mortgages or construction costs.

In his letter, Bischoff asks McKenna what the tenants, past and present, of
iUnwood Park, can do to recover on their claimed overpayments.
Bisehoff now makes his home at 1053 Anderson Avenue, Fort Lee. In his let-

ter he says, in part:
"As a tenant of Linwood Park for 4 years I do not intend to forego any action

that may be necessary to return to the pockets of the tenants the moneys right-
fi'lly theirs. Already many of the present and past residents of Linwood Park
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have shown their desire to take a common action to force Sarner Management
Co. to make restitution of that percentage of the FHA construction loan which
was pocketed by them as a windfall profit. Competent legal counsel is now under
consideration and preparing to advise procedures which may be necessary in
order to recover the overcharges on rentals.

"I have fought for fair treatment of the 1,200 families of Linwood before, and
on this latest revelation I will fight again."

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, will you give the reporter your full nanie
and address.

Mr. SAmIFE. My name is Sidney Sarner.
The CHAIRMAN. You feel publicity was given to this subject, which

was wrong?
Mr. SARNFR. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Here is the place then to disprove what Was said.

We will give you every opportunity in the world now to disprove
anything--

Mr. MARcus. I cannot disprove Mr. Simon's questions and innuen-
does. I have tried to do that and the record is here. We are per-
fectly satisfied, if we did anything wrong, that the proper forum
should take care of it but I am not going to permit it in here, for you
to publicize, or shoot your mouth Off and say that there are so mnany
builders who got windfalls. There was nothing unnormal for an
architect to be allowed 5 percent or a builder 5 percent for building
a project.

The CHAMMAN. Will you please be seated. When we want you, we
will ask for your testimony. You know so much about this whole
business, we will possibly subpena you and let you testify in your
own right.

Will you proceed?
Mr. SiMON. Will you give the reporter your full name and addr'e-
Mr. SAINER. Sidney Sarner, 325 East Clifton Avenue, Tenafly. N. J.
Mr. SIMON. Were you served with a subpena requiring. you to bring

with you today a letter that you testified you received from FHA tell-
ing you you had to build a shopping center?

Mr. SAR1IR. I am here on the service of the subpena.
Mr. SIoN. Well.
Mr. SARNMER. May I answer your question, first. I will now stand

upon my rights andrefuse to answer by reason of the fifth amendment
of the Constitution of the United States.

Mr. SIMoN. Were you served with a subpena requiring you to pro-
duce that letter?

Mr. SARNER. I have the subpena with me and that is why I am here.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the letter with you?
Mr. SARNEm. I refuse to make any further answer. This is my

answer, and it is ditto, right down the line.
Mr. SIMON. Senator, may I ask Mr. Marcus to be sworn.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Marcus, will you be sworn?
You solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to oive will

be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so telp you
God?

Mr. MARCUS. I do.
Mr. SrmoN. Mr. Marcus, in the executive session to which you

referred, did you say that you represented Mr. Sarner in this matter?

Mr. MARcus. I did.
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Mr. SIMON. And did you say at that time that Mr. Sarner had
received a letter from the FHA requiring him to build a shopping
center?

Mr. MARcus. The record speaks for itself.
The CH aR _AN. Please answer the question.
Mr. MARcus. I refuse to answer it.
Mr. Sioz. On what grounds, sir?
Mr. MARCUS. I refuse to answer it on the grounds that you have no

authority to ask that question and the record speaks for itself.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you ever seen a letter from the FHA to Mr.

Sarner telling him he had to build a shopping center?
Mr. MARCUS. I refuse to answer. Whatever relationship I have with

my client is confidential.
The CHAIRmAN. Well, you are pretty cocky, beyond that I would

say here this morning-
Mr. MARcus. Well, I am entitled to be.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been giving we Senators a lecture and

you have been saying you knew a lot of things.
Mr. MARCUS. I happen to know a lot of things, and I think you are

misinterpreting a lot of things.
The CHAIRMAN. A OU may know a lot of things but I'll tell you, you

don't imffress us when you bring your client in here and have him
take the fth amendment.

Mr. MARCUS. I didn't intend to make an impression on you sir, and
it doesn't concern me whether I impress you or not. I am defending
a client.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Marcus, as you know, you did say in the executive
session-not under oath-that your client had received, and you had
seen, a letter from the FIIA telling him to build a shopping center, and
I now ask you the same question while you are under oath. Did your
client receive that letter?

Mr. MARCUS. What I have said is a matter of record and I don't
intend to answer it.

Mr. SIMON. But I am now asking you under oath the same
question

Mr. MARCUS. I don't care what you do, Mr. Simon. I have asked
you for a courtesy and you haven't given me the courtesy.

The CHARM.N. What is the courtesy you have asked for?
Mr. MARCUS. I have asked him for 1 day's adjournment of this

hearing. I sent you a telegram. I called the office for 3 hours trying
to get an adjournment for 1 day and you wouldn't do it.

The CHAIRMAN. All right; we will adjourn your testimony until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman,' just before you adjourn I have had

a chance to look at those press clippings that Mr. Marcus has intro-
duced and you have made part of the record. Ile has made statements
to the effect that testimony coming out of the executive hearing was
made available to the public by both you and by Mr. McKenna. If
I am able to read English language plainly there isn' t one single item
referred to in these clippings pertaining to anything that either the
chairman of this committee or M[r. McKenna in executive session have
ever released. It refers to testimony of Powell, himself, when he
appeared before this committee and refused to testify, and then Mr.
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McKenna in open session here, proceeded to outline this as one of tile
project,;.

Now, you read the press items again but I think your statement here
is absolutely unjustified, Mr. Marcus, and is not in keeping with what
this committee has been trying to do through its chairman, to be faiir
to people, and to see that they are not unfairly treated inl any way.
shape. or manner. I think the chairman of this committee is entitled
to an apology from you.

The CHAIRIAN. I think the best proof-of course, we want it to be
fair-was that we ordered the clippings put in the record so every-
body can read them.

I 'have no recollection of giving out any" information whatsoever that
was taken in executive session and I certainly can't swear that it wasn't
because it may well have been. If it was given out it was given out
contrary to my instructions and I personally have no recollection of
giving it out. If it was given out, it was contrary to my instructions
and whoever gave it out should be and will be subjected to severe criti-
cism by this committee, if we find that it is true.

Senator LEhMrA. I glanced over these very casually, but I too, like
Senator Payne, find no reference as referred to. I do find references
to testimony on cross-examination of Mr. Powell.

The C11.uR.r.xx. That was in a public hearing, though.
Senator LEhMAN. At a public hearing?
The CHAIRMAN. We will excuse you until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
Mr. MA.RcUs. I want. to go back and get some records. Could you

make that Wednesdav?
The CATTn :x. Would yon rather come back at 10 o'clock Wednes-

day, that will give you more time?
Mfr. MATRCIUs. MNav I talk to my client?
The CHAIRMAN. 'You bet you may.
Mr. MA.ERcS. My client has just conferred with me and he has indi-

cated to me that as far as his testimony is concerned, he is going to
stand on his privilege.

The CHLAIR.'MAN. Even though he came back tomorrow or Wednes-
day. he would still stand on the fifth amendment?

Mr. MARCU.S. That is correct.
The ChARMAN. Under those circumstances, then we will excuse

you-just a minute. please.
Mr. STMoN. Before you are excused, I would like to make a record

on whether the witness is producing the letter. There is no privilege
against, producing a letter.

Mr. MfARCUS. I am not producing any testimony or I am not pro-
ducing any correspondence or any records.

Mr. SiMoN. On what grounds, Mr. Marcus, do you refuse to produce
the written record?

Mr. MAR('ts. On the ground that any correspondence I have had
between my client-for and on behalf of my client's interests is con-
fidential and I don't want to disclose my files.

Mr. SIMoN. I am talking about a letter received allegedly from the
Federal Housing Administration, an agency of the Government.

Mr. MARCUS. Now, wait a minute. Mr. Simon, you know, as a
matter of fact, you have had the files of the FHA. You also know
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that every commitment that was issued by the FHA, and if you read
the first commitment you will see that as a condition for the commit-
rnent they said a shopping center should be built.

.Mr. SIMoN. 1 would like to have you produce it. We have sub-
penaed you to produce what you now again sav exists.

.11'. MARCUS. The files of the FIIA are available to you I an sure
and you have had possession of them.

The CHAIRM1N. Very well, the gentleman refuses to testify and
hides behind the fifth amendment.

The next witness will be Mr. Fred ('. Trump of the Beach Haven
Apartments, Jamaica, N. Y. Mr. Trump.

Is Mr. Trump present? Mr. TrumIp is under subpena.
Is there anyone here who knows anything about Mr. Trump?
Mr. BERK. Mr. Trump made a plane about 9: 30 from New York.

lie is probably a little late.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you his attorney ?
Mr. BEIK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Inasmuch as this gentleman over here says that

he knows Mr. Trump left New York at 9: 30, or at least that is his
best judgment, I suggest that. we recess, then, until 2 o'clock, at which
time we will hear Mr. Trump. Maybe something has happened to the
plane and he has been delayed.

I am sure he will be here.
We will now recess until '2 o'clock, at which time we will hear Mr.

Fred ('. Trump, Beach Haven Aiartlnents, Jamaica, N. Y.
(Whereupon, at 11: 10 a. in., the hearing recessed to reconvene at

2 p. in., the same day.)

AFTRNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be Mr. Trun). 'Will you please come forward,

Mr. Trump.
Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
you God ?

TESTIMONY OF FRED C. TRUMP, BEACH HAVEN APARTMENTS,
JAMAICA, N. Y., ACCOMPANIED BY OREN G. JUDD AND MATHEW
I. TOSTI, COUNSEL

Mr. TRUMP. I do.
The CIAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
You may be seated.
Now, if you will give your name and address to the reporter, we will

appreciate it very much.
Mr. TRuMp. Trump, T-r-u-mi-p. Fred (. Business address, 8931

161st Street, Jamaica.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you are the attorney?
Mr. JUDD. Yes, sir, both of us. I am .Mr. Orren G. Judd, 655 Madi-

So1 Avenue, New York City, attorney for Mr. Trump.

50690-54-it. 1-26
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Mr. ToST. I am Mathew J. Tosti, 8931,161st Street, Jamaica, N. Y.,
general counsel for Mr. Trump.

Mr. SimoN Mr. Judd, we would like to ask you some questions
about the Bond Haven Apartments project.

Mr. JuDD. Mr. Simon, if I may make a statement at this tne, we
have a statement prepared which outlines the facts that I think are
material and if we can proceed with that and you ask any additional
questions about it.

The CHAiRmAN. We will be very happy to have you place in the
record your statement when we get through asking the questions.

Mr. JUDD. If we could present the statement orally.
The CHAIRMAN. In answer to the specific questions you can use that

portion of the statement which answers them and then when we are
through today we will be very happy to have you put the full state-
ment in the record.

Mr. SrMoN. Mr. Trump, who is the owner of the land on which the
Bond Haven Apartments project is located?

Mr. TRUMP. It is the Beach Haven Apartments, in Brooklyn.
Mr. SIMON. Excuse me.
Mr. TRumP. William Walter and the Bank of Manhattan & Co. as

trustee.
Mr. SImoN. They are trustees for whom?
Mr. TRUMP. Members of my family.
Mr. SIMON. Did you place the land in trust I
Mr. TRuMP. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you first acquire the land ?
Mr. TRUMP. About 10 years ago. In 1944.
Mr. SrMoN. What did you pay for it?
Mr. TRUMP. I have here, in view of the fact the land-cost question

came up at our last meeting, I prepared a one-paragraph statement
here.

Mr. SIMON. Could you just tell us what you paid for it?
Mr. TRUMP. It wouldn't tell the right story. There have been a

lot of stories in the newspaper about what we did pay for it, which
were not so.

The CHAIRMAN. What did you pay for it?
Mr. TRuxm. We paid approximately $200,000 for the land.
Mr. SIMON. From whom did you buy the land I
Mr. TiRumP. We bought it from, I believe, three different owners
Mr. SiMON. Who are the three owners?
Mr. TRUMP. One would be Brooklyn Development Corp. One I

believe is the Bronx Realty and the third I don't remember-and the
city of New York, also.

Mr. SrMoN. How much of the land did you buy from the Brooklyn
Realty Co. ?

Mr. TRUMP. The Brooklyn Realty Co., we bought, subject to prob-
ably 5 or 8 to 10 years' back taxes, back assessments and penaltie--

Mr. SIMON. How much?
Mr. TRum-. They had owned the land since 1891.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you buy from them and how much did

you pa them for it?
Mr. TRUMP. In area, I don't know. We paid them, I would say--

what did the land cost? Do we have a breakdown here? Brooklyn
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Development, we purchased a part of the land from Brooklyn Develop-
ment Corp. We bought that subject to all penalties, bad title, and
everything. They wanted $34,500 for a deed, and they were not
interested in what the penalties were and what the back taxes were,
as they had owned it since 1891.

Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay the Bronx Co. e
Mr. JUDD. I think he was going on with what the amount of the

taxes were and other items in connection with it.
Mr. SimoN. I want to know what he paid for it and then what the

taxes were.
Mr. TRUMP. You want to know what I paid Brooklyn Development?
Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Mr. TRu P. We paid the city of New York $44,000 in taxes on the

original piece, which were back taxes.
Mr. SIMO. How much did you pay the prior owner of the land for

the land?
Mr. TRuMP. That is what we paid; $44,000 in back taxes.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't pay the prior owner anything; you just

bought it for the unpaid taxes?
Mr. TRUMP. We gave them $34 000 for a deed, subject to bad title,

subject to 4 or 8 or 10 years back taxes, assessments, and penalties.
They were about to lose it to the city of New York, I believe, on tax
lien sales.

Mr. SIMON. You said you bought this in three tracts, is that right?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. SIo. The first tract you bought from this Brooklyn Co.?
Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. The second tract you bought from the Bronx Realty

Co.?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did you pay Bronx Realty?
Mr. TRUMP. Bronx Realty also had had title land in the bed of a

creek and we paid-it says $59,000 but I think we paid them $75,000.
The CHA=:AN. $75,000?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. $75,000 includes what youpaid the city of New York.
Mr. TRUMP. I see; $75,000 total for the particular land covered by

the Bronx Realty contract.
The CHAImMA. From who did you buy the third tract?
Mr. TRUMP. The city of New York.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you pay for that?
Mr. TRUMP. There were clouds on the title. They didn't actually

own it. We needed them to join in a deed. We paid them $16,300
plus $3,506.

The CHAIRMAN. That totals about $180,000 for the land and taxes,
is that right?

Mr. TRUMP. I think it is less than that, but we have a few other
items here that you don't have here. We paid a broker's commission
on the deal of $5,000, in January 1945. We had a title bill of $767,
a surveyor's bill of $750, and this sheet here-well, it is about $185,000
without taxes from 1944 to the date we started building on there in
1950.

1,r. SIMoN. You bought the land in 1944, didn't you?
Mr. TRuMP. We bought some of it in 1944.
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MI'. SIMON. You paid approximately $180,000 for the land an(] the
taxes that were then delinquent; is that right?

Mr. TRUMP. I would say about that, that is right, that is what this
sheet says.

Mr. SiMoN. When did you give the property to your children?
Mr. TRUMP. August 10, 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Did you file a gift-tax return on the gift?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes, we did.

Mr. SIMON. And what value did you place on the land for the gift-
tax purposes .

M¥1r. TRUMP. At the time we placed a value, when we bought this
entire parcel, some 10 years ago

Mr. SIMo.;. What was the value you placed on it in 1949 for the
gift-tax return ?

Mr. TRUMP1". In 1949, the assessed value of the entire parcel.
Mr. SIMON. What is the value placed on it in your gift-tax return?
Mr. TRUMP. We placed a value of $180,000 in the gift-tax return

which was a little more than the assessed valuation of the land.
Mr. Si.;o. Did the Treasury accept that valuation?
MJr. TaR.. No, they didn't accept it.
Mr. SI-MoNx. At what valuation did you ultimately settle with the

Treasury?
Ir. TRUMP. $260,000.

Mr. SThIfo. When did you reach that settlement with the Treasury ?
Mr. TRUMP. October 1952.
Mr. SrMoy. That valuation was made in October 1952, as of Aulugiiit

1949, is that right?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. SION. What did FHA value this land at? What was the FHA

valuation of the land for your lease purposes?
M\r. TRUMPI. 'With the completion of the Beach Haven project they

valued it as improved land with 60 units built on that. No relation to
when we bought raw acreage.

Mr. SIMoN. Wait. a minute. The land is owned by this trust, isn't
it?

Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
.\fr. SIM oy. And the trust has no interest in the building, has it?
Ir. TRU.P. That is right.

Mr. SiMONr. The building is owned by Beach Haven Apartinetits
Corp., isn't it?

Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
Mr. AION..And the trust has leased the land for 99 years to the

corporations: is that right?
Mr. 1IRUMP. Yes, with a renewal for 99 more.
.Mfr. SiM.*oN. And that lease comes ahead of the FHA mortgage,

doesn't it?
Mr. TRumP. Yes.
Mr. ST.IoN. Now, for the purpose of fixing a rental on that 99-year

lease, FHA put a valuation on the land, didn't they?
Mr. JuDD. If I mayinterrupt, Mr. Simon, it seems to mne the FH.A

put a recapture provision, which is not the same as putting a value on
the land because the rent that they fixed would not give an adequate
return on that recapture.

The CHAIRMAX. What was the recapture, then?
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Mr. TRUMP. The recapture on the 6 parcels-there were 6 corpora-
tions there-the recapture totals I believe about $1,500,00o.

Te ('IHAIRMAN. ''hey put a value of $1,5;- ,}t) on I hat whi1h ct
-, $1l40.)0 upon which you paid gift tax on a valuation of $A(it),( (l).

Mr. Tlu:% e. Only if wve build 1,860 apartment unit,,. If we d()ii't
we don't get a dime.

Ti ('IIAIRMAN. ''len, this trust arrangement that you :-et up for
,' (rh'lil(lren rented the 1:1 uid to tihe corporation that owned tlie build-

uii, for how iiucl a year./
MIr. T'iuip. For exactly the rent set up, by the FHA.
The ('.IRMAN. How niicli was that
Mr. 'Tv1 RUP. $60,00) a year.
le C.IRI',-. III otler \w '-d. they rented it for $10.011) a ear

for 99 years
Mr. 'itI T NIP. That is right.
The ('.RMAN. With t lie 'right to renew for another 99) years.
1I1. TldMP. Yes.
Te CHAIRMAN. So if FIlA has to repossess the building. FLA

agr-eed to pay you how nuch?
Mr. 'RuMP. That is a very question. We have already paid

$1 million off on the FIIA "mortgage.
The CHARMA.\x. My point is. if I 1A Ias to repossess tie building

do you enter into a contract with FIIA that they would pay you X
amount of noney .

Mr. JUDD. The question implies that FIlA agreed to buy it. I under-
,staid FH. had a rihht to buy it.

Mi'. S m.N. The Senator didn't say that. If FHA exercises its
option to buy it, what do they have to pay for it .?

The CHAIRMAN. Let me put it the otiler way around. If FHA has
to come in and repossess the buildings on this land. which are now
sitting on the land, which you are holding in trust f,,r your children,
where they are getting $;0,(0) a year. for 99 years, if F-Lk has to
ret),ssess the lana, how much are they to pay you for the land ?

M. TRump. That would be the recapture price which I believe totals
$1.5s)o ,000.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if FHA must repossess the build-
ing theypay the trust you set up $1,50( (4)).

Mi'. TRUMP. That is right, but the "X" is not there. That is an
iitfv%" question which will never happen because we have already, in 3
yeai's, paid off on the Beach I laven imrtgage, clos -e to ml million.

The CHAIRMAN. I ulderstand that. Let me ask you this, then:
Why didn't you turn the land in, as part of the Beach Haven Manage-
ment Corp. ?

Mr. TRUMP. For a very sound reason, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Why ?
Mr. TRUMP. If we turned that in and mortgaged the fee, our rooms-

where you throw the land in-the room size is much smaller, and with
small rooms, the Beach Haven at Brighton project would not be the
outstanding project in the city of New York which it is today, be-
cause our room size would be too small.

The CLIERMAN. The mortgage includes $1,500,000, does it not, for
the value of the land?

Mr. TRUmP. No, it doesn't include that, Senator. If we threw the
land in, we would have killed the project because our rooms then would
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be as small as a lot of other projects and we wouldn't have 100 percent
rental as we are today.

Mr. SIMoN. That certainly isn't true if you put the land in at any-
thing remotely approaching what you paid for it.

Mr. TRUMP. What we paid in 1944, Mr. Simon, has no bearing what-
soever on what land is worth. Suppose we paid too much for it?

The CHAIRMAN. When did you declare a $260,000 gift tax valua-
tion on it, what year?

Mr. TRUMP. That was as of-
The CHAIRMAN. 1949? Had the project been started at that time?
Mr. TRUMP. No, no.
The CHAIRMAN. When was the project started?
Mr. TRUMP. In the latter part of 1949.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know you were going to build this project

in 1949 when you declared a gift tax of $260,000 on it?
Mr. TRUMP. We had a project in mind but we never knew it was

going to be built. The gift tax was delayed 2 years.
Mr. SmxoN. Mr. Trump, didn't you file the application with FHA

6 months before, or several months before the tax valuation?
Mr. TRuMP. Yes. That is filed with FHA. But many applications

expire and the projects are never built. This project never would have
been built if I wasn't able to secure a partner after the gift of the land.

Mr. SIMON. But you filed the application on April 29, 1949, is that
rightIMr. TRUMP. I don't know. I'll take that date, yes.

Mr. SIMoN. It was in April, at any rate, wasn't it?
Mr. TRUMP. I see.
Mr. STI.[ON. Isn't that right ?
Mr. TRUMP. If you have it there. Approximately, yes.
Mr. SImoN. I will be glad to show it to you if that refreshes your

recollection.
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. As a matter of fact, if you will look on the reverse side

Mr. Trump, you will find it is dated Au gust 10, 1948, a year before
the gift. Is that your signature on the back side there?

Mr. TRUMP. I believe that was for a different project that was never
built.

Mr. SIMoN. It was on the same land though, wasn't it?
Mr. TRUMP. We had filed for another project and we didn't build

that project.
Mr. SIMoN. On the same land?
Mr. THuMP. On the same land, that is right. And this gift tax-

the deed of trust was drawn a year and a half prior to August 1949,
by an attorney who died in the middle of the picture. That is what
delayed turning it over to the children.

Mr. Sro. In any event for gift-tax purposes in August 1949, you
and the Treasury agreed to a valuation of $260,000, your children get
a $60,000 a year rent, and if FHA ever wants to recapture the land
they have to pay $1,500,000 for it?

Mr. TRUMP. The trustees, the Bank of Manhattan Co.
Mr. SiMoN. That is right, isn't ;t ?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes. If they recapture. That is if the mortgage is in

default. That is the only time they can recapture. That "if" will
never happen.
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Mr. SIxMON. What was the cost of section 1 of this project?
Mr. TRUMP. That is construction cost, is that the idea!
Mr. SIMON. That is right. The construction cost.
Mr. TRUMP. Could I read Mr. Simon, please-
Mr. SIM N. I would be grateful if you tell me what the cost was..
Mr. TRUMP. A very small statement here on land cost. It is just

eight lines. I think it might be misinterpreted, what was said here
this afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want anything to be misinterpreted, I as-
sure you of that.

Mr. TRUMP. I am sure you don't.
Land Cost: The question of cost of land is only useful to create misleading

newspaper headlines and television and radio stories.

Now, I say that with due respect to this committee. I have no com-
plaint, but this project has been highly publicized as the land costing
$34,000 and leasing it to my children at $60,000, but not by this com-
mittee.

But the cost of land 10 years ago-
The CHAIRMAN. It didn't cost $34,000, what did it cost?
Mr. TRUMP. $200 000.
The CHArRMAN. Your complaint that it is not $34,000 but nearly

$200,000?
Mr. TmUMP. Yes.
The CHAnImAN. You have no complaint about the fact that you

did lease it for 99 years at $60,000 a year.
Mr. TRUMP. And no complaint about this committee, Senator. No

complaint at all.
Senator LEHMAN. When you set up the trust for your children,

did you turn over the land or did you turn over the contract?
Mr. TRUMP. Only the land, Senator, was turned over. We had

owned the land several years prior to that.
Ten years ago when the bulk of the land was purchased-

oh, I see. The question of land is only used to create misleading head-
lines.

Ten years ago when the bulk of the land was purchased I might have gotten
It for nothing. On the other hand I might have paid $2 million for it. The
value of the land, today, with the Beech Haven improvement on it would not
be altered 10 cents by what I paid for it 10 years ago.

The CHAIRMAN. But the fact still remains that the Federal Gov-
ernment guaranteed 100 percent and more, that building that went
on there, that made that land valuable, isn't that true, too ?

Mr. TRUMP. I wouldn't say that exactly, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't? Well, who did guarantee the

mortgage?
Mr. TRUMP. Without the guaranteed mortgage, built up, that land

would be worth much more today than what the FHA allowed me.
Now, I just have three lines.
It is assessed today at approximately $1,350,000 by the city of New York.

That is the land. It was assessed when I bought it 10 years ago at approzi-
mately $165,000.

It is worth over $1.2 million more.
The CHAntMAN. My big complaint on this is that you should have

represented the land as a part and parcel of the corporation that owned
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the building until FHA's mortgage was paid off. That is all. I
don't care what you do as a private enterpriser.

11r. JUDD. Isn't that a coinplaint a-4aiiist FHA rather than av:1i11st
the builder who wa< operating under FHA regulations?

The CHAMMAN. It is not a complaint against him, particularly,
it is a complaint against FHA, it is a complaint against the who)e
business.

Mr. TRu.MiP. I say here in the last line:
I am prond of this contribution to the city of New York, through my efforts

in developing this land to its best use.

In other words, raising the a' se,sed value froi $1(5.000 10 \ear.i ago
to $1,350,000 today.

Mr. SI 1r. Mr. Trump, what wa. the cost of the construction of
section 1 ?

Mr. TituMP. You want actual cost with interest on the advances?
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any cost other than actual costs? You

have just one set of costs, don't you?
Mr. TRUMP. There is a difference, Senator.
Mr. SiMoN. We want all the money you paid out to anybody to

construct section 1.
The CRAIRMAIN. Wlien all the bills were paid, what was the total?
Mr. TRuMP. How about real-v-tate taxes on the land during con-

struction. Interest on buildings.
The CI.\IMN. You have the figures. Just tell us the total cost

after it was all paid.
Mr. TRu.11p. 'We have here Beach Haven Apartments 1, schedule of

construction costs, and it totals $4,015,783.
Mr. SImO.;. You don't want to be misunderstood, testifying under

oath, that you paid that money out, do you, Mr. Trump?
Mr. TRVw.%nP. No, I will explain this to you, Mr. Simon.
Mf r. SI.roy. What were your costs?
The CI.IR3AN. Your actual costs we want. Not the fees that you

didn't pay such as these architects' fees and builders' fees. What did
it actually cost you in dollars and cents, please? Give us that, will you
please ?

Mr. SIMo.;. Did it cost you $3,627,332 ?
Mr. TRI.rr. I would say roughly withoutt firing

builders' fees, which we took ourselves.
Mr. SiAroN. Did you pay any builders' fee?
Mr. Tnr-.%ip. We absorbed-we did the work you would ordinarily

pay a builders' fee for and we are entitled to the builders' fee be.:iiise
the project was built. We performed the service.

Mr. Si..MN. When you mow your own lawn, does anybody pay you
a fee for it.

Mr. TRUMNiP. Let me put it this way, Mr. Simon, and I think it will
be very clear.

Mr. S.Nfo,.\,. I think it is ('lear. You own the building, is that right?
Mr. TRUMP. Let me put it this way-I know you don't want this to

be misinterpreted. We have had enough misinterpretation-not h
your committee-on this particular project. If I am over cautiou,
hope you will bear with me. If a tailor has one of his men make a
suit of clothes, that suit will cost X dollars. If the boss tailor makes R
suit of clothes, he can't sell that suit cheaper. That suit is worth jilst
as much as though he paid a man to make the suit.
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The CHAIRMAN. That may be true, but we are not asking for that.
Mr. TRUMP. When he sells the suit he will be compensated for his

services but the suit is worth exactly what the other suit was worth
that he had made. Now, whether we supervised the work ourselves
or paid someone to do it we are entitled to the builders' fee.

The CHAIRMAN. I would agree 100 percent with you if you were
selling the project but you still own the project. You are working
for yourself. You still own it.

Mr. TRUMP. We might sell it. And then that builders* fee will be
reflected for tax purposes. But until that time, the tailor doesn't re-
port his suit and we don't report our builders' fee.

The CHAIRMAN. What was your cost, Mr. Trump, on section 1 ?
Mr. TRUMP. Without builders' and architects' fees?
The CHAIRMAN. Including everything you paid everybody no matter

whom you paid or what it was for.
Mr. TRUMP. But without builders' and architects' fees allowed by

FHA regulations.
The CHATIRMAN. If you paid them we want it included. If you

didn't pay them we don't want it included.
Mr. TRUMP. The only reason we didn't pay them is because we per-

formed the work ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN. I'Ve want every cost you paid.
Mr. TRuMP. The paid-out cost, $3,627,000.
The CHAIRXAN. What was the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. TRUMP. The mortgage was $4,140,700.
Mr. SIMoN;. That was the face amount of the mortgage, is thatri ht ?
ri TRuMP. Yes.

Mr. SiMoN. What was the total proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. TRUMP. Do you mean the difference between the two
Mr. SIMoN. No; the proceeds.
Mr. TRump. Oh, I see, "mortgage premium received: $55,856."
Mr. Sr ON. Then, the total proceeds of the mortgage was a little

above $4,196,000?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes, I'd say that, yes. About $4.2 million.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of section 2 ?
The CHAMMAN. What is the difference between the cost and the

mortgage, of section 1 ? $600,000 ?
Mr. TRUMP. This was before the architects' fee and the builders' fee,

but both are allowed by the FHA regulation.
The CHAIRMAN. We understand that just as well as you do. We

want to know exactly how much you did pay out in dollars and cents.
We know that FHA allowed builders' fees and architects' fees, but just
exactly how much did you pay out ?

Mr. SIMON. The difference between the cost, of the building and the
proceeds of the mortgage is roughly $568,000, is that right?

Mr. TRUMP. If you included the mortgage premium, Mr. Simon-I
believe that should be taken out-that was due to a plentiful money
market. It had no bearing on construction cost at all.

Mr. SImoN. Mr. Trump, in the figure you have given us of $3,627,000,
You include a $53,000 FHA fee, don't you?

Mr. TRUMP. Yes. That is an inspection and appraisal fee during
Construction.
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Mr. SIMoN. And that is also a fee for FHA to insure the mortgage,
isn't it?

Mr. TRuMP. Well, we call it an FHA appraisal and inspection fee
Mr. SIMoN. The only reason you paid FHA a fee was to get their

insurance on the mortgage, didn't you?
Mr. TRU mP. To get their insurance on the mortgage? I wouldn't

know. They charged a fee and we paid it. What it was for I don't
know.

Mr. S oN. Why did you go to FHA at all, if what you wanted
wasn't their insurance of the mortgage?

Mr. TRUMP. Conventionally you can't get a mortgage in the amount
that FHA Government-insured will give. The same bank that will
take a Government-insured mortgage wouldn't loan you uninsured.

Mr. SIMoN. Of course. The reason you went to FHA and the
reason you paid them $53,000 was because you wanted an FHA-insured
mortgage, is that right?

Mr. T1tri. That is a necessary construction cost, like you pay a
bricklayer or a carpenter. It is just as necessary.

Mr. SIow. You paid the $53,000 to get their FHA commitment, is
that true?

Mr. TRUMP. Yes, and we included it in construction cost.
Mr. SIMoN. And because you had an FHA commitment, which

meant the United States Government guaranteed the mortgage, you
got a premium, is that right?

Mr. TRUMP. No, that doesn't work that way, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any mortgages in the amount of

$15,000,000, conventionally, where the banks gave premiums?
Mr. TRUMP. Where the banks gave premiums?
Mr. SIMON. Yes, on $15,000,000 conventional loans.
Mr. TRUMP. I wouldn't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know of any?
Mr. TRUMP. No. All I know about is my Beach Haven project. I

am not qualified to say.
Mr. Si oN. Do you think the banks would have given you a pre-

mium if it hadn't been guaranteed by the United States Government
in the case of Beach Haven?

Mr. TRUMP. That I don't know.
The CHArRMAN. The answer is "No" and it doesn't make any differ-

ence one way or another.
Mr. SIMoN. They wouldn't have made a 90-percent mortgage let

alone give you a 4-percent premium.
Mr. Thum . The money market was plentiful at that time. A little

later we had to pay a point and a half to get mortgages. FNMA has
a lot of mortgages they can't sell at a 10 percent discount. It has
nothing to do with the insurance.

Mr. SiMO.f. You think you could have gotten a premium at the
same time without an FHA guaranty.

Mr. TRUMP. I don't think I couldhave gotten the bank to go in on
$15,000,000. That is the first thing.

Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of section 2?
Senator LEHMAN. Before you answer that, you gave the figure of

three-million-six-hundred-and-some-odd-thoisand dollars. Does that
include the builders' fee V
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Mr. TRUMP. No, that doesn't include the builders' fee and it does not
include a 5-percent architects' fee. We took care of inspections for
the architect and supervision for the architect.

Senator LmuMAN. Are you buildersV
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Senator LEHMAN. If you hadn't built this yourself, your corpora-

tion would you have had to employ a builder?
Mir. TRUmP. Yes, we would have had to employ a builder.
Senator LEHMAN. What would you have had to pay them?
Mr. TRUMP. A builder might have charged anywhere from 7 to 10

percent to build the project, with much higher costs than what we
paid also--construction costs.

Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of section 2, Mr. Trump?
Mr. TRm. That is roughly 25 percent. If you multiplied that by

4 you would have the picture all the way through but we have 6 sections
which vary in size. This would give you the same picture multiplying
it by 4.

Rhe CHAIRMAN What would the total be of the 4 projects?
Mr. TRMuP. Well, you multiply that by 4. The total mortgage was

$16 million so the picture would be about the same.
The CHAIRMAN. How much was the difference between the mort-

gage proceeds and the actual cost on this first one? $600,000 ?
Mr. TRuMP. Is that exclusive of architects' and builders' fees?
The CHAMMAN. That is right. Six-hundred-and-some-odd-thou-

sand dollars? Then, you multiply that by 4 and get $2,400,000? Is
that the difference between the proceeds of the 4 mortgages and the
actual cost that you received?

Mr. TOSTi. About $2 million it would come out in round figures.
The CHAIRMAN. Something over $2 million?
Mr. TosTI. Pretty close.
Mr. SIMoN. I figure the difference between the mortgage proceeds

and the total cost is $2,686,900.
Mr. TRUMP. You have $500,000 mortgage premium my associate

tells me.
Mr. SIMON. And I also allowed you an equal amount for FHA fees

to earn the mortgage premium.
Mr. TRUMP. We still would have had to pay FHA fees if we got no

premium on the mortgage or if we paid a point and a half penalty
we would have had to pay the same FHA fees so that has no bearing on
the amount of mortgage premium.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you still own the property?
Mr. TRUMP. We own the property, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you operating it?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it successful at the moment?
Mr. TUMrP. It is highly successful.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you made money on the operation of it?
Mr. TRUMP. I wouldn't know. We haven't made operating profit

and depreciation. We have amortized our payments, but there has been
operating profit.

The CHAIMAN. What did you do with the difference of some $2
Million between the actual cost of these four projects and the mortgage
proceeds?
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Mr. TintMP. 'We have on hand about $3,500,000.
The CH.\RM.N. $2,600,000 coining from the mortgaging out and

the other coming from operations?
Mr. THUMP. Partial depreciation over three or four years.
The CHAIRMAN. But you have about $3,500,000 cash. Have you

declared any dividends .

Mr. TRUMP. I don't think we are getting it right. We also took in
rents.

The CHIRM.,. Have you declared any dividends?
Mr. TRUMP. No, we haven't declared any dividends whatsoever and

I haven't drawn a salary.
The CH.TmM.Ax. What do you do with the $3,500,000.
Mfr. 'RuMP. Ve have that in the bank at the present t ime.
The Cn.\mf.\-. Do you ever loan that to yourself?
Mr TRuMP. I have loaned it to myself for periods not to exceed

probably 90 days.
The CHM T. How much is the most you have borrowed at any

one time from that fund?
Mr. TRuMP. Maybe $500,000 or $700,000.
The CHAIRM ~x. Do you invest the balance in Government bonds or

anything like that 9
Mr. TRUMP. We had some invested. From time to time we invested

it. I believe short-term notes or something like that.
Mr. TOST. There is a tax problem involved in New York State that

they wouldn't know about. There is a local tax problem involved in
investing money in a real-estate company in New York which you may
not have in other States.

The ('.URMi%-. Why don't you take that $3,500,000 and reduce the
mortgage or at least take $2,500,000 and reduce the mortgage by that
amovint so that, the Federal Government won't have such a large
liability?

Mr. TRump. It wouldn't pay to do that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN -. Why wouldn't it pay?
Mr. TRUMP. Could Mr. Tosti explain that? lie is more familiar

with it. It is an accounting procedure, and he is more familiar with
it than I am.

The CHArRMAN. Well, have you bought any mortgages with this
$3,500,000?

Mr. TRTTMP. Yes, we have made investments with approximately
$500,000 of the mortgage payment.

The CHAIRMANq. That is in addition to the $3,500,000 you have on
handI

Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You had $3,500,00 in cash?
Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. HOW much do you have in mortgages?
Mr. .JUDD. Mortgages and stoek?
Mr. TnVuim. Mortgages and stock, about $500,000.
The CHTAIRMAN. I would like to know why it wouldn't be a nice

thing to pay off $2 million or $3 million on the mortgage that the
Government is the guarantor of-

Mr. Tosr-. Senator, in the first place, under our project an lysis
we have a scale of rents. Up to this time we have been charging under
the maximum scale of rents permissible by FHA.
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N(. "2. It i a fallacy to t think that. reducing mortgages is an e('(o-
nomic way of running a project.

The CIIAIRMAN. Well, I am just thinking in terms of reducing it
so the Federal Government would have less liability.

Mr. TRuMp. We feel the Federal Government has little or no lia-
bility in our project, for various reasons: (1) Under the FHA direc-
tives which were handed down in 1947, if you will check back, I believe
on January 2, they recommended the use of a declining balance
method of depreciation for these projects and most people have used
that. That means we depreciated 41/, percent roughly per annum.
It also means that in 13 years the mortgages are going to be so far
reduced that it is going to l)e economically not feasible to continue
operating them and you are going to have to refinance them. These
mortgages are going to be refinanced an1d FHA is going to be out of
thiis picture in 14 years on our rejectss as they will on a number of
others that have been continuously operated by the owner-builder.

The money that we have in the bank and the reserve for replacement
which we are piling up year after year, we may need as a cushion for
a conventional loan at that time.

In addition, you have to consider the individual owner such as Mr.
Trump or any other builder, had a problem both in his estate if he
shoulddie, and for his own personal income tax, with mortgages that
have been reduced, therefore it is almost impossible to get a purchaser
to buy the project.

The CHARMAN. Have you paid any taxes on this $4,500,000?
Mr. Tosi. Not on the $4,500,000 left over out of mortgage pro-

ceeds. We are now gradually getting into the position where we are
paving income tax, and so do all of these projects.

'he CHArRMAN. I am not saying this is your fault, particularly, but
isn't it a fact that when these iiiortr:i .:4 are paid off-this FIiA
mortgage is paid off--$15 million worth of it.

Mr. TOSTI. $16 million.
The CiY.tmM,%N. And you have about $4 million in cash and bonds

and mortgages, on hand.
Mr. TosT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Trump's children who this trust is left for,

will have about $16 million worth of property plus cash. without ever
having paid a nickel's worth of tax? Now answer the question. Isn't
that true?

Mr. ToSTL No, they won't get it because the leasehold has nothing
to do with this project. Andthis leasehold has to continue for 200
years.

The CHAIRMAN. The children do not own the building?
Mr. Tos r. They don't own the building at all.
The CHAIRMAN. They just own the land?
Mr. TOSTL They only own the land.
The CHArMAN. Who owns the building?
Mr. TosTi. The stock is owned by their trust--
The CIAIMMAN. How much capital was put in the corporation that

Owns this $16 million property?
Mr. TosT About $260 000 in capital stock.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that paid for in cash?
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Mr. TosTI. Actual cash capital stock went in, and approximately
$1,400,000 in cash loans from these people to the corporation to get
the project running.

The CHA IMAN. That has since been paid back out of the proceeds
of the mortgage; is that correct?

Mr. TosTm That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You did put $275,000 cash in?
Mr. Tosri. light.
Senator LEneMAN. Who gets the rental?
Mr. Tos. The rental goes to the six owning corporations, Senator.

There are six corporations, they collect the rents and pay the bills.
Senator LEHMAN. It doesn't go to the trust?
Mr. TosTi. No, sir, the trust has nothing to do with it.
Senator LEHMAN. What income do they get?
Mr. TosT. They get $60,000 on the ground rent.
Senator LEHMAN. Then the ground rent goes into the trust?
Mr. TOsTI. Just the ground rent that is right.
The CHAIRIMAN. The Beach H'aveu Management Corp. owns the

building?
Mr. 1 osia. There are six separate corporations and Management just

operates the building gs.
The CHAIRMAN. When the mortgages are paid off they will own

those properties without ever having paid any income tax?
Mr. TOSTL No, not necessarily.
As a matter of fact, if you check back at the original pamphlets that

'were issued, they recommended we use this theory in order to protect
the mortgagee-this high depreciation-because they wanted the build-
ers to recoup as quickly as possible, their investments in the projects.

The CHAIRMAN. We are checking into that but I think under the
rules and regulations of FHA, the statement I made is true, isnt it!
We are not blaming you gentlemen for some of these things. Maybe
we ought to start out all our hearings here with the statement-what
is it they use on Meet the Press, that the questions we are asking here
don't necessarily

Mr. TosTi. Reflect the opinions of the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. Our problem here is to find out what has been going

on and what is going on.
Mr. Tosm. After about 5 years, regardless of-I mean because of

declining balance depreciation, if these projects are rentQd up to ap-
proximately 95 percent they are going to pay income tax. There is no
way they can avoid paying income tax. They will start paying it. We
are paying it now. It isn't heavy yet but it will gradually get heavy
as we go along.

The CHAIRMAN. I hand you a letter. Did you get this letter out.
Mr. Trump, and if so, to whom? Read what the headline says.

Mr. TRUMP (reading):
July 29, 1954. Dear Tenant-

Now, this letter was gotten out.
The CHAIRMAN. Read the headline. What does it say?
Mr. TR mP. This letter was gotten out the day_ after a tenant com-

mittee was formed due to these misleading headlines in all the news-
papers.TheC(HAIRMAN',. Wh at does that .qav in that letter 9
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Senator LEhMAN. What is the date?
Mr. TRuMP. July 29, 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. What does it say, Washington, what e
Mr. TRUMP (reading) :
Washington headline hunters

Senator LEiT MAN. What is the date?
Mr. TRUMP. The letter was dated wrong, Senator. It was June 29.
The CHAIRMAN. What, is the headline?
Mr. TRUMP (reading):

Dear Tenant: Washington headline hunters have been circulating false and
misleading stories concerning Beach Haven at Brighton. Our advice is, keep
cool and pay no money to anyone.

Now, here is the letter.
The CHAIRMAN. The reason for that was they were organizing a

committee to get the rents reduced.
Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
Mr. JUDD. And in the tenants' letter they were citing headlines which

had come from a release issued in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. Who were the headline hunters
Mr. JUDD. I don't think we tried to identify them.
Mr. TRUMP. It is not this committee. I will go on record saying it,

Senator.
Here is the headline. Let me just read this. This is the front page

of a highly respected Brooklyn newspaper.
The CHAIRMAN. The Brooklyn Eagle?
Mr. TRUMP (reading):
Charge $4 million Windfall to Builder of Beach Haven. Federal investigators-

this is United Press, Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. And what should the amount have been?
Mr. TosT. We question the wording in here.
The CHAIRMAN. You weren't questioning the amount?
Mr. TosTm Some words that were used.
Mr. TRUMP (reading):
Federal Investigators checking the housing loan scandals have accused Fred

C. Trump, Jamaica, Long Island, builder of pocketing $4,017,000 windfall on the
Beach Haven Apartments in Brooklyn.

That means I drew it out and put it in my pocket and I have never
drawn a salary the 3 years that reach Haven has been operating.

The CHAIRMAN. You didn't draw it out, it is still in the bank. They
were wrong?

Mr. TRUMP. But we owe $16 million, Senator.
In other words, we have the real estate and we have the cash in the

bank and on the other side we have a liability of $16 million which
has since been paid off, approximately, $1 million. This is, I believe,
very wrong and it hurts me. The only thing I am happy about is that
it is not true.

Senator LEHMAN. Well, Mr. Trump, without going into the merits
or the justification for your having this so-called windfall of $4 mil-
lion, isn't it a fact that that $4 million, while not paid out to you in
the form of a windfall, is in the treasury of the company and could
be paid out, at any time.? So it is not so very inaccurate as to the
anlount of the windfall.
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Mr. TRUMP. I first have to take it out before I pocket it, Senator;
isn't that right? I am happy we haven't taken it out.
Tile CAIIRIMAN. Who is tile president of these six corporations?
Mr. TlRuMP. I amn.
The CIn.ii.t.\N. Who owns the controlling stock?
'r. TituMp. I do; 75 percent.
The CII.%ln.N. Who owns the other '2)ercent ?
Mr. TRu-m. William 'oiniasello.
The ('lA.\I .MAN. Who is he?
M1Nr. T,. mi . A it il(Iing contractor.
T1ie ('H.uIi'.x.xN. You two together, you 7.5 and he 25. own the $4

million .
'r. T'lITM r. Yes.

M. Un N. I I lie al)l)lication you filed with FlIA you listed arihi-
tects' fees as exactly 5 per'eilt : is tlat right?

r'. 'TUMP. I think so: yes.
Mr. SIMWN. Is tlat true of all the aI)1)lications?
M'r. 'lRu i. Yes; t Iat was an F1 I A apple ication.
Mfr. S iM.-. Wire was tile architect ?
Mr. TRIvMP. Seelig & Finkelstein.
Nfr. Si NI ,. How much were they paid for architectural services?
Mr. Tiiuip. I would say a little under 1 percent, probably.
Mr. SI -*I.N. Whell, (1ii y'ou contract with them to furniisli tl,-e

architectural services ?
Mr. TRtMI'. Prior to the construction of the job.
Mr. SAM,'. At tile tutie von filed this application and said the

architects" fee was estimatedd at 5 percent, (id you know it wt goig
to be less than 1 percent ?

1,Ir. ITuM r. I idn't know it at the time. They didn'tt know what
they would run into, but I believe the FIIA--the 5 percent wmis tile
F1 iA I regulation.

Ini other words, they' give you hel1) in filling out an applic,'ti,,
ai, they liit. for architects' and builders' fees 5 percent.

The (, .IIAII.I'. Would you _ lave built these buildings had pu
known y) were going to get credit only for the actual amount lpent
for architects, 1 percent instead of 5, perhaps?

Mr. T~u.i'. Yes.
The (.IRMcAN.. Would y ,ou have built, the buildings had you known

you weren't going to get the 5 percent builders" fee?
Mr. TRVUP. There, I wonld hesitate.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, would you have built these build-

ings had you known that you were going to have to put any money
in them of your own i

Mr. TituMP. W," were prepared to put money in, Senator. I signed
a personal indemnity agreement which meant every dime that I owned
in this world, and with a rising market of 8 percent, I would have been
wiped out of what I built up over the past 27 years in the building
busi ness.

Mr. SIoM. When did you enter into your architectural agreement
contract with Seelig & Finkelstein I

Mr. TRUMP. I don't have the date, Mr. Simon, but it is prior to the
construction of the job. They had to prepare the plans.

Mr. SiMON. And they had to prepare the plans prior to the FHA
application, didn't theyI
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Air. TRUMP. They prepared sketches, with the applicat ion.
Mr. SiMoN. Didn't you have some agreement with thein as to the

fees when they prepared the sketches?
Mr. 'ruMP. They prepare on at lot of projects that nlev'er go through.

They never get built. For me, as well as other builders. It is iiiore or
less elastic.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any $16 million project (if this kind
in which the architect has received a fee anywhere near 5 percent .

Mr. TRUMp. I think that is the standard fee, 5 percent, except the
FIIA owner-builders, who are a new breed of low-cost builders just
being discovered now. They piy less than 5, but I think in the trade,
5 percent is the standard architects" fee.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any $16 million multihousing project
of this kind in which the architect gets 5 percent?

Mr. TRUMP. I would imagine all public housing pays 5 percent. All
State housing pays 5 percent.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know of any privately constructed housing?
Mr. TRUMP. That I wouldn't know, Mr. Simon. I only know of

mY own : that is all I know.
Mr. SI.MoN. Do you know of any?
Mr. TlUMt . No, I don't know of any fees at all except my own.
Mri. SIMoN. When you filed this application did you contemplate

you would have to pay as much as )( percent for architects' fees ?
Mr. TRUMP. That was in 1949. I really don't know what I contem-

plated. I assume that is what FHA allowed by the regulations and
that was the standard architects' fee if you call the society.

Mr. SIMON. You paid the architect less than 1 percent ?
Mr. TRUMP. The 5 percent , Mr. Simon, covered supervision which

was required by FHA. which we l)er'forled for the architect.
Mr. IMON. You paid him less than 1 l)ertent: is that right .
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Now, at the precise time you filed this application, what

did you think you were going to have to pay the architect?
Mr. TRUMP. When we made the deal that we would take care of the

detailed supervision of the project, I don't know just what the date
Wa, .

Mr. SiMoN. When you filed this application, what did you contem-
plate the architects' fee would be?

Mr. TRUMP. Mr. Tosti tells me the FHA regulation called for 5
percent architects' fee.

Mr. SIMON. Could you get u, a copy of that regulation I
Mr. TRUMP. I really don't know. I really don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you ever seen it ?
Mr. TRUMP. It is my recollection if anyone needed assistance with

FHA applications and they went to FHA, they would fill out a form
and fill in architects' fee and builders' fee, knowing that they are nec-
e-,sary costs, whether you perform them yourself or not. They must
be performed. Otherwise you wouldn't have a building.

Mr. SrMoN. Have you ever seen an FHA regulation that says archi-
tects' fees were to be 5 percent?

Mr. TRUMP. I don't, recall, but I will say this: FHA has processed
Pverv aplication-q nte

The HAIrMAN. There isn't any question about that. There is no
question about that.

50090--54-pt. 1-2
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Mr. TRUMP. And it is provided by the regulations.
Mr. SIMON. What is provided by the regulations?
Mr. TRUTMP. The 5 percent architects' fee.
Mr. SiMoN. Have you ever seen a regulation that says that?
Mr. TRUMP. No, I am a builder.
Mr. SImoN. Then, how do you know these regulations provide for

a 5 percent architects' fee?
Mr. TRuMP. They wouldn't have allowed it if they didn't.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing in the law, nothing in the regu-

lations that we can find that talks about 5 percent.
We are trying to find out who it was with FHA that arrived at

this idea.
In all our executive sessions-and we have listened to a lot of peo-

ple-we haven't found one yet that used the 5 percent. Most of them
were less than 1 percent or one-half of 1 percent, and in most cases
they were their own builders so they didn't have any 5 percent fees.
1hi:it it looks like is that there was a windfall here of about 8 percent

on most of these projects, just through architects' fees and builders'
fees. And on $7 billion worth of this sort of thing, 8 percent of $7
billion would be what, $560 million.

Mr. TOSTL You are talking about the home program?
The CHAIRM AN. Just on those two things alone.
Mr. Tos-ri. The application would probably come within the scop.

ef the Chief Underwriter. The Chief Underwriter probably laid out
to his assistants how these applications were to be made up. When
these applications were prepared by builders or by mortgage brokers.
whoever prepared them, they were told to take 5 percent architects'
fee and 5 percent builders' fee.

Mr. SIMON. Who told you that?
Mr. TosTm If you went into FHA and asked anybody in FHA to

help you prepare an application, or if you would call them on the
phone and say, "Look, what am I supposed to put down for architects'
fee," they would say, "Put down 5 percent "

The CIHAIRMAN. They would teVl you that?
Mr. TosT They would tell you that on the telephone.
The CIIAIRMAN. Regardless of what it might cost you?
Mr. TosT Yes. They would tell you right on the telephone. "Put

down 5 percent."
Mr. SIMON. If you had an architect and you had an agreement to

do it at 2 percent, why bother to call anybody, why not put in the 2

percent?
Mr. Tosn Because this is based on an estimated current cost and

that is the formula under which FHA worked.
Mr. SIMoN. Can you give us anything in writing that says that?

Mr. ToSmn Of course I can't. I don't work for FHA. I called them

many times and got information from them. The same as they put
down, "legal fees, $8,000."

The fellow in FHA didn't like it, he would change it to 6, change it
to 7, do it anyway he wanted to.

Mr. SIMoN. That is a different story.
Mr. TosT. What is the difference.
Mr. SIMON. FHA made their own analysis but your application was

something that you filled out, wasn't it?
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Mr. Tos. Mr. Simon, the only thing that a builder, in signing one
of these applications was interested in or that he was submitting was
one thing, only. It is right at the head of the first page. Ile was
building a project consisting of 391 apartments and he wanted $8,100
per apartment for it.

Mr. SIMON. That is the maximum for all that?
Mr. Tosmr That is his application. That is as much as he knew.
Mr. SIMON. In other words, you are saying all he cared about was

whether he warranted a mortgage for the maximum the law allowed.
Is that right?

Mr. TosTi. That is right, if lie was entitled to it.
Mr. SiMoN. And he didn't care at all about the other information on

pages 2, 3 and 4?
Mr. TosTi. When this application is submitted, there is submitted a

plan, if you will look down here. A room plan. There is no final plan
of 75 pages. What builder would know what this construction figure
actually was supposed to be Ilie hasn't seen a plan on it yet. Hle has
seen only a plot plan of a room size without a finished plan. He doesn't
know whether it is tile, he doesn't kvow whether it is concrete floors, 1
don't know whether it is casement, or anything else.

Mr. SIMON. Then, you think the estimates in the application, except
other than the request for the maximum, were all meaningless, is that
right?

Mr. Tos. Not completely meaningless. It was probably our best
estimate of what the total would be.

Mr. TRuxP. The big problem is, when you file with FIIA it takes
from 6 months to a year to get a commitment. Now, no one knows
what is going to happen in that 6 months to a year. I would say 6
months is a very, very short time. We don't know what we are up
against. On our Beach Haven project wve gave out contracts for
0500,000 feet of lumber, during that very short recess just prior to
lRorea, at $70 a thousand. Six months later, one of the lumber
yards couldn't deliver a portion of their contract and we had to pay
$110 to another lumber yard to complete that first contract that was
given out 6 months prior at $70. That is an increase in lumber over a 6
months' period, of 60 percent. There is approximately 8 or 9 or 10
million dollars worth of material in this Beech Haven. 60 percent
would be close to $6 million which would put any builder in bank-
ru ty.. ,...OW, where an architects' fee might have been a little high maybe

they were wrong on tile. We don t know what the market i. we
hear concrete goes up $1 a thousand. Nobody says that is $180,000
on the job but a dollar a yard is $180,000 on a job like that.

Senator PAYNE. Mr. Trump can I ask you this. At any time fol-
lowing the construction of this project, did anybody ever come out
and contact you to see what your actual costs of construction were?

Mr. TRuM P. I don't think so, no. I don't remember, no.
Senator PAYNE. In the figures of costs of construction that you

%ave just a few minutes ago to Mr. Simon, or several minutes ago, was
there included in that cost of construction, maintenance of your office,
builders' offices as such and expenses such as thatI

Mr. TRuMP. Our offices are very meager. It was built right on the
project as part of the storage sheds, you might say.
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Senator PAYNE. I mean you had certain expenses in that connec.
tion didn't you ?

Mir. TRuxp. Our overhead was cut down very low.
Senator PAYn. What I am getting at, the ordinary contractor-
Mr. TRUMP. They go in for classy offices, but we don't have that.
Senator PAYNE. The cost of those operations were included?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes, but it is just an office to get out of the rain, that

is about all.
Senator PAYNE. But all of the paperwork and everything else in

that connection was likewise charged to the project?
Mr. TRUMP. To give you an idea-
The CJIAIRMAN. You have a big general office somewhere?
Mr. TRUM-Ntp. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you buy all the material?
Mr. TRUMP. Right from the project.
The CHAIRMAN. From this little house you are talking about.
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. And that material was charged to the project at

cost?
Mr. TRUMP. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And you kept records of all that?
Mr. TRUMP. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. Senator Payne asked, "At cost?"
Mr. TRUMP. At cost, yes.
Mr. SIMON. All the supervisory help you had was charged to the

project?
Mr. TRUMP. That is right, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Had there been a law in effect at the time requiring

that when you finished this project you could only get 90 percent of
the actual cost of construction, would you have built these projects!

Mr. TRUMP. No. Do you mean to invest 10 percent? You couldn't
do it. That would only be a paper loss, which could not mean any-
thing.

The ( I.AIRMAN. Just wouldn't do it?
Mr. TRUMP. You couldn't do it.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, unless you could get your monell

out-at least get your money out-you wouldn't do it? Do you thiv
that is true of other builders?

Mr. TRrmiM. Senator, you couldn't do it. There is a differenm- of
probably 40 percent between general contractors who are general mil-
tractors, with elaborate offices and who do important work, or us

penny-ante FHA builders. There is a difference of 40 percent ill cost
figures.Now, when you say 90 percent, well, how are some of tiese ex-
pensive fellows going to work out ? They would be putting 30 percent
in it over the loss. Every builder builds at a different cost. T here iS
no such thing as one cost. Some builders are more efficient than other,
some have a better credit rating, and so on.

The CHAIRMAN. You just wouldn't have built these buildings
you had to put any of your own money in them?

Mr. TRUMr. Well, I don't say any. All the money that I hav ind

that I can borrow.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about capital investment noW. In

other words, under the law, what Congress thought they were oit1'4
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or at least what I think they thought they were doing-this cost $16
million. Congress thought you were going to put $1,600,000 in it.

Mr. TRUMP. We had $1,900,000 invested in this project.
The CHAIRMAN. That was a loan?
Mr. TRUMP. Well, it was in there at the time of the critical stage.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about $1,600,000 worth of capital

stock. If you had to put $1,600,000 worth of capital stock, which is
10 percent of the amount of this mortgage, would you have built the
6 buildings?

Mr. TRuMP. Now, would you include a builders' fee for us or
not ?

The C(ILIRMAN. 90 percent of your actual costs.
Mr. 'I'RuMP. We couldn't do it. If we had a rising market we would

he right out of business on the first job.
The CHAIRMAN. Not at 90 percent of the actual cost?
Mr. 'FRu31P. Yes, because costs go up while you are waiting for the

FLI..
'IThe CHAIRMAN. It would still only be 90 percent because you are

going to certi when the building is finished.
Mr. TOSTI. Y-our mortgage is static. That doesn't go up.
T'he CHAIRMAN. I am saying had the law been on tlie basis that you

were to get 90 percent of your actual cost, would you then have
built it ?

Mr. TRUMP. No.
Tlb CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions, Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNE. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. JUDD. Senator, we have a statement. It is not inordinately

long. I would like for him to be able to read it if he can. It is about
10 minutes, I would think.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have extra copies of it for the press?
Mr. TRUMP. My name is Fred Trump.
The ('TAInMAN. Now, this will take more than 10 minutes, Mr.

Trump.
Mr. TnrMP. Suppose you stop me in 10 minutes, Senator, if that will

be all right and I will try to hustle through with it.
Ti CHAIRMAN. Why do you insist on reading it when it is going

to be made a part of the record ? Give this copy to the press.
Mr. TRUMP. Senator, there are some facts here that we haven't

gotten to.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to leave here and go to your

great city of New York in a minute and be back tonight, but before
you start reading this, then, will you let me make an announcement.
Mr. Simon, you tell them the three resolutions that the committee
agreed to in executive session here a couple of hours ago.

Mr. SIMoN. First, the committee voted to refer the transcript of this
morning's session to the legislative counsel for a legal opinion as to
whether the refusal to answer questions hy George I. Marcus conisti-
ttil.h, contempt of the Senate-I am sorry, that is the legislative counsel
of the S 'ate.

Secondly, the committee voted to refer to the legislative counsel of
the Senate the transcript of this morning's session for an opinion as
to Whether the refusal of Sidney Sarner to produce a document called
for in the subpena constituted contempt of the Senate.
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Thirdly, the committee voted to refer to the Attorney General the
transcripts of the executive sessions of the testimony of Sidney Sarner
and of his former partner, Ralph J. Solow, and to release the tran-
scripts and make them a part of the public hearings if the Attorney
General advises that their release would not interfere with any possible
proceedings he may wish to bring.

The CHAIRMAN. Akre there any questions by the press on that? I am
going to have to leave here possibly before this statement is completed.

This committee has a rule that we will not release any executive
hearings to the press without a vote of the committee.

If the A\ttorney General tells us this transcript will not interfere
with any procedures he cares to take, we will release it and make it
public property.

Mr. SIMON. There is no inference that he was not within his rights
in taking the fifth amendment but merely whether he had the right to
refuse to produce the document that was called for.

A VoICE. What was the letter?
The CHAIRMAN. It was a letter from FHA telling him to build a

shopping center.
Now, do you want to proceed with reading your statement? You

may.
Mr. TRUMP. I will chop it up, Senator, and make it very short.
The CHAMMAN. We don't want to cut you off.
Mr. TRUMP. On the land, there is one item here on land.
The (H[AIRMAN. Without objection, the entire statement will be

made a part of the record, as will the remarks that you are about to
make. They will likewise be made a part of the record.

Go ahead.
ilr. TRuMP. Under the "(round leases":
Were the Beach Haven ground leases to be liquidated-

We didn't mention that. If the trust wanted to get cash for the land.
The annual ground rent would be capitalized at a realistic return of at least

5 percent and would represent a value of $1.200,000. It would be something less
than that if we got cash. We talked about $1,500,000. It will never happen.
In cash it is worth from $1 million to $1,209,000.

The current assessed value of the land is approximately $1,250,000. It is the
opinion of qualified land appraisers, were this land appraised today, with the
appreciation which has taken place in the area since 1951, It would show a value
close to $2 million.

The complete job Beach Haven at Brighton is a well constructed and well
located community. It was awarded a prize In 1952 as the best designed proj-
ect in the New York City area. I am proud, and FHA can well be proud of hav-
ing taken part in the development of Beach Haven at Brighton. The 1,860 fam-
ily units are fully rented apartments, and approximately $1 million has already
been paid off on the mortgage. The land Is assessed by the city of New York for
approximately $1,350,000 and the entire project pays real-estate taxes of close
to $500,000 per year to the city of New York.

The project was constructed at a cost of less than $8,100 per unit, which is at
the rate of less than $2,300 per room. Comparable construction by banks in New
York operating through independent contractors cost approximately $3,400 per
room. Similar construction by State and Federal housing agencies for public
housing has averaged $3,500 per room, or almost $14,000 per unit.

If the Beach Haven project was constructed either by banks or State or Fed-
eral agencies, It would have cost 30 percent more than the Beach Haven mort-
gage amount.

There is no question about it, these hearings have established the fact that the
FHA builder-owner can produce housing at a 30 percent lower cost than any other
method tried to date, resulting in housing at lower rents, on a full tax paying,
unsubsidized basis.
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And I believe the summary below indicates the owners invested $1.9
million-we had $1.9 million in it when it was raw land, when the gam-
ble was greatest. Once the building was finished and we paid ourselves
back the gamble wasn't great but in the early stages we put in $1.9
million of our own money.

FHA has already received $318,000 in fees and premiums paid to
FHA, with no loss actual or prospective, and no cash invested. $1 mil-
lion between a reserve for replacement and the amortization has al-
ready been paid off in reduction of the mortgage.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for listening to our
story.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. We areglad to do so. We are trying
to get the facts on this whole business. Sometimes it is easy and some-
times it is hard.

Mr. TRUMP. I have a reference here, Senator. I would like to just
let you know about it. I felt badly about these stories where we paid
$34,000 and leased it to ourselves. One of the papers said the two gen-
tlemen-referring to my partner and myself-well, the partner had
nothing to do with the land. He came in and put close to $500,000 in
the job, knowing that the ground lease was $60,000 a year-he had no
money in the land whatsoever.

However, I have here something:
"The statement issued by the FHA to radio and television and headlined in

Brooklyn newspapers on June 12, 1954, that, "Federal investigators have accused
Fred C. Trump of pocketing $4,047,900 from the Beach Haven Apartments,"
was completely untrue and very unfair.

I wish to report to this committee that I have received no dividends whatever
from any of the Beach Haven corporations and that all mortgage proceeds
remain in the Beach Haven bank accounts. Also, the statement at the hearing
2 weeks ago that the "land costs for the Beach Haven project was $34,500, which
they rented to their building corporation at $60,600 a year" was a serious under-
statement and very misleading, and was designed to create an impression of
uncovering serious wrongdoing. These stories, as well as many similar stories
have done untold damage to my standing and reputation as well as to the Beach
Haven projects.

(Mr. Trump's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF FRED C. TRUMP

Mr. Chairman, my name is Fred C. Trump. I am president of Beach Haven
Apartments, Inc. Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, in Brooklyn, N. Y.-an FHA project
containing 31 6-story elevator apartment buildings housing 1,860 families with
garage accommodations for approximately 700 cars---on which the FHA has
insured mortgages totaling approximately $16 million.

I appeared voluntarily before an executive session of this committee on June
18 1954, to give the facts which were desired concerning my participation in the
section 008 FJIA loan on the Beach Haven projects in Brooklyn. I was told
ft that time that if I were called for a public hearing I would first be notified
about any additional material and given opportunity to prepare.

However, instead of receiving such notice, I learned on Friday afternoon, while
I was on a day's vacation that a subpena had been issued for me returnable
l'onday morning. In spite of requests through my counsel to the Washington
Office for additional time, he was told at 4:30 on Friday that I would have to
be here on Monday morning. As I was not in the city, and in a spirit of coopera-
tion with this committee my counsel at 5:15 Friday afternoon accepted service
0n my behalf.

My key personnel had already left for the weekend, making it difficult to
gather detailed information on the matters this committee may be interested in,
but, again in the spirit of cooperation we have produced as much as we could
obtain. I do seek the privilege, however, of having this statement fully received,
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to put an end to the misleading publicity that has developed through release$
of the Federal Housing Committee and its investigators, to press, radio and
television.

For Instance: The statement issued by the FHA to radio and television and
headlined In Brooklyn newspapers oil June 12, 1954, that "Federal in\'estVa:t4)rs
have accused Fred C. Trump of pocketing $4,047,900 from the Beach Haven
Apartments" was completely untrue and very unfair. I wish to report to this
committee that I have received no dividends whatever from any of the Beach
Haven corporations and that all mortgage proceeds remain in the Beach Haven
bank accounts. Also, the statement at the hearing 2 weeks ago that the "land
costs for the Beach Haven project was $34,500 which they rented to their build.
Ing corporation at $60,600 a year" was a serious understatement and very Wls.
leading, and was designed to create an impression of uncovering serious wrong.
doing. These stories, as well as many similar stories have done untold damage
to my standing and reputation as well as to the Beach Haven projects.

I ani 48 years old and have beon in the' building business since I was 21. 1
have htilit approximately 2,0H) 1- an,! 2-family homes in Brooklyn and li irig
Island, as well as apartment units for over 5,00 families, and have' galnd a
rtptitation, which I believe I -:in say with proper modesty, for building sound
resli hen.es within the reach of the middle income group and always gave a little
more value than the standard dwelling built by others. An indl'ation (if the
reputation for quality which I hav, earned is the fact that when wellings are
offered for resale, they are sometimes ad' ertised In the Brooklyn palpei.s ns hay.
frig been "Iluilt by Trump," which lenotes In real v.state in Brooklyn "a iiiark
of quality."

I am proud of the name I have ellrned as a builder and of my reputation for
honesty. The fact that through competence and efficiency the Beach Haven
Apartments were built for less than the !II.A estimate, doe's not see'i to) 1111. t,,
justify Ini any way the vilification that I hav' suffered in recent months.
Land

The Be'ach laven projects were bullt on 40 acres of land which I had begun
to assemble In 1.944. In addition to the cash payments and niany ..ears of t:ix
arrears and penalties which I assumed on some of the land, there was an unusual
amount of time and expense necessary to clear clouds on title. I had to niego-
tiate with the city of New York to buy the part of the bed of former Cone, Island
Creek which ran through the land and buy additional parcels to round ,tit a
suitable plot. On most of the land I had paid real-estate taxes and other c .rry-
Ing charges for many years before I obtained the FIIA commitment. The hind
at that time was assessed by the city of New York at approximately $180,000.
Annexed hereto Is a table of approximate costs.

Ground leases
Were the Bench Ifaven ground leases to he liquidated, the $60,600 annual

ground rent capitalized at a realistic return of 5 percent would represent the
yleld on approximately $1,200,000. The current t.ssessed value of the land Is
approximately $1,350,000. It is the opinion of qualified appralsers-were this
land appraised today-with the appreciation which has taken place in the 11nl
since 1951, it would show a value close to $2 million.

The land values for the 40-acre Beach Haven site which are Indicated by the
FHA recapture figures in the Beach Haven project do not reflect anythleg like
the Increases In value whi.h have been realized in recent years on a , in
various areas of lA)ng Island. Suburban acreage values on Long Iland have
Increased an average of 10 times In some areas, to 20 times the 1946 value in
other areas, without any Increment resulting from construction.

CoRt of constrivetion
In estimating the cost of construction for the PHA application, I was guided

largely by the general experience and opinions of the building trade concerning
apartment house ,onstruction. I had to allow for the risk of inflation. Altholugh
during my building experience I had frequently been able to construct inore
cheaply than other contractors, I was not sure I could on this job with :i11 the
iineertainties thlat faced me.

This was the largest group of projects I had ever undertaken and represented
a very serious commitment on my part.

The total mortgages approved for the 6 units In Beach Haven were approxi-
mately $16 million. The FITA commitments required me to deposit almost
$700,000 as collateral for the mortgage, and also to give a personal gmiran'ty f
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completion. For almost 20 years in my previous experience I had avoided giving
personal guaranties. Here I had to risk all that I had accumulated during my
working life. I have never undertaken a job that did not succee.d.

In order to construct Ilie lehclljr%,vn projects, I sold tlhxic 4,ther projects
in which I had an interest. 'T'hose' projects are ii o ' worth $1 nillim Ii1re than
the price for which they werch sild. I sacrificed this prospective gain in circher to
insure the success of the Beach tlaven job.

'I',) protect myself, I also did sonwthing which I had generally aivc,id(del in tMe
past. I took in a partner to pay 5 l rvent of the cost and he still has a -15 lireent
Interest in the project. M.yl partner and I had invested approximately ,9)0X)
in cash over an(1 al)ove the c .st W1 the land beforee we r'ePeived our first pay'iY1nts
on tin, FHA mortgages.

'I'liicre, were several rc'asmis which c ',ibnind to bring about the financial sI.lic.ss
of this project.

11) A sharp price decline in Ihe builling-nuteriai market due to the short
ree...ion just prior to tlie Kc,rcan Inci hent. The price level cmild very well have
gone the other way, and in fact, did, i% itliln Ihss th11n a . Near. We would not have
been able to build these projits as ecmTlcill'ically %,itlmJut prolipt and er' i'retic
action. After placing contracts at ,\cI14,.ii )\' lo' )rie's, we found it n'ctcssal'
to make concessions to some contractors during the last stages of construction
when the 1950 market (costs were so ilua'ia highc'r than those at which thc'y had
agreed to sell materials to us. Flr i.t aiic, we '. iac e ccmtracts in late 1949
for our entire lumber requlrc'za cnt s, (;'/j Million board-feet, at $7() a thousand.
In .1June 1950, when one of the ,'itractfrs failed to 'ilnpot hi.s contract, we
were compelled to pay $110 pecr thcus:and Imard-febot for the balance of his cofn-
tract, an increase of 604 percent in price, wihichi was the( current inarket price.
With approximately $8 million of buililinug material required for the lwc.ict, it
Is easy to understand how this short-Ii! c'c.recssion \\as (if material Ibenetit;
but also how disastrous the results woild hacve been in a rapidly rising market.

(2) Another Important factor was that we did our own building and super-
vision without any salary, and practically no overhead charges, so that it was
not necessary to expend the 5 percent allowed lIy the I,'IA for buihler's fees,
or the major part of the 5 percent allwcd by tle' lllA for architect's fee's.

(3) Still another factor was the slce-d with which this project was constructed.
A record of $16 million of construction In less than 11 months due to proper Job
(dlnadintion * * 0 weekly contractors meetings, which developed a spirit of
friendly cooperation among our contractors * * * and without the payment of
any overtime whatsoever-saving hundreds of thmusands of dollars in Interest
during construction, real-estate taxes, instiria 1c' prn'iinis, an( general c vi-rhead
during construction and resulting in receipt by Beach Haven of close to $2 million
In rents during the 1-month period which wmld Ihlim- been required by most
builders ' * * and was allotted by FlIA * * * for the construction of the proj-
ect * * On the other hand strikes and other cc'itingencles cuilhl very well
have delayed the project and the Ilnancial result could have been disastrous.

14) Another Important factor was that wc, Nwere able to obtain a premium
in placing the mortgages.

The complete Joh "Beach Ilaen at lirighton" is a wcll-coi.tru'ctd and well-
located community. It was awarded a prize in 1952 as the best designed project
In the New York City area. I am proud, and FIIA can well be proud of having
taken part in the development of Beach Haven at Brighton. The 1860 family
units are fully rented apartments, and approximately $1 million has already been
paid cYff on the mortgage. The land is assessed by the city of New York for
approximately $1,350,000 and the entire )ro)jec't pays real (.,tate t:lI\ . of c.l4)se
to $50Q,ti00 per year to the city of New York.

The project was constructed at a cost of less than $8,100 per unit, which Is
at the rate of less than $2,300 per room. comparablele construction by banks in
Nt.w York operating through independent contractors cost approximately $3,400
ler ricini. Similar construction by State and Federal housing agencies for public
housing has averaged $3,500 per room, or almost $14,000 per unit. If the Beach
Haven project was constructed either by banks or State or Federal agencies, It
Would have cost 30 percent more than the Beach Haven mortgage amount.

There Is no question about It * * * these hearings have established the fact
that thet FHA builder-owner can produce housing at a 30 percent lower cost than
Any other method tried to date, resulting in housing at lower rents on a
full taxpaying, unsubsidized basis.

Another feature to note is that the FHA has already received over $418,000 in
fees and Insurance premiums on the Beach Haven properties, without the Invest-
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ment of a dime of Government cash. This is all profit to the FHA. It has never
lost a cent on any project that I have built, and has never had to furnish any
money to correct any default. I do not begrudge to the FHA a profit on its
insurance business, but I believe that I should not be criticized for efficiency and
competence. Had we operated in an inefficient manner and expended the total
mortgage proceeds, our reputation would not be under attack.

Below is the sumary of the Beach Haven project:
1860 units fully rented.
Construction cost below $8,100 per apartment.
Owners invested over $1,900,000 before receiving first advances on mortgage&
$418,000 fees and premiums paid to FRA with no loss, actual or prospective,

and no cash investment.
$1 million already paid in reduction of mortgage since completion.

The CHAIRMAN. We release you from the subpena and might want
you later but I don't think so.

We will now recess until Wednesday at 10 o'clock at which time our
witnesses will be Mr. Loftus and Mr. Sonnenblick. tou will remember
Mr. Loftus was connected with Shirley-Duke Apartments and the
Minneapolis concern, Investors Diversified, and he has projects-he
is connected with projects at Columbus, Ohio; Delaware, and Cleve-
land. He will be here. Mr. Sonnenblick was the gentleman you will
remember whose name was used and he said he knew nothing about
it. We will have also Mr. Bonner, from Norfolk, on Wednesday.
Then we will hold hearings again on Thursday and Friday. On
Wednesday we will announce who our witnesses will be Thursday and
Friday.

Otherwise, we will stand in recess until 10 o'clock Wednesday morn-
mng.

(Whereupon, at 4:40 p. M., the committee recessed to reconvene
Wednesday, July 14,1954.)
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1954

UNITED STATES SEN.tTE,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., room 301, Senate

Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Capehart, Beall, Maybank and Lehman.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement which I

would like to read in toto and in order to save time may I be permitted
to read it now?

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. The Chair recognizes Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman I have received a great many

complaints from individuals in nay State with respect to the coopera-
tive housing program. These complaints have stemmed mostly from
the fact that individuals have become cooperators under a builders'
sponsored type cooperative. This type of cooperative is one organized
by an individual or a corporation which sponsors the project. then
attracts individuals on the basis of plans for that project.

This is the so-called self-propelled type of cooperative in which
individuals band together for the specific purpose of creating a co-
operative to build their own housing projects. In the past several
weeks, I have been asked by cooperative groups that they be given
an opportunity to testify before the committee during the course of
this investigation.

A typicalrequest is that contained in a letter from Mr. Leigh Medine,
acing chairman of the Conference of FHA Section 213 Cooperatives,
which is contained in a letter dated June 29, 1954, to the chairman of
this committee.

Inasmuch as the original of this letter was addressed to the chair-
man and I received only a carbon copy, I should like the chairman
to agree that this letter should be inserted in the record. This, as I
say, is in the nature of a general complaint concerning the section 213
program and the request to testify before the committee.

Mr. Chairman, I also have been in correspondence with individuals
who have more specific complaints.

A typical example of a specific complaint is contained in the corre-
spondence I have had with a 'Mr. Herbert L. Feav of Forest Hills,
N. Y., who states that he has made a cash payment of over $1,500 to a
builder-sponsor project.

He is greatly disturbed by recent disclosures regarding the FHA
and he wishes to consult with his fellow cooperators so that they might
take adequate steps to protect their individual investments. Unfor-
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tunately, despite advice from the Washington office of the FHA, (le-
spite meetings with the developer of this project, Mr. Feay has been
unable to obtain a list of the other owners of shares of stock ill the
cooperative and has been unsuccessful in his attempts to have the
developer call a meeting of either the board of directors ,,r the
stockholders.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that despite our attempts to convince

the FHA that it should take al interest in the individuals whto are
buying or renting homes constructed with the assistance of FHA
insurance, we have to date not been very successful. Why is it that
an individual who is attempting to buy a home, who is investing $1,500
to do so under an FHA program. can neither get adequate infoiuiaa-
tion about the unit he is buying nor the names of the other individival
who are buying similar unitsI

Mr. Chairman, I hope these groups will have an opportunity to
testify and that this committee will take steps to inform the 1HA
andl the other housing agencies that they are in existence to serve the
public.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to place in the record at thifs
oint copies of correspondence which I have received from Mr. Herbert

L Feav which will substantiate the statements I have read.
The CHAMMAN. Without objection, those will be made a part of

the record.
(The documents referred to follow:)

FOREST HILLS, N. Y., May 6, 19..

Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN,
Senate Office Building, Wa8hington, 1). C'.

DEAR SENATOR LEHMAN: Thanks for your reply of April 28 to my letter

concerning cooperative housing and the present investigation by the Senate

Banking and Currency Committee of FtA procedures and practices.
Louis H. Pink, president of the United Housing Foundation, 345 East 46th

Street, New York 17, N. Y., has offered to help us in organizing the tenant-

owners of the Murray Hill cooperative development, 149th Street and Roosevelt

Avenue, Flushing, N. Y., in advance of the completion of the project. Advance

organization will give the tenant-owners a chance to check on the builder

before the closing of the mortgage. You, of course, know Mr. Pink, who was

your superintendent of insurance in Albany. Mr. Pink is in a position to give

you complete and unbiased advice regarding legislation that may be needed in

the cooperative housing field.
I wrote a letter to William F. McKenna, Deputy Administrator of the Federal

Housing Administration, 70 East 10th Street, New York, N. Y., on the date Of

April 23, 1954, asking for help and advice. To date, I have not received a replY

from Mr. McKenna.
One reason why Mr. McKenna has not replied probably is the shortage of

help to do the amount of work that is required of his Bureau. The FHA should

not be blamed too much for mistakes when an economy-minded Congress re(luces

appropriations to such an extent that the agency is greatly understaffed aind

thus unable to do the work that is required for efficient and satisfactory hiousing

developments.
Sincerely, HERBFRT L. FEAT.

MAY 20, 954

Mr. HERBERT L. FEAY,
Forest Hills 74, IV. Y.

DEAR M& FEKAY: I was interested in hearing of your interest as a cooperator
In the Murray Hill cooperative development, a 213 housing cooperative it 19

difficult to advise what should be done by cooperators In any specific proJect,

for they all vary somewhat.
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We in the Congress are examining very carefully the legislative authority for

section 213 cooperatives in the hope that we can protect individuals from the
excesses that characterized the section 608 projects.

I have a great confidence in Mr. Louis Pink, whom I have known for many
years. As long as your group is consulting with him, I am sure you are getting
sound advice. Needless to say, I would be glad to consult with Mr. Pink at any
time that such a meeting would be useful.

With respect to your request for a list of the names of individual cooperators,
it should be pointed out that, as a shareholder in a cooperative, you have the
right to obtain from the sponsors or the board of directors, such a list. You
may also wish to request the sponsor to call a meeting of stockholders to pre-
sent requests or obtain information.

I hope these observations will be helpful to you.
Yours very sincerely,

FOREST HILLs, N. Y., June 10, 1954.
Hon. HERBERT H. LEHMAN,

Senator from New York,
United States Senate, 1 a8hington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR LEHMAN: Thanks for your letter of May 20 in regard to section
213 housing cooperatives and specifically in regard to my problems as a coop-
erator in the Murray Hill cooperative development in Flushing.

Upon the advise of Mr. Pink, I am writing to Albert M. Cole of the Federal
Housing Administration and am enclosing a copy of my letter.

You will note from my letter to Mr. Cole that the developer has refused to
give me a list of the individual cooperators in this development and that he has
indicated that he will not call a meeting of the cooperators until at least 75 per-
cent of the project has been completed. He is still considering whether or not
to promise in writing to call such a meeting.

In the next to the last paragraph of your letter you indicate that I had the
right to obtain a list of the individual 4,Inlperators front, the sponsors or the
board of directors and that I had the right to request a sponsor to call a meeting
of the stockholders.

Sincerely yours,
HERBERT L. FEAY, Actuary.

Thanks for your help and advice.-H. L. F.

FOREST HiLLs N. Y., June 10, 1954.
Mr. ALBERT COLE,

Administrator, Federal Housing Administration. Wa8h ington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. COLE: I am writing you on the suggestion of Mr. Louis H. Pink,

president of the United Housing Foundation, 435 East 46th Street, New York
17. ''. Y.

I am a holder of stock and have signed an occupation agreement for an apart-
ment in the Murray Hill Cooperative Apartments, Inc., 38-15 149th Street at
Roosevelt Avenue, Flushing, N. Y. and I desire to take action to protect the
interests of myself and all the other persons who will be the tenant owners of
this cooperative apartment house.

Under date of May 6, 1954, 1 wrote to the president of the Murray Hill Co-
operative Apartments asking that he call an immediate meeting of the stock-
holders and that he furnish me with a complete list of the names and addresses
of the owners of the shares of stock for the Murray Hill Cooperative. I have not
received a written reply to my letter and I have not been furnished with the list
of names and addresses.

11r. Sussman, the developer for this project and an attorney, telephoned rue and
arranged for me to meet him and Mr. Liebowitz at the development on May 26.
Mr. Leigh Medine, an attorney who is president of a committee of 213 cooperative
apartment developments, went with ine to see Mr. Sussman and Mr. Liehowitz.
1Mr. Sussman stated that he would not give me the list of owners of shares of
stock and that he would not call a meeting of the stockholders until the building
was 75 percent completed. He advised us that he had received a directive from
the FHA requesting that a meeting of the tenant owners be held after the build-
ing was 75 percent completed. Mr. Medine understands that this directive has
been suspended at least temporarily.
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We asked Mr. Sussman to promise in writing to hold the meeting after the
building was 75 percent completed. He claimed that he could not do so until he
consulted the balance of the board of directors. Since our meeting, Mr. Sussinan
advised Mr. Medine that the sending of the letter was still under consideration
but that if the letter were sent he would want a letter from me in return
promising not to take any further action until the meeting was called.

I wrote to Hon. Herbert 11. Lehman, Senator of New York, in regard to the
Murray Hill Cooperative development and I received a reply dated May 20. A
copy of Mr. Lehman's reply is enclosed. You will note that Mr. Lehman stat,
that I am entitled to a list of the cooperators who are shareholders in the co.
operative development.

I have written letters to the New York City office of FHA addressed to 51r.
McKenna but have never received a reply. It is for this reason that I am writing
direct to you.

I would be pleased to have your comments on these problems. Is the FHA
primarily concerned with the builders of the 213 development or will the FIIA
take action to help the stockholders in these cooperatives to protect their Interest?
Can anything be done if the contracts made between the dummy board of dire-
tors set up by the builder and the builder give the builder excessive profits as
occurred for the section 608 projects?

I am sending copies of this letter to Senator Lehman and to Mr. Pink.
Very truly yours,

HERBERT L. FEAY, Actuary.

P. S. Neither Mr. Ilebowitz, the president of the board of directors as sot up
by the developer nor Mr. Sussman, they advise me, expect to have an apartment
In the building. The building has been started and the brickwork is about iii) to
the second floor leveL

FOREST Hna , N. Y., June 25, P0,;.
Hon. HERBERT H. LEHMAN,

Senator from New York,
United Ntats Senate, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR S'ENATOR LEHMAN: This will supplement my letter of June 10 which is
In reply to your letter of May 20 concerning section 213 cooperatives and evsl-
c .lly the Murray lill Cooperative development in Flushing.

Mr. Cole has not yet replied to my letter of June 10, a copy of which I -et
to you with my last letter. I am writing another letter to Mr. Cole at this time
and am enclosing a copy.

Thanks for any hell) that you can give me in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

HERBERT L. FEAY.

FOREST HILLS, N. Y., June 2., I.
Mr. ALBERT M. COLE,

Administrator, Federal Housing Administration.
Washington 25, D. 0.

DEAR MR. COLE: I do not find that I have received a reply from you to my let-
ter of June 10 in regard to the Murray Hill Cooperative Apartments, Inc., 38-15
149th Street, Flushing, N. Y.

I would like to have a reply from you in the near future so as to determine
whether or not I should proceed with the action to organize the stockholders in
this cooperative so as to protect our mutual interest or whether I should endeavor
to sell my stock in this cooperative because of the lack of opportunity for the
stockholders to organize so as to assure themselves of a satisfactory building " at
a proper cost.

Mr. Daniel Maschler is an owner of stock in the Murray Hill Cooperative -%part-
mints and has signed a coolperative agreement. Mr. Masehler has also writtenl
a letter to Mr. Llebowitz of the Murray Hill Cooperative Apartments requesting
an immediate meeting of the tenant-owners so that they can protect their

interests.
Very truly yours,

HEaBERT L. F:AT".
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JuNK 29, 1954.
Senator HOMER E. CAPEHART,

Banking and Currency Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR SENATOR CAPtHART: As acting chairman of the Conference of Presidents
of Federal Housing Administration Section 218 Cooperatives, I want you to
know that we have an intense interest in the hearings now being held on the
Federal Housing Administration.

My associates and I are presidents of cooperatives wherein dwell some 9,800
individual tenant-owners. To varying degrees we have been subjected to unnec-
essary abuse at the hands of the builder-sponsors as well as the FHA and we are
therefore particularly anxious to put before your committee constructive sug-
gestions to reduce the possibility of such abuses in the future.

By and large the problems we have faced fall Into three categories of which
the first is most important :

1. Inability of stockholders to find out the basic facts about the corporation they
own. This makes it impossible for them to protect their, and the corporation's,
interests prior to completion of the buildings. Once the buildings are finished,
naturally, the damage is done and legal remedies are both slow and inadequate.

Flowing from this basic failing are such matters as:
2. Payment of excessive land rentals obtainedd in the monthly carrying

charges.
3. Failure of proper performance of the construction contract.
Naturally, my associates and I have given considerable thought to these prob-

lems and how they can be eliminated without removing financial incentive to
builder-sponsors who wish to participate in the program. I would like, there-
fore, the opportunity to present our problems to your committee and respectfully
request that you advise me by telegram at our expense when it would be con-
venient for me to appear.

Very truly yours,
0 LEIGH MEDINE, Acting Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I might say for the benefit of the record that we
have had the same correspondence the Senator has plus much more,
I am certain, and it is our intention to hold public hearings in New
York City a little later, but we cannot do it at the moment. We felt it
would be too expensive for the committee to bring down the witnesses
from New York to Washington because there were so many of them.

It is our intention to hold hearings in New York City at a later
date on the complaints that we have had from individual groups repre-
senting cooperative housing projects.

I think we have so informed some of the groups: maybe not all of
them. We have informed many of them, however. It is our intention
to look into each and every one of those cases and hold public hearings
in New York City :a little later on the theory that we could hear
more witnesses at less expense if we went to New York.

Senator LEHMAN. I merely wished to bring the views of the writers
and others to the attention of the chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. We are glad you did and the cooperative section
218" is proving to be just as troublesome as other sections such as the
old section 608 and others, primarily because they are not really coop-
eratives at all. Some prnoter gets an idea and he gets together a few
people and organizes the board of directors and he controls it and
operates it and runs it for his own personal benefit.

They are really not cooperatives at all. In the conference that we
had yesterday between the House and the Senate we discussed this
title very carefully and decided at that time that we were going to
really get into it in a big way after the first of next year to see whether
something cannot be done to either straighten it out or completely elim-
inate it, because they are not cooperatives at all. They are just some

FHA INVESTIGATION
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promoters getting together and deciding they want to do it. The pro-
moter sets up his own board of directors and proceeds to operate it and
run it.

We have found cases where they have b.en mortgaging out and using
the same ingenuity on section 213 and cooperative housing as they
did on old section 608's.

We are glad to get that information from the Senator and glad to
get it for the record.

Our first witness this morning will be Mr. Ralph J. Solow of Lyn-
wood Park, Fort Lee, N. J., and Teaneck Gardens, Teaneck, N. .

Mr. Solow, will you please come forward?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God'?

Mr. SOLOW. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated.
The committee has already voted to do this, so we will place in the

record at this time the testimony in executive session of Mr. Sidney
Sarner and George I. Marcus, his counsel, and David L. Konigsburg,
his accountant, and Mrs. Margaret Monastero, assistant, taken by this
committee under date of June 22, 1954.

We will likewise place in the record at this point the executive ses-
Sion testimony of the witness before us. Mr. Ralph J. Solow of Engle-
wood, N. J.

Presiding at both of these executive session meetings was Senator
Bennett, and Senator Payne part of the time. William Simon, the
chief counsel was conducting the hearings.

Without objection we will place those in the record.
(Transcript of the testimony of Sidney Sarner and Ralph J. Solow,

taken in executive sesion before Senators Bennett and Payne on June
2"2, 1954, follows:)

SPECIAL INTERVIEW TO INVESTIGATE
FEDERAL HlOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

UNITED STATES CAPrrOL,
June 22, 1,954.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The hearing convened pursuant to notice in room F-5!. United
States Capitol, at 10 a. m.

Present: Senator Bennett.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, FHA Investigatioll.
Also present: Sidney Sarner: George I. Marcus, counsel; David L.

Koiiigsberg, accountant: and Mrs. Margaret Monastero, assistant.
Mr. SARNER. We are here on a cooperative basis. We are not here to

deceive.
Mr. SIMoN. I hope you are here on a cooperative basis. I can tell

you better when we finish.
Mr. SARNTER. I come with that spirit. But at the same time if there

is a question I am going to give you a direct answer, and I expect a
direct question. I think this is fair, is it not?

Mr. SIMoN. We have every intention of being fair with you. We
are asking only for the facts, and we can't know until we get the facts
whether there is anything involved.
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Mr. SARM.. I am just trying to make ourselves understood when
we start, so if you ask me a question which is aimed to deceive, you
see, then how can you get the right answer e

Mr. SIMON. I have no intention of doing anything but finding out
the facts.

Mr. SARNMR. I just wanted to know our lines of demarcations.
Mr. SiMoN. I can't get the facts unless I ask you simple questions.
Mr. Marcus, I suppose you are Mr. Sarner's attorney.
Mr. MhAlcus. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, would you give the reporter your full name

and address.
Mr. SARm Sidney Sarner, 325 East Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, were you associated with or connected

with a housing project in Teaneck, N. J., known as Lynwood Park,
Inc.I

Mr. SARNER. There is much confusion on that score. Lynwood Park
is not in Teaneck, N. J. There were several projects I was connected
with. One was in Teaneck, N. J., called Teaneck Gardens. Lynwood
Park is in Fort Lee, N. J.

We originally had our offices in Teaneck you see, and Lynwood
Park was incorporated and that was the office. However, now our
offices are in Fort Lee. Do you follow that?

Mr. SIMON. Yes, I do. Lynwood Park, Inc., is a corporation, is it?
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. How many corporations are there by that name?
Mr. SARNER. There is only one corporation by the name of Lynwood

Park, Inc., but we have 13 sections, each individual corporations,
which are numbered 1 to 13.

Mr. SIMoN. Are those corporations Lynwood Park, Inc. No. 1, etc.?
Mr. MARCUS. No. Let me correct that. The corporations are known

as lynwood Park, Inc., section 1; Lynwood Park, Inc., section 2,
and sections 3 to 13.

Mr. SIMON. And the Section 1 goes after the "Inc."?
Mr. MARCUS. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Is that a roman numeral one?
Mr. MARCUS. Written out, o-n-e.
Mr. SIMON. And there are 13 of those?
Mr. MARCUS. Thirteen different projects.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders' of Lynwood Park, Inc., Sec-

tion One?
Mr. SARNER. Myself and my 2 brothers.
Mr. KONIOSBERG. Plus the'corporation itself owns half the stock.

It is treasury stock.
Mr. SIMON. What are your brothers' names, Mr. Sarner?
Mr. SARNER. Leonard and Maurice.
Mi'. SIMON. Your accountant said a minute ago that the corporation

itself owns half the treasury stock. I take it you bought that from
Mr. Solow?

Ml'. SARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So initially you and your two brothers owned half the

stock and Mr. Solow owned half. Is that correct?
Mr. SARNER. All right.
Mr. MARCUS. Initially Sidney Sarner and Ralph J. Solow were

the owners of all the stock except one qualifying share. Subsequently
5 0 6 9 0-5,-pt. 1--28
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the Solow stock was divided partly to treasury stock and partly to-
the rest of it was Sidney Sarner and Maurice Sarner and Leonard
Sarner.

Mr. KON;IGSBERG. That is not right, either. The Solow stock was
transferred to the treasury as treasury stock. Mr. Sidney Sarner
owned the other shares outside of what Mr. Solow owned, but his 2
brothers had a participating interest which was not recorded on the
books until after Solow stepped out.

Mr. SimroN. Are you saying that initially Sidney Sarner held half
the stock in trust for himself and his two brothersI

Mr. KONIGSBERG. That is right. That is what it amounted to.
Mr. SimoN. And the beneficial ownership was in the three of them

from the beginning?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. But not in equal proportions.
Mr. SimON. Is the same stock ownership true of the other 12 corpo-

rations?
Mr. SARNER. Yes. Oh, no, not in Teaneck.
Mr. KO NGSBER. Yes.
Mr. SARNER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. We are talking about the 13 Lynwood Park corpora-

tions.
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Does Lynwood Park, Inc.-and I am talking now about

all 13 corporations, and if there is any difference in one of them I
would be grateful if you would point that one out--own the land on
which its buildings are constructed?

Mr. SARNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. From whom-
Mr. SARNER. Lynwood Park individually. Each one of the corpora-

tions owns the land.
Mr. SIMoN. Who did those corporations acquire the land from!
Mr. SARNER. They. I believe, acquired it from Lynwood Park, Inc.
Mr. KONGSBERO. From Lynwood Park, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Without the section on it?
Mr. KONIGSBERO. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. Who are the stockholders of Lynwood Park, Inc.?
Mr. SARWER. They were the same at the time, were they not!
Mr. KONIOSBFRO. The same.
Mr. SARNER. They followed the same pattern.
Mr. SrMON. Is Lynwood Park, Inc., still in existence ?
Mr. MARCUS. Yes.
Mr. KomasBErt. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. What is its business?
Mr. SARNrM. It holds, as I know, the land in the rear. Does it not!
Mr. KomosnrRo. It holds the land and also certain small buildings.

Mr. STMON. Does it have any other assets?
Mr. Koosinimo. That is all.
Mr. SIMoN. How much land did Lynwood Park, Inc., originallY

have?
Mr. SAREmR. Purchase?
Mr. SIMo. Yes.
Mr. SARNEM. Sixty-five acres.
Mr. SIM roN. And how much of it did it sell to the three corporations?
Mr. SARNrw. Approximately 30 acres. It may be 29 or 28.
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Mr. SIMoN. So it has approximately 35 acres left?
Mr. SARNFR. No. Six acres were used for a business center, so it

has about 29 or 28.
Mr. KoImOsBERO. Then you bought some more under your option.
Mr. SARNMR. Yes. Then under an option we purchased how much?
Mr. MARcus. About 6 acres. No?
Mr. SARNER. No. About 2 acres.
Mr. MARCUS. Two acres.
Mr. SARNER. These are details but they are not accurate.
Mr. MARcus. We are giving an approximation. They are all

reflected on the books and records of the corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. Who did Lynwood Park, Inc., acquire this 65 acres from ?
Mr. SARNE. From the Allison Land Co.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any interest in that company?
Mr. SARNE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Solow?
Mr. SARN ER. No.
Mr. SrMoN. Is that company completely independent of you?
Mr. SARNMR. I will give you a little picture of it. The Allison Land

Co. consisted of an estate left by a party by the name of Allison in
the New Jersey area. He left his estate for the good of the people
and to God. This was the Allison Land Co.

Mr. SiMoN. And you purchased it from them?
Mr. SARNrM. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the purchase price?
Mr. SARNER. We paid $2,500 an acre. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. KoNIoSBRO. That sounds right.
Mr. SIMON. When did you buy it?
Mr. SARNmE. Anything I do say here is recorded, and if I am in

Error here the record isn't correct?
Mr. SIMoN. That is correct. When did you buy this land from the

Allison Land Co.?
Mrs. MONASTERo. You started in 1948. The transaction wasn t

closed-
Mr. MARCUS. I think it was sometime in 1947.
Mrs. MONASTERO. Teaneck was completed in 1948, and during that

interval they negotiated for the land, in early 1948, and I think it was
closed about the end of 1948 or 1949.

Mr. MARCUS. Some of these dates, Mr. Simon, if you will give me
a letter setting forth what information you want I can get you the
accurate datesbecause they are all a matter of record insofar as deeds
and contracts are concerned.

Mr. SIMON. I take it that Lynwood Park, Inc., acquired the land
directly from the Allison Land Co.

Mr. SAMNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. How long after Lynwood Park, Inc., acquired the land

did it sell the 30 acres to the 13 corporations?
Mr. SARNER. The transaction actually came at the closing or at the

point of commitment.
Mr. MARCUS. Upon the closing of the mortgage on commitment.
Mr. SIMON. How long after you acquired the property was that?
Mr. SARNER. I would say about a year.
Mr. MARCUS. Approximately a year.
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Mr. SImON. And how much did Lynwood Park, Inc. receive from
the 13 corporations?

Mr. KONIOSBERO. Cost.
Mr. SIMON. Exact cost?
Mr. KONiMSBEG. Plus carrying charges. The basic cost-plus carry-

in, charges at the date of transfer.
Mr. SIMON. There was no profit on it?
Mr. KoNIGSIERc,. No.
Mr. SARNEI. No profit.
Mr. SIMON. When did Lynwood Park, Inc., sections 1 to 13. file

their FHA applications?
Mr. MARcUs. I think that we will have to furnish you that because

I don't think you ought to speculate on that.
Mr. SARNER. If you have some paper we will make some notes.
Mr. SimoN. For my purpose here you can just give me your best

approximation.
Mr. SARNER. I would say the applications were filed in approxi-

mately 6 months.
Mr. MARCUS. I wouldn't venture to guess.
Mr. SARNER. Margaret, do you recall that?
Mrs. MONASTERO. As an approximation, it is in early 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall the valuation given the land in those FIJA

applications?
r. SARNER. No, I do not. You mean the valuation given by who?

Mr. SIMON. By you.
Mr. SARNER. We don't give any valuations.
Mr. SIMON. The printed form of the FRA application has a 1l4ace

for the value of the land that the building is going to be built on.
Mr. SARNER. I don't recall of any. I will have to look up the record

and find out, but I don't recall giving them any valuation at any time.
Mr. SIMON. Senator, we are talking about a project named Ly:nwood

Park, involving 13 sections. Thus far Mr. Sarner has told us that the
land that they built these sections on was acquired by another company
that he controlled at $2,500 an acre and sold to these corporations at
his cost without any profit. We were going on from there.

You don't recall what value was put on this land?
Mr. SARNER. I don't believe there was a value put on.
Mr. SiiitoN. What was the capital stock of each of these 13 corpora-

tions?
Mr. KoNI SBER,. The preferred stock was 100 shares.
Mr. SIMON. That is $100 owned by the Federal Housing Adminis-

tration ?
Mr. KoNiosmiE O. The common stock was $200, no par.
Mr. SIMON. So there was $1,000 of capital in each corporation, or

a total of $13,000 capital?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN,. Who constructed the buildings?
Mr. SARNER. The Sarner & Solow Construction Co.
Mr. Si. Owned by yourself and Mr. Solow?
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a fixed-price contract for the construction

of those buildings?
fr. SAUNERi. Between ourselves or between the FHA and ourselves!

Mr. SIION. Well, if it is different I would like both.
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Mr. SARNER. We operated at cost to the corporation. Is that cor-
rect ?

Mr. MARCUS. According to the FHA requirements, they set up a
lump-sum cost construction contract which was executed at the time
of the mortgage commitment, but the corporation thereafter adopted
a resolution amongst them that Sarner and Solow was only to receive
the actual cost of construction.

Mr. SIMON. Do I gather from what Mr. Marcus has said that there
was a construction contract between Sarner and Solow and these
corporations, that you gave a copy of it to FHA?

Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. MARCUS. That is correct.
Mr. Si mON. Who prepared that contract?
Mr. SARNER. 'Who prepared that contract?
Mr. MARCUS. I prepared a contract in accordance with the require-

ments of the FHA.
Mr. SIMoN. What requirements, Mr. Marcus?
.Mlr. M.RCUT'. The FHA mt, up what I would call a punch list, setting

forth the various documents which they require to be prepared and
submitted to them for approval prior to the closing of the mortgage
loan commitment. It is passed by the attorney for the FHA. I pre-
pare it and it is passed by the attorney. In their commitments they
set forth what the lump-sum contract should be.

Mr. SIxoN. Are you telling me that the FHA required a lump-sum
contract?

Mr. MARCU& Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was that requirement in writing or orally?
Mr. MARCUS. It is required not only orally but in writing, and it has

to be a matter of record insofar as lhe mortgages and insofar as the
FHA is concerned.

Mr. SIxMON. Can you tell me where I can find anything in writing
about that

Mr. MARCUS. That is the regulations as far as I know.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell me what regulation?
Mr. MARCUS. I don't know any specific point now but there was a

regulation which said that the contract must be not to exceed a cer-
tain amount and it must be in writing and it must be filed and is re-
quired not only by the FHA but by the lending institution and is a
matter to be recorded.

Mr. SIMON. They did require a written contract?
Mr. MARCUS. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. But you said they required a lump-sum contract.
Mr. MARCUS. That is right.
Mr. SiMON. I would like to know where you find that requirement.
Mr. MARCUS. I think you can check the regulations as well as I can.
Mr. SIMON. I have checked them and I tell you I know of no such

regulation.
Mr. MARCUS. You couldn't, close a mortgage-loan commitment with-

out, having a lump-sum contract.
Mr. SImoN. Without it?
Mr. MARCus. That is correct, and I have closed dozens and dozens

of them.
Mr. SIMON. Could you furnish us with the regulation that said that?
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Mr. MARCUS. I can't find the regulation if you can't, probably, but
I can furnish you with the list of requirements furnished by the FHA
which says that there should be executed a lump -sum contract.

Mr. SiMroN. I would be grateful if you would give me a copy of
that.

Mr. MAItS. I will be glad to.
Mr. SIM-mo.,. What was the lUUI.I)-sunl contract for any one of the't

13 buildings or all 13 of them ?
Mr. SAItNEl?. They were individual contracts.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of that?
Mr. SAR.NER. They varied, depending upon the structure.
Mr. SIM-OtN,-,'. What was the total of the 13?
MlrI. SARNER. Do you remember the figure?
Mr. MARCUS. I don't think we ought to be-I will be glad to furnish

those things.
Mr. SARNER. It would be an approximation of $8 million.
Mr. KONIGSBFR(.. That was the mortgage.
Mr. SARNER. He wants to get a picture. If we don't give hini
Mr. MARCUS. Just a moment, Mr. Sarner.
Mr. SARNER. George, please. I am trying to clarify and I need

cooperation. If I can give him it approximately so we can get a pic-
ture I want to do it. This I want to do.

Mr. MARCUS. You are not asked to be giving figures of construction
contracts.

Mr. SARNER. He is not asking in that spirit. He is asking for an
approximate figure.
Mrs. A[ONASTERO. You can't give him an ap proximate figure of the

whole thing. You don't have it and you can t establish it here.
Mr. SiMo.N. Let me ask you a different question. What was the

total amount of the mortgages which FHA insured on the 13 buildings?
Mr. SARNER. That is simple, $8 million.
Mrs. MONA SI'ERO. Approximately $8 million, I think.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $8,875,000?
Mrs. MONASTERO. That is approximate.
Mr. SARNER. That is approximate.
Mr. SIroN. Was the total amount of the 13 contracts entered into

between these 13 corporations and your construction company for
the construction of those 13 buildings which Mr. Marcus ha! just
talked about as a lump-sum contract in excess of $8,875,000?

Mr. SARNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. It was less than that?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN.. Do you know about how much less?
Mrs. MONASTERO. You don't know.
Mr. SARNrER. You would have to take each commitment and see what

it was.
Mr. SIMoN. We have 13 separate contracts now for lump sums and

the total of these 13 contracts was less than $8,875,000 ?
Mr. MARCUS. You don't know that. Mr. Sarner. It is covered off-site

improvements, too. Please, Mr. Sarner. I will be glad to submit to
the committee or to you, Mr. S,,ion, copies of these contracts if yOU
would like them: and that, I think, is the best evidence.

Mr. SI N. Does your accountant know whether the contracts were
for more than $8,875,000?
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Mr. MARCUS. No; we wouldn't know now.
Mrs. MONASTERO. I wouldn't know that now, either.
Mr. SIMoN. Then subsequently, as I understand it from Mr. Mar-

cus, the corporation passed some resolution.
Mr. MARCUS. Modifying those contracts so the contracts would be

on a basis of actual cost.
Mr. SIMON. Actual cost to Sarner and Solow?
Mr. MARcus. To Sarner and Solow and Lynwood Park would ac-

tually pay the cost of Sarner and Solow.
Senator BENNETr. May I ask a question here? Were the modified

contracts, or copies of then, submitted to the FHA?
Mr. SIMON. That was the very next question I was going to ask.
Senator BENNETr. I don't want to take it out of your hands.
Mr. SIMON. Was the modified contract submitted to the FHA, Mr.

Sarner?
Mr. MARCUS. I don't think so.
Mr. SARNR. Not that I recall.
Mr. SIMON. Did FHA ever know that the buildings were not built

pursuant to the contract which was submitted to them.
Mr. SARNER. According to our records, the recording passed in our

minutes and by way of a preferred stockholder he did know even-
tually, aid he not, because our annual statements reported that, did
they not?

Mr. KONIGSBERG. Our annual statements reflected the actual cost of
the building.

Senator BENN=. But there is nothing that would require--I can't
say that categorically, but it would be unusual if you would submit a
copy of a contract or include a copy of this modified contract in your
minutes?

Mr. MARCUS. Would you repeat what the Senator said, please?
(Question read.)
Mr. MARCUS. That is not so, Senator. As a matter of fact, our min-

utes reflect a resolution to that effect.
Senator BENN-ET. A resolution setting up the contract, but does

it reflect the text of the contract?
Mr. MARCUS. Oh, no.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Marcus, was FHA as a stockholder in the corpora-

tion given notice of the meeting at which you modified the contract?
Mr. MARCUS. I am not prepared to say now. I wouldn't know at

this time whether they did have a notice of the meeting.
Mr. SARNER. I don't recall that they were given notice, and I don't

think it was a requirement.
Mr. SIMON. So that except to the extent that they might have been

able to learn the fact from reading the annual statement that you sent
them, FHA had no notice of the modification of the contract. Is
that right?

Mr. SARNER. I believe that is correct. I know of none.
Mr. SIMON. What was the total cost to the 13 Lynwood Park cor-

Porations of constructing these 13 buildings?
Mr. SARNER. That was reflected in our statements to the FHA.
Mr. SIMON. I am informed by the FHA that those statements reflect

the total cost of $6,662,500. Is that correct?
Mr. SAR, ER. If that is the total of the statements it is correct.
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Mr. SIMON. And that shows, Mr. Sarner, that the construction costs
were $2,426,821 less than the mortgage.

Mr. SARNER. In approximation I believe that is correct.
Mr. KONIGSBERO. It sounds right.
Mr. SIMON. And I am also advised that these 13 corporations (c,,il-

tributed, by way of dividends, $2,588,425.
Mr. KONIGSBERG. That is not true.
Mr. SARNER. That is not true.
MIr. SIMON. How much was contributed?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Nothing was contributed as dividends. Just M1r.

Solow's stock was purchased as treasury stock for $1,400,000 and the
balance is still in these corporations.

Mr. SARNER. The balance is still there.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Solow owned 50 percent of the stock, for which lie

paid $6,500. Is that right?
Mr. KO NIGSBFG. Yes, half of the $13,000.
Mr. SIMON. And he received $1,400,000 i return?
MS. MONASTERO. Approximately.

Mr. SiM-N.,. How long an interval was there between the time he
put up the $6,500 and the time he got the $1,400,000 back?

Mr. KONIGSBERO. I have no idea but he took that money out in
August of 1950.

Mr. SARNER. Before we were completed.
Mr. SIMON. And he put the money up sometime in 1949. Is that

.r KONIGSBERG. I don't know, offhand.

Mr. SARNER. This isn't actually a true picture. Mr. Solow did ad-
vance funds during construction which he received back.

Mr. SIMON. How much did he advance?
Mr. SARNER. Oh, I don't know exactly. It may have been in total,

advancing and getting it back progressively-it may have totaled in
the amount of $200,000, would you say?

Mrs. MONASTERO. Approximately. That is an approximation.
MI'. SARNER. Over what I put in. We both advanced a certain

amount of funds to begin with. This doesn't reflect actually what was
required. There was other capital which we started with. Beyond
what we equally contributed he advanced beyond that about, I would
say. an approximation of $200,000.

Mr. SIMON. Is $200,000 the maximum amount of the advance out-
standing at any one time?

Mr. SARNER. No, I don't think it was that, with what I had or beyond
me, I am talking about.

Mr. SIMON. I would like to know for each of you what was the
maximum advance outstanding at any time.

Mr. SARNER. I would have to see the record on that.
Mr. SIMo,,-. Would you say that it was less than $20,000 for each

of you?
Mr. SARNER. To give you a general picture, I think it was.
Mr. SIMON. And that was merely loaned to the company. is that

correct?
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And was repaid out of the proceeds?
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Mr. SARNER. That is correct. It came from the proceeds but it was
loaned to the contracting company. It was loaned to the construction
company-

Mrs. XONASTERO. That is right, and for various expenses he would
advance $50,000 or so, and we disbursed that only after the funds
came through from Lynwood Park paying the construction company.

Mr. SARNER. Mrs. Moiastero, is my assistant, and many of those
transactions-

Mr. SrMoN. Is this accurate, that the construction company was
building the building and you and Mr. Solow each advanced working
capital from time to time which did not at any time reach $200,000
for either of you, and that that money was repaid to each of you by
the construction company when the building company had money to
pai" for the construction. Is that right?

Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mrs. MONASTERO. Yes.
Mr. SARNMn. Only the amounts now, if I recall it, may have exceed-

ed $200,000. I don't know that amount.
Mrs. MONASTERO. There are times it could have exceeded that.
Mr. SimON. Is it accurate to say that the only funds that ever went

into the building corporations were the $13,000 in stock and the pro-
ceeds of the mortgage?

Mr. SARNER. I think that would be correct, would it not ? The only
funds that went into it-we had money left over.

Mr. KONMSBERO. The sections.
Mrs. MONASTERO. The sections.
Mr. SioMN. The 13 corporations that owned the buildings.
Mr. KoNMISBEMo. I think you might have put some money in at

that time to pay for the commitments.
Mr. SARN R. I don't understand the question. Would you mind

relating it, please?
Mr. SrMoN. Were any funds ever put into the 13 corporations which

owned these 13 buildings other than this $13,000 of capital and the
proceeds of the mortgage?

Mrs. MONASTERo. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. What was that?
Mrs. MONASTERO. The amount I can't give but definitely there have

been funds put in there to meet payments for the FHA when the
closing fees, and so forth, came due.

Mr. SARNr. And working capital.
Mr. SIMoN. Who advanced those funds?
Mr. SARNM. I guess Solow and I did.
Mr. SiMoN. As a loan to the corporations?
Mr. SARNmR. That is right.
Mr. SIoMN. And that was all repaid?
Mr. SARNz. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What about the cost of the land ? Where did the corpo-

rations get the money to pay the cost of the land?
Mr. SARNER. How was that handled, Dave?
Mr. KoNOSBMEM. Apparently ultimately they got it. Since they

01ly contributed $1,000 they must have got it
Mr. SARNER. The question is, where did the money come from

Slow and I put up the money to purchase the land, didn't we?
Mr. KOMosBRGo. That is true.
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ir. SARNER. And we were paid back, weren't we?
Mr. MARCUS. Lynwood Park was paid back.
Mr. KoNiOsB Eo. The source of the funds to pay that back must have

come from the FHA proceeds.
Mr. SARNER. Not the source. The source came from us. We were

paid back from the proceeds of the mortgage at our cost. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. KONIGSBERo. I am looking at the end result.
Mr. MARCUS. He wants the picture so that he can understand it from

its inception.
Mr. S.RNER. Do you get what I am saying?
Mr. SIMoN. Do I understand correctly that the proceeds from this

FHA mortgage of $8,875,000 was sufficient to reimburse you and Air.
Solow for all the advances you made for FHA, filing fees, and so on?

Mr. SAIRNER. That is correct.
Mr. Sr.oN. It reimbursed whoever put up the money to buy the

land for the cost of the land?
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. It paid in full the construction company for all the

costs of construction and it still had approximately $2,400,000 left
over?

Mr. S.uRNER. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And then the corporation itself bought Mr. Solow's half

of the stock for $1,400,000. approximately?
Mr. SARNER. Approximately. $1,300,000.
Senator BExN NErr. Which corporation, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. The 13 building corporations.
Senator BENNETT. Each corporation bought part of it or was that

million four hundred thousand spread over these 13 corporations?
Mr. SARNER. May I give you a little history of this so you can get

the picture here?
Mr. SioiMO. Answer the Senator's question. I take it that it was

spread over the 13 corporations. Was it not?
Mrs. MONASTERO. Yes.
Mr. KONOSBERO. Spread over, yes.
Mr. SAIRNER. Solow and I came to a disagreement on policy before

the completion of Lynwood Park. I was the builder. Lynwood Park
was not completed. So it was decided that he would sell his stock to
the corporations. This was the transaction.

Senator BENNET . Did he sell out of the building company as well
as the

Air. SARNER. He sold everything. He sold Teaneck Gardens. This
was a severance of complete relationship.

Senator BENNErr. Was the $1,400,000 that part of the severance
which related only to Lynwood Park?

Mr. SARNER. No. It included the land in the back, Teaneck Gardens,
all in which we were associated.

Mr. SImoN. How much did he get for his stock in these 13 corpora-
tions?

Mr. SARWER. I would have to look up the record and give you the
specific amount.

Mr. KONIOSBERO. Somewhere maybe about $120,000 less than that
In other words, the other would take care of Teaneck Gardens.

Mr. SARNER. The land is in there, too.
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Mr. SIMON. Is the land approximately $200,000?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. That would be substantially correct, $50,000 one

way or the other.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any coincidence in the fact that the mortgaging

out was $2,400,000 and that you paid him half of that I
Mr. KONIGSBERO. It is a coincidence that it worked out that way
Mr. SARNER But it was not based on that.
Mrs. MONASTERO. No reflection.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, how long an interval elapsed between the

time you signed this lump-sum contract for the construction of the
building and the time the corporations adopted a resolution modifying
the contracts?

Mr. SARNER. I wouldn't know that. I think that was left in my
accountant's and lawyer's hands. When was that?

Mr. KONIGSBERO. I wasn't the accountant at that time, but it was my
understanding that is what was going to happen from the inception.

Mr. MARcUS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. At the time you drew the lump-sum contract it was then

your intention to modify it a short time later?
Mr. SARN-R. That is correct, to do the work for cost.
Mr. SIMON. Why, then, did you prepare the lump-sum contract and

give it to FHA and not tell them that you had the intention of doing
away with it?

Mr. SARNER. This is my lawyer and he says it was required by the
FHA.

Mr. SIMON. Can you help us on that, Mr. Marcus, on why you did
something that you intended not to fulfill ?

Mrs. MONASTERO. Mr. Simon, if I may, it is hardly a point of
whether they could fulfill it if they were going to do it at cost. There
was nothing to guarantee that the cost wouldn't exceed the lump-sum
contract which was submitted.

Mr. SIMON. Obviously. The only question I am trying to find outis-

Mr. MARcus. His remark was directed to me.
Mrs. MONASTERO. I am sorry.
Mr. SIMON. If you didn't intend to build it on a lump-sum basis why

did you give the IHA a lump-sum contract?
Mr. MARCUS. Let me get t is straight. As part of the requirement

for the closing of a mortgage loan commitment the FHA requires, as
well as the lending institution and the title company, that certain
Papers and documents shall be prepared and submitted for approval
an execution at the closing. There are some 37 different items re-
quired.

One of the items required is a lump-sum contract which is to be put
on record, and in the State of New Jersey that is almost a necessity in
order to prevent mechanics' claims.

In addition thereto, you are required to submit and file a building-
loan agreement between the lending institution and the borrowing cor-
oration. The lump-sum contract figure is given to you by FHA.

You cannot vary that figure.
Mr. SIMON. I am not sure I understand that. You say that FHA

tells the sponsor what he has to pay for building the building?
Mr. MARcus. Yes. A lump-sum figure is given by the FHA. They

determine it on a project analysis as well as the working capital.
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Mr. SiMoN. I want to make sure we don't misunderstand each other.
Mr. MARcus. The FHA will submit to me what figures should be in-

cluded in a lump-sum contract. I don't get it out of the air.
Mr. SIMON. The FHA issues a commitment telling you the amount

of a mortgage which they will guarantee?
Mr. MARCUS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And that figure is 90 percent of what FHA estimates

to be the replacement cost of the building?
Mr. MARCUS. That is right, or they do it either on replacement or

sometimes the capitalization.
Mr. SARNFER. But this was on replacement.
Mr. MARCUS. He is asking me now generally.
Mr. SARNER. All right.
Mr. SiMoN.. But in addition to issuing a commitment as to how big a

mortgage they will guarantee, which is based on 90 percent of their
estimate of the replacement cost, are you saying that they also tell
you how much the sponsor must pay the construction company for
the building?

Mr. MARCUS. Yes. They submit a figure and give you a breakdown
of that cost.

Senator BENNETT. Is that the same figure as their estimate on which
their 90 percent mortgage is based?

Mr. MARCUS. Generally it is.
Mr. SIMoN. Can you furnish me with something in writing that

indicates that FHA told you how much the contract had to be for?
Mr. MARCUS. Oh, sure, I can furnish it.
Mr. SIMON. All right.
Mr. MARCUS. Not only on this project but in numerous project-.
Mr. SIMoN. So if I understand this correctly, FHA told you that

the lump-sum contact had to be for a particular amount?
Mr. MARCUS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoNw. And your people didn't ever intend to build the-
Mr. MARCUS. I don't know what they intended. It may have cost

more or less, and for all we were concerned that was the requirement.
Mr. SARWER. May I, Mr. Simon
Mr. SIooN. Just one second. My point is that they didn't intend

to build it for that amount. Cost-plus might have been more or
less-

Mr. MARCUS. Insofar as the construction contract is concerned, the
actual cost may be far in excess of the cost of the lump-sum contract.

Mr. SIMON. Or it might have been less.
Mr. MARCUS. Or less depending upon the circumstances.
Mr. SIMON. But when they signed this lump-sum contract it w:w, not

their intention to build it under that contract
Mr. MARCUS. I don't know whether it was or not. In this case they

modified it.
Mr. SARNER. Mr. Simon, may I qualify Mr. Marcus? Mr. Marcus, I

think, has closed more FHA commitments in the State of New Jersey
than any three attorneys. I would voice here that I think it exceeds ,,
hundred commitment. Is that correct?

Mr. MARCUS. Easily.
Mr. SARNER. So he is qualified as a closing attorney. He knows of

what he talks as far as the requirements. In closing so much and
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knowing what he is talking about he may be stating a fact which may
not be clear to you but very simple and clear to him, and I think this
is where the difficulty is getting in.

Mr. MARcus. We are not getting into difficulty.
Mr. SARNER. I have found this a number of times in talking to me.

They say to me, "What do you mean ?" This was my first one. This
was my reaction. I went to a mortgage company. I am a builder.
They said to me, "Look we tell you what the cost is."

I said, "How the hell can you tell me what my cost is I"
He said, "That is the way we do it."
I said, "How do you know the cost? I am the builder. How do you

know the cost?"
This was paradoxical to me.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Sarner. do I understand that when this lump-sum

contract was signed and presented to FHA it was your intention to
actually have the building constructed under a cost-plus contract?

Mr. SARXEI. That is so. If it cost more or less it would have reflected
to the benefit of the corporation.

Mr. SIMON. What amount of cash does this corporation now have
on hand?

Mr. SARNER. What corporation?
Mr. SIMON. The 13 Lynwood Park corporations.
Mr. SAaR1 . That is reflected
Senator BENNETT. Before you leave that, may I ask another ques-

tion. Was this subsequent contract which was ,et up by resolution of
the directors a net-cost contract or a cost-plus contract ?

Mr. SARNER. Net cost.
Senator BENNET. SO there was to be no profit to the building

company?
Mr. SARN.ER. No profit to the building contractor whatsoever.
Mr. SIMON. Were there an\' income-tax considerations in that. Mr.

Sarner ?
Mr. SARNER. If the construction company made no money on its

contract, whatever the net cost would be, this would be reflected.
Mr. SIMON. Were income tax considerations a reason for that?
Mr. SARNF. I don't know. Whatever cost this company had it

handed over to this other company. My accountant can answer that.
Mr. KONIGSBMIO. The object in charging these things at cost was

to leave everything for-it was for a practical reason.
Mr. SARNER. May I clarify a point here, too ? This is the point that

we overlooked. It was a condition of the FHA that a sponsor could
not be a builder as one. He had to be a sponsor and an entity unto
himself. The builder had to be a contractor, an entity unto himself.
So in effect a builder could not be the sponsor even if he wanted to.

Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you the reverse of that. Do you know any
reason why the sponsor could not be the builder?

Mr. SA.RNE. Yes. That was a regulation. As an individual you
,could not but he had to be a corporation after it exceeded a certain
amount.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any reason why these 13 corporations
could not have of themselves built. these buildings by directly entering
into contracts with a subcontractor?

Mr. SAmxjm. That could not be.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell me what regulation it is?
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Mr. MARCUSh. That is the regulation. It is a requirement.
Mr. SiMoN. Would you give mie a citation of that? That is the

third citation of regulations that you are going to give me.
Mr. MARCUS. I will send you a copy and I thinkthe directives ought

to be made available to you by the FHA.
Mr. SIMON. I have the regulations but I know of no requirements

stating that.
Mr. MARCUS. It may be a requirement of the local director. There

may have been a local requirement of the particular State director,
tut that is tle way it was worded. I can understand the reason for it,
too.

Mr. SIMoN. I would be grateful if you could show me where it
savs that.

"Mr. SARNER. Why not cite the reason?
Mr. MARCUS. The reason for having a separate entity is that they

felt under the mechanics' lien law in the State of New Jersey that
an owner, if he built the project without filing a written contract,
would be subjecting the building to mechanics' liens and would be
jeopardizing the rights of the mortgagee as well, because there would
then be a question of proper advancements, proper payments, and so
forth. Where you have a separate and distinct contract it is notice
to creditors ju.st what they could expect and what they should expect
out of this project. The corporation would then only be liable for
the payments under the contract. If he makes the advances under
the building loan, the lending institution is protected against me-
chanics' liens.

Mr. SARNER. Is that clear to you? It is not to me.
Senator BENNETT-. It is to me.
Mr. SARNEI. George, look, please. You hold your horses, too.
Mr. SI oN. We will get Mr. Marcus to explain that to you on the

way home.
Mr. SARNER. I don't mind if it is clear to you, but it is not clear to me.
Senator BENNE-'r. This is not particularly important.
Were you working with the New Jersey office of the FHA or the

New York office?
Mr. %ARcUs. New Jersey office.
Senator BENNETT. The construction company of Sarner & Solow

is still in existence?
Mr. SARNER. No, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Was it liquidated when Mr. Solow pulled out?
Mr. SARNER. It wasn't liquidated but at the time of separation it

was agreed that Solow's name would be dropped from it within a
period of 6 months, or something like that.

Mr. SIMON. Is the company still in existence?
Mr. SARNrER. Yes.
Senator BE.NN.ETT. That is the point I wanted to get.
Mr. MARCUS. The charter is amended so it is now Sarner Construe-

tion Co. instead of Sarner & Solow.
Senator BENNETT. It still is in existence?
Mr. SARVER. That is right.
Senator BENNET. AndI is active in the contracting business'?
Mr. SARNER. It is inactive presently in the contracting business.
Mr. SIMON. At the time of the construction of these buildings what
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was the approximate amount of the assets of the Sarner & Solow Con-
struction Co.?

Mr. KONSBERO. Whatever they were they were nominal because
they were constructing at cost7 and the only capital required was just
to get the project started, which would be loans from the interested
principals.

Mri. SIMoN. Was it created for the sole purpose of building these
buildings ?Mr. SARNER. It was created for the purpose to build the buildings,

that is true, and it was a requirement of the FHA. But let me clarify
something, if I may.

Mir. SImoN. What I am trying to find out is whether it had merely
nominal assets and was a paper corporation or whether it was a real
construction company.

Mr. SARNER. It was a real construction company because I qualified
it as a construction company. I am a builder.

I'. SIMON. What were its as cts, in rough figures?
M'. SARNER. The assets in rough figures were the assets of the

principals.
Mr. SIMON. Wait a minute. This is a corporation. I would he glad

to have you go ahead, but fi.t will you tell me what were the assets
of the corporation.

Mr. SARNER. They would be reflected in the books. I wouldn't
know.

Mr. SIMoN. Roughly speaking, were they $1 million or $5o,000?
Mr. SARNER. I wouidn t know. I think they were negligible for

the reason that I want to give to you.
Senator BENNETr. May I ask a question at that point? Something

was said earlier about the fact that at the time of the dissolution cer-
tain finds were made to Mr. Solow for the Teaneck properties.

Mr. SImoN. That is another project, sir.
Senator BENNETr. Did Sarner and Solow build the Teaneck place?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNEr. The same building construction company did

both jobs?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir. Now, may I show you this. Sarner and

Solow were two principals who had equal interests in Lynwood Park,
Teaneck Gardens, in everything they had. The construction company

was a vehicle by which it complied with the FHA requirement, but
in essence the two remained as one so there was no point in making
a profit by the construction company and taking it out of this pocket
and putting it in this pocket. For simplicity it was kept and reflected
all in the owning corporations.

Mr. SIMON. What you are saying is that you and Mr. Solow decided
to construct this project and you created a construction company with
nominal assets and then you created 13 building companies with
nominal assets.

Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Who put up the $13,000 that went into these 13 cor-

porations?
Mr. KONIOSBERO. You put that up yourself.
Mr. SARNPR. The books reflect that.
Mr. SIMON. Did you personally put up $6,500?
Mr. SARNER. My accounts would reflect that.
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Mr. SIMON. Was that your own money, Mr. SarnerI
Mr. SARNER. I would say it was.
Mr. SIMON. Where do your two brothers come into the picture.J
Mr. SARNER. Now I have to go back further.
Mr. KONIGSBERG. They have only a small interest.
Mr. SARNER. They have a 10 percent interest.
Mr. SIMON. When did they acquire that?
Mr. SARNER. Maurice put up 20 percent of my money, did he not?
Mr. KONIOSBERO. Something like that. That is right, 20 percent of

the total.
Mr. SARNER. 20 percent of what I put up. Then when we had ein.

hanced our capital, from there we moved over to Lynwood Park.
When we moved over into Lynwood Park I made no further rluire.
ment of my brother. The same 20 percent carried over there.

Mr. SIMON. Are you saying that he advanced to you for the Teaneck
property 20 percent of the capital you needed and in return for that
you gave him 10 percent of Lynwood?

Mr. SARNER. I gave him an equivalent to my interest in Lynwood.
Mr. SIMON. What is the approximate date-
Mr. SARNFR. I have another, brother, so I don't want to be deceptive.

So that my other brother was left out in the cold. We started the
business sometime before, and my other brother wanted to go out
So Maurice said I had done this to him and I said to Maurice, "Now
look, this you have gotten, and now give him half of yours, not only
in Lynwood Gardens but in Teaneck.

Mr. Sirxo. When was this after the buildings were built?
Mr. SARNER. No; during this. This was done. Then when Solow

went out the interest remained the same. Do you follow ? This is how
it came about.

Mr. SIMON. What is the approximate amount of cash in the hands
of these 13 corporations at this time?

Mr. SARNFR. It would be reflected by the statements. The capital
has been enhanced.

Mr. KONIGSBERO. The cash fluctuates.
Mr. SIMON. Is it over $1 million?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. The cash?
Mr. SxMoN. Yes.
Mr. KONIGSBERG. I don't think so.
Mr. SiMA).. It isn't ?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. No.
Mr. SIMON. Are the companies making money?
Mr. KONIOSBERG. Yes.
Mr. SI.%ioN. You had roughly $2,500,000 surplus from the mortgage

and you paid $1,200,000 to Mr. Solow, which would leave roughy
$1,300,000. What happened to that $1,300,000?

Mr. KONIOSBERO. Well, most of that went-it was loaned to the busi-
ness center at 5-percent interest.

Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the business center?
Mrs. MONASTERO. Lynwood Park Business Center.
Mr. KONIGSBER. Section 1.
Mr. SARNER. There were two of them.
Mr. SIMON. How much did each of them borrow from this cem-

pany?
Mr. SARNER. This is section 1.
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Mr. KONGSBERO. It is unequal amounts. I don't recall the exact
breakdown.

Mr. MARCUS. One corporation is incorporated, and the other is Lyn-
wood Park Business Section No. 1.

Mr. SIMON. What is the total amount that the two corporations
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Somewhere close to the figure you derived. I

don't know exactly. We can get that information. It is easy enough.
Mr. SIMON. Of the $2,500,000 roughly speaking, that you mort-

aged out here, roughly $1,200,000 went to Solow and roughly
$1,300,000 was loaned to these two business center corporations?

Mr. KONIGSBERG. Approximately.
Mr. SARNER. A million two. Actually, what went to Solow was

$1,333,000.
Mrs. MONASTERo. No. He is speaking of the Lynwood Park thing.
Mr. SIMON. As I understand it, $1,200,000 is what came out of

these 13 corporations.
Mr. SARNER. I see.
Mr. SIMON. And the other $130,000 was the construction company

and the vacant land. Is that right .
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Simon, maybe I am about to anticipate an-

other question of yours. Does Mr. Sarner own the two business cor-
porations?

Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders in these two business cor-
porations?

Mr. SARNER. The same, my brothers and myself, in the same ratio.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the capital put into these two corpora-

tions?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. $10,000 each.
Mr. SIMON. And then they borrowed roughly $1,300,000 from the

other corporations?
Mr. KONIGSBERO. Approximately that. Somewhere over $1 million.
Mr. SIMON. I take it in addition to that they have a conventional

mortaae on the buildings? 
Mr. IZONISBERG. It is represented bA- serial notes maturing annual]

over a period of 20 and 25 years.
Mr. SARNER. You didn't answer the question, Dave. There is no

mortgage on it. The building is free and clear of aiiv mortgage.
Senator BENNErr. Are the buildings kept up and operating?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a profitable venture?
Mr. SAIRNER. Yes, sir. It has a gross rent, of over $00,000.
Mr. SIMON. Each of the 13 corporations that were in the section

Wsi rejectt is profitable, too. Are they?
.I'. S.ARNER. Yes, sir.
\lr. SIMON. And I take it this business center is adjacent to it?
Mr. SARNER. That is right. One helps the other. It makes the

apartments more valuable because it makes shopping simpler and
makes the business center better because we have customers right there.

Mr. SIMON. Was it your intention at the time you applied for the
FHA loan or guaranteed loan on these 13 corporations to build this
business center?

Mr. SARNER. They made it a requirement.
Mr. SIMON. They did make it a requirement? Is that in writing?
1 ,fl.SARNER. Yes, lit is in the commitment.

5 0690-54-pt. 1-29
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Mr. SIMoN. bDid you contemplate at the time using the funds of the
mortgage to build a business center?

Mr. SAitNER. No, I did not. That was only an after consideration.
The shopping center was built after the buildings were completed.

Mr. SiMoN. When you applied for the mortgage, I wondered
whether you included-
Mr. SARNER. We had no way of knowing.
Senator BENNETT. When you applied for the mortgage did you

know you would have to build a business center?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir. Not when we applied. It was later made a

part of the commitment.
Senator BENNETT. Before the commitment was issued you agreed

to build a business center?
Mr. SARNER. That is so.
Mr. SIMON. Was that commitment that you would build a business

center financed by your own funds or out of the mortgage?
Mr. SARNER. There was no condition how it was to be financed. It

was that we were to build it.
Mr. SIMON. Was it contemplated that you would get enough money

out of the mortgage on the homes to build the business center e
Mr. SARNER. No, sir. Ilow would we know that?
Mr. SIMN. That is what I am trying to find out. As a matter of

fact, my next question is, Can you explain to us how on an $8,80,o(w
mortgage which i was supposed to represent 90 percent of the relplace-
ment cost of the property you could mortgage out $2,500,000?

Mr. SARNER. Well, there's 1 or 2 reasons, that we were efficient and
honest. That is the explanation.

Mr. SIMON. When you submitted your estimates to the FHA-
Mr. SARNER. I never submitted an estimate to the FHA. Mr.

Marcus voiced to you that FUN told us what it was going to be.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you file an application for a loan?
Mr. SARNER. No, sir. I filed it through a mortgage company, not

direct. Here is my understanding of it. I don't know whether you
have the same understanding. Certain approved mortgage coffi-
panies which the FHA recognizes-these companies go out and Solicit
business and say, "Look, we are connected wit a real-estate company"
or whatever it is. "We will get you a loan." You are a builder and
they come and look for business. "We can get you a loan for so much
if you will build such a type of project."

Mr. SIMoN. Is that what happened here, that a mortgage conp any
came to you and said they would get you a loan if you would buiId
the building?

M r. S.RN ER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What company was that?
Mr. SARNER. The Alexander Summer Mortgage Co.
Mr. SIM.%(,N. Did they tell you how much it would be?
Mr. SARNER. Approximately.
Mr. SimoN. Did you ever sign an application for an FHA mortgage

commitment?
Mr. SmINER. I believe so.
Mr. SiMoN. Are you familiar with the form, Mr. Sarner?
Mr. SA.%RNER. I wouldn't know. When you say I signed an appli-

cat ion, if it had to be signed I signed it.
Mr. SimoN. Did you read it before you signed it?
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Mr. SARNER. I don't recall. I may have. I probably did.
Mr. SIMoN. There is one section of the application which has a

number of places.to fill in the requirements of the building corpora-tion, and by requirenmnts they break it down into the estimated cost
of the building, the estimated cost of the land, and the estimated cost
of each item.

Mr. SAlINER. I don't recall such a form. I will see if it is in our
files.

Do you recall such a form?
Mrs. MONASTERO. I don't think that you signed except to attest.

Most of them were signed by Mr. Slow as president of the corporation.
Mr. SARNER. Well, that is a technicality but it has to be signed by

the corporation, doesn't it ?
Mr. MON. No. They could be signed by the sponsors, and in some

cases they were signed before the corporation was incorporated.
Mr. SARNER. I would have to trace back my records to confirm or

deny what you say because I have a vague recollection of the mortgage
application. Whether I signed it or the mortgage company signed
it, I don't know.

Mr. SIMON. You both had to sign itI
Mr. SARNER. I don't know. Truthfully, right now if I saw it, it

might refresh my memory.
Mr. SimoN. Can you give me any other ex planatioyi, other than that

you were efficient and honest, why you could get a loan which at 90
percentt totaled almost $9 million and build the building for $2,500,000
ess than the loan?

Mr. SARNER. Well, do you want my explanation for it?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SARNER. I have been thinking about this, and I don't mean to

be facetious here but it seems to me that rather than look at what I
have made here it is for you to look back at what was established in
the law as being correct.

Now, there was established in the law as being correct a loan of so
much per apartment, whatever the loan was.

Mr. SIMON. Those were ceilings, Mr. Sarner.
Mr. SA INE . They were ceilings, I grant you that. Those ceilings

were established on a certain cost of a certain period. As the cost
raised, you see, then the ceiling came below the cost of the company.
This is the general belief, in the conception of the law.

Now, if this was right the norm was right, not to exceed that, if
it was the maximum, it is not wrong for us to make the money but to
see what was wrong with that norm. If that norm was right and was
correct at the time it was made, then there is no other explanation,
that we must have been efficient and good builders and honest to so
reflect it. There is no other answer thatI can see.

Senator BENNE'r. I think again we should emphasize in the rec-
ord here that that was the limit. That was not the norm. That was
the ultimate. That was the top ceiling.

Mr. SARNER. That was the top ceihng, I grant you that. This is my
understanding and I am not talking authority beyond this. I am talk-
in g as I tried to see this thing, why we did it.

I ou asked me why we did it. As we see it and as I know we went
alomi,, later there were escrows required which indicate that the mort-
gage--the norm was below the
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Senator BENNE-r. You keep using the word "norm." There is
nothing in the law about norm. The only thing is the ceiling.

Mr. SABwE. The celing became the norm, let us say.
Senator BENNETt. I think that is an assumption that the law does

not bear out. The ceiling is still the ceiling.
Mr. SARNER. The ceiling is that point. However, the ceiling, we

can say, was adopted as the norm by the mortgage companies. Then
when they came to me and said, "Look, we will get you a loan if you
build on this part, on this piece of property, at $2,000 a room." this
is what we went to see. This made it interesting to us. 0. K. So we
were-I am not giving you exact figures. Maybe it came out instead
of $2,000 a room maybe $1,850 a room, or instead of $8,000 an apart-
ment it may have come out seven thousand and-some-odd dollars an
apartment. So that if it could not exceed the ceiling, as you voicel,
then the ceiling was used as the norm by the FHA. Let's voice it that
way.

Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Sarner, could you comment also on the fact that
another provision of the law says that the mortgage could not exceed
90 percent of the estimated replacement cost.

Mr. SARNER. I am not quoting the law.
Mr. SiMON. You have to put the two together.
Mr. SARNER. You wanted to know why I did it.
Mr. SIMON. What I want to try to get is that the law does fix these

ceilings that you have referred to, but it also has the 90-percent factor.
Mr. SARNm. The ceiling in effect is 90 percent.
Mr. SIMON. The law said that the mortgage could not exceed 90

percent of the estimated replacement cost of the building, which is
a separate ceiling from the unit cost that you were talking about.

Mr. SARNER. I don't want to miss my train of thought. Now, we
developed these buildings and this was the replacement value. I can
take a tailor and maybe out of a piece of cloth he can only cut one suit.
Maybe a better man can cut a suit and a half. But that we wNere able
to cut more than one suit out of it apparently is evident.

Now, I don't think whether we are that much good-I would like
to think we were that much better. However, these mortgages then
were bid for and the values were there by the savings bank, and on
Teaneck we got 5 percent over our mortgage and in fynwood Park '
points over our mortgage. Does that not reflect the value, irrespective
of what we produced?

If I can produce this suit you are wearing for $5 but the best you
can buy this suit for is $100 some place, and then I can sell it to ylo for
$25, it doesn't change the suit, does it?

Mr. SIMON. Except that wasn't what Congress put in the law.
Mr. S.RNEr.R. I know but I am trying to give similarly-there are

differences in efficiency in every person. My method may be on this
job I invented a piece of hardware that I say was inestimable in (-(,,t
saving, made a better job, and more efficient for less cost. Yet I !,,t a
better commodity for less cost.

This is my business as a builder, not to do a lesser job for le;s cO4

but a better job for less cost, is what I see.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, I believe you said you got a 3-percellt

premium on Lynwood.
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. That would be about $300,000?



Mr. SARNER. Whatever you want to figure.
Mr. SimoN. Do you have an opinion as to why the mortgage com-

panies were willing to give you a three percent premium on the mort-
gage' T t h

Mr. SARNER. That is their business. I am not a banker. I don't
know.

Mr. SiMON. Have you ever made during this period mortgages that
were not insured by the United States Government?

Mr. SARNER. I have been in the real-estate business and associated
contracting business since I have been 17 years old, and I am 46 now.
29 years. I have made mortgages on other occasions.

Mr. SIMON. During this period do you know of anybody who got a
3 percent premium on a mortgage not guaranteed by the Government?

Mr. SARNER. I don't know. i don't know of any.
Mr. SIMON. Is it fair to say that the reason you got a premium of

$300,000 for the mortgage was because it was an obligation of the
Government?

Mr. SARNER. I don't know whether it is fair or unfair. Maybe it
reflected the value. Maybe it was fair in the reflection of its value.
But I could sell these buildings presently and realize a profit which
would be indicative that the value is greater than the mortgage.

Mr. SIxMON. I take it that all building costs have gone up since 1949,
haven't they?

Mr. SARNFR Since 1949? I don't know. I would assume they did.
Mrs. MONASTFRO. These were completed in 1950 and since then-
Mr. SIMON. Your applications were filed in 1949 and the FHA com-

mitment was made in 1949. Isn't that right?
Mr. SAR R. That is of record. It is approximately right.
Mr. SIMON. It is true that building costs have gone up since 1949,

isn't it?
Mr. SARNER. I don't know if it is true. Basically they have not gone

up. If you are going to get philosophical with me, Ican't say it is
true. The cost has remained the same. The supply and demand have
changed.

Senator BENNEMr. Wait a minute. I am in the building business,
too. I am in the building supplies business, and it is my guess that
the costs have gone up atleast 25 percent since 1949. You don't buy
lumber today at the price you bought it in 1949. Haven't you done
any building since you built Lynwood Park?

Mr. SARNER. Not since I finished the business, Senator.
Mr. MARCUS. What territory are you referring to, Senator?
Senator B.NNE=. The national price levels move more or less in

the same direction if not to the same extent.
Mr. MARCUS. I bought lumber in 1953 for less than I paid in 1950

on a job.
Mr. SAmm. That is the point I was trying to make.
Senator BENNE-r. Hasn't lumber gone up since 1950? It may have

gone down again under different circumstances.
Mr. MARCUS. I bought plumbing and heating for less in 1953 than

I paid in 1950.
Senator BENNE-r. We are talking about 1949 now.
Mr. SARNER. In 1949 I believe I bought lumber at approximately

$70 a thousand. The market price was somewhat around $100 but there
was a dip. I hit the dip. There was a dip, if you recall.
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Senator BENNErr. There was a depression. There were 31/2 million
unemployed in 1949, and as soon as the Korean War came all prices
went up.

Mr. L ARNER. I did it in this dip, you see. Not that Iplanned the
dip but I was fortunate.

Senator BENNETT. But Mr. Simon asked you the question whether
or not building costs had not gone up since 1949. The fact that you
say there was a dip is an indication that they have gone up. There
was a low point in 1949.

Mr. SARNER. I don't know if it has dipped down lower now. I am
not building, but I understand they are way down now. So you say,
is it not true. I can't say it is true because I don't know. It sounds
like they did, but I don't know it right now if they are lower than
1949 or higher than 1949.

Senator BENNETT. This is very interesting to me bacuse you have
done the best you can to explain to us that you are an efficient builder,

oti understand the business, but as soon as we start to talk about the
usiness since the building of these apartments you don't know.
Mr. SARNIER. Because I haven't done, truthfully, any constriction

work. Not 1 hammer or 1 nail has been driven since I have erected
these buildings, the business center, which was an approximation at
that time, so I can honestly say to you I don't know because I haven't
purchased. So this is the truth.

Senator BENNETr. You don't know the general facts about the
building industry ?

Mr. SARNMR. If I listened to what everybody told me when I am
going to build, I would never build. They say the unions and thi, and
that, and I would never build. So one starts out for himself and ob-
serves for himself and says "What was the hazard to another ygu be-
comes simple to me."

I never let this influence me, Senator. This is my sincere effort in
doing it. When I go into something I ask nobody for their advice.
This is my job to do and this I seek to do to the best of my ability, and
what another fellow broke his neck on and where I built in rock and
cut sewers in 18 feet of solid rock everybody said I was crazy. It was
crazy to buy the land. The land was purchased that cheap they feared
I walked into it. But I solved the problem. Had I listened to the rock,
and this and that, I would have never built.

Senator BRENNETT. You are saying a lot of things that don't answer
the question. I think you are answering the question by indirection.

Mr. SARNER. I am trying to give you what my feeling-the way I
approach a problem. If you told me today costs went up, I wouldnt
concern myself with that. I would take my cost of 1949 and I would
try-this I know I did well, by reflection, and I would try to get the
cost where I couldn't-I would try to find some way to do it. If I
couldn't buy lumber in this market here I would go to California if my
quantity was good enough. But I would seek a market

Senator BENNETT. This is all just smokescreen. You are not anwer-
ing the question directly, but you have answered it to my satisfaction.

Mr. SARNEP- I am trying to answer your question directly by what I
endeavor to do in my business.

Senator BExNET. Your direct answer is you do not know whether

costs are higher today than in 1949.
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Mr. SARNER. Because I have not built since the business center. This
ic the reason. Had I built I could have had a comparison in truth and
said, "Today it cost me so much and in 1949 it cost me so much."
Senator BENNr. Today you are no longer a builder but an opera-

tor of a series of apartment buildings?
Mr. SARNER. That is correct.
Senator BENNETT. All right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sarner, do you draw a salary from any of the Lyn-

wood Park corporations?
Senator BENNEiTr. May I get back to one other question? I am

going to have to leave in a minute. I would like to have the citation
put in the record which required them to build the shopping centers.
I would like to have the letter from the FHA or the regulation of
FHIA, because that certainly isn't in the law.

Mr. SIMON. There are four things, Senator, that I am hoping they
will give us: The regulation of the FHA that says they had to have a
lump-sum contract and the letter from the FH telling them how
much the contract had to be, the regulation of the FHA that said the
sponsor couldn't be the builder, and the letter from the FHA that said
they had to build a shopping center.

Mr. SARNER. Senator, may I enlighten you, possibly, on why they in-
sisted upon it, and I think they were right in insisting upon it.

We built this up in the woods. There was no shopping available
nearby. They figured if there was no place to shop for these people
we wouldn't rent the apartments.

Senator BENNETr. I am not questioning your word, but we would
like to see documented evidence that they required you to invest this
money in that kind of service. Apparently they didn't require it
before they signed the commitment with you but afterward.

M r. SARNER. You say "this money"?
Senator BENNET. You said that you invested something like

$1,225,000 in 2 corporations that built shopping centers and you have
testified that you did that as the result of an FHA requirement.

Mr. SARNER. But what is "this money" that you referred to?
Senator BENNErTr. The $1,300,000.
I am sorry, I have got to leave. Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. My next query was, have you drawn salary from the

apartments?
Mr. SARNER. Yes.
Mr. KONIGSBERO. He draws $900 a year from each one right now.
Mr. SIMON. Each of the 13?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Going to Teaneck Gardens, Mr. Sarner, when was that

project built?
Mrs. MONASTERO. In 1947. It was completed in 1948.
Mr. SIMON. And the capital of that corporation was how much?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Same thing.
Mr. SIMoN. A thousand dollars? Did the Sarner & Solow Con-

striction Co. build that building?
Mr. SARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrMoN. Did you have a lump-sum contract for that building?
Mr. SARNER. The same.
Mr. SIMON. And again by resolution you modified it?
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Mr. SARNFI. That is correct, isn't it?
Mr. MARCUS. As far as I recall.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it your intention at the time you signed the lump.

sum contract to supersede it with a cost-plus basis contract?
Mr. SARNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the mortgage in the Teaneck Gardens project, was

that $1,592,000?
Mr. KONIOSBERG. That was the original mortgage.
Mr. SIMoN. Was the cost of that project $1,566,000?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. I thought in that one our costs were higher than

the loan, if I recall.
Mr. SARNER. Our cost?
Mr. KONIoSBERO. I saw the balance sheet. That included the land.
Mr. SARNER. Mr. Konigsberg was not Solow's accountant, but I

would say the cost was under the mortgage.
Mr. SImoN. Approximately $105,000.
Mr. SARNER. Whatever the books show.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you distribute $103,000 in dividends?
Mr. SARNMR. No, sir. Wait a minute.
Mr. KONIGSBERG. You said right.
Mr. SIMON. Did the corporation buy Solow's stock?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Yes.
Mr. SIMoNf. How much did you pay him for it?
Mr. KONIGSBERG. You have got it.
Mr. SIMorN. One hundred three thousand?
Mr. KONmSBERO. That sounds like the figure.
Mr. SrMoN. He paid $500 and he got $103,000 for it. Is that correct!
Mr. KONIGSBERG. That is correct.
Mr. SrMoN. Is that a profitable project?
Mr. SAR MMYes.
Mr. SIMON. How long after the building was built did you buy

Solow out ?
Mr. SARNEM. In this agreement-
Mrs. MONASTERO. The dissolution was August 29, 1950, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SrMoN. That would be about 2 years after you started the

project. Is that right?
Mr. SAR NF. Believe me, I am not trying to be evasive but when

you ask me a question of dates I am blank.
Mr. SIMoN. From whom did Teaneck Gardens acquire the real

estate on which that building was built?
Mr. SARNTR. What was the company ?
Mr. MARCUS. What is his name?
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this. Was the person or corporation

from whom Teaneck Gardens bought the real estate a complete stranger
to you?

Mr. SARN-m. Yes.
Mr. Si.MoN. That is all I wanted to know.
Mr. SAIRNER. In fact, in both these cases, the Summer Co., who were

our mortgage people, and also in the real estate business, sold us the

land.
Mr. MAilcus. They were the brokers.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know what you paid for the Teaneck Gardens

land?
Mr. MARCUS. Approximately $46,000.
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Mr. KONIGSBERG. Then we bought some extra land there for a couple
of thousand.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know the valuation placed on that land in the
FHA application?

Mr. M.ARcus. I don't think so.
Mr. KONIGSBERG. Do they put a value on it?
Mr. SARNER. When you ask this, the value of the land placed by

the FHA-
Mr. SIMON. I am asking for the value placed on the land in your

application.
Mr. SARNER. You asked me that question before and I said I didn't

place any.
Mr. SIMON. Is that provision in the application left blank?
Mr. SARzFm. I don't know. I don't recall the application, but if

the appraisal that the FHA puts on it is for improved land-we buy"
raw land, without sewage or water or drainage. It is appraised 6y
the FHA and includes these utilities.

Mr. SIMON. How much did it cost you to put in these utilities?
Mr. SARN E. I don't know. I would have to refer-
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any other building projects which were

financed by mortgages insured by the Federal Housing?
Mr. SARNER. 0.
Mr. SIMoN. These are the only two projects you ever were connected

with?
Mr. SARNim. There are 14.
Mr. Swox. These 14 corporations, 13 Lynwood Park and one Tea-

neck, are the only building projects that you were ever connected with
on which the Federal Housing Administration had a commitment?

Mr. SARNER. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know a man named Clyde Powell?
Mr. SARNER. No, sir; I have heard of him.
Mr. SIMON. You have never met him?
Mr. SARNER. Never met him.
Mr. SIMoN. I have no further questions. I would be grateful, Mr.

Marcus, if you could get me that information.
Mr. MARCUS. I will read the transcript, and whatever information

you ask for that I can furnish I will be glad to furnish.
Mr. SIMON. I would be glad to write you a letter, but I can tell you

ri t now the four things I want.
frs. MONASTERO. I have the notes on it.

Mr. SARNER. Do you want anything from us?
Mr. SIMON. These four things.
Mrs. MONASTERO. I have the notes on them.
Mr. MARCUS. I will give you either the regulation or refer you to

the requirements of the district director's office or give you punch lists
which indicate it.

Mr. SARNER. And we can get the photostatic copy made of the com-
mitment.

Mr. MARCUS. I have it. It says it is conditioned upon a condition
that we close a certain number of mortgage commitments at one time,
a condition that within a certain period of time we build a shopping
center toprovide shopping facilities.

Mrs. MONASTERO. That is right.
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Mr. SARNER. In fact, it is stipulated in there, too, the height of the
building.

Mr. MARcus. It couldn't be over a certain height.
Mr. SIMoN. I am most interested in that provision where they told

you what the lump sum contract had to be.
Mr. MARCUS. I might say to you, Mr. Simon, that I think that I

have closed more section 608 mortgage loan commitments in the State
of New Jersey, and I don't know of any mortgage loan commitment
that I closed that didn't have a lump sum contract.

Mr. SIMON. We are through.
(Thereupon, at 11: 35 a. m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p. in.)

SPECIAL INTERVIEW To INVESTIGATE FEDERAL HOUSING
ADxmNSTRATiON

EXECUTIVE SESSION

UNITED STATES CAPITOL,
June 22, 1.

The hearing convened pursuant to notice in room F 59, United
States Capitol, at 10 a. m.

Present: Senators Bennett and Payne.
Also present: William Simon, chief counsel.
Also present: Ralph J. Solow, 302 Fountain Road, Englewood, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Solow, this morning we talked at quite some length

to Sidney Sarner, who I gather was your partner in some of these
projects.

Mr. SoLow. He was.
Mr. SIMoN. Solely to expedite matters, I may ask you questions

which are leading to confirm facts that Mr. Sarner gave us this morn-
ing. If any of the questions should have an inaccurate fact in them,
I will count on you to correct me, because I am not trying to tell you
what the facts are but it will be a little quicker if I follow on from what
he said.

Mr. SOLOW. Fine.
Mr. SiMON. What was your first association with anybody or on

your own account in the building of any building insured by the
Federal Housing Administration ?

Mr. SoLow. Prudent Homes, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. Where was that building?
Mr. SoLow. That building was in Richfield, N. J.
Mr. SimoN. When did you build that building?
Mr. SoLow. In 1939. These were private homes, not rental housing.
Mr. SIMoN. I am talking about rental housing.
Mr. SoLow. Oh, no.
Mr. SIMoN. When was the first rental housing project?
Mr. SoLow. That was Teaneck Gardens and that was in the city of

Teaneck, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. What was the year?
Mr. SoLow. 1937.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Sarner was your partner ?
Mr. SoLow. He was my partner.
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Mr. SIMON. How long have you been in the building business, Mr.
bolow?

Mr. SoLow. Before that?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SoLow. Well, I would say 1939 to 1947. That is eight years.
Mr. SiMON. As far as you know, how long had Mr. Sarner been in

the building business?
Mr. SoLow. I couldn't tell you exactly, but I should think that he

had been in it for at least 10 or 15 years. He said he got into it when
he was about 16 years old, and he at that time must have been some-
where under 40. It is about 20 years anyhow.

Mr. SimON. Now, Teaneck Gardens; what was the capital stock of
that, corporation?

Mr. SoLow. That is something I really don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $1,000?
Mr. SoLow. Probably.
Mr. SIMoN. And did you own half of it?
Mr. Soww. I owned half.
Mr. SIMON. Did Teaneck Gardens ever have any assets other than

the $1,000 and things that it acquired through the proceeds of the
mortgage ?

Mr. SoLow. Land.
Mr. SImoN. Who did it buy the land from?
Mr. SoLow. We bought the land from Richard Ackerman.
Mr. SIMoN. Who paid for it ? Was it paid for by the corporation?
Mr. SoLow. I am not sure whether we bought that in our individual

names and transferred it to the corporation or whether it was bought
by the corporation. I would like to explain this to you. I am in a
position now where I have not got access to these books or records.

Mr. SIoM. I understand.
Mr. SoLow. Because I am no longer a partner of Sarner's.
Mr. SIMoN. Was the purchase price of the land ultimately paid out

of the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. SoLow. Oh, yes. Yes, indeed.
Mr. SIMON. In that building, as near as you can recollect, with the

$1,000 of capital that it had, did the proceeds of the mortgage account
for the cost of the land and the entire cost of building the building
and everything else that went with it and leave about $100,000 left
over?

Mr. SoLow. I wouldn't say it was $100,000. My recollection is that
it was just about what we got on our motgage premium that was left
over.

Mr. SIMoN. What was the mortgage premium?
Mr. SoLow. Five points. The mortgage, I think, was $1,590,000, so

that would make it around $77,000.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't the mortgage $1,900,000?
Mr. SoLow. At Teaneck Gardens?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SOLow. I don't think so. $1,590,000, I think.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, that is right. Then you were bought out by Sar-

ier, is that right ?
Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And he paid you how much?
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Mr. SoLow. Are you talking now-when he bought me out he bought
Teaneck Gardens and everything else. I didn't sell anything sepa-
rately. I sold all my interest.

Mr. SIMON. Who did you sell it to?
Mr. Soow. I sold it to Sidney Sarner.
Mr. SIMON. Not to the companies?
Mr. SOLOW. Oh, no.
Mr. SIMON. Whose check did you get?
Mr. SoLow. I got a check from Sidney Sarner.
Mr. SIMON. His personal check?
Mr. SoLow. I have a copy of a contract. I brought that with me.

There it is. You can examine it and read it right through. I got his
personal check.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Solow, if I gave you a receipt for it, would you
loan me this for a little bit?

Mr. SOLOW. This is my original copy. Do you want to go out and
have it photostated?

Mr. SIMON. Yes, but I cannot do it in 2 minutes.
Mr. SoLow. Can you do it in half an hour ?
Mr. SIMON. No.
Mr. SoLow. You asked me to bring my attorney and I just came

down here because I wanted to offer you fellows whatever cooperation
you wanted.

Mr. SIMON. We are grateful, but I am trying to expedite it. This is
some 40 pages long.

Mr. SOLOW. Do you want me to show you the information that you
are asking me now?

Mr. SIMON. Yes, but I also want a copy of it because I don't mind
telling you that it is contrary to what Mr. Sarner told us. He told us
that the corporations bought your stock.

Mr. SOLOW. These corporations I
Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Mr. SOLOW. I swear on my word of honor that that is not so. There

it is, Sarner Bros., Inc.
Mr. SimoN. I am not quarreling with you for a minute, Mr. Solow,

but I just tell you that this is different from what he told us.
Mr. SoLow. Here it is.
Mr. SIMON. I understand.
Mr. SoLow. Sarner Bros., Inc., was a corporation formed at that time

for the purpose of buying me out. It was not a corporation in which
I had any interest.

Mr. SIMON. Sarner Bros. was formed for the purpose of buying you
out?

Mr. Soww. Purposely, right then and there. I couldn't get along
with Sarner. Sarner pulled something really raw.

Mr. SIMON. What was that?
Mr. SOLOW. Well, he tried to appropriate about $685,000 of the com-

pany's funds to himself.
Mr. SIMON. How?
Mr. SoLow. Well, I will show you how. I am in another business

besides this business. I am in the calendar business. I publish calen-
dars for advertising purposes. That is the firm. I was located at 509
Fifth Avenue, New Vort, for about 24 years and for the past year or
so I have been out in Englewood, N. J.
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While I had these others interests, I was introduced to Mr. Sarner
by a mutual friend and he was said to be perfectly 0. K. and I found
him 0. K. for quite a while until we got into this Lunar Park deal.
When we got into this Lunar Park deaf, it seemed like when he began
to see how wonderful this thing was he got kind of hoggish and his
head was too big for his hat.

Mr. SIMON. By wonderful, you mean it turned out that you got about
$2,500,000 more cash on the mortgage than

Mr. SOLOW. I don't think that is the fact. I saw that in a newspaper
article. I don't think that is the fact.

Mr. SIMON. He said this morning it was.
Mr. SoLow. Was $2,500,00?
Mr. SIMON. I will give you the exact figure here. It was $2,400,000,

he testified. He told us this morning that he paid you $1,200,000.
Mr. SOLOW. No, he did not. tIe paid me $1,333,000.
Mr. SIMON. That is correct, but what he said this morning was that

of the $1,333,000, $1,200,000 was for your stock in Lynwood and the
other $133,000 was for your stock in Sarner & Solow in Teaneck.

Mr. SoLow. There was no diversification. Our contract will show it.
There was no diversification at all. Let me tell you how I am ignorant
of what happened. When this happened, this happened on June 14.
I was telling you I was in another business.

Mr. SIMON. Of what year'?
Mr. SOLOW. 1950. I was in another business. I came over periodi-

cally. All I did was to-I had the banking connections and I was able
to finance it. I had worked with the mortgage companies and so forth
and so on because of that. That was the extent of ny work. He really
took charge of the building and ran the operation. I was coming to
that.

In June-what I used to do-and this will -how you what I used to
do-I used to sign checks in advance. I lave got some of them here.
I signed them in advance and the bookkeeper would use them to pay
the contractors. I come around twice a week. I came in there one day
and he and I had quite a set-to. He became arrogant and we had quite
a set-to. He wanted to set up his own management company. He was
going to run the management. In fact, here is a proposed agreement
he -rt up. It was never entered into.

lie was going to run t li management company and make all the
commissions and everything else and I was to be out of it. Then the
showing center came'up. There was a question of taking some of the
funds and putting some of the mortgage funds in the shopping center
and I said I didn't want any part of that. I said, "You can't come in
here and if we can't go in here equally and do this thing on a clean
basis, I am finished with it."

Mr. SimoN. You would have been in equal partnership in the
shlp)ping center ?

M r. SoLtow. No, he didn't propose that. He turned that around and
he wanted to take a 662:1 percent intei'est and give me a one-third
interest. This is after we had created all the properties around there
and created the value of the -hopping center property.

When he got that way, I said, "Brother, you and I are finished. I
helped yo()l to-" originally we went into this Teaneck deal and he
Put 1ip $2,O,((X). I put up $7.,ht . Then I wound up with over .4'200,0O)1
of rn own money in there. I neversaid one word.
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Mr. SIMON. You got it all back out of the mortgage, didn't you?
Mr. SoLow. Yes, sir, I did. When I say out of the mortgage, it was

capitalized like you said for $1,000 and the rest were loans. The loans
were returned.

Mr. SIMoN. The qame is true of Lynwood, is it not?
Mr. Soirow. I believe it was. So one day I came in there and we had

this terrific argument. He said, "Oh, listen; you are out of bounds on
this job. I am not going to finish it." I said, "All right, if you don't
want to finish it you can step out. I will finish it." He went and lgot
excited. He is quite excitable. He said, "Well, if you think I am going
to sit idly by. All that you have done here is just put up money and
go to a few banks and a few of this and that and the other thing and I
am goinf to do all the work and you are going to collect half the
profit." 0 said, "Look, let's not discuss that." He said, "All right, I
will fix you."

Just before that the bookkeeper had come over to me and said to me,
"Mr. Solow, there are some checks here and some bills; I don't know
how many. Will you please sign these checks?" So I signed the
checks. Here are some of them right now. I got them all back. 'I'liese
are checks that I signed. You see my signature on these checks. These
are the ones that weren't used. But here are some that were used.
Sarner made himself out a check for $492,000.

Mr. SIMON. What was that for?
Mr. SOLow. He has got it right on here. I don't know what it wAs

for. This is what happened. Here they are. Here are all the checks.
I will just tell you how I was very fortunate in being able to stop these.

Anyhow, these checks-I called up the Chase National Bank with
whom we were banking. I was very friendly to them and I had bor-
rowed some money from them. They had known me and done business
with me before. I told Mr. Fitzgerald what happened. I said, "John,
I have a sneaking suspicion since I have signed some checks in advance
that some of these checks are going to come through and if they are not
for proper items I want you to stop payment on them and I want you
to call me and I want to check with you on them." He said, "Jiist a
minute and I will call the bookkeeper." That was on the 14th. There
were no items in.

The first thing you know, in the morning he called me up and said.
"Ralph, I want you to come right over." I come over and he shows me
a flock of checks. I immediately called my attorney up and we came
down there and I went and I stopped payment on these checks and I
stopped payment on them by signing a series of papers of which here
are copies of them, in which I said:

This Is to advise you that you are to immediately stop payment on all the

checks issued by the corporation and signed by myself, Ralph J. Solow, and Sid-

ney Sarner. I hereby withdraw my signature now on file and no checks are to be

paid with my signature at present on file.

I signed that.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you, Mr. Solow, whether any checks of Mr.

Sarner did clear the bank.
Mr. SoLow. No. None of them cleared. I went to all the bank- and

stopped all the payments. It was at that time that he came to me and

he said to me--is wife came around and he came around and wanted

to talk to me. I guess his whole idea was that he had turned around

and here it was just before the time that all these contractors we' go-
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ing to be paid. He was going to take this money and say, "Now here,
fellow, you are going ahead and paddle your own canoe." It might
have been very difficult. I think I could have done it, though. It was
very foolish on his part.

Mr. SIMON. He was going to take this extra money that turned up
later on and divert it to himself through these checks?

Mr. SOLOW. No, these are the funds he diverted immediately.
AIr. SIMON. Tried to divert?
Mr. SOLOW. He tried to divert them.
Mr. SimoN. That is right.
MI. SOLow. He made an attempt. I don't mean that he did.
MI. SIMON. His plan, I take it, was that the funds that ended up

being surplus funds over the mortgage he intended to divert to him-
self. Is that rightly

Mr. SoLow. No, I don't think that was his intention. This is June 14.
I don't think the final payments on this were made until December.
That is why I say to you I don't know how the thing finaled out. You
tell me right now $204,000. I am amazed because he told me-don't you
see, if he got hold of me and had these funds, he thought if he had me
tied up and had all this money, how was I going to finish the job. He
could then dictate terms to me and tell me, "'You are going to get only
a third of this shopping center. I am going to manage all these prop-
erties and collect that and you are not going to share any part of that."
He was going to get 3 percent for management.

Mr. SIMON. You don't think he was trying to get this money into
his own possession '

Mr. SoLow. Oh, that is proof of it. He wasn't trying to get it into
someone else's pocket.

Mr. SIMON. You think he was trying to divert the money to himself ?
Mr. SOLOW. There i, no question about that.
Mr. SIMON. You think his purpose was to strap the company.
Mr. SoLow. To strap the company so he could drive a terrific bar-

gain with me. That was the idea. I went back to the bookkeeper and
I said, "Look I want all the rest of these checks back," and I tore them
right out of the checkbook.

.Mr. SI-ON. This contract you gave me seems to bear out what Mr.
Sarner said this morning. Here is a breakdown of the $1.333,000.
$1235,000 for the Lynwood Gardens. Lynwood Park, Inc., .500.
The construction corporation $50, does that mean Sarner & Solow
Con.-truction Co.?

Mr. SO )W. That is right..
Mr. SimoN. And then Teaneck Gardens,. $97,000.
Mr. SoLow. That is right.
Mr. Si oN. Where did Mr. Sarner get the $1,133,000 to pay you?
Mr. SoLow. As far as I know, the first money that he got wa-I
,ro a downpayment; the contract will bear it out if I am incorrect in

my figures-$650,000 he borrowed from, I think, the Masten Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the Masten Co. ?
Mr. SOLOW. A man by the name of Schuman. They are a finance

C*MpanV.
Mr. KIMON. And they financed his taking you out; is that it?
Mr. Soow. They financed-in other words-here is what hap-

Proed: he was to gve me a downpayment of $650,000. Then within,
I think, 30 or 60 (las, I don't remember which, the balance was to )e
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paid to me. So I got a certified check of $650,000. I put my stock up
in escrow with an attorney and the stock was not delivered to him until
he paid the balance.

Mr. SIMoN. I take it you had a total investment of $7,500?
Mr. SoLow. I beg your pardon?
Mr. SiMoN. You had a total capital investment of $7,500 in these

corporations?
Mr. SoLow. It is hard for me to answer that. Whatever the books

show.
Mr. SIMvoN. What was the capital of Sarner & Solow Construc-

tion Co.?
Mr. SOLOW. I think that was also probably $1,000. Lynwood Park

was 1: sections, maybe each being $1,000.
Ar. SIum) N-. And Teaneck Gardens a thousand?
Mr. S()LOW. Probably so.
Mr. SI.()N. And Lynwood Park, Inc.?
Mr. SOLOW. Probably $1,000.
M fr. SIM (Os-. That would be 13 corporations?
Mr. SoLow. Thirteen Lynwood Park corporations. Teaneck was

14, the construction company 15 and Lynwood Park 16.
Mr. SIMoN. So you probably had $8,000 invested, is that right?
M fr. SoLow. If you divide it by two.
Mr. SIMo.. Yes. And you had been repaid all your advances?
Mr. SoLow. Yes.
Mr. S1boN.. So the $1,333,000 was-
Mr. SoLow. The $1,333,000, what he paid me, was clear.
Mr. SImoN. Except for the $8,000 that you had in stock. Every-

thing above $8,000 was profit, is that right?
Mr. SoLow. Probably, if you figure it that way,
Mr. SIMon. Do I understand correctly that your quarrel with .fr.

Sarner arose over the shopping center?
Mr. SOLOW. Right, and management, both.
Mr. SIM O.N. He wanted to manage the companies?
Mr. SoLow. Correct. Not only that, I didn't like the way lie was

arrogant and the way he talked to some of the men and some of the
people. I didn't approve ()f anything like that.

Mr. SI.%toN. You sold out to him on the 29th of August 1950; is that
right?

Mr. SOLOW. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON(),;. But I take it that beginning shortly after June 12 you

were fle"Otiating to sell out; is that riglt?
Mr. Soiow. Oh yes, yes. The break occurred on the 14th wlhi I

I found out the clheo(ks were coming through.
Mfr. SIMoN. WNhat was the status of the construction of the 1," Lyn-

Wod Park buildings at the time of your break?
Mr. SLOW. At the time of the break I think it was probably half

or less than half of those were finished.
Mr. SIMON. About lalf of them were finished?
Mr. SLOW. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the other half ?
Mr. Soiow. All in the process of construction.
Mr. SIMO-. So probably 6 or 7 buildings were done and the other

6 or 7 were in some stages of construction?
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Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SImox. Whose idea was it to build a shopping center
Mr. SoLow. That was both our ideas. We bought the land specifi-

cally for that purpose. We laid it out that way.
Mr. SIMON. Did FHA ever ask you to build a shopping center?
Mr. SoLow. No, FHA never asked us to build a shopping center, but

the only thing I recall in the commitment was that this shopping;
they put limitation on the type of structure it would be so that it
would be in harmony wih the buildings, which was perfectly proper.

Mr. SIMoN. But they didn't say you had to build a shopping cen-
ter, but just if you built one it had to be a certain construction I

Mr. SoLow. Exactly. It has to be no more than three stories and
so forth and so on. But they didn't say you had to build it.

Mr. SIMoNi. Now, Mr. Slow, was Sarner & Solow Construction Co.
formed just so as to build these buildings?

Mr. SoLow. Yes.
Mr. SIM N. And I take it it was mainly what you might call a gen-

eral contractor and it sublet everything to subcontractors? The com-
pany itself was not a buildingcompanv was it?

Mr. SoLow. Well, in effect it was. because we employed our own
engineers. We did our own engineering and we laid out the streets
in Lynwood Park. We did a lot of oi,, own engineering. I would
say we were in a position to do general contractin.

Mr. SI oN. Senator Payne, you might want to ask Mr. Solow some
questions. We are talking about the Lynwood Park project which was
buil by Mr. Solow and MNr. Sarner and they had $1,000 of capital. Mr.
Solow doesn't know what the mortgaging out was. but Mr. Sarner
told us this morning that these figures were right an( they nmortgaged
out to the tune of $2,500,000. During the middle of the construction
they got into a disagreement and Mr. Sarner bought Mr. Slow out for
$1.333,000. Mr. Solow had from time to time advanced moneys to
the company but all the advances had previously been repaid.

At the time of the sale of this stock he had an $S,060 investment for
which they paid him $1,333,000.

Also, they buiilt a shopping center with the rest of the money and
M.r. Sarner told us this morning that FHA had insisted that he build
the shopping center an(l Mr. Solow jnst told us that FHA had not
insisted, that they had not asked him to build the sloppiilg center
bhit merely said if they did build it, it had to be in accordance with
a certain design. Is that right ?

Mr. SOLOW. That is correct.
Mr. SIMto.N. Also, Mr. S,1,w told us of about $ )00.000 that Mr.

Sarner tried to divert from thi, project himself and Mr. Solow has
photostats of canceled checks which never cleared the bank because

r.r. Solow stopped payment on them.
Senator PAYNE. These did not clear the bank?
Mr. SLOW. No.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the ba si of their controversy. His partner tried

to divert that.
I there anything else about your dealintrs with Mr. Sarner that you

thlink would be of intere .-t to u 5,'r. Solow "

Mr. SOLO. I really lon't know. I don't know what, particularly
you do look for but if you want the information I will be more than
hal)l)y to give it to 1-,o1u.

5 lf;10 -54-1st. 1- - 30)
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Mr. SIMON. The two causes of your disaTeement with Mr. Sarner
were trying to divert the money to himself and his insisting on a
management contract, is that right?

Mr. SOLow. That was the third one. It was the management, it was
him insisting that he wanted two thirds of the shopping center, and
then the final straw was trying to withdraw $600,000 worth of funds.

Mr. SIMON. Prior to June 12 had you been reimbursed for all the
money you had advanced to the corporations'?

Mr. SoLow. I believe I was.
Mr. SIMON. And that was out of the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. SoLow. I believe it was.
Senator PAYNE. I apologize for getting here late, but I presume

probably he has already discussed somewhat how this project c'iiie
into being and how it was formulated and built up in their own minds
and whom they contacted in connection with it.

Mr. SIMON. No, sir.
Senator PAYNE. I am just curious, Mr. Solow, on a project of this

type, whether you had been in this line of business before.
Mr. SOLOW. I was building small homes before I built Teaneck

Gardens.
Senator PAYNE. How did you happen to, together with Mr. Sarner,

hit upon this particular thing?
Mr. SOLOW. I will tell you about that. I was building homes. Mr.

Sarner never built in New Jersey before he was partners with me. I
had known of this piece of land since 1938. It was a beautiful site, a
wonderful site. It is an excellent project, even though I am no longer
there, I am sorry to say. I wouldhave loved to have stayed in.

Senator PAYNE. It is still operating successfully '
Mr. SoLow. Yes. It is a good project and it is fine. But I saw this

piece of land and while Mr. Sarner was busy with the Teaneck Gardens,
I negotiated with the Alexander Sumimer Co. for the purchase of this
land. I looked it all over as carefully as I could.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Solow, if I may interrupt you, did the Alexander
Summer Mortgage Co. come to you and suggest that if you would buy
this land they could get an FHA mortgage, you meaning you and
Sarner?

Mr. SoLow. They didn't say that, but I assumed they would because
I wouldn't buy a piece of land like that without its being conditioned
upon the approval of the FHA for a housing project. You don't go
out and make an outright purchase. It was made subject to the aj)-
proval of the FHA. You get a site approval from the FIIA first.

Senator PAYNE. But there was an inference there that there would
be no question about being able to build on it?

Mr. SoiLoW. There was no inference to anybody. There was no i*I-
ference. It was just that my own judgment told me that this was
an excellent site and that the Federal Housing Administration would
be happy to approve the site.

Mr. SIMON. Di d the mortgage company ever expressly say that if
you would buy the land they would get you the FHA commitment.?

Mr. Soiow. No.
Mr. SIM.oN. They didn't suggest that?
Mr. SoLow. No; they never did.
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Mr. SI~foN. Mr. Sarner testified this morning that the mortgage
company came to him and said, "If you will buy the land from us,
we will get you that loan." That is not true?

Mr. SOLOW. That is not true. They said, "We think it is a ood
site and we think the FHA would give you a site approval." I on't
think they ever said, "If you will buy this we will get it approved for
you." I don't think that is so.

Senator PAYNE. What did you pay for the land?
Mr. SoLow. I believe it was-let's see. it was 64 acres. I think we

bought it for $2,500 an acre.
Ai. SIMioN. Do you know the valuation that you put on it in the

FIIA application?
Mr. Soiow. It must have been considerably higher than the land

but remember this, that valuation-you have got to be fair about this.
That valuation is after the land was improved with streets, sewers,
and utilities.

Mr. SiMoN. In your FIA application, didn't you also put in a figure
for the cost of those utilities?

Mr. SOLOW. No, because the FHA wasn't interested in that. In
fact, you got no mortgage on that.

Mr. SIMoN. The printed form, the application, has a place for the
value of the land and the cost of the utilities.

Mr. SoLow. Has it?
Mr.. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SoLow. That might be. As a sponsor, you don't get credit for

it. The only thing that the FHA does is that they insist on you llac-
ing an off-site bond guaranteeing the completion of those utilities and
those streets because without the completion of the utilities and the
streets those buildings are useless.

Mr. SIMON. But the utilities and the streets and sewers and all of
that were put in and paid for out of the proceeds of the mortgage,
weren't they ?

Mr. SoLow. Oh, yes, indeed they were.
Senator PAYNE. Do you recall in the original application how much

actual equity you two clinmed you were putting into this development?
Mr. Sou)w. Senator, I recall there was a statement of that kind but

I c ldn't tell you what that wals unless I actually hIad a copy of tIh(.se
papers,. It is unfortunate, as I told Mr. Simon, tlat I am out of the
project and the only papers I have got are what I have got here, a con-
tract and some of these papers. That is all I have got. I haven't got
the records of thecornpany. Mr. Sarner has tlose.

M r. SIMO'N. Mr. Solow, Mr. Sarner told us this morning that at the
time you were going to go ahead with this project you signed a con-
triact between Lvnwood Park, Inc., or the 13 corporations, and the
Sariner & Solow ( 'onst ruction Co. for a fixed sum, a lump sum contract.

Mr. Sorow. That is true. That was fixed by the Federal Housing
A(l'lilnistrat ion.

Mr. SiMoN. Then he .said it had always been his intention to niodify
tht contract as soon as FIT. approval was given and build it on a
C(ot cmtra(.t basis. Is that \'o)ur understandin ?

Mr. SoLow. No; that is not true. Once the Federal Iousing Admin-
Istrat ion-when you sign a commitment, when they issue a commit-
Ilient and when you cose the commitment, whatever figure they have
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put on to the cost of construction to be paid to the construction coi-
pany right then and there, a contract is signed and that contract is not
to be modified. That is a fixed sum. You can't change that.

Mr. SIMON. He hold us this morning that by resolution of the board
of directors of both companies the contract was modified from a lump
sum contract to a

Mr. SoLow. What date was that done? Was that done while I
was in?

Mr. SIMoN. He didn't give us the date, but he said is was all agreed
to at the same time and it was done very shortly afterward.

Mr. SOLOW. I am in no position to contradict that.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know anything about that?
Mr. SoLow. I really don't know anything about that.
Senator PAYNE. How much interest did the mortgage company

charge?
Mr. Soi.ow. I think the mortgage was a 4 percent mortgage at the

Bowery Savings Bank. You see, we had two loans there. We had a
construction loan from the Paterson Saving & Trust Co. and then
we completed the project and the Bowery Savings Bank came in and
took tlhe permanent loans in both these instances, both from Teaneck
Gardens and Lynwood Park.

Senator PA\NE. Did you have to give them and bonus or anything?
Mr. Soiow. No; they paid us a bonus.
Mr. SimoN. On both the temporary and the permanent buildings?
Mr. SoLow. No, only on the permanent mortgage. In the beginning

when the FIA cane out with the section 608 program the builders and
banks didn'tt want it. They had to go around actually begging for the
buildings In(ler section 608. Then the banks came around and they
were first paying 99, which was under par. Then they came aroun(
and the first thing you knew, they had a lot of money around and no
place to invest it and particularly this was true in the New York area
ecause the banks were confined to making an investment within a

25-mile radius of New York City. They were really bidding high for
some of these mortgages. So on Teaneck Gardens we got a 5-point
premium and this deal was a 3-point premium.

Mr. SIMoN. And you paid no bonus on the construction loans to
anbod ?anrI. oLOW. No bonus. In fact, the banks paid their own lezral

fees and everything.
Mr. SIMo-N. Mr. Solow, I would be very grateful to you if you

would let us keep these canceled checks and the contract ior a while.
We will give you an itemized receipt for them.

Mr. SOLOW. I want to help you gentlemen as much as I can and
whatever you want, I want to give it to you.

Mr. SIMON. This is exactly opposite from what Mr. Sarner told us.
Mr. Sorow. By George I don't know what his purpose is in doing

that. You couldeven suipena the things if you wanted to. I can't
see the purpose in him telling you anything to the contrary.

Mr. S ImoN. That is the reason we would like to borrow these thi,,u:.
Mr. SoLow. If you will give me a receipt for these things at-d juSt

tell me when you are going to return them, you can have them photo-
stated. These are the only copies I have got. You (lon't want these
blank checks, do you I



Mr. SIMON. We would like the photostats and the contract.
Mr. SOLOW. I will let you have those. Just give me a receipt for

them and tell me when you are going to return them. Here are some
more.

Mr. SIMON. We can return them to you either within 3 or 4 days or
within 30 days. If we take 30 days we won't have to have them
Shotostated ourselves. If you have any need for them before 30
ays-

MIr. SoLow. I have no need. These are my only records of this
transaction. I am very glad to let you have them. If they are going
to be of any help to you I will be very happy to give them to you. If
there is any other information I have, I will be very glad to let you
have that, too.

Mr. SIMON. Senator Bennett, this is Mr. Solow, who was the partner
of Mr. Sarner whom we heard this morning. He tells us that FHA
did not ask them to build the shop ping center, that all FHA said was
that if they built it they must build it according to the same design
as the other buildings, but FIIA didn't care whether they built it or
not.

I- that correct?
Mr. SoLow. That is right. I will tell you where they can find that.

You can get the FHA commitment records and they will show that
to you.

Senator BENNETT. The thing was so out of the usual pattern of the
FHA organization that I was amazed.

Mr. SIMON. I also should add that Mr. Solow has loaned us a copy
of his contract with Sarner for the purchase of that stock. You
will recall that Sarner said the corporation bought the stock back but
this contract is between Sarner personally and Mr. Solow.

lie has also given us some photostats of checks that Sarner drew on
the corporate bank account payable to himself, totaling about $600,000,
which Mr. Solow says Sarner was trying to take out of the company
for himself. When Mr. Solow found out about it they had a dis-
agreement and that is what lead to their separation.

Senator BE&NNETT. Did he get it. out?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Solow says he stopped payment on these checks, but

you will notice that they did clear one bank. They apparently were
deposited in a bank but never cleared the bank on which they were
draw n.

Mr. BENNETT. Did you countersign these checks?
Mr. SOLOW. I explained to Mr. Simon how this came about.
Mr. SIMON. Would you like to show the Senator these checks?
He has a whole stack of checks, Senator, which he says he signed in

advance.
Mr. Souiw. I was in another business. I am still in the calendar

business. I used to come over on this job about two or three times a
week, every other day. My sole work in the project was to make con-
tacts with the banks, provide the finances, and it didn't have any-
thin" to do with the construction. So therefore we had accounts with
different banks and when I wasn't around to sign a check I would
sign a check in advance. Then it got to the point where the checks
were very numerous and the contractors had to be paid. I would sign
these checks in advance. I had known him from 1947 when I had busi-
n1ss dealings with him and I had, never known him to be dishonest.
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Then along about 1950 it seemed that he became very arrogant to
the help, to everybody. He treated everybody in really rough fashion.
It seemed that-what I think was that he probably saw what was iII
this job-I didn't. I really didn't know. In fact, I was amazed when
Mr. Simon told me that there was $2,400,000 in this job.

You see, I got out in September. The final payments on thtese
things didn't go through until December. I had no way of knowing.
I could only estimate. This thing began to become a headache. I
don't want to be in with somebody and fight all the time. I said I
would get out of this thing. I figured I would pay my taxes and coiie
out with $1,000,000 net and let him make all the money in the world;
I don't care.

Senator BENNETT. These checks, he said, were for services?
Mr. SOLow. That is what he wrote on them, but I went to the bank

and I signed a letter with the bank. I spoke to Mr. Fitzgerald of tht,
Chase Bank and at the Paterson Savings Bank and I told them. "I
have got to stop payment on these checks." So I signed a letter which
staterin effect that I withdrew my signature and also stated that thlis
checks presently outstanding and payable to Sidney Sarner were
issued without authorization of myself. I signed that with every bank
and every one of them stopped the payment on it and that was that.

In fact, he threatened to sue the bank. He called up the Chase Bnk
and told them, "You have no business to stop payment. There ik
money in that account and you have to pay that." So Mr. Fitzgerald
said, "Well, our general counsel tells us we can't. So that is just what
we are doing. If you want to sue us, that is your business." That i;
the way that ended.

Mr. "SIMON. If you will go with Mr. Carr, we will have an itemized
receipt for those checks typed out.

Senator PAYNE. I have one other question. When you received this
settlement, was that settlement broken down as to what constituted-

Mr. SoLow. I didn't realize it, but the contract here stipulates that
exactly. Mr. Simon picked that up. I just spoke from memory.
There it is right there.

Mr. PAYNE. You bought the land in your own name when the land
was purchased?

Mr. SoLow. That may have been so. If I bought it in my own name
it would be probably in our own individual names and we transferred
it to the corporation or the corporation bought it, either way.

Mr. SIMON. In either event you did put up your own money and
you were reimbursed for it out of the mortgage; is that right?

Mr. SoIww. Yes, we were reimbursed out of the proceeds.
Senator PAYNE. You have no recollection of what that reimhtirse-

ment was, because that would be over and above this amount here?
Mr. Soww. Oh, no.
Mr. SiMON. Mr. Sarner said that the land was purchased by Lyn-

wood Park, Inc.
Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. From the Allison Land Co. for $2,500 an acre?
Mr. Soww. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And then put into these corporations at the same price

and that the corporations got that money back out of the mortgage
Mr. Soow. That is true.
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Mr. SiMoN. The only money that he had in this $1,333,000 figure was
50 percent of the stock in 16 corporations, with $1,000 .-to(k in each
corporation, so he had $8,000 stock for which he got $1,333,000.

(Whereupon, at 3 p. m., the hearing was recessed.)
(End of transcript of testimony taken on June 22, 1954.)
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman asked this committee for permission

to place in the record and make public the testimony of Mr. Sarner in
executive session as well as that of Mr. Solow, a former partner of his.
The committee voted that the chairman could do so provided we sub-
mitted the testimony to the Attorney General and he in turn said it
would not interfere with any procedure that he had in mind and noti-
fied us in writing that it would be perfectly agreeable to do so.

Mr. Sarner who refused to testify before this committee and who hid
behind the fifth amendment is quoted as saying in the Wednesday,
July 14, 1954, edition of the Washington Post an Times Herald, after
some of the testimony was quoted in the press-
reached for comment in New Jersey, Sarner called the affair "completely er-
roneous and deceptive. It's Solow's word against mine. The documents speak
for themselves."

My answer to that, in the most kindly way, is that if there is any-
thing deceptive, erroneous, or otherwise unfair about what we are plac-
ing in the record this morning or about his testimony in executive ses-
sion, or anything erroneous that Mr. Solow had to say in executive
session or will have to say here today, that we suggest that Mr. Sarner
come in and testify.

In other words, he is throwINg a curve here at Mr. Slow, his paner,
but Mr. Solow is in here this morning at his own request to testify in
public under oath. Mr. Sarner is still hiding behind the fifth amend-
ment.

I want the record to show that Mr. Solow, who was Mr. Sarner's
partner is here at his own request to testify under oath in public,
while 4r. Sarner is still, as far as this committee knows, hiding behind
the fifth amendment. I wish to say this to Mr. Sarner and his attor-
ney, Mr. Marcus, that we will be very happy to forgive Mr. Sarner
and forgive Mr. Marcus if they would care to come in and testify
under oath in public.

We would be very happy to hear them and we have only one thought
in mind and that is to find out what the truth is.

I again want to say that Solow is here of his own free will and
accord to testify under oath in public and we hope Mr. Sarner will
volunteer to do the same thing.

Senator LEHMAN. May I ask you one question ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. I am not quite sure I understood everything you

said. Do I understand the Attorney General has said it was agreeable
to him to place this in the record?

The CHArRMAN. Yes. Without objection, we will place the original
of his letter in the record.

(The letter referred to follows:)
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I)EPARTTMNEN'r OF JUSTICE.
Washington, July 13, 195 .

Hon. HOMER CAPE1!AItT,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. 0.

I)EAR SENATOR CAPEIIART: This is in reply to your letter to the Attorney Gen-
eral of July 13, 1954, requesting our opinion as to whether the release of the
transcripts of certain interviews given by 'Messrs. Sarner and Solow might
adversely affect any criminal action under consideration by this I)epartment.

We have examined the two volumes of transcript you forwarded to us con.
gaining the special interviews of Mr. Sidney Sarner and Mr. Ralph J. Solow, con.
ducted on June 22, 19.54, and it is our view that the release of these two trainis-
cripts would not be prejudicial to any action which might be indicated by further
study of the facts revealed during investigation of the Federal Housing .Ad-
ministration.

Sincerel-y,
WARREN OLNEY III,

.i.ssistant Attorney Oc tcrl.

TESTIMONY OF RALPH 3. SOLOW, TEANECK GARDENS,
TEANECK, N. J.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Solow, would you give the reporter your full name
and address, please.

Mr. SoLow. Ralph J. Solow, 302 Fountain Road, Englewood, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. Without repeating it question by question, is all the

testimony that you gave us in executive session on June 22, 1954, true?
Mr. SOLOW. Yes, it is.
Mr. SIMON. Briefly you testified that day that you owned 50 per-

cent of the stock in each of these 13 Linwood Park corporations.
Mr. SOLOW. That is correct.
Mr. Simon, before we proceed any further, I would like to make a

statement. Certain accusations have been made about me and I would
like to publicly make a statement, if I may do so.

The CHAIRMAN. How long is the statement?
Mr. SoLow. A matter of 5 minutes, or less than that. A couple of

minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I think under the circumstances, since your part-

ner has refused to testify on fifth amendment grounds, and this morn-
ing in the newspaper is saying that it is your word against his, that
we will let you proceed.

Mr. SoLow. I am issuing this statement because I am disturbed
about newspaper stories which have appeared linking my name with
two others as a partner of an apartment house project in Fort Lee,
N. J. I wish to set the record straight.

I was a partner in the project at Fort Lee. My only partner was
Sidney Sarner. At that time George Marcus was not a partner but
acted as attorney for the project. Before the project was completed
and before the structures in the shopping center were even started, I
became dissatisfied and sold out my interest in this project and have
had nothing to do with it since August 29, 1950. I have cooperated
with the Government to the fullest extent possible and will always
do so.

I have testified privately and I am ready to testify publicly. I wish
it definitely understood that George Marcus is not my attorney.

I have not been a partner of Sidney Sarner since August 29,1950. I
have had nothing to do with any windfall profits, never saw any final
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figures in connection with this project. I am eager to cooperate and I
request that the newspapers correct the impression that they have given
concerning my bein improperly involved in any transaction.
The (IIAIRMAN. Willyou read the last third of that again, please.
Mr. SoLow. The last third .?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, the last two or three paragraphs.
Mr. SoLow. I wish it definitely understood that George Marcus is

not my attorney. I have not been a partner of Sidney Sarner siaice
August 29, 1950. I have never had anything to do with windfall
profits and never saw any final figures in connection with this project.

I am eager to cooperate and reqIuest that the newspapers correct the
impression that they have given concerning my being improperly in-
volved in any transaction.

The CHAIRMAN. Your position and the facts are that you were a
partner ?

Mr. SoLow. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. And about midway between the construction of

these projects Mr. Sarner purchased your half interest and you got out
and you hav6 had norormection with it since, is that right?

Mr. Soww. It was a little more than midway. I would say the job
was about two-thirds complete. At that point I sold out and had noth-ing further to do with the project.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have had nothing to do with it since that
time?

Mr. Soww. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are not a partner today and have not been

since that time and Mr. Marcus has not been your attorney since that
time?

Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I presume you are going to tell us the reasons why

you got out of the partnership.
Mr. SoLow. I am perfectly willing to testify to that.
The CHArRMAN. Mr. Simon has some questions.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Solow, as I undeitand it you paid $500 for your

50 percent stock interest in each of these 13 corporations?
Mr. SOLow. If you say I paid $500, that was the capitalization. The

rest of the money was in informal loans.
Mr. SIMON. The loans were all repaid, weren't they ?
Mr. SOLow. That is correct.
Mr. SrMoN. And you received $1,235,000 for your stock?
Mr. Soow. I haven't got the figures before me, but I rember a fig-

ure of $1,333,333.33 for the sum total of Teaneck Gardens and the Lin-
wood project.

Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't $97,000 for Teaneck Gardens?
Mr. SoLow. I think that is probably correct.
Mr. SIMON. And $500 for the Sarner & Solow Construction Co.

stock.
Mr. Soow. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. And $500 for Linwood Park, Inc.
Mr. Soww. That is probably true.
Mr. SiMON. And then the balance of $1,235,000 was for the stock

in these 13 corporations?
Mr. SoLow. The contract that I signed at that time has the figures

there, if those are correct.
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Mr. SImoN. And the money you received for the stock was the stock
that you paid $6,500 for ?

Mr. SoLow. It was the capitalization, let me put it that way, the
capitlization of the stock.

Mr. SIMON. Did you pay either more or less than that?
Mr. SoLow. I didn't pay more. Any other funds were in the nature

of loans.
Mr. SIMON. And the loans were repaid?
Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. So in addition to getting your loans repaid you got

$1,235,000 for the stock for which you paid $6,500?
Mr. SOLOW. That is true.
Mr. SIMON. There has been some testimony in the executive sessions

by Mr. Sarner that FHA insisted that he build a shopping center and
you testified that FHA did not insist that you build a shopping center
but merely said if one was built that it had to conform to certain speci-
fications in design, is that right?

Mr. SoLow. Rhat is the best information I have to August 29, 1950.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a photostatic copy of the FHA commitment

and refer you to paragraph 26 on page 8 and ask you if that is what
you referred to in your testimony?

Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. The document that you have says that if a shopping

center is built that it must cover no more than a certain land area and
must be no more than three stories high and so on.

Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Other than that, did FHA ever say that you or Mr.

Sarner or anybody else had to build a shopping center?
Mr. SAIRNER. I have no knowledge of anything of that sort.
Mr. SuoioN. I understand from you that your break with Mr. Sarner

occurred on June 12, 1950. Is that right?
Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
Mr. SiMON. Would you tell the committee what happened on that

date?
Mr. Sowow. I was in the office with Mr. Sarner and we had a dis-

cussion about the shopping center, how it was to be built, where the
funds were to come from for building the project, and I made a sti,-
gestion that we each contribute $200,000 for the construction of this
shopping center. There was also a discussion as to the division of
interest in the shopping center, and Mr. Sarner insisted that he wanted
to have 64 percent of the stock and also his method of financing was
one which would involve mortgage funds of the Linwood Park proj-
ect, to which I objected.

Also, Mr. Sarner had a discussion with me about the management
of the project and he insisted that he form a management company
and he was to receive a 5 percent management fee.

I would have no interest in this company. At that time I told
him that I couldn't understand his attitude. As far as I am con-
cerned, I do not agree to anything of that sort.

Subsequent to that Mr. Sarner said that I would be very sorry for
the stand that I took and he is going to dump the project, that lwas
on the bond and would take the consequences.

At that time I told him "If you wish to step out you can and I will
finish the job myself." He blew up and we parted.
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However, prior to this discussion Mrs. Monastero, who is the book-
keep)er came to me and told me that she had several bills-more than
several. I guess there must have been about 20 or 25-to be paid
and that they weren't ready, that some of them had to be checked, and
would I sign some checks for it. So I signed some blank checks. I
must have signed probably 20 or 25 and Mrs. Monastero then said,
-'ou had better sign a few more." I signed a few more and then

left. As I left to go into my private office and Mr. Sarner, this dis-
cussion took place with Mr. Sarner. After this controversy with
Mr. Sarner I went into New York realizing that I had signed those
checks in advance and the threat that Mr. Sarner made. I went over
to the Chase Bank and told my banker just what took place and the
fact that there were some signed checks and that I was very much
disturbed that Mr. Sarner may do something rash. So he said, "If
you want me to I will call the bookkeeper and find out if any checks
were presented for payment." There were none. He their told
me-

The CHAIRMAN. The Chase National Bank was your bank?
Mr. SoLow. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The checks were drawn on the Chase National

Bank?
Mr. Sowow. That is correct.
Then, Mr. Fitzgerald said, "When the checks come in they will be

in at 11 o'clock and 2 o'clock and if there is anything that doesn't seem
right I will call you."

The following morning, I believe it was June 14, Mr. Fitzgerald
called my office and said that there were a total of about six hirndred
and some odd thousand dollars worth of checks presented for pay-
ment made out to Sidney Sarner.

The CHAIRMAN. How many?
Mr. SOLOW. About six hundred and some odd thousand dollars

worth of checks.
The CHAiRmAN. Made payable to whom?
Mr. SOLow. Madepayable to Sidney Sarner.
The CHAIRMAN'. HImself, personally?
Mr. SOLow. Himself, personally.
Senator LE1r.-.NN. Had you signed these in blank?
Mr. SoLow. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. You had signed them in blank before?
Mr. SOLow. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Those were a part of the checks that you signed

for this bookkeeper. W1hat was her name?
Mr. SOLOW. Mrs. Monastero. These checks were intended purely

for the payment of obligations of the corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. Did the corporation have any obligation to Mr. SarnerI
,1r. SOLow. None whatever, other than payinghim his salary, which

we mutually agreed and which had taken place for more than a year
and :a half.

Mr. SIMON. What was the salary?
Mr. SoLow. $300 a week. When Mr. Fitzgerald of the Chase Bank

told me of this situation I called my attorney, Mr. J. E. Lindley, who is
incidentally, the certified public accountant for the corporations, and
we went down to visit Mr. Fitzgerald and I made a request that he stop
payment on these checks. Mr. Fitzgerald said he would call the gen-
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eral counsel of the bank to ascertain whether or not it was in order for
them to do so. The counsel replied that it was perfectly all right. I
would have to sign a statement. So I signed a statement to the effect
that I withdrew my signature which is now on my own checks made
payable to Sidney Sarner are to be stopped since payment on them
was unauthorized by me. I signed that statement for all of the 14
corporations involved. 15, 1 believe.

The CHAIRMAN. I hand you these checks some 6 or 7 or 8, one of
them for $492,120, and ask you if this is the check you are talking about
and if you will identify them for the record.

Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Solow, will you give the date, amount and whom
they are made out to?

The CaniMAN. And the purpose for which it is stated on the check
that the are in payment of.

Mr. SOLow. The first check is Linwood Park, Inc., section 9, dated
June 12, 1950. Pay to the order of Sidney Sarner, $10,880. On the
stub appears:
Partial on account of section 10 for services as per agreement above construction
costs.

Mr. SixMON. Was there any agreement?
Mr. SoLow. No, sir. The next one is drawn on Linwood Park, sec-

tion 8. It is dated June 12, payable to the order of Sidney Sarner.
$10,000:
partial on account of section 10 for services per agreement above construction
costs.

This check on the Sarner & Solow Construction Co., Inc., dated
June 12, 1950, $492,120. On the stub:
section 1, $94,420, section 2, $84,720, section 3, $82,440, section 4, $81,120, section 5,
$81,600, section 7, $80,820 on account of services as per agreement above construc-
tion costs.

Another one an the Sarner & Solow Construction Co., dated June 12;
$81,360 on account of section 9 for services as per agreement above con-
struction costs.

Another one, Linwood Park, section 7, dated June 12, 1950, drawn
to the order of Sidney Sarner; $16,180, on account of section 6 for
services as per agreement above construction costs.

Another one drawn on the Sarner & Solow Construction Co. on the
Paterson Savings & Trust Co. of Paterson, N. J., $65,000 dated June 12
on account of section 6 for services as per agreement above construc-
tion costs. This check dated June 12, Linwood Park, Inc., section 13.
$10,000 to the order of Sidney Sarner, partial on account of section 10
for services as per agreement above construction costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any contract or agreement with Mr.
Sarner that he was to get pay for services as indicated on those checks

Mr. Sowow. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You did sign the checks?
Mr. SoLow. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. But you thought they were being signed for the

purpose of paying bills?
Mr. SoLow. I did, and this was done in the past. In addition to

that, some checks which were unused are still in my possession.
The CHAXMAN. Those checks were never cashed?
Mr. Sowow. These were only presented for payment but never paid.
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The CaATrwAN. And you stopped payment on them by withdrawing
your signature at the bank?

Mr. SOLow. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place the checks in the

files of the committee.)
(Photocopies of the checks referred to will be found in the files of

the committee.)
The CHAIRMAN. Unless you have something further to say, Mr.

Solow, we thank you.
Mr. SOLOw. I have nothing further to say.
Senator LEHMAN. May I ask some questions?
Tie CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. Mr. Solow, when was the first application made

to the FHA?
Mr. SOLOW. Are you referring to Linwood Park?
Senator LEHMAN. Yes.
Mr. SOLOW. I think it was in early 1949. I wouldn't know when,

but it was in early 1949.
Senator LEHMAN. When was authority given by the FHA to

proceed ?
Mr. SOLOW. Sometime in June of 1949.
Senator LEHmA-N. When did you withdraw from this project?
Mr. SoLow. Right after this took place I told Mr. Sarner that this

had better be straightened out. In fact, he called my home. I was
about to place the companies in receivership. Between June 12 and
June 29 we had come to an agreement whereby I was bought out.

Senator LEHMAN. June 12 and 29 of what year?
.1r. SOLOW. ,June 12 is the time this incident took place with the

checks, but August 29, 1950, is the date of my contract of sale to Mr.
Sarner.

Senator LEHMAN. When did your break come with Mr. Sarner, in
1949?

Mr. SOLOW. 1950.
Senator LEHMAN. These figures, or these dates, which you gave,

June 12, what year is that?
Mr. SOLOW. That is 1950.
Senator LEHMAN. How far had the work of this project progressed

I)y June 29, 1950?
Mr. SOLOW. By June 29 there were probably 6 or 7 buildings com-

pleted and about 6 more in process of construction with some of the
utilities vet to be completed, roads and walks and the like of that.

Senator LEHMAN-. IoU were paid a profit? Your share was ap-
roximately $1,23.5,000 exclusive of the repayment of loans and inci-

dental expens-,es?
Mr. SoL,ow. That was correct.
Senator LiEM.\N-. How was that figure arrived at?
Mr. SOLOW. Well, it was by negotiation. It was very simple to

evaluate the value of Teaneck Gardens because that was already a
going project and rented. The mitost difficult thing to evaluate was
the vaflue of Linwood Park on which no taxes had yet been assessed.
It wasn't fully rented and there was no statement that I had to go by.
It wa:s a pure guess as to what the value would be. We started at one
figure and came down to the figure for which I sold it.
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Senator LEHMAN. Had the FHA guaranty been issued and the
mortgage place at that time?

Mr. SOLOW. There was only a construction loan. The final loan was
not placed nor was the final payments nor the mortgages closed on tile
buildings.

The &CIRHAN. The FHA commitment had been agreed to. The
FHA commitment had been agreed to at that time?

Mr. Soow. Oh, yes. The commitment was agreed to before the
project started.

Senator LEHMAN. In a fixed amount?
Mr. Soiow. Yes, sir.
I believe it was something like $8,900,000 or some figure like that

for the total of the 13 projects.
Senator LEHMAN. low could you estimate or arrive at the actual

cost of these buildings when the projects had not been completed .?
Mr. SoLow. That was very difficult and Mr. Sarner had prepared a

statement at the time of the negotiations. He prepared several papers
in which his attorneys and my attorneys were present and told us
that-made the statement to me that the costs were a lot more than
what we had anticipated.

I was frankly shocked to find out when Mr. Simon related to me
what there was left in the way of excess mortgage proceeds.

The CILaMAN. I might say for the record that the windfall or the
mortgaging out, or the total cost of the project subtracted from the
mortgage proceeds was $2,426,921.

Of course, this gentleman's partner gave him in August 19:0 ap-
proximately $1,125,000, which was approximately half of what the
total project mortgaged out for when it was finished.

Mr. Soow. The representation that was made to me at the time
was that there was possibly $500,000 left. This was made by Mr.
Sarner. Which included a mortgage premium and, of course, there
was a question of the cost of renting and the other expenses which
were thrown up at the time.

The figure I arrived at was just a pure guess. I was satisfied to gvt
rid of a situation which I thought was very burdensome.

Senator LEHMAN. I couldn t have been a pure guess because, :i the
chairman pointed out, it was approximately one-half of the windfall
which finally developed.

Mr. SOLOW. Well, Senator, that is true but on August 29, 1.,,
before completion and before final costs, I iad no idea what that was .

The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Now our next witness will be Mr. Nathan Sonnenblick, of New York

City. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to giv,,
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

Mr. SONNENBLICK. I do, sir.
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TESTIMONY OF NATHAN 3. SONNENBLICK, SHIRLEY-DUKE APART-
MENTS, ALEXANDRIA, VA., ACCOMPANIED BY FRED S. WEITZ-
NER, COUNSEL

The CHAIRMAN. If You will give your full name and address to thit.
reporter, we will appreciate it, and then the name of your attorney.

lr. SONNENBLICK. Nathan J. Sonnenblick. My iUsiiiess address
is lwt) East 42d Street, New York, N. Y. My attorney is Fred S.
Weitzner, 250 Park Avenue, New York City.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sonnenblick, in 194S applications were filed for
the Shirley-Duke Apartment project. Two of them listed you a.i a
sponsor and recited that you were going to furnish approximately
$11l,(0 in cash P14 equity for t]e pro ject. I show you one of those
applications and ask ym whether you had authorized the use of your
name in the application. The figure of money equity appears omi the
second, page, Mr.Sonnenblick.

Mr1r. NONNENBLICK. I have nevvr seen tils apl)lication, and as far a.
allowing my name to act as a sl)()ior and as Tar as agreeing to )ut up)
this amount of money, I (1o not, recall ever giving anybody authority
at this time to put me down as a sponsor.

Mr. SIMON. The application is signed by B. Gordon, Jr.
l)o you know Mr. Gordon?
Mr. SONNENBI('K. No, sir, I never met the gentleman.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever authorize hinm or anyone else to advise the

Federal Housing Administration that you were going to put $180,000
in to each of those two rojects?

Mr. SONNENILICK .1 never recall authorizing anybody that I would
put up $181,000.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Sonnenblick, in an unrelated project you were 1 of
the builders and I believe a stcklolder in 2 ('leeland projects known
as Ceveland Parkway Gardens.

Mr. SONNIENBLICK. Yes, sir. I was not a builder. I was a sponsor
in tlht particular deal.

Mr. SIMON. Did those projects mortgage out?
Mr. SONNENULICK. Well, from the information that I received from

the builder, Mr. Patrick J. Dwyer, lhe advised me that that project did
not mortgage out.

Mr. SIMoN. I)id you ever receive any dividends on your stock?
Mi. SONNENBLICK. Yes, sir, I did receive dividends.
Mr. SIMON. How much (lid vonm pay for your stock?
Mr. SONNENILICK. If I recall correctly, I may have paid a nominal

amount, probably either $1 or $100 for the small stock interest which
I received in this Cleveland deal.

Mr. SIMON. How much have you received in dividends?
Mr. SONNENBLCK. That is something I cannot tell you at the pres-

ent time because I did not, realize that I was going to be questioned
on this ('leveland deal today.

Mr. SIMON. We didn't know until yesterday that you were inter-
ested in the Cleveland deal.

Mr. SONNENBLICK. I beg to differ, Mr. Simon. I think, if you will
recall, at the closed hearings I did discuss this Cleveland deal because,
at that time, you asked me if I had any other dealings with one of
the gentlemen who brought this deal tip, and I said yes there was a
Clev eland deal.
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The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay for the stock?
Mr. SONNENBLICK. I paid either $1 or $100.
The CHAIRMAN. For how many shares was that?
Mr. SONNENBLICK. I have a 15-percent interest.
The CHAIRMAN. How much in dollars have you received in divi-

dends for the 15-percent interest up to this time?
Mr. SONNENBLICK. I don't know.
T he C IAIRM AN. Approximately?
Mr. SONNENBLICK. Don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you say it would be $15, $15,000, or

$150,000 ?
Mr. SONNENBLICK. I don't want to take a guess. If you want me

to I will be very happy to call you and have my accountant tell yon.
The CHAIRMAN. We certainly do.
Mr. SONNENBLICK. I just can't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will appreciate your

calling us this afternoon.
Mr. SON NENILICK. Maybe tomorrow morning. I will call voli or

Mr. Simon or have my accountant call.
The ('HAIRMAN. If yOU will, please. Just call us here at the United

States Senate.
Senator LEHMAN. I have a ue.stion.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LEHMAN. In addition to this amount which you paid in for

capital stock, did you make any loans to the companies?
Mr. SoNNENBLICK. Senator, I would like to explain that situation

so that you and the other Senators and Mr. Simon understand why I
received this 15-percent interest in this particular deal. I put tNhis
(teal together as a real-estate broker. The party who was putting thi
deal together asked me, I requested him that I could org ()me
builders in this job.

Mr. SimxN. Mr. Sonnenblick, is that Don A. Loftus you are talking
about?

Mr. SONNENBLIC(K. That is right. I told him I thought I could bring
some New York builders out, to Cleveland to build this job, this Fl1A
job, and in lieu of remuneration which I was to receive for putting
this deal together, bringing the builder out there and going )vi'r all
these facts and agreeing to sponsor the deal and agreeing also if ieces-
sary to put up capital, I received this 15-percent interest in tl stoc.k,
Senate or.

The (I. IRM.AN. You said you agreed to put up capital. How much
capital did you put up?

Mr. SON, NENRICK. I didn't put up any, because there was no capital
necessary at the time as far as i understand it.

The C(H.kin.\N. In other word,, it was all handled by loans?
Mr. SONNEN INCK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And any money that you have loaned them has

since been repaid?
Mr. SONENMIJCK. I don't know whether I loaned them any money.

I don't think I did.
The CHA MMAN. If your memory is serving you badly and you did

loan them money, you are sure it, has since been repaid?
Mr. SowNF.NiucK. Yes, sir, it haq.
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The CHAIRMAN. And you will let us know this afternoon or tomor-
row morning how much you received in dividends for your 15-percent
interest?

M'. SONNENBLICK. I will be very happy to, Seiiator.
(The following wits received in response to the above:)

Mr. S,,nnenbhick received from the 'leveland Park No. 3 Corp., as a corporate
distributiol, the following checks:
Year: Amount

1951 --------------------------------------------------- $15, 525. 50
1952 ----------------------------------------------------- 9, 5;4. 00
1. ---------------------------------------------------- 12, 012. 00
1954 ----------------------------------------------------- 3, 5. 00

Total ------------------------------------------------- 40,601.50

''lie ('HAIMAN. I "nleSS there are further questions, thank you very
much.
()ur next witness will be Andrew Nicol from the prosecutor's office,

Bergen County, N. J.
Mr. Nicol, will you be sworn please .
)o you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

lie tile truth, the whole truth, and n()thilg but the truth, so help you
G(od

Mr. NICOL. I do, sir.

TESTIMONY OF ANDREW D. NICOL, PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, BERGEN
COUNTY, N. 3.

Tliv CHIRTMAN. Will you be seated alld give '(ollr full name and
address to the reporter and also your official capacity. I believe you
are assistant prosecuting attorney.

Mr. NICOL. I am not, sir.
The (i.0MRAN. Tell iu exactly v what you are.
Mr. NIOOL. My name is Aiidlr'ew 1). Nicol. I am financial investi-

gator assigned to the office of the Bergen County prosecutor at Hack-
etisack, N. J.

'i6 (1.IMNM.AN. Is that a. State ofice'?
Mr. NICOL. It is a county office.
Th1e CHAIRMAN. It is t live county prosecutor, is that right?
Mr. NICoL. That is right, sir.
'Th, ('IAIRM.N. Suppose you proceed, Mr. Simion.
Mr. S .I believe,,i'. Nicol, that you have had some extensive

ifive-igation of alleged irregularities in the home lvpair program un-
der title I of the Htousing Act ?

Mr. NIoL. I have, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you tell us briefly the results of your investi-

gat ioul

Mr. NICOL. Back in January of 1952, I started getting complaints
froiii homeowners in Bergen County. I made an investigation on
]Ily own time to ascertain if there was fraud connected with this home
'il ovement situation. As a result of my investigation, we had two
corlorations and the individual officers indicted under the New Jer-
Wy Statute 2A, 111-5.

Mr. SIMON. What were the names of those corporal t ions.
,l. NicOL. Protexa-Wall lProducts, Inc., and the second cornora-

tion was-
514'90-54--pt. I- - 31
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The CHAIRMAN. What was their address, please? What town were
they in?

Mr. Nwor.. They were located at 7814 Tonnelley Avenue, North
Bergen, N. J.

The second corporation was Interstate Applicators, Inc. They also
had their address at 7814 Tonnelley Avenue.

,Mr. SIMoN. You said they were indicted?
Mr. NIcOL. They were.
The Cii.nirp.x. Both of the concerns had the same address?
Mr. Nwoi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIM,.. Did they have common officers .
Mr. NIcL. Mr. ('ilairnall, there was (ne other corporation n so

locate(l at the ,-ane address, called Perna-Vall. Inc., 7814 Nortl 'mi-
nellev Avenue.

III. SIMON. All of these companies were at the same addre-ss
Mr. NI CoL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. )id they have common officers?
Mr. NI'OL. They did, sir.
MI-. 'SiMox. And y(u say they were indicted?
Mr. NICOL. Yes, sir.
M[r. SIMNI I. What happened in the criminal proceedings?
Mr. NICOL. The attorney for the corporations entered a plea of

guilty.
Tho CHAIRMAN. Who was the attorney?
Mr. Nico,. The original attorney, sir, who represented the corpo-

rations and the individuals was one Oieorge Marcus.
Mr. SDix. I)o you know whether that is George I. Marcus of

Hackensack, N. J..
M1[r. NWI'OL. I happen to know the gentleman, sir, and it is.
Mr. Si,.N. I take it you know lie is the same man who was here

1onda NT?
Mr. N'It.o. I noticed by the papers, sir, that he made an appearance

at this hearing.
The CIAIR-.\N. He made quite an explosive appearance. I should

S11 V.
Mfr. SiHAWN. WOUld you tell the committee briefly. 11r. Ni'ol. the

,r:tti'es of these three corporations, the practices they eiigaed in?
Mr. Ncoi. I respect fully invite * "mir attention to a service bullell

of the chambi er of commerce, by the National Better Bwi4iness liieau,
date(1 January 1 P.)2. and it is bulletin No. 199, anl it is entitled,".Wrii-
ig on the .Model Home Racket."

Mf1. SIMI,,x'. ('ould you briefly tell us what it is !
Mr. Ni' cun. In -,uiistaince, as I uulerstanud it, it, is a typical (.on-

fidence game. Tlese corporal tions would send rel)resentatives into
a given area and approach the hoineowuer and tell tlhe ,i that their
honm has been selected for advertising i)url'pses for the corlpiatiofl
and that they have some sort, of preparation or siding to put ,)u the
home and that the preparation isn't going to cost, them an-y 1iotoiey
because of the fact thez'e is a commission arrangement of $.' tlult
the homeowner will get *)r any job that is done iii the area, regar,l.es
of whether the home owner gives that name or the individual to the
corporation.

Mr. SiM.toN. Is what you are saving, Mr. Nicol, that they wol'1
sell the job to the homeowner for a certain price and then they wotl,1



tell him he would get the money back by a commission on all the
other jobs that tiey sold ill the area

Mr. NICOL. That is right, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Did they generally assure him that they would put

enough salesmen in tie area to sell enough other jobs so that le would
be assured of getting his noney back?

Mr. NICOL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Please go on.
Mr. NICOL. There is one other thing to remember. When the com-

plainants came in to the prosecutor's office in Bergen County, natu-
rally they would have to indicate that they had entered into a con-
tract. They were now the recipients of notebooks from investment
corporations whereby they would have to make payments on the job,
for a period of 34 or 36 months. The unfortunate situation is when
these representatives would conie to the complainants and ask them to
sign these various forns and documents they would tell the com-
plainants that thiey wer, of no vale. that they were superfluous ma-
terial and actually only credit appliat ions.

Mr. SIMo.. You nieai the vllpll*hyees (,f these companies would tell
the homeowners when they signed the documelnt, which was a note,
that is was merely a credit al)plication

Mr. 'NICOL. That is right. I have here in this file a credit ap)plica-
tion indicating a promisory note which is detachable from the credit
application. They would tell the coml)lainants that these docm.lents
they were signing were of no value, and that the real contracts would
come through tie iuail because tiey knew that no olne would dare
tamper with Uncle Sam's nmail.

in the meantime, what they a(.tmalv signed was a real boma fide
note, in blank, and plus the contiract and other niscvllaneous 1,apers.

Mr. SIMon-. Then, those notes w'ere di-c'umnted at the banks and
guarantied under the Federal Housing Act, is that right e

Nir. N"i'oL. Within 3 (a's a gr()u l) Of meil went up to the home,
sprayed the house, and in fict il nmiost cases they would only take one
day. They would l)it a one-eiglhth inich thickness of plastic paint on
the house.

They would take off and in about 2 weeks' time the people would
be recipients of these notes and )ayment )()ks that they would have
to nuike certainy)ayments oil the in.- allnent 1)111 for 34 or 36 niontivz.

Mr. SIMON. Ay lat time the note was ill the hands of the bank
and la guarantied by the Federal ( Government, i, that right ?

Mr. NICOL. Apparently s,.
I have never explored'that hecam e in my opinion this thing is on a

national scale.
Mr. S.M()N. I)o youm klow whether these sa:lesnmen referred to th

Fele'r:il Ilouvinr Adiiuinirtiomi or the (iOV0enuiiueiit whienl th-ey Were(
4,1lim1," fI (et projects.

Mr. N'a,L. My inve,-tigza lion, talking to some of tile ', l ai in its,
I,',,:,led that thl\" did repre " it themselves tlat the FHA was proc-
(e:-ing these thing's ulder title I.

Mr. SO 10,. WoUld o,, oMI, )lels01.
S il 1: tAN ()I, a,.: l sk o e (llvt't lonl

The CI A I..RM N. Sito11r Wieh1ma1.
Senator YIM.x.x. 'ou s:iy these notes which were sidled u ,er

misrepresentation by the homeowner were dis(ounted at the hank.

FHA INVESTIGATION 477
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Do you know whether they had the FHA guaranty when they were
discounted at the bank?

Mr. NwoL. No, Senator, there is a reason for that. I did not get
into the financial end of it because this swindle was really on a national
scale, in my mind, and I can substantiate the fact that it is on a na-
tional scale. Because I am only one little individual, I don't have the
personnel under my command to make any investigation of financial
institutions.

I had hoped that the day would come when someone with higher
authority would delve into it. I kept away from it so I wouldn't Ul t
things.

Senator LEhM.N. There is no question about it having been a
swindle. What I am trying to get at is whether the FHA wa>, iii-
volved in this transaction.

Mr. NICOL. If you will let me qualify my answer, sir, I will ti-y to
be more specific.

Senator LEHmMAN. I would like Mr. Simon to listen to this. I '.aid
there was no question in my mind that there was a swindle in this itiat-

ter, a misrepresentation.
I was trying to develop the question as to whether the FIIA was

involved in this transaction.
Mr. Nmicoj. Mr. Senator, I have a brochure here where these opera-

tors of these corporations set up a school to train representative'.
I have the sworn testimony and signatures on this i-page bro . re

showing that these corporations operated in the South, the Mi(ddle
West. on the west coast, and they were trying to open up markets in
the East here. I also have in this file a letter

The CHAIRMANT. You said you had a brochure showing that they
had a school educating them to do what?

Mr. NICOL. It is a fraudulent scheme, sir. It is 100 percent fool-
proof to get a homeowner to go into this thing

The CRIIWM \N. You mean they educated salesmen to do it?
Mr. NicoL. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRM:\N. At. a school?
Mr. Nicoi-. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you got anything to prove that?
Mr. NICOL. Yes, sir.
The ('iATRFAN. Let's see that. You mean they brought a sale ):In

in and one man got up in front and taught them how to flimflani'
Mr. NICOL. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIT.i \N. Are you sure of that?
Mr. NWoL. Positive, sir.
The CIIAIRMAN. I have heard everything now.
They would teach these salesmen in these schools how to bel)t the

people?
Mr. NCOL. Yes, sir.
The CHAI]RMAN. Did these two companies do business all over the

United States?
Mr. NICOL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. About how many salesmen did they have?
Mr. NICOL. I am still looking for six of them, sir, and I ca find

them. They used alias names. They never used the same name twice.

The same man would never approach another homeowner.
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In other words, if Mr. Manning went to Mr. Jones' house and sold
hiin a bill of goods I would get a call from another area and I would
dash over there because they had made an a pointment for some man
to come in who represented himself to be Mr. Manning. Yet the Mr.
Manning I met there was not the Mr. Manning I met the first time.

The CHAIRMAN. Were t here two or three companies?
Mr. NICOL. There were three companies indicted. There were ac-

tually three.
The CHAMMAN. The two companies would hire salesmen and get

them into a class and train them in how to perpetrate frauds on the
people?

Mr. NICOL. That is the testimony I have, and the evidence I have,
sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have a brochure there to prove it ?
Mr. NICOL. If you will just be patient with me, sir, I have worked a

year on this and I have got more records and files than I can easilyfind.Mr. SIMON. Mr. Nicol, did you find any salesmen with criminal
records?

Mr. NICOL. I checked on the three officers. Louis S. Garthson
Michael Garthson, his brother, and Abe Schiff, and I find that Michael
Garthson had been arrested in Florida back in 1940. It was April 22,
1910, under the name of Lawrence M. Strander, S-t-r-a-n-d-e-r. The
charge was attempted larceny. Apparently it was dismissed and re-
duced to a charge of disorderly conduct.

Mr. SIMoN. Are you satisfied it is the same man, even though they
are different names?

Mr. NICOL. I think our identification system is pretty good, sir. We
check that with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The CHAIRMAN. How long ago were they teaching these schools?
Mr. NICOL. About 1952 or 1953.
The CHAIRMAN. Last year?
Mr. NICOL. The latter part of 1952, sir. Here is the beginning part

of it. Here is something set up as a baseball diamondpon how they
trains the men. You will see the signature of Jackson Dempnsey. He
was employed by those corporations and testified to the fact that they
were trained an(d schooled.

The CHAIRMAN. It says on here:
Outline of Close. More than anything else your selling personality and con-

fidence. This close is more low pressure than high pressure. Sell your appear-
ance, attitude, and self-confidence. Know the deal. Be sure of yourself. You
are a factory executive, not a salesman.

Now, they were salesmen, were they not? They were misrepresent-
ing themselves as executives rather than salesmen?

Mr. NICOL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The reason for that is that the homeowner was told that

Le this was a factory executive coming to pick their particular house as
a model house and that the salesmen would call on the other home-
owners?

Mr. NIcoL. That, is right.
nd They would call themselves sales representatives and executive di-
ce. rectors and things like that. I found this thing. In the first part it

says this is a training schedule.
Useful measures and doublecheck everything that has to be covered. Make

Yourself very busy muttering and talking to yourself in compiling all your figures.

-- h .
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Then in parenthesis-

You are a mathematical genius, remember-

end of parenthesis-
and you act the part.

The C1.II R31AS. I find a good one on this sheet you give me. It says:

measurements and buildup. Jumble figures over entire sheet. customer r is now

spending.

IVithout objection, we will place in the record the document called
I b( .'"I( thii_ dwuient -igned iLv Mr. E. C. l)eiulyey on ( )ctober '27,

(The document referred to follows:)

[E. C. Dempsey, 10/27/.,2)

CLOSE

INTRODUCTION

Are you Mr. or Mrs. Prospect? My name is Mr. ----------------- a director

for the advertising department of the Perma-Wall Corp. We have an appoint-

ment arranged by a member of our staff Mr. ---------------- to discu-s. the

possibilities of using your home in connection with our program.

INSTRUCTIONS

Smile-be friendly-relax---don't rush into the interview-arrange your seat-

ing to the best advantage-if possible around a table. Let your prospects talk

and get warmed up. Leave your brief case with your coat or in the foyer, etc.

EXPLANATION OF CALL

There has been an extensive search made in your neighborhood for the proper

type of homes and homeowners who would fit into our picture for our advertising

program. (Give example-National Periodical Advertising, etc.)

You folks have been highly recommended on our point system of choice thr,,mflh

the survey made by our representatives. (Be complimentary). To be exact

there are 4 homes in this area in more or less the same category-you folks are

our No. 1 seleelion and I am here to give my approval. (Make light but short

conversation.)
BODY

Before going into the complete details as to what we have in mind for yOU

please bear with me, even though what I may have to say may be repetition'.

I presume you folks have been approached by various firms who have tried to

induce you to purchase some type of siding: and its quite obvious they have not

been successful because you no doubt are aware of the pitfalls of that type of

exterior covering. You must realize it would change the architectural liles and

contours of your property and hurt the dollar value of your home. And I feel

I can safely express myself when I say you are no doubt tired of paying and

paying the terrific costs of painting and repairing, especially for the last 10 years.

Labor is so very high-paints are exorbitant in cost and have been inferior in

quality. (Start getting enthusiastic.)
The Perma-Wall Corp. are preparing to introduce in this eastern market the

most :amazing material that has ever been devised for the purposee of revitalizing,

beautifying and insulating the exterior of homes through a new highly speci: lized

process. The product is a pressure-sealed side wall resurfacer which will insa-

,late, protect, and beautify as nothing else can-it is waterproof and contains the

two indestructible minerals, imported asbestos fiber and mica and It is not merely

nailed on-but fused to the surface by powerful pressure and thus becomes part of

the same. It is actually air-blasted to the house and after absorption it i- Still

one-sixteenth inch thick above the high point. Through this method that we are

introducing you will eliminate all future maintenance costs which means a

very large and substantial savings because it is unconditionally guaranteed for
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labor and materials-moneys that can be used for many other purposes-even to
an increase in your bank account.

To introduce this new and amazing product to you homeowners, we have set
aside a large sum of money to be expended in our advertising cost such as taking
pictures before and after of your home to be used in our direct mail, newspaper
and periodicals-letters of endorsement from you property owners-display signs,
and compensation for recommendation. Part of this money is also to be used
for the purpose of alleviating some of the costs to the homeowner.

The purpose of all this is to help the sales staff present our product to the
public in an intelligent manner. It has proven highly successful in ,other areas
tiiat we have opened up. such as the west coast, the South, and the Middle West,
and certainly should prove itself more su.etssful with you folks in the East.

You people can readily appreciate that we need this cooperation because of
the difficulty of showing a sample home in a person's living room. So by enlisting
your cooperation and the cooperation of other people like yourselves we will be
able to use all this advertising material as our show window plus the three-di-
mnensional color pictures we will show with our special viewers. (Get more en-
thuisiastic.)

I N ST U(" IO .NS

At this point get your briefcase and take out your brochure and follow through
in the following manner:

1. Show your color chart and read line for line using your pencil for illustra-
tions what it says about the product-beconie expressive and enthusiastic about
the beautiful colors and repeat the guarantee. Get prospect to show preference
as to color.

2. Show registration form and elaborate on same.
3. Show your United States Testing Laboratory reports and read with your

prospects word for word the purpose of the test and the findings of the test-
plus the conclusions and the signature on the bottom of the test.

4. Read with prospect the history of Renuit from the brochure.
5. Read the comments of the Journal of Commerce from their editorial staff.
6. Show the texture prints.
7. (Only if you feel it necessary) show letters of endorsement and pictures. If

you can avoid showing same do so and go on with your story as follows:

QUAIrFYING

We are not in production at present-we are retooling and preparing for the
coning season-but we have set aside a limited quantity of this new revitalizing
material to be used for display purposes only.

Unfortunately time is running out and so is our limited supply and we have a
deadline to meet to get our advertising program underway.

Mr. and Mrs. Prospect-you have been kind and attentive in listening to my
story and I really appreciate your courtesies-and now not to bore you any
further, miay I ask you a very personal question? If it is satisfactory we will get
to the point at once.

If what I have proposed doing to your house meets with your approval and
the price is acceptable to your pocket and only if it is acceptable are you folks
rea(y to make a commitment this evenIng-remember your "yes" is only predi-
cate(l on the cost meeting with your approval. I am accepting the fact on face
value that you like the idea very much. Please correct me if I'm wrong. (If the
prospect says "yes," make your excuses to go outside and measure the property.
If you can get the homeowner to join you do so. They can be very valuable
assisting you with the light also an opportunity to asure prospect of what is to
be done and to continue selling them on various points.)

REQUALIFY

If the prospect does not qualify- you follow in the following manner.
No doubt because I'm a stranger you feel a little backward in committing

Yourself to a yes-remember your yes does not mean we enter into a contract,
all it does is assure me that we might enter into one if my price meets with your
approve I.

My work here is not as a salesman-I do not represent the Perma-Wall Corp.
as .1 member of their sales staff-but as a director from the advertising
department.
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In addition to doing so much for your home on the basis we have dii.s'.sed
we do so much more that I haven't even mentioned to this point-but to aoym.
plish our mission and because we are selfish in our thinking we must make your
property an outstanding sample of our methods. As an example if you hav ally
rotted clapboards we will replace them-if your boards are loose we retighten
them-if you have rotted or loose wood shingles we do the same. If you have
asbestos shingles we do the same. If the house is stone or brick we (10 the
same. If the house is stucco or plaster we repair cracks and crevices. If l121int
is scaling or cracking or peeling-we wire brush. We caulk all windows and
doors-making the house airtight using a special mastic (elaborate).

Mr. and Mrs. Prospect everything I have said to you is entered word for word
into a written contract including a 10-year written guaranty for labor and 111a-
terial with my signature affixed to same on the company's stationery-you cer-
tainly don't have to be a Philadelphia lawyer to realize how strong that docu-
ment is and how well it must stand up in a court of law.

Mr. and Mrs. Prospect with all this in mind is there any reason in the world
why you can't give me an answer to my question.

If the price is right, will you say yes this evening? If the yes is still not
forthcoming add the following:

REQUATI Y

Please accept this-should you folks not get together with me on my proposal
we are still the best of friends. I still have accomplished my missionary duties
and sometime in the future when you have been aware of how much we have
revolutionized the industry and wish to have your home beautified, we will also
be most willing to do the work for you through the regular channels and at the
regular retail costs. Tonight you have the opportunity of doing it at tho ad-
vertising costs which are much lower than the wholesale figure and an ;ietual
savings of at least four times your future expenditure on the maintenance of
your property over a period of the next 20 years.

If I have made myself clear I believe you can appreciate why I am kingg
for a commitment from you this evening, that is if the price is right you will
go along with me-remember this is FHA approved and endorsed by Regillation
W of the Federal Home Improvement Act.

REQTTALIFY

If yes is still not forthcoming you either work on their ego or start pressure

selling and rehashing your complete program. If they will not qualify and go
along with your program do not go any further or enter Into a close. (Once
they have said yes to your qualification the battle is practically won.)

ACT 1

After you have completed your measurements using your graph or illstra-

tions on a pad (use full measure and double check everything that bas to be

covered) make yourself very busy muttering and talking to yourself ill com-

piling all your figures (you are the mathematical genius remember) and you act

the part.
ACT 2

You have completed your figures. You put the pad down. You relax and

smile. Mr. Prospect you really have a nice size home (a little or a lot larger

than the average) and I must say to my way of thinking a very nice home and

one to he proud of. You folks are people above the average and realize ( that

figures do not lie so let me show you a few facts and figures with my penicil-ac-

tual costs you are aware of but have not been able to do much about.

ACT 8

At this point, repeat the part of the sales program In reference to the prepar-

ing of the house--which is in the requalifying part 2.
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CLOSE 1

Then follow through with-

Mr. Prospect about how much do you spend a year for heat? Approxi-
mattely $300 a year in 20 years -------------------------------- $6, 000. 00

For painting a property of this size I presume under today's conditions
it should be between $300 to $500 every 4 years -------------------- 2,000. 00

Additional maintenance (such as) should be about $20 per year ------ 400. 00
Termite proofing is worth about $20 per year ----------------------- 400. 00

Total expenses ------------------------------------------- 8,800.00

Mr. and Mrs. Prospect here is what our product will do for you. We
will cut your heating bill by 30 percent-savings ----------------- 2, 8001. 00

We will eliminate your painting-savings ------------------------- 2, 000. 00
We will eliminate your maintenance termite destruction or the oppor-

tunity of them damaging your property-savings ------------------- 800.00

Total -------------------------------------------------- 4, 600. 00
The retail cost of job:

Example 20 square ---------------------------------------- 1,400.00

20-year expenditure --------------------------------------- 6, 000. 00
Wholesale cost ------------------------------------------------ 1, 100. 00

Savings ------------------------------------------------- 4,900.00

Pause (no conversation forthcoming) -

N \w to assure you that everything I have told you is exactly as I have said,
I am going to write everything down word for word in this contract and I would
appreciate your corrections if I leave anything out.

Start writing and repeating out loud what you are writing. If the prospect is
not happy with the price you have quoted put the contract aside for the moment
and continue.

CLOSE 2

As I explained earlier in my program we compensate you for various privileges
you allow us for advertising which we pay you in cash or you deduct from the
cost of the Job.

First we pay you a sales commission of $50.
Se ,.ond we pay you $50 for your endorsement.
Third we pay you $50 for allowing us to display a small sign on your property

during the period when we do the actual work to satisfy all the sidewalk super-
intendents, the passersby and the neighbors. And we pay you $50 for the
use of the pictures we use in our program-a total of $200 leaving a cost of only
$N)4--a savings of $5,100 for a period of 20 years.

At this point go back to your contract, continue writing and repeating what
you are writing.

If there are further objections to the cost at the rate of $00 again put your
contract aside and say-

CrLoSE s

But Mr. and Mrs. Prospect you are not paying $900; you have forgotten to
deduct $200 that our representative Mr. So and So offered you when he spoke to
You.

At this point the customer will be surprised and say (he never mentioned
anything about $200). Then you become surprised and do a little acting on your
part and follow through.

Didn't Mr. So and So tell you we would guarantee you at least 8 jobs that we
Would do in your area for which you get $25 apiece-and didn't he tell you that
whether we get 1 or 101 jobs you are assured of that amount which Is equivalent
to 2(). Moneys that you ('an use for any purpose whatsoever. Whether you
wish to buy a fur coat for the missus--a deposit on a car or apply it to your
cntract. Money that you can have in advance. And didn't he tell you that for
every direct recommendation you make that results into a completed contract
You would receive an additional bonus check of $50 In the mail-whether it be
1, 10. or 1.000 completed Jobs.
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Then let me apologize to you if he hasn't told you all this and I must renwlzil.,r
to call him in on the carpet and refresh his memory.

Continue with your contract and after you have finished reread all you have
written showing what you have written to your prospects. Then ask thell, t
write and I said write not sign their full nanie in the allocated space then cu-
tinue with all your papers with the prospects signature. If possible do l,I fill
in the price until the prospect has written in their signature.

Be sure to gevt at least 10 percent down. No more than 30 months to pay be-
ginning no later than 45 days after completion of job.

CLOSE 4

If you have not closed at this late hour it's a question of staying powers a:itl
who w ears who out first-just keep punchinfl and reselling ov'er and o er i-_,,iin
and believe me if you have had to tise all this amntiunition to make the sale y,,u
will first sart appreciating the easy ones. If you have failed-better g.' home
and sleep it off and talk to ine the next day. Wouldn't want to be around that
night.

Mr. SION.- Mr. Nicol, do you have any instances of people beiiit
threatened becai se thev tried to protect tlese hoievwners .

Mr. NA(,,L..At the ver" outet ,of this illve"t igat ion there w'a- a
woma1 iamled Mrs. Rlth. Bailts. B-a-l-t-s, whio was instriilletal in
initiating this investi action .

Mr. Si :N. By this investigation, you mean "nir invest igat iou
Mr. Niom. Flat ]s correct, sir.
She lad gotten wise to these characters and had made an investigra-

tion on her own and ha( developed various tames of various otllher
people who liad )een swindled in this nmodel-liome racket. I uider-
stand fr)m Mrs. Balts that on several occasions. on at least two (,.ca-
sions, she told me that she had been threatened and she has now gone
to Florida or somewhere. tier whereabouts are unknown. She told
me slhe wanted to move away because she was afraid something would
happen to her.

Mr. SitMo-. Was tlat because of her investigation '?
Mr. N o,L. She was concerned about it.
The CIIAxnM.N. Are these three corporations still in existence
Mir. NT' , .. As I understand it. sir. two of them have i)een (livslve,,

and one. Interstate Applicators. is still in exi-tence.
The CI.\n.r.\. We will !),s-ibly want to call them (lowni here

unless we call them in New York.
Senator LEinMAN. I have no doubt at all that this was a fraud and

a flimflam game and I congratulate the district attorney of Ber,_,en
County for having prosecuted this case, but this is an investigation of
the FHA. What I am trying to develop is what, if any, connection
there was between the FHA and these frauds.

The CHAIR RAN. We will get into that in just a moment but I can
tell you real quick that FHA financed all the sales these crooks made.

Senator LEHMAN. That is what I am trying to get at and I have
had no testimony from the witness. Were these loans which were rep-
resented by these romissor\" notes, when they were discounted at ihe
banks, guaranteed by the FHA?

Mr. NICOL. I am not trying to avoid your question, Mr. Senator.
That brochure that was just submitted in evidence indicates that
these corporations have been working throughout. the Nation and I
also have before me a letter dated December 3, 1952, from the Federal
Housing Administration, office of the district director, Miami, Fla.
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It is addressed to Mr. Jerome Brett, president, Pioneer Home Im-
provement Co. of Newark, N. J. If I may read this little paragraph.

The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. NICOL. (reading) :
DEAR MR. BRETT: This office is in receipt of written complaints from the above

mortgagors regarding exterior paints sold and applied by the Pioneer Home
Iml)rovement Co., a Florida corporation, Jerome Brett, president, which paint
lns discolored, cracked, peele(l anid lilhdewed, although 10- or 20-year guaranties
were given against such occurrences. This administration has investi-ated these
complaints and believe them to be justified and of a nature that should be checked
by you. These improvements were insured under title I of the National Housing
Act. We would like to point out that in the event precautionary measures are
instituted, the measures will be applicable in the area in which you now operate.
\Ve would appreciate an immediate reply as to what arrangements you have made
t,) satisfy these complainants.

To my knowledge, sir, they never did catch up with them.
Senator LEHMAN. That is testimony that I was looking for. Let

me ask you this. When was the complaint filed with the district at-
torney against these people'?

Mr. NICOL. The original complaintt. i .?
Senator LEHM.,. On which you proceeded.
Mr. NICOL. I started my investigations -hortly after I entered the

prosecutor's office around January 1, 19,52. I worked for over a year
on the case because by the nature of the complaints it looked like
there was merely a breach of contract, a civil matter, and naturally
the prosecutor's office was precluded from stepping into the picture.
But I felt that so many complainants could t be wrong. there must
have been fraud, and it was predicated on that analysis that I investi-
gated on my own until I got sufficient evidence to )resent the matter
to the grand jury.

Senator LEHMAN. When did these defendants )lead guilty?
Mr. Nicol.. On June 25. 1951. Interstate Applicator-I bez .your

pardon. May 17, 1954. The Protexa-Wall Co. and Interstate Ap-
plicators entered a plea of guilty to the New Jersey statute.

Senator LEmI. xA,. And you had been investigating from the be-
ginnina of 1952?

Mr. RICOL. 'iThat is right.
Senator LEh.MAN. Until they pled guilty .
Mr. NICOL. Yes, sir.
Senator LEHMAN. The complaint' was made in January and the

prosecution was undertaken at that time .
Mr. NICoL. That is ri ght, sir.
Senator LEIIM. What was the disposition ()f tiese cases when

they )lead guilty ?
Mr. NIC(')L. On Jlune .5. 19 1, Interstate Applicators were filed .,)

OU ea li indictment. Protexa-Wall was tined.,S 5( on eacl count in tle
in(lictinents 17374 and 17375. The in(lictments as aoaiist Abe Soliiff,
Louis S. Gartlison, and Michael (arthson were nol. 1)rossed.

Mr. S .; . Mr., Nic(l. lave you worked wit i the Better Business
Bureau on these matters .l

MIr. Ni(aL. I have leen in coimuinication with the Better Busi-
lles uliureau : ves.

Mr. SI moN You have worked )articularly, liaven't ym.u, witit John
Hoffman in New York, of the New York Better Business Bureau ?
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Mr. NICOL. I have on occasion, sir.
Mr. SIMON.. I would like to say, Senator Lehman, that Mr. Victor

Nyborg, president of the Better Business Associations, and John Hoif-
man are here, and both of them will testify about their efforts to get
the FHA to correct some of these abuses.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything further, Mr. Nicol?
Mr. NICOL. I think you might he interested to know, sir, that I

traced this thing down to find out that after the notes were disco(uted
and these two investment companies--

The CIInAIIM.\N. Can we get the names of these investment ton.
panies?

Mr. NIT,. Yes. They were the (eneral Investment Co. -
The Cn .IwxN.x'. Of what address .
Mr. Nl('O)L. Just a moment, sir. Before I get to that, sir, may I siow

you something else?
The CI .AIRAI N. Yes.
Mr. NICOL. Here is another piece of fraud. When these people -zet

these jobs done they are afforded a guaranty. In the guaranty they
are to d by the representatives of the corporations that tie job i- ill-
sured by one of the largest insurance copnil)anies in the country. ii:iin-
ing te- Indemnity Insurance Co. of North kmerica. They are given
this bona fide certificate citing the Indemnity Insurance (o. of N,,rth
America to insure the product. and saying it l)rotects the life of the
wall. I have made an investigation with the Indemnity Co. of North
Amierica and I have before me a letter and a copy of their old policy
referred to in this guaranty. This blank liability policy has only
varied with respect to the product and it has no bearing on whether
the job was put. in them or not.

I approached the Indemnity Insurance Co. and they said that was
fraud and they had never given permission to have their name used on
this certificate, but here it is.

The ('AIRM.N. Without objection the certifiicate and the other
document you have in your hand will be made a part of the record.

(The documents referred to follow:)

486
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INDEMITY INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA,
N'wark, N. J., October 31, 19.;.?.

Re L-33.-597
Krylon Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Calabrese-PD
Account May 12. 1!31

Mr. ANDREW I). NICOL,
Bergen ('ounty Prosceutors' Offlce,

Ilackcnsack, X. J.
DEAR Smi: In accordance with your request, we attach hereto copy oIf letter

dated .luly 9, 1952, addressed by Marshall I. (roff superintendent of the corn-
pensatioi division at our home offices in Philadelphia to Mr. Paul J. Molinar,
special assistant deputy, I)epartment ,of Banking and Insurance at Trenton, X. J.
We 1l.m attach hereto a typewritten copy of policy No. LB-9463 prepared for
Krylon, Inc.

Should the Trii 'cutor's office desire any further assistance in this matter, we
shall be only too glad to try to oblige.

Very truly yours,
J. H. BRANDE8,

Supcrintendont.

BLANKET LIAIIILITY POLIcY No. 1,1-9463, ESPE'I.ALLY PREPARED FOR KRtYr.o. IN C.,
BY ID m M .N Ii, I NI TICAN'. CO. OV NORTI A Ni IEIVA-ExPIRES 'EPTEMnBER 28, 1115:

A stock insurance company herein called the company, does hereby agree with
the insured, named in the declarations made a part hereof, in considerat ion of
the Jiutyll)et 'lif the lier ]'eiinII aid of the statements contained in the declaratii';
and subject to the limits of liability, exclu.sionts, conditions, and other terms of thik
policy :

INSURINO AGRIIMIENTS

1. Coreragr A-Bodilyl injwury liability

To pay oIn behalf of the insured all suns which the insured shall become
obligated toi pay by reason of liability for damages, including damages for care
and h()ss (If services, because of bodily injury, including death at any time result-
ing therefrom, sustained by any person or persons, caused by accident and arising
out f the operations of the insured as defined herein.

'orcrayp B-Propcrty damage liability

To) pay on liehalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become obli-
gated to pay by rezison of liability for damages because of injury to or destruc-
t ion of proplvrty, including the loss of use thereof, (aused by accident and arising
out of the operations of the insured as defined herein.

II. Assumed liability, products liability
Coverage A and coverage B shall include coverage for liability assumed by the

Insured under any contract or agreement in force at any time during the policy
period, and also for liability arising out of the possession, consumptiom, han-
diling or use of any merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handl 'i or
distributed by the insured.

IIl. Additional insured
This policy shall insure each subsidiary, allied or affiliated company iii the

!I:I,' nia tile. and to) t, :i me- e\telt as if a ''lintrate polic'y had betin i..I&lt
to e.ch. This lpi icy shall cover as additional insured the executive officer,
directors and stockholders of the insured named in the declarations in respect
of liability arising out of the operations of the Insured as covered hereullnder.

IV. Additional interest (products
The word "insured" shall Include any other person, firm, or corporatlim whih

shall become liable to pay damages imposed by low on account of accident'
covered by the policy, suffered, or alleged to have been suffered, by a"y l1 1rt
or person.s Ify reason of the possession, (onstimption, handling or use ,of :fny
merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handled or distributed by the In-
sured named it the declaratIons.

It is the intent of this paragraph to cover only the liabIlity of such other
person, firm or corporation arising out of the sale, distribution or handling (f
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such merchandise or product, and this endorsement is not to be construed as
covering any act of negligence oi the Iart of sti-h other person, firm or cor-
poration In selling, handl'ng or distributing such merchandise or product, nor
the liability of any one from whom the insured named in the declarations has
purchased or acquired any merchandise or product, ingredient, part or (.oil-
tainer entering into, accompanying or containing the product. of the Insured
named In the declarations. It is further agreed that the extensiil f coverage

herein provided shall not operate to increase the company's limits of liability
as stated in the declarationms. The limit of liability expressed In the declara-
lions as applicable to "imlicy period" shall apply jointly and not severally to
all i sured covered hereunder.

1'. Dcfcn s, settlctnent, 8upplcmutlary payimvncts
it is further agreed that the (liipany shall :
(a) defend in the name and on behalf of the insured any sit against the

Insured alleging such Injury or d.t ructii andI seeking damages on account
thereof, even if such suit Is groundless, false or fraudulent; but the c',,npany
Rlhlll have the right to make stih investigatiuii, negotiation and settlement of
any claim or suit as may be deenied expedient by the company;

(b) pay all premiums on bonds to release attac.hments for an amount not in
excess of the applicable limit of liability of this policy, all premium on appeal
bonds required in any such defended siiit, all costs taxed against the istured
in any such suit, all expenses incurred Iy the n'aml)any, all interest a'vruing
after entry of judgment until lhe c,i,,lny has l,:aid, tendered or deposited in
court such part of such judgment as d(Is nut exceeI the limit of the company's
liability thereon, and any expense incurred by tihe, insured, in the event of bodily
injury, for such immediate medai al and siirgie.al relief to others as shall be
imperative at the time of accident.

The company agrees to IY (lie lenses(s incurred tinder divisions (a) and (b)
of this s cii.on in addition 1i, the applicable limit (if liability of this policy.

VI. Definition of bodily injury
Bodily injury as used in this policy shall be construed to include sickness,

disease and mental anguish.

V. Aasaull
Bodily injuries or death alleged ti har beien caused by art assault shall he

deemed the result of an accident within the meaning of this policy, provided
that the assault was not committed at tihie sieific liistance or directionn of an
executive officer of the named insured.
VIr. Policy period, tcrritoryl

This policy applies only to s uch injuries and damages occurring during the
policy peri,,l and witlhit the U united Slat vs of Amiierica, (Canada or Newfound-
Ia 11(1.

DEFINITION OF OPERATIONS

''lli.s Ipolicy shall i ',ver the n1tiufact ire, (litribtitin andi sale of plastic paint
:id l ther goods and all op1er:ationhs of the insired related theret which shall in-
('lid,, b1ti It) n Ie lillilled t (,the im\vn rslipil, 111ailt 'I an iiie1(l use f plants, prop-
("li es d elevatolrs ; a1dill i ', . c is . it' 1'i n wo1'., lle'essa y to the maintnenance,
'\l''lJiin, repair, adliliion r (Iewlfilit hiolif I \i,4lig jlan nt and equipnient: ex-
Iralirdinary 4'olst ll(1 ion vork, veti ilit,,m and c.isJ.it rt tion of new buildings and
e(Sililent, either tilln th( lviiiiiws of the insured (it- elsewhere, whether per-
forimedi by tIhe insured's employ, .,, or hy others tnder contract with the insured
arid the ownership, operation or it,' of tealniv.

IX'ISIONS

'rhi.s policy does iot alpy :
((I I to ally liability Im1piseil upon or usm ied by the insured under any

workmen's conii.saliti iPI si dl intie. la%%, t ' plan
(b) to bodily injury m- death of any einpl,)y', of the insured, If such in-

J Iiry or death arise out of or occ.ur ii t lie ',itrse of enploynent of such
employee, but this exclusion shall it apply to) bodily injury or death
(if any elil hjyee of tihle in.ilr(,d ii r.spl ect of whihh the insured has assumed
llalhllly therefor under cint ra' f r agreement :

(r) except with 1 re'slet to operations performed by independent contrae-
ltI's. to the owIershi), iuiatinteriltce or use, including loading or unloading, of
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automobiles while away from the premises of the insured or the public ways
immediately adjoining;

(d) to damage to or destruction of property owned by, rented to, leased
to, in charge of, or transported by the insured, but this exclusion shall nut
apply to damage to or destruction of property of others (not property reited
or leased to the insured) in charge of or transported by the insured caused
by elevators;

(e) to the ownership, maintenance or use of aircraft by or in the interest
of the insured.

CONDITIONS

A. Liumitation of liability
In respect oif cuverages A and B, the liability of the company for all datur'es,

including daniIages for care and l,,ss of services, arising out of bodily injury tof or
death of one personal, shall be limited to the sum of $100,000 in any one accidienlt
and, subject to the .aine limit for each pers ,i, the total limit of the cola mya's
liability for all daiiiagc-, including damages for care and loss of services, arising
out o f bodily injury to for death of two or more persons, shall be limited to the
suM of .(O,(lli0 ill any one accident. The liability of the company on accult of
all clainiis folr damages because of injury to or destruction of property, including
the Iloss oif use thereof, shall be limited to the sum of $50,000 as the result olfny
one ac.cident. There is no limit to, the number of accidents for which clainis iiiay
be made hereunder, provided such accidents occur during the currency (of ibis
policy, exceIr as hereinafter provided. In resplvt of bodily injury or dewlh or
property damage resulting fr ,in the luos'essii consumption, handling or - f
any merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handled or distributed li , the
iu>ured, the liability of the company, subject to the above limits applicable to
each person and each accident, shall be limited in the aggregate to $300,000 for
bodily injury or death and to $50,)0) for property damage in respect 6f all aci-
dents occuring during each 12 months of the currency of this policy. The i'lu-
sion herein of more than one insured shall not operate to increase the liniiit; of
the company's liability.

B. Premi im c(miputation

The preniuin for this licy is Ias,,d tipini the entire gross sales by the ii-red
and shall be ci 'lp1nt e(l -by : lqyin g to eacli $1.(0 of s'Iclh Ir"i .s sn les tle r:ule
shown ill the de,'lar:itions. Upon delivery of this policy the insured sh:i.l Ii\ tlt,,
advance premium shown in the declarations and! at the end 4f each 1 iii'it!

(luriwtu the policy period, shall render to th. company a statement of ths- ittire
ross sales by tih. insred during that period and the earned prmini zi:ll he

cunpllunte(l therein a l sI Shall be paid to tile c'illall:ully, except that tile a dl\'t110
prenuilllt sllo+i in tilt, declarations slall he credited arZainst the preniiun found
to ie ( e the i.uijaly for the last 12 months of the policy ;uriod. The ,oluuji:tIIy
shall, in any evnt, retain tile mininium premium stated in the declaration.

C. RW coid and audit
The ciimpan\y sliall Ibv permitted to examine til books and recr, s '," tile

insured at all irvas),rable times during the policy termn and within I vi:r afterr

its expiratitin ,or it iellation, for tile lurli se of determining the actual Pr"VuiIimn

varneul wlhilo this poll( , \ wis in force, :ad tile insured shmll render re.:us', m:le

assistance' and cii duration ill furnish ri the ci'i utany with a stati-v'muiuit o)f the

entire gross sales.

D. .1lutomati corporate
Thils policy shall river automatically additional premises a nd eh,:lteti' :I(-

quii.I d during the terin of this policy without prior notice I tie conli:pny, lit
tile iuustireul shall, within ; days ft' their acquisition or installation in tlle in-
sured's se.i' e, re-port :adilition il eIevat()rs to the ionipany by written nlmti,' for

the -,,)Ii purpose (if inahling time (oniniaiy to afford adequate inspi'-ctiol1 .#T\ti( e.

E. Notice of accident
I o, the occurrence of an accident, written notice shall be given by or 4)

behalf of the, insured to the company or any of its authorized agents as s,,, a9

practicable after notice thereof hats been received by its executive otfiers at tile

insured's headquarters. Such notice shall contain particulars suffiieuit to

Identify the insured an(l also reasonably obtainable information respectill- the

time, place, an( circuinmst.ances of the accident, the name and address' Of the

Injured, and of any available witnesses. If claim Is made or suit is br"Ought
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against the insured, the insured shall immediately forward to the company every
deuiand, notice, sUlinlofls or eitherr process received by him or his representatives.

F. .-. istance and cooperation of the injured
'Ile insured shall coi'p.'rate with the company and, upon the company's request,

s11,ll attend hearings and trials and shall assist in effectipg s,,t th Ienieiit, securing
alit1 -ivitug evidence, lt aiing the atten'idance of vitnz.sses and in tile con-
duct of suits, n1d the ('Ollpaly shall reiiiliurse the insured for any expense, other
tl,aln 1i4ss of earnings, incurred it the cmilpari y's reqluest. The insure(l siall not,
,x cPt *t his owNvl cost, \4,4 nt a rily matuke ainy payment, assunlie ail3 o)blig;ation, or

ili' lu" any expenses other thian ii'r sm1 'ii inlnJedliat,- inedicaI andi Suirgi al relief toj
ot!,r" :IS shall be1, iniperati y at tio tinie of the accident. Ui)(111 ti( c(',I1ll liy'S
l'ijlt'4, the insured shall i\.' to lile (.lolplany a signelI st:telment of facts con-
taining all availahle inforiiti ii denied livrt'ssar by Ib tie company to deterimine
awl hltine its liallity and its ui(ler this p4li(2'.

G. ltion against company
No action shall lie against the company unless, as a condition precedent thereto.

the insured shall have fully i impliedd with all le conditions heretf, nor until
the amount of the insured's obligation to pay shall have been finally determined
either by judgment again-t the iii-.ured. after ctuial trial or by written agree-
ment of the insured, the claimant, a114 the c(npany. Any person or his legal
representative who has secured stich jldignent or written agreement shall there-
aflter lie entitled to recover under the ternis (of this policy in the same manner
anl to the same extent as the insured. Nothin;,g contained in this policy shall
give .liy person (or 4 r gaHiz:iti(,n a l '  i zlt 1) jOili tilh '(olillly, IS a c ' defenidait
in any action against tie insured Itoo dlft-rnine the insured's liability. Bank-
rulircy or insolvency of the insured shall not relieve the company of any of its
obliga tions hereunder.

H. Other insurance
If the inslre(d hs other inslinal'co, 'Igi iit a ]'-.,; ('\vered )y this ,i,'y, the

insurance provided by this policy shall lie in excess of such other valid and
cllectible insurance.

I. Conflicting statutc8
If any condition in this policy ',)iifli('Is with jny spec.itic statutory provision

in the State in which it is clainied that the insured is liable for any such injuries
or liss as are covered by this policy, such spo(litic statutory provision sl.ill be
sutistituted for such condition.

J. Sui brogation
In the event of any payment under this policy, the company shall be subrogated

to all the insured's rights oif re.i'ery therefor. and the injured shall execute all
lali,,rs required ani shall (1b) everything that may be necessary too secure such
right, . but the company shall have no right Elf sulbi't,:itiin a-a inst any suhi-
sidiary or allied company ow r it(Mllled by tile insured, il r a--a illst aly
person. firing or corlorati(in ill Vt"-i (o't' oif which the inill.',(l ha. assullnled liability
wid1(er any ' intract or aigreinelll.
K. ('hantelc'.,

N,, notice to any agent (ir knowledge lpsse'sed iy any -,aent or by any other
Persi ' shall be held to effect ai waiver or change in any part ,,f this )1lic 'y nor

sl,,i, the company from assertilig any right under the terlni, of this policy: nor
sh,il the terms of this Iiilivy ie waived or change(l, except by endorsement
listed to form a hart hereof. signed by the president. vice president. secretary
or an11 assistant secretary of the *olnipany : Pr'iruld, howv cr, That clanges inay
be tide in the written portion of the declarations loy the arelit countersigning
thi, il'licy by endorsement is.,ied t) forn a part hereof signed by sui.h az tt.

A. Is.igqnmcnio

No, assignment of interest under thi, policy shall hind the company until its
C0ile vt is endorsed hereon. If the insured shall die or be adjudged hIankrupt or
ills ,lvielit within tht ! i icy perio(I, this jwlicy, tmnie.ss canceled, shall ,c\er the
in.sired's legal representative for the unexpired portion of such period.

Mf. (',lncr'lation
This T)olicy may be canceled at any time by either party by written notice to

the other stating when thereafter cancellation shall be effective. Such notice by

50690-54-pt. 1- 32
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the company to the insured's address stated in the declarations, given not les
than 30 days prior to the effective date of cancellation, shall be a sufficient notice.
If the company cancels, the earned premium shall be computed pro rata; if
the named insured cancels the earned premium shall be computed in accordance
with the customary short-rate table, but such premium shall not be less th.aii the
short rate of the minimum premium stated in the declarations. The ulailin?
of notice as aforesaid shall be sufficient proof of notice and the insurance under
this policy shall end on the effective date and hour of cancellation stated in
the notice. )elivery of such written notice, either by the insured or the (l-
pany, shall be equivalent to mailing. The company's check or the check (if il
representative similarly mailed or delivered shall be a sufficient tender of aii"
refund of premium due to the insured, but no ulnearned premium shall be tlwiyaIl,
until the insured has filed with the company a true statement of the gross sales
during the time this policy has been in force.

N. Declarations
By acceptance of this policy, the insured agrees that the statements in the

declarations are his agreements and representations, that this policy is i-"110
in reliance upon the truth of such representations, and that this policy eniblidies
all agreements existing between himself and the company or any of its ageIii
relating to this insurance.

In consideration of the premium charged for the policy to which this endorse-
ment is attached, it is understood, and agreed that the word "insured" shall
include Gimibel Bros. who shall become liable to pay damages imposed by law on
account of accidents c(over.-l by the policy, suffered, or alleged to have been
suffered, by any person or persons by reason of the possession, consuiliI)tio,
handling or use of any merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handled ir
distributed by the insured named in the declarationii.

It is the intent of this lpara,-ralh to cover only the liability of Gimbel llris.
arising out of the sale, distribution or handling of such merchandise or prodlc..
and this endorsement is not to be construed as covering any act of negligen.e ,)n
the part of Gimbel Bros. in selling, handling or distributing such merchandiwt
m-r product, nor the liability of anyone from whom the insured named in the
declarations has purchased or acquired any merchandise or product, ingredient,
part or container entering into, accompanying or containing the product of the
insured nained in the declarations.

It is further agreed that the extension of coverage herein provided shall n)t
operate to increase the company's limits of liability as stated in the declarations.
The limit of liability expressed in the declarations as applicable to "j,)licy
period" shall apply jointly and not severally to all insured covered heremnder.

Nothing contained herein shall vary, alter or extend any provision or condition
of the policy other than as above stated. This endorsement becomes effective on
the 2th day of September, 1950. Attached to and hereby made a part of blanket
liability policy No. LB-9463 of the Indemnity Insurance Co. of North America,
issued to Krylon, Inc.

JoHu A. DIAMOND, Prcside(nt.

In consideration of the premium charged for the policy to which this endorse-
mient is attached, it is understood and agreed that the word "insured" Thiall
include McKesson & Robbins who shall become liable to pay damages imposed l'y
law on account of accidents covered by the policy, suffered, or alleged to have
been suffered, by any person or persons by reason of the possession, consmillIption,
handling or use of any merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handled or
distributed by the insured named in the declarations.

It is the intent of this paragraph to cover only the liability of McK's ,rn &
Itobbins arising out of the sale, distribution or handling of such merchandise or
product, and this endorsement is not to be construed as covering any act of negli-
gence on the part of McKesson & Robbins in selling, handling or distrilitiI.
such merchandise or product, nor the liability of anyone from whom the in-iured

named In the declarations has purchased or acquired any merchandise or product,
ingredient, part or container entering Into, accompanying or containitiz the
product of the insured named in the declarations.

It Is further agreed that the extension of coverage herein provided shall not
operate to Increase the company's limits of liability as stated in the declaralti)TS.
Thf, limit of liability expressed in the declarations as applicable to ,phiCY
period" shall apply jointly and not severally to all Insured covered hereunder.

N,thinz herein contained shall vary, alter, or extend any provision or comli-
tion of the policy other than as above stated. This endorsement becomes effte-
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tive on the 28th day of September 1950. Attached to and hereby made a part
of blanket liability policy No. LB-9463 of the Indemnity Insurance Co. of North
America, issued to Krylon, Inc.

JOnN A. DIAMOND, President.

In consideration of the premium charged for the policy to which this endorse-
ment is attached, it is understood and agreed that the wcord "insured" shall
include Stix, Baer & Fuller who shall become liable to pay damages imposed by
law on account of accidents covered by the policy, suffered, or alleged to have
been suffered, by any person or per.,,ons by reason of the lossession, consump-
tion, handling or use of any merchandise ,,r product manufactured, sold, handled
or distributed by the insured named in the declarations.

It is the intent of this paragraph to cover the liability of Stix, Baer & Fuller
arising out of the sale. (listribution or handling of .uch merchandise ,#r product,
and this endorsement is not tio be ,'mstrued as covering any act ,,f negligence on
the part of Stix, Baer & Fuller in selling, handliia- or distributing such merchan-
dise o,r product, nor the liability (if anyone from whon the insured named in the
declarations has purchased or acquired any merclhandise (,r product, ingredient,
part or container entering into. accompanying or containing the product of the
insured named in the declarations.

It is further agreed that the extension of coverage herein provided shall not
operate to increase the company's limits of liability as stated in the declarations,
the limit of liability expressed in the declarations as applicable to "policy Ieriod"
shall apply jointly and not severally to all insured covered hereunder.

Nothing herein contained shall vary, alter or extend any provision or condi-
tion ,if the policy other than :las above stated. Endors,,ment becomes effective on
the 2sth day of September 1950. attched to, and hereby made a part of blanket
liability policy No. LB 94; of the Indemnity Ins-rance ('o. of North America,
iu-.-ued to Krylon, Inc.

Joji N A. DIAMOND, President.

DEACON, SCHmNERLY & ('O..
Philadelph in, Pa.

I )I.:tC.ARATIONS-BLANKET LIABILITY POICY No. LB-9463

1. Name of insured: Krylon, Inc.
2. Address: 2(01 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
3. Policy period: 36 months, beginning on the 28th (lay of September 1950, 12: 01

a. in., and ending on the 2Sthl day of SeltemIlber 19.53. 12:01 a. in. standard
time, at the place where this policy has been contersigned.

4. Location of the insured's operations: 2601 North Broad Street. Philadelphia,
Pa., and Eddlngton, Pa., and elsewhere in the United State, of America and
Canada.

5. Premium computation:
Estimated annular gross sales ------------------------------- $350, 000. 00
Rate per $1,000 gross sales .------------------------------------- 804
Estimated annual premium ------------------------------------- 21. 44)
Minimum premium -------------------------------------------- 100.00
Advance premium --------------------------------------------- 2.40

In witness whereof, the Indemnity Insurance Co. of North America has caused
this policy to be signed by its vice president and assistant secretary at Phila-
delphia, Pa.

--------------------------- ----------------
Vice Pr',-ident

Countersigned:
----------------------

(Agent)
In consideration of the premium charged for the policy to which this endorse-

nient is attached, it is understood and agreed that lie word "insured" shall in-
clude Stix, Baer & Fuller who shall become liable to pay damages imposed by
law on account of accidents covered by the policy suffered, or alleged to have
been suffered, by any person or persons by reason of the possession, coPsulmption,
hIandling, or use of any merchandise or product manufactured, sold, handled, or

distributed by the insured named in the declarations.
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It is the intent of this paragraph to cover the liability of Stix, Baer & Fluller
arising out of the sale, distribution, or handling of such merchandise or product,
and this endorsement is not to be construed as covering any act of negligence
on the part of Stix, Baer & Fuller in selling, handling, or distributing such iner.

chandise or product, nor the liability of anyone from whom the insured "allIed

in the declarations has purchased or acquired any merchandise or product,
ingredient, part, or container entering into, accompanying, or containing the
product of the insured named in the declarations.

It is further agreed that the extension of coverage herein provided shaIll not
operate to increase the company's limits of liability as stated in the declaration Ots.
The limit of liability expressed in the declarations as applicable to, "l,licy
period" shall apply jointly and not severally to all insured covered hereunder.

Nothingz herein c,)ntained shall vary, alter, or extend any provision or ',nmdi.
tion of the policy other than as above stated. This endorsement l)ecomes effev-
tive on the 28th day of September 1950. Attached to and hereby made a loart
of blanket liability policy No. LB 9463 of the Indemnity Insurance (C'4. of
North America issued to Krylon, Inc.

JOHN A. DIAMOND, Prc8 i(cit.

JULY 9, 19 52.

It is hereby understood and agreed that the undermentioned policy is ext,,nded
to cover the insured', operations at the following location: 2038 Washinut,,
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Nothing herein contained shall vary, alter, or extend any provision or condi-
tion of the policy other than as above stated. This endorsement beconies effec-
tive on the 29th day of May 1952. Attached to and hereby made a part (if
blanket liahilitv policy No. LB 463 of the Indemnity Inzurance Co. of North
America. issued to Krylon, Inc.

September 28, 1943.
JOHN A. DIAMOND, Prcsid, nt.

JITLY , 1-2.
Re Jer-:ey Home Improvement Co.

Mr. PAUL J. 11OLNAR,
Special A8sistant Deputy,

Dtcpartni ntt of Banking and Insuratrce,
Trenton, N. J.

l)r:.\ MR. MOLNAR: I wish to acknowledge yours of July 8 enclosing cIpy (if

letter registering complaint with respect to claim against ProtexaWall ("). and
Krylon, Inc.

We i-ic're Krylon, Inc., under a comprehenive liability and property (I:;ITI:I e
policy which protects Krylon against liability resulting from accident and iris-
ing ,,st of tie manufacture. distribution, and sale of its prodlicts.

Because of a misunderstanding created by certain distributors of Kryhol
products, an impression has been created that our policy affords a giaralitY of
performance of Krylon products running for an indefinite period. The truth
of the matter is, however, that our policy is not a guaranty of the product (,r

of Its performance, but merely affords protection to Krylon with resh'et to,

liability caused by accidents resulting from their manufacturing operavi,,ns or

from the prod1t itself after it has,been sold and is in the possession of ,thier*.

Any assertion by a distributor selling or applying Krylon products to) te

effect that the work Is guaranteed by our policy is completely errone,,s. .r
many months we endeavored to stop this improper advertising -Ind IellVi' th,:It

now the matter has satisfactorily been taken care of, but, of course, we re.-,I' 1ize

the fact that many of the advertising circulars and 'certificates of ilIralle"
were dkitriloute,! in the past and, also, we recognize the fact that there may un-

doubtedly be outstanding advertising cireulars.
Should there be any further information which you desire in connection witb

this matter, we will appreciate your calling upon us.
Very truly yours,

M ARSTILL I. GROFF.
Superintendent, Compensation DiPifi,.

The What are the nanes of these two investment (.Ore-
panies and their addresses, please?

Mr. Nwm,. The geographical location of these investment com-
pan ies
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The CHAIRMAN. Give us the names of the companies, if you cani.
Mr. NwOL. New Jersey Mortgage & Investment Corp.
The CIIAIRMAN. And what is thle address?
Mlr. Noii. 5 Conmmerce Street, Newark, N. J. The second one was

the generall Investment ('o., 31 ('linton Street, Newark, N. J.
The CHAIRMAN. Are tlose two concerns banks? ')o they accept

deposits and operate a bankiug institution?
Mr. NIcob. I don't thiink so, sir. I think they just, deal in di-wount-

ing c()uiirnercial paper.
'Thie ('Yh~n... lour lest judgment is that they discount comnmer-

cial paier'.
Mr. Nn '( 1. I st ayed away from them. I (lid not go in there.

TI (1 I.IRM \N. Is it, your testinmioy that they fiuaiuced three (coei-
panics by insuring their accounts with FHA ?

Mr. Nw()L. I don't know that. I haven't made the internal investi-
gatioiis, sir. They discouited all the notes to all our comn)ilainants.
Tie (lI \R1.MA N. YOU ll iean tlie e ') ('ii)anies discountedd their notes

or paper with these 2 concerns?
Mr. N Ti'o,. That is right, sir.
''lie ('I.IM.N. Were tliee two concrits accredited FIIA banks or

len(lers.
\Ir. Nli . As I unlerstand it. they did business with the Franklin-

Washington Trust ('o, (Comnnierce Street Nortl. As I understand it,
that was the depository for tle in've,,tineit c()npanies.

The ('II. A MN. These 2 fiiiaice c()mlpanivs would create the paper
fromn these 3 concerns and the Fraiklin-Washington Trust ('o)., then
being an FIIA lender, would handle the paper, is that ymr under-
stai(iing.

Mr. N Ic((). 1 guess so. Tlhat is tie way it m ust be, :ir.
The (rAIRMAN. You are not sure of your own accord
Mr. NICOL. No, I never male that invest igt ion, sir. I didn't go in

the bank or the investment (o )panies. I don't know what the tie-in is.
All I kinow is that ti geogral)l-ical hmeatiois of the principals involved
are all located within a )loc k of each other.

The Cmi AIRMA,. The 2 invest muent companies aid the 3 otler com-
panies were located within a block of eacl other ?

Mr. NICOL. No, the three corporations that solicited business were
located in one area in Nortl Bergen. N. J. The New Jersey M(rtgage
Iluvestinent Corp. is located in Newark. The (eneral Investiuient is
located in Newark. The Indemnity Insurance of North America is in
Newark, all within one block of each ()tler.

The ChIMAN. Will someone on our staff find out if ti Franklin-
Wasuington Trust was an accre(lited lender of FItA and also these
other two concerns so we can lve it this afternoon.
Mr. S MoN. Senator, we can do that right now.
The ('HAIRMAN. All riglit, we will put one of owr investigators on

the stand who has that investigation. Thank you very much, unless
you have something else.

Mr. NiCOL. Mr. Chairman, that guaranty certificate that you have
was printed by the Security Bank Note Co., of 15 Wall Street, New
York City. I checked there and I find that all those certificates were
ordered through Gray & Rogers, 12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., which company is the a vertising organization believed to repre-
sent Krylon, Inc., the directors of this company.
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The CHALRM.u'r. I can see we are going to have to call some more
witnes-es III conection with this thing.

.MIr. N i'O)L. Yes, sir.
The CII.RIIMAN. Unless you have something more, we appreciate

very much your testimony.
)ur next w itie.-s will be a member of the staff. 'Will you give your

name to the reporter.
Mr. ZAIEGALSKI. My name is Anthony Zabiegalski.
The C I.IIit1.A N. Will you give your address, please ?
Mr. Z.\iu i,;;.\LSKu. 35(0 Seventh Street SE.
vhe ('ii.xiM I.Nx. You are an investigator for this committee?
Mr I'. ZABIEGALSKI. I alani.
Tie JILAI.MN. Do you work regularly for a governmental agencyl?
Mr. ZAlEGALSKI. Yes, I work for the Federal Trade Commission.
The CIIA. .AN. And you are on loan from the Federal Trade Corn-

fhi-,ioli to this committee !
Mr. ZABIEGALISKI. I am on loan.
The CImAI.NAN. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ANTHONY ZABIEGALSKI, INVESTIGATOR,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE

Mr. ZABIF(W;ALSKI. I do.
Mr. Sniox. Have you spent the last ' weeks investigating these title

I cases in the New York area for the committee?
lr. ZABE ALSKI. Yes, sir, I have.

Mr. SI.IoN. Do you know whether the General Investment Co. and
the New Jersey Mortgage & Investment ('o. that Mr. Nicol has just
referred to are approved FHA mortgagees ?

Mr. ZABrEG'A ( S. I have evidence of that fact.
Mr. Snix. Do you know that they are?
Mr. ZABIEGA.LSKM. I have evidence of the fact that they are approved

for handling all F I IA title I transactions.
TheCmm(I;1.tAx. Are they approved at the moment?
Mr. ZABEGALSKI. They are approved at the moment, to the best

of my information.
The CH.\RM.\. You mean they are still approved after all tils in-

formation that has been brought out against them ?
Mr. ZABIEG(.LSl,:I. That is correct.. As a matter of fact, these lend-

ing institutions, both the New Jersey Mortgage & Investment (o. and
the General investment Co., have received numerous complaints from
FIIA title I applicants for loans who have complained to the lending'
institution about the workmanship, the failure to complete the project-
by these particular companies, and that nothing had been reported to
FHA with regard to it, and that one particular companyhad been
placed on the precautionary list on March 17, 1953, and that such Col-
pansv had continued its operations under a new corporation name.

Ilie CHAIRMAN. Do vou know whether this Franklin-\\ashii n&t,(I
Trust (o. is an accredited FHA lending agency?

Mr. Z.AmB .\LSKr. Yes, sir. The paper of the New Jersey Mort_(age
Investment Co. and the General Investment (o. is discounted withi
Franklin-Washington Trust Co.

496
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
in.ess there are (qUeti olls. we appreciate your te,,ti1.ionv.

o(ur next witness will be Mr. I)on A. Loftus.
,lr. Loftus, will you coie forward, please.
Mr. Loftus. will you plea-;e be sworn.
I)o youi solemiinly" swear that the test imony you are aboi it to give will

be the truth. the w moli, truth and nothing bit the truth, so help you
God.

TESTIMONY OF DON A. LOFTUS, SHIRLEY-DUKE APARTMENTS.
ALEXANDRIA, VA., ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERT R. HAMILTON.
ACCOUNTANT, AND EDWARD J. EAGAN, COUNSEL

Mf r. Lok-rus. I do.
Vie ('HAIRM.AN. Thank you very nmch. Will you be seated.
I will place in the record* at tlie co lusion of your test iniony if tlhvr?

is nio objection, four statements )reIared by Mr. Loftus or his-
attorniiys or both, and any other statement-s that you may' have.

Mr. I\AGAN. The ('lift(on P'ark statement required some revision. I
want to sul)st itute that for the other one.

The CI AI.RMA . Without objection. we will accept tie suhstitutior
for the statement on Clifton lark Manor Apartuemiit..- and %')u may
take that one hack. We will silst itute this one.

Now. Mr. Loftus, will you give your name and address to the re-
porter and also the name of your attorney.

Mr. E.\AN. Edward .J. 2agan. P5O Park Avenue, New York City.
Mr. chairmann . Mr. I,ofti is i brought here again c'altrarv" to tle

(1,,mor's wishes. He is still suffering front ulcers and taking bella-
(1ltuna. His vision is not very good, and we have prepared these state-
ments. I would like to read then i for him. If it woIuld :isit this C-ii-
mittee, I think that, it would exl)edite matters considerably if I could
read them. We have copies for each member of the committee.

The ('IfAIRMAN. We have inade yolur .statements a part of the record.
and I think we would prefer to :ask Mr. Loftus a few questions. I
think if he will answer them very brieflv that we can l)ossi)ly expedite
1i16i whole matter. You may help Mr. Loftus in any way you care to.
but I do not believe it would serve the best initert,4s of the conmmittee
to permit, you to read statements for Mr. Loft-us. If Mr. Ioftus' health
IS -Ilch that he cannot testify. that is a (lifl'ent matter.

Mr. E.;.\,. His vision isn't too good. Because of this belladonna he
cannot refer to these st atements.

The ('IAwR.Mx. You help him in any way you care to. and we will
try to hurrv this matter along the best way we can. I think if Mr.
Ioftus then will answer the questions yes or no we can get through

Muc(h quicker.
Mr. Lorrus. My name is Don A. Loftus. My a((lres is 4319

Cathedral Avenue, Vestley Heights, WVashington. I). C. Presently I
am living at a hotel which I am president of just outside of Wilmilig-
ton wlich was recently built and just newly operating, and I am living
at the hotel temporarily until it is in full operation.

Mr. SimoN. Mr. Loftus, referring to the Beverly Manor project in
Columbus, Ohio, who are the stockholders of that project?

Mr. Lorrus. Myself, Mr. D. E. Ryan
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Mr. SIMON. He is the former vice president of Investors Diversified
Syndicate, is that right?

Mr. LoFrs. He is the former vice president of the Investors Diver-
sifled Services, that is correct.

Mr. C. J. Ryan
Mr. SIMON. That is the brother of D. E. Ryan?
Mr. Lorrus. That is the brother of D. E. Ryan.
Mr. Jack F. Chrysler.
Mr. SiMoN. Is he a member of the Chrysler family in the automobile

business?
Mr. LoFrus. Yes, sir. Dr. Webster R. Robinson.
The C IIAIRMAN. Who is he?
Mr. Loi-rus. He is a doctor of philosophy and a former profelsor

of California University and a research survey analyst. He is :L con-
sultant for many corporations, and they use him as an economist.

Mr. Webster R. Robinson, Jr.
Mr. SIMON. He is the son of the professor?
Mr. LOF'Tvs. Yes, sir. And his other son, Marshall Robinson, who

is a former Ohio State University professor. He is now a professor at
one of the other colleges in Texas or California.

Mr. SIMON. Any other stockholders?
Mr. Lorrs. I believe Harry Davis, who happens to be some em-

ployee of Jack Chrysler is a small shareholder.
Mr. SiMoN. Any other stockholders?
Mr. Lorrus. Helen Robinson, the wife of Dr. Webster R. Robinwon.
Mr. SiMON. Any other stockholders?
Mr. Lorrus. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. At the time the corporation was set up, were you the

owner of 30 percent of the stock as trustee?
Mr. Loirus. Yes, I was.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us who the beneficiaries of the trii ire?
Perhaps I can same some time, Mr. Loftus. I think we spent con-

siderable time on this trust yesterday. It is a fact that there were
two groups of people involved in the trust, one of whom had the right
to purchase the stock of the trust at $5 a share, after there had been
distributed to a different group of people whatever might be the pro-
ceeds over and above the cost of construction out of the mortgage., and
that a second group of people had the right to receive the proee&,d
of the trust stock representing the difference between the cost of con-
struction and the mortgage.

Mr. EAC.;X. He didn't get the last part of that.
Mr. SrMoN. A second group of people had the right to receive the

portion which you, as trustee, were entitled to receive on the differ-
ence between the cost of construction and the proceeds of the mortgage.

Mr. Lorrs. That is correct.
Mr. Simo-. Who were the people in the group who were entitled to

receive the trustee's share of the proceeds, making up the difference
between the cost of construction and the mortgage?

Mr. EAGAN. Would you repeat that, Mr. Simon, please.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the people who were entitled to recei'(- the

money which you, as trustee, received in the distribution of tlhe dif-
ference between the cost of construction and the mortgage?

Mr. LoF-rus. There was no such agreement as that.
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Mr. SIM.tox. Who were the people who you had issiied certificates to
saving that tley were beneficial owners of the stock of that trust up

Iiitil the mortgage proceeds were distributed i
Mr. lorrus. 'I he ones thlat I liad issued certificates to ?
Mr. SIMNx. Who were tlose people .
Mr. Lorrus. They were in the Community Builders, wio built half

of the project.
Mr. Si, MwN. Woi were the people, Mr. Loftus. What were their

names.
Mr. EAGAN. Do you want me to read them ?
Mr. Lorrus. Please.

[r. EAG.AN. May I read tlese,. Mr. Simon.
The ('IIAIRMAN. Yes, you n av read them.
Mr. E'.AGAN. James F. Twolhy, Earl J. Preston, Carl Budwesky,

E. 6. Wallentsik, Ma'rsliall A. Robinson, and WV. R. Robinson, ,Jr.
Mr. SIMO.Ni. Out of tie proceeds of the mortgage, how much re-

inmed and was distributed to stockholders after paying the cost of
coinstrutction? Approximately sTy-),0)(. Avasn't it, Mr. Loftus?

Mr. Lovrus. I think it is s7(;o2.00(), if niv inemory serves me right.
That is correct. That is the total amount of savings out of the con-
truiction cost.

The ('.umI.NL%.,. How much did he receive?
Mr. EAGAN. 1 ,5, 7").27
The CHAIRMAN,. Who is James F. Twohv?
Mr. LoFrus. James F. Twohv is the former Governor of the Fed-

eral Home Loan Bank System.
The (H.AIRMAN. The former (Governor of the Federal Home Loan

Batik System here in Washington?
Mr. lvr'rvs. That is correct.
The ChAIRM.AN. Where does he live now.
Mr. Lorrs. Santa Monica. Calif.
The Cm.\MwAN. How much did he pay for the stock for which he

received this $45,()00 as a beneliciary of the owner of the stock.
M r. Lorrus. $5 per share.
The CHAIRMAN. How many shares?
Mr. Lorus. Twelve shares.
The CHAIRMAN. Then for $ ) he received $45,000 in dividends'?
Mr. LoFrrs. He received it because of the fact that he had an incen-

tive and initiative to do all things possible to bring about a saving.
,rte CHAIRMAN. I see. Wlat )ercentage was 12 shares to the total

of the entire project.? in other words, what percentage did Mr.
Twohy own?

Mr. Lo-rus. There were 200 shares.
Mr. Si-MioN. By savings, you mean that was the amount distributed

to the stockholders out of thie mortgage proceeds after paying the cost
of construction ?

Mr. Lorrus. That is correct.
Mr. SIMONw. Who was the $7(2.000 distributed to by the corporation?
Mr. Lorrts. Those names read a moment ago by Mr. Eagan, my

attorney, and the balance of them are in those, sheets.
Mr. S-IMo,N. Do you have a document there showing how that

$762,000 disbursed by the corporation was split up?
Mr. LoFTrus. I do.
Mr. Sit(),. Would you read it to use or have Mr. Eagan read it.?
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Mr. EAOAN. These are the lists of names, Mr. Simon.
Mr. LoFmt's. The answer you want is on a consolidated sheet thlut

was supposed to have been here yesterday, Mr. Simon.
(The information referred to follows:)

1I1 trly Manor Corp., distribution to xftorkholtvhrs

A vail'iht for di,t ributlon

Amount per share. - - -

,T(X" F IiOLDER

Don A. Loftus ............
C)ril R)!111 ..--------
Don Ran
Jack F. Cir,',I'.r---------
H arry C . 1):,* is ...........
Jit'ii othifl4.n-
Vc OstAr Robii.i-.
WV. 1H. lRiiivson~, Jr---
1). A. Loftus, truste_._

Total --.

Number st'etioto I
o( shares

$169, 216.95
846. 0)'

35. o
1i'6. 5
17.5
25.2
2 N

21.0)
14.0

7. 0
W0. (0

'N. 10

Section II

$332, 539..)5
1,662.70

Sect iol III

$126, 911.56
6134 50

29,612.97 5S, 194.43 22, 2119 52
14.806.48 29,097.21 11. 111 76
14, N406 4, 2J, 0P97. 21 Ii. 104. 76
21.321.33 41,A99 99 15.'S , f,

2, 3-iY 04 4.655. 55 , 776 76
17. 67.73 34, '11 l6ii 13, 32- 71
11,85. 12 23,277 77 11. '3 81
5, W22. 59 11, 1 3%. N,'s 4,441.91

511, 765 09 w', 7w1..7 :-,. (172 47

169, 216 9.) 332,539. 5S 126,911.56

S133, lo(t I4'

$133,9M., 44
6;69 9.3 ,, S ,'

23,447 63 133, 44
11, 723 i qI . 7 ,
11. 723 SI '. 7J 2,
16. 392. 2!' 'L ,, I; 47

1 .,3 73 5 44) l,,e, 1

U. 379 0.", 5.1,; ,% 2

41,1(. 5 w , "!I'j7' 36

133, 9.sl,, 44 71,;2, 1-54 5

l(',rcrly Manor, Section I, Inc.

Mortgage funds-------------------------------------------$1,742, 400.00
Construction costs ------------------------ $1, 500, 415.83
Land -------------------------------------- 18, 550. 00
Interest (fund draw) ------------------------ 32,961.64
Taxe. -------------------------------------- 6118. 25
Hazard insurance -------------------------- 1, 519. )03
Mortgage insurance ------------------------ 8, 704. 30
Refrigerator interest ----------------------- 1, 841.04
Auditing ----------------------------------- 1, 787. 50
Travel and entertainment ------------------- 1, 255. 46

___ ___ ___ _-- 1.578.1 .. 5

Unused mortgage funds*------------------------------
Net profit from rentals-----------------------------------

Interest ----------------------------------- 40,472.00
Ta X ._ ------------------------- - 0. 39
1tazard insurance --------------------------- 1,236. 86
Mortgage Insurance ------------------------ 2,880. 11
Rental housing survey ----------------------- 1,300.00
Travel and entertainment ----------------- 1,200. 00

Net operating profit for rentals -------------------
Prepaid and amortization:

Taxes -------------------------------------- $2,038.58
Hazard insurance -------------------------- 7, 05. 48
Mortgage insurance ------------------------- 9, 355. 61
Replacement fund -------------------------- 5, 277. 95
Payments on )rincipal------------------- 10, 962. 84

I19,216-95
1:2xJ, W. -o

47,479 .
,1, 573.16

35,2Ss.46

Other income:
l'refirred stock -------------------------
('ommon stock--------------------------
O'Toole--------------------------------

$10(). 00
1,000. 00
8, 712. 00

Cash or equivalent---------------------------------------
Available for distribution---------------------------------

9,S1 2.00
225). 31:. 65
225, 313.65
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Beverly Manor, Section I, Inc., distribution to stockholders, July 26, 1952

Available for distribution ------------------------------------ $169, 216. 95
Amount per share, $846.08.

Stockholder
Don A. Loftus, 35 shares---
Cyril Ryan, 17.5 shares ......
Dn tya l. 17.5 shares
Jack F. Chrysler, 25.2 shares ....
Harry C. Davis, 2.8 shares .......
Helen Robinson, 21 shares .......
Webster R. Robinson, 14 shares
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 7 shares ................
Don A. Loftus, trustee, 60 shares:

Jatnes F. Twohy, 12 shares -------------------- $10, 153. 02
Earl J. Preston, 12 shares ---------------------- 10, 153. 02
Carl Budwesky, 3 shares ------------------------ 2, 538. 25
I;. (;. Wallentsik. 3 siars_ ------------------------ 2, 53S. . :35
Marshall A. Robinson, 12 shares ----------------- 10, 153. 02
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 18 shares ------------------ 15, 229. 53

29, 612.
14, 806.
1-1. SOlG;
21,321.

2. 3!;).
17, 76i7.
11, 8-45.

5, 922.

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 50, 7(;5. 09

Grand total (200 shares) ------------------------------- 1G9, I. 95

Bc'rvrly Man or, sI'tion I!, Iac.

Mortgage funds --------------------------------------------- $3, 630, 000. 00
(',,i;truction costs ------------------------- $3, :1, 161. 55
Land -------------------------------------- :12, 710. 00
Interest (fund draw) ----------------------- 101,404.40
Taxes ---------------------------------- 4, 687. 63
Hazard insurance ------------------------- 4, ;8. 26
.Mhrtgage insurance ------------------------ 21,175.00
Refrigerator interest----------------------------------
Auditing - --------------------------------- 62. 50
Travel and entertainment ------------------ 1, 27s. (-

____ -- -q '!7 4flA 49

*Unused mortgage funds-----------------------------
Net prI fit from rentals

Interest ------------------------------------ $23. t;,;. 25
Taxes ------------------------------------- 1,404.59
Hazard insurance -------------------------- 744.01
Mortgage insurance ----------------------- 1(;, 239. 78
Rental housing survey ---------------------- 2. (00. 00
Travel and entertiinent ------------------ 1,200.00

Net operating profit for rentals----------------------
I'1r,laid and amortizttion:

[axes--5. 475. 12
Hazard insurance-- G, 2:1. 14
Mortgage insurance ----------------------- 15, 280'. 59
teplaceinent fund ------------------------- 4, 411.68
I'ayments on principal ---------------------- 9, 192. 11

Other income:
l'referred stock ---------------------------- $1().00
(Omion stock ----------------------------- 1,000. 00
)'Tle----------------------------- -I, 150. 00

Cash or equivalent------------------------------------------
Available for distribution--------------------------------

332, 539, 58
143. oe5. (12

45, 874.66

97,220.36

40, 596. 64

19, 250. 00
408, 413.30
408, 413.30
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B'rcry Manor, section Ii, In('. distrbution to stockholderR, July 26, I','

Available for distribution ------------------------------------ $332, 539.58

Amount per share, $1,662.70.
Stockholder :

Don A. Loftus, 35 shares
Cyril Ryan, 17.5 shares
Don Ryan, 17.5 shares
.ack F. ('hrysler, 25.2 shares
Harry C. Davis, 2.8 shares .....
Helen Robinson, 21 shares
Webster R. Robinson, 14 shares
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 7 shares .......
Don A. Loftus, trustee, 60 shares:

James F. Twohy, 12 shares ------------------ $19, 952. 37
Earl J. Preston, 12 shares -------------------- 19, 952. 37
Carl Budwesky, 3 shares --------------------- 4, 988.10
E. G. Wallentsik, 3 shares -------------------- 4, 988. 10
Marshall A. Robinson, 12 shares -------------- 19, 952. 37
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 18 shares ---------------- 29,928.56

58, 194.43
29, '9721
"29, 097.21
41, .

4. 655.55
34. 91U.66
23, 277.77
11,638.89

Total (60 shares) ------------------------------------ 99,761.S7

Grand total 1200 shares) ---------------------------- 332. -5:' !.

Be ,erly Manor, Section 11I, Inc.

Mortgage funds ------------------------------------------
Construction costs ----------------------- $1, 528, 820. 52
Land -------------------------------------- 14, 550. 00
Interest (fund draw) ----------------------- 41, 484.58
Taxes -------------------------------------- 866.33
Hazard insurance -------------------------- 2, 391.55
Mortgage insurance ------------------------ 10, 000. 00
Refrigerator insurance--
Auditing ----------------------------------- 362.50
Travel and entertainment ------------------ 1, 112.96

Unused mortgage flinds----------------------------------
Net profit from rentals--

Interest
Taxes -------------------------------------- $838.31
Hazard insurance --------------------------- 224. 30
Mortgage insurance -------------------------- 7, 265. 00
Rental housing survey ----------------------- 1,300. 00
Travel and entertainment ------------------- 1, 200. 00

Net operating profit for rentals---------------------
Prepaid and amortization:

Taxes ------------------------------------ $2, 622.96
Hazard insurance ---------------------------- 2,915. 92
Mortgage insurance ------------------------- 7, 625. 38
Replacement fund --------------------------- 1,054.09
Payments on principal ---------------------- 2. 192.44

Other income:
Preferred stock --------------------------
Common stock---------------------------
('Toole--------------------------------

$100.0(
1, 000. 0
8, 632. 5C

$1, 72G, 50). 00

1, 599, .'N. 44

, PI. 71

10, ,.!27.61

(877.90)

16,410.79

)
)

Cash or equivalent_- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
Shopping center loan-------------------------------------

Available for distribution .....

9, 7:t2. -3
119,35- 3 7
86,101.41

33. 2-r. 96
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Beverly Manor, Section III, Inc., distribution to stockholders, July 26, 1952

Available for distribution ------------------------------------ $126, 911.56

Amount per share $634.56.
St,,'kholder:

Don A. Loftus, 35 shares
Qyril Ryan, 17.5 shares .......
I)on Ryan, 17.5 shares
Jack F. Chrysler, 25.2 shares-.
Harry C. Davis, 2.S shares---
Ilelen Robinson, 21 shares ....
Webster R. Robinson, 14 shares
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 7 shares
Don A Loftus, trustee, 60 shares:

James F. Twohy, 12 shares ------------------ $7, ;14. 70
Earl J. Preston, 12 shares -------------------- 7, 614. 7)
Carl Budwesky, 3 shares --------------------- 1,903. 67
E. G. Wallentsik, 3 shares ------------------- 1, 903. 67
Marshall A. Robinson, 12 shares --------------- 7, 614. 70
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 1-S shares --------------- 11, 422. 08

-22, 209. 52
11, 1(4. 70;
11. 104. 71;
15, 990. SG

1. 77;. 76
13, 325. 71
8, S,8. S1
4, 441.91

Total (60 shares) ------ ----------------------------- 3 (171:. 47

Grand total (200 shares) ------------------------------- 12; 911. 516

Brcrrly Manor, Sc'lion 11', Inc.

Mortgage funds --....................................
instructiono n $1sts-------------------------si, 537 ,502. 22
land ------------- ------------------------ 14. 6). IN

Interest (fund draw) ----------------------- 38, 831. INI
Taxes ------------------------------------- ;6. 72
Hazard Insurance -------------------------- 2. 056. (if;
Mortgage Insurance ------------------------- , 314. 98
Refrigerator interest ------------------------
Auditing ---------------------------
Travel and entertainment ------------------- 1, 15(0. 00

Unused mortgage funds -------------------------------
Net profit from rentals ------------------------------- ---

Interest ----------------------------------- $17, 217.09
Taxes ----------------
Hazard insurance -------------------------- -890. 61
Mortgage insurance ------------------------- 2,853.41
Rental housing survey ----------------------- 1,300. 04)
Travel and entertainment--------------- 1, 24M). 00

Net operating profit for rentals-- - -----

Prepaid and amortization :
Taxes ------------------------------------- $2, 623. 54
Hazard insurance ------------ ------------- -2, 4.52
mortgage insurance ------------------------- 9,305.80
Replacement fund -------------------------- 5,270.45
Payments on principal --------------------- 10, 862. 10

Other income: $100.00
Preferred stock ----------------------------- 1,000. 00
Common stock ----------------------------- , .0
O'Toole ------------------------------- 8, 7.0

Cash or equivalent

Available for distribution

$1,727, 500. 00

1, 593, 513. 56

133,986.44
66, 403. 95

24,053.71

42,350.24

30,956.41

9,737.50

155,117.77

155,117.77
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Bitr r/hi Mlanorr, Scirutin IV, [inc., distribution to stockholdcrx, Juljy 26, 15

Available for distribution-.
Amount per share, $669.03.
Stockholder:

Don A. Loftus, 35 shares--
('yril Ryan, 17.5 shares
Don Ryan, 17.5 shares__
Jack F. ('hrysler, 25.2 shares__-
Harry C. Davis, 2. shares
Helen Robinson, 21 shares
Webster R. Robinson, 14 shares
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 7 shares
Don A. Loftus, trustee, 60 shares:

James I.'. Twohy, 12 shares ------------------- $8, 039. 18
Earl J. Preston. 12 shares -------------------- 8, 039. 18
Carl Budwesky, 3 shares --------------------- 2, 009.80
E. G. \Vallentsik, 3 shares --------------------- , (09. 80
Marshall A. Robinson, 12 shares -------------- S, 039. 1,4
W. R. Robinson, Jr., 18 shares --------------- 12, 058. 71)

Total (60 shares)

$133, !)s;. 44

23,447.63
11, 72. S
11, 72:1. 8l
16, 882.-9

1, MST.-. ,,2
14, (;s. 5S
9, :)7 . (5
4, G;, 52

40, 1.19.93

Grand total (200 shares) -------------------------------- 133, 9si;. 44

For value received. I. )on A. Ioftus, trustee, as holder of 01i slhrev
of the common stogk of Beverley Manor, Section I, Inc., do hereby agree to) sell,
assign and transfer said 60 shares o)f stock in my name, as trustee, to the folliow-
ing named persins, each to be entitled to receive the number of shars set
opposite his name at a price of $5 per share:

Nu ni her , f
' fine ,, harc*

Jack F. Chrysler -------------------------------------------------
Harry C. Davis --------------------------------------------------
Don A. Ioftus ----------------------------------------------------- 1
Helen G. Robinson -------------------------------------------------
Webster R. Robinson ---------------------------------------------
Webster R. Robinson, Jr -------------------------------------------
Don E. Ryan ---------------------------------------------------- 7'2
Cyril J. Ryan --------------------------------------------------- 7

orf,\vided. however. that :uid above-nanie( parties shall not be entitled to a,',luire
ownership of and transfer to then res)ectively, of said shares of cominion stock
until alter th,,re has been a (list rilmtion out oIf (.pital or otherwise to the share-
holders of said corporation, of any money that may remain unexpended for the
complete c.,ost of the rental housing project now being constructed by said Bwv-
erley Manor, Section 1, Inc., of the proceeds of the mortgage loan beretofre
negotiated on said pr oject and insurbd by the Federal Ilousing Administritor. if
any. but may be acquired by said nove named parties on the terms indiiAti'l
at any time after such distribution, if any, has been made.

Witness the following signature and seal this 5th (lay of Septeiuber 195d)0.
[s :.!.]1 DoN A. Love's, Trutsc,'.
Executed in the presence of:

D. Er". RY\N.
W. R. RoBINS'I.

Mr. Simo-s-. Yes, there were four sections, and I want to know what
each person (ot. You have just testified that $7(2,000 was distril,lted.
Is that right ?

Mr. LoF-'-s. I thought that was the amount.
Mr. S.MoN. I wml like you to tell us how n clh each of them ,rot.
The (HIRMAN. If you d' t have the sheet, we do, so we will :"I

you if that is the proper sheet. W.e seen to know niore about your
business than you do.

M r. I,,om'-s. That is correct.
"ri,, (1iAM.1,1 1" I: tii:,t tv, proper distribution there?
Mr. E;.- -. This total is $7(62,000 and so forth.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is that the right amount of the distribution?
Mr. EAGAN. That, is right.
T he C1AIRMAN. And Loftus has received as trustee how much?
,Mr. EAGAN. N228,796.t3b. 'I'lie others were IDoiiA. Ljoftus, 35 shares.
TeFord Corp. recei vedI a grrand total of $133,464.55.
Tit( CHAIRMAN. Just read them all.
Mr. EAGAN. Cyril Lyons, *,6,22.36:~ Don IAofls, $66,722.36; Jack

Cirsvler, $96,094.40; Harry D~avis, $10,677.17: '1 elen RoblIsoll, $80,
11 S; ': Wel si er Robi AN'i.s8.s.s . it. Robinson. .JI*., $26,-92.9 1:

Dk A Loftus,t 'itP$2.98.
Mr. SIMON. Mil. LoftitS, thalt $7(2.()( )() was (list ribulted on stock for

whwhd tite- stockholders paidl a total ()f -*4,4 , is that right
Mr.bl* )liLs. '?_ a i iiiia U~ta1 e.si

MNil. Si M h)N. Thie 30 ) )tIVPit tha:1t v di Iield I i trust. was t liat inl a
trust imider whiicli t lie ;e ~~ rl )f ol p]JI weeeiltitle(l to yee-eiye
the( sliaires of stock oly~ a fter. an Ii i inow quote ffom the t rust "1 tow-
O'er '-3id aI~ove-Ilaliie(1 part ie4s -'I; l bv ent itled to acquire owner-
'hi ip 4 and( t ralis vIc to( t Ii('hi F&'1 ct ive *C v ()f said -Jutres o)f conii ion
-tE irk unt il after there hias beeii a dIrt 1 ht ion oult of Ca.pital or othfer-
wJ'-e to thle slalrehlo(lers of sai (U)rp1)rIt in ()f an ii iey that may

reiiiaIII ii iXIellled I'm thle (111ilete (*( )-t of tile renital i oulsint Pr

('d110W bePIin cmis11t ructed(1 -I d i (11 vil V Mallow, Sect ion 1, Inc.. of
tie piocee Is (f the i r a eIniiietI(re iegrotletU onl said proj -

vc aidi i~ I)re \- tilet h e~ oti g I li 1t or. if anlv, but

111:1 b e acqiire(l bly s ;i 1( a I ( ie-Iiaiied 1 mi ie oil01 the terns indficatedl
aluiv I hue a''fter sticil hlitribltioii. if an. hla- beell iuiade

Mi. I~umrs. th t ~s aII otll rat her than n truu-t agreement.
M.SlIMON. IS tiliit the ()rre('t ploy Ion01 of tie g(iiei

Mr. L( I ' I . iat I. tili E (n)Irect p) U)Vslmhl. but it \vas -,in opt ion
rather tlian -I thrust alrieeinew.

T'rue ('mIR31AM.N. 1111 jot the' :1) p~ercenIt vmIl WNve hillrIlii tiist

Mri. 1.4 )F'us. I jwu't read1( tiw)-t' imin ai' iiioiint ago.

T'ile ( Iu1m131 AN. Will Vylt re Id1 I lieuli a-'faii, 1)leamt. Akfl-Ave would
like to know I]iow iii c adl o)f t Iiei ii received.

Mr. F.A,E.N. I hII:ilPel over' tilE1-c lee to \*on.t Mr. Slilm.
( ), hrethey, a 1T.

Ilie ( A113 .I'liei 12) ,lm rve W0IE11I be a I uit 1) percent. Bil~t lie
tll iii l- "1~i a ; 4Percent lillitt'c 1 Initilie I rjet (0'' lie no(t

Mr' ~~l~. N) Ilie , ()d Ihi,- Thare's for 8 a shaire when lie wvent
baIck to) ~l EliIUI.

'Ili'(l * I MAN SI lie1v Il hii for 475.(11 ). lit other W(rdls. hie
soild t liee shares bacnk 1i vou 8. (acli afIter lie -,rot tilhe "445,00W ))

Mr. IA)1"Uvs. ThAit cm. uI'r t . r'11-a nit W1i:111 OPI i~ll

ThP~ CH~AIRMAN. Wit N' \ )111( ', IiM (a 11 Slll iare for ~5s hareth
ga1ve liiii a dlividendl~ of S" IIA ) ?

Mr. lmrus. At tI ]iv I 111 thait :a2reeliieut %\:i s si -tril for :I it opt ion,

Whihel Mr. Siiiioi, jul-I r (i cnuIPeil it a trwt-1. and~ I saidl it wvas ani
()'Pti)Ii. At tilat tilii I dloII .t believe it 11:14 1111C11 lm ire value titan $5
bect.u ti t-e 1)i-o)f WI scEd hIit hbe III lt Wit ii ile anliotinmt of ii ioiey

hi~iI Wa~ coli H itteIo tile& pa rt of FILA
hiP ( I I AIRMAN. Who 0Wlmthse I 2 'hares of stock.

Mr. Lor-rus. Theiv 1:2 ,hIiarv, Nveli into tile pOml for all of thE ise in thle
71lel.cenIt ownler-ship to:auuriie-.at ..i per share.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the 12 shares that Mr. Twohy
owned, who owns then now?

Mr. EAGEN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt one minute?
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Loftus, that the group of which Mr.

Twohy was a member was only to share in the money between the co't
of construction and the mortgage and after that money was dis.trib.
uted, then that stock was to go to the people named in this document
that you call an option agreement?

Mr. Lorrus. That is correct.
The CII.xIRM.AN. WVell, isn't the $220,000 really some kind of bonus

or gift to these people?
Mr. LoFrus. It was an incentive for them to acquire the stock and,

if anything was made out of the savings, they were to have a distribii-
tion; 'and, if not, they could remain with their stock or sell their t,.k
at $5 per share.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. Carl Budwesky, and how much did he
receive?

Mr. EAGEN. Budwesk-had three shares.
Before I go on here, Mr. Chairman, Twohy had 12 shares in each

one of 4 corporations. Budwesky has 3 shares in each one of the 4
corporations. He received a grand total from the 4 corporation of
$11,439.

The CHAIRT AN. For his four shares of each ?
Mr. EAGEN. Yes. I will read the exact amounts, if you like.
He got $2,538.25-
The ChAIRMAN. .Just the total amount.
Mr. EAGEN. $11,439.82.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he?
Mr. E.uGEN,. Carl Budwesky.
Mr. SiMox. lie is the attorney who organized the Shirley-Duke

organization, isn't he?
Mr. LoFrus. He is here and can speak for himself. He was the

attorney for the Beverly Manors for handling all of the closing l),q)ers
insofar as the drawing up the papers, the deed, all of the necvo arv
papers.

ahe CIIAIRMAN. lie was attorney for ou?

Mr. Loirus. For the Beverly Mano orp.
The CIIAIRMAN. He was a witness before this committee last week.
He was also attorney for the Shirley-Duke project in Arlington, Va..

is that correct?
Mr. LoFrus. He was attorney for some of the Shirley-Dukes. I

don't know whether it was all of them or not.
The ChAIRMAN. Who is Mr. E. J. Preston and how much lid he

receive?
Mr. EAGEN. E. J. Preston had 12 shares and received a grandI total

of 5,45,759.27.
The CHAIRMAN. And who is he?
Mr. LoFrus. Mr. E. J. Preston is quite a well-known builder in the

Washington area. He has built a considerable amount of housing il
the area and was a part owner and, I believe still is a part owner, of
the Shirley-Duke project.

The CHAIRMAN. He was a witness before our committee in connec-
tion with the Shirley-Duke Apartments. Who is Marshall Robi .son?
I-ow much did he receive?
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Mr. EAGEN. Marshall Robinson had 12 shares and received
$45,759.27.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. Wallentsik?
Mr. LoFrus. Mr. Wallentsik is a former superintendent for Mr.

E. J. Preston prior to the time that Preston expanded and took him
into his company.

The CHAIRMAN. How much did he receive?
Mr. EAGEN. He had three shares and received $11,439.82.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Webster R. Robinson, Jr.?
Mr. LoFrus. He is a former president of the Rock Wool Corp. of

America, a mechanical engineer, and a man well acquainted with much
of the type of structure stih as was built in these apartments.

The CHAIrMAN. Is he related to Webster?
Mr. LoFrus. He is the son of Dr. Webster Robinson.
The CHAIRMAN. Marshall is also a son?
Mr. LoFrus. He is also a son of Dr. Webster R. Robinson.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly what did these two Robinsons do to earn

$68,000 and $45,000?
Mr. LoFrus. Webster R. Robinson, Jr., worked perhaps 10 hours

a day, 7 days a week, in the building operation of the 60 apartment
buildings for which the Community Builders were building for the
Beverly Manor Corp.

Mr. SIMON. He was also a stockholder in the Community Builders,
wasn't he ?

Mr. LoFrus. Yes, he was. That is what we are talking about, the
distribution of the shares that went to those people.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Loftus, in addition to distributing the $762,000
which represented the proceeds of the mortgage after paying all the
costs of construction, you and your fellow stockholders still owned
the building, is that right?

Mr. LoTrus. We sure do, and appreciate the fact that we do own
them, and would have owned them whether we paid a dollar or not.

Mr. SIMoN. Who was awarded the contract for building the Bev-
erly Manor buildings?

Mr. LoFrus. Beverly Manor buildings originally was-it is a long
story, and I believe I will have to have Mr. Eagan read my statement
as to why it was brought about and how it came about if I am to an-
swer it, because I have no other answer than that.

Mr. SIMON. Did each of the four Beverly Manor Corps. enter into
a contract with Don A. Loftus & Associates for the construction of
the buildings?

Mr. Lor-rs. I would prefer, if possible, if the Chairman will per-
mit, to clarify it by how Don A. Loftus Associates and the name itself
and the corporation was organized for the purpose.

11r. SIMON. We would be glad to get that, but could you tell me
whether they did enter into the contract with Don A. Loftus Asso-
ciates'?

fr. Lorrs. They entered into that contract.
Mr. SIMoN. Then did Don A. Loftus Associates enter into a con-

tract for two of these buildings with the Shirley-Duke Corp., that
corporation not being in any w:v connected the Shirley-Duke Corp.
here in the Virginia area. It was a separate, distinct corporation that
lay idle. It was a corporation formed for the sole purpose of build-
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ing a school building, as I understand, that was given to me recently.
And the Shirley-Duke Corp. got the subcontract for the buildings, is
that right?

Mr. Lorrus. No, they got the subcontract to build 62 of the build-
ings.

The CIIAIRIIXAN. To build the buildings of two of the Beverly ManorCorps.CMr. LoFrus. No, it was involved, I believe, overlapping between

three of the corporations.
Mr. SImoN. And did Community Builders get the contract to build

the remaining buildings?
Mr. LoFrus. The Community Builders got the contract to build the

60 of the balance.
Mr. SIMON. Was Earl Preston the principal stockholder and officer

of the Shirley-Duke Corp.?
Mr. LoFrt:s. He was not the principal officer, because he and Jim

Twohy had equal, 40 percent each.
Mr. SI.%oN. And Jim Twohy is the man in California ?

Mr. L, rrus. Right.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Preston is the man who is interested in the Shirley-

Doke Crrps. lere in Virginia, is that right ?
Mr. LOFFUs. He i. interested in the Shirley-Duke Corps. here in

Virginia.
Mr1'. SIMON. Did the contract with the Shirley-Duke Corp. provide

for the payment of the full cost of building the buildings to them?
What I am driving at, did it include a builder s fee?

Mr. Lori's. We had an upset figure for the building, of each of
those buildings which was $60.000 per building or cost, whichever
might be the most.

Mr. SIM-ON. Do you know whether the Shirley-Duke Corp. made a
profit on building those buildings or not?

Mr. Lorrus. I do not believe so. I haven't seen their books, but it
so happens that the accountant is here, and he had to do with the
act nal bookkeeping or the accounting of that corporation.

Mr. SimoN. Mr. Hamilton, can you tell us whether the Shirley-
Duke Corp. made a profit on building the buildings?

Would you be sworn first?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give will be truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr. HAMILTON. I do.
Shirley-puke made a profit of $2.512.36.
Mr. SiMoN. Did Community Builders make a profit on building

those buildings?
Shirley-Duke made a profit of $2,512.36.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you.
Now. Mr. Loftus, going to Clifton Park in Delaware, are you a

stockholder in that company
Mr. Lorrus. May I clarify the loss and whatnot on those two cor-

porations?
He showed a profit of $2,500 on one and the loss of $5,000 on the

other. I would say that they had equipment and other things which
of course they had bought and they had to write down and tlhev took
their loss on writing it. Each and every one of them drew a salary
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during that period, and the salaries might be read, if you wished, to
know how much money they got in salaries during the construction.

The CHAIRMAN. I Suspect we will want to subpena their records and
go into the books ourselves.

Mr. Simo.N . What you are saying is that Mr. Haiilton's figures of
a ininor profit on one and a liall loss on the other are after the irin-
ci pals took salaries, is that right .

in Lorrus. After there took salaries and depreciated their equip-
ment which tley had bought (lIriliii, contruct ion.

Mr. S3MoN. Aid that is niot intended, I gather, to be the purely cash
income against the cash outgo but includes depreciation before you
reach that loss.

Mr. HAMILTON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. How iiuch was the depreciation, since you bring

it up.
Mr. HAIULTON. The depreciation on Shirley-Duke was $4,636.21.

On Community Builders it was
Mr. SIMtoX,. What were the salaries that the principals took out of

each of the companies ? Do you know that .
Mr. ILtAULTON. That I couldn't tell you. There is also something

else on Community Builders. I'ley liad soine equipment that went
bad oin them, and they had to sell it and they had a loss on that of
about $1,000.

Mr. SIM.,oN. That is computed in the figures?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. SIM O.N,. Are you a stockholder of Clifton Park in Delaware,

Mr. Loftus ?
Mr. Loirus. I am.
M[r. Si ON. How much of the stock do you own?
.Mr. LoF-rrs. Seventeen and a half percent.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the other stockholders?
Mr. LOFTUS. George T. Weymouth, Mr. Porter Schutt, Mr. C. Roy

Martin, M\ r. Charles Benzel, I believe Charlotte O'Toole, the widow of
T. B. O'Toole, Lamont, Bookaw, and Coi)eland, Tom Brittingham,
Petie DuPont and Nicky DuPont and myself, of course.

Mr. SIMON. In that corporation did the stockholders you just men-
tioned originally own 51 percent of the stock and did you own 49 per-
cent of it in trust?

Mr. LoF-rus. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And again was the trustee agreement similar to that

which you had in Columbus?
Mr. Lorrus. The trustee agreement was an option to buy back in the

same manner and form, as I understand it.
Mr. SiMoN. And again it provided that one group of people were

to share in the distribution of the difference between the mortgage and
the cost of construction?

Mr. Lorrus. In other words, the amounts set up for the building
cost was the amount approximating what the builder was to get. The
balance of the risk and chances on all of the improvements, landscap-
ing, and so on were to be done by the owners, and any savings that
there was, there was an incentive for them to own the stock in the
corporation, and if there was no money made they still had the right
to sell the stock at the end to those who held the option.
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Mr. SImoN. The point I was trying to get at is that again you had
an agreement before the building was built that one group of people
would receive, as to 49 percent of the stock, the difference between the
total cost of construction and the mortgage; is that right?

Mr. LoF-rus. The group were involvedly cash or by indemnity bonds
to the total of more than $1 million.

Mr. SIMON. Is it true that that one group was to receive that?
Mr. Lorrus. It is true that they were to receive 51 percent of the

stock.
Mr. SIMo.. Is it true that another group was to receive 49 percent

of the difference between the mortgage and the cost of construction?
Mr. LoFrus. That is true. They were the builders.
Mr. SimoN. And that agreement was made before the building was

built; is that right?
Mr. LorUs. That was made before the building was built and be.

fore the actually knew what their costs would be.
Mr. SIMO.. After the building was completed and you made the

distribution of the difference between the construction cost and the
mortgage, how much was distributed to the stockholders?

Mr. oFrus. I do not have the figures. I would have to venture a
guess.

Mr. SIMoN. The 49 percent that went to you as trustee was $289,.
000; wasn't it?

Mr. LoFrus. Yes. I would have to divide that by 49 and multiply
it by a hundred.

Mr. Si[oN. And you received for your 17 percent about $110,000;
isn't that right?

Mr. Lorus. I believe it was $102,000.
Mr. SIMoN. $102,000?
Mr. Lorrus. I believe so.
Mr. SIMoN. So that by a process of mathematics the total would in

either event be somewhere between $550,000 and $600,000?
Mr. LoFrus. I thought it was around $549,000 or $564,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Between $549,000 and $564,000?
Mr. Lorrs. Somewhere in that neighborhood.
Mr. SiMoN. And that was distributed to the stockholders and the

group involved in the 49 percent trust arrangement out of the proceeds
of the mortgage and over and above the construction costs?

Mr. Lorrus. It was distributed to those who had the nonproductive
risk capital and the builders who had the incentive to produce within
a figure.

The CHATR1MAN. How much was the risk capital?
Mr. LoFrus. I haven't a schedule here. The schedule is on its way,

as I understand it.
We have for weeks tried to get it out of the auditors of the Clifton

Park Manor and they have told Mr. Weymouth, when I called him
yesterday-I asked if he had it and he told me they were still waiting
for it, but that they would have it within a few days. The books had
been subpenaed and he would have them here.

The CHAIRMAN. We subpenaed you to bring it and so far you claim
you can't bring it. Who do you want us to subpena to get it, because
we are going to get it.

Mr. LoFrUs. I understand that those books have been promised and
that thev would be here, and I understand that Mr. Walker hd
reached Mr. Weymouth and also Mr. Porterschutt after he returned-
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The CHAIuAN. Do you know of any good reason why there have
been these days of delay?

Ur. Lorus. No reason whatsoever. Those books were in the hands,
as I testified-

The CHAIRMAN There must be some reason because they haven't
delivered them.

Mr. Lorrus. I testified in executive committee here that the auditors
or accountants, McConnell and Brittin, I believed had those books.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you president of the corporation?
Mr. LoFrus. I am not. I am no longer an officer of the corpora-

tion. I am simply a stockholder.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the originator; weren't you?
Mr. Lo-rus. I was an honorary chairman but not the originator.
The CHAIRMAN. How much was the risk stock that was put up

originally?
Mr. SIMON. It was $7,300 for the common stock, isn't that right,

Mr. Loftus?
Mr. LoFTus. That was the normal common stock.
The CHAIRMAN. I asked you about three times for that'information,

Mr. Loftus, and you said you didn't remember and you didn't have
the books.

Mr. LoFrus. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did we have to say to you that it was $7,300

before we could get an honest answer out of you.
.Mr. Lorrus. He was asking for the total risk capital.
TheCHAIRMAN. I asked you a pointed question. I said."Mr. Loftus,

what was the risk capital in the project," and you went all around the
barn 4 or 5 times.

Mr. LoFrus. Senator. he just said the normal capital. You were
asking for the risk capital.

Mr. SrMoN. 'Was there any other kind of stock issued ?
Mr. LoFrus. There was authorized 100,000 of second preferred.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it ever issued?
Mr. LoFrus. I don't believe it was issued.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't the common stock in the amount of $7,300 and the

$100 of preferred to the Federal Housing Commissioner the only stock
that w'as ever issued ?

Mr. Lorrus. $300 to the Federal Housing Commission, $100 in each
corporation.

Mr. SIMaON. Isn't that the only stock that was ever issued ?
Mr. LoFrUs. The other was authorized and the stock was there, but

it hadn't been issued.
Mr. SIMON. The $7,300 of common and the $300 of preferred to the

Commissioner is the only stock that was issued, is that right ?
Mr. LoFrus. That, is right, but there was somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of at least $500,000 or more that was nonproductive risk
capital.

The CHAIRMAN. But it was put in in the form of a loan, was it not?
Mr. LoFTus. It was put in in the form of a loan.
The CHAIRMAN. And repaid out of the proceeds of the mortgage, is

that correct?
Mr. LoFrus. It finally was paid from the proceeds of the mortgage,

Yes, sir.
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The CHAMMAN. $500,000 worth of loans which were later repaid out
of the proceeds of the mortgage after the Federal Government had
guaranteed it and some mortgage company bought it. I am getting a
little bit tired of you gentlemen trying to make me believe, and otliers,
that that kind of loans are capital. They are not capital. Capital in
this corporation was $7,300, is that correct .

Mr. Lorrus. That is correct, but-
The CHAIRMA-,. And that is the amount on which you will pay divi-

dends, is that right ?
Mr. Lorrus. That is correct.
The CHAIR AN. Just like the capital in this Columbus project was

how much?
Mr. LF-rs. The normal capital was $4,000.
The CHAIRMAN. $4,000 out of which you paid dividends of some

$700,000. I am not saying there is anything wrong with it at all. It
is just like pulling teeth to get out of you gentlemen what your capital
stock is. We know you can't take $4,000 and build a project like that.
We know that you were capitalized for $4,000, and you got a commit-
ment from the FHA. You then proceeded to borrow money to do cer-
tain things and when the project was all finished the FHA guaranteed
it and the mortgage company gave you a check and you repaid all the
loans. All you had left invested was $4,000 or $7,300.

Mr. Lorrrs. lint in this particular instance, sir, we were without a
commitment of FHA for pretty nearly 4 months and could have had
all our risk capital wiped out.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't question that. I have no way of knowing
whether that is true or not, and I will take your word for it. I thin
it is true. But the fact still remains that you did get an FHL
commitment.

Mr. LoF-rrs. We did get, a conmmitment, and we also had a com-
mitiment for a larger sum from the FIIA after-

The (H.IRM\N You keep insisting you had $500,000 invested.
Why didii't you put the $100,000 ii the corporation in the form of
capital stock so it would be sitting there to help guarantee the Federal
Government on their guaranteed mortgage? Why didn't you put it
in the form of capital stock ?

Mr. Lo-vrus. It wasn't required, Senator, because it was set up by
the Fi.t. We did not set up the amount required. The FHA set
that up.

The CHAIRAN. Would the FIIA have been opposed to you putting
$500.000 cash in it?

Mr. LcFrus. Tiey would not have been opposed to it, but they were
the ones who had the yard.stick we were following.
Tie CH.IRMAN. You mean the FHA said to you, "All you ne,d to

put up to biild this several-million-dollar project is IS7,300" ?
Mr. LoFrUS. I believe if I went into the application I could show

you didn't have to put any capital up and we put capital up in tle
ank. working capital. and the amount of off-site and other amount.,

which of course was capital that we had to put up.
The CH.uM.\N. I am just as aware of that as you are, that yOu

can't take $7,30( and do this, but my point is. why didn't the FIJA
insist that the $500,000 be made capital and remain there as capital
until the mortgage was paid off and they no longer had an obligation
to guarantee that mortgage?
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Mr. Lorrus. Senator, I had very little to do with the FHA other
than these two projects. All other business I did over a period of 44
years was without FHA.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you have done business without the Govern-
ment's guaranty with a corporation with $4,000 money.

Mr. Lorrus. I surely would. I have done it before and proved that
it was very successful and the lending institutions, large and small,
love to do business with the people who know how and if they find
out that after completion there was any money made or there was a so-
called mortgaging out, they want to pat them on the back for doing so,
because they knew that the man knew how and proved that it was
better than replacement cost, and they still had good value.

The CHAIRMAN. You are trying to make uslelieve that in private
industry you can take $4,000 and go out and get a mortgage for a
several-million-dollar project?

Mr. LoFTs. It all depends upon the men who have the ability within
the $4,000 capital structure that would be able and willing and anxious
to put in all the necessary funds to see it to its successful conclusion.

Mr. SIMON. When did Mr. Twohy leave the home loan bank board I
Mr. LoFrus. In 1947 or 1948.
Mr. SIMON. We have had testimony that in the 6 Shirley-Duke

projects the owner-sponsors received distribution upon the comple-
tion of the building of about $2,225,000 and that the Investors Di-
versified received in fees and other compensation about $1,300,000 and
in the 3 Cleveland Parkway Gardens and the Broadway Gardens in
Cleveland Investors received a total of $720,000, and we have not yet
been able to check the amount of money that the owner-sponsors got.

Would you tell us exactly what your participation was in the 4
Cleveland projects and the 6 Shirley-Duke projects I have just re-
ferred to?

Mr. LoFrus. Again, if you will permit me to have my written state-
ment read as to how that came about, I will have Mr. Eagan read it
to you and that will give you the exact picture as it took place.

Mr. SimmoN. Couldn't you tell us briefly what participation you had
in those 6 projects in Virginia and 4 in Cleveland?

Mr. Lo-rus. I had no I participation whatsoever in the 6 projects in
Virginia, not 1 dime.

Mr. SI oN. We have been told that you were the man who arranged
the financing and that you brought the sponsors and the financiers
together. Is that in any respect accurate?

31r. Lorrus. Ignorance usually seeks out experience. My long
riod of experience was sought out by many, not only the Investors
iversified Services but some of the largest insurance companies in

America. They asked my opinion like most any other man on the
street would ask. These men came to me. I did not seek them out.
I was in a cottage down at Key West, Fla. I was then suffering from
ulcers, as I am now, and I hope I don't suffer much from this meeting.

I ,say to you that. these men came to me. They sought me out. They
pleaded with me to get some low-cost housing in Washington which
was badly in need. They met me at the cottage on 3 or 4 different
Occasions, Mr. Bryan Gordon and Mr. Black. I told them that I
would be in Washington during the holidays. I came up during the
holiday. I met with them in the Investors Diversified Services offices.
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They had Mr. Albert Lueders, an architect. This architect had a large
plan of buildings and a plan of the buildings for which he and Mr.
Gordon and Mr3B lack had planned.

Mr. SIMON. Was it your help to these people.that enabled them to
distribute $3,500,000 out of the Shirley-Duke project?

Mr. LoFrus. It was my introduction only to the Investors Diversi.
fled Services insofar as I was concerned, I was a consultant for the
Investors Diversified Services, and I recommended this location and
the deal as it was originally proposed by Mr. Black and Mr. Gordon,
but advised Mr. Black and Mr. Gordon that they were not financially
able and it required others in order to undertake a job the size of that
2,106 units.

Mr. SIM on . Do you think it was your help and advice that enabled
them to distribute that $3,500,O0o?

Mr. LoFrus. I think that Mr. Preston, who was building a lauge
project at that time in Maryland, who happened to be one of thienil, w:.
well known to the Investors Diversified Services and had to know how.
He was formerly with Stuart, Thompson, Starrett and other ,om-

Sanies. I think Mr. Bryan Gordon was well known to them also,
ause he was building in Virginia.

Mr. Hutman was recomnmended by Mr. Bornstein.
Mr. SIMon. I still don't, have an answer to my question, whether

you think it was your help and advice that enabled them to make the
$3,500,000 distribution.

Mr. Loirus. After they entered into the deal with Investors Serv-
ice-,, I never had a conversation with them.

Mr. SImoN. Did you help them prepare the FHA applications?
Mr. Lorrus. I might have helped on the first occasion in the office

when they first met as a group.
Mr. SIM,,N. Did you at any time ever suggest to them that they

miaht put Mr. Sonnenblick's name in the application?
Mr. LOFrus. I didn't at that time, not in the first application.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever suggest to them that they might pit Mr.

Sonnenblick's name in the application?
Mr. Lor-vs. I suggested to Mr. Bros, after Mr. Sonnenblick had

solicited the opportunity of getting in on a project.
Mr. SI-.toN. Is Mr. Bros the Washington office manager of

Investors?
Mr. LoFrrs. That is correct.
Mr. SIMon. And he is the man who invested a couple of hudred

and got a $12,000 profit out of the Shirley-Duke?
Mr. Lorrus. I don't know what his investment was. I heard that

here one day when I was present.
The CHAIRMAN.,. Did you advise him how to do that?
Mr. Lorrus. I did not advise him how to do it. I was surprised, as

I testified, to learn that he had.
Mr. SIMoi. Did you hear Mr. Sonnenblick's testimony this morn-

ing to the effect that he had never authorized the use of his name ?
fr. Lorus. I did, and he must have an awful absentmindled

memory.
Mr. SiMoN. To whom did he give that authorization?
Mr. LnFrus. He gave it to me on the phone-
The CHAIRMAN. You just testified you had absolutely nothing to

do with the Shirley-Duke Corp.
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Mr. Lorrrus. I said I had nothing to do with the helping of the con-
sti'tiction. He asked if I helped and was it possible through my hell)
that they were able to make that money.

Mr. SIMON. What conversation didyou have with Mr. Sonnenblick
in which you say he authorized the use of his name?

Ar. Lom'us. Mr. Bros had called me in Florida and said that the
FILA had turned down Bryan (Gordon and Preston and sone of the
others for not having sufficient financial stability. I believe that Mr.
Bornstein joined up with soie of them. I later learned so. As far
as Mr. Nat Sonnenblick is concerned, I called him on the telephone
after Bros informed me that the application was stymied.

I said, "Well, the only thing you might do, and the only one that
I know of that is up in that area, and you should know him well
because he is the main mortgage broker for the New York office of
the Investors Syndicate, which is the Investors Syndicate Title &
Guaranty in New York. lie sells them mortgages. He is well known
to them."

He said, "If I am a part of the project and I will get my just share
in a project, you can count me in at any time."

Mr. SIMON. He told that to you?
Mr. Lor-rus. He told that to me and I said, "Would it be for

$200,000?"
He said, "That or more."
Mr. SIMON. Now when you told Mr. Bros that he could put Sonnen-

blick's name in the application, you knew that FHA was unwilling
to issue the commitment to the sponsors unless somebody like Mr.
Sonnenblick went into the deal; is that correct?

Mr. LoF'rus. Unless they had aditional equity money beyond that
which their statement showed.

Mr. SIMON. And his name was added to the application to supply
that additional equity which the FHA was insisting upon; is that
right?

Mr. Lorrus. Under the basis of a commitment for insuring during
construction or insurance of advances so far.
. Mr. SIi.rMx. But you authorized them to put Sonnenblick's name

in the application, knowing that FHA insisted on him or somebody
like him being included for additional financial responsibility; is that
right ?

Mr. LoFrus. I had conveyed that to Mr. Bros., that that was what
Mr. Sonnenblick had said to me, and I believed that he could use
his name.

Mr. SIMON. And Mr. Bros had told you that the reason he needed
a name such as Sonnenblick's was because FHA didn't think the
others had sufficient financial responsibility?

Mr. LoFTus. That is correct.
The CHAIRMA.N. And this Mr. Bros was the manager for the In-

vestors Diversified in Minneapolis: is that correct?
Mr. Lorrus. That is correct.
The CHAIRMA.N. A rather shoddy way to do business, don't you

think?
lIr. Lorrs. I understand on the second application that even Mr.

Sonnenblick's name was not sufficient so they asked for further finan-
cial stability and a letter of some kind went into the FHA wherein
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they said that they would take back a second mortgage if necessary if
the job was not completed within the commitment.

Mr. Si1moN. Have you ever seen that letter?
Mr. Lorrus. I have not seen it. I just saw the application.
Mr. SImoN. I can say to you that we have searched all the F11A

files and we can find no such letter.
Mr. Lorus. That letter was definitely issued according to what

Mr. Bros said, and I verified that at one time as to why they gave out
a letter such as that.

Mr. SiMoN. All I can say to you, Mr. Loftus, is that the applica.
tions all refer to a letter from Investors Syndicate dated Malrch 8,
1949, but the testimony we have had here is that all that letter said
was that Investors would make sure that the mortgage was a first lien
on the property.

Hive you seen any other letter from Investors bearing that date?
Mr. LoF-rus. Nothing other than I was told that it stated, at the time

they told me what the deal was-they told me that they had written a
letter to FHA to give sufficient financial stability to those projects to
the extent that if the funds were not sufficient to complete the job they
would supply any money and take back a second mortgage if necessary.

Mr. SxiMoN'. Who told you that?
Mr. LoF-rus. I was told that by Mr. Ryan and the attorney Mr. Dan

Farr.
Mr. SiitoN. You never saw the letter?
Mr. Lorrs. I did not, but I took their word for it.
Mr. SImoN. Is there any connection between the fact that Mr. Rvan

had apparently worked on this Shirley-Duke project with you arni the
fact that ht and li'.- brother made $162,000 out of the Beverly Manor
project in Cleveland?

Mr. Lo.Frs. You mean in-
Mr. SiMioN. In Columbus.
Mr. Lorru,. As a matter of fact. he had nothing to do with it. and

as a matter of fact they did not work with me. As a matter of fact,
the amount of fees and everything else that was worked out was ntIly
worked out with Mr. Jim Ridgeway.

Mr. S.mo.,,. But Ryan was the one who told you that Investors would
assure FHA that thev would put up additional funds; is that. right?

Mr. Lorrus. Either Mr. Ryan or Mr. Farr.
Mr. SIMON. Out, of the two projects, Shirley-Duke and Clevel:ind

Parkway. Investors Syndicate got roughlly $2 millioll.
Did they ever pay you anything?
Mr. Lomrrs. Not a 5-cent piece of any kind, that I recall. They may

have paid some railroad fares or plane fares or something of that kinid.
Mr. Srmox. The Shirley-Duke sponsors got roughly $2,225,00. Did

they ever pay you anything?
Mfr. Lorrus. Nothing whatsoever.
Mr. Srro\x. Other than the fact that the land of Cleveland Parkway

wa,; purchased from you and Investors supplied that money.
Did the sponsors of the four Cleveland projects ever pay you ally-

thing?
Mr. Lorrus. I don't smoke cigarettes or cigars, and they never offered

them to me and I don't drink any liquor so they never offered any of
that, so they never offered me anything.
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The CHAIRMAN. I believe you want to correct the testimony you
made in executive session some time ago in which you testified to some
$700,000, and now you want to say that your memory was bad?

Mr. LoFrus. My memory was bad, Senator. I was in very bad shape
and, at that time, I definitely didn't know that I was sitting in the
chair.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you think you were sitting.?
Mr. Lorrus. Occasionally I would come out of it and if -ou had as

much belladonna as I had, it would affect you the same way, Senator.I was all full of it, trying to come in to be helpful.

The CHAIRMAN. lVe vant to correct the record, then. Just how
do you wish to correct tle record ?

Mr. LoFrus. I wish to correct that record by having Mr. Eagan
read exactly what took place, if you will permit it.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed. Are you going to bring that
all out, Mr. Eagan .5

Mr. E'U.N. Yes, I will bring it out. It is already made a part of
the record in this st atement. 0

The CHAIRMAN. But you want to correct the record. In other
words, what you are doing 1,w is correctinlg the testimony that Mr.
Loftus gave under oath ?

Mlr. 1, ',N. That is right, because at that time lie was ill. I will
not read the entire statement but just the part that obtains.

The ChAIRM..N. Just clear up the the part yot want. In other
words, he is now clhanginlr the testimony lie gave under oath in execu-
tive sessionl.

Mr. ".AGAN. That is the ist exeult i 'e sessions, not the one yesterday.
I did not have the correct figures in front of me and I became confused be-

cause I withdrew 2 papers from my brief case, and 1 paper had oin it the figure
of $191,000 and the other the figure of $2On"E.EIII. One of these figures, $228,000
is a correct :mount and do1v. refer to Beverly Manor but was not c(,nected
with the sale or purctha.w' of the land hut instead was the amount paid to me
as : distribution of capital l Ie didiured as trustee to the beneficial owners.
I have since supplied you with a photostatic copy of the agreement naming me
as trustee and al,)s with ph ,'i' '-1 at ir .opies Shl,,\-ijn- the disbursements ,t" this
amount of S221.0(10. The $191.0110 ha no, reference to Beverly \l anor at all.
The other figure of $ui (),-4.o \\-.is in my mind bee:use that is the amount which
a broker had bid recently for the commercial part of the land which is zoned
for lik_,ht manufacturing.

The reason for the confusion in the figures above was due principally to the
fact that when I received your suhpena I endeavored to get in touch with the
Robin,, 4iis only to learn that they ,(uld 11,,t le re.lche(l. Finally. on Monday I
slirveded in locating Jerry .Murilhy. the bookkeeper in Columbus. and he gave
me a winiber of figure,4 over tile teleli'1 ,ie.

To return to the pureha.e of tlhe land. Don . Loftus .\As-liations. lit., tOok
up the option for the balance of the S!100)0 which sun \:i. invested hv me. D. E.
Ryan and Helen Robinson. Each of us gave our personal check for $30,000.

The deed transferring," the property from the Ral-ton Steel ('ar Col. to Don A.
Loftus x\;so('i:jtiojjs. ll.., is (l:ted July 17. 1950.

On August 9. 1950. Don A. Loftu-4 As-ociates. Inc.. sold to Beverly Manor
Corps. 1, 2. 3, and 4 the i;o acres mentioned above for the sum of $S0.),,). Be-
tween the time of the FH.A cl,,reitmlent t,, in,4ure wan.i issued, the risk capital
invested by me and my aslilae amounted to '1.$ 1,199.20.

The Cn.tIRMN... That was the risk capital? That was later paid
back : is, that correct?

M[r. EAGAN. That is right.
The COHAIR M.N. That was a loan and later paid back out of the

proceeds of the mortgage, is that correct?
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Mr. EAGAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So it was not in any sense capital.
Mr. EAGAN. I might say off the record that it is like the fellow who

called a meadow a pasture but actually it was a meadow.
The CHAIRMAN. You never in your life saw loans put down as

capital on a loan.
Mr. EAGAN. Mr. Loftus considers it as capital. He risked the

money. As a matter of fact. the FHA in their standard form, Sen-
ator. make allowances for giving people credit for builders and archi-
tects' fees and the moneys that they advanced, so they certainly iust
have taken it into consideration as being worth something. Do you
want me to finish this statement?

The CHAIRMAN. When you get all through the Federal Government
guarantees the mortgages. As a result of that guaranty, you are able
to go and get $10 miTlion or $11 million or $12 million or whatever the
amount is.

Then you take the proceeds and you pay off all the loans. You pay
ofT everything except the capital. In the instance out there, it was
$4,000. So you had $4,000 invested in this project. I am not saying
that it is wrong. I am just trying to be factual. I don't like people
to try to make me believe that loans are the same as capital.

Mr. E GAN. I don't think that was Mr. Loftus' intention. I think
he was trying to say that the FHA permitted those things to be done.

The CHArRMAN. The fact that they did those things and the FHA
knew about it proves they permitted it.

Mr. EAGAN. They made allowances for it, as a matter of fact, in
their commitments.

The CH \TRMAN. We are not taking that position at all. We will
have the FHA up here as witnesses one of these days, all of them.
Don't you worry about that.

Mfr. EIo\N. I have one more paragraph.
The CHAIRMANT. Go ahead.
Mr. EAGAN (reading) :
The FHA requirements which were put up by Jack Chrysler and myself witb

the mortgage at the time of closing amounted to $261,668. We also furnished an
indemnity completion bond in the amount of $851,704. This bond was written
for 4 years including 2 years after completion of construction.

In other words, we were still liable on the bond for a full 2 years after com-
pletion of the project. The nominal amount of money invested in the common
stock was $4,000.

The CHAIRMAN. In executive session, Mr. Loftus, you testified that
you were to receive $108.000 for the land. Now, you are saying that
that was an untrue statement?

Mr. I orrs. I am saying that that was untrue. The $508,000, Sen-
ator, was something that came into my mind. I said in executive 50s-
sion that I was very much confused and that my ulcers did disturb me
considerable so that I didn't know where I was at and on top of it,
with all of the buzzing for you to come to the floor I was further con-
fused.

The CwxnrIW N. I will have to get rid of the buzzers. Maybe you
can appreciate why we Senators get ulcers.

Mr. Lo rrus. I can appreciate it very much.
The CHTM -%N. Has the record been corrected I
Mr. Lorrus. I hope so because that is exactly what happened.
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The CHAIRMAN. You have changed your testimony. Are you satis-
fied now with the way we have handled it?

,ir. Lo-rus. I am satisfied, Senator, 100 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions I
Mr. SimoN. I just have one more question, Mr. Loftus. In connec-

tion with the Cleveland project which you say you had no inter in,
did vNo ever go into Mr. Powell's office on that project.

,i-. LoFrus. Did I ever go into AIr. Powell's project ?
Mi. Sixcox. Mr. Powell'% oli.e ini connection with the (Cle.\tland

project
Ai. Lorirus. I never went iit, Mr. Powell's office on the Cleveland

project , no.
Mi. SiMoN. I don't have it with ine. unfortunately. but there is a

letter in the FItA (leveland files iroi the Inve.tors I)iversified Cleve-
lal office, confirming a (') ,wvers:at ion that you are supposed to have
had with. one of A.r. 1Powell'.,t ants. I)oes that refrc,i your recol-
lection

ri. I.4WIUs. The only cort,,ie.'ation I had was some question alout
the title of the propertyy. That property was originally zoned for
cemetery use and it. Nva a inatter as to whether or not they could prove
tflat there was a body buried there :1iii. and Mr. Bovard is the rentle-
n, whom I saw at. the FIIA in reference to that.

Il. SImoN. Did you ever see a man who was an assistant to Mr.
Powell al)out this project

Mr. Lo(m's. If I (lid I talked t.) hin al)out this )articular matter. I
think there were three or four called in to find out what could be done
to prove that there were no bodies in t hat cemetery.

A[h'. I That is the only connection in which you went into Mr.
Powell's office?

Mr. Loyrrs. I believe so. I never discu-,sed any project with Mr.
Powell.

The CHAIRMAN. Was it generally understood by you and others in
this business of building rental properties that you could mortgage
out or gret more money from the proceeds of the mortgage than all the
total costs?

Mr. Lorrus. I never had that conveyed to me. Senator, as a matter
of fact. We didn't expect to mortgage out here and that was our
honest, good judgment. We did not expect to. We did not have the
tyl)e of loan that would afford mortgaging out. It was a very low
loan and had to be for a very low rental and we were based on that,
Senator, and we were not sure. Generally if a general contractor
has a bid on a highway and he can find a subcontractor that he can
subcontract to and sit back and be sure that he has enough money
held back so that if he gets stuck he can finish it, that is regular busi-
ness.

The CHArRMAN. My question is-and I don't believe you have
answered it-to your knowledge did the FHA officials or employees
leave the impression with you that it was perfectly all right to receive
more money from the proceeds of the mortgage than the total cost of
the project.

Mr. Lorrus. I had heard something about that as we went along,
Senator, but no one ever approached me or talked to me about it. In-
directly, it was hearsay.
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The CHAIRMAN. Was it your understanding that it was perfectly
legitimate on the part of builders and project sponsors to claim 5
percent on architects' fees and only spend 1?

Mr. LoFrus. When the applications were made, Senator, on Clifton
Park, we went into that quite thoroughly to find out where the en.
gineering, the landscaping and the surveying and the sewer and water
plans and the various other items which were necessary on the job-
where they calculated that in their figures and they told us all of that
went under architecture, and all of that would amount to anywhere
from 4 to 5 percent.

The CIHAIIMAN. I don't believe you have answered my question. Of
our own knowledge, was it your understanding that the FHA officials
ad no objections to including 5 percent architects' fees in the amount

of the mortgage they had insured, even though you as a builder or
any other builder only spent one-half of 1 percent or 1 percent or 2
percent?

Mr. LoF-Tus. We spent more than that, Senator, and I believe if you
will examine the records of most all of the building operations you
will find that it is more than that. The architect's fee as an architect
only, yes, that was common practice.

The CHAIRMAN. You are still not answering my question. We have
had much testimony that FHA encouraged these gentlemen and in-
sisted that they put 5 percent down for architects' fees. even though
they knew they were only going to spend 1 percent. Was that your
understanding?

Mr. Lorrus. FHA put 5 percent down and that was regular on all
of their estimating and today under a congressional evaluation of any
conventional loan, they will use 6 percent as an architects' fee rather
than 5 for replacement value.

The CHAIMAN. Xou are evading my question.
Mr. LoFrus. I am not trying to evade it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Was the FHA permitting you to include 5 percent

in the total amount of the mortgage, even though they knew you were
only going to spend 1 percent and actually spent less than 1 percent?

Mr. LoFTus. As a matter of fact, Senator, the applications were
printed. I don't know whether these particular applications had them
or not. They were printed with 5 percent in there.

The CHAIRMAN. We haven't found any of them yet that were printed
that way.

Mr. SIMON. Have you ever seen them printed that way?
Mr. Lorrus. I have seen many of them and had one or two at the

time these applications were about.
Mr. SIMON. Could you produce an application with 5 percent

printed in it?
Mr. Lorus. I don't know whether I could produce it. Perhaps the

printer could do it if you wanted it. I know the 5 percent was printed
in there.

The CHAIRMAN. It was printed?
Mr. Lor-rus. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In forms furnished by the FHA?
Mr. LoF'rs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have you seen them?
Mr. LoFrus. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you supply us with some of them?
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Mr. Lorrus. I don't know whether I could now. It was 5 or 6 years
back.

The CHAIRMAN. Just supply one.
Mr. Lorrus. I can try to lind out who the printer was.
The CHAIRMAN. You are certain the 5 percent was not always writ-

ten in by typewriter?
Mr. Loxrus. I think Mr. Bovard or some of the others in FHA will

tell you that definitely they had printed forms with 5 percent in it.
The CHAIRMAN. You think he will
Mr. Lorrus. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell ought to know, but he won't testify.
Mr. SIMON. I have looked at hundreds of them in all of these cases

that had big windfalls and I have never yet found an application with
the 5 percent printed in.

(The statements and other material submitted by Mr. Loftus fol-
low:)

STATEMENT OF DON A. LoFTUs RE BEVERLY MANOR PROJECT, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Some time in 1949, Webster It. Robinson, Ph. D., a former professor at the
University of California and a well-known economist who at that time was doing
market surveys and analyses, and his son, Marshall Robinson, an Ohio State Uni-
versity professor, had made an extensive survey of housing conditions in the
city of Columbus, Ohio. They became so much interested in the results of their
surveys that Dr. Rubinson asked me if 1 would try to do something to help the
low-cost rental housing conditions in that area. He stated that in particular
the employees of the North American Aviation Corp. and the employees of the
quartermaster depot were in dire need of the proper Iow-cosL rental housing.
He also stated that Columbus, with its many, many new and expanded industries,
suffered appreciably from the lack of adequate low-cost rental housing facilities.
It was his opinion, based upon the many contacts with personnel management
of these industries, that Columbus needed thousands of small homes and rental
units.

I was not the least bit interested in doing anything further in business because
of my physical condition and the possible further disturbance to my health, but
I was keenly interested in doing what I could do to alleviate this onerous condi-
tion. He told mne fat that time that it would not be necessary for me to expand
much physical effort because his son, Webster R. Robinson, Jr., was a young wan
with building experience and ability, who was capable and willing to carry the
burden of long hours and intensive management effort. In reply to this plea. I
suggested that the initial step would be for the Robinsons to find locations which
they thought suitable for low-ci.st rental housing and, if they wised, I would visit
these locations and give them my ideas as to suitability.

With this in mind, I wade a trip to Columbus, looked over the sites which
they had selected and one or two which they had under option. None of these, in
my opinion, were worthy of the type of project that would survive and be con-
tinuously occupied.

On this visit to Columbus, I met with the FHA Director, the city officials, and
Sonie of the larger employers and learned firsthand from these people how neces-
sary it was to have low-cost rental housing. After these interviews, I left Colum-
bus, but, before going, I reo',,mmended to )r. Itoi inson that he salould keep 41
looking because I could perform a major public service if he found better loca-
tio. s and if he found them, I would return and assist him as best I coild.

About a week later, at Dr. Robinson's suggestion, I revisited Columbus and
viewed a Sullivant Road tract and a small site near the university, neither of
which was properly zoned for low-rental housing. I then suggested that we drive
Out Broad Street and take a look at an area closer to the North American Aviation
Cori. We were fortunate in that I spotted a location which, in my opinion,
served to be the most suitable of any I had ever seen. It was a piece of ground
on which was erected a weatherbeaten sign indicating that the property had been
offered for sale for a very long period of time.

This property was surrounded by apa rt inents. houses, find railroads. One side
wIls aero, from the United Sktis (1,(ivrnment Quartermaster Depot which
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employed some 5,000 people and the expectation was that the depot would expand
to require 9,000 employees.

After walking over the entire property, I said: "Doc, let's go back to see the
other two pieces of property which border on this tract." We looked over this
land and returned to the hotel. In the meantime, we learned that the Ralston
Steel Car Co. was the owner of the first tract, which consisted of 86 acre.s. I
called Ralston Steel and was referred to, I believe, either a vice president or
treasurer, and I talked to this gentleman and was told that the property was for
sale for $200,000. When I called this officer's attention to the fact that the
property which we had seen had two long, wide, meandering ditches across the
land, he said that they would pipe and cover these ditches to which I replied:
"That will cost you $100,000 or more." I finally offered $90,000 and said We
would assume the ri k and expense of covering the ditches. He said that he
would refer to the matter to the board of directors.

I told Dr. Robinson that I wanted that land myself if it was not going to be
used f ,r a project and I authorized him to offer Ralston as high as $100,001) for
the land and to do it by option for a period of 90 days. I believed, and I so
stated, that it was a real sleeper; it was zoned for light manufacturing and the
only reasons that the buyers kept away were the fact that the sign was old and
weatherbeaten and the presence of two big ditches. I further told I)oc. if the
ditches were closed, the land would easily be worth 50 cents to $1 per square foot
because it was zoned for light industry. Doe. asked me what it was worth for
apartment houses and I told him 30 cents a square foot for the part which was
not usable for light manufacturing. Robinson got an option on the 86 acres, as is,
for $ 2,000. lie did this by advancing $1,000 for the option and subsequently
another $1,000 for ti option which was taken in the iiarne of Don A. Loftus Asso-
ciates, Inc. At the time I obtained the option, he told me that the two adjacent
l oief'- ,f property whie'h he had looked at had been sold for apartments and a
sNchool site. N)th of which added further value to the property.

At the time of my testimony before the committee in executive session I did not
have the correct figures in front of me and I became confused because I with-
drew 2 papers from my briefcase, and 1 paper had on it the figure of $191,000
and the other the figure of $228,000. One of these figures-$228,000---is a correct
amount and it does refer to Beverly Manor but it was not connected with the
sa!e or purchase of the land but instead was the amount paid to me as a distri-
lmtion fif capital to be disbursed as trustee to the beneficial owners. I have since
supplied you with a photistatic copy of the agreement naming me as trn4to nnd
als 1 with Photostatic copies showing the disbursement of this amount of $22,4.000.

The $191,000 has no reference to Beverly Manor at all. The other figure of
$508,000 was in my mind because that is the amount which a broker had bid
re(.ently for the commercial part of the land which is zoned for light manufac-
turing.

The reasons for the confusion in the figures above was due principally to the
fart that when I received your subpena I endeavored to get in touch with the
Robinsons only to learn that they could not be reached. Finally, on Monday,
I sut.(eeded in locating Jerry Murphy, the bookkeeper in Columbus, and he gave
me a number of figures over the telephone.

To return to the purchase of the land, Don A. Loftus Associates, Inc., took up
the option for the balance of the $90,000 which sum was invested by me, D. E.
Ryan, and Helen Robinson. Each of us gave our personal check for $30,000.

The deed transferring the property from the Ralston Steel Car Co. to Don A.
Loftus Associates, Inc., is dated July 17, 1950.

On August 9, 1950, Don A. Loftus Associates, Inc., sold to Beverly Manor Cor-
porations 1, 2, 3, and 4, the 60 acres mentioned above for the sum of $80,500.
Between the time of the lPHA commitment to Insure was issued, the risk capital
invested by me and my associates amounted to $354,199.20. The FHA require-
ments which were put up by Jack Chrysler and myself with the mortgage at the
time of closing amounted to $261,668. We also furnished an indemnity comple-
tion bond in the amount of $851,704. This bond was written for 4 years, Includ-
ing 2 years after completion of construction. In other words,we were still liable
on the bond for a full year 2 years after completion of the project. The nominal
amount of money invested in the common stock was $4,000.

The savings we effected were as follows: We prevailed upon the city of Colunl-
bus to close the ditches referred to above because they were taking care of a
very large area as well as water runoffs for the railroads. This saving amounted
to $155,000.
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Because of the size of the project, the labor market locally could not take care
of our needs. We bad to import mechanics; most of whom came from small
towns within a radius of 50 miles whose wages were far below the prevailing
wage scale established by the United States Department of Labor, for this proj-
ect. Naturally, our paying them at this greatly increased rate gave them an
incentive to greater production which brought about a large savings aggregating
about $300,000.

Some of the savings which were brought about during construction resulted
from the following:

1. The savings out of architect's fees, which should be classified not :is: archi-
tect's fees alone but should also include, architect's, engineering, landscape and
land planning. I make this statement because the amount paid to an 'architect
in most cases is much less than the amounts paid for engineering, land planning,
etc.

2. Builders' fees were saved bec('mse there was no actual fee paid to the build-
ers a s such.

3. Contraets were for lump-lm price.
4. Savings were effected on materials by job-site storage of materials and

equ ipmIent.
. proof of the value of the pIroject. - or 9 months after completion we were

offered $950,00 more than the 1l.A secured loan on a conventional loan basis
from another large insurance company. We endeavored to have our mortgagee
for(, his 3 percent penalty ftr paying off the muortrape but matter three attempts
we were refused, the reason given Nvas, that our mnwrtgagee liked the lorn even
though it could reinvest the proceeds restilliig from the payoff of its mortgage
at one-half to three-fourths percent higher rat,.

Likewise, we could not get FHA to waive I heir 1 percent prepayment penalty.
Since this time, we have had nuniIer,,u offu'rs fr,,m substantial investors who

woul like to buy this project at 2(0 percent or more above the amount of the
insured mortgage.

We have attempted to pay the savings off on the mortgage provided it would
reduce the monthly payment which we felt would reduce our rentals about 5
percent. This was not agreed to because the prepayment would have to-
apply to the latter years of the mor die and would not help other than to reduce
the lengths of years of the mort urgne>.

We distributed some of our surplus capital after having our assets appraised
by an experienced real-estate appraiser who is a imeinher of the Institute of Ap-
praisers Division of the Nat ional Association of Real Estate Boards, and his
appraisal is far in excess of the FHA replacement value. We distributed some
of our surplus capital as a long-term capital .-min in accordance with an opinion
obtained from the Deputy Internal Revenue Commissioner. It is our understand-
ing that this letter is one of a few hundred which have been issued to others in
similar cases.

This project has been nearly always 1(K) percent occupied except during periods
required for cleaning or decorating. Our reserves and surplus are very substan-
tial and no dividends have been paid out of income to date. Homes have been
provided for 1,350 families. Aside from the ravages of drought which have
injured some of the landscaping, this project is a credit to Columbus, to the FHA,
and to the sponsors who made it possible. I am proud to have been a part of
this edifying civic project.

STATEMENT OF DON A. Lo-rus RE CLIFTON PARK MANOR APARTMENTS,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

SECTIONS I, II, M

Some time during, I believe early April of 1949 Mr. C. Roy Martin, an econo-
mist, telephoned me at my farm where I was in retirement, and asked whether
or not I would discuss, in New York, with one of the Du Pont family a suggested
low-rent housing development in the Wilmington area. I told him I was retired
and wished to remain so, but that I would do him a favor if possible.

A few days thereafter at the Barclay Hotel in New York City, I met Roy Mar-
tin, George T. Weymouth (of the Du Pont family) and an architect whose name
Was Keyst or Cyst. They told me of their plans for their property and showed
Ime some of the architect's sketches for low-cost housing.

50690-54--pt. 1-34
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I inquired as to the estimated cost of the unit which the architect had antics.
pated to be low rent. I advised them that it was not a low-rental project and
that there was not a sufficient number of low-rent units to warrant a project of
that kind. After approximately 1 hour of discussion I was asked by Mr. \ly.
mouth if I would act as consultant, come to Wilmington and look over the property
obtain the housing facts to prove the need for low-cost housing, and advise the
possible type or size of apartment units that would best fit into the picture.

I advised Mr. Weymouth and Mr. Martin that I was not at all interested in
being hired by anyone and that I was retired and would not wish to be paid for
any services. I would accept if it were possible for me to stay away from having
anything to do with the building operations. This was agreed.

I visited with George Weymouth, Tom O'Toole, Charles Benzel, and a group
of their associates at the office of Charlie Benzel in Wilmington (Mr. Benzel
is an investment trust manager), all of whom were interested in getting a low.
rent housing project in Wilmington to help the critical housing need for the
many large diversified industries, which were suffering for housing for their
employees.

I spent 3 hours with them that evening, and told them that it looked to me as
though they would have to have housing in the $55 or $60 bracket for a living
room, combination kitchen and dinette, bedroom, and bath, including all utilities
except electricity and gas, and top rental of $70, preferably less, for a 2-bedroom
unit. This of course was a challenge, because no such housing was available in
any area close by Wilmington.

They asked If I would sit in and advise or help to solve the problem with them
from time to time; whether or not I had anyone who might possibly have a plan
of an apartment building which might be feasible to fit into a project on the
land owned by the Byard Co. which was controlled by George T. Weymouth,
Mrs. George T. Weymouth and T. B. O'Toole. I told them that most recently such
,a plan had been devIoped and submitted to FHA In Washington, D. C. I sug-
gested that they might even hire the architect or that I might ask the architect
-to riew the land and that I might take time out to study it from a standpoint of
layout and development plan. At all times It was made clear that I was doing
a favor for Mr. Martin and for an old friend, Mr. T. B. O'Toole, whom I did not
know at that time to have any interest in the proposed project.

I also recommended a Fred Britton, a cost analyst and cost breakdown engineer
to prepare the figures. This was done and an application to insure against ad-
vances was submitted to FHA by T. B. O'Toole, Inc., mortgage correspondent
Mr. Weymouth, Mr. Benzel, Mr. Martin, and myself discussed the plan with
the officials of FHA in Philadelphia. These officials insisted that a qualified
project builder must act as a part sponsor upon submission. I said, "Well, you
could use my name or Don A. Loftus Ass.ociates," which meant that I would
have to be a part sponsor but that some of my associates could possibly do the
building of the project.

The application was then revamped including my name, and I woke up to the
fact that I was in a project which I had not intended to be a part of, but was
enticed into. I had not intended to subscribe for stock or be a part of the project
prior to the time of submission of application to the FHA. The project plannill.
was completely revamped by the FHA land planners and the buildings were
somewhat revamped, and the FHA finally issued a commitment to insure acainqt
advances with certain requirements to be met by July 1, because after that date
there would be no further FHA insurance available. This commitment to insure
wag obviously tenuous. Truly, we did not know what kind of a comimitmnent
we had or on what basis, until FHA made all of its demands for changes of plans,
specifications, and allocation of replacement costs. Allowances were very much
different than the proposed estimated requirements, so that it was more or less
a "pig in the poke" type of a commitment until all of their departmental heads
had made their decisions as to their department demands. However, the comimnit-
ment was finally closed to insure advances during construction. The demands
for funds such as I will state later, were on outright request and requirement
which was necessary and essential at the time of closing advances.

After the revamping by FHA I acquired 17 or 171A percent of common stock
In ('lifton Park Manor Apartments, Inc., I, II, III.

The total stock authorized excluding FHA was $300 first preferred, $100,000
second preferred and the right to borrow up to $300,000 plus the signing of an
Indemnity bond for $554,804 and $7.325 of normal no par common.

Prior to obtaining coinmmitments for the construction of the projects, the spoi-
sors devoted hundreds of hours collaborating with engineers and architects to
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evolve the many plans required for development. These plans included engineer-
ing surveys of the actual site, engineering and survey work required by the re-
gional planning commission for New Castle County, FHA requirements, land-
scaping plans, and design o)f the respective structures tlhmselves. In addition,
the sponsors were required to negotiate with utility companies for water and
lights, with the Levy Court of New Castle County for sanitary and storm sewers,
and the highway department in respect to the construction and future main-
tenance of the roadways. All of this meant time In engineers and draftsmen to
complete plans for the utility companies as well as the county and State highway
department. Legal counsel was also required. Moreover, painstaking and indus-
trious "know-how" was applied without thought of time or effort to obtain and
negotiate with contractors and subcontractors capable of completing the con-
struction in a manner satisfator.v to the FHA. It' their appJroa l was not ob-
tained there would be no closing for FHA insured advances from the mortgagee.

An error in judgment at this point could possibly mean loss of the risk capital
of the unpaid efforts of the sponsors and, more important, the failure of a vital
construction need in line with the aims and desires of the Federal Government.
Such planning and expenditures of time and money were necessary to satisfy the
FHA requirements prior to the issuance of any commitments and much of it
was spent even before the application was made. These expenditures totaling
roughly $198,000 would have to be borne by the sponsors in the event the project
were not approved for insurance by the FLA.

In addition, the sponsors were required to pay, prior to the issuance of com-
mitments, application fees totaling $17,800. Again these were not recoverable
In the event a commitment was not issued by the FHA.

Indeed, the FHA almost canceled any intention of insuring the loan on Clifton
Park. A dispute arose between the United States Labor Department and the
subcontractors as to the prevailing wage scale paid the employees and as to
trade classifications. The FHA notified the mortgagee who in turn notilied Clif-
ton Park owner-mortgagor-sponsors that FHA insurance was canceled until the
subcontractors paid and classified their employees as ordered by the Department
of Labor. In some instances as much as $1,400 was paid an employee to satisfy
the order. Much time and money was spent hunting out people no longer em-
ployed to be paid a properly called, "windfall."

The Philadelphia prevailing union wage and classification was used by the
Labor Department. This greatly increased the prevailing rate in Wilmington.
A laborer handling lumber from a truck to another laborer who handed it to a
carpenter was classified as a carpenter and paid the Philadelphia carpenter
wage scale. Laborers handling pipe were similarly classified as steamfitters and
paid the Philadelphia wage rate. The subcontractors were chiseling but the
sponsors were held responsible. The sponsors had to police the subcontractors
under threat of Labor Department penalties.

During this period of 3 or 4 months no advances were received nor FHA insur-
ance obtainable. The stockholders were called upon to advance more than $100,-
000 or stop the project. Their faith and additional risk capital was vital in time
saving and alleviating a housing shortage as soon as possible.

At the closing of the mortgage insured by the FHA the sponsors were re-
quired to enter into inlemity agreements personally guaranteeing completion
of the projects and against structural defects for a period of 2 years during
construction and 2 years thereafter. The guaranties amounted in the aggre-
gate to $554,804.00. Please remember that these projects were being constructed
in late 1949, 1950, and 1Mi1, during which period economic conditions in this
country were anything but stable. No human being had assurances at the
tinie of the commencement of the projects that they could be completed for the
contract sums.

The sponsors personally assumed a very substantial risk in guaranteeing com-
pletion to the extent of $554,804. Also after the commitments were issued and
the construction commence(], the stockholders at one time advanced toward
construction upward of $191.00. All of the financial risks assumed by the
Sponsors certainly must be considered in viewing in proper perspective the de-
velopment and construction of Clifton Park Manor Apartments. This project
wils riot a windfall when the sponsors were putting in additional money amid
labor troubles and a can,'celed commitment. This was a time calling for the
courage and daring of the American businessmian.

During construction and after completion, nne of the sponsors or stockholders
Or officers received any remuneration for their efforts, guaranties, or other-
wiSq(. As a re~qit of this saving and because of the selection of competent con-
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tractors with the know-how to construct efficiently and expeditiously, a
ings resulted on the projects which could not be conceived by the sponsors at
the outset. The type of efficient labor and highly skilled mechanics, given .n
incentive with windfall pay, made it possible. The profit motive. A good .tleri.
can tradition. ('lassification of a laborer as a carpenter because he merely
handles lumber, and many similar examples, perhaps helped the savings 9,
much as anything. When the Labor department forced this on the ,
It was not viewed in this light, I assure you. In retrospect it undoulitoily
helped.

Since the completion, the management has spent thousands of dollars for nddi.
tional land-eaping, trees, and shrubbery which were not required under the
commitments. The sponsors' vision resulted in one of the best constructed anrt
lowest rental projects in this area. The sponsors and the stockholders feel
that they have made a great contribution to the housing requirements ill the
Wilmington area. This was their plan and purpose in undertaking the duveiln;-
ment and construction of ('lifton Park Manor Apartments.

STATEMENT OF i)oN A. Lorus RE ('I.iFT.AND PARKWAY GARDENS %ND

BROADVIEW (ARDEN S

Cleveland Parkway Gardens, in a suburb of Cleveland, and Broadview CThr-
dens, within Cleveland, Interested ine from the outset for this was my lium'-
town and domic.ile. There has been much ieed for housing. Today, (lhvi-
land is tens of thousands of housing units short of the need.

Sometime in Atugust 194,, Mr. Nathan -onnenblick met moe at the otl(,.e of In-
vestors Syndicate Title & Guaranty 0i., where I tisually dropped in whe!! in
New York City. Ile immediately asked what I had done, if anything, with all
or any part of ily large laudholdings in the ('leveland area. I said that I h:lwd
done nothing up to date. He immediately called me a fool for not selli,- or
developing the hind now as the need f,,r housing was so great. Ile then :ked
whether I would consider a building project on it and sell the land outright. I
told him that the only kind of rental housing project that would be a real s.iC-
cess and one in which I would be mostly interested in seeing go through \oild
have to be for the low- or middle-income bracket family and that the monthly
rental for a 3-room apartment could not exceed $60 and for a 4-room allart-
ment, approximately $70. I then informed him that the Cleveland area w'as a
high labor cost area and the only way to find out whether or not low-costI hol,-
ing could be produced for this income bracket would be to have risk money spent
to make a survey for proper cost estimate analysis.

I further told him that it would require a builder with the know-how to Join
with him as a financial sponsor and that since he had been doing buisinegs
with the Investors Syndicate supplying or originating mortgages for the In-
vestors Syndicate Title & Guaranty Co., a subsidiary of the parent conilmny.
that It might be well to ask whether or not they would agree to become the
mortgagee for the project since I owned the land and, at that time, was a large
stockholder of the Investors Syndicate.

Shortly after this meeting. Mr. Sonnenblick asked whether or not I woild be
willing to meet him and Mr. Patrick J. Dwyer of the same named construction
company of New York City, either in New York or in Cleveland and arrange
for a visit to the site in Cleveland. We arranged to visit the site. Somehow
or other in a short space of time, the Investors Syndicate had agreed to be, ofle
the mortgagee on an anticipated basis of participation wherein they would
become a part owner of the project after completion and to take care of the imtwe-
sary construction mortgage as well as to advance the nonproductive risk monvY.
Mr. Dwyer worked up the building plans, the land plan and cost estimftes.
After much survey and analysis of the Cleveland building situation, ielmding
labor and material, cost by and through subcontractors, it looked as though there
could be no such thing as low-rental housing for the Cleveland area. However,
I Was informed by Mr. Dwyer that he would not give up until this project
could go forward and prove to be a low-rental housing garden apartment de-
velopment.

During this period of time the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. made a
new survey as to the vast need for housing in the Cleveland area, reportedly
some 85,000 housing units. They were knocking at the door along with the
NACA because of the great need for housing their employees and technicians.
The fact that General Motors was about to start to build an $80 mfllion ChvrO-
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3et plant and employ some 7,500 people within a mile from the proposed project
Nitc, plus the fact that Ford Motor ('o. had taken an option on a parcel of
ground some 3% miles distant from the site with an announcement that the
plant was to cost .$95 million and employ some 15,000 employees further proved
the added need for additional housing beyond that which was revealed in the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. survey.

The FHA wanted something done and was being pushed from Washington
to see what might be done for low-cost housing in that Cleveland area. Stme-
time in the early part of November 1948, I happened to be in Cleveland and
Mr. George Goudreau dropped in to see me to talk about the need for low-cost
housing in Cleveland. Ile, being a Cleveland builder, reiterated much of what
had been either presented in print or passed on to me.

Since this job required some haste and the housing situation being so critical,
I suggested to Mr. Dwyer that they split up the project, giving Mr. Goudreau
1 of the 3 sections as originally planned for Cleveland Parkway Gardens and
that they then try to work to a point of proving that the low-rental housing
might be possible. And so they went forward with the challenge to do every-
thing possible.

Ihuring my visit in Cleveland at that time, I was told that the FHA wanted
something done within the city of Cleveland in the area between, Pearl, Broad-
view, and Brook Park Road to help furnish homes for the Brook Park industrial
area which was expanding very rapidly. I told George Goudreau the same
thing I had told Mr. Dwyer. Both men agreed to help one another to the end
of serving a rental problem in the $60 to $70 monthly bracket.

If my memory serves me right, Mr. Goudreau mentioned the fact that there
was a parcel of ground which was about to be sold at a sherirf's sale in the area
fronting on Broadview Road and that it might be bought at a price that would
afford low-cost housing. I told Mr. Goudreau that I personally was not inter-
ested in acquiring it but it might be possible that my nephew, Mr. J. Charles
Lewis. might be willing to invest if he cotlld see a profit or a capital gain pro-
Tided he could turn the money over. My nephew acquired this parcel with some
small investments on the part of others.

This parcel as I found later was subject to a right by the city to claim part for
park purposes and part for a proposed throughway along one side of the property.
Those details I did not follow through but they evidently were worked out so
that a project could be sponsored by Mr. George Goudreau and in this instance,
his brother, Joe Ooudreau, Inve'stors Syndicate agreed to be the mortgagee.
Applications on this sile, so far as I know, were ainde on the same basis of the
regular FHA Insurance advances during construction. I am rather vague as to
whether or not they finally had a .hlint, of application to Insure upon com-
pletion.

Both of these projects were built to successful completion. The only interest
that I had was that of seeing a successful low-rental housing project produced
for the much needed housing slhorta-e in the Cleveland area. While I eventually
old the land to the Cleveland P.irkway Gardens corporations for their pro.iect,
th, price was 'iO percent less than .nn offer I received less than a month before
thiR proposal for a housiri,- project. This much higher offer came throu.ch an
attorney whom I knew quite wvell and who represented the Barth Co. They
wanted the site for light nianiufacturin-. This ground had been properly zoned
f,,r that use. I was not willing to acelt the $5,000 per acre which was offered
lhc:ni,. u. it would have a general deilreciatinmz effect on other lands which I owned
in the Immediate area. The pri.e of the and sold to the Cleveland Parkway
Gardens, I believe w.. $91,315.9.. I was paid for this land at the time that the
cfltruction mortgage and the loan agreenwnts were signed by and between the
Clevel:tnd Parkway G.ardens corpor:ations and the Investors Syndicate.

At the time of the closing and the sale of this property. I was not a substantial
stockholder of the Investors Syndicato. as I had been more or less forced to dis-
p05, of my stock at the time of the purchase of the voting controlled stock by
till, Alleghany Corp. which corporation. I believe, presently Is the majority vot-
ing .tock control owner of the Investors Diversified Services.

Si.\II %ItET o*F DoN A. Io"rTPs R: Su TrRTFY-IUI'KF APARTMENTS. AT.EXANDRTA, VA.

S1o11time during the latter part of 1948, Mr. Cal Black came to see me at a
small cottage on the keys in Florida where I was convalescing with ulcers. He
Pleaded with me to assist him or advise him what to do with 118 acres of land
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that he was interested in, which was about to be zoned for apartments; he told
me of his plan of developing it by selling off 10 to 20 acre tracts to builders for
low cost rental housing and cited an instance of Bryan Gordon depositing $:wK
on 1 parcel and 2 or 3 others who were willing to do the same and asked me to
help him, advising or financing or to introduce him to the Investors Syndi:t(,'s
mortgage loan heads, as he was sure that the location and need for low-rent hous.
ing would Interest them.

Since I had retired and did not care to get involved in any business nor Invest
in any project personally but was much interested in low-rental and loWv-(o.st
housing, I told him that I wonhi he North for the holidays bnt sum.'.ested tlit he
line up a group of know-how builders who might be financially able and respon.
sihle to meet the requirements of FHA. That, in the meantime, lie should al.,,
find out from FHA as to his typical plan, layout and their ideas as to the need
in the rental bracket which they felt was most needed and if the FHA were
receptive, that I would be glad to have him and his group meet with the Investorq
Syndicate loan department heads after I got hack North. About a week later
Mr. Bryan Gordon called me from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and came to sc. me
that evening, asking me to he sure to visit with him and his group includin- Cal
Black, which meeting took place in the Tnvemtors Syndicate office in the Tower
Building. Mr. Gordon introduced me to Mr. Albert D. LeudIers, an architect who
had drawn the proposed plans, and had a land plan which had been prepared and
ineblded lnnd tonon-ar)hy, street, i)arking and group building layout.

There were present Mr. Bryan Gordon, Mr. Cal Black, Mr. Leuders, Mr. E. M.
Bros, Washington area manager of Investors Syndicate.

After a half hour discussion I again asked who the group of builders were
and what tho financial .setup was. inwofar as the 10-percent requirement of FHA
was concerned.

I again told them that the project of 2,100-plus units would have to he split
np in 3 or 4 sections or more and that at least 3 builders and sponsors wold
be needed. In the course of this discussion Mr. William Bornstein dropped
into the office as he had heard rumors that something was being developed.
le asked if I was in the office or in town and asked to see me for Just a minute.
I told the girl to let him come in as most of those present knew him or knew .
him.

His first question was, "I heard that Cal Black and Bryan Gordon have a
project planned and I would like to get a chance to bid on the plumbing and
heating. and yon can well recommend my work."

I told him before the group what was lacking-that they had the rough plan
and part of personnel and could undoubtedly fit the purpose, provided they could
have at least two more builders of know-how on low-cost rental housing with
ftll ne;! l ,,1 ; . ..... ,,.tq ti np-,t FIT k ollP

He asked. "What's wrong with my son, Al, and myself?" I said yoiir ex-
perience in the plumbing and heating field is excellent, but you and your s ,n,
Al, are not practical, exnerieneed project or large building construct r'q. He
immediatelI suZested Herman Hntman whom I knew and he agreed to help in
the financial requirement with Hntman.

Mr. Bro then spoke np and suggested Mr. E. J. Preston. who at that time
waq building n large single-house project known as Glenmont Forest in nearbv
Maryland. I told them that low rental of M0 for 3 rooms and $70 for 4 r,1111
meant the est had to be low-to meet the reonirements.

Theqe grmnq were Invited to meet the following day or so and ".\r. Bro 1I-
gsted that they all ept down to figures. that he had the proposed !etnp and
estimate forms of FTA and that he had 1 or 2 adding machines, sqo all of them
went to work. Present were Ilntman. Gordon, Preston, Rros and myself.

I was sitting at Mr. Bros' desk and I am not certain whether I helped to fiere.
dd or snb ract but may have put figures down if Mr. Bros was too busy at the

adding machine.
Thiq Provsed setnp, I believe. was the first one submitted to PITA and under-

stand was sent hack fVr more sources of equity requirements.
I d not recall what sections but believed that they were the ones that Bryan

Gorlon was to build.
Thev needed someone who hand cah or onek assets. When Mr. Bros phoned

me aouht thli I said that Mr. Nat Ronnenhliek had many times asked me to let
him know of any rental units he mitht buy or partake In as a rental project
wherein he would supply capital and/or mortg ge finnncing.

So. I phoned Nat and naked him If he had about X200.000 to go Into a propo*d
low-rental project in the Washington area, that he had alwny.s naked if I 10ew
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of any and his answer was, "If I can have a financial interest and a just share
of the stock, I will be glad to be a sponsor with Gordon" i I believe it was Gordon)
at the time it was supposed to be an application for insurance on advances on
commitment by FHA.

There were 2 or 3 meetings held and a proposed site plan, architects' draw-
ings with application sent to the district office requesting approval fir com-
mitment to insure advances on a proposed mortgagee.

Much time elapsed thereafter, until I returned from Florida again, at which
time I was called on for advice on the FHA turndown uless more financial re-
sponsibility on the part of the sponsors and builders could be obtained. The
Investors Syndicate loan heads had agreed that they might guaian.ee any
requirement financially to satis ly 1 HA. provided they have the c<iitr,,lling 51
percent of stock which I believed to be s,,und.

I may have been in the FHA offices on 2 or 3 occasions with Mr. Bros and Mr.
Black on the structural details.

ulirin-i months eiisuing. I learned that it was more agreeable to the loan depart-
ment to have a commitment on completion, whereby since the Invest,)rs were
assuming all risk that they would better protect their invested funds under a
construction loan agreement, that they could be assured against any failure or
loss if they had their own inspection and overall supervision along with FHA
inspectors. By doing so) they (',uild av)i(! any disagreement or r(easm1s f,,r final
inspection and commitment to, insure upon completion.

Sonenblick's name in th, equity tianincinug and as a sponsor was supposed to
have been disregarded under the later arrangements which were made for a
commitment upon completion.

The mortgage loan heads advised me of their proposal wherein they would,
under past experiences charge I larger interest rate and a larger fee than first
thought of in lieu of the participation. The request foir such a c()mmitment was
issued. I had questioned the l)wssibility of Investors' I)jsition in ca.st of unex-
pected reasons for no FHA insurance, final possible increased coist and whether
any insurance department or secretary (f State could have any objection n :au to the
ownership as to the size of or percentage of the valuation oif completed property,
if it was a mortgage on their trust, the failure of sufficient occupancy. etc. But
upon final discussion I was convinced that with proper management and super-
vision, that the transaction was sound.

I cannot refresh my memory as to any of the grief and hardships which un-
doubtedly took place during the construction period as I was not called into
any discussions, was not in on any cl,,ings of the loans, did no)t accept )r receive
any participation by any stock, received no compensation, fees, salary or other-
wise, not to the extent of one dime.

I was a so-called dollar-a-year consultant for Investors Syndicate. I was glad
to keep my mind occupied in helping to advance the betterment of hmoising f,,r
the low-rental bracket nia s middle cla.s:- which, of course, is now the majority,
but at that time was the minority.

('hecks and Ibank -t at e uut- -l ibitted will 1be found in the file- of
the coinuliittee.)
Tit CH.IR.N. If there are no further question,;, we will dismiss

you -'entlemen. Ve certainly owe an apology to Mr. Br'n) and Mr.
Nylorg and Mr. I Ioffi ,an. I am wondering if you gentlemen can
'ollie back at 10 o'clock toi-mrrow inorninig. It Mould be very much
al w)e'ciate(1 by 1s.
1 thmt going to throw too much of an i ( cnvenien(e on yo . ("an

you come back at 10 o'c(+,'k tomorrow mor:inz. Mr. Pros .
Mr. Bit(,,. I would like lt :uk counsel if they can inake it.
The (il.AIRMAN. '' .eil :inl\" :lohUrize to voNli rentleien. and par-

ticu]hldi Mr. N'borg and Mr. J]offiman. Tlank you very much and
we will now recess until 10 o.lock tomorrow.

(Whereupon, at 12:.') 1). m. the committee recessed to reconvene
at 1(i a. m., Thursday, July 15, 1(51.)
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THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMIrFEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 301, Sen-

ate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Ives, Maybank, Sparkman, Lehman.
Also present: William J. Simon, general counsel, FHA investi-

gation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
I would like to make a statement before we call our first witness.
Without objection, I would like to place in the record a petition for

redress of grievances filed with the Senate yesterday by Mr. Clyde
Powell. I think it is well that this document be made a part of the
record, because in this document Mr. Powell is asking that members
of this committee, which I am certain includes the chairman, be ex-
pelled from the United States Senate. I want to put that in the rec-
ord. That is a petition for redress on the part of the attorney for Mr.
Powell.

I think the record ought to show at this point that Mr. Powell, in his
petition for redress, says-and I quote it:

Wherefore, the premises considered, your petitioners respectfully pray:
1. That under the power granted to each House of Congress under article I,

section 5. each House expel such Members who have violated their oaths to "pre-
serve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States" by committing
the acts heretofore set forth.

2. That it expunge from the records of all committees all testimony which
does not meet the test of judicial proof, and which has injured the reputation of
any American citizen.

3. That It chain its Investigating committees to the Constitution by enacting
rules for their conduct, which safeguard the basic rights of the people.

(The petition for redress of grievances filed by Clyde L. Power
follows:)
To the Congress of the United States:

PETITION FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES

Your petitioner respectfully represents as follows:
1. That he is a resident of the State of Maryland : and files this petition in his

Own right as a native-born citizen of the United States.
2. That he is a member of the bar of the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia, and also files this petition on behalf of Clyde L. Powell,
who is a resident of the State of Missouri, and a native-born citizen of the United
states.

3. That because of the matters hereinafter set forth which delineate uncon-
stitutional usurpation of power by the Congress; and the desecration of the Bill
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of Rights by Members of the Congress, he files this petition on behalf of all Artieri.
can citizens for the reason that the Constitution shall remain the shield and
armor of all Americans only so long as its provisions prevail and they are sJJ.-
tained in their original strength and significaice.

4. That he files this petition under the right given all Americans under the
first amendment to petition for a redress of grievances.

5. That the original and supreme will-the people of the U nited States-friued
this Government and jealously parceled out such power as they deemed wise to
entrust to the government . Each Department was given certain powers, aud
these limits were iot to be transcended. That the power of the Legislature a',
exactly defined. So that its limitations would not be mistaken or forgotten, they
were indelibly engraved in article I which enumerates the 20 subjects upon whit.h
Congress way properly legislate.

6. That the function of the judicial and executive departments were t'are-
fully spelled out.

7. That all other powers not pecitically conferred by the Constitution were by
the terms of article X of the Bill of Rights reserved to the people of the U'iited
States.

8. That to avoid encroachment upon the powers of one department by another,
and the invasion of the powers reserved by the people in article X of the Bill
of Rights, the people ordained in article VI that each Member of Congre,,,
before he was entitled to sit in either House, should take an oath to "preserve,
protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States."

9. That to protect the basic rights of man-achieved after centuries of
struggle-the people shielded themselves from governmental tyranny by enact-
ment of the Bill of Rights.

10. That Members of Congress are now permitted to retain their seats while
openly violating their solemn oath to protect the Constitution; and by treating
as of no force the most imperative obligation an American citizen can assume.

11. That Members of Congress are destroying the Bill of Rights in that cer-
tain investigating committees and members thereof are:

(a) Charging people with criminal action without grand-jury presentment In
violation of the fifth amendment;

(b) Depriving citizens of their most cherished property right-their good
names and reputations-in violation of the fifth amendment;

c) Judging citizens and inflicting punishment upon them in violation of the
sixth amendment;

(d) Denying citizens the right to be tried by an impartial jury, in violation
of the sixth amendment;

(c) lenyirig citizens the right to be informed of the nature of the charges
against them in violation of the sixth amendment:

(f) Denying citizens the right to require the attendance of witnesses in viola-
tion of the sixth amendment;

(g) LDenying citizens thev rithit of couiso,1 in violation of the sixth amendment;
(h) Denying citizens the right to confront their accusers in violation of the

sixth amendment.
12. That investigating committees and certain members thereof are not only

arrogating to themselves powers which they do not constitutionally possess: but
they are performing acts which the Constitution specifically forbids in that they
are:

I a) Violating article VIII by inflicting cruel and unusual punishmients on

citizens by holding them up to public obloquy.
(b) Violating the spirit and letter of article I, section 8 by attainting with

crime and infamy citizens who incur legislative displeasure. Law-abiding citi-
zens who could not be charged with offenses under existing law are publiclY
destroyed by this evil.

13. That on the 29th day of June 1954 your petitioner, Clyde Powell, w . pun-
ished lIy the committee e on Bankin and Currency of the United States Senate

because he invoked his protection under the Bill of Rights.
That committee was purporting to investigate the operation of the Fe1eral

Housing Act. When petitioner Powell asserte(d his constitutional right, a letter

purporting to show a criminal history was read Into the record. This letter was

hearsay and would not have been received in any court of the land. Tiere was

no oplprtunity afforded him to cross-examine the writer. The letter referred

to othor hearsay matters, including newspaper clippings to support the effe't

desired to be conveyed.
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Had the petitioner been accorded the basic opportunity to cross-examine and

p-roduce witnesses he would have been able to show:
(a) That in the past 32 years he was arrested twice: once for having improper

license tags on his autoniolje; ,nd that lie forfeited $5 (,n a disorderly conduct
charge , arising from passing a red traffic light.

(b) That the committee then went back 37 years to the days of the petitioner's
youth to disgrace the witness.

(() That such charges involving alleged illegal checks were drafts on his
father's bank account for which full restitution was made.

(d) That an alleged conviction 37 years ago in Philadelphia never occurred.
(') That an alleged arrest in Little Rock, Ark., 34 years ago never occurred.
(f) That he was found not guilty of a charge of embezzlement in 1917.
(g) That his confinement at "hard labor" in the Army in 1918 consisted of

KI arising out of delayed return to his clipany after a weekend in Paris ; that
he received an honorable discharge from the Army, which legally obliterates any
Army di-ciplinary record : which the committee chose to ignore.
(h) That he would have to admit that he received company punishment for

missing reveille one morning.
14. That because of the foregoing forms of legislative tyranny American citi-

zens are losing their most cherished heritage--the willingness to stand before any
tribunal, unawed and unafraid.

15. That they are in fear of the Legislature because they are subjected to
inquisition without notice; if they answer truly they may give evidence against
themselves for violating some obscure law of which they know nothing; if they
-inswer falsely they are perjurers ; if they inadvertently mistake a long-forgotten
fact, they face a possible perjury charge; if they refuse to answer they will be
punished for criminal contempt; if they invoke a constitutional right they are
disgraced by the committee.

16. That because of the investigative tyranny, dangerous arrogance in pro-
cedural matters, and abuse of the legitimate investigative process, law-abiding
citizens are being driven behind the bulwark of the Bill of Rights. even though
the Legislature then draws extreme inferences of guilt-thus vitiating the very
basis of the amendment.

17. That It is sheer hypocrisy for Congress to inveigh against the denial of
rights in totalitarian countries-when our own Bill of Rights is being flouted In
the flalls (if ('ongress-for it is less evil to dely :a human right in the first
instance than to profess to give the right but deny its invocation.

18. That nearly all of the democratic countries of the world are our constitu-
tional cousins, in that they have patterned their governmental framework from
our Constitution. That we cannot lead the democracies unless we respect our
own constitutional processes.

19. That nothing is more dangerous to our leadership of the free world than
our elected Representatives .-iuld treat our r i. stitutimio with contenipt-noth-
Ing. unless it be the failure of the citizenry to insist upon the vindication of the
Constitution, for surrender of a constitutional right is the death of the charter-
and without the charter there is total disregard of the dignity and destiny cf
man.

20. That congressional investigations, kept within their proper orbit, should be
made a powerful shield to our free institutions and that it is the duty (f tM
Con-ress to restore them to their proper role, under the leadership of responsibly
Members of Congress.

21. That the peaceful soluti)n of these problems lies solely within the 0aongres:i
itself under its plenary rulemaking power, granted under article I. section 6.

W\h,'refore. the pleinis's 4 nsi(leled, your pet itioners respectfully pray:
1. That under the power granted to each House of Congress under article I,

S -tion 5. each House expel such Members who have violated their oaths to
"preserve. protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States" by com-
nitting the acts heretofore set forth.

2. That it expunge from the records of all committees all testimony which
(V)4,1 nft meet tie test of judicial proof, an(i which has injured the reputation of
any American citizen.

3. That it chain its investi..rating committees to the Constitution by enacting
ru'.k., for the:r conduct which safeguard the basic rights of the people.

(.Signed) D.ANiEL B. M.,fAHER.
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Daniel B. Maher, being first duly sworn on oath according to law, says he has
read the abve petition by hini subscribed and verily believe the statements
therein to be true.

(Signed) DANIEL B. MARER.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of July 1954.
(Signed) ROBERT A. BRENKWORTn,

Notary Public, District of Columbia.
My commission expires November 30, 1957.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell was among the first, if not the first wit.
ness we called, last April 12. This committee was amazed and shocked
when Mr. Powell, who had been with the FHA for some 20 years and
who had been the head of the so-called Multifamily Housing Division
since its inception in about 1940, was called before this committee and
hid behind the fifth amendment and refused to answer any questions.

I am sure the members of this committee who were present renem-
ber the excellent treatment that the chairman gave Mr. Powell. I
quote from the hearings:

Mr. POWELL-

after he was sworn-
I do.
The CHA RMAN. Mr. Powell, do you care to make a statement?
Those were the first words I addressed to Mr. Powell when he ap-

peared.
Mr. PowEuL. No, sir.

Mr. Maher, his attorney, went on to talk a little bit, and then we were
amazed that Mr. Powell hid behind the fifth amendment. All we
wanted to ask Mr. Powell on that day was to give us the benefit of his
experience of 14 years as the direct head of the department of Govern-
ment which had been handling the so-called rental properties, or sec-
tion 608's and 603's.

To show you how kind we were to Mr. Powell on that day, the chair-
man said:

The witness does not have to answer unless he cares to. We certainly are not
going to force you to do so. I would say this, that we were hopeful that You
would be able to assist us In arriving at some definite conclusions as to what
should or should not be done with the present act that Is before us. If I under-
stand correctly. you have been with the FHA for many years. You were the Chief
Administrative Officer of section 608. We felt that you were the one man who
ought to know the strengths and weaknesses of the law Itself, and the one man
who ought to know and have facts as to whether it has or has not been admin-
istratively a good bill and one that you could live with. I understand your
answer is that you will not answer any questions.

Mr. Maher, the attorney for Mr. Powell, said:
May I state, Mr. Chairman, that the answer previously given by the witneq

will be the answer given to any question propounded by the committee.

Then I said:
Regardless of how innocent or simple?
Mr. MAHiR. Regardless of whatever nature.

Then we called Mr. Powell before this committee again on June 29
and you who were present remember that he objected to the photog-
raphers and the television and the microphones and, as chairman of
the committee, I immediately ordered them removed at his request.
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We asked Mr. Powell some very simple questions and he, as you wel
remember, refused to answer any of them. The best he would do was
give his name and address.

He said:
I respectfully refuse to answer. My refusal is based upon my constitutional

protection against being coim)elled to be a witness against myself.

We asked him on that day about his application blank that he filled
out for the job with the FHA back in 1934. Of course he refused to
answer. We asked him, I think, on eight different counts, if he had
been arrested, and he refused to answer. That record was not that of
this committee or the chairman. It was from the FBI. The FBI had
furnished us with a record.

The man swore when he got his job in 1934 that he had never been
arrested.

Senator MAYBANK. Let me ask you something. Did the FBI give
you that report, or where did it come from?

The CHAImMAN. It came from the Attorney General of the United
States.

Senator MAYBANK. I just wondered who did it.
Mr. SIMON. The chairman wrote the Attorney General.
Senator MAYBANK. I understood that, but I wondered who signed

it.
The CHAIRmAN. The Attorney General gave us the report.
Senator MAYBANK. I understand that, but he would get the in-

formation from somebody.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Olney, the Head of the Criminal Division,

signed the record.
We then excused Mr. Powell, as you who were present well know.
Now Mr. Powell signs this petition for redress after hiding behind

the fifth amendment twice. I have two suggestions to make to Mr.
Powell. First, I am going to suggest-and this petition has been re-
ferred to the Rules Committee-that the Rules Committee hold public
hearings and call Mr. Powell before it and let him thereby testify
wherein what has been brought out by this committee is not true. Sec-
ondly, I am going to suggest to Mr. Powell and his attorney that any
time he desires to appear before this committee and be sworn, of course.
as every other witness is sworn, that we will be very happy to hear him
and we will be happy to have him deny anything that has been said
about him if he cares to do so.

If he was never arrested, all he has to do is say so. The record then
will speak for itself. We on this committee do not know the answers.
Only Mr. Powell knows whether he was or whether he wasn't. It
seems to me that an individual is going pretty far when he accepts
the employment of the people for some 20 years and then when the
people, through their duly elected representatives, ask him to come
before them and give an accounting of his stewardship, particularly
when it was not the committee that brought about the investigationoriginally. It was the President of the United States who said that in
his opinion there were irregularities in the operation of FHA, and
then it became the duty and the responsibility of this committee to
check into it.

We have been trying to do a conscientious job. We have tried to
protect the witnesSes and have permitted them to have attorneys. You
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will remember when one gentleman who came from New Mexico and
hid behind the fifth amennxent, we voluntarily reminded him that if
he was going to hide behind the fifth amendment he dare not answer
one single question, otherwise he would hurt himself. We voluntarily
advised him of that.

I can only co )e to one conclusion, and that is that Mr. Powell is 11m
percent looking for pl)icity. If he is iot, then as I said bvfore,, \e
will be very l happy to hear him at his conveniience in public hearii&.,,,,
he can 1ibliclv (iell\' or afliinn any accusation that has been Iiiade
against, him iyanyone.

lie need n t take the position that he hias not had his opportunity.
because he has had. When he was before us a few (lays ago and Ve
asked hin about 1is arrests, all he had to do was to answer each jIues-
tion an(l say that it was not true, that lie was iiot arrested. Iibte:d of
that, he hid behind the Fifth Anmendment. I don't quite under-tand
what le is trying to do. It seems to me it is just an attack upon the,
legislative branch of the (,vernrent to tir to keep the (ongre, ()f
the U nited States from checking into the activities of emlployvec (f
the Government.

A Ilall wiho worked for the Government for 21) years, the an \vho
was the head )f that deF artuient and who refuses to give an accmnt-
ing of his stewaridship, his trusteeship, to the American people cannot
have muv to say for himself. lie did it at the very beginnimuz 011
April 12. We had no intention of ever asking him any questions a)(u
anything other than the operations of his department. We weire
anazed that lie would( refuse to testify. I want to again repeat oil the
record to Mr. Powell that he can come before this committee any tiiiie
he cares to. We urge him to (10 so. lie can be sworn and deny or atirm
anythinti that he cares to. I have repeatedly stated, as you know, diat
any man or woman's name which is uttered before th is committee,
eit)ier innocently or because it. is necessary to do so to be honest, if they
feel that they have been aggrieved, they can come before this COm-
mittee themselves or can file a statement before this committee. Tha:t
9oes for each and every person who feels that they have in any w\-av
een misprepresented before this committee.
That is our policy and we intend to adhere to it. We have leaned

over backward to be fair and honest with witnesses. It looks to me as
though if this matter continues as it has the last few days of witness
badgering we Senators who are trying to do a good job, we are going
to have to get. some kind of law through the Congress to keep witnesses
from badgering Senators.

In this case it. is the witnesses who are the ones who are very unkind
and unjlst to the members of this committee who are trying to do a
good JOT

Senator MAYBANK. I was only going to say that certainly Mfr.
Powell should not have hidden behind any fifth amendment after be-
ing on time public payroll for some 30 years and having run the Rental
Section of the Federal Housing Administration. But I also think if
Mr. Olney and Mr. Brownell have all this information on Powell, that
they should have done something about it. They have been here a
year and a half. I also could not understand yesterday the witness
who said that the racket was being kept up in title I. I don't know
Mr. Olney. I may have met. him. But if he has all of this infornia-
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I

tion, it seenis to me instead of Petitioiing the (ouigre. that the JusticeDepartment ought to get busy like the .Jlustice Departmienit (lid mnder

the Democratic Admnistration wlei we expmsed the sc :i dals in the
RF( and the Democrats (lid something about it, rather than lihaNing
something in the paper every day about so eiibody. I don'i know
whether it is true or not.

''lle (AIRMAN. I think tlie Seniator is beijg 'er 1 j.llst. I tllink
he ouglt to know tl iat lie is. becaiise lie well ki iostl ia t thie Attorney

eieneral of tlie I "ited States "'list get evidence, take these peolle to
court, and get. indict ieit, aga ilnst theim.

Senator ,L4y.NKi. That is all I ask him to do.
The ('HAIRMAN. He is (hing it, (lod t you worry about that.
Senator M.AY-ANK. Thl FBI rlel)ort has been around here how

long?.

The CmJAIR.xN. I can't answer that.
Senator MlAYBANK. I)o1't 116iisuiider-tald Dne. I aiti not here to

defend Powell, but I also want to see the .J11stice Departemnt gret busy.
Tie CiiAII M.kN. I dont think the able Senator needs to worry about

prosecutions, because I think there will be l)lel y. I think hIe may
I)e amazed at the prosecutions that will comme as a result of this
ol)erat ion.

Se nator MAYBANK. Tne point I was trying to make was that if
Powell petitioned the Congress. it wa, probably for advertisement.

You did not do anything nor dil this committee do anything except
the statement you put in there ca ie from the Attorney General. I
am thinking that tle nttolyil ought to get buys'.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the Attorney General is busy. I don't run
fie Attorney Genera l's office.Sento 5.\ILNKI didn't. st.,.s tht

senator MAYBANK.s tat.
Tile CHAIRMAN. I am sure that le is busy, an(1 I am sure that there

are many indictments that. they are working on at the moment.
Senator MAYBANK. I just can't understand how the FBI can send

a report down here that von have read and that I read with my own
eves, that this man was arrested numerous times, and he comes back
with a sworn statement-because I noticed the statement was sworn
before a notary public-that that was not true.

The CHAR'MAN',. Why didn't he tell this committee that,?
Senator MAYBANK. Oh, I have no respect for him since he didn't

answer the committee.
The ChIAIRMAN. Why didl he hide behind the fifth amendment?
Senator MAYRANK. fy point is that I hate to see a report come

down to this committee from the FBI and have it refuted on a sworn
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not going to protect anybody who hides be-
hind the fifth amendment.

Senator MABA NK. And I am not either.
The CHAIRMAN. The first witness will be Mr. Levitt.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help.
you God .

Mr. Lpvrrr. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated.
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM 3. LEVITT, BETH-PAGE REALTY Co.,
NEW YORK, N. Y., ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD L. LEVY

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Levitt, would you give the reporter your full name
and address, please.

Mr. LEvirr. William J. Levitt, Levittown, Pa.
Mr. SIMON. Are you associated with the firm William Levitt

Sons .
Mr. LE viTT. No, the name is Levitt & Sons, Inc.
Mr. SiMoN. Are they the builders of Levittown, N. Y.I
Mr. LEVIr. Substantially that is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How many houses are there in Levittown, N. Y.?
Mr. LviTT. A little under 18,000.
Mr. SIMON. How many of those were rental houses built under

section 603?
Mr. LEVITT. Something less than 6,000, a little less than 6,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you a stockholder or officer, or were you a stock-

holder or officer of the Beth-Page Realty Co.?
Mr. LEvirr. Yes. There were two stockholders, my brother and

myself. His name is Alfred S. Levitt.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock?
Mr. LEvrrr. $50,000.
Mr. SIMON. Then as I understand it, the company borrowed $1 mil-

lion from one of the New York banks and you and your brother
guaranteed the loan?

Mr. Lzvrrr. That is correct, personally guaranteed it.
Mr. SIMON. How many houses did Beth-Page Realty Co. build in

New York?
Mr. LEvir. Four thousand and twenty-eight.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the total amount of the FHA-insured mort-

gage on the 4,028 houses?
Mr. LEVITT. May I correct you, Mr. Simon? Insured mortgages.

There were 4,028 individual mortgages of $7,500 each, slightly more
on the corners. The total was approximately $29 million.

Mr. SIMON. Was the total amount $29,946,500'?
Mr. LEvrrr. Approximately $29 million. You are probably right.
Mr. SIxMON. I believe your accountant yesterday showed $29,946,-

500.
Mr. LEvrIr. Right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of the land on which the buildings

-were built ?
Mr. LEvIrr. Approximately $900,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $910,447.10?
Mr. Lpvrrr. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the total cost to you of the buildings,

including everything that you paid anybody for in connection with
the project?

Mr. LrviTT. Approximately $5 million less than the $29 million.
The difference between the two was about $5 million.

Mr. SIMON. And I believe the cost of the buildings was $24,169,000?
Mr. LEVITT. No cents?
Mr. SIMoN. Not on my record.
Mr. LEvirr. I will agree to that.
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Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question?
I hear a lot about rental property in New York, and we are writing

up the housing bill now. Is any of that property rented for a hun-
dred years? ?don't lknow the New York laws.

Mr. LEvIT. No, Sena9tor.
Senator MAYBANK. Where is that sort of property in New York

City?
Mr. LEVITT. No this is outside of New York City. These are in-

dividual one-family houses. This is not a section 608 and this is not
a multifamily proposition.

Senator MAYBANK. I have heard so much about the real-estate laws
of New York recently, because of certain amendments we have to have
in the present housing law, and I have heard it for many years that I
just thought I would have a chance to ask you while you were here.

Senator IvEs. That is in New York City itself.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Levitt, after the four-thousand-and-some-odd

houses were built and the bank loan had been repaid and all debts
had been paid, the company still had a little over $5 million cash in
the bank?

Mr. LEVrr. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When was the project completed?
Mr. LEVITT. 1948. You have the dates there. I believe. I think the

end of 1948.
Mr. SIMoN,. Wasn't it in 1949? It was in 1949 you sold the stock,

wasn't it ?
Mr. LEVrrr. You asked me when the project was completed. It

was either the latter part of 1948 or early 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us the story., Mr. Levitt, of the sale of the

stock in December 1949?
Mr. LEVITT. Yes. May I read the balance of this little memoran-

duni which I gave you yesterday. Mr. Simon ?
The CIAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. LEvI-Ir. It is a very short memo. The original mortgage in-

sured by FHA on each one of these houses was $7,r,00, a little bit more
on the corner houses which represented a very small percentage. This
is the direct answer to Mr. Simon's question.

In 1949 when the sale of the Beth-Page stock was contemplated,
three independent appraisals were made. An average of three showed
a house valuation of about $3.50 above the original face amount of the
mortgage. Then the stock was sold in December 1949 to Junto, Inc..
which is a charitable corporation organized under the laws of the
State of Pennsylvania.

Then in March 1952 the stock was resold to two realty companies
for a substantial profit. This is a profit, we did not show. These two
companies today are selling the houses to individual purchasers for
$8, 90 and upward, plus about $200 for closing expenses.

Then this, gentlemen, I think is most interesting. FHA is now re-
evaluating these houses and insuring through mortgages today of
$7,700 each, or $200 more per mortgage, than they gave in 1948, and
this is after 6 years of depreciation.

Senator M BA*XK. And they don't take in any depreciation?
Mr. Lmnir. Yes taking into consideration that these houses are

6 years old, FHA still values them to warrant a mortgage of $200
more than they gave to us 6 years ago.
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I would like also to clear up one little thing that we had in yveste'-
days discussion.

Mr. SIMoN. That is a different record. We are happy to have you
say anything you want, but that record is not a part of this one.

Mr. LEvir. May I say, without reference to yesterday, that there
is a question as to whether or not in section 603 the mortgage was
based on cost or on value. We took the trouble to look up the law,
and we find that in section 603 the mortgage was based on value.

In other words, the commissioner's estimate of value and not of cozt.
Mr. SiMoN. That was true in the original act, Mr. Levitt, but I

think you will find that Public Law 388, approved by the Conrres,
May 22,1946, changed that.

Mr. LEvITr. To say what?
Mr. SiMox. To provide that the mortgages should be based on esti-

mated costs. Then the act of December 1947 further changed the law
to provide that the estimated cost should be as close as feasibly possi.
ble to the actual costs.

Mr. LiEITT. One of us has the wrong book, because I have got it
here.

Mr. SIMoN. This is the National Housing Act, ac; amended, a¢ pre-
pared by the Superintendent of Documents in the Government Print-
i n 0fce.WVhile you are looking at that, may I ask you a couple of questions?

Mr. Lpvrrr. Surely.
Mr. SIMoN. In December 1949 you sold the stock to Junto, Inc. At

the time of the sale, were the assets of Beth-Page Realty Co. about
$5 million in cash and some houses that had cost you about $25 million?

Mr. LEvrrr. Right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What were the assets of Junto, Inc., immediately pre-

ceding the sale?
Mr. LEvrrr. Nominal.
Mr. SrmoN.. By nominal you mean it had a couple of thousand dol-

lars of assets?
Mr. LETTr. If it had that much.
It received its income solely from the fees it charged under the

adult education program.
Mr. SIMoN. That is JuntoI
Mr. L.vrr. That is correct.
The CrIAMMAN. They are in Philadelphia?
Mr. LEvrrr. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And you sold them this stock for $1,550,000?
Mr. LEvrrT. That is right.
Mr. SrMoN. The afternoon of the sale did they declare a dividend

of the money in the corporation's bank account?
Mr. LEviTr. At your request, I have people here who know the

details of it. They handled it. They would have to tell yu that.
wouldn't know. I have some heresay on it, but I think they will tell
you directly.

Mr. SIMoN. Could Mr. Levy come up?
Mr. LEvrrr. Surely.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn, pleaseI
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
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Mr. LEVY. I do.
Mr. SImoN. Would you give the reporter your full name and

address.
Mfr. LEVY. Richard L. Levy, L-e-v-y.
Mr. SIMON. I believe you handled the legal details of this transac-

tion, Mr. Levy.
Mr. LEVY. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. On the afternoon of December 27, 1949, after the con-

tract for the sale of the stock had taken place, did Junto, Inc., declare
a dividend of the cash in the bardk account of Beth-Page Realty?

Mr. LEVY. Yes, sir. On 1)ecember 27, after Junto, Inc., became the
owner of the stock by paying $1.1-50,000. they declared a dividend of
some $4,920,000.

Mr. SiMoN. And used the proceeds of the dividend to pay for the
stock it purchased from Mr. Levitt and his brother?

Mr. LvY. On the same date, $1.500,000 wvas paid back to the bank
which, on December 23, had loaned $1.500,000 to Junto. The balance of
the purchase price was paid as follows: On January 4, by check dated
January 1, the Levitts were paid $4,300.000. In December 1950 the
Levitts were paid $250,000, which was the balance of the purchase
price.

Mr. SIMON. Then without going into it step by step, just what hap-
pened, Mr. Levy, that a charitable corporation with assets of about
$2,000 bought this stock from the Levitts for $5,150,000 and used the
cash in thebank account of Beth-Page to pay the purcliae price.

Mr. LEvy. They borrowed $1.500.000 the 23d of December before
they acquired the stock, and that was the money paid to the Levitts
on December 27.

Mr. SIMON. With the interim bank loan they paid the $5 million pur-
chase price out of the cash that was in the corporation's bank account
with an interim bank loan for a few days?

Mr. LEVY. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Levitt, you were fearful that that money in your

bank account would be subject to normal income tax, is that right?
Mr. Luvrrr. Frankly, there are some tax cases going on I don't know,

but I guess you are right.
Mr. SI.MoN. Wasn't that the consideration that prompted you to sell

the stock?
Mr. LE vIr. Very definitely, Mr. Simon, yes.
Mr. SIeON. And by selling it to a charity and getting the proceeds

from the sale of stock you had what was clearly under the tax laws a
long-term capital gain?

Mr. LEVwT. That is correct, sir.
'lhe CHAIRMAN. Mr. Levitt, let me see if I understand what hap-

pened here.
You received for these 4,000 rental houses approximately $29,500,000

from the mortgage proceeds?
Mr. LEvrrr. Right, sir.
Tlyv CHAIRMAN. And they cost you, total cost, about $24 million and

something?
Mr. LiEvrrr. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thereby making a difference between the actual

Cost and the amount of proceeds of the mortgage of about $5 million?
Mr. LEvrrr. That is correct, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. You then proceeded to sell the common stock.
How much did you pay originally for the common stock?
Mr. LEvrrr. $50,000.
The CHAMMAN. You then proceeded to sell the common stock to

this Ju:ito Corp. in Philadelphia for $5,150,000?
Mr. LEvrrr. light, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They, in turn, owned the common stock of this

original corporation as well as the equity in the houses on which the
FHA had insured mortgages for $29 million.

Mr. LENrr. Right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I understood since that time Junto Corp. has sold

this common stock that you sold to them for $5,150,000 for some $2
million to two other fellows.

Mr. LE'ITr. That is correct, sir.
The CIHAIRM.N. And that now these two gentlemen are selling the

individual houses. They are no longer rental houses.
Mr. LEviT-. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. They are now being sold to individuals.
Mr. Li:vIir. Right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore taking them out of the rental classifi-

cation ?
Mr. LEvrrT. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And in selling these houses they are likewise selling

them at, you testified a moment ago, above the original mortgaged
amount?

Mr. LEvrrr. Oh, substantially higher, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the FHA is now taking back mortgages on

these houses from the individual purchasers?
Mr. LEvrrr. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. L~vITr. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And in many instances at a little higher amount

than they originally had when you were connected with them.
Mr. LEvrrr. In all instances, Senator.
The CHANIRAN. So this matter of the FHA insuring mortgages iv

sort of like a dog chasing its tail.
Mr. LEvrrr. That is right.
May I mention one thing?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. LEvIrT. In effect we sold four-thousand-some-odd houses for a

profit of a little over $1,000 a house.
Today, based on our original costs, the houses are being sold for a

profit of about $2,000 a house.
The CrARMAN. And FHA is again guaranteeing the mortgages?
Mr. LEvITr. Correct, sir. So that if we had not entered into this

transaction in 1949 but had held the houses until today, we would have
sold, instead of for $5 million, for $10 million.

Senator MAYBANK. But you would have had to get the permission
of FHA.

Mr. LFvrrr. No, sir. There is a distinction between this and sec-
tion 608. I believe I have followed these-

Senator MAYBANK. I understand, but on an appraisal basis-YOu
have testified that the FHA is reappraising these houses now on&
value basis.
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Mr. LEVITT. That is correct, but I don't need the permission of the
FHA to sell houses.

Senator MAYBAINK. Senator Sparkman wasn't here. The new mort-
gages run materially above the old mortgages.

Mr. LEVITr. The ones granted to us, that is correct.
Senator MAYBANK. And in addition, you have all the depreciation

of these houses for 6 years.
Mr. LEVITT. Correct, sir. The point I am making, Senator, is that

we did not need the permission of FHA. If we had held these houses
6 years or 5 years and we wanted to sell them we could do so.

The CHAIRMAN. You told us about 4,o(J() of the 6,000 houses. What
about the other 2,()() lIuotis Wlat name were they built under?

Mr. LET'r. Land-Tret- ('orp.. which subsequently merged into the
Levitt name.

The CHAIR1MA.'. How much wa.s the differencee between the actual
cost of those 1,800 houses and the amount of the proceeds?

Mr. LEVITT. Frankly, Senator, I don't know the answer. I will be
glad to get it for you. That was part of Levitt & Sons complete op-
E.ration. We had a lot of other work.

The ('I IRMAN. Is it your best judgment that you did make a profit?
Mr. LEvrIr. Some, yes. Not too much.
The CHAIRMAN. You had two operations in Norfolk, Va.

r. Livwwrr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe on one of them you testified you made

something like $750,000.
Mr. LEvI-r. Not from FHA. That was on the sale of the property.
The CHAIRMAN. That sale of the property where the mortgages

were guaranteed by the FHA?
Mr. LEVITT. Yes, we sold the houses for $1,000 apiece over and

above the mortgages.
The CHAIRMAN. But the mortgages were guaranteed by FHA?
Mr. LEVITT. That is correct, it, wa s an FHA job.
The CHAIRMAN. And it was about $750,000.
Mr. LEVITT. A thousand a house.
The CHAIRMANX. And you also had another project that I believe

Nou testified went sour and you lost money but you gave that back to
ihe FHA?

Mr. LEVITT. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they repossessed it?
Mr. LEVITT. We gave it back to the RFC.
The CIAIRMA N. In other words, FItIA through the RFC had guar-

anteed the mortgages?
Mr. LEVITT. FHA guaranteed to RFC.
The CHAIMAN. And it went sour, as you said, meaning that it

couldn't
Mr. LE-ITT. There were no people there to put into the houses.
The CHAIRMAN. And you couldn't make any money out of it.
Mr. LEVITT. We couldn't get any tenants for it.
The CHAIRMAN. So that went back to the FHA ?
Mr. L\Tv'. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Is that defense housing?
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Mr. LEVY. That was defense housing at the Norfolk Navy Yard
where the St. Helena Ship Annex was supposed to open but never did
open.

The CHAIRMAN. You were able to turn that back because you have
separate corporations handling each of these projectsI

Mr. LEVITT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, had it been one corporation, you

couldn't have done that ?
Mr. LEVITT. Senator, I understand your implication on that and I do

like to answer it. Particularly in a war housing job, particularly in an
area where we didn't even want to build but were asked to build, we
would be the poorest businessmen in the world to jeopardize a substan-
tial corporation on a piece of paper where we didn't know what was
going to happen to it.

The CHAIRMAN. I thoroughly understand it.
Mr. LEvrrr. The corporation was formed for the purpose.
Th1e CHATRMAN. I fully understand and we are just trying to get the

facts of what happened. Here is a case where under a section 603
project in New York on 4,000 houses you are able to make something
ike $5,100,000 out of the mortgage and pay capital gains. You still
owned the equity in the houses?

Mr. LEvrrr. No, sir. Once we made the capital gain profit, we di-
vested ourselves of the houses. We didn't have them.

The CHAIRWAN. And the people who bought the stock in Phila-
delphia owned them, then.

Mr. LEvrrr. They did but we were through.
The CATIRMAN. Since that time they have resold the stock for about

$2 million to two other gentlemen who now in turn expect, I am sure,
since they are businessmen, to make some money.

Mr. LEvITr. No question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. And we find that the FHA now is insuring the

houes a second time for possibly a little more money than they did the
first time.

Mr. LEvrrr. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are able to sell these houses and build tiem

through the virtue of the FHA guaranteeing the mortgage.
Mr. LEvrrr. That is correct. May I make one little statement.

You mentioned something and I would like to leave the right impres-
sion. Once we took the profit on these houses, we were through. We
did not have our pie and eat it. We did not make a profit on houses
and still own the houses.

The CHAIRMAN. In your case that is true.
Mr. Lrvrrr. I am talking only about our case.
The CHAIRMAN. And we also have discovered-and I don't mean

this to criticize you but just being factual-that you had 4 projects,
2 in Norfolk and 2 in Levittown, N. Y. One of them you made a 5
million profit on and the other one you don't recall how much you
made but you are sure it is a substantial amount. You made $750,000
on one in Norfolk. The fourth one went sour so the Federal Govern-
ment got it back. Is that correct?

Mr. LEvrrr. That is right, except let's bring the record up to date.
The Federal Government got it back and has made a lot of money on it
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since. I just want to comment on the FHA program. It has made a
lot of money on that job since.

The CHAIRMAN. Under the arrangements that the FHA had with
you and with others, where they have these separate corporations, a
multip licity of separate corporations, it simply means that the good
ones the builders keep and the bad ones they give back to the FlA.
Is that a true statement?

Mr. LEVITT. That is right, sir. You know that I have been in the
building industry for a quarter of a century and I am supposed to be
the leader of the housing industry in this country.

I would like to make one brief statement. The title VI program,
both sections 608 and 603, was a program of desperation. You had no
building for 5 solid years aill yotu had a tremenous amount of people
who needed to be housed. In all commonsense vou would never have
gotten any builder over the age of 16 to go in and venture either time,
trouble, money, or anything else and get the volume of housing that
had to be gotten.

Certain evils had to be experienced. As you know, the section 608
program expired in 1950.

All of us are operating under difficult conditions on selling houses.
FHA's commitments don't mean anything unless you get a purchaser
for the houses, a bona fide purchaser approved by the FHA as to
credit.

I think it should be borne out that while sections 603 and 608 were
moneymakers, the housing was produced and if the housing had not
been produced you gentlemen might have greater troubles on your
hands now.

The CHAIRM AN. You may be right in your conclusion, but I am
sorry that it had to be like that because I think it is quite an indict-
ment of the private-enterprise system in America with respect to hous-
ing that you just can't get housing unless the Federal Government
guarantees it 100 percent.

Mr. LEvrrr. As long as we indict the private-industry system may I
comment on just one other little thing? I said this in a speech that I
made to the Herald Tribune Forum. If we ever have a situation like
this again, in Heaven's name let the Government permit during a war
or anything else a small amount of housing so as to build up an inven-
tory and to avoid a repetition of this.

The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of these hearings is to make certain
that we don't make the same mistakes the second time. Thank you
very much.

,Senator MAY.IANK. 'Mr. Levitt, have you any notes on this present
housing law as to how we could perhaps amend! it where we wouldn't
ha %e all these corporations'?

Mr. LEvrr. Not about the corporations, but I think the need for
the type of housing that we did need 10 years ago is now over.

Senator MAhYANK. We cut out section 603 in 1947, wasn't it?
Mr. LEVITT. That is right.
Senator MAYBANK. Then this committee tried to cut out section 608

quite a while before it was cut out on the Senate floor and it was ex-
tended after it came on the Senate floor. Is there really all the need
for houses now that they scream about?
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Mr. LEvrrr. Definitely and irrevocably no and if you continue aid
don't give us legislation by the time 196() comes along you will be back
where you were in 1945 and there will be trouble unless we get. legiS.
lation that permits an increased volume of housing for sale from now
on until 1960. You are going to need it or you are going to have the
same situation then you had in 1946.

Senator M.AYBANK. Then you, as a. builder, believe that the main
thing-anl I ask this question sincerely-in this housing bill that we
can do would be to give all attention to houses for sale?

Mr. LEvrrr. That is right, but remember that the lifeblood of this
country is on credit and let the little fellow have credit with a modest
down payment in order to buy a house, for the GI's and the non-
veterans.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Levitt, if there is that big- a demand for houses
why can't private industry handle it themselves?

Mr. L n-r. You will have to talk to the banking industry as to
whether they want to make a 95 percent uninsured mortare.

'We, the builders, didn't want to do it and the banks don't want to
do it today unless it is a very conservative mortgage.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
appearance.

Our next witness will be Mr. Alfred Gross of New York City, the
owner of Glen Oaks Village of Jamaica, N. Y.

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will
be the truth, the 'whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF ALFRED GROSS, GLEN OAKS VILLAGE, JAMAICA,
N. Y., ACCOMPANIED BY HAROLD GOLDMAN AND LONNIE
GARVIN, COUNSEL

Mr. GROSS. I do.
The CHn MAN. Will you be seated, Mr. Gross.
Mr. GRoSS. May I present my counsel.
The CHAIRMAn. And give the name.
Mr. GOLDMANs. Harold Goldman, 233 Broadway, New York.
Mr. GARVTN. Lonnie Garvin, Aiken, S. C.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Gross, would you give the reporter your full name

and address, please.
Mr. GROSS. My name is Alfred Gross, 812 Park Avenue, New York

City.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Gross, are you connected with the final project in

New York?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders in that project, or are they all

you and members of your family, your brother and his family .
Mr. GROSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. I believe there are 11 corporations in the project. are

there not? For this purpose, if you have the figures, could we treat
them all as one and give us the combined figures for all 11 instead of
breaking them down into the 11 different corporations.

Mr. GROSS. I believe that would be preferable.
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Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to your family of the land on which
these 11 corporation built their buildings?

Mr. GROSS. The cost was $981,367.
Mr. SIMONS. Is that the amount of money you paid or does that in-

clude the costs you had before the 99-year lease was made.
Mr. GROSS. That includes the money we paid for the land and the

money we paid for the portion of the improvements that we put in
the place.

Yr. SMoN. So $981,000 was your cost as of the time the 99-year
leases were made, is that right?

Mr. GRoss. No, that isn't exactly correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was your actual cost as of the time the 99-year

leases were made?
Mr. GROSS. At the time the 99-year leases were made, the improve-

ments had not been put in the place. The leases-one of the require-
inents of the leases was that we put the improvements in the place.

Mr. SIMON. What you are saying is while this was the total cost
some of this hadn't been expended at the time of the leases, is that
right?

Mr. GROSS. That is right.
Mr. SnmoN. What was the FHA valuation put on the land in con-

nection with the 99-year leases?
Mr. GROSS. $965 a lot.
Mr. SIMON. What did that amount to for the entire tract?
Mr. GROSS. I can compute it.
The CHAIRMAN. How many tracts were there ?
Mr. GROSS. About 2,800 lots.
The CHAIRMAN. And how much was it per lot?
Mr. GROSS. $965. I have the totals.
Mr. SIMON. Was the total $2.645,000, Mr. Gross?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Is the land mortgaged?
Mr. GROSS. The land is mortgaged.
Mr. SImON. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. GROSS. The amount of the mortgage is 90 percent of that money?
Mr. SIMON. 90 percent of the $2,645,000. which would be about

$2,400,000?
Mr. GROSS. That is about right.
Mr. SIMoN. And the mortgage is on the fee, which is subject on

the 99-year lease, is that right?
Mr. GROSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And on that fee is a '25 million building insured by the

FHA and the ground rent comes ahead of the FHA mortgage, is that
right ?

Mr. GROSS. That is not exactly correct. The buildings are built,
legally speaking, on a leasehold.

Mr. SIMo N. Ilich makes the mortgage on the fee a prior lien
over the mortgage on the le:isehold, doesn't it?

Mr. GROSS. May I ask counsel exactly what you mean by that?
The CHAIRMAN. Let's put it the other way around. The FIHA, be-

inn, the guarantors of the mortgage, cannot repossess those buildings
without the consent of the person holding the mortgage leasehold, is
that correct?
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Mr. GRoss. No, sir, they can repossess at any time.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Gross, if there should ever be a default in the

ground rent on the leasehold, then the owner of the fee becomes the
owner of the buildings, isn't that true?

Mr. GROSS. That is true.
If the ground rent is not paid there would be a default on the lease.
Mr. SIMON. And if the FHA in that event wanted to protect its

interest in the mortgage on the buildings, it would have to purchase
the land?

Mr. GROSS. No, sir, it would simply have to continue to pay the
ground rent.

Mr. SIMON. Either pay the ground rent or purchase the land?
Mr. GROSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMo.-. It is for that reason, is it not, that you were able to get

a mortgage in such a high amount?
Mr. GRoss. Which mortgage are you referring to?
Mr. SIMON. On the land, on the tee.
Mr. ('Ross. That is not exactly correct, Mr. Simon. The reason we

got the fortgage on the land wa. because the land was NNorth a lot ofmoney and the lending institution gave us a loan.
Mr. SIMoN. Isn't it because there was an FHA mortgage on the

buildings and that the leasehold was ahead of the mortgage?
Mr. GRoss. No, sir, there was no mortgage on those buildings.
The CHAIRMAN. On vacant land?
Mr. GROSS. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. At any rate, you paid $981,000 for the land and im-

provements. The FHA valtied it at $2,645,000 and you got a mort-
gage for $2,400,000, is that right?

Mr. GRoss. That is substantially correct.
Mr. SImoN. What was th- total amount of the mortgage commit-

ment that FHA issued for the 11 buildings?
Mr. GRoss. The mortgage totaled $24,359,900.
Mr. SIMON. When was the building completed, or when were the

buildings completed?
Mr. GROSS. The buildings were completed about November of 1950.
Mr. SIMON. How did the mortgage proceeds
Mr. GROSS. I beg your problem. November of 1949.
Mr. SimoN. Out of the mortgage proceeds I take it that you repaid

any loans or advances that you and your family had made to get the
project going?

Mr. GRoss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And after repaying all the loans and advances, how

much were you able to distribute to yourselves?
Mr. GRoss. We distributed $4,600,000 to the common stockholders.
Mr. SIMO.. And in addition to that, you had approximately S.-

400,000 of the mortgage proceeds in excess of the cost of the laid, is
that right ?

Mr. GRoss. I don't follow that figure.
Mr. SimoN. The mortgage was $2,400,000 and the total cost of the

land was $981,000, is that right?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So the difference was $1,400,000.
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean they made approximately $6 mil-
lion ?

Mr. SIMON. Well, as I understand the facts, after repaying your-
selves for all the moneys advanced for getting the construction going
and after reimbursing yo,,rselvc.s for the cost of the land, you had
,,, million that was distributed to your family either as a stock dis-
tribution or as excess of the mortgage over the cost of the lands, is
that ri ItI

Mr. IOSS. No, sir, that is not quite right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you tell us what it is.
Mr. GROSS. We distributed approximately $6 million but it was not

the excess proceeds of the mortgage over the land.
Mr. SIMon'. When was the distribution made, Mr. Gross?
Mr. GROSS. $800,000 of the distribution was made at the end of 1949.

Let me look at my figures.
I think I recall-$800,000 was distributed in November or December

of 1948 and $3,800,000 was distributed in December of 1949.
I don't recall the date of distribution of the proceeds of the mort-

lragre. It was in 1949 because all of those amounts were on income
tax returns for that year.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gross, the buildings were completed in November
1949, is that r'ght?

Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And by December of 1949 you had repaid all of the

loans and advances that were made, including the money advanced to
purchase the land, and still distributed $6 million in cash, is that
right?

Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you and your family still owned the buildings and

land, is that r eight?
Mr. GROSS. X es, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you enter into a contract with FHA that if

they had to repossess the land they would pay you a certain amount
for the land?

Mr. GROSS. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't there a recapture provision in your 99-year ground

lease?
Mr. GROSS. That is not a contract. That is an option to purchase

the land if they wish.
The CHAIRMAN. 'What is the amount of the option that you gave

FHA .
Mr. GROSS. The FHA has an option on most of the land for $2 mil-

lion-something less than $2,500,000.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the FHA will have to pay $2,500.-

000 to get the land back that you paid $900,000 for if the FHA ever
wants to repossess the buildings on which it is now guaranteeing the
mortgage

Mr. JROSS. I would like to phrase it differently, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Did 1 phrase it wrong?
Mr. GRoss. I don't say you phrased it wrong. I just want to phrase

it differently.
If the FHA exercised its option, it would be taking from me a piece

of land that is worth over $4 million today.
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The ('1.AR.xN. What is the amount, of the capital in your 11 ,',,_
porations?

Mr. GROSS. $90,000 in common stock and $100 of preferred stock.
The CHAIRtAN. In other words, you made $6 million on a ,,9),000

investment?
Mr. GRoss. No, that is not a complete statement, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what is the amount of the capital stock?
Mr. GROSS. The capital stock consists of two classes. One is com.

mon stock and one is preferred stock.
The CmAiR.MAN.-. Who owns the preferred? How much is the pre-

ferred stock?
Ir. GROSS. The preferred stock amounts to $100. I will have to

quote from memory.
The CH.IM.N. The preferred stock is not equity. That is owned

by the FHA under the FHA's rules.
Mr. GRoss. The common-stock holders had to pay $90,000 plus an

obligation to guarantee completion of the project.
The CHAIR tm.. But that was loaned and that was later repaid out

of the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. GROSS. That is true and they fulfilled their obligation. The

FHA paid $100 for its preferred stock plus an obligation to guarantee
the mortgage.

The CHAIRMAN. See if I am correct in this statement. The total
capital stock, meaning the total amount of capital that you and your
family have in these projects, is $90,000?

M'r. Gross. But that, is not the total capital stock of the corporations.
The CHARMAN. What is the total?
Mr. Gnoss. $90,100.
The CH.xn~r.N. I just missed it by $100.
Mr. GROSs. No, sir, you missed a complete class of stock, the pre-

ferred stock.
The CrATRMAN. That is the $100 worth of stock that the FHA has

in each of these projects?
Mr. Gnoss. That is the same type of token investment that we have

in these corporations.
The CHa.%IRM.,. It is $1,100, $100 a corporation?
Mr. Gnoss. Presently.
The CHAIRMAUN. That is $1,100 preferred stock and $90,000 in coin-

mon stock. That is the total amount of capital put in these projects.
Mr. GRORs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM.N. Out. of which you have taken $6 million in divi-

dends and you still own the property?
Mr. GRoss. Yes, sir. We have taken $6 million and the preferred-

stock owners have taken $680,600 for their $100.
The CITRM %-s-. How is that?
Mr. GROss. The 'Preferred-stock holders have taken $680,000.
Mr. SPMON. In dividends or in fees?
Mr. GRnss. Mr. Simon, in your last discussion you told me to dire-

gard everything except the token amount, of the stock-
Mr. SMON. Mr. Gross, aren't you talking about the FHA fee ?
Mr. GRoss. Fees for what, sir?
Mr. Srxox. For guaranteeing the mortgage and for filing the nppli-

cations and for inspection,;?
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Mr. GRoss. No, sir, I am talking about payment for guaranteeing
the mortgage and when I speak of the $4,600,000. I regard it as pay-
illent for guaranteeing the construction of the building.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you telling us that the Federal Government Ihas
had $681,000 worth of dividends from this $1,100 worth of preferred
stock?

Mr. GRoss. I said that the preferred stockholders receive ..'8, ,000.
I said that the common-stock holders received $,4,600,000.

The CHAIRMAN. What was ti $;s0,0o0 for?
MIr. GRoss. The $ 6S0,00ti was for $10'( preferred stock plus an obli-

gat ion to guarantee the mortgage.
Mr. SIMoNx. It liad no relation to the preferred stock did it, Mr.

Wa.-'t that the Goveriiiiieiit', fee for guaranteeing the mortgage?
Mr. GRoss. Under no ciclbt alces, Mr. Simnon. does the preferred

stock or the comiuoit sto,(k have any relation to the guaranty.
The CHAIRMAN. We are learning sol ethillg here now that hasn't

ever before been injected into these 1eariulujs.
I am very much intere4ed in it.
The Federal Governmeiit tr()t $ ;s in dividends.
Mr. Gnoss. No, sir, the Fedleral (6oVeU'uuient got $680,600 in money.
The CHAIRMAN. Let'>' have the breakdown ol it.
.fr. GROSS. The breakdown' is the amount of money we have paid

the Government for inortgage insurance premium.
The Civ.\r.x. Isn't that the reLiiar :inio it that everybody pays

wlich goes into a fuid for gu:,rauteeilug t I e.. uuurtrage.
Mr. Gitoss. Neverthlele--. the oil]v token tock that tie FHA had in

this corporation was ,100. That is the token .-tock. The common-
stock owners have a tokeni stock of $90,000. Another requirement of
the (ounmon-stock holders beyond the $,90,000 was that they guarantee
coln)letion of the project. That they have done. The other require-
nient for the preferred-tock older was that it guarantee repayment
of the mortgage. That it is presently doing. It has also received
$(;s0,000 and, all thing, being equal. the FHA will receive in excess of
$2 million for an actual cash investment in this corporation of $100
worth of token stock.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gross, tile .6 uillioui
The CHAMIMAN. Mr. Gross. wlat you are trying to do now is to fool

this committee.
MIr. GROSS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMABN. And you are trying to fool the people listening.

Yon know that the fees vyou are tallying about are fees that everybody
pays in connection with FHA guaranteed mortgages.

M'r. Goss. And I know. Sir, that the sponsors make a profit, not
be,'ause of the investment in token common stock, but because they
guarantee completion of the project. One guaranty is just tile same as
the other.

Mr. S )N. Isn't there this difference, Mr. Gross. that you and
your family got the $4,600.000 to do with as you please?

Mr. GRoss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And the money paid into the FHA goes into an in-

su1r'-ance fund to redeem defaulted mortgages and no part of it goes to
the Government.
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Mr. GROSS. It certainly has and it is gone to redeem all mortgages.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't it go to a fund to redeem mortgages?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir, but we are speaking of the investment and the

guaranties in that development. I-have my portion and the Govern.
ment Ins its.

Mr. SIMON. But the fees you are talking about go to an insurance
fund.

Mr. GROSS. That is something the FHA should answer. I pay the
money out.

Mr. STMON. Don't you know that is the fact?
Mr. GRoss. I believe it to be true.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know before you started in on this project

that you would be able to mortgage out or make $6 million?
Mr. (ROSS. I sincerely hoped I would be able to mortgage out. The

information I received from one or another agency of the Government
was that in all probability an efficient builder could receive more than
the cash expenditures out of the mortgage proceeds.

The CHAMMAN. Why didn't you put te ,and in your application?
Mr. GROSS. Senator, I did put the land in my first application.
The CHAIRMAN. How did it happen to get taken out later?
Mr. GROSS. May I explain it, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If you were agreeable to putting the land

in. we want to know why the FHA didn't insist on your doing it.
Mr. GRoss. I can only tell you what the FHA told me and the rea-

sons they gave me the best I can remember after 7 years.
The CHAIRMAN. We are certainly interested in knowing that. Here

is land valued at $2.6 million.
Mr. GROSS. I think it is worth more.
The CHAIMAN. Are you going to now testify that you offered to

put it in the corporation and the FHA didn't want it?
Mr. GROSS. Senator, I am not in the habit of testifying. I am not

a lawyer. I am simply going to read you from a document. I can't
testify as to something that happened 7 years ago.

The CHAIRMAN. I say you are going to read and show us that vou
wanted to place the land in the corporation and the FHA didn't want
you to do it?

Mr. GROSS. I didn't say I wanted to. I said it was in the first
application.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. GROSS. On February 17, 1947, we made an application to the

Federal Housing Administration for a mortgage on section 1. This
application was for a mortgage in the sum of $4,432,500. The check
in payment of the fee which accompanied this application to the FHA
obviously provided a fund to pay for the examination of the sketches
an(] to make the cost analysis which they make.

In this application, we thought that out total construction co-t&
exclusive of the land, would be $4,411,963. We distributed these
amounts so as to arrive at this total in accordance with a brochUre
which we were working from, published by the National Hoisiing
Ag ncy. the Office of the Expediter.

The CHAIRMAN. May' I see that document?Mr. G Ross. Yes, sir. This brochure has a letter in the beginiifg

signed by Mr. Wyatt and another by Mr. Raymond Foley, and it e-
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lains to a builder how to go about getting a section 608 mortgage and
ow to fill out an application. It is interesting to know that it says:
The concluding four pages contain a reproduction of the FHA form applica-

tion for mortgage insurance. The typical case shown is taken from actual
records and illustrates how a project is set up for mortgage insurance.

We followed this form and distributed the money in accordance with
this typical case.

It is interesting to note that in the estimated requirements for the
builders' and architects' fees, 5 percent is used in each instance. May
I have that application, sir?

It is the only one I have.
The CHAIRMAN. You placed in this application 5 percent architects'

fees. Did you actually spend 5 percent in architects' fees in the
construction of these projects?

Mr. GRoss. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. About what did you spend?
Mr. GROSS. 1 percent, perhaps a little more.
The CHAIRMAN. You put in this application 5 percent builders'

fees: did you spend 5 percent for builders' fees?
Mr. GROSS. At that time I hadn't spent anything.
The CHAIRMAN. In the construction of these buildings, did you pay

5 percent?
Mr. GROSS. No, sir; I didn t pay 5 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you pay ?
ir. GROSS. About 1 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. About 1 percent builders' fees. too?
Mr. GROSS. I beg your pardon. We paid no builders' fees.
The CHAIRMAN. But in the application you were allowed 5 percent

for builders' fees?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir. We submitted this application and about a

month later we were called in to a conference by the Federal Housing
Administration, New York office.

There were several people in the conference. I don't remember
jwit who was there, but each department was represented. They told
me at that time that according to their cost analysis the physical-
hall we say the cost of the estimated requirements for these buildings

was more than my estimate.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gros. talk into the micro phone, please.
Mr. GROSS. They told me the cost would be more than my estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. Who told you that?
Mr. GRoss. The representatives of the Federal Housing Adminis-

tration.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember the name of the man '
Mr. GROSS. No, sir: there were 5 or 6 of them present.
vle CHAIRM3AN. Do you remember the names of any of the 5 or 6?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir; i probably could recall some.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it the State FHA director?
Mr. GROSS. No, sir. I never did business with the State director,

only with the district director.
'lle CHAIRM .N ('an yoti get, us the names of the 5 or 6 FtIA em-

Ployees who told you that.

Mr. Gitoss. I don't know which one told me. The documents are
here. I will show them to you.
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The CHAmm.N. You are bringing up a very interesti,,g subject,
namely that you made $6 million on this project and you are now
telling us that the FHA officials encouraged you to increase the amnount
of your mortgage.

Mr. GROSS. I didn't say they encouraged me, sir. Here is what
happened, if I may say so.

I went to this FH. conference and they said that the (ost of the
total estimated requirements of the project, instead of being $4,411,000,
would be $4,S15,600, about $400,000 more than I estimated.

The CHARMAN. In other words, the FHA people raised the vti-
mate $400,000?

Mr. GRoss. That was their estimate. They told me I would be re-
quired to post an additional $400,00() in cash in order to get a coin-
mitment to guarantee completion. My thought originally was that
my land represented my 10 percent equity and I would not post any-
thing, but they said no, I would have to post $400,000 in cash.

The CHAIRMAN. At that point were you willing to put the land in!
You said your land represented the 10 percent equity. At that point
were you willin to put the land in?

Mr. GROSS. I had put the land in the original application.
The CHAIRM.AN. Then, how did it get out in the final approval ?
Mir. GROSS. Well, at this conference they told me that according

to their cost findings, the general cost findings as they explained it
for a typical building of the area, the cost findings were $400,000
higher than mine, and that since they had an obligation, as they ex-
plained it, too, in the event that I defaulted-they would have to hire
a general contractor to step in and finish the project, and there would
have to be sufficient proceeds from the mortgage and from the build-
ers' deposit so they could hire a general contractor to finish the proj-
ect and that according to their analysis the costs under normal cir-
cumstances for the typical builder were $4,800,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Who were the gentlemen who told you that?
Mr. GROSS. I know the district director was present.
The CHAIRMAN. What year was this?
Mr. GROSS. This was during the month of March, perhaps, or Feb-

ruary 1947.
The CHAIRMAN. And on this other statement you made, I want to

make sure I understood the statement properly. You said these FHLk
officials told you that if you started this project and didn't fini-h it,
that they would have to go in and hire general contractors to finish
it? Did you say they told you that?

Mr. GRoss. No, they said that in all cases-

The CHArRMAN. In what?
Mr. GROSS. I think to speak of myself as an individual case.
The CHArRMAN. Yes, I understand.
Mr. GROSS. They told me this was going to be a large program and

they had to have criteria and standards and that one of their prob-
lems was that if they underestimated cost and there was a default,
there would be insufficient funds to complete the project.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GROSS. And therefore they estimated their cost for a typic-l1

building. The mere fact that I claimed to be more efficient t han the
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average and clainied tlat I could build it for less thtii atiy(ne else was
Of hlo significance to tlhein.

'The CHAIRMAN. And you did build it for s,,6 million less than the
mortgage .

[r. (Yn, ss. They wereii't concerned with the land, 5sir, and I didn't
b1 it for SC Imillion Ie _s tliaii the mortgage.

'I'lie CHAIRMAN. How mul ch ICS e

,Mr. Gnoss. I have tle figures lhere.
'l'le ('HAIRIMAN. Ii other wrds, you were closer than they were.
Mri. GRoss. I wa15 ,loser on ii" own est iiiite of (',st.

'I'he ('HAIRMAN. Oil yur original estimate you said that you were
4uu4x)00 below their estimate.

Mr. GROSS. Senator, I was wrong on m y original estimate.
The CHAIRIMAN. Four times eleven is $4.400 000.
Mr. GROSS. I was wrong on my first estimate. I was too low.

('0sts were rising ,ulrilng 1947 and 1948 at the rate of about 21) per-
ceit a year and I was wrong.

The (7HAIRMAN. I want, to get back to this. You say that this dis-
ti'et director and 4 or 5 FHA officials told you that the general rule
was that if someone started a section 608 project and couldn't finish
it. that they, the Government. had to stel) in and hire general con-
tnictors and finish it '

Mr. GRoss. In this particular case I posted an indemnity agreement
to guarantee coml)letion. Uider my ,,rigin'l application I put in the
laud a cost of $4,400,000 for the buildings and asked for a mortgage of
$4,400,000, virtually the exact amount of mortgage pr,)ceeds as the
cost of construction. When I got there, their estimate of cost was
$4,800,000 and the mortgage wa, .S4,400,000. It was obvious that they
had to have provision for 400,000 additional to guarantee comple-
tion of the structures.

T"he CHAIRM.\N. Then they did give you a commitment of $4.800.000?
Mr. GROSS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What did they give you a commitment for.?
Mr. GROSS. I looked over the figures that they had and it was quite

aI)l)arent that whether or not I put up the land I would still have to
put up the $400,000. So I said if I put in the $400,000 and put in the
land I am not going to (et. a 90-percent mort gage or anywhere near
it. Drop the land out and put it on a leasehold.

The CHAIRMAN. Who told you to drop the land out ?
Mr. GRoss. I told the FHA that I wanted them to drop the land

out of the calculations, put the land on a lease, and compute the
mortgage on the basis of the leasehold.

The CHAIRMAN. And they agreed to that?
Mr. Gnoss. It is in the regulation.
The CHAIRMAN. They agreed to it?
Mr. GRoss. Yes, sir. That reduced my mortgage to $4,334,000 but

tlat was the mortgage on the leasehold. Incidentally, they didn't
agree with my distribution of the costs that I took from the distribu-
tion book, but I used their figures.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Senator SPARKMAN. May I asIc one'?
Did I understand you io say a while ago when you were talking

about the amount each, side, the stockholders, received, you referred to
50690-54--pt. 1-SO
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a guaranty made by both. Did you have to guarantee the proposi.
tion personally?

Mr. GROSS. Oh, yes, sir. We posted-I have the figures here. The
guaranties, excluding the cash fees we paid out, were over $3 million
and these were guaranties signed by ourselves and our wives. ,\s a
matter of fact, before we even-almost the first document here was a
demand by the FHA for a statement of assets requiring us to show
assets in excess of $5 million to back up our guaranties. Here it is.
We had to guarantee to the FHA that we would complete the con-
struction of this project. Our guaranty concluded when we finished
the project and then the FHA undertook to guarantee repayment of
the mortgage.

Senator SPARKMAN. I think a great many people have been amazed
by the showing of the small amount in stock placed in these various
corporations. I was wondering if that was the sole responsibility
upon which the mortgage was made. Did all of the section 608's re-
quire personal guaranties?

Mr. GRoss. They all required personal guaranties, Senator, or a
security bond, one or the other. So it was not a case of just the assets 0
of the corporation behind the undertaking but also the assets of the
various individuals. That is exactly true.

The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute. That is not exactly true. That is
only true as to the completion of the building.

Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Your assets were not behind the mortgage?
Mr. GROSS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The only thing behind the mortgage was the build-

ing itself and $90,000.
Mr. GRoss. Well, I think, Senator, that we will never agree-
The CHAIRMAN. Answer the question. Is that true or not?
Mr. GRoss. I don't understand the question.
The CHAIRMAN. You understand all right. You are a very smart

businessman.
Senator SPARKMAN. I wonder if the reporter could repeat it, be-

cause I didn't understand it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, repeat the question.
(The question was read.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a true statement?
Mr. GROSS. The bank that holds the mortgage has more than that.

It has the buildings and the guaranty of the FHA behind it.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, it has the guaranty of the FHA, that

is the point.
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you answer the question? Isn't it a fact that

the only thing behind this mortgage is the $90,000 and the buildin,("
and the FHA's guaranty?

Mr. GROSS. And the completed construction.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the building, of course. But the point that

I made was that, of course, we know that for the $3,000 or $6,000 of
capital stock alone, that has been brought out here, you can't build a
. or 6 iiiillion dollar project. The point is that they borrowed money
to do that and they gave certain indemnities. They had a lot of that
sort of thing. But it was all in the form of loans.
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Mr. GRoss. Well, sir, the FHA's guaranty is in the form of its per-
sonal-

The CHAIRMAN. When they got the proceeds of the mortgage they
repaid themselves. So all this corporation had when it got all through
was $90,000 that it put in the corporation in the form of common
stock plus the $1,100 that the FHA put in for preferred stock.

Mr. GROSS. Plus the guaranty of the FHA behind its $1,100.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the guaranty of the FHA i]. the big rea-

son why you were able to construct the project in the first place.
Senator MAYBANK. You built a project in Aiken, S. C.?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. What type of project was it?
Mr. GRoss. It was a group of five hundred-odd one-family houses,

three hundred-and-some-odd under section 603 and one hundred-and-
some under section 203 rental and one hundred and some for VA sales.

Senator MAYBANK. Where is the project? I am asking out of
curiosity.

Mr. GROSS. May Mr. Garvin answer, sir.
Mr. GARVIN. Crosson Park, the city of Aiken.
Senator MAYBANK. What was the firm in New York that repre-

sented you on your taxes?
Mr. GCoss. Mr. Harry Rodick is our tax counselor.
Senator MAYBANK. You have never consulted any firm in New

York besides them?
Mr. GROSS. He belongs to a law firm.
Senator MAYBANK. WVhat firm ?
Mr. GROSS. Lord, Day & Lord.
Senator MAYBANK. Is that the firm Mr. Brownell belongs to?
Mr. GROSS. I believe he was a partner.
Senator MAYBANK. Brownell belongs to the law firm that you con-

sulted?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Rodick
Senator MAYBANK. And they advised you what to do?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Rodick is a partner.
Senator MAYBANK. He is a niemer of the firm and Mr. Brownell

was a member of the firm; was that not correct?
Mr. GROSS. I believe he was.
Senator MAYBANK. When was that?
Mr. GROSS. You are speaking now of when we consulted him?
Senator MATBANK. To get the information from the firm that you

mentioned. What did you say his name was?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Rodick, of Lord, Day & Lord.
Senator MAYBANK. What date was it?
Mr. GROSS. Well, Mr. Rodick has been advising us for a great num-

ber of years.
Senator MAYBANK. Does lie still advise you?
Mr. GROSS. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Thank you.
The CHAIRM.\N. How long has he been advising you?
Mr. GRoss. About 10 ears.

The (H.\Iu1M.N. In other words, you have been using the law firm
of Lord, Day & Lord for 10 years.?

Mlr. d ROSS. No, sir. I donit believe Mr. Rodick was with the firm
when we first consulted him. He went with them sometime or other.
I don't know about that.
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TLhe CI.IRM,N. Are there any other questions?
SVnator SPARKMAN. Was tle a(lvice with reference to your tax

problems merely advice as to how to proceed'?
You haven't had any tax difficulties, have you?

r. SIMtoN. Senator, may I say that tiere is a case pending in NMw
York. I think Mr. Gross will agree. They took long-terni cap11itl
gaines on the money and the Commissoimer of Internal Revenue is now
litigating witl them in New York a, to tile propriety of the ,apit:l
gains and claiming it is not - capital gain.

Is that riglt, Mr. Gross j
Mr. Giv)ss. Yes, sir.
Senator MAV1.ANK. Who advised you to take capital gains?
Mr. GRss. We always consulted with Mr. Rodick on that.
Senator .MiAYB.\NK. And that is the firm that Mr. Brownell belnlz

to; is that right .
Mr. GROss. I believe Mr. Brownell was a partner in the firm, Ve. sir.
Senator MAYBANK. I)o they still represent you?
Mr. Gn,,ss. Yes, sir.
Senator M.YBANK. And the internal revenue agent in New York i.

negotiating with y)u
Mr. (Im'oss. I know of no negotiations. We have had a trial in the

Tax Court.
Mr. SIMo,. One witless testified before this committee a c,iple of

weeks ago that in one of the Shirley Duke corporations thev reciv(,l
a letter from the ('omlissioner of Intermal Revenue saving that the
distribution would l)e treated as a long-term capital gain, which is

contrary to the l)osition the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
taking in the Gross case in New York. We have a letter from the
('ommissioner of Internal Revenue dated July 13 in wlich he wanted
to call the committee's attention to the fact that there were (; Slirley
Duke corporations and while the Commissioner's office liad on October
18, 19.50, written an advance opinion as to 1 of the Shirley Duke cir-
porations tlat they wmld treat it as a long-term capital wtin anI,
tlat while the present Commissioner considers that opinion bindiii-or
as to that 1 Shirley Duke corporation, as to the other 5 Shirley Duke
corporations he is taking the same position, that it is not a capital 'za in.
that he is taking in the tax case in New York against the ('r,,--
interests.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection. we will place this letter in tht
record.

Senator MA.YBA INK. I am ,,lad to hear that. He told me tlat. I
talked to him some time ago. As I understand, the background of
this whole thing started in the Internal Revenue Service in con-
nection with these tax cases.

(The letter referred to follows:)
I'NITED RTATIES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE'
W1ashington .5, July 13, 19.; j.

Hon. HOMER E. CAPEHART
Chairman. C'ommittcc on Banking and Ceurrency,

United State8 Senate, Wash4ngton 25, D. C.
.M DE.R MR. CHAIRMAN: My attention has been called to the testim","Y 01

June 30, 1954, before your committee of Mr. Carl Budwesky regarding tax treat-
ment of certain distributions made by the six corporations which built the
Shirley-Duke Apartments. I understand that Mr. Budwesky testified to the
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,effe-t that distributions of excess mortgage money made by the various Shirley-
l)uke corporations were treated as capital gains by the stockholders on the basis
,of an advance ruling from the Internal Revenue Service.

Mr. Budwesky's testimony inay have left the committee with the impression
that the Service has ruled that the (listrihutions by all six corporations would
he entitled to capital gains treatment. Since the Service has not so ruled, I
woull(l like to take this opportunity to clarify the matter.

It is true that on the basis of a request for ruling made in a letter dated
(Ji.ther 18, 1950, an advance ruling- was issued to Shirley-D)uke Apartments,
Section III, Inc., on November 30, 1950. However, upon reconsideration the In-
ternal Revenue S3ervice adopted the position now being litigated ill The Tax
Court of the United States in the case of George M. and Anna Gross. et al.,
dockets 46260-46270. This position is that the distributions are to be treated
as ordinary income rather than as capital gain.

Section 3791 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code lpro-ides authority under which
the (ommissioner may prescribe the extent to) which any ruling., may le applied
without retroactive effect. Under the authority of this provision it is the policy
of the Service not to apply a new ruling retroactively where the taxpayer has
acted in reliance upon a different interpretation of the law expressed to it in an
earlier ruling from thiis office. In accordance with this policy the ruling toi the
Shirley-Duke Apartments, Section III, Inc., will be honored. As to the five
Shirley-Duke corporations which did not receive written rulings, the taxpayers
as well as the district director of internal revenue have been advised that dis-
tributions from such corporations will be treated in a manner consistent with
the position taken in the Gross eases unless a different disposition of the matter
is required by the decisions of the courts.

Very truly yours,
T. ("01.EM.\N ANDREWS., (' ,mmi.xsioner.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions? If not we thank
you. Mr. Gross.

Mr. GRoss. May I submit a statement for the record?
The CHAIRMAN. You may submit a statement for the record. With-

out objection, it will be made a part of the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATE ENT BY ALFRED GRoss,. SECRrARY (IF GLEN OAKS Vil AGE, INC.

My name is Alfred Gross. I nm a builder. I :in also secretary of the Glen
I)ak- Village corporations, and have held that office since the c(rporations were
organized.

With your permission. we would like to point out respectfully sone facts
,'neerlning Glen Oaks Village which may clear up soiie misapprehensions allout
the lroj((t.

NVe would like to tell you what we did at each stage of the job and the reasons
fir each move.

'he story of Glen Oaks Villhire 1 -i us in 194;. We were building 1- :in(d 2-
|.fuilv houses for sale. That is our regular business. We have been in that
Iliisili.ss since 1896. As far back as 192S. we built and sold 1,0 lilies in 1
.vyer. We were just flnil-hintz a group (of 21N) 2-family houses and exliectd to
siart another group in (lien Onks. Before \we started Glen Oaks. however, we
hiecaie interested In the p,-sillility 1of :1 large rental project, instead of houses
for sale.

Ve had built and sold thousands of houses financed with FHA-inqured mlort-
"za and naturally were interested in what FI. hid to say. They were
rtinnici, a national (campaign. They were issaiiin bulletins and leaflet. nilin
announcements on the radio and in the newspapers, and holding public meetings,
iirgin-. builders to build apartments for rent under 60S. They pointed out the
:idvantages of the 608 Tro,_,ralil. We could izet a 90-percent mortgage. IFA
wfuhi inure buildin-loan adv:nCes.

There were disadvant:es. There w:is rent control. New York ('ity had. and
,[ill hia rent control. It would he (lifficult to rent our apartments in competition
with rents for existing apartments frozen at very low levels. No New York
Iullilder had been willin-r, ill) to that time. to take this risk. There wan the fact

that we would have to pay out nearly $2 million in cash on the closing of the
lnortzaige. and in addition, post $3,300,000 in personal guaranties. This involved
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tying up over $5 million. There was the fact that we had to build for a fixed
price in a rising market. When we build houses for sale, we can change the
style of our houses, or our prices, to meet changing conditions, but when yu
undertake to build 3,000 apartments at one time, you can't change anything.
This was a real risk.

After weighing all these pros and cons, although the proposition was not as
attractive as a sales Job, we decided to go ahead. We were the first big j'ost-
war 608 rental job in the New York area. When we started, many other builders
followed.

After deciding to go ahead, we went to FHA who fixed the value of our land
at $965 a lot. This value was for land in New York City improved with paved
streets, sidewalks, curbs, sewers, gas, water, and electricity.
We went to an architect and had some preliminary drawings made. We filed

these sketches, together with other exhibits and our application, with FH.'.
This application, which showed our estimated requirements, was filled out Iy ii'
in accordance with instructions and information contained in various documents
and bulletins issued by FHA. Our estimated requirements were not l':lied ,,l
actual facts. No facts were available. We had no definite plans on whi-h we
could get prices for either materials or subcontracts. FHA had the right to decide
how many buildings we could build, how many rooms, how many apartments,
the number of garages, and the equipment to be furnished. These itemn were
subject to change by FHA at any time prior to the issuance of the muirtx.m,
commitment. It is only when the commitment is issued that FHA definitely
states just what the final plans and specifications will call for. It is only after
we get the commitment that we can draw the actual plans for the job, and it is
when these plans are finished that we first find out what our probable costs will
be. It took FHA over 18 months to issue the commitments covering Glen (laks
Village.

Eventually we filed all our final plans and specifications with FHA. When
they approved them, we made the required payments in cash of $1,926.292 and
gave the required guaranties for $3,332,805, signed personally by our wives aLd
ourselves and backed by everything we owned.

There seems to be some impression that Glen Oaks was built with a cash out-
lay by the builders of ony $100,000. This probably refers to the $90,000 capital
stock issued by our companies. The cash and guaranties I have just mentioned
are in addition to the capital stock.

Before FHA would accept our guaranty, we had to submit a financial tate-
ment showing a net worth of over $5 million. While FHA insures the bank who
lends the mort,.rage money, the builder insures FHA that the job will lie c.,m-

pleted.
The next point I would like to discuss Is what it cost to build Glen Oaks Village.
A home builder knows two amounts, his cash outlay and his sales price. The

difference between these two amounts is his margin. It may be a mnrii of
profit, or if things go wrong, only a margin of safety against loss. In Glen ()al
Village, our cash outlay, not Including land or fees was $2.,816,382 and our mort-
gage was $24,359,900. The difference of $543,518 was our cash margin, a little
over 2 percent.

In addition to the total mortgage proceeds of $24,359,900, we had received
other money during construction and when the job was finished. We had sold
our mortzages at $475,104 above par, and we had also collected $3.75 ;.1N in

rent during the 2%-year construction period.
On completion of Glen Oaks Village, this is how we stood.

We had in-
Mortgage proceeds ------------------------------------ $24, 370
Mortgage premium --------------------------------------- 475. 1(4
Rent ------------------------------------------------ 3, 756, 103

Ttl-----------------------------------------------2,511Total_ 23816 ,3102

We had paid out --------------------------------------- 2381382

Balance --------------------------------------------- 4, 7, 72,

Of this balance, $4.774,725 cash on hand, we distributed $4,600,000 to ourtock-

holders and left $174,725 in the corporation. Over $4,200,000 of this distributions
was due to money received other than the mortgage proceeds. This was n 610
corporation with no restrictions on distributions, dividends, or rate of return.

This fact is clearly stated on pages 11 and 14 of a bulletin issued by the National
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Housing Agency, entitled "Rental Housing for Veterans." We relied on this
statement. However, when FHA requested information about this distribution,
we supplied it.

(;len Oaks Village was completed and fully rented. We think it was well de-
signed and well built. It won first prize in the Queens County Chamber of Com-
merce competition for "excellence of design and civic value." The value is there,
no matter what "cost" figure is used.

Glen Oaks Village hns been almost fully rented since It was finished. We have
pever charged the ceiling rent. We have, however, charged sufficient rent to
meet the mortgage payments, maintain the property, and provide good services
for the tenants :

Ve pay no management fees. There have been no dividends to stockholders
since 1949. I do not know exactly how much Glen Oaks Village is worth today,
because there is nothing exactly like it in New York with which to compare it.
However, Glen Oaks is, basically, a group of 1,452 two-family houses with garages
and other facilities.

insidere r the two-family houses we built nearby in 1946. We sold them for
$17,500. Today they are being resold for $21,000 without garages. Using these
recent nearby sales as a basis for comparative value. Glen Oaks should be worth,
conservatively, over $30 million today.

Payments we have made against the mortgage to date have already reduced
the FHA risk by nearly $3 million. We have paid off $1,704,000 in amortization
end have given FHA $680,600 in mortgage insurance premiums. There is in
various reserve accounts on deposit with the mortgagee, $562,450. We have no
doubt that every dollar of this mortgage will be paid back.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Victor H. Nyborg, the
president of the Association of Better Business Bureaus in New York
City: Mr. John R. Hoffman, the vice president of the National Better
Business Bureaus; and Mr. Hugh R. Jackson, the president of the
New York City Better Busiue-,s Bureau.

If you three gentlemen will come up together, we will appreciate it.
Will you gentlemen give your nanes to the reporter and then I will

swear all of you in.
Mr. NYBORO. I am Victor H. Nyborg, president of the Association

of Better Business Bureaus, 405 Iexington Avenue, New York City.
Mr. JACKSON. Hugh R. Jacksoin, president, Better Business Bureau

cf New York City, 280 Broadway, New York.
Mr. HOFFMAN. John Robert Hoffman, National Better Business

Bureau, 455 Lexington Avenue. New York City.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you gentlemen solemnly swear that the testi-

mony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and noth-
ing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. NYBORO. I do.
Mr. JACKSON. I do.
Mr. HOFFMAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness will be Mr. Jackson, president of

the New York City Better Business Bureau.
Mr. SIMON. You have made an inquiry into the title I housing

program in the New York City area, have you not? .

TESTIMONY OF HUGH R. SACKSON, PRESIDENT, BETTER BUSINESS
BUREAU OF NEW YORK CITY

Mr. JACKSON. Yes, we have.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us the results of your inquiry into the

New York City title 1 housing program?
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Counsel, I have prepared a statement summariz-

ing the experience of the New York City Better Business Bureau in

561
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terms of the number and the character of complaints that we have
received. Would it be in order for me to present that to the com-
mittee at this time?

The CHAmMAN. How long will it take you ?
Mr. JACKSON. It is a statement of about 20 minutes, or I can try

to brief it down if you would prefer, sir.
The CII.TIMAN. Is it. cases?
Mr. JACKSON. That is right.
The CIIATRMAN. It is cases that you have found-
Mr. JACKSON. Regarding home-improvement complaints from the

public in which FHA title I loans are concerned.
The CIAIRM.N. Do you have extra copies of your statement?
Mr. JACKSON. I do.
The CIAIRMAN. Let us have copies up here. I presume it might

save time to read it.
M\r. JACKSON. Let me summarize rather than reading the full state.

ment for the committee's record.
The CHA\nM.N. Without objection, your statement will be made

a part of the record and then your comments will likewise be made
a part of the record.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF HUGH R. JACKSON, PRESIDENT, THE BETTER BUSINE8s BUREAU Of
NEw YORK CITY. INC.

Gentlemen, I am appearing here today in response to your request and sub-
pens to give you such information as is available to the Better Business Bureau
of New York City regarding certain dealer practices and the consumer reaction
to these practices in the field of home improvements in the Now York City area.
Mr. Nyborg of the Association of Better Business Bureaus has already informed
you of the objectives, interests, and methods of operation of the various better
business bureaus throughout the country in this general field. His statement
on these matters also covers the Better Business Bureau of New York City and
I shall therefore not repeat what he has said, or describe the general organiza-
tion :1n( objectives of the New York City Better Business Bureau.

In presenting the facts to you regarding the volume and character of com-
plaints which have been received by us regarding home improvements it i, im-
portant to remind you that these facts should he viewed in their proper perspec-
tive. They should not produce in your minds or the minds of the public an un-
favorably distorted picture of the ethics, responsibility, and reliability of the
overwhelming majority of companies which are providing adequate and honest
service to the public in the home-improvements field.

It must he remembered that the public contacts the better business bureau when
it has doubts or wishes information about the reliability of a specific company,
or when it has a specific complaint to lodge about the practices of a given com-
pany. People do not write or call the bureau when they are satisfied with the
service which they receive from a business concern so that our files neoe~qarily
contain the negative data where there has been consumer dissatisfaction. I
shoul like to make it as clear to you as I can, however, that, in our ju1wlefnt

and experience, the vast majority of business concerns whlch are engaged in
making home improvements in the New York area are conducted by olnest and
reliable businessmen. This general field of business has, however, hid more
than its sh're of "fast-buck boys" who have had little or no interest in providing
fair and honest service to the public. It is about the practices of this latter
groups tI't I wish to testify in particular.

In order to ,ive you the overall pietiire let me point out that during the past
18 months the New York Better Buslness Bureau has r'cei4d a total of .1pprOl-
imately 2.150 complaints regarding various transactions In the fields of bi-i
ness which we classify in the home-improvement field. This represents alnt
5 percent of all the complaint. received by the bureau regarding all types of
business transactions (iirinig this period-a percentage which was exceeded Only
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by complaints received regarding television sales and service, furniture, home
al)pliance and women's apparel. IDuring this same 18-month period we received
a total of more than 9,500 inquiries about Iusinesses in the home-improvement
field. This is the number of people who called, wrote, or visited the New York
bureau to inquire about the reliability of companies in this field. It perhaps has
sme significance that the inquiries regariing home-improvenwit companies
represented a somewhat greater proportion of the total inquiries received about
all types of business than did the coilpanies. The 9,500 inquiries constituted
over 7 percent of the total inquiries received by the bureau regarding all fields
of business, whereas complaints in this field were slihtly less than 5 per(enkt of
total €complaints received al)ouit all business practices.

of the total of 2,150 complaints whlich the bureau recorded in the home-
iml)rovement field, the great majority involved transactions which were eligible
for insured financing by the FIIA under title I. Our own statistical classib.c-
tions for recording home-improvement inquiries and complaints are not com-
pletely identical with the list of items which are eligible for FHA financing but
we would conservatively estimate that at least 1,80)0 of the 2.150 complaints
woild Ibe eligible for FHlA-instired loans. This is not to say that all of the 1,800
traiisactions were, in fact, title I FIIA-insured loans. The majority of com-
plainants who communicate with the bureau recite their experiences with the
dealer involved and do not refer to the flln.ing institution or the FllA. A spot

elwck of our files indicates that in .'i iot 20 percent of the cases received by us,
mention is made of the fatct that the lrij,'it has been fiman(ced by an FHA-insured
loan. It is obvious. however, that a imuch larger proportiom of the total is
netually financed under the ternis and regulations reo.arding title I loans.

The bureau is primarily concerned with seing that the public gets a fair
deal from business and with curbing and restraining unethical business prac-
ti(.,- rather than with keeping staitistic-:. I cannot therefore give you a detailed
breakdown of the volume of complaints re,_ arding each of the many varieties of
home improvements about which the bureau receive, information. I can break
the total figures down somewhat further, however. The largest single source of
complaint to the New York bureau regarding home improvements has to do with
((ibination storm windows and door.s. We estimate that approximately 1.(50

of the 2,150 complaints enumerated fall inl this caterm-ry. Another 350 relate to
furnace and heating equipment. The remnainin.-z 754) include a wide miscellany
of items including such things as awnings, carpentry, fire-alarm systems. land-
m(aping and shrubbery, painting, plastering, plumbing, and roofing and siding.

The problems for the consumer in the field of combination storm windows and
doors have arisen largely through the activities of a comparatively small number
of dealers who have engaged in extensive bait-advertising practices along with
hi h-pressure selling by their salesmen when a contact is secured through such
advertising, and an extremely sloppy job of installation of windows and doors
when a sale is consummated. By bait advertising, we mean the offering of
combination storm windows at a fantastically low price through radio, tele-
vision, or newspaper advertising when there is no sincere intention or even
willingness to sell windows at the advertised price. Such advertising is used
merely to gain leads to sell a much more expensive product.

The practices in this field led to such serious abuse of the public and so much
loss of confidence in the whole industry that the New York Better Busin,-es Bu-
reau undertook a special program almost two years azo in cooperation with
responsible local dealers and the National Combination Storm Window and Door
Institute to adopt standards for advertising and selling in this field and to alert
the Public about the bad practices of the minority who were causing most of
the difficulty. A special educational booklet titled "Things You Should Know
About Combination Storm Windows and Doors" has been prepared by the bureau
and more than 60.000 copies have been distributed to the public by the bureau
and cooperating elements of the industry. Despite the constructive steps that
have been taken however a small group of companies continues to deceive the
public and create widespread public complaint.

The Practices of these dealers gave rise some 3 months ago to a request from
the attorney general of New York State that the files of the bureau he made
available to him for investigation by his office. Except for relatively recent
complaints our files on these companies are therefore not immediately available
for nn'lysls and report to you at this time.

The serious character of these complaints is revealed however by tle fact that
on Monday of this week. July 12. the State attorney general has filed allica-
tion with the supreme court in New York and has been granted leave by the
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court to proceed with an action to dissolve one of the corporations which has been
under investigation. This company is the Bell Home Improvement Corp. At
the same time, consent injunctions and decrees were filed with the court whereby
three other companies are enjoined, restrained, and prohibited from et,,,aging
in practices similar to those with which Bell is charged. Any violations of these
injunctions will leave these companies under penalty of dissolution by the at.
torney general as well as contempt of court. The companies against whom such
judgments were entered on July 12 were Laurin Home Improvements Co., Iilc.,
Dorwin Sales Co., Inc., and Norman Venetian Blind & Shade Corp. The attorney
general is continuing his investigation of some six other companies operating in
this field.

I know of no way to give you a more accurate or succinct picture of the meal.
practices carried on by the small segment of the storm-window industry than to
place before you pertinent sections of the affidavit submitted by Assistant Attor.
ney General Halperin of New York State in conjunction with the application filed
for leave to proceed with action for the dissolution of the Bell Home Improvement
Corp. The statements contained herein apply of course only to the Bell Corp. but
they would, in our judgment, apply with equal accuracy to several other com-
panies operating in this field.

After setting forth the background of the establishment of Bell Home Im-
provement Corp., the attorney general's affidavit to the court contains the fol.
lowing statements:

"The nature of the complaints against this company became so shocking that
the attorney general was moved to conduct an investigation into the business
practices and methods of this corporation. During the course of this investiga-
tion numerous customers of the Bell Home Improvement Corp. were examined
under oath, and a mass of documentary evidence examined, analyzed, and
summarized.

"This proof in the possession of the attorney general demonstrates a bare-faced
and continuous fraud upon the public of such a character as to shock the con-
science of anyone familiar with the facts.

"The principals of Bell Home Improvement Corp. caused to be published in
newspapers and other media of public distribution and of mass circulation, ad.
vertisements which such officers of the corporation knew at the time were false
and fraudulent, and who knowingly and willfully prepared such copy for publi-
cation with the unscrupulous intent of victimizing and fleecing the public of
this ,State. The lure and the bait used by the said officers of such corporation
in this deliberate scheme to loot the funds of the public of this State was the
offer in bold type of storm windows and doors for sale at ridiculous and manifestly
impossible prices. The officers of the corporation in discussion with this ,ffie
have frankly admitted that the offer of storm windoWs and doors for sale at the
extreme low prices advertised was for the purpose of obtaining entry into the
home of members of the public who might be interested in the purchase of storm
windows and doors.

'This insertion of misleading and deceptive advertising was not an isolated
act on the part of the corporation. On the contrary, there was a continuous
stream of advertisements offering for sale allegedly double and triple track
storm windows of high quality aluminum at prices ranging from $11.88 down to
$9.95.

The investigation by this office reveals that the type of window so advertised
by the Bell Home Improvement Corp. cost them about $10 each, and that the in-
stallation charge per window which the corporation is required to expend is $2.
Consequently, the cost of such a window so installed would be approximately
$12. It is therefore patent that the actual installed cost to Bell Home Improve-
ment Corp. of such a window would be higher than the advertised price, without
taking into consideration the additional cost of overhead, shipping, delivery,
advertising, and a reasonable profit.

"When a prospect responds to one of these advertisements a salesman promptlY
appears at the home of the person making such a call. These salesmen work
on a commission basis. They receive training and are coached by the principals
of the corporation prior to making any contacts with prospects. These saleS-
men do not receive any commission if the result of their discussions with a pros,
pect is an arrangement for the window advertised. They receive suilMItntial
commissions, however, if they in turn succeed in making a sale of the storm
window, at whatever high price they can succeed by guile and artifice in pro-
moting the innocent customers to accept. The salesmen are instructed and it
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is the practice of such salesmen to appear at the home of the prospect with a
battered, small sample of the advertised window. According to the proof, these
salesmen either say nothing at all about the advertised window, or make such
remarks as, that the advertised window "won't stand up," "You're not getting
your money's worth," "It's a cheap window," "It requires scrubbing with steel
wool every month," and "It will pit and corrode, "It is not anodized," or other
depreciatory remarks.

"Following these astounding attacks upon the advertised product by the sales-
man, either before or after the low-priced order is taken, a bright, shiny, and
glowing model of a far more expensive window or a section of such a winflow
is then demonstrated with appropriate testimonials. The price of this window
varies from $25 to $60 per window, as the traffic allows. Should a customer
insist upon purchasing the less expensive window, the advertised product, the
salesman either says the window will not suit the home or that sonieone else
will call to make the measurements and will almost always avoid writing up an
order for this less expensive window. The testimony also reveals that virtually
no sales culminating in delivery of the advertised window have been made. The
few actual sales of these windows have all resulted from pressure brought by
the Better Business Bureau or by an attorney instituting suit on behalf of a
customer.

"The testimony further indicates that where the customer insists and a sale
has to be made at the advertised price, the corporation engages in a sit-down
strike with respect to the delivery of these windows and that customers are un-
able to obtain these windows, although in some crises a period of 9 months has
elapsed. The high-priced window of course, as the salesman indicates, is de-
liverable almost immediately.

"The testimony also reveals that it is the deceitful practice of this corporation
to have a customer sign an order form and give a deposit for the low-priced
window; immediately thereafter, the salesman will begin to) berate and dis-
parage the window lie just sold. Thus confronted with these astounding state-
ments, the 'sucker' is then induced to switch to the high-priced window.

"In addition the testimony reveals that when customers have ordered time high-
priced windows, the storm windows that they receive do not measure up to the
sample window and the promises of the salesman, and that all complaints and
demands for service, or the return of deposits are coldly rebuffed by the Bell
Home Improvement Corp."

The attorney general's affidavit goes on to make the followinrz charge which
will be of special and particular interest to this committee:

"The flagrant, continuous illegal conduct of the corporation and its officials
is also indicated by testimony shiwing that the fraud was not confined to the
public itself, hut also consisted in attempting to defraud the Federal Housing
Administration. This was accomplished in the following manner:

"Tile customers were in most cases induced to buy 'on time.' The purpose of
avoiding cash sales was to work a racket with the Federal Housing Administra-
tion by obtaining from the customers (ompletion certificates attesting to the fact
that the windows described therein had been fully installed to tile satisfaction
of the customers, whereas, in truth and in fact, these completion certificates were
signed at or about the time that the order was given. The customers, of course,
were unaware of the fact that among the papers being signed by them were such
completion certificates. These completion certificates were used in an FHA
application to some bank or trust company. Upon the basis thereof, cash for
the full purchase price was obtained by the corporation prior to the delivery and
installation of the storm windows and despite any subsequent complaint of the
customers. By this practice the corporation and its officials conspired and com-
bined to evade the salutory provisions of title I of the National Housing Act."

In order to give you a more detailed picture of the type of complaint which
is registered with the bureau regarding home improvements we have made an

analysis of 100 written complaints drawn from the files of several companies
which have been the source of substantial public protest and objection. Most of
these relate to home improvements other than in the storm-window tield, al-
though a few recent storm-window complaints have been included. A study
of these 100 cases shows that in 70 percent of the total the complainant alleges
that the product or work done was unsatisfactory and the dealer has either re-
fused to do anything by way of service or repair of the job or has not done so
to the customer's satisfaction. In 11 instances the customer has complained
that the Job was not fully completed according to specifications. In over half
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of the cases of unsatisfactory performance the homeowner had received a .
cific .rnlaranty from the company which they state was unfulfilled. In 2.3 of the
100 cases the consumer refers to high pressure selling tactics on the part of the
salesmen. These tactics included claims that a decision would have to be
reached immediately if the Job was to be done at a supposedly special low prife
because the company had workmen who needed to be put to work the tim\t day,
and special bonus offers of one sort or another if the consumer would ilnedi-
ately sign on the dotted line. In 22 cases there were charges of bait advertL;ir 1,,
and delayed delivery or failure to deliver the advertised product in accordanv
with the "gimmick" practices which I have previously described to you. One Of
the favorite devices of the unethical operator in the home-improvement field is
the use of the so-called model home and bonus-plan scheme. Under these pla,
the homeowner is induced to have his house sprayed with mastic paint or r-
roofed or re-sided on the claim that he is being given a special price s o that hi,
hoiti, may he ii.ed as a model to show other homeowners in the area. Thi, is
frequently accompanied with the further alluring "gimmick" that the cowl:ui,'r
will be ;iven a $.50 credit on his costs for every job that is done within hi.
community as a result of his home having been done first by the company. Nted-
less to say this is fakery and misrepresentation of the first order and no qwecial
pri(e is, in fact, offered, nor are bonuses paid. In 11 of the 10M cases analyzed
by the bureau the model home approach was used by the salesman in consum-
niatinmr the (leal and in 10 instances the bonus plan was also involved. Finally
I should add with respect to this analysis that there is specific indieatiim in at
lea-t 4 oif the 100 cases that the customer was induced to sign the conijlleti,,i
certificate before the job ha( actually been completed.

Excerpts of some actual letters received by the bureau will perhaps e-rve a,
helpful illustrations to your committee of the type of complaint which is mad,.
by the public against the fraudulent fringe of operators in this field. As an
example of the model home scheme let me read you significant portions of a let-
ter received by uls from a complainant against a company known as Abbott Hme
Modernizers, Inc. The complainant wrote us as follows:

" SEPTEMBER 21, 1' ""

"This may just be a waste of your time, but I would like to tell you amut it
concern, which I'm afraid I was unfortunate enough to do business with.

"It is Abbott Home Modernizers, Inc., (;2-51 Woodhaven Boulevard, Rego Park
74, Long Island.

"Their representative. Mr. B. Farr, talked to my wife during the day iof
Wednesday, Jifly 22. 1953, and he and his boss returned that same evening to ,it.
(-is. their pro,, position with my wife and I.

"They were selling 'Pressure Kote,' a chemical compound containing paint.
mica. asbestos, etc., which is applied to the exterior of the house by spraving1 un-
der high pressure.

"They stated that it was expensive but did many things, such as insulate and
fireproof, as well as being guaranteed for 20 years not to chip, crack, fade, blis-
ter, peel, arid so on. This meant I would be free of painting my house for at
least 20 years and they made it sound pretty good. Also this guaranty \Nas to
be delivered by U united States mall, meaning that they must back it up or
b~e uilty o~f defraud by mail.

"Then they started outlining their proposition. They stated that they ,h.sired
to expand their business and branch out into this area in which we are located.
In faet they claimed to bave 12 salesmen ready to start working this section and
were rather anxious to get started as these men were receiving their sa.larit's
while waiting. The only thing that was holding then up, was they watntel to
have a "show house" for these nien to use as an example.

"it was in this respect that they asked if we would please cooperate, With
them. They pleaded, 'Please, have faith in us and you will never be sorry.'
The proposal was that we were to have our house 'Pressure koted' and allow
them to take pictures and bring prospective customers to examine the applica-
tion. For this we were to receive $50 for each house they did In our area, even
though it might not be necessary to show our house to climax the sale, until
we had received the cost of the application to our home. We also were to iv.eelw
3 gallons of foundation trim paint which I said I would apply myself.

"The cost of this job on our house was to be $990. No downpayment would
be necessary. The first payment would be In 60 days, with 36 monthly pay-
ments of $31.57. Under ordinary conditions this payment added to myv present
mortgage payment and other obligations would be more than I could handle,
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But they assured me, that from past experience with their product in other
localities, they would easily get at least 20 homes to process.

"Usually I am the type person who is very skeptical with salesmen. In fact,
after discussions with my wife and others I felt that sometimes I'm even a little
unreasonable and a bottleneck to business expansion. But these men seemed to
be honest and very sincere. Their product seemed worth while, so I decided to
cooperate and work along with them.

"They left stating they would he back in a couple of days to take pi'tiires et'.
in preparation for a local advertising campaign. Later that sanin evening M'r.
F'arr telephoned saying he had forgotten to get my place of emilo~yielit and a
few other details and I told him I would like to have something in writing from
him covering the details of our 'show house' agreement. lie said lie most cer-
tainly would bring down the details in written form and not to worry about a
thing. Just have a little faith in theim and everything would work out all riglt.

"The following Saturday afternoon a crew of men showed up with their ma-
terials and equipment. They asked if they might leave their equipment over-
night and (t1 the Job the next (lay, Sunday. as they had orders to get the job
done as soon as possible as this was to be a 'model house.' They completed the
job but left me no foundation paint, zis they said the salesman was to bring it.

".ll this rush seemed to tie iii with their statement of wanting to start s:tles-
men working in this area. But time went on and we neither seen anyone or
heard anything except to receive c(,rreslpondence from the 'rudential Savin .s
Bank, Broadway and Vernon Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., stating that our
monthly payments would be $31.1;2 starting September 25, 19:3.

"We continued to wait, giving them the benefit of any (louhits in our minds,
figuring they had just been delayed in starting their sales program.

"On August 26, I wrote Mr. Farr a short general-type letter saying we had
expected to see him back before this time: what were we to do if anyone inquired
of the finish on our house, and would hie please bring the lnasonry paint so I
could apply it before bad weather.

"The evening of Tuesday, September 1. my wife. the children and I were out
visiting friends. When we returned there were 3 gallons of masonry paint and

several prospective customer cards at the front door. (I'm enclosing one of
these cards.) You can see these cards come nowhere near covering our agret-
ment. We have heard nothing or see no one since.

"This concern may be very reliable and they may have been very sincere in
their offer to us, but it seems they are- doing nothing toward their part of the
bargain. I feel that they obtained iny sale under false pretenses and mis-
represented themselves by selling me on a proposal I don't think they ever in-
tended to carry out. Their failure to l)roduce the 20-year guaranty even leaves
Die unable to use this finish as a selling point in (.as it becomes necessary for
me to sell my house. I have nothing in writing except a copiy of the original
order form and guess I'm stuck with a bill I'll Just have to pay in some manner
(ir another.

"I wanted to pass my dealings with this companyy on to you. Your files may
already contain information on this concern, hut I wanted to try, If they are
-s unreliable as they seem, to expose them and possibly save some other young
struggling couples from a similar situation."

A.s another example of this type of approach let me cite ' complaint received
regarding the Pioneer Home Equipment Co. of Newark, N. J., a concern which
went bankrupt late in 1952 and whlch left a trail of dissatisfied and irate cus-
touters behind them.

J.ANUVARY 2, 1952.
"Three months ago we contracted to have our house painted by Pioneer Home

Improvement ('Co. of Newark. N. J. We were told by Mr. Miller, who is a
salesman for this company that they wanted to use our house as a model, since
they were just starting to work on Long Island. Mr. Miller said the price of
the job would be $1,950 to any other customers they may get but our price
Would be $1,240. We were to tell anyone who asked the price, that we paid
$1..50. We were to get a perfect Job and $50 for every customer they got
through this Job. We feel sure now that Mr. Miller is just a high pressure
salestian. He said we had to ,.,ive an answer that night because they wanted
U, start work the next day and if we didn't get the work (!one now we would
he1'P to pay the higher price later.
, "According to Mr. Miller the jot, would require 4 men working and 3 days for
preparation alone. The entire Job, would take at least 2 full weeks. The next
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morning this company sent out 2 men who did the entire jot) in one day and
a half. We were promised that all cracks in our stucco house would be repaired,
ivy removed from all walls, and many minor promises that were never ful.
filled.

"Our house had ivy on portions of all walls. The main vines were torn off
and the many remaining pieces of ivy were merely sprayed over. These lleces
protrude as much as 2 inches on many areas. The job is so poor that it is
unbelievable that we are being asked to pay for the job.

"We are now in the process of obtaining bids on the cost to redo this work
to a good job and it is our intention to sue for this amount.

"We have never signed a completion slip, yet the bank threatens to impo0
fines on us.

-We are very hitter in this situation and there are violations of the contract,
sufficient to require them to do the entire job over. Because of the bulldog tWe
tics of this company we do not feel any courtesies on our part are necessary'.
The col)r of the paint is not even as specified, nor Is the brdnd of paint a
specified in the contract. Two more men were sent out to redo the job. They
spent a day and a half trying to patch up the job, which is still disgraceful.

"I have never failed to pay a bill in my life and we will certainly pay for
this job if it is completed to our satisfaction.

"No one has even had the decency to come and talk with us concerning the
job and we are convinced this is a profitable racket this company is perpe-
trating on the public. The 2 men who were here to do the job over said they
had 3 other houses to do over after they finished ours."

A final example of the model home and bonus scheme which also illustrates
the occasional indication that outstanding bills are consolidated and included
in FHA loans is one regarding a firm known as Approved Home Developers,
Inc. This complainant writes as follows: JUNE 15, 1953.

"I wish to report the following salesmanship practice to you on the part of
salesmen from the Approved Home Developers, Inc., 69-12 Austin Street, l'or ,t
Hills, N. Y.

"Two of their salesmen approached me, whose names are a Mr. Donner and
Mr. J. M. Walters. Mr. Walters said he was the son of the inventor of the

siding known as Brixite and that he wanted to use my home as a model home
in the community in order to stimulate sales of the said material. In return
I was supposed to receive a 20 percent discount on the cost plus a bonus for every

house that was covered by them within a 3-mile radius of my house. Also I
was to receive a picture taken of my house before and after the job was com-

pleted. A few days after the job was completed, two friends of mine within a

mile of my home told me they had been approached by the same company and

offered the same proposition, and as you probably know from other sources, I

Lave not heard from them again.
"If this information can be passed on to the FHA, they also advanced me money

to pay off some small outstanding bills In order to get the Job and the amount

was added to cost of doing the Job.
"Hoping that you might be able to use the above information as a means of

stopping the company from using same tactics In selling their services to other

homeowners, I remain,"
As a further illustration of the violation of FHA regulations by some of these

operators let me cite another complaint regarding Approved Home DeveloPers.
This (omplainant writes as follows:

MNARCH 4. 1!1A.

"It appears that we have been victimized in connection with an FHA title I

loan for home improvement, and I am wondering if the Better Business Bureau

can be of any help.
"Last December 5, Mrs. Arthur and I jointly signed an agreement with AP

proved Home Developers, Inc., 69-12 Austin St., Forest Hills, covering a spray

paint job on our house, plus window trim, plus supply, and installation of two
aluminum storm doors.

"The agreement provided 60 monthly installments of $35 per month, and we

signed a note with the Prudential Savings Bank, Broadway and Vernon Avenue,

Brooklyn 21.
"The company delivered as agreed on the spray painting, did the trim including

storm windows-except that the latter were left scattered around the y:rd to

dry-but did not deliver the storm doors, which were represented verbally to

us worth $165.
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"I was presented with an FHA completion certificate after the spray was
applied, which I refuse to sign. Another crew did the trim, anl presented a
(.1,I11pletion certificate to Mrs. Arthur in my absence. She had just been returned
that morning, December 21, front it hospital where she had undergone surgery.
The head of the pailtilIL crew virtually forced his way into the hose, despite
her protests that she sholild be in bed, and insisted that the certificate covered
only the trim portion of the job, pleading that he could not get his Wosey before
(Christtmas unless it was siLned. Under this misrepresentation, she did so.

"This completion certificate, dated December 14, was later presented to the
bank, signed by Abe Eisenlivrg, vice president of the firm, and dated in his
handwriting. The bank als, was _,iven a copy of the agreement which we signed,
in which the $35 figure agreed to as the amount of payments had been erased
and $36.36 substituted.

"I talked subsequently with Mr. Eisenberg by telephone, and he said he had
no knowledge that the work had not been completed, promising the doors quickly.
This was on February 11. Meanwhile, a payment came due which we paid under
protest.

"I have also talked with J. N. Walters, the firm's agent who signed the ori-inal
but who now claims he is no lonwer a.l.oiated with Approved. He also promised,
in the presence of William W. Skolsii.k, :,s instant vi.e president of the Prudential
Batik, that the doors would be installed. To date no measurements have been
taken.

"We realize that the signing of the completion certificate was a mistake, but
notwithstanding this the original a3.reenent haI not been fulfilled: it was altered
by erasure after we had signed it: the completion certificate was obtained by
misrepresentation: and the company lmia shown no inclination to act in good
faith if, in fact, the filing of the certificate was an honest inistake. For example,
registered letters addressed to Eisenberg and W alters at the company's address
have been refused for weeks, and finally returned to us."

One of the most substantial sources of complaint regarding unsatisfactory
products and failure to live up to guaranties is in the field of mastic paints. We
have been advised by trade sources that some of the mastic paint formulas
provide excellent and long-lasting surfacing for dwellings of certain types but
some of these mastic paints are apparently not of hiigh quality. Moreover certain
types of houses such as wood-shingle homes which have substantial moisture
content should apparently never be accepted for this type of job since a satis-
factory long-lasting result is said to lie impose sible. Under all circumstances very
careful preparation of the surface is essential before the mastic paint is sprayed
on the surface and the Job of application is one which must be done with great
skill and competence.

It is quite apparent that some fly-by-night dealers have sought to capitalize
on this product by promoting jobs Oin all types of dwellings regardless of their
.suitability for the product. by hasty and inexpert application and by issuing long-
term guaranties of 10 or 20 or even more years which have left the customer with
a very unsatisfactory job and no real satisfaction on such guaranties.

Typical of this type of complaint is the following letter which we have re-
ceived regarding the Permastica Corp. The letter states:

"()n April 24, 1953, we signed a contract. with the Permastica Corp., of 215
Montague Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. to spray on Permastica on the outside of our
house.

"This was done in May of 195:3 and on May 21, 1953, we received a 10-year
guaranty on the work.

"The Job cost us $1,185 of which we paid $10 deposit, $500 on completion of
work and financed the balanced of $675.

"At the same time the work was being done, I told the Permastica people
that our contract called for caulking of all the windows and replacing or re-
Pairing of all loose, rotted, or broken shingles.

"They told me just spraying their product around the windows, caulked
themPif I wasn't completely satisfied, during the winter, if I got any drafts,
they would come back and do them a-ain.

"About November of 1953, I wrote them telling them I was getting strong
drafts from around the windows, but they never answered my letter.

"On March 31, 1954, I again wrote about the windows and, also, more im-
Portiant, about the entire Job.

"The house was done In white and is definitely turning yellow and the brown
from the old shingles is showing through and in numerous places the White
Beenis to be wearing off completely.
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"This letter, also, failed to get any reply from them.
"They did not replace or repair all the broken shingles, telling me they just

fixed the real bad ones, but assured me the Permastica would keep them from
breaking more or falling out in the future. So far, none have fallen out, but
it certainly doesn't look good to have the broken ones showing.

"Though they gave us a 10-year guaranty, it means nothing, if within 1 year',
time, they will not even reply to a letter telling them the Job is not satisfactory.

"Also, before I would sign for the work having been done, I told them I wasn't
satisfied with the way the shingles were covered and all they would do then, was
send a man to touch up each spot I could find, with a brush.

"I really feel I have been cheated on this work and am only sorry I did not
know about your offices before I signed thc- contract to do the job.

"It's too bad your offices are not advertised more, to let more people know they
can check on a firm before doing any work and believe me, I will never have any
other work done without consulting your office."

There are many other examples which I could cite to you about houses chang-
ing color, and cracking, peeling and blistering of mastic paints, as well as com.
parable unsatisfactory jobs regarding residing and reroofing but I shall not take
the time to do so since the pertinent files of the bureau regarding these and other
companies have been made available to the staff of your committee in response
to your supena.

In concluding this statement I should like to avail myself of the invitation
of your committee to make a few general observations regarding the home
improvement business and the activities of the FHA in relation thereto. I
believe that It must be obvious to all impartial observers that a vast amount
of home modernization and improvement has been carried on In recent years
to the distinct benefit of individual homeowners, the economy of our country,
and the thousands of relatively small companies that have carried on the bulk
of this work. Let me reiterate the statement which I made at the outset that
the vast majority of this work has been carried on honestly and reliably, by
the overwhelming majority of the companies involved. This whole field of
home Improvement is, of course, one where the ready and easy provision of
credit is essential for only a relatively small proportion of homeowners are in
position to have such improvements made if they must be paid for fully in
eash at the time of the improvement. The existence of provisions for FHA
insurance of title I loans has undoubtedly been an exceedingly important factor,
both in the past and in the present, in assuring easy credit for this type of work
and facilitating its development. It would seem to us therefore that this pro-
gram has been and now is distinctly in the public interest.

From the reports and complaints which have reached us it Is also obvious,
however, that the public has not been fully protected against the machina-
tions of sharpshooting promoters in all instances and that the facilities, pres-
tige, and credit of the Government have in fact been used to help promote and

give aid and comfort to some of these charlatans as well as to the responsible
majority of dealers in these fields. No one can say with precision how much
homeowners have lost through the machinations of gyp artists and shoddy op-
erators in the home-improvement field but it would not be unreasonable to
estimate that more than $50 million of home-improvement work has been done

in the metropolitan New York area in the last 2 years where the customer

feels that he has either been deceived or has not secured full value and satiS-

faction for his investment.
The amendments to the regulations governing title I loans which have been

made in recent months, with their increased emphasis upon the necessity for

lending institutions to assure themselves of the reliability of dealers and the

outlawing of FHA insurance for deals involving the model-home scheme or

bonus plans, are all steps in the right direction but the important thine of

course is not the writing of regulations but the provision of efficient administra-

tive machinery to see that they are enforced.
No plan can or will be devised which will eliminate all fraud or deception

in this field anymore than it can be done in any other field of human endeavor.

I suggest, however, on the basis of our experience to date, that more effective
steps can and must be taken to minimize the evils which have arisen in thiS

field. I believe that the fundamental principle enunciated in the existing reo-

lations to the effect that the lending institution itself, rather than the FHA,

must exercise the basic responsibility of determining the reliability and bona

fide.4 of the dealer is essentially correct. But such a principle carries the bank

or other lending ingtitntioni, beyond its normal role of determining mere credit
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resPonsibility as it does in most loan situations, and effective supervision and
direction of the banks' activities in this area would seem to be essential by the
FLIA if the regulation is to be made really effective. Adequate administrative
machinery and sufficient personnel for supervision and checking of these matters
by the FHA would certainly seem to be called for.

It is significant that very few of the lending institutions in the New York area
have checked with the better business bureau regarding the volume or nature
of complaints about specific companies in determining their reliability for FHA-
insured loans and it is equally significant I think that the FHA itself has made
little or no attempt to review or utilize the information available at the New
York Better Business Bureau except in isolated specific instances which we
have called to the attention of local FHA authorities.

We conclude that an intensification of effort on the part of both the FHA
and the lending institutions in oliminatin- fraud, deception, or misrepresenta-
tion is certainly required in this field and we repeat here our often expressed
willingness, as a voluntary agency of business which is dedicated to building
confidence in private enterprise by eliminating justifiable causes of complaint
against business, to give full cooperation in seein, to it that our economy may
move forward with full protection of the rights of the public and responsible
business itself.

Mr. JACKSON. Let me say at the outset that in the course of the past
wear and a half the New York City Better Business Bureau has re-"ceived approximately 2.150 complaints from members of the con-
suming public regarding problems of home improvements.

In addition to this 2,150 complaints, we have during this period re-
ceived over 9,500 inquiries from the consuming public asking for ia-
formation about the reliability of companies engaged in various fields
of home-improvement activity, most of which would be eligible for
FHA financing under title I. Of the total of 2,150 complaints, of
course, we do not know that all of them actually involved FHA loans
because the consumer writes us complaining about the transaction with
the dealer without necessarily stating specifically that this was an
FHA-insured loan. A spot check on our files indicates that it is
specifically mentioned in about 20 percent of the cases, but we would
know that the proportion was actually a good deal higher than that.
Of the total of 2,150 complaints, slightly over half have had to do
with combination storm windows and doors.

About 350 have related to furnace and heating equipment com-
plaints and the remaining 750 have involved a wide variety of home
improvements, including matters such as awnings, carpentry, fire-
alarm systems, landscaping and shrubbery, painting, plastering,
plumbing, roofing and siding: the problems in relation to combination
storm windows and doors have been so serious and the volume of com-
plaints has been such that the New York City Better Business Bureau
has been working particularly closely in this field with the responsible
elements of the industry and in the past few months with the attorney
general of the State of New York.

Senator MAYBANK. Is that still going on?
Mr. JACKSON. Yes, sir.
Senator MAYBANK. Today?
Mr. JACKSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Jackson, can you tell us how they operate?
Ir. JACKSON. If I may, let me say that the attorney general within

the past 3 days has moved to dissolve one of the storm-window corpora-
tions which is operating in the New York area.

The CHAIR AN. Are they definitely financing under the FHAI

5 0 6 9 0--54-pt. 1-37
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Mr. JACKSON. Yes, sir, and has entered consent injunctions and
decrees with the Supreme Court of New York State against three
other companies permanently enjoining and restraining them from
engaging in practices, including, for instance, the taking of completion
certificates before the work is actually done for FHA financing and
insurance.

Senator MAYBANK. Let me ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Maybank.
Senator ALYBANK. The more we get into this thing the worse it

apparently gets. It seems as though everybody tries to get something
out of the Government for nothing. Suppose we did away with title
I, couldn't the banks in New York finance home improvements?

Mr. JACKSON. I would not pretend to be an expert on this question.
Senator MAYBANK. I am just asking your judgment of it.
Mr. JACKSON. In my judgment, on the basis of the experiences we

have had with the consuming public, it would seem to me that title I
has been of definite value in providing easy credit for a lot of sinall
homeowners. I for one could not say, on the basis of my experience,
that this could be handled without it.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it the job of the Federal Government to supply
easy credit or the job of private enterprises to do it?

Mr. JACKSON. I would say, sir, that it is the job of private enter-
prise, that in this situation a good deal of home improvement has been

one to the benefit of our people by virtue of FIIA insurance that I
think would probably not have been done.

In response to counsel's question as to how these companies operate,
I think if I could cite to you part of the statement which the attorney
general has made in his affidavit to the court asking for a dissolution
of the company, Attorney General Goldstein of New York State, in
presenting that affidavit on Monday of this week commencing action
for the dissolution of the corporation, he said that the proof in his
possession regarding it could demonstrate a barefaced fraud upon the
public of such character as to shock the conscience of anyone familiar
with the facts.

He goes on to point out that the principals of this company, which
is the Bell Home Improvement Corp., had followed a consistent prac-
tice of advertising on radio, television, and in newspapers, offering
combination storm windows at ridiculously low prices.

Senator MAYBANK. Are they still doing that?
fr. JACKSOn. Yes, sir.

Senator MAYBANK. I saw some advertisements on television myself.
Mr. JACKSON. Of $8 to $10 or $11, where the purpose is obviouslv

not to sell windows at this price, but it is what we call bait advertising
in the better business bureau. It is a hire and a device to get a contact
with the potential customer to try to sell him a much more exp)C!1ive
item. The attorney general relates in detail, which I have in this st.ite-
ment but I will not take the time to read it in detail, that it is quite
obvious from an investigation that these windows are seldom if ever
sold. that these companies that engage in these practices pro duce
shoddy merchandise about which there is complaint and which I- ohl
at a price 4 or 5 times the price of the advertised product. with the
salesman getting no commission if he happens to sell the low-priced
window but if he sells a window at whatever the traffic will bear at a
nuich higher price, his commission is very great.
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I think there are two particular statements in this affidavit that I
should quote to you. One is that with regard to this practice--

where the customer does insist and a sale has to be made at the advertised price,
the corporation engages in a sitdown strike with respect to the delivery of these
windows and customers are unable to obtain these windows, although in some
cases a period of 9 months has elapsed. The high-priced window, of course, as
the salesman indicates, is deliverable almost immediately.

He goes on to say that where complaints are made even when the
high-priced windows are delivered, they are coldly rebuffed by the
corporation. Then of particular interest to the committee is this
statneent in the action.

The flagrant continuous illegal conduct of the corporation and its officials is
also indicated by the testimony showing that the fraud was not confined to the
public itself but also consisted in attempting to defraud the Federal Housing
Administration. This was accomplished in the following manner. The cus-
toniers were, in most cases, induced to buy on time. The purpose of avoiding
cash sales was to work a racket with the Federal Housing Administration by
obtaining from the customers coLmpletion certificates attesting to the fact that
the windows described therein had been fully installed to the satisfaction of the
customers, whereas in fact these completion certificates were signed at or about
the time the order was given.

The customers, of course, were unaware of the fact that among the papers
being signed by them were such completion certificates. These completion cer-
tificates were used in an FLIA application to some bank or trust companyy and
upon the basis thereof cash for the full pin' hase price was obtained by the cor-
poration prior to the delivery and installation of the storm windows and despite
any subsequent complaint of the customers. By this practice the corporation
and its officials conspired and combined to evade the salutary provisions of title I
of the National Housing Act.

That represents the statement of the attorney general of New York
in this, based upon the files of the better business bureau in our coop-
erative action.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Jackson, do you think they could successfully do
that without the cooperation of the banks?

Mr. JACKSON. I think in many cases they cain.
Mr. SimON. Without the bank's cooperation?
Mr. JACKSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you think they have the bank's cooperation in some

cases ?
M1.. JACKSON. I am not aware of situations where they do. We re-

ceive a number of complaints indicating that people have been given
papers to sign at the time they have signed the order where they did
not understand or recognize that thev were signing a completion cer-
tificate. There are other instances where there is evidence of con-
nivance between the homeowner and the dealer.

I could cite one complaint to you where the complainant himself
indicates that the dealer advanced cash in order to pay off certain debts
which the owner had and included the full amount in the FHA loan.
1 have no evidence in the files of the better business bureau in New
York to indicate that there is direct connivance between the banks and
the dealers with respect to these matters.

Senator MAYBANFK. I have skipped through your statement. What
about these houses that you mention on pages 20 and 21 that were
treated and that changed color? How could that happen ?

Mr. JACKSON. We have had a substantial number of complaints
about what we would call the fast-buck dealer in the field of mastic
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paint where high-pressure promotion has resulted in sales being made.
A house has been sprayed with mastic paint.

Senator MAYBANK. You say it is sprayed white and changes to
brown?

Mr. JACKSON. That is right. That is what several complainants
have reported to the bureau over the past year and a half.

Senator MAYBANK. Have you seen any of those houses?
Mr. JACKSON. I have not personally, no, sir. Some of these mastic

paints are apparently a good-quality product, but it is also exceedinglIv
important that care be taken as to what type of house it is applied to.

For instance, a wood-shingle house with a lot of moisture content
apparently will not hold this paint even though it is guaranteed for 10
or 20 years.

I would like to say, having launched into this problem immediately,
that I would like to make it quite clear that from the point of view of
the better business bureau our files indicate that a large number of the
dealers who are engaged in the home-construction business are per-
fectly honest and reliable businessmen and I would not want to leave
the impression with this committee or the public that the files indicate
that this field is surrounded by fraud.

The CHArRMAN. We understand that.
Mr. JACKSON. If I may, sir. let me read my conclusions and then 1

shall be glad to answer any further questions.
We believe that it must be obvious to all impartial observers that a

vast amount of home modernization and improvement has been carried
oil in recent years to the distinct benefit of individual homeowners, the

economy of our country, and the thousands of relatively small com-

panies that have carried on the bulk of this work. Let met reiterate
e statement which I made at the outset that the vast majority of this

work has been carried on honestly and reliably, by the overwhelming
majority of the companies involved.

No plan can or will be devised which will eliminate all fraud or
deception in this field any more than it can be done in any other field

of human endeavor.
I suggest, however, on the basis of our experience to date, that more

effective steps can and must be taken to minimize the evils which have

arisen in this field. I believe that the fundamental principle eninci-

ated in the existing regulations to the effect that the lending institu-
tion itself, rather than the FHA, must exercise the basic responsibility

of determining the reliability and bona fides of the dealer is essell-
tially correct.

Senator M.AYBANK. The FHA man can't do it, Mr. Jackson. The
Attorney General has to take action. It is spread all the way from
Maine to California.

The CHAIRMAN. This principle has been a law since 1934.
Mr. J.\KSON. This principle does carry banks into an area which

thiey don't normally involve themselves. It does seem to us that the

Fl-A,, if it is to continue in this field, should be geared and equipped

to do a more effective job of supervision of the bank's activity inll ths
field than they have done to date. It is significant that very few of

the lending institutions in the New York area succeeded with the better

business bureau regarding the volume or nature of complaints about

specific companies in determining their reliability for FIHA-insured

loans and it is equally significant, I think, that the FHA itself has
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made little or no attempt to review or utilize the information avail-
able at the New York Better Business Bureau except in isolated
specific instances which we have called to the attention of local FHA
authorities. We concluded that an intensification of effort on the
part of both the FHA and the lending institutions in eliminating
fraud, deception, or missrepresentation is certainly required in this

field and we repeat here our willingness as a voluntary agency of busi-
ness concerned with protecting the good name of business and the con-
stiming public to give our full cooperation in the New York area to the
FHA and to the banks in ferretting out these frauds and gyps which
we still have.

Senator IiBA.NxK. But you still think it can only be done if the
bank assumes some responsibility?

Mr. JACKSON. I think so.
Senator MAYBANK. There are millions of banks throughout Amer-

ica. How can one FHA office in Washington with $150,000 allowed
for the inspections cover all of that?

Mr. JACKSON. I would agree that would be impossible and produce
an administrative barrier that would be exceedingly difficult. I do
think, however, that the FHA should be equipped to do a more effec-
tive job of supervision of the banks' activities in this field than I see
evidence of having taken place in the New York area in the course of
the last year and a half.

Senator MAYBANK. In justice to the FHA and the present adminis-
tration of the FHA, they have not had the money to do it.

I think it was testified here that last year they had about five people
out of the Washington office to make these checks. I think we gave
Mr. Cole $150,000 this year to hire some people but that is not much
money when you think of the area between California and Maine and
Florida and the State of Washington.

Mr. JACKSON. I am not an expert on the Federal budget. I -an
only report my conclusions on the basis of our experience.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you will trade places with Mr. Nyborg
and remain there, we may have some questions for you a little later.
You gentlemen are all associated with the New York Better Busiihess
Bureau.

Mr. Nyborg, you are president of the Association of Better Business
Bureaus of New York?

Mr. NYBORo. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a statement?
Mr. NYBORO. I do have a statement. I can brief this down by para-

phrasing what is here. I have only one extra copy in my file at the
moment.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to read your statement?
Mr. NYBORO. No, I will brief it down and make that a part of the

record.
The CHAIRMAN. The statement has to do with specific cases, does it?
Mr. NYBORo. This statement has to do with the general experience

of the better business bureaus in 93 cities of the country involving
this subject.The CAIMA. Then, without objection we will place your state-
ment in the record and then you may proceed to tell us your experi-
ences.

(The statement referred to follows:)
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STATEMENT OF VxcTOm H. NYBORO, PRESIDENT, ASsOCIATION OF Birrl BrsiN. I:.s
BuREAuS, INC.

The Association of Better Business Bureaus, of which I am president, is the
research, industry, and public relations office for the 93 better business bureaus
in the United States and 7 in Canada. This office generally acts in the capacity
of a service office for its member bureaus, offering conference facilities to them
and acting as a clearinghouse for information for them. It also is the repository
for statistical data on business-consumer problems, reported by bureaus period-
ically. This data is tabulated and analyzed, and referred to when studying
unusual or sihmificant problems affecting an industry, trade, or number of bus.
iness concerns, and the public. Such data are helpful in working out solutions
through voluntary, cooperative action between the bureaus and those concerned.

The Better Business Bureaus are supported by approximately 70,000 hu.siwis
firms in all lines of enterprise, which provide funds to the bureaus individually
in their own c,,mmunities and they, in turn, provide a fixed percentage of that
Income to the operation of the association office.

The Better Business Bureaus were founded over 40 years ago by leader. in
organized advertising for the purpose of combating fraud, deception, and chi.:n-
ery in the advertising and selling of goods and services to the public. Essentially,
the bureaus still have as their basic objective the improvement of advertising ,
and sellim- practices, in the public interest, and in eliminating the causes of
Justifiable public complaint against business. They are, basically, fact finder
and dis4pensers of factual information. They do not recommend, endorse, or
approve companies, products, services, indiv ideals, or organizations, either di-
rectly or indirectly. Neither do they support or oppose any form or method of
doing business, so long as the practices followed are legitimate, honest, and
generally in the public interest.

The bureaus render service to members and nonmember business firms alike.
There is no differentiation between members and nonmembers in matters re-
quirin Better Business Bureau action to protect the legitimate competition and
the public interest. There is no charge to the public for information and assist-
ance concerning everyday business transactions and affairs.

As an example of the extent of service the Better Business Bureaus render
the public each year, you will be interested to know that they handled, In 1953,
a total of 1.895.828 inquiries and complaints about business firms, business trans-
actions, products, and services. Out of this total, approximately 75 percent were
Inquiries for information and 25 percent for complaints. This ratio has existed
generally since World War 1I. The bureaus' contacts with the public has in-
creased almost 100 percent since 1949, according to records which were estab-

lished at that time. At the same time Better Business Bureau work with indisi-
try and business groups in developing codes and standards for advertising and

selling, and in eliminating troublesome business-consumer problems, has in-

creased si~mificantly. In 1953 the bureaus conducted or participated in 777
trade-practice conferences, an increase of 228 over 1952. and indications arP

that there will be another significant increase in trade-practice work this year.

Our interest, the interest of the Better Business Bureaus. In home improVe-

ment problems affecting the public and legitimate business is the same as our

interest in similar problems in other fields of business enterprise. The buFiiaus'
aim is to eliminate Justifiable causes of complaint against contractors, and allied

businesses, lending agencies, and others concerned. In this respect, the Better

Business Bureaus receive requests for information from homeowners concern-

ing the reliability of contractors, and what consumers can do to protect their

interests, generally.
In instances where complaints are received from homeowners where indi-

viduals feel they have been harmed or offended in some manner as a result of

dealing with contractors and lending agencies on home Improvement propositiOIS,

the Better Business Bureaus investigate, endeavoring to obtain all the facts "4
as to be able to advise complainants fairly and impartially, and to plan what

corrective steps may be appropriate as a result In eliminating the causes of the

complaints. We have only a professional Interest In problems affecting busineM

and the public. We endeavor to alleviate or eliminate those problems whenever

and wherever possible through voluntary, cooperative action, turning to public

exposure and referral to the authorities only as a last resort.
Before proceeding further, I would like to make it clear that my appefralnce

before you today, In answer to the committee's suhpena, is not to discI.q in-

dividual instances of complaints involving malpractices in advertising and sell,
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ing in the home improvement field, but rather to reflect as far as possible the
overall experiences of the 93 United States bureaus which, in varying degrees,
have been closely involved with this subject. Mr. Hoffman representing the
national bureau and Mr. Jackson the New York City bureau will testify as to
specific instances.

I should also lke to emphasize at this point that the experiences of the Better
Business Bureaus indicate strongly that the problems which have been a cause
of irritation, question, and criticism affect only a relative minority of contractors
and homeowners, that the vast majority of contractors in the country have
carried out their business transactions openly, honestly, and fairly and that many
thousands of homeowners have benefited immeasurably from the opportunities
afforded them through the title I provisions of the Federal Housing Act. I say
this because in Better Business Bureau work we are conscious of the fact that
there is always a danger, regardless of what field of business enterprise is
under scrutiny, that a whole business or industry is unfairly tarred with the
same black brush used to expose and condemn the minority.

Now, what has been the size andi scope of home improvement problems, gener-
ally, as reflected in the files and statistical reports of the bureaus. Secondly
what has been done about those problems. Thirdly, what have been the results.

I sh,,uld like to take up each of these points in order, and then, in summation,
I will endeavor to make some recommendations for the consideration of the
committee.

Based on the annual statistical analysis of Better Business Bureaus activities,
photostats of which are in your possession, we have made a further study and
find since 1949, when our present statistical recording system as instituted,
that inquiries and complaints about home improvement problems have ranked,
in volume, in the top 4 of 52 business classifications. Since 1949, when home
improvement inquiries and complaints constituted 4 percent of our workload,
the volume has increased to 6.4 percent, or 122,01;0 of the total number of in-
quiries and complaints in all classifications recorded in 1953.

During this 5-year period, our records show a fairly constant increase in con-
tacts made by the public with the Better Business Bureaus. The only exception
was in the years 1951 and 1952. In 1951 home improvement problems brought
to the bureaus amounted to 5.8 percent of the workload. In 1952, they amounted
to 5.(; percent.

In 11049 when we estimated 41,653 inquiries and complaints in this field, to the
end of last year, there was almost a threefold increase in volume. In contrast
to that increase, there was less than a twofold increase in inquiries and com-
plaints in all classifications of business activity.

This increase in volume of home improvement problems brought to the bureaus
Iy the public should not be construed, however, as showing a corresponding in-
crease in malpractices in this field. Rather, this increase reflects, we believe,
the results of stepped-up publicity and educational activity by the bureaus and
others interested in protecting the public and in exposing the minority of question-
able contractors.

I believe this can be substantiated to a reasonable degree by looking at the
ratio of inquiries to complaints handled by the bureaus in all classifications of
business activity-the national average-as against the ratio of inquiries to
complaints in the home-improvement field. In 1949 the national average of
inquiries to complaints was 77 and 23 percent, respectively. In the home-improve-
ment field for that year, the ratio of inquiries to complaints was 69 to 31 percent.
We consider the national average of 77 percent good. It was the highest annual
average in the past 5 years.

In 1953 the national average was 73 percent for inquiries to 27 percent for
complaints. In the home-improvement field the ratio was 70 percent for inquiries
to 30 percent for complaints. I might point out that the home-improvement-field
rNtio hit a low of 66 percent for inquiries in 1952 before the present more favorable
ratio of 70 percent came about.

Another way of describing the improvement can be seen in the accompanying
chart marked "No. I" comparing, on a quarterly basis from 1949 through 1953,
the number of inquiries and complaints handled in all classifications versus the
numb er of inquiries and complaints handled in the home-improvement field. On
chart No. II you will note that, since the fourth quarter of 1952. the complaint
curve has flattened out somewhat, although showing an increase in volume. You
will also note that since then complaints have not exceeded the number of
inquiries for information and assistance, which is an encouraging sign. It shows
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that more home owners are investigating home-improvement propositions Prior
to entering business transactions than previously was the case.

Now what has been the nature of the inquiries and complaints brought to the
Better Business Bureaus. In essence, the inquiries are caused by questions in
the minds of homeowners about the propositions offered to them by contractors
either through advertising or verbally, or both. And the complaints are caused
by a wide variety of unfortunate business experiences which either have offended
the homeowner or have harmed them financially or in some other way.

The nature of these propositions and schemes cover almost every conceivable
type of sales approach which the innocent, inexperienced, and gullible are unable
to assess properly, or are unable to resist despite better judgment.

In general, these problems include the following as reflected in our files:
1. Model home scheme which covers roofing, siding, brick-veneer fronts, shin.

gles, patios, porches, painting, and other similar improvements. This scheme
appeals to the ego of the homeowner as well as holding out the lure of possible
revenue from bonuses resulting from the home being used as a model.

2. Repair of roof, shingles, chimneys, etc., are often sold on a scare-technique
basis. The minor repair of shingles turns out to be a major one because the
condition of the roof is worse than expected-there is danger of leakage and
damage to the interior of the house; the chimney needs more than a brick or two
replaced, it may be in danger of collapsing causing danger to life and property.
This technique is also used in the sale of home-rewiring contracts where an
"inspector" will note that the wiring is "inadequate" for the load created by the
limited number of outlets and the large number of appliances, thus endangering
the family to the hazards of fire, loss of fire-insurance protection, etc.

3. Mastic paint jobs which are sold on the basis of excessive claims and guar-
anties. The result often has been cracking, peeling, chipping, etc., of the paint
within weeks or months after application. Some contractors which offered a
10-year written guaranty have been forced to withdraw the guaranty. Other
contractors, which have had to do a repainting job resulting from customer com-
plaints, have forced homeowners to sign a release against further claims before
doing the repainting. On occasions paint manufacturers have disclaimed any
responsibility for unsatisfactory painting jobs and refuse to share the expense
of repainting or make any allowance to the contractor which bought the paint.

4. Repair and replacement of heating systems has been a major cause of com.
plaint in some areas. Here again the scare selling technique has been si.cess-
fully u.s d(. Repairs turn ont to be major rather titan minor as originally sug-
gested. Sharp repairmen and contractors dismantle furnaces and refu-e, to re-
assemble them because of alleged danger of asphyxiation or fire, etc. As a
result they sell hew equipment. often when not needed. and frequently at
high cost to hoine owners who must take out loans for an extended period.

5. Underquoting and overpricing is a technique frequently used on home im-
provenient and repair jobs. Some dealers underquote legitimate deale-, then
overmeasure materials to gouge the home owner. Others are "free" and "los
leadei- merchandise as bait to sell more merchandise such as fiber glass awnings
and canopies, but then they add the cost of the items to those that are plirchazed.
Promises are often outlandish and those made verbally do not appear ill written
contracts. Often companies will repudiate them, disclaiming responsibility fOr
what their salesmen promised.

6. Completion certificates signed prior to actual completion of work occnri with
sufficient freuency to he considered a problem. Certificates signed in advniui of
completion of a job may result in the job never being completed and the hlipm
owner is left no t only with work still to be done. but with the responsibility of
repaying his loan. Many contractors know that a breach of contract i- not
considered a criminal offense and know that most hom, owners do not h:livVe the
money, time, or inclination to file a civil suit.

7. Itinerant contractors and these without any fixed place of bnslnZ"5 CaIue
many problems. Operating on a floating basis from city to city. or from (111, part
of town to ano ther, using a truck without Identification, they pick up work here
and there and move on as the situation may dictate or opportunity rhi'c,.kf
These contractors leave a trail of unfinished or shoddy work. Operating with-
out bond or restriction, and enjoying freedom of movement, it is difficult for
local authorities to restrain them.

S. Bonus or cost-plus operators are a source of frequent compliint il some

areas. These operators, principally salesmen who sell contracting .obs fill lofle
improvement:,, make arrangements with contractors to do work on a fix-fee hasis,
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or c st-plus basis. Salesmen will sell the home owner for all the traffic will
bear, skim off the profits, pay the contractor and move on. leaving both con-
tractor and home owner to their own devices to settle any eventual difficulties.
By the" the salesman has left for other parts. In some instances, a home owner
may pay, for example.. $1,500 to find later, that the contractor is receiving only
$50) for doing the actual work.

All of these and other practices are recorded in the files of individual Better
Busiv-Is Bureaus and details are available to committee representatives on
request.

Losses of homeowners resulting from their dealings with unreliable and
scheinig contractors is diffiult if not imphossilide to estimate. .Neither the
As,,iation of Better Business Bureaus or its member Bureaus have any esti-
mates which we would c consider reasonably accurate and we hesitate to make
even an educated guess. However, we may have some idea as to what losses are
in 5 ,ioe cities where newspapers have published figures based on their in-
vestigations. In New Orleans, for example, according to a feature article In the
New Orleans States of April 17. a photostat of which members of the committee
have, I, es there are (- tiniated at more than a million dollars a year. In
().kland. Calif., a published news Ftory there e-stimated that home owners in
the Oakland area spent more than a mill-ion dollars on faulty home moderniza-
tion work. While such figures inay be projected for various communities around
the country, and thus hit a total exceeding $100 million, I (1o not believe the
resulting total would he accurate, nor fairly reflect either the size or scope
or impact of the problems being considered by this committee. The actual
total could he more. or less.

The fact that the bureaus handled 36,4419 eomplaint, last year. for example,
does not suggest that each and every home owner who eame to us suffered any
appreciable loss, or even any lfs at all. In fact. those .mplaints involve many
matters besides financial or material loss. Some reflect. I might say. a loss of
even greater importance, and that is a loss of public confidence in business itself,
something which is hard to earn, but very easy to lose. We are all interested,
(if c,,urse, in protecting the home o)wner's pocketbook, but we also should keep
well in mind the desirability of protecting his peace of mind, and faith and
confidence in our system of free enterprise.

Any presentation made before the committee would be remiss in not showing
some of the bright spots resulting from sincere, interested operative action on
the part of contractors, lending a ,-mcis. Federal Housing Administration offi-
cials. and others to protect the conmmer. Unfortunately. it often seems necessary
for problems to get so had, so widespread. anid affect so many people before
anything is done about seeking solutions for the common rood.

Our figures have shown for 5 years how seriously the home improvement
situation has grown. Better Business Bureaus, individually and collectively,
went to work early to seek the cooperation of those who should be interested in
curbing the abuses. Outstanding, perhaps, of such local bureau action was that
taken by the San Francisco Better Business Bureau, and I ask the members of
tile committeee to refer to the photostatic copy of a special report issued by that
bur,:iu on May 29 of last year in which the bureau reports on how an effective
program was planned and carried out to eliminate the mastic paint problem in
that area. This program received the support and backing of the Federal Hous-
ing A\lnilnistration office, the contractors' State license I ard. districtt attorney's
office, the unions, and associations of contractors. And Joining this group were
the newspapers, radio, and television stations. One result of the campaign was
the elimination of an estimated 95 to 100 fly-by-night salesmen. This bureau, I
might add, produced a leaflet for home owners called The Facts on Mastic---
Not Fantastic, which was l)roduced in great quantity and which procured by
Iay etter Business Bui'au to help eliminate the same problem In their cities.

In Los Angeles, that city's Better Business Bureau also conducted a highly
effective campaign to rid that city of home improvement fly-by-night contractors
during 1952 and 1953:. There az:in the bureau received the cooperation of the
authorities. lending agencies and media, and the bureau prepared and dissemi-
nate'd all the way from Santa Barbara to the Moxican border posters together
with factual data regarding the mastic paint racket. More than 7,600 paint
deal s an ('ontract.ors recve. ,d material on the subject. Members of the com-
mittee also have a photostat of that bureau's January 6, 1954, bulletin on this
subJect.

Houstot and Dalla--z are two more bureau, which carried out highly successful
prozranis in cooperation with pirti s ()ncerned in their respective (itios. One
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result, according to a bulletin of the Houston bureau on February 1 of this year,
was that few home repair schemes were reported to it during January and
February.

Another photostat which members of the committee have relates to a letter
written by James Stephens, manager of the Atlanta Better Business Bureau. on
February 5 of this year, in which he reports that a program initiated by the
bureau in the fall of 1953 in cooperation with the FHA "has practically killed
the model home scheme in this area."

There are many similar reports of actions taken by Better Business Bureaus,
individually, and cooperatively with agencies, organizations, and firms in expos.
Ing home improvement schemes and in issuing factual information, such as the
"mastic paint" booklet, 27 Questions for Home Owners, and other similar litera.
ture all designed to aid the homeowner in recognizing not only spurious
propositions, but to help him take the precautionary steps prior to entering a
business transaction.

Unfortunately, not all FHA offices, or all lending agencies, or all contractors
have shown the same high purpose. or high degree or interest in eliminating the
causes of justifiable public complaint in the home improvement field. The St.
Louis Better Business Bureau, for example--and I refer you to a bulletin pub.
lished by that bureau on June 15 of this year---comments on the lack of interest
In the problems which the committee is now studying until public furor made it
necessary to do so. The bulletin states in part, and I quote: "We have docu.
mentary proof that [the FHA] instead of showing zeal in protecting the gullible
and trusting innocents by aggressive action to secure evidence for convictions
under Federal law, and to recover from culprits who obtained funds under
false completion certificates, these top officials in Washington urged their em-
ployees and the United States Department of Justice, through Its United States
attorneys, to hound and if necessary sue In Federal court to collect on norw as
innocent holders of negotiable paper." The bulletin also refers to the fact
that the public has no protection against being defrauded or harmed by poor
workmanship, inferior materials, etc., and that the public is confused by what
it calls "liberal usage of FHA insured loans."

Still, it should be noted that cooperation on the part of FHA offices with Better
Business Bureaus has increased encouragingly since earlier this year when
administrative procedures were tightened. Of particular assistance was a
letter written by the Deputy Commissioner on January 13 which stated in part
and I quote:

"As a further step in controlling the activity of unethical dealers and s:ilesmen
who may endeavor to operate in the title I program, we ask that each director
establish a working relationship with the local better business bureau and
similar organizations operating in the jurisdiction. * * *

"WVe believe that close cooperation with your local better business bureau will
serve as one means of maintaining a close watch over title I operations in your
area. Experience has shown that home-owner complaints received by the local
better business bureau may indicate a dealer operation warranting prompt action
on the part of the local lending institution and by your office."

This letter was widely -publicized by better business bureaus and the result-
ing knowledge of the interest expressed in it to work with the bureau, has
encouraged local FHA administrators, lending agencies, contractors, and others
to work together with greater effectiveness.

It is my feeling-and I am sure that I speak for all better business bureaus
when I say this-that a further strengthening of such interest and cooperation
on the part of the FHA and others will go far in helping to eliminate many of the
problems which have heretofore existed in the home-improvement field.

The one specific recommendation which I would like to make deals with the
handling of completion certificates. I believe that most of the troubles r-,,ulting
from premature signing of completion certificates would be eliminated if the
lending agencies were required to ask the home owner, on presentation o f the
certificate by the contractor, whether the work actually was completed and com-
pleted satisfactorily. If this procedure were to be followed prior to the filing
of the certiflcato for an FHA guaranty on the loan, there would be less likelihood
of home owners being faced with the responsibility of repaying a loan for work
that still remained to be done.
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TESTIMONY OF VICTOR H. NYBORG, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS

Mr. NmBoRG. I would also like to present to the committee as basic
iiformation and background information some statistical records and
without reading them make them available to the committee's staff for
examination because I have made some analyses based on this infor-
uiation starting in 1949 carrying through 1953.

(The documents referred to follow:)
ASSOCIATION OF BETTER BUSINESS Bumus, INc.,

January 31, 1950.
Memorandum to: AU Bureau Managers
Re: Summary of Bureau Statistics for 1949
From: Willard M. Zurflieh, Executive Assistant

The following report presents the final figures and analysis of bureau statis-
tics, as reported to the association during 1949.

Please note that the report contains a sheet of summary tables, which have
been included for reproduction possibilities. You will also find one sheet with
tables representing the total statistics submitted to the association's office by
your bureau. There may be slight differences from your own figures and if
so, this is due generally to incomplete data in our hands.

We believe this report is extremely valuable and that it can be put to good
use in membership work as well as in general bureau publicity. Your members
should be impressed with the magnitude of work accomplished by all the
bureaus during the year.

Actually, during the year, the data submitted by the bureaus was of tre-
mendous assistance to the association in dealings with various national trade
groups. It has been recognized, however, that with the new report form pro-
viding for additional breakdown of the main categories the statistics for 1950
will be many more times valuable and we sincerely request that every bureau
will endeavor to cooperate during the year by sending in their data for each
month.

FOREWORD

The need for accurate statistics on a uniform basis was acknowledged to be
an essential better business bureau program for 1949. Thus, a reporting form
was designed which would show the amount of case work handled by the
bureaus according to nine major categories. It was also decided to show a
separate breakdown of inquiries and complaints. To answer the oft repeated
question as to whether business, as well as the public, actually made use of
bureau facilities, the form was designed to clearly provide this necessary
information. a

In reading and studying this report it must be borne in mind that the figures
do not indicate the amount of time or money spent in handling each individual
instance of service. It is strictly a numerical count of cases serviced.

During the year, an average of 46 bureaus reported their monthly statistics.
Not all bureaus, normally sending in data, submitted statistics every month.
Some bureaus recorded their instance of service only by inquiries and com-
plaints. There were also some bureaus which could not, for various reasons,
report any figures until the end of the year. And there were certain bureaus
unable to report at all. Statistics were used from a total of 77 bureaus.
Proper notes will be made of these factors as the situation demands.

Therefore, It is important that the reader understands that the total In-
stfl"c of service reported on page 3 represents only the actual number re-
ceived and recorded by the association. What the complete figure is cannot be
stated definitely, and we strongly urge no effort be made to project them. Only
the actual reported total should be stated as a specific overall figure. But, a
general expression such as "in excess of 1 million instances of service" would
be considered acceptable.

Even though incomplete, as to full coverage, the record as established by the
reporting bureaus clearly shows that the better business bureaus have performed
with amazing effectiveness on behalf of business in the public interest. Your
a.ssf,'iation'q office is well pleased with the results of this first year's effort. But,
In spite of the limitations of the figures, experts who have studied them have been
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favorably impressed. They have stated that the tabulations and analyses have
been based upon sound and accepted research principles. The limitations of
the data in no way effects their usefulness.

These professional research men assure us that no bureau need *be anything
but proud in quoting the overall figure of 1,010,898 instances of service.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Publicity and education

Number of bulletins issued
Circulation of bulletins ...........
Number of billboards used
Number of car cards used-
Number of Fact booklets issued
Number of other booklets issued-----------------------------
Number of BBB advertisements ............................
Number of news publicity Items -----------------------------
Number of speaking engagements ----------------------------
Number of posters distributed ------------------------------
Number of radio spots used
Number of radio programs .................................
Number of television shows ................

1,097
1,177, 624

19
12, 261

258, 011
8,443

1,315
2,270
1,112

240, 891
3, 23

41
40

Other types of publicity ------------------------------------- 654, 107
1 Includes 300,000 copies of warning is.sued by the national bureau on fake surveys and

125,031 copies of Canada's Business System and You, distributed by the Better Busiws
Bureau of Vancouver.

In studying the above tables it should be immediately apparent that the better
business bureaus used almost all of the recognized public relations tools in a
huge program designed to better inform the public about American business. Not
only was the public told about bureau services but by the very nature of the
above material many thousands of people were helped without having to per-
sonally visit a bureau office. The thousands of Fact booklets distributed on such
subjects as houses, cosmetics, savings, insurance, etc., supplied people with use-
ful information enabling them to make wise transactions and purchases.

The 2,270 news stories, 3,283 radio spot announcements, 541 radio programs
and 40 television shows all carried vital stories of importance planned to educate
the public and business of various schemes to which they might fall victim.

The 240,891 posters distributed were placed In shops, factories and industrial
plants of all types, bringing bureau warnings and educational messages to the
employees and customers of business at the grassroots level.

Over I million bulletins were mailed to bureau members, teachers, librarians
and public officials, keeping them informed of bureau operations and advising of
specific frauds and questionable activities.

Thus, through all these media the bureaus warned, exposed and instructed.
All the information was based upon fact and all the facts helped in the bureaus'
efforts to eliminate the causes of customer complaints against business.

And thus, in eliminating these causes the bureaus continued to promote public
understanding and confidence in legitimate business. Proof that the better
business bureaus' work is known and accepted by the public is shown in the
results of the national survey conducted early in 1949 for the association by the
National Opinion Research Center of the University of Chicago. According to
the survey 48 percent of the adult public knows about the bureaus and of this
figure 30 percent, or about one-third of the Nation, have accurate knowledge of
better business bureau work.
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PUBLIC SERVICE

OVER ONE MILLION INSTANCES OF SERVICE PERFORMED BY THE BETTER BUSINESS
BIiI{AUS DURING 1949

Total in8tance8 of service for 1949

Total Per-
cent

Financial ------------------------------------------------ 1..064 15
Commercial ------------------------------------------- 21. 161 21
Merchandise ---------------------------------------------- 347.107 34
hlanufacturing -------------------------------------------- o !. 330 1
Wholesale ------------------------------------------------- ,. 007 (1)
Solicitations -------------------------------------------- 7. 100 5
Schemes ------------------------------------------------- 27. 112 3
Requests for booklets ----- ----- ------------------------- 75. 24

liscellaaeous inquiries a.d complaint. -------------------- 1W. 410: 10

Total for the year ------- ------------------------- -1, 0 10, _S S o0

Corn -
Inquiries Cornts

136,071 1'.993
149, 6WflJ 56, 471
213, 9311 133. 16S

7, 591 1, 739
4. 1,33 1,174

70,. 21 7, 174
22,911 4,201
75, .24
92, I. -- 14,307

773, 666 237, 232

Includes data from regul:irly r, J I tiiv titr,.ttI, plus year-end figures from nonreporting bureaus.

Inquiries (77 percent)----------------------------------------- 773,666
Complaints (23 percent) ---------------------------------------- 237, 232

Seventy-seven percent, of all bureau case work was of an inquiry nature. This
high percentage indicates that the majority of people and business firms are seek-
ing information before and not after getting into trouble. It also tends to prove
that the bureaus' work in promoting confidence in business through the constant
stream of educational material has been effective.

Since a major part of the public's contact with business is at the retail level, it
naturally follows that the hureaus would handle more casework in the mer-
chandise category than any other. Thirty-four percent of all instances of service
were of a merchandise character. Twenty-one percent represented work in
the commercial category and 15 percent In the financial group. The 10 percent
of miscellaneous inquiries and complaints represented requests for services from
other bureaus, local, State, and Federal authorities and some requests for assist-
ance involving situations not normally handled by bureaus.

Instances of scrrice to consumer and business'

Financial .
Commercial.
MWrchandist ------
Mani acttring - -
W hol-sanl-----------
Solicitations ......
Schemes ..........
Bookl-ts ..........
Misc ilaneous in-

qiiries and com-
plaints -----------

Total ------

Consumer

Total

!12, :*) a

1 . 054
212.926

cent Per- Corn- l',r-
Inquiries ent plaints cent Inquiries

100 73, 41" 1 72 11. 7,1 11 15,057
IN0 I S fi C4 1 4 T' 101, 2 r 26.266
1001 S15.35

7. v,,o 100 3. 0,21 i 46i
4.,612 100 2. 3.111 rk

62,834 100 2.4. 215 37
14. 800 IN) 12, 522 64

63, S9 100 41.651 65

76. 443 I1) 49,256 64

73,. S s 100 4o7. o22 54

3.14
3, 254
1,871

10.509

150,971

34
13

5
9

14

21

25,851
2,826
1, 592

34, 284
4,334

22,248

14, 05

147,363

Business

Per-
cent

15
17
11
36
34
55
22
35

19

20

Com-
plaints

2, 12S

18.341
416
341

2.091
1.073

13773

33, 452

Per-
cent

2
4

3

3

5

The above table ru rer,nis tl:It:L from an average of 46 bureaus who reported their data by a consumer
awl hisin.ss breakdown It is saft to a...ii', that the percentages would not be greatly changed were al
stati included.

I I
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In every category, for both consumers and business, inquiries exceeded com.
plaints. The fact that 25 percent of the recorded inquiries and complaints re-
ported by an average of 46 bureaus were from business, clearly reveals that
business does voluntarily seek the services of bureaus to help remove quest.
tionable business practices even before the bureaus are required to act. It
proves too, the value of the constant educational and preventive activities of
the bureaus.

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING

The bureaus kept a constant eye on advertising and selling practices through
their merchandising divisions. Hundreds of thousands of advertisements both
national and local were read or listened to. Although, advertisers for the most
part adhered closely to the established rules and standards promulgated by the
bureaus through the Guide for Retail Advertising and Selling and Do's and
Don't in Advertising Copy, there were inevitable inaccurate statements and
illustrations. Many of these were not intentional and were quickly corrected
when brought to the attention of the advertisers. But, there were others that
required persuasion and publicity to correct and some had to be referred to
proper authorities for settlement.

The table of reported cases, presented on the next page, will give some Indi-
cation of the volume of work handled by the bureau in maintaining truth in
advertising.

Number of ads shopped Ads requiring action
Total

Papers Magazines Radio By bureau By authorities

Financial .---------------- 2,186 2, 004 76 106 1,222 34
Commercial ---------------- 1.520 1,367 27 126 411 N
Merchandise -------------- 27,765 26,259 ------------ 1,506 10,332 150
Manufacturing ............. 245 204 37 5 29 ?
Wholesale ------------------ 47 36 6 5 28----------
Solicitations ---------------- 173 136 24 13 63
Schemes-------------- 60 58 2 19 1,
MLellaneous Inquiries and

complaints ---------------- 1,559 1,255 31 273 402

Total ----------------- 33, 868 31,319 313 2, 236 12, 506 2N

Of the hundreds of thousands of advertisements scanned or listened to nearly
34,000 were questioned and/or shopped. Of this total close to 13,000 required
some type of action. But, only 269 of the 13,000 advertisements required refei-
ence to authorities before proper corrections were obtained.

SuMITAY TABLE OF DATA SUBMITTED BY THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS OF Tll9

UNITED STATES AND CANADA FOR 1949

Publicity and education
Number of bulletins issued ------------------------------------- 1,
Circulation of bulletins ------------------------------------ 1, 177, 624
Number of billboards used__ ----
Number of car cards used ---------------------------------------- 12,261
Number of fact booklets issued ---------------------------------- 258,011
Number of other booklets issued ---------------------------------- 82, 443
Number of B-B-B advertisements --------------------------------- 1,311
Number of news publicity items ---------------------------------- 2,270
Number of speaking engagements --------------------------------- 1, 112
Number of posters distributed --------------------------------- 240, S91
Number of radio spots used ------------------------------------ :3, 2
Number of radio programs ------------------------------------------- 1
Number of television shows ----------------------------------- 40
Other types of publicity ---------------------------------------- t;54.107

I Includes 300,000 copies of warning issued by the national bureau on fake survey. and
125,036 copies of Canada's Business System and You, distribute" 6- the Better Business
Bureau of Vancouver.
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Instances of service

Total Percent Inquiries Complaints

Financial ------------------------------------------ 155,064 15 136,071 19. 9W3
Commercial --------------------------------------- 206, 161 21 149I, 690 54i. 471
Merchandise -------------------------------------- 347, 107 34 213.939 133, 168
hanufacturmg --.---------------------------------- 9,330 1 7,591 I. 739
WhleviJe' ------------------------------------------ C 007 4,833 1,174
Sit ions ----.----------------------------------- 78.100 8 70.921 7,179
Schemes ----------------------------------------- 27,112 3 22,911 4,201
Requests for booklets ------------------------------ 75, 524 7 75, 524 --------------
MiSellaneoUS inquiries aud complaints ------------- 106,493 10 92,186 14,307

Total for the year --------------------------- 1,010,898 100 773, 666 237, 232

Instances of service (100 percent) ------------------------------ 1,010, 898
Inquiries (77 percent) -------------------------------------- 773, 666
Complaints (23 percent) ------------------------------------ 237,232

Number of ads shopped Ads requiring action

Papers Magazines Radio By bureau By authorities

Financial ------------------------------- 2,004 76 106 1,222 34
Commercial ---------------------------- 1,367 27 126 411 39
Merchandise -------------------------- 28, 259 -- - 1,506 10, 332 150
Mi nufacturing -------------------------- 204 37 5 29 2
Whol &e ------------------------------- 36 6 5 28
Solicitations ----------------------------- 136 24 13 63 26
Schemes -------------------------------- 58 2 19 10
Miscellaneous inquiries and complaints.. 1,255 31 273 402 8

Total ----------------------------- 31,319 313 2,236 12,506 269
33,868 12 775

ASSOCIATION OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS, INO.,
New York 17, N. Y., March 15, 1951.

Memorandum to: All bureau managers.
Re: Summary of bureau statistics for 1950.
From: Willard M. Zurflieh, executive assistant.

The following report presents the final figures and analysis of bureau sta-
tistics, as reported by members of the Association of Better Business Bureaus
during 1950.

In 1949 we suggested that the annual statistical report would be vaulable as a
membership sales aid. During 1950 the use to which individual bureaus put the
material showed that we had greatly underestimated its true significance and
value. Therefore, we urge all bureaus to recognize the importance of the data in
the 1950 report in relation to its value as a sales aid.

As was the case during 1949, the statistics reported by the bureaus during 1950
were of inestimable value to the association's office in its dealings with several
national trade groups. The data, revealed by the detailed breakdown of cate-
gories, contains a wealth of information which will be an important part of the
association's story to industry during 1951.

In any interpretation of these figures it must always be recognized that they
represent, at most, a pure numerical count. They do not truly reflect, except by
further analysis, the complete value of bureau services either to business, to
individual communities or to the public generally.

I)uring the year an average of 49 bureaus reported their monthly statistics.
Some bureaus submitted figures at the end of the year. Some bureaus submitted
data not used in monthly tabulations, but important for this yearly report. Only
eight bureaus found it impossible to report any data. Thus, 82 bureaus are rep-
ret seInted in this study. The tables in the following report reflect general condi-
tions for 1950 throughout the United States and Canada.

At the very beginning of the bureau statistics project In 1949 analysis revealed
that the data set a pattern. Month after month the pattern was the same and,
with few exceptions, individual bureau reports agreed with the overall pattern.
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This report shows the important place the Better Business Bureau movenlent
fills in our economy-both as to service by and for business and in the public
interest.

A SUMMARY OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU STATISTICS FOR 1950

PUBLIC SERVICE

Once again the better business bureaus performed more than I million instances
of service in a single year.
1949 ......... 1,012,898
1950 ---------------------------------------------------- 1, 173,292

This is an increase of 16 percent over last year.
The total 1950 instances of service breaks into the following:

Inquiries (71 percent) --------------------------------------- 36,5:4
Complaints (29 percent) ------------------------------------- 336,738

A year ago complaints were 23 percent of the total. But during 1950 it was evi-
dent that a higher percentage of people were complaining as each month passed.
(Even so, far more people check with the bureaus before rather than after some
business transaction.)

TABLE I.-Total instances of service for 1950-by major catcgorics

1949 1950 Coin-
per- Total per- Inquiries Clm.

centage centage plaints

Percent Percent
Financial ----------------------------------------------- 15 161,109 14 141,024 2,K,
Commercial -------------------------------------------- 21 212,984 1' 149,617 6,;*, :,
Merchandise ------------------------------------ 34 479,970 41 265,811 214, '
Manufacturing ------------------------------------------- 1 10. 766 1 S. 411k 2,',
Wholesale ------------------------------------------------------ 3,850 -------- 3,267
Solicitations ------------------------------------------- 8 96,.%7 8 88,613 7.9-4
Schemes ------------------------------------------ 3 29,083 2 26,245 2, o,
Request for booklets ---------------------------------- 7 53,069 4 53.069 ---------
Miscellaneous inquiries and complaints ------------------ 10 125,894 11 100, 440 25,4q

Total for the year ----------------------------- 100 1,173,292 100 836,554 336,-7,

It is evident that the figures for 1950 closely conform to the percentiuae for
1949, even though there was a numerical increase for both inquiries and com-
plaints. The big difference, in a single category, is the increase in the number
of instances of service regarding merchandise, from 34 to 41 percent-a 21)
percent gain. Some of the reasons for this Jump will be explained on paze 90.

Now for the first time in bureau history it is possible to evaluate the amount
of work done in each of the major categories. The following tables and chrt
will analyze individual classifications.

Financial category (14 percent of the total)

B anks -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Building and loan and savings and loan --........
Business opportunities -----------------------------------------
A u to fin a n cin g ...... ..........................................
Loan, discount, and financing ----------------------------------
Security and investm ents --------------------------------------
R ea l es ta te ..........................................

T osurance ................................................

T otal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Comn-Percent ITotal Inquiries plits

1
2
8
8
9

13
18
41

100

1,909 1,666
3, 1,50 3,283

12,355 10,967
13,073 7,829
13, 997 10, 655
21,199 18.886
29, 702 26,022
65,224 61,716

161,109 1 141,024

243
367

1,38
5,244
3,342
2,313
3,680
3,508

20,0S5

The financial category is responsible for 14 percent of all instances of service.
Since larger amounts of money are usually Involved it often follows that an in-
vestment of more time and service Is expended per case In this group than in
most others.

Corn-

Percent Total Inquiries plaints
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Forty-one percent of all financial instances of service involved insurance.
Over 65,000 people contacted the bureaus during 1950 concerning some phase
of insurance; of this number 96 percent were seeking general information and
checking on the reputation and reliability of various insurance companies,
agent s, or brokers.

Real estate, security and investment transactions accounted for 18 percent
and 13 percent, respectively, of the financial total.

It is significant that almost 9 out of every 10 people who contacted the bureau.q
with some financial problem were investigating before investing. It is equally
significant that every classification in the financial category is covered in one

or more fact booklets. There are at least 10 fact booklets which give valuable
gulidance on financial matters, thus helping the bureaus to better serve these
inquiries. Thus it would appear that when most people are faced with situa-
tions involving larger amounts of money they take time to check first.

Only in the auto-financing classification was there a relatively higher ratio
of complaints to inquiries; 3S percent of all auto-financing cases were in the
nature of complaints. And relatively inore complaints were received in this

group than in any other financial classifications. In other words, 26 percent of

all financial complaints involved auto financing.
Most of the auto-financing complaints, according to bureau reports. had to do

with the "pack" which was explained to the purchaser as the cost of insurance
but actually a large part of the exorbitant cost constituted a rebate to the

dealer placing the paper. Recent FTC regulations, brought about to a great de-
gree by persistent efforts of the bureaus, to correct the evils of "packing" should
reduce this abuse in the coming year.

Commercial category! (18 percent of the total)

The commercial category includes those types of business generally offering

services rather than commodities. Thi,; group accounted for 1S percent of the

total number of instances of service. The breakdown of the data is as follows:

Percent Total Inquiries Complaints

Movies and theaters ------------------------------------------ 911 565 346
Restaurants --------------------------------------- I ---- -1-.
Hotel and resorts -------------------------------- 1 1, I 1,243 43A

Public utilities ---------------------------------------...... 1 1, 1,124 683

1'rinsportation ------------------------------------- 5 10, S2, 3. 437
,r s s e . . . . .7 14.7,1 10.314 4.46C

fOr personal services... -------------------------- 7 16,575 14,795 1,750
Organizations -- -------------------------------------- 9 1 800 15.048 3. 752
Employrment ------------------------------------ 11 22,521 16,812 5,709
Pvrofes signal services -------------------------------- 12 2.5, 257 19, 59 5. 59S

Adverdtsing .. edia - ---------------------------- 1 13 27. 525 24.546 2.979
ry cleaners -------------------------------------- 15 32, 409 12, 604 19, 805

Dycleanrs ------ - --------------------- 3 4931,2

Ph,,toraphers ------------------------------------- 18 38.473 24.913 13,821

Total --------------------------------------- 100 212,984 149,617 6,367

Photographers and photographic services were numerically the highest in the

commercial category but problems relating to dry cleaning caused the Bureaus

more concern. It is the only classification in this group wherein complaints

exceed Inquiries.
The fact that over 200,000 instances of service were performed relating to

commercial transactions reveals the effect which the sale or purchase of a serv-

ice has on the public confidence in business generally.
In the professional services classitication, 22,521 instances of service were

rendered, of which 5,709 were complaints.
There are opportunities here for business to strengthen its reputation for

fairness. For example, in the restaurant business there were 1,158 contacts

with the bureaus; 553 or 47 percent were complaints. The total number is

not large but any business which alienates an important percentage of its cus-

tomers is not building public confidence.

MERCHANDISE

As would be expected, the greatest volume of bureau casework is in connec-

tion with transactions involving merchandise. People naturally spend more

50690-54--pt. 1- 38
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money for goods than for services. And more money is spent than saved or in.
vested by individuals. Although some transactions may involve only pennleA
the public is somehow (more) inclined to be critical of their business contacts
relating to the economics of everyday living. A seeming paradox exists. Because
although the public generally is more critical of everyday expenditures it is
naturally less likely to investigate first before completing a transaction.

It is evident there is a need for business to exercise more care in its offers
and daily dealings with the public to build greater good will.

The merchandise table on the following page reveals the amount of work
done in each classification. It will be obvious to the reader that a wide variety
of businesses are serviced. And almost a half-million instances of serve were
performed in the interests of merchandisers.

Merchandise category

Percent Total Inquiries ComplaiUts

Liquor stores -------------------------------------- ---------- 963 606 357
Drug stores --------------------------------------- ---------- 2,257 1,185 1,072
Vending machines --------------------------------- 1 4,492 3,301 1,191
Office supplies ------------------------------------ 1 6,015 3,302 2,713
Food Stores --------------------------------------- 1 6,054 3,212 2,842
Agriculture --------------------------------------- 1 7,284 5,375 1,909
Upholstery ---------------------------------------- 2 9.598 4,919 4,67
Furs ---------------------------------------------- 2 9,882 6,297 3,5M
Men's apparel ------------------------------------ 2 10,422 5.315 5,107
Hardware -------------------------------------- 2 10,811 5,940 4, 7!
New car dealers -.--------------------------------- 3 12,.585 7,307 S. no
Department stores --------------------------------- 3 13,729 6,607 7, 1!
Fuel ---------------------------------------------- 3 13,832 8,793 5, (W
Auto equipment and service ----------------------- 3 13,872 6,479 7.3X
Jewelry ------------------------------------------- 3 15,344 8, 512 6, 8Q
Door to door selling -------------------------------- 4 18,712 12,726 5,96
Used car dealers. ---------------------------------- 5 23,335 11,897 11,438
Book subscriptions ------------------------------- 5 23,353 16,635 6,71S
Women's apparel ---------------------------------- 5 24,649 11,053 13,
Furniture and rugs - 8 38,028 16,579 21.449
Photo supplies, radio, and music ------------------- 9 44,393 10,072 34, 3.1
Magazine subscriptions ---------------------------- 10 47,025 33,383 13,642
Construction (home) ----------------------------- 12 58,202 40,696 17,506
Home appliances ---------------------------------- 14 65, 133 35,620 29,513

Total ------------------------------------ 100 479,970 265,811 214,159

In the automobile business we find that 59,792 people came to the bureaus dur-
ing 1950 with problems. 24,109 or 14 percent registered complaints. in other
words, 4 out of every 10 of these people were dissatisfied customers.

The home construction business caused 58,202 bureau contacts. Over 17,000 or
30 percent made complaints. This business, it should be noted, is one which, due
to the increasing number of building units erected during the year, created a
steady monthly rise In instances of service.

Closely behind the construction business came the home appliances with G-1,133
contacts and home furnishers, such as furniture-rugs, with 38,028 contacts
There were more complaints than inquiries in the furniture-rug field, but almost

50 percent of the home appliance instances of service were complaints.
Complaints to inquiries are relatively high for every merchandise cl.assifica-

tion. Take (rug and liquor stores, with the fewest number of Instances of service.
Out of 2,257 instances of service for drug stores, 47 percent were complaints.
Thirty-three percent of the 963 liquor stores instances of service were coniphint&

In both the men's and women's apparel line a total of 35,071 instances of service
were performed, with 18,703, or 56 percent recorded as complaints. Furthermore,
more complaints than inquiries were received by the bureaus concerning women s
apparel stores.

In the photo supplies-radio and music classification, 44,393 instances of service
were noted: 34,321, or 78 percent were complaints. From separate record", and
interviews with bureau managers we know that the major portion of the work
in this field concerned television. It is impossible to quote the exact TV figure,
but we know that well over 50 percent can be attributed to the TV industry. (A
separate TV classification is listed for 1951.)

Of all merchandise instances of service, 55 percent were inquiries and 45 per-
cent were complaints. During 1949 the percentages were: Inquiries 62 percent:
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complaints 38 percent. This represents an 18 percent increase in merchandise
complaints. Certainly this is cause for alarm. The bureaus, as well as the
business firms concerned, have a real problem to solve.

It seems apparent that the reason for an increase of 18 percent in complaints
relating to merchandise transactions was caused by a step-up in promotional
activities including sharper competitive practices. The trend illustrates the very
great need for business to avoid a breakdown of ethical standards even in a
buyer's market.

OTHER CATEGORIES

Although the volume of instances of service performed for the following cate-
gories increased over 1949, little or no change occurred in percentages.

Total Inquiries Complaints

Manufacturing ---------------------------------------------- 10, 766 8,468 2, 298
Wholesale ------------------------------------------------- 3,850 3,267 583
Solicitations ------------------------------------------------- 9C,567 88, 613 7,954
Schemes ----------------------------------------------------- 29,083 26, 245 2, 83
Booklets ---------------------------------------------------- 53,069 53,069 --------------
Miscellaneous .--------------------------------------------- 125,894 100, 440 25,454

Relatively more people took the time to check with the bureaus regarding
solicitations and schemes. This reflects a need for an intensified bureau program
to uncover and report the facts regarding operations in these categories. It is
significant that business firms depend heavily on this phase of bureau opera-
tions--in fact 57 percent of the instances of service relating to solicitations were
performed directly for business establishments.

The actual number of fact booklets requested by the general public was con-
siderably less during 1950 than for 1949. Here is an opportunity for all bureaus
to help reduce the number of consumer complaints. More publicity about and
distribution of these self-servicing booklets is indicated.

The following section shows the breakdown of the instances of service accord-
ing to consumer or business.

Consumer versus business use of bureau services

Consumer Business

Total Per-
cent Inquir-, Per- Corn- Per- Inquir- Per- Corn- Per-

ics cent plaints cent ls cent plaints cent

Financial ----------------- 167,109 100 119,343 74 17,518 It 21,681 13 2,567 2
Commercial_ -...... .-- 212,984 100 118, K,81 56 56, 377 27 30,736 14 6, 990 3
Merchandise -------------- 479, 970 100 222,916 45 192, 159 41 42,895 9 22,000 5
Manufacturing ------------- 10, 7t'6 100 1, 342 41 1, 6c7 15 4, 126 38 611 6
Whoh..le ------------------ 3,850 100 1, !,37 40 330 9 1,730 44 253 7
Solicitations ---------------- 96,567 100 34,6i49 36 ,5,909 6 53,964 56 2,045 2
Schemes ------------------- 29,0s,3 Ioo 19,S12 6,14 2,291 8 6,433 22 547 2
Booklets _ 53,069 100 33,964 62 -------- ------ 1,905 38Miscellaneous inquiries

and complaints q---------- 125,894 100 72, 831 57 23, 428 19 27, 559 22 2,026 2
Total--------------1,173,292 100 628,325 54 299, 699 25 121 , 2"29 Us 37,039 3

The actual number of instances of service performed directly for business
increased in 1950 over 1949 but when compared to the total for each year we
find that there were relatively less direct calls from bussiness for service during
1950. In view of the increase in consumer complaints there is a definite need
here, it seems, for business to consult with the bureaus more frequently in order
to help eliminate the causes of consumer complaints.

In 1949 5 percent of all instances of service were business complaints--in 1950
the figure dropped to only 3 percent. The fact that there were relatively less
business complaints than in 1949 is an indication of greater self-regulation by
business itself.

In the above table we use each category as 100 percent In this manner we can
see the relationship of consumer to business instances of service. Twenty-one
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percent of all instances of service were performed for business-79 percent flr
consumers as compared to 75 percent and 25 percent In 1949. In actual figures
we see that nearly 1 million of the instances of service (928,024) were for con.
sumers-and nearly one-quarter of a million (245,268) were performed directly
at the request of business.

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING

An encouraging fact concerning the data in this report is that there were less
recorded advertisements of a questionable nature in 1950 than during the pre-
vious year. Similarly there were less advertisements necessitating corrective
action.

Despite the increase in consumer complaints regarding merchandise transac.
tions it seems evident that something other than questionable advertisements
was the cause of increased public complaint regarding such transactions.

There can be no question that the bureaus are greatly responsible for this
achievement. They constantly call errors in advertisements to the attention of
advertisers and through meetings with trade groups, codes and standards for
ethical advertising were drawn up. And the two publications, Do's and Don'ts
in Advertising and the Guide for Retail Advertising and Selling continued to win
wide acceptance and approval by advertisers.

It ,hould be noted that, out of the hundreds of thousands of advertisements
and commercials which were studied, only 21,634 were questioned by the bureaus.
And only 158 required action by authorities as a last resort-seven one-
hundredths of 1 percent.

However certain changes took place during the year. The number of ques-
tionable advertisements in the commercial category increased slightly (the only
increase) with a corresponding increase in such advertising requiring corrective
action. There were far less questionable radio commercials. There was a slight
increase in the number of magazine ads questioned.

Number of ads shopped Ads requiring action

Total

Papers Magazines Radio By bureau By authorities

Financial 1. 278 1,244 18 16 560 ti
Corunnrcid ------- 1. X%19 1, 761 1, 103 779 1,
Merchandi, .....------- 17, K.N9 16. lc.-, 502 422 6.990 82
Maniffacturing ------------------- 66 . .. 16 19 3
W hol - 4 - . .------------------- 12 12 . . . . . ...........- 4 ....
Solicit'Itions ---------------- 190 ! 1 6 9 4

- - --em- - - -- 9 91 3 4 15 3
Miscellaneous inquiries and
complaint, ..--------- 218 166 ............ 52 70

Total, 1950 ------------ 21. & 34 20, 479 542 613 8,446
Total, 1'149 ---------------- 33.. ,G 31,319 313 Z 236 12, 506 2 9

A detailed breakdown of the above table will be found at the end of this report
In relation to the total number of questionable ads, there were more finan,'i:1l

ads requiring action than any other category. However, 175 advertis,,me1nts
which required bureau action were the business opportunities type---generilly
classified adq. But 252 bank advertisements out of 398 required bureau action.
This is a high percentage of advertisements needing corrective action. It pr,,w"
that the bureaus performed a valuable service to banking institutions in hell-
ing to remove the causes of public suspicion resulting from questionab "
advertising.

The real estate, business opportunities, and security investment advertising
was responsible for 25 percent of the advertising referred to authorities. The
other 75 percent was split among 30 different ela slfications.

In the commercial category a number of businesses used questionable ndver-
tising. Of 195 individuals and companies placing "Help wanted" ads, 142 re-
quired corrective bureau action, only 1 case went to authorities. Dry clE:tIerS
placed 193 questionable ads, 146 needing correction. Photogaphers created 240
questionable ads with 97 requiring modifications. Professional services were

responsible for 348 such advertisements; 109 needed correction.
It is interesting to note that although only 7 advertisements run by public

utilities were questioned, all 7 required action by the authorities.
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In the merchandise field there were some questionable advertisements for each
classification.

It is interesting that two' (if the lowest figures concerned the magazine and
subscription book industries, both of which are participating in BBB vertical
progralis. However, it should lie noted that out of S3 questionable magazine
subscription ads. 48 needed bureau correction.

Businesses such as department stores, stores selling furniture, rugs, ho4me
appliances, jewelry, TV sets, and clothing accounted for most of the questionable
advertising.

Nevertheless, more ads were referred to authlorities regarding drllgstore saleg
and upholstering than were referred to authorities concerning all the aliv
mentioned businesses.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

IPublicity ajid education

Number (of bulletins issued --------------------------------------- 1, 411
Circulation of bulletins ---------------------------------------- 1, 4(. 29
Number of billboards used ---------------------------------------- 3
Number of car cards used ---------------------------------------- ; 57
Number of fact booklets issued ---------------------------------- 103, 729
Number of other booklets issued --------------------------------- 11, 74
Number of BBB adverti. .it ,--- -------------------------------- 1, 0,0
Number of news stories ------------------------------------------ 5. 531
Number of speaking engagements ----------------------------------- 945
Number of posters distributed ----------------------------------- 43, 510
Number of radio spots used --------------------------------------- 2, 455
Number of radio programs --------------------------------------- 601
Number of television shows- --------------------------------------- 34
Number of Retail Guide ------------------------------------------ 3, 455
Other types of publicity ---------------------------------------- I ;. 496

11950 was the first year in several years where there was a decline In the number of
fact booklets distributed by the Iureaus. Til-re was a sharp drop of 154.7N'2 M,,i' -
tributed In 1950-from 258,011 to 103.229l. While this riny appear, on th, surface. , vo
indivate less effort on the part of theb ureaus to) place theit, booklets in the hands of to e
public, the figure does not take into acuunt the r.siltful jnissionar. work which tie

I irc'us have conducted with li.-i ,. firils. ''ese' firnix ; urdreol .,,;.i;2 ; .li,.s dir,.ct for
distribution to their employees, viistomers, and oth,.r:. Therefore. the total l1istritltion
figure. should show a noteworthy increase of approximately 100 percent.

lPublicity comtinued to play ani 1 imtant r It in better bIusiness burau
operations in 1950. The volume of niaterials produce(l, in sotine catt-..nwies, was
unprecedented, particularly in the nu1iir (of bul letins lublishe I l circulated
While the number of bulletins l)ubl i hed increased 2(0 perrenIt fr mi 1,(0I97 to
1,411 in 1950-the circulation rose from 1,177,G;24 Celies to) 1,40)I1,29:, an increase
of almost 30 percent.

In the use of po sters, there wa4 3 reniarkalfe inicrease ,of 102;19 coies-
from 240,S91 in 1.949 to 343,510 in 1950--an increase of more th:n 30 percent.
The significant part of the great increase in these two categories is that it re-
fleets the bureaus' efforts to develop and expand employee service programs to
bring bureau services to larger numbers of people.

In the field of news and feature stories, the bureaus continued to show increas-
ing activity and effectiveness. In 1949 bureaus reported 12,270 news and feature
stori-s published. as represented hy the clippings and tear sheets. In 1950, there
were 15,531 published, an increase of 20 percent. This reflects on not only the
capacity and effectiveness of the bureaus to employ publicity as a useful tool, but
it reflects on the 16-percent increase in bureau services rendered as shown in the
additional 162,394 inquiries and complaints handled in 1950.

The figures in the table do not show tile distribution of certain special materials.
These include:

1. GI insurance dividend warning leaflet ---------------------------- 243,000
2. Key speeches given at the 1950 conference ------------------------- 60,000
3. "Guide" promotion circular------------------------------------- 60,000
4. "Labor Rackets" story in Printers' Ink -------------------------- 100,000
5. 1949 Annual Report ------------------------------------------- 23,568

While it is an inclination to be carried away with the great volume of materials
produced and distributed, it should be remembered that these figures are only
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a reflection of activity. They are not an end In themselves. It can be reliably
assumed, however, that these figures reflect on the soundness of basic bureau
policies and procedures.

SUMMARY

The preceding pages have shown in considerable detail the areas where
consumers and business firms have found it necessary to contact the better busi.
ness bureaus. The figures indicate where greater effort must be spent by the
bureaus to meet growing problems. And certainly there is ample evidence that
business has many opportunities for self-improvement, particularly In those fields
where the bureaus report a high rate of consumer problems.

It is gratifying that far more people are still seeking advice before entering
into important transactions rather than after. The report shows that 71 out of
every 100 bureau calls are inquiries. Of course we must recognize that this per.
centage is somewhat less than it was in 1949 when 77 out of every 100 calls were
inquiries-so that during 1950 there was an increase in the number of complaints
to the bureaus.

Since this study has revealed that most of the increase in complaints relates
to merchandise transactions, it follows that greater bureau attention should
be focused on classifications in this category. It would be impractical for every
single consumer and business establishment to call the bureau before making any
purchase-but some way must be found to impress both the public and the busi.
nessman of the importance of careful shopping. Greater stress must be placed
on educating the public concerning the economics of our business system. Like.
wise more effort should be devoted to working with business to overcome specific
consumer problems.

The Better Business Bureaus are in a unique position as an impartial organiza-
tion capable of creating a better understanding of the basic business system prin-
ciples, and thus creating better goodwill between buyer and seller.

This report demonstrates that the bureaus are accomplishing this job, day after
day, month after month at the community level. And it also shows that much
more needs to be done. More self-servicing booklets, pamphlets, talks and other
materials is indicated. More employee service programs are necessary. In-
creased local and national Joint better business bureau-industry programs are
essential and, of course, greater business support of the bureaus Is vital.

It should be quite obvious from the data In this study that the bureaus have
done a remarkable job. Certainly the business membership of the bureaus can
take justifiable pride in the achievements for 1950.

A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU AcTIVITIEs FOR 1951

Prepared by The Research Department, the Association of Better Busine-
Burem . Inc., Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y., Willard M. Ziirflieh,
director of research

FOREWORD

The 1,432,228 instances of service which are analyzed, by classitication, in
the following pages only show the number of times the bureaus have been called
upnn for nsi!.zit:,nce. The figure is thp highest in bureau history and. retflevl
the high regard in which the public and business hold the bureaus.

However, no figures are reported which tell the behind the scenes story of
the many steps taken in processing each request for assistance. If these were
added the total figure could be well over 3 million.

We only mention this because not all instances of service can be handled on
the spot; many require further study involving time and money.

In telling the full better business bureau story instances of service form
only a part. Actually the figures as reported under Bureau Statlsti are
grouped according to three headings:

1. Instances of service
2. Advertising checked and corrected
3. Education and publicity

Instances of service show the number of times the bureaus have been called
upon from sources outside the bureau offices. These contacts are in the nature

of inquiries or complaints regarding some form of business transaction-
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The work done by the bureaus regarding advertising is initiated by the

bureaus themselves. By a constant watching of all advertising the bureaus
not only protect the consumer but help build public confidence in business.

And supplementing these two facets of bureau work is the continuous pro-
gram of educational and publicity work done by the bureaus. Through bul-
letins, posters, facts and other booklets, radio, TV and speeches the bureaus
warn and educate the public and business about their own responsibilities.
Much of this work is self-servicing enabling intelligent decisions to be made
without the necessity of contacting a better business bureau.

Therefore, a statistical analysis of these three bureau functions will reveal
that bureau activity is a good barometer of market conditions.

A SUMARY OF BUREAU STATISTICS FOR 1951

PUBLIC

100898

SERVICE

- - - - - - - - ~0

F1---- -- _-4 60S

21O6

Of the 1,432,228 instances of service 72 percent represented inquiries. There
is a difference of only 1 percent over 1950 when inquiries were 71 percent of
the total. The majority of consumers and business still find it to their ad-
vantage to investigate before investing.

TABLE I.-Total instances of cr'ic(c by major categories

Filna
Corn
Mere
Mani
Whole
Sollci
Schen
Book
Miso

1949e 1950 1951

19 4; r LEI&4

nelal ------------------------------------ V. .. 064 I r (' 161, 109 14 196,215
mercial ----------------------------- 26,161 21 212, 984 18 293,607
handise ---------------------------------- 347, 107 34 479, 70 41 677, 444
ufuturing -------------------------------- 9il 1 10,766 1 11,393
esale --------------------------------- 7 r0 3, 3,763
tat ions -------------------------------- 7, 100 8 96, 507 8 93.082
ies-----------------------------------27, 112 3 29, 083 2 32 6'43
lets --------------------- . 7, 524 7 53. 06 4 53, 469
llaneous Inquiries and corplnt....---i I0 493 10 125,8 1 I 70,612

Total ................................... 010,898 00 1,173.292 I00 1,432,228_Y00881 0 11

Percent
14
21
47
1

7
2
3
5

100

The percentages in table I show how closely the pattern established in 1949 has
been followed. This is ample proof that the better business bureaus are operat-
ing basically the same. Once again there was an increase in the merchandise
Category. In 1950 it jumped to 41 percent from 34 percent in 1949. In 1951
merchandise cases were responsible for 47 percent of all instances of service.

11,173,292

1,132#228

11
Million

W

2941

1951
, ,,h. mm

0 0
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There are certain classifications which caused the bureaus the most concerL
Ten of these created 64,002 instances of service, or 45 percent of the totaL
They were also directly responsible for 379,368 inquiries or, 36 percent of all
inquiries and 190,009 complaints, or 47 percent of all complaints.

TABLE II

Classification

S olicitation s ........ ...............................
C onstruction ---------------------------------------
Television -----------------------------------------
Insu rance - . --------------------------------------
A utom otivN I ---------------------------------------
H om e applian ces ...... ...........................
M agazine subscriptioni . .........................
Furniture, rugs -----.- - ----...............
Photographers ....................................
Dry cleaners ......................................

Subtotal ---------------.. -------------.......
All others .........................................

Total ----------------------------------------

1950 rank

1
4
7
2
5
3
6
9

10

1951 rank

1
2
3
4
'5
6
7
8
9

10

Instances of
service

93,082
82, 513
80, 548
80,467
64,357
62, 4( )
52,028
47, 1.50
46. :31A
42, 925

615. 890

780,338

1,432, 228

Auto equipment and service, new and used cars.

The above table is presented simply to show which classifications are re-
sponsible for a large amount of bureau activity. With certain exceptions the
rank order by years is very close. The reason for the shift in rank and ex.
planations concerning each of the 10 categories will be discussed in detail in
subsequent sections.

TABLE III.-Financial category (14, pcrccnt of the total)

Percent Total Inquiries Conil)hdnts

Banks ---------------------------------------------- 1 1, 865 1,648 21
Building and loan and savings and loan ---------------- 2 3. 659 3,247 42
Business opportunities --------------------------------- 5 10.615 9,437 1, 17
Autto financing ---------------------------------------- -I 13.029 S, 0x 4.%J
Loan. discount, and financing ------------------------- 8 16,266 13.452 , 14
MLscellaneous ---------------------------------------- 9 17,267 14,090 3,17,
Securities and investments ----------------------------- 10 19, 445 18,375 1,070
Real estate ..------------------------------------------ 17 33.592 27,445 F, 14 7
Insurance -------------------------------------------- 41 80,467 73, 797 b-.1

Total ------------------------------------------- 1 00 196,215 169,699 6,516

The 1950 report on bureau statistics showed a high ratio of complaints to
inquiries in the auto financing field. This is again true for 1951 where 37 per-
cent of all auto financing cases were complaints. This is only slightly less than
in 1950.

There was a noticeable increase in the real-estate complaints. Even though
percentagewise there were less real-estate cases; complaints increased over 1J50,
from 12 to 18 percent.

The insurance industry again accounted for 41 percent of all financial contacts
with the bureaus. And 37 percent of all financial inquiries concerned insurance.
But even though the increase in insurance contacts was 23.5 percent over 1950
there was no change in the ratio of insurance services to other classification&
In 1950-51 insurance problems amounted to 6 percent of the total figure.

With the exception of solicitations, where 94 percent of all contacts with the
bureaus were of an inquiry, no other category had as high a percentage of in-
quiries as the financial group. This was due to the greater caution exercised
by consumers and businesses regarding larger money matters. Out of evry 11 0
people contacting the bureaus on a financial matter 86 were seeking information
before entering a transaction. Compare this percentage with 74 percent for
commercial inquiries and 60 percent for merchandise inquiries.

Percent of
total

,5

4.5
4.

3.3
3.2
3.0

100
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TABLE IV.-Commercial category (21 percent of the total)

(This group includes businesses offering services rather than commodities)

Percent Total Inquiries Com-
plaints

Railroads --------------------------------------------------------- 1,380 1,022 358
Public utilities ---------------------------------------- 1 2, 231 1,401 830
Airlines ----------------------------------------------- 2 5,813 4,267 1,546
Moving and storage ----------------------------------- 5 14, 299 10, 910 3,389
Employment .------------------------------------------- 7 19,877 16,617 3,260
Organizations ------------------------------------------ 7 20,494 Is, 034 2.460
Education --------------------------------------------- 8 23, 900 20.769 3,131
Other personal services --------------------------------- 8 24,134 1x.511 5,623
Professional services ------------------------------------ 8 24,340 17, 792 6, 548
Advertising media- ------------------------------------- 9 27, 189 23, 32S 3, 861
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------ 14 40,665 32,695 7, 970
Dry cleaners ------------------------------------------- 15 42,925 17,084 25,841
Photographers ----------------------------------------- 16 46,360 32,406 13,951

Total ------------------------------------------- 100 293,607 214,836 78,771

Over 46,000 instances of service, or 16 percent of the commercial category,
were recorded about photographers. These contacts concerned the reputation
of legitimate photographic studios, as well as complaints about various coupon
schemes and other questionable business stimulators.

However, as in the 2 previous years, the dry cleaning industry caused the
bureaus great concern. More problems about the serviceability of fabrics were
recorded than there were problems in any other commercial classification. In
fact, there were more dry cleaning complaints than inquiries. In time it is
hoped that this situation can be changed as more and more bureaus set up
bureau-industry dry cleaning arbitration boards. Generally speaking solution
of complaints in this field requires extensive study and only through cooperation
of dry cleaners, retailers and manufacturers together can the abuses in this field
be eliminated.

In 1950 airlines, railroads, moving and storage were grouped under a trans-
portation heading. These were handled separately during 1951.

Very few contacts were made with the bureaus about railroads but almost
6,000 people had reason to call the bureaus about air travel. The files reveal a
large percentage of these contacts concerned nonscheduled airlines and air ticket
agencies. Moving and storage services were 14,299. Altogether there was a 91
percent increase in transportation instances of service. This constitutes one of
the greatest single increases in all bureau services.

It Is obvious that greater bureau emphasis must be directed to the field of
transportation.

Although the total number of service rendered regarding public utilities was
sni-ill, 37 percent were of a complaint nattire. This is exactly the same percentage
as for 1950. It would appear that some attention is required here.

In summing up the work done in the commercial category It can safely be said
that the bureaus did an excellent Job--inquiries increased from 70 to 73 percent.

Yet there is room for improvement. There are opporhinIties for commercial-
type biisineses to better their relationships with the public.

MERCHANDISE CATEGORY

The table on the following page will show that the zrvatest volume of bureau
work was done in the merchandise field. Almost 700.000 contacts were about
commodities. And it also follows that the greatest number of complaints would
be registered in this category; 40 percent were complaints. But there is an
encouraging note in that less people complained during 1951 than for 1950;
from 45 percent in 1950 to 40 percent in 1951.

This could mean that a little more care is being taken before purchases are
flade. It could also mean that business Is doing a better job of building goodwill.
Both are healthy signs.
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TABLE V.-Merehandise category (47 percent of the total)

Office supplies ----------------------------------------
Vending m achines -----------------------------------
Photo supplies .........---------
Post control --------------------------------------------
Fuel ..................................................
F ood storm --------------------------------------------
Agriculture ...........................................
F u rs ......- ............................................
H a rd w are ..............................................
Men's apparel .......................................
Radio and music ...---------------------------------
Upholst ry ..---------------------------------- -
New-car dealers .......................................
Jew elry .... .. . . ...................................
Department stores --------------------------------
Auto equipment and service ..........................
D ire c t se llers . ....... ..... ... . ... ... ..... ...... ......
Book subscription -------------------------------------
Heating equipment ...................................
Women's apparel .....................................

Furnitue-rugs ........................................
M magazine -ubscriptons ..............................
Miscellaneo -----------................................
Home appliances ......................................
TV ........................ --........-...........
Construction ..........................................

Total ...........................................

Percent Total
I. I i

........ ....

1
1
1

2

2
2
22
2
2
2

3

3
4
4
4
5

7
8
8
9

12
12

100

4. 403
4,607
6,436
6.842
6, 978
7. 520
7, 520
9, 687
9, 825
9,890

10.500
13,617
14,972
16,536
18,020
18&765
21. 746
24.659
26.014
26,691
30,620
47. 150
52.028
56. 905
62, 460
80, 548
82,513

677,444
I _ _ _ _ I _

With almost 700,000 instances of service involving merchandise, the bureau@
had a busy year in this category alone. With only a few changes the classifi-
cations in the merchandise category ranked the same as in the previous year.

The construction business caused 82,513 bureau contacts. In volume this was
a 42 percent gain. But in comparison to other businesses (which also had in-
creases) the ratio remained the same. The only change was a slight de'rea-Ie
in complaints. It is evident that people were checking more carefully in 1951
than in 1950 on their building transactions.

In 1950 television instances of service were recorded under the heading "Photo
Supplies, Radio and M'.[usic." Most of the services in this group were about TV.
In 1951 TV had a separate listing. More than 80,000 people had TV problems
and, 53 percent were in the nature of complaints. However, analysis by quar-
ter periods reveals that the highest number of complaints were handled early
in 1951. There was a gradual drop during the balance of the year. As TV
spreads across the Nation there will be continued problems-generally of a
service nature but, as business learns to cope better with this complex prob-
lem and, as the public also learns the limitations of TV, there should be less
reason for calling the bureaus. The standards developed by the bureaus and the
TV industry should continue to help create mutual understanding and fair play.

Home appliances, furniture and rugs were responsible for a total of 1( .610
instances of service. These two classifications always follow closely in volume
the construction figures. After people buy a home they must furnish it.

Even though there were more complaints than inquiries in the furnitre-rue
field there were relatively less complaints than in 1950. Complaints also dropped
percentagewise for home appliances.

Now it follows that if there will be less building during the current year
there will be somewhat less activity in the above groups. Even the replacement
factor will be diminished since many people stocked up early in the 1951 Scnre
buying period.

Relatively there waq no change in the auto equipment and service clasflcl-
tion. Complaints continued to he greater than inquiries. Since so much of our
economic life and method of living today revolves around the automotive indus
try it would seem Just plain good business for these dealers and service ipePle
to build better goodwill. If we add the figures for the 3 automotive elaq.sifin-
tions a total of 64,357 Instances of service results with 46 percent of thii' nuID-
her as complaints. This Is much too high. Tt Is fortunat' that the hurs,,:1l

were able to service the people with problems concerning this industry other-

wLqe there would be many more dissatisfied customers.

596

Inquiries Conmplaint

3.359 1,044
3,916 01
4.03 z34
5816 1.03
4.299 2.619
4.399 3,1214,888 2.65
6.180 35M
6,011 ,12
. 578 4,312

61911 O
7, 1Q 6, 454
8. 953 h. 019
8,975 7, 51
9,713 &307
9,251 9.514

15,41s h 32
18.444 6.21"
16. 336 !, hl

13,959 ?. 12I'
15, StI W.
22 443 24 7()7
39, 38, 12.643
39.492 17,413
84,728 2, ,
37,777 4Z 7 1
407614 26, )

407, 840 269, M4" I
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llweer, an encouraging factor is the overall drop in merchandise complaints

,ince 1950. From 45 percent to 40 percent. This can be taken to indicate that
despite an increase of 41 percent in total merchandise instances of service, busi-
Iess has cut some of its sharp competitive practices. It could also mean that
the promotional activities of the better business bureau In educating the con-
srmers has been effective in creating a better understanding between business
an(d its customers.

TABLE VI.-Other categories

M anuf cturing ----------------------------------------
W holf-"d ,' - ----------------------------------------------

So llita tions - ----- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- -
Bokl'. . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------------
M ei - ll n I-- ..... ...................................... . ...

Total

11,393
3, 763

93. 0%2
32, 643
53, 469
70.612

Inquiries

9,000
3. (WL

g7.6%3
:N. 301
j. 469

56, 277

('omplaints

Z 393
760

5,399
4,342

14, 335

Only two significant changes occurred during the year in the above table.
The solicitations instances of service were relatively high because of the in-

crease in appeal for funds. Even so there were less bureau contacts concerning
solicitations and a greatt.r number than in 1950) were investigating first. This is
a reflection on the bureaus' l)reventativ'o work. The bureaus have been waging a
relentless war on fake appeals for funds. It is apparent that progress is being
made.

In the wholesale field there was a 5 percent increase in complaints. This was
a result of the many new companies offering nierchandise at wholesale or big
discounts-with the result that some people became victinis of (teals involving
inferior merchandise and no service. 'Most wholesale firms do not engage in
retail business.

TABLE VII.-Consumer versus business use of bureau services

('onsurmer B j'II I-. v

Total Per-eent

Financial
Com it i,,rvhl --------\horcru ido. - --- -

Manif wturing...
Whole .-........
'.41CltAtlonq --------
Sche e .---- ....-
Booklets -----------
M seellaneou. -...

Total .......

Inqulrle'

196.215 100 140. 23
293.607 100 170. 71
677.444 100 336. 32

11,3W3 10C 4.:74-

3, j ,63 11045
93,.082 100 33 41
32, 643 100 19 !,x
53,489 101) 2', 4,5
70 612 100 40,8U1

*4

I,

4,

:1

1,432,228 100 I 772. 7,5

r orn- Per-
tuit plaints cent

72 23. 177 1

soA 2 111, fsl :i's
42 , 766 Iti
391 '2 7
:6 1 2. 979 3

141 2.775 S

11.157 1t

r-4 351, 393 24

Prer-cent

2 . 4 G-4 15
44,135 15
71,.514 II
4, 215 37
1 5-17 41

54, 2c.7 5x
1.715 27
"N, 0114 52
15,464 22

257. 343 18

Corn- Per-
plaintz cent

3.339 1
10. 2M 4
28,923 4

627 5
478 13

2.421 3
1.567 5

3,178- 4

50, 737 4

Business uses of bureau services kept pace with the general increase in in-
stances of service as compared to 1950. Requests for bureau assistance by busi-
ness amounted to 308,080 instances of service or 22 percent of the total. There
were 62,812 more business requests for bureau services, representing a 26 percent
increase over the previous year. Nevertheless, there is still a need for more
businesses, generally, to avail themselves of the assistance the bureaus offer.
Consumer problems can be greatly reduced by business itself through the better
business bureau. The bureaus are agencies of business and promote voluntary
efforts to eliminate the causes of consumer complaints.

A step in this direction is the noticeable increase in requests for booklets from
business. This indicates a willingness to keep and build good consumer relations.
In 1950 business requested 1,905 booklets--38 percent of all booklets. In 1951
the fi ures show 28,018 of all booklets requested went to business firms. This
represents 52 percent of all such requests.
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TABLE VIII.-Truth in advertising

Number of ads shopped Ads requiring actio

Total

Papers IMaga- Radio TV By b*
zines bureaus thoritie

Financial ---------------------- 96 883 10 71 4 27,
Commercial --------- 1, 6's 1,618 19 42 6 152 1
Merchandise ----------------- 16, 120' 15, 159 106 622 233 6, 591 1 F
Manufacturing --------------- 10 9 ---------- ----------- I-
WNhnohe, le-------------......... 27 27 -------------------- ---------- - 3
Solicit it ions -------------------- - 15 14 ----------.---------- 1 6
Schemes ----------------------- 52 47 ......... 5 13
Miscellaneous -------------------- 150 14 - 5 ....... 35

Total --------------- 19,027 17,903 135 745 245 7,77

In addition to the many thousands of instances of service performed each year
the bureaus study millions of advertisements in all media. Only a small per.
centage seem to be questionable. During 1951 the questionable ads were les
than in 1950. This is further proof that business wants to have the respect of
the consumer. But of the questionable ads (19,027) the bureaus had to take
some action in 7,779 cases. Only 207 were referred to the authorities. Percent.
agewise this is a slight increase over 1950-from 0.7 percent to 1.25 percent. The
files on these 207 cases would show a high degree of intent to defraud the public.

A closer look at the figures shows that of 972 TV ads 856 or 89 percent needed
correction by bureaus or the authorities. This is unfortunately high but many
TV dealers resorted to tricky and sometimes unfair advertising in order to move
their stocks last summer. The situation is somewhat improved now.

Women's and men's apparel advertising accounted for a high number of qu-
tionable advertisements-but less than in 1950.

A reflection of the times is the drop in business-opportunity advertising. Since
there wais near full employment in 1951 people were relatively less inclined
to try branching out for themselves.

Used-car advertising still continues to be subject to bureau suspect: 61 percent
of ads of this nature required bureau adjustment, 12 cases went to the authorities .

Department stores, home appliance, and furniture advertising still provide the
bureau with considerable work. About 25 percent of all questionable advertis-
in-- concerned these businesses and they accounted for 20 percent of all the
advertisements which had to be brought to the attention of the proper authorities
as a last resort.

However, except for the fringe elements business can take pride in a better
report on advertising abuses for 1951. This is far from saying that there is little
room for improvement. It does mean that more sales can be made through
honest than false advertising. It also indicates that the bureaus' efforts to
"maintain truth in advertising" are being fruitful. There were many requestS
for the publications, A Guide for Retail Advertising and Do's and Dont's in
Advertising Copy. These bureau books if used can spell the difference between
factual and misleading copy.

PUBLIC RETATIONS

Publicity and education

Number of bulletins issued ------------------------------------ 1,
Circulation of bulletins ------------------------------------- 1, 287,644

Number of billboards used --------------------------------- 46

Number of car cards used ------------------------------------- ,531

Number of Fact booklets issued -------------------------------- 123,44
Number of other booklets issued --------------------------------- 1,2
Number of 1BB advertisements -----------------------------
Number of news stories ------------------------------------------- 9
Number of speaking engagements ---------------------------------
Number of posters distributed ------------------------------- 2492

Number of radio spots used -------------------------------- ,
Number of radio programs --------------------------------------- 111
Number of television shows ---------------------------------------
Retail "Guides" Issued 7---------------------------------------52,
Other types of publicity --------------------------------------
Trade, business conferences-----------------------------------
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This table showing the production of information materials and the various
publicity activities of the better business bureaus during 1951 reflects only in a
small measure the results of the time and effort the bureaus give day in and day
out to inform and protect business and the public. These figures are impressive.
They are a testament to the bureaus' effectiveness in handling publicity and an
indication of the need for and the rece(ptivity to bureau news and informational
materials by business and the public, and by the various media which serve the
public. These figures, in total, are approximately the same as in 1950 and
slightly higher than in 1949. There were, of course, increases in production
of some materials. There was a reduction in others. The same is true with
the employment of certain media. But generally speaking, the bureaus con-
tinued to maintain a high rate of activity, the results of which perhaps can best
he seen in the 1,432,228 instances of service handled during the past year, and
in the increase of 258,936 such instances.

Better business bureau publicity is rv-:ardhd as the right arm of bureau opera-
tions. It is informative and educational. It warns aind it protects. Much of it
is of the self-help type of interest t4, constiIerIs. Nhost of it appears in local and
regional publications, and is loc:il in origination. The basic reason for this local
emphasis is that "all business is local," for it is on this level where business and
the public come into intimate (laily contact and where businiess-consumer prob-
lems largely exist. Here is 'where the hitter business bureaus do their main
work. In the handling of publicity, bureaus use the widest latitude within the
framework of generally accepted btter business bureau policies and procedures.
This has proved to be sound as each c,mmunity or area has problems and situa-
tions peculiar to itself and bureaus vary as to their facilities not only in conduct-
ing their publicity activities, but in the servicing of inquiries and complaints
resulting from their efforts.

Although the expos type of BBB publicity seerns to appeal to editors and
writers of some publications, particularly those with national circulation, the
bureaus strive to keep sensationalism within proper bounds and to stress wherever
and whenever possible the constructive :islects of their work and the efforts of
responsible business to act in the public interest.

At all times the bureaus are keenly aware of their responsibilities in reaching
the widest possible audience vith information of interest and help. The only
deterrent lies in the facilities which they have available to service properly the
growing number of requests for help. To help cope with this problem, the bureaus
are studying new and improved techniques in reaching their various audiences
with more effective self-servicing inl',rmational materials and publicity. Book-
lets, for example, in the bureaus' Fact booklet series on economic subjects are be-
ing revised and reprinted to meet changing ,conditions. Seven new editions were
brought out last year. New and better employment of industrial posters for
shops and factories also are being studied. Television as a vehicle for mass com-
munications is another medium which is receiving closer attention of bureaus in
television areas. In the preparation and use of such materials and in the appli-
cation of various public relations and publicity techniques, the bureaus draw not
only on the experience of all bureaus in the B3B network, they also benefit from
the welcome interest and help of professional specialists in their communities.

While the association's office serves mainly in a guidance and consulting
capacity with its ninety-odd member or-:inizations in the preparation of mate-
rials and the handling of publicity, it also plays an important role In acting as
an inf,,rmation clearinghouse ior the entire BBB movement. A basic task is
interpreting better business bureau objectives, policies and operations to business,
the public and to their various agencies and representative groups. It also en-
deavmrs to highlight the efforts of responsible business to act in the public interest.
As .i result, the association's office last year was contacted continuously by trade,
business and consumer publications for general information and editorial assist-
ante and articles appeared in aI number of nationally known publications in
which the better business bureaus were referred to or featured. Although asso-
ciation officers and executives appeared on several radio and television programs
and addressed a number of business groups during the year, prime attention is
given to national publications in various fields to reach business and the public
at large.

Unquestionably, better business bureau publicity plays a vital part in daily
bureau operations. With increased effectiveness, business and the public will
re',,iv*e greater satisfaction from their relationships with one another and there
will he a better general understanding of and respect for the American competi-
tive enterprise system.
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CONCLUSION

This is the time when each year a look back at the activities during the past
12 months make it possible to evaluate and put into proper perspective plans for
the coming year.

Perhaps the ost important fact revealed in this statistical summary is that
although the figures reflect individual bureau operations they clearly demon.
strate the power of the entire better business bureau network in a never ending
and always increasing effort to promote private enterprise in the public interest.

Every bureau, in its own community is doing a grassroots job-but with,,tt
the support and cooperation both actual and morally of other bureaus this effort
would have less impact.

The bureau statistics report for 1951 proves beyond question that the Ihureaq
are national in scope.

It is apparent that the statistics are accurate because a study of the reprt
for 1949-50 and. this report for 1951, reveal almost exact percentages. I'iffer
ences, where they occur, are as a result of definite changes in market ,',ulitioi1 j
This is positive proof that the bureaus on an individual basis operate basically
the same-with the same policies, objectives, and results.

Financial category
This group showed the highest percentage of inquiries. As to the current

situation this was so because of larger amounts of money involved and alsO
because people generally are not familiar with the many complicated phases of
finance.

It is quite possible that there will be an increase in the bureau contacts re
garding financial matters in 1952 because, even with higher taxes, thf-re will be
more disposable income according to U. S. News & World Report, January 11,
1952. People will be looking for opportunities to earn greater returns on tteir
savings and investments.

Commercial category
Two of the most difficult industries from the standpoint of a number of in-

stances of service are the dry cleaners and photographers. They, year in and
year out, present a lot of difficulties. This is truer of the dry cleaning business.
There is no real intent to defraud here-just that a dry cleaning complaint in-
volves several people, the consumer, the dry cleaner, the retailer and tht- manu-
facturer. Each passes the responsibility to the other. The figures for 151,
42,925. clearly point out the need for a program within this entire field Sime
progress is being made in certain bureau cities. Not only must the industry and
its allied connections assume a better attitude toward the consumer but the
consumer must have more education on the serviceability of fabrics.

Among photo studios there Is some intention to defraud and mislead. How-
ever, the picture was a little better in 1951 than the previous year. If the
bureaus continue to educate and expose in matters concerning photography
studios 1952 should show continued results.

During 1952 the bureaus will continue their efforts to eliminate the abue
in the airline field. As mentioned in the preceding pages much of the trouble
in this field came as a result of high pressure ticket agencies.

Merchandise category
Inquiries increased over 1950. This is encouraging and shows that people are

possibly realizing that there is just as much reason to be careful with daily
"bread and butter" transactions as with the infrequent financial matters.

Construction instances of service were greatest but inquiries exceeded cOm-
plaints. Furniture, rugs, home appliances closely followed.

Bureau services regarding magazines sold house-to-house were high but in,
quiries exceeded complaints and when compared to 1950 there was an increase
in Inquiries. This record is interesting because it shows the effectiveLeSS of !be
Joint better business bureau industry program in this field. It is also significant
that the activity recorded from this classification when weighed against the total
Dumber of selling contacts is in relation to similar experience in other fields.

TV presents a difficult picture. The industry is growing exceedingly fast and
spreading from coast to coast. It is expected that much has been learned during
the past year to enable the manufacturers, dealers and service people to deal
more fairly with the public--but as permission Is granted for more TV It"
tions the problems might continue to cause many instances of service for a year
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or two, But it is almost certain that the ability of the Industry to solve many
of its service problems (as reflected in the picture for 1951) will be continued
in 1952.

Generally speaking, both business and the public showed more intelligence in
their relationship during 1951. There are problems yet to be faced but business
is showing a greater desire to maintain public confidence. Possibly because of
this manifestation the public has reacted more favorably to business.

it appears that a gradual Improvement in business-consumer relations is tak-
ing place. The report for 1951 further indicates that this improved condition
will continue through 1952.

APPENDIX A

Individual bureau instances of service

Bureau:
Total instances

of 8 r i'ice

Akron
Albuquerque
Amarillo
Atlanta
Austin
Bakersfield
Baltimore
Baton Rouge-
Binghamton
Boston
Buffalo................
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati..............
Cleveland
Columbus..............
Corpus Christi
Dallas
Dayton
Denver-----------------
Des Moines
Detroit
Elkhart
Fort Wayne
Fort Worth .......
Grand Rapids-_
Halifax
Hamilton
Hartford
Honolulu.....
Houston
Huntington-------------
Indianapolis------------
Kansas City------------
Lima
Lincoln .....
Long Beach ------------
Los Angeles------------
Louisville--------------
Marion
Memphis __
•Milwaukee -------------
Minneapolis------------
Montreal---------------
New Orleans-----------
New York--------------

21,612
1, 600
2,011

15, 608
2, 193
6, 012

12. 65:5
4, 795

590
38, 490
18, 767
3, 037

60,000
24, 542
66, 685
10, 651

673
14,610
25, 602

122
20, 493
50,483

1, 636
7, 709

15,056
7,875
9,934
9, 511
9,918

20, 177
147

33, 598
14, 236
3, 000
5, 880

31, 754
85, 440
16, 810

364
4, 514

53, 253
15, 296
25, 433
18, 000
76, 463

Total instances
Bureau: of service

National ---------------- 20, 651
Norristown --------------- 256
Oakland ----------------- 13, 297
Oklahoma City ----------- 19, 314
()imaha ------------------ 27, 622
Ottawa ------------------ 1, 214
Peoria ------------------ 19, 175
Philadelphia ------------- 28, 849
Phoenix ----------------- 14, 000
Pittsburgh --------------- 26, 992
Portland, Maine ---------- 2, 518
Pirtland, Oreg ----------- 37. 188
Providence -------------- 6, 957
Quebec ------------------ 1,012
Reno -------------------- 1,364
Roanoke ----------------- 3, 476
Rochester --------------- 12, 577
Sacramento -------------- 4, 628
St. Loui_--------------- 50, 000
San Antonio ------------- 26,350
San Diego --------------- 20, 6'29
San Francisco ----------- 35, 751
San Jose ----------------- 3, 058
Santa Ana --------------- 100
Santa Barbara ------------ 2, 944
Schenectady-------------2, 198
S'.ranton ---------------- 9, 262
Seattle ------------------ 8, 437
Shreveport --------------- 4, 109
South Bend -------------- 5, 950
Spokane ----------------- 4, 000
Springfield, Mass --------- 14, 192
Springfield, .Mo ----------- 3, 564
Stockton ----------------- -82
Syracuse ---------------- 7, 400
Terre Haute -------------- 1,693
Toledo ------------------ 14, 310
Toronto ----------------- 41,206
Tulsa ------------------- 8, 324
Utica -------------------- 9, 100
Vancouver --------------- 9, 879
Washington -------------- 12,999
Wheeling ----------------- 400
Wichita ----------------- 14, 000
Winnipeg ---------------- 5, 449
Worcester --------------- 8, 499
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APPENDIX B

Instances of service, 1949-51

M erchanlise ------------------------ .....
C om m ercial ---------------------------------
F in a n c ia l -................................Solicitations -... . .......................-
R equcl .s for booklts ------------------------
Schemes -
Mani a 'turing------ ""
Who ,s,. ..M iscell,ineous -------------------------------

Total ----------------------------------

I Less than I percent.

1949 1950

347, 107 479. 107
206, 161 212, 984
155, 014 161, 109

78. 100 96. 5;7
75.524 53. 1),;9
27, 112 29,083
9, 330 10. 7;6
6. 007 3.850

106, 493 125, 894

1,010,898 1.173,292

1951

677, 444
293, 607
196,215
93,082
53, 469
32. 643
11, 393
7,763

70,612

1,432,228

Total I'.rn:

1,504,521 42
712,752
512. 3 14
267, 749
182, 062

3 1, 4 x f13, G .N )

302.999 9

3,616,41s 1)

CANAIAN SJPPLFMEN

A12 Nmoaus

l 2M228

Canadian Bureaus

19S1 : .. . ... 20 p.
The Canadian bureaus which reported statistics 1 recorded 85,542 instances of

service or 6 percent of the grand total. Complaints were lower in Canada than
in the United States but this was probably due to the fact that TV is almost
nonexistent across the northern border. Only 24 cases were brought to the
attention of Canadian bureaus. And TV in the States caused a considerable num-
ber of problems.

It is also interesting to note the close conformity of the Canadian and United
States bureaus as revealed in table I.

TABLE I

All bureaus United States Canadianbureaus bureaus

F in am cial ----------------------------------------------------C om m ercial --------------------------------------------------

M e r c h a n d i s e . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Manufacturing ...............................................
W holepale -------------------------------------------------
Solicitations --------------------------------------------------
Schem es ------------------------------------------------------
Books ....................................................
M iscellaneous -------------------------------------------------

T o tal ---------------------------------------------------

Percent
14
21
47
1

(I)
7
2
3
5

Percent
14
21
47
1

(,)
6
2
4
5

I I

Percent

5
5

10)

602

1951

Les than 1 percent.

'Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver, 12 months; Halifax, 11 months; Ottawa, 1 mIo,.
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In the next table we see the classifications creating the most bureau work.

TABLE II.-Top 10

All bureaus Rank Canadian

Solicitations ---------------------------
Construction --------------------------
T elevision -----------------------------
Insurance -----------------------------
Automotive ..........................
Home appliances.. ....
Magazine subscriptions ----------------
Furniture, rugs ----------------------
Photographers ------------------------
D ry cleaners --------------------------

I ---------
2........
3---------
4---------
5 --------

7 --------

9---------
10--------

Solicitations.
Construction.
Automotives.
Home appliances.
Dry cleaners.
Book subscriptions.
Magazine subscription.
Security and investment.
Insurance.
Used cars.

Once again there is close conformity between the Canadian and United States
bureaus.

TABLE III

FINANCIAL CATEGORY

Total Inquiries Complaints

Banks ------------------------------------------------- 162 161 1
Loan, discount and finance ---------------------------------- 1, 571 1,414 157
Building and loan and savings and loan associations ---------- 90 73 17
Auto financing ----------------------------------------------- 1 ,918 1, 092 826
security and investment ------------------------------------- 2,796 2,634 162
Real estate --------------------------------------------------- 2,292 1,901 391
Busne,, opportunities .---------------------------------------- 959 867 92
insurance, life .....................- 2,173 1,881 292
Casualty and surety ----------------------------------------- 193 168 25
Health, accident, medical ------------------------------------ 368 314 54
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------------ 375 273 102

Total -------------------------------------------------- 12,897 10,778 2,119

COMMERCIAL CATEGORY

Total Inquiries Complaints

Advertising media ------------------------------------------- 1,921 1,329 592
Airlines -------------------------------------------------------- 27 27 ------------.
Education --------------------------------------------------- 1,319 1,046 273
Employment ------------------------------------------------ 675 607 68
Dry cleaners ------------------------------------------------- 3,690 1,560 2,130
Moving and storage ------------------------------------------ 127 84 43
Other personal services -------------------------------------- 1,918 1, 571 347
Organizations ------------------------------------------------ . 113 859 254
Photographers ----------------------------------------------- 1,841 1,288 553
Professional services ----------------------------------------- 2,061 1,395 666
Public utilities ----------------------------------------------- 103 80 23
Railroads ---------------------------------------------------- 100 66 34
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------------ 642 463 179

Total -------------------------------------------------- 15,537 10,375 5,162

50690-54--pt. 1-9

Rank

3 --------

S--------
S6--------

7-

0--------
---------

10--------
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MERCHANDISE CATEGORY

Agriculture ---------------------------------------------------
Pest control. ..................................................
Auto equipment and service ---------------------------------

New car dealers ------------------------------------------
Uspd car dealers -----------------------------------------

Construction (home) .........................................
Department stores ..........................................
Direct selling ...............................................

Book subscriptions -------------------------------------
Magazine subscriptions ---------------------------------

Food stores -------------------------------------------------
Fuel --------------------------------------------------------
Furniture, rugs ----------------------------------------------
Furs--------------------------------------------------
Men's apparel -----------------------------------------------
Office supplies and equipment -------------------------------
Hardware -----------------------------------------------------
Heating equipment and service -------------------------------
H om e appliances ---------------------------------------------
Jewelry .----------------------------------------------------
Photo supplies, sales and service ----.....................
Radio and music, sales and service ---------------------------
Television, sales and service .................................
Upholstery --------------------------------------------------
Vending machines -------------------------------------------
Women's apparel ............................................
M iscelianeous ------------------------------------------------

Total ---------------------------------------------------

Total

454
79

1,042
1,753
2.632
5,600

513
1,519
2,135
2,911

589
1,131
2 256
1,445

767
261
559
406

4, 109
824
390
312

24
645

38
1,965
1,096

35,455

Inquiries

257
66

746
1,402
1,774
4, 170

59
1,031
1,449
1,948

223
718

1,371
970
424
204
406
287

2, 723
546
256
205
17

420
38

1,179
849

24,056

Complaints

14

11
1, t °

47.

343

134
111

47

11, 3

OTHER CATEGORIES

Manufacturing ---------------------------------------------- 1,327 734
Wholesale ------------------------------------------------ 105 66
Solicitations -------------------------------------------- 0, 563 10,215 ui
Schemes ------------------------------------------------ 4,763 4,270 C,
Requests for booklets ---------------------------------------- 384 384.......
Mlw'llaneous ----------------------------------------------- 4,491 3,952

Total -------------------------------------------- 85,542 64,830 X 'l

The preceding table shows in detail the volume of work handled by the
Canadian bureaus. It Is quite obvious that the public and business experience
much the same type of problems as exist in the States. Much of the anaR0s
presented in the main report would prevail for Canada. However, I feel the
Canadian association may prefer to make a more comprehensive analysis than
what Is presented in these typed sheets. Furthermore, there are obvious dif.
ferences in the figures which can only be explained by someone more famlliu
with Canadian better business bureau operations.

Consumer versus business use of Canadian better business bureaus

Total
Consumer

Inquiries Complaints

Business

In

1 - 1 I

Financial -----------------------------
Commercial -----------------------------
Merchandise --------------------------
Manufacturing --------------------------
Wholesale -------------------------------
Solicitations ----------------------------
Schemes ---------------------------------
B ooklets ................................
Miscellaneous inquiries and complaints ..---

Total ------------------------------
Percent --------------------------------
All bureaus ------------------------------

12,897
15,537
35,455

1,347
105

10,5 3
4, 763

384
4,491

85. 542
100

------------.

8, 557
8,193

21, 192
115
58

1,958
3,962

215
3,179

1,919
4,345

10,786
460

31
158
300

457
I I

47,429
55
64

18,456
22
24

queries Compli

2 221 3y:
2,192 :
2,864 613

619
8

8,257 193
309
169-------
773

17,401 256
20
184

604

51
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A comparison of business versus consumer use of bureau services reveals
practically no difference between the figures of Canadian bureaus and all bureaus
on a percentage basis.

OTHER COMPARISONS

The Canadian bureaus were active in checking advertising and figures show
general agreement with the overall pattern. Canadian bureaus carried on a good
publicity and educational program using nearly all the sources available to edu-
cate and promote.

CONCLUSION

Since this is the first time a separate breakdown of Canadian bureau statistics
has been made it. is impossible to judge the relative position of 1951 statis-
tics to previous years. The Canadian bureaus conform very closely to the pat-
tern established by all bureaus. Even if the Canadian figures were subtracted
from the grand totals there would be no appreciable difference (table I). Due
to the pressure of time these calculations were not made. The figures are avail-
able, in the main report and the Canadian supplement if any Canadian bureau
wishes a purified comparison.



Summary of Better Busine8 Bureau sertice8 for 1951 1

Instance of service Number of ads shopped Ads ruling

Total in-
Type of business stances of Consumer Business

service Papers Maga- Radio TV By Bu- By au-
Pnpiie zCo mait Indior thori-

Inquiries Complaints Inquiries Complaintsiesra ties

NIN&NCIAL

1. B an k s ---------------- ------------------------------------
2. Loan discount and finance ..................................
3. Building and loan and savings and loan associations .........
4. Auto financing ..............................................
5. Security and investments ..................................

.Re estate............................................
Business opportunities .....................................

'. Insurance, life ...............................................
casualty, surety, fire .....................................

10. health-accldent-medical .................................
11. Miscelaneous .---------------------------------------------

Total, financi-l.........................................

COM RCIAL
12. Advertising media -------------------------------------------
13. Airlines --------------------------.........................
14. Education ---------------------------------------------------
15. Employment .................................................
16. Dry cleaners ...............................................
17. Moving and storage .........................................
18. Other personal services ---------------------------------------
19. O organizations ------------------------------------------------
20. Photographers ..............................................
21. Professional services .........................................
22. Public utilities ..............................................
23. Railroads ..................................................
24. M isoellaneous .............................................

T otal, com m ercial .........................................
M1 ERCUIA N'DISE

25. Avriculturt. ---------------------------------------
26. l't-st control --------------------------------- - -----.. .

1,8665
16. 266
3,669

13,029
19,445
33,692
10,615
30,511
17. 914
32,042
17, 267

1, 167
10, 166
2, 60
7,166

13,903
22,876
7,293

25,172
13, 811
25,698
10,429

198
2,472

367
4, 547

876
5, 643

1,983
1,487
2,371
2,400

481
3,286

697
1,042
4,472
4,569
2,144
3, 112
2,383
3,621
3,661

19
342
5

274
196
004
244
233
352
777

3

5
2

6
33

196,215 140,231 23,177 29,468 3,339 883 10 71 4 278 20

27,189
5,813

23,900
19, 877
42, 925
14.299
24, 134
20, 494
46, 38
24,340
2,231
1,380

40,665

293, 607

7, 520
6, 842

17,102
3. 465

17,805
14, 590
14, 595
10,066
16, 122
10,410
29, 114
13,703
1,084

767
21, 878

170. 701

3, 1:,
.1, 673

1, 876
1.383
2,844
2, 524

24,296
3, 132
4, 947
1, 599

13, 166
6,720

714
306

6, 059

68.566

2, 346
848

6, 226
802

2, 964
2,027
2 489

844
2,389
7, 624
3,292
4.089

317
255

10, 817

44, 135

I, 06 I
1, 143

1,985
163
287
736

1,5 45
257
076
861
788
828
116

521, 911

10, 205

17A

677
35

127
368
24
10
66
28
78

163
2
2

48

1.018

14

3

11
1
I

41

3
7

14

42

5

1

6
I F __________________________ I _________________________

11
32

82
102

3

1810

4

7
3
31

t'j
02
-4

-4
0

382
38
70

149
15
15
43
5

39
75
10
I

10

852

61
2

1

7

24-

13 1 4 _ I- 40 1 -- -- -. _--... ..... 1



J

27. Auto equipm ent and service ----------------------------------
28. N ew-car dealers -............................
29. Used-car dealers .........................................
30. Construction (home) ........................................
31. Department stores ------------------------------------------
32. D direct selling -------------------------------------------------
33. Book subscriptions .............
34. Magazine subscriptions .................................
35. Food stores .................................................
36. Fuel ------------------------------------------------------
37. Furniture, rugs .............................................
38. Furs ......................................................
39. Men's app arel ..........................................
40. Ome supplies and equipment -----------------------------
41. H ard w are .................................................
42. heating equipment and service- -.-----------------------
43. Home appliances- .....-----------------------------------..
44. Jew elry -- - ----------------------
45. Photo supplies, sales and service ............................
46. Radio and music, sales and service.._
47. Television, sales and service ----------------------------------
48. U pholstery ---------------------------------------------------
49. Vending m achines -------------------------------------------
60. Women's apparel ----.. .. ..--------------------------------
61. Miscellaneous ------------------------------------

Total, m erchandise .......................................

62. Manufacturing ---------------------------------------------
63. Wholesale .................................................
54. Solicitations -------------------------------------------------
65. Schemes ---------------------------------------------------
56. Requests for booklets --------------------------------------
67. Miscellaneous ------------------------------------

Grand total ----------------------------------------------

18,765
14, 972
30. 620
82,513
18,020
21,746
24,659
52,028
7,520
6,978

47, 150
9,687
9,890
4,403
9,823

26,014
62.460
16,530
6,436

10,500
80,548
13,617
4,607

26,691
56,905

677, 444

7,5625,8e69
13, 626
47,693
7,406

12,939
14,425
32,153
,3,482
' 3,866
19,190
5, 202
4, 530
1,906
5, 196

13,787
30,356
7,075
3,231
4,630

31, 736
6,414
3, 05(;

12,251
30, 273

336,326

9,707
6,375

13,381
25,166
6,956
5,567
5,376

11,394
2,655
2,449

22,632
8,100
3,541

643
3,369
8,403

24,921
6,348
2,034
3,969

39,066
6,073

644
11,264
14,454

240,681

1,689
3.084
2, 235
7,921
2,307
2,479
4,019
7,232

917
433

3,263
978

1,048
1,453

816
2,549
4,372
1,900

862
1,281
6,041

749
866

1,708
9,219

71,514

807644
1,378
1,733
1,351

761
839

1,249
466
23P

771
401
443

1,276
2,811
1,207

309
6W

3, 705
381
147

1,468
2,959

28, 92

152
233
727
291

1,825
64
9

23
576
90

1,389
634
950
114
183
324

1,676
969
143
172
942
65
89

2,316
1,150

15, 159

2
369

4

6

2

I

1
15

1

106

2
4

25
8

20

17
2

37
6

76
2

24
27
45
11
33
29

37

2i3

622
---- I I I I I~I -

11,393
3,763

93,082
32,643
63,469
70,612

1,432, 228

4,785
1,456

33,416
19,586
26,451
40,813

772, 765

1, 766
282

2,979
2,775

11, 157

851.388

4,215
1,547

54,267
8.715

28,018
15,464

627
478

2,42D
1,567

3, 178

267,343 50,737

9
27
14
47
1

145

17,903 135 1 -745

5

7
7
26

2

S
6

2

1

193

233

1

24

73
112
469
224
867

33
4

11
141

38
625
157
209
15
54

231
859
429
40
77

844
29
43

546
340

6,591

1
36

13

35
7779

12
4

21

36

20
.6

1

3
8

12

65
5

161

2D7

tor

I From the 1951 Annual Report on Better Business Bureau Statistics corn pled by the Asociation of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., Chrysler Bldg., New York 17. N. Y.
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Publicity and education-"Telling the BBB Story"

Number of bulletins issued.-.
C irculation of bulletins -----------------------------------------
Num ber of billboards used .. ................................ .
Num ber of car cards used --------------------------------------
Number of fact booklets issued ---------------------------------
Number of other booklets issued -------------------------------
Number of BBB advertisements
Num ber of news stories, articles ...............................
Number of speaking engagements ------------------------------
Number of posters distributed ---------------------------------
N um ber of radio spots used ------------------------------------
Number or radio programs .....................................
N um ber of television shows ............................. ......
R etail "G uides" isuel -----------------------------------------
O ther types of publicity ----------------------------------------
Trade, business conferences ...................................

Business
manage-

ment

Emplo7r
ebs orbusiness

General
con.

sumers
I I 1-- I

1 .256
725, 116

x
x

50,975
133,502

140
1,016

334
173,629

x
x
x

663
24,782

285

257,620
x
x

18,213
4,012

15
56
81

79. 128
x
x
x

16, 587
x

185
304, 908

46
3,531

64, 286
20,713

700
2,914

572
35.304

2, 492
575
III
103

10,833
x

Tow

1,55
1, 287,6

3.5,1
123,474
1, , 227

11)

3,x

9r,

A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU AcTIVrRS FOR 1952

Prepared by the Research Department, Association of Better Business
Bureaus, Inc.

A SM1W ! OF BUREAU STATISTICS FOR 19g2

PUBLIC SERVICE

I

1,010,898 OflSO

till
1,173,292 ---------- en aS. -

1 - --- ------ - 421 .6%

1,670,667 I ..... .46.6

oneMillion

There was an increase of 17 percent in the instances of service performed bY
the 96 better business bureaus, in 1952. This is a total increase of 65 percent
over 1949.

The 1,670,667 Instances of service reported for 1952 reveals that 75 percent
were inquiries and the balance in the nature of complaints.
1952-Inquiries ----------------------------------------------- 75

Complaints ---------------------------------------------- 25

There was a 3-percent increase over 1961 In the number of inquiries. (SeventY-
five out of every one hundred contacts were "investigating before investing.")

608

191491 +0.0%

+16.0%

1952 [

1,[132,228

I

1.9501
i

1951 1



I

classificationsE

Financial--------------
Commercial------------
Merchandise..----.....
Manufactur-n.--
Wholesale --------------
solicitations ----------------
Schemes---------------
Booklets ....
NIL -eilaneouS inquiries and
complaints............

1950

Number Percent

1952
- i. -

Number I Percent Number I Percent
I I I I I I

15", C64161
347, 107

9, 330
;, 007

78, 100
27,112
75, 524

106,493

Total ------ -------- 010, s

15
21
34

1
(1)

8
3
7

in

161,109
212,984
479, 970

10,766
3,850

96, 567
29, O3
53,069

125, 894

100 1,173,292

14 196,215
18 293,607
41 677.444

1 11,393
(I) 3, 763

8 93,082
2 32.643
4 53,469

11 70,612

100 1,432,228

14
21
47
I

(I)
7
2
3

5

100 I1, 670,667

Less than I percent.

With the exception of schemes, there was an Increase in every category. The
percentage figures remained in the same general pattern as for previous years.
There was slightly less activity in the financial and commercial categories and,
a little more in the merchandise field. The following pages will present more
details.

TABLE I.-Inetances of service (the top 10)

I Rank order

Classifications Instancesof Percent
service of total

1950 1951 1952

Solicitations -------------------------------------------------- 1 1 1 118,450 7.1
Home appliances --------------------------------------------- 3 6 2 93,991 5.6
Insurance ---------------------------------------------------- 2 4 3 93,559 5.6
Construction ------------------------------------------------- 4 2 4 93,056 5. 6
Automotive I ------------------------------------------------- 5 5 5 85,038 5.1
Television ..-....-......................--------------------- 7 3 6 84, 202 5.0
Photographers ------------------------------------------------ 9 7 63, 127 3.2
Magazine subscriptions --------------------------------------- 6 7 8 51,457 3. 1
Furniture, rugs ----------------------------------------------- 9 8 9 47, 280 2.8
Dry cleaners -------------------------------------------------- 1 0 10 10 42,435 2.5

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 762, 595 45. 6
All others .......----------------------------------------------------- 908,072 54. 4

Grand total --------------------------------------------- 1,670,667 100.0

Auto equipment and service, new and used cars.

No new classifications have moved Into the "top 10" during the past 3
years but the rank order has changed somewhat. This is especially true of
television which dropped from third place in 1951, to sixth place in 1952. This
is remarkable when it is considered that the television industry Is still rela-
tively new in many communities. What happened is, that previous experience
in metropolitan areas during 1950 and 1951, made it possible to eliminate many
abuses before they started. Furthermore, the television industry working with
the better business bureaus, developed self-regulating procedures of greater
effectiveness which unquestionably produced the improved conditions.

The same story cannot be said of the home appliance "industry" which
Jumped from the sixth place in 1951 (62,460 Instances of service) to second place
In 1952 (93,991 instances of service).

Aside from these major shifts, no other appreciable changes took place In
the lineup of the "top 10," which again accounted for 45 percent of all instances
of service.

609

Number

223,204
333, 29
821,769

14, 702
5, 680

118,450
32, 244
47, 2aU

73, 509

Percent

13
2D
49

2
3

4

100

FHA INVESTIGATION

TABLE I.-Total instanfs of service by major categories*
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T.a II.-Financial category (13 percent ot the total)

Classifications Percent Total Inquiries Compwai

BankL ............. 1 1,838 1,563
Building and loan and savings and loan 3 5,513 5,028
Business opportunities 0 1& 532 11.624 LON0
Auto financing. 6 14, 034 10,652 %1
Loan, discount, and finance ............... 8 17,542 13, 999 04
Security and Investments .......... 9 20, 215 18, 719 UN
Misellaneous --------------------------------- 10 21.719 1& 570 tie
Real estate . ----------------------------------- 16 36,252 29,506 4 "4
I rnoe - ------------------------------------ 42 93,59 86, 677 %o

Total ---------------------------------- 100 223,204 196,338 2
Percent------------------------------------------ -- - 100 89

In comparison with 1951, the above table reveals no change in the rank order
and little percentage changes, despite an increase in activity for every clagaig.
cation except banks. The ratio of complaints to inquiries increased during 1952
for banks; business opportunities; loan, discount and finance; and security and
investments. All other classifications showed a slight increase In Inquiries. In
other words, out of every 100 contacts with the bureaus about financial matter
89 were "investigating before investing." Of this number, 39 were about imau.
ance and 13 about real estate.

TABLE IV.--Commercial category (20 percent ot the total)

Classifications Percent Total Inquiries Comphints

Railroads ---------------------------------- (1) 1,268 987 29
Public utilities -------------------------------------- 1 2,840 1,923 il
Airlines --------------------------------------------- 2 6,014 3,801 Z21
Moving and storage -------------------------------- 4 13, 365 9,034 t4
Employment ---------------------------------------- 5 17,876 14,372 t
Other personal services ------------------------------- 6 20, 549 15,453 ON
Professional services -------------------------------- 8 25,895 19,681 6,114
Organizations ------------------------------------- 8 26,329 23,988 Z34
Advertising media -------------------------------- 0 34,583 27,805 6
Education --------------------------------------- 1 37,423 32,970 4
Dry cleaners ---------------------------------------- 13 42,435 20, 539 21,05
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------ 16 52,125 42,638 9,
Photographers -------------------------------------- 16 53,127 36,552 16,53

Total ------------------------------------- 00 333,829 249,741 84,A
Percent --------------------------------------------------- 100 75 2

s ls than 1 percent.

The business in the commercial category was the cause of 20 percent of the
total instances of service. But during 1952 more people checked first before
entering into any transaction. There were a few increases in complaint-ai
lines and employment and advertising media caused a higher percentage of C0u1
plaints during 1952 than in 1951. Even though there were more complaints than
inquiries about dry cleaning, there were relatively less than in 1951.
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TABLz V.-MerchandsUe category (49 percent of the total)

Classifications

Office supplies and equipment -----------------------
Fuel------------------------------------------
Photo supplies--sales and service ...............
H ardw are -.---------------------------------------
Furs - .......-------------------------------------
Radio and musl--sales and service -------------------
M en's apparel ---------------------------------------A gTic fIt are -------------------------------------------

Ven I inz m achines -----------------------------------
Pest control -- ---------------------------------------
N,.ew-car dealers --------------------------------------
U pholstpry -------------------------------------------
Foo l so r s -----------------------------------------
Dejlrtment stores ..................................
Jew elry .... ....... ................. ............ .... ..
Auto equipment and service -------------------------
HleatinR equinment and service ---------------------
Book s-ibscriptions -----------------------------------
W om en's anparel ------------------------------------
Direct selling .--------------------------------------
Used-car dealers .....................................
Furniture, rugs --------------------------------------
M arazine subscriptions ------------------------------
M iscellaneous ----------------------------------------
Television ...........................................
Construction -----------------------------------------
Hom e appliances -------------------------------------

Total .........................................
Percent .............................................

Percent Total Inquiries
1 - 1 I

1
2
1

I

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
33

4
4
5
6
6

10
10

100

2,840
4,845
5,513
9,022

10, 191
10, 859
11.695
13, 03 I
13.899
14,368
16,373
16, 874
17,375
18,879
21,552
24,058
24,893
25.394
30, 239
33,413
44, 607
47,280
51. 457
81,863
84.202
93.056
93,991

821,769
100

2,076
3,353
3,341
5,531
6,571
6,331
6, 982
9,030

11, 189
12,270
10,364
8, 757

13,657
10. 968
11,401
13,305
16, 952
20. 239
15,422
23,823
24,712
23,640
39. 673
62, 462
46, 396
66,163
61,659

536, 167
65

Complaints

764
1,492
2,172
3,491
3. 720
4,528
4,713
4,001
2.710
2.198
6,009
8, 117
3,718
7,911

10, 151
10,754
8,941
5, 155

14.817
9, 590

19,895
23.640
11,784
19,401
37,806
26.893
8,941

285, 602
35

i Less than I percent.

The merchandise category again was responsible for the major portion of
the better business bureaus' activities. Over.800,000 instances of service were
performed. In 1951, 39 percent of the instances of service for the merchandise
category were complaints. In 1952, 35 percent of the merchandise contacts
were complaints. This change reflects a slightly better relationship between
business and the public. However, certain changes within the merchandise cate-
gory since 1951, are worth highlighting:

Measured by volume, more people contacted the bureaus about home appli-
ances than about any other type of merchandise. There is a jump from 62,460
to 93,991 in 1952 (50 percent), and yet relatively more people (10 percent)
made inquiries before purchasing, than was the case in 1951.

There was also a 202-percent increase in the instances of service concerning
vending machines; a 110-percent increase in bureau service on pest control and
a 131-percent increase in instances of service about food stores. The latter classi-
fication is not generally the cause of any great amount of bureau work but, the
very high increase last year can be attributed to no other reason except the
growth and spread of the home freezer-frozen food plans. But, even in this field
80 out of every 100 persons contacting the bureaus, were making inquiries.

Television instances of service increased only 5 percent but, the number of
people making inquiries before purchasing, increased almost 10 percent. There
is still room for improvement here, since 45 percent of the TV instances of service
are complaints.

In the women's apparel field, 49 percent of all contacts with the bureaus were
comnplaints This is about the same picture as existed in 1951. There was a
3-percent Increase in complaints concerning furniture and rugs, where 50 percent
of all bureau contacts were complaints.

An interesting change occurred in the instances of service performed by the
bureaus in behalf of the magazine-subscription industry. For the first time, the
Statistics relating to this industry check with better business bureau experience
In other fields. First of all, there were slightly less calls on the bureaus about
magazines and inquiries increased from 48 percent in 1951 to 77 percent in 1952.
This unquestionably can be attributed to the progress and effectiveness of the
joint CR-BBB programs, through which business has the full opportunity of
exercising its responsibilities to correct causes of complaints which exist.
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TAmm VI. Other categories (17 percent of the total)

Classifications

W holesale ----------------------------------------------
M anufacturing --------------------------------- .......
S ch em es -----------------------------------------------
Requests for booklets .......................... -----..
M lcellancous ...............................-.. ------

Solicitations ..-- - ---- ---------------------------- ----

Percent

(1)
1
2
3
4
7

Total

5,680
14, 702
32, 244
47, 280
73,509

118450

Inquiries

4, 919
13,290
27,891
47,280
59, 248

112, 037

Com.
Pli8nts

761

It 26i
6 513

I Less than 1 percent.

The volume of instances of service for the above categories increased consider.
ably and, along with this Increase, was a corresponding increase in inquiries over
complaints. The bureaus handled a 28-percent increase in solicitations during
1952, making this category again the leading size cause of contacts with the
bureaus.

CONSUMER vs. BUSINESS

USE OF BUREAU SERVICES

Contrary to the belief held by some, business not only supports the better
business bureaus but, frequently calls upon the bureaus for assistance. Thee
were 384,272 specific requests from business establishments for bureau service l
This number accounted for 23 percent of the 1,670,667 total instances of service
in 1952.

The largest single cause of business concern and reason for calling the bureaus
were the 79,125 inquiries concerning solicitations.
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Bureau files on Solicitations were directly responsible in the saving of millions

of dollars for business out of which it would undoubtedly have been cheated.
Even so, 8,553 business firms filed complaints about various solicitations. In
addition to this protection, millions of dollars the public might have foolishly
given away to fake charitable appeals was saved for spending in legitimate
channels, because over 30,000 consumers checked with the bureaus about various
appeals.

Other major business requests concerned advertising media, insurance, ap-
pliances, automotive, television, magazine subscriptions, construction, schemes,
and organizations.

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING

For proper evaluation of the following table, we think it essential to point out
that the figures do not represent total bureau activity in this field. The figures
used are based upon calculations from reports submitted by approximately 55
percent of the bureaus. However, past experience indicates that the basic per-
centages accurately reflect overall bureau activity in this field.

TABLE VII.-Truth in advertising

Number of ads shopped. Ads requiring action

Total Papers Maga- Radio TV By bu- By an-
Tines reaus thoritles

Financial ----------------- 1,157 910 5 241 1 458 76
Commercial --------------- 1,810 1.534 50 220 6 1,227 132
Merchandise -------------- 21, 120 19,298 480 1,027 315 7.296 596
Manufacturing -------------- 39 8 1 30 ---------------- 18........
Wholesale ------------------ 50 50 --------------------------- 6 ------------
Solicitations ---------------- 15 15 ------------------------------ I
Schemes ------------------- 60 53 1 6 ---------- 16 5
Miscellaneous -------------- 121 119 ---------- 2 ---------- 34

Total --------------- 24372 21,987 537 1,52 322 9,061 809
- I &1 I32 901F 8

Actually, hundreds of thousands of advertisements were scanned. Of these
24,372 were selected for study and investigation. Of this number the bureaus
took direct action on 9,061 separate advertisements. An additional 809 cases
were brought to the attention of the authorities after all efforts to correct the
situation failed. The 809 cases were 3.3 percent of the advertisements selected
for special consideration. (Note carefully, that this refers to 3 percent of the
questioned advertisements and not 3 percent of all advertising.) In 1951 only
1.2 percent of the questioned ads were brought to the attention of authorities.

Most of the "Ads Requiring Action" either by the bureaus or the authorities,
appeared during the first few months of 1952. This is an interesting fact
because it follows the pattern of business activity which took place during the
last quarter of 1951 and bureau statistics show a marked decline in instances
of service, during this period. The consumer, for a number of reasons, was not
spending money. As a result business counselors, economists and others pre-
dicted a leveling off and maybe even a slight recession.

As a result, and in an effort to stimulate sales, considerable advertising began
to appear early in 1952, which created a public and business discontent and in
effect, helped to create and perpetuate the conditions that business in general.
feared.

Later during the year, with the easing of consumer credit controls and more
optomistic pronouncements by business leaders, business improved and the type
of advertising which caused the public unfavorable reaction toward business,
began to decrease and significantly also, public complaints against advertising.
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Publicity and education

Total Manae Employees Consumen

Number bulletins Issued ------------------------------ 1,666 1,104 176
Number circulated --------------------------- Z 269,966 1,362,401 651,863 255,
Number billboards used -------------------------------.----------------------------------------------
Number car cards used -------------------------- 3,617 ------------------- - 61,
Fact booklets issued ---------------------------------- 24Z 047 130.371 62, 930 Sk 746
Other booklets Issued --------------------------------- 199. 768 72, 823 36,445
Number better business bureau advertisements -------- 3,548 658 2,608
Number of news stories ------------------------------ 2, 473 1,052 61
Speaking engagements ---------------------------- 1,167 490 109
Posters distributed ------------------------------------ 32, 000 249,529 8,941 454
Number of radio spots -------------------------------- 2, 746 --------------------- Z 74
Number of radio programs ---------------------------- 596 ------------------
Number of television shows --------------------------- 136 --------------------- 135
Retail guides issued ----------------------------------- 917 674 -----------
Other types of publicity --------------------------- 8 694 22,377 7,961 A A
Trade, business conferences --------------------------- 549 549---------------

The production and distribution of Informational materials along with various
publicity activities of the better business bureaus during 1952 took a sharp in.
crease over 1951. The figures are impressive yet they are only an indication
of the time, effort, and expense in promoting private enterprise In the public
Interest.

The fact that there was a 17-percent increase In the Instances of service for
1952 can be traced, in part, to the educational phase of bureau work. But more
Important, in this regard, is the fact that there was an increase in the number
of inquiries handled. It would seem logical to assume that the educational work
of the bureaus prompted many people to seek advice by checking with the better
business bureau before entering a business transaction.

Furthermore a great deal of the above informational materials was and is of
a self-servicing nature designed to help people make intelligent decisions without
the need to check with the bureaus.

Unquestionably, local bureau publicity plays a major role n protecting the
public and business, but It also is effective in proving the value of the bureau
to local business. A well-conceived and executed program of publicity and
public relations goes a long way in securing new members.

CONCLUSION

The statistical information contained in the preceding report speaks for it-
self. It reveals how extremely busy the better business bureaus are. It also
reflects a tremendous amount of preparatory work in order to answer inquiries
and complaints, handle advertising cases, and conduct an intensive educational
program.

This report rounds out 4 full years of reporting bureau statistics. In this
period 5,287,085 instances of service were performed. This would be a yearly
average of 13,900 Instances of service per bureau, or about 53 daily requests
for service from consumers and the public for each better business bureflu. Of
course, some bureaus would not normally handle this amount of work, while
others take care of much more. But, 53 daily instances of service represents a
busy day for any operation.

Bureau statistics, as for any year, covers all phases of business activity, and
the 1,670,667 instances of service for 1952 are positive proof of the acceptability
ct the better business bureaus by both business and the consumer, as impartial
agencies for pubUc service.

Any major economic change or introduction of a new product or service is
quickly reflected in bureau statistics. For example, the growth and spread of
television, freezer-food plans, the increase in new homes with the corresponding
demand for furniture and appliances, were responsible for a heavy workload
on better business bureaus.

Therefore, no story concerning the better business bureaus, locally or nation*
ally, Is complete unless bureau statistics is a part thereof. Locally the figures
show operations at the grass-roots level. Nationally, the figures reveal the close

conformity to current market conditions and are used effectively in demonstrat"
Ing that the better business bureau movement is national in scope, and equipPed
to carry out programs designed to eliminate abuses and strengthen public cOn-
fidence in our economic system.
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APPENDrX A

Individual bureau instances of service, 1952

Bureau

Akron-----------
Albuquerque------
Amarillo -----------
Atlanta ------------
Austin ----------
Bakersfield ---------
Baltimore--------
Baton Rouge ------
Binghamton-------
Boston
Bridgeport-------
Buffalo-----------
Charlotte--------
Chi ago - ---......
Cincinnati........
Cleveland
Columbus...
Corpus Christi -------
Dallas---------
Dmx ton-------
Denver ..........
Do- Moines
Detroit ----------
Elkhart ------------
Fort Wayne ....
Fort Worth --------
Grand Rapids .....
Halifax ------------
Hamilton -..-.......
Hartford ----....
Honolulu ------------
Houston ...........
Huntington ----------
Indianapolis ........
Kansas City ........
Lima --------------
Lincoln...........
Long Beach .........
Los Angeles----
Louisville...
Marion ............
Memphis ----------
Milwaukee.......
Minneapolis-.
Montreal --.-
Miami Beach --------
National -----.
New Orleans ........
New York........

Total

32, 701
7. 768
3, 195

23, 592
4,049
3.000

14, 843
5,000
1, 152

68,971
1,474

20,382
2, 597

172, 00
27, 559
65, 849
15,164
3,263

12. 727
21,150
30, 000
22, 573
30, 483

2, 922
10. 883
13. 047

7. 896
14,039
4,386

11,006

21,024
100

20,981
35,092

3, 500
8,120

32,000
35, 569
13. 386

825
5, 496

32, 855
14,776
19,9.51

994
20, 23
24,000
98, 493

Inquiries

27,833
6. 755
2, 740

21.337
3, 421
2,220
7. 5S'i,
3, 700
8.52

51, 39
1,019

12, 803
1. 830

108.056
16, 43 2
44,%93
10,440
2 769
9,916
19, 197
18.000
19.640
17, 990
2, 41
9. 064

11.420
6, 275

10, 504
4,325
6, 853

15, 514
74

13,870
28. 201
2,5.
6, 874

23.680
23, 6M
9, 469

611
4, O(7

25, 597
11,604
17, 310

786
18. 546
17,760
54, 709

Com-
plaints

4.868
1,013

45.5
2, 255
628
780

7, 257
300

17. M2
4.55

7, 579
767

64, 844
11,127
20, 9:m
4, 724

494
2,811
1, 9&3

12.000
2,933

12, 493
441

1, 119
1, 627
1.621
3, 535

61
4, 15j

5, 510
2C

7.111
6,S(11

910
1,246
8. 320

11.914
3,917

214
1.409
7, 25711
3,172
2,641

208
2,277 I
6,240

43, 784

Bureau Total

Norristown ---------- 262
Oakl-nd ------------ 22 63
Okihoma ----------- 20,374
Omeha ------------- 24.99f6
Ott wa -------------- 000
Peoriq ------------ 18,313
Phil-delphi --------- 26. P44
Phoenix ------------- 23,400
Pittvburgh ----------- 36,431
Por'land, M, ine.. 1.,902
Portland. Oreg ------- 37.850
Providence ----------- 9, 112
Quebec -------------- 4,023
Reno -------------- 1. 505
Ro-4noke ------------ 3,997
Rochester ----------- 15, 163
So crqrento ---------- 11,921
St. Louis ----------- 60,000
Sau A ntonio --------- 12,795
S'in Diego ---------- 29,414
Sn Fr ncisco ------- 41.639
San Jos ------------- 6,297
S'nta Ana ------------ 10
S-ntl Brbcra -------- 2,472
Schenectady --------- 2,546
Scr-nton ------------- 8,000)
Settle ------------- 13. 709
Shreveport -----------. 5, 611
South Bend ---------- 5.950
Spokane ----------- 6, 01)
Springfield, MNnss - 14, 000
Springfield, Miss .... 3,863
Stockton ------------ 94
Syncuse ------------- 9, 500
'I ..rre. Haute --------- 1,857
Toledo -------------- 19. 071
Toronto ------------ 35, 26
Tuson -------------- 982
Tulsa -------------- 11,103
Stieq ---------------- 8000

V Iejo --------------- 1,297
Vancouver ----------- 10,098
W,sl'ngton --------- 18,619
Wheeling ------------ 440
Wichita ..----------- 16,774
Winnipeg ------------ 3,819
Worcester ------------ 7, 453

Grand total-.... 1,670,667

M erchandise -- -- -- - -- -- -- -Commercial ...................

Financial -------------------------
Solicitations ....................
Requests for booklets -----------
Schemes...................
Manufacturing .................
W holesale ------------------------
M iscellaneous ---------------------

Total ......................

' Less than I p-mt.

APPlNDix B

Instances of service, 1949-52

1949 19,50 1951 1952 Total Percent

347, 107
206, 161
155,064

78, 100
75, 524
27, 112
9,330
6,007

106,493

479,970
212,984
161,109
96,567
53, 69
29.083
10, 766
3,850

125,894

677, 444
293. 607
196,215
93.082
53.469
32,648
11.393
3,763

70,612

821,769
333,829
223,204
118,450
47, 280
32,244
14,702

5,680
73,509

2,326,290
1,046,581

735, 592
386,199
229. 342
121,082
46, 191
19.300

376. 508

44
2D
14
7
4

) 7

1,010,898 1,173,292 1,432,228 1,670,667 5,287,085 100

615

Inquiry

156
18. 467
17,69923,226
9. (100

12.953
13,253
17, 316
24.416

1,&59
2K 29A
8,336
3. 735
1, 145
3.128

12,049
10, 8n3
44.400

8,610
24,102
24.754
5, 249

III
1.884
1.884
4,960

10, 137
5,010
4,403
4,440
9,000
3, 124

75
& 000
1.431
IZ 178
27,693

9, 6875,920
708

7, 700
12, 968

326
13, 3
2, 490
5, 103

1,202,702

Com-
plaints

106
4.172
2,675
1.770
3.000
5.360

13. 501
6. 08412,015

243
9, 552
7762R9

3W)9186
3,114
1, 118

15,600
4, 185
5,312

16, 88.5
1,048

39
588
662

3,040
3,572

601
1, 547
1,560
5,000

739
19

1.500
426

6,893
8,133

328
1,416
2,080

589
2, 308
5,751

114
2,939
1,329
2.350

467. 965



Summary of Better Business Bureau services for 1952 I

Instances of service Number of ads shopped Ads requiring

Total 
action--

Type of business instances
of Consumer Business

service Papers Maga- Radio TV By By au-

Inquiries Complaints Inquiries IComplaintss bureau thorites

INANCIAL
1. Banks ........................................
2. Loan, discount and finance --------------------
3. Building and loan and savings and loan asso-

clations --------------------------------------
4. Auto financing --------------------------------
5. Security and investments ----------------------
6. R eal estate -------------------------------------
7. Business opportunities ........................
8. Insunice, life .................................
9. Insunince, casualty and surety -----------------

10. Insurance, health-accident-med cl -------------
11. 'M iscellaneous ----------------------------------

Total financial ..........................

COMMBMCIAL

12. Advertising m edia ............................
13. A irlines -------------------------------------
14. E ducition --------------------------------------
15. E m ploym ent -----------------------------------
16. D ry cleaners -----------------------------------
17. M oving and storage ----------------------------
18. Other personal services -------------------------
19. Orga n zations ----------------------------------
20. Photographers ...............................
21. Professional services ..........................
22. Public utilities ---------------------------------
23. R ailroads . .....................................
24. M iscellaneous ....... ..........................

"l'tl commercial ------------------------

MUKRCLI 4N1.1.

2", At~rke,,Itinro......................................
't, '%t tr,-----.----------------------------------

AZ I to .- i~t'ttl mqlt i,,1 vwm rvte,_ . . . . . . .

1,838
17,642

5, 13
14,034
20,215
35,252
13,532
31,242
20,884
41,433
21,719

1,108
11,350

4,284
9, 567

14,231
24.641
9,256

26,806
16,665
34,182
14,248

235
2,824

425
3,087
1,233
5,006
1,637
1,281
1,775
2,900
2,454

455
2,649

744
1,095
4,488
4,865
2,368
2,874
2,214
3,936
4,322

14
05

11
20
94

185
311
117

5
25
63

4
----------

........---

70

95
2

14
20

40

----------
I

----------
----------
----------
----------
----------
----------
----------
----------
----------

14
7

18
36

-- --- -

223,204 106,328 22, 857 30,010 4,009 910 5 241 1 458 76

34583
6,014

37, 423
17, 876
42, 435
13,365
20,649
26, 329
A3127
25,895

2, 840
1,268

52, 125

11,447
2, 688

27,843
11,816
18, 290
8,179

12, 987
13,349
32, 142
14,890
1,582

832
29, 972

333,Xs29 186,017

I A 1 6, R6 7I 1,:3"M' 10. F'AKI

3,28&
1,942
3,817
2,7 5

20,199
3,969
4, 439
1,343

15,407
6, 101

807
236

7, 350

70. 630

I0 72i,). 5*.,,4

16, 358
1,113
5,127
2,556
2, 249

855
2, 466

10, 637
4,410
4, 791

341
155

12,666

63,724

2, I ct

3,439
271
636
769

1,697
362
657

1,000
1,168
1, 113

110
45

518
28

177
385

53
31
50
10
95

37

3

3

31
1

12
11

120
19

35

2

4

83 2 7 ... ..
21---------- ---------- ----
I ---------- ---------- ----

104 1 11 .........

1.535 50 220 6

-{ II IE.

1.227

12
26

172

18
28
19
35
2
6

10
18

132

2,137

13,.458

130



N e~w -v-ar dhealhers --------------------------------
I .U s , -e:a r i,Id , rs ...... .........................
('o w trutit on (hipm t,) ---------------------------

I)e [jiirtuiT viat stores ............................
D~ir'c~t selling -----------------------------------

B ook subscriptions ............................
M avt izine subscriptions -.------------------
F'o od sto re s .. .................................
F u e l ------ --- ---- ---------------------------- -
Furniture-rugs -------------------------------
Furs ........................................
Meni's piparel ................................
Office supplies and equipment -----------------
I lariw a re --------------------------------------
I h e tin mpinent anid service ...............
Hlom e, a.l .l ilin ces ------. ........................

Je'elry ---------------- -------------
Photo sti pli s, sales and %t-rvi(- -'--.-.. .. .. ..
Ridio an llllusic, ,salfs and wer% ice.............
'llvisioni, said's alnd ,wrviov' ..................

I ' phok er) - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

\li" ~ ~~ --------- --------------------.. .... ... ...

Total rnerchindbise .......................

Manufiacturlng ...............................
' holesale -- . . .. ..-----------------------------

Solicitations -----------------------------------
Schqrn .s -- - -------------------------------
Itequsts f,,r booklets ------------------------
M itoltanvl ................................

Grand total ------------------------------

16,373 8,023
", 4107 21,099
93,056 54,810
18,879 8, 703
33,413 19,680
36,394 16,658
51,457 31,800
17,875 11,902
4,845 2,757

47,280 20,141
10,191 6,259
11,605 5,462
2,840 923
9,022 4,692

24,893 14,438
93,991 52,353
21,552 8,944
5,513 2, W5

10, 859 5, 01.i1
84, 202 39, 164
It;, 874 7, 543
13,899 7, 7()
30,239 13,456
81,63 49,282

821, 769 441, 133

14, 702 7, 483
5, 684) 2, 63ti

118,450 32,812
32,244 1 (1, 090
47, 280 :M4, 543
73, 509 t2, 782

1, 4170,667 925, 824

5, 158
17, 129
24,567
6.004
8,721
4,622

10, 343
3,028
1,366

20,W1
2,874
3,684

386
2.995
6, 746

27,446
8, 535
1, 891
3, L,'v5

33, 0 . 1
7, 5641
2. 224

13, it63
IG, 700

247, 809

8413

488
2,9W0
2, 741

12,203

360, 671

2.341
3,613

11, 353
2,265
4,143
3,581
7,873
1,755696

3,499
1,212
1,520
1,153

839
2,514
9, 306
2, 457

436
1, 271
7, 242
1, 214
3, 4W)
1, 94,16

13, 18NO

95, 031

5, N0)7
2, 283

79, 125
11, 801
16, 737
16, 416

851
2. 766
2, 32A
1,907

869
533

1,441
695
126

2,837
846

1,029
37,1%
4 96

1,195
4,880
1,616

281
513

4, 715
557

1, 754

2,701

37, 793

529
273

3, 5.53
1, 612

2. 0,8

515
717
354

2, 100
141

7
69

428
18

1,396
571
959
219
323
24i

2, 05S

111)
XCP

6

3

6

295
4

6
100

11

4
19
an

136; 2iS I 1 I
98

2, 255 26

19, 299 4S0

50 
1

1 0

3M0, 9x7 63,285 21.989 537

46
21
61

10
3

23
8

56
50
41
11

55
96

129
10
3

213
53

27
49

1
2

3

2

4

10

2

13 4

1,027 315

30 ..........

... I:i.........::
........ -.........

1, 526 322

IFrom tlie 1952 Annual Report on Better Business Bureau Statistics complied by the Association of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., Chrysler Building, Now York 17, N. Y.

474
711
197
719

30
2

18
157
145
540
262
207

28
54

234
763
384
36
46

1,025
51

I M3
491
376

7, 296

18
8 .

0
16

.34 -

9, 001

24
7A
70l

17
2

16
2

21
9

11
1
4

11

106
28
13
16

6
9
3

595

I
5
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Publicity and education-PTelling the BBB Story"

Business Employees General
management of business consumers

Number of bulletins issued --------------------- , 104 176 386 1, e,8
Circulation of oulletins ------------------------ 1 , 362. 401 651, 863 256, 702 2269, ,
Number of billboards used --------------------- X X
Number of car crds used ---------------------- X X 3,617 3,617
Number of fact booklets issued ----------------- 130,371 52, 930 8, 746 24:1, o4
Number of other booklets issued --------------- 72,823 36,445 90,500 199, ro
Number of BBB ivivertisements --------------- 658 2,608 282 3,,5
Number of news stories, articles ---------------- 1,052 51 1,370 2,47
Number of speaking engagements -------------- 490 109 668 1, if;
Number of posters dLstri,,uted ----------------- 249,629 58,941 43,530 35Z (ko
Number of radio spots used -------------------- X X 2,746 ,74
Number of radio programs .-------------------- X X 596
Number of television shows .------------------- X X 136
Retail guides Issued ---------------------------- 674 -------------- 243 917
Other types of puolieity ------------------------ 22,377 7,961 28, 356 5 t
Trade, business conferences -------------------- 549 X X

A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU ACrIVITIES FOR 1953

Prepared by the research department, Association of Better Business Bureau,
Jnc.

FOREWORD

Although these statistical reports have been prepared primarily for use by
local bureaus, they serve a useful function as an aid to the association of Better
Business Bureaus, Inc., in interpreting the work of the bureaus.

Using this report as a base, industry, media, educators, and government will
be told how the better business bureaus assist business in self-regulatory pro-
cedures; how the bureaus, as agencies of business, are daily protecting and
strengthening our economic system.

No statistical report, in itself, can possibly picture the broad scope of better
business bureau work. No figures are included showing the time, money, or
personnel involved. No statistics could explain methods of operation. But
some conception of the behind-the-scenes story can be obtained from the
analysis of 1,895,828 inquiries and complaints (instances of service) which
were handled, the thousands of questionable advertisements studied, and the
millions of pieces of literature distributed to assist both business and the public
to better understand each other.

The report includes information from 97 better business bureaus in the
United States and Canada (Honolulu excluded). The Canadian bureaus ac-
counted for 108,724 instances of service, which was less than 1 percent of the
total for all bureaus. The inclusion or exclusion of Canadian figures would not
materially affect basic percentages since the Canadian supplement' follows
the same pattern as that for all bureaus.

A SUMMARY OF BUREAU STATISTICS FOR 1953

SECTION I-PUBLIC SERVICE

In 1953 the better business bureau performed 1,895,828 instances of service-
1,382,259 or 73 percent were inquiries. The balance of 513,569 or 27 percent
were complaints. Compared with 1952 approximately 136,000 more inquiries
and 90,000 more complaints were handled. This represents nearly a quarter-
milli ,n more instances of service-a 14-percent increase over 1952.

2 May be had upon request.
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1953

The change during 1953 was a 2-percent increase In complaints and reflects
the slight leveling off or adjustment in the economic picture. It indicates a
tightening market; a more competitive attitude by business and a need for
careful evaluation by business, not only of its inventory but its public relation;
its sales plans, its blueprints for getting Its story to the buying public.

Two percent of anything is not in itself very much but when it indicates
criticism or dissatisfaction it is prudent to analyze the figures it represents.
The following details of specific business classifications will show the changes
which took place last year.

73%
I 53

q52

.... . Inquiries
C Complaints

Each year, there has been a considerable increase in the total instances of
service (appendix B). Despite this increase the percentage each category is
of the total has remained fairly constant as indicated In table I. The increase
from 34 to 51 percent in the merchandise category during the 5-year period
is attributed to our increasing standard of living. In 1953 people continued
to and to their material wealth while at the same time continued their
savings and other investments as is evidenced In the fairly constant percent-
ages in the financial field. This viewpoint is further strengthened when It is
realized that the commercial category has also remained constant. The busi-
nesses in this group offer professional and other services as opposed to invest-
ments or merchandise. (See tables III and IV.)

TABLE I

1949 1950 1951 Per- Per-
Classifications (per- (per- (per- 1952 c 1953 cent

cent) cent) cent)

Financial-------
Commercial ...
Merchandise -----------------------------
M anufaeturfnt .......................

Wholesale ............................
80oil itations --------------------------
Sehemes...
Booklets-__-:::::: - .-- ...............
M iscellaneous I. and C

Total

8
3
7

10

100

8
2
4
10

100

7
2
3
5

100

223,204
333,829
821,769

14,702
5,680

118,40
32,244
47,280
73,509

1,670, 667

13
20
49

1(I)
7
2
3
4

100

248 834
385, 069
963,626

9,581
4,713

105,775
42, 775
79, 8R2
55. 573

1,895,828

13
20
251

I

4
3

100

75%

Less than I percent.

Note the sameness of pattern for the 5 years. Note too, in 1953, there were les instances of service con-
Owrning solicitations and more requests for booklets.

50690--54--pt. 1----40

4 117

619

1,670,667

14%

+

1952
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TABLE II.-Instances of service (top 10)

Classifications

Home appliances --------------------------------------
C o n stru ctio n ...... .... ..............................
Insurance-- - ... .--------- --- ----------------------
Solicita tions -------------------------------------------
Television ............................................
Automotive .........................................
Photographers ........................................
F u rn iture, rugs -----------------------------------------
Magazine subscriptions ................................
D ry cleaners ------------------------------------------

T otal ---------------------------------------------
A ll o t h e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Grand total ......................................

Rank order

1950 1951 1952 1953
-_ - I-1I-

10 10

Instances l'er(nt
of service of tota!

128,463
122,060
115,320
105, 775 ,
9f, 044

91, N 4s

69,322 16
57.057 10
43,874 ! 3

900, 141 47 3
995. 687 Z27

1,895,828 IM00

Once again the same 10 business classifications were responsible for almost
50 percent of all instances of service. Solicitations which ranked first in 195.,
dropped to fourth place last year. This change does not necessarily indicate that
there were less appeals made for funds but that there were many thore problems
concerning home appliances, construction, and insurance.

Ever since World War II we have been building; primarily residential dwell.
ings. Consequently each year has seen an increase in the problems relating t,,
all phases of construction, home improvement and maintenance. Furnishing
private dwellings consumes a large portion of earnings and a major part of this
expenditure goes for various home appliances-refrigerators, freezers, air condi.
tioners, washing and ironing machines, etc. There are also smaller appliances
ranging from vacuum and sewing machines on down to mixers and fans. (Not
all the increase In instances of service concerning appliances is related to new
homes. There were replacements and the purchases by nonhome owners as welL)

Actually, home appliances, television, and furniture combined accounted for
293,829 instances of service-or 16 percent of the total.

These data reflect continued spending power-power which did not stop at
material wealth but which extended into the general field of investments, such
as Insurance. Traffic was heavy In this field: from 5.6 percent of the total in
1952 to 6.1 percent in 1953. The record shows a greater number of people regis-
tered complaints about some phase of the insurance industry than they did
In 1952.

It's interesting to note that the top 10 accounted for 0 percent of all com
plaints, and 44 percent of all Inquiries. In other words, it is these business cla s-
fications which caused the greatest general concern-of a critical nature.

TABLE III.-Financial category (1$ peroent of the total)

Classifications

Banks ---------------------------------------------
Building and loan and savings and loan ----.------
Business opportunities ............................
Auto financing ....................................
Security investments ..............................
Loan, discount and finance ........................
M iscellaneous --------------------------------------
R eal estate -----------------------------------------
Insurance ------. ..-------------------------------

Total ........................................

Percent

2
4
6
78
8

18
47

100

Total

2,094
5, 206

10,707
14,747
17.802
19, 395
20,144
43, 419

115,320

248, 834

Inquiries

I, 7844.727
9, 7A3
9,837

16, 637
16.016
17.096
34, 491
94,341

204. 712

Complaint,

I,I,

3 0N

2n, 91q

44, 12

I Less than 1 percent.

Comparing the above data with 1952 a number of significant changes tNHk
place. Insurance Instances of service jumped from 42 to 47 percent of the finan-
cial total, an actual increase of 21,761 calls. Real estate took a 2-percent gain.
It Is also significant that of all insurance instances of service 82 percent were
Inquiries, in contrast with 93 percent in 1952. Further analysis shows that C0-
plaints Involving life Insurance jumped from 4 percent in 1952 to 35 percent In
1953. From 9 to 14 percent for casualty and surety and from 7 e1e'e at in
the accident and health field.

620

1-1
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The ratio of inquiries to complaints in the financial category changed with a
drop in inquiries and a corresponding increase in complaints. In 1952 com-
plaints of a financial nature were 11 percent of the total financial instances of
service and 17 percent in 1953.

This 6 percent increase was due to insurance, real estate, and auto financing.
The latter field showed an 11-percent increase in complaints over 1952.

TABLE IV.-Commercial category (20 percent of the" total)
I I Ii

Classifications Percent
I -i

Public utilities -----------------------------------
Railroads ----------------------------------------
A airlines ------------------------------------------
Moving and storage ------------------------------
Otber personal services ...........................
Organizations ------------------------------------
Advertising --------------------------------------
Professional services ...............................
Employment ------------------------------------
Education ---------------------------------------
Dry cleaners -------------------------------------
Photographers -----------------------------------
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------

Total --------------------------------------

1
4
5
7

8
11
12

20

100

Total

2, 507
2, 897
3,883

16,811
20, 711
21.905
26, 392
26, ,72
29, 7S2
42, 0%5
43, 874
70, 558
76, 7S9

385,069

Inquiries

____________________________________________ I

1,667
2, 331
3, 186

11. 670
15, 629
19,744
21, 556
19, .M
24.496
37, 06sf
19,344
45. 555

030

2N'7, 715

Complaints

840
5M3
697

5,141
5, 085
2, 161
4, MC36
7,051
5, 2MtI
4, 3s#

24, 30
2.5, 01Z
11,759

97, 354

I Less than I percent.

The various businesses in the commercial category were the cause of 20 per-
cent of all instances of service. This was the same as for 1952. The ratio of
inquiries to complaints for this group also was the same during the past 2 years
(75 to 25 percent). And no great changes took place within the various classi-
fications. More contacts were made with the bureaus about photographers and
employment and less concerning dry cleaners, ad media and professional and

personal services. However, dry cleaners are still the cause of more complaints
than inquiries. There were also relatively less complaints concerning photog-
raphers in 1953.

The fact there was an Improvement in the dry-cleaning and photographic fields
Tefiects the increased efforts bureaus have exerted in attempts to not only assist
segments of these industries in self-regulatory processes but in exposing the

fraudulent and noncooperative elements therein. Nevertheless considerable work

must yet be done for despite the sUghtly improved picture last year these two

classifications ran fifth and sixth in number of complaints.

TABLE V.-Merchandfie category (49 percent of the total)

Classifications

Otfloe supplies and equipment --------------------
Fuel ------------------- :-------------------
Photo supplies, sales and service -------- ----
ilrn ---------------------- ---

Radio and music, sales and service. -- ------

Men's apparel--------------------------------
Hardware------------------------------------
PesNt control----------------------------------
Agriculture ----------------------------------
Food stores ----------------------------------
Vending machines----------------------------
Department stores----------------------------
New-car dealers..-----------------------------
I'Pholstery-----------------------------------
Jewelry ---------------------------------
Book subscriptions--- -------------------------
Atito equipment and service -------------------
Heating equipment and service-----------------
tDireci Selling---------------------------------
Women's apparel --------------------------
1--d-car dealers ------------------------------

Magazine subscriptions -----------------------
lPurniture, rugs ------------------------------
Television -----------------------------------
NMiscellaneous.--------------------------
Construction-- - -- -- --- ----4 - - - - - -
Home appliances, ---- -- -.......

Total ---------------------------------------

Percent

100

Total Inquiries

3.137 2,29
4.301 2,79
5,309 3.29
0,493 6,41

10. 668 5.93
12,2826,9
12,415 7,31
14.379 12,05
15,856 11,24
16,183 12,1
16,411 14,2(
16, 597 9,02
20, N' 13,21
21,380 12.44
21.,731 12, 04
25,246
27,739 15,3
28,282 19,
32,158 23,4
313, I4 16, 0
43,021 -),
57. 0 57 42, .%
69, 322 30,S!
96,044 49, 5
99, 0 6,7:

122, 060 S5, 6
12S. 4(a S.,

963, 626 6,

23
'1
6
i5

3
'5

.3
0

12

13
42

4
14

to

9
97
21
28
51
D6

Complaints

845
1,508
2,018
3, 077
4,73.3
5, 5W
5, 102
2,324
4, 613
4,004
2,211
7, 573
7,695
.8, 938
9, eeu
6,612

12,405
S.414
8, 66717, 419

19,481
14, IOS
3S, 425
1c., 5:!:
30, 952
36, 409
44,4fi7

29 353,797

Less than 1 percent.
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Almost 1 million instances of service alone were performed by the bureaus
in the merchandise field. Slightly more complaints were registered and thee
were about TV, furniture and rugs, book and magazine subscriptions, women's and
men's apparel, home appliances, and construction. For the first time complaints
exceeds inquiries concerning women's apparel and furniture and rugs. 52 percent
of the instances of service concerning women's apparel were complaints and ,%
percent of the services in the furniture and rug field were complaints. The latter
percentage was 6 percent higher than In 1952. However, there were fewer com.
plaints involving vending machines, upholstery, heating equipment, and service

TABLE VI.-Other categories (17 percent of the total)

Classlfcations Percent Total Inquiries Complait,

Wholesale ----------------------------------------- (I) 4. 713 4. 134 S3
Manufacturing ------------------------------------ 1 9.581 8, 350 1,231
Schemes --.--------------------------------------- 2 42 775 39. 373 3,402
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------- 3 55 573 47,636 7,937
Requests for booklets ------------------------------ 4 79,882 79,882 ...........
Solicitations --------------------------------------- 6 105. 775 100,628 1l7

I Less than I percent.

Requests for booklets jumped from 47,280 to 79,882, a 66 percent increase,
on the other hand not as many requests for information about solicitations were
handled. This classification has long been the cause of most contacts with the
bureaus. Quite likely the various exposes by the bureaus, the press and author.
cities were strong warnings to business and the public that not all seemingly
legitimate appeals are honest. Undoubtedly, as a result, some people refused
to recognize any charitable appeals and therefore had no need to check with the
bureaus.

SECTION I.-TRUTH IN ADVERTISING

For proper evaluation of the following table and comments thereto, it is essen.
trial to recognize that the figures do not represent total activity in this phase
of bureau operations. The figures are based upon about 50 percent of the
bureaus. Nevertheless the percentages expressed conform to the pattern esta-
lished over the past few years and would therefore seem to indicate general
accuracy.

Again in 1953 the better business bureaus studied hundreds of thousands of
advertisements. From these, 17,507 appeared questionable (less than In 1952).
Of these, 7,419 necessitated some direct action by the bureaus, with only 157,
or slightly less than 1 percent resulting in referral to authorities. This is an
improvement over 1952 when 3 percent of all questionable advertising resulted
in such referral. The improvement can be traced, in part, to special emphasis
being placed on bait advertising by all bureaus. The bureaus began, during the
latter rart of 1952, to intensify its efforts to show the fallacy of bait advertisig.

This does not mean all bait advertising has been eliminated. It signifies s
growing recognition of the problem on the part of business and media generally
and a willingness to find a satisfactory solution.

TABLE VII

Number of ads shopped Ads requiring action

Total Papers Maga- Radio TV By bu- By an-
zines reaus thoritIes

Financial --------------------- 379 365 5 7 2 227
Commercial -------------------- 1,461 1,407 8 41 5 1,362 21

Merchandise ----------------- 15,480 14,669 23 607 181 5.739 115

Manufaturing ----------------- 7 7 4---------- --------------------
Wholesale --------------------- 10 10 --------------------.-------- 7 ----------
solleitatio - -------------------- 5 4 ---------- I .-------- 5 -
Schemes ----------------------- 43 37 ----- - 3 32
Miscellaneous ------------------ 122 113 I 8 ---------- 43

Total ------------------ 17,507 16,612 37 667 191 7,419 157
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The heaviest volume of questionable advertising occurred in the following
seven classifications.

TABLE VIII
Questionable

advertisements

i. Women's apparel ------------------------------------------ 2, 150
2. Home appliances ------------------------------------------ 1,992
3. Furniture, rugs ------------------------------------------- 1, 458
4. Television -,------------------------------------------------1326
5. Automotive ----------------------------------------------- 1, 166
6. Jewelry -------------------------------------------------- 1, 036
7. Men's apparel ---------------------------------------------- 864

Total (or 57 percent) ------------------------------------ 9,992

Outside of this group are certain types of businesses which do not do the same
volume of advertising (or business) but are the cause of a much higher percentage
of misleading and/or fraudulent type of sales message.

TALE IX

Total aus- Action taken
tionabie

advertising Bureau Authorities

Dry clearners -----.----------------------------------------- 40 34 -------------
Photographers ---------------------------------------------- 61 37 1
Life insurance --------.------------------------------------- 10 7 1
Security, investments -.----------------- ------------------- 49 31 6
Bulding and loans and savings and loans -------------------- 13 10 -----------
Loan, discount and finance ---------------------------------- 14 9 1
Moving, storage --------------------------------------------- 17 1 !-------------
Professional services ------------------------------------------ 77 47 5
Airlines ------------------------------------------------------ II 7 1
Garden shops ------------------------------------------------- 93 84 2
Employment ------------------------------------------------ 690 687 3
Vending machines -------------------------------------------- 243 151 4

Total --------------------------------------------------- 1,318 1,115 24

The most flagrant abuse in the above table is the employment field. This
Includes employment agencies, help wanted ads and offers of homework. It is
in the latter field that almost 100 percent of the cases required action. Out of
690 ads questioned-every single one needed correction. In every classification
listed above well over 60 percent of the advertising necessitated action of some
sort.

Of the 157 local advertisements which had to be brought to the attention of
various authorities 45 percent were placed by 6 lines of business.

TABLE X Cases referred
to authorities

Upholstery ---------------------------------------------------- 17
Television ---------------------------------------------------- 11
Automotive --------------------------------------------------- 14
Jewelry ------------------------------------------------------ 10
Home appliances ----------------------------------------------
Women's apparel ---------------------------------------------

Total (45 percent of 157) ------------------------------------ 70
No other type of business had more than seven ads which had to be referred to

some authority.
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SECTION fIm.-PULICITY AND EDUCATION

TABLE XI
Number of bulletins issued ---------------------------------- , 93
Circulation of bulletins ------------------------------------ 3,253,144
Number of billboards used --------------------------------------- 250
Number of car cards used -------------------------------------- 6,870
Fact booklets issued ---------------------------------------- 187,329
Other booklets issued -------------------------------------- 1,98,873
Number of better business bureau advertisements ---------------- 931
Number of news stories, articles -------------------------------- 4,418
Number of speaking engagements -------------------------------- 8,544
Number of posters distributed --------------------------------- 386,029
Number of radio spots used ------------------------------------- 9,513
Number of radio programs ------------------------------------- 1,327
Number of television shows -------------------------------------- 140
Retail Guides issued ------------------------------------------ 1515
Other types of publicity -------------------------------------- 267,329
Trade, business conferences -------------------------------------- 777

The above data reveals a tremendous production schedule during the past year.
With the exception of Fact booklets and better business bureau ads, all the
others show increases. Naturally with the increasing instances of service the
bureaus stepped up their efforts to produce self-servicing literature. Without
information of this nature there would unquestionably have been more demands
upon the bureaus for assistance.

Although there was a drop in the number of Fact booklets issued by local
bureaus the figure of 187,328 does not include bulk distribution by the Boston
bureau to certain industries.

The jump from 200,000 to over a million and a half in distribution of various
booklets was a result of pressing problems in the home freezer, termite control,
nursery stock, color TV, moving-storage, and funerals and interments businesses.
A booklet or leaflet was designed for each subject.

CONCLUSION

The preceding report clearly demonstrates the high degree to which the public
and business uses the better business bureaus. It indicates also the extent to
which business now uses the better business bureaus to promote better under-
standing between buyer and seller.

The bureaus are supported by 70,000 business firms who believe in the prin-
ciples of the better business bureaus and subscribe $3 million to help eliminate
the bad practices of the minority which, unchallenged, undermine general accept-
ance of business by the public.

This study shows how busy the bureaus are in administering this program.
Just handling inquiries and complaints alone meant 6,000 daily calls for assist-
ance-an average of about 60 calls per day per bureau. Total man-hours In-
volved was tremendous. Money saved for both business and the public ran into
many millions of dollars.

Furthermore, the need for truthful and informative advertising is receiving
increased attention and, through the bureaus, business is continually attempting
to raise its standards of practice in the public interest.

This report is witness to progress and should serve as a guide to greater
achievements in 1954.
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APPzN-wx A

Individual bureau instances of service, 1953

Akron ---------------
Albuquerque ---------
Amarillo -------------
Atlanta ---------------
Austin ---------------
Bakersfield -----------
Baltimore ------------
Baton Rouge ---------
Binghamton ----------
Boston ----------------
Bridgeport -----------
Buffalo --------------
Charlotte ------------
Chicgo.-------------
Cincinnati -----------
Cleveland ............
Coludm s ------------
Corpus Cln --L-...
Dallas ------------
Dayton --------------
Denver --------------
Des Moines ----------
Detroit --.----
Elkhart .............
Fort Wayne ..........
Fort Worth ...........
Fresno ................
Grand Rapids ---------
Halifax ..............
Hamilton._
Hartford ..............
Honolulu --------------
Houston -------------
Indianapolis -----------
Kansas City........
Lima -----------------
Linooln ..............
Long Be-.----------Los Aneles-'_ _ __....
Louisville ............
Lubbock .............
M arion ----------------
Memphis ............
Miami Beach .........
Milwaukee---------
Minneapolis -----------
Montreal ............
National ---------------
New Orleans -----------

-i 5, S

Total In-
quiries

Com-
plaints

In- Com-
quirles plaints

1 1 - 1 - 11 1 -I

28, 117
8,933
4, 703

27, 769
5, 151
3,373

20, 467
6,125

706
67,406

7, 400
28,065
6,020

137, 710
24,310
62,532
13,936
3,929

14, 132
20,042
34,000
26,872
36,009
4,924
5,907

18,884
8,800
8,011

10,799
7,866

10, 120

26,411
32,959
37,890
3,450
9,281

32,500
53, 774
11, 443

50
835

8,961
9,097

33,454
21,793
22, 88
24,045
26.000

23, 756
6,450
4,112

23, 974
4,403
2, 693

13,671
4,900

443
54,284
4,300

12, 709
2,218

88,165
13, 8.'12
42, 596
10, 3 8
3,042

10,868
18,396
22,000
23, 429
20, 430
3,831
4, 785

15,426
7,800
6,432
7,593
7,825
6, 776

20, 324
27, 107
30, 600
2,450
7, 572

24,000
39, 134

,580
362
772

6,905
7, 305

24,980
17, 105
19,963
20, 324
19,500

4,361
2,483

591
3, 795

748
6W0

6, 796
1,225

263
13, 122
3, 100

15,356
3, 902

49, 545
10,428
19,936
3, 5%

887
3, 264
1,646

12,000
3,443

15,579
1,093
1,122
3, 458
1,000
1,579
3, 206

41
3,344

6, O87
5, .16 2
7,290
1,000
1,709
8,500

14. 640
2, t 3

139
63

2,056
1.792
S.474
4,688
2, 923
3. 721
6:500

New York -----------
Norristown -----------
Oakland ---------------
Oklahoma City ......
Om aha ----------------
Ottawa ----------------
P eoria -----------------
Philadelphia ..........
Phoenix
Pittsburgh ........
Portland, Maine -------
Portland, Oreg --------Providence ------------

uebec --------
en o ..........

Roanoke .............
Rochester ............
Sacramento ..........
St. Louis ............
San Antonio ----------
San Diego -------------
San Francisco ----------
San Jose ---------------
Santa Ana ...........
Santa Barbara ........
Schenectady...
Scranton ............
Sea ttle ................
Shreveport ...........
South Bend ...........
Spokane ---------------
Springfield, Mass ....
Springfield, Mo .......
Stockton -------------
Syracuse .............
Tampa ...............
Terre Haute -----------
Toledo ...........
Toronto ---------------
Tus on ----------------
T ulsa ------------------
Uti - -.
Vallejo
Vancouver ...........
Washington -----------
Wheeling ............
W ichita .......
Winnipeg ............
W orcester -------------

APPENDIX B

Jn.staims~ of .scptir(, I!949--M?

Merchandise ..............
Commercial ----------------Financial ------------------
Solicitations ----------------
Requests for booklets .....
Schemes ...................
Manufacturing ------------
Wholesale_ .................
Miscellaneous --------------

T otal ----------------

I Less than 1 percent.

1949

347, 107
206, 161
155.064
78, 100
75, 524
27. 112
9,330
6.007

106,493

1,010,898

1950

479, 970
212, 984
161. 109
96, 567
53,069
29,083
10. 766
3, SW5

125,894

1,173,292

1951 1952

667,444 821,769
293,0 07 333, S29
196,215 223,204
93,082 118,450
53,469 47,280
32, 643 32,244
11,393 14,702
3,763 5,680

70,612 73, 509

1,432,228 1,670,667

Total

117,099
542

28, 455
21,215
29,904
12000
18, 746
19, 370
27,500
36, 407
3,609

36, 422
10,665
1,776
1,562
4,002

18, 79
15,937
51,938
24,000
42, 276
45, 468

7, 505
115

4,400
3,576
9,095

33,700
6,853
6,8.50
6,900
9,100
3,584

135
10,800
5,016
2, 137

21,320
42,316
4,328
9,924
8,900
1, 651

11,459
25,620

127
23,874

7, 488
8, 164

63, 289
320

23,42A
17,932
27.685

9, 000
14,248
9,639

25,000
18,623
3,452

28,471
8,813
1,527
1,201
3, 130

13,068
14, 797
45, 967
20,000
31,609
29,100
5,073

85
3,500
2,738
7.333

25,200
6.325
5.000
5,200
(',000
2,984

103
9,000
2,573
1,640

13,796
34,145
3,684
8,614
6,500
1.033
8,512

20,416
72

17, 769
5,581
5,864

53,810
222

5,027
3,283
2,219
3,000
4,498
9,731
2, 500

17, 784
157

7,951
1,852

249
361
872

5,131
1,140
5,971
4,000

10,667
16,368
2,432

30
90
838

1, 762
8,500

528
1,850
1,700
3, 100

600
32

1,800
2,443

497
7,524
8,171

644
1,310
2,400619
2,947
5.204

55
6, 105
1,907
2,300

1953

963, 626
385,069
248, 834
105,775

79,882
42, 775
9,581
4, 713

5S, 573

1,895,828

Total

3,289,916
1,431,650

984, 426
491,974
309, 224
163.857
55, 772
24,013

432,081

7,182,913

Percent

46
20
13
7
4
2

(I)
(I)

6

100

APPENDIX 
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7 -SOLICITATIONSREQUESTS FOR BOOKLETS
MISCELLANEOUS

-1% - MANUFACTURING
LESS THAN 1% -WHOLESALE

The percentages in the above pie chart represent nearly 2 million businesstransactions (proposed or actual) about which the bureaus were called uponto furnish information for intelligent guidance or to investigate and secure satls
factory adjustments.

The figures do not include the behind-the-scenes story of the work involved inprocessing each inquiry and complaint. Nor do they reflect the many servicesperformed for business by direct action. The handling of Inquiries and com-
plaints is but a part of overall bureau work.

FHA INVESTIGATION

.MFAL INSTANCES OF SERVICE BY MAJOR CATEOOR..S
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1,010,898 1,173,292 1,432,228 1,670,667 1,895,828

627

1,00o 00

Since 1949 (the first year of recording on a standard basis) there has been a
steady increase in the workload of the better business bureaus. In this period
of time lantapces of service alone have increased 90 percent; from 1 million to
nearly 2 million.

This increase has been due to several factors; growth In the number of bureaus,
increased public awareness of and confidence in the bureaus and general business
conditions. Despite this increase the percentage of work performed in each of
the major categories (see appendix C) conforms with general market conditions.

This demonstrates the better business bureaus, as agencies of business, are
accurately and daily informed of the public's attitude toward business generally
and specifically. The bureau figures further suggest that they provide what may
be a significant measure of consumer intention.

INSTANCES O? SRVICE
194~9 - 1953
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Comarison of Bureau Services
vit i U.S. Population

The above map shows the relationship existing in each bureau district between
the population and Instances of service performed. Although for the country as
a whole, the major areas are reasonably well serviced, there are certain differ-
ences and proper evaluation must be on a district basis.

In the two districts-I and III-where the percentage of instances of service
is less than the population percentage there are not enough bureaus. In those
districts where, percentagewise, service exceeds population (IV and VI) a single
reason appears to stand out; in the case of district VI a high concentration of
bureaus in practically one State. In the case of district IV nearly every major
population center has a BBB, resulting in a high degree of public knowledge of
the bureaus.
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Type of business

FINANCIAL
Banks ---------------------------------------------------------
Loan, discount and finance -----------------------------------
Building and loan and savings and loan associations ..........
Auto financing --.....................-----------------------
Security and investments -------------------------------------
Real estate .............................----------------
Business opportunities ----------------------------------------
Insu ran ce, life ....... .......................................
Insurance, casualty and surety - ------------...........
Insurance, health, accidhent, and medical ------------------
M iscellaneous --------- ---. -. - . .-.-- .... .... ..---------

Total, financial ----------------------------------

COMMKRCIAL
Advertising media -------------------------------------------
Airlines -------------------------------------------------------
Education ----------------.----------------------------------
Employment --------------------------------------------
Dry cleaners-------------------------------------
Moving and storage--------------------------------
Other personal services --------------------------------------
Organizations -------------------------------------------

* Photographers -----------------------------------------------
* Professional services -----------------------------------------
. Public utilities -----------------.---------------------------
* Railroads ----------------------------------------------------
* Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------------

Total commercial --------------------------------------

M ER01IIA NrD,4E
SAgricllurt,. ---.-----------------.-------------------------
* P'st control ------.. . ..------------------------------------
, Auto e(ItnilCnit and Lervli. ---. ... ..--------------------------
, N e w -ci r d e a le rs ..- -- - -- --- ..... .... ... ............ ...
. Used-car delers ----. ..--------------------------------------
. Construction (home) -----------.----------------------------

D 1)eportment stores -------------.---------------------------
. Direct 'wiling- --- ----------.----------------------
* Book subscril Ilons .-.....-----------------------------------

Instances of service

Total Inquiries Complaints

Number of ads shopped

Papers
Nt

Magazines Radio

Ads requiring action-

TV By bureau
r

I' I I I I' 'I I I

2,094
19,395
5,208

14,747
17,802
43,419
10, 707
42,236
26,632
46. 452
20,144

248, X31

26. 3V23, 8 .3
42, 085
29, 782
43, 974
16,811
20, 714
21,905
70, .55
2fi, S,72
2. 507
2,897

76. 7X9

38 5, (169l

15, 8Sf'
14,379
27, 739
20, 908
43,021

122, 060
16,597
32, 158
26,246

1,784
16,016
4, 727
9,.37

16,637
34, 491
9,783

28,095
22,956
43, 290
17, 096

204,712

21,556
3, 186

37,686
24, 496
19,344
11,670
15, 629
19,744
45, 555
19,818

1,667
2,334

65,030

310
3, 379

479
4, 910
1,165
8, 928

924
14, 141
3,676
3, 162
3,048

44,122

4,836
697

4.399
5,286

24, 530
5, 141
5, (5
2, 161

25, (3
7,054

840
r1,Q11!, 759

287, 715 97, 354

11,243
12,055
15.334
13. 213
23,540
85,651
9,024

23, 491
18,634

4, 4113
2, 324

12,4(5
7, 69.5

19, 41
36, 409

7, 573
4, ('17
5,612

------------

------------
------------

3
2

------------
------------
------------
------------
------------

3

-------

-----------.

----- - -

I

365 r7 2

443 41 30 5

50 1 7. - -
622. .--------- .- . -...........

37 2 1........... 17
48 ---------- -- - - - - - - - - - - -14
59 1 ...........
76 -- i-. .......2 -- - -- - - -- - - -- - .- -- - - -

29

1,407 8 - 41 -

84 2 3 4
15 1 ----------2-----------
16; ........... 2 3
263 - -------- 5 4 t

11;6 1661; . ... 2 7

1,3 1I 2 19
23 1 1
s ------ ----------

I
9

.10
42
31
28
88
7

I
10

227

By author-
die

.1

I
6
8

i

439 4
7 136 ai

687 3
34----------
11 ............
30 2
13 ..........
37 1
47 5

19 ............

1. 362 21

42
18 . . . . . .

11,; . . .. . .

150-----7350 7
I.6 4
497 7

8 1
6-----------

Summary of Bcttr Business Bureau services for 1953



Summary of Better Busineea Bureau service for 195-Continued

Instance of serv ice Number of ads shopped Ads requiring action-

Type of businTotal Inquiries Complaints Papers Magazines Radio TV By u By authori-
T I C a M 1 ad ties

MRCEAN Doz--Continued

Magzie subscriptions -------------------------Food soe-------------------------------------------
Fuel -----------------------------------------------------------
Furniture-rugs ------------------------------------------------
Furs -----------------------------------------------------------
Men's apparel -------------------------------------------------
Office supplies and equipment --------------------------------
Hardware .....................................................
Heating equipment and service --------------------------------
Home appliances ----------------------------------------------
Iewelr------------------------------------------------
Photo supplies, .les and service .....................
Radio and musc, sales and service.............................
Televson, sales and service...... .. . . ..------------------------
Upholstery ......................................
Vending machines ---------------------------------------------
Women's apparel -- ---...............................
Miscellaneous -------------------- ------------- ------

Total merchandise. -------------------

Manufacturing ----------------------------
Wholesale---------------------------------------------
sol----t-------------------------------------------
Schemes ---------------------------------------------
Requests for booklets ----------------------------------
Issebaw ------------------------------------------

Grand total ------------------------------------

57.057
16,183
4.301

69,322
9,493

12,282
3, 137
12,415

128,463
21,731
5,309

10.668
96,044
21,380
16.411
33,504
99,680

95a,6an

42,949
12,179
2,793

30, 897
6.416
6,696
2,292
7,313

19,868
as,996
L2,043
3,291
5,935

49, 521
12.442
14,200
16,085
68,728

609,829

1 ,108
1,004'508

8& 425
3,077

85
5,102
8,414

44,467
9,688
2,018
4,733

46,523
8,938
2,211

17,419
30,962

M5379

17
392
24

1,417
408
834
M6

301
190

1,861
829
37
69

1,207
143
141

2,121
1,596

1

1

------------

1.. .. .i

- - - - - - - - - -. - -

3. . .. .

2.. . . .i

14,669 23

8

45
27

16~
2

81
192

3
3

72
2
2

24
40

607

2

2
47
13

40
2
4-- -- - -
14

181

12
181
10

582
20
208
34
41

830
451
17
31

488
72

151
308
37

5,739

-----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------7
2
4
1

----------------------------------------------------------------i
9

10
I

-----------------------------------------------------------------
17
4
9

115

9,58 1 8,35 0 1,23 1 7 ............ .. ......................- 4 

42.775 39,373 3,402 3733------ 32 - 2
4 713 4,134 579 10 .. ..... ... . ..... .... ..... .... 7_......... .

79,882 79,80 ---------.-------------.------------ -------------------------------
55,573 47,636 7,937 113 1 .... 8" .......... a -_ .-----

1, 382,206 513,622 16,612 191 7,419

Source: 1953 Annual Report on Better Business Bureau Statistics compled by the Association of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, N. Y.
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PubUcity and eduoation-Telling the better business bureau storJ

Number of bulletins issued ------------------------------------- 1 937
Circulation of bulletins ----- ------------------------------- 3,253, 144
Number of billboards used ---------------------------- 250
Number of car cards used ---------------------------- 6,870
Number of fact booklets issued ---------------- ---------- 187,328
Number of other booklets issued ----------------------------- 1,593, 873
Number of better business bureau advertisements ------------------- 931
Number of news stories, articles -------------------------------- 4, 418
Number of speaking engagements ------------------------------- , 544
Number of posters distributed -------------------------------- 86,029
Number of radio spots used ------------------------------------ 9,513
Number of radio programs ----------------------- 1,327
Number of television shows -------------------------------------- 140
Retail Guides issued ----------------------------------------- 1,515
Other types of publicity ------------------------------------- 267,329
Trade, business conferences----------------------- 777

Mr. NmBoRG. Out of 58 main business categories recorded by the
better business bureaus which involve something in excess of 2 million
contacts with the public, almost 3 million contacts with the public
each year, the inquiries and complaints. In 1953 in the home-im-
provement field the instances of requests to the better business bureaus
b members of the public totaled 122,000.

The CHAMMAN. That was on FHA complaints?
Mr. NYBoRo. That was on home-improvement complaints or in-

quiries most of which as shown in the records of the individual bu-
reaus had something to do with financing and FHA guaranteed loans.The CH~MAr. g at year was that? Is that one year

Mr. NYBoRo. That was for the year 1953.
The CHAIMAN. What has it been running in previous years?
Mr. NyBoio. Perhaps the easiest way to say that is that the total

number of complaints or inquiries to the bureaus regarding the home-
improvement field places that category of business in the top four
requiring attention by better business bureaus. Since 1949 through
1953 the general increase of volume to the bureaus rose about 100
percent, whereas the increased public requests to the bureaus on the
home-improvement field increased threefold.

In other words, something in excess of 300 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. You say there has been an increase since 1949 of

complaints on this matter of title I or FHA-giaranteed loans?
Mr. NYORo(. Yes; that is correct.
The CHAMMAN. Can you account for that in any way ?
Mr. NYBORo. I think ? can account for some of it, Mr. Chairman. In

the material I just gave to the reporter there is a chart which shows that
starting in 1949 the total number of complaints regarding home-im-
provement activities was far in excess of the complaints against any
other category of business.

The CHAMMAN. That was in 1949?
Mr. NyBoRo. 1949.
The CHAIMAN. You say that the complaints against home-repairs

Ind home-improvement people in the year 1949 was greater than all
other complaints ?

Mr. NYBORO. Percentagewise. It was greater than any other cate-
gory and placed in the top four. Now, as we move down to 1952.and
1953, the complaints began to fall off but there were more inquiries
but still the percentage of complaints exceeded the percentage of corn-
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plaints against the other categories of business. There seems to be a
significant change in 1953 when for the first time in the last quarter
of 1953 the number of inquiries from the public regarding home-im.
provement activities exceeded the total number of complaints. I think
the significance of that may be the various investigations, exposes and
inquiries and additional educational material that was being given to
the public and the fact that more of them were asking for information
about these various companies of questionable repute before they did
business with them and the fact that after they had done business with
them there were not so many complaints because they had taken the
precaution of protecting themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. Evidently the investigations have had a good result.
Mr. NYBORG. I believe the investigations have had a good result and

are bearing favorable developments for the public. If I may I would
like to move over, Mr. Chairman, to outline the various types of
schemes used as represented in the files of the better business bureaus.
The nature of the propositions and the schemes cover almost every coln-
ceivable type of sales approach which the innocent, the inexperienced,
and the gullible are unable to assess properly or are unable to re- ist
despite their better judgment. In general, these problems include the
following, as reflected in the better business bureau files. Model home
schemes. They cover almost every category of home improvement
such as covering roofs, siding, brick veneer, shingles, patios, porche,.
painting, and other similar improvements. The scheme appeals to the
ego of the homeowner as well as holding out the lure of possible reve-
nue from bonuses resulting from the home being used as a model. I
think it is not necessary for me to describe that scheme in any further
detail. I am sure the committee has heard all of the details on it. In
the repair of roofs and shingle sidings and chimneys, these are often
sold on a scare technique basis. In the proposed examination of re-
pairs, minor repairs of shingles seemed to be called for. After the
contract is entered into it develops certain major repairs are called for
because the salesman or the engineer who comes along says the roof is
in worse condition than the first examination indicated. Then chim-
ijeys that are said to need repairs with one or two bricks turn out to be
major repair jobs because through the scare appeal the customer is told

there is a danger of the roof collapsing and danger to the property as

well as to the family. Then in the sale of home requiring contrt'.
where an inspector-and I put the word "inspector" in quotes because
usually the inspector in these instances is nothing more than a salesman

of a contractor who is trying to sell a job-
Senator MAYRANK. Wouldn't you have an inspector in New York

City inspecting those installations if the people wanted the inspection
Mr. NYBORo. I would say they do have that. ?
Senator MAYBANK. Don't they use the New York inspectors
Mr. NyoRo. In this instance they do not use a New York inspec-

tor. What they use in this instance is a salesman.
Senator MAYBANK. But they could, and they are ignorant auI dont

know how to do it; is that right?
Mr. NYBoRo. That is exactly right. That is true, Mr. Senator,

throughout the country. That is not just New York.
Senator MAYBANK. I wasn't criticizing New York electrical insp

tors. I just wanted to bring out what you were saying, that the peo-
ple taken advantage of in these scare plans would be persons 'ot
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aware of their benefits from the municipal government itself in get-
ting a plumbing or electrical inspector. So it would be the poorer
class of people they would pick on it.

Mr. NYioRo. Not necessarily only the poorer class of people. There
are a lot of other people, Mr. Senator, who don't know that they can
go to their local authorities and have inspections made.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any jurisdiction other than New
York?

Mr. NYBORG. My information covers 93 cities of the country, Mr.
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Where you have offices?
Mr. NyBoRG. Where we have offices.
The CHAIRMAN. You are president of the national association?
Mr. NYBORO. I am president of the Association of Better Business

Bureaus to which all of the better business bureaus belong.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had good cooperation out of the FHA?
Mr. NYBORO. We have had good cooperation in a number of com-

munities out of FHA, and I have somc specific instances here.
The CHAMMAN. In every instance where you get a complaint, do

you turn it over to the FHA officials .
Mr. Nmono. No. In the first instance, when the complaint comes

in to the better business bureau it may not, as a result of the infor-
mation given by the complaint, necessarily involve a question relat-
ing to IHA. Their complaint is usually that the workmanship is
shoddy, that the materials are shoddy, and they are trying to find
someone to make good on the contract itself.

The CHAIMAN. Can any high official in FHA testify that in 1949,
1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953 he didn't know of a lot of cases of flim-
flamming the public?

Mr. NYBORO. Let me put it this way. I think the FHA representa-
tives and officials in the communities in which there are better busi-
ness bureaus knew through the bulletins of the better business bureaus
that there were many complaints and a mounting number of com-
plaints in this field. Our records show that 5 years ago public com-
plaint and criticism in this home-improvement area were increasing
and that information was made available in many localities to the
FHA officials.

The CHAIRMAw. Do you think the FHA officials over the past num-
ber of years have paid as much attention to this problem as they
should?

Mr. NYnORo. In some communities they have, Mr. Senator, in San
Francisco, for example, the records of the better business bureau there
show that they work closely with the FHA officials.

In Los Angeles the same situation is true. The same is true of
Dallas and Houston and Worcester, Mass.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jackson, do you have any information on that?
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, I have information only with respect

to New York City, which is where I operate.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they cooperated with you in New York

Citv?
Mr. JACKSON. I have not felt that we have had the degree of co3p-

eration which might be expected.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words you haven't had the cooperation

that you think you were entitled to?
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Mr. JACKSON. That is right.
The CHAnRMAN. Mr. Hoffman, you are in New Jersey?
Mr. HOFFMAN. No, we are the National Better Business Bureau.
The CHAMMAN. Have FHA officials cooperated with you ?
Mr. HOFFMAN. In some instances yes and in some instances no.
The CHAmRMAN. Do you have any instances where they haven't?
Mr. HOFFMAN. We have been disappointed in the degree of coop.

eration we have received in several instances, yes.
In other cases we have felt that adequate attention was being given

to the problem that we had raised.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you got any specific instances?
Senator MAYBANK. Mr. Chairman, I suggest we put the 93 cities in

the record that you represent, Mr. Nyborg. Are the cities in your
statement?

Mr. NyBoRoG No.
The CHAMMAN. Without objection the 93 cities will go in the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER-AssocIATION OF BETTrER BUSINESS BUREAUS, INC.

CODE LETTERS

The code letters placed next to each bureau's name indicates the manner in
which those bureaus desire to have inquiries and complaints handled by other
bureaus:

Letter I'D"-Write direct to firm and send copies of all letters to bureau con.
cerned.

Letter "B"--Write to bureau concerned.

Bureau Code

Akron 8, Ohio (ditrict I..
Mr. John L. O'Brien, president, Better Business Bureau of Akron, Inc., 5 East Buchtel

Bldg. Telephone: Jefferson 6159-0971.
Albuuerque, N. Mex. (district VI) ----------------------------------------------------------- B

Mr. Harry H. Luttbeg, manager, Better Business Bureau of New Mexico, Inc., 262 Korber
Bldg., Post Office Box 1687. Telephone: 2-5001.

Amarillo, Tex. (district V) --------------------------------------------------------------------- D
Mr. Tristram Coffin, Jr., manager, Better Business Bureau of Amarillo, Inc., 320 Black-

burn Bldg. Telephone: 4-3735.
Atlanta 3, Ga. (district III) ----. . . . . . ..------------------------------------------------------- B

Mr. James W. Stephens, manager, Better Business Bureau of Atlanta, 301 Peters Bldg.,
Peachtree St. Telephone; Lamar 838.

Austin 1, Tex. (district V) ------------------------------------------------------------------- B
Mr. H. A. Bergqulst, manager, Better Business Bureau of Austin, 502 Nalle Bldg. Tele-

phone: 2-0561.
B akersfield, C alif.' (district V ) ----------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. Harold E. Wadman, manager, better business division, Bakersfield Chamber of
Commerce, 1701 Chester Ave. Telephone: 9-9834.

Baltimore 1, Md. (district I) -------------------------------------------------
Mr. Edwin M. Lockerd, generalmanager, Better Business Bureau of Baltimore, Inc.,

200 West Saratoga St. Telephone: Mulberry 5-6986.
Baton Rouge La. (district V) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. J. B. yers, manager, Baton Rouge Better Business Bureau, Inc., 305 Roumain
Bldg. Telephone: 3-0583, 4-1651, 4-1552.

Binghamton, N. Y.1 (district I) --------------------------------------------------------------- B
Mr. Heath D. Andrews, manager, Binghamton Chamber of Commerce, 68 Chenango St.

Telephone: 44331.
Boston 11, Mass. (district I) -------------------------------------.---------------------------- D

Mr. Kenneth Backman general manager, Boston Better Business Bureau, Inc., 52
Chauncy St. Telephone: Liberty 2-3038.

Bridgeport, Conn. (district I)
Mr. William L. Hawkins, general manager, Better Business Bureau of Bridgeport, Strat-

field Hotel.
Buffalo 2, N. Y. (district I) -------------------------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. Harold W. Webber, manager, Buffalo Better Business Bureau, Inc., the Edwards
Bldg., 155 Franklin St. Telephone: Mohawk 4905. D

Charlotte 2N C. (district 111)---------------------------------------------- --------- D
Nir.larnce . Oiffin, manager, Charlotte- Piedmont Better Business Bureau, Inc.,

2LS Wilder Bldg. Telephone: 5-7746.

Indicates associate member.
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Bureau Code

Chicago4,ll .... . .. D
Mr. Kenneth Barnard, president, Chicago Better B-u-si ns eue-u, 14 E'as-tc- kson BIv d.

Telephone: Webster 9-4171.
Cincinatlt2 ,Ohio (district II) ------------------------------------------------------- B

Mr. deorge C. Young, president, Cincinnati Better Business Bureau, Inc., 144 West
4th St. Telephone: Garfield 3-015.

Cle ihmd 15 Ohio districtt 1) -------------------------------------------------- B,2 D
Mr. Marshall A. Mott, president, (leveland Better Business Bureau, Inc., 345 Hanna

Bldg. Telephone: Cherry 1-4476.
Colum bus 15, Ohio (district II) ---------------------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. Homer E. Frye, president, Columbus Better Business Bureau, Inc., 198 South High
St. Telephone: Adams 9058.

Corpus Christi, Tex. (district V) -------------------------------------------------------- B
Mr. H. 0. Schlvnk, manager, Better Business Bureau of Corpus Christi, Inc., 500 Law-

renre St. Telephone: 2-8411.
Dallas 1, Tex. (district V) -------------------------------------------------------------- D

NIr. G. Duffield Smith, executive vice president, Better Business Bureau of Dallas, Inc.,
2022 Bryan St. Telephone: Prospect X- h1.

Dayton 2, Ohio (district II) ------------------------------------------------------ B
Miss Hazel L. Nolan, manager, Dayton Better Business Bureau, Inc., 8 North Jefferson

St. Telephone: HE 4621.
Denver 2, Colo. (district VI) ------------------------------------------------------ B

Mr. W. Dan Bell, manager, Denver Area Better Business Bureau, 1632 Welton St.
Telephone: Cherry 4443.

Des Moines 9, Iowa (district IV) -------------------------------------------------- D
Mr. Lowell P. Nicholas manager, Btr Business Bureau of Des Moines, Inc., 246 Insur-

ance FRxchange BI |g. Telephone 3-8137.
Detroit 26, Mich. (district I1) ----------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. H. I. McEldowney, manager. Better Business Bureau of Detroit, Inc., 600 Wood
ward Ave. Telephone: Woodward 2-7566.

Elkhart, Ind. (district II) ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B
Mr. Roy F. Jones, manager, Better Business Bureu of Elkhart, 424 6 South Main St.

Telephone: 3-4545.
El Paso, Tex ....................................................................

Mr. Robert W. Hampton, Jr., ..a.ier, El Paso Better Business Bureau, 801 Bassett
Tower, El Paso, Tex. Telephone: 2-469.

Fort Wayne 2, Ind. (district II--------------------------------------------------------
Mr. C. Lane Breidenstein, manager, Fort Wayne Better Business Bureau, Inc., 222

West Wayne St. Telephone: Anthony 52.A and 5255.
Fort Worth 2, Tex. (district V) -------------.............------------------------------------ B

Mr. Edgar Deen, manager, Better Business Bureau of Fort Worth, Inc., 402 Burk B
Burnett Bldg. Telephone: Fannin 5219.

Fresno, Calif. (district VI) ..........
Mr. Guy W. Wolf, manager. Better Business Bureau of Fresno County, 501 Mason Bldg.

Grand Rapids 2, Mich. (district ll)----------------------------
Mr. Alfred H. Rypstra, manager, Better Business Bureau of Grand Rapids, Inc., 29-33

Pearl St. NW. Telephone: 97221.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada (district VH) -------------------------------------------------. B

Mr. N. M. Lee Rolfe, Better Business Bureau, Maritimes, Inc., Queen Bldg.
Hamilton, Ohio I (district II)----------------------------------------------------D

Mr. Donald L. Mitchell, secretary, better busines-s division, Hamilton Merchants Asso-
clation, 803 First National Bank Bldg. Telephone: Hamilton 31.

Hartford 3, Conn. districtt [ ----------------------------------------------------------------- D
Mr. F. Preston Lemvitt, general manager, Hartford Better Business Bureau, Inc., 190

Trumbull St. Telephone: Chapel 9-5884.
Honolulu 2, T. H. (ditrict VI) ...............

Mr. Do-iald Billam-Walker, manager, Better Bu'dIns Bureau of Honolulu, Inc., Post
Office Box 3078, 813 Alakea. Telephone: Honolulu 62155.

Houston 2,' Tex. (district V) ----------------------------------------------------------
Mr. C. E. Buehner, executive vice president, Better Business Bureau of Houston, 817

Main St. Telephone: Blackstone 0364.
Indlauapoils 4, Ind. (district I) --------------- ------------------------- -------------------- D

Mr.Phillip L. Bayt, manager, Indianapolis Better Business Bureau, 707 Lemcke Bldg.
Telephone: Market 6446 and 6447.

Kansas Cit 6, Mo. (district IV)-------------------- ---- ------------------------------- B
Mr. George M. Husser, manager, Better Business Bureau, 1 025 Grand Ave., suite 226.

Telephone: Harrison 7800.
Limna, Ohio ' (district I)--------------------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. L. W. Mormon, manager, Better Business Bureau, Inc., First Lima Bldg., 205 West
Market St. Telephone: 3-7610.

Linculn 8, Nebr. (district IV) ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------
Mr. Richard V. Koupal, manager, Better Business Bureau of Lincoln, Inc., 315 Con-

tinental Bldg. Telephone: 2-3329.
Long Beach 2, Calif. (district VI) -------------------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. M. E. Ridenour, manager, Better Business Bureau of Long Beach, Ltd., 1214 Heart-
well Bldg. Telephone: 672-49.

Los An eles 14, Calif. (district VI)----------.------ ---------------------------- I D
r. Robert J. Bauer, president, Better Business Bureau of Los Angeles, 1010 Lincoln

Bldg., 742 South Hill St. Telephone: Trinity 6305.
Indicates associate member.
inquiries.

'Complaint.

5 00 9 0-44-pt. 1-41
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Bureau Code

Louisville 2, Ky. (district II) ------------------- ------------------------------------------ - - D
Mr. Iui A. Megher, managing director, Better Business Bureau of Louisville, 3)3 Speed

Bldg., 4th and Guthrie Sts. Telephone: Clay 6546.
L u b bock , T ex. (d istrict V )... ... ... . ... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... .

Mr. Don Schriever, secretary, bettor business committee, Lubbock Chamber of Com.
merce. Telephone: 3-460.

Marion, Ohio ' (district II) ----------------------------------------.........................
Mr. Hugh E. Webiter, secretary, better business division, Marion Chamber of Com-

merce, 136 E. Center ,t.
Memphis, Tenn. districtt i--D

Mr., (%rge V. Morse, Jr., manager, Better Business Bureau of Memphis, Inc., 43)-32
Falls Bldg. Telephone: 37-9570.

M iam i Beach 39, Fla. (district III) --- --------------- ----------------------------... .. .. .. . .......
Mr. Norman K. Schwarz, manager, Better Business Bureau of Miami Beach, 1134

Lincoln Rd. Miami Beach 5-7436.
M ilwaukee 3, W iq. (district IV) --------------------.... D

Mr. Richard Jordan, manager, Better Business Bureau of Milwaukee, 712 North 6th St.
Telephone: Broadway 6-8000.

Minneapolis ,5. Minn. (district IV) ---. . . . ..-------------------------------------------------D
Mr. V. W. Shirk, manager, Better Business Bureau of Minneapolis, North American

Life and Casualty Bldg., 17510 Hennepin Ave. Telephone: Bridgeport 6723.
Montreal 2 Quebec, Canada (district VII)- .-------- -------------------------------- B

Mr. laude A. Root, m nager, Better Business Bureau of Montreal, Inc., O60 St. Cather-
ine St. Wes't. Telephone: University 6-8661.

New Haven, ('oTn.....
Mr. Walter J. Coleman, manager. Better Business Bureau of New Haven, Inc., 152

Temple St., New Haven 6, Conn. Telephone: Main 4-2200.
N ew O rleans If;. La. (district V ) ... .. . . .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. D

Mr. James W. Barr, manager, Better Business Bureau of New Orleans, 611 Audubon
Bldg. Telephone: Canal 03(A.

New York 17, N. Y. (district VIII)....................................................
Mr. Ke-vieth B. Wilison, president, National Better Business Bureau, Inc., 913 Chrysler

Bldg. Telephone: Murray Hill 6-3535.
N e w Y o rk 7, N . Y . (d istrict I) ....... .. .... .... ... ................... .... .... ......... D

Mr. Hugh R. Jackson, president, Bettor Business Bureau of New York City, Inc., 280
Broadway. Telephone: Digby 9-0470.

Norristown Ila.I (. iktrict I) ------------. . ---- - -- --------
Mr. 1 rich 1. Fander. marager, better business division, Norristown Chamber of Corn-

merce. 316 Curren Arcn,'e. Telephone: Norristown 6179.
Oaklanit 12, Calir. p district VI).- D

Mr. B. Charles Wansley, manager, Better Business Bureau of Metropolitan Oakland,
1440 Broad way. Telephone: Olencourt 2-3030.

OklahomaC(i1 2 Okl. (district V) ___.... -- B
Mr. C. N. keririr, general ria, agr, Better Business Burcau of Oklahoma City, Inc..

301 Hig' tower BI.g. Telepl'one: RE 6-6581.
Omaha 2, Ntbr. (district '---- --- - ........- B

Mr. Jo'n J. Henry, general n'anager Better Buiness Bureau of Omaha, Inc., Redick
Tower, 15ti and Hara y. Telephone: Webster 3033.

Ottaw i Ontario, Cana,4a (district VII). ...- ------------------ -- B
Mir. George S. Pleis, manager, Better Busincss Bureau of Ottawa and Hull, Inc., 186

Bank St. Telephone: 3-1191.
Peoria 2, Ill. (district IV) ------------------------------------------------------- B

Mr. Clarence N. Bolton, manager, Better Business Bureau of Peoria, Inc., Lehmann
Bldg. Telephone: 3-5194.

Philadelphla 2, Pa. ((district I) -------- --- - -- - D
Mr. Verner S. Gaggin, general manager, Better Business Bureau of Philadelphia, Inc.,

1417 Sansom -St. Telephone: Rittenhouse 6-9820.
Phoenix, Ariz. (district V[l -------------------------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. Harold E. Roush, manager, Better Business Bureau of Marleopa County, Inc.,
834 North Central Ave. Telephone: Alpine 2-1266 (public), 2-7633 (private).

Pittsburgh 22, Pa. (district I) ------------------------------------------------------------------ D
Mr. 0. H. Dennison, manager, Better Business Bureau of Pittsburgh, Inc., 232 Oliver

Bldg. Telephone: Atlantic 1-1126.
Portland 3, Maine (district I) ------------------------------------------------------------------ B

Mr. Donald P. Libby, manager, Portland Better Business Bureau, 142 Free St. Tele-
phone: Portland 3-8121.

Portland 5, Oreg. (district VI) --------------------------------------------------------- :------------
Mr. Lyle L. Jant, general manager, Portland Better Business Bureau, Inc., 611 Park

Bldg. Telephone: Atwater O3.
Providence 3, R. I. (district I) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Mr. William C. A. Willman, manager, Better Business Bureau of Providence, 348 Wey-
bosset St. Telephone: Oaspee 8390 and 8391.

Quebec Canada (district VII) --------------------------------------------------------------- B
Mr. J. Tesie, manager, Better Business Bureau of Quebec, Inc., 71 St. Peter St. Tele-

phone: 3-2566.
Reno, Nev.' (district VI) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. Tate Williams, manager, Nevada Retail Merchants Association, better business
division, 307 Byington Bldg. Telephone: 2-4026. D

Roanoke 11, Va. districtt II) -----------------------------------------------------------------
Mr. Rank J. 8herertzs manager, Better Business Bureau of Roanoke, Inc., 1216 Colonial

Amer. an Bank Bldg. telephonee: 43181. D
Rochester 4 N. Y. (district I) ---------------------------------------------

Mr. harry C. Reynolds manager, Better Business Bureau of Rochester, 727 Sibley
Tower Bidg. Telephone: Baker 2840.

indicates associate member.
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Bureau Code

Sacramento 14, Calif. (district VI)-------------------------------------------
Mr. William Fritz manager, Better Business Bureau of Sacramento, Suite 306, Forum

Blde. Tel-phone: dI 3-0028.
St. Louis I Mo. (district IV) -------------------------------------------------- D

Mr. 19. W. Riehl, president, Better Business Bureau of St. Louis, Inc., Board of Educa-
tion BI le., 911 Lo"'ist St. Telephone: Central 1-2834.

San Antonio 5, TeK. (district V) ----------------------------------------..
\fr. T. J. Turner, manager, Better Business Bureau of San Antonio, 612 Commerce

BlIt.

San D'," I, Calif. (district VI) ---------------------------------------------------- D
.\r. Beecher Dixon, manager, Better Business Bureau of San Diego, Ltd., 438 Spreckles

BI It Te1phone: Blmont 3-6521.
San Frit-n I"o %. Calif. (district VI) ------------ ........... .............--------------. -

\fr, \Iiiriol T vetkoff, general manager Better Business Bureau of San Francisco, Ltd.,
411 Mason qt , 50 Nativ, Sons Blg. Telephone: Sutter 1-3822-3825-3826.

San Jose .). Calif. (district VI)_ . --------------------------- B
'\r. \Ves Strouse, manager, Better Business Bureau of San Jose, Ltd., 347 porter Bldg.

Tihli)hone: Cypress 3-1581.
Santa kni, ('alifI (district V I)... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. - -.

Mr. Phil M. Brown, manager, better business division, Business Men's Association,
51411 North Main St. Teleplione: 4000.

Santa Barbara, Calif. (dictriet VI - ----------------------------------------------- B
M r. Harry ). Power, manager, Better Bmsiness Bureau of Santa Barbara, Inc., 14 East

Carrillo St. Telephone: 2-3344.
Schenectady 5, N. ). (district 1) -------------------------------------------- B

Mr. Eugene Taylor Wfkius, Secretary, letter Bu'riess Bureau of Schenectady, Inc..
246 Sttae St. Telephone: Schenectaly 4-9181.

Scranton 3, Pa. (district I) ......
Mr. Jerome K. Miller, manager, Se ttton Better Business Bureau, 404 Chamber of Com.

mere Bldg. Telephone: Scranton 2-9129.
Seattle 1, \vamh. (district V) ------...

Mr. Frank J. Zeorlin, manager. Better Bu'lne"'Q.t-,id.1rI -" oeiation, room 718-719
Joseph Vance Bldg., 3d Ave. and Union St. Telephone: Elliott oil1.

Shreverort 24, La. (district V) _ - - - - - - - B
Mr. R. A. Booth. manager. Better Business Bureau of Shreveport, 50 First Nstional

Bank Bldg. Telephone: 3-8352.
South Itiil I I[nO. (. I~trlct II) .. ...... . D

Mr. Jarres P. Led'dy, manager, Better Busiriss Bureau of South Ben!, 107 North Maint. Telepjlone- 4-3111.
Spoki 8, N% as". .'istri t, VI). - D

Mrs. Marie M. Ferrell, rranager, Better Busiuess Bureau of Spokane, I'e., 21S Clumti:,
Bl0g. T.lepl-one: RI 1155.

Springf'eld 3, Mass. (district I)-.......
Mr. William C. Webb, manager, Springfield Better Business Bureau, 1275 Main St.

Teli-,It re: 4-3114, 4-3115.Sprlngf,.1,t. Mo. (,'istrict IV) ...... B
Mr Leo F. Busch, manager, Better Business Bureau of Springfield, 300 Landers Bldg.

Telephone: 1106.Sta n ifordl, C o n n --------------------------------------------------------------- ... ----..... ........
Mr. Arthur 0. Nerman, executive director, Better Business Bureau of Stamford, Inc.,

417 Mir, St. Teleplbone: 4-6131.
Stockton 5, Calif. (district VI) -- ----- --------- --- -- B

Mr. Jack Brown, manager, Better Business Bureau cf Stockton, Inc., 322 East Weber
Ave. Telephone f'6-81.

Smraise 2, N. Y. (district I) -------- -.----------------------------------------- B
Mr. Jotn 8. Pen( ergast, manager, Better Business Bureau of Syracuse, Inc., 351 SouthWarn, it St. Telepb'ore: 2-1343.

Tam lt I, Fla. (1 district III) ..-----------------------.. . . . . . . . . .
Mr. J. J. Cruise, manager, Tampa Area Better Business Bureau, Inc., 319 Morgan St.

Telephone: 2-3719.
Terre hlaute, Ind.' (a!strict II) .....----- ------------------------------------------------.......

Mrs. Pearl York Gibson, c-airman, better huisiress division, Terre Raute Chamber of
Comnwerce, 629 Cl-erry St. Telephone: Crawford 2391.

Tolet!( 4, 01t1o (district II) ....... D
Mr. Cbester A. Wing, manager, Toledo Better Business Bureau, 412 Commerce Bldg.

Telephone: Main 6276.
Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada (district VII).._.

Mr. A. R. Haskell, manager, Toronto Better Business Bureau, 372 Bay St. Telephone:
Empire 3-3285.

Tucson. Ariz. (dist lCt V I) ................................................................................
Mr. Norman R. Horwitz, executive director, Tucson Better Business Bureau, Santa Rita

Hotel. Telephone: Tucson 4-2356.
Tulsa 3 Okla. districtt V) ....... ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Mr. Tom IerrIck, manager, Better Business Bureau of Tulsa, Inc., suite 208-A, Daniel
IlIg. Telephone: 3-1194.

ttica 2. N. Y. (district I) .......................................................
Mr. Reginald Wooldrldge, manager, Better Business Bureau of Utica,8 Elizabeth St.,

Telephone: 4-3151.

Mr. Lovell B. Rhonehouse, Jr.. manager, Better Business Division, Vallejo Chamber of
Commero, 315 Maryland St., Vallejo, Calif.
Indicatesamoclate member.
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Bureau Code

Vanovar British Colimbla. Canaola (district V..B
Mr. W. L. Temnieton, gon-ral manager, Better Business Bureau of Vancouver, 789 West

Punrer St. Telephone: Pacific 2920.
Washington 4, n. ( -.

Mr. Lelanr '. MeCarthv, director, Better B'sinss Bureau of Washington, ). C., 438.......
Fveninq Star Bq11. Tol-ihone: National 5-2727.

W heeling, W . V a.' ( lI tri l't II) ..................................... . .
Mr. F. Lesl'a b Iv, man-'vzr, Better ltsinqs Divislon, Ohio Valley Board of Trale,.......

room 309, Boar I of Tr:i Io BI lg. Telephot: Whoeelin 1 .
W ichita 2, Kans. districtct \ ..--- - - -_.. . . . . . . ..... ... . . B

Mr. ltalnh S Rinman, mant-.r, Better Busint ss Bureau of Wichita, 300 Miller Theater
B1d1 . Tel-nhone: Fr,, t 3-1217.

Winnlpg, Manitoba Cana la ( listrict VII) . .B
Mr. Ce Irlo A. Edson, manager, Winnipeg Bettor Business Bureau, 438 Main St. Tele-

phone: Q41 10.
Worce trg (1trt)------ ------- ----------------- ---------- _- B

Mrs. Joiephinn U. Pelrop. manager, Better Businem- B 1ai of Worcester, 32 Franklin St.
Telephone: Worcester 3-2924.

50690--1378

OFFICERS AND GOVERNORS, 1953-54

John It. Buckley, Chairman; William 0. Paul, vice chairman; Vlctor H.
Nyborg, president; F. Preston Leavitt, secretary; Hugh R. Jackson, treasurer.

District I
Mr. Norman C. Kal, vice chairman (1954), Kal, Ehrllch & Merrlck, 314 Evening

Star Building, Washington 4, 1). C.
Mr. Ralph W. Hardy (1955), vice president, National Association of Radio &

Television Broadcasters, 1771 N Street NW., WA'ashington 6, I). C.
Mr. F. Preston Leavitt, general manager (1954), Hartford Better Busines

Bureau. 190 Trumbull Street, Hartford 3. Cornn.
Mr. Hugh R. Jackson, president (1955), Better Business Bureau of New York

City, 280 Broadway, New York 7, N. W.

District I1
Mr. Evans F. Stearns, vice president (1954), Stearns & Foster Co., Lockland,

Cincinnati 15, Ohio.
Mr. David C. Corbin, president (1955), City Chevrolet Co., 333 East Market

Street, Akron 4, Ohio.
Mr. Leo A. Meagher, managing director (1954), Better Business Bureau of

Louisville, 303 Speed Building, Fourth & Guthrie, Louisville 2, Ky.
Mr. H. I. MeEldowney, general manager (1955), Better Business Bureau of

Detroit, Inc., 600 Woodward Avenue, Detroit 26, Mich.

District III
Mr. Garnett Carter, vice president (1955), Fulton National Bank, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. George V. Morse, Jr., (1955), Memphis Better Business Bureau, 430-2

Falls Building, Memphis, Tenn.

District IV
Mr. Perry W. Snyder, vice president (1954), Powers Dry Goods Co., Inc., Fifth

and Nicolatte Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mr. Ellis I. Levitt, president (1954), State Finance Co., State Finance Build-

ing, 207 Ninth Street, Des Moines 8, Iowa.
Mr. Harry W. Riehl, president (1954), Better Business Bureau of St. Louis,

Inc., Board of Education Building, 911 Locust Street, St. Louis 1, Mo.
Mr. Richard Jordan, general manager (1955), Better Business Bureau of Mil-

waukee, Inc., 712 North Sixth Street, Milwaukee $, Wis.

District V
Mr. Ernest L. Stucker, vice president (1955), National Bank of Tulsa, Tula,

Okla.
Mr. William S. Henson, president (1955), William S. Henson, Inc., 1723 N r

1 h
St. Paul Street, Dallas, Tex.

Mr. G. Duffield Smith, executive vice president (1955), Better Busneo
Bureau of Dallas, Inc., 2022 Bryan Street, Dallas 1, Tex.

Mr. James Barr, manager (1955), Better Business Bureau of New Orleans,
Inc., 611 Audubon Building, New Orleans 16, La.
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District V!
Mr. William G. Paul, president (1954), Los Angeles Stock Exchange, 618

South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. Edward W. Cummings (1955), business relations director, Mytinger & Cas-

selberry, Long Beach, Calif.
Mrs. Muriel Tsvetkoff, general manager (1954), Better Business Bureau of

San Francisco, 414 Mason Street, San Francisco 8, Calif.
Mr. Lyle L. Janz, general manager (1955), Portland Better Business Bureau,

511 Park Building, Portland 5, Oreg.

District VII
Mr. Alex C. Morris, vice president (1954), Canadian Oil Companies, Ltd.,

204 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Mr. W. L. Templeton, general manager (1954), Better Business Bureau of

Vancouver, 789 West Pender Street, V'ancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
District VIII

Mr. John R. Buckley, publisher (1954), Good Housekeeping, 8th Avenue and
57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Mr. Kenneth B. Willson, president (1954), National Better Business Bureau,
913 Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y.
Governor-at-Large

Mr. Victor H. Nyborg, president, Association of Better Business Bureaus,
Inc., 723 Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.
Ex offlicio and honorary life member

Mr. John N. Garver, vice president, Manufacturers & Traders Trust Co.,
Buffalo 5, N. Y.

Mr. HOFFMAN. In January 1954, at the suggestion of the Better
Business Bureau, the FIIA wrote to all its field offices urging them to
establish closer cooperation with the Better Business Bureaus in those
communities where the viewpoints of wiping out some of the malprac-
tices which have plagued the industry. We had gotten together previ-
ously with the FHA to discuss some of these problems. "However, our
volume of complaint at the National Better Business Bureau in con-
nection with mastic paints reached such a volume in 1952 that early
in 1952 we wrote to Washington to the Federal Housing Administra-
tion. I can quote here the reply of Mr. Arthur J. Frents, Assistant
Commissioner, dated May 22,1952.

We have your letter of May 15, 1952, addressed to the Commissioner relating
to mastic coatings about which you state a number of inquiries and complaints
have been received.

We wish to explain the Federal Hou.;ing Administration does not, in any way,
approve, endorse, or pass on the nierits or desirability of any product used in
making home improvements. Under title I of the National Housing Act, the
authority of this administration is limited to the insurance of approved lending
institutions against losses resulting from loans made by them for the purposeof financing certain eligible improvements, one of which is painting.

There are a number of new exterior plastic and mastic coating materials being
marketed today. We have no technical information regarding the products and
mot of these new coatings have not been on the market long enough to warrant
conclusions as to their performance. Although laboratory tests have been cited
to support their claims as to performance, we do not believe the tests constitute
experimental data.

Furthermore, we understand that formulas for the different coatings vary
widely and we have observed that some of the products are manufactured by
Well-established companies while others are produced by hastily organized com-
panies having only scant and makeshift plant facilities. In view of this ratherbroad character divergence, it would hardly be equitable to make any generaliza-
tion as to the merits of all of these new coatings, other than to say that some
are undoubtedly better than others.

While our experience with these new materials has been limited we have re-
ceived some complaints. The service complaints involved chipping, cracking,
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peeling, and discoloration. However, the majority of the difficulty experienced
has been with questionable selling practices, guaranties, and advertising. Wre are
advised that one of the most important factors in merchandising these products
is proper preparation of the structure and application. The National Paint
Varnish, and Lacquer Association, 1500 Rhode Island Ave. NW., Washington,
D. C., has done some technical research in this field. You may wish to communj.
cate with that organization.

The CHAIRMAN. Who wrote that letter?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Arthur J. Frents, Assistant Commissioner, Title I.
The CHAIRMAN. Here in Washington?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. He is the Assistant Commissioner?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the date of the letter?
Mr. HOFFMAN. May 22,1952.
Mr. SIMON. Did he say in the first part that their only function was

to guarantee the lending institutions, and they had no concern over
the kind of work or selling practices?

Mr. HOFFMAN (reading):
The FHA does not in any way approve or pass on the merits of any product-

and so forth.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, he was really saying he didn't car.
Mr. SIMON. I wouldn't say that in justice. That was the law. He

told you to go to the Lacquer and Varnish Association. I never heard
of this man before. He had five people on the whole deal.

The CHAMAN. He has been a witness before this committee in the
last 2 months. He was the Assistant Director of title I.

Senator MAYBANK. Under Hollyday?
The CHAIRMAN. He has been there a long time. You may proceed.
Mr. NYBORO. Mr. Chairman, on the question of the cooperation of

FHA officials throughout the country, as I mentioned previously, they
have cooperated well in a great many cities with better business bu-
reaus, leading agencies, and contractors in efforts to bring about a
better situation with regard to the dissatisfaction in this home im-
provement field.

Unfortunately, not all of the FHA offices or their executives and
all lending agencies or all contractors have shown that same high
purpose.The St. Louis Better Business Bureau, for example-and I refer you

to a bulletin published by that bureau on June 15 of this year--com-
ments on the lack of interest in the problem which the committee is
now studying until public furor made it necessary to do so.

This bulletin states in part:
We have documentary proof that the FHA instead of showing zeal and pro,

tecting the gullible and trusting innocents by aggressive action to secure evi-
dence and convictions under Federal law and to recover from culprits who obtain
funds under false completion certificates, these top officials in Washington urged
their employees and the United States Department of Justice through its United
States attorneys to hound, and, if necessary, sue in Federal court to collect OD
the notes as "innocent" holders of negotiable paper.

That is the end of the quotation from the bulletin of the Better
Business Bureau of St. Louis, dated June 15, 1954. That bulletin also
refers to the fact that the public has no protection against being de-
frauded or harmed by poor workmanship, inferior materials, and so
forth.

640
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Senator MAYBANK. What do you think about what the other gentle-
men said about the only way you can do this thing properly is to have
the banks themselves have some interest in it? Would you agree with
that or not?

Mr. NYBORO. It is my feeling and I think I speak for all of the
better business bureaus on this, Senator, that the further strengthen-
in' of such interest and cooperation on the part of FHA and others
wii1 go far in helping to eliminate many of the problems.

Senator MAYBANK. I agree on that.
Mr. NYBORo. The one specific recommendation which I would like

to suggest-and it deals with the handling of the completion certifi-
cates-is that I think-

Senator MAYBANK. To get back to the banks, millions of banks and
about a hundred inspectors.

Mr. NYBORo. I believe most of the trouble results from the signing
of the completion certificates and that would be eliminated if the
lending agencies were required to ask the homeowner on presentation
of the certificate by the contactor whether the work actually has been
completed and completed satisfactorily. I think if this procedure
were followed prior to the filing of the certificate for an FHA g.ar-
anty on the loan, there would be less likelihood of homeowners being
faced with the responsibility of repaying loans before the work was
completed.

Senator MAYBANK. What does the average bank get out of these
loans, do you know?

The CHAIRMAN. The interest is 9.6.
Senator MAYBANK. It is 18 months, isn't it?
The CHAIMAN. They Vay about 1 percent of that for insurance.
Senator MAYBANK. Isn t it about 18 months?
The CHAIRMAN. The loans go up to 36 months.
Senator MAYBANK. But it is averaging about 18 months.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Nyborg.
Mr. NYBORO. I am almost through with my statement. I would like

to make this comment. Many of the lending agencies, banks, and
building and loan associations and other agencies who have worked
closely with the FHA and better business bureaus and the contractors
to set up a method of checking the responsibility of the contractor or
before proceeding with the certification of these loans have done a
great deal of good. I think with that, procedure, if it were required
in the administrativeprocedures of FHA under the regulations, that
that would do a great deal of good also.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hoffman, what has been your experience?
Mr. HOFFMAN. In connection with the Senator's question, might I

read a letter from the Atlanta Better Business Bureau that I think will
shed some light on it. This is dated February 5, 1954:
Subject: FHA Cooperation from the Atlanta Better Business Bureau.

I am happy to report that this bureau, in cooperation with the FHA, instituted
a program last fall which has practically killed the model-home scheme in this
area. In late summer of 1953 the Atlanta Better Business Bureau called a meet-
ing of local FHA officials and all financing institutions who handled FHA title
I paper. At this meeting the bureau prepared case histories on several of the
most flagrant users of the model-home scheme in connection with title I and
conventional mortgage loans. We outlined a plan whereby, with the cooperation
of the financing institutions and FHA, we would make available on a confidential
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basis certain information from our files regarding various roofing and siding
contractors.

It was mutually agreed that the Bureau, financing agencies and FRA Would
interchange information and that the Bureau would act as a clearinghouse
to keep all interested parties informed on various roofing and siding contractors
whose practices are not considered in the best interest of the public.

As a result of the agreement, the financing institutions agreed that they would
reject any title I FHA paper submitted to them by any dealer or applicator
whose past history indicated unethical tactics.

In other words, any roofing or siding contractors in the Atlanta area who
seeks FHA title I approval by financing institutions must first clear through vhi
offi e and the the FHA.

Senator MAYBANK. That is what I say. The bankers did it. They
said they weren't going to lend any money if the better business bureau
and themselves were not satisfied that the man was all right.

Mr. HOFFMAN. If their background shows questionable practices
as indicated by better business bureau files, the bank would not give
them the money.

Senator MAYBANK. Of course, you can't make the banks in other
cities do it. Could you get cooperation in the other cities like that?

Mr. HOFFMAN. In my statement I have some comments to make on
our relationships in the New Jersey and New York area with the
FHA and we also have some recommendations, as did Mr. Jackson and
Mr. Nyborg, in connection with this local problem.

In addition, we have some actual cases, if the committee wants to
hear them, of companies that we have worked with in trying to stamp
out some objectionable practices.

The CHAIRMAN. We are interested in that, yes.
Mr. HOrFFMAN. Let me say that I personally in the last 3 years have

handled over 1,000 inquiries and complaints from the public, and we
have done a great deal of work in the field of all types of siding and
insulating and simulated brick and stone, but in particular mastic
paints. That ha7 formed the largest group of our complaint situa-
tion. Some mastic paint manufacturers and dealers have indicated
in advertising that the premises need never be painted again, that
the product was indestructible, that it made walls waterproof, termite
proof, ,nd other uncorroborated claims. Such advertising created
liberal FHA financing, easy FHA terms, FHA approved and so on,
which tended to lend an air of integrity to the advertising.

Consumers responding to this found themselves in an untenable
situation as trickery started almost immediately. So-called sluede-
shoe, itinerant salesmen called on the victims in response to leads sup-
plied by the contractor, the old familiar model home racket being
worked for all it was worth. I will not go into that.

I think we all know what that model home consists of. I have a
bulletin here that we issued as early as 1937 on the model home scheme.

After considerable high pressure, the homeowner might sig a
contract with the belief that his specially priced home improvement
would cost virtually nothing because of its use for advertising pur-
poses. At this point, additional chicanery has frequently taken place
to obtain the victim's signature on FHA completion certificates.
Various subterfuges have been used to conceal the nature of what the
homeowner was signing. The complaints have been received alleg-
ing salesmen have added or altered provisions in the contract after
it has been signed. Frequently no copy of the contract was given
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to the homeowners. The materials to be used on the job were subject
to misrepresentation. The salesmen promised verbally that a given
well-known product would be used, whereas the homeowner found
that an entirely different product was utilized. The salesmen have
been known to pull several hundred from their pockets and hand it
over to the homeowner as advance payment for bonuses or accept
such as downpayment. The prices charged were high.

In some instances home improvements have been sold as part of
a scheme whereby the homeowner could consolidate his debts. The
price of the improvement was upped considerably, and the difference

etween the actual amount of the FHA loan was used to pay off
other obligations; or the price of the contract would be increased
to give the victim a little extra money.

The salesmen themselves, using a variety of names and aliases
seem to be floaters attaching themselves first to one racket and then
another, depending upon what was popular at the moment. They
might be selling freezer food plans, water conditioners, home fire-
alarm systems, demonstrating vacuum cleaners, promoting home im-
provements, in all cases using dishonest methods to sell merchandise
generally recognized as having a legitimate place in consumer
markets.

Once the salesman high-pressured the signature on the contract
and had tricked the victim into signing FHA completion certificates,
in several cases forgery has been alleged on these completion cer-
tificates. The paper was rushed to a ending institution for imme-
diate discounting. As soon as the money was received through FHA
financing, the salesman's commission was paid out and the contract
was then often awarded to a subcontractor who would make the
hi chest bid for it.

To the homeowner's amazement, the elaborate work contracted for
is sometimes started and finished within hours of signing the con-
tract. Frequently no advance preparation of any kind was done on
the premises. The workmanship being inferior and incomplete.

With some of the manufacturers that I have been discussing this
with we particularly have voluminous records on the Renuity Corp.
of New York City, located at 424 West 42d Street. They operated
under nine other trade styles with products that they sell.

The CHAIRMAN. All at the same address?
Mr. HOFFmAN. All at 424 West 42d Street. The principals of

that company are B. J. Hardy-he is one. We have indication in
our files that he was indicted for mail fraud in Miami back about
1940. That indictment, however, was not processed inasmuch as he
had departed from the State.

It was their practice to issue a registration certificate which simply
stated that an application had been done, nothing more. This was
misrepresented as a guaranty. Another company known as Krylon
of Philadelphia issued what they termed an 'insurance policy."

The CHAIRMAN. Will you yield a moment, please? I think we will
recess now, if you don't mind, until 1:45, at which time we are going
to finish with Mr. Hoffman, and then we are going to hear other
Witnesses.

I would like to know if these people are present. As I call your
names will you please rise ?

643
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Francis H. Clarke, of White Plains, N. Y.
Robert Blackburn, of New York.
Hugh Collins, of New York.
Arthur Waugh, of New York.
Anthony D'Acquila. of Flushing, N. Y.
Abner Roberts, of Brooklyn.
We will come back here at 1:45 and finish with Mr. Hoffman and

then these people whose names I just called will be witnesses.
They are people who have come in here to testify to experiences they

have had with title I loans and FHA-insured mortgages under title I.
We will come back at 1:45.

I might say that we certainly apologize to you gentlemen ard we
ask your indulgence. We are going to ask that Mr. Bertram Bonner
and Mr. Banks come back at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning at which
time we will get to them.

Has anyone anything to say?
This is a very fair committee notwithstanding the fifth amendment

witnesses who complain to the contrary.
We will recess now until 1:45 at which time we will hear the indi.

vidual experiences of these people in dealing with these title I loans
and also, M;r. Hoffman, we may have some more questions from you
and Mr. Nyborg and Mr. Jackson.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p. in., the hearing recessed to reconvene at
1:45 p. m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Jackson, will you come up here and sit at this

table? I think we may want to ask you some questions when we get
some of these concrete examples of what happened.

Our first witness will be Mr. Robert Blackburn of New York.
Mr. Blackburn, will you please come forward.
Will you be sworn, 'Mr. Blackburn? You are Robert Blackburn?
Mr. BLACxURRN. Robert C. Blackburn.
The CHATHMAN. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you GodI

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT C. BLACKBURN, SOUTH OZONE PARK,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. BLACKBURN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated. Will you give the reporter

your full name and address, please.
Mr. BLACKBUrn. My name is Robert C. Blackburn. My address,

119-39 146th Street, South Ozone Park, New York City.
Mr. SIMoN. Give your address again, Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. BLAcitmuR. 119-39 146th Street, South Ozone Park, New

York.
The CHATIWAN. Have you had some experiences with FHA-

insured loans under title II
Mr. BLACimUmN. If title I means home improvements, I have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you tell the committee what happened to
you with respect to a title I loan?

Mr. BLACKBURN. Well, I will begin from the very beginning. Two
men approached me and told me that they were a brand new outfit and
they were from New Jersey and were just beginning to start operat-ingin New York City.

Inr. SIMON. Mr. Blackburn, was this in February 1953?
Mr. BLACKBURN. February 11 is the exact date, 1953.
They came by and they said that this new product that they had,

which was called Brixite-it is an insulating material used to cover
the outside of homes.

The CHAIRMAN. You own your own home?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you work?
Mr. BLACKBURN. United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. You work for the United Nations?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You own your own home?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you owned your home?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Since October 1951.
The CHAERMAN. Since October 1951?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. BLACKBURN. Well, after they came in, they told me that they

had selected my home as a home to use as a model and that the mate-
rial would be put on my home and that they would take pictures of my
house before the insulation was put on and after it was put on, to show
to their other clients. Well, after the work was done, nobody came.
I'll add that in, now.

Then, he also told me that for every deal that he made within a 3-
mile radius of my house, that I would get $50, a $50 check from him for
each deal that was completed through my recommendation.

Well, as time went on, nothing happened, after I went through With
the deal.

He also told me that I had nothing to worry about because this was
an FHA loan and that everything was on the up and up.

The CHARMAN. It was an FHA loan?
Mr. BLACKBURN. That's right. It was an FHA loan.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they say the Federal Government was behind

the product or anything of that sort?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Other than he just stated that it was an FHA loan.
The CHAIRMAN. And you knew what he meant by an FHA loan V
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, I know it meant the Federal Housing Author-

ity. or commission.
Now, since I bought my house under the Veterans' Administration

and they had made a thorough investigation of the property and what
not, I assumed that he was on the up and up, since he said it was, an
FHA loan because I figured that the FHA made the same investiga-
tion that the Veterans' Administration made whenever the deal was
completed. That was the main reason-

The CHAIRMAN. You thought that the FHA would investigate the
deal before they made the loan?
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Mr. BLACKBURN. That's right; before they actually went through
with the loan.

The CHAIRMAN. You say when you bought your house in October
1951, you bought it through FHA V

Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir; it was approved by the Veterans' Ad-
ministration.

The CHAIRMAN. And they did approve the loan and appraised the
the house?

Mr. BLACKBURN. That's right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, you thought in this instance that FA

likewise would appraise it and approve it, and you thought then that
you were being protected by FHA; is that correct?

Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
Well, after the job was completed, they came by, the very next day

it was completed, and had me sig-n a completion certificate. Well, I
told them at the time, I said, "Well, should the completion certificate
be signed today, shouldn't someone inspect the work?" He said,
"Since we are under FHA we don't need anybody else to come out. We
inspect the work and it is 0. K."

So, I signed the completion certificate.
A few weeks after the work was done in some places it be(ran to

come apart. Well, I repeatedly called them on the phone and tried
to get them to come out to rectify their work, but they wouldn't have
any part of it. So, to have some proof that I had tried to get in touch
with them, I sent them a registered letter with a return receipt
requested.

The CHAIRMAN. To the FHA?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, to the people who did the work. I sent them

a letter requesting that they come out and repair the job, but they
wouldn't accept the letter. I still have the letter and I also have the
carbon copy of the letter enclosed.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have that with you?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHArRMAN. May we see it, please?
Mr. BLACKBURN. This is a carbon copy of the letter I wrote them and

this is the letter that I sent them that they refused to accept.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know why they refused to accept this reg-

istered letter?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Well, I can't be positive, but I have my own tea-

ons as to why they didn't accept it.
The CHAMMAN. How much was the loan originally?
Mr. BLACKBURN. $1,400.
The CHAMMAN. Have you since paid the entire $1,400?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much have you paid?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Not to be exact, I think I have paid apprOxi-

mately 14 or 15 payments.
The CHAIRMAN. How much are the monthly payments ?
Mr. BL CKBuiii. $44.73.
The CHAMRMAN. Are the payments behind at the moment I
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir.
The CHArRMAN. You are carrying them up to date?
Mr. BLACKBuRN. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Who are you making the payments to?
Mr. BLACKBURN. To the Rosslyn Bank, the Rosslyn Bank of Ross-

lyn, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. The sale was made by Approved Home Develop-

ers, Inc.?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CH.AntM.XN. And financed by the Rosslyn Bank, in Rosslyn,

Long Island, N. Y.?
M. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is for $1,400?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the payments are $44.73 a month?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CAIRMAN. And, you are making the payments?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get value received?
Mr. BLACKBURN. I don't think so, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they paid you any commissions for sales that

they have paid in the neighborhood
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any at all?
Mr. BLACKBURN. None at all.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they been back to see you?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No. I Lave tried to get them to come back.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they put siding on your house?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIIMAN. lWas it a new house in 1951?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It was an old house?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir. I think I have a picture here that will

show you the condition of the house before the siding was put on.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this before?
Mr. BLACKBURN. That is before, and here is the picture that was

taken after the sidino was put on.
The CHAIRMAN. B3o you have any objection if we make these a part

of the record?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will make the pictures "be-

fore" and "after" a part of the record.
Is this the same thing.
Mr. BLACKBURN. It looks like it from here.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, we will put this into the files.
I presume you want this certified letter back, do you not?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Well, at present I don't see much use for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any objection if we keep it?
Mr. BLACKBURN. No. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be made a part of the

files and without objection the letter you wrote to these people,
Approved Home Developers, Inc., together with the other exhibits
here, will be made a part of the record.

Mr. BLACKBURN. O objection, sir.
(The documents referred to follow:)
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SourH OzoNE PARx, N. Y., May? 14,1953.LoG ISLAND Dw.Ly PRESS,
Jamaica, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN: If the following is worthy of your investigation for any new,
value and as a warning for other subscribers to your paper, you have my per.
mission to use. Would appreciate it if you can tell me whether or not I have
legal recourse against said parties from the sales talk I am about to give you
that was given to me.

Two salesmen approached me from the Approved Home Developers, of 69-12
Austin Street in Forest Hills, N. Y. with the following:

I am Mr. Donner and the other man here Is Mr. J. Walters. Mr. Walters i
the son of the inventor and owner of this new type shingle for the home. We
have selected your home to be used in an advertising camvaiwn and wi:h your
permission we would like to get you to agree to it. If you let us use your home,
we will give you a $50 bonus for every homp th.at Iq i ind. Alan in ,,a'v,, ova
good enough to let us use your home we will give you a 20-percent discount of
the regular price. We will take pictures of your home before and after the job
is done and we will give you pictures of the job. Mr. Walters' father was sup.
posed to have invented the shingle used and he was just beginning to take over
this territory for his father as his father was getting old. The shlna'e used
was the material known as Brixite. The bonus would cover an area within
a 3-mile radius of my house. A few days after my house was complete ttey
approached 2 homeowners within a mile of my house and offered them the sme
proposition, this time using 2 different men as owner-salesman team. These
' people were friends of mine, but this the 2 did not know. I can get
these two people to verify what I have told you. They also will give you any
extra money that you need to pay off any small bills that you might have and
add that to cost of doing job. The whole story is fradulent. The two are only
salesmen and the material used is used by many home improvers on rhe island.
There are no pictures of the house. I have pictures that I have taken myself
and can prove to you that as far as appearances are concerned there is very
little.

Would appreciate any information given this matter. Thanking you In ad-
vance, I remain

Yours truly,
RODERT C. BLACKUvir.

LONG ISLAND DAILY PRESS,
Jamaica, N. Y., June 8, 1953.

Mr. RoBERT C. BLACBURN,
South Ozone Park, N. Y.

DEAR MR. BLACKBURN: Since receiving your letter of May 14, regarding the
Approved Home Developers, I have discussed your case with the Better Businoe
Bureau in Manhattan and Queens Assistant District Attorney James P.
McGrattan.

The Better Business Bureau reports they have had many complaints against
the same company-apparently similar in nature to your complaint-and they
suggested you file your complaint with them. However, they promised no action
immediately but rather hoped to build up a larger file against the company before
taking steps to correct the situation.

On the other hand, Mr. McGrattan suggested you go to the complaint bureau
at the district attorney's office at the county courthouse in Long Island City and
discuss the matter with one of the assistant district attorneys there. He said
they might attempt to obtain some settlement for you or they might, if the cir*
cumstances warrant, start criminal proceedings against the company.

I would advise you to go to D. A.'s complaint bureau. Tell whoever yOU
see there that you wrote to me and I talked to Mr. McGrattan and advised You
to go to the district attorney.

Sincerely yours,
FREDRIC 3. WEIJ
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THE BETTER BUSINESS BuREAu OF NEw YORK CrrY, INC.,

New York, N. Y., July 1,1953.
Re Approved Home Developers, Inc.,

69-12 Austin Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Mr. ROBERT C. BLACKBURN,

South Ozone Park, N. Y.
DEAR Si: We presented the matter of your complaint to the subject on two

occasions without receiving a reply. Apparently, Approved Home Developers
has no intention of cooperating with this bureau on your complaint or others
which we have received recently.

We are making this complaint a matter of file record in our office. As you
probably know, the information in our files is available to the public on request
without charge.

Very truly yours,
THE BETTER BusINEss BumE~u OF NEw YORK CITY, INC.,
EMMETT DEAN, Manager,

Financial and Commercial Department.

SOUTH OZONE PARK 20, N. Y., June 15, 1953.
APPROVED HOME DEVELOPERS, INC.,

Forest Hills, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN: As per contract and guaranty on work done on my house, I am

reporting the following that needs rectifying:
Replace all brackets on drain pipes and put some back in place securely at

joints as same were removed by your workmen in covering house and not
replaced properly.

Nail siding to house in places both front and back where it is beginning to
drop down from house.

Replace post for fence on side of house where it was removed by your work-
men to apply siding on lower part of house.

I hope this is given your immediate attention.
Yours truly,

ROBERT C. BLACKBURN.

APPROVED HOME DEVELOPERS, INC.,
Forest Hills, N. Y., Fcbruary 11, 1953.

This agreement, between Robert and Gussie Blackburn of 119-39 146th Street,
South Zone Park, hereinafter called the owner, and S. H. Walters, hereinafter
called the contractor, witnesseth, contractor agrees to furnish all labor and ma-
terial necessary as follows: Renall loose boards. Calk and seal all openings.
Use lath where necessary-use aluminum trim around all windows and door-
frames. Cover lower half of house with first-grade bauxite ribbon-stone. Cover
upper half with first-grade bauxite paint and enamel.

All work to be done in a workmanlike manner with labor covered by compen-
sation insurance on the premises located at 119-39 146th Street, for total cash
price of $1,400 or the deferred payment plan of 36 monthly installments of $44.22
per month.

Deposit given to contractor-none.
Owner agrees to pay on delivery of material-none.
Owner agrees to pay on completion of work-none.
First payment to be made 60 days from date of contract
This contract shall become binding upon written acceptance hereof by the

contractor or by an authorized agent of the contractor and the homeowner.
The assignee shall be held responsible only for that which is expressly written

on the original agreement.
The purchaser agrees to pay 30 percent of the contract price as liquidated

damages If this contract is canceled.
In witness whereof, I (we) have hereunto signed my (our) name this 11th day

of February 1953. ROBERT 0. BLAcKBUTRN [L. S.],

Property owner.
Gussiz M. BLACxBU-RN [L. 8.1,

Husband or Wife.



Application accepted by S. H. Walters, contractor, and assigned to Approved
Home Developers, Inc., 69-12 Austin Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Homewners-ask for copy of contract. Check your duplicate with origins
copy.

The CHAIRMAN. We will put photostat copies in and return th
original to you.

Mr. BLACKBUTRN. I also have here a 20-year guaranty on workman.
ship and materials that was given.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will make this part of the
record.

(The document referred to follows:)

lota

We Hereby Guarantee, for ...9.P ............ years from date, any defect in -

material or workmanship of the ipf -and siding a plied on the building, lo.
cated at ... / .. .? ...... -# ' .'.....,City of .... . . ................ .
State of ........................

Free repairs shall be made during this period. It is understood that sueh
repairs are the sole extent of the guarantor's responsibility, and that they are
to be restricted to the actual work perform

Dated this.. . . day of .... . ............. .

APPROVED HOME DE PE
By... ..../ ..........

The CHAIRMAN. Have you talked to any officials about this matter!
Mr. BLACKMAN. No, sir; only the investigator I talked to last

Friday.
The CHAIrMAN. Is Approved Home Developers still in business?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they promise to give you a commission?
Mr. BLACKBURN. Within a 3-mile radius, to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. You say they haven't paid you 1 dime?
Mr. BLACKBUitN. Not 1 dime.
The CHAIMMAN. Do you know whether or not they have made sales

within that 3-mile area?
Mr. BLACKBURN. That I couldn't be sure of, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no way of knowing?
Mr. BLACKBURN. They have several houses that had siding Dut On

of the same type that I have on my house--whether they dia the job
I cannot truthfully say.

The CHIxrMAN. Do you know of anyone else who has been handled
the same way you have, by this firm or any other firm?

650 FRA ENVESTIGATIQN
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Mr. BIAci aUm. No, sir. They did approach two friends of mine.
That is how I began to suspect that they were not operating as they
should, because they approached two other friends of mine. One
fellow was about six blocks from my house and they offered him the
same deal and another fellow about a mile or less from my house
happened to work with me and the" offered him the .saiie deal.
Since he had promised me a 3-mile radius, 3 miles is a long way from
my house in any direction.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Jackson and Mr. Hoffman
if they know of their own accord if this is a fair sample or a pattern
of what happens on these kind of deals.

Mr. JACHiSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I can report that we have had
a substantial number of complaints about Approved Home Developers,
in which this same pattern of model home schemes, bonuses and un-
satisfactory performance was involved.

As a matter of fact, I had one case that I would be glad to submit
for the record, where there are allegations of forgery of the comple-
tion certificate on the part of the principal of this company, by a
complainant, and we are advised that one of the principals has been
picked up for investigation on forgery charges in New York.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anyone know whether or not this firm is still
permitted to make FHA loans, or sell on the basis that FHA will
guarantee the mortgages?

Mr. JACKSON. We understand the company is still operation and
as far as we know it is not on the precautionary list which prohibits
their securing FHA insured loans.

I might aid, Mr. Chairman, that we communicated with the FHA
in sending them copies of some of the complaints, although not all
that we received about this company.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much.
Mr. Hoffman, do you believe this is the general pattern?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes; we have the same pattern in our files, of de-

ception. We have complaints that FHA forms were used in their
solicitation and that they claimed approval by the FHA. I have
a summary here of our contacts with the FHA in that connection if
the Senator wants to hear it.

The CHAIRMAN. low's that?
Mr. HOFFMAN. I have a summary here of our relationship with

the FHA in that connection.
The CIIAIRMAN. With this particular concern?
Mr. HOFFMAN. With Approved Home Developers, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have something that FHA said to you

about it?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Well, or failed to say.
The CHAIRMAN. Give it to us.
Mr. HOFFMAN. In February 1953, we convinced the FHA of a

complaint of a Long Island resident. A month later we were ad-
vised by telephone that the matter was being investigated. Again,
in May 1953, we protested the activities of Approved Home Develop-
ers to the FHA. The director of the FHA, New York office, told us
shortly thereafter that Mr. EisenberW, the principal, had denied the
charges made by our complaints. We supplied a file summary for
the use of the FHA in June 1953. In October 1953, we supplied ad-
ditional material to FHA.

0690-4-pt. 1-42
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In November 1953, we asked the FHA if there had been any de.
velopments in their investigation as complaints were still being rM
ceived alleging unsatisfactory workmanship and failure to complete
contracts.

In November 1953, the New York FHA office advised the matter
will be referred to the Long Island office for attention. Having
heard nothing further, we wrote in May 1954, to the Long Island
office of FHA, advising complaints were still being received. We
still have had no reply, although we are informed by the FBI that
in June 1954, four other principals including Eisenberg were arrested
by the New York Police Department. Eisenberg was at one time
associated with Pioneer Home Improvement Co. of New York-New
Jersey.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, and thank you, Mr. Black.
burn. We appreciate very much your coming down.

Our next witness will be Mr. Hugh T. Collins of New York City.
Mr. Collins.

TESTIMONY OF HUGH T. COLLINS, ROOSEVELT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Collins, will you be sworn, please.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God I

Mr. COLLINS. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Will you be seated, please?
Will you give the reporter your name and your full address;

please?
Mr. COLLINS. Hugh T. Collins, 11 West Greenwich Avenue, Roose-

velt, Long Island, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you own your own home?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir, I do. I came back from the Philippine

Islands in 1951, and in April of 1952, I bought this place in Roosevelt.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it under a VA loan?
Mr. CoLLINs. No, it is a VA-it is not. I am a third owner. Theoriginal owner was a veteran and the loan is still a four-person loan.
Re CHAIRMAN. And, you bought it in 1951?

Mr. COLLINS. I bought it in 1952, on April 25.
The CHAIRMAN. In 1952?
Mr. COLLINS. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN. Haveyou had any contact with any dealer or

lender in respect to any F HA title I loans?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir, I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give us your experience, please?
Mr. COLLINS. On or about June 20, a Mr.-
The QAIRMAN. June 20th of what year?
Mr. COLLINS. Of 1952.
The CHAIt AN, June 20,19521
Mr. COLLINS. That's correct, sir.
A Mr. Green approached my wife with a proposition of painting

the house with a product called RE-NU-IT. She told him he would
have to talk it over with me. He made an appointment for a Mr.
Chase, of Approved Home Developers, to come to see me about sprY-
0ng the house.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is it the same Approved Home Developers that
the previous witness testified about?

Mr. COLLINS. I would think so. They are from Forest Hills.
The CHAIRMAN. And, what is their address?
Mr. COLLINS. 69-12 Austin Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.
They approached my wife and made an appointment to see me and

o0 June 23, a Mr. Chase came out to see me and he made several
demonstrations in our kitchen showing what the p roduct would do.
It was supposed to weatherproof, fireproof, insulate, beautify the
residence.

The painting that was on the house had to be removed. They were
sUl)posed to sandblast the paint and they were supposed to spray the
new product on, under pressure, guaranteed for 10 years. After talk-
ing with him some length of time that evening, my wife and I signed
a contract, a loan application, and the note.

The CHAMMA.N. What did it cost you?
Mr. COLLINS. 1,040.
The CHAIRMAN. How much down?
Mr. COLLINS. There was no down payment.
The CHAIT1MAN. How much did you pay each month?
Mr. COLLINS. $33.22.
'rhe (HAIRMAN. 'Who was the banker?
Mr. COLLINS. Franklin National Bank, Franklin Square, Long

Island.
The CHAIRMAN. You did make the purchase?
Mr. COLLINS. I did make the purchase.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did sign the contract?
Mr. COLLINS. I signed the contract.
The CHAIRMAN. And they did then come out an do what?
Mr. COLLINS. Prior to the time they came out and put the job on,

I did some investigation on my own. On the particular evening that
they were there, they told us they were from this reputable bank, the
Franklin National Bank, that they had the backing of FLI.

The CHAIRMAN. Did they say they were representing the Franklin
National Bank, rather than the Approved Home Developers?

Mr. COLLINS. They were representing Approved Home Developers.
The CHAIRMAN. They told you they were representing the bank?
Mr. COLLINS. But, they told me that the Franklin National Bank

was supplying the loan under the FHA title I loan, and that is the
main reason that I went. into it, because FHA, I figured, was backing
it, and the Franklin National Bank was backing it.

I called the bank the following morning after I went to work and
asked the bank-I told them that I had applied for a loan, and I
,,a;ked them about Approved Home Developers, whether or not they
were reliable. They stated that they were a reliable concern, that
they had approved them to the FHA, and that they had done quite
a number of ]obs with them.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, this was over the telephone?
Mr. COLLINS. A conversation over the telephone.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you recall the official you were talking to?
Mr. COLLINS. A Miss Irons.
The CHAIRMAN. At the Franklin National Bank?
Mr. COLLINS. At the Franklin National Bank, in the department

that takes care of the FHA title I property-improvement loans.
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This was on the day immediately after they came out and renegoti.
ated the contract.

Now, if I may go into this just a minute, the same situation applied
as the previous witness has stated. They played the proposition that
they would use the house as a model, that they wouldgive us $50 for
every job that they got in the particular area-they never gave any
specified radius at this particular time.

The CHAIRMAN. Have they since paid you any commissions?
Mr. CoLLiNS. No, definitely not.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether any jobs have been installed

near your home?
Mr. COLLNS. I don't believe there had been, not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they been back to see you since?
Mr. CoLLINs. They have not.
Now, to continue from where I was, there, on June 30, I called the

bank, again. I had checked with the Better Business Bureau, I
checked with Dun and Bradstreet, and I checked with some people
who stated they had work done by this company, and that they were
not reliable. I reported back to the bank on June 30. I calleil them
and told them what I had found out and told them I did not want to
go through with the loan, that I would rather cancel the whole thin..
And, they assured me at that particular time that if I went throial
with it that unless the job was done satisfactorily and unless I signed
the completion certificate that I had every hold in the world over Ap-
proved Home Developers, to make them do the job to my satisfaction.

The ChAIRM-,. Do you remember who you were talking to at the
bank at that time?

Mr. COLLTN. I called Miss Irons the second time, specifically, on
June 30. They came over on July 1 and did the job. "They" meanin-
Approved Home Developers. They sent a subcontractor over and in-
stead of sandblasting the paint off the house they scraped it. They put
the job on and they did not trim the windows, they did not paint the
sbutters-in other words, they halfway did the job and that afternoon
they presented my wife with a completion certificate to be signed. Well.
I had cautioned my wife above everything else not to sign the couple-
lion certificate and she called me at the office and told me that they were
there at that particular moment and that they had presented her with
a completion certificate to sign and asked me what to do about it, and
I told her emphatically not to sign the completion certificate. She told
the workmen this and the workmen, one of them said to the other, "W'll

take care of this at the office."
That afternoon, my wife called the Approved Home Developers and

told them they had not put on the trim and that they had not painted

the shutters and put them back up, and asked them when they were
coming out to do that. And, they told her that they had a separate
crew to do this work and it wouldbe out the following morning. The

following morning, Mr. Chase called and said that that was not writ-

ten into the contract, this trim part, and that they would not do it.
All right. I called, then, a Mr. Donner myself and they said they

would take care of it, that they would do the job, but inasmuch as the

east end of the house was already blistering and peeling, he said to let

the material dry for a period of 60 days so they woull be absolutelY

sure that all the blistering and peeling that was going to take place
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would take place, and that in 60 days they would go ahead and fix the
job as it should be done.

Well, I agreed to this and then several times after that 60 days had
expired, I called them and asked them when they were coming back.
Well, at that particular time the weather was too hot. One time I
remember they had their crew in Jersey and could not get back out to
do the job, and they were very diplomatic, very tactful, every time I
approached them, and put me off.

Finally, on October 27, I wrote them a letter summarizing every-
thing that had transpired and asking them to complete the joc, imme-
diately.

I sent this letter by registered mail, return receipt requested, special
delivery, and the letter was returned to me 2 weeks later, unclaimed.

I immediately went to the bank, showed them the letter-that is Miss
Irons, and asked the bank what they were going to do about it. They
told me I should not have signed the completion certificate. I informed
the bank that I had never signed the completion certificate and neither
had my wife.

The CHAIRMAN. I hold in my hand a photostatic copy of the com-
pletion certificate with supposedly Esther Collins' signature on it.

Mr. CoLLNs. Yes, sir. That is a forgery.
The CHAMMAN. That is a forgery?
Mr. COLLINs. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know who forged her name?
Mr. COLLINS. I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. But, it is a forgery?
Mr. COLLINS. It is an absolute forgery.
The CHAIMAN. Without objection, we will place the FHA title I

completion certificate in the record, which the witness claims was a
forgery, together with some other documents that have to do with this
whole matter.

(The documents referred to follow:)
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11 WEST GuEErNwIcri AVENUE,
Roosevelt, Long Island, N. Y., October 27,1952.

APPROVED HoME DEVELOPERS, INC.,
69-12 Austin Street,

Forest Hlls, N. Y.
DEAR Srs: A satisfactory workmanlike job was not done when Re-Nu-It, a

waterproof textured finish, was applied to the outside walls of our home fit 11
West Greenwich Avenue, Roosevelt, Long Island, N. Y., on July 1, 1952, by You
company and/or corporation.

You were immediately informed of this fact, and at your suggestion we waited
60 days in order to allow the applied Re-Nu-It to thoroughly dry and set to deter
mine whether or not any further blistering and cracking of the Re-Nu-It would
occur. To this 60-day drying period we readily agreed.

At the end of this 60-day period, you were again notified of the unsatisfctory
condition of the Re-Nu-It and asked to take action to satisfactorily complete the
Job. At this time, the first week in September, you were of the opinion that the
weather was too hot for the completion of the job. You suggested that we wait
an additional month or until October 3, 1952, before the Job was completed. To
this we agreed.

On Tuesday, October 21, 1952, you were again notified of the fact that this Job
had not been completed in a satisfactory and workmanlike manner nnd you
promised immediate action. You stated that an Inspector would be sent out
before the weekend and that the job would be completed the week of October 26
1952. The inspector has not yet arrived.

I do not want to offend you by appearing too insistent, and yet I cannot over*
look the fact that you are not standing behind your contact and your guaraftY
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If I owed you the money for this Job and it was this long past due, you would
certainly want the account paid at once. Please give me a square deal, too. Com-
plete this Job now.

Very truly yours,
HUGH T. COLLINS.

ROOSEVELT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y., September 3,1952.
FRANKLIN NATIONAL BANK,

Long Island, N. Y.

DmAB SIR8: I was on vacation during the month of August and upon my return
on Saturday, August 30, the enclosed past-due notice was in my accumulated mail.

If you will please note, the amount past due is $33.22 which, I believe, Is cor-
rect. However, the amount in the account book is cut for $32.22. I am, there-
fore, returning the account book to you for correction. I am also enclosing my
check for $33.22 for the August payment.

Sincerely yours,
Huo T. COLLINS.

Reievuon- N C' 14296

Q pn Vpar IRegistrattan (1prtiftrat,

9litS .trffts that RE. NU- IT a waterproof textured hnish was applied to
the' property ,

OWNED BY A14 . IHOM.4"4 CCX%4_t4%.
44. OATED AT: - iG7czbJI.,cv,.IAuL - Rca-e-iAicTJl. .

and being produced on a chemical base formulation that incorporated the
~ two indestructible protective and insulating minerals ASBESTOS and MICA:

has been manufactured in accordance with our high quality standards of
production and includes the special features of:

i. BEAUTIFYING 2. RESURFACING 3. RESTORING 4. PROTECTING

THIS INSTALLATION IS REGISTERED FOR A PERIOD OF TEN YEARS
UNDER THE SERIAL NUMBER INDICATED ON THIS CERTIFICATE.
DATE OF APPUCATION S .) O, lC% ....

APR NTEDBYUPIP.jD iomAO EL
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t Mr. COLLINS. After my appearance at the bank I went over to the
district attorney's office in Nassau County. The bank said they could
do nothing about it, and would do nothing about it on that particular
night, and they told me it was entirely between Approved Home De
velopers and myself. I told them, I stated on that particular night,
that my present feeling was that I was not to pay them another cent,
so far as payment was concerned. I had made three payments up to
that time for a total of $99.66.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you state where you worked I
Mr. COLLINS. I work with the United States Information Agency.
The CHAIRMAN. In New York City?
Mr. COLLINS. I was at that time working in New York City. Sine

then I have been transferred to Washington.
To continue from there, I went over to the district attorney's office

and gave him the complaint. They investigated and stated that they
felt it was a forgery, they knew that I knew it was a forgery, and
that they would send detectives out immediately to pick up Mr. Eisen-
berg and the group responsible, but that if it came to a jury trial and
the verdict went against me I was opening myself wide open to libel.
I had my attorney with me and he advised against sending out after
them, at that time. He advised me to let the bank go ahead and sue
me. The bank stated that they would. The bank sued on the 21st of
MAe CHAIRMAN. What year?

Mr. COLLINS. 1953, in the district court of the county of Nassau,
State of New York.

The CHAIRMAN. The bank? Which bank?
Mr. COLLINS. The Franklin National Bank, Franklin Square.
The CHAIRMAN. Franklin National Bank sued you?
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Mr. COLLINS. They sued my wife and I, on May 21,1953, in Mineola,
in the district court. The verdict was returned in our favor. That is,
my wife's and mine.

The bank immediately appealed, and that appeal is still standing at
this particular date.

Later, my attorney received a copy of-
The CHAIRMAN. You had to bear the expense of all this litigation,didgyu not?
A r. COImNs. Yes, sir; I did.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did it cost you?
Mr. COLLINS. My attorneys' fees were $250, secretarial fees $10,

plus the numerous days that I lost from work, on annual leave, and
then plus the embarrassment of going through the whole trial and pro-
ceedings, and so on.

The CHAIRMAN. This is the same bank that assured you that these
people were reputable and that you could go ahead and do business
with them, with a degree of certainty that they would be honest with
you?

Mr. CoLLiNs. That's correct.
We received this letter on October 23, from the Franklin National

Bank-at least my attorneys did-and it states-
We have instituted an action against Approved Home Developers for the

recovery of the amount of the note of Hugh T. Collins and Esther Collins. The
action has been set for trial in the Supreme Court, Nassau County, on November
9, 1953. It will be necessary for Mrs. Collins to appear on that date, or on any
adjourned (late to testify as she did on the trial (of the above action and that
her signature on the completion certificate was a forgery. We hope we can
have your cooperation as well as the cooperation of your clients since the re-
covery of the sum due from Approved Homes will obviate the necessity of pro-
ceeding with the appeal.

ley attorneys wrote back and stated that they had received the
letter of October 22 and stated that we would cooperate to the fullest
extent with them.

Well, this trial came up. The bank wanted a judgment against
Approved Home Developers, and since that time, two detectives frcm
Valley Stream, Long Island, N. Y.-I understand they were from the
district attorney's office-have approached my wife and told her that
there was a possibility that she would have to testify, again, due to
the fact that Approved Home Developers had left the State of New
York and were now operating in the State of Maryland and th-at tlsey
were going-that is the district attorney's office was zoing-to bring
them back to New York on this forgery charge. That is standing
Of the case at the present moment.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you have made it clear as to exactly what
happened and at the moment the suit is still pending?

r Mr. COLLINs. The appeal by Franklin National Bank is still stand-
ing. Although they have already won a judgment against Approved
Home Developers. And Approved Home Developers. where they
made their mistake--that is the bank-they allowed Approved Home
Developers the same amount of time to repay the bank that they would
have allowed me, which was three years less 3 months.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we thank you very much and appreciate
your testimony. Thank you.

Just a minute. Of course, this case is about the same as the one
we had before, is it not?
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Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, I was going to ask whether with your
permission I could be excused. I do have an obligation to retun to
New York.

The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. JACKSON. I would like to leave for the record copies of certain

correspondence, however, with respect to Approved Home Dvelcp.
ers. Also, the Permastica Corp., the RE-NU-IT Corp., and Pioeer
Home Improvement Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will accept the document
and they will be made a part of the record.

We thank you very much, Mr. Collins.
(The documents referred to follow:)

JANUARY 16, 1952.
Re Approved Home Developers, Inc., Forest Hills, Long Island.
Mrs. SONYA GUIDONI,

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.
DEAR MADAM: We are presenting the matter of your complaint to the subject

but we doubt very much that it will bring any affirmative results. As soon U
we hear we shall notify you of the result.

In the meantime we would suggest to you that you make a complaint to the
district attorney, Queens County, Long Island, N. Y., and advise him of the
fact that the district attorney in Babylon, Long Island, has a case pending. It
may bring results.

Very truly yours,
THE BETTER BusINEss BUREAU

OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.
EMMETT DEAN, Manager,

Financial and Commercial Diviston.

JANUARY 16,1952.
APPRovED HOME DEVELOPERS, INC.,

Forest Hills, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN': Mrs. Sonya Guidoni, 153-28 119th Road, Jamaica 4, Long Island,

N. Y., has written us about a contract she entered Into with you on September
20. 1951, for the spraying of the exterior of her home with Re-Nu-It, together
with certain repairs, for the sum of $620.

Your representative used the "model house" scheme to effect the signing of
the contract. Your representative said pictures were to be taken before and
after the work was done and the sum of $50 was to be paid for each contract
secured as a result of showing prospective customers the work done on the
house. In addition, in consideration of the advertising use of the pictures,
the contract was to show a deposit of $100 having been made although no sucb
deposit was actually made. Also, a 15-year guarantee was to be issued upoD
completion of the work.

She said she signed the completion certificate before the work was completed
and that numerous finishing touches which you promised have never been com-
pleted. She also stated that the promise of $50 per sale, following the use Of
the pictures, proved entirely false. In addition, she added, where your COD-
tract showed a cost of $720 she now finds that the normal charge for this work
is $400 or $500.

She further added that the contractor is a Mr. Eisenberg but he signed the
contract as a Mr. Walker. She is greatly concerned about your failure to cm*
plete the work. She appealed to us for assistance. Could we have your
comments?

Very truly yours,
THE BETTER BusyNESS BUREAU

OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,
EMMETT DEAN, Manager,

Financial and Commercial Division
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CRIBARI & SCAPOLITO,

Mount Vernon, N. Y., November 3, 1952.

BETrER BUSINESS BUREAU,
New York, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN: Some time ago the White Plains Civic and Business Federation
warned against the activities of certain itinerant repairmen coming into West-
elle.ter County who beguiled homeowners into executing home repair contracts
by the promise of paying bonuses and commissions for the privilege of using
the homeowner's residence as a model after the repairs have been completed.

The White Plains Civic and Business Federation pointed out that the pro-
inoters of this scheme are itinerants who usually approach the homeowners with
the yarn that they are just coming into the territory and would like to use their
home as a model to demonstrtae to others what kind of a job they can do. They
offer $50 or so as commission on every sale made in the area and a bonus for
every customer the victim recommends. The homeowner is led to believe that
because of the special price he is given and the commissions that will flow in,
the cost of the job will be liquidated in short order. The homeowner learns
to his sorrow that everyone is given the same sales talk and the stipulated price
is generally higher than the prevailing price for such work and that the work
is substandard and the commissions and bonuses are a myth.

We represent a client who has been fleeced in the above manner and we would
appreciate any information that you may have concerning an outfit known as
the Approved Home Developers, Inc., at 69-12 Austin Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Our clients are in modest circumstances and any information or aid that you
are in a position to give us will be greatly appreciated.

Yours very truly,
CRIBARI & SCAPOLrrO,

By W. B. Solinger II,
WALTER B. SOLINGER II.

NOVEMBER 14, 1952.
Re Approved Home Developers, Inc.,

Forest Hills, N. Y.
WALTER B. SOLINGER II, Esq.,

Cribari & Scapolito,
Eastcheater Savings Bank Building,

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

DEAR MR. SOLINGER: With reference to your letter of November 3, 1952, we
have had several complaints against the subject organization and the products
they apply to homes. One of these complainants stated that she received an
oral guaranty of 20 years but never received the written guaranty. The prod-
uct had begun to blister and peel. When we presented it the company said they
would make the necessary adjustment. However, when we advised the com-
plainant she in turn advised us several weeks later that nothing had been done.

We have had other complaints against the subject organization.
Replies to correspondence we presented to the subject were answered by Mr.

A. Eisenberg, vice president.
It is possible that the attorney general, State of New York, may be interested

in the practices of the subject organization. We do know they did Interest them-
selves in another organization which was operating from New Jersey. They
may have a similar interest in this promotion.

Very truly yours, THE BtrrTER BUSINESS BUREAU,

OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,
EmrMETT DEAN. Manager,

Financial & Commercial Division.

APRIL 22, 1953.
Memorandum re Approved Home Developers, Inc.,
Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.

On April 17, 1953, Mr. H. T. Collins, 250 West 5th Street, Roosevelt. Long
Island, N. Y., and an employee of the United States State Department, came
to this office and stated that he purchased a home at 11 West Greenwich Ave-
nue, Roosevelt, Long Island, following which Mr. Green of the subject called
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on him on June 20, 1952, and interested Mr. Collins and his wife in a produt
called Re-Nu-It. He said Mr. Green used the model home scheme of approach
in selling this product, stating that they would receive $50 for each job done
as a result of using their house as a demonstration model. Mr. Green also
stated pictures would be taken before and after the job was done. Both 1r.
and Mrs. Collins signed the contract, an FHA loan application for $1,040, plus
interest, and a note drawn on the Franklin National Bank, Franklin Square,
Long Island, N. Y. He stated he did not sign a completion certificate that night.

The job was completed about July 1, 1952, but the trim was not done. He
said he called Mr. Green and he was advised that the contract did not call for
trim even though it was promised orally.

Two days later the mastic paint blistered and Mr. Collins got in touch with
Mr. Chase of the subject corporation. Mr. Chase said he would take care f
it. They then received the request for payments from the Franklin Square Na.
tional Bank and made three payments. Mr. Collins then decided that he had
never signed the completion certificate nor had his wife. He therefore went
to the bank and examined the certificate. He claimed it was a forgery. There.
upon, he went to the district attorney and stated that it was a forgery. The
district attorney advised him that he would take action against Approved Home
Developers, Inc., but also advised him that if it were not a forgery he would be
subject to a libel action.

Thereupon, Mr. Collins employed the services of Raphael P. Russakow, Esq,
who advised no further payments. The Franklin National Square Bank brought
him into court and tried to secure a summary judgment in Nassau County. Mr.
Collins' attorney explained the circumstances and the judge asked the attorney
to submit a brief and have it ready during the week of April 20, 1953. There
the matter stands.

Mr. Collins advised us that he would keep us advised of the result of the
action.

EMiEwrr DEAN,
Manager, Financial and Commercial Division.

JULY 1, 1953.
Re Approved Home Developers, Inc.
Forest Hills, N. Y.
Mr. ROBERT C. BLACKBURN,

South Ozone Park, N. Y.
Dear SIR: We presented the matter of your complaint to the subject on two

occasions without receiving a reply. Apparently, Approved Home Developers
has no intention of cooperating with this bureau on your complaint or others
which we have received recently.

We are making this complaint a matter of file record in our office. As you
probably know, the information in our files is available to the public on request
without charge.

Very truly yours, THrE B r'rE BUSINESS BUREAU

oF NEw YORK CITY, INC.
EMMTT DEAN,

Manager, Financial and Commercial Departmnt.

BAISLEY PARK 4, LONG ISLAND, N. Y., June 18,1953.

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU OF NEW YORK,
New York, N. Y.

GEN.TT.mEE : I am writing to ask your advice in regard to a contract which I
made with the Approved Home Development in October, 1951.

The clapboard of my house was finished with a process called Renuit by them.

I was guaranteed for 15 years. It did not wear very well during the winter of
1952, and I notified them about it. They sent a Mr. Morgan out to look at it. He

In turn sent the men back to fix it, but the repair Job did not last. During the

winter just passed (1953) the Renuit simply fell off the clapboard in large pieces

into the driveway. That is the condition of the house today.
When spring came this year (1953), I began calling them to come out and look

at it so as to make some decision about its repair. I made three appointments
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with them and they have kept none. Each time I call to find out why, they tell
me (1) the man I want to speak to is in California; (2) someone is dead and (3)
last Saturday, June 13; the man with whom I made the appointment didn't even
remember It.

This bill for the work is being paid for through an FHA loan at the Industrial
Bank of Commerce. It is up to date on the payments.

I would appreciate it very much if you will take my case into consideration,
and advise me what to do.

Yours very truly,
DORTnHY C. CLARKE.

Approved Home Development is located at Forest Hills, phone No. Boulevard
3-2801.

JuNz 22, 1953.

Re Complaint of Mrs. Dorothy C. Clarke, Baisley Park 4, Long Island, N. Y.
APPROVED HOME DEVELOPERS, INC.,

Forest Hills, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN: We are in receipt of a complaint from the above subject advising

that in October 1951, she entered into contract with your company for work on
the exterior of her home. The complainant writes that the clapboard of her
house was finished with a process called Renuit, and that this work was guar-
anteed for 15 years.

Mrs. Clarke writes that during the past winter the Renuit fell off the clapboard,
and that no adjustment has been niade to date. According to the complainant
payment for this work was made through an FHA loan from the Industrial Bank
of Commerce.

May we please be advised of the disposition of this complaint?
Very truly yours,

THE BETTER BUSINESs BuREAu OF
NEW YORK CTY, INC.,

HERBERT MARKS,
Financial and Commercial Division.

JuLy 21, 1952.
Re Pioneer Home Improvement Co., Newark 5, N. J.

Mrs. LEO PERRY.
Babylon, Long Island, N. Y.

Dear Mrs. PERRY: With reference to your letter of June 30, 1952, we do have
substantial files on the subject organization. These files consist of complaints
about representatives of this organization who in order to sell their Jobs resort

U to the so-called model-home scheme. This is merely a scheme to induce pros-
pective purchasers to enter into a contract for a roofing, siding, or paint Job.
To our knowledge the coupons which some of the organizations indulging in this
kind of sales practice use have never been honored. Also to our knowledge con-
tracts used by most companies state some place in the contract that the terms are
not to be altered by any oral statement or any written statement on the contract

We have presented complaints to the subject organization without satisfactory
result either to this bureau or to the complainant. Apparently, as they are lo-
cated outside the State of New York they have no intention of cooperating with
this bureau in adjustments.

We would suggest to you that you make a complaint to the Federal Trade Com-
Mission, Washington 25, D. C. This Commission cannot secure the return of
Your money nor can it make an adjustment for you but it can institute action
against the company as it is in interstate commerce. Your complaint will be a
protection to other people in your own neighborhood.

Very truly yours,
THE BETTrER BUSINESS BUiREA&U

of OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,
EMMETr DEAN,

Manager, Financial and Commercial Division.

ok
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Re Mrs. Leo Perry, Babylon, Long Island, N. Y. J 30, 1962.

PIONEER HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.,
Newark 5, New Jersey.

GENTLEMEN: We received a letter from the above who states she had her home
painted by your organization some time ago. Her home was painted with Shingle
Seal a product of the Dewatex Manufacturing Co. The price of the Job was $%.
She is making payments of $21.31 per month for a period of 3 years. She state
that the Job is guaranteed for 10 years.

Mrs. Perry states that your representatives told her that the Job would "t
her nothing because her home would be used as a "model home." The agreement
was that she would receive $50 for each person who had their home painted after
seeing the job done on her home. She was told that "before and after" pictures
would be taken of her home and would be used as an advertisement. It was On
these misrepresentations by your salesman that she permitted the job to be done.
She states that to date she has not seen the pictures of her home nor has anyone
ever come to her home to examine it. She has never received any money as a
result of sales made to people seeing her home. She feels that the entire trans.
action was misrepresented to her. Furthermore, she states that the Job was very
poorly done and she feels that she was overcharged for the job.

Could we have your comments?
Very truly yours,

THE BETTER BUSrNESS BUREAU
OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.

EDWIN F. HEINTZ.

Mr. EstmFrn' DEAN, Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J., October IR, l92.

New York City, N. Y.
DEAR MR. DEAN: I wish to acknowledge and thank you for your letter of Octo-

ber 8, 1952.
The information given was appreciated, but would like to ask a question. How

can Mr. Al Hardy determine the product Re-nu-it was not used on our homes,
when he has never inspected but one job in this area?

Mrs. Alex M. Wilcox, of Ridgewood, N. J., talked with Mr. Hardy personally
before her house was sprayed by the General Maintenance and at this time he
did not deny they were using his product. He also made the statement the Cell
eral Maintenance would be reliable for the spray job. It was certainly a different
story when he was trying to sell his product, than at present.

It sounds as though this man has been working hand in hand with General
Maintenance.

I plan to correspond with both the prosecuting attorney and the Federal Trade
Commission regarding this matter.

It seems a guaranty means nothing these days. The manufacturer always has
an out, when his product proves unsatisfactory to the customer.

There certainly is a need for public protection when a company practices such
frauds.Very truly yours,

Mrs. KENNETH F. YARRINGTON, Jr.

NoTE.-My reply was delayed as Mrs. Alex Wilcox was out of town and l
wished to obtain permission to use her name.

HARTFORD BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU, INC.,

Hartford S, Conn., November 2 , 195S
Re: Approved Home Developers, Inc., Forest Hills, N. Y.
NEw YOBK CITY BzTTr BUSINESS BumEAu, INC.

GENTLEMEN. We wonder if you have any information on the subJect or can de'velop anything for us.
We have had two Inquiries this week from persons involved In a typical model

home scheme for mastic paint jobs. Another inquiry came in this morning fr0
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the personnel manager of one of our large manufacturing members regarding a
similar situation.

Any information you can give us will be appreciated.
Very truly yours,

Noa& BRESHNAN, Bureau Representative.

PELHAM MANOR, N. Y.,
March 4, 1954.

Mr. HUoH R. JACKSON,
President, Better Business Bureau,

New York City.
DEAR MR. JACKSON: It appears that we have been victimized In connection with

an I,0HA title I loan for home improvement, and I am wondering if the Better
Business Bureau can be of any help.

Last December 5, Mrs. Arthur and I jointly signed an agreement with Approved
Home Developers Inc., 69-12 Austin Street, Forest Hills, covering a spray paint
job on our house at 445 Wolf's Lane, Pelham Manor, plus window trim, plus sup-
ply and installation of two aluminum storm doors.

The agreement provided 60 monthly installments of $35 per month, and we
signed a note with the Prudential Savings Bank, Broadway and Vernon Avenue,
Brooklyn.

The company delivered as agreed on the spray painting, did the trim includ-
ing storm windows--except that the latter were left scattered around the yard
to dry-but did not deliver the storm doors, which were represented verbally to
us :s worth $165.

I was presented with an FHA completion certificate after the spray was
applied, which I refused to sign. Another crew did the trim, and presented a
completion certificate to Mrs. Arthur in my absence. She had just been returned
that morning, December 21, from a hospital where she had undergone surgery.
The head of the painting crew virtually forced his way into the house, despite
her protests that she should he in bed, and insisted that the certificate covered
only the trim portion of the job, pleading that lie could not get his money before
Christmas unless it was signed. Under this misrepresentation, she (lid so.

This completion certificate, dated December 14, was later presented to the
bank, signed by Abe Eisenberg, vice president of the firm, and dated in his hand-
writing. The bank also was given a copy of the agreement which we signed, in
which the $35 figure agreed to as the amount of payments had been erased and
$36.36 substituted.

I talked subsequently with Mr. Eisenberg by telephone, and he said he had no
knowledge that the work had not been completed, promising the doors quickly.
This was on February 11. Meanwhile, a payment came due which we paid
under protest.

I have also talked with J. N. Walters, the firm's agent who signed the original
but who now claims he is no longer associated with Approved. He also promised,
in the presence of William W. Skolnick, assistant vice president of the Pruden-
tial Bank, that the doors would be installed. To date no measurements have
been taken.

We realize that the signing of the completion certificate was a mistake, but
notwithstanding this the original agreement has not been fulfilled; it was altered
by erasure after we had signed it; the completion certificate was obtained by
misrepresentation; and the company has shown no inclination to act in good
faith If, in fact, the filing of the certificate was an honest mistake. For example,
registered letters addressed to Eisenberg and Walters at the company's address
have been refused for weeks, and finally returned to us.

I will go to court if necessary, but before taking this step I wonder if there
is any other solution. I will appreciate any suggestions you care to make.

Sincerely,
FRANKLIN K. ARTHUR, Jr.

MARCH 9, 1954
APPROVED HomE DEVELOPERS, INC.,

Porest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.
GRNTLEMEN: Mr. Franklin K. Arthur, Jr., 445 Wolf's Lane, Pelham Manor,

N. Y., hs written us about an agreement he signed with you on December 5,
1953, for a spray paint job on his home. It was specified that window trim
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was to be Included and that you were to supply and install two aluminum Storm
doors. The agreement provided that 60 monthly payments of $35 per mnot
were to be made to the Prudential Savings Bank, Broadway and Vernon Avcue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and a note was signed to that effect.

Mr. Arthur stated that you did the spray painting, did the window trim but
you did not deliver two storm doors which were represented to them as bting
worth $165. Mr. Arthur refused to sign a completion certificate. He did state
that later Mrs. Arthur did so in his absence. He continued:

"She had just been returned that morning, December 21, from a hospital where
she had undergone surgery. The head of the painting crew virtually forced
his way into the house, despite her protests that she should be in bed, and in.
sisted that the certificate covered only the trim portion of the job, pleading that
he could not get his money before Christmas unless it was signed. Under hs
misrepresentation, she did so.

"This completion certificate, dated December 14, was later presented to the
bank, signed by Abe Eisenberg, vice president of the firm, and dated in i
handwriting. The hank also was given a copy of the agreement which we signed,
in which the $35 figure agreed to as the amount of payments had been erased
and $36.36 substituted.

"I talked subsequently with Mr. Eisenberg by telephone, and he said he had
no knowledge that the work had not been completed, promising the doors quickly.
This was on February 11. Meanwhile, a payment came due which we paid
under protest."

He stated that he realized the signing of the completion certificate wns a mis.
take but. nevertheless, that the original agreement has not been fulfilled. He
continues:

"It was altered by erasure after we had signed it; the completion certificate
was obtained by misrepresentation: and the company has shown no inclination
to act in good faith If, in fact, the filing of the certificate was an honest nistake.
For example, registered letters addressed to Eisenberg and Walters at tile corn.
pany's address have been refused for weeks, and finally returned to us."

We would appreciate receiving your comments.
Very truly yours,

THE BETTER BUSINESS BURF.AU
OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,

EMMETT DEAN, Manager,
Financial and Commercial Divisiom

MARCH 11, 1954
Re Approved Home Developers. Inc.,

Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. WILLIAM ADAM SCHULZ,

Director, Federal Housing Administration, New York, N. Y.
DE-A MR. SCHULZ: We are enclosing a copy of a letter we addressed to the

subject organization on March 9, 1954, following the receipt of a complaint by
Mr. Franklin K. Arthur, Jr., 445 Wolf's Lane. Pelham Manor, N. Y. We are send.
Ing this to you for your information and because Mr. Arthur alleges that a note
he signed was altered by erasure after the signature had been appended.

Very truly yours,
THE BETTER BUSINESS BURAuU OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,
EMMETr DEAN.

Manager, Finaswlal and Commercial Dtvi8"9

APRIL 12,1954.
Re Approved Home Developers, Inc.
Mr. FRANKLIN K. ARTwUR, Jr.,

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

DEAR SIR: We presented the matter of your complaint to the subject on two
occasions without receiving a reply. Our letters were not returned so we amu5le

they were delivered. Apparently, the subject has no intention of cooperatwI
with this Bureau on the matter of your complaint.

If your complaint has not been adjusted we would suggest that you conmit
your local prosecutor for further advice on this matter. We can advise You
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that we will make the information in our files available to the prosecutor if he is
interested.

We would also suggest that you make the complaint to the Attorney General,
State of New York, 80 Centre Street, New York, N. Y. He will be interested in
the practice of having a completion certificate signed before the work is done
and also interested in the erasures which you mentioned.

Very truly yours,
Tivi.: BETTER Bu'SINES BUREAU OF NEW YORK CITY, INC.,
7MMETT DEA N.

Manager, Financial and Commrcial Diviseion.

Mr. HoFFMAN'. He mentioned the name ,Max Chase. That i1ame is
identified in our files on a number of cases in connection with the
Pioneer Home Improvement ('o. of Newark, N. J.

The ('1IAIRMAN. That is the one you talked about earlier, today,
and also on yesterday?

Mr. HOFFMAN. It was mentioned only yesterday, I believe, by Mr.
Nicol.

The CHAIRMA.s,. That was the Bergen County prosecutor who men-
tionedI the same name.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes.
The CIAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Arthur Waugh, New

York City.

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR WAUGH, STATEN ISLAND, N. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Waugh, will you please be sworn. Do you
solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so rielp you God?

Mr. WAUGH. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You may be seated. Please

give your full name and address to the reporter.
Mr. WAUoI-M. The name is Arthur WXaugh, 82 Armstrong Avenue,

Staten Island, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you own your own home?
M'. WAUGHI. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you buy it?
Mr. WAuGH. The houses which are concerned here were purchased

about 1945.
The CHAIRM.As. And by whom are you employed?
Mr. W.iuGH. The Board of Education, city of New York.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have had some experience with FHA title

I projects, or loans?
,1r. WAroH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you tell us what y'our experience has been.
Mr. WAUGH. I might proceed by reading a statement to Bruce Met-

lic, who is counsel lor myself and another person involved with the
Pioneer Home Improvement Co. in which he says Bondstone Corp.
is a successor to Pioneer Home Improvement Co., which company went
l)ankrupt.

My experience with Bondstone Corp. of Staten Island of which
Morton Brett is president. I kept an appointment with them the 4th of
November, 1953, and met Mr. Brett and Mr. Miller, who is reputed to

U he the owner of the Bondstone Co. of Newark, the parent organiza-
tion. I objected to the suede shoe pressure salesmanship with repre-

5titJH-44-pt. 1 -431
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sentations that Bondstone hadjust opened up on Staten Island and
needed good references. I hadtwo very dilapidated houses which
they claimed, with new sidings and roofs, would make a good refer.
ence for Bondstone and they would spend $100 taking photographs
of the completed job and offered me $100 as a fee if I could induce
people to bring business to them.

"r. SIMON. That means you would get $100 for each instance?
Mr. WAUoH. Yes; they guaranteed they would do the work. the

siding and roofing, at cost, quoting the cost at $2,150 to me. They
guaranteed the workmanship and materials for 20 years. They said
they had been advertising in local papers in Staten Island buit had
gotten no results whatever. They displayed material sample,. thivy
urged the fact that their price was absolutely cost and had to b ac-
cepted immediately or would not be obtainable. They made out:i
contract and then they discussed the terms of payment. The talking
was done entirely by Mr. Miller. Mr. Brett was merely introdi4l
as a new man in the field and he only signed the contract.

They described the FHA terms, handed me an FHA form to com-
plete. I had had an experience with the Tower firm of New York a
ew years prior to that and refused to take FHA, although I w:is im.

pressed by the fact that they claimed to be an approved FIHA unit,
and of course I accepted their integrity because of that claim.

I told them I had money in the bank to pay for th9 job, !h.it I : io
had collateral for use if I had to borrow from the bank and could do-,
at a lower rate than FHA. They did a great deal of collaterl w,,rk.
the items not, being included in thee ontract. The reason thvY glv,
for not. including the items to be done were that they had no sl)-ace left
on the form, which I have with me, and it was not necessary sinl(T theil\
'was a reputable firm and could be trusted. They also prom;s(d that
the assistant district attorney of Staton Island, a Danny Cohan, who
was their own attorney, the assistant district attorney, would evict a
tenant in the property and make it possible to do certain improvement-
which were necessary.

Of course, my interest here is as a veteran and I am interested I,
know that the preceding witnesses, here, for the most part, are v-e'teran'.
I am a national officer of the Regular Veterans Association, and present
Commander of a Regular Veterans Association post, in New York.

I was completely ignorant of building costs, methods of drawing UP
contracts, and I accepted these men on their statements, largely, thit
they were approved FHA people.

I am al-solutely confident that I signed a contract, only. I :igned
no supplementary papers whatever, and the FBI now is invst ligatinig
a forged note which was subsequently presented to me for payment.

I thought I was dealing with a quasi-governmental unit al"i there-
fore I tool a lot on faith.

On November 25, 1953, I was notified bv the General Investment (,.

of Newark, that they held my note for $1,750 and the note would be

due the 15th of January and they wanted me to see them about paying
it. I told them I had signed no note. I went to Newark a few day
later and talked to a Mr. Ben Baime and his assistant, M1r. Root. They
allowed me to inspect, then ote which was at that time completely
blank, had nothing on it but my name, no endorsement and a penil

notation. I compared the signature on the note with the signture on

my copy of the contract to try to find out if the signatures were idCnt"

668
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cal and found that they were almost identical--slight discrepancies in
the signature, which I described.

The note, again, was completely blank, it had no endorsement, noth-
in g on it but my own name.
The General Investment Co. claimed Mr. Brett was a man of highest

integrity and under no circumstances would forge a note. They gave
me Mr. Miller's office address. I went out to se Mr. Miller w'ho con-
ducted Bondstone of Newark, and was told that I could meet Mr. Miller
only on appointment, the people were very evasive and would give me
hlo information whatever. I then went to Mr. Hoffman of the Better
Business Bureau and began investigating the type of job, workman-
ship and so on, I had received from these people.

Incidentally, the jb was done luring the latter part of November.
The contract was signed on th,, 4th of November. The notation from
the General Investment Co. about the note was the 25th of NovemLer.
I saw the General Inve-tmnent people in Newark, about the 8th of
December.

Mr. Hoffman suggested the advisability of writing the FHA, which
I did at that tiineut up to the prese t time I have received no,, re-
sponse whatever.
I was also placed in coiitact with lawyers who handled similar eases

involving the Pioneer Home Improvement Co., and I have some ia-
terial from them showing that their experiences are identical with
mine.

I had 3 contractors survey the-e 2 hotise; here involved, also a third
house, which I thought of having done, anid in each instance, I wastold the work would cost, including roofs,.$7.', ), or without roof, a top
price of $1,000 to $1,200. My contract was for $2,150, for the same
Jlob, plus collateral work which was never done.

The Federal Housing, an(d Mr. John Hemnme of Staten Island, both
estimated a top price of $1.200.

In talking with the General Investment Corp. of Newark, Mr. Root
took my measurements of the buildings involved and told me they
should not have cost me, for the materials used, more than $1,200. Mr.
Root was apparently an assistant to Mr. Ben Baime who apparently
is president of the General Investment Corp.

Now the work done was very defective. The shingles were not
nailed properly, there was no talking done., much of the work was un-finished, work that they promised to do such as nailing clapboards
a d repairing windows, et cetera, was not done, at all.

I retained attorneys and tried to get action on the matter of the
forgery, but since Mr. ilolen, the attorney for Mr. Brett, was the
assistant district attorney on Staten Island, it seemed fruitless to try
to get any action through the district attorney's office.

The Federal Housing people suggested I see Ted Webb of time FBI
and Mr. Webb since has been doing considerable investigation and
by his courtesy I have these documents returned to me for possible
in spectiom

The Bondstone people, shortly after I refused to pay this note,
caused a mechanic's lien to be filed on the house in the sum of $1,750,
although their contract was for $2,150, and no money had been paid
to them, at all. The matter was settled for $1,650, plus my $100 at-
torney's fee in June, causing my savings account to be exhausted, and
pretty much putting me back where I was a number of years ago.
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The job was done so poorly that the estimated cost by two contractors
of putting the work in proper condition was a minimum of $500. The
Bondstone people guaranteed the material used, the Brixite, to be
fully fireproof. I find that its probable life is 5 years. However, tthe
effect of application of the material allowing water seepage and so
forth, I am told, the material can't possibly last more than 3 or 4 years,
unless it is remedied. I was worried in this instance, not so much as
to price, but as to procedure, because of experience with Tower Engi.
neering Co. of the Bronx, N. Y. I signed a contract in February
1949 for the installation of heating systems in two houses in New
York. My wife and I both signed a contract. We have no knowled
of signing a note and no knowledge of signing any completion cer-
tificate. The contract was signed in February 1949. In May 1949
the Industrial Bank of Commerce notified me that they held my note
and the note was due in October. They wanted it paid at that time,
and would I make arrangements for payment . I went in to see them
telling them I had no recollection of having Signed the note, and that
we had no recollection of having seen any completion certificate. The
work was to be financed by FHA, the note was discounted in Ayv
1949 by the Industrial Bank of Commerce. The work actually was
started, after a great deal of pressure was brought by me, on October
25, 1949, a number of months after the bank notified me that they had
discounted the, to my way of thinking, forged note.

The work was actually completed in January 1950, after we had
taken the matter to an attorney to force them to put the work in satis-
factory condition. However, it was finally completed. It cost me in
that case $250 attorney's fees. We finally settled the matter for the
contract price, in cash.

Mr. SumroN. You were caught twice, then, Mr. Waugh?
Mr. WAUGH. Yes, sir. That is why I am so absolutely coiifident

that this note is a forgery. I signed no completion certii'lte and I
did not sign that note because I was wary about signing papers.

Senator PAYNE. Do you have in your possession the other note, of
1949?

Mr. WAUGH. I have it in my possession, sir-in May 1953, I moved
from the house to Manhattan, to Staten Island. We had 13 rooms fur-
nished, there, and we moved into an 8-room already-furnished house
and I am still looking for it in my house. I do have it and I will con-

tinue to search to try to find it. It is in my possession somewhere.

but I do not have it with me, I am sorry to say.
Senator PAYNE. You mentioned, I believe, a letter that Mr. C(ohan,

who was an assistant district attorney, wrote you? Is that letter
available ?

Mr. WAUGH. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Will you read it?
Mr. WAUGH. The letter is addressed to the attorneys by him. It i

dated January 20, 1954. It reads:

Your letter of January 14, addressed to Bondstone, Staten Island Corp., sent
to Mr. Morton I,. Brett has been turned over to me for reply.

My client informs me that the statement in your letter concludes that Maid
note was a forgery and is false. As you know, my client is In business nnd

such statements as set forth in your said letter can only be calculateC to' injure

the reputation of my client in its business. Therefore, if Mr. Waugh persiosI

In publishing such slanderous and libelous statements, I am instructed to In*

form you that both he and his agent shall be held accountable for same. ThiP
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will also inform you that a notice of mechanic's lien was filed and docketed in

the Richmond County Clerk's Office on January 8, 1954--

That was before the note itself was actually due--
against the property located at 3537 Catherine Place, Staten Island, in the sum
of $2,150 for labor and materials furnished to said property, and that I have
been instructed to commence actiou against Mir. Waugh for same.

I have the mechanic's lien, here. I am sorry. The sum is $2,150.
I thought it was $1,750. The mechanic's lien was subsequently re-
leased when we paid the $1,650 to this firm and we also received a gen-
eral release from Dan Cohan.

Senator PAYNE. You paid $4() cas0 h ,
Mr. W.uoi. No; I never paid the caii. I refused to do it.
Senator PAYNE. Did you sign the contract ?
Mr. WAUGH. I signed the contract and only the contract. My copy

is here.
Senator PAYNIE. May I look at that a minute?
Mr. WAUGH. Here is also the forged note. This is FBI property.
Senator PAYNE. Are there any further questions? I believe that

is all, then. Thank you, sir.

TESTIMONY OF ANTHONY D'AQUILA, FLUSHING, N. Y.

Senator PAYNE. Will you raise your right hand and be sworn.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give will be the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the truth. so help you God ?
Mr. D'AQuI.T. I do.
Senator PAYN:. Will you ziVe the reporter your name alld address.
Mr. I)'AQuilA. Anthony D'Aquila. ;-21. 14'th Street, Flushing,

Long Island.
I don't have any notes and I can't relem)er the dates very good.

However, I will do my best.
One day I was painting-
Mr. SIMON. About when was this. Mr. l)'Aqiiila ?
Mr. D'AQoxuIA. Oh, saN 3 years ag(). alI)roxifately 1951 in Sep-

tember, the early part of September.
A fellow approached ne and ie told ie about thi nOW product that

wa out, about this Protexa-Wall, and they were looking for a home
to display this product on. And he thought that my house was the
ideal home to display it because it was a cedar-shlingle home. and that
is exactly what they were trying to display it on. That is. that is what
it would display it'best, on. And lie also told mie that my job would be
at cost. And I was to receive -5 for every job that was done in the
vicinity of Long Island. There were only two lionmes to be done on
Lon, island. One was mine in Flushing and the other was in Pat-
ch,,rue, which is about 45 mliles from Fhvl ing. Therefore. he said
if If was interested he would bring the district sales manager of this
product over that, evening. He told me al,4o that the product was

guaranteed for the period of 10 years. There were two insurance
policies to go with the product. One was from the manufacturer of
the l)roduct, and the other (one was the North American Indenmity Co.
So I told him if the product was that good I was willing to listen
to him.

About 7 o'clock that evening he (anie back and lie came back with
a fellow he introduced as Jack Lee.

671
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He was the fast-talking salesman. He was supposed to have been
the district manager for Protexa-W all. He was the one that done all
the explaining. He showed me a number of pictures of homes that
they had done throughout Jersey and that they all had been approved
by the FHA. He also showed me a policy with the seal of the North
American Indemnity Co., that they were behind this wonderful prod-
uct, as he called it, that I was to get one of those policies at the end-if
the job was done and completed.

I was also to get another one from Prylon, who were the manufac.
turers of the product. Then he told me about how much they had
tested it. The United States Testing Laboratory had tested it fwr a
period of 10 years against the weather, against dust, stains, acid, and
as insulation.

Well, it sounded good and he drew up a contract and I didn't se-
anvthinY in the contract that lie had told intc about. I asked him how
coie he was using a regular contract instead of a special citract
for this particular purpose. and lie said, --Since there are oild*" two
hoinies that we are going to display, it doesn't pay for us to aliv a
special contract printed, but whatever you want, we can put into the
coi ract.'

Well, I was particularly interested in getting some molding put
on underneath the eaves and just above the foundation. I ab), :iked
hin about the $5() that I was to get and how I was to get the $0,
He told me that he would have seven salesmen working in the vicinity
and every time one of his salesmen brought a client around, or a fish,
as I would call it.

MIr. SImoN. He didn't use the word "fish" did he?
Mr. D'AQuILA. Well, I used it. I am sorry. They were to give

me a card with the peoples names so that I could go over and look-
if they ever collected on them, if they ever done the work.

Well, he (lemontratel how good this product was. He put it on a

iece of paper and spilled some water on it and all thlat sort of thling.

So the next day he come around and he said-a couple of youin( boys

who were supposed to spray the )roduct on-he told us the product

was to go on anywhere from a 64th to a 32d thick. When the-

fellows started to spray, if it was a 3/1000 thick it was a lot. I im-
mediately stopped them. I called this concern-his boss, rather, the

one who I had the contract with, and told him that that wasn't what

I had in my contract. And he said, "Well, let me talk to the fellow ill

charge, and he talked to him, and he said, "All right, we don' have
the proper spraying equipment. Tomorrow we will go out with a
proper spraying equipment."

The following day I tried to get in touch with this Jack Lee. who
was supposed to be the district advertisement manager. Nobody knew

who Jack Lee was. So finally a day later he called me and ie ,ked

me what was the matter and I told him. I told him it wasn't OITH.

on the way he had told me it would go on and that I wouldn't let

them spray, regardless of who he come out there with.
He said, "Well, we have a contract." He says, "I don't care what

you do. We have a contract."
Two days later or a day later he come out with a new crew of men.

lie didn't tell me, though that he had gotten a different contretOr

to do his spraying. After they had started spraying lie .;y. "Well,
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this is a different outfit. These are the boys who can really do the job.
It is a different outfit, so we have to sign a different contract." So
we signed another contract, exactly the same as the old one, and tore
tle old one up. He left. That was the last time I have seen Jack Lee.

So 2 days after the-well, they hadn't finished. Two days after
the'" had started to spray this particular part of the house, this mate-
rial had started to stain. So I called Pioneer, then-that is the one
who I had the contract with, and tried to get ahold of Jack Lee. "Oh,
we don't know who Jack Lee is."

I told them, "He goes around flashing your contract and you don't
kniow who he is ?"
Tle girl said to me, "Wait a minute. Oh, yes. That must be the

, alvertising man," she says.
Anyway, I called Protexa-Waall, then, since they were supposed to

be guaranteeing the product and he said, "Well, we will send out a
chemical engineer."

A fellow came out there. He admitted that the product was stain-
intr, that they should have put a coat of sealer on it before they
spraved it.

W1\ell, they never finished the job. They did want to finish the back
part of the house so I let themn finish that. It is just as well.

I got ahold of this Brett. I understand he was vice president or
whatever he was, of Pioneer, and he told me-I explained to him
what was happening and lie said, "Yes, I heard all about it." lie says,
"Well, we are going to fix it up."

I had heard nothing from him and I called him again and he said,
"(;ive us 6 months and in the s pring we will do it all over again."

A couple of months after this, it started to peel. About '2 weeks
after, I get a note from a bank, the Jersey Loan & Investment Co.-
mortgage investment company-saying that I owed them notes, that
thley had given Pioneer $1,500 for the jol) and I was to p1ay them back
in notes. Well, I wrote to them and I told them to return the notes to
ie-I sent them a registered letter-to return the notes to me because
I didn't have any knowledge of ever signing a bank note. They sent
me :i paper and said, "We have your note and paper."

By that time I started talking to different people and different
attorneys and they told me, "If a bank holds a note, you have to pay
for it; that's all."

That is why I contacted 'Mr. Hotfman of the Better liiness
Bureau and he told me there were several other people in the same
predicament with the same outfit. They had gotten quite a few coin-
pl:ijnts. He hold me ,b:)tt another fellow up in DoLb)bs Ferry who
had the same trouble. He had an attorney downtown and I contacted
hi;,1 and he told me the same thing, that the bank had the note and I
w:vN to pay for it, as long as they held the note. I never remembered
signing that note. I was very curious to see what it looked like. I
got an attorney and I went over to this New Jersey Mortgage & In-
v'stilent Co. to see that note. There was a fellow by name of Rude,
I believe his name was, and he showed me the stub of the note. It
had my name on it or at least it looked like my name. He said, "Well,
that's your signature," lie says. So I explained to him about the
product, and he said to me, "We are not concerned about the product,
we a re concerned about this note."
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Well, I told him, I said, "I don't intend to pay for it becaui.. I
never got anything for my money."

He says to me, "If you don't want to pay for it, I will turn it over
to our attorney now," which was Mr. Furst. I later found out he
was the president of this banking concern. I told him I am not goill
to pay for it.

Later I spo(ke to several lawyers anld they told! nie I cuil(il't d
anything about it. so I paid for two notes. That is all I ever paid
them.

Then I went to the district attorney's office and they told me, "Well,
they are a Jersey outfit and we can't touch them." So I go over to
Jersey and I spoke to one of the detectives over there in the district at.
torney's office and he said, "Well, you are in New York, they are in
Jersey, you have a contract with them, you have a note, the bank ha,
note, we really have no authority to touch t lem."'

S() I gave it to a lawyer. He told me, "Well, wait and see what hap-
pens. Let the bank sue you."

That is exactly what happened. Then they turned around an( they
sold it to the Frankin-W ashington Trust Co. They sold the notes to
Franklin-Washinoton Trust Co. They turned around and Sued me
and they got a judgment against me. lWe had a trial about it and the
jury gave us the decision. Of course, they appealed it riglt there :aiI
then, but what became of it I don't know, because we haven't heard
from them, but Mr. Furst did tell me right in the courtroom, lie said,
"D'Aq uila, this case is going right up to the Supreme Court if it has
to." He says, TI]liis is one case that is going up to the top."

Why he is after me as one particular individual, I don't know.
So I told him, I says, "I spent 2! <_, years in the frontlines, ai(l I am
going to spend 5 years, if necessary, fighting guys like you," or thieves

ke you," which I intend to do.
There have been a dozen homes done in a radius of a mile of my home

that I know of. One thing I will admit, mine is the only one that ha,
peeled as bad as it has. The others haven't peeled as bad.

Mr. SI.oN. Did you get the commission on any of the other-?
Mr. D'AQutIA. No, I did not. I (lid not, on any of them. That i,

only what I know of, at least a dozen. God knows how many niore ar
in Long Island.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know if any of those other people were told that
their's was a model home, too ?

Mr. I)'AQuIv.k. They were all told because I spent an awful lot of
time going around talking to these peol)le trying to form a conliiittee
to get after tiree people but a lot of people say, "Well, thley ,ot the
note. Pay for it."

The banks sort of scared them off and rather than go through all the
procedures and spend the money it takes-I have already sl)ent about

75 just for attorneys' fees, and a lot of people, feel, well, jii-t let it
go at that. just, mark it up as a bad break, and that is what a lot of theil
have done.

I don't feel that way about it. I feel that those people don't belong
in business and it is up to individuals like us to see that they don't stay
in business. That is the reason I am so bitter against them. I was hop-
ing that somebody, somewhere, would hell) us out, honestly.

I am on my vacation this week.
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M.r. SiMon. Where do you work, Mr. D'Aquila?
Mr. D'A (UH,\A. Department of sanitation, city of New York.
If necessary, I will spend the rest of my vacation testifying against

these kind of people.
I guess that is about all I do have to say against them.
I (1o hope that sonebo<ly will get in back of us and get after rats

like them. That is what I have to call them.
Senator P.AYNE. Well certainly I can tell you this, 'r. D'Aquila,

I think you are to be congratulated for coming before the committee
:,)f(l giving us facts of that nature and I want to tell you secondly
whether or not this cm)niiiittee will ever be iii a position to be of any
real hel l ) to those who have hadl these things happen to then, is some-
tlIiiuz we can't tell. It may be impossible. But certainly this com-
mittee is going to do eN'eirytlbiiu that it can to see to it that this sort
of timing (loesln't hapl)en again.

Mr. D'AQuILA. Well, I certainilv do hope that somebody, somewhere
longg the line, will (1o ,)metjjin(r a)out it. It is not onl' I, I am one
of the fortunate who did comie back, but the boys who did not come
back, I don't think that that is thje th1ingr that they fought for.

Senator PAYNE. Any (ljtiiion?
Thank you very much.
11['. Abner Roberts.

TESTIMONY OF ABNER ROBERTS, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Senator P.%Yn-i. Woull "oii raiSe your right hand, please, Mr.
Roberts . Do you +o lemnlv swear that the testinmony you will give will
ihe the truth, the whole truth anl nothing but the t th, so help you
God

Mr. ROBERTS. I do.
Senator PAYNE. Will you state your name an(1 address, please, for

the benefit of the reported .
Mr. RoBir'sr. Abner Roberts, 116 Ilaicock Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Senator PAYNE. Will you be seated. please?
1)o you want to proceed in your own way, Mr. Roberts, to tell your

sto)rN on this . I presume that this also has to do with something
happening on title I.

Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator P.xYN.E. Will you proced in ,mr own way
Mr. ROBERTS. Well, in 1946, I bought a house in Brooklyn,. which

is 116 Hancock Street, Brooklyn. There were quite a few violations
On it and I managed to get then off and it seenied to be going along
pretty fair, with the different FHA's that I had gotten before. In
fact I had gotten one for $1,4()() and then later on I got one for
S900. That went along and the work was done very well.

Then I wanted the house painted inside and out, and my 3 rooms
mna(le into 4, a(1 we were' in contact with a contractor named Schu-
iiacher. We caine in coIntact with him by visiting some l)eople in
Jamaica. I saw some of his work, my wife and I, and we liked it.
We asked questions about it and they said this Mr. Shiumacher was
the man that done the work. So we asked to see him and who he was,
and maybe he could help us out.

In the meantime, he soon came over and introduced himself as
contractor for this kind of work which we wanted, to decorate inside
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and out, and to renovate our three-room apartment. We drew up a
contract to that effect for $1,500 from the FHA, which we got to go
through after a couple of trials in different banks.

In tie meaitime, the Brevoort Bank, with which I was doinir bihi.
ness, to buy the home from, they recommended me as a good payer and
that is how it went through with his knowledge to get it.

We got tie money. My wife had it in her name, you know, an( hle
paid him approximately $400 to start with. I think $300 was the next
payment, because he had begin work.

In the meantime, he ha(h lingered along-he didn't seem to be do.
ing so much work, then. I noticed every time I came home he was jit
sitting around, piddlin(, like. So I got worried, because the plle
was broken up in such a state that you couldn't hardly live in it. I
wanted to know why it. was held up so long.

Then in the next. few days or a week or qo, my wife told me "B i1d
be wanted the rest of the nioney in order vo complete the job, Iecw.e
he didn't have the money."

I said, "That seems funny." I said, "I don't think you should L-iv
it. to him, because if you do, it is possiblee that. he might walk mut. and
then we would be left with the bag to hold."'

She was being influenced )y the people we was visiting, slie ,id.
"iHe wouldn't dare to ness his niame up t iat way as being a contrctir,
and then l)eilng recommended by such people like thesu, was." I ald.
"Nevertheless it doesn'tt seem right for him to take all of the intimev."
There was .S0) left. She insisted on it. I said, "No, I woti(ui't (1,1
it. I wouldn't think of it."

A few days went on anl she kept- insisting. I said "Listen, if you
do, you art, on yoir own. I dont like it. I don't like the id,:t. If he
takes the Ilo ey, it is possible that you will have to go runniM iu after
hii," just like what happened.

So she let him have the rest. Then hie began to work-pid(lle nrountd
like, 2 or :; lhours here and there, and sometimes would have men tlire
and he then would take them away. They would work an hour and
then he would take them away to some other job.

Quite a few times I went to different other jobs to see him anl he
said he would be over the next day or the next week.. Nobo(l eINer
came around. It just continued on like that. I said, "It looks like I,
me ou want to make somebody angrry. You shouldn't do that. W11t
can 1 (1o? I paid you to do the work. It looks like you slld o10
something. You don't have to rush yourself, but make some kind
of show."

Then it seemed like he slacked off altogether. I could nevwr see
nolb(ly. I kept following the jobs up different places that he w;i .
Then he had done got the money and gone and now I can't do nothing
with him.

She said, "I thought he would have done better." I said, "I told
you not to let him have it. Now we have trouble. IWe have to _t:rt
paying the notes." We had to start. paying the notes as soon :1, we got
the money.

In the ineantime, I went to his home. A friend of mine an( I went
to his house and asked him, "Mr. Shuumacher, are you going to finish
the work or what are you going to (o? Do I have to start a proced(lW
with you? If I do, let me know, because something has to be (1one.
I had a small baby and the place was filthy.
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lie said, "I will be over there."
I said, "I will look for you in ai couple of days. If you don't make

some showing, I will have, to take some action so I can know what is
going to be done."

He didn't come. So in the iiieantinie, we go to a lawyer and have
him to just write him a letter, you know, just to notify him that if he
(lou t, this is what's going to happen, we are going to take procedures
against him.

Then he sends a fellow-when he gets the letter, he sends a fellow
to the house and takes up all the tools and everything and takes them
out in 1 day. He said lie wasn't going to do anything, theil. I called
bimn up and he said he wa.,it (goillg I() do aiitthing else because we was
threatening him. I said. -ANe are ntot threatening you, I want to know
what you are going to d(o."

He said, "I am not deing anythi iig further. I am through." So he
took everything away.

There was nothing 1 Colld do). I asked several people around about
it.. In the meantime, I haI to )pay lhis note and I kept on paying it. I
never would stop payiN1g tait, bvcati-e thlit was through the Brevoort
Bank that recommended is : l I didn't want to make my name bad,
because I figured as far : - making the loan was concerned, I still have
a good reputation of payillg the loan, now, and I didn't wait to spoil
it. So I paid the loan off.

I went to another lawyer. I (lb i't 1--e this one aiiv Iore. I went
to another lawyer and I give hin the contracts :a ml the papers, even
the key to the house a- d all ikt. that. 1E. vet I had lphotostat ic copies of
the (lt lan,:e, the place. how it wa' left. wlt:it work \V:I:' (l,)w, :nmd what
Wasn't. He said he would t ake it for a fee. He said he would take it
f,,r $100 down and he woul let me know what was the remains after
it w\as finished. So lie took the job. In :t few nomients or so after, lie
tells me that Shumacher i- broke and li hasn't all\, monev and that
there is nothing that voti can do with hint l)tevCuse ie hasn't got any-
thing, so what should we do?

The work had to be (ion, a-ild I wa.s doing t lie best I (.o1l to finish
it up. Working the v. ay I was . I h.d to work day and night. I would
come home and do a little paint iug alnd redlecoratingi ani so forth.

In the meantime, soticthiig a opened betwveen me and the family
and things went wronlr. So I ad, "What slt we (lo"

le said, "There is nothing y( call do); .v( ,w, me now $: )O more.
That is the attorney I bail for the Shumachr case. He says. "I was

thinking maybe you wasn't coming around and maybe I would have
to sue you to get my money.

I said, "You don't have to do that, I always pay my debts, but what
is the damage? I will try to keep in good faith with you, anyway, be-
CIIme I have to have somebody to help me."

He said, "It, will cost $3:t m ore for what I have done for you." That
was just to find out he w- hroke an(I that there was nothing the lawyer

could do.
Think at that time I did have .s40 in tlie l):mnk. I went to th lebank

and drew it out and I give him :00. le give tue a receipt from that
and I didn't hear no nmore froil Mr. North. any more concerning it,
except he just told me front titne to time that Shumnacher was broke

and he didn't have anvthiliff and that. is the way it. went. So I paid

the loan and that is wlat hI1ppened. I finished the work myself, with
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the help of others, and through working night and day and econonliz.
ing in every way, I possibly could. There were several times when
I didn't, know where I was going to land, but God above blessed me
to be here.

Senator P.YNE. In other words, it cost you about $2,000 altogoth(er,
an(1 then you still wound up having to do the work, yourself !

Mr. ROnERrs. That is right. I wish I could give you those contracts
and everything, but Mr. North has then and about what happenedand he wouldn't let me have those thini4 uiitil
this was settled between her and I, and he said when it is he wotildi
turn those over to me.

Mr. SI.I ,o,. Where do you work, M1r. Roberts?
Mr. RoBwrs. Now. or at that time.
Mr. SiMrON. At that time and now.
Mr. ROBERTS. I was working for Store Door Delivery.
Mr. SIM)N. Where (lo you work now.
Mr. ROBERTS. For Pacific Sugar, Bronx Terminal Market.
Senator P.\YN E. Thank you very much'.
I (.0111( n)t be at the lhearigr tills iiiorniig, but I wonder if c,',n)P1

w)lll advise mie a., to whietlier or iiot duiiring the cotirse of thle ted<ti-
imm" tiis moritiiim it \was i)rought out that any of tlese i msta imci' of

where t iere were jert,oject under section ()S, tlhat Some pretty .mm,.a,-
tial wi mid fall 1)1hfits iiglht have re-imlted? 1 note tlere are tim ev ,:..
here, I timimk, tlat were heard this morning.

Mr. SmoN. There were two. Senator Pavne. One was a :r ion
60)8, the (leii Oaks l)roI 't. in which the win(lfall from miortga(r, amid
a)preciation oin the land was $4; million, and a section 603 I)rojet.
the Beth-Page Realty Co., ini which there was a windfall of $5,150,110.

Svinator P.%YNE. That is the William J. Levitt
Mr. SnmrN. That was Levittown. N. Y., and the testimony wa that

the insured mortgage was -'29.946,50H, and that the total (.oSt ()f the
land and the buildings was a little more than $5 million less than thl
amount of time Ilmortgrage. For income tax purposes, to avoi(I IiaviIn
to pay normal income taxes, on that .5 million windfall they .-uld tlbc
entire Corporatim-that is, the stock in the corporation-to n char-
itable corl)oration, with 12,000 in assets, and then the charity the
same day declared a dividend of the $5 million in tle bank, :mnd be-
ing a clarity, it did ,iot have to pay an income tax on the $5 million
and then the charity paid $5,150,000, which w:as the money in tie bank
all the tinme, to the two) Levitt brothers and by that means the y ,t
the windfall out of the corl)oration into their own pockets anld onlv
paid a lonig-term capital gail.

Senator P.XYNE. Thank you very niuch.
The last witness that we have listed for today is Francis II. Clark.

Is Mr. Clark here? Mr. Clark, will vN be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimnony you will give will be the

truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you G)d?
Mr. CLARK. I do.
Senator PA.xYsi.. Will you state y()ur name and address?
Mr. CLARK. Francis H. Clark, 134 Concord Avenue, White Plains,

N. Y.
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TESTIMONY OF FRANCIS H. CLARK, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

Senator PAYNE. You just proceed, Mr. Clark, in your own way.
Mr. CLARK. Sometime in March of this year, I received in the mail

an ad from the Permastica (Corp., soliciting inquiries about their prod-
uct. I sent in an inquiry and many weeks later, I received another
such ad-I think it was a duplicate of the first. I have a second one,
heie.

'T'heir salesman called at my house in response to the inquiry and
according to the date on the contract signed that night, it was March
31. his name is David I)ouglas Steel. He represented himself also
to be an advertising manager, inuch as in one of the preceding cases,
and that this was therefore a special promotional deal at cut rates.

lie oll'ered to extend the i-al 10-year guaranty to 15 years and the
guaranty was going to include not only materials and worknmnship,
but also the materials covered by Permnastica. While lie describcl his
product flowingly, lit, undertook to calk all of my windows alld doors
also. I still did not signl the contract. At this time he made a model
houie offer very similar to soille of those previously described, and I
am afraid I signed the contract, at that time. I have a copy of the
contract, here. The one thing I would like to mention about it is

that it contains a 30) percent 1emalty clause if for any reason you do
not, go through with the contract, whether or not the contractor in-
curred any material expen-c.

The following day I was disctusing this with one of my coworkers-
the I ransaction, I mean.
Mr. SiistoN. Where do you work, Mr. ('lark?
MlI'. ('LARK. For Nuclear )evelopment Associates in White Pl:ins.
'liis person said he had heard rumors to the effect that some of these

(onipanies were not all they should be, so I i immediately called my
wife and asked her to fret it touch with the White Plains and Yonkers
Better Business Bureaus. :,nd/'or the ('liamber of ( 'omumerce. She did
and none of these organizations had aniy information on I'ermastica,
but the Yonkers people suggested we call the New York National
Better Business Bureau. She did this and they apparently had quite
a file on them and said they had a number of complaints, some on
workmanship but principally on this sales method.

Mr. Stmox. Mr. Clark, could you talk into the microphone, they
can't hear you in back.

Mr. CI.\rK. All right.
Tim people at the 'National Better Business Bureau suggested that

wliethlr or not we were -tick, it might be a publicc service to enter a
40mlaint if the transaction should develop in such a way as to indi-
cate a complaint wa; warranted. I think I should say at this point
that I had no idea there were any FHA regulations permitting model
home deals, at thistime. I did not know that.

A few days after this, the guaranty arrived. It was for 10 years
illste.di of 15 as promised and it guaranteed much less than promised,
So I immediately mailed it back and said it was unsatisfactory.

Ak few days after this, some workmen for Permastica came to my
house. I am not sure of the (late, but I believe it was April 10. I sent
them away. The following Monday-that was a Saturday-I tele-
phoned Permastica to straighten out tis guaranty business. I wanted

to cancel the contract then but I didn't feel like paying the 30 percent
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penalty. I let them know I checked witl the better business )uhi',au
and got bad reports about them and I told theii if I found an ],ill(,in
their work or in their representations that wa.- in any way is'epre.
senting, I was going to register strojir complaints wherever I '01,11

The work was ultimately (lone. It was apparently conipleti, 0d
the 23d or 24th of April. There is a little bit of doubt as to fluit.
and my wife signed the completion certificate.

A few days after this. wNe were (li!4'11ssing it at the table ;wfd sli
mentioned that down in the lower section where the dealer signs. tilere
is a statement to the effect that no bonw, arrangements or 'oiimii,,iJn
arrangements had been entered into. She told me ,he tol I iiie that
the night we signed it, but I do not recall hearing it or I iiiglht ii,;
have been listening.

Let me backtrack a moment. As soon as I .aw I was haviii: tri
with the guiaranty, I wrote to the bajil: which was fin.ninvit tliis mind
it was the Rosslyn National Bank & Trust Co.. and I told ti,,.mi tbt I
was having some difficulty and they were under no circum-I:w.,., to
pay any money to this outfit until I released it. Now to rvtufri t,,
where I was.

When I learned there was this statement in the completion ,ertifi.
c.ate, I wrote the bank and requested a copy. I had been at work wi
did not examine the first one. The col)y arrived-a phot()ostat of it
arrived from the bank and apparently iot only the dealer hit my wife
too had signed the certification to the effect that there had been nn
commission arrangements and mv wife said she read the leader'
section very carefully and just skimnd through the part She wia
supposed to sign.

That night I had her write an amendment to that certificate repudi-
ating that portion of it, and I mailed that together with a (verin..,
letter to the Rosslyn bank. I was very much confused as to wh.it
should be done. I felt clearly something unethical had occurre(l and
yet I had received a service from this company and I owe(i then
money. I told the bank that what r though would be best to (1o would
be to hold the money, if they were still going to grant the 1)an. im
escrow, until the FHA had been apprised of this and determine( 1'1:i
should be done. and I said further that if the bank did not regard tha:t
as a feasible thing to do, then I would leave it up to their mvi' judd'-
ment and experience as to what disposition should be made of the
money.

Now that same night I wrote a letter to Senator Byrd telling bil,
it was possible that I had a complaint in this FtIA business and i 'ked
him with whom I should file complaints and he subsequently su:-
gested Messrs. T. Coleman Andrews and Warren Olney of the In-
ternal Revenue and Justice Departments. respectively, and I wrote
another letter to the FHA's New York office in which I said I WNillt
to make a complaint. I outlined briefly what had happened and I
asked them for instructions as to how to file a formal conpla)l:int.

On May 10, I received a phone call from M1r. Cooper wlho said he
was the manager of the Yonkers office of Permastica. Well. we bad
had a discussion at great length-I will shortly go into) Some of he

salient details of it: I would prefer to skip by it at this tiine--tle i
cussion got so long I suggested we adjourn until the following d11'T

and the following day I invited Mr. Cooper and Mr. Steel to all on
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me at my house and discuss the matter. We did and carried the con-
versation on further. Nothing came of it.

I would like to anticipate the conversation to this extent aud say
that one of the things that was said when they were asking why in
Heaven's name I should be suspicious of Permastica-that is why
I did not accept the premise that this was done entirely on the sales-
wuan'S responsibility. I mentioned several things, one of which was
that I was suspicious if they, a Westchester firm, were financing
through a Long Island bank.

On the following day. May 13, I received a reply to my letter to
-he FITA. This letter was signed by Mr. Charles H. Herman-I have
it here-and he lists himself as the title I representative. In effect,
it says that if the case is as I -tated it, I probably have a complaint
id that it should be addres;-:ed to Mr. William Adams Shulz, director

of the New York office of the FHA.
Now along with that letter-and I (lon't recall the enclosure: there

ij a notation of an enclosure on tliis-were these pieces of paper. The
first is the original letter I seunt to the FHA. The second one is on
the letterhead of the ('entral National Bank of Yonkers. It is ad-
dressed to Mr. William Adam: Slhulz. I a:.;umed when I read this,
that this was a duplicate of a .iiuilar complaint and for some reas on,
the FULA wasdistributing it to me.

Now I don't think you want me to read all this. It is a complaint
in many ways similar to mine. The last paragyraph might be of in-t,..st. It says, and I am quoting-this i> in re the Permastica Corp.:

This firm came to us very well recommended and we conducted a thorough
inv- -t gation, the r,.-ilt of whah is ,n file with this bank, and everything
pointed to a favorable relationship. This is the first complaint that we have
received and we will continue to accept paper from this dealer unless this pro-
cedure proves to be their pattern of finan,.ing.

It is signed Albert F. Lockwood, assistant vice president.
P. S.-As a result of an additional c.omplaint we have received, we are sever-

Ing relations with this dealer effective immediately.

Neither of the complaints nientioned here is mine. They r:Ie two
separate ones.

When I was preparing my letter to your committee's investigator,
I observed that this i ---it seems to be a rag bond that is in several
colors. It is clearly not a duplicate. This is an original. In some
manner or other, it s enis that the FIT. file on Permastica was mailed
to me and has been in my l)os)se.-ion for 2 months without their know-
ing it.

Your investigator sutL-ests t:tt I emphasize the date of the Central
National Bank letter, which preceded my letter of complaint. It was
-pril 15, 1954. The date on my letter to the FHA was May 5, 1954.

On May 24, I wrote a letter which I would like to call my first formal
complaint to the FHA. I would like to read this into the record. I
don't know exactly what the extent is of the oath I took, but as far as
I am concerned. I'am sweaI-'ri not only that I wrote this letter, but I
will swear to the veracity of every statement in it. It is the usual
letter addressed to Mr. William Adams Shulz, Director, Federal Hous-
ing Administration. New York:

DF&R SIR: I wish to enter a formal complaint about the Permastica Corp. of
Yonkers which has been operating under title I. Some time in March I answered
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a direct mail inquiry solicitation of that company. On March 31, their salesman,
Mr. D. D. Steele called. He described the product in glowing terms, offered
a 15-year guaranty on materials, work, and preservation of materials to which
applied, and undertook to make the hous a "'display house." A display houw
is one to which salesmen bring prospects. If the prospects sign, the owner of
tdhe display house receives $50. With thees inducements, I contracted to pay
550, FHA financed, for the application of permastica to the upper half of Djy
house.

Within a few days, I had become suspicious of the transaction for the following
reasons: (1) I began to hear runiors of unethical practices by companies in this
field. (2) the company was financing through a bank some distance away-the
Roslyn National Bank & Trust Co.-and (3) the guaranty arrived guaranteeing
only the ingredients of permastica for only 10 years. I checked with the National
Better Business Bureau in New York and learned there were a number of cou-
plaints on record against this company both for their workmanship and for s les
methods. At this time I would have gladly canceled the contract, bat there "'as
a 30 percent penalty clause. I telephoned Perinastica-I don't remember the (late.
but it was the first day that the FHA scandals broke in the New York Times-
and spoke to Messrs. Cooper and Steele. I did not then realize that I had gd
legal grounds for canceling the contract and so I told heni (1) that the ,iiarallty
was totally unacceptable (2) that I had bad reports of them from BBB, and :'
that if I wei'e to find anything ab)ut their product or sales methods misrelre.
seated or illegal I woPuld register strong protests with competent authorities. Mr.
Ciooper undertook tt) adjust the guaranty-which he did only partially.

The work was completed about April 24, and my wife, who was not a party to
the contract, signed the completion certificate. A few days later I learned there
was a "no cofimissitii" clause in the certificate, and this was my first inkling
that something possibly illegal had occurred. I wrote the bank requesting a o.,py
of the certificate. They obl.ged. The "no commissions" clause had been signed
by both my wife and by Pernastica. My wife re-read it and agreed that in view
of the .alesniat's promises she should not have signed it. She submitted an
amendment to the Roslyn Bank repudiating the clause.

I wrote the bank suggesting the money be held in escrow pending settlement
of the matter. I a lso wroti, the FLIA summarizing the event.-.

On May 10 I received a telephone call from Mr. Cooper. I cannot be -s1re (if
the order in which the following things were said, but they were all said. He
said he had word of my complaint to the FHA and that he did not (.,nnider it
"decent" to g ) direct to them. I made clear to him that I was not comlulainipg
about the work, but the display house sales promises. He said there was noth-
ing about that in writing and that it was my word against the salesian's. I
said I would submit in affidavit. I said the certificate could not be Agiied :i,
it stoml' without making a false statement. Ile said it was just a statement
that the work was (lone: so it was all right to sign it. lie said also if I did not
sign it I would disqualify the FIIA loan and have to pay cash. I said I would
not sign, that no action of mine disqualified the loan, and that I would i:oy over
36 months as contracted, lie said I would have to pay cash or negotiate an-
other loan because the company (lid not carry accounts. I said I wotld d
neither and let the company worry about it. He asked ime what I hoped to get
out of iny complaint. I toll him I thought I had been stuck and that I did n,1t
think I would get anything, but that I hoped I might spare my neighl,,r a
similar experience, lie said he was sure I had something better to (14 with my
time than to make trouble for people. He said that since I had a long term
guaranty from Permastica it was in my interest that the company remain
'financially responsible." I replied, "You mean I should shut up and let Pu

go merrily on your way to make sure you're still in business during the life 1)f
my guaranty?" He then said if there were a hearing that turned out 1infivor-
ably for Permastica the only thing that would happen would be that the FHA
would require the discharge of Mr. Steele. At this point I suggested we a(ljoirn
the conversation to another day.

On the following day, I suggested that Messrs. Cooper and Steele continue
the talk at my house May 12. They came as appointed. I related to Mr. (,,,per
the promises Mr. Steele had made on the night of the signing of the contract.
explicitly det:niling the display house offer. I then asked Mr. Steele if he
wished to contradict anything I had said, and he said that he did not. Mr.
Cooper again disclaimed company responsibility for Mr. Steele's promises. le
again urged me to sign the completion certificate unaltered. I refu,4ed. He
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offered to recall the FHA applications and attempt to negotiate an uninsured
loan. I told him whatever he did would be on his own responsibility, that I
would not necessarily undertake any further commitments. I said this because
I (lii n,t wish to do anything to prejudice the investigation which I had deter-
mijied to request. He again asked what I hoped to get out of all this and I
replied as before. He again asserted that all I could hope to accomplish was
Mr. Steele's discharge, and I said that I had no wish for that to happen. Mr.

I Steele made a personal appeal for consideration. This was the main substance
of the conversation. I have had no further contact with the Permastica people.

On the following day I received a reply from FIIA. Among other thin''s, there
was an enclosure which was a copy of a letter from the Central National Bank
of Yonkers stating that it had severed business relations with Permastica on.

u lnt of the ret el;t of ('olljiaiia.s U sI l (a.2 a &-it ,'I 111.11 .
Ii view of my own experience with Permastica, and in view of what I have

stibsequently learned about theiii, I believe they are a company which has de-
liberately preyed upon a gullible public and which has abused and misused
the lrivilexes granted them umler FII.A lgislation. I therefore request that
your offi e investigate the activities of Perniastica insofar as those act;vities
come under your proper surveillance, giving particular scrutiny to the follov-
ing ponts•

(1) My own experience with I'ernastica, their display house, and the cert~fl
(,ate of ('ompletioll.

(2) The cases of other homeowners who have had complaints about Permac.-
tica. The Central National Bank of Yonkers and the National Better lusincvs
Bureau in New York both have such casvs on record, and the latter has assured
me that they will be happy to) cooperate with yn.
(3) Mr. Cooper's attel)ts, on t\\' separate oc( asions, to persuade me to sign

the c(ompletion certificate after he was aware of its impjropriety.
(4) Mr. Cooper's 'May 10 attempt to persuade me to drop this complaint by

sayirg it was in my interest that the c(,mpany remain "financially responsible "
15) The 30-percent penalty clause in the contract . I question whether the

FIIA should sanction such a clause in c( itracts which it finan, es. The penalty
can be levied when the contractor has performed ,io tangible service and ha,
incurred negligible expense. I (can as'.:ure you that had that clause not been
there this whole iess involving ne would never have .ccurred.

I wish to emphasize that nv conijlaiit is not directed at Mr. Steele, and I
1 sincerely hope that he will

wrotig he may have done ne
Permnastica Corp. has been
mana-ement responsibility.
sincerelv h-ne that you will

suffer no pers inal injury solely by reason of any
I have a very strong suspicion, however, that the

engagin-.. in reprehensible lmsiness practices with
If y ur fi (lits should confirm my suspicions. I

exercise the full authority of your office to restrain
sPuehi bphaqvi,)r in the future, and that if ;my criminal offenses are uncovered
they will be brought to the attention of the competent prosectitor.

Signed by me. with copies to the National Better Business Bureau,
to Ir. Warren Olney. Assistant Attorney General.

A few days later, I got a letter from Rosly'n National Bank &
Trnst Co., informing me that iny loan lhad been awarded under the
F.A title I program. I ws veryN much surprised at tlis lhecauIse I
was quite sure the amendment myv wife submitted to the certificate
of completion should have disqu-ilified this loan with FHX iii-sr'ince.
I therefore sent the following much shorter letter to Mr. William
Adam,; Shulz. Let me say at this point that the letter I just read,
(la1te( May 24, has not, ever been acknowledged by anyone in Mr.
S hulz' office.

I now read the second letter I wrote to Mr. Shulz.

DFAR StR: On May 24, I wrote a complaint to you regarding my dealing,
With the Permastica Corp. I suggest that reference be made to that letter. In
today's mail I received a letter from the Roslyn National Bank & Trust Co.
Whi'eh I think necessitates my writing you again. Let me first quote you ver-
hiti", a statement my wife sent the hank oin May 5. 1954.
"To the Roslyn National Bank & Trust Co.: On the 23d or 24th of April 1954, I

Signed an FHA completion certificate relating to certain work done on the prem-
Iles of 134 Concord Avenue, White Plains, N. Y., by the Permastica Corp. Ap-

5 016 90-54-pt. 1-44
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patently at the time I did not real it carefully. I have sinev reread the crtitiari
and I repudiate that portion of it that says "nor has it been represented to me
(us) that I (we) will receive a cash bonus or commission on future sales asu
inducement for the consummation of this transaction."

"I direct the officials of the Roslyn Bank & Trust Co. to cause this letter tob
attached to the original of said completion certificate wherever that may bv. 1,

truly yours," signed Elsie Tomkinson Clark.
The letter that I received from the bank today, dated May 27 and s'z'j! Dr

E. J. Smith, Sr., said in part, "The facilities of our loan department were made
available to you through an FHA title I loan * * n)te dated May 24. 19.4"

In view of the above letters, and particularly the dates involved, I cannot help
but feel that someone has been guilty of gross negligence or of arrogant disre
gard of the law. I therefore request that you also investigate the following:

1. Whether the bank filed my wife's supplementary statement as directed;
2. If not, what conversations took place between the bank and Mr. Cooper of

Permastica, especially in the period May 12-May 24 :
3. If filed, who in the FHA granted the insurance and why?

Signed by me with copies to the National Better Business Bureau and
Mr. Warren Olney.

Senator PAYNE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hoffman, do you have anything further?
Mr. HOFFMA.S. I think some of the comments in our files night be

pertinent in view of the letters from the FHA. I will read a one.
paragraph summary of my statement.

Permastica Corp. in Brooklyn is identified in our files in connection
with the model home aplproacli. Our files date back to 1971 ],ut i.,i
plaints were greatest during 1952 and 1953. Products of the Ro-Su-Ir
Corp. are featured, apparently.

Senator PAYNE. Let me ask at that point, did your burei. datin,
back in 1951, call tlese complaints to the attention of the FHA All-
ministrator in New York?

Mr. HOFFMAN. Not at that time. I will mention that, here.
Sentor PAYNz. Fine.
Mr. HOFFMN. In February 1952, Mr. Martin Smith of Permv tirl.:,

told us that his firm did use a bonus plan to sell their product. We
asked for the names of a substantial number of homeowners who ha.,l
received bonuses, and received no further communication from the
concern.

In June 1953, I notified the New York FHA office concernina de-
ceptive practices of the firm. Following up this letter in Sptemi 'r
4nd also in October 1953, since we had no reply. Shortly thereafter.
Permantica told the FHA they were eager to continue FHA fin,,ing
and FHA then told the National Better Business Bureau that a deci-
sion in the matter had been reserved. The New York Better uiine '
Bureau also has complaints against this company. Our ifo t recent

complaint was March 19, 1954.
Senator PAYNE. Is there anything further?
Mr. ]tOFFMA-.%. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hoffman, you are going to present your full state-

ment for the record?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes, sir.
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STATEMENT OF 3. R. HOFFMAN, REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU, INC., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. HOFFM.AN. The National Better Business Bureau is a nonprofit
corporation which legitimate business established in 1911 to protect
itself and the public from that which is unfair misleading, or fraudu-
lent in the field of national advertising and selling; to increase public
,(10fidence ini business by striving for better consuvier satisfaction
through accurate representation of productss and services; and to assist
in consumer education, promoting a better understanding of business
by the public through the publications and distribution of factual
information.

In pursuance of these objective-, the bureau undertakes to furnish
nienibers of the public, at their re(liest and without charge, with fac-
tual information about companies or individuals with whom they con-
tenIulate entering into business trans.actions. The bureau also accepts
conlI)laints from the public. It endeavors to secure the a(lji:itZieit of
complaints which, upon investigation, are justified or, if the evidence
indicates that some law has been violated, refers the facts to the appro-
priate law-enforcement age, icv.

For many years, the bureau has been aware that deceptive practicess
have been utilized in connection with FIIA title I fiancint-. As far
back as 1937, the bureau issued a press release warning the pullic about
ialp)ractices in the home nio(lernization field. A Co ljyof the release
is attached to this statement and marked "Exhibit A. Most of the
contractors in home repair and maintenance work are reputable busi-
nesmen and are themselves opposed to the practices of the few who
exploit gullible and inexperienced homeowners. However, 'iscrup-
ulous contractors in the home improvement field have been sufficiently
numerous to create a major problem as far as better Utusiness bureaus
are concerned. I have been in charge of this phase of the national
bureau's work for the past 3 years, during which time I have per-
sonally handled well over 1,000 inquiries and complaints from the
public. Some of the pro(lucts involved are roofing materials and com-
pounds, various types of siding and insulating, simulated brick and
stone, storm doors and windows, and, In particular, mastic paints.

Hoineowners in many communities have been subjected to an ass ort-
inent of misleading advertising claims for these products but my dis-
cussion will deal primarily with mastic paints, a textured coating for
exterior walls.

Some mastic paint manufacturers and dealers indicate in advertis-
ing that the premises need never be painted again, that the product is
indestructible, that it makes walls waterproof, fireproof, termiteproof,
'nd other uncorroborated claims interspersed with such statements
as "Liberal FHA financin,'" "Easy FIIA terms," "FIIA apl)proved,"
et cetera, to lend an air of integrity to this advertising. Consumers
who respond frequently find theinselyes on a merry-go-round that they
are unable to stop. The trickery starts immediately. So-called
"suede-shoe" itinerant salesmen have called on the victim either in
response to leads supplied by the contractor or mastics manufacturer
from advertising, or from canvassing a particular neighborhood.
This old familiar "model home" racket is worked for all it's worth.
Explaining that a demonstration house is needed in the area to sell
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other homeowners the miraculous new product, it is emphasized that
the victim's home has been selected. Verbally he is promised a Coii.
mission on every sale made in the area and a bonus for every clustolIer
he recommends. In other cases, it, is represented that a "special fac.
tory price" is being offered to help introduce the product, and the
salesman bears a card reading -Advertising manager" or "Area di-
rector" to reinforce the impression that this is a special deal being
given to only ono, homeowner in the neighborhood.

After much high pressure, the homeowner may sign a contract with
the belief that his "'specially l)riced" home improvement will oI

virtually nothing because of its use for advertising purposes. At
this point, additional chicanery lhas frequently taken place to obtain
the victim's signature on the FHA completion certificate in advianc(%.
Various subterfuges to conceal the nature of what -the homeowner i
signing have been used. Complaints have also been received allegi.,
that salesmen have added or altered provisions in the contract after
it has been signed.

Frequently, no copy of the document is given to the homeowner.
The materials to be used on the job are also the subject of misrepimt.-
tation, the salesman promising verbally that a given well-known
product will be used whereas when the homeowner eventually seos the
contract he has signed, it will provide for another and unknown
product.

Salesmen have been known to pull several hundred dollars from
their pockets and hand it to the homeowner as "advance payment for
bonuses" or accept it as downpayment. The exorbitant prices charged
more than compensate for such ostensible generosity.

In some instances, home improvements have been sold as part of
a scheme whereby the homeowner can "consolidate his debts," i. e., the
grice of the improvement is upped considerably and the difference

etween the actual amount and the amount of the FHA loan iz to be
used to pay off other obligations. Or the price of the contract will

be increased to give the victim "a little extra money."
The salesmen themselves, using a variety of names and aliases, seem

to be floaters attaching themselves to first one racket, then another.
Depending on what is popular at the moment, they may be sellim.,
freezer food plans, water conditioners, home fire alarm sytiw,
demonstrating vacuum cleaners or promoting home improements
but, in all cases, using tricky and dishonest methods to sell nerclial

dise generally recognized as having a legitimate place in Colln-inr
markets.

Once the salesman has high-pressured a signature on a contral'T,
and tricked the victim into signing a completion certific:te--in SV-
eral cases forgery has been alleged on the completion certificate-the
paper is rushed to a lending institution for immediate dis(olntiug.
As soon as the money is received through FHuk financing, the S3 les-
man's commission is paid out and tihe contract is often awarded to a
subcontractor who will make the highest bid for it.

To the homeowner's amazement, the elaborate work contracted for

is sometimes started and finished within hours of siring the cO
kdi,, done on thetract. Frequently, no advance preparation of any kin is

premises, and the workmanship is inferior and incomplete. Prornse
made orally-such as caulking, painting of trim, replacemnent of

broken shingles, et cetera--do not materialize.
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In the selling process, the homeowner has been further thrown off
his guard by long-term guaranties-often 10 to 20 years-issued by
mastic manufacturers. These impressive appearing documents, if
read carefully, disclose that they offer little or no redress if the ap-
plication proves unsatisfactory. One or two stipulate that where
product failure can be demonstrated, an amount of replacement ma-
terial will be furnished to the hoineowner for his use in patching the
premises up as )est lie cani, but the onus of )roving that the product
i at fault, is on the hoiioowner. The manufacturer often takes the
position that the application by the contractor was improper, and the
contractor blames the product. The homeowner is caught in the
middle with little or no recourse.

()ne manufacturer, the R-Nil-It Corp., New York, issued a "regis-
tration" certificate, which stated no more thaan that an application
had been done. This was misrepresented :t- a guaranty. Later
Krylon of Philadelphia issued an "insurance policy' supposed to pro-
tect the homeowner against product failure but which, it is under-
.tood, merely insured agaillst damage to ti property and individuals
during the application plocv,s, with no rovisiolls of an" kind pro-
tecting the homeowner e against product failure over a period of years.

Some mastic manufacturers, including such companies as the
Re-Nu-It Corp. of New York City, ('arhozite Protective ratings ,
Longf Island City, Krylon (o., of Philadelphia, ]ld Quaker Paint
('o., of Los Angeles, ('liempro Sales Co., of Bloomfield, N. J., have a
consistent record of selling to tractorss guilty of flagrant abuses.
One of the above, Re-Nii-It Corp. has consistently contended that they
had no leg al or ethical obligation in connection with1 complaints reg-
istered against fly-by-night and inethical concerns selling their prod-
uct. but 'bas a good-will gesture only" would supplY a quantity of
material to the homeowner to be apj)lie(i to cracking, p)eling, chipping,
or blistering surfaces by hand. T ie company s literature emphasizes
that the product must be applied by trained personnel, utilizing heavy-
pressure spray equipment. Although NIBBB has on several occasions
protested to Re-Nu-It that their product was consistently in the hands
of the worst tv pe of contractor and salesmen, no interest in taking
remedial action has been demonstrated.

The following trade styles and products are also subsidiaries ot or
related to the Re-Nu-It Corp.:
Colorthru Chemicals
Colorthru
Barryinore Corp.
sana (;ene Chemical Corp.
Ni Side Corp.
Evercrete Cori).
St4llzit
,-hin-le-Se al

I)ewatex Manufacturing Corp.
The l)ureau also has files oni many questionl)le contractors in the

metropolitan New York area. It must be realized, of course, that
NBBB frequently learns of contractors' activities only through coim-
plaints filed with' us--we do not hear front many satisfied homeowners
who have dealt with reliable contractors.

One of the worst offenders in our records is the Pioneer Home Im-
provement Co. of Newark. N. J. This company operated extensively
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throughout the metropolitan area. Complaints against deceptive
sales practices began in 1950, reaching their peak in 1952. 'roducLs
involved were usually mastics made byRe-Nu-It Corp., Carbozit, Pro.

tective Coatings, and Krylon. There is indication that schooling lvaz

offered by Pioneer to "suede shoe" salesmen in the most efficient ways

to deceive homeowners, stressing the model home and bons racket.

Certain salesmen, using a variety of names, apparently learned their
techniques working for Pioneer, then later formed their own com.

panics to get in on more of the easy money.
Financing was usually done, initially, by the General Investment

Corp. of Newark-later by the New Jersey Mortgage & Invvstment

Co., also of Newark. Both of these institutions appear to have heN,

aware of the deception and shoddy workmanship identified with I'i,
neer's operations.

Complaints became so alarming during the spring 1952 sea:on that

NBBB took the situation up with the financing agency, Nw Jei>.e
Mortgage & Investment Co., W'illiam Furst, president. Tile latter

clearly admitted that they had received many complaints involving

improper workmanship, contracts not completed, deception by sde..

men, et cetera. but continued to accept Pioneer's contracts, takinftheni I
to the Franklin Washington Trust Co., located in the same huildnl, 5

for FHA financing. The letterhead of New Jersey Mortgage & Inve-t-

ment Co. notes "Approved mortgages under the National Iu-i ,3

Act," and bears the TFHA seal. And the many suits brought )y Fr:ink-

lin Washington Trust Co. and New Jersey Mortgage & Investment G).

against victimized homeowners who had refused to continue their pay-

ments, these two institutions invariably took the position tht they
were "'innocent holders in due course" of legal papers and entitled to

wer TuTA Fi'he homeowner
full )ayment of the loan, often insured by . Tho.n
usually paid.

The attitude of these companies appears to be well expressed in

a letter from 'William Furst which he wrote as attorney for the Fnnk-

lin Washington Trust Co. to an attorney representing one of the Vic-

tints of Pioneer. I quote:
Please be advised that I represent Franklin Washington Trust co.. of Newark,

N. J., who holds in due course a note made and executed by Mr. and Mrs. ChriP

topher Jaeger to the order of Pioneer Home Improvement Co. The note '

presently being serviced by New Jersey Mort,_,:ie & Investment (',.

Your letter of December 12, 1951, to New Jersey Mortgage & Investment Co.

has been handed to mie for reply. Please be advised that as a holder in due

course for value my client Is not in any way involved in any dispute that e\i t-

betwten your clients and Pioneer Home Improvement Co. Pioneer I l'me Im

provement Co. is in no way connected with either Franklin Washlinvi, Trust

Co. or New Jersey Mortgage & Investment Co. Any action that you feel sh0oId

be taken against the original payee on the note is of no concern to my (.lient.

When it seemed clear that no remedial action could be secured

through New Jersey Mortgage & Investment Co., the situation Was

discussed with the Newark office of the FHA in August 1952 by NBBB

and the Newark Chamber of Commerce. The chamber also had re(

ceived complaints. It was disclosed by the FHA representfitive,-'
Lam.merding, that tley too had a file of complaints, but th,' l0 -it:f

was taken that the volume was insufficient to warrant any action, al

though NBBB urged a full investigation. Recourse was next -°0 uht

from the Essex County prosecutor's office, which pointed out t1at it

lacked jurisdiction, most of the complainants being located elsewlle
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in New Jersey and in New York State. However, the prosecutor's
office was helpful in placing the matter in the hands of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

Due to various pressures brought to bear, Pioneer declared bank-
ripi)tcy in October 1952, leaving an unknown number of homeowners
)aying regularly for damage done to their homes under the guise of
"improvement" and holding Pioneer's worthless guaranty. Prin-
cil)als of Pioneer, Jerome Brett and his son Morton, shortly after the
bankruptcy resumed operation at the same address as 13onistone
Corp. of New Jersey where they are currently operating. They are
also identified with Bondstone Corp. of Staten Island, another fran-
chisee of Emco Ctment Products of Shamokin, Pa. Complaints are
now being received against these operations.

An attorney recently reported that a client was being sued by the
Franklin Washington Trust Co. on a Bondstone transaction so it
would appear that the bank is continuing to do financing for this suc-
cessor to the Pioneer outfit.

Another thick file collected by NBBB deals with the Aldon Con-
struction Co. of Belleville, N. J., Janes Sorce, president. The trade
style North Jersey Construction (o. was also used as well as Morkon
obstructionon Co., and ii ore recently, Brookfield Home Modernizers,
Inc. The familiar products of Krylon and Carbozite protective coat-
ingn are identified with these trade styles, as well as Brixite, a syn-
thetic simulated brick wall coveriiii. Financin1g was done through
the South Orang,. Trust Co. of Soith Orange, N. J., primarily.

For at least 7 years, this bureau h:is received reports from the public
of deception by salesmen of this firnm, involving " model home" selling,
false promises of bonuses, and faulty workmanship. Our complaint
situationn was called to the attention of the FIIA in August 1953. We
have no knowledge of any action taken by FHA but a recent com-
pl tinant expressed the belief that Brookfield, at least, was no longer
in business. It has been stated to us that operations are conducted
during the winter as Miami Brookfield.
Th l)ermastica (' orp. of Brooklyni, N. Y., also a pears asan entrant

in tho "model home" category--our files date baX'k to 1951, buit com-
p)l:uints were greatest during 1952 and(1 158. 1 r(Otl II't 5,f the Re-N-lt

(',r). are apparently feature(. Il F'ebruarv 1!952 Mr. Martin Smith
of lPermastica told us that hiis firm u.ed a bons plan to sell tlhe-ir prod-
iids. We asked for the names of a s.bstantial number of homeowners
who had received bonuses. but received no further conuunication
froiii this concern.

In June 195:8 the writer notified the New York FI.A office concern-
ih,, deceptivee practices of this firm, following up this letter in Septem-
ber and October 1953, since whe had had no reply. Shortly thereafter,
Perinastica told the F IA that tlev were eager to continue FI 1A
fiuancing, and FHA told usi that a1 decision in the matter had been
re'-,rved. The New York 1IBB las also had complaints against this
conIipany. Our most recent conil)laint was in March 1954.

Ather firm, identified at .-ole ,Icunithi in our files, is Approved
lIo'lle l)evelopers, also known as Empire Home Developers, Forest
Hills, Long Island. Again, the )roducts of the Re-Nii-It Corp. are
involved, along with the usual pattern of deception through the "model
honie" racket and the promise of bonuses. Representatives use FHA
forms in their pitch, and claim FHA approval, according to com-

689
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plainants. Complaints in connection with failure to complete con.
tracts, poor workmanship, failure to adhere to guaranty tein-., ija1 ,
also been received. No reply was received from the company to (ur
letters asking for comment on the complaints.

lit February 1953 we advised the Ff 1A of a recent conplaiit ofa
Long Island re.,ident, and a nmioth later were advised iby telelh0ole
that the matter wats being investigated. Again, in May 1l W, we ).
tested the activities of Approved ]loni I)evelopers to the F11A. ''he
director of tlw FliA New York office told us shortly thereafter that
Mr. Eiseiiberg, principal, had denied the clrges imade 1y or ll
lpla inants. W\'e supplied a tile suininnary for the use (,f Fl ,[l. ill
June 1953.

Iti ()ctober 19 d,3 we supplied adlitioilal material to FlIA. i
November 197113 we asked the FitA if there lal been an v deN.lo ielit.
in helir in \4,t i 011t ion as cml(lai uts were still l)eing receive, I. allh,
uiiw:ttisfa,'tOrv workinauIsl~ii) and failure to ('olllete cit.ra(ic.

In Novenibr 1!958;the New Y(ork F I A offie alvised thilit t lii
ter had been referred to the Long Island office for attention. Ilavi.,
hear iotlhia further, we wrote in M av 1954 to) the Long I land ,tti,
of Fl IA advising that cmilplaints were still ibeing received. We -till
have had no reply, although we were informed by the FBI tlt in.Jw1
19.) l four of tlhe principals, including Eisenberg, were arirestedi bv th
New York Police 1)ep.artmnent. Eisen erg was at one tiie ;-No'i:,II#'

with Piioneer Ilonie Improvement.
'l'le Eastern I lome Inl)rovenient ('o., located in (0imrl)ria llel t,

T.ig Island, identified with Re-Nu-It products anti ( 'arhozit,. I,
been the sult)ect. of a number of complaints involving the finaiiliar
"iiioilel Iniei ap)roa(h, bSl)e(ial" factory prices, failure to conilllete
contracts, et, cetera. The presi(lent, Jack Roy, was fornerly a Ie- *
man for Pioneer llomne Imnprovements. In August 1958 wmvi .,
tlc FiI [A of our comitpdhint, sit uat ion.

In Septemndler a rel)1y was received from the New York F1 IA ,lwt
advising that the salesnan coniplained against--Rolert Wtli. :dia:
Milton Veclsler, another former Pioneer salesman-had lien lplh,&
o1 tile re4ri.ti\'e li-t, and that further activiti s of Eavtera werek,
in,_ iii' vst igated.

In NON-ernler 1953 we received ain inilam i frr'ai (onntidcitll
terstate Home Improvement Co., of Camb;ria Heights, Long bIjlid.
another Roy operation. It was indicated that salesmen claimed the
(c-,)Yany was -F1IA approved," and offered to Ilay a tS,( 'ee :1;il

advance on future ol)nuses. The trade style Interstate Home Inproiv-
ment Co. was reported to be unknown by the Jamaica ofice of the
FHA. In response to several letters from NBBB, Jack R,)' proin
ised to "clean house," and keep strict watch over salesmen :'nd only
one complaint of sales deception has been recorded during 19.54.

It is reported that Interstate has acted as subcontractor for Pioneer.
Ap? )row(-l IIone 1D)evelopers, -ind Miracle Home Im)roventent- 1

unfavorably identified in our files. Max Eisenberg is also idenitilir,
with the latter organization.

Memorandum recommendations:
NBBB has discussed bad practices in the home-improvement field

with FHA in the past. We believe that the FHA took imnpol'tant
strides toward curtailing irregular dealer activities in connection wit6
home-improvement loans by the amendments to the title I regulation
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which became effective on December 1, 1953. These amendments em-
body some recommendations which this bureau made to FHA at its
in\Vitation. They do not go as far as we suggested, and we think there
is room for improvement.

One of these anietidments requires that the insured institution
deliverr to the homeowner notice of the approval of his application "at
least, 6 calendar days prior to disbursing the note." This is a good
aicndment because it gives the homeowner the opportunity to raise
questions, if he has any, and get information on the finance charges.
In the past, many homeowners have complained that they had no
knowledge of any loan arrangements until they suddenly received a
,oupon book from an institution uifainiliar to them, often located in
a distant city, requiring i monthly payments which, in some cases, were
beyond their ability to meet. We believe that the lending institution
should be required to give more information to the homeowner when
this notice is delivered.
For example, a second amendment. relates to the completion certifi-

(ate which must be filed before the, loan is disbursed and requires that
both the homeowner and tile dealer certify that no bonus or commis-
SiOns on future sales vere promised.

It provides further that a complete copy of the contract be delivered
to tili homeowner. Fliesi are go( ,,I p-roIsions but we believe tlat the
delivery of a copy of the cmitract to tlie( hi ,eownier anid tile warning
thiat loans origrinatilg 1i tider tlle i -ti tiat i , of a l lw '" plrom is' or
a casli payment will not be accepted for insurance should be given to
tlh homeowner by the lending institution at the very beginning and
not after the work has been complete(d.

The amended completion certificate also advises the homeowner-
borrower that the selection of tit, dealer aind materials is his own re-
sponsibility, and that " either til(, FIIA iior the financial institution
guarantees the material or worlnmiasiia, ,or ilsl)ects the work per-
formed." To be of maxinium value, ve belleve that this information
siould also be given to the liomeowN-ner in the beginning and not after
the voirk has 1 heii 'oiiipleted.

We thiink tlie. e rec(muiiilieli(1atiolis arle iiiJ)o(rt anlit leclatise, unller ex-
i-4ing regulations, ille lending iitliutioni is to rely on the statements
of the ionie(-wnvr and dealer in tile abseie of inforniat ion to the con-
Sli'a'. It is ti'ie that :notli her :inieiililiient reqliii'es that tie lending
int-itlition nst al)l)rove all dealers to wiotin FllA loans are (ils-
bi'sed, nitist re(linle certain infoiiiatili froiii :a lea ler-contrictor
;111(1 keep certain recoirs. Howver,ql, if tllere are anlv i rreguhllrities
involved in a transaction, it is desirale tilat tilhey Ihe Iirought to the
notice of tie lending insfitiition as pronilptly a Im-;sible. It is to be
1 'a'll iil'rly deih -red by tie holleownellr Wlo i ia' oth ierwi se face a
lemlder's defense tliit tie latter is til "it inoceit holder ill due course"
of a (duly-enacted contract. when lie brings suit against the homeowner
Whot lhas been victiniized l% an uii-crulus leaderr.

]n this connect ion, we'believe tliat. isol'ar as is lawfully I)m-itle,
niore responsibility shloild be placed on lend ing instliitutions to( de-
ttr\lille the reliability and re~lponsibilitv of contractor-dealers whose
PIalper tliey buy and insure with\ FHA. At the lreselit time, the home-
owner who has been swindled can look to no recourse from the dealer
who, in most cases, has already received his money from the bank and
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may have disappeared. He can look to no recourse from the lending
institution which disclaims all responsibility as an "innocent holder
in due course" and which, in any event, is protected through the in.
surance of the loan. Thus, the homeowner, alone of the three parties
to the transaction, is without protection or redress.

The lending institution holds the key to these transactions becai,
the irregular dealer-contractor cannot operate without obtaining
financing for his deals. The persistence with which a few lending irs.
stitutions have continued to finance the contracts of dealers with a
lona and sordid record of customer complaints appears to lave been
in .1iocking disregard of the public interest. We have laws to pena.
lize those who accept and deal in stolen property and we have a name
for such individuals; we call them "fences." Isn't a lending illstitu.
tion which consistently accepts and deals in home loan imprv(nilent
contracts obtained by fraud or deception, in effect, acting as a "fe,' e"_
for the home-loan swindler? Whether the Congress can or should
enact legislation to curb lending institutions that thus participate in
home-loan swindles, we are not in a position to state. We (1o believe 1
that the Federal Housing Administration should be given the power
to deny participation in the home-loan improvement program to lel. I
ing institutions which make a practice of dealing in home-loan im.
provement contracts obtained by fraud or deception. We believe tht
the Government should not continue to subsidize these financiall
fences."

Senator PAYNE. Is there anyone further who wishes to be lherd t1ii
afternoon? If not, the next hearing will be at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

('Whereupon, at 3: 50 p. in., the committee recessed to reconvene at
10 a. m., Friday, July 16, 1954.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMIrrEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY.

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a. m., in room 301,

Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart. Payne. Lehman.
Also present: William J. Simon, general counsel, FZA investiga-

tion.
The CHAIRMAN. Tie committee will please come to order.
(ur first witness will he M1r. Bonner of Bonhaven, Richmond, Va.
Mr. Bonner, I might announce our schedule for Monday. I will

hlave to leave here at about 11 o'clock for a conference on the housing
bill.

Monday, we will meet at 10 o'clock and our witnesses will be Mr.
Cowan, of Shawnee. ()kla. : Mr. Mu-s. of San Antonio. Tex.; Ir. Win-
ston, of New York, Mr. Clint Murchison, Jr., of Dallas, on the Page
M.nor projects in Dayton and the Billy Mitchell projects in San
Antonio and other projects in New York.

The Page Manor and the Billy Mitchell projects are so-called de-
feiise housing.

I also would like to announce, as we announced it the other day,
that we were going to invite the two Grace brothers-one being a
former FHA director in New York-on Tuesday, but we will post-
pone that and hear them in New York City when we go there.

Another brother died rather suddenly, and we think it only fair
not to ask them to come down for a couple of weeks, and we will hear
them in New York City.

Now. Mr. Bonner, will you be sworn, please.
Mr. BONNER. Yes. Sir.
The CH.IRMN.x. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

aboit to give will be the truth, the Wvhole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF BERTRAM F. BONNER, BONDALE APARTMENTS,
NORFOLK, VA., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ORREN G. JUDD AND W. R.
ASHBURN, COUNSEL

Mr. BONNER. Yes. sir.
The CHAIR31ANt. Now if you will give your name and address for

the record, please.
Mr. BoN.NER. Bertram F. Bonner, 5536 Carnarvon Drive, Nor-

folk, Va.
693
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you have an attorney with you ?
Mr. BONNR. Yes, sir. Mr. Judd.

Mr. JUDD. I am Mr. Orren G. Judd, 655 Madison Avenue, New
York City.

The CAIRM.AN. And this gentleman ?
Mr. ASIIm'N. W. R. Ashburn, Norfolk, Va.

The CHAIRIAN. You are both attorneys representing Mr. Bonner!
Mr. AslIIBURN. Yes, sir.
Mr. S sio,. Will you give the reporter your full name and addre,,

please.
M[r. BoNNEit. I have sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us, Mr. Bonner, all of the pno1tject

you constructed that were insured by FIUA mortgages under sectill
608 of the Housing Act ?

Mr. BONNE. Bondale in Norfolk, Va.; Chamberlain Gardens in
Richmond, \a.; Boiling Square Apartments, in Norfolk; BonhaN-en
Apartments in Richmond; Carlton Terrace Apartments in Roanoke;
Bertram (arden Apartments, in Queens, New York City.

Mr. SimoMN. Is that all, Mr. Bonner
Mr. BONNER. I am sorry. No, sir. I am doing this from memory.

Pine Chapel Apartments in Hampton, Va. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. That is a total of seven projects?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Going to the Bonhaven Apartments project in Rich-

mond, there were three corporations there, were there?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the price you paid for the land that went

into the projects.
Mr. BONNEit. The actual cost of the land was $93,300, plus title

fees-that is for a title policy-and attorney's fees which made tlw
total cost to the three corporat ions $95,000.

Mr. SIMON. And you turned the land into the corporations at your
cost; is that right

Mfr. BONNER. ks a natter of fact we filed our applications on the
basis of $93,000.

Mr. SIMoN Vl. What was the capital stock of the three corporation,!
MNr. BONNER. The amount of stock issued was $1,000 in each

corporation
Mi. SiMoN. In addition to that, I take it you loaned money to the

corporations to get the projects started and then repaid the loans out
of tie mortgage money

MIr. BO.NNER. Well, you could construe it as a loan. It was. In

excess of $500,000.
I'. SIM(ON. Ws; it a loan, Mr. Bonner ?

Mr. BONNRm We treated it as such b choi('ce. That is, we. under

the framework of FIIA, were permitted to invest a nominal :1,1o11nt

in capital stock: but, at that time, I would like to point out, we were

required in this instance to show a financial statement for the purpo-,

of covering an indemnity agreement whi'h ran somewhere ao11'i

$440,000. We showed such a financial statement and we gave such

an indemnification agreement to the FIIA for that amount.
Mr. SimoN. The fact is that the capital was $3,000, and you loafl

some money that was repaid out of the mortgage; is that right?

Mr. BONNER. That is right.
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Mr. S xoN. What was the total amount of the FIIA commitment
in the three projects?

Mr. BONNER. $3,916,900.
M1r. SIMON. IVho built the buildings?
Mr. BONNER. The corporatiolls.
Mr. SIMON. The corporate ions?
Mr. BONNERl. The corporat ions themselves.
Mr. SIMON. There were just subcontractors and no general cm-

tractor ?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction of the building, in-

cluding the cost of the land
Mr. BON NEB. $3,05s,045.93.
Mr. SIMON. Did the corporation d1i.-tribute to the stockholders any

moneys after construction of the biiilliimrs?
Mr. BONNER. Ye.S, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When were the buildings completed?
Mr. BONN E R. They were com)hetel in the fall of 1948.
,11i'. SIMON. And when was the (listribution made ?
Mr. BONNEr. December 28, 1948, of $850,000; August 30, 1949. a dis-

tribut ion of $97,000.
I might point out that the letter distribution was not out of moneys

left over rom a mortgage because that aniount-noneys left over
from the mortgage-tot a led $858,854.()7.

Mr. SIMON. So within a matter of a couple of months after the
buildings were completed, you distributed the $850,000 which was left
over from the mortgage money?

Mr. BONNER. I would say so.
The CHAIRMAN. About, eight hundred and some thousand dollars,

the difference between actual cost of the project and the proceeds of the
mortgage ?

Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
Tie CHAIRMAN. And that was approximately 25 percent of the nlort-

gage, wasn't it?
Mr. BONNER. No, between 21 and 22 percent.
Mr. SIMON. Now. in addition, y()U g(ot a premium on the mortgage,

did you not?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, but I think that premium was passed along and

used in connection with a price obtained at the time we sold the prop-
frtv.

Mlr. S"I'D-ON. Tie preniinin was s78.00), wa.. it not. approximately?
Mr. BONNER. I think that is the figure testified to before. $78,489.31.
Mr. SI-.oN. And your arraigimenwut with the mortgagee was that the

premium was not to'be paid uitil so ie future (late e
Mr. BONNER. Those were the terms, that they would pay over a

period of years.
IMr. Sim ox. And when you sold the property the purchaser gave you

:i note for the $78,000 payable when the purchaser gets the premiums?
Mr. BONNER. That is correct.
NMr. Si.toN. Now in the Bondale project in Norfolk, did you mort-

gage out?
Mr. BONNER. Mr. Simon, I did not bring detailed information on

any other subject, but I am in a position to generally talk about several
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of them. In other words, when we were told to come back here, we had
practically no notice to prepare.

Mr. SIMON. Well we asked you on June 25, 1954, about the other
projects.

Mr. BON 1ER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. At that time you said you weren't familiar with the

figures.
Mr. BoNNrR. That is right. And at that time, if you will recall,

I asked you if we were going to be called back and you said. "I don't
know. 1l have to talk it over with the Senator."

Mr. SIMON. We did tell you about 10 days ago that you were coming
back.

Mr. BONNER. No, sir. I was first notified on a Friday to be, here
on a Wednesday. But my accountant was out of town until Tuesday
morning.

However, I can talk generally on Bondale.
Mr. SIM'N. Did you tell us on June 25 that you mortgageI out ii.

every section 608 project you had, and that the average nmortgagui.i
out was about 10 percent?

Mr. Bo-,NR. I did so state. I said, "The only one I am not ,uiw
about is Bonlale."

Mr. SIMoN.. Is it true, Mr. Bonner, that you did mortgage out in
all of them and that the average was about 10 percent?

Mr. BONN.EIR. I do not know. The average may run as high as 1-
percent, and I don't think I mortgaged out on all of them.

Mr. SIMON. On which one did you not mortgage out ?
Mr. BoNN -R. In the ca,e of Bondale
Mri. SIMON. Let me ask you first, You are certain you did mortgage

out on the other six? Is that right?
Mr. BoNr.R. I am not. There is one other of which I am not cer-

tain and that is the Chamberlain Gardens job in Richmond. Va.
Mr. SI.,to,. You are certain you mortgaged out on the other fiv

then: is that right?
Mr. B RE.- Yes.
Mr. Sv. On Bondale, what is your recollection with re-peo't P

mortgaging out?
Mr. BoNN F s.. The mortgage was $925,000, and that was the co.i tiP

the corporation. The general contractor received a fee of .o'n:
$52,000: and, on that fee of $52,000, they reported a normal tax.

Mr. SimoN. Who was the general contractor?
Mr. BoNN.R. Bonner Contracting Co.
Mr. SIMON. That is your company?
Mr. BowNEn. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. So on that one, you bill the building for ju-t exactly

the amount of mortgage: is that right ?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Mr. Siton. What is the situation on Chamberlain?
M\fr. BONNER. On Chamberlain, my best recollection is-and I ha"

no figures with me to support it-that we just about broke even on
the financing.

Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by "broke even"?
Mr. BoNxNER. We may have just about borrowed out.
Mr. SIMON. Do you mean the total cost was just equal to the if0eO

gage?
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Mr. BONNER. It may have been because we had arranged the sale
of the property prior to the financing, completion of construction.

Mr. SIMON. Did you have 7 section 608 projects and mortgaged out
on 5 of them, and on 2 of them total cost was equal to the mortgage
proceeds, and in all of them tie average was that you mortgaged out
to the tune of about 10 or 12 percent ?

Mr. BoNNER. That is my best recollection, and I think it is pretty
close.

Mr. SIMON. Now will you tell us the situation about a project in
Wilmington, Del., where you got a section 608 commitment or a sec-
tion 207 commitment and after the matter was referred to the Depart-
nient of Justice you surrendered the commitment?

Mr. BONNER. That isn't quite accurate.
MrfI-. SIMON. Well, will you tell us what happened?
Mr. BONNER. We received some commitments on a proposed project

in Wilnington. In connection with those commitments, we were re-
quired to deposit

Mr. SIMON. What was the name of this project, Mr. Bonner?
Mr. BONNER. Bertram Village.
Mr. SIMON. Bertram Village in Wilmington, Del.?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
We were required to deposit some $2 million with the Irving Trust

Co. as over-and-above moneys.
Mr. Si-ioN. Didn't the Washington office send a man named Jones

up to Wilmington to check into the project?
Mr. BONNER. When we
Mr. SIMON. Well, did they?
Mr. BONNER. If you will let me tell the story. I mean yes, they

did, eventually, at my request.
Mr. SIoN. Jones went up at your request?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Powell intercede at your request, too?
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't Mr. Powell, in effect, overrule Mr. Jones?
Mr!'. BONNER. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. Are you a long-time, intimate friend of Mr. Powell's?
Mfr. BONNER. I know Mr. Powell in a business way.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't he an intimate friend of yours?
Mr. BONNER. I wouldn't say intimate.
M[r. SiM-ON. Didn't you and your wife introduce him to his wife?
Mr. BONNER. I beg to differ. Of course not.
MI. SImoN. That is not true ?
M1fr. BONNER. That is not true.
Mr. SIMtoN,. "Wasn't your wife a long-time friend of his wife's

before they were married?
Mr. BONNER. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMoN. We must have been misinformed on that.
Mr. BoNNER. You must have been, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is not true?
Mf r. BONNER. That is not true.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us about this Wilmington project?
Mr. BONNER. In connection with the situation, as I stated before,

we were required to put up some $2 million in cash with the Irving
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Trust Co. as over-and-above money. Just about that time, somethiT
in Washington occurred. I was concerned that if investigation Iva,
going to be made by the people now in power-the new commils. i0 l.
ers-that I should like to have them review this case and give nIla
green light.

Mr. JU1DD. Is it a fact, Mr. Bonner, that the people who signed the
commitment for FHA had resigned before you were ready to proceed
with the project ?

.M[r. BoN NER. That is right.
I consulted with Mr. Ashburn, I consulted with Mr. Judd, and we

desired that the new commissioners be given the right to review the
situation, and reaffirm these commitments, so sometime in April we
wrote a letter to the State director in Wilmington offering him ai
the people in 'Washington-tle new commissioners-

,\Fr. Simonx. What was the date in April, Mr. Bonner?
Mr. BUN NER. Well, I don't have it with me.
Mr. SIMN. Well, the date becomes important because Mr. Pow,

resigned on April 12, or was fired on April 12, whichever-
Mr. BONNER. I just can't tell you now, but the letter was in the file,
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, can't we call a limit tq these pictures-
Mr. BONNER. The letter is in the tile of the FHA.
Mr. SIMON. And you say there was no inquiry by Mr. Jones up :r |

Wilmington until after you wrote a letter sometime in April, is that
right?

Mr. BONNER. Our letter in April asked them to review the situa-
tion, and subsequently to our letter asking for this review, Mr. Mason.
or Baumann, whom we chatted with, sent Mr. Jones up for the pur-
pose of reviewing the situation.

Mr. SIMON,. You are saying Mr. Jones went to Wilmington after
you wrote a letter in April asking for a review of the project, is that
right ?

Mr. BONNER. Mr. Jones may have gone to Wilmington on other
matters, but not for the purpose of reviewing my situation until a
time subsequent to my letter.

Mr. SIMN. And your letter was in April?
Mr. BONINER. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact at the tine Mr. Jon,-

went, Mr. Baumann, the Deputy Commissioner, told me he wa go-
ia. and I was advised to meet with Mr. Jones in the FHA office in
Wilmington, which I (lid. I met him for the purpose of revievil.n1
the matter, and I have talked with him since in the FHA office of
Washinaton as recently as 10 days or 2 weeks ago.

Mr. SuM~oN. When did you talk with Mr. Taylor of the Dep.rtmenW
of Justice?

Mr. BoNNER. I never talked to him.
Mr. S IoN. D;d he go up to Wilmington?
Mr. BoNN' ER. I never saw Mr. Taylor in my life.
Mr. Su[tox. You weren't in Wilmington when he went ul) there!
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
Mr. Simon. Will you go on and tell us what happened on tl:'

project?
Mr. ASHnuIN. May I interrupt, if the Chair please.
I don't know whether Mr. Bonner would know whether he, Mr

Bonner, was in Wilmington or not when Mr. Taylor was there.
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MI'. SIMON. At any rate, you didn't talk to him.
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not talk to him in Wilmington .
MIr. BONNER. No, sir.
.M1r. JUDD. I didn't know we were asked to be prepared on this Wil-

inigton job. I have sonm files on this which I did not bring.
'fire airmanRMA. You were in the executive session wheni we di-)-

cussed many, reaiy things with you. You did know you were going to
be here to testify today, and you did know we were investigating your
FHA connections. It jiv.t m-eiw to miie as though a man kl(,wing that
woud sort. of review Iils memiorv or review iis cases )efore he camie in.

Mr. BoNNER. Well I think we are giving pretty fair te.tiliony.
The (NveI-M.. Well, 3ti w e iot comp)laining at all. You seem

to be the (oe who is coniplaiiiing.
M'. BON NEll. 1 am n( ot 1 oi0)lll)laiing.
The (IA1 Ri.NI.XN. We alel 11ot coini da ining. All we wanit are just the

facts.
I want to ask you agaii, you 4-till w'ant your testimony to stand that

you only knew h\fr. Powell from a buiiie.s standl)oint and never asso-
ciated with him personally or s.(cially, or that your wife never knew
his wife, and that y ou did not ut roi te Nlr. lPowell to his present wife?

Mr. BoNN E. I dii( not iliti'Od 'ic Mr. Powell to his present wife nor
did my" wife itI'o(luceh .r. lPowell to Iliis l)reseit wife.

Mr. SENMON. You want your testiiouy to stand that you only knew
him in a business way and never associated with him socially?

Mr. BO.NNER. I had lunch with Powell, and I had dinner with Mr.
Powell.

M1Ir. SI()N. In Norfolk in your home?
Mr. Bo0xiaR. In Norfolk in my home € No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where do N'oii live ?
Mr. BONNER. I live in New York, I stay there, and I stay in Florida.
.117 SIMON. I See. Yolu have never ha d Alr. Powell in your home ?
Mri. BOXNN U. 01h, yes, hie has beeii to nmy homie.
Mr. SIM().N. I-low many times €
iIi'. BON3N-ER. I woul6't know, maybe once or twice.
Mr. SI.N. In New York?
M [r. BoNN'r1. lie has (iro)pped by, laid his respects, that is all.
Mr. Si~,M'N. I low many t inies, would you say .
MA[r. lONNER. Maybe ((e or twice.
Mr. SImoN. WVell, a 1ii6iuite ;1,r) you testified that voi (lidn't know

hi1 'ociallv at all.
Mr. l,N.NER. I didn't say -I -:i(l I knew himi well in a bn-'i ne s wav.

I haIl (rol)ped in on Mr. IOwell on several o..a-ioh.
Mr. Simox. That is why I am rulingg it I agr:iin, because I want

to giv you an opportunity to--was he ever in your home in Florida?
Mr[l'. B ' N'NER. Yes, le dri)pped b)y to s.y l ello.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you realy knew him au little more thnm in a

way then?
h. BONN\-ER. Well, I wouldn't say that. It. wasuit an intimate s)-

ial reLationship.
1Mr. SiMO. How uiauiv til Nould voN .ay that lie 'aile to visit

Youl in Florida at your home ?
Mr. BON NE. POS-Sil)ly once.

if1(190 -4 it. 1- 45
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Mr. SIMON. Possibly?
Mr. BONNER. Well, yes. I mean I don't recall any other drop.

ping by.
Ar. SIMON. Did he just drop by for a social visit?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How long did he remain?
Mr. BONNER. I don't remember now.
Mr. SIMON. Did he stay overnight?
Mr. BONNER. I don't recall. I don't recall his ever staying over-

night. I don't know where this story emanates from that we intro.
duced him to his wife.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you would know, we wouldn't. The facts
speak for themselves. He either did or he didn't.

Mr. BONNER. As a matter of fact, coming back to this Wilmington
situation, the FHA admits that they made a mistake.

Mr. SIMON. There is no doubt about that.
Mr. BONN-R. They made a mistake in their New York office. The

person who was sent down to make a market survey made a mistake,
they now say, and I am now withdrawing-only now only yesterday
we received a letter, in which they indicate that, about which Mi.
Baumann has told me, and about which Mr. Jones has tol me, that
they made a mistake.

Mr. SIMoN. There is no question about that.
Mr. BONNER. And the mistake was made in New York.
Mr. SIMON. We are trying to determine the extent to which Mr.

Powell had anything to do with making the mistake.
Mr. BONNER. Nothing whatsoever.
Mr. SimoN. Or with overruling Mr. Jones?
Mr. BONNER. I don't know a thing about that, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall telephoning Mr. Powell from the Wil-

mington FHA office?
Mr. BONNER. Never.
Mr. SIMON. You never did that?
Mr. BONNER. I never telephoned him, no.
Mr. SIMON. Regardless of who put the call in, did you talk to him

on the telephone?
Mr. BONNER. I talked to him on one occasion, yes.
Mr. SIMON. From the Wilmington office?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMo.. About this project?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you complain that the Wilmington people weren't

treating you right?
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What did you say?
Mr. BONNER. I said, as I recall, that the State director had talked

about delaying the matter and I said I thought the thing should be
delayed a few more days.

The CHAIRMAN. In your first answer you said you had never talked

to Mr. Powell in the Wilmington FHA office and later you said you
did.

Mr. ASHBURN. What I understood Mr. Bonner to say initially w8s
that he had not originated the call to Mr. Powell.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are going to get that technical, are you?
Mr. ASHBURN. I don't think that is technical at all, sir, I think it

is a matter of phraseology.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean if I say this gentleman is going to

call New York and when you get them on the phone I'll talk, that is
not me telephoning?

Mr. ASHBURN. Don't understand that it was that way. I under-
stand he was in the State director's office when the State director
called, or someone else in the office, and he talked to Mr. Powell.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, my point is, we had to do a lot of digging to
even get that out. The question Mr. Simon asked was "Did you ever
talk to Mr. Powell from the FHA office in Wilmington ?" And his
answer was "No." And then when Mr. Simon.said, "Well, did you
ever talk to him when somebody else put in the call ?" then his answer
was "Yes."

M[r. ASHBURN. I didn't understand it that way.
Mr. JUDD. I thought the first question was, Mr. Chairman, "Did

you ever call Mr. Powell ?"
The ChAIRIAN. I only bring it up to show-to show that it is like

pulling teeth here to get information out of this gentleman and we
ave to be very technical.
We first asked if he knew Mr. P'owell socially. His answer was

"No." Later he said he visited him at his home in New York and vis-
ited him at his home in Florida.

Now we want you to be perfectly frank and honest with us. I don't
know that it makes a lot of difference if Mr. Powell visited you 40
times.

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, I think the first question was whether ir.
Powell was an intimate friend of his. Now, two visits I don't think
make a man an intimate friend.

The CHAIRMA-N. But he wasn't certain. The point was that he
wasi 't certain it was only two. He said he just thought maybe it
w1as-well, I am not going to labor the point, excepting that I just
don't like to have to get so technical as to distinguish between the dif-
ference between whether I put in a long-distance call or somebody
else put it in, if I did the talking.

That is all. I just wanted to make sure the record shows that that
is getting awfully technical.

Mr. JUDD. I would like the record to show that we disagree on that,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. That is perfectly all right.
Mr. ASHBURN. I believe, Mr. Chairman, when you have an oppor-

tinity to see the record as written you will find it is exactly the way
you are stating it.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bonner, when did the FHA issue the Wilmnington
commitment?

Mr. BONNER. Sometime in March.
Mr. SIMoN. March 1954, is that right?
Mr. BoNNER. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know when the matter was referred to the De-
partment of Justice ?

Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
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Mr. SiMoN. You did voluntarily return the commitment, didn't
you?

Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It was after it had been referred to the Department of

Justice that you
Mr. JUDD. I think all he can answer, Mr. Chairman, is whether it

was after he had any knowledge of its being referred to the Depart.
ment.

Mr. SIMoN. When you returned the commitment, did you know the
matter had been referred to the Department of Justice?

Mr. BONNER. In this way: We gave the FHA the right to reviewr
these commitments, because, in discussing it with Mr. Ashbirn, in
Mr. Judd's apartment, with Mr. Derfine, who is now in Europe, be-
cause of the large amount of money we were confronted with, some
$2 million, we wanted them to reaffirm the commitments.

The commitments apparently had been approved by the Coniinu
sioner, the Deputy Commissioner, and the Assistant Commissi,)wr,
and all of those gentlemen were no longer with FHA.

Mr. SIMON. They were still with FHA until the middle of April,
weren't they?

I said to you earlier that it was important whether you wrote tui

letter in April before the 12th or after the 12th.
Mr. BONNER. I can't testify to a date that I don't know of. ittii,

here, and I said my letter is a matter of record in the FHA.
Mr. Simo.. You may not remember the day Mr. Powell left ;I )d the

day Mr. Hollyday left, but I am trying to find out if you wrote the
letter before or after they left.

Mr. BONNER. I can't tell you that but it was undoubtedly afterwrd,
because the letter stated that these three people have been replaced or
have been removed, or something to that effect.

Mr. SIMON. When did you learn that the matter had been referred
to the Department of JusticeI

Mr. BONNER. It must have been a matter of about t 2 weeks after or
letter, and the reason for that was that we were awaiting a repljy. w
were set to go ahead and close. Our attorney was preparing paper
or started to prepare papers.

Mr. SIMON. How did you learn that the matter had been referred

to the I)epartment of Justice?
Mr. BONNER. The FHA-it may have been longer than 2 weeks. I

don't recall now-returned our application fee of some $34.000 to th,

Irving Trust Co. The Irving Trust Co. of New York contended thfit

FHA had a contract, and they were a party to it and they didn't feel

that the contract could be canceled in that fashion, and rettrned te

$34,000 with a letter along those lines.
Mr. SIMioN. Let me interrupt you there. Did the letter say the FA\

was canceling the commitment?
Mr. BoNNER. I don't know, at, this time. The letter was sent to t1,'

Irving Trust Co.
Mr. SiTbos. I understood that you voluntarily retuned the 0oI1-

mitment. Then you consulted with Morrie Gnrfein, Mr. Judd's )art

ner. AIr. (itrfein contacted Mr. Mason. Mr. Norman la-son?

Mfr. BoN'NXER. Yes.
Mr. SIMO(N. Wben did he become acting FHA C)mmissioner?
Mr. BONNER. I don't know.
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Mr. SIMoN. Then that couldn't have taken place until after Mr.
Mason became acting FIA Commissioner?'.

Mr. BoNNER. It was a matter of weeks after we had written our first
letter in A ril and Mir. (iurfein contacted Mr. Mason. M\r. Mason
then told Ar. durfein that the matter was in the Justicv I)epartment,
the legal department, because of the fact that whieni the ,N:)4,00 check
was returned by the Ir'vinic Trust Co., Mr. Mason didn't know what
to do with the check and lie referred it to tle legal delartment.

Mr. SI MoN. Are you saving then, MIr. Bonner. that you did not
know this had been referred to the Department of Justice until after
Mr. Gurfein

Mir. BONNER. ITntil after Mi. Guifein so informed me.
,Mr. SIMON. That was after Nortwi:n Mason became acting Com-

Mlr. BONNER. That is so. Tlhat i- ).
Mr. SiMo-N. Then, how Ig aftei' that did you surrender the

commlnitment ?
Nf'. BONNER. Mr. Gurfeii talked witlh the Departnent of Justice.

I ha:ive never been to the I)epariimnent o)f Jwstice and I never talked
with anybody from the I)epartnitt of Justice. Mr. (Gurfein talked
with the Department of .]list iWe the -aie (la lie talked to Mr. M1:1son.

Mr. S M )N',. Who did le talk ti, at. the I)epartmnet, do vou know ?
Mr. BONNER. I don't know. It uiaN have been the party you men-

tione(l before.
What was that ?
Mr. SiMoN. Marvin Tavlo'.
MIf'. PONNER. It inay hav, 1 eel nMr. Miarvin Taylor.
Mr. Marvin Tayloi, as I recall it-and I t hink Mr. Judd can help

ine out here-whoever it was in the Department ()f .Juiice. wante(d
an agreenmiet from u.. or s-iII :I rqaj :geeuIet fr'om us, that we
W,,Ihil not hol tie FIIA r.'Cjiile )Io liable for any of the vxpen.e
or out-of-pocket money that we lhad been c,fronted with. MrI. Gur-
fein asked me if that would Iv :L,,rveible t() o e. (hsl)ite the fact. that
thosv .,ulis were -ubstanti:il. Anid I said "Ye . that I had (lone busi-
ii,.. with FlA for a period of 16 \ears or :O), and I wanted to coop-
vriatv. I wanted the matter reviewed and if that was the way to get
t e matter honorably reviewed I \\,uld agree to .i giIIIIg a paper
rvlivvinog them of any obligation that may have existed."

Mr. " iMoN. Did 1,0 know before I mentioned it this morning
thud Mr. Marvin Taylor h:ad gone to Wilmington to check into this
project.

1m'. BONNER. fMr. Gurfein ninav Lve told ie that.
Mr. SiMoN. Just one more question. What was the occasion for

Mi. Powell being telel)hone froimi the Wilmington FllA office while
Yon were there, and when v (u talked to him .

All'. BONNER. I cant recall wly the State director made the call at
thi. time.

Air. SIMON. 1Why did 'lou talk to him, then .
MAr. BONNER. Theiv, was s,,e 1 lluestiion involved and the State di-

rector said "Do you want to talk with Mr. Powell. " And I said,
"Surelv, I will talk with hini.'"

Mr. SI1MON. You don't recall why you talked to hiim .
M\r. BoNNER. I don't recall.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bonner, was it common knowledge-I Will
put it this way-did any FHA official or employee ever tell 11ou that
it was perfectly all riglt to mortgage out ? That is to receive more
money from the proceeds of a mortgage than the total cost of the
l) ro]lct ?
Mr. Box.ER. I can answer that by reading from hearings of .our

C01,lhInittee ili 1949, July.
The (TH.UI:M.\N.,. That isn't my question. You can do that iii a

mnu111-te but my (luestioli is. did any FH-A official or employee ever at
an\Y tille tell voto it was perfectly all right to mortgage out?

Mr. O.'X NER. No.
The (IiI.\II..An. They (lid not ?
Mr. Boxi,.iX . No, sir.
The CII.uI.x.N. l)id they tell you that it was wrong to mortgage

out
Mr. ,oxNEll. No, sir.
The Cii.xiR-.\N. I)id they ever discuss it with you in any waO
Mr. Bo,,,Rn. I nver discussed iny personal business, my financial

business with aity employee in FHA.
The ('D.\xr.\,. Iid any Fl-IA official or employee ever tell you

that it was perfectly all right to use a 5-percent architect fee in your
application and then only spend 1 percent?

Mr. BON.,ENE. No, sir.
The CIik -t.RN. Did you do that?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
The Ciik.st.,. And the same thing is true of the builders' fee?
.11r. BoxN.FR. Yes, sir.
Time ('.M.iNIA. Did any FHA official ever ask you for any favors

of :111v kind ?
M'. BNER. No, sir.
The CnAu.MA.%N. Did you ever give to any FHA official or employee

anything of value?
Mr. Box.NER. Not of value, no, sir.
The C A1 ,\1,-. Did you ever give them anything?
MIr. BON ER. Oh, going back, small token gifts.
The (1 Ix.unr.\,. Of what value would you say, each? $1 0, maybe?
Mr. BOXN ER. Maybe more. Not of consequence.
TheI ('u.\Im.AN. How much more?
MIr. Box NER. I can't tell now.
The ('x.\ mRAx-. Well, would it run $50?
Mr. BOx- Ni.l. Alavbe.
The Ci.m\t,.%rN. Do you remember to whom you gave them?
MJr. Bo,.xNER. To various employees. The switchboard operator.

the receptionist.
The C i.tw',. In Washington or New York, or Richmond or all

places?
Mr. Bo14NE!'. In Richmond.
The Cn. A.\,t .%-,N. Would it be money or would it be gifts-
Mr.BONNF.R. Oh,no.
The CHAIRTM.\.. A box of cigars?
Mr. Bo-.NER. Liquor.
The CiIAIM.\N. Liquor?
Mr. BOWNR. At Christmas time.
The CIAIRM..N. But never anything of value beyond gif, is that

right?
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Mr. BONNER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And maybe it would run under $50.
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it common practice for builders such as your-

self to give gifts of the nature you describe?
Mr. BONNER. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 6 n the part of all the builders?
Mr. BONNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAImR.%N. That was common practice?
Mr. BONNER. Yes. sir.
The CHAERMAN. And then it would amount to considerable value if

they all gave gifts ?
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
The CIARMA-N. But you never had any FHA official or employee

a-k you for anything of substantial amount?
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
The ChIAIRMAN. And you never gave them anything of substantial

amount ?
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
The CiIAIRMAN. Do you have any FHA officials at the moment work-

i ig for you?
Mr. BONNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMIAN. Former FHA people?
Mr. BONNER. Never.
The CHAIRMAN.. Now, you had something you wanted to place in the

record ?
Mr. BoNNER. It. is not too important. It merely deals with your

committee in July 1949, with respect to the 5-percent fees.
Rather than read it to you, I would just as soon hand it into the

record.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to make it a part of the record or do

you care to read portions of it ?
Mr. BONNER. I will read, for instance, what Senator Long said in

1949.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. BONNER. (reading) :
I want to say right here now that frankly I believe this project was intended

to he extremely profitable to builders, and the purpose was based on the American
tradition that if you want to get a job done, if you will show an American busi-
Tiw-zan where he can make a hefty profit, they will really get out there and do
you a job. That undoubtedly has caused this country to grow the way it has.

Then, Senator Bricker, who .-t ill sits on this committee, at the con-
,'iusion of this report after talking about the builder niakino money-
;,'('identallv. in this report Senator Long and Senator Bricker talk
about the 5-percent fee for the architect and 5 percent for builder.

A, a matter of fact. Senator Long states that in his section of the
country the builders' fee is 10 percent.

And Senator Bricker winds up the hearing, lie says:
Take a hypothetical case. The only way a man could get back his total in-

vestment would be if he submitted plans, perfectly good plans, you 0. K.'d the
plans and the cost, his cost was reasonable, you 0. K. 'd that, he built the build-
ings according to plans, according to standards and subject to your inspection.
He is entitled to his full mortgage and if he built the building for 12M percent
less than the estimated cost of it, then he would have his pocket money back.

That is right.
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Senator BRICKER. If he built it for more than 12% percent below cost, be
might have a little extra cash, and there is no way to prevent it.

No, sir.
Senator BRICKEL That is what we tried to do, and I do not see any way

under the sun you can do It.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question but what we want people to
make a profit, but in this instance you were making a profit ai-d con.
tinuing to own the project, too.

In other words, it isn't clear to me how you can make a profit on
something you still own. I can understand how you make a profit
if you sell something to a third party, but it is rather hard for me to
understand how you can make a profit on something and continue to
own it.

Mir. BONNER. "'ell, that was the practice, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes: we are discovering it was the practice, but

were you familiar with this 19th amendment that was iiiade here, and
I'll read it. It says:

SEC. 2. Title VI of the National Housing Act as amended shall be employed
to assist in maintaining a high volume of new residential constructivii without
su)porting unnecessary artificial costs. In estimating necessary curreiit v',,,t;
for the purpose of said title, the Federal Housing Commissioner shall therf,re
use every feasible means to assure that such estimates will approximate as
closely as possible the actual cost of efficient building operation.

Mr. BONNER. I didn't know about that.
The ChAIRMA.. Evidently the FHA people didn't know it. either.

If they did, they completely ignored it.
Thank you very much.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Bonner, was there not a time when the FHA termi-

nated the practice of builders making gifts? When was that?
Mr. BONNER. I don't recall.
Mr. JUDD. Do you have copies of the Engineering News Record,
The CHAIRMIAN. What is that?
Mr. BONNER. It is merely a report on a hearing, July 19, 1949. It

may be very interesting to the members of the committee.
The CII.AIRM.AN. A report on the hearing of what ?
Mr. B(NNE R. A Senate hearing on FHA section 608.
Mr. JUDD. This is the hearing from which Mr. Bonner read the state-

ment.
The CHAIRMAN. You would like to have this made a part of the

record?
Mr. BONNER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be made a part of the

record.
(The report referred to is as follows:)

[Engineering News-Record, May 20, 1954]

608 M.1FANT To BE PROFITABLE OLD SENATE HEARINGS S1OW-COMMITTEE RECORD
INDICATES CONGRESS RENEWED 608 IN 1949 AFrER DISCUSSING PROFIT POSS'
BILITIES FOR BUILDERS

Profits made by sponsors or builders of emergency and postwar rental housing
under the favorable terms of the now-(lefunct section (;08 appear to he vstIntial.I1
legitimate. The question of illegality-as distinct from greed--does not ari
unless something additional Is brought Into the picture in the way of COt UISO0
with Federal Housing Administration officials or of tax evasion. There are rea-
sonable conclusions to be drawn from the hearings held so far by the Senatt
Banking Committee, which is investigating the housing scandals.
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Look back at the history of section 608:
(',1agress drafted that section and voted several times to extend it for the ac-

kniwledged purpose of encouraging private investors to supply apartments for
war workers during the war and-more urgently-for returning veterans after
the war ended.

This section was added in 1942 to title VI (war-housing insurance) of the
National Housing Act. It was amended in 1946, 1948, 1949, and 1951. Congress
tw%%ice extended 018 to a final terinination date of March 1, 1950.

Furthermore, congress s siic'evsively increased the authorized dollar volume
of i niurance mortgages tinder title VI-largely to take care of section 608 insur-
aIne. When 608 first too~k effect, the authorization was for 800 million. By the
time ; expired in 1950 , the total had increased to $6,650 million.

11 1.050 congressss provided that applications received at FHA field ,ffiMes
through the expiring date, March 1, could lie processed for insurance. To take
(-:re of these mortgages. the (;,s insurance authorization was boosted by $500
inill ion. Through the choing, date, there were application,; for $4.5 billion of
insurance, to cover 612,000 dwelling units. Insurance actually was written for
$3.4 billion on 466,000 unit s.

A look at the record : ('oig'resi1nal hearings of 5 years ago show clearly how
section ;()S was designed to tolerate as, a protit incentive for private builders of
apartment projects. For any Ibuilder or investor who did not know already the
pi,,ibilities, the Senate Banking (1 oniniitt ve hearing of July 21). 1949, for instance,
gave a pretty complete course, of instruct ion " how to make money out of a 608
project.

Appearing before the committee that afternoon were FHA Commissioner
Franklin D. Richards and Assi.tant FHA Commissioner Clyde L. Powell, in
liarge of rental housing:. Here are excerpts, edited and condensed for brevity,

of what they and the committee ineinhirs discussed:
Exploring the c(ts that would be included in the FHA-approved construction

estiniate for a 1;0' project, Senator INw.Iell L,,ng of Lilisiana first settled the
fact that a 5 percent architect's fee was standard. Then le went on-

Senator LONG. Now the 5 percent builder's fee here (iuii ;O projects) ; in my
section of the country the uIsiial contractor's fee is 10 percent.

Mr. RICHARDS. In (0S we Ire:,k it lown into the 5 percent builder's fee and
the (overhead, which may run 2 percent to 3 per' ent allowedd in the estimate).
It would he 7 percent to ; percent, which is comparable with wlat we are talking
:aiotit, at 10 percent profit.

Mr. RIIITARDS. The actual cost of c4,ustruwtion. including the items you have
nienti 'ied here, varies fromt builder to Iuilder. Soo \e try to get what we esti-
111te would be the cost to the typical builder, not to the most efficient or not the
iloorest builder, but to the typical builder.

S-nator LONG. I have a friend who c.onstructed one of these section (ON' proj-
c'tk. Ile told ie that lie wtn:tL e(d to, (1.,,struct his project for 71 percent

Of the estimated c)st. l o yom think it is posble, even for the most efficient
type of builder, to actually coulstruct his project at 70 percent of the estimated
CoSl,

Mr. PoWiT.L. No, I do4 not think so.
Mr. RICIHARI)S. I do not think s,,.
Mr. IOVELL. I do not see how tlht is possible bec-ause we are right ion top

of ioal construction costs . (Our figures ire on the current market, not on the
ilatioi:1l market, what it ctS in this particular community. We might he off
2 i)Percent or 3 percent. I do i ot think it would be physically p.ssilble to be off

Pny; hing like 30 percent.
Seni-ator Lo.No. To l)edin with. here is your 5 percent which is allowed as a

Contractor's fee. That is allowed for ii.s owin effort. Actually the man is en-
titled to compensation for his effort. I would hot deny him that for a moment.

M r. POWI;Lr.. We expect hin to ,arn that.
SNnator LONG. Plus that, here i- 1 fee of, let's say, 4 percent that he does

not :Ictually have to pay oit in architect's fees. There is 1) percent of it.
Mr. PoWv.Lr.. He might save 1 percent on his overhead.
Sehator LONG. If he can save 1 percent on his overhead, that is 10 percent,

If Ih can do that under the law. He already has a 100 percent loan. Is that
not true?

Mr. RICHARDS. He has 90 percent of co,t in the way of a mortgage. The other
10 percent of these itenis that you have identified here might reasonably he con-
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strued to be profit. Therefore, under this act, a builder can get the full repr.
duction cost of the structure and the land, and leave him his profit as an equity.

Senator LONG. And if the man is a builder himself, and he does not have to pay
an architect's fee, in effect, then he could probably, if he is more efficient tha
just the normal ordinary builder, actually have his structure completed for let
than he could borrow on the Government-insured loan. Would that not be true-,

Mr. POWELL. That is possible, it could be done.
Senator LONG. I want to say right here now that frankly I believe this projet

was intended to be extremely profitable to builders and that the purpose was
based on the American tradition that if you want to get a job done, if you will
show American businessmen where they can make a hefty profit, they will really
get out there and do you a job. That undoubtedly has caused this country to
grow the way it has.

But do you know of any other ways where a man by prudence or by care ir1
by any other manner of handling his project might come below or might further
reduce his cost in building one of these projects?

Mr. POWELL. I do not see how he could, unless our local estimate of the cost of
the production of the structures would be far in excess of what it would actually
cost him to build.

Senator JOHN XW. BRiCKFR. There have been many instances like that, have
there not?

Mr. POWELL. Not to my knowledge, sir.
Senator BRICKER. You do not know of any?
Mr. POWELL. No, sir.
Senator BRICKEIR. Have you invwsti.ated too find out!
Mr. PoWE;LL. We have not made any investigation of any particular projeci I

know of.
Senator BRICKER. )o you not think that would be important?
Mr. PoWEL.. I do not know that ve would have any actual right to do s,.
Senator BRicKE. It might be important to get your estimates revised.
Mr. POWELL. We do get those estimates every 30 days.
Senator BRiCKEIR. I happen to know of something, that is the reason I UkL.

tion this.
Mr. POVELL. Every 30 days we make a check.
Senator BRICKD. I brought this thing up 2 years ago, the very same thing

and tried to write a protective section into the law. I was not very s~,tu! Iu
at it be-ause it is a very difficult thing to (1o, to tell you the truth about it. -

Senator L-ONG. Y1ou do not think a man cilhl construct a project, hen even
if you include his own profit, for 30 percent below what the actual estiinatd (1'1
of the project was?

Mr. PoWFL.L. Well, Senator, if lie did, I would say that our office li il made a
pretty serious error in estimating the cost of the job. It has never livet illed to
our attention, and I do not see how you could miss an estimated cost on an Ori-
nary housing project of any 30 percent.

Senator LONG. In no event if a man is honest and he submitted you an hoDeg
estimate, in no event are you going to go back and make a cost accountiri_ to M 3
how much he could save and attempt to get some of that back?

Mr. POWEIL. NO. We are not going to accept his estimate if we think it is out
of line. We can take our own. E

Senator BRICKER. Take a hypothetical case. The only way a man (mild -1! *
back his total investment would ie that if lie submitted plans, perfc1l1y g, 4
plans: you O.K.'d the plans and the cost; his cost was reasonable; you 0. K.'d
that: he built the building according to plans, according to standards and sui
Ject to your inspection. He is entitled to his full mortgage, and if he built the
building for 12 percent less than the estimated cost of it, then lie would have
his pocket money back.

Mr. PowE.LL. That Is right.
Senator BRICKER. If he built it for more than 12% percent (below) , h

might have a little extra cash, and there is no way you can prevent it.
Mr. POWELL. No, sir.
Senator BRICKER. That is what we tried to do, and I (1o not see any way under

the sun you can do it.

Mr. BONNER. Before discussing the facts of the Bon Haven Apart.
ment- in Richmond. concerning which I was questioned in private
hearings, I want to point out to the committee that it seelw; to Tfl
unfair to hold up builders as subject to criticism for FHA projects
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which they constructed when all their acts were in accordance with
FHA regulations at the time and were part of a Governinent-spon-
sored program to provide adequate housing for the Nation.

The builders, operating ill conjunction with the FHA, helped the
country to exceed all expectations in the number of housing unit,
built in the postwar years.

Naturally, we operated in tile hope of a profit, but I find it a source
of disappointment that our acts are criticised instead of praised.

My early building experience was in the New York area. I under-
took construction in Virginia in 1942 or 1943, because I was advised
that the demand for housing in Virginia was so great and so urgently
11eeled that the buildinlg industry in Virginia was not in a position to
cope with the situation.

A recent article in lou,, & Hoille for May 1954 has pointed out
that construction under -,e,.ti,, 0S;( of the National Housing Act did
ilot begin in volume until the administration encouraged the builders
to u-e it. I think tile committee should have in mind this quotation
from that article:
. . . the apartment boomti in the late f,,rties was financed under section 608,

which was enacted in 1912 but vaz hardly ue d at all until about 1946 when
President Truman ('ailed Ray Foley, then head of FHA, to the White House,
pounded the table and v:Inted to, knmo why Ft1A had not been able to persuade
more builders to take a(dv\ant:u., of its liberal ternis toi help ease the housing
shortage by building rental apartment.. It was at this point that FHA, ironi-
c:lily enough, sent nien acr(is, the Natiom to point (ut to builers what a golden
,i(i,,rtunity section 60S offered therm. Finally, builders and contractors got busy.

By 19-70. they had so many section GS's in the works that the back of the apart-
nient-house shortage was cracked, if not broken.

In tle collimittee hearill,,. )r at le:-t ill S01)1 ,)f tile iiew-pa ,,r atit-
chv- which have appeared, there ih te implication that something is
wrong when a buildter constructs a projectt for le:-, thin tile estimated
(,()St. On the contrary, it scents to me that it eviden'es efficient opera-
I ion by the builder.

The statute contemplates that a mlortirage commit ne,1t for a definite
anlount shall be inade before obstructionn is begun. It makes no pro-
vision for increasing tile amount of the mortgage if costs go up.Naturally, a responsible builder would make tis cost estimate high
enough to cover the continencies wlich he might have to face. The
best. proof that my Bon Havon project, even though I constructed it
more economically, was worth the aiomunt of the original estimated
cost, is the fact that I sold it for a price sul)stantially above the full
FlIA mortgage, a little more tian a year after it was constructed.

Another bit of history that is for_otten to(lay is that the possibility
of "mortgaging out" was disclo,ed to Congre"s in 1949, and that Con-
gress, nevertheless, continued the FlIA program without substantial
changee. I have quotations frn) the Engineering News Recor(l on the
subject which I think it would be interesting for te committee to
hear.

A look at the record-Congressional hearings of 5 years ago show clearly how
section 608 was designed to operate as a )rofit incentive for private builders of
apartment projects. For any bmilder o)r investor who did not know already the
Possibilities, the Senate Banking Committee hearing of July 29,. 1949. for instance,
gave a pretty complete course of instruction on how to niake money out of a 608
Project

Appearing before the committee that afternoon were FHA Commissioner
Franklin D. Richards and Assistant FHA cinmunissioner Clyde L. Powell, in
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charge of rental housing. Here are excerpts, edited and condensed for brevity,
of what they and the committee members discussed.

Exploring the costs that could be included in the FHA-approved construction
estimate for a section 608 project, Senator Russell Long of Louisiana first settkl
the fact that a 5-percent architects' fee was standard. Then he went on:

Senator LONG. Now the 5-percent builders' fee here-on section 608 projects-
in my section of the country the usual contractor's fee is 10 percent.

Mr. Rilen.-AiS. In section CO)" we break it down into the 5-percent builder's
fee and the overhead, which may run 2 percent to 3 percent-allowed in tlhe
estimate. It would be 7 percent to 8 percent, which is comparable with what
we are talking about, at 10-percent profit.

Mr. RI('HARDs. The actual cst of construction, including the items you ha'e
mentioned here, varies from builder to builder. So we try to get what we esii-
mate would be the (c.,;t to the typical builder, not to the most efficient or not to
the p irest builder. but to the typical builder.

Senator I.o.x. I have a friep d who constructed one of these section 608 projt.ts.
He told ie that lie managed to construct his project for 7o percent of the esti-
mated ci)st. Do you think it i, possible, even for the most efficient type of builder,
to actually construct his project at 70 percent of the estimated cost'!

Mr. POWELL. No, I (() not think so.
Mr. Ricir -Ri)S. I do not think so).
Mr. POWELL. I (10 not see h,)ow that is possible because we are right on top of

local con-truction costs. (l)ur figures are on the current market, not on tl,
national market, what it cost in this particular community. We might be off 2
percent (or 3 percent. I do not think it would be physically possible to be off
anything like 30 percent.

SeIVt,,r 1 4ON;. To begin with, here is your 5 percent which is allowed as a
contractor's fee. That is allowed for his own effort. Atually the man is en-
titled t (.)Ii )ensation for his effort. I would not deny hifn that for a m.nint.

Mr. PoIWELL We expect him to) earn that.
Senator LoN,. Plus tlit. here- is :n fee of. let's say. 4 percent that he does not

actually have to p'ay out in architect's fees. There is 9 percent of it.

Mr. POwELL. Ile iiAiht save 1 percent on his overhead, that is 10 percent, if
he can (d) that under the law. He already has a 100-percent loan. Is that not
true?

Mr. RiciTAsRS. TIe has 90 percent of cost in the way of a mortgage. The
other 14) percent of those iten,- that yen have idlentified here might re,),wn-
ably be construed to be profit. Therefore, under this act, a builder can get the
full reprcdnction ,'st of the structure and the land, and leave him his profit
as an e juity.

Sen:t,,r L.o(N;. And if the man is a builder himself, and he does not have to
pay "nn architect's fee. in effect, then lie c uld probably, If he is more effi -tet
than just the normal ordinary builder, actually i.ave his structure comllY: ed
for .ess than he could borrov oin the Go vernment-insured loan. Would th:it
not be true?

Mr. Pow yr T.. That is possble, it could be done.
Senator LoNG. I want to say right here now that frankly I believe this pr ijct

was intended to be extrenmly profitable to builders and that the pnrpuse
based on the American tradition that if you want to get a job done, if s,,I

will show American bu.sinessmen where they can make a hefty profit, they will
really -.ret ,out there and do1 you a j,)b. That undloubtedly has caused thi (. ou-
try to grow the way It hais.

Senat,,r BRICKER. Take a hypothetical cae. The only way a inin could 'vt
back his total investment would be that if he .iuhmitted plans, perfectly _,ood
plans, you 0. K.'d the plans and the, cist: his (co)st wan reasonable ; you 0. K. d
that: he built the building according to plans. according to standards and .h-
Ject to your inspection. Ile ig entitled to his full nortziage. and if he built
the building for 121 , percent less than the 4-tin.-ite(d 4,,st of it, then he \,,ild
have his pocket money back.

Mr. PowrJ .'That Is right.
Senator BRICKER. If he built it for m,)re than 121:, 1prcent below cost, he mi-, t

have a little extra cash. and there is no way you can prevent it.
Mr. POWEIL. No), sir.
Senator BRICKER. That is what we tried to do, and I do not see any way under

the sun you can do it.

In other words, both Senator Long and Senator Bricker, who is still
a member of this committee, recognized that an efficient builder might
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complete a job with cash in his pocket, and that they could not draw a
statute which would prohibit that result and still be attractive to
builders.

We elected to issue capital stock in the amount of $1,000 for each of
the 3 corporations although we employed in excess of $500,000 of capi-
tal. In our opinion, using the $3,000 figure which was done purely as
a matter of convenience, the net result to us as well as to the Govern-
inent taxwise, was the same.

Had we used $500 000 worth of capital, the net result would not have
been different under the circumstances.

In the event that the job required part of the $500 000 that was em-
ployed, be left in the job, the capital stock would have increased to
that extent in order to have avoided loans to the corporations, which
we (1o not feel would have been permitted by the FHA.

FHA required personal indemnities of the stockholders, and these
er.onal indemnities were the equivalent of $44600(). The difference
etween the mortgage of $3,916,000 and the estimated cost of $1,362,000.
Since we had given our personal indemnity to this extent, had the

job r.-quired money over and above the mortgage, we would have been
compelled to invest the required sums either in the form of capital or
pad in surplus.

I have prepared for the committee schedules showing the various
items of construction cost, and the savings which I realized over the
FHA project analysis.

Th3 following are the principal elements of savings shown by those
sch,,dules:
Architect's fee (excess of FHA allowance over amount actually paid)--- $164,473
Builder's fee (work done by my organization with no fee to any out-

side builder) ------------------------------------------------- 180,450
Interest during construction (saved by more expeditious construction
and by employing my own capital without charging interest) --------- 39,249

Land (difference between my cost and FHA appraisal) ---------------- 85,144

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 469,316

The summary accounts for $469,316 of savings. The total left over
from the mortgage proceeds after deducting the total cost of land,
buildings, and interest during construction was approximately $858.-
(00, so that it will be seen that the major portion of this is accounted
for by the items I have listed.

It would be fair to say that the balance can be accounted for by
savings effected by the c(rl)oration, in performing- much of the work
uualhy performed by subcontractors. This applied to a great deal
of the heavy work such as masonry and carpentry. In connection with
t1w carpentry work, methods entirely new to the builders in the area
as well as the local FHA office, were employed.

For the first time in the area, roof trusses with a split-ring design
as designed by the Timber Engineering Co. of Washington, D. C.,
which resulted in an economy on labor and materials. Plumbing
systems were also prefabricated for the first time in the area, and the
methods employed resulted in silihstantial economies.

The highly satisfactory results obtained from the new methods
employed were not anticipated at the time of the inception of the job.
The corporations did take an added risk in departing from the con-
ventional procedure of building theretofore employed.
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In building the Boil Haven project, I had to begin with a careful
selection of land, which involved foresight and courage on my part ii
converting to residential use property in an industrial area, and thus
make it possible for the workers in the area to have comfortable ac-
commodations at reasonable rentals.

An option for the purchase of the property on which the Bon Ilavei
roject was built was entered into on June 26, 1947, between James I.

Scott and Mary Wingfield Scott and Bertram F. Bonner. On De-
cember 3 1947, title was passed to the Pike Corp.

The Pike Corp. paid the same consideration that the Bonner options
called for. The cost of the property was $93,375 plus title fees and
attorney's fees which brought the cost up to $97,356.

The total value of the property was listed in our applications mak-
ing up the three projects- Pike, Lynn and Haven-as $93,000. Pike
Corp., $47,200; Lynn Corp., $23,600; and Haven Corp., $22,200. The
FHA valued the property on their project analysis at $180,500.

This property was lying dormant and was viewed by real estate
people as probably suitable for industrial development as it was in an
area in which a great deal of industrial development had taken place.
We saw the possibility of utilizing the property for a sound 6(),s de-
velopment with housing suitable for the maiiy industries in the area.

After many weeks of negotiations we obtained the option referred
to. In that time we made a very careful study of the area, a survey
of the various industries and concluded that housing with a shelter
rent of $61.50 a month would serve a need and would be successful.
After obtaining the option, we laid out quite a few plans and sketches
and finally on October 28, 1947, we filed our formal applications with
the FHA.

With the study and work we had put into the project up to this time
and with a further analysis we made during the time of our appli-
cation, and at the time the FHA issued the commitments on November
24, 1947, we felt that the property, having the use that we felt would
be most appropriate, was worth in excess of $180,500 that the FIIA
had used as value. As a matter of fact, we felt certain that we could
have sold it at a price in excess of that sum.

The project was finally developed with 52 units and a shopping
area. The shopping are was included under the mortgage of Pike
Corp. which also contained 280 units of the 552 total units built. The
estimate of rent for the shopping area which the FHA made w:i,
$20,000.

However, the rents obtained were in the neighborhood of $220,0,0 to
$24,000. It would seem, based upon these rents, that the value (,f the
shopping area would have been at least $200,000 or $25,000.

hle construction cost of the shopping area as estimated by the
FHA was $129,000; therefore, the land devoted to the shopping are,,
probably about 1 acre, would have produced value of at least $71.101

We could have kept the land used for the shopping area out of the
mortgage and built it free from FHA insurance; however, it wan our
desire at the time we filed our applications, to keep the shopping area
under the mortgage as we felt it was much more attractive and eco-
nomically sound From the point of view of the mortgagee as well as
the FHA.
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There was a total of more than 54 acres of land involved in the
project. It is our opinion that a single-family home development
could have been built with four homes to the acre. This would have
meant a total of approximately 216 homes. It is our opinion these
homes could have sold for $10,000 to $12,000 each.

Using a formula of land value equaling 10 percent of sales price,
the land value of each home would have been approximately $1,000.
The total land value on this formula for the 216 homes would have
been $216,000.

It is interesting to note that the FHA's land appraisal of $180,500
represents 4.13 percent of the total (.(ost of the land and buildings.
Those in them nultiple-fainily building business or even in the sill'l-
home building business feel safe when land cost runs from 10 to 15
percent of total cost.

(The following was later received for the record:)

Tabulation made from figure and information supplied by telephone from ofce
of B. F. Bonner

Surr'hi, from
Proceed, of Inortg lie r'ro-

Insured mort- .ve Is after r
gage 0 Ischarge ,f

proj.. '1 co4l

Bondale ------ -.---.--------------------------------------- ------ -2., 000 None
Chamberlayne (Oardeni ------------------------------------ --------- 1, 2K 1. M) \onv
Boiling Square---------------------------------------- 1. 0 '1 54. 0W
Pine Chapel Village ------------------------------------ ----- - :,. 712. -00 1 ',. i)o
('triton erra Apartm ents----...................... ....... I. 7,%,7, -t(t 24' 0040
Bertrain Gardens --------------------------------------------- ---- 1. .12. 000 I N7 N)ui

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 10 I '" I..i0. 000

Percentage of total mortgage proceeds which were not reflti Ii e, for told pruj,.t't costs, to total mortgage
proceeds is about 1 i o percent.

NOTE.-W here -in overlge ori mortgage po(.,.c.Is over l;roj.e.t cost- ex ited on th,... I1rii .t ,. a ;1i' -t:111tial
part of the overage resulted from 2 source-, which were.

(I I The projects were con.tructed without :i\- " pro\'iliti for : hli.]er' , fee , :I .eot itern: and
(21 T) e projects dir not pit\ full 5 1 'r,v .v t -irchitect '\ fee which k customarily td, 1%., :t :I (oo1 it, i4 11

any estimate for construction cost,.
The percentage of approximately I I19o nercent will he tu')qt ,ntiall reduce'l if 'u I,'"' fis at 't13 1're

rates :nd architect,' fees at 5 percent are Included ,as project ,o-t".

The CHAIRMAN. Now our next witness is Mr. Joseph Maged of
the Alley Park Homes, Bayside, N. Y.

Mr. MAGED. Please, Mr. Chairman. I am a lawyer. I want no

publicity.
The (HAIRMAN. You want no photographs?
Mr. MAGED. That is right.
The CHA.iRMN. That is the gentleman's privilege. I will have to

ask the photographers to step aside because that is the privilege, I
think, o any man to refuse to be photographed if he cares to.

Now, will be sworn in, please.
Mr. MAGED. Yes, sir.
The CHArRMAw. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you GodI
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TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH L. MAGED, ALLEY PARK HOMES,
BAYSIDE, N. Y.

Mr. MAGED. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMA.N. Now, will you give your name to the reporter.

your name and address.
Mr. MACED. Joseph L. Maged, my address is 360 Clinton Avene.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The CH.\m-.-x. And your business is that of a lawyer.?
Mr. MAED. I am a lawyer and I am a member of the firm of Ke,,

& Brennan.
The CII.IRIWAN. You are just a lawyer for the project that we are

going to check into?
Mr. MAGED. That is correct, sir. I had no financial interest, nor

did my firm have any financial interest of any kind.
The (' I.imtM.t,. You are just going to tell us what happened to the

Alley Park Homes?
Mr. MACFjD. To the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Si-.rox. You were an attorney for Alley Park Housing, Bay-

side, N. Y?
Mr. MNAGED. My firm was.
Mr. SI.tON. You or your firm was attorney, were you not, for 77

Road Realty Corp., New York?
Mr. MAGED. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Who were the stockholders of Alley Park Ilousing

Corp. 
?

The (HAIRMAN. This gentleman objects to having his photograph
taken so we will have to ask that you ste) aside, I)lease. He object-
to having his photograph taken.

Mr. MIAAED. The stock of these corporations, Mr. Simon, had been
sold.

Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders at the time the corporations
were incorporated?

Mr. MAGED. I aln going to try to tell you that to the best of niN
recollection.

These two corporations, I believe, organized before these people
planned to build a section 608. I think the stock was issued-90 per-
cent of it I think was issued to Queens Valley Development ('or)..
and 10 percent to John L. Turner. Now, that is my best recollccti. l
At any rate, up to a certain point, that is how the stockholdings wevre.

'e then had to amend the certificates of incorporation to include
the necessary provisions so they could qualify for section 608 nuort-
gage insurance. At that time, I am quite sure, that is how the stock-
holdings were. Ninety percent with the Queens Valley Develop-
ment Corp. and 10 percent to .John Turner.

Mr. SIMON. At the present time the distribution of the surllus
mortgage money was made, who were the stockholders of the corpora-
tion ?

Mr. MAGED. I will tell you that. Wln Mr. Hogue asked me 'v,'-
terday I gave him this but I didn't tell him the prior stockholdoiuu1
because I assumedl he was only interested in the terms of distribution.
The stockholders at the time of (istrilution were Mr. Francis Taylor,
Jr.

Mr. SIMON. Where does he live .?
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Mr. MAGED. HIe lives in England.
Mr. SIMo,€. 1)Xy in England?
Mr. MAGED. His business address is 10 Park Street, London. V-1.

England.
Mr. SIMON. Who else was a stockholder?
Mr. MAGED. Sir Godfrey Way Mitchell.
Mr. SIMON. Where does Sir Glodfrey li'e ?
Mr. MAGEI. He lives in England.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell us where?
M'. MAGED. Wiltonl Ila(ce, Beaconsfield, Bucks, England.
Taylor Woodrow, Ltd., 10 Park Street, London V-1, Englald.
Mr. SIMON. That is a corporation ?
Mr. MIA(;LD. Well, it is a limitedd company as they call it over there.

I mean it is essentially a corporation as we know it here.
M'. SIM)ON. And tiieira a(hreId is :
Mr. MAO;D. 10 Park Street, Lolo(n W-1. England.
Mr. SIMON. Any other stockldirs ?
Mr. MAGED. Mr. Owen A. Aisher of Favgate, South Godstone, Sur-

rey, England. The F~aygate Inve stiuielt Trust, Ltd., the same ad-
dress, and Mr. John L. Tiirneir, of lo'(viIle Road, Brookville,
London, England.

Mr. SIMON. I low much stock did' Mr. Turnier own .
Mr. MAGED. He owned 10 percent.
Mr. SIMON. And the otler 1.0 percent was owned by these British

citizens?
Mr. MAGED. That is correct.
Mr. Turner is a British ('it;zen, too.
,M[r. SIiArox. But lie resides in tits country
M'. MAGED. That is riglt.

11'. 1:IMON. A British citizen residing in Long Island?
Mr. MAGED. That is riglt.
Mr'. S.l'O'N. WVllat was tile ('al)ital stock of this company?
Mr. MALGED. I (1o1t recall, sir. I didn't have the books. I think

it was about $225.() () for each company.
You are talking about the authorized capital ?
Mr. Simo.;. I .in talking abotit the issued capital stock.
Mr. M.MILD. c 6 0)0 is iny recollection.
Mr. SIMON. $(;,0()0 in ealcl company ?
Mr. NMAGFD. $1,00() in 77th Road, and $5,000 in Alley Park. I think

th'at w.,s the amount issued beforee there was any FHk project.
Mr. SIM.toN. Was any other stock issued in any company ?
Mf r. MAGED. Preferred stock w.s issued to the FHA.
M,11% SMoN. $100 in each company ?
Mr. l \GED. Yes.
Mr. S'MON. Was anNv other stock ever issued?
Mr. MA(l)D. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIVON. The total stock in both companies was $6,000 of com-

mon and $200 of preferred to the Commissioner?
Mr-. M WED. That is the best of niv recollection.
Mr. Si.MoN. Are the stockholders that you gave us the same for

both corporations?
Mr. MAG.FD. I believe they are: yes.
Mr. S MoN. Now, the land on wh'ch this building was b'iilt was pur-

chased by the Queens Valley Development Corp., is that right?
50690-54-It. 1-40
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Mr. NKLi. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Do you recall what Queens Valley paid for the land
Mr. MAGED. Give me a minute while I look for that sheet here.
The CHAIRMAN. We certainly will.
Mr. Su.iMoN. WhTbile you are looking for it, the stockholders of Queen

Valley development are also British citizens, are they?
Mr. NAGED. They are the same people except for Mr. Turner.
Now if you will just bear with me for a moment I will try to ti(ld

that sheet.
All right.
You see, Mr. Simon, we bought-when I say "we" I mean the

Queens Valley people bought a tract of land which I believe was about
64 acres. They wanted to build one-family homes on it. They had
been building through their affiliates, one-family homes in this coun-
try since 1937 or 1938. They went to the FHA and wanted to get com-
mitments to build one-family homes on this tract. The FHA said,
"Oh, no. This is perfect for rental housing. We need rental housing
badly. We won't give you a commitment for one-family housing. You
have to change the whole thing."

We had a devil of a job. We worked for over a year, I think, filing
new maps, getting the city to close streets and let us open new streets
and change the zoning laws, and the various requirements for build-
ing in New York City. I think we went, to every department wilih
you could possibly mention that would have anything to do with it.
We didn't build on the entire tract. We sold part of it. I think we
kept about half or less than half.

Mr. SIMOn. This project was built on 30 acres, wasn't it, roughly?
Mr. MAGED. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is your own apportioned cost of the 30 acres on whih

this project was built-
Mr. MAGED. When you ask about the land cost I have to tell you we

bought a whole piece, you see.
Now, the land, in proportion to the piece we built on, according to

this statement the accountants have given me-and I must make it
very clear, Mr. Chairman, that these accountants did not have the
boo s of the corporation available when they made these up, when
the properties had been sold and they made these statements up from
the reports they had, worksheets they had accumulated during the
years but I think the figures are substantially correct.

Now, they show the bare land cost at $211,905.50 and they show a
total cost, with the improvements, the on-site improvements required
to be made by FHA in order to issue a commitment, a total cost of
4399,842.11.

Mr. SimoN. Do you know what was the FHA valuation for the '99-
year lease?

Mr. MAGED. You are talkifig about the recapture price?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. MAGED. About $623,000. I might add the assessed valuation

I understand was greater than that.
Mr. SIMoxr. The 99-year rental was based on $623,000?
Mr. MAGED. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Is the land mortgaged?
Mr. MAGED. The leaseholds are mortgaged.
Mr. SnoN. Is the fee mortgaged?
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Mr. MAGED. I believe it has been mortgaged-no, it hasn't.
Mr. SiMoN. The fee has not been mortgaged?
Mr. MXAGm. No. I am sorry. It is a leasehold.
Mr. SIMON. Queens Valley leased the land for 99 years to 77th Road

Realty Corp.
Mr. MAGED. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And Alley Park Housing Corp.?
Mr. MAGED. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Then, as I understand it, Queens Valley also loaned

these two sponsoring corporations the money to start the building?
Mr. MAGED. They advanced the money.
Mr. SIMON. That advance was later repaid out of the mortgage

proceeds?
Mr. MAGED. Not to Queens Valle': no, sir.
Mr. SIMON. To whom was it rep:ti .
Mr. MAGED. It wasn't repaid at all. There was a distribution paid

to the stockholders of these two corporations. Part of it was repaid.
Mr. Si.oN. Didn't Queens Valley get repaid to it all the money it

advanced to start the construct ion ?
Mr. M.A ED. Oh, yes.
Mr. SImoN. That was repaid ?
Mr. MLAGED. Yes. Surely.
Mr. SIM.N. What was the total amount of the mortgage on both

buildings? Is it $6,196,500
Mr. MAGED. That sounds correct to me.
Mr. S.itx,. I ami reading this from the sheet you gav'e me yesterday.
Mr. M.AGED. Oh, have you got that? That is what I have been go-

ing crazy trying to find.
Mr. SixM'N. Was the actual cost $,$74,386.62?
Mr. MAGED. That was the actual cost as computed by the account-

ants on the basis that I have told you. They computed it whei the
(late of the certificate of occupancy was issued and not at the (late when
the FHA fired completion cold have been made. In other words,
they could ave projected the cost to the 18-month period, but they
didn't.

Mr. SiMoN. Does that cost include whatever sums were originally
advanced and later repaid to Queens Valley?

Mr. MAGED. Well, it is the cost of construction.
Mr. SIxON. That includes everyth ing?
Mr. 1AGED. They had advances made, and this is what they spent.
Mr. SImoN. And the spending includes repayment of the advances:

P, that right? Or is that figure after the repayment of the advances?
Mr. MAGED. In order to build this job they got mortgage money.
Mr. SIMON. But before that they got some advances from Queens

Valley'?
Mr. MAGED. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And they repaid the advances out of the mortgage

nioney; is that right?
Mr. MAGED. When they finished up, all the money advanced by

Qu eens Valley had been repaid. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN.,. Now, the difference on your sheet between the total cost

anid the mortgage money was $322,000; is that right?
Mr. AGD. 'That is right, but that does not include anything for

builder's fees or architect's fees.
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The CHAIRN[AN. Did they pay anything for builder's fees or archi-
tect's fees? Did they actually pay anything for it?

Mr. MAGED. They did not pay themselves a builder's fee, and th(,y
did notpay 5 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. It was money never paid out.
Mr. MAGED. "liey (lid not pay 5 percent.
Mr. SIm-. The figures you have on your sheet include all the costs

they paid to anybody for anything; is that not right?
Mr. MAGED. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. It doesn't include things they didn't pay anybody for?
Mr. MAOG. That is right.
Mr. SIMo.N. Now, the $322,000 was left out of the mortgage proceeds

after all the costs that they incurred were paid; is that right?
Mr. MAGED. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. And what happened to the $322,000?
Mr. -MAGED. It was distributed to the stockholders.
Mr. SImoN. And do you know whether the 90 percent that was

owned by the British stockholders was remitted to England?
Mr. MAGED. Oh, yes; they go it in accordance with their stockhold-

ings.
Mr. SiroN- . And they subsequently, as I gather it, sold the project

and made an additional profit of some $350,000.
Mr. MAGED. They sold it for about $350,000, yes, sir, which to my

mind indicates very definitely they probably had a very substantial
equity.

Mr. Simo-. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MAGED. May I just indicate one thing, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. M.AGED. Mr. Simon has been good enough to ask me how much

they invested by way of stock. I want to point out that in FHA re-
quirements they had to advance some $354,000-that was in addition
to the money they invested for buying the land-and I find in my
file a letter, for example-let me preface this remark-these people
being British subjects, they couldn't do what was done in most cases-
in practically all the other FHA jobs-give their personal indemnity
agreement. FHA wouldn't accept them. They wouldn't even accept
Queens Valley indemnity agreement which had very substantial as-
sets. So we had to supply surety company performance bond, not only
for the outside improvements but for the work. We paid something
like $23,000 in premiums. FHA wouldn't allow that as an item to us.

Now, I have here a copy of a letter which we delivered to the Sea-
board Surety Co. in connection with the Alley Parks section-I didn't
find one for the 77th Road; I imagine we must have given them a simi-
lar letter. If I may, with your permission, read that letter. This is,
dated April 6, 1948, which is 2 or 3 days before we closed the mort-
gage loan.

SEABOARD SURETY CO.,
New York.

Re Oakland Gardens, section 1576, FHA No. 012-40084.
GENTLEMEN: Please be advised we have advanced the necessary funds to our

associate company, Green Park Homes, Inc., in order to enable said company to
have a cash working capital of $150,00 for use in the construction of the abo\*'
captioned project until the completion And acceptance thereof, and that we shall
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not demand or accept repayment of any part of said funds until completion and
acceptance of said project.

Very truly yours,
QUEENS VALLEY DEVFIOPMENT CORP.

By JOHN L. TURNER, President.

I am sure we delivered a similar letter on 77th Road but for a
lesser amount because the project was smaller.

Mr. SI.MON. In that connection I have here an application for mort-
gage insurance filed on the 77th Road Realty Corp. project., and it
says that the sponsor was going to put up cash of s$37,288 and other
equity of $217,466, or a total equity of $254, 754, and I take it the fact
is that this sponsoring corporation didn't put anything except-was
it $1,000 or $.5,000 of capital-and everything else it got was a loan
from Queens Valley; is that right?

Mr. MAGED. The sponsoring corporation is Queens Valley in that
application.

Ir. SIM-oN. It is signed by Queens Valley on behalf of 77th Road
Realty Corp.

Mr. MAGED. The 77th Road is the mortgagor corporation and not
the sponsoring.

Mr. SImoN . That is the sponsoring corporation.
Mr. MIAGED. I disagree with you.
M.\r. SIMoN. Who do Vou regard as the sponsoring corporation ?
Mr. MAcIED. It says right on there who the sponsors are. Queens

Valley and .John L. Turner.
Mr. Si.Mto.i. It says, "* * * on behalf of."
Mr. MAGED. On behalf of the corporation that is going to get the

money.
Mr. SIMoN,. If you sign something on my behalf, doesn't that make

it my application?
Mr. MAGED. My dear sir, I call your attention to the front of the

application.
Question 1. "Name and address of sponsors: Queens Valley Devel-

opment Corp. and John L. Turner."
It gives their addresse.
The CH.IRMAN. How did these British subjects find out about how

it was Nossible to mortgra(re out? Do you have any idea? How was
it called to their attention ?

Mr. MAC.ED. Like anybody else. He builds a job, and he has some
money that he didn't spend, and he doesn't know that when he -,tarts.

The CHIAIIRIAN. In the beginning, how did they happen to become
interested in it; do you know?,

ir. MAGED. I explained to you, Mr. Chairman, that when they
wanted to build it on this land originally, they wanted to build one-
family houses and the FHA said, "No, we need rental housing. We
Woit approve this tract for one-family houses."

That was their business. Thev had built a lot of one-family houses
in this country. This was the first section 608.

The CII.un.r.\.. Are they still building one-family houses?
Mr. AfAGED. They are pretty much stopped, much to my regret.
The C IRMAN. Why are they stopped?
Mr. MAGED. Well, they are very honorable businessmen. Mr. Taylor

is at the head of one of the largest construction companies in England.
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Sir Godfrey is with one of the worldwide organizations. They don't
fancy being called crooks and thieves because they made a profit.

The CHAIRMAN. Has anyone called them crooks and thieves?
Mr. MAGo. Well if I can understand the English language they

were being charged with doing something wrong because they were
efficient in building a job and not spending every dollar that they
borrowed.

The CHAIRMAn. Let me ask you something. We seem to get into
an argument about this all the time. Do you consider that you can
make a profit on something and still own it? How can you make a
profit on something and continue to own it ?

Mr. M.wED. How do you make profits on rents? You still own it.
Isn't that a profit?

The CHAIRMAN. You make the income from the rents received, not
from selling the physical property. Here is a case where these En.-
lish people put in $3,000, wasn t it

fr. SiMon-. $6,000.
The CHAIRMAN. $6,000 invested capital and took out what?
Mr. SI-m.o. $322,000.
The CHAIRMAN. The $322,000 was the difference between the actual

cost of constructing thisfour pfosirting this property and the proceeds of the mortgage.
Your position is that that is a profit. My position is that it is not

a profit, because they continue to own the physical property and the
three hundred and some thousands was still owing on the mortgage.
But yet they take it out in the form of dividends.

Had they left it in the corporation, or had they applied it on the
mortgage, which I think they should have done-but no, they take it
out, stick it in their pockets, FTA sits there then-all FHA has be-
hind that mortgage is $6,000 and the building.

Like the gentleman from New York, Mr. Levitt, testified yesterday,
and freely admitted that he was the biggest, and best builder in the
United States, lie had 4 projects, 2 in New York, 2 in Norfolk. On
three of them he mortgaged out and made a lot of money. One of
them he testified he made $5 million on. One of them went sour. He
handed the sour one back to FHA, just like your people would have
handed it back to FHA had it gone sour, and they would have lost
$3,000 only.

Mr. SnifoN. $6,000.
The C AIRAN. They would have lost S6,000.
You can't make a profit on something and continue to own it. If

you can, I wish you would tell me how to do it.
Mr. MAGED. I feel very honored that you should ask my humble

opinion; but, if you wish it, Mr. Chairman, I shall be very glad to
state it.

In the first place, I take very, very strong exception to your position
that they only invested $6,000. I have just read to you, sir, that they
put in, just on this job, with the surety company, they advanced-

The CHAIRMAN. Of course they did, we don't deny that, but it w:t
a loan and was repaid back to them out of the proceed, of the mort-
gaze. So it wasnot invested capital.

Mr. MAcEr). As I understand theo building
The CrAT RMAN. I have no objection-we wouldn't possibly be here

today had this amount been invested capital, but the point is it wasn't
invested capital. And my position is that this $300,000 they took out
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and put in their pockets should have gone to reduce the mortgage be-
cause the Federal Government is guaranteeing that mortgage, you
see. That is what we are complaining about.

Mr. MAGED. Mr. Chairman, in the first place, that is not the way the
real-estate business is conducted. There is nothing about section 608
that makes it sui Juris.

It is not any different than any other real-estate transaction. When
thlev completed the project they did all they were required to do for
FutA or anybody else. FHA is a paid insurer. FHA is not giving
anybody any charity. They have made a tremendous profit sice it
wvS formed. When they completed the job they had risked some
S700,000 until it was conipleted. When they were completed they had
done their work. If there was any balance there, they didn't have to
pay it on the mortgage. That wasn't part of the deal, that wasn't part
of the law, and it is unfair to say they should have done it now. If
tlat had been the requirement, tley would never have done it. "IThey
wouldn't take the risk and tliet hav( to pay back the difference.

The ('IRMAN. If they hadn't had an idea that they could nort-
gage out and get back more nmmioev than they put in or at least an
equal amount, they wouldn't have gone into these projects at all.

Mr. MAGED. I think there were 7,;08 projects built, in this country
and only about one-fifth or less mortgaged out, I think.

The C[AIRMAN. Of course you don't know and neither do we. That
is what we are finding out. Those we do know about, of course. are
those who filed tax returns and went. after dividends, but we are find-
ing many cases now. of course. where they just keel) the money in
tie corporation and are loaning it to themselves with or without
interest.

For example. these people, put in their apilicat ion a 5 percent build-
el' fee and a 5 percent architect s fee.

Mr. MAGED. The ,3_2,000 represents about 5 percelit. They were
entitled to a builder's fe, of 5 l)ercelt at least, weren't they.

Mr. Sixiox. H[ow nuch was the arlchitects fee they paid'.
Mr. MAGED. I don't know. I suppos(, it was t lie usual fee they were

paying 11/2 or 13' percent. The architect didn't do super ision-just
drew the plans.

Mr. SiMoN'. The reason I a!k that, th~ey originally filed tlese ap-
plications in 1947, I believe, and then they filed amended applications
in 1948.

Mr. MAGED. That is right.
Mr. SI-ON. In the meantime, (ogr-ess had changed the law, and on

December 27, 1947, Congress passed an amendment to the act which
the Senator read a minute ago, which said:

In estimating necessary current costs for the purpose of said title, the Federal
Housing Commissioner shall thereafter use every feasible means to insure that
such estimates wvill approximately as closely as possible costs of an efficient )uilder.

And yet when they filed the amended application in 1948 they still
put in 5 percent architects' fees which they knew wasn't the actual
Cost.

Mr. MAGE). I think I could give you the answer, but I won't do it on
the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much.
Senator LEHM.N. May I ask a question?
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lehman.
Senator LE1VMaAN. ('an you tell me what was the actual cost?
Mr. MAGED. The actual cost was $6 874 386.62.
Now may I point out, sir, as I have testified, that this was the actual

cost to the date of completion, not to the date when the FHA figured
we would finish the job which would have b ,en .5 or 6 nionthslated
When you project that out, you find that the FHA estimates are actual
costs, taking Ps months to complete, it is practically identical.

Senator LEH.11MAN. What was the mortgage?
Mr. MAGED. The mortgage total $6,196,500.
Senator LMAN. So there was an apl)arent profit of $322,000?

Ir. MAtED. Yes.
Senator LEHMAN. Now in this cost of $5,S74,00O, was there included

an item for builder's fee?
Mr. MAGED. No, sir.
Senator LE IM AN. There was not?
Mr. IAGED. No, sir.
Senator LEIFMAN. Who did the actual building?
Mr. MA ED). Queens Park 1-Ioines which was an affiliate c(orporatIMi.
Senator LEHMA3N. If you had-tlis is a point which I have raii4

several times before becau,,e it disturb- me-that is, as to the inttr-
l)retat ion, the propriety of the builder's fee.

If, instead of doing it through this company which was an affiliated
corporation, you had engaged a builder, how imuch would you hmve had
to Iy him

Mr. MAGED. You probably would have had to pay him 10 percent,
and that would have been $600,000.

Senator LEHMIAN. Assuming you only would haave had to pay him .5
percent-

The CHAIRMA AN. We have to keep the record straight there. You dil
take out of this project a lot of costs for superintendents and salarie-,
aiid expenses of the 1uil( ing of the building?

Mr. M.\c, r.. So does every builder.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you paid a builder to have done the job. lie

would have paid those expenses?
Mr. MACED. Yes, but you are paying a fee on top of that if you do

it on a fee basis.
The CIIAIUwMN.\.,. But you must remember they were working for

theinselves and they continue to own the )roject. It was their pr()J-
ect. Why should you pay them for worKing on their own project?
It was their own project. Tley own the l)hysical thing when it 1s
finished.

Mr. MAGED. Mr. Chairman, may I ask you this: If they had known
it was wrong that they should make 5 percent, they would have liiite'l
a builder and let him have the headaches and they wouldn't have to
come here.

The ('IAnNI.AN. We are not necessarily taking the position that it
is wrong. We are trying to point out to the Ainerican people ;iil to
all concerned how millions and millions of dollars were made in -
called windfall profits, and we are trying to find out how we should
change the law. Whether it is a goo( thing or not. We are making
a report to the American people or the taxpayers who are putting
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up the money for FHA. If there are a lot of them going sour they
will be taxed in the future to make good because there are billions
and billions of dollars involved.

Mr. MAGED. I pointed out that we sold the property for about $350,-
000 after it was built-the stock in it-which to my mind is conclu-
sive proof that it had an equity above the mortgage.

Senator LEiHMAN. What I was getting at is that if they had paid 5
1)ercent to a builder, that would have been about equivalent to the
$322,000.

The CHAIMMAN. If they made 10 percent it would have been twice
that amount.

Senator LEnAN,;. The reason I raised this in a number of c'ises is
fliat I think that is a question that tie committee will have to con-
sider very carefully. Whether, siliuplv because a man does his own
work and does not employ a builder, he should be blamed or criticized
for apparently doing something that 'asn' ethical.

The CII.uu ItN. Let me say this: We wouldn't be concerned aboutit, at all, if these gentlemen were endoiring and guaranteeing these
mortgages. We wouldn't be worried abotit it at all. These people
took out $322,000. Had they gone to FIIA and said, "Now, if this
project ever goes sour, we will refund you S.22,000," we wouldn't be
concerned at all. But when they got all through with this project,
all they had invested was ,(,000. And tle only thing FIA h-d be-
hind this mortgage-and they guaranteed it 100 percent-that is 10
percent of the amount of the mortgcage--was s6,000 in this corpora-
tion, plus the building, and not even the land in this instance because
tley r'lte(d the land witli a 99-Y"e:ur iea-,. Tlhat i> all the Government
had behind it. Had they put the '".);22,,())0 in the bank account and
kept it in there until sucl time as tle mortgage was paid off, no one
could object at all.

Ilere they are making a profit on that which they continue to own,
and they are passing it on to the--if it goes sour, they are passing on
100 percent of the responsibility, other than the buildings, to th,, Fed-
eral Government.

They take the position that there have been very few repossessions.
I think that is a true statement, but there might well be in the future,
billions of dollars worth-it might well be-we hope not but it night
so develop.

Senator LEHm'.%,AN. I want to point out juSt this one thing for the
record: If the cost lind been greater tlian tle mortgage, tie actual
ost, or if the thing had gone sour. they would not have recouped that

money, so that, $1.)),000 was at lea.t to tlat extent at the risk of the
buisieSs.

Mr. M.(AED. That was only on the one rejectt. I can't find the let-
ter on the other. It. was probably about half of tlat.

l'h, CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, we appreciate it.
Mr. MG.ED. Thank you.
Senator PAYNEV (presiding). Mr. W. S. Banks.
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TESTIMONY OF W. S. BANKS, UNIVERSITY CITY AND HUNTINGTON
APARTMENTS, ARLINGTON, VA., ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES Xi.
ERNEST AND SOLOMON GROSSBERG, COUNSEL

Senator PAYNE. Mr. Banks, will you be sworn in, please.
Do you solemny swear that the testimony you are about to give wNil1

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help 3'oui
God?

Mr. BANKS. I do.
S',mator P.%Y.,F.. State your name an(l address for the purposes f

the record.
,Mfr. BANKS. William S. Banks, 3600 Dunlop Street, CheNv

Chase, Mil.
Mr. SIMON. Would you also give the names of your counsel for thle

record.
If r. IB Nxs. .Janes NI. Ernest, 1000 Woodward Building, Washiif-

ton, D. C.
Mr. (TROSSBE.RC. Solomon Grossberg, 729 15th Street, W.asIin-

ton, D. C.
M\r. ERNEST. The subpena which was directed to Mr. Bank< re-

quire. that he produce copies of the audits of the corporate boolks
and rec rds of the University City. Inc., whereas the name of the
corporation is "apartments." I assume that is a typographical error.

Mr. STMoN.. Either that or a mistake.
Mr. ERNEST. In any event we have produced the records as re-

quested and Mr. Banks is ready to testify.
Mr. SIM,,. Are you associated with the Huntington Apartments

project in Virginia?
Mr. BANKS. Yes.
Mr. SIMo.. Where is that project located?
Mr. BANKS. On Huntington Avenue, Fairfax County, Va.
Mr. SIMoN. Who acquired the land on which the project is located?
M r. BANKS. The land was acquired under option in 1946, a part of

it by Huntington Development Co., and part of it by Huntington
Market Place, Inc.

Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders in those corporations?Mr. BAKS. George Ford, 150 shares; W. S. Banks, 105 shares, :ii
Howard Everhard, 45 shares.

Mr. SiMoN. Is that true of both corporations?
Mr. BA-NKS. Yes.
Mr. SIMoNs. What was the cost of the land?
M[r. BANKS. To whom?
Mr. SIM.o.. To these two corporations?
Mr. BANK,4. One portion of it was $3,600. The other portion wais

$22.344. They installed the improvements, which they paid for tlem-
selves in the amount of $9.239.81, pius another portion of $9,720. "(
the actual cost was $14,903.81 to these corporations.

Mr. SI.,N. Did the corporations sell the land to the section 0; s
sponsor corporation ?

Mr. B.%N.,,s. They did.
Mr. SimoN. At what price did they sell it?
Mr. BANKS. $45,000.
Mr. S.MoNs. What was the name of the sponsoring corporation?
Mr. BA.KS. Huntington Apartments, Inc.
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Mr. SIMON. Did you or any of your associates make any profit on

the sale of the land to Huntington Apalments?
Mr. BAxKS. From the figures it would ai)pear we lost a little money

because we charged no interest and the difference in the cost price and
the money paid for improvenments is less than $100().

Mr. SimON. Are you saying, then, that you did not make a profit on
tie sale of the land?

M r. BANKS. We did not.
Mr. SiMN. Who were the -iareholders in Huntington Apartments?
Mr. B.NKS. Tie same as I gave you a moment ago, Ford, Banks,

and Everhard.
.Nfr. SI..I N. And in the -anie proportion? .
Mr. BANKS. That is riglt.
Mf r. SI2MON. What was the amount of the mortgage ?
.fr. BANKS. $570,000.
Mr. S.IMoN. Who constructed the building?
Mr. B. NKS. Bamtks& Lee, IIc.
Mr. Simx.N. rho ale the stockliolders of Banks & Lee, Inc?
M .1' BANKS. WV. S. Banks.
Mr. SiMoN. You own all the stock .
Mr. B..NKS. That is right.
.1r. SIEON. What was the contract between Huntington Apart-

ments and Banks & Lee for the construction of the project?
Mr. I.xKS. Cost phis a fee of .5 percent for the construction work.
Mr. S1~rvx. And what (lid the 5 percent turn out to be?
Mr. BANKS. I can't see these papers on account of the light.
Mr. SIMox. It would be about $2;6,000, wouldn't it?
Mr. BANKs. That would be approximately correct.
Mr. SiMoN. So that your conl)any agreed to construct this project

on a contract of cost plus a fee of about $26,000?
Mr. BANKs. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. And what was the cost of the project?
Mr. BANKS. $495,288.86.
Mr. SiMoN. Does that include ymur fee?
Mr. BAN KS. Yes.
Mr. Si,,%oN. And was the total cost of huntington Apartments, of

the building and the land, approximately $540,000?
Mr. BANKS. The total cost including the land was $495,288.86.
Mr. SiMON. That figure included the land?
Mr. BANKS. That is correct.
Senator PAYNE. That includes the builders' fee?
Mr. BANKS. That is correct.
Senator P.Y.E. Was any distribution made to stockholders of the

difference between the cost and the mortgage?
Mr. BANKS. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. And how much was that ?
Mr. BANKS. Well, the difference between the cost and the mortgage

was $74.711.14.
Senator PAYNE. How much of that was distributed to the stock-

holders?
Mr. BANKS. We distributed in May 1950, $80,100.
Mr. SimeoN. Was that $80,000 distributed to the stockholders in pro-

portion to their stock ownership?
Mr. BANKS. That is right.
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Nr. SIMON. And that $80,000 distribution represented, in part, the
difference between the cost of the land and buildings, and the proceeds
of the mortgage ?

Mfr. BANKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. In addition to your share of that $80,000 distribution,

you received a $26,00 fee for building the building?
Mr. 1B.NKS. The corporation did.
Mr. Si .r,,,. Your corporationV

Ir. BA NKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMtN. And you own all the stock in the corporation?
Mr. BAN KS. That is correct.
Mr. SiMO.;. Have there been any other dividends paid since the

$80,000( dividend?
Mr. BANKS. Yes, there is another distribution of dividends in 1952,

of S,15,000.
Mr. SIMo,. And that I assume also was paid in proportion to the

stock ownership?
Mr. BANiis. That is right.
Mr. Si'.\tO,,. Now going to University City Apartments, where is

that located?
Mr. lBAN]i,. nhat is iocatedl at University Lane and Riggs Rxoad,

in Prince Georges County, Md.
Mr. Si \tMON-. Do you and your partner still own the Huntington

Apartments project?
Mr. BANKS. Mr. Ford sold his share to a Mr. Abrahamson.
.fr. SIM.o. You still own your interest?
Mr. BANKS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si'%twr. The University City Apartments are three corpora-

tions?
Mr. BANKs. That is correct.
Mr. S T . Who are the stockholders?
'Mr. B.\ANJs. 'he stockholders are W'. S. Banks, 150 shares, comi-

mon stock: Joim M. W alton, 75 shares, common stock; and R. Web-ter
Ross, 75 shares, common stock.

Mr. SiMoN. You own 50 percent and each of the other two, 25 per-
cent ?

Mr. BANKS. Each of tle three corporations is 1held( the same w:'v.
Mr. Si1roN. And you own 50 percent in each and the other two own

25 percent in eavh?
Mr. BANKS. That is right.
Mr. SIM N. Wlhat is the capital of each of these corporations?
Mr. B3ANKS. Thevy were each formed with 300 shares of common

stock at no par value.
Mr. SIMON. How much was paid for that stock?
Mr. BANKS. $1 per share.
Mr. Srox.. Each had $300 of capital plus the $100 of Commis-

sioner's preferred stock?
Mr. B..,,KS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital of Huntington Apartments in

Virgzinia?
Mr. BANIKS. What was that, nowI
Mr. ERNEST. The capitalization of Huntington.
Mr. B.% Nms. 300 shares of no par value.
Mr. SimoN. And $100 of preferred stockI
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Mr. BANKS. That is right. To the best of my knowledge the 300
shares is correct and to the best of my knowledge we issued it for $1
per share.

Mr. SIMOn. Going back to University City, wlo acquired the land?
Mr. BANKS. The land was acquired from Tniversity City, Inc.
Mr. Sii.oN. Who were the stockholders of Unive,'iity city, Inc.?
Mr. BN K;. I don't know, bu~t I believe Mr. lalton and Mr. Ro. s

owned a portion of the stock.
Mr. SIMON. You had no connect ion?
M'. BANKS. No connection whatever.
Mr. SiMoN. IHow much did the -p,,sring corporations pay for the

hind?
Mr. BANKs. For the raw land, $?(,2(;0, $29,290, and $24,846. I will

have to give you a total.
Mr. SIMON. Approximately $80,11i1.
Mr. BANKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what Mr. Walton and Mr. Ross paid

for it ?
Mr. B.-KS. I have no idea.
Mr. SI-MON. You don't know whether they made a profit on the

sale of the land to the sponsoring corporation ?
Mr. BANKS. I have no idea. I know they held it for a num,,bher of

years.
Mr. SImoN. What was the amount of the mortgage on the 3 build-

ings, or for the 3 corporations?
Mr. B ,Ks. $2.522,400.
Mfr. Sii ox. Who built the buildings?
Mr. BANKS. Banks & Lee, Inc.
Mr. SMON. That is the same company that you are the sole stock-

holder of?
Mr. BANKS. That is right.
Mr. S:m x. What was the con-t ruction contract?
Mr. BANKS. The construction contract was with William S. Banks

and John M. Walton, and R. We'bster Ross. They then sublet it to
Banks & Lee, Inc.

Mr. SIMON. What was the construction contract between the spon-
soring corporation and you three as individuals?

Mr. BANKS. Cost pils a fee of $130,000.
Mr. Si.%mN. Is that for the three projects?
Mr. BANKS. For the 3 proj.'cts, plus 500 shares of second preferred

sto(-k in each corporation.
Mr. Siiox. What "ias the contract between the three individuals

anl your corporation?
.Mfr. BANKS. (Ost plus $110,000.
Mr. SIMON. So that the three individuals made a profit of $20,000

camsh, and the 500 shares of preferred stock, in the sublettin,.., of the
cont ract?

Mr. BANKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost to the 3 cmrporations, of construct-

ing the project?
M'r. BANKS. The total cost was $2,326,426.59.
Mr. SiMON. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. BANKS. Yes.
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Mr. SrMoN. Was a distribution made of the difference between the
cost and the mortgage?

Mr. BANKS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. how much was that distribution?
Mr. BANKS. The second preferred stock was redeemed at par value,

which is $150,000, and section 1 bought the stock of sections 2 and 3,
for $150,000.

Mr. STMON. Therefore, out of the proceeds of the mortgage, and
over and above the cost of construction, you and your two partners
each received $300,000 from the sponsoring corporation, is that right?

M[r. ERNEST. No; that is incorrect.
MNr. SImoN. Didn't you get $150,000 on the preferred stock--
Mr. BANKS. We got $300,000 between the 3 of us.
Mr. SIMON. I didn't mean that you each got $300,000.
Mr. ERNEST. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. In addition to the $300.000, the 3 of you received $20,-

000 in cash in connection with the subletting of the contract?
Mr. B .NKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. So it would be a total of $320,000 and in addition your

construction company received a $100.000 fee for constructing the
building?

Mr. BNKS. That is correct.
Mr. SIOiN. Have there been any other dividends paid there?
Mr. B.%NKS. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In both these projects the land was sold to the spou-

soring corporation, wasn't it? There is no leasehold arrangement?
Mr. BANKS. They were both sold.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Dr. Daniel Gevinson.
Doctor, will you raise your right hand and be sworn.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

Dr. GIFEVINsON. I do.
Senator PAYNE. Will you state your name and address for the pur-

poses of the record?
Dr. GEvINS0.N. Daniel Gevinson, 25th and North Bay Road, Miami

Beach, Fla.

TESTIMONY OF DR. DANIEL GEVINSON, WASHINGTON CIRCLE
APARTMENTS IN WASHINGTON, D. C., ETC.

Mr. SIMON. What city did you say?
Dr. GEViNSON. Miami, Beach, Fla.
Mr. SIMON. Have you been a resident of the District of Columbia?
Dr. GEvINSON. Up until 8 months ago; until last September.
Mr. SIMON. I believe you were a dentist here in the District until a

couple years ago?
Dr. G mNSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When did you give up your dental practice?
Dr. GVNso. Well, I actually sold my office-I believe it was

1950-51.
Mr. SIMON. Where was your office in the District?
Dr. GEViNSOo. It was in the Park Lane Apartments.
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Mr. SIMoN. Where was that?
Dr. GmrNsoN. That is at 21st and I. No, it is 23d and I.
Mr. SIMoN. Could you speak either a little closer to the microphone

or a little louder? It is difficult hearing you.
When did you first become interested in section 608 projects?
Dr. GEVINSON. In 1947-1946 and 1947.
Mr. SIMoN. I believe your first was the Washington Square-
Dr. Gi-viNsoN. Washington Circle.
Mr. SIMoN. The Washington ('ircle project?
Dr. GEvINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Where is that, Doctor ?
Dr. GEVINsoN. At 2430 Pei insvlvania Avenue NW.
Dr. SIMoN. How much was the FHA commitment there?
Dr. GEviNsoN. $2,343,300.
Mr. SIMoN,;. Who constructed the project ?
Dr. GEVINSON. Charles i. Tonipkin., C.
Mr. SIMON. How much did they charge for doing it?
Dr. (EVINSON. $155,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you mean cost plus $155,000?
Dr. GEVINSON. 1es, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did that turn out to be ?
Dr. GEviNsoN. $2,293,439.99.
Mr. SIMuoN. Does that include the cost of the land, Doctor?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, it does.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the Charles H. Tompkins Co. helped you to

financie-
l)r. GEviNsON. I am sorry. That was $2,393,000.
Mr. SIMON. Which is $50,000 more than the mortgage? Is that

ight.
1)r. GEVINSOx. Yes, that is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, did the tharles H. Tompkins Co. help you to

finance that project?
Dr. GEVINSoN. They advanced the necessary closing mone s and also

te moneys necessary to pay the mortgage on the land-the existing
mortgage on the land.

Mr. SiMON. At the time you filed the application for the section 608
mortgage on this project, whiat was your net worth ?

Dr. GEVINSON. Well, I don't remember, I had Mr. Savage-he told
m he sent in a financial statement, I believe.

Mr. SIMON. The subpena called for two financial statements, one
in the period of 194748, or 1949, and the second one as of December 31,
1953.

We received the latter one, Ioctor, but we never received the earlier
ones.

l)r. GEviNsoN. Mr. Savage told me lie had sent in the earlier one.
Mr. SIMON. The earliest one he gave us was December 31, 1951, but

we also wanted to know what your net worth was in the 1940's when
you started into the section 608 projects.

I)r. GEVINSON. I am sorry. I didn't get the subpena. I was called
by someone from your office. I was up in Syracuse. If I had known
you wanted 1947, I would have brought it. I will be glad to have

r. Savage give it to you.
Mr. SImoN. On June 22, 1954, you were present in an executive

session?
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Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you recall that at that time I asked you about your

net worth at the time this project was started ?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. And as I recall it you said it was not over $50,000; is

that right?
Dr. GEVINSON. I was really guessing. I am still guessing. I don't

know because I haven't, been in Washington since that day. I left
that day. I would be very happy to very specifically give you any
information that you might need.

Mr. SIMoNs. Did you tell us on June 22 that it was not over $50,000
in 1947 ?

Dr. GF.,iNsoN. I think I said I thought it might be that but I think
I also said I wasn't sure at all.

Senator PAYNE. Well, let me ask this, Doctor. What properties
did wou own in 1947?

1r. (E vl xsox. I owned the parking lot at 19th and I.
Senator P.YNE. What did you pay for that ?
Dr. GEVINSON. I think that was about $45,000 or something like

that.
Senator PAYNE. And did you own a home here?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, I own a home at 3243 Military Road NW.
Senator PAYNE. Vhat was that valued at?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, it cost me $12,000 but I value it around $17,000

or $20,000, something like that.
Senator PAYNE. $ ,000 would be a fair figure?
Dr. GEviNso-i. I think so.
Senator PAYNE. You had an officeyou had equipment and so forth,

in Your own permanent dental office.,
Dr. GEviNsoN. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. What would you estimate that would be?
Dr. GEVINSON. I would say maybe around $15,000, something like

that, I am not sure.
Senator PAYNE. Did you have any stocks and bonds?
Dr. GEVlNxSON. I think I had some government stocks.
Senator PAYNE. How much, about, would you say?
Dr. GEVINSON. It is hard to say.
Senator PAYNE. I mean approximately.
Dr. GEVINSON. It would be purely a guess. I really wouldn't know.
Senator PAYNE. Was it a substantial amount or was it a minor

amount?
Dr. Gvi NwsoN. I don't think it was too substantial. I think it was

several thousand dollars but I don't know exactly.
Senator P.YNE. Would it bo $2,000. $,000, or $7,000?
Dr. Gi.xrNsoN. It might have been between $3,000 and $5,000. I

just exactly don't recall. I mziht have had more. In other wondz.
I could get the statements and let you know very accurately.

Senator P.YNE. Were yOu carrying a substantial bank balance at
that time, in cash?

Dr. GE.viN--so. I think I was.
Senator PAYNE. Would you have any idea how much that was/
Dr. GEVlNSO¢. As I said these figures are purely guesses. Tey

could be as wrong as anything. If you would let me, I would like to
give you the actual statements which would be accurate because when
I tell you now I just don't know the answer.
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Senator PAYNE. Did you have much in the way of mortgage against
the land that you had bought and the home that you owned?

Dr. GEviNsoN. Well, I really don't recall now. In other words, I
would rather not tell you something that isn't true. I mean

Mr. SIMON. One thing, as I recall it, you borrowed some money from
your mother and father to buy this piece of property, didn't you?

Dr. GEVINSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you owed that?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, there was no note.
Mr. SIMON. The Tompkins Co. financed this project for you, is that

right?
Dr. GEVINSON. That is correct.
Mr. SrMAoN. Now, in addition to paying the Tompkins Co. the charges

that they made for this, did you pay anything to the individuals to
induce them to finance the project for you?

Dr. GEVINSON. No. The $155.()()0 was the entire sum paid to the
Tompkins Co.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever (rive any money or shares of stock to Mr.
Tompkins' son, in consideration of his having persuaded his father
to finance the project, for you?

Dr. Gm--,-soN.. No.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't?
Dr. (,EVINsoN. No, sir. You are talking about Washington Circle?
Mr. SIMoN. I am talking about all the projects.
Dr. GEVINSON. Now, in the Westchester House in Fort Worth. Tex.,

it wasn't a question of giving. At the forming of the corporation, the
original stockholders there were Francis M. Tompkins. 10 percent;
myself, I think 671/ 2-well. I will give you-I mean-for instance--
well Francis Tompkins got 10 percent at the beginning of the cor-
poration. It wasn't an inducement., it was part of the agreement.

Mr. SIMON. You had a total of six projects, I believe?
Dr. G iNsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And the Tompkins Co. or the Tompkins family were

helpful to you in one way or another in all of them, is that not right?
Dr. GE vINsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Now, after they were constructed, you gave what for

the moment we will call the Tompkins group, $180,000 in either cash,
land, or stock, is that right?

Dr. GEVIN sow. Well, that, was during construction. I think if you

will remember, as I explained, actually $40,000 of it -I mean $25,-
000 and $16,000, I think-$41,000 was actually cash. Then, in order
to obtain loans from Mr. Tompkins, in order to pay off obligations
which I had accrued during this development of the project to other
individuals, like Mr. Wiley and Mr. DeFabio, lie loaned me $85,000.
For that $85,000 loan, I gave him 12/ percent of the stock of the
Westchester, so by that method he got 121/2 percent of the stock in the
Westchester, for a private loan to pay off private obligations.

Mr. SIMON. Well, Doctor, the money we are now talking about or
the money and property totaling $180,000 was in addition to repaying
any moneys you had ever borrowed from the Tompkins group, isn't
that right?

Dr. iEVNSON. Well, yes, but one thing I think you should keep
clear for the record and for your own information is that this cash
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that I gave Mr. Tompkins and the stock I gave him was for priN ateloans. In other words, it was for moneys loaned to me as an 'vd-
vidual and actually as I said, $85,000 of it was, you might say, not
in direct investment in the projects, themselves.

Mr. SIMON. I so understood and want to make clear that he per-
sonally, and the company, both, helped you, personally, finance these
projects.

Dr. GEVINSON. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And, in addition to repaying him all the advances?
Dr. GEVINSON. That's correct.
Mr. SIMoN. You gave them cash and property, valued at $180,000?
Dr. GFviXSON. That I valued at that, that s right.
Mr. SIMON. Part of that went to the Tompkins Co., is that right?
Dr. GEVINSON. I believe all of that did.
Mr. SIMON. Now, didn't some of it go to Mr. Tompkins personally,

and some of it go to his son Francis?
Dr. GEVINSON. His son Francis had always had 10 percent of the

stock in the Westchester House. In other words, he was an original
stockholder. He purchased the original shares at the beginning of
the corporation.

Mr. SIMON. Wh1yv did he get that stock?
Dr. GEV NsoN. Well, he was a very good friend of mine.
Mr. SIMON. His father told us in executive session that you gave

the stock to the son to persuade the father to help you finance these
projects, is that wrong?

Dr. GEVINSON. Well, I think I felt that if his father knew Francis
was a stockholder, he would be more apt to help me in the project, yes.

Mr. SIMON. What was the second section 608 project in which you
were interested?

Dr. GEViNSON. Washington Circle was the first and then-well, I
think they were all about at the same time-Hilltop House I know, I
believe, was the first one after Washington Circle, and then there were
others.

Mr. SIMON. Where is Hilltop House located?
Dr. GEXvi. That is at 15th and Euclid Street NW.
Mr. SIMON. In Washington, D. C.?
Dr. (EVINSON. Yes, sir.
MJr. SIMtoN. 'What was the mortgage on that one?
Dr. (EV. 'oN. $787,700.
Mr. SIMON. Who built that one for you?
Dr. GEVINSON. That was actually built by Mr. Bender and Mr.

Bright-I think it was the B. & B. Construction Co. I am not exactly
sure of the name of the contracting outfit right now.

Mr. SI o.O. What was the cost of the project?
Dr. GEVINSO-. The cost of the project, including the land was

$795,990.51.
Mr. Si~ro-,. What was the third one?
Dr. GEViNsON. I was the minority stockholder in Dorchester House.

That was in Dallas, Tex. Then, the Westchester House in Fort
Worth, Tex., and then the Flamingo Apartments in Philadelphia and
tho Sky Line Aparments in Syracuse, N. Y.

Mr. SIMON. n the Syracuse Apartments, in the Sky Line, who are
the stockholders?

Dr. GEVINSON. The stockholders were myself, 90 shares, Mr. Gross-
berg, Solomon Grossberg, 10 shares.
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Mr. SIMON. Any other stockholders?
Dr. GE vINSON. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage, there?
Dr. GEvINsoN. $3,473,800.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost, there?
Dr. GEVINSON. $3,900,512. The actual cost was $3,930,000, but

$50,000 was put into the building but paid for by the tenants.
Mr. SIMON. Who built that one?
Dr. GEVINSON. That was the Turner Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Now, Flamingo in Phildelphia, who were the stock-

holders?
Dr. GEVINSON. Myself, 90 percent, and Mr. Solomon Grossberg, 5

percent, and Mr. Israel (rossberg. 5 percent.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage there?
Dr. GEVINSON. $2,533,800.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost?
Dr. GEVINSON. The total cost was $2,530,831.35.
Mr. SIMON. Whot built that one?
Dr. GEVINSON. Turner Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. The Westchester ini Fort Worth, who were the stock-

holders there?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, it was the Dalmark Corp. The stockholder

that owns the Westchester Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Dalnark owns all of the Westchester Corp. stock?'
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And, who owns the Dalnark stock?
Dr. GEEVINSON. That is 721/2 percent by myself, 121, percent by

Charles H. Tompkins Co., 10 percent by Francis M. Tompkins, 5 per-
cent, by Solomon Grossberg.

Mr. SIMON. That 10 percent by Francis is the 10 percent you gave
him to persuade his father?

Dr. ,EV INSON. Well, I mean, yes, that's right.
I didn't give it to him, he bought it. He was in at the beginning

and was one of the original stockholders.
Mr. SI moN. How much did he pay for it?
I)r. GEVINSON\. Ve all paid $10,00 )a share.
Mr. SiMON. How many shares were there ?
I)r. GEVINSON. 100.
M[r. SIMON. So, the total capital was $100,000?
Dr. G IWis )N. That's right.
Mlr. SvNr0 -s. Who owns the land?
I)r. GCVINSON. I)almark.
Nr. SI-fON. Where did they govt it?
)r. (EVINSON. From the individual owners.

Mr. SIMo,. 11ho were the individual owners?
Dr. GEvI.soN),. Myself, Francis Tompkins, Solomon Grossberg, and

Charles Tompkins Co.
Mr. SIMON. In the same percentages as you gave us for stock-

hol(lers?
Dr. GEV-Ixs O,. That's right.
,r. SITIN. And, where (lid the individual get the land?
I)r. ( ;,EVINSON. They bought, it from Mr. Hank Byron.
Mr. SIMON. Henry Byron?
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Dr. GEVN-soN. Byron Hanks, I believe was the name.
Mr. SIMoN. Byron Hanks?
Dr. GEvINS)oN. I believe that's right.
Mr. Si.MtON. How much did you pay Mr. Hanks for the land?
Dr. GIEVINSON. $237,000.
Mr. SIiwoN. How much did Dalmark pay you for it?
Dr. GEvINsSON. $461,339.03.
Mr. SiMoN. As I remember it, Francis Tompkins got about $22,500

for that?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI.MoN. Did Dalmark then mortgage the land?
Dr. GEVI NSON. Well, the owners had mortgaged the land.
Mr. SIMON. You had mortgaged it?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, and the mortgage cost is in the-in other words,

we had borrowed $160,000 and the $160,000 mortgage is part of the
$461.000.

Mr. SIM.No.N. You bought it for $237,000 and you paid $77,000 c(ash
and $160,000 mortgage, is that right?

Dr. (EVINSON. The mortgage was not put on until after the build-
ing was about 20 percent completed.

Mr. Si MtoN. Thien you sold it to the corporation that these same peo-
ple owned, for $46 1,000, is that correct?

Dr. (CiEVINSON. That is correct.
Mfr. SuIMo.N-. Who built the Westchester House?
Dr. GEVFINsoN. Charles H. Tompkins Co.
Mr. S1 M( )NS. That is this Washington building firm?
Dr. GEViENSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Going to Dorchester House, who are the stockholders

there
Dr. GEVINSON. Myself for 37% percent, Mr. Edward Dicker and

Mr. Jerome Frank own the other thirty-one and three-quarters per-
cent of the stock.

Mr. SIMoN. You own how much?
Dr. GEVINSON. Thirty-seven and a half percent.
Mr. SIMoN. And the others own 621/ percent?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage on that?
Dr. GEviNsoN. That was the $1,300,000.
Mr. SIMON. Just one project?
Dr. GEviNsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. StoN. What was the cost of that?
Dr. GEVINSON. $1,354,000, including the land.
Mr. SIMON. Who built that project ?
Dr. GE VINso. The Charles H. Tompkins Co.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the project in which Tompkins Co. paid you a

$6,000 kick-back for getting them the contract? Well, you owned
37 percent?

Dr. GEviNsox. That's correct.
Mr. Sixo N. And, you arranged for them to build the building?
Dr. GEViNSON. That's correct.
Mr. SimoN. And, out of the fee they paid you $6,000?
Dr. GEVINSON. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. And you didn't share that with the other stockholders?
Dr. GEVINsoN. No, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage in Westchester?
Dr. GEVINSON. It was $2,935,800.
Mr. SIMON. If my mathematics are right, Doctor, the total mort-

gages on these six rojects are $12,500,000 f'
Dr. GIEVINSON . Well, actually, if you take all six of them, the total

mortgage is $13,474,400. I have $2,533,800 for Flamingo; $2,443,300
for Washington Circle; $2,935,800 for Westchester House; $3,473,800
for Sky Line; $787,700 for Hilltop, and $1,300,000 for Dorchester, and
if I add correctly it is $13,474,400.

The total cost for all is $13,588,854.
Mr. SIMoN. That is $200,000 less than the mortgages for the six of

them?
Dr. GEVINSON. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. Doctor, do you have a copy of the financial statement

that you showed us on June 22 that is dated December 31, 1953?
Dr. GEvvINsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. May I see it please?
Dr. GEvNsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. This statement, Doctor, was prepared by your auditors,

is that right?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And, I believe in connection with your equities in the

section 608 projects, you told us that the values there, are not your
cost, but represent-

Dr. GEVINSON.. Eight times the gross rental.
Mr. SIMON. As I understand you also told us they also represent fig-

ures at which you have been offered by purchasers?
Dr. GVINSON. It would be very close to that: yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You have had offers at these figures?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, just about.
Mr. SIMON. And, the same shows, does it not, total assets of $2,541,-

998; liabilities of $533,811, or a net worth, on December 31, 1953, of
$1,981,186, is that correct?

Dr. GE VINso. Using the value of the stocks set up-what we con-
sider the market value, yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. In each case you have had an offer for at least that
much ?

Dr. GEvINsoN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that after the payment of this $182,000 to the Tomp-

kins Co.?
Dr. GEvINsoN. It is after he got his share of the stock, of the Dal-

mark Corp.
MIr. SIMON. Of the $182.000 that you paid in 1953, to the Tompkins

Co., or Charles Tompkins, or Francis Tompkins, how much of that
Was cash and how much of it was in stock?

Dr. GEvINsoN. Well, $46,000-the $25,000 and the $16,000--$36,000
1 ,is cash and the balance as the equity of the stock.

Mr. SIMON. In these various corporations?
Dr. GEvINsoN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How much cash?
Dr. GEVINSON. $25,000 and $16,000. $41,000.
Mr. SIMON. $41,000 cash and the balance was in stock I
Dr. GieviNsoN. That's right.
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Mr. SIMON. That has no relation to the $6,000 that they paid you,
commission, or what have you?

Dr. GEViNSON. No, sir.
I think I would like to add, or I wish you would add what the act-

ual cash is that I had in there, because unfortunately there are a lot of
people who think I should have a lot of cash.

Senator P.tYNE. Do you mean the actual cash that showed on your
balance sheet as of December 31, 1953?

Dr. GEVINSON.. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. The actual cash that shows on hand or in the banks

as of that date is $67,664.96?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si.%tON. Dr. Gevinson, do you still own Hilltop House?
Dr. GFNVrNSON. No, we sold that.
Mr. SIMON. When did you sell it?
Dr. GEVILNSON. Shortly after it was completed.
Mr. SIMON. 1ho did you sell it to?
Dr. GEVINSON. Mr. Sveska.
Mr. Sin~ox.. Do you know his first name?
Dr. GEVINSON. Raymond.
Mr. SIMON. Where does he live?
Dr. GmViNso. 1725 Taylor Street.
Mr. SrxoN. How much did lie pay you for it?
Dr. GEVINsoN. He paid $97,700 over the mortgage. $97,700 for the

stock.
Mr. SIMon. And the mortgage just remained as it was?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. He just bought your stock in the corporation for

$97,700?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In 1953, Doctor, was your income all from these prop-

erties?
Dr. GEVINSON. In 1953-well. most of it.
Mr. SrMo.-. Did you have income that wasn't from these proper-

ties, directly or indirectly ?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, yes, some.
Mr. SIMo.N. Excluding the income that you had in 1953, in no way

related to these properties, what was your income in 1953?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, there again, I don't know without looking at

the income-tax return. I don't have it with me. I would be very
happy to furnish it.

Mr. SIMON. How many of these properties do you draw salaries
from or get management fees from?

Dr. GEviNsow. In 1953, I believe that $40,000 was drawn in
salaries, total.

Mr. SIMfoN. $10,000 in salaries?
Dr. GEviN ox. That was also for salaries in other years.
Mr. SIMON. What companies paid that?
Dr. GEVINSON. Flamingo paid $20,000--no, wait a minute: Fla-

mingo paid $20,000 and Westchester paid $10,000 and Washington
Circle paid $20 000 so that was $50,000.

Mr. SIMON. 150,000?
Dr. GVINSON. Yes, but that was for previous years as well as 19.53.
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Mr. SIMON. Do you now draw a salary from Westchester House?
Dr. GEVINSON. $10,000 a year.
Mr. SiMoN. You draw $10,000 a year salary?
Dr. GEv soN. From the Westchester House.
Mr. SIMON. What is that for, Doctor?
Dr. GEVINSON. Well, I just flew back in from being there a week,

in order to look after corporation affairs. In other words, I am the
only" one taking care of the business, you might say.

Mfr. SIMON. Do you d raw a salary from any of the others
Dr. GEVINSON. No, 1iot tllis year.
M[r. SIMON. Westchester is the only one you are now drawing a

salary from?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you get any management fees from anx' of them?l)r. GVINSON. Just the We-tclester.
Mr. SIMON. I thought you li ed ii Syracuse?
I)r. G-VINSN. No. There again-I vi it each project about every

otier week. In other words, I sl)end a day or so at each project.
Mr. SIMON. Well, Doctor, going back to my prior question, exclud-

ing income in no way related to these projects, can you tell us what
your income was in 1953 ?

Dr. GEVINSON. 'Well, I know I paid a tax of about $49.000-I know
the tax, but I don't know the income. I could get it for you, but I
mean I just don't know. In fact, I think it was $89,000.

.M[r. SIMON. You said earlier that $41.00() of what you paid the
Tompkins was cash. In addition to that didn't they get $22,500 cash
out of the sale of the

Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, that's right. I'm sorry.
Mr. SIMON. So, that would be $( Cs,500 ash that Mir. Tompkins got?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, that's right.
Mr. SIMON. In addition, didn't they get-is that the only cash they

got, now?
Dr. GEVINSON. Yes.
Mr. Sio-. Everything else is in either land or stock?
Dr. GEVINSON. That's right.
Mr. Si. sioN. But, that $63.500 cash, and the balance ill stock, is in

addition to reimbursement for all the moneys they ever loaned, and
in addition to the full contract price for all the construction work
they did?

Dr. GEVINSON. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. So that the record will be straight, where you were

asked the question on Federal income taxes, your statement here shows
that Federal income taxes for 1953 as reported by your accountant,
were $27,137.84.

Dr. GEVINSON. Thank you.
Senator PAYINE. Wouldn't you say, Doctor, that probably based

upon that amount of tax, if I recall correctly in the session that you
had with us previously, there were some capital gains involved in
there, were there not?

Dr. GEVINSON. Yes. Actually that covered, I would say, transac-
tions from 1950, through 1953. In other words, that was the culmina-
tion of, you might say, all the transactions.
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Senator PAYNE. So there is a pretty good possibility as far as gross
income was concerned in connection with that return, that it might
have been close to $100,000 and it might have exceeded it?

Dr. GEVINSON. Yes, sir, because that was equities in land and other
things, included as income on a capital-gains basis.

Senator PAYNE. I believe that it all then, thank you.
The committee will stand in recess. The next meeting is at 10

Monday morning
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a. m., Monday, July 19, 1954.)
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MONDAY, JULY 19, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMIT ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Wa8hington, 1). C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a. m., in Room 301,

Senate Office Building, Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart (chairman), Bush, Payne, Frear, and
Lehman.

Also present: Senator Kerr.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, FIA investigation.
The CIAIRMN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness this morning will be Mr. Link Cowan, of Okla-

homa with respect to the Page Manor matter in Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Cowan, will you come forward, please?
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman?
The CIIArRMAN. Senator Kerr.
Will you be seated, Mr. Cowan, please?
Mr. CoWAN. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. I want to present this distinguished Oklahoman to

this fine committee and to say to the committee that he is one of Okla-
homa's outstanding businessmen, and citizens. I would like to re-
quest the committee, after it has asked Mr. Cowan all the questions
that the committee desires to ask him, to give him and his represen-
tative the opportunity to make such further statement or present such
further exhibits in connection with their matter as they might desire.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to say to the Senator that in this investiga-
tion we permit all witnesses to have as many attorneys as they care
to and so say what they please, even to the point of abusing the'Sena-
tors, which has occurred here a couple of times, and also to file any
statements they care to file either when they are before us or after
they have testified.

In other words, we are just interested in one thing, and that is the
facts, and we do not care how we get them, as long as we get them
honestly. The can file statements today and if they want to they can
file more again tomorrow. That has been our policy and will continue
to be our policy.

Senator KERR. I am aware of that policy and happy that this com-
rnittee is composed of the personnel that it is. I want to say to the
committee that I have the same respect, for it that I have for my
constituent.

The CHArRMAN. Thank you, Senator. We appreciate it. We ap-
preciate very much your showing up.

Mr. CowAN. Thank you, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. We would be glad to have you join us.
Senator KERR. I am in the shape the chairman is. I have another

committee I have to attend.
The CHAIRMAN. We are all busy. Thank you very much for com-ing in.
fr. Cowan. if you will please be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF LINK COWAN, PAGE MANOR, DAYTON, OHIO, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JOHN CAHILL AND LOFTUS BECKER, COUNSEL

Mr. COWAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's get the names of these gentlemen.
Mr. CAHILL. I am John Cahill, Senator.
The CHAIRAwN. The attorney representing Mr. Cowan?
Mr. BECKER. Loftus Becker-
The CHAIRMAN. Representing Mr. Cowan.
We will proceed, then.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cowan, will you give the reporter your full name

and address?
Mr. COWAN. Link Cowan, 802 North Broadway, is my residence,

214 North Broadway is my residence, Shawnee, Okla.
Mr. SIMON. What is your business, Mr. Cowan ?
Mr. COWAN. Building contractor, Shawnee.
Mr. SIMON. When did you first become interested in the Page Manor

housing project in Dayton, Ohio?
Mr. COWAN. In the fall of 1948, I think was the first time it was

discussed.
Mr. SIMON. What did you first do with respect to that project?
Mr. COWAN. What did I first do?
Mr. SrMoN.. Yes. What was the first thing you did when you got

interested in the project ?
Mr. ('(,w.\N. We discussed it with Mr. Ready and Mr. Casey.
Mr. SIMoN. Did they bring the project to you or did you bring it

to them?
Mr. CowAN. They brought it to me, so to speak.
Mr. SIMON. They had the idea?
Mr. COWAN. They had the idea if that is what you are talking about.
Mr. SIMON. They had the idea for a housing project at the Air

Force Base at Wright Field and came to you with it?
Mr. Cow.k.N. No. They did not in t beginning. We discussed

general construction and did not have housing in mind at all, becaiiise
I am not a housing man fundamentally. I am a building contractor.

Mr. SIMON. What did they have in mind when they came to you?
Mr. COWAN. They had any construction that the military might

be doing, such as airbases or any type of work that the military might
be doing.

Mr. SIMON. What was the business of Mr. Ready?
Mr. COWAN. He represented himself to me as an engineer and con-

tractor and ex-colonel in the Army.
Mr. SIMON. Was he what is frequently called a 5-percenter I
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
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Mr. SIMon. Did you sign a contract with him to give him 5 percent

of what you got out of this arrangement?
Mr. COWAN. Not percentt of what I got out of it, no sir. It was not

exactly like that. We had a contract that was made between my as-
sociates and myself and Mr. Ready, but he sent it back with a rider on
it which changed the face of the contract and that part was never exe-
cuted.

Mr. SIMON. You did have a contract with Mr. Ready, did you?
Mr. CowAN. We signed one that was never complete in its face value.
Mr. SiMON. What do you mean ? Do you have a copy of the contract

with you?
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you sign it?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did he sign it?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did it provide for?
Mr. COWAN. It provided that, as I remember it, it provided that if

we built a housing project at Dayton-I do not remember the exact
wording or anything-but if we built the housing project at Dayton,
Ohio, he was to get 5 percent of the stock of the owner corporation, and
if we built any construction projects, he would get 5 percent of the net
profit, if any.

Mr. SIMON. Incidentally-
Mr. COWAN. That was the sum and substance of what was in the con-

tract, and when it was executed and sent to him, he signed it, but he
sent it back with a rider and this rider said that he wanted to correct
it and read it in a different way and it was to be reexecuted, which was
never done.

Mr. SIMON. What was Mr. Ready's first name?
Mr. COWAN. William.
Mr. SIMON. And Mr. Casey's first name?
Mr. COWAN. Thurry.
Mr. SiON. Were they in the building business? Did they have an

office and run a building business?
Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge. I do not think so.
Mr. SIMoik. So far as you know did they have any office other than

the home in which they lived?
Mr. COWAN. That to my knowledge is all they had, yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did they do for this 5 percent they were supposed

Io receive ?
Mr. COWAN. What did they do?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. COWAN. They were supposed to do liaison work for us.
Mr. SIMON. Liaison with whom?
Mr. COWAN. With any of the agencies that we might be doing busi-

ness with; the Government agencies.
Mr. SIMON. Governmental ?
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. During the early period when you were doing the spade

ivork were they flying back and forth from Washington to Dayton in
Air Force planes I

Mr. COWAN. I think Mr. Ready was. I don't know of Mr. Casey
ever doing that.
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Mr. SrMoN. Ready did fly back and forth in Army planes?
Mr. COWAN. I think he did. He had that privilege from being an

ex-Army officer.
Mr. SIMOn. When this was all through he sued you for not paying

him, is that rights
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. That suit was in New York?
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you defend the suit on many grounds, including

the fact that the contract was against public policy?
Mr. COWAN. My attorney inserted that in the case, yes.
Mr. SIMoNs. That was one of the defenses?
Mr. COWAN. That was one of the defenses.
Mr. SIMON. Why did you consider the contract to be against public

policy?
Mr. CowA.N. Well, at the time we were talking to Mr. Ready orig-

inally, the word "5-percenter" had never been coined. We never
thought anything about that.

Mr. SIMON. By that you mean the phrase had not been coined but
the practice existed, did it not?

Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.
Mr. SI3MiON. Why did you defend the law suit on the ground-
MNr. (ow.N -. I was acting on my counsel's advice.
Mr. SIMON. Your lawyer told you the contract was against public

policy?
Mr. COWAN. No. My lawyer told me that we had a very thin case

in that behalf, and if he could prove that kind of a question it would
be thrown out immediately, but he thought it was very thin.

Mr. SIM.O. You finally paid him $37,000, is that right?
Mr. COWAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you first acquire or get an option on that

land?
Mr. COWAN. I do not remember the date, but it was-I think it was

in the spring of 1949.
Mr. SuuoN. What were the terms of the option ?
Mr. COWAN. You mean how much was it for or what do you mean.
Mr. SIMoN. Yes. How long a period of time did you have to exercise

the option and what was the price?
Mr. COWAN. I do not recall the time. I think it was 6 months, and

the first option that we received was made in favor of myself and
my associates for the total sum of $95,000, I believe.

Ir. SImoN-. For how many acres?
Mr. COWAN. Approximately 120 and 78.
Mr. Si o N. And you finally bought 78 acres for $65,000, is that

right?
Mr. COWAN. Finally bought the 120 for $65,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Was that option extended from time to time?
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Why did you extend the option from time to time in-

stead of exercising it?
Mr. COWAN. Well, there is a lot of things happened from the time

we took the option until-you see, when they first started out in this
housing deal, nobody knew exactly how it was going to be handled.
Nobody knew how they were going to make it work. They wanted
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to figure out some way where they could get private money to develop
military housing.

Mr. SIMON. Is the reason
Mr. CONwAN. And there was a lot of time elapsed in there when they

first invited us in and we first started talking about housing and the
military making up their mind and the Government making up their
mind how they were going to handle all these things so as time elapsed
we had to extend the option. We thought possibly they were going to
negotiate these things when they first started. That is what they
talked about.

Mr. SwoN. Is the reason. you extended the option you did not want
to pick up the land and pay for it until you first got the FHA com-
mitment'.

Mr. COWAN. No.
Mr. SI.M)N. Why (lid you not buy the land if you were not con-

cerned with the commitment ?
Mr. COWAN. Why did we not buy the land?
Mr. Si-MON. Yes. You did not want it except for this housing proj-

ect, didyou.
Mr. C'OWAN. We (lid buy it before we (got the commitment and paid

for it.
Mfr. SiM(oN. Did you have in mind anything other than tle housing

project when you bought the land ?
Mr. Cow.AN. We had the housing project in mind, certainly.
Mr. SIMoN. Now before you (lid buy the land
Mr. CowAN. The reason why we had it in mind, I can tell you ex-

actly: we went out and looked at, some sites and we have a similar cir-
cumstance in Oklahoma City where Midwest City right across from
Tinker Field, and they have quite a nice housing development there
and I visualized the fact we cmld make the same sort of a development
across from Wright-Patterson. And we felt, it was a good investment.

Mr. SIMON. If it was a good investment regardless, why did you
permit the option to expire without I)icking it up?

Mr. COWAN. Well, that was kind of a pinpoint deal. My first asso-
ciates in the deal, one of them (tied, the other got sick and'blew up on
the thing, and it looked like it might be a deal that I would have to
carry through by myself. Not being a housing man, it looked like a
dark picture, but

Mr. SI.rN.. Is it not a fact, Mr. Cowan. that you permitted the
option to expire and a man named Pine picked tip the option and made
arrangements to buy the. land and the Army then put the heat on him
to let you buy it ?

Mr. ('OwA.x. Not. to my knowledge, not put any heat on. 'Mr. Ness,
my attorney, picked it uIp in his own name.

Mr. Siit(oN,. T)id Mr. Pine not become the owner of the option?
DidI he not pick it, up?

.fr. Cow.tN. It does not say so.
Mr. SImON. Did you not, negotiate
Mr. COWAN. It does not say so in the option. It is in Mr. Noss'

name.
.fr. SIMoN. Did you not negotiate with Mr. Pine to pick it tp?
Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge. I do not remember ever talk-

ing to him about picking it u).
Mt. SI(o. Did you pay Mr. Pine anything for the option ?
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Mr. COWAN. I paid Mr. Noss.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever pay Mr. Pine anything?
Mr. CO)WAN. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know if you ever paid him anything I
Mr. COWAN. No, sir, not to my knowledge.
Mr. SiMON. Are you saying you did or did not or that you do not

remember ?
Mr. COWAN. I am saying that I did not pay him anything not to

my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by adding, "not to your knowledge?"
Mr. COWAN. Well, I just mean that I do not know of any time that

I ever did pay Mr. Pine anything for anything, whatsoever. I paid
Mr. Noss, my attorney, for the option, that he took in his own name.

Mr. SIMON. I am trying to make sure the record is clear, .r.
Cowan

Mr. COWAN. I am trying to make it clear-
Mr. SIMON. Whether you ever paid anything to Mr. Pine.
Mr. COWAN. Do you mean for anything whatsoever ?
Mr. SrMoN. If you care to say that, yes. I am particularly interested

in this option.
Mr. COWAN. Well, if I ever paid him anything, I certainly do not

know.
Mr. SIMON. Why are you unable to say yes or no, that you did or

did not pay Mr. Pine anything?
Mr. COWAN. I do not want to say anything except the truth.
Mr. SIMoN. I do not want you to say anything except the truth.
Mr. COWAN. That is what I am trying to tell you.
Mr. SrMON. Did you pay Mr. Pine anything
Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.
Mr. SrM N. Do you know a Colonel Griggs?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrMoN. Do you know whether Colonel Griggs asked Mr. Pine

to give you this land after he had acquired it?
Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge, I do not know it, no, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You do not know whether Colonel Griggs ever talked

to him?
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
Mr. Smo .Last Thursday, Mr. Pine testified in executive session

before this committee that after he purchased the land, or had the
option, that you had let expire, that Colonel Griggs came to him and
said it was very embarrassing to the Army, and would lie not please
turn that over to you.

Do you know anything about that?
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
Mr. SiMON. Is that false as far as you are concerned?
Mr. COWAN. I do not know. I do not know anything about it.
Mr. SIMON. You do not know anything about it .
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When did Iou get your commitment from FHA?
Mr. COWAN. You mean t1e first commitment?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. MOWAN. I do not remember the date. The record will show

what that is. I do not remember the date.
Mr. SImoN. I have-
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Mr. COWAN. You might have it here. We can probably look it up
and find it for you.

Mr. SIMON. I have one here dated December 8, 1950. Was thera
any issued before that?

Mr. COWAN. I think that is the first one.
Mr. SIxMON. That is the first one?
Mr. COWAN. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. That was issued to Cowan Construction Co. and

Murchison Bros., Dallas, Tex.
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When did Murchison Bros. get into the picture?
Mr. Cow.AN. About 6 months before that.
Mr. SIMON. What was the reason for bringing them into the

picture?
Mr. COWAN. The reason for bringing them into the picture was

because as I explained to you before, I have limits on my finances and
1 have limits-I certainly did not know anything about housing, and
in order to be able to carry on with the deal, it was necessary that I
get a partner.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cowan, if you knew nothing about housing
then, why did you make any effort in the first place to get the contract
to build it?

Mr. ('ow.%N. I was going-I thought probably I could build it. I
can build a house or building but I speak of not knowing anything
about housing. I am speaking about the general procedure of the
development.

The CHAIRM.AN. But you are a builder?
Mr. COWAN. I am a builder, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You just never built any houses of this type?
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. SIMoN. You got the Murchisons in because you didn't have

the financial ability to carry the project through; is that right?
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Had the Murchisons had a lot of experience in

building' houses?
Mr. OWAN. They had had some. I mean-I understood they had

some.
The CHAIRMAN. Were they experienced housebuilders?
Mr. COWAN. No. I didn't know they were experienced housebuild-

ers but I understood they had done this kind of work.
Mr. SIMON. On December 8, 1950, when you got this commitment

from the FHA, had you previously submitted plans and specifications
for theproject?

MAr. COWAN. Had we previously?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. COwAN. Yes, certainly. You have to before you can get a

commitment.
Mr. SIMON. So you submitted plans and specifications before

December 8, 1950?
Mr. COWAN. Before December 8, 1950.
Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Mr. COWAN. I don't recall about the date.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is the date in the application.
Mr. SIMON. That is the date of the commitment.
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You submitted plans and specifications before that?
Mr. COWAN. Yes. You have to send them in for valuation.
Mr. SIMON. Were those plans and specifications adequate and

proper?
Mr. COWAN. We considered them such; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was it proper and feasible to build a building pursuant

to those plans and specifications?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You think they were good plans and specifications, do

you?
Mr. COWAN. We thought they were good at the time.
ir. SIMON. Do you now think they were good?

Mr. Cow.AN. After we got into the thing further, and Mr. Winston
and Mr. Muss joined us in the project, I don't think they were; no, sir.
After learning about the rental housing and getting into the thing
further, I don't think they were the type of thing that would have been
profitable to build.

Mr. SIMON. So while you thought they were good plans when you
submitted them prior to September 19.50, you later came to the con-
clusion they weren't any good; is that right?

Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you capable of building this building or

buildings
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were the Murchison's capable of financing it ?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Then why did you bring in Mr. Muss and Mr. Winston?
Mr. Cow.y. Well, actually, when we had this original job evalu-

ated, and the span of time that elapsed, material and labor had gone
up and the evaluation the FHA they gave us on our plans and sleci-
fications was much lower than we figured we could build the thing for.
When we analyzed the whole situation we figured we had a bad job
and it would be impossible to go ahead with the thing, so we sat down
and talked about it, and Mr. Murchison said that he was acquainted
with a gentleman that he had met down in San Antonio by the name
of Dave 1Nuss and he thought he would talk with him about the project
and see what he suggested.

The CHAIRM.N. Mr. Murchison said that?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. By that time you had bought this land for $65,000.
Mr. Cow.AN. I think we closed the deal on the land at that time:

yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. 'Whose $65,000 was it?
Mr. CowAN. Mr. Murchison paid half of it and I paid half of it.
That is, our brothers joined us in it.
Mr. SIMON. The Cowans put up $32,500 and the Murchisons put

up $32,500.
M\fr. Cow,AN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. After you went ahead with this commitment did you

sell the land to the Page Manor Cos. I
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Mr. COWA.N. We sold it to the Airway Construction Co., as I re-
member it.

Mr. SixoN. How much did you sell it to Airway Construction
Co. for ?

Mr. (oWAN. Well, after
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of money?
Mr. COWAN. That we sohl the land for?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. ('Ow. N. About $165,000, I think, was the consideration for the

whole deal that Mr. Muss, after Mr. Muss and Winston came into the
thing. They were to reimburse us for our expenditures to date and
it went in, of course, as part of the cost of the land.

Mr. SiMo ,,-. You sold the land that you and Mr. Murchison had
paid $65,00() for to Airway instruction n for $165,000; is that right ?

Mr. Cow.AN. Well, you can put it that way. Actually, it involved
some other expenses.

Mr. SIMON. What other expenses ?
Mr. COWAN. That M\lr. Muss and Mr. Winston were willing to

absorb.
Mr. SIMOx. What were those other expenses?
Mr. COWAN. Making plans and developing the job up to that

point.
Mr. SIMoN-. How niuch lad you spent for making plans and de-

veloping the job .
Mr. (o v.\N. I don't have a breakdown on all those things, but it

came to, in round figures, the $1(0011.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell me specifically what you had spent?
Mr. Cow.\N. Sure. We had traveling expense, we had
Mfr.SIMON. How much was that
Mr. COwAsN. Engineering expense.
Mr. SIMON. How much was your traveling expense?
Mr. ('OWA,,. Probably we spent, $15,000, I would say, in round

figures.
MIr. S.MN-. Are you just guessing or do you know that?
Mr. ('owAx-. No, I am just guessing. I don't have those figures in

my mind. It would be impossible for me to remember all that.
Mr. SIto.N. Can you supply us with those figures?
Mr. ('OW.\N. I think so. I think I can furnish you a breakdown.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get half of the $100,000 and did the Murchisons

g(.t the other half?
Mr. (1 owAN. No. It. was broken down on what our actual expenses

were. We were reimbursed for what we had actually expended, b)oth
of 11.

Mr. SIMox. So that extra $1,0.OOO was not intended as a reflec-
tii, of the value of the land. but was merely intended to reimburse
you and the Murchisons for other expenses; is that right?

Mr. Cow.-N. That is what we had agreed on with Mr. Musq and
Mr. Winston; yes, sir.

M'. SIMON. In buying this land, did you pay the former owner
the fair value of the land ?

Mr. COWAN. We considered it such, yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. There was no reason he had to sell to you or that he

was forced to sell at any lower value than the land was worth, is
there?
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Mr. COWAN. Not to my knowledge; no, sir.
[r. SIMON. In your first application for FHA loan

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to have a recess for about 5 minutes
while Senator Frear and I go to the floor for a quorum. Excuse us for
about 5 minutes and we will be back. We are going to make a quorum.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
We will continue with Mr. Cowan.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cowan, in your application of July 24, 1950, you

listed the value of this land for Page Manor No. 1 at $70,000; is that
right?

Mr. CowAN. I don't remember. I didn't make the application out,
as I remember it. I might have signed it but it was made out by people
that were experts in that business, or professed to be at any rate.

Mr. SIMON. I would be glad to show you a photostatic copy of the
application and ask you if you signed it, and if you valued the land
at $70,000 in that application.

Mr. COWAN. That is correct, $70,500 the land is valued here at.
Mr. SIMON. You similarly valued the land in project No. 2, didn't

you?
I show you the application for project No. 2, and see if that refreshes

your recollection.
Mr. COWAN. That is correct.
Mr. SI:fox. What happened between the time you bought the land

for $65,000 and the time you filed these applications that justified in-
creasing the value to $141,000?

Mr. COWAN. What happened?
M r. SIMON. Yes, sir.
Mr. COWAN. I don't understand what you mean, what happened?
Mr. SIMON. You paid $65,000 for the land; is that right?
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. If I understood you a moment ago you said that was

the fair value of the land when you bought it?
Mr. COWAN. Total figures; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then a short time later you said in your application to

FHA, or at least the application that you signed, that the value of
the land was $171,000-$141,000, excuse me.

Mr. COWAN. Well, of course, as I understood it, when you value your
land in these FHA applications, they include the off-site utilities that
have to be brought to them, and the land after it has been developed
for building.

Mr. SIMON. You also put in your application $225,000 for these
utilities, and $50,000 for landscaping.

Mr. COWAN. I said
Mr. SIMON. You weren't including the utilities and landscaping

twice, were you?
Mr. COWAN. No, I don't think so.
Mr. SiMoN. Isn't the $225,000 for the utilities what you were talking

about in the value of the utilities?
Mr. COWAN. I am talking about the off-site utilities that have to

be brought to the land.
In other words, you have to extend your sewer and water mains,

which we had to do, which cost some million or million and a half.
I don't remember.
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Mr. SIMON. When did you buy this land?
Mr. COWAN. When did I buy it?
Mr. SImoN. When did you finally consummate the purchase of it?
Mr. COWAN. Sometime in 1950. I don't remember the date.
Mr. SioN. What is your best recollection of the date?
Mr. COWAN. I just don't have a recollection of the date. I don't

remember.
Mr. SimoN. You filed this application-
Mr. COWAN. It is a matter of record. We can get the dete for you.
Mr. SIMON. You filed this application July 24, 1950. With refer-

ence to that date, when do you recall purchasing the land?
Mr. COWAN. I don't recall.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it in the year 1950?
Mr. COWAN. We can get the date for you.
The CHAIRMAN. Or was it the latter part of 1949? Was it a year,

6 months, or 3 months prior to the time yon filed the application.
Mr. COWAN. We had a lot of things going on back and forth about

that. I don't remember dates. I don't just remember the date.
I can get it for you if it is important.
Mr. SIMON. Was it more than a matter of a couple of months be-

fore you filed this application ?
Or was it matter of a couple of days before you filed the appli-

cation ?
Mr. COWAN. I would sav-I just don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it a year?
Mr. COWAN. It wasn't a year. no. I am sure it wasn't a year. I

don't think it was a year before that, no, sir.
Mr. SuuoN. You don't know whether it was a couple of days or

couple of months?
Mr. COWAN. Is it important? I will get it for you.
Mr. SIMON. Two things make it seem important, that you let the

option lapse and then a could le of days after you let it lapse you were
very interested in acquiring the land.

Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I am wondering whether in that couple of days you

found out you were going to get this application granted.
Mr. CowAN. No, sir. That had nothing to do with the purchasing

of the land.
Mr. SiMoN. Why did you change your mind so suddenly about get-

ting the application or getting the land?
Mr. COWAN. Why did II
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. COWAN. You mean renewing the option?
Mr. SIMfoN. Yes.
Mr. COWAN. Renewing the option
Mr. SIMoN. Exercising the option.
Mr. COWAN. Exercising or renewing the option. As I told you

before, it was a pinpoint deal and it looked like
M[r. Simow. What do you mean "pinpoint" deal?
Mr. COWAN. It focused down within a matter of a day or two.
Mr. SrMoN. I don't understand that.
Mr. COWAN. The time element was just a day or two in there, and

I had lost interest in the job myself practically and it looked-one of
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my partners died, another got sick and quit and it looked like I
wouldn't maybe be able to go on with the deal but Air. Thorn l)soi came
along and we got the Murchisons into the deal and it looked like I
would be able to go ahead and carry the thing on financially so natu-
rally I got interested in the thing again.

Mr. SiM.toN.s. That all happened within a couple of days?
Mr. COw.\N. YVes, sir, that all happened within a very few days.
Mr. SI D. I)id you have any other help in getting this application

through the governmentt, other than Ready and Casey?
Mr. COWAN. W hat do you mean other help? I had people working

for me, sure.
Mr. SIN. . How about people who weren't working for you?
Mr. COWAN. No, not to my knowledge we didn't have anybody elbe.
Mr. SI.O,.N,'. Did anybody intercede with you with either the FIIA

or the Air Force to help you get this commitment?
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
Mr. Si.Mro. You are sure of that?
Mr. Cow.ANx. Yes, sir; not to my knowledge. I had Senator Thomas

make some appointments with me. 1 or 2, I think.
Mr. SM 10N. Wasn't that for the purpose of helping yu get the

allpication through ?
kfMr. Cow.\XN. No, sir.
I)o y'o)u think that when you have a Senator or Congre-sman and I

am his constituent, come to Washington, who do you think I would
have wake my appointments?

Mr. Si.,r., Tam trying to find out what the purpose of those a:p-
J)ointments was. Who were they with?

Mr. Cow.%.. One of them was with Harold Stewart, as I remember.
Mr. SIHON. Harold Stewart.
'Mr. . Yes.
Mfr. SIMoN. Who wag he?
Mr. Cow.\x. He was Secretary of the Air Force.
Mi'. C .i IILL. Assistant Secretary.
Mr. (' w.\.N. Assistant Secretary of the Air Force.
Mr. S11r, 1. Who else'?
IfMr. (1ow..,. I don't remember.
That is all I remember right now. I don't remember there was any-

body else. I didn't know Harold Stewart. I had to get acquainted
with him some way.

Mlr. SIMON. As yon reflect now, do you think that you and .,u,"
company were able to l)uild this building at the time you got the coi-
mitment ?

Mr. Cow..,. Build what building?
Mr. Si. )x. Page Manor project.
3i'. ('o w.'. I)o von mean in the first stage or the last stage? W1liich

part are you talking about ?
Mr. ST*r.oN. You have already testified that while you thought the

)l:ans and specifications were all right at the time you submitted them
Von now feel they weren't any good.. Mr. Cow.%N. I told you also that I wasn't a developer and wasn't

versed in those kind of things, too.
Mr. SIMo,. As of now, do you think that you or your company was

able to construct these buildings?
Mr. COWAN. Do you mean financial ability or abilitywise?
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Mr. SIMON. Abilitywise.
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You were?
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMONz. Did you need Mr. Muss or Mr. Winston for anything

other than to revise tfe plans?
Mr. ('OwN. For anything other than to revise the plans?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. COWAN. I don't get what you mean. What do you mean by

that?
Mr. SIMON. I take it you had the financial ability in the Murchisons?
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You say even now you are satisfied that your company

had the construction ability.
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The only thing that you now feel was lacking at the

time was the plans weren't any good.
Mr. COWAN. I told you before that Mr. Murchison and I evaluated

the job and we figured it was a bad job and it was no good to go ahead
with and we were about ready to discard the whole thing, when we were
talk ing it over.

The CHAIRMAIN. You didn't testify the plans were no good, did you?
Mr. COWAN. I said that after learning what I have learned, about

rental housing, that our plans weren't any good and in a sense that
they were impractical.

Mr. SIMON. I show you-
Mr. COWAN. For rental housing.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Muss know about your arrangement with Ready

& Cowan?
Mr. COWAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Ready-
Mr. SImON. Ready & Nasey, excuse me.
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You never told him about it?
Mr. COWAN. No. I don't remember ever telling him about it.
Mr. SIMON. I show you an affidavit that Mr. Muss signed on Sep-

tember 26,1951. and ask you-
Mr. COWAN. Do you mean I never did tell him about it? We told

him about it, sure, when I got sued.
Mr. SIMON. You never told him about it before that?
Mr. COWAN. At the time we made our deal we didn't tell him. Is

that what you meant?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. COWAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. I show you an affidavit Mr. Muss signed in September

1951, and ask you whether you knew that he had been asked to sign
that affidavit.

Would you read the last paragraph, Mr. Cowan?
Mr. COWAN. Yes. No. I didn't know he had been asked to sign it.
Mr. SIMON. Would you read the last paragraph out loud please .
Mr. COWAN (reading):

No person or selling agency has been employed or retained by said corpora-
tion or any officer thereof, to solicit or secure said certificate upon an agreement
or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage or contingent fee.
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Mr. SIMON. I take it to the extent that that is technically correct
in that Mr. Muss, or the Page Manor Corp. had not retained any agent
for that purpose, that you had retained Ready & Casey on a commis-
sion basis to help you; is that correct?

Mr. COWAN. You didn't say it correct. We had retained them as
a liaison officer.

Mr. SiMoN. What do you mean by a liaison officer?
Mr. CowAN. To do legal work for us from one agency to the other,

and see about the different things that you would have to go through
in developing one of these projects.

Mr. SIMON. Is it customary in the building industry to hire liaison
officers?

Mr. COWAN. It certainly is, when you are doing work for the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. SImON. Is it customary to pay them 5 percent of the profits
of the venture?

Mr. COWAN. Is it customary you say ?
Mr. Sixom. Yes, to pay them 5 percent?
Mr. COWAN. You are asking me a question that is a $64 question.

I don't know-
Mr. SIMON. Is it customary for your company to pay these liaison

officers 5 percent?
Mr. COWAN. We had a deal here that was-represented to us-the

man represented to us to know his way around-
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by "know his way around?"
Mr. CAMLL Do you want to finish the answer?
Mr. Cow.kN. Yes.
Mr. CAHILL. He wants to finish his answer.
Mr. SimoN. In finishing if he would explain what he meant by

"know his way around."
Mr. COWAN. Sure. I will explain it. He said he was a colonel in

the Army and he was acquainted with people in the military, and
was a contractor, and an engineer, knew his way around in the con-
struction industry, as well as acquainted with people in the military.

Mr. SiMON. Is it the custom for your company to pay these liaison
people 5 percent rather than a salary?

Mr. COWAN. Well, in this particular instance, it was a deal where
we thought we were going, as I explained to you in the first place,
that we were going to negotiate these contracts. That it was the
intent of the military to do it on that kind of a basis. That is the
reason we made that kind of a contract with him. We were going to
sit down and negotiate this on a percentage basis., cost-plus-fixed-fee
basis, and he was willing to go ahead and do this work, this legal
work, and liaison work, on his own expenses, and his own out-of-
pocket deal, for-

The CHAIRMAN. Was he to get 5 percent of the total amount of the
project or 5 percent of the profits?

Mr. COWAN. He was supposed to get 5 percent of the owning stock.
The CHAIRMAN. The what?
Mr. COWAN. Five percent of the owning stock in any corporation

that might be developed with reference to the housing at Dayton, and
5 percent of the net profit on any job that we might undertake, that
we built, that he brought to us.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
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Mr. COWAN. And did the work on, of the net profit, if any.
Tie CHAIRMAN. In other words, you hired hlim sort of like a sales-

plan, thinking that he had experience in dealing with the Govern-
ment and the Army and the Air Force, to bring jobs to you or sell
jobs for you to the Air Force. They in turn would follow through
on specigeations and do other work that was necessary to do in con-
nection with it; is that right?

Mr. COWAN. That is right. He was to-
The CHAIRMAN. Did he bring you more than this one project?
Mr. COWAN. We talked about several; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But was this the only one that he actually deliv-

ered ?
Mr. COWAN. He didn't actually deliver this one. He did a lot-

did some work on it but-
The CHAIRMNAN. You did get the contract?
Mr. COWAN. Yes. We did finally develop it. It wasn't through him

that it was developed.
The CHAiRMAN. Did he ever bring you any other contract or secure

any other orders for you?
Mr. COWAN. He never secured any orders for us any place. He

didn't even secure this one.
The CHARMAN. But he never secured any orders for you. Your

job is building-you do a lot of building for the Air Force, do you
not?

Mr. COWAN. I do a lot of building for the military.
The CHArRMAN. Such as what, runways?
Mr. COWAN. No. I am a buildin r contractor. I build buildings.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean like barracks, hospitals, hangars ?
Mr. COWAN. Hospitals, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. You do a lot of that ?
Mr. COWAN. Not a great lot, but quite a little; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many such projects have you had, such as

that?
Mr. COWAN. I have had 10 or 12,1 guess.
The CHAIRMAN. Pretty much all over the United States?
Mr. COWAN. No, not all over. Mostly out in my locality.
The CHAIERAN. Mostly out in Oklahoma ?
Mr. COWAN. Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, out in the Midwest.
The CHAIRMAN. What would you say the total contract prices

amounted to all of your 10 or 12 projects?
Mr. COWAN. We had a negotiated job for the Army and Navy at

Norman, Okla., of $28 million. I had three associates with me on that
job, and we did some work at Fort Sill. It was possibly four or five
undred thousand dollars worth. We built the alien camp at McAllis-

ter. Okla., about a million and a half: we built the airbase at Newport,
Ark., that run about, something under $3 million, and work like that.

The CIIAIRMAN. But this Page Manor in Dayton was the only hous-
ing projects that you ever had any connection with with the Air Force
or the Government?

Mr. COWA.N. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that man Ready-you hired him to secure the

contract, and help get going on it?
Mr. COWAN. IN ehired him to do liaison work for us; yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. He told you that he knew how to do it; knew
the Army officers ?

Mr. COWAN. The way he represented to me, he said he was a con.
tractor and engineer and he knew the ins and outs-

The CHAIRMAN. How to get in and out?
Mr. COWAN. No, the ins and outs of the details in handling construc-

tion work with the Governnient. You knot- there is a lot of-when
you are going to negotiate work with the Government, that was
the part that we primarily had him for, to be our representative and
take our brochure around to these different agencies and present our
case.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
He had been an Army officer?
Mr. COWAN. That is what he said.
The CHAIRMAN. He had been a colonel, you say?
Mr. COWAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. How long had he been out of the Army?
Mr. COWAN. I don't recall as he told me; not very long, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Cowan. We ap-

preciate your testimony.
Mr. COWAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. David Muss.
Mr. Muss, will you please be sworn.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF DAVID MUSS, PAGE MANOR, DAYTON, OHIO, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JOHN CAHILL AND LOFTUS BECKER, COUNSEL

Mr. Muss. I do.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you. sir. Please be seated.
Give your full name to the reporter.
Mr. Muss. My name is David Muss, M-u-s-s.
The CHAIRMAN. I presume the same attorneys are representing you

that represented Mr. Cowan?
Mr. BECKER. That is correct.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Will you proceed?
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Muss, who built the Page Manor project?
Mr. Muss. Our company, the Airway Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Is that Airway Construction Corp.?
Mr. Muss. No. sir; Airway Construction Co., a corporation, an

Ohio corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. Who are the stockholders of that company?
Mr. Mrss. The stockholders of the Airway Corp. are David Mtiis,

Norman K. Winston, Tecon Co. of Dallas and Cowan Bros.
Mr. SImroN. Did each of those 4 people or groups own 25 percent

of Airway?
Mr. Muss. Each of them owned 25 percent. I may not have the

exact titles, but essentially those are the interests, and the shares aR
that way.
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Mr. SIMON. Who is Tecon?
Mr. Muss. Tecon is a corporation in which the young Clint Murchi-

son, his brother, and some of their associates, own stock.
Mr. SIMoN. The Murchison family own Tecon; is that correct?
Mr. Muss. I don't think that is correct, Mr. Simon. I recall in the

testimony given I think 60 percent of it belongs to the Murchisons
and 40 percent to some associates in the company.

Mr. SIMoN. Cowan Bros. is Link Cowan andhis brother who just
testified?

Mr. Muss. Link Cowan and his brother Ernest, yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you and Mr. Winston each own 25 percent?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Airway Construction Co.I
Mr. Muss. I am not sure. Let me see
Mr. SIMoN. Is it 24 shares at $50 each?
Mr. Muss. I refer to the records, and I would say that is right. That

is from the books of the company.
Mr. SIMON. That is a total of $1,200, and did each of you pay $300

for capital stock?
Mr. Muss. To the best of my recollection: yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, there are four Page Manor corporations; is that

right?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Nos. 1, 2,3, and 4?
Mr. Muss. Yes sir.
Mr. SImON. Who owns the stock in the four Page Manor companies?
Mr. Muss. Page Manor Management Corp.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Page Manor ManagementCorp. ?Mr. Muss. Do we have that here?

Mr. SIMON. Is that 8 shares at $100 each?
Mr. Muss. Is that what is shown in the record? If it is, I believe

it is right.
Mr. BEcKxR. That is correct.
The CHArRMAN. Is that $800 ?
Mr. Muss. Eight hundred dollars.
Mr. SIMON. For each?
Mr. Muss. No, sir; all of them.
Mr. BECKER. That is Page Manor Management Corp.
The CHAIRMAN. There are four corporations ?
Mr. SIMON. There are four subsidiaries.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Total capital stock is $800?
Mr. BWcKER. Eight hundred dollars.
Mr. SIMoN. Page Manor had 4 stockholders who are the same as

the 4 stockholders in Airway : is that correct?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrMoN. Each of them put up $200 of the $800 in capital?
Mr. Muss. You mean permanent invested capital?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Muss. For common stock: that is right. This does not count the

risk capital used during construction.
Mr. SIMON. By risk capital, you mean loansV
Mr. Muss. Well, loans-that is correct.
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Mr. SiMoN. Each of the Page Manor corporations were wholly
owned subsidiaries of the Page Manor management; is that right?

Mr. Muss. Well, if they weren't when they were organized they
ended up being that way.

Mr. SIMoN. What was the common stock in each of the Page Manor
Corps.?

Mr. Muss. Forty shares of no par value in each, a total of $2,000
in each paid in, sir.

Mr. io N. Then there was preferred stock in each of the Page
Manors that was owned by Airway; is that correct?

Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And since that totaled about $250,000, I take it Airway

borrowed the money to buy that preferred stock?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMoNx. After you got into this picture, I gather you scrapped

the original plans and specifications?M[r. Muss. Yes, sir.

Mr. SI, oN. Why?
Mr. Muss. Perhaps I had better give you a little background for

that.
When Mr. Murchison called me to visit him at his office, and discuss

this-
Mr. SIMoN. Can you tell us when that was?
Mr. Muss. I would say that was in the spring, possibly late Feb-

ruary or early March of 1951.
Mr. Murchison talked to me over the telephone and asked if I could

come by and chat with him a while about this Wright-Patterson deal.
He and his associate, Mr. Cowan, had been working on it. and they lh',
some plans they wanted me to look at. I went to Dallas and I had
my architect with me, Herman Gerber. We had been working on
some other matter, and I met Mr. Cowan at that time, and met Mr.
Murchison, and they showed me plans, and asked my opinion about
them. We went over them. We studied them for quite some time,
both Mr. (Gerber and myself, and I told them I didn't like the plan:.
The objections I had to them was, first, the location of the buildings
on the site. I didn't think it was attractive. Secondly, the distribution
of units was bad. They had, I believe, 20 or 25 percent of 1-bedroom
units, and our experience had been that 1-bedroom units is not good
apartments for the military, that they all have families, or those that
don't have children have a mother-in-law or visitors to come to stay
with them, and I said so. I said, "These are bad."

Again, we didn't like the size of the units. They averaged about
850 square feet per apartment, and that is pretty small units.

We showed them some rough sketches, Gerber drew so,,e
sketches-

The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt?
The original plans that Cowan prepared were accepted by FIIA,

were they not, and the Air Force?
Mr. Muss. They had been accepted by both FHA and the Air

Force.
The CIIAIRMAN. And the Air Force?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir; but we were faced-we had been talking about

a possible joint venture.
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The CHAMMAN. Therefore, if there were any faults in the con-
struction or, rather, the plans, it would be both known to Mr. Cowan
and the FHA and the Air Force?

Mr. Muss. Essentially it would be the fault of the designer.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be their fault, also, for accepting them?
Mr. Muss. Well, sir, they met minimum standards. Tley met

minimum property standard of FHA and minimum property -and-
ards of the Air Force, but they didn't meet our minimum property
standards.

To begin with, we felt that these units ought to average about
1,()20 square feet instead of s,5i0. We wanted-it has been our experi-
ence, over the years, that the builders who try to make the units too
s.lm:dl are unwise. They may save $50 or $60 an apartment, but they
lose it mighty fast if they get some vacancies, and, again, the type of
units were not too good, either. Half of the units were of the one-
over-one type, where somebody would have to take care of the hall-
ways, and maintenance costs would be high. There were dozens of
other reasons we picked on, including the fact that there were, I be-
lieve. very few garages available.

Mr. SIMON. What was the reason for changing from a brick build-
ing to a stucco building?

Mr. Muss. We had just completed some stucco buildings in San
Antonio. We were l)uil(ing them. We liked stucco.

Mr. SIMON. It is more or less expensive?
Mr. Muss. I would say per square foot, sir, stucco is less expensive,

but you want to remember that when we redesiged these buildings we
increased the average floor area per apartment from 850 square feet
to 1,020 square feet.

Again, we added considerable more perimeter to the building, ex-
terior walls, so that while per square foot stucco is cheaper than
brick, the overall in this case might have been more expensive than
brick.The other reason was, as these plans were designed-I am sorry,
I don't have them here-but while they showed brick all the way
up, they had no relief, no ornamentation, no decorative features.
Even the entrance hallway, the trim around the entrance door was
a 1-by-4 board, and we felt that it would look like a prison more than
an 'thing else; just putting brick on a house don't make it look good.

mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss, I have the application which Mr. (owan
identified a few minutes ago, dated July 24. 19 0, for an FHA loan,
witich estimated the total requirements of $4,562,500, and I also have
the application which you signed, dated June 5, 1951. estimating the
total requirements at $5,353.515. The increase is approximately
$800,000 in that 11-month period from the 2 applications.

Comparing the lands, MY. Cowan said the land was worth $70,500.
YA_)u said the land was worth $80,000. What was the reason for
rai sing the valuation of the land $9,500?

Mr. Muss. I can't recall any particular reason, except that I prob-
ably included more-off-site items that were intended or that had to be
added to this land before it was usable. You must remember, sir, that
this was raw land, way out in the country, that we had to spend more
than $1 million for water and sewer. 11,e had to do certain improve-
ments in adjacent roads, both sides of the project, before the land
would be acceptable to FHA.
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Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Cowan said the new utilities would cost $250,000,
and you said the new utilities would cost $372,000. What was the rea.
son for that ?

Mr. Muss. Well, as I said, we didn't like the original layout. IV(
added some streets, for one example. Airway Road is a pretty bmy
traveled road. We set the housing back in our plan 150 feet from tile
road, and then we put an additional service road-the word "service
road" is not correct, but we put a road and a mall directly in front of
this property. Again, we used more land. You want to remember
that in the first instance the coverage of the project was-I think they
averaged about 14 or 15 units per acre. We reduced ours down to
nine point some fraction so you had to use more streets, more roads,
more land.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cowan had $50,000 for landscape work, and you
raised the landscape to $79,800. What was the reason for that? 

Mr. Muss. Again, sir. our units were all row-house type, single.
family units, each one with a front and back yard. Our coverage
was less per acre than the other, which meant we had more area to
landscape, and, again, you see, the cost of landscaping is based upon
what the landscape architect puts in. I can't tell you now, but I
would assume that the architect that drew the final plans showed more
landscape.

Mr. 1SIMON. Mr. Cowan had legal and organization expense at
$5,000, and you raised that to $17,500. What was the reason for that?

Mr. Muss. I had more experience than he did.
Mr. SIMON. Why did your experience cause you to raise that from

$5,000 to $17,500?
Mr. Muss. Because I estimated the new cost was $17,000. We had

people that had to travel long distances to get to Dayton or to Cincin-
nati. We had to hire lawyers, and I didn't know you could hire law-
yers for the price that Cowan had in his application.

Mr. SIMoN. All these figures apply, the differences, to all four proj-
ects; is that right ?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrroNf. So we can multiply these by four?
Mr. Mrss. That is all right, sir. You want to remember, of course.

that when we came into this picture there were only two project, a
thousand units.

Mr. SIMoN. Then it was later doubled to four projects?
Mr. Muss. There were added a thousand additional.
Mr. Syvro,. Mr. Cowan had the architect's fee at $179,615 and von

raised the architect's fee to $234,053. What was the reason for that?
Mr. Muss. Well, sir, the words "architects' fee" is almost a mis-

nomer, and that was our estimate of what it would cost us in archi-
tectural services. It would not only include the architect, but it
would include the engineering fees, the surveyors, staking out, super-
vision, and additional drawings that we might be called on from time
to time or additional architectural services.

Mr. SImOw. I have before me an agreement between owner and
architect dated September 26, 1951. between Page Manor No. 1, signed
by you, and an architect named Erwin Gerber. Are you familiar
with that contract?

Mr. Muss. If I can see it, I eam probably recall it.
This is in consideration of $1.
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Mr. SiMoN. Yes. I wondered why the contract says the fees of the

architect shall be $1 and other valuable considerations?
Mr. Muss. Because he was beingpaid by Airway Co. and not di-

rectly by Page Manor. FollowingF'HA procedure, if you will notice,
in determining the amount of cash requirements for closing, no
amount was set for architects' fLs.

Mr. SIMON. What was Mr. Gerber actually paid?
Mr. Muss. I think Mr. Gerber hiniself was paid around $200,000,

possibly a little bit more than that.
Mr. SIMON. For each of the projects?
Mr. Muss. For all of them.
Mr. SIMON. For all four?
Mr. Muss. For all of them, sir.
Mr. S-IMON. That would be roughly $50,000 for each project?
Mr. Muss. Well, no, sir. They weren't broken u) exactly that way,

but the total was on the basis, percentagewise, I don't know what it
figured out to, but it was a lump sum of $100,000 on the first thou-
sand units, and $100,000 on the second thousand.

Mr. SiMoN. One hundred thousand dollars for the first two
projects ?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. One hundred thousand dollars for the second two

projects?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir. His fee does not include all architectural serv-

ices and engineering expense that was incurred and spent on this job.
Mr. SrMoN. Wasn't that included under construction cost ?
Mr. Muss. No, sir; there is no provision in construction cost or in

the prepayment breakdown for surveyors, engineers, clerical workers,
or architectural supervision.

Mr. SrMoN. How much did you pay the surveyors?
Mr. Muss. I don't have tle figures here, but my best recollection

is probably in excess of $130,000 or $140,000,- those are only part of
the expenses. We had engineers and architectural supervisors on our
daily payrolls.

Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction of the four Page
Manor projects?

Mr. Muss. Do you want total, sir?
Mr. SIMON. I would like the total construction cost as shown by

your books.
Mr. Muss. The total adjusted construction-
Mr. SIMON. Not adjusted, just total construction cost.
Mr. Muss. As per our books, the building costs, per books, shows

$15,879,146.
Mr. SIMON. That does not include the land?
Mr. Muss. It does not include the land nor other items of construc-

tion cost which were charged to profit and loss.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, I would like to get those one at a time. The

mortgage was how much?
Mr. Muss. The mortgage was $17,377,500.
Mr. SIMon. And the actual construction cost was $15,879,000-
Mr. Muss. No, sir. The actual construction cost, if I may be per-

raitted to explain
Mr. SIMoN. Your books shows that $15,81 79,000 as your construction

cost.
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Mr. Muss. That is what we used for depreciation purposes, sir, but
they do not include financing during construction, interest during con-
struction, or other items that we would have had an option to charge
to capital cost, but our accountants advised us to charge to profit and
loss.

Mr. SIMON. I understand. You had about $800,000 of interest and
similar expenses that for your own tax purposes you chose to charge
to profit and loss, and not to construction ?

Mr. Muss. And they should properly be charged-they could prop-
erly be charged to construction cost, sir. These are items which at-e
included in FIIA's estimated costs.

Mr. SIMOn. But you chose to charge them to profit and loss and
offset them against the rental income for tax purposes?

Mr. Muss. On advice of our accountant; this is, right, sir. The
figure that I have here, totaling these items, which would include the
building cost, and these items c larged to profit and loss, and the land,
is $16,613,439.

Mr. SIMON. The $16 million figure includes this approximately
$800,000 of expenses that you elected not to charge to construction
costs; is that right?

Mr. 'Muss. Some $750,000, including-I direct your attention to one
item of interest alone of $421,000.

Mr. SiM.tox. When the building was financed, out of the proceeds
of the mortgage, was any distribution made to the stockholders?

Mr. Muss. No distribution, as such, was made to stockholders, sir.
Mr. SIuMON. I don't know that we want to quibble about the word

"distribution." Did money flow from the corporation to the stock-
holders?

Mr. Muss. The corporation, through another corporation-I would1
like to redraw that and rephrase it-the stockholders borrowed money
from-which would represent part of the mortgage proceeds; is th.,t
correct?

Mr. SI,%oN. Is what happened that the four Page Manor corpora-
tions disbursed $908,000 to Airway as a loan, and then Airway dis-
bursed the 4908,000 to its stockholders as a loan?

Mr. 'Muss. That is not exactly correct. It was disbursed by-as
loans: rather, it was loaned out by Page Manor Management Co., and
not Airway.Mr. Sira. , . So what I said is correct, except that it went throxh
Page Manor M\anagement?

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. STMON. How much of that $908,000 did you get?
Mr. Muss. One-fourth-approximately one-fourth of it, sir.
Mr. SPHON. And each of the four stockholders got approximately

one-fourth?
Mr. Muss. Each of us borrowed approximately one-fourth: Ne-.

sir.
Mr. SIMo-.. The Murchisons and Cowan got a little less than you

and Mr. Winston. Did that have any relation to the fact that thev
got $100,000 out of the land? 

Mr. Muss. No, sir. As long as we are on the lands question. way

I say this to you: That Winston and I came in the deal, -Murchison-
Murchison and Cowan told us what they paid for the land, they
showed us figures, They also showed us itemized lists of what they
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had expended in architectural service, travel expenses, engineering
fees, and other out-of-pocket expenses. We agreed to reimburse
them, but to set it up as part of the land cost because whatver had
been-all the plans had been done before that were valueless to us
and our company does have itemized statements showing those par-
ticular items.

Mr. SIMON. Is the only reason you did this as a loan rather than
a dividend, the income-tax problem?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir, we did it on advice of our accountants, and our
lawyers, and we are very mindful of the present policy of the Internal
Revenue Service on distributions of that nature.

Mr. SIMoN. In the executive session on July 10, 1954-and I am
reading from page 1995 of the transcript--did this take place:

Senator CAPEHART. Why did you make loans instead of distribution?
Mr. Muss. Well, we didn't know what the picture would be and we still don't

know. It looks just about the way we have given it to you here. There is
still some outstanding bills that might change the picture, and als, we have
been waiting on a decision from the courts, the tax courts, in cases like Gross-
MIorton's 117--M ease.

I am interjecting here: By the Gross-Morton tax case you mean
the case where the internal revenue collector contended that the Gross-
Morton windfall was ordinary income and not long-term capital
gains ?Mr. Muss. I don't know what the Internal Revenue Service says
about the word "windfall," but 1 know the amount is about right.

Mr. SImo.. The Internal Revenue Department claims the -lifter-
ence between the cost of construction and a mortgage is ordinary in-
come, and Gross-Morton claimed it is long-term capital gain?

Mr. Muss. That is uiv understanding of the ('ase(. 1 said at the
closed hearings, and I meant to say it again, but in a slightly di4Ter(rt
way. I think I said that just a minute ago.

.fr. SiMoN. Then I said to you, and I am continuing from the trans-
script:

You don't want to pay normal income on that $800,000?
Mr. Muss. If you could assure us it would not be subject to suit by the In-

ternal Revenue Department under 117-M, we would distribute it, and be very
happy to pay our taxes on it.

I take it by "taxes" there you meant long-term capital gains?
Mr. Muss. That is correct. sir.
Mr. SIMo.. The applications for mortgage commitment refer to

Wright-Patterson Apartments, Inc., in each of the four projects. Was
that company ever active?

.1r. Muss. Not as such. We did not use the Wright-Patterson
Apartments, Inc., as such. 'When we were discussing tre c:miunence-
ment of the construction or the formation of the corporations, we asked
the Adjutant General and other people at Wright-Patterson if there
wasn't some fine outstanding Air Force person we would name the
project after, and they thought it could be fine if we named it after
the late Colonel Page, who was a fine officer, and who, in fact, coni-
Innalded Wright-Patterson for some time.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you change the name of the corporation from
Wright-Patterson to Pag.e Manor. or were they new corporations.?

MAir. Muss. We formed new corporations.
Air. SIMoN. The others were abandoned?
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Mr. Muss. The others, we changed the charter and used Wright-
Patterson Apartments, Inc., as the owner-sponsor of some title IX
housinothat we built in Dayton.

Mr. 'IMON. Mr. Muss, who awarded the cement block contract to
Mr. Sardo?

Mr. Muss. I believe I did. In the usual course of our business, we
have a purchasing department, headed by a man who takes bids from
various people, but in the final analysis I guess I pass on all the bids
and select the contractor.

Mr. SIMON. Where does Mr. Sardo live?
Mr. Muss. I believe Mr. Sardo now lives in San Antonio.
Mr. SIMoN. Where did he live at that time?
Mr. Muss. I believe he lived in San Antonio. However, let me clar-

ify something. The Sardo Construction Co., or Sardo Bros., are two
brothers. One lives in Brooklyn and one lives in San Antonio.

Mr. SIMON. In either event, either San Antonio or the other city,
each is equally distant from Dayton?

Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. It was an essentially Dayton concern?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what the price was the construction com-

pany agreed to pay Sardo for the construction blocks?
Mr. Muss. We had a lump-sum price with Sardo for not only ce-

ment blocks but all masonry work.
Mr. SimoN. It was so much a block laid in place?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. Si:io.. What was the contract?
Mr. MXTss. It was a lump-sum contract. It was a lump-sum con-

tract for $362,000. which covered the scope of the work, it covered all
foundation walls to be built of concrete block, in lieu of the poured
concrete originally showed in the drawings, all fireproof party walls,
all necessary filling in between beams with concrete and ordinary brick,
all service-building walls and partitions, all decorative brick, stone
and sill work, and the lump-sum value of this contract has been based
on the foundation wall, over the concrete footing, to consist of two
courses of block and an 18-inch cat block, and then we did provide that
for any changes in plans and specifications, any deviations, intended
to mean omissions or additions, the unit price of the foundation block,
18-inch block was 58 cents; 12-inch block was 80 cents, and the garage
and 8-inch block was 62 cents, and 4-inch block, 50 cents.

Then along with it, the subcontractor shall furnish and install serv-
ice-building vents as well as installing in a proper workmanlike manner
all other items of materials which are furnished by others and ordi-
narily built in by the mason.

In general, this contract includes all work which is ordinarily per-
formed by the masonry trade.

Mr. SIMON. Do vou know where Mr. Sardo bought his cement blocks'?
Mr. Muss. I believe we tried to help him make a deal there. We had

several people in Dayton bidding, but I think we finally recommended
t hat he take bids from everybody-to my recollection-he bought hi*
blocks from Price Bros.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know what he paid Price Bros. for the blocks
Mr. Muss. I don't know, sir, but remember that his prices to us aro
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in place. I do somehow recall a figure of 20 cents-there are various
blocks-20 cents, I think, for the 8-inch block, then we had some blocks
that were top-cost blocks and some of them were solid and there were
various prices.

My recollection is that the 8-inch block was, at one time, 20 cents,
with possibly a 2 or 5 percent discount if he paid his bills within 10
days. That is the best of my recollection.

Mr. SIMON. In other words, he paid roughly 20 cents a block for
them from Price Bros.?

Mr. Muss. For the raw materials; yes, sir. I am sure he paid for
the brick on the basis of raw material.

Mr. SIxMON. We have been told, Mr. Muss, that this Brooklyn firm
that had the masonry contract bought the cement blocks from Price
Bros. in Dayton, and then had them installed in the project, and ended
up making a profit of approximately 20 cents a block on a million
blocks, or, roughly, $200,000. Do you know anything about that?

Mr. Muss. I don't know how you could make that much profit, and
I know he did not buy the blocks and turn them over to somebody. I
know that there was for one period of time when we were pushing the
completion of our second section, we were pushing the men, that he
did get a small subcontractor with 5 or 6 men to do some work for him.
What he paid them, or what he did, we don't know, but I have here
also a bid, dated October 3, 1951, from a brick and stone contractor in
Dayton.

Mr. SimoN. Was that for work done on this project?
Mr. Muss. It was a bid on the same job, sir.
Mr. SI oN. Sorry-
Mr. Muss. It was a bid on the same job. We took bids. We took

bids from many people before we gave anybody any work.
Mr. SiooN. Did Price Bros. bid on this job'?
Mr. Muss. No, sir. Price Bros. is only a supplier. We wanted some-

body who would put these blocks and brick in the wall. I think, coun-
sel, that somebody has either misled you or have taken the mere price
that was paid to the material men of 20 cents a block.

Mr. SiMoN. No. The difference of 20 cents and 65 cents a block
would be 45 cents, and the information we had is that the cost of put-
ting them in place was about 25 cents a block. That reduces the profit
to about 20 cents.

Mr. Muss. To begin with, our blocks, our unit price, adjusted price,
runs from 58 cents for an 8-inch block to 62 cents for an 8-inch block,
in garages, and 80 cents for a 12-inch block.

Mr. SrMoN. Is 65 cents a good average?
Mr. Muss. No, sir. The 8-inch block-the 12-inch block, you don't

mean to say that that man is going to be able to buy a 12-inch block
for the same price as an 8?

Mr. SIMON. No, but is 65 cents a block a good average for what you
paid him?

Mr. Muss. It would be misleading to say 65 cents. I would say that
his unit price for replacements or omission was 60 cents for 8-inch
block, and 80 cents for a 12-inch block, but I know that after the
testimony at the executive meeting, and the questions that counsel
raised from Mr. Cowan and Mr. Winston, I talked to Sardo and I
asked him about it, and I told him there were reports that he had
made $200,000, and he laughed. He said that his average--I said

50690-54-pt. 1-49
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"Would you tell me how much you did earn?" and, well, he said, "of
course, he himself, worked with his hands, and so did his brother on
the job," and he said "I think if we made 10 percent we did pretty
good." The total contracts here are about five hundred-they were
reduced, because instead of going to cement block on the foundations
we went to concrete walls, concrete foundations, and the contracts were
finally reduced, if my recollection is correct, his contract price on Page
Manor 1 and 2 was $282,000, and on Page Manor 3 and 4, about $8,000
less.

Mr. SIMON. So your information is he only made $50,000 instead
of $'200,000; is that right?

Mr. Muss. My information is from him that that is what he believes
to be the most he earned. He is not sure.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss, sections 3 and 4 were built on Government
property, were they?

Mr. MU ss. That is right, sir.
Mr. Si.uox. Sections 1 and 2 were built on this-land that Mr. Cowan

had originally purchased?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you have some litigation with the local authorities

out there in which you contended they had-the local authorities had
no right to inspect sections 3 and 4 because they were built on Govern-
ment property'.

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And you prevailed in the courts in keeping the local au-

thorities from inspecting sections 3 and 4?
Mr. Muss. We applied-it had nothing to do with inspection. We

welcomed the inspection, sir. We told the building department we
would welcome their inspection, but we did not feel that we were
obligated to pay the building department fee or other fees that they
were going to charge for services, that they couldn't render on Gov-
ernment-owned lands, sir, and we got a declaratory judgment from
an Ohio court to that effect.

Mr. SIMON. Were the fire stops left out on sections 3 and 4?
Mr. Muss. No, sir. The fire stops were not left out anywhere, but

it is a big job, and we might on occasion, someone might have over-
looked something. Our own inspectors, as well as FHA inspectors,
probably brought it to our attention and they were corrected.

Mr. SIMon. Before they were corrected, though, there was a fire in
sections 3 and 4, wasn't there?

Mr. Muss. That is not true, sir. We had a fire in section 3, but I
am sure it had nothing to do with the fire stops, sir.

Mr. SnioN. There had been fire stops left out of the section 3 build-
ing, weren't there ?

Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. There weren't ?
M. MAuss. No, sir: not to my knowledge. If there were, it was wlat

would happen in any job. A man might have left a piece out here and
a piece there, but I challenge that statement that the fire stops were left
out, and the fire happened, sir.

Mr. SIMoN. You have heard the statement made before, haven't
you ?

Mr. Muss. No, sir; I have not heard it made until this very minute,
and I assure you that the insurance adjusters, when we had that fire-
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that was serviced by the Air Force people, the fire department under
our contract, and I am sure that in their records you will find a com-
plete history of the fire. It was reported by their investigators, and I
think that that ought to be better testimony than hearsay by some-
well, unhappy builder.

Mr. SIMoN. Was the fire loss covered by insurance?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So it didn't increase the cost of the project?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether the medicine cabinets in the bath-

rooms are back to back?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir; tlev are back to back.
Mr. SIMON. There is nluthitlg separates two bathrooms except the

backs of the medicine cabinets .t

Mr. Muss. No, sir: there is insulating material in between them.
Mr. SI foN. What is the iisulatiig material?
Mr. Muss. One-inch rockwool.
Mr. SM1.3N. That is the only thing separating the backs of the edi-

cine cabinetsgb
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir: and in some places an air space.
Mr. SIMON. I take it that Page Manor also owns a shopping center

in this community?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SINON. Is that owned by Wriglt-Patterson Apartment.s, Inc.?
Mr. Muss. No, sir. That is owned by Page Manor Sliopping Ceni-

ter, Inc.
Mr. Si. ix. Is that a profitable one?
Mr. Muss. We lope it will be, sir. It has jukt been comlleted: Page

Manor Center, Inc., may I correct the record
Mr. SIMON. There was some preferred stock in Page Manor, 1, 2, 3

and 4.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMO1N. Is that still outstanding?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have loans been made to Airway in approximately the

same amount of the preferred stock ?
Mr. Muss. No, sir; no loans have been made to Airway but Airway,

I believe, on the books, owes Page MNanor some-I couldn't tell you
whether it was more or less than the preferred stock. It has no rela-
tionshiji to the preferred stock.

Mr. Si.fo-s. What is the approximate amount that Airway owes the
four Page Manor companies?

Mr. Muss. We don't have that record here, sir, but it probably is in
excess of the preferred stock.

Mr. SiMN. Why doesn't the Airway Co. pay what it owes and have
Page Manor redeem the preferred stock?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir, there have been several intercorporate transac-
tions, and if it hasn't been done, it has been just-we don't intend to
redeem the preferred stock, sir. We don't intend to and it can't be
redeemed under the charter without permission of FHA.

Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Muss, you entered into a contract with the Govern-
Iment, I believe, upon the completion of the construction of these
projects, all of these corporations would be merged into one?
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Mr. Muss. We had such an understanding, Z es, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It was a written contract, wasn t it?
Mr. Muss. I believe there was a letter on that.
Mr. SIMON. Has that been done I
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
That has been waived.
Mr. SIMON. It has been waived?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. By written letter?
Mr. Muss. By, I believe, written letter from Air Force and FHA.
Mr. SIMON. Do you remember when that was?
Mr. Muss. I would say it was January of this year or December of

last year, somewhere around that time.
Yr. SIMON. When was this project completed I
Mr. Muss. The final endorsement of the mortgage occurred I believe

in November or December of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. That is last December?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. In June of 1953, Congress passed an amendment to the

Housing Act, providing that prior to the final endorsement of a mort-
gage, there should be a certificate, by which the mortgagor or company
shall certify-

That the actual cost of the physical improvements did not exceed the amount of
the mortgage-

and that-
if the actual cost of the physical improvements did exceed the amount of the
mortgage, the difference should be paid on the loan.

Then it says in the last sentence:
The Commissioner shall construe the term, actual cost, in such a manner as

to reduce same by the amount of any kickbacks, rebates, and normal trade dis-
counts received In connection with the construction of said physical improve-
ments, and to include only the actual amount paid for labor and materials and
necessary services in connection therewith.

Do you know why that provision of the law wasn't complied with
here?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir, that applied to cases processed and commit-
ments issued after June 30, or July 1, 1954, our construction was al-
ready underway. We went under the original title.

Mr. SiroM. You said 1954. I take it you mean 1953?
Since you raise this question, I don't know how familiar you are

with the operation of title VIII
The CHLAIRMAN. Will you yield just 1 minute?
Is it your position that had you have started your project after the

date of this amendment, then you wouldn't have been able to have
done what you did?

Mr. Muss. That is not true, sir.
I say we wouldn't have done it exactly the same way, but we would

have been allowed a builders' fee, a builders' fee which would have
amount to roughly 7 percent.

Mr. SDow. Mr. Muss, that is exactly opposite to what Congress
provided for.

Mr. Muss. 'Well then, sir, we are not charged with the-the builder
is not charged with the enforcement or administration of the law,
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but I don't agree with you, sir, because you read something in that act
about "other services. In the regulations of FHA, and they are
still in effect, permit under the certification procedure, a payment of
the builders' fee.

The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute.
They certainly do allow a builders' fee you actually spend, but do

they permit a builders' fee you do not actually spend?
Mr. Muss. The language is considerably similar, Senator to the

language in your report to the Senate itself, when you said they will
allow a builders' fee, over and above the actual cost of the construc-
tion, where the builder is the same person as the sponsor; not in
excess of 10 percent. That is in your report.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss-
Mr. CAHILL. Ma he finish, please?
Mr. Muss. May I answer?
I refer you to form No. 3304 or 3305, in the Federal Housing Ad-

ministration which refers to certification procedure, and if the FHA
interpreted the wishes of the committee wrong, that has nothing to
do with us but as we understand it-and that form will indicate, it
fixes the maximum amount of fee allowable to a builder in our position.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the purpose of this investigation, to find
out who did what and why and when.

Mr. Muss. We will be glad to help sir, all we can.
The CHAIRMAN. Here is a case where your total cost was about

$800,000 less than the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. Muss. Total cost was $764,000 less than the mortgage sir, but

the builders' fees, which we did not take as such, allowable under the
FHA, allowable in the project analysis, allowed to us on the basis of
6 percent, which we would be entitled to keep under the certification
procedure, was $987,522.

The CHAIRMAN. The law says 90 percent.
You were supposed to put up 10.
Mr. Muss. No, sir: I think you are right, sir, the law says 90 per-

cent of estimated replacement cost.
Now, frankly, I don't see
The CHAIRMAN. The law says you are supposed to put up 10 per-

cent and here is a case where you got approximately $800,000 more
than the actual cost of construction from the proceeds of the mortgage.

Mr. Muss. Well, sir-
The CHAiRMAN. You got more. We are trying to find out how that

is possible under the law, and under existinor re-ulations.
Mr. Muss. Sir, that is going to leave itseltopen to a great deal of

discussion.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want me to add there that if yoti had been

given credit for builders' fees which you didn't spend it wouldn't have
been so much. Is that what you would like me to add ?

Mr. Muss. No. I would i ke to say this. Had we in turn not per-
formed this construction ourselves but turned it over to the XYZ
General Contracting Co.. we wouldn't be here today answering these
questions, but it wouldn't have increased the value of the project
one bit more would it, have cost the FHA insurance anything less.

The CHAIMMAN. Butyou organized the specific corporation for the
8 eifi~C purpose of building it. What was the capital investment inthis Airways Corp.I
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Mr. Muss. The permanent capital investment is somewhere around
$2,000 in common stock.

Mr. SimoN. Isn't it $1,200 in Airway and $800 in Page Manage-
ment?

Mr. Muss. You mean the construction company?
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you organized a separate corpora-

tion for the specific purpose of building these four projects; is that
correct ?

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And the capital invested in that company was

$1,200, permanent investment?
Mr. Muss. That is the permanent investment, except, sir, we were

doing a $17 or $18 million job.
The CHAIRIAN. Wait a minute. I understand that. You needn't

spend any time on that. We understand that. You loaned the cor-
porat ion several hundred thousands of dollars.

Mr. Muss. $1,800.
The CHAIRMAN. You had to in order to build it. But that was

all paid back to you from the proceeds of the loan.
Mr. Muss Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMA-N. So $1,200 was the permanent investment in this

corporation and you made some $800,000.
Mr. Mrss. Now
The CHAIRMA.. Wait a minute.
That is actually what happened in this instance?
Mr. Mrss. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Your position is that had you contracted with

someone from the outside, that you possibly wouldn't have been able
to have the buildings built for even the amount of money it cost you?

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
The CHIMRMAN. Why didn't you do it?
AMr. Muss. Sir, we are builders essentially, and we learned this:

that when we act as our own contractors, we can make changes in
construction, without hurting us. that will benefit the job. Now, in
Page Manor let me point out to you one thing like that: when we had
gotten about 10 percent under way, we have our units divided into
airmen's units and officers units.

Our airmen's units are smaller than the officer's units and rent for
less. Just before we started building, and after we had ordered the
lumber for the airmen units I became dissatisfied with the plans.
They were a little bit small. We increased the floor area in those units
by 20 square feet on each floor, or a total of 40 square feet, for which
we got no additional mortgage. Had we had a general contractor, we
wouldn't have been able to do it.

He would have wanted $3,000 or $4,000 for it.
Again, many of those things are in a job. That is our business.
The CHAIRMAN. You see our interest in this case primarily is the

fact it is defense housing and we may have been told and led to be-
lieve-and I think this is true of everybody-that it was impossible
to mortgage out on defense housing. Here we find an instance where
in one project, in Dayton, that you did secure approximately $800,000
more from the proceeds of the mortgage than your total costs, and we
are trying to find out how that is possible to do.
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Mr. Muss. Sir, I say if it wasn't possible to do you wouldn't have
had any military housing built. I think it is only fair to distinguish
between-

The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute.
Are you saying you have a l)roje(t at the moment underway, a

big one at Limestone, Maine, one at Waukegan, Ill., and that we are
going to get into later and other places.

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHMRMAN. Are you saying you expect to mortgage out in

each of those?
Mr. Muss. We expect-we don't know. No one guarantees us any-

thing. We have to fight weather and rising prices, but it is our hope
that we will earn a fee, a builders' fee; it is our hope we can earn a
builders' fee, yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this.
The owners of this project were Page Manor, is that correct?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And Page Manor made a contract with Airways,

the builder, to build it.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So the owners of the project did make a separate

contract with the corporation to build it; is that correct?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Which was Airways?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA.N. But the stockholders are the same in Page Manor

as in Airways?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't you jst have Page Manor do it?
W'hy did you go to the trouble of having a second separate cor-

poition?
Mr. Muss. I am glad you raised that, Senator.
We didn't want the second corporation. We didn't even want to

have the Pagre Manor Corp. We would have preferred doing this
job, and owning this property in our own individual names, so that
we personally could take advantage of the heavy depreciation that
accrues out of ownership of this property.

However, FHA, through its regulations, insists that each corpora-
tion-that each project, have a separate corporation; that the own-
ing corporation may not do anything except own it.

The CHAIRMAN. Couldn't they build it?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are saying that FHA denied Page Manor, the

owners, the right to build this building?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are saying that?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.

I say that andI guess we discussed it with them a dozen times.
The CHAIMAN. Are you saying that FItA in every instance, in the

United States, have forced the project owner to organize a separate
corporation to build the project or enter into a contract with a third
party to build it?

Mr. Muss. They have forced them to enter into a separate contract
for the construction work, with either the same people, under a dif-
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ferent name or with an existing corporation, except for the line of
mortgages under $200,000-

The CHAIRMAN. We have had a number of witnesses in executive
sessions-

Mr. SimoN. Public, too.
The CHAIRMAN. And in public hearings, where what you say is not

according to the facts, at least according to the testimony.
Mr. Muss. There may be exceptions. Several years ago they did

have so-called regulatory agreements, in which, on small mortgages,
the Federal Housing Commissioner, owning a hundred shares of pre-
ferred stock, they had a regulatory agreement which set forth the
rights of the FHA. But that has not been practiced for many years.
As a matter of fact, we tried to get them to change it. We wanted to
have sponsorship and ownership in individual names and they said
it couldn't be done under the law.

The CHAIRMAN. Just one other question: you made a contract or
Page Manor made a contract with Airways to build these buildings.

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The ('HAIRMAN. And the same stockholders of Airways were in

Page Manor.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAx. And Airways built the buildings and had had about

$800,000 more than the total costs from the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That $800,000 has since been loaned to the stock-

holders.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir, except I am not sure when you said Airways-

when the stock goes to Airways, it belongs to the sponsoring company.
The CHAIRMAN. This approximately $800,000 which you received,

which was less than the total amount of the proceeds of the mortgage,
was that a profit?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir, we say that that is our builders' fee.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it a profit and did you pay corporation taxes

on that $800,000?
Mr. Muss. We haven't filed return on that yet. I don't think it

is due.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. Muss. You have four corporations. I don't think there is any

profit involved in it, sir, because it is-
The ChAIRMAN. You were the building corporation, and wasn't that

a profit?
Mr. Muss. No, sir, because the consolidated returns and on advice

of our accountants, that these for the purpose-
The CHAIRMAN. You have these four companies, so you filed a con-

solidated return; it that right?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to find out is if that approxi-

mately $800,000 is a profit and if it is a profit if you expect to or have
you paid corporation taxes on it.

Mr. Muss. No, because the $800,000 is turned over back to Page

Manor, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and since they still owe the money, they haven't
made any profit.
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The CHAIRMAN. Then it isn't a profit ?
Mr. Muss. Well, not accountingwise. It would not be considered

a profit.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it?
Mr. Muss. It is mortgage proceeds if that is what you meqn.
The CHAIRMAN. You still own-Page Manor still owns all of those

buildings?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir. May I complete my answer. 'While it is still

part of the mortgage proceeds the mere fact, if we had paid it to
an outside contractor, it wouldn't be mortgage proceeds even though
it came from the same source; if we would follow your suggestion
there, Senator, we would have to distinguish between a bona fide
builder like ourselves who build for ourselves. It is all right if we
turn around and give the contract to Joe Jones.

The CHAIRMAN. What are you eventually going to do with that
$800,000?

Mr. Muss. We are going to distribute it, sir.
The CHAjRMAN. To whom!
Mr. Muss. To stockholders.
The CHAIEMAN. Of Airways?
Mr. Muss. Of Page Manor, sir, or we are going to use it for other

investments.
The (ItAIRMAN. Are you going to pay corporation taxes upon it?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
We will probably pay corporation taxes on it in this instance, be-

cause some of it will be paid out as dividends to other corporations, but
I can't really say on that, sir. 'What you want to remember is you
said it is essentially mortgage proceeds. You must also remember,
sir, that to an investor, this particular type of arrangement was par-
ticularly attractive.

The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to get at is this Airways-it is
Airways, the builder?

Airways was organized for just one purpose, to be a builder; is that
right I11r. Muss. Airways was only organized to do this job.

The CHAIRMAN. To be a builder, a contractor.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Not to own the project when it was through, just

to build it?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the same stockholders in Airways were the

same stockholders in Page Manor?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. When they finished they had $800,000 more than

their total cost; is that right ?
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And Airway is a corporation; is that rightI
Mr. Muss. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I will get back to my question: Why haven't

youpaid corporation tax on that $800,000?
Mr. Muss. Because Airway did the job for Page Manor at cost.
The CHAIRMAN. But Airway is a separate corporation.
Mr. Muss. We didn't treat it as such.
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The CHAIRMAN. Are they a separate corporation?
Mr. Muss. They are a separate corporation but the only reason for

being in existence was because FIIA insisted on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they incorporated?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir, a separate corporate entity.
The CHAIRMAN. Why shouldn't they pay taxes on $800,000?
Mr. Muss. Because it was not a closed transaction. It was a deal

between-where they had a contract to do at cost for the sponsoring
company. As you pointed out, if FHA permitted us, the sponsoring
company would have built this job itself.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't care much about what FHA did or didn't
do. The fact still remains you are a corporation, that you are a builder
and that you actually built these projects for $S0oo,000 less than you
received for them. Therefore, I don't see how it can be anything other
than profit.

Mr. Muss. I will have to leave that to my accountants.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no use of laboring that point because the

Internal Revenue Service and your lawyers ought to know whether it
is or is not. But it is one of the things that we are vitally interested
in in this investigation.

Mr. Muss. If I may, I do not think I completed one answer.
The CHAIRMAN. You go ahead.
Mr. Muss. It was just that I think you have to look at military hous-

ing slightly differently from other rental housilng.
Mr. SrMroN. Mr. Muss, you mentioned this Limestone project in

which you said you hoped to mortgage out. Do I understand your
osition correctly to be that you want to make a builder's profit on
uilding the building, and then you still will end up owning the

building
Mr. M'ss. That is correct, sir, and then perhaps I ought to enlarge

on that.
Mr. Si-roN. Let me ask you one question in connection with it and

I will be glad to have your remark. In section 803 of the Housing Act,
Congress uses at least 3 times in the 1 paragraph-and I think it prob-
ably is more than 3-the phrase "the actual cost of the mortgagor."
And then they say you have to pay back anything in excess of such
actual cost.

Can you tell me how under the English language you can include
in actual cost anything that you have not paid out to somebody?

Mr. Mu'ss. You read something else a little while ago. I do not have
the section in front of me but you said they make allowance for such
other services. Is there something like that in there ?

Mr. SrMoN. No; I will read it again:
And to include only the amounts actually paid for labor and materials and necet
sary services.

The words "necessary services" that you refer to are preceded by the
phrase "only the actual amounts paid." How can you get into that
something that is not paid?

Mr. Muss. Sir, we did not make the rec.lations.
Mr. SIMON. I am not talking about the regulations. I am talking

about an act of Congress.
Mr. Muss. I have not looked at the committee's report on that legis-

lation. It may be there is something in there which would justify
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the regulation by FHA, but all of their regulations permit both under
section 908-it might be wise to go back to section 908, which title VIII
certification followed-

Mr. SIMON. This Dayton project is under title VIII, section 803?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Your Limestone project is under section 803?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Can you conceive of any way under which actual cost

and actual amounts paid can include anything that you do not pay
out to anybody?

Mr. Muss. All I can tell you is before we start a job, that we have a
certificate on we sign a certificate that the builder's fee will not be in
excess of X dollars and everything else unexpended will be repaid on
the mortgage.

Mr. SIMoN. Who are the stockholders of Airway Heating Co.?
Mr. Muss. I do not know. I think that is Mr. - a man named Al-

bert McGee, of Detroit, a very fine heating man.
Mr. SIMON. Whose office is 519 Calhoun Building?
Mr. Muss. It used to be our office before it started.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any coincidence that Airway Heating is in that

same office?
Mr. Muss. We may have taken the office over.
Mr. SIMoN. Going to San Antonio, Billy Mitchell Village, Inc., Billy

Mitchell Village II, and Billy Mitchell Village III, are projects you
built'?

Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Billy Mitchell Village, Inc., is a section 608 and Village

H and Village III are Wherry Acts under section 203?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In BillyMitchell Village, Inc., was the common stock

$3,000?
Mr. Muss. I believe that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. 'Who were the stockholders?
Mr. Muss. Norman K. Winston, David Muss, Louis N. Kaplan, and

Henry W. Penn.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Mr. Winston own?
Mr. Muss. Mr. Winston owned 155 shares, representing percentage-

wise, I think it was-I have 331/3 percent, still have it, Mr. Kaplan
had 10 percent, and Mr. Penn had 10 percent, and Mr. Winston the bal-
ance amounting to I think 521/3 or 511,/,.

Mr. SIMON . bid Mr. Penn not have 5 percent?
Mr. Muss. I said 5 percent, Mr. Penn.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders in Village II?
Mr. Muss. The same stockholders.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders in Village IIII
Mr. Muss. Same stockholders.
Mr. SIMON. Did some Swiss interests not own some part of this?
Mr. Muss. The records indicate Mr. Winston is holding half of his

stock in all of these companies on behalf of-there is a notation, I
looked at that--on the stockbook he is holding it as an agent for a
Swiss corporation.

Mr. SIMoN. He owns 51 percent in each case, and half of that is
owned by a Swiss corporation?

Mr. Muss. According to the notation on the record, sir.
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Mr. SIMoN. After the buildings were built, and out of the excess
of mortgage proceeds over cost, how much was distributed out of
Billy MitchellVillage, Inc., to the comunon-share holders?

Mr. Muss. W ould you repeat that question, sir?
Mr. SIMON. After the buildings were built, out of the proceeds of

the mortgage over and above the cost of the buildings, how much was
distributed to the common-stock holders of Billy Mitchell Village, Inc

Mr. Muss. It is a little difficult for me to tell you how much was out
of mortgage proceeds and how much was out of operating profit, but
we did make a distribution of $501,000.

Mr. SIMON. When was the $501,000 distributed?
Mr. Muss. I believe it was somewhere around September of 1950.
Mr. SIMON. When was the building completed?
Mr. Muss. About July 1950.
Mr. SImox. So within 60 or 90 days of completion of building 1,

project I, you distributed $500,000?
Mr. Muss. proximately those dates, yes.
Mr. SIMON. How about building 2, project II ?
Mr. Muss. I will have to get the information on that.
'Mr. SIMON. Was that $467,0A) ?
Mr. Muss. You are talking now about distributions.
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Muss. I cannot find the figure readily. Would you give me the

figure again?
Mr. SIMo.N . $467,000.
Mr. Muss. That s)unds approximately correct, as distribution.
Mr. SImoN. What was the distribution in No. III? Was that

$269,250 ?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, 1 understand.
Mr. Simos. The total on the three projects was $1,236,250, is that

right ?
Mr. Muss. I believe that is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then I believe you had another Wherry Act nearby at

Lackland Village which did not turn out to be so profitable, is that
right?

Mr. Muss. It is a good job. I think we had $78,000 left out of
that one?

Mr. Snmow. There was no distribution there?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Of the three corporations that you distributed this

$1.236,250 to, there was $3,000 capital stock in each company, is that
right?

Mr. MuTss. No, sir. That was the common stock. There was also
preferred stock.

Mr. SI-on. $3,000 common stockI
Mr. Muss. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Preferred stock in the first corporation was $53,000?
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. The second and third were $35,000 eachI
Mr. Muss. I think one was--that is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Who owned the preferred stock I
Mr. Muss. The construction company in each case, Southwest

Homes, Texas, Inc., owned that, and Billy Mitchell, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. In the first case the preferred stock was owned by South-

west Homes, Texas, Co. I
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Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Its capital stock was $1001
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mir. SIMON. Has that $53,000
Mr. Muss. I do not know what its capital stock was. It was $1,000,

sir. It was nominal.
Mr. SIroN. In the second case the preferred stock was owned by

Lackell Construction Corp.?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Its capital stock is $1,000?
Mr. Muss. That is approximately correct.
Mr. SioN. In the third case the preferred stock was owned by

Kellack Construction Co. I
Mr. Muss. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Its capital stock was $1,000?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SioN. In each of these cases you have not formerly redeemed

the preferred stock. Do the owners of the preferred stock owe an
amount approximately equal to the preferred stock to the issuing
corporation?

Allr. Muss. Yes.
M r. SiMoN. Which is in lieu of distribution?
Mr. Muss. No. They did not get any distribution. These companies

did not get any distribution. They got a dividend on the stock when
the distribution was made.

Mr. SimoN. Why did the construction companies owe an amount
approximately equal to the preferred stock?

Mr. Mufss. They owed it to the individual owners.
Mr. SIMON. That is what you said, is it not?
Mr. Muss. I think that is about right.
Mr. SIMON. Why is it owed to individual owners instead of the

corporation?
Mr. Muss. Because they did not have the money and had to get it

from us. I do not know if you follow ne or if I do not follow you.
Mr. SImoN. Southwest Texas Homes bought $53,000 of preferred

stock in Billy Mitchell Village, is that right?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When Billy Mitchell Village got the proceeds of the

mortgage, they loaned that $53,000 to some one didn't they, instead of
redeeming the proferred stock?

Mr. Muss. Let me find out. I do not think they made any loans.
They made a distribution to the stockholders of record on Billy
MIitchell Village, Inc.

Mr. SIMON. Southwest Texas Homes has no current business, does
it?

Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Its only assets are the fact that it. holds $53,000 of pre-

ferred stock in Billy MAitchell Village and it owes somebody an ap-
proximate amount?

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. I take it, Mr. Muss, out of this $1,236,250 that you got

One-third?
Mr. Muss. Well, that is correct, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. And Mr. Kaplin got 10 percent?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Sim oN. And Mr. Penn got 5 percent?
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And Mr. WNinston got 51 and a fraction percent, half

of which he paid over to these Swiss people?
Mr. Muss. Half of which he was entitled to or the whole of it that

he and the Swiss people were entitled to.
The CHAIRMAN. How much was that in dollars? What did they

pay them in stock? What was the amount of investment, $3,000'?
Mr. Muss. You refer of course to permanent capital.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, $3,000?
Mr. Muss. That is correct. Well, no-I guess it is around that.
Mr. SIMON. Nine thousand dollars in the three corporations. Did

the Swiss people put up any of the preferred-stock money?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So the Swiss people put up or bought a, quarter-
Mr. Muss. Let me say I am not sure. When Mr. Winston put it up

he might have put up some for them.
Mr. SIMON. For the common stock they put up about $2,250?
Mr. Muss. I would say that is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much have they taken out in dividends?
Mr. Muss. They are entitled to one-fourth.
Mr. SIMoN. $310,000.
Mr. Muss. Something around that figure, about $300,000.
Mr. SIMoN. As far as you know, did they buy any of the preferred

stock?
Mr. Muss. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SiION. What contribution did they make to the project out-

side of putting up $2,250?
Mr. Muss. They shared the risk with Winston.
The CHAEMAN. What risk?
Mr. Muss. Sir, we had-here we were going far away from home,

to San Antonio, from New York. We were starting a $4,000,000 job.
Nobody guarantees that

The CHAIRMAN. I can see now we are going to have to recess until

10 o'clock tomorrow morning and we will ask you if you will come
back. Our witnesses tomorrow morning will be--possibly a few more
questions for you and then Mr. Winston and Mr. Murchison. Let me

say this: We are going to have an executive session of the committee
at this time, which I think will last about 15 minutes, and after which
we may have an announcement to make.

We will now stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning,
the open hearing. We will go into executive session. It will last about

15 minutes.
(Whereupon, at 12:17 p. m., the committee proceeded in execlitile

session.)
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TUESDAY, JULY 20, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, at 10 a. m. in room 301, Senate Office Building,

Senator Homer E. Capehart (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Capehart, Bricker, Bush, goldwater, Maybank,

Sparkman, and Frear.
Also present: Mr. William Simon, general counsel, FHA investi-

gation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
If you do not mind, Mr. Muss, if you will just sit over there. Our

first witness is going to be Mr. Pine for just about 3 minutes, if you
please.

Mr. Pine, will you come here, please? Mr. Pine, do you solemnly
swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. PINE. I do.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. PINE, PAGE MANOR, DAYTON, OHIO

The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Will you please give your
full name to the reporter?

Mr. PINE. Robert L. Pine, P-i-n-e.
Mr. SIMoN. What is your address and occupation, Mr. Pine?
Mr. PINE. 141 Squirrel Road, Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. SIMON. What is your business, Mr. Pine?
Mr. PINE. I am a realtor and contractor, builder.
Mr. SIMoN. How long have you been a realtor and contractor?
Mr. PINE. I have been a realtor since 1923.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you acquainted with the property on which Page

Manor, sections I and II were built?
Mr. PINE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Had you ever acquired an option to own that property?
Mr. PINE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you acquire it?
Mr. PINE. In March of 1950.
Mr. SImoN. Did you later sell it or assign it to Link Cowan, of

Shawnee, Okla.?
Mr. PINE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have any conversations with Mr. Cowan about

assigning that option to him?
Mr. PINE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. And what was that conversation and when did it take
place?

Mr. PINE. Practically 2 weeks after acquiring the option, Mr.
Cowan called from Oklahoma and said that he would like to have the
option and would I please write him a letter setting forth the terns
which I would be willing to assign it to him for.

Mr. SIMON. Did he then send someone up from Oklahoma to talk
to you about it?

Mr. PI.N-E. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON.;. Who was that?
Mr. PINE. A Mr. Brundige.
Mr. SIMON. Who was Mr. Brundige?
Mr. PIN.E. As I understand he was an agent or employee of Mr.

Cowan's.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Cowan's?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What was his first name?
Mr. PINE. I cannot recall.
Mr. SIMON. Prior to the time you transferred the option to Mr.

Cowan did you have any conversations with Colonel Griggs about
this project?

Mr. PINE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI_MoN. Was Colonel Griggs your long-time friend?
Mr. liNE. Yes, sir. I had known him for 30 years.
Mr. SIMON. What was his first name or what is his first name?
Mr. PINE. John.
Mr. S. iON. What was his position at the Air Force base?
Mr. PINE. He was a colonel at that time in charge of, I think what

they call air installations. In other words, he had charge of the
buildings and of all the airfields of the Air Force.

Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you about the property?
Mr. PINE. You mean this particular piece that I had the option on?
Mr. Sirttox. Yes. Did he tell you the Air Force wanted you to

assign the option to Mr. Cowan?
Mr. PINE. Oh, I understand. Yes. He called and said that it was

embarrassing for the Air Force
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry.
Mr. PINE. It was embarrassing to the Air Force and to him and

would I please assign the option to Mr. Cowan.
Mr. SIMON. What was embarrassing to the Air Force?
Mr. PINE. That I don't know.
Mr. SI -roN*. Do you mean it was embarrassing to the Air Force

that you had the option instead of Mr. Cowan?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he tell you why it was embarrassing to the Air

Force?
Mr. PIwE. No, sir. He did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did he specifically mention this option ?
Mr. PINE. Yes.
Mr. SIM1oN. Did he ask you as a personal favor to him to assign it

to Cowan?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you did?
Mr. PINz. That is right.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Pine, do you know a Col. J. C. D. Elliott?
Mr. PINE. No, sir.
* r. Sixwo.. You do not know what position he might have had

with the Air Force?
Mr. PINE. I have a faint recollection that he was a man in Wash-

ington who had something to do with housing for the Air Force,
after it was taken from Colonel Griggs.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether he ever said that the Air Force
would deal only with Cowan and Winston?

Mr. PINE. Tlt I do not know.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You took an option on this land? This is the

land that the two projects, I and II, were eventually constructed
upon?

Mr. PINE. Yes. There was a hundred acres additional.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay for the option?
Mr. PINE. Five hundred dollars an acre.
The CHAIRMAN. You paid $500 an acre for the land?
Mr. PINE. That was the price the option called for, $500 an acre

for the raw land.
The CHAIRMAN. The option called for you to pay $500 an acre for

the raw land ?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember how long the option ran?
Mr. PINE. As I recallI it (in the first hundred acres, it ran for 1

year, and on the second hundred acres for 2 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this the same land that Mr. Cowan had previ-

ously had an option on which he failed to exercise?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And then when his option expired you stepped in

and picked up the option, or an option?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
The CAIRMAN. Then a couple of weeks later at the suggestion of

the Air Force ou turned the option back to Mr. Cowan?
Mr. PINE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did Mr. Cowan pay you at that time

for turning the option back to him?
Mr. PINE. The amount that I had paid to Mr. Gross, the owner.
The CHAIRMAN. How much was that?
Mr. PINE. One thousand dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. You made no profit on the deal at all?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were glad to do it for $1,000? I mean

you were glad to do it without any compensation?
Mr. PINE. No, I was not glad to, but in view of the circumstances,

I thought it was the thing to do.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that because the Air Force put real pressure

upon you?
Mr. PINE. We had had more pressure than the Air Force put on

us and we refused to assign the option.
The CRAIRMAN. How is that?
Mr. PINE. I say we had more pressure than the Air Force put on

us and we refused to assign the option. The reason we assigned it

50690-54-pt. 1- 50
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was because Colonel Griggs had sent Mr. Cowan into our office origi-
nally, and Mr. Naas, who was my attorney was an attorney for A Ir.
Cowan, and so when Colonel Griggs asked me to sign it over, I did it,
naturally.

The CHAIRMAN. What did you mean when you said more pressure
had been put on you?

Mr. PINE. Some young attorney from Washington came out there
while I was out of the office, and saw Mr. Naas.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Naas is your attorney?
Mr. PINE. That is correct, and he at that time, or before that and

as far as he knew, was still Mr. Cowan's attorney, and he threw
$5,000 down on the desk.

The CHAIRMAN. Threw what?
Mr. PINE. Threw $5,000 in cash on the desk, Mr. Naas' desk-this

is what Mr. Naas told me; I was not present--and he said, "Here's
the $5,000. We want the option," and Mr. Naas says, "Well, I can't
assign the option to you. It is Mr. Pine's option. It is my client's
option." He said, "We know better than that. We know that this
is your deal. Go ahead and assign the option to us."

The CHArMAN. This young attorney was from Washington, D. C.?
Mr. Pri. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his name?
Mr. PINE. That I don't know. I never met the man. I was not

present.
The CHAMAN. In other words, what you are testifying now is

what Mr. Naas said?
Mr. PIN. Naas, N-a-a-s.
The CHAIRMAN. You are testifying what he told you?
Mr. PIN.E. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You are testifying that Mr. Naas said a young at-

torney from Washington came out there, threw $5,000 on the desk and
said, "We want the option," and Mr. Naas at that time was your at-
torney and also Mr. Cowan's attorney?

Mr. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. This young man from Washington-who did he

represent?
Mr. PrNE. That I don't know, but I think it was some loan brokers.
The C[AIIMAN. Some what?
Mr. PF. Loan broker as near as I can understand.
The CHAIRMAX. Here in Washington?
Mr. PINE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Was his name McIntosh or would you know?
Mr. PiTN. Yes, I believe that was the name.
The CHAIRM AN. Do you remember his first name I
Mr. PTNr. No, sir, I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. His name was McIntosh and he was a young lawyer

here in Washington?
Mr. PiNE. That is right, so when he threw the money there, Mr.

Naas threw the money back at him and told him to get out, he didn't
sell his clients down the river.

The CITAIRMAN. Then you, because of all these conversations and
knowing this colonel for 30 years in the Air Force, wanted Mr. Cowan
to have the option rather than yourself and you turned it over to him?
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Mr. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions ?
Senator Frear.
Senator FREAR. You say you were a real-estate broker?
Mr. PINE. Yes, I was and still am.
Senator FREAR. Is the idea of a real-estate broker to make a profit

on real-estate deals, if he can?
Mr. PINE. I am also a builder and I buy, build for my own account.
Senator FREAR. I am unable to thoroughly get in my mind the

reason why you paid $1,000 for an option and gave it up for like
amount. AsI understand from your testimony, you realized that that
area would probably increase in value.

Mr. PINE. That is the reason I wanted the option.
Senator FREAR. It was your opinion it would increase in value?
Mr. PiNE. Yes.
Senator FREAR. But yet you gave it up for the same amount that

you had placed down to bind the bargain as an option; is that
right, sir?

Mr. PiNm. That is right.
Senator FREAR. And you had severe pressure put on you not only

by the Air Force but by other people?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
Senator FiRiAR. That is the reason you gave it up for the same

amount?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. Thank you.
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a few questions on behalf

of Mr. Cowan?
The CHAIRMAN. You can ask me to ask them.
Mr. CAHIL. May I ask you to ask the witness has he ever testified

before on this subject under oath?
The CHAIRMAN. Put them in writing.
Yes, he has testified in executive session.
Mr11'. CAHILL. I mean has he testified before another committee in

Congress in public session on this very same subject under oath.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you testified before on this subject?
Mr. PINE. Not under oath.
Mr. CAHILL. Did he testify even though not under oath, Mr. Chair-

man, on this same subject before another committee of Congress?
The CH.IRMAN. Did you testify before another committee of Con-

gress on this same subject?
Mr. PINE. Yes.
Mr. CAHILL. Would he identify the time and place of that testimony

on the subject?
The CH LM AN. Was your testimony the same there as it is here

today?
Mr. PINE. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask to see a copy of the option

agreement?
The CHIRMAN. Have you a copy of it?
Mr. PiNE. I have not.
Mr. CAHILL. May I ask if lie has shown this committee a copy of

the option agreement?
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The CHAIRMAN. He has not.
Mr. CAHILL. Was the optionin his nae or not?
TheCHAIRMAN.Was it in your name?
Mr. PINE. It was not in my name.
The CHAIRMAN. Whose name was it in ?
Mr. Pi . John D. Naas.
Mr. CAHILL. May I ask the witness did he know at the time that

the option was in the name of the attorney for Mr. Cowan, that Mr.
Naas was the attorney for Mr. Cowan?

The CHAIRMAN. Did you know at the time Mr. Naas was attorney
for Mr. Cowan as well as your own attorney?

Mr. PINE. Not at the time we took the option because Mr. Cowan
had stated that he had no further interest in the property, and let
the option expire.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question but what Mr. Cowan per-
mitted the option to expire?

Mr. PINE. That is correct, and we did not go out and negotiate for
the option until a week or 10 days had passed by.

The CHAIRMAN. You secured a new option in the name of your at-
torney, Mr. Naas?

Mr. PINE. That is correct. I negotiated the option.
The CHAIRMAN. You personally negotiated the option?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
Mr. CAHILL. Did he know that Mr. Naas had been an attorney for

Mr. Cowan in this option transaction?
The CIIAIRM.AN. Prior to the time?
Mr. CAHILL. A day or two before.
The CHAIRMAN. You have heard the question. You may answer.
Mr. PINE. Yes.
Mr. CAHILL. What was the interval of time that elapsed between

the time that the option of Mr. Cowan expired and his attorney, Mr.
Naas, took up the option in Mr. Naas' name, may I ask, Mr. Chair-
man?

The CHAIRMAN. You may answer.
Mr. PINE. Mr. Naas didn't take up the option in his name. That

was done at the request of Mr. Gross, the owner, because Mr. Gross
did not know me but he did know Mr. Naas.

Mr. CAHILL. I thought I understood the testimony of the witness to
be that the option was taken up thereafter in the name of Mr. Cowan's
attorney, Mr. Naas. Am I mistaken in that?

Mr. SIMON. He did not say that. He said it was taken in the name
of 'Mr. Naas but Mr. Naas no longer represented Mr. Cowan.

Mr. CAHILL. May I ask when did Mr. Naas begin to represent the
witness in this transaction?

The CHAIRMAN. You may answer the question if you know.
Mr. PINE. About 10 years before Mr. Cowan ever showed up in

Dayton.
Mr. CAHILL. No, this transaction.
Mr. PrIE. No.
Mr. CAHILL. When did he begin to represent the witness in this

transaction?
Mr. PINE. After Mr. Cowan had given up the option.
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Mr. CAHILL. Were there conversations about reports to the bar as-
sociation in regard to the taking of this option in the name of Mr.
Cowan's attorney? Does the witness know that?

Mr. PINE. Yes, I do. That was part of the pressure that was put
on us.

Mr. CAHILL. Did you have a well-known attorney in your city tell
you that he considered it improper for Mr. Cowan's attorney to take
the option in his own name, and to represent you within so brief a
time after the transaction had occurred?

Mr. PINE. Yes. He made some statement of that kind.
Mr. CAHILL. Would you tell the committee who was the attorney

who had this conversation with you?
Mr. PINE. A man named Vall.
Mr. CAHILL. Would you repeat the conversation for the benefit of

the committee, the conversation you had with Mr. Wall, a member of
the law firm of Becker, Wall & Wood?

Mr. PINE. I was not present at all
The CHAIRMAN. Do you understand the question?
Mr. PINE. Yes. He wants to know what Mr. Wall said to us.
All I know is he came up there and threatened to take it before the

grievance committee of the bar association and Mr. Naas said -Well,
since when have you been representing Mr. Cowan .'" And he said, "I
have been employed by this young attorney from Washington," what-
ever his name was, and he said, "Don't you think in talking about
ethics, don't you think you should see that I have been discharged and
paid before you come in and make statements of that kind ?"

Mir. CAHILL. Did the conversation also include the statement by Mr.
Wall that unless the option was transferred, and you consented to the
assignment that an action would be begun in court to decree that you
held the option in trust, constructive trust, for Mr. Link Cowan, by
reason of the existing relationship between Mr. Naas and his client,
Mr. Cowan I

Mr. PINE. I do not know about your constructive trust business.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask a couple of questions here. It is not

quite clear to me what you are trying to do here. Is it a fact,
Mr. Cowan held an option on this land?

M1r. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a fact the option expired ?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a fact your attorney, Mr. Naas-you through

your attorney, Mr. Naas-took an option on the land?
Mr. PINE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. In Mr. Naas' name?
Mr. PINE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a fact you later then turned the option back

to Mr. Cowan?
Mr. PINY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did that because of pressure that was put

on you by the Air Force and others?
Mr. PINE. And others, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the connection? I might ask this attorney

what is the connection between this and the questions that you were
asking?
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Mr. CAIILL. The connection, Mr. Chairman
The CHAIR.AN. Let me ask you this: Are you denying the fact that

Mr. Cowan had an option and permitted it to expire?
Mr. CAHILL. No. I am not.
The CH IRMAIN. Are you denying the fact that this gentleman here

through his attorney did not take an option?
Mr. CAnILL. No. I am taking the position-may I speak to that?
The CHAIRMAN. Are you denying that Mr. Cowan did get the option

back ?
Mr. CAHILL. No. I am not. May I speak to these points? I am

taking the position that this witness went to Mr. Cowan's attorney a
day or so after the option had expired, when the fiduciary and confi-
dential relationship between an attorney and client existed between
Mr. Cowan and Mr. Naas, and I am taking the further position tlat
when he testified earlier, that he took the option, that the fact of the
matter is, and I will demonstrate it by the written instrument that the
opton was taken in the name of Mr. Cowan's attorney, Mr. Naas and
thereupon Mr. Cowan went to another attorney

The ChAIRM AN. Why (lid Mr. Cowan permit the option to expire?
Mr. CAHILL. As he said one of his partners died, another one was

taken ill. He was represented by counsel. Nobody brought the fact
to his attention.

The CHAIRMAN. What happened within such a short period of time
that made him want the option so badly again?

Mr. CAHmL. The next he knew of it his own attorney had gone out
and taken the option in the attorney's right.

Mr. SIMNo. That is not quite right.
Mr. CAHILL. As I understand the facts.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Naas communicated with Mr. Cowan in the space

of time before it expired and warned him it was about to expire and
sent him a telegram and Cowan knew 3 days before it was going to
expire and consequently let it expire. He said he did not have any
more interest.

Mr. CAHILL. The option was taken in Mr. Cowan's name. When
this witness testifies it was his name, I have seen the option agrement.

Mr. SIMON. He said it was taken in counsel's name.
Mr. CAHILL. When the option was executed it was executed by Mr.

Naas.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think it is fair to permit you as an at-

torney for Mr. Cowan to be questioning this gentleman any. further
when he has not an attorney of his own and has not been given the
opportunity to question Mr. Cowan. If this is important enough we
will call Mr. Cowan back maybe tomorrow or the next day with this
gentleman. He ought to have an attorney if Mr. Cowan is going to
have one. I think it is very unfair to this gentleman who has no at-
torney to have you questioning him.

Mr. CAHILL. I appreciate your courtesy. May I ask leave to insert
in this record the written option agreement about which this witness
is testifying?

The CHAraMAN. Without objection, it will be made a part of the
record.

(The information referred to follows:)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THPF-F-PRESI]NTS, that we, WALTER C. GROSS

and KATHERINE E. GROSS, husband and wife, of Mad River Township, County
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of Montgomery and State of Ohio, being the owners of the within described
property, in consideration of the sum of $1,000.00, receipt whereof is hereby
acknowledged, hereby give and grant to JOHN P. NAAS, of Dayton, Ohio, his
heirs, executors, administrators or assigns the exclusive right and option to
purchase at any time prior to the 1st day of March, 1951, the following described
property, to wit:

Beginning at the Southeast corner of Section 17, Town 2, Range 7, between
the Miami Rivers running thence North % of one degree East 119.7 poles to a
planted stone; thence North 89.25 minutes West 164.5 poles to a stone in the
western boundary of said quarter section; thence south Y4 of one degree West
with Western boundary line of said quarter section 119.7 poles to a stake in the
South boundary of said section; thence South S9., degrees Elast 164.5 poles to
the place of beginning, containing 120.5 acres and 11 perches, more or less, and
being the same property as described in deed from William C. Oldt, Sheriff of
Montgomery County, to Mary F. Gross in 2 tracts, the first of which contains 40
acres and the second 83 acres and 11 perches, said deed being recorded in Book
390, at page 228, of the Deed Records of Montgomery County, Ohio, reserving from
the above premises a private road 24 feet wide from the West line of Greene
county to the ShakertownI Road :ulong the North lini- of the school section, said
road to be for the common u.s of Arthur Gerlaugh, Henry II. Gerlaugh, Jona-
than Gerlaugh and R. W. Gerlaugh, their heirs and assigns forever.

The purchase price of said property to be SIXTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS ($65,000.00) payable as follows: ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,000.00)
upon the execution of this option and the balance of SIXTY-FOUR THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($64,000.00) upon the delivery to said JOHN P. NAAS, his heirs,
executors, administrators or assigns of a good and sufficient Warranty Deed for
the same.

In consideration of the foregoing and in addition thereto, we hereby give and
grant unto said JOHN 1. NAAS, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns
the exclusive right and option to purchase at any time between the 1st day of
March, 1951, and the 1st day of March, 1952, the following described property:

Situated in the Township of Mad River, County of Montgomery and State of
Ohio, viz:

The east part of the Northeast quarter of Section Sixteen (16) Town two (2)
Range Seven (7) between the Miami Rivers, containing Seventy-eight (78) acres
more or less; being a portion of the premises described by Sheriffs Deed in par-
tition proceedings brought in the Comnion Pleas Court of Montgomery County,
State of Ohio by Arthur Gerlaugh et al., Case No. 15608 and which Deed i, re-
corded in Volume 201, Page 325 of the )eed Records of Montgomery County, Ohio.

The purchase price of said property to be at the rate of FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS ($500.00) per acre payable upon the delivery to said JOHN P. NAAS,
his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns of a good and sufficient Warranty
Deed for the same, provided, however, that in the event said JOHN P. NAAS,
his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns does not exercise his option in
the year 1950, but does so in the year 1951 for the purchase of the first above-
mentioned tract, then and in that event he shall not be privileged to exercise
his option to purchase the second above-mentioned tract during the year 1951,
but that his right to purchase said tract can only be exercised in the year 1952.

It is further provided that we reserve the right to retain possession of the
premisnes first above-mentioned until March 1st, 1951, even though the purchaser
has exercised his option: that if possession is desired by the purchaser prior to
such date, then the purchaser is obligated to pay a fair market value for all
crops which we may have in the ground at the time. This provision shall like-
wise apply to the second above-mentioned tract, that is to say, if the purchaser
exercise his option in the year 1951, we reserve the right to retain possession of
the premises until March 1st, 1952, and that If purchaser desires possession prior
to that time, he is obligated to pay us for all crops which we may have in the
ground.

We also reserve the right upon the sale of said premises to remove all buildings
1low located thereon.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have hereunto set our hands to duplicates hereof this
6th day of March, 1950.

In the presence of:
(Signed) WALTER C. GROSS.

KATHARINE E. GROSS.
Guy W,. LANGSTAFF.

ROBERT L. PINE.
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For value received the within option contract is hereby assigned and stt
over unto LINK COWEN of Shawnee, Oklahoma.

WITNESS my hand at Dayton, Ohio this 28th day of March, 1950.
In the presence of:

(Signed) JOHN P. NAAS.
H. J. T. HERZ00.

MARY E. BORN.
I hereby consent to the above assignment.

(Signed) ROBFaT L. PINE.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, unless there are further
questions.

Senator BRICKFR. Just one question: You said pressure was put on
by the Air Force and others. Who were the others?

Mr. PINE. The others were these people from Washington that
were tied up with Mr. Cowan in this deal.

Senator BRICKER. Who, namely?
Mr. PINE. Well
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McIntosh, is that the name?
Mr. PINE. Mr. McIntosh sent a young attorney out who offered my

attorney cash to sell the option, without my knowledge, back, or as-
signing the option back to them.

Senator BRICKER. How much cash?
Mr. PINE. Five thousand.
The CHAIRMAN. He has already testified to that.
Mr. BRICKER. I am sorry, if it is already in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Thankyou very much.
Our next witness is Mr. David Muss, if you please.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID MUSS, PAGE MANOR, DAYTON, 0HI0, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JOHN T. CAHILL AND LOFTUS E. BECKER, COUNSEL-
Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Muss, this is a continuation of your testimony
of yesterday?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss, I am not sure I correctly understood you

yesterday, but did you understand that title VIII ofthe Housing Act
permits a 100-percent mortgage or merely 90-percent mortgages?

Mr. Muss. I understand that title VIII provides for a 90-percent
mortgage. However, the fact after construction might change it into
a 100-percent mortgage.

Mr. SIMoN. You understood it was a 90-percent mortgage, didn't
you ?

Hr. Muss. Well, I do not follow the question.
Mr. SIMON. The statute provides for a 90-percent mortgage.
Mr. Muss. The statute provides for a 90-percent mortgage, but I

think that you will also find, either in the statute or the regulation
that however the mortgage-the mortgage may not exceed the en-
tire cost, the actual cost of the construction-actual cost of the project

Mr. SIMON. I have your application for an FHA commitment on
section 1 of Page Manor, and under the application, apparently hay-
ing in mind that the mortgage could not exceed 90 percent of the es-
timated cost and that you would have to put in 10 percent of equity
to make up the difference between 90 and 100 percent, you said that
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p art of your equity Was to be builders and architects fees of $469,000
or section 1, is that right ?
Mr. Muss. Yes; because as you show that was for purposes of meet-

ing the FHA requirements for the 10-percent equity.
Mr. SIMON. On the contrary, wasn't it for the purpose of meeting

the statutory requirement that Congress set up that the mortgage be
90 percent of the estimated cost?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir, I do not want to argue about the law. I know
that the regulations of FHA and the instructions that we had and
followed permitted us to use-to waive the builders' or architects' fee
and as they were set up ini the FHA project analysis and use that for
part of the so-called 10-percent or equity payment.

Mr. SIMON. Is it true, then, that you put in the builder's fee and
part of the architect's fee as part of this 10 percent equity ?

M r. Muss. We put it in as part of the 10 percent equity requirement,
sir.

Mr. SIMON. Yes, and that is true in all four Page Manors; is it?
Mr. Muss. Yes, but I wish to distinguish between the term "equity"

and "equity requirement."
Mr. SIMON. What is the difference?
Mr. Muss. Well, sir, all the basis of the FHA project analysis, in

the rental housing projects, the total replacement cost, as estimated by
FHA, includes builder's fee and architect's fee. It includes land when
that land is available, or where it is included in the mortgage, and
FHA would want to give the project analysis set forth in its commit-
ment the amount of cash required for closing, and then the commit-
ment itself says:
Of this sum blank dollars, representing the architect's and builder's fees, may
be paid in Items other than cash.

Mr. SIMON. Do you think for 1 minute that FHA could have given
you a commitment if you had put in your application that you were
going to pay the builder's fees out of the mortgage and that there
would be no equity put into the project ?

Mr. Muss. W el, sir, let me say it, this way: Had we iiot used the
builder's fee for the equity requirement, and had we said that we
wished to pay the builder's fee in cash, we would have put up at the
time of closing an equal amount in cash and then drawn it down in stage
payments at every time we proceeded with the construction work.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss, isn't, it true that you told FHA in the 4 Page
Manor applications and also in the 3 Billy Mitchell applications, that
the builder's fee and part of the architect's fee was to be a part of the
10 percent equity capital!

Mr. Muss. We said we-equity requirement, yes, or equity capital.
Yes.

Mr. SIMON. As I understood you yesterday in addition to getting
credit for the 10 percent equity that the law required there be over and
above the mortgage on account of builder's fees, having received the
full builder's fee and the full architect's fee by way of your equity
requirement over and above the 90 percent mortgage, I understood
you yesterday to suggest that you were also entitled to a second build-
er'sl ee out of the cash proceeds of the mortgage; is that correct?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir, I did not say a second builder's fee. I said a
builders' fee. There are two builders' fees here.
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Mr. SImoN. Do I understand you to say you should get a builder's
fee out of the cash proceeds of the mortgage and also permit the build.
her's fee to be the 10 percent equity over and above the mortgage?

Mr. Muss. No, sir. I did not say that. If I did, what I meant to
say is that in arriving at the closing of this mortgage, we waived the
builder's fee or as much of it as was necessary to help us close with
a minimum of cash payment at the time of closing.

However, the fee itself accrued, not from the mortgage, or from
the amount of the mortgage, but from the savings that we may lave
made during construction. If there was a construction fee, we are
entitled to it. If there was not a construction fee available, that we
would be takin the chance and we would not get it.

Mr. Si3roN. In your sworn application, didn't you take the position
that the builder's fee was going to be your 10 percent equity, part of
your 10 percent equity?

Mr. Muss. Sir. in our application, we set forth that we would use
as other equity this additional cash

Mr. SIrMo,,. About $-) million of builder's fee?
Mr. Muss. It said "other equity, builder's and architect's fee,

$469,000."
Mr. SIMON. And there were four of those at Page Manor?
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SMtoN. Now as it turned out, after getting credit for the

builder's and architect's fee for the 10 percent equity in the 4 1'age
Manors and the 3 Billy Mitchells, you had approximately $2 million
of cash of the mortgage proceeds left over after all the construction
costs that were incurred had been paid, is that right?

Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir. But that was not set up of course
as a builder's fee and I think where I am a little confused with you
is what I have said here is that FHA allowed a greater amount for
builder's fees than was available to us out of the proceeds of this
mortgage.

Mr. Sirox. Going to the Limestone project, what is the amount
of that mortgage ?

Mr. Muss. I think it totaled somewhere around fourteen million
three hundred or five hundred thousand dollars.

IMir. SuIMoN. When was the commitment issued.
Mr. Muss. The commitment on that was-I believe the commit-

ment was issued sometime in February or early March of 1953, or at
any rate in the spring of 1953.

Mr. SIMON. When was construction started?
Mr. Muss. We had a ground breaking on May 22.
Construction was started about June 23, 1953.
Mr. SIMON. And of course, there has been no final endorsement

of the mortgage because you have not completed it?
Mr. Muss. We are still under construction, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is it your position today that the 1953 amendment to

section 803 of the Hlousing Act permits you to mortgage out the
Limestone Manor project

Mr. Muss. Would you repeat that question, sir?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. It is still your position today or is it your posi-

tion today, that the 1953 amendment which Congress passed to sc-
tion 803 of the Hlousing Act, which requires certification of actual
cost and provides that anything in excess of actual cost has to he
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applied on the mortgage, and which defines actual cost as "the actual
amounts paid for labor and materials and services"-amounts actually
paid-is it still your position that you can mortgage out oil the
Limestone pro ect?

Mr. Mfuss. Sir, it is my position, and that of course is the position
of our attorneys who have advised us on this matter, that the 1953
legislation does not apply.

The CHAIRMAN. To this Limestone project?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Now the Lakeland
Senator BRICKER. That is because it had been started prior to en-

actment of the law.
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it your attorney's opinion that prior to enact-

ment of this amendment it was permissible to mortgage out on de-
fease housing? When we talk about mortgaging out we are talking
about when the proceeds of the mortgage loan are greater than all
the costs, actual costs of the project.

Mr. Muss. I would say yes, sir. Our agreement with FHA is limited
to our charter and such agreements as we may execute during closing,
Senator.

The CHAIRMA-Ns-. To the best of your knowledge in discussing this
matter with the FHA officials, is that the way you understand it?

Mr. Muss. I didn't follow you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Did FHA officials tell you it is permissible to mort-

gage out on defense housing?
Mr. Muss. Why I would say, not using exactly those words, I would

say that is so.
I could probably cite testimony before this committee, as well as

testimony given before the Rains committee, that I appeared before
2 years ago on this Page Manor deal where respow -ible members of
FHA said as much.

Senator BRICKER. Who in FHA told you that ?
Mir. Muss. Well, sir, they didn't tell me directly in the instance I

referred to but in the testimony before the Rains committee, a state-
ment was made in answer to a question by the Chairman:

How much do you think the builder will make?

And the official said:
We have no provision for a profit for any builder in our applications. How-

ever, we don't know whether he is -oing to break even, whether he is going to
, broke, or whether he is going to make 10 or 15 percent. We estimate on

What we think are actual costs.

You have raised the Limestone question, sir, and in connection with
the Limestone job I would like to point out tliat while we started
that job in June of last year, and it is 1,500 families, we ought to
complete it in the next couple of months. Limestone, as you know,
is one of our northernmost outposts. It is far away from all of the
rest of the United States. We have worked through a winter with
200 and 300 weather-200 and 300 minus weather.

We believe we are hanging up some kind of a record and we would
like to invite this committee to come up and compare the military
housing produced by this company, at no cost to the Government. ex-
cept through-and using the FHA mortgage insurance program, with
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250 or 240 units of appropriate housing that was built directly along-

side of our projects.
We believe, and we know the Air Force will agree with us that the

units that we produce are at least 30 to 40 percent superior than were

those built with appropriated funds. The cost to the Government

in appropriated funds for these 240 units, which took 2 years to build,

was in excess of $15,000 or $16,000 per unit.
Our costs will run somewhere around $8,000, $11,000, or $12,000.

Mr. Si-toN. Were any of the plans in the Lakeland project in Texas

used on the Page Manor project in Ohio?
Mr. Muss. You mean Lackland project. No. They were revised

and considerably different.
Mr. SitotN. Were they basically the same plans?
Mr. Muss. I would say "No," they were not, because at Lackland

we designed our buildings, for instance our living rooms to run from

the front to the rear, to take advantage of prevailing breezes there.

Mr. SiMoN. You said they were revised.
By that do you mean the architect took the Lackland plans and

revised them for Page Manor plans?
ir. Muss. No, sir. If I said revised I am wrong.

Each plot has to have its own plot plan and its own plans, but even

the floor plans were different.
Mr. SitON. Did the same architect do them all?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir, the same architect.
Mr. SiroN. You say there is no connection between the Lackland

plans and Page Manor plans?
Mr. Muss. Well, I would say that elevationwise, they appear to look

alike from the outside. They are essentially row-type houses, which

means that, each family has a front and rear entrance and they have

the bedrooms upstairs, living room, dining room, kitchen downstairs,

and they are also of stucco and they are in groups of 6 or 4, but the

floor plans of the units in Dayton are larger, and they are differently

oriented. They are different.
Mr. SIoN. Mr. Muss, do you know Col. J. C. D. Elliott?

Mr. Muss. I know Colonel Elliott, yes, sir.

Mr. SioN. I have here a newspaper clipping of June 1, 1951, from

a Dayton, Ohio, newspaper which says in part:

Col. J. C. D. Elliott, head of that office in the Capital, said the Air Force

would deal only with the Cowan Construction Co. of Shawnee, Okla., and Its

associate, the K. N. Winston Co., of New York

Do you know anything about that ?
Mr. Muss. I won't comment on the correctness of the quotation.

Mr. Si-mON. Do you know whether Colonel Elliott did say that?

Mr. Muss. I think Colonel Elliott said something to that effect at

a meeting held in Congressman Brehm's office here in Washington

somewhere around that time when a delegation of Dayton citizens,

cluding builders, came to his office and he arranged for a meeting with

us and the representatives of the Air Force.
We had received our commitment, we were getting ready to start

construction, and as far as I know the comment should have read the

colonel said, "We have an outstanding certificate and we shall only deal

with these people," to the best of my recollection.
Mr. SIMON. How well do you know Clyde Powell?

Mr. Muss. I know Clyde Powell very well, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. The newspapers or the trade press have carried stories

in the spring of this year, your firm employed him. Would you tell
us what the facts are on that?

Mr. Muss. That is not so.
We never employed Mr. Powell.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us what the facts are?
Mr. Muss. In the early part of March of this year, Mr. Winston

talked to me on the telephone-I don't remember whether I was in
San Antonio or in Dayton-and lie said that he had had a conversa-
tion with Mr. Powell, that Mr. Powell had said to him:

I have gotten my notice. I have to get out. I want a job and I am looking
for a connection.

Mr. Winston said to me:
I think that you would find it might be a good idea for us to hire Powell,

to take some of the workload off your back. He knows more about rental hous-
ing than anybody in the country. He is an old conventional mortgage man.
He has got 19A years of reputation, he is second or third in command of the
FHA and I think wve ought to consider him.

I said, "Well, let's talk about it when I get back." I believe I saw
him a day or two later, and we talked a little bit more and I said,
"Next time I am in Washington I will talk to Powell."

Well, I think about a week after that, I was in Washington on some
business in connection with one of our projects, in the Air Force, and
I talked to Mr. Powell. I can't recall whether it was in his office or
whether it was over a cup of coffee and I said, "Mr. Winston tells
me you are going to be free and out of your job, and that you will
be interested in coming with us. What is it all about?"

So he told me that he had been requested to leave and he showed me
a letter which purported to be a letter from Commissionex: Hollyday,
and to the best of my recollection the letter said:
DEAR Ma. POWELL-

or-

DEAR CLYDE: I am enclosing for your consideration a letter from the Repub-
lican National Committee and my answer to them-
and attached to his letter were two other letters. I don't recall
whether the heading or the name was printed. I believe it was typed
in, and the best of my recollection was, the letter from the Republican
National Committee said in substance: When is Mr. Powell going to
leave? Would you let us know. We have been waiting for some tune.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the date of that?
Mr. Muss. I can't recall, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it March or April of this year?
Mr. Muss. He had told me this letter was 2 or 3 days before I had

seen him. That was the early part of March of 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. Muss. Then Hollyday's answer said:

I have talked to Mr. Powell and he has assured me that he will leave some-wheres around April the 1st. I have no reason to doubt but that he will keep
his word and leave about that time.
I had an additional talk with Mr. Powell and we talked about-

The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Powell tell you or Mr. Hollyday tell you
that Powell would leave about April 1?
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Mr. Muss. No. I am quoting from these letters.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you gathered that from Mr. Powell

or Mr. Hollyday?
Mr. Muss. These were letters shown to me by Mr. Powell of which

I know nothing else except Mr. Powell showed them to me.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, Mr. Powell had copies of the let-

ters that the Republican National Committee had written Mr. Holly-
day?

Mr. Muss. That is what he showed me.
The CHAIRMA.N. That is very interesting, isn't, it?
Mr. Muss. Sir, I know nothing about it except what he showed me

at the time.
The (CiI.\IR-MAN. In other words, the Republican National Com-

mittee had asked Mr. Hollyday when he was going to secure Mr. Pow-
ell's resignation, and then Mr. Hollyday proceeds to give Mr. PoweU
copies of those letters. Is that what you are testifying to?

Mr. Muss. I can only testify that that is what I saw and that is
what Mr. Powell told me were the facts.

The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Powell told you and you saw copies of the
letters?

Mr. Alss. I didn't say-I said I saw what purported to be copies
of letters.

I said to Mr. Powell, Winston and I had talked to him and what
did he have in mind. He said he thought he could be very useful to
us and he could possibly originate some work, that he could help in
our general work.

Senator BRICKER. He had had a good bit of experience in that field.
Mr. Muss. He had a great deal of experience.
Senator BRICKER. In originating work.
Mr. Muss. He also had some previous mortgage experience, as far

a, we know, in St. Louis. We had met him several times at mortgage
bankers' meetings, home builders' meetings. He had been the guest
speaker. He had been a man talked about in the operations of FHA.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question about it.
For 20. years he had been with FHA and since 1940 he had been the

top man in the rental housing field. That is the same gentleman that
now refuses to come before this committee, after having been there
20 years, 14 years the top man, and tell this committee about the sub-
ject matter we are interested in.

Mr. Muss. Of course, all this conversation had occurred before that
time. We had a tentative arrangement with Mr. Powell where I
asked him what his salary was and I think he said $12,200 or 12,300,
and I asked him what he wanted, and he said, "I don't know." He
said he had been offered a job by a New York bank, but he didn't
care about it. He had to be in second or third position; that he was 56
or 57 years old, and he didn't want to get behind a desk any more and
work from 9 to 5, that he would like to be out in the field doing about
what I am doing, and learning a little bit more about the building busi-
ness. He thought he could originate some business and we finally, or I
finally said, "We have talked it over, Mr. Winston and myself."

I said, "Now, of course, Mr. Powell"-or "Clyde"-I called him
Clyde--"we have done a lot of business with FHA. We have been
doing business with FHA since 1935. We have never had a default.
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We have never had a complaint that we know of. We have never been
criticized or blacklisted. Now, we think that before we take or agree
for you to come with us, or you might be handling some matters for
us later that you passed on in your official position, that you clear this
with Mr. Hollyday or whoever you think you should, and if it is sat-
isfactorv with them, we will agr-ee to pay you $12,000 a year."

However, he said, "Well, I have to have a chance to make some more
money, too."

I said, "I think you can ori(riinate some business, whether conven-
tional or housing business, and if you can originate some business we
find profitable or think is good there is no reason why you shouldn't
have a small ,percentage interest in that, which might mean extra
money to you.

I said, "However, it is iml)ortant that you get clearance and if that
isall right when do you expect to leave C"

"Well,'" lie said, "I think I will )ut in in" resi-r1ation in a few days
and take it up with Mr. Hollvday at that tine."

I said, All right.?
And lie said, "I will probably want to take a couple of weeks off.

I would like to start somewheres around~l May 1."
"Well, you go ahead and find out how you stand with the Coinnus-

siolier, and when you let us kmov. Mfr. N(ornmia Winston will go down
and check with the omissiono, the powers that be, and if it is all
right with them then we will work out, this deal."
Tie CHAIRMAN. Did you ever put him on the payroll?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
The (IIARMAN. Did you ever give him an thing of any value?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
The CHAIt MIAN. )id he ever ask for anything of any value ?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
The CHAMAAN. Did you ever give any FHA employees anything

of any value, other than maybe just small gifts from time to time, at
Christmast ime ?

Mr. Muss. No, sir.
May I complete my story about, Powell, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I thought you had finished.
Mr. Muss. I guess the first week in April, lie called me to tell me

that he had submitted his resignation. and that Mr. Hollyday had
said it. was all right for hiim to comne to work for us and I said, "Well,
when Mr. Winston gets a chance he will be down and check with 'Mr.
Hollyday," and of course the investigation began shortly after that
and that was the end of any talk about his coming to work for us.

Tie CIIAIRMAN. He never: did come to work for you'
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Tme (HAIRMAN. You understand the newspapers carried the story

that lie was an employee of your firm. That is why we bring it up at
this hearing.

Mr. Muss. That is right. I understand it was also carried in one of
the m1ngazines.

The (IIA. IR'.xN. The fact is you didn't hire him?
Mr. Muss. No.
The CAIRMAN. You did discuss it?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CnAIRMN. You talked with him about it.
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Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You even arrived at the salary and compensation

you would pay.
Mr. Muss. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Possibly had it not been for this hearing you would

have hired him?
Mr. Muss. There would have been no reason not to hire him sir.
Senator BRICKER. Do you know whether Mr. Winston ever talked to

Mr. Hollyday or not I
Mr. Muss. Mr. Winston never did talk to Mr. Hollyday about it

because in the interim-I think this is only a week or 10 days before
this investigation began.

The CHAIRMAN. I ou testified that you knew Mr. Powell quite well.
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew him well enough to call him Clyde.
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he ever spend any time in your home or were

you on vacations together?
Mr. Muss. He was never in my home. He was never on vacation

with me although we did meet socially.
Mr. SIMON. Did you say, Mr. Muss, why you didn't end up hiring

Mr. Powell?
Mr. Muss. Because of the investigation, sir, and all of those facts

that have been coming out.
Mr. SIMON. With respect to Northridge Cooperative Apartments

in New York, that is a section 213 cooperative, is it?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Am I correct that there were 3 cooperative corporation

Northridge Cooperative, sections 1, 2, and 3 ?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then there were 3 corporations that you and Mr. Muss

controlled which had contracts to build the cooperative ? You and Mr.
Winston, that is?

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And without getting all those names, before construc-

tion work started, you and Mr. Winston assigned the construction
contracts to 3 other companies controlled by members of your family!

Mr. Muss. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Those contracts were assigned prior to the start. of any

construction; is that right?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And did you receive a profit on the assignment of the

contracts of $786,093 ?
Mr. Muss. We received a profit of $786,000; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. I take it that the section 1 corporation still owes you-

$25,000, and there is $93,000 up in escrowI
Mr. Muss. Which has already been included in these figures.
Mr. SIMON. So the $786,000 is after deducting those figures?
Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Before deducting them?
Mr. Muss. Before deducting them.
Mr. SIMON. So the $786,000 may be reduced somewhat just before

you are through?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
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Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of the three corporations

that received this $786,000?
Mr. Muss. David Muss, Norman K. Winston and Mika Stiftung.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you own?
Mr. Muss. 40 percent.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Mr. Winston own .
Mr. Muss. Mr. 'Winston-let me correct that-I believe it was 30

percent, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Winston owned 30 percent?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Mika Stiftung own?
Mr. Muss. The balance, sir, which would be 30 percent.
Mr. SIMON. That is the Swiss Corp. you were talking about?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So they got approximately $250,000 out of this

$786,000 ?
Mr. Muss. Well, they may not have gotten that much, because as

I pointed out, there is still some $119,000 that we haven't received,
and, again, there is a lawsuit now pending by the cooperatives against
ourselves, against Winston and myself in these companies for some
$2,500,000.

Mr. SIMON. Would it be conservative to say that they got in excess
of $200,000?

Mr. Muss. I would say so, sir; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital investment in those three

corporations?
Mr. Muss. You mean the permanent capital stock investment with-

out regard to the moneys that we had invested in setting up this
transaction ?

Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Muss. I am sorry, we don't have those figures here but I am

quite sure that that was nominal, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Probably $1,000 for each one?
Mr. Muss. It might have been $10,000 but it was still nominal.
Mr. SIMON. There couldn't have been any substantial advances be-

cause you hadn't started construction: isn't that true?
Mr. Muss. There was substantial advances, sir, because you see

these companies not only advanced moneys for architectural fees, but
they advanced the filing, fees at FHA. Actually, my auditor says we
had advanced almost $500,000 in setting up tlis job. I might also
say that all the moneys collected from the cooperatives in the sale
of these apartments during this time, and all the time that construc-
tion was pending was held in a separate trust account.

Mr. SIMON. When your brothers purchased this contract from you
for the $786,000 did they al,() reimburse, you for all your advances?

Mr. Muss. You mean--ve,. sir.
Mr. SrmoN. So that the $786,000 was profit after reimbursement for

all advances?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You have some projects in North Chicago-
Mr. Muss. May I carry on about Northridge, since this is a coop-

erative in New York and in order that we may be-we may put our
best foot forward on the record, sir?
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Mr. SIMoN. So far as construction is concerned, we understand
it was done by your brothers and your brother is coming in Thursday,
and we were going to get from him the information on construction.

Mr. Muss. The fellow coming in Thursday has no knowledge of
this job. It is another branch of the family?

Mr. SIMON. Isn't the one coming in Thursday your brother?
Mr. Muss. No. We are a family of builders. When we were 12,

13 and 14, we spent our summers working around the job.
Mir. SIMON. Who were the brothers that bought you out in this job?
Mr. Muss. My brothers each have their own corporation and I

thiik you will find I testified it was my brothers Charles and Hyman
and Alexander.

Mr. SIMON. Wasn't your brother Alexander involved at all in this
corporation?

Mr. Muss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. But he has been in a number of section 213's?
Mr. Muss. He has never had a section 213.
It is the other brother who did the section 213.
Mr. SIMON. Which brother has the section 213?
Mr. Muss. Charles.
I would like to point out for the benefit of the press that in this

case Northridge Cooperatives FHA estimated replacement cost, cov-
ering all expenses, on the total three projects was $12,351,780, plus
off-site requirements of $71,986, making a total FHA replacement
cost and off-site cost of $12,423,766. The cost of the cooperatives for
which we produced all of these buildings was $11,280,690, which in-
cluded mortgage proceeds, plus $846,000 paid by the cooperatives.
In other words, the total saving of approximately $1,200,000 under
the FHA replacement cost.

Senator BRI('KER. Who made the F-LA. replacement cost figure?
Mr. Muss. FHA.
Senator BRICKER. What person?
Mr. Muss. I think it takes about 30 or 40 people in their office to

come up with the figures.
Senator BRICKER. Who originated them?
Mr. Muss. The New York office.
Senator BRICKER. Who in the New York office?
Mr. MTss. I wouldn't know, the architectural section, underwrii

ing section.
Senator BiRICKFI. You don't know the personnel at all?
IMr. Muss. I know the personnel.
Senator BRICKER.W ho were they?
Mr. Muss. I don't recall having a personnel meeting at this time.

The chief architect was a man named Hammond. The chief under-
writer was a man named Miles, but I wouldn't know who processed
the ca.se down at the bottom. I might also-

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Muss before you leave that, do I understand you
correctly, this building was finally built for $1,200,000 less than the
FHAN estimate, and in spite of that your brothers thought it was n
goodI enough deal to pay you $786,000 for your contract; is that right?

Mr. Muss. That is
Mr. SI%,oN. Is that right.
Mr. MuTss. I would prefer to put it this way: After all, they knew

construction, they organized the corporation and were setting up all
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the items. All they participated in was construction end of it. We
idemnified completion of this job. I would say there was total fees
paid to us of less than 10 percent.

These, by the way, were contractors' fees that were paid to us. They
were paid to us as contractors' fees and not as mortgage proceeds.

Mr. SIMoN. The only point 1 was making, if you bui d the building
for $1,200,000 less than the FIIA estimates and your brothers would
still pay you $786,000 for the privilege of building it, it made FH1A
look pretty bad.

Mr. Muss. I wouldn't say that. It made the builders look pretty
ood. I mean, I want to point out something, sir. I am strictly a

builder, or an operating builder and my father was before me. We
build for a profit. We take the risks that fo with it. You will notice
that you haven't a general contractor up here as distinguished from
op)erator-builders. You are not going to have many general con-
tractors.

Mr. SIMO.N. We have had (lentists, lawyers.
M [r. Muss. You are dealing with builders now.
I admire the work of this committee, but I think that I would like

to be put in as good a light as it is possible under the circumstances.
Tie CHAIR3I AN. You have testified and there is no question but what

you have been a builder all your life.
Mr. Muss. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN.. That is now part of the record and lhas been from

the very beginning.
Mr. Muss. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Muss, goingt to North ('hicago, can you tell us what

that, project is?
Mr. Muss. We have a 193s title IX project, defense housing. now

under way at Waukegan, Ill.
Mr. SI.NoN. What is tie m ortgage coninitment there?
Mr. Muss. I would say the total mortgage is roughly, an aggregate

of $13 million.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the interests that are. interested in that

project?
Mr. Muss. Norman K. Winston and myself-you are talking about

essentially persons
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
M r. Muss. Murchison, of Dallas, and Centex Construction.
Mr. SIMoN. Each of you has roughly a 25 percent?
Mr. Muss. Yes, about, 25 percent.
Senator BRICKER. Did Mr. Winston hold half of his interest of these

companies for the Swiss companies?
Mr. Muss. No, sir; as I recall, it was in the San Antonio and in

this Northridge cooperative.
Mr. Si-Nr(). Do you have a project in Connecticut?
Mr. Muss. Sir?
Mr. SIMON. Do you have a project in Connecticut?
Mr. Muss. We have a title IX project, with Winston-when I say

"I" I am referring to Winston and myself-have a title IX project
just completed at Norwich, Conn., consisting of 145 single-family
title IX.

Mr. SIMON. Who are the interests in that project?
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Mr. Muss. That is owned by a corporation in which Norman K.
Winston and myself are the stockholders or are nominees of the
stockholders. I hold 47-percent interest; Mr. Winston holds 53.

Mr. SIMON. Then you have a project in Newington, do you
Mr. Muss. We have just started a 180-unit project at Newington,

sir, also title IX, rental, defense housing.
Mr. SIMON. And the North Chicago project, that is Lake County

Gardens Management Co.?
Mr. Muss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And 25 percent of that stock is owned by Tecon; is

that right?
Mr. Muss. That is part of the Murchison Co.
Mr. SIMON. Tecon is Murchison?
Mr. Muss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And 25 percent is owned by Mucon?
Mr. Muss. That is my family company.
Mr. SioN.. And 25 percent by First Gardens.V
Mr. Muss. That is Mr. Winston's company.
Mr. SIMON. And the remainder by Centex?
Mr. Muss. That is a separate construction company of Dallas.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns that out of Dallas?
Mr. Muss. That is a group of Dallas builders; a man named Lip-

pert and his associates.
The CHAIRMAN. So there are four separate corporations in this

Waukegan, Ill., project?
Mr. Mus:. I think that is right, except that you will find indi-

vidual sponsors have guaranteed the completion of construction of
items like that.

The CHAIRM1AN. My point is the stockholders in the sponsoring
company are four separate corporations?

Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. One is your company, one is Mr. Winston's com-

pany, one is Mr. Murchison's company and the fourth one is a Dalla'
concern, headed by whom ?

Mr. Muss. By a man named Lippert, and Lively.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Muss, as I understand it, the only other FHu

project that you have ever been interested in is a section 608 built
in New York, about 1947, called Terrace Gardens; is that correct?

Mr. Muss. That is the only other section 608. That is the only
other section 608 project. I have been interested in many other FtIA
projects in the single family, and others.

Mr. SrMoN,. Single-family sale houses?
Mr. Muss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnIMoN. Did you mortgage out in Terrace Gardens?
Mr. Muss. I don't recall, sir. I don't believe so. I am not sure.
Mr. SIMoN. Can you give us any explanation for this? It seenis

that all the projects we inquire into back in 1946 and 1947 and even
in 1948, there was little or no mortgaging out. Then comes 1949 and
1950 and most of them mortgage out. Is there any reason for that?

Mr. Muss. Well, sir. there were two reasons for it: the first one wa
that in 1947, price controls were removed, and builders throughout the
country were hit with price increases.

You couldn't obtain a firm contract from a subcontractor. You
couldn't buy materials on a firm basis from a supplier. I think all of
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us in the building industry recall that every time we got an invoice,
or an estimate, it said:
Price prevailing at time of shipment will be the price and not the quoted price.

In addition to that sir-and I would say that succe -ive wagev in-
creases in that time caught builders unaware and generally sp,,aking
throughout the country builders who had programed cor'1-tr41ition
work on the basis of nearly 1947 costs, found themselves faced with 25
to 30 percent increase in construction.

Now, in 1948, this (T,,gress. and this august body, recognized thosefacts, changed the law and instead of having mortgages limited to
$1,800 per room-I think that is the amount-increase it or changed
the method of computing the maximum amount of mortgage , to be
$81,000 for 1-family units, or in effect, after the 1948 legislation, larger
mortgages were possible for a little bit more square-foot area.

Then
Mr. SIxro.N-. During the period of ris ing costs, are you aware of the

fact that FHA entertained many mortgage applications for increased
commitments by reason of increa',,d .)sts .s

Mr. Muss. I have heard of that. I am not too familiar with it.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard of anybody applying for a decrease

in the mortgage because of decreased cost s?

Mr. Muss. No, sir. Would you like that explained?
Mr. SIMoN. Sure.
Mr. Muss. I have of course known of cases where builders have gone

into FHA, and I don't recall any particular e,-, of my own, but where
they have quarreled with FHA on the 1asi, of their evaluation being
too high but the purpose of that. of course, was to reduce the amount
of cash required for closing by the FHA.

I have heard it said on several occasions: Why didn't you take the
mortgage proceeds, the balance of the mortgage proceeds you got and
use it to reduce the mortgage.

I think what we have all overlooked here is that in all of these com-
panies, in all of these rental housing projects, on rents that are con-
trolled, they are limited by FHA. and in the case of the military hous-
in , by both the military and FHA. That the only equity that exists in
those houses is what the net income that can accumulate to the builders
during the year can capitalize on. Let me explain it: If we had a
mortgage of $8 million and reduced it to $7 million, and wanted to
sell it, the eventual purchaser-and I bf course am talking of the first
10 or 15 years of the mortgage period-the eventual purchaser wouldn't
pay one cent more for the equity in that project ifthe mortgage was
$6 million than if it was $7 million because his return is fixed by the
rents and the operating expenses and that return will not justify any
more than a small capitalization, so a purchaser is not-takes it
subject to the mortgage and only pays what he thinks he can get a fair
return on, so I don't see that that would be good business on the part
of any builder-owner.

fr. SIMo,. Excepting the Government's position would be mate-
rially changed if we should have a little adverse condition and had to
take back some of these buildings.

Mr. Muss. I am a great believer in the future prosperity of the
United States and I think those arrangements started in 1935 or 1936
when FHA first came into the picture.
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The best answer I can give you to that is if the mortgage was soundly
conceived with regard to its location, it has increased, or probably has
increased in value and will continue; that essentially as far as we as
builders are concerned, and this committee should be concerned, is
that--of course, I don't really mean it that way, but let me say that
we look on it as long as your mortgage is 90 percent of value or cost
it is a good loan.

Mr. SIMtoN. We all hope there are no risks in any of these, but to the
extent there are risks it is the Government which takes the risk.

Mr. Muss. I think so, but I think the results achieved by the efforts
of this committee and its companion committee in the House, in the
legislature, warrants the risk as being taken.

The CHAIRMLAN. Unless there are further questions of Mr. Muss
we will excuse him.

Senator BRICKER. Have you done any building in recent years ex-
cept through the mortgage operations of FHA?

Mr. Muss. I personally have built some-in cooperation with others,
some conventional shopping centers. Mr. Winston himself, though,
with other associates, has just completed or did complete about a year
ago a 15-story, 20-story, building in New York and I might point out,
that his rentals in those buildings are not controlled, and the rentals
prevailing in that building are somewhere around $70 a room per
month, as compared with an average of $22 per room in FHA housing
in the same area.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Muss.
We may want you a little later if you will just remain around,

please.
Mr. Muss. Thank you.
The CHAMlAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Norman K. Winston

of New York.
Mr. CA HILL. May I offer the option? I have the option.
Mr. Chairman, with your kind permission may I identify for the

record this option agreement?
The CHAIRMA N. Yes. The option agreement has been made part

of the record. (See p. 784.)
Mr. CAHILL. It is from Walter Gross and Katherine Gross to John

P. Naas and it bears date. March 4, 1950, and Mr. Chairman. I would
like to call your particular attention to the fact that it is witnessed
by the Witness Pine, and the chairman knows it is familiar law that
an interested witness

The CHAIRMAN. We have made it part of the record.
Mr. CAHIL. I just wanted to call your attention to the fact that

an interested party does not customarily witness an option to anybody
else.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cahill is there a word in yesterday's transcript that
is "no" that you want to change to "yes?"

Mr. BECKER. Yes, there is one.
Mr. SnmoN. Could you give it to us?
Mr. CAHILL Can we give it to you a little later?
We will have to-
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you want to change your testimony

of yesterday tiCr Muss wants to change his testimony ?
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Mr. CAHML. I don't know whether it is a typo or change. Mr. Chair-
man. We will give it to you. (See p. 813.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winston, do you solemnly swear the testimony
you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God .

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN K. WINSTON, PAGE MANOR, DAYTON,
OHIO, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN CAHILL AND LOFTUS BECKER,
COUNSEL

Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name and address to the

reporter ?
Mr. WINsTON. Norman K. Winston, 77th Place, New York City.
The Chairman. And Mr. Cahill is your lawyer?
Mr. CAHILL. And my partner, Mr. Becker.
The CHAIRMAN. And this gentleman is your accountant?
Mr. WINSTON. Accountant.
The CHAIRMAN. The other gentleman, has he been identified?
Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Carr, who is house counsel for Norman K. Winston.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Winston, what is your business?
Mr. WINSTON. Builder.
Mr. SIMON. Are you a stockholder in the three Billy Mitchell cor-

porations in Texas?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. SIMON. How much stock do you own?
Mr. WINSTON. I think 1'-12 3 percent, I believe.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that stock all registered in your name?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you own any of it in trust for anyone?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir, I do.
Mr. SIMON. Who is it held in trust for?
Mr. WINSTON. It is held in trust for a Swiss company, investors.

Half of mine is held in trust in that particular project.
Mr. SIMON. Half of your 512% percent stock is held in trust for the

Swiss corporation?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the Swiss corporation?
Mr. WiNsTO N. Mika Stiftung.
Mr. SIMON. M-i-k-a
Mr. WINSTON. S-t-i-f-t-u-n-g.
Mr. SIMON. And that is a Swiss corporation?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
A Swiss company.
Mr. SrmoN. Who are the stockholders, of Mika Stiftung ?
Mr. WINSTON. Well, I only know 1 or 2 of the people that I met.

I didn't know who the other'syndicate or investors consist of.
Mr. SIMoN. Who are the 1 or 2 you have met?
Mr. WINSTON. I know one man Savy that I met a few years ago and

a Dr. Gerber.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know his first name ?
Mr. WINSTON. He is an attorney, a doctor's name is used in Europe.
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Mr. SIMON. Do you know his first name?
Mr. WINsToN. I think Dr. M. Gerber.
Mr. S MON. Where does he reside ?
Mr. WINSTON. He resides in Bern.
Mr. SIMoN. Bern, Switzerland?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMU N. Who is the other man you mentioned?
Mr. WINSTON. Savy, S-a-v-y.
Mr. SuIMoN. Do you know his first name?
Mr. AVINSTON. William.
Mr. SIMtoN. Do you know where he resides?
Mr. WINSTON. He resides in Geneva.
Mr. Sr.%ioN. Geneva, Switzerland.
Mr. WIXSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what percentage of the stock of Mika

Stiftung they own
Mfr. WINSTON. Well, they have half of mine.
Mr. SI,,.oN. But whtat percentage of the stock of Mika Stiftung do

those two gentlemen own?
Mr. WINSTON. I have no idea.
Mr. SIMON. You wouldn't know whether their holdings are merely

10 percent of that company or 90 percent?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, Mr. Simon, I wouldn't.
Mr. SIMON. What is the par value of the stock in the Billy Mitchell

Village Corp.?
Mr. WINSTON. $10 common stock; $10 par value.
Mr. SIMON. How much was paid for that stock? Did you pay par

value for it?
Mr. WINSTON. $3,000, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $3,000 was for all of the stock; is that correct ?
Mr. WINSTON. In each corporation.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid $1,550 for your 51% percent in each cor-

poration?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that, mean that Mika Stiftung paid you $725 in

each corporation ?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The dividends there were $1,236,250; is that right? U
Mr. WINSTON. Approximately, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that mean that Mika Stiftung received dividends

of approximately $310,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There was preferred stock in the Billy Mitchell Village

Corp., was there not?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was that stock in Billy Mitchell Village, Inc., owned

by Southwest Homes Texas Co. '?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Southwest Homes Texas

Co.?
Mr. WINSTON. Norman K. Winston, David Muss, Louis H. Kaplan

and Henry W. Penn.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mika Stiftung have any stock interest in South-

west Homes, Texas Co.?
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Mfr. WINSTON. No, sir, it didn't.
Mr. SIM oN. Southwest Homes Texas Co., apparently built this

project?
Is that right?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I gather its stockholders advanced the moneys with

which to proceed with the construction?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, it did.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody other than its stockholders advance it

any money for this construction?
Mr. WINSTON. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. Then Mika Stiftung didn't advance any of the money?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir, it did. I advanced money and when I ad-

vanced it was for both Mika and myself.
Mr. SIMON. How much money (lid you advance to Southwest Homes

Texas Co.?
Mr. WINSTON. I don't know but I had $100,000 from them. I

don't know
ir. SIMON. When did you get the $100,000 from them?

The CHAIRMAN. From whom did you get $100,000?
Mr. WINSTON. From Mika Stiftung.
The CHAIRMAN. They sent you $100,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir. I had it available for any of these.
The CIIAIRMAN. By check or how?
Mr. WINSTON. Transferred by checks I presume in most cases.
The CHAIRMAN. They sent you 100,000 to invest for them ?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir. It might have been a little over-

$11 ).000, maybe.
The CHAIRMAN. And you invested in the Billy Mitchell project,$1,.50( ?
M1. WINSTON. I did, Senator Capehart.
The CHAIRMAN. $1,550 for them in the Billy Mitchell project?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. They put up $725 in each of the 3 corporations?
Mr. WINSTON. I put it up for them because I had their money. I

put up for them and myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Out of the $100,000 they sent you?
Air. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they send you that in cash or how?
MIr. WINSTON. They transferred some of it through some of the

Swiss banks, in some way or another. I didn't keep track. They are
on our books as to how it e'ame.

Mr. SIMON. How did the rest of it come?
Mr. WINSTON. By transfer from Switzerland.
Mr. SIMON. All of it?
Mr. WINSTON. All through banks, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When was that?
Mr. WINSTON. Either the end of 1949 or the early part of 1950.

The early part-the end of 1949, I believe.
Mr. SIMtoN. In addition to the $310,000 they got out of Billy Mitch-

ell they participated in Northridge Apartments?
Mr. WINsTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did they get somewhere around $225,000 out of that?
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Mr. WINSTON. They got $160,000 or $162,000.
Mr. SIMON. What did the Swiss people contribute, either to the

Northridge project or the Billy Mitchell project?
Mr. WINSTON. Well, my contract with them was they made $150,000

available for that job, for Nortlhidge, in addition. It had nothing to
do with the other one.

Mr. SIMON. Is that the same money they originally sent over?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, new money.
Then sent over $150,000 in new money.
Mr. SIMON. When did they send that over?
Mr. WINSTON. I think that was in 1951.
Mr. SIMON. And was-
Mr. WINsTON. 1951 or 1952.
I am sorry; may I refer a second?
Mr. BECKER. 1951.
MIr. WINSTON. Late 1951.
Mr. SIMoN. When was the Northridge Cooperative contract sold

by you and Mr. Muss to his brothers?
Mr. WINSTON. I think that is a matter of record here.
I don't recall that. I don't know the date, Mr. Simon, but I will

look it up if you want me to. In 1951.
Mr. SIMoN-. In 1951.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sometime in 1951, the middle or early part of

it I think.
Mr. SImoN. You said the contract was sold in the middle of 1951,

and the money didn't come over from the Swiss until the latter part
of 1951, which would mean they didn't give you the money until
after the profit had accrued.

Mr. WINSTON. No, sir. I had my contract with them and I called
on money as I needed it and I also had money for them from Billy
Mitchell "Village.

Mr. SIMON. Well then, you didn't get any new money from them
for Northridge until after you had sold the project and had a profit;
is that rightI

Mr. WINsTON. No, sir, that is not so. I must have given you-the

contract was May 1951, with Northridge, the sales contract-
Mr. SIMON. The sale of Northridge was in May 1951.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And on that sale you and Mr. Muss and Mika Stiftung

had a profit of about $750,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. S-MoN. When did they send you the money, for Northridge?

Mr. WINSTON. January 14, 1 got $70,000.
Mr. SIMON. January 14?
Mr. WINSTON. January 14, 1951.
Mr. Smfo. $70,000.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes. That was transferred by check.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winston, do you own any stock in this MikA

Stiftung Co.?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not own any stock ?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any of your family?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, no connection at all.
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The CHAIRMAN. You have no connection whatsoever?
Mr. 'WINsrON. None at all.
Mr. SI mON. Did they send you a total of $250,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir, 250.
Mr. SiMoN. And they had a profit of about $480,000 to $500,000.

Does that mean they still have $750,000 in this country?
Mr. WINSTON. They have, I think, when we get a distribution, and

we didn't need all the money I think we returned some, I think maybe
$150,000. The rest of it is still here.

Mr. SiMoN. So about $600,000 is still here ?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, because of contingent liabilities.
The CHAIRMAN. Why would you for a small amount of $2,175 take

in these people as a partner, knowing that they were going to get
$310,000 profit within a very short time.? I am interested as a busi-
nessmian.

Mr. WINSTON. I tried to touch my mouth and all these gentlemen
junped at me. That is why I am laughing.

The ('IIRMAN. They will get your )ictures.
Mr. WixsroN. I have never been in front of a camera.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Would you like them to ste I) aside .
Mr. WINSTON. NO, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. My point is for $2,175 you sold 25 percent interest

in Billy Mitchell, which is about a .1(, million project , isn't it : and
they still own 25 percent of the equity in those 4 projects. They in-
vested $2,175. You say, of cousre, the Southwest Building Corp. built
the projects and you did have to loan them, of couns-, considerable
money.

Mr. WINSTON. That is right.
The CHIIAN-4. But when it was all finished, the loans were repaid

out of the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR.MAN. MY point is why would you cut these Swiss people

in for a fourth interest in a .i1; million project, on which they made in
a very short time ""O,,10,) on a $2,175 invet ,-tiit, plus possibly some
loaii'out of the $100,000 to tle coItrIctio 1011 mpalny which loalls were
later repaid out of the proceeds of the mortfa,(re ?

My3" point is wihy would you cut them in on that bais ?
Mr. WINSTON. There were several reav-w1.
The ('.LAIR3.AN. I want to get Cut in.
Mr. WIINSTON. There c(,e se\Veral rea-)ons. The maini reason of

Coul.1-, that on the very first, pro ect we had no airailce th at we would
male anything or that we wold cme out. I also felt thtt the loca-
tion was not a good permanent investnielit, o that from that point of
Vie, - .-s(,'o(lldly of court se

Seiiator BRICKER. Mlove up a little ('loser to the microphone.
Mr. WINSTON. Every job I had was with a partners. I do not have

,tN jobs alone. I have 2. 3, or 4 partners. Somie job I think Mr.
Slitol wants to ask me about is only $600,000 total construction and
we ha ve 5 or 4 partners there, but more important, I met thee people
il 194) and I knew they were heavy buyers of capital stocks in this
country.

The'CU.AIRMAN. You take partners in for their know-how as well as
theircapital? Is that your business?
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Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Taking people in for their know-how and capital?
Mr. WINSTON. It just grew that way. I did not start out by taking

people in; people that we know asked if they could join us.
Senator BusH. What was the basis of your acquaintance with thes0

Swiss people? Was this on a basis of friendship, or had you had previ.
ous business connections with them?

Mr. WINSTON. I knew them in 1948. I knew they were heavy in.
vestors, making a lot of money in stock in this country. At that tune
foreigners were coming over here and helped turn the stock market.
There was a flight of capital from Europe then. They seemed to have
more confidence than we had then. When I saw them I asked them
why they did not put part of their money in real estate. They thought
it was not liquid. We kept talking and about a year later they agreed
they would try it out.

Senator BUSH. I am curious as to why you go to Switzerland.
There are people in this country, too, who would be equally anxious to
make profits in ventures of this kind. Why do you go to Switzer-
land? Is it on a basis of friendship over there?

Mr. WINsTON. I spend a great deal of time in Europe. I know a
great many people. I have a business in France also and part of my
family came from there.

Senator Busii. Were these two, people particular friends of yours!
Mr. WINSTO.N. No, not particular friends. I met them at linere.

On the other hand. I do not ask everyone to join us. If anyone came
to me and asked to invest a quarter of a million dollars and I had a

Object, I would explain it and see if they wanted to join us. I heard
Mr. Muss testify about how good a builder and how old he was when
he started, but his father went broke and his whole family went
broke and for years, when things turned against him, I bought swwne
tax liens on some property that probably his father lost a few million
dollars. I wondered, when he said how good a builder he is. He i,.
but on the other hand he cannot fight time. The same happened with
me. I bought a lot of New York property and saw it go down to
nothing.

.M1r. BusH. I do not want to pursue this if you do not but, I am still
'er'y serious. I don't understand the background of the relationship

between these Swiss people and yourself.
Mr. WINSION. I expect to work in Canada next year. Would it

seem unusual for the people in Canada, would they look different
because they came from here? I met a man in London -when I re-
ceived Senator Capehart's cable, not cable, but rather his annoinice-
ment about my coming back and right, at that dinner, that evening. I
met a man who had just bought-I better not get his name involved.
one of the big tractor companies in Europe and he asked me wy
business. and I explained it to him and he said "We are building a
city of 35,000."

The CHAIRM.\N. Will you talk closer to the mike?
Mr. WINSTON. "We are building a city of 35,000 in Canada. W1y

don't you come up?"
The CHAmRMAN. A British concern?
Mr. WINSTOX. Canadian. apparently, and I said "Is it underway.

"Yes; we are building it right now and it will be about 35,000 people"
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and he asked me to call him, to come and see him in Toronto, and he
was pretty sure we could make a deal. I expect to go.

Senator BusH. I can understand that.
Mr. WINSTON. I just met the man once. How is it you can under-

stand it and you cannot understand my inviting other people in? I
met the man once at dinner by accident the day Iwas coming back and
he invited me up and he said "I hear you are experienced. Why
don't you come up and build with us in Canada?"

Senator BUSH. Come up where?
Mr. WINSTON. Toronto.
Senator BUSH. Is that the Swiss people?
Mr. WINSTON. No.
Senator BUSH. I am interested in the Swiss people.
Mr. WINSTON. The Swiss people 1 met and they showed me stocks

they were buying, millions of dollars they were buying on the market
and I said "Why don't you put some of that in real estate." That is
how it all started. They didn't think it was all liquid, and after a
year and a half or so-

Senator BusH. You had met them more or less on a social I bisis
and you fell into discussing these business affairs and you interested
them in investing some of their money?

Mr. WINSTON. Yes; mailed them some of my booklets when I got
back, showed them what we had built, sent them photographs, etc

Mr. CAHILL. Mr. Chairman, could I hand up these booklets de-
scribing the activities of the Winston Co.?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Winston, I believe you had nine section 608 proj-

ects in New York.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. What is "Housing Enterprises, Inc."?
Mr. WINSTON. It is a company in which we bought some tax liens.
Mr. SIMoN. You bought real estate in that company?
Mr. WINSTON. Real estate tax liens.
Mr. SIMoN. You sold that real estate to sponsoring corporations

in section 608 projects?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is "Uttopia, Inc."?
Mr. WINSTON. Utopia Gardens. It is a construction company and

built in Albandale. All these places you mentioned are built in cne
section.

Mr. SIMoN. What is that section?
Mr. WINSTON. Albandale, N. Y.
Mr. SImoN. Who are the stokholders of Housing Enterprises?
Mr. WINSTON. There are seven, I think.
Mr. SIMoN. Do ou own 25 percent?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
AI. SimoN. Rosita Winston, is that your wife?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. Sk9ON. Does she own 121/2 percent?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SimON. Arnold Holzer, does he own 25 percent?
Mr. WrSToN. Yes.
Mr. SIoN. Who is he?
Mr. WINSTON. He is my partner in that group of nine.

5 0 6 9 0-54-pt. 1-52
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Mr. SIMON. What is his business?
Mr. WINSTONO. He has been about 15 or 16 years with me. He is

in the building business. He joined me.
Mr. SIMON. Norbert Holzer owns 121?
Mr. WINSTON. That is a brother of Arnold Holzer.
Mr. SIMON. What is his interest?
Mr. WINSTON. In the building business with us.
Mr. SIMON. Natalie Weindling, does she own 6/ percent?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIr.ON. Wlo is she?
Mr. 'WINS.O'r. She is a relative of Holzer's, I don't know.
Mr. SiMO.. You do not know except she is a relative?
Mr. WINSTON. 1 am sure she is a relative, but I do not know what

relationship-sister of Holzer.
Mfr. SIMON. Arnold Weindling, who is he?
Mr. WINSTON. A brother-in-law of Arnold Holzer.
Mr. SIMON. He owns 61/4 percent?
Mr. W INsTroN. YeS.
Mr. SIMON. A2nd E. Sloan Smith owns 121 , percent?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SuoN. Who is E. Sloan Smith?
Mr. W IN STON. E. Sloan Smith is my sister-in-law.
M1r. SI3oN. Were the Weindlings and Mrs. Smith-let me ask it

differentlv--dil the Weindlings and Mrs. Smith contribute any-
thing to this construction project other than the capital stock they
bouht ?

Mr. WINsToN. They did not contribute experience, no, sir; loans
to the company.

Mr. S I:Nro. Was this another friendship case where they were
friends?

Mr. WINSTON. It is a family relative case.
Mr. Sir.o-. Going to the first of these section 608's, which is Breach-

wood Village, Inc., is it correct-
Mr. W.INSTON . We made an analysis of it.
Mr. SrMoN. Is it correct that topia purchased the land and then

sold it to Breachwood Village at a profit of $39,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And then Breachwood caused the building to be built

by another one of these corporations and the cost of construction was
$55,000 le.s than the mortgage, is that right?

Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who is or what is Skyline Lake Corp.?
Mr. WINSTON. That is a corporation that negotiated the mortgage

for these and got a premium.
Mr. SirMoN. The same stockholders owned the stock in Skyline Lake

Corp. that owned the stock in the building, is that right?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes-no, other stockholders, I am sorry, Mr. Simon.

There are other stockholders in the building corporation.
Mr. SIMON. I have a list here that says the stockholders of Skyline

Lake Corp. are Norman K. Winston, 25 percent, Rosita Winston, 12Y2
percent, Arnold Holzer, 25 percent, Norbert Holzer, 121/2 percent,
Natalie Weindling, 62 percent, Arnold Weindling, 6 percent, E.
Sloan Smith, 121,4 percent.

Mr. WNswo. That is right.
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Mr. SIMoN. Is that the Housing Enterprise stockholders you read?
Mr. WINiSrroN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Aren't the stockholders of Skyline Lake Enterprises

the same as Housing Enterprises, Inc.?
Mr. WiN ToN. Yes.
Mr. SiMo.. Did Skyline Lake, Inc., negotiate these mortgages?
Mr. WINSTON. Sir? n

Mr. SIMON. All that Skyline Lake Corp. did was to negotiate the
mortgages and get the previiium.-?

Mr. WINSTON. Yes. They arranged for the mortgage and got the
preinium and declared it ;I, .t raiglit income.

Mr. SI.rox. Did they have any ,t her btisiness?
fr. WINSTON. It is a real ev-tate corporation; it is a development

iii Peekskill, N. Y.-I aii ,:or*rv. it is Joir ,-e.
Mr. SI.%ioN. Why didn't the ptremimn-
Mr. VINSTON. Greenwood, N. J.
Mr. SIMoN.,. Why didn't the premiiums go to the sponsoring cor-

poration?
Mr. WINSTON. I don't know. I (lidl't handle that end of the bus-

iness. I honestly do not know why they didnt.
Mr. SIn()N. And yet the preiiiiuin on Breachwood Village was

$30.000.
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Going to Birchwood Manor, the land was acquired from

Housing Enterprises who made a profit of $84.000. Is that right?
M i'. WINSTON. $77.874 is the correct figure.
Mr. SIMON. $77,800 was the profit on the land?
Mr. WINSTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was the cost of construction $30,000 less than the mort-

gage?
Mr. WINSTON. I am sorry, Mr. Simon-0
Mr. SIMON. Was the cost of construction $30,000 less than the mort-

gage?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Was the premium $66,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SImON. Going to Oak Tree Village, was there a profit. on the

acquisition of the land from Housing Corp. to the building corpora-
tion of $16,000?

Mr. WINSTON. Approximately, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was the mortgage proceed $58,000 more than the total

cost of construction?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. Su1o-N. And was there a $40,000 premium on the mortgage?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Going to Auburndale Village, was there a profit on the

land of $8,000?
Mr. WINsToN. Yes.
Mr. SIoN. Was there a $25,000 premium?
Mr. WiNSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And in that case, the mortgage exceeded the cost of

construction by $17,000, is that correct'
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
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Mr. SIMox. So that the land profit and the premium on the insur.
ance-premium on the mortgage-resulted in a net profit there of
only $8.000?

Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIUIoN. Going to Auburndale Gardens, was there a profit on the

transfer of the land of $20,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. A premium of $22,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And did the mortgage exceed the cost of construction

by approximately $20,000?
Mr. WINSTON. It did.
Mr. SIMoN. These are all section 608's I Is that right?
Mr. WINSTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Going to Auburndale Terrace Apartments, Inc., was

there a profit on the acquisition of the land of $24,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, there was.
Mr. SIMON. A premium on the mortgage of $20,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And no windfall on the mortgage money, is that right?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In Auburndale Development Co., I believe you made

no money there at all out of the construction, is that right?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, they did not.
Mr. STMON. The same is true-you made no money in Pine Terrace?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, we did not.
Mr. SIMoN. Going to Maple Manor, was there a profit of $32,000 on

the transfer of the land?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did the mortgage proceds exceed the cost of construc-

tion by $18,000?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And was there a premium of $72,000?
Mr. WINsowN. $22,000.
Mr. SImoN. Excuse me, $22,000. The 3 figures total $72,000.
Mr. WINSTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In these 9 projects that we have just referred to, the

figures I have mentioned make no reference to any profit that you
might have made out of subsequently operating the buildings, or anprofit that you might have made on a subsequent sale of these build-pnoi Is that right?

Mr. WINSTON. That is correct, sir.
The CHArRMAN. I would like to ask this question.
Mr. SIMON. One more question.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. SIMoN. If my mathematics are correct, when the buildings were

completed, you hadreimbursed yourselves for all of the costs in con-
niection with the buildings out of the mortgage proceeds, had a profit
of some $600,000, and still owned all the buildings; is that right?

Mr. WINSTON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have a single section 608 where you did

not get more mortgage proceeds than the total cost ?
You had one, did you not?
Mr. WINSTON. I think Mr. Simon mentioned it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Two?
Mr. WINSTON. Two or three.
Mr. SI moN. I believe the record is there were 2 of the 9 but even in

those 2 if you put in the premium on the land and mortgage you would
have mortgaged out.

Mr. WINSTON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. On your section 213's, cooperative housing, how

many projects did you have?
Mr. WINSTON. Just this North Ridge one.
The CHAIRMAN. Just one?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes. We are working on one.
The CHAIRMAN. There you sold the project before it was con-

structed ?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. For $700,000 profit?
Mr. WINSTON. That is right, Senator Capehart.
The CHAIRMAN.-. Then in defense housing, you were interested in

Billy Mitchell and Page Manor at Dayton?
AMr. WINSTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are interested in one of the Lakeland projects?
Mr. WINSTON. Lakeland Gardens, Waukegan, Ill.
The CHAIRMAN. That one is not finished, is it?
Mr. WINSTON. No, sir, it is just underway. That is single houses.
The CHAIRMAN. The one in Maine is not finished?
ir. WINSTON. No, sir, it is not.

The CHAIRMAN-.. Are there any questions?
Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Winston, Mr. 'Muss testified about some

conversations that he and you at different times had with Mr. Powell
relating to his connection with your company. You heard his testi-
mony?

Mr. WI,-NSTON. Yes, sir. I heard a little bit.
Senator SPARKMAN. Was that correct so far as you were involved?
Mr. WINSTON. Yes, sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. Did you ever see these letters that he referred

to?
M1r. WIxNSTON. No, sir. I was not present.
Senator SPARKMAN. You did not see the letter that he referred to

from the Republican National Committee?
Mr. WIV ,STON. No, sir, I did not. I was not present at this conver-

sat ion or meeting.
Senator SPARKMAN. Is Mr. Muss still here?
Mr. M uss. Yes, sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Muss, did you state why the Republican

National Committee was interested in Mr. Powell's job?
Mr. Muss. I can't recall the exact wording of the letter, but it indi-

cated that it had the job for somebody else.
Senator SPARKMAN. You said something a while ago about their

waiting a good while. Just what was that?
Mr. MAuss. I don't recall the exact wording of the letter, Senator,

but the impression I got and what I remember, in general form, the
letter was a letter which in effect said:

When is Powell leaving? We have been waiting for some time for the Job
to be vacant.
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Senator SPARKMAN. That was in the early part of this year.
Mr. Muss. That was in the early part of March of this year; yes,

sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. Was that a month or so before this investiga-

tion got under way?
Mr. Muss. Just about exactly a month.
The CHAIRMAN. Was the Senator present when he testified on this

subject this morning ?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes. I started off by asking Mr. Winston-
The CHAIRMAN. The testimony was that'Mr. Muss saw a letter that

Mr. Powell showed him, supposedly written by the Republican Na-
tional Committee to Mr. Hollyday, inquiring of Mr. Hollyday when
he was going to replace Mr. Powell.

Senator SPARKMAN. I understood.
Mr. Muss. I also said I know nothing about the validity of the

letter.
Senator SPARKMAN. I understand that. Mr. Powell showed you

the letter.
The CHAIRMAN. Or what he said was a copy of that letter?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. My question was why would Mr. Hollyday, the

head of the Department, show such a letter to Mr. Powell, whom he
was asked to gett rid of? Why would he show it to Mr. Powell?
Why would Mr. Hollyday show that letter to Mr. Powell?

Senator SPARKMAN. I understand he sent him a copy of it.
Mr. Muss. I couldn't answer that except the letter from Hollyday

said:
I am enclosing these copies. Please guide yourself accordingly.

Senator SPARKMAN. In other words, Mr. Hollyday was trying to
get Mr. Powell to hurry up his resignation?

Mr. Muss. I think Mr. Hollyday was a very polite gentleman
about it.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Hollyday?
Mr. Muss. I think Mr. Hollyday was a very polite gentleman.
Senator SPARKMAN. I have found him to be so in his appearance

before this committee and he apparently was trying to make is as easy
and graceful as possible for the vacancy to occur.

Mr. Muss. That is my belief, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me as though he were sort of co-

operating with Mr. Powell.
Mr. Muss. I would say I don't know. The letters would indicate

that he was treating him as a fellow worker might treat another one.
Senator BRIcKER. In the light of subsequent events, I think it was

a wholesome public service that was rendered.
Senator SPA RKM:\N. That didn't seem to be the motivating purpose

at that time, thought, did it?
Mr. Muss. No, sir; not according to those letters. I know nothing

about it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There would be no question bit what the Attorney

General of the Uited States, the FBI, and the Republican National

Committee knew a lot about Mr. Powell and they were asking Mr.

Hollyday to discharge Mr. Powell. Mr. Hollyday, according to this
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gentleman's testimony, was cooperating with Mr. Powell by telling
him and showing him copies of the letters that the Republican Na-
tional Committee was sending.

That seems to sum up the situation, I think.
Senator SPARKMAN. It seems to me if they had known as much

about Mr. Powell as later it was disclosed that they knew, they would
have gone about it in a little more direct manner.

The CHAIRMAN. I think they did go at it rather directly after a
period of time. Keep in mind the man who should have discharged

im was Mr. Hollyday, the head of the FHA. Mr. Powell was work-
ing directly under him.

In fact, he was a Deputy Commissioner to Mr. Hollyday.
Senator BRxCKER. In the light of the FBI record, he should have

been fired many years ago.
Senator BusH. He should never have been hired.
The CHAIRMAN. In the light of the record, he never should have

been hired; that is correct.
.M1r. BECKER. Mr. Chairman, we had requested earlier the oppor-

tunity to make a correction in the record of yesterday's transcript.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BECKER. It relates to a question that was asked by Mr. Simon

at page 1325 of the record, in which he asked Mr. Muss, referring to
the Billy Mitchell cases:

In each of these cases you have not formerly redeemed the preferred stock.
Do the owners of the preferred stock owe an amount approximately equal to
the preferred stock of the issuing corporations?

Mr. Muss inadvertently made an error in answering "No"
The CHAIRMAN. You intended to say "Yes"?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The facts prove the answer should have been "Yes"?
Mr. Muss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very happy to have you change the record.

(See p. 801.)
lr. SIMoN. The eighth line, page 1325 of the transcript, you want

to change the first word to "yes," instead of "no"?
Mr. BECKER. Yes, and strike the remainder of the answer.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, the record will be so altered.

If there is no obje-tion. we will recess until 2:30, at which time our
first witness will be Mr. Murchison, followed by Mr. Ross.

(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the committee recessed until 2: 30
p. m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be Mr. Murchison-Clint Murchison, Jr.
Will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

tibout to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth?
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STATEMENT OF CLINT MURCHISON, JR., PAGE MANOR, DAYT0N,
OHIO, ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY LOFTUS E. BECKER AND JOHN T.
CAHILL, COUNSEL

Mr. MURCHISON. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated? Will

you give your name to the reporter?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. Clint Murchison, Jr., 1201 Main Street, Dallas,

Tex.
The CHAIMAN. And Mr. Cahill and Mr. Becker are attorneys?
Mr. CAHILL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Murchison, what is your business?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. Investor.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you connected with Tecon Co.?
Mr. MURCHISON. I am the president.
Mr. SIMON. What is the business of Tecon Co.?
Mr. MURCHIsON. Construction; generally heavy construction.
Mr. SIMON. When you say your business is that of an investor do

you mean to include your business activities in Tecon or do you mean
exclusive of Tecon ?

Mr. MURCHISON. I would say I spend about 10 percent of my time
with Tecon Corp., and the balance of my time with my other interests.

Mr. SIMo.. Were you a participant in the Page Manor project in
Dayton, Ohio?

Mr. MURCHISON. Yes, through Tecon Corp.
Mr. SIMoN. Through Tecon Corp.?
Mr. MURCMSON. Yes.
The CIAIRMAN. How do you spell Tecon Corp.?
Mr. MURCHISON. T-e-c-o-n.
The CHAIRMAN. T-e-c-o-nI
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. How did you happen to become associated with that

project ?
Mr. MURCHISON. An associate of mine, a vice president of Tecon

Corp., Bob Thompson, met Lind Cowan, and Lind invited us to parti-
cipate with him in the sponsorship of that project.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you do so?
Mr. MURcHIsoN. Yes.
Mr. SIMox. At that time did Mr. Cowan show you any plans and

specifications?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. I don't recall. I don't believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether those plans and specifications that

he had were any good?
Mr. MuRcmsoN. I don't know. I don't think he had any plans at

that time.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you bring the project to the attention of Mr. Muss

and Mr. Winston?
Mr. MURCHISON. I did.
Mr. SiMoN. Between the time you came into the project and the

time Mr. Winston and Mr. Muss came into the project were any plans
and specifications drawn?

Mr. MURCISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who drew them?
Mr. MURCMSON. I don't remember, an Oklahoma architect.
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Mr. SrwoN. Did you ever see them?
Mr. MURcHisoN. I believe I saw them rolled up. I never saw them

laid out on the table.
Mr. SixMON. So you don't know whether those plans were any good

or not?
Mr. MURCHISON. No. I have no idea.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know why Mr. Muss decided to redraw the

plans?
Mr. MURcHIsoN. Mr. Muss said the plans weren't any good.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask this question? Had you seen them in

detail and spent lots of time looking at them, are you experienced
enough to know whether they were or were not good plans.

Mr. MURCHISON. I don't believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not an architect or engineer?
Mr. MURCrrsoN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What contribution did you or Tecon make to the con-

struction of Page Manor?
Mr. MURCHISON. Our contribution was largely financial.
Mr. SIMON. Financial?
Mr. MtRcHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And your participations did not include any engineer-

ingor construction know-how?
Mr. MuRcmsoN. We had a subsidiary company, the Technic En-

gineering Co.
Mr. SIMON. Technic?
Mr. MURCrHsoN. T-e-c-h-n-i-c, which did a certain amount of en-

gineering work for the project, the site planning, et cetera. I don't
think that that work was ever used. Maybe they used a topogral hi-
cal map or something like that. I don't recall.

Mr. SIMoN. Other than the possible use of that map your contri-
bution consisted of financing, or helping finance?

Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMon. Was Mr. Cowan able financially to finance the project

without your help?
Mr. MURCHISON. I don't know, possibly so. I am sure his main

idea, to get partners in the project wa, to spread the risk.
Mr. SIMoN. What other FHA projects are you interested in in as-

sociation with either Mi. Cowan, Mr. Winston. or Mr. Muss?
Mr. MURCHTISON. With Mr. Winston and Mr. Miuss, the project at

Limestone Air Force Base, with them and the Centex Construction
Co., the defense housing project at Waukegan, Ill.

Mr. SIMON. How do you spell Centex?
MAr. URcHisoN. Centex. C-e-n-t-e-x.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a company owned by you?
Mr. MURcHisoN. No. It is a group of hon'ebuilders in Dallas with

whom we have no direct association.
Mr. SIMON. VIho are they N?
Mr. MuRcHisox. Mr. Tom Lively
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell that?
Mr. MURcmiSo. L-i-v-c-l-y, Fletcher Lippet.
I think Mr. Lippett's father and a man named Ira Rupley.
Mr. SrmoN. Any other projects that you are associated with any

of these people?
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Mr. MuRcIicsoN. With Mr. Winston and Mr. Muss, you mean?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. MuRcmsoN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Just the three projects-Dayton, Limestone Air

Base in Maine, and Waukegan, Ill. ?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes. I believe that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Just the three?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. I think Mr. Simon included in his original

question Mr. Cowan also.
Mr. MURCHISON. Mr. Cowan is only in the one project at Page

Manor, Dayton, Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any other FHA projects of any type

or description?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes. We have the Wherry project at Randolph

Air Force Base, with the Centex Construction Co.
Mr. SIMoN. How many corporations are there in that project?
Mr. MURCHISON. Two corporations.
Mr. SIMON. What are their names?
Mr. MuERCHISON. Randolph Village No. 1 and Randolph Village

No. 2, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. Are they the sponsor corporations?
Mr. MuRcmsoN. They are the sponsoring corporations.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the construction company?
Mr. Mt-RcrIsoN. The Texas Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the construction company for both of themI
Mr. MURCHISONw. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of Texas Management Co.?
Mr. Mu-RcmsoN. Tecon Corp. and Centex Construction Co.
Mr. SIMoN. Each owns 50 percent?
Mr. MumcmsoN. Correct.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Texas Management?
Mr. MURCHISON. I don't recall. I didn't bring that information

since it is not a sponsor corporation. It is nominal.
Mr. SIMON. Is it nominal stock ?
Mr. MuRcHIsoN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the stock of Randolph Village No. 1? Let me

ask you first, who owns the stock of Randolph Village?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. Texas Management Co. Common stock is $5-

000, common stock in Randolph Village No. 1; $5,000 in common
stock in Randolph Village No. 2.

Mr. STMON. Five thousand in each?
Mr. MuRcmsoNv. Yes.
Mr. STMON. That is wholly owned by Texas Management?
Mr. MURcmsoN. Yes.
Mr. Srmow. Which you and Tecon and Centex each own half of?
Mr. MuRrcmsoN. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. What about the first preferred stock? That is $100 to

the FHA Commissioner?
Mr. MuRCmHISO. Yes.
Mr. STMO,. What about second preferred stock?
Mr. Mumcmo. There is authorized $369,900 second preferred in

No. 1, and $419,900 second preferred in No. 2.
Mr. Si oN. How much of that is issued?
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Mr. MURCHISON. I do not have the figure that is issued. I believe
it is about $175,000.

Mr. SIMON. Some sheets of paper you gave us last week shows 666
shares of second preferred stock issued to Randolph Village No. 1,
and 868 shares-

Mr. MURCHISON. That is correct. I didn't see that. That is at the
bottom of this page.

Mr. SIMON. Is that correct?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was paid for those shares?
Mr. MURCHISON. $100 per share.
Mr. SIMON. That would be $66,600 in No. 1 and $6,800 in No. 2?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What are the terms of the construction contract be-

tween the two Randolph Village corporations and Texas manage-
ment?

Mr. MURCHISON. I have got that information from the accountant.
The construction contract in No. 1 calls for payment of $2,224,4201 i
cash, plus an amount of preferred stock, plus $226,000 worth of pre-
ferred stock.

In No. 2, $2,622,883, plus $262,500 in preferred stock, second pre-
ferred stock.

Mr. SIMON. What is the FlIA mortgage commitment in No. 1?
Mr. MuRcHIsoN. $2,359,800.
Mr. SiMON. What is the mortgage commitment in No. 2?
Mr. MuRcHIsoN. $2,782,300.
Mr. SImoN. How far has construction proceeded? -
Mr. MURCHISON. It has been completedfor about a year now.
Mr. SIMON. What was the construction cost of Texas Management

in the construction of Village No. 1 ?
Mr. MURCHISON. The cost was $570,000, less than the commitment.
Mr. SIMON. And the contract price was about $125 ,000 less than the

commitment?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes, there were certain direct costs of interest,

interest charges that were paid directly by-directly by the owning
company.

Mr. SIMoN. Does that account for the difference?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. Yes, that accounts for the difference.
Mr. SIMON. In other words your contract price was intended to be

the amount of the mortgage less the direct cost that the sponsoring-
Mr. MURCHISON. Had to pay, that is correct.
Mr. STMON. And I take it thle management had a profit of $570,000?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. STMON. What about Randolph Village No. 2?
Mr. MuRcHisoN. I included both in that $570,000 figure. I don't

have a breakdown of the cost. We didn't keep it that way.
Mr. SimoN. Then what happened is that after you had built these

projects, there was $570,000 left out of the mortgage proceeds after
pain, all the costs?

Mr. MuRcHIsnN. That is correct.
Mr. STMON. Is this built on Government land or on land you own?
Mr. MURcmsoN. On Government land.
Mr. SIMoN. You have a 99-year lease I
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Mr. MURCHISON. I believe the period is 75 years. I am not certain.
Mr. SiMoN. 75 years?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes. It is standard. I think it is 75.
Mr. SIMON. Is the rent $1 a year?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes. I believe that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And of course, being on Government land you pay no

real-estate taxes on the real estate, is that right?
Mr. MURCHISON. That is a question which is of great concern to the

Air Force. Actually, we contend that that statement you made is
correct. I say it is a great concern to the Air Force, because our FHA
commitment allows for no payments of those taxes.

Mr. SIMON. I take it it is an even greater concern to you?
Mr. MuRcIisoN. No. The provision of our original certificate of

necessity is that if these taxes are assessable, we must raise our rent
in order to pay them.

Mr. Simox. I take it you may raise your rent.
Mr. MuRCHISON. We may; yes.
Mr. SiMoN. What happened to the $570,000?
Mr. MURCHISOr. It was declared out as a dividend from Texas

Management Co.
Mr. SimoN. To the two stockholders?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIM-ON. Was it treated by them as a long-term capital gain?
Mr. M URcHisoN. No. As a dividend income.
Mr. SimoN. And normal taxes paid on it?
Mr. MURCHISON. Normal taxes on that type of income; yes, sir. I

don't know exactly what the taxes were, but they are the normal cor-
porate taxes.

Mr. SimoN. The normal
Mr. MURCHISON. On dividend income.
Mr. SimoN. Normal corporate taxes are roughly 52 percent and the

long-term capital gain is roughly 26 percent?
Mr. MURCHISON. It was not treated as capital gain.
Mr. Siv.o.N. It was treated as normal income?
Mr. MuRCHISON. Yes. There is a dividends received credit on that

income, however.
Mr. Si-.NioN. What do you mean by that?
M r. Mu iCHISON-. I am not certain exactly how those provisions work

in the tax laws. However, my understanding is that a certain per-
centage of it under certain conditions are credited against taxes.

Mr. Sr-.foN. What is the next project that you have built for FHAI
Mr. MURCHISON. We built a project at Walter Air Force Base in

Roswell, N. Mex.
Mr. SIMON. How many corporations were there in that sponsoring

group?
Mr. MURCIISON. Two.
Mr. SIMtON. What were their names?
Mr. MURCHiSON. Texidell -lomnes, Inc., and Roswell Garden

Homes Inc.
Mr. 4imoN. Who owns the stock of those corporations?
Mr. Mi i nusoN. Tecon Corp. owns all the stock.
Mr. SIMN().. All the stock of both corporations?
Mr. MuRCHiSO.N. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. What is the issued capital stock of those two corpora-
tions? Is there $100 worth of preferred to the FHA commissioner?

Mr. MURCHISON. Yes; and $4,900 no par value common stock.
Mr. SiMo.N. Did Tecon pay $1,900 for that stock?
Mr. MURCIIso-s-. That is iny recollection. It ju.it says here on this

sheet "No par value." I believe we paid $4,900. It wasn't le.s than
that.

Mr. SIMrON. Is that the same with respect to Roewell Garden
Homes?

Mi'. MURCHISON. Yes.
MJr. SIMON. So that there was roughly $5,000'of capital in each

of those companies ?
Mr. MUHI'-1HSON. Correct.
Mr. SIMnoN. Who built that project?
Mr. MURCHiSON. Tecon Corp. Luilt it in joint venture with "A. I.

Ewilng Sons" of Richmond, Va.
,Mr. SIMON. How do you spell the Ewing?
M'. MURCHIsON. E-w-i-n-g's Sons.
MIlr. Sii [ohy. What was the mortgage commitment in Roswell

Gardens?
The CHAIRMN.x. I would like to ask a question: It jut occurred to

me that we find in these section Wus projects ini Defense housing a
sort of a marriage, with different corporations and people sl)ead all
over the ITnited States. MY curiosity is aroused as to how this Rich-
mond, Va., concern got interested with you in a Texas and New
Mexico project.

Mr. M URCIIISo)N. We lave Variows biviniess interests in Richmiond,
Va., and they were through personal friends.

The CHAIRMAN. You knew them .?
,I'. MURCHISON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They are builders?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did tley build any section 608 projects in Rich-

mond. to your knowledge .
Mr. MuRC~IKSoN. I believe they did but not to my direct knowl-

edge, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they big builders under FHA titles?
Mr. MURCHISON. I wouldn't say they were big in the sense that

8One of the other builders who have been before this committee
are big.

The CIRAMMA.N;. They are builders?
Mr. MURC[HsoN. They are a company.
The CHAIRMAN. In Richnmond, Va.?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
The ('IIAIRMAN. You had other interests in Richmond and you

came in contact with them?
Mr. MUlcRHiSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I can't help but notice how these companies, and

individuals scattered all over the world as a matter of fact, even in
Switzerlancd--how they get together.

Mr. MURCHSON. Construction takes you far afield.
Mr. SIMoN. This was a title VIII project; wasn't it, Mr. MurchisonI
Mr. MURcHisoN. At Roswell?
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Mr. SnaoN. Yes.
Mr. Mu cmsoN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was the reason that you took in Ewing's son that you

didn't consider your company adequately experienced to do a housing
project 

.

Mr. MuRcmsoN. I believe we could have done it. I felt we could
have done a better job with the Ewing people.

Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage commitment in Roswell Garden
Homes?

Mr. MuRcmsow. I don't have a breakdown of those two. It was
almost equally divided however, and the total commitment was
$6.893,300.

Mr. SIMON. What was the construction contract between these two
corporations and the joint venture?

Mr. MURC--IsoN. The contract was rather involved, but it called for
a payment of the commitment amount.

Mr. SrTMoN. In other words, these two sponsoring corporations got
a commitment from the Government that was supposed to he 90 per.
cent of the replacement cost of the property and then they made a con-
tract with this joint venture to produce the entire structure for the
amount of the commitment; is that correct?

Mr. MuRcmsnN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the profit to the construction joint venture?
Mr. MuRCmSON. The actual cost was about $70,000 in excess of the

commitment.
Mr. SIMON. So the ioint venture lost $70,000?
Mr. MurtcTrTJSN. That is correct, although we had rental income of

approximately $100,000, so that we broke even on the job.
Mr. STMON. Does that mean Ewing & Sons did all this work and

didn't get any profit out of it?
Mr. MURcHIsoN. Ewing & Sons did all this work and didn't make

any money on it: that is correct.
Mr. STMON. That is on Government land; is it?
Mr. MURCHISON. That is.
Mr. SIMON. What is the next one, Mr. Murchison ?
Mr. MvTmcHsoN. These aren't in chronological order but the next

one I have here is Texas Terrace, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that?
Mr. MURCHISON. That is in Kingsville, Tex.
Mr. SIMON. That is just one corporation ?
Mr. MuRcmsoN. One corporation. The stock in it is owned by

Texas Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital?
Mr. MrTwCrTsoN. The capital is 100 shares-no, that is preferred

stock. FHA preferred-$292,400 in second preferred and $5,000 of
common stock.

Mr. SIMON. Just a minute. You didn't issue any second preferred
there; did you?

Mr. Mtncwrsow. Our contract in that case calls for-it is not issued
at the present time. The project is not completed.

Mr. SImoN. There has been no second preferred stock issued?
Mr. MuncHISoN. None has been issued. Our contract calls for pay-

ment of an amount slightly less than the commitment amount, plus
$182,300 worth of second preferred stock.
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Mr. SI N. Mr. Murchison is the capital stock of that company
$100 of preferred held by the FHA Commissioner and $5,000 common

Mr. MUcHIsON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the owner of that stock is--common stock-is

Texas Management?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And Texas Management is owned 50 percent by Tecon

and 50-percent by Centex? Is that correct?
M r. MURCHISON. Yes, that is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who is the construction contractor for Texas Terrace?
Mr. MURCHISON. Texas Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. They are also the contractor?
Mr. MURCHISON. They are the contractor.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a construction company?
Mr. MURCHISON. Texas Management Co. is a company-is a joint-

venture corporation, organized to construct and manage these com-
panies, these projects as a joint venture. It is the vehicle we use in
our cor porate partnership for Centex.

Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage commitment
there?

M1r. MURCHISON. $2,253,800.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a title VIII project?
Mr. MURCHISON. Title VIII ?
Mr. SIMON. What is the construction contract?
Mr. MURCHISON. $2,145,820 plus $192,300 worth of second-preferred

stock.
Mr. SiMoNf. I take it the difference between contract price and the

mortgage is the expenditures you contemplate the sponsors making
directly for interest and taxes, et cetera.

Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So again you contemplate that the contract price to the

sponsoring corporation would be exactly the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes, in effect.
Mr. SIMON. Is the project completed?
Mr. MuRCHIsoN. It is not.
Mr. SIMON. So you don't know what the profit, if any, would be?
Mr. MURCHISON. No, I don't know.
Mr. SrMoN. What is the next one, Mr. Murchison?
Mr. MURCHISON. The Lakeland Management Co. That is the Wau-

kegan project where we have 1,000 shares of common stock, $1,000.
That is the one I discussed this morning.

Mr. SIMON. That, is the one where you are partners with Mr. Win-
ston and Mr. Muss?

Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the next one?
Mr. MURCHISON. There are a series of corporations-Claremont

Village, Inc., Mission Village, Inc., Pepper Tree Lane Housing Co.,
Ocean Heights Development Co. That is the-Bayview Village, Inc.,
No. 1. No, I take that back.

Mr. SIMON. You have four of them here to go, have you?
Mr. Mu1crnsoN. Yes. Claremont, Mission Village, Pepper Tree

Lane, and Ocean Heights: those four.
Mr. SIMON. Where are they located?
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Mr. MuRcmso.N. They are located at San Diego, Calif.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a title VIII?
Mr. MURCHISoN. Title IX, section 903.
Mr. SIMON. How many units?
Mr. MURCHISON. The total is approximately 1,300.
Mr. SImoN. 1,300 units in the four corporations?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes; 585,204, 252, and 300.
Mr. Sni.oN. What is the capital stock of Claremont Village?
Mr. MURCuLSON. Claremont Village is $5,000 common stock.
Mr. Si.NioN. Who owns the common stock?
Mr. Mii wiiisox. It is owned by Centex, 50 percent by Centex Con-

struction Co., 50 percent by Tecon Corp.
Mr. SIMO.N. Isn't the common stock owned by California Manage-

ment Co..?
Mr. MULRCHISON. Yes, you are right. I am speaking of California

Management Co. Common stock, 5,000 shares is all owned by Cali-
fornia Managenent Co., and the common stock in California Manage-
ment Co. is owned 50-5) by Centex and Tecon.

Mr. SIToMN. Is that true of Mission Village?
Mr. MURcImsoN. That is true of the other three corporations I just

mentioned.
Mr. Si-uuoN. In each case there is $5,000 of common, and it is owned

by California MNanagement.
Mr. MUIcHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And California Management in turn is owned 50 per-

cent by Centex and 50 percent by Tecon I
Mr. 1IURcIsoN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of California Management?
Mr. MuRciso.-. It is a nominal amount. I don't have it.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage commitment in

the four cases?
Mr. MURCHISON. In the first, approximately-well, I will read ex-

actly-S4,799,650. Mission Village $1,761,600; Pepper Tree Lane
Housing Co., $1,935,700: Ocean Heights Development Co., $2,325,600.

Mr. SiMoN. Between $10 and $11 million total? Is that right?
Mr. MURCHISON. I didn't understand the question.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the total of the four there?
Mr. Mu-RcnisoN. I have it approximately. It is approximately

$10,800,000.
Mr. Si moN. $10,800,000?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who is the contractor on that project?
Mr. MURCHISON. California Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. And has the project been completed?
Mr. MURCHISON. It has.
Mr. SIMON. What was the construction profit?
Mr. MURcHISON. $980,000.
Mr. SIMON. Has that been distributed to the stockholders?
Mr. MuRcHIsoN. It has.
Mr. SIMON. What was the construction profit?
Mr. MuRCHIsoN. $980,000.
Mr. SIMON. Has that been distributed to the stockholders?
Mr. MTRcIlsoN. It has.
Mr. SIMON. Each of them received 50 percent?
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Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SrMoN. And is that built on Government land?
Mr. MUcHIsoN. No. It was built on private land.
Mr. SIMON. Do the corporations own the lands?
Mr. MURCHISON. The corporations do own the land; yes.
Mr. SIMON. They do own it?
Mr. MURCHISON. They do own the land.
Mr. SiMoN'. This $980,000, is that after payment of purchase price

of the land?
Mr. MuRCuiSON-. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a defense-housing project
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
The CRAIR31A.x. Title IX .
Mr. MURCLIHSON. Title IX.
Mr. SIMON. The last of them is Bayview Village?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes, Bayview Village No. 1 and Bayview Village

No. 2, both incorporated.
Mr. SImON. Is that title IX?
Mr. MURCiiISON. No, title VIII.
Mr. SW.[oN. Where is that
Mr. MURCHISON. San Diego, Calif.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capitall stock of Ba 'view Village No. 1?
Mr. MURCHIISON. $5,000 worth of common stock.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital of No. 2 .
Mr. MURCIUISON. $5,000 conion stock.
Mr. SIMON. Whio owIIS te -toC(k
Mr. MURCHISON. Texas-inv ,lieet here says Texas Management

Co., but I am almost certain it is California Management Co., since
it is in California, but I am not certain of that. The stock owner-
ship in those two companies is the same.

Mr. SIMox. That stock is owned 50 percent by Centex and 50 per-
cent by Tecon?

Mr. MtURCIIISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who is the contractor ?
Mr. MUTRCHISON. Since it says Texas Management, I will go along

with it-Texas Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. What is the construction contract?
Mr. MURCHISON. The construction contract on No. 1 is $3,400,000--

it is for the commitment amount in each case.
Mr. SIMON. Wrhat is the commitment amount?
Mr. MURCHISON. In the first case, $3,358,500; in the second case,

$3,532,700.
Mr. SImoN. And in each case the contractor has agreed to buildthe building for the amount of the commitment; is that right?
Mr. MuRcmsoN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. These are on Government land or do you own the land?
Mr. MURcmsoN. These are on Government land.
Mr. SI oN. You have a 99-year lease'?
Mr. MRcmsoN. Again, I think it is 75, but there was a revision ofthe law in this particular case it may be cut down to 33 years, 4 months,

or whatever..or a shorter period, I think it is a shorter period in this
case.

Mr. Sim&ox. Have the buildings been built?
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Mr. MURCHiSON. No.
Mr. SIMON. So you don't know yet what the profit, if any, is ?
Mr. MURCHISON. I do not.
Mr. SIMON. I take it the rent is $1 a year?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Does that cover all of the FHA-financed projects you

have, Mr. Murchison?
Mr. MURcHIsoN. We have just been awarded-we have just received

a commitment at Mountain Home Air Force Base in Idaho.
The CHAIRMAN. In Idaho?
Mr. MURCHISON. Idaho; yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of that commitment?
Mr. MURCHISON. That is so late, I don't have that information. My

recollection is it was 500 units, probably about $4 million. No work
has been begun on that. They are having a little trouble getting the
land.

Mr. SIMOn. Who are your partners in that one?
Mr. MURCHISON. Again, the Centex Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Just Tecon and Centex?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You say they are having trouble getting the land. Is

the Government acquiring the land?
Mr. MURCHISON. That is my understanding. I am not certain ex-

actly what the holdup is, but I think they are having trouble clearing
title to it.

The CHAIRMAN. I haven't noticed how many defense housing proj-
ectsyou have, but it is 6 or 8 or 10?

Mr. MURCHISON. I would say six--eight.
Mr. BECKER. One more, nine. These are two.
Mr. MURCHISON. Nine.
The CHAIRMAN. Under those housing projects, first the Defense

Establishment decides that they desire a project, and then they direct
FHA to guarantee the mortgage and to issue the commitment. Were
you in competition with other builders on these projects?

Mr. MURCHISON. Generally, yes. In the early law, the various
builders who were interested in the projects submitted proposals, and
they were-there was a rather elaborate system for evaluating those
proposals. The law was changed later, I believe in 1952 or 1953, and
the responsibility for planning the project was then let independently
and bids were taken on them. We have some under both cases.

The CHAIRMAN. You have some where it was competitive bidding
and others where it was by negotiation?

Mr. MuRcmsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And even under the competitive bidding system,

you were able to get a hundred percent mortgage and make a little
profit?

Mr. MURCHISON. We haven't completed any of those projects but we
certainly hope that will be the case.

The C IAIRMAN. You hope that will happen on those that are not
completed?
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Mr. M cHisoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So far, those that are completed, you have been

able to get a hundred percent mortgage plus a little more?
Mr. MUxcmisoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And you say that on some of those projects there

was competitive bidding?
Mr. MURCHISON. Yes, we were successful bidders at the San Diego

Naval Base, and at Mountain Home Air Force Base. I think there
was a spread of ma be $1 million between our bid and the others.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to leave any inference that I think
there is anything wrong in respect to competitive bidding, but I do
want to say we are going to call on the officials in the Government
who handle the bidding and who negotiated the contracts-not only
with you on these defense housing developments, but several others,
so we may get a pattern of what happened here. We were always
under the impression that the defense housing was impossible to
mortgage out and we will call the officials of the Government, the
Defense Establishment, whether it be the Navy, Air Force or Army,
whoever handled it.

I don't want to leave any inference there is anything particularly
wrong with your conduct. We are going to do it to see how the pat-
tern is, of how they, the Army and FHA, handled these projects.

Whby do you feel that these corporations and projects that you were
interested in were able to have money left over from the proceeds of
the mortgage after paying all the expenses?

Mr. MURCHISON.I think
The CHAIRMAN. Was it good management?
Mr. MURCHISON. I think it was because it was efficient.
I know if I understand-I don't say I know this first-hand-but

that on the title IX housing in San Diego, where we made a good deal
of money, some other builders lost money, with virtually the same
plans and the same commitment.

Another thing, on the San Diego naval project, we were $200,000
low bidder, but actually the high bidder was approximately $1 mil-
lion, as I recall, above our bid, so there certainly is a discrepancy in
what different builders estimate their cost to be.

The CHAIRMAN. It certainly was the intention of the law and the
Congress that every builder of one of these projects would at least
have 10 percent of his own money in it.

Are there any questions, gentlemen?
Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. I don't have any, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Murchison.
Mr. MURCHISON. Thank you.
The ChIAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Charles Rose, Jef-

ferson Village, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Rose, will you please be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
GodI
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES ROSE, JEFFERSON VILLAGE APART-
MENTS, FALLS CHURCH, VA., ACCOMPANIED BY JULIAN JAWITZ
AND SIMON W. LEVITAN

Mr. ROSE. I do.
The CuiAR3MfA_. Thank you, sir. You may be seated and we will

proceed.
Mr. SIto'\N. Will you give the reporter your full name and addres'S,

please, Mr. Rose?
Mr. ROSE. Charles Rose, 1107 19th Street NW.
Mr. SI.MN. Where?
Mr. ROSE. 19th Street NW.
Mr. SInoN. In Wasliington D. C.?
Mr. ROSE. Washington, D. 6.
Mr. SiimoNw. What is your occupation, Mr. Rose?
Mr. ROSE. Builder.
Mr. SIMO-;. Are you connected with the Jefferson Village Apart-

ments?
Mr. ROSE. I am.
Mr. SiMoN. How many corporations are there by that name?
Mr. ROSE. Nine.
Mr. SI.\o-. They are numbered 1 to 9?
Mr. RosE. 1 to 9.
Mr. SIMo-;. They built a section 608 project. in the district, did

they?
M4r. ROSE. Yes.
Mr. SI (oN. Where was that project?
Mr. ROSE. The Quebec I-louse.
Mr. SIMoN. Where is that?
Mr. RosE. In the District. You are talking about the one we built

in the District besides Jefferson Village?
Mr. SImoN. -Jefferson Village. Where is Jefferson Village?
Mr. ROSE. That is in Falls Church, Va.
Mr. SIMoN.. Virginia?
Mr. ROSE. Virginia.
Mr. SIMo.N. Who are the stockholders of the Jefferson Village

Apartments Corporation?
Mr. ROSE. Marshall Coyne, Arthur Hamburger, Irving Rosoff,

Samuel Rosoff, and myself.
Mr. SIMON. Do you own 25 percent ?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, I own 25 percent.
Mr. SIMON;. Mr. Coyne owns 25 percent?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, Hamburger 25 percent, Irving Rosoff and Samuel

Rosoff 121/2.
Mr. SIMoN. Who are the Rosoffs?
Mr. ROSE. They are builders.
Mr. SimoN. Are you engaged in any of their projects? Are you

with them in other than this one?
Mr. RosE. I am.
Mr. SIMON. Are you engaged or interested in a project of theirs.

in Iowa?
Mr. RosE. No.
Mr. SixoM. What other projectsI
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Mr. ROSE. We are associated in a construction company.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the name of the company?
Mr. Rosz. Ajax Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Is Ajax doing any construction for them in Iowa?
Mr. RosE. No.
Mr. SiMo.N. Who owned the land that Jefferson Village is built on

befor your corporation acquired it?
Mr. RosE. It was Eakin Properties.
MrII. SIbiiox. E-a-k-i-n ?

Mr. ROSE. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. What did you pay Mr. Eakin for the land?
Mr. RosE. $68,628.90.
Mr. SIMION. And your FHA application, what value did you put

on the land in your FHA application?
Mr. ROSE. Thirty-five cents a square foot.
Mfr. SIMoN. How many square feet were there ?
Mr. RosE. A little less than 40 acres, I think. It was nine different

corporations.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what the value was in dollars?
Mr. RosE. It was over $200,000.
Mr. SIMo.. Was it close to $300,000?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, I imagine it was.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know exactly? Don't you have the

fioures ?
Mr. RosiE. No.
Mr. JAWITZ. We don't have our copies of application for mortgage.
Mr. SImON. What value did FILA put on the land?
Mr. ROSE. $269,000.
Mr. SIM ON. Your own valuation was above that; wasn't it?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Ar. SImoN. They valued at $269,000 the land you bought for

$68,000?
Mr. ROSE. That is right.

i. SIMON. How long an interval was there between your purchase
and their valuation?

Mr. ROSE. Well, the land actually cost ,90.S25.
Mr. Si-.tox. VWould you please answer the question? How long

was it between the time-between the purchase of the land and when
tfe valuation was put on?

Mr. ,JAWITZ. It was a period of some months.
M1r. RosiE. A little hlsi than a year.
Air. SIMoN. The $90,000 figure you are talking about, that was in-

terest, taxes, and other tlhin .
M1r. ROSE. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. So as of the time you turned it over to the corpora-

tious, your cost was $90,000 and they valued it at $269,000?
,M1r.'RosE. That is right.
Mr. SINMON. What is the capital stock of Jefferson Village Apart-

ments, Section 1, Inc.'?
Mr. ROSE. $600; 200 shares at $3 par value.
NMr. SIitON. And $600 worth of common stock and $100 worth of

preferred stock to the F1tA Commissioer ; is that right ?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
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Mr. SIMoN. Is the same true of each of the nine corporations ?
Mr. RosE Each of the nine corporations.
Mr. SIMON. So you had a total stock investment of $6,400 in the

nine corporations?
Mr. ROSE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the FHA commitment in the nine corpora-

tions?
Mr. RosE. $4,852,500.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the buildings?
Mr. ROSE. Leland Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of Leland Construction Co.?
Mr. ROSE. Same stockholders.
Mr. SIMON. Was Leland Construction Co. organized for the ex-

press purpose of building this project ?
Mr. RosE. No.
Mr. SIMON. Had it been engaged in building?
Mr. ROSE. They had engaged in construction work before this.
Mr. SIMON. What construction work had they done before this?
Mr. ROSE. We built some homes right in the same neighborhood.
Mr. SIMON. Single-family houses?
Mr. ROSE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. For sale?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, about 650 homes.
The CHAIRMAN. For sale?
Mr. ROSE. For sale.
Mr. SIMON. Had they ever done any other construction work?
Mr. ROSE. They are still active in the construction business.
Mr. SIMON. What did they build since Jefferson Village?
Mr. RosE. Well, they do a lot of excavating--not actually building.

They have got a lot of equipment and do aiot of contracting work.
Mr. SIMON. What kind of contracting?
Mr. RosE. Government contracting work.
Mr. SIMON. What type?
Mr. ROSE. Foundation work, trench digging, things of that type,

sort of heavy construction.
Mr. SIMON. What was the contract between Jefferson Village

Corp. and the Leland Co.?
Mr. RosE. Cost plus $300 per apartment.
Mr. SIMON. What did $300 an apartment turn out to be ?
Mr. RosE. $153,900.
Mr. StmoN. Is that $153,000 the builder's fee
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SrMoN. What was the total construction price to the Jefferson

Village Corp. 0
Mr. ROSE. I don't have that, I don't think--4571,065.88.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that include the contractor's fee?
Mr. RosE. Yes.
Mr. S MON. Does that include the land?
Mr. RosE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So that the total cost to the sponsoring corporations

of the land and the buildings and everything else they paid for, in-

cluding the builder's fee, was $180,000 less than the mortgage; is that

right?
Mr. JAwIrz. $280,000.
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Mr. SiMON. $280,000 less than the mortgage?
Mr. ROSE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In your construction cost have you also included a num-

ber of items such as interest and taxes which, for your own corporate
purposes, you treated as operating expense?

Mr. RosE. Yes, that is right.
Mr. SimoN. But even after treating all those as construction costs,

you still had $280,000 mortgage money left over I
Mr. ROSE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How much was distributed to the stockholders as

dividends?
Mr. RosE. $281,434 plus.
Mr. SIMON. That $281,000 is the total distribution?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And that was the difference between the mortgage and

the total cost of the project?
Mr. Rose. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Each stockholder got his proportionate share?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In addition, I take it you each received a proportionate

share of the builder's fee, which the Leland Co. received ?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SnuIoN. Now going to Quebec House, who are the stockholders

there? I might ask you, when did you finish this project, the Jeffer-
son Village project ?

Mr. RosE. January 1950.
Mr. SIMON. When did you make this distribution?
Mr. RosE. I don't have the exact date. I think it was between 1949

and 1950.
Mr. SIMON. 1949 or 1950?
Mr. ROSE. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you take it as a long-term capital gain?
Mr. RoSE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you 1 question here: The difference

between all the costs of these 8 or 9 projects-
Mr. ROSE. Nine projects-
The CHAIRMAN. And the proceeds of the mortgage was some

$280,000?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you pay corporate tax on that $290,000 ?
Mr. SIMON. The Senator's question is whether Jefferson Village or

Leland Construction paid it.
Mr. RosE. I know Leland paid a corporate tax.
Mr. SIMON. On the $280,000?
Mr. ROSE. No; not on the $280,000.
The CHAMrMAN. Did you pay a corporation tax. Who made the

$280,000, the construction company? .
Mr. RosE. The owning company, the sponsor.
The CHAIRMAN. The sponsoring company made the $280,000?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. They are a corporation?
Mr. Rosz. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. My question is: Did you pay corporate tax on that
$280,000?

Mr. RosE. I don't know.
The CHAMMAN. Was it a profit?
Mr. RosE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there a profit to the sponsoring corporation!
Mr. RosF. It was moneys left over from the mortgage.
The CHAIRMAN. I say was it a profit Did you consider it as a

profit?
Mr. RosE. We distributed to the stockholders a dividend.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you consider it as a profit, that the corporation

had made a profit?
Mr. RosE. That I do not know.
The CHAMMAN. You do not know whether you paid-who is this

gentleman?
Mr. J.\vii-z. This is the accountant for the firm.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your name to the reporter, please?
Mr. LErvrrAN. Yes, Simon W. Levitan, 610 Bond Building, Wash-

ington, D.C.
TIlhe (HAMMAN. Did you consider the $280,000 as a profit?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes. That was taken by the sponsors individually

and reported on a capital-gain basis.
The CHAIRMAN. But did the corporation pay a tax on it?
Mr. LEvrrAN. No, sir. There was no corporation. Mr. Rose is con-

fused to this extent: that while there was a sponsor corporation the
individual stockholders were the recipients of the excess mortgage
money. They did not pay any corporate tax.

The CHAnRMAN. The capital stock of these nine companies was-
Mr. LEVITAN. Fifty-four hundred dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. Of all nine of them?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So you paid a dividend of $250,000 on a $5,800

investment.
Mr. LEVITAN. That is right.
The CH.AIIN..N. My point is that dividend came from earnings of

this corporation, did it not?
Mr. LEVrrAN. No, sir. They were not considered earnings. They

were simply excess mortgage money funds and were distributed.
The CH.IRMAN. In other words, you considered it as the difference

between the amount of the mortgage proceeds and all your costs?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
The CHAIM1.AN. And therefore, your position is that the corpora-

tion should not pay taxes on the $28(),000?
Mr. LEVITAN. Only to the extent of a normal distribution, where

no earnings exist.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. I am talking about the corporation.
Mr. LEVITAN. That is right.
The (IIRMAN. There is a difference between corporation taxes and

individual taxes.
Mr. LEVIAN. If I may make myself a little clearer on that. aiiy dii -

tribution made by a corporation, where there are no earnings are nor-
mally considered distributions out of capital, or payment of capital
and construed as capital gains, and in view of the fact that this dis-
tribution was made prior to the time that there were any earnings, they
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were considered as a distribution of payment, repayment of capital,
and treated as a capital gain to the stock ilders.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, would you consider it as appreci-
ation of the assets?

Is that the basis on which you paid dividends on it?
Mr. LEvIrrAN. No, sir: it was not considered as appreciation, but it

probably may--ordinarily we will say this, that it was considered as
a distribution out of reserve for depreciation in effect.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not considered as a surplus, is it?
Mr. LEVITAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not quite clear to me what it is considered

as. You are an accountant and that is why I am asking you these many
questions.

Mr. LEVITAN. Yes. In most of the situations there we created a
so-called reappraisal surplus, as the mechanics, for the purpose of
paying.

In other words, there had to be some bookkeeping charge. When
these corporations completed these buildings, the values, as on vari-
ous-by independent appraisers, appraised these properties in excess
of the cost, which created a value there that we felt-

The CHAIRMAN. Wrhat is concerning me, we have been listening
here for days to previous witnesses, Mr. Murchison had many ccm-
panies and I think in every instance theyN made X amount of money,
or received X amount of money beyond the total cost of their projects
and the proceeds of the mortgage. One of them was $900,000. an-
other was $500,000, and last week we had a gentleman from-the
big fellow from New York-S5 million, another $6 million, and it
has been going like that. They are all corporations, with very little
capital stock or capital investment. In your case, you have 9 com-
panies, $5,400. Mr. Murchison testified his companies ran on,. two,
three, four, five, six, eight, ten thousand dollars. That was the same.

My point is they were all corporations and they received this money
and I am trying to find out whether or not they looked upon it as a
profit, because in the manufacturing business if you make $S20,000
as a corporation, you pay 5,2 percent income tax. That is, before you
make any distribution to the stockholders.

Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In this case it looks as though no corporation tax

was paid by anyone.
Mr. Lv IT,%N. I think I may clarify it this way, Senator. The

amount of the debt was still outstanding.
Consequently, there could be no profit. What we had was cash.

Now-
The ('HAIRMAN. Shouldn't there have been a law prohibiting you, as

long as the FHA were endorsing or guaranteeing t lese mortgages.
from declaring dividends or compelling you to leave it in the corpora-
tion ?

Mr. LEVITAN. Perhaps.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your position is that it was just

what you might call an appreciation ?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes, because we did investigate it to that extent, that

as a result of the drop in the market, these properties were produced
at considerably less than what was originally figured.
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The CHAIRMAN. You live here in WashingtonI
Mr. LEvrrAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you close to FHA? Do you have any other

clients other than this gentleman?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes, I have several others.
The CHAIRMAN. Several other section 608's?
Mr. L rTAMN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you close to FHA officials here ?
Mr. LEVITAN. No. I had no connection with them.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but you contacted them and handled the

business? You are a CPA?
Mr. LEvrrAN. Yes. We do not come in contact with them except

to the extent we furnish them annual reports.
The CHAMMAN. Except to the extent you audit the reports of your

respective clients?
Mr. LEvrrAN. That is right.
I did want to correct one thing. Mr. Rose inadvertently stated

that the total distribution out of Jefferson Village was the $281.000 of
excess mortgage money. In addition to that, there was a distribution
of $321,265.88, which represented the distribution out of funds left
over from the reserve for depreciation.

The CHArRMAN. So there was a distribution then of about $600,000?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes. over the period from 1949 to 1953.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a 4-year period?
Mr. LEvrrAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, that is cash earnings?
Mr. LEvrrAN. There were no cash
The CHAERMAN. Plus the windfall of $280,000 they took out about

$621,000?
Mr. LEVrrA'X. Included in the $600,000 is the $281,000.
The CHArRMAN. And on a $5,400 investment ?
Mr. IEvrrAN. Yes. I can give you those dates-1949, it was $200.000;

1950, there was $286,000; 1951, $45,200; 1952, $31,500; and 1953,
$40.000.

Mr. SrmoN. Mr. Levitan, they paid out $486,000 by the time the
building was completed, didn't they?

Mr. LEVITAN. No, sir, because-the buildings were completed in
various stages, Mr. Simon. In other words, the total project was
completed in January of 1950.

Mr. SIMON. What I was trying to get at is aren't part of these divi-
dends that you have spoken of attributable to the fact that many items
of cost that Mr. Rose has here included as elements of cost were treated
on your books for your own purposes as elements of operating expense
and thereby you had a greater surplus of mortgage funds?

Mr. LEVITAN. No. You would have less, Mr. Simon, because of the
fact that we are dealing with excess cash. Now most of these funds
that were used, that we subsequently treated as expenses during con-
struction, which the Internal Revenue permits us to do, such as inter-
est and taxes during construction, actually were paid out in cash.

Mr. SimoN. But to the extent that you reduce your construction
costs by charging things like interest and taxes to operating expense,
you increase the amount of windfall, don't you?

Mr. LvTAN. No, sir, you do not because you are dealing with the
same dollars of value.
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In other words, you receive so many dollars. The mere fact that

you may have given it a different name does not necessarily reduce
the total expenditure.

Let me put it that way, total expenditure over construction.
Mr. SIMoN. If you had a bushel basket full of dollars that came out

of the mortgage, the fewer expenses that you pay out of the dollars
in that bushel basket, the more dollars remain in, isn't that true?

Mr. LEVTrAN. Yes. That might be true if you get the whole story
but that did not happen in this case, because out of that so-called bushel
basket came not only the total cost of construction, so-called but also
the carrying charges, which included the interest and taxes during
construction.

Mr. SIMor. But for purposes here of reaching a $281,000 windfall,
you included the interest and carrying charges, which for your own
purposes you had not included, isn't that right?

Mr. LEVITAN. You mean so far as cost of construction was con-
cerned ?

Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. LEVITAN. That is true.
Mr. SiM N. Therefore, for your purposes the construction cost was

a couple of hundred thousand dollars less than the figure Mr. Ross has
given us here?

Mr. LEVITAN. It could be. I don't say that figure is accurate.
The CHArRMAN. It could be something?
Mr. LiEvrrAN. Something like that, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Going to Quebec House, Mr. Rose, who owns the land

that building was built on?
Mr. ROSE. Who owns the land?
Mr. SiMoN. Yes.
Mr. ROSE. Mr. Gewirz.
Mr. SIMoNq. What is his first name?
Mr. RosE. Morris.
Mr. SIMoN. Is he a stockholder in the project?
Mr. RosE. No, he is not.

fr. .ToN. He just leased the land to you?
Mr. RosE. He just leased the land.
Mr. SrMoN. How long a lease is it?
Mr. RoSE. 99-year lease.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the name of the sponsoring corporations?
Mfr. RosE. Quebec House, section 1, and section 2.
Mr. SIMno. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. RosE. Bernard Gewirz, 34 shares; Bernard Cewirz, trustee

for Carl Gewirz, 33 shares.
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell that?
Mr. RosE. Carl, C-a-r-1.
Mr. STMON. How do you spell it?
Mr. RoSE. C-a-r-l G*-e-w-i-r-z.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that the same family as the man who owns the land?
Mr. Ros,. Yes, the same family owns the land. That is his son. I

don't know who Carl is.
MNr. LEVrrAN. That is his other son.
Mr. SIMON. What percentage of the stock in Quebec House do the

Gewirz's own?
Mr. RosE. 20 percent.
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Mr. SIMoN. What valuation was put on the land for the 99 -year
lease purposes?

Mr. ROSE. That I don't know. I know the recapture price $860,000.
Mr. SIMfON. Do you know what Mr. Gewirz paid for the 1and?
Mr. RosE. No, I don't.
Mr. SImoN. Do you have any idea?
Mr. RosE. No. I never met Mr. Gewirz before this.
The CHAIRMAN. The recapture clause is $860,000?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean if FHA has to repossess the build.

in the will have to pay the land owner $860,000?
_r.SE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the one that gets me the worst. This is

the first one of these we have found in Washington. Ordinarily, they
are in New York.

Mr. RosE. There is plenty of them here.
The CHAIRMAN. P enty of them here. In other words, FHA now

is going to have to pay-if FHA must repossess that property they
are going to have to pay $860,000?

Mr. ROSE. They don't have to unless they want to own the land.
Mr. LEVITAN. I don't think so, sir. I Ink they have the option

to purchase the ground for $860,000 at any time.
Mr. SImoN. The ground lease is ahead of mortgage.
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. FHA's $8 million mortgage here is purely on a lease-

hold.
Mr. RosE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe I am wrong. If I am I want to be correct

about this matter: If I understand correctly, if the time ever comes
when FHA must repossess this property, that they then must pay the
owner of that land $860,000 be ore they can do so. Isn't that right?.

Mr. L EVITAN. I don't think so.
I think they may continue to pay the rental; is the carrying charge.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean FHA?
Mr. LEVITAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They either have to pay $860,000 or they have to

pay how much rent a year for 99 years?
Mr. ROSE. $34,400 a year.
The CHAIRMAN. They must pay $34,400 a year?
If it was the first year of a 30-year mortgage, 30 times 34 is what?

That would be about $1 million.
Mr. RoSE. It is a 99-year lease.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean for the 30 years.
They would pa $34,000 a year. If FHA had to repossess the first

year, and they dig nothing else but pay the rent for 30 years, it would
run over $1 million wouldn't it?

Mr. JAWITZ. We haven't the slightest idea. The man is a complete
stranger to us. We took it on on the basis that was a fair basis to pay,
in consideration of the rental.

The cost, the man kept to himself. We put it on on what we
consider a fair rental basis. We don't expect to recapture the land.

The CHAIRMAN. How many acres are there?
Mr. LEVITAN. I think there is close to 10 and I think the District

is assessing it at $65,000 an acre at this time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Where is it located?
Mr. RosE. Connecticut Avenue and Quebec. That would be about

thirty hundred-twenty -eight hundred.
Mr. JAWITZ. We could have bought-
Mr. SIMoN. As an old real-estate man weren't you curious enough

to go down and see the revenue stamps on his deed?
Mr. ROSE. No. I wasn't a real-estate man in the first place.
Mr. SIMON. What were you?
Mr. ROSE. We were builders.
Mr. SIMON. You never went down to even see the revenue stamps?
Mr. RosE. No.
The FHA fixed the value on this land and land anyplace in that

neighborhood right now, I know some land right around the corner^
there that is bringing $20 a foot.

Mr. SIMON. Who built-
Mr. JAWITZ. Just to set you straight on that, we could have bought

the land for probably $900,000 but we found it more advantageous to
lease it rather than buy it.

The CHAIRMAN. You could have bought it for $900,000?
Mr. JAWITZ. I think that was the asking price he had on it. Is that

correct?
Mr. RosE. Something like that.
He wasn't too anxious to sell it.
The CHAIRMAN. We can very easily call the owner and find out ex-

actly how much he paid for it.
Mr. SImON. Who built the building?
Mr. RosE. Ajax Co., Ajax Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. What was the contract?
Mr. ROSE. The contract was $6,919,163.77.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that a fixed price contract for the building?
Mr. RosE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. RosE. The mortgage was $7,388,000.
Mr. SIMON. After paying for all the costs to everybody in connec-

tion with the project, how much of the mortgage money was left over?
Mr. ROSE. $468,836.23.
Mr. SIMON. That means the mortgage proceeds exceeded all the

costs, including financing and carrying charges and tax and every-
thing else, by $468,000.

Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That was distributed to the stockholders, was it?
Mr. RosE. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. What was the capital stock in Quebec No. 1?
Mr. RosE. 500 shares, $2 par value, $1,000.
Mr. SImoN. What was the stock in Quebec No. 2?
Mr. RosE. The same.
Mr. SiMON. So the $2,000 investment has brought a dividend of

$46%,000, and the stockholders still own the property; is that right?
Mr. RosE. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And any moneys they loaned or advanced have been

returned to them?
Mr. RosE,. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the construction profit of Ajax ?
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Mr. RosE. $224,962.37.
Mr. SIMON. That is, of course, in addition to the profit on the pro.

ceeds of the mortgage that you haveI
Mr. RosE. Yes.
The ('H.IRMAN. Did you ever give any FHA official anything of

value or did any of them ever ask you for anything of value?
Mr. RosE. No, sir.
The ('HAIRMAN. Did you ever give them any gifts of any kind?
Mr. RosE. Well, the office every Christmas contributes little gifts.
None of them amount to more an $5 or $10 and I don't know jpist

what FHA got. We were in the construction business and have been
in it for 40 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rose. We appreciate
your testimony.

We are about ready to recess now until 10 o'clock on Thursd:iv.
We will give you the witnesses here: Alexander Muss, from Ne'w
York, will be one of our witnesses; Samuel J. Rodman, from New
York will be another one of our witnesses; and Alexander Corman,
from New Orleans will be one of our witnesses, and Edward Carnnack,
from Murfreesboro, Tenn., will be one of our witnesses.

We will now recess until 10 o'clock, on Thursday morning.
(Whereupon, at 3: 45 p. in., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a. m., Thursday, July 22,1954.)
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